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not, however, be unmindful of the interests of

those of its members in private practice who are

equally entitled to all the privileges, the protec-

tion and support which the Institute can give

them. But the greater and wiser policy of the

Institute must ever be directed, with equal con-

sideration and honour to all members, so that the

best interests of the Art of Architecture in this

country may be served.
“ To this end it is recommended that the

Government be approached in order that the

matter may be considered, not as affecting the

interests of private architects or official architects,

but as influencing the advancement of Architec-

ture. Such an Inquir}% conducted with a full

sense of the importance of the larger issue, may
not only find a solution to the immediate question

with the Government, but will in all probability

bring about a closer relationship between the

Government and the Royal Institute which may
lead to the establishment of continuity of policy

in future.”

I think the Council will agree that the result

of such a discussion would be bound to

influence Public Authorities throughout this

country and also in the Overseas Dominions

of the Empire.

{g) Architectural Education,

I invite your attention to two important steps

in connection with architectural education which

have been taken by the Council since the last

Inaugural Address :—(^) The Endowment of the

Rome Scholarship, and {ii) The foundation of the

R.I.B.A. Athens Bursary.

I have heard it whispered that some of the

younger men think that it is a waste of

time to go to Athens and Rome to study the

architecture of the past, that an architect has

nothing to learn there, and that the less he knows

about ancient art the more unhampered will be his

own development. It seems to me that an open

mind is likely to prove to be an empty mind,

and that without knowledge of the past an

architect is poorly equipped for the present. I

also hear that this movement has even taken

the form of advising young men not to trouble

about the Soane and the Tite prizes, which give

a man a tour in Italy or France, but to treat

them as altogether valueless.

I hope that I have been misinformed, and I

cannot imagine any responsible teacher of our

great art giving advice of such a nature. Let me
here remind you that our great architects have

always been students of the productions of the

past and also travellers in other countries. They
have absorbed the ideas of other men and other

ages and have passed them through the crucible

of their own mentality and, thus equipped, they

have produced their own individual work. Are

we to-day so puny that we should fear to cramp

our style by study, and be overpowered by

knowledge ? Surely we cannot afford to give

up the accumulated knowledge of the art-forms

of past ages, for a study of them should enable

us to deal more easily and with more confidence

with present-day problems.

Tradition in art cannot be lightly disregarded.

Tradition is our rock-foundation and an archi-

tect who replaces it simply by his own self-

sufficiency is building his house upon the sand.

[h) The Greater London Regional Planning Com-
mittee.

The Town Planning Acts have provided for

the regulation of the lay-out of large areas of land

in the interests of public health, and should be

responsible for a great improvement in housing

conditions and in the general health of the people,

which is so much affected by environment. Co-
ordination, however, to regulate future regional

planning, is most important, and the formation

by Mr. Neville Chamberlain of the Greater

London Regional Planning Committee was a

most valuable step in the right direction. The
Committee has been fortunate in having as its

secretary Mr. Montagu Harris, O.B.E,, who is

not only a distinguished civil servant, but is also

fully conversant with town-planning problems,

having been President of the Town Planning

Institute in the year 1927-28.

The Greater London Committee has ap-

pointed several sub-committees

—

(a) General

Purposes, {b) Decentralisation, (r) Open Spaces,

(d) Traffic, and these sub-committees are collect-

ing reliable information for our use in the future.

It has as chief technical adviser, Dr. Raymond
Unwin, F.R.I.B.A., an acknowledged authority

on town planning. Other experts who are advis-

ing the Committee are :—Prof. S. D. Adshead,
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F.R.LB.A., :Mr. W. R. Davidge, F.R.LB.A.,

F.S.L, Mr. Longstreth Thompson, F.S.L, and

Mr. Frank W. Hunt, F.S.L Dr. Unwin has in

hand the preparation of a town-planning scheme

for Greater London, showing what is necessary m
the way of arterial roads, bridges, and open spaces

as a guide for the control of future development.

This will be a work of great magnitude, as

Greater London includes an area of about 2,000

square miles, extending on the north as far as

Harpenden and M elwyn ; on the east as far as

Billericay, Wickford, and Gravesend
;

on the

south as far as Dorking, Reigate, and Redhill
,

and on the west as far as Slough, Beaconsfield,

and Amersham.
The Greater London Committee is also taking

up vigorouslv the consideration of ‘'Ribbon

Development ’’ and other matters of extreme

importance in the amenities of the countr} side.

I feel confident that in order to make Regional

Planning eflfective it will be necessary to extend

its provisions so as to include already built-up

areas, while a comprehensive scheme of town-

planning for Greater London, in place of

piecemeal efforts, should be of material assistance

to its proper development.

3. Buildings of the Year.

It is very pleasant to refer to the number of fine

buildings which have been brought to completion

by our members during the past year, as these mdi-

cate not onlv the prosperous condition of archi-

tecture at the present time hut also the undoubted

fact that never has better architectural talent been

available for carrving out the various types of

building required' for public and social service

under our complex civilisation, when so many

factors such as noise, acoustics and vibmtion have

to be considered. Complexity of existing con-

ditions is the kernel of the problem of the diffi-

culties in building to-day.

I may divide these types of building as follows

Gn TfnV/i Halls (lud othir llMiinicipai Biiildi.i^s

.

ATunicipal Buildinu^. Dial]ey,by\V. Alexander ITar\'ey

ordP Graham A.] ;
Nottinsbam Council

Hou.e and Exchange Buildines, by T. Cecil Howitt [A .] ;

Bournemouth PaMlion, by Home and Rni^ht hb J ;

the Spitalfields Market, by Sydney Perks [b
;
Police

Station at Bristol, bv Ivor Jones [A.} aiul Percy

Thomas [F.] ;
Public Baths and W^^^h-houscs Green-

wich, bv Horth and Andrevrs [t P.]
;

w.C.C. W eights

and Measures Olfice, Endsleigh Gardens, X.u ., by

G Ibpham Forrest [F.].

(b) Banks.
Martins Bank, Maidstone, by Darcy Braddell [F.] and

Humphry Deane
;
doyds Bank, Dartforci, Kent, by

Edward iXIaufe [F.]
;
Xational Provincial Bank, Cardiff

Doclcs Branch, by F. C. R. Palmer and W. F. C Holden

[FF.] ;
Midland Bank, Chcapside, partly completed,

by Gotch and Saunders [FF.], and Sir Edwdn LuWens,

R.A. [F.], associated architects.

(c) Lihmries, Art Galleries and Alusewns.

pLibiic Library, York, by Brierley and Rutherford

[FF.]
;
V/iliianison Art Gallery and Museum, Birken-

head, bv Hannaford and Thearle[AA.]
;
the Holker Law

I.ibrary, Gray’s Inn, by Sir Edwin Cooper [F.].

(d) Fducatio'fial Establishfuerits.

Rhodes House, Oxford, by Sir Herbert Baker,

A.P..A. [F.]
;
Highgate School Science Buildings, by

Alan E. i'.lLiriby [F.] ;
Wyggeston Grammiar School for

Girls, Leicester, by^ Symington and Prince [A. and F.]
;

Christ’s Hospital, Plertford, Science Buildings, by
Svdney’ Tatchell [F.]

;
Sutton Valence School Chapel,

Alaidstone. by Adams, Holden and Pearson [FF.] ;

Cranleigh School Xew Buildings, by Sir Edwin Cooper

[F.] ;
School for Tropical 3.iedicinc, Gower Street,

W.C., by P. nlorley Plorder and Verner O. Rees [F.]
;

Stowe Schooi Chap:l, Bucks, by Sir Robert Lorimer,

A.R.A. [F.], and John F. Alatrhew
;
Armstrong College

Mining Block, Xe^v'casLle, by A. Dunbar Smith [F.].

fc) Ho spirals.

The Deal atid VAlmcr War Memorial Hospital, by
Percy Adams, Holden and Pe.wson [FF.]

;
Hospital,

Da\ > hiilnae, by Elcock and Sutcliffe [FF.] ;
Seamens

Flospital, Greenwich—School of Pathology and Nurses’

Horne, bv Sir Edwin Ckioner [F.] ;
^Middlesex Flospital,

Wc^t Wine, by Alner W. Hall [F.].

{ f) Theatres and Ci>i mas.

B'he Alhambra Cinema, Moseley Road, Walsall, Bir-

mingham, bv Satchweil and Roberts
;

the Empire

Theatre, ^'outhempton, by Wm. and T. R. Milburn,

[P’F.] ;
the D u is I’heatre.' Croydon, by Robert Cromne

[F.] ; Empire Cinein i, Leicester Sepiare, M ., by Frank

ALitcham and Co. and b hos. W. Lamb, associated

architects
;
Cinema, Richmond R.oad, Twickenham, by'

Leathart and Grander [FF.].

(g) ChiirJics.

Church of St. Joan of Arc, Farnham, by C. Nicholas

and J. E. Dix(;n-Spain [FF.], in association with FI.

Falkner and G. AL A^l\^in [FF.]
;
Kelham Chapel,

Newark-on-Trent, by Currey and Thompson [PFi] ;

the Free Church Hall Welwyn, by Louis de Soissons

and A. W. Kenvon [FF.J ;
Church at Flove, Sussex, by

E. P. Warren [F.]
;
Paisley Abbey Restoration, by Sir

Robert Lorimer, A.R.A. [F.].

ill) Tozvn Planninrt and Housinrt Sehenics.

Larkhall Rise Flats, Clapham, by Louis de Soissons

and G. C. Wornum [FF.] ; Princes Gate Court, Ken-

sington, by T. P. Bennett [F.j and Son ;
William Booth

Memorial Buildings, Denmark Flill, by Sir Giles Gilbert

Scott, R.A. [F.], and Gordon and Viner, associated

architects.
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(/) Office Buildings.

New Offices, Billinghani, for Imperial Chemical In-

dustries, Ltd.,byL.H.Bucknell\*J.'; ;
Imperial Chemical

House, London, by Sir Frank Baines and Alfred Cox
[FF.]y associated architects; National Radiator Building,

Arg\'li and Great Marlborough Streets, by Gordon
Jec\es kd.],and Raymond Hood, associated architects

;

Laboratories at Winnington, Xorthwich, Cheshire, for

Brunner, Alond and Co., Ltd., by L. H. Buckneil,

[H.]
;

Metropolitan District Railway Offices, Broad-

way, Westminster, by Adams, Holden and Pear-

son, [FF.]
;

Entrance Loggia, Selfridge's Stores,

by Graham, Anderson, Probst and White, Sir John
Burnet [F.] and Partners; Fortnum and Alason’s Stores,

Piccadilly, by Wimperis, Simpson and Guthrie [FF.j ;

River Plate House, South Place, E.C., by Messrs. Joseph
M.]

;
Sun Life Assurance of Canada, Cockspur Street,

S.W., by Septimus Warwick
;

Vintry House,
Southwark Bridge, E.C., bv Kersev, Gale and Spooner
:ff.]

ij) Raikcay Stations and Garages.

E.xmouth Railway Station, by J. R. Scott, Architect

TO the Southern Railway
;

the Lex Garage, Little

Pulteney Street, W.i, by R. Sharp [L.] in conjunction

with J. J. Joass [F.l
;
Omnibus Garage, Leicester, bv

W. H. and H. G.^Riley [F. ^ A.]

(k) Factories.

The Firestone Tyre Factory, Great West Road,
^Middlesex, by Wallis, Gilbert and Partners [FF.]

;

Carreras Factory, Hamj^stead Road, N.W., by AI. E.

and H. O. Collins [F. A.]

(!) Post Office Buildings and Telephone Exchanges.

Telephone Exchange, Sheffield, H.ALO.W., Sir R. J.

Allison, Chief Architect \F.
;
Post Office at ATitcham,

H.ALO.W., A. Scott [A.]
;
Post Office, Bath, H.ALO.W.

Sir R. J. Allison, [F.].

ym) ?iUscellaneous.

d'he Royal Horticultural Hall, by Easton and
Robertson [F.] ;

North East Coast Exhibition, New-
castle-upon-Tyne, by W. and T. R. Alilburn [FF.]

;

War Alemorial, Trinity College, Dublin, by Sir Thomas
.Manly Deane

;
Lincoln’s Inn Old Hall Restoration, by

Sir John W. Simpson [FP.F./.F.H.]
;
Heston Air Park

and Aerodrome, by L. AI. Austin [H.]
;
Alasonic Hall,

Birmingham, R. Savage [F.]
;

Alasonic Hall, Alan-

chester. Dr. P. S. Worthington [F.].

It is of course often unfortunate that when new
buildings have to be erected, old ones, sometimes

of real artistic value, should have to be demolished,

and in the case of Dorchester House, in Park Lane,

it causes a pang of regret that this fine, stately man-
sion, designed by Lewis AMlliamy and adorned

by that great sculptor Alfred Stevens, should have

been taken from us. It is, however, the inevitable

result of expansion that when a building has ceased

to serve a useful purpose it is always liable to be

superseded. It is the old, old story of “ new
lamps for old,’’ and the old were often beautifully

mellow and attractive.

4. Bridges.

In reviewing the building proposals of the past

year, Bridges loom largely in our minds
;

first

because the old ones will often no longer stand the

strain of modern traffic
;

and secondly because

new ones are required to meet the increased flow

and weight of traffic to-day. Since the time of the

Romans bridges have always been recognised as

important factors in the spread of human inter-

course. In mediaeval times they were often semi-

religious in character, and old London Bridge

itself was started by a religious fraternity of the

Fratres Pontis.” When we speak of bridges

our thoughts inevitably turn to that bridge at

Avignon so famous in song. It was built in the

same way by a sacred guild of bridge builders,

and like many others had a midway chapel which
indicated its sacred character as consecrated to

intercourse between towns and peoples. This
continuous tradition of the great importance of

bridges should make us feel a serious sense of

responsibility for the care of old bridges and the

building of new ones. It is satisfactory to record

that this responsibility is being recognized through-

out England. Thus the fine mediaeval bridge at

M'ansford is now relieved of the heavy traffic on
the Great North Road b}' a new bridge alongside,

while the tamous Clopton Bridge at Stratford-on-

Avon will be similarly preserved by a new
auxiliary bridge.

The architectural importance of the London
bridges bears such an intimate relation to the

development of London at the present time that

I propose to refer shortly to the projects for bridges

which have been and are now under consideration,

and have given rise to so much public interest.

[a) Si. PaiiVs Bridge., about which there has been
so much intermittent discussion for the past 18

years, has now been vetoed by Parliament. It was
a badly conceived project and the worst cross-river

scheme ever formulated, for it would have endan-
gered the stability of St. Paul’s, and by attracting

more traffic to an already busy and congested centre,

would have ruined the amenities of our great

metropolitan Cathedral, and in the supposed
interests of traffic, would have defeated the ver}^
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purpose for which it was designed. So much for

the defeat of a new Bridge. Now we come to

the threat to an old Bridge.

(b) Waterloo Bridge .— It is a great relief to lovers

of London and of fine majestic architecture to

know that Waterloo Bridge is to be strengthened

and repaired and not demolished, and so will

still remain as London's finest bridge. The
L.C.C. are to be highly congratulated on their

decision.

Regarding these two Bridges, it has been necessary

to keep a constant and vigilant watch on the city

scheme in the East and on the L.C.C. proposals

in the West, lest we should have a ruined Cathedral

at one end of London and a ruined bridge at the

other. Both St. Paul’s Cathedral and Waterloo

Bridge seem now to be anchored in safety. Thus
we see that we have not only been taking action

for the Preservation of Rural England, but also

we have been keeping a watchful eye for the pro-

tection of the monuments of the capital city.

(c) Charing Cross Bridge .—The greatest archi-

tectural event of the year, however, and, indeed,

one of Imperial importance, is the decision

to provide a new road bridge at Charing Cross.

It has been the dream of many people for many
years that such a bridge should be constructed, and

one cannot but rejoice that this much-needed public

improvement for the Metropolis will at length be

taken in hand.

It is, of course, of the greatest importance that

the best scheme should be adopted after all sug-

gestions have been exhaustively considered, and

the final decision should be the result of con-

sultation and agreement between all those who
have a right to be heard.

Among the authorities who might be presumed

to be interested in the subject and to have a right

to express an opinion, is the Greater London
Regional Planning Committee, of which I happen
to be Chairman and of which Dr. Raymond LTnwin,

F.R.LB.A.,isthe ChiefTechnical Adviser. Another

bodv is theTown Planning Institute, and yet another

is the important Committee, convened by the

R. LB.A., known as the Thames Bridges Conference,

of which Mr. Arthur Keen is the Chairman.

The official scheme which the London Countv
Council have drawn up in collaboration with the

railway company and Sir Edwin Lutyens is certain

to be met with many and serious objections. This
official scheme proposes a high level bridge occu-
pying the site of the present railway bridge and
reaching ground level at the Strand, where an
awkward traffic circus would be formed, while at the

junction of Waterloo Road and the approach road
another circus is proposed. The official bridge
with its approaches has, as one of its unfortunate
features, a great length without any intermediate
exits or entrances from the ground level

,
which would

thus cause a great congestion of traffic at the points
\vhere it is discharged. Another bad feature is the
length of main road tunnelling, with objectionable

overhead viaducts
;

thus Belvedere Road, it has
been stated, would be tunnelled for 600 feet,

Waterloo Road for 420 feet, and York Road for 300
feet. I know of no such system of unsightlv tun-
nelled and overhead viaducts in existence in the
veiy^ centre of any European capital city. The
scheme also necessitates the destruction of much
valuable property such as St. Martin’s Vicarage
and schools, the ‘‘ Old Vic” theatre, Coutts’s Bank,
the India Store Depot and the Union Jack Club
and would, therefore, be ver}' costly.

After considering this official scheme the Greater
London Regional Planning Committee passed a
resolution at a meeting held 30 Julv, 1929, con-
demning the scheme for various reasons, as

follows :

—

“ I. The chief object of a bridge at Charing
Cross should be to deal with the traffic between
the area south of the river and the west and
north-west of London. The scheme put for-

ward by the London County Council and
Ministry of Transport, far from facilitating this

traffic, distorts it in an attempt to serve the north
and south traffic which would not naturallv use
Charing Cross Bridge.

“2. The natural flow from the bridge to the
north-west will be seriously interfered with by
the proposed disconnection of Charing Cross
Bridge from Northumberland Avenue, Trafalgar
Square and the Embankment.” (The official
scheme requires all Embankment traffic to go
up to the Strand before it can get on to the new^
Bridge.) ‘'Vehicles going to Westminster and
Piccadilly would not only be diverted from their
natural course but forced to use the already
congested centre at the Strand.
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3. The creation of a new Circus at the

Strand so near to the present Trafalgar Square
Circus will cause serious delay to traffic, besides

being a costly matter owing to the demolition of

valuable buildings.

“ 4. That as regards the characteristic views

of London, including the view of St. PauEs from
the Embankment and Westminster, the raising

of the bridge by means of tunnelled viaducts and
underground streets above the level necessary

to cross the Embankment traffic will be detri-

mental and will tend to destroy the view and to

be out of scale with the remaining features.

“5. The existence of the overhead railway

from London Bridge to Charing Cross presents

the chief obstacle to the proper development of

London south of the river. The removal of this

obstacle probably by placing the railway under-

ground will ultimately become necessary. Any-
thing which would render this removal more
difficult or costly is to be deprecated.”

This criticism has also been endorsed by town-

planning and other authorities. We have only to

remember that simplicity is the acid test of design,

and if we apply this test to the official scheme
for Charing Cross Bridge, we find that its many
complications are the measure of its imper-

fections.

Ofall the schemes which have been published and

are worthy ofconsideration I would refer to two only.

One is that of the late Edwin T. Hall, F.R.I.B.A.,

published in the R.I.B.A. Journal in December,

1916. It is a simple, straightforward plan for a

low-level bridge abutting on to a wide open square,

some three acres in extent, at the Victoria Embank-
ment end and communicating directly with the Em-
bankment and Northumberland Avenue between

which and Villiers Street there would be room for

fine monumental buildings, while a widened Vil-

liers Avenue would lead to the Strand. Mr. HalPs

treatment of the Surrey side consists in joining up

the Southern Station and Hotel while allowing the

River Embankment to be continued under the

Station Yard.

The other scheme is by Messrs. Niven, Caroe

and Muirhead and is to a certain extent similar,

but with improvements, such as the carrying of

a bridge over the Victoria Embankment, which

would be lowered at this point so as to pass under

the bridge, thus giving additional traffic facilities.

This scheme provides for the easy distribution of

traffic
;
there are no costly and insanitary" approach

viaducts on either side of the river, and less property

to be acquired, for it would leave Coutts's Bank,
the Union Jack Club and other buildings as thev

are and should, it has been stated, cost some
three millions less than the official scheme. The
Embankment roadway on the south side would
also be preserved, and, if extended, would be
suitable for monumental buildings on the lines

of the London County Hall and St. Thomas’s
Hospital.

I am of opinion that a scheme on these lines

will prove to be the solution of this difficult

problem.

I agree with Mr. Arthur Keen, Chairman of the

Thames Bridges Conference, that taking the

northern approach, it is most desirable to have a

low-level bridge with approaches to Northumber-
land Avenue and the Victoria Embankment—that

is to say, a bridge which serves both banks right

down to the water’s edge, with the Victoria Em-
bankment raised and lowered so as to allow

traffic to get on to the bridge or pass under it at

will, and be easily distributed.

As to the southern approach, the important

thing is to enable the future development of South
London from Westminster Bridge to Blackfriars

to be properly carried out, and not to put the

station in such a position as to block up the

open space from Waterloo to the river. This

could be avoided bv placing the new railway

station in its most suitable position adjoining

Waterloo Station, and the Hotel in its proper place

facing the river, with an underground connecting

space, like that at Piccadilly Circus, to give access

from Station to Hotel—an arrangement which
would allow the streets to run through without

interruption and the development begun on the

south side by the Countv Hall to proceed east-

wards.

What we have to deal with in the next few vears

is essentially the greatest public improvement that

has been undertaken in London since the Great

Fire. It is not only the question of a new bridge
;

it is more even than the question of planning the

approaches to the bridge. It is, in fact, the prob-

lem of the development of the central portion of the

Surrey side. We shall make or mar that develop-

ment for all time by the decision which we take on
the bridge. The interest of the general public has
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been keenly directed towards the matter, and all

those who care for the welfare of London are greatly

indebted to those responsible organs of the Press

which have done so much to voice opinion on the

subject and to urge the public authorities in the

right direction.

The magnitude of the scheme and the com-
plexities it involves in the matter of town planning

—on both sides of the river—render the problem
of this bridge and its necessary approaches very

difficult to visualise even bv experts.

I am therefore strong!}' of opinion that, before

anvthing further is done, a scale model of the whole
scheme, shoving the approaches on both sides of

the river, should be made, and that a full discussion

should take place on it between H.M. Government,
the London Countv Council, the Alinlstrv of

Transport, the Greater London Regional Planning

Committee, the ^Fhames Bridges Conference and
the Royal Fine Art Commission. A public com-
petition should then be held to secure and co-

ordinate all the best ide s.

Even from the point of view of the amount
of money involved, which is 12,000,000 and
upwards, it is evident that mature consideration

should be given to the problem in order to

ensure that the very best scheme should be selected,

and I await with confidence the decision of the

various authorities, including His Alajesty’s Govern-
ment. who have agreed to provide 75 per cent, of

the cost.

Criticism is not only easy and inevitable, but,

indeed, absolutely essential, and of enormous
value in considering an undertaking of such excep-

tional importance. Whatever we may think of the

scheme itself, in its present tentative form, we
cannot but remember that it is largely owing to

the public spirit and courage of the London
County Council, generously supported by the

Alinister of Id'anspoFc and H.AI. Government,
that this gigantic undertaking ever came into the

realm of practical afiairs. Wt cannot blame either

Alinister or Council for our English habit of doing

our improvements piecemeal without first making
a general plan.

We have the Chairman of the London Countv
Council, Lord Alonk Bretton, liere with us this

evening, and we are glad to take this opportunity

of tendering our grateful thanks to him and to

those working with him, notably Sir Percy Sim-
mons, for the bold and public-spirited w'ay in

wFiich this great civic enterprise has been handled

and brought into its present promising position.

It is wonderful to realise that at last we are in

sight of the actual acccniplishment of this great

improvement, and that the present railway mon-
strosity will be removed for ever from our midst.

I hope that, in the public interest, the best advice

will be sought for and follow'ed and that, if neces-

sar}y there will be a public competition for the

complete scheme. The bridge and its approaches
w hich w ill occupv one of the finest sites in London,
should be a great and magnificent conception,

w'orthy of its central position in the capital of the

Empire.

5. Activities of the R.LB.A.

It is wxll from time to time to recall the manv
and varied activities of the Roval Institute.

Just as the foundations of anv building are of the
greatest importance, so are the foundations of an
institution, and wEen wx read our Roval Charter
granted by William lA^ w'e must realise that our
foundation has provided a good base for the
superstructure wEich w'e have raised upon it. Our
Charter sets forth that architecture is esteemed and
encouraged in all enlightened nations, as tending
greatly to promote the domestic convenience of
citizens and the public improvement and em-
bellishment of cities, and we received our Charter
because we were associated together for the general
advancement of civil architecture and for pro-
moting and facilitating the acquirement of the
knowledge of the various arts and sciences con-
nected therewith.

The R.LB.A. and the principles for which it

stands are of value not only to its individual
members but also to the community at large, and
this is not always fully realised. One has only
to consider its multifarious w’ork to appreciate
how' many-sided are its activities. The four
Standing Committees—Art, Literature, Practice,
and Science—deal with all aspects of the profes-
sion

;
the Library is the finest of its kind in

the w'orld
;

in addition to w'hich we have the
JouRiVAL, the Kalendar, Exhibitions, visits, lectures
and debates, conferences, social functions, the
organisation for assisting architects to travel
about the world, the collection and distribution of
information, the maintenance of the Scale of
Charges, the control and improvement of the
Competition system—better managed here than
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in any other countiy^—and, perhaps most important

of all, the vast and varied work of the Board of

Architectural Education.

We must not forget that architects are doing

good service by giving professional advice in an

honorar}^ capacity in their own districts where
changes are under the consideration of local

authorities, while a great deal of important work
for the community is done by architects as a

matter of public duty.

I think much good can be done by architects

becoming members of Town Councils, as they can

thus help to direct movements beneficial to their

districts. I know full well that much time is

wasted on committees, and it is not congenial

work, but it is much more effective than writing

letters to the newspapers after a wrong decision

has been made.
The work of the Society for the Protection of

Ancient Buildings has always depended greatly

upon the services of enthusiastic members of the

profession. The establishment of the Council

for the Preservation of Rural England was in the

main the work of members and honorary members
of the R.I.B.A., such as the Earl of Crawford and
Balcarres, Mr. E. Guy Dawber (Past President),

and Professor Patrick Abercrombie, and that body
freely acknowledges the debt that it owes to the

profession.

There has been an important development

recently in the appointment of Advisory Panels

consisting largely of architects appointed by the

Allied Societies to give free help and advice in all

matters affecting the amenities of the countr}"-side.

The work of these Panels is not yet sufficiently

known, but when the community is fully aware of

their work we shall hope to see great results from

a proper use of them.

Architects in their own neighbourhood hold an

unofficial watching brief for the protection of

England’s architectural monuments—large and

small. We, who have the trained eye for beauty

of form, must regard ourselves as trustees for the

countless fine buildings which form our heritage

from past ages. England is throughout its length

and breadth a veritable treasure house of archi-

tectural gems, which are found alike in little villages

and in great towns—buildings which have not only

their own intrinsic worth but also their historical

associations which must be preserved by those of

us who understand their value.

1

1

In connection with Greater London I should
like to see more interest in its development by
wealthy citizens. When I think of Nottingham,
Leeds, Bristol, Birmingham, Liverpool and Man-
chester, and realise what their citizens have done
by giving vast sums for general improvements to

these towns, I think we are justified in hoping
that more and more of our wealthier citizens, not

only of the City of London but also of Greater

London, will take a wider view of their responsi-

bilities for the architectural improvement and
general amenities of this vast area of 2,000 square

miles.

The importance of environment is the new note

which has been sounded to-day in connection

with every public undertaking, whether national or

local, and both in town and country we must
preserve beauty and we must provide beauty in all

our surroundings. At last it is recognised that

beauty of environment is an essential factor in

raising the status and improving the health of our

people. In other words we now' realise that we
cannot raise an Ai race in C3 surroundings.

As architecture comes striding dow n the ages, we
can discern the progressive spirit w'hich animates her,

for she has always developed a new phase in each

period to meet new requirements, and a clear indica-

tion of social progress is to be seen in the progressive

adaptation of architecture to each successive period

of human history . In ancient days the demand on
her w'as chiefly for temples, tombs and theatres

and it has been said that Athenians would seem
to have been content to live in hovels if only they

could gaze on the glory of the Temple of their

goddess on the Acropolis. The outstanding build-

ings in old Rome wxre the Forum and Basilica for

business and social life. Then in England came
castles for defence, round w'hich the common
people clustered. The IMedi^eval masons built

great cathedrals wEich became centres for every

sort of civic life, together with parish churches for

prayer and w orship and memorials of the dead. In

Renaissance times great architects designed great

country houses and mansions for the nobility.

Then came the Queen Anne and Georgian houses
for the gentry" in the towms. But to-day is the

people's day, the day of communal organisation,

as at Letchw'orth and Welwyn Garden City of

town planning in new' districts and of building

schemes round every" tow n to supply fit and proper

homes for the people and their own social needs.
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Here then are the latest demands made upon archi-

tecture : here is the new opportunity for architects

of to-day. They are called upon to design not

onlv all the variety of buildings for social service

and recreation but also to provide a new and more
enlightened people with pleasing homes in pleasant

environment.

In conclusion, I would remind you of our far-

reaching responsibilities, for we form a great con-

federation of British Architects, with ramifications

in all parts of the British Empire. Everywhere,

whether in Great Britain or the Overseas Dominions,
our members, of the Institute and of the Allied

Societies, strive to design buildings suitable to

existing requirements and also to endow their

work with permanent artistic value. Thus do we
endeavour to act up to our fine old heraldic

motto, Usui Civium Decori Urbiiirn,

Vote of Thanks to the President

The RT. HOX. LORD MONK BRETTOX, C.B.

(Chairman, London County Council), in proposing

the vote of thanks to the President on his address, said :

I have been very interested in your President’s ad-

dress. I think it brings out in a remarkable degree the

importance to the community of architecture in the

life of London. In the last few years there has been a

crescendo of rebuilding, and I hope you will think

that the result has been good and owes its excellence

to vour own education. You have captured the busi-

ness men. . The business man is an important factor

in building in London to-day. He is constantly erect-

ing large premises and he would not now dream of

undertaking his expenditure except with the assistance

and on the advice of an architect of reputation. But

there is another somebody besides the business man
to be accounted for and that is the local authority.

The influence of local authorities has increased, is

increasing and is unlikely to be diminished. The
London County Council is the greatest landowner
in London and, with it, has an enormous responsibility

in matters of housing, health, clearing of slums and it

has even its share in the traffic problem and the

improvement of streets. We also have to do with that

new art which is called town planning and with which
architects are intimately associated. We wish to work
with architects.

Unfortunately, like other people, architects some-
times differ and when they differ it is impossible to

agree with all of them. Architects are not neculiar in

this respect. I have even observed from the Chair of

the County Council that London County Councillors

differ as to their methods of arriving at the summum
boniini.

We wish to work with architects. We want your

assistance and advice.

Now’ your President has referred to the London
bridges. With regard to Waterloo Bridge he gives us a

meed of praise. I am not sure that that praise is

not on a par with the joy in heaven over a sinner that

repents but, on that account, when he praises us, his

praise is all the greater and I am sure we are grateful

for it. But when we come to Charing Cross Bridge
I am afraid he is not so satisfied. He agrees with
us in the destruction of Hungerford Bridge, but after

that I am afraid he does not approve our methods and
he fears our destructive instincts. Xow^ I am in a dif-

ficult position as Chairman of the County Council in

this matter. I hold that honourable but ephemeral
post only for twelve months. During that time I can
exercise no vote and I have no voice. It is true I have a

casting vote, but I have never known the London
County Council in the position for the Chairman to

exercise a casting vote, and I do not think that it has
been done in the 40 years of the Council’s existence.

I am really the registrar of the decisions of the Council.
To compare lesser things wdth greater, I can no more
influence the Council on a matter of policy than the
Speaker of the House of Commons can influence His
Alajesty’s Government in their policy. And when I

speak of His Majesty’s Government it occurs to me
to remind you that, in this matter of Charing Cross
Bridge, His Alajesty’s Government pay 75 per cent, of
the piper’s bill.

I w’ish that the Chairman of our Improvements
Committee were here this evening. He is the centre of
the policy of the Council with regard to this matter,
and I can well imagine that, if he w’ere, a conversation
might take place betw een you w’hich would certainlv be
worthy of the British Broadcasting Company.

I am sure that Sir Banister Fletcher, who has a
knowledge of local authorities from the position that
he has held as SherilT of the City of London, will recog-
nise my position and agree that it is not in my power to
argue a matter of j^olicy of the Council in public. I

note his views. I am bound to note his views. They
come from the President of this distinguished associa-
tion and I am sure they w ill be received at the intrinsic
value which they deserve. He is a very well-known
man. He is a classic author of architecture, a writer,
a lecturer, w hose influence is not confined to England!
France, Italy, Belgium and New York have honoured
him. We thank him for his address.

Sir WILLIAM LLEWELLYN, K.C.V.O. (President
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of the Royal Academy), in seconding the vote of

thanks to the President, said : By the comprehensive
character of the President’s address, and his detailed

survey of the many-sided activities of this great Insti-

tute, its interests and influence in public affairs and
schemes, and its education, its concern with all matters

connected with architecture, whether they be business,

or scientific or artistic, he clearly shows to those

unfamiliar with this work how valuable the Institute is,

how useful and indispensable, not only to archi-

tects but to communities, to the nation, and, as the

President said, to the Empire. We welcome the Presi-

dent’s remarks on education, especially those remarks
concerning young students and young architects

ignoring tradition. There is no doubt that tradition

cannot be ignored
;

and if it is ignored, only too late

will those who ignore it find out their mistake. In

architecture, as in all art, there is a main trend,

and this main trend continues through history
;
there

has never been a real break. All changes that have
taken place are perfectly rational developments, due to

religious, social, scientific, moral, all sorts of demands
of the time. The changes take place in accordance

with the developments of history. Architecture is a

mirror of history. It is rather interesting to think

what the mirror of to-day will reflect. In these days of

mechanical and scientific improvements, perhaps you
may call them, when new materials come into use, it

seems to me there must be a new style of architecture

developing
;

perhaps it has developed, say, in such a

city as New York. We can only hope it will not develop

in that way in London. New materials make different

demands upon the designing powers of an architect,

because, whatever the material is, whatever the con-

struction is, the artist—the architect—has to come along

and make some sort of beauty^ out of it, and without

disguising what the material is that he has used.

And in that way, perhaps, a new style may be developed

which has for its beauty not so much beauty in detail as

beauty in mass, proportion and skyline. But I may hope
that these huge blocks of flats and huge buildings that

are being put up in London will have some sort of

grandeur about them, and will not be merely like a

lot of boxes piled one on the top of the other.

Your President spoke of environment. Architecture

means more to the public and more to the man in the

street than does any other art, because we are sur-

rounded by buildings, we have to live in them
;

the

creations of the^ architect are- wherever we are, except

in the remotest country, and they influence us uncon-
sciously. We are, therefore, glad that the President

should give us the assurance that this great Institute

recognises the need of preserving beauty and providing

it in all our surroundings—^I give you his own words.

Mr. ARTHL'R KEEN [F.], in supporting the vote

of thanks, said : I came here to-night as a very old

A 3

friend of Sir Banister Fletcher, for we worked side by
side in the days of our youth, as assistants in the same
office, and it is, naturally, a source of very great pleasure
to me to find him this evening occupying the Presiden-
tial Chair.

In his address he spoke of many interesting things,
but of nothing which appealed to me so much as the
subject of the bridges. He gave a very generous share
of the time at his disposal to the question of Charing
Cross Bridge, but he left much unsaid, a great deal of
which will still have to be said—but I do not propose to
say it now. There have been many views on the archi-
tectural aspects of the matter of Charing Cross Bridge,
but I have heard no difference of opinion whatever
about one subject, the need to take advantage of the
possibilities this bridge offers to open up the south side
of London

;
that is to say, the large district of central

London which runs between the railwav, London
Bridge to Charing Cross and the river. The wav to do
it is to make a fine thoroughfare leading into that
district off the approach road to the new bridge. I

noted the other day what Mr. Dann, the town-planner
in India, had to say on this matter. He said :

‘‘ The
south side, as it exists, is probably the grossest example
in the whole world of the economic and aesthetic misuse
of one of its finest building sites. No other capital
city of an important state would put up with such con-
ditions for a moment.” And the way to rectifv it all is

to carry on a fine thoroughfare into the middle of that
neglected district, to put a hotel on the river bank,
and have the railway station lying back some dis-

tance, to leave room between for the proper develop-
ment of that district. It is in the best interest of the
railway company itself, as well as the public interest

to do these things. What we have to do in this matter
is to follow the lead of the London County Council.
That body, with splendid initiative and imagination,
set its own County Hall on the south side of the river,

and there was much talk about it at the time
; but the

County Council proved itself worthy of the tradition
it had set up. And we have to secure that the lead
which they have so worthily set shall be followed, and
that w^e shall have, in due course, a succession of fine

buildings w'orthy of the river frontage of the greatest
city in the world, from Blackfriars right through the
City to London Bridge.

I know this is not a meeting for a discussion on
London’s bridges, but the last w*ord has not been said

on this matter, and I hope the opportunitv will be
given us by you, sir, to discuss it at a meeting to which
there will be invited all who are interested, so that it

can be properly discussed. Whatever happens, I hope
it will not be considered that the Royal Institute, in

this matter, is disposed to be obstructive or difficult.

We have been studying the question of the south of
London for a generation, and we have tried, for
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more than 20 years, to get Charing Cross Bridge

actually built. Our only desire is that what is best to be

done shall ultimately be done
;
and any assistance this

Institute can give towards producing that result will

be at the service of the public.

The vote was put to the meeting by the Honorary
Secretary and carried by acclamation.

The PRESIDENT, replying to the vote of

thanks, said : I was particularly pleased with Lord
Monkbretton

;
he let me off very lightly, I think, con-

sidering all the things I said about his bridge
;
but I am

sure we all want to get at the right bridge, I do not

think it matters how we get it so long as we eventually

arrive at a proper solution of this very difficult

problem. I am confident of one thing : that the present

scheme will never pass through the present House of

Commons.
I was very much obliged to Lord Monkbretton for

the things he said about our Institute, and also to Sir

William Llewellyn, one of our very old friends here. If

I may be allowed to say so, I was touched by the fact

that my old friend, Arthur Keen, is here and spoke, as

from him I learned so much when I was acting as

improver, on nothing a week, in a well-known office

;

he told me a great deal of what I learned about my own
profession.

Unveiling of the Portrait of Mr. Walter Tapper, A.R.A., PP.R.I.B.A.
PAINTED BY SIR WILLIAM ORPEN, R.A.

The PRESIDENT : I have now the very great

pleasure of unveiling and presenting to the Royal

Institute the portrait of Mr. Walter Tapper, our

Past-President. This portrait has been painted for us

by his friend, and ours. Sir William Orpen. It does

not require many words from me to remind you of the

services which Mr. Tapper has rendered to the R.I.B.A.

,

as President, during the last two years. When he came

to the chair he had many friends, and no enemies
;

and he left it having made more friends, and, after

two years of strenuous and sometimes controversial

work, still with no enemies. I am sure we never had a

leader whom we loved so much, or for whom we felt

a warmer attachment. We admire his work as an

architect, we are grateful for all the devoted service

which he gave to the Institute and to the Allied

Societies during those two memorable years
;

and,

above all, I think we are grateful to him for the noble

example of fine, simple and honourable conduct that

he always showed. I have now to ask you to look

upon a living portrait of our Past-President.

The portrait was then unveiled, amid much applause.

Continuing, the President said : You will see, and

probably you will agree with me, that Sir William Orpen

has achieved one of his most striking successes in

the portrait of his friend, and he has also added a

masterpiece to the gallery of portraits of Past-Presi-

dents of which we are so proud. I ask you to give Sir

William Orpen your enthusiastic applause for his work.

Sir WILLIAM ORPEN, R.il. ; I feel very honoured

at having been asked here to-night and also at having

been asked to paint the portrait of Mr. Tapper. I found
a great friend, and one whom I shall appreciate all my
life. I cannot talk about architecture, but I would say
that all art is God’s love, and we should be grateful

that we live in this wonderful and beautiful world.
Mr. WALTER TAPPER, A.R.A. (Past-President) :

I have always understood that when one had one’s por-
trait painted, it was a most unenviable time. All I can
say is that it was the most enjoyable time of my life.

I am very grateful to Sir William Orpen for having
undertaken such a thankless job.

Among those who expressed their intention of being present
at the meeting were : The Rt. Hon. The Earl of Crawford and
Balcarres, K.T., P.C.

;
Sir Lawrence Weaver, K.B.E., F.S.A.

;

Sir William Orpen, R.A.
;
Air. Charles L. Hartwell, R.A. , Mr.

Frederick Ro\\Iand, C.C.
;

Professor R. M. Y. Gleadowe
(Slade Professor of the University of Oxford) ; Mr. Colin
Smith, O.B.E. (Deputy Clerk of the Privy Council) : Lt.-Col.
C. W. Whitaker, AI.A., F.S.A.

;
Mr. C. Herbert Bedells

(President of the Surveyors’ Institution)
;
Mr. W. Reynolds-

Stephens (President of the Royal Society of British Sculptois)
;

Mr. H. Al. Hake (Director of the National Portrait Gallery)
;

The Rt. Hon. Earl of Haddo, O.B.E. (Alderman of the London
County Council)

;
Mr. Joseph White, C.C. (Chairman of the

City Lands Committee)
;
Air, J. S. Stewart-Wallace, C.B.

(Chief Land Registrar)
;
Lt.-Col. T. C. Aloore, C.B.E., ALP.

:

Alonsieur Emmanuel Pontremoli (President of the Societe

Centrale des Aichitectes Fiancais)
;
Dr. Diummond Shiels,

AI.C., ALP. (Under Secietaiy of State for India)
; Air. F. K.

Kendall, F. R.I.B.A. (Alernber of the Cape Provincial Institute

of Architects)
;
Air. L. F. Irwin, A.R.I.B.A. (Fellow of the

Royal Victorian Institute of Aichitects)
; Air. Neville Alinchin

;

Air, Howard Robertson, AI.C., F.R.I.B A. (representing the

President of the Societe des Architectes Dipldmes par le

Gouvernement

.
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A Plea for the Washing of Stone Buildings
BY J. ALLEX HOWE, O.B.E., B.Sc., F.G.S., M.Inst.M.M.

Fiu. 5 .—British Columbia House

The employment of stone for building is to some
extent a matter of tradition ; architects ha^, e for

ages been hewers and carvers rather than plastic

moulders, and stone still meets the demands of their

instincts and training. Stone is indicative of permanence
;

it is a dignified material, and in urban areas, far removed
from the quart ies, its use postulates a degree of opulence.

Thus, in spite of changes in methods of construction,

stone continues to be employed for the majority of better-

class buildings. There is, however, another incentive to

the use of stone, in the belief that the extra expenditure

on its prime cost will be counterbalanced by relief from
charges for frequent renovation, painting and the like,

which are demanded by some other materials from self-

respecting owners of town property.

A vital difference exists between the standards that

satisfy cultivated taste in rural and urban stonework. In

the former the stone may be left with a rougher finish, the

units of construction may conveniently be small
;

the

buildings are often exposed to the winds, and the

adhesion of lichen and moss does but add to their

charm. In urban conditions, however, rusticity is out of

place
;
the rough stonework of small units, so delightful

in the old houses of the Cotswolds, Mould be incon-

gruous in the main streets of a city. On the other hand,

in town buildings, larger units are employed and a smoother
finish is given to the stone ; and in conformity MTth certain

aspects of town life the buildings tend to be somewhat
self-assertive— attracting attention.

Xow the country stone building is best left to itself as
long as possible, the slow decay is not an offence. Even
discoloration may be unobjectionable

;
the sixteenth and

seventeenth century farmhouses on the outskirts of
Lancashire industrial centres, built with local sandstone,
are black with a hundred years’ grime from the moist,
smoke-laden air, yet they are as pleasing to the eve as the
grey Cotswold limestone cottages because of their decent
design and unity with their environment.
The town building, with its large blocks of stone, high

finish, and the prevalence of ornament, shows up the
effects of weathering, dirt and wear very readily indeed

;

consequently some process of renovation or recondition-
ing becomes desirable if a high standard of appearance is
to be maintained.
As matters stand, the bulk of urban stonework is left

entirely without attention until drastic methods alone are
applicable. It is the object of this memorandum to indi-
cate the desirability of more general attention being paid
to stonework from an early stage in the life of the building
so as to avoid the need for more drastic treatment.

Since the procedure here advocated applies to all stone-
work. there is no need to specify treatment for particular
kinds of stone. For brevity and convenience, the case of
Portland stone, now so extensively emploved, will be
taken to exemplify stonework in general. Badly decayed
stone of any kind requires consideration along different
lines and is not dealt with here.

Buildings of Portland stone may be ohserv'ed in a \ariety
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of conditions. The newly-erected building presents an

appearance of creamy uniformity
;

all parts are alike and

every stone is like its neighbours
;
the colour is pleasant

and all the details of form have their full value.

A new building has, however, certain aesthetic draw-

backs. Its newness is too obvious—it has not shaken

down into its surroundings—the facade has still to acquire

the look of a genuine stone structure ; as yet its surfaces

are too smug and flat, due to the adhesion of stone powder

produced in the process of rubbing down.

Nevertheless, it takes no more than a few months for

the new building to lose this flatness and tamener^s One
by one the stones begin to assert their individuality.

Gradually the fiat surfaces assume character—the charac-

acter of true stonework.

From this stage onwards great diversit\* is introduced
;

local factors come into play which influence in a striking

manner the appearance of the stone. Amongst these

factors are :

—

(1) Aspect .—Those frontages with a southerly or south-

westerly aspect are generally cleaner than those which

face in other directions, away from the prevalent winds.

(2) Freedom to exposure .—Buildings with a good expanse

of open space in front of them are usually cleaner than those

in narrow streets. The upper parts of all lofty structures

are cleaner than the lower, more sheltered portions. The

spires and towers of the city churches, exposed to wind

and rain from every quarter, illustrate this effect very

well.

(3) Freirdcfit draughts .—Even in narrow streets the

stonework of portions of a building, which catch the force

of local draughts of air, are seen to be clean, while imme-
diately adjoining parts, more sheltered, are black with
dirt.

(4) Drip and dozvnzca^h .—The rain that falls upon a

building runs off down courses determined by accidents

of construction, form, or aspect. Where the downwash
flows the stone is whitened, and commonly the clean track

of the wash is bordered by patches of more than average

darkness, due to the fact that their proximity to the flowing

water causes them to be frequently damp and thus to

hold the dust and smoke. Thus is produced the “ Soot
and Chalk ” appearance so prevalent on Portland stone

buildings.

When the building has been standing for a long period

the appearance of the stonework becomes stabilised ;

well exposed parts will have become white, well sheltered

and overhung parts will be black and encrusted ; the

southern frontages will be the cleaner and the northern
uniformly darker. In narrow streets the ashlar of all

elevations may be uniformly darkened.

If a street-door is painted and provided with a brass

knocker, the status of the occupier is lowered, and the

house degraded in the mind of the observant passer-by

should the paint have been allowed to fade and blister

or the knocker have been left unpolished.

It may well be asked—-Why are not similar standards of

cleanliness applied to stone buildings ’ Why do we go
to the trouble of selecting a costly white stone or a red or

brown one and allow it in each case to become black with

dirt ? Why do we decorate buildings with costly sculp-

ture and carved ornament and permit them to become
ridiculous with grimy smears and the excrement of

birds (See Fig. r.)

Perhaps the reason for this neglectful attitude is that in

early days there was less difference between town and
country ; in the fresh, freely moving air of the country

the stone building kept itself clean enough, and in a less

degree the same might be said of the stone buildings of the

/

Fic. 2 .—Horse Guards' PAR.AnE
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small old towns. The growth of coal consumption, with
the development of great cities and intense industrial

activities, has changed the conditions, while the old habit
of thinking that a stone structure could look after itself

has lingered. We cleanse the streets and renew the paint

on buildings but are content to leave stonework to collect

the dirt, and as a consequence, to hasten its decay.

It has been suggested that the dirt on London buildings

has its advantages, one of these be ng that it mercifully

hides what has been described as ‘‘ Victorian ugliness

This is not strictly true, and if it were, the fact remains
that there is now a great preponderance of post-Victorian
stonework in London. Are we to be ashamed of that

also ?

In the case of architectural sculpture the effect of dirt is

even more objectionable. The figure of Navigation ” in

Spring Gardens, Fig. 4, illustrates a common type of dis-

figurement
;
note the smudge from the right eye, the soiled

right hand and the accentuated shadow on the neck. Fig. 5

,

representing a statuary group over the door at British

Columbia House, Regent Street, exhibits simdiar defects
;

and though the mask shown in Fig. 6 may never have been
sublime it is now without doubt ridiculous. Scores of
similar examples are exposed within a mile or two of the
City

;
at the Central Criminal Court, for instance, Justice

herself has trouble in the eyes and Truth has an unpleas-
sant suppuration from the ear.

Fig. 7, St. Alartin’s-in-the-Fields, shows the effect of

Fig, 3.—Victoria and Albert Museum

If a general drabness, due to dirt, covers the whole of a

building uniformly—as it occasionally does—there is

something to be said in its favour, for the intended archi-

tectural effect is secured as regards form, though drab was
certainly not in the original colour scheme.
But the dirt is not often uniformly distributed ; there

are usually clean and dirty portions, appearing without

relationship to the design and producing false lights and
shadows inimical to the design See, for example. Fig, 3,

a view near the entrance to the Victoria and Albert

Aluseum ;
the streaky forecourt wall contrasts unpleasantly

with the uniform dun tone of the building and attracts

the eye to a subordinate feature that is out of harmony
with the principal theme. Again in Fig. 2, note the irri-

tating effect of the drip streaks from the awning supports.

the prevalent wind. The left-hand pilaster bears the full

force of the draught and is whitened ; the right-hand one
feels it a little at the side but not in front. The two
columns show the harsh effect of the false shadow pro-
duced by the grime on the sheltered sides.

Fig. 8, the doorway of a London Hospital, which, for
lack of regular washing, has for many years presented this
unsightly appearance.

Loss OF Light.

One great advantage that would accrue from the main-
tenance of clean stonework would be an increase in the
illumination from their reflecting surfaces. Fig. 9, the
Quadrant, Regent Street, shows the dark older block
of the Piccadilly Hotel flanked by new buildings. The
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Fig. 4.
—“ Navigation,” Spring Gardens

latter will in time become as dark as the central portion,

unless they are washed. It is obvious what a great loss of

light there must be in the street and in the rooms opposite

the darkened frontages.

SURFACE TREATMFNT

,

The need; for a"method of cleaning stone buildings is

recognised by some occupiers of such property, and to meet

this need quite a number of processes have come into being

and are available.

Almost without exception these consist in the appli-

cation of a surface coating of some kind, after the stone

has had a preliminary clean down.
The result of these applications is to obliterate com-

pletely the original surface of the stone. The natural

variety once exhibited by the stonework is replaced by

a uniform sameness which makes even good stone lock

artificial.

These coatings range in thickness from a mere film to

a substantial slurry and the objection to them is not

restricted to appearance, for the life of the coatings is not

long and unless they are renewed at frequent intervals and
at considerable cost they may actually facilitate flaking,

caused by the decay which may proceed behind what
affects to be a protective covering.

Some of these surface coatings adhere well to the stone

but others begin to flake off themselves a few months
afrer their application, leaving ugly patches behind.

The appearance of good stonework is frequently

spoiled by the application of so-called “ preservatives.”

Fig. 10, a Midland Bank in Piccadilly, is an example of

the unpleasant result of such treatment upon a building

onh. a fev,’ years old.

Washing.
Pericdical washing with plain water is a simple expe-

dient which will cheaply and effectively cause the stone

to exhibit its natural beauty of surface, while acting

as a preservation against the insidious attack of the

atmosphere.
His Majesty's Office of Works now regularly wash some

of the public monuments under their care. The result

may be observed in the Artillery Memorial at Hyde

Fig, 6.—Burlington House
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Park Corner and the Guards’ Memorial facing Horse
Guards Parade. The principal doorwav of the Law
Courts IS periodically washed, and the Goldsmiths’ HallGresham Street, Fig. ii, is an excellent example of thegood effect of regular and not too frequent washing.

I he present appears to be an opportune moment for
the consideration of the question : for if the stone-faced
buildings m London, of which there has recently been so
great a deielopment. are to be kept in good condition

U exhibit their true characters, no time
shou.d be lost in starting the periodical washing. If
these new buildings are permitted to acquire the usual
sooty coating it will be necessary to clean them bv
laborious and expensive methods ' before the washing

(2) To remove the products of chemical reactions
between the air and moisture and the stone, which
products are highh deleterious to the stone.

(3) To assist in the removal of salts produced locally
in the stonework by exudations from the mortar or the
ground, or by the action of fumes and smoke-stacks.

(4) To maintain the natural colour and texture of the
stone.

(5) To keep the l3uilding in such a state that its surfaces
will reflect and diffuse more light into the street and
opposite rooms.

Procedure Recommended.
Sluicing with a hose from the service supply or by

means of a pump should sufflce for the ashlar walls of

Fi(. S —Bromitox Hoslifal

can be effective. Xo amount of hosing will remote the
firml\ adherent greasv dirt once it has established
itself.

If it IS desired to clean a blackened frontage preparatorv
to regular washing, the steam-brush process is probably
the most satisfactory method * but it us essential that
steam alone should be used, without any aid from alkaline
or other active sohitions, such as have frec|uently been
the

^

cause of subseLjuent trouble when emploved in
conjunction with the steam-brush.
T he object of washing with water is :

—

(i) Fo remo\e loose dust and slightlv adherent dirt,
particularly from all crevices and ledges, where its accu-
mulation is not only a disflgurement but is a potential
source of decay.

tairly new buildings, except where there are bad patches •

but mouldings, ledges and ornament need to have particular
attention The jet from the nozzle should be directed
at an angle to the surface, not perpendicular to it

It is recommended that this treatment should be anphed once a year to all new stone buildings, beginning
if possible, not later than the third or fourth vear after

,rhl,
*"7^" efflorescence avpear frei,„ent brushinatuthplaity of uatcr is the safest and most effective wavof checking Its corrosive action. Neglect of this pre-caution will invariably lead to disfigurement. In generalthe use of a brush should be avoided

general

hashing mac be applied to older stone buildings butonly very prolonged washing will remove the thorL’ghIv
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Fig. 7.—St. Martin’s-in-the-Fields

established black and greasy coating found on the less

exposed parts of many old buildings. Hence the

desirability of beginning the regular washing before the

stone has acquired this coating.

Although an annual wash may be regarded as normally

sufficient if begun in time, a more frequent application

may be advantageous in certain circumstances or in such

parts of a building as balconies, balustrades and pedi-

ments .

Too frequent zvashing of Portland stone is to be avoided

as it makes the stone unnecessarily white and unduly

roughens the surface. Therefore the annual sluicing

may be more than is required in some cases
;
the interval

betw^een the washings should then be arranged according

to the need.
When a dirt\" or defective stone building has been

cleaned down and renovated, the regular washing process

should be commenced as soon as this work is finished.

Examples have been chosen from Portland stone build-

ings because they are now so prominent a feature in the

newer building in many towns, and because they show in

so pronounced a manner the defects arising from neglect.

But all urban stonework will be found to benefit from

the washing treatment ;
nor should polished marble and

Fig.- 9—The Qu.^drant, Regent Street

granite facades be excluded, tor the whole object of using

such materials is stultified by the veneer of dirt, so easily

removed, which too often obscures their beauty.

Cost.
One ot the most obvious advantages attendant upon

the regular washing of buildings is the very small charge

on the maintenance costs, while ensuring a continuous

good appearance to the frontage, instead of an inter-

mittent and costly cleansing, involving the employment
of cradles and much hand labour, between long intervals

of dirtiness.

The cost of a single washdo\Mi of a fairly large frontage

may be roughly estimated at about £10 to £15.
In London the Metropolitan Water Board can arrange

for the supply of water for the purpose in the same
manner as is adopted in the case of Goldsmiths’ Hall, A

Fig. 10.- B.^nk in Pi' CAdillv
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form of application is sent by the Goldsmiths’ Company,
requesting the attendance of a turncock and a supply of
water for washing down the building, stating the day

supply of water. The user pays the cost of the turncock’s
attendance and makes his own arrangements for the
washing

; in the case of Goldsmiths’ Hall this is under-

Fig. II.—Goldsmiths’ Hall

and hour when the supply is required, the size and number
ofjets which would be used and the probable period which
would be occupied by the operation.

This application is made to the Board’s Engineer and
is passed to the Assessor, who fixes a charge for the

taken by Messrs. Merryweather and Sons, Ltd,
It should be noted that since the pressure in the Board’s

mains varies, the pressure in some instances would be
insufficient effectively to clean the upper storeys of a high
building without some process of boosting.

A Building Account of 1621 Signed by Inigo Jones
Mr. Sigismund Goetze has presented to the R.I.B.A.

library an original account signed by Inigo Jones and
Thomas Baldwin for work done in the year 1621, in
repairing a house at Sheen for Charles I, when he was
still “ the Prince his Highness.” It was done “ in the
monethes of December and January 1621 ”—a reminder
that the civil vear ran from March to March in those davs.
The work was not heavy, the total cost being only

^^,46 2s. yd. It included repairs to Hoors, roofs, gutters
and ceilings, and the reinstatement of some panelling.
The trades concerned were carpenters, bricklayers, plas-

terers, plumbers and smiths. The prices of some of the
materials are mentioned, plastering being iid. per yard.

lead i2S. per cwt., solder pd. per pound, ironwork—in
hinges 4d. per pound and in window-bars 3.ld. Single
iron casements were 3s. each, double casements (2 feet
2 inches high by 15 inches v ide) were 6s. each, single
stock locks IS. each, double, 2s., new glass 5d. per foot.
The only wages mentioned are those of labourers, which
were is. per day, but the purchasing power of money was
at that time quite five times as much as at present,

T he account is signed as examined bv Inigo Jones and
Thomas Baldwin, the latter being Controller of the
^^o^ks, and a frequent co-signatory with Jones of similar
accounts vhich are preserved in considerable numbers in
the Record Office. TAP
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Waterloo and Charing Cross Bridges
BY ARTHUR KEEN [F.],

The decision to reinstate Waterloo Bridge, arrived at

by the L.C.C. on October 22, sets the seal on a long-

sustained effort to secure the retention of the bridge in

which the R.I.B.A. has played an important part, and a

note on the history of the matter will not be out of place

in this Journal.
The bridge stands on timber piles driven through the

river grav^el into the clay below it. In i8i7> when it

was opened, old London Bridge was still in existence,

damming up the river in such fashion that it had become
in effect a slowly moving lake with very little rise and

fall. Since the rebuilding of London Bridge the tide

running rapidly up and down has disturbed the gravel

under the piers of Waterloo Bridge and thereby thrown

greater weight on to the timber piles. By 1924 most of

them had sunk to some extent and in that year the fourth

pier from the Surrey side sank considerably and dis-

located the two arches resting on it. The engineers

thereupon condemned the whole bridge and the L.C.C.

decided to rebuild it in another form with a six-way

road and form a tunnel under the Strand as an essential

part of the scheme. The Society for the Protection of

Ancient Buildings took steps to disprove the need for

rebuilding and asked the Institute to convene a meeting

for the purpose of discussing the matter. This meeting

was held on 19 February, 1925, and out of it arose a body
representing many societies* which became known as

the Thames Bridges Conference. A deputation approached

the L.C.C. on 24 February to point out that the bridge

was far too valuable a monument to be sacrificed
;

that

its reinstatement was fully possible
;

that the relief of

traffic congestion could be better secured by a bridge

elsewhere and that reference should be made to an

independent authority upon the structural question.

The deputation was informed that nothing could be done

before July by which time, if it so desired, the Conference

could secure evidence in support of its statement that the

bridge could be underpinned and would then be probably

the most permanent and enduring monument in London.

A reasoned report was accordingly prepared setting out

the evidence of some well-known engineers and in

particular a fully detailed scheme for underpinning pre-

pared by Mr. Harley H. Dalrymple Hay. Correspond-

ence followed the delivery of this report and ultimately

the Improvements Committee recommended that the

bridge should be retained and underpinned, provided

that the claims of the Conference could be established,

and that the First Commissioner of Works should be

asked whether the Government would be prepared to set

up a technical commission of enquiry to ascertain whether

underpinning could be safely done and how. This was

rejected by the I^.C.C. on 15 December, 192$, and the

Council definitely decided by 82 votes to 32 to go on

* The Royal Academy, Town Planning Institute, London
Society, Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings,

Architecture Club, a number of civil engineers under the

chairmanship of the late Sir Wilfrid Stokes and the R.I.B.A.

with building a new six-line bridge of not more than
five arches.

The Conference then addressed a long letter to the

Prime Minister asking for the intervention of the Govern-
ment upon carefully stated grounds and this was followed

by another letter and then by a remarkable memorial
prepared by two members of the Conference, Lord
Crawford and Mr. D. S. MacColl, with the result that

the Royal Commission on Cross River Traffic in London
was set up on 14 July, 1926, under the chairmanship of

Lord Lee of Fareham with instructions to report especially

on the subjects of Waterloo Bridge and the proposed
St. PauEs Bridge. The case for the Conference was
presented by Lord Crawford with evidence for the

retention of Waterloo Bridge, the construction of a bridge

at Charing Cross, and the abandonment of the proposal

for a bridge at St. Paul’s, and in the end the report of the

Commission was entirely fa\ ourable and the Government
undertook to pay threequarters of the cost of the repair

of Waterloo Bridge and of the construction of Charing
Cross Bridge if, upon examination, the structural, financial

and aesthetic aspects of the Charing Cross scheme pro\ed
satisfactory. The R.I.B.A. then endeavoured to secure

the appointment of an architect to collaborate with the

engineers entrusted with this examination, but the

request was refused and the engineers put forward a new
scheme based on that of the Royal Commission but

showing Charing Cross station to be built on the south

side instead of at the Strand. This scheme was sent by
the Government to the L.C.C. for approval and the

Conference again approached both the L.C.C. and the

Prime Minister with very serious criticism of the pro-

posals. Sir Edwin Lutyens Avas then called in to deal

with the layout of the new bridge and its approaches.

He has prepared a new plan which modifies the former
arrangements in many important respects but it is under-
stood that certain conditions, including the position of

the railway station on the river bank, had to be regarded

as unalterable.

The plan as now drawn shows an open square of about

300 ft. set angle wise on the centre line of the Strand,

an approach road to the bridge deviating boldly from the

axial line of the bridge and entering it by means of a

small “ place ” with a monument in the centre ;
the

railway station forms one half of a curved facade facing

the river
;

an embankn:ient next to the river is shown
and a roadway leads to the entrance of the station from

the new bridge and from Waterloo Bridge. York Road
runs under the station in a tunnel about 120 yards long ;

Belvedere Road stops short of the bridge
;

the railway

and the road from the bridge together cross over Waterloo

Road with a width of about 125 yards, and the roadway
then curves round on the east side of Waterloo Road
running at the side of the railway and comes to ground

at the Xew Cut nearly half a mile from the river in a

circus, out of which Oakley Street, widened, runs through

to Kennington Road.
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There are \arying opinions as to whether the northern
approach should start from the Strand as shown on the

official plan or, as in the case of Westminster and Black-
friars Bridges, from the Embankment, the roadway being
raised to some extent and the tram lines and part of the
roadway lowered so as to run under the bridge

;
the

President referred to this in his opening address on

4 November, There can hardly be two opinions as

to the mistake of placing the railway station on the
river bank. To do this is to stop, permanently, the

opening up and developing of the portion of central

London lying between the Southern Railway and the

river. All that is required is for the railway company to

consent to its hotel being built on the river bank and the

station itself being set back so as to let a wide thorough-

fare run through into this neglected district. The two
buildings would be connected by a subway and the station

would be in immediate touch with Waterloo Station and the

Tube Railway instead of being separated by a great main
road. At the same time the long street tunnels which
the President deprecates so strongly would disappear.

.\ny account of the efforts made to secure the retention

of Waterloo Bridge would be incomplete without refer-

ence in a very particular way to the unfailing co-operation

of a large number of engineers with Air. J. S. Wilson
and the late Sir Wilfrid Stokes at their head. But for

the help and support they gave the efforts made must
have failed.

The late Thomas Hastings
BY PROFESSOR C. H. REILLY [F.].

The Royal Institute only recommends to His Alajesty

the King the name of a foreign architect for the Gold
Aledal every third year. In spite of the vast output of

American building and its adventurous character during
the last quarter of a century, only three American archi-

tects have been so honoured since the Institute was
founded. The first was Richard Alorris Hunt, the

designer of the Aletropolitan Museum in New York, and
the first prominent American architect since the early

part of last century to practise in the classical manner.
He received the medal in 1893. In 1903 it was awarded
to Charles Follen AIcKim, and in 1922 to Thomas
Hastings. I quote these facts to show the position the

latter occupied in the opinion of his contemporaries.
He was in fact the doyen of American architects. It

was not that his output was very great on the American
scale, but that he had begun to occupy in his later years

in the eyes of his countrymen very much the same position

as Norman Shaw occupied with us. He was consulted

by the Federal and other governm.ents on important
questions. He was a member of the Federal Fine Arts
Commission, which was the forerunner of our own, and
as the older body, has naturally a larger body of achie\e-

nient behind it. In Hastings’s regime, for instance, it

gave America its present fine coinage. Alunicipalities

consulted him on the layout of their public parks, and
in the placing of their monuments. At the time of his

death he was engaged on a replanning of Central Park,

New York, which to us would be like replanning Hyde
Park. Earlier the town of Baltimore had put itself into

his hands and he had remodelled a great deal of its central

portion. Atlantic City did likewise. America has

always been liberal in her public monuments, and a

number of these fell to him to design There is the

McKinley Memorial at Buffalo, the Paul Jones Memorial
at Washington, the Lafayerte monument as well as the

American monument to the battle of the Marne in Pans,
to mention only a few. Like Norman Shaw, too, towards
the end of his life, he was often added as consulting
architect for the facades of important buildings. The
Cunard Building in Broadway, the Ritz Carlton in Park
Avenue are cases in point. There, however, the re-

semblance ends. Norman Shaw grew into his position

with us through the in\enti\e character and the excellence

of his domestic work, and, with a certain illogicality

characteristic of us, we consulted him over our monu-
mental schemes. Thomas Hastings was from the start

a monumentalist. He was called in in such cases because
the public had learned from his work that he could supply
the desired note of elegance. Although others of his

generation and before, like the two gold medallists
mentioned, and many more since, had been trained in

Paris, Hastings stood out by his personality and his work
as pre-eminently the Beaux Arts man of the nineties

—

the great period of that famous institution. I think it

was this which brought him his great opportunities
throughout his life. The early hotel in Florida, Pence
de Leon, his first job, vhich he did with his Paris student
friend, John Carrere, who was afterwards an assistant

with him in McKim's office, and then his partner, with
its elegant Spanish detail at once struck a new' note.
Hotels and large private houses followed quickly, and
their distinguishing characteristic was the elegant beauty
of their detail. From 1S97 to 1910 the firm W'as engaged
on the great marble structure of the New York Library,
which they had w'on in competition. It is a building full

of good things, such as the back elevation, where the
“ stack ” of books is very logically yet finely expressed,
as well as of less good. Of the faults of the main front
Thomas Hastings in later years was very conscious,
and it says a great deal for the constant striving for per-
fection in all his w ork, w hich was so characteristic of him,
that he is lea\ing in his will, so he told me, not only the
drawings for alterations to the front, but a large sum of
money— I think he said a million dollars—to carry them
out. In 1911 his partnership came to an end with
Carrere’s death in a motor accident.
From that date onwards blastings alone, but with the

able staff he always gathered round him, carried on a
great amount of work, a large portion of which, such as
the great marble blocks of offices at Washington for
the offices of the Senate and the House of Representatives,
the Arlington Memorial Amphitheatre in the same
material, the Cenotaph to the Unknown Dead, the
Altar of Liberty, and the \ ictor\ Arch erected in New
York for the return of the Army* the Atlantic City War
Memorial were of a public character. His chief com-
mercial building at this time, apart from the string of
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banks he had already built with his partner across the

continent, was the Standard Oil Building at Battery
Point, New York, the United Rubber Building in the

same city, Devonshire House, London, and, best of all, the

little building in Fifth Avenue, which includes the shop
of Messrs. Black, Starr, and Frost. In London he also

rebuilt the ground floor in Bond Street of ^Messrs.

Knoedler’s Galleries with the delicate detail he loved.

In many of the universities of America, such as Yale and
Cornell, there are large buildings from his hands.

Any list of his works, nevertheless, however extended,

would not by itself give a just estimate of Hastings’s

influence and position. He carried into America the

fine Beaux Arts tradition that the great and successful

architect is in duty bound to help the younger men.
As founder and president of the Beaux Arts Society, which
stands in relation to the great American schools of archi-

tecture very much as the Institute of Prizes and Scholar-

ships Committee does here, he devoted much time and
energy to their competitions, serving himself on innum-
erable juries. We generally leave the assessing of such
student work to the younger men. In America this is

not the case, and it was particularly not the case with

Hastings. Although he was not a modernist and had
both a love of ornament and a knowledge of it character-
istic of his generation, but carried further with him, by
his continual upholding of the Beaux Arts tradition of
logic in architectural expression he may truly be said to

have assisted in preparing the w'ay for the modern move-
ment. If, too, that movement to-day in America shows
elegancies and subtleties of detail not to be found in

the corresponding movement on the Continent, it is, I

think, largely because men like McKim and Hastings
by precept and example first made their country as regards
architecture the conscious heir to all European culture.

Finally, having seen not a little of the enthusiastic and
conscientious way in wLich he did his w ork wdth his own
hands on the drawing board, aKvays refining the detail

and never satisfied till the last moment, and not then
;

knowing the hours he devoted to public work, whether
for the student w orld or for his profession as a w hole

;

knowing, too, from a long stream of my own students who
have passed through his office, the deep atfection he in-

spired in all around him
;
and lastly knowing the man

himself at wmrk and at play, I feel that with his death our
art has lost a very noble and single-minded exponent.

The late Geoffrey Scott
By EDWARD WARREN [F.].

By the death of Geoffrey Scott, architectural literature

has sustained a severe, and indeed irreparable loss, in

the removal of a supremely acute and highly developed

intelligence trained in the observation, study, and practice

of architecture, not in the narrow' sense of mere pro-

fessional preparation, but in that of sympathetic interest

and attraction, and, therefore, to a predominant degree,

educated, in the highest sense, by acute and discriminating

observation.

His personal bias in architectural study was tow ards the

various forms of the Italian Renaissance, and very

naturally so, since the earlier years of his conscious

training wxre largely spent in Italy, especially in Florence,

w'here, in partnership with his friend Mr. Cecil Pinsent,

he practised professionally for several years and, amongst

other work, carried out additions to Air. Berenson’s

villa, notably the much admired library. His first

initiation in architecture w as made by a period of study

in the old architectural school in Tufton Street, West-
minster, and his early bias in favour of the work of the

Renaissance was of course confirmed and stimulated by

his long residence in Italy, and his careful and scholarly

study of its manifestations in that country were largely

devoted to confutation of prevalent nineteenth century

criticisms of that manner. On the outbreak of the Great

War, he accepted a diplomatic post at Rome, for which
his long residence in Italy and mastery of its language

w'ell fitted him. There he married Lady Sybil Cutting,

and after the war lived for some time at Villa Medici,

Florence. During this period he wrote The Portrait

of Zelide,'’ the intimate biography of Madame de

Charriere.

Returning to England in 1925, he began the “ Life of

Boswell ” for the English Alen of Letters series. On
the subsequent discovery of the Talbot de Malahide

papers, which he was invited to edit by Colonel Isham,

who had purchased them, he went to the United States,

W'here he passed the remainder of his life, in the comple-
tion of this task, paying only one short visit to England in

the summer of this year.

He had written in earlier years a number of charming
poems of w'hich a selection was published, w'ith illustra-

tions by W. Rothenstein, under the title of “A Box of

Paints.”

After preliminary education at Rugby, he went up to

Oxford, and New College. Shy in manner, but extremely
sympathetic in disposition, his warm kindliness and vivid

intelligence make his untimely death an irreparable loss

to all who had the privilege of his friendship. It is hoped
that a volume of his later poems will shortly be published.

WESTMINSTER ABBEY.
The following letter from the Dean of Westminster

was published in The Times of 22 October :

—

To the Editor of " The Times."

Sir,— I am happy to be able now to make known the

composition of the small committee which is to reconsider

the various schemes that have been before the Dean and
Chapter for the provision of a sacristy. The following

have consented to serve :—Archbishop Lord Davidson of

Lambeth, Sir W. Llewellyn (President of the Royal Aca-
demy), Sir Banister Fletcher (President of the Royal
Institute of British Architects), Mr. C. R. Peers (Director

of the Society of Antiquaries), and Mr. J. F. Green (Act-

ing Chairman of the Committee of the Society for Protec-

tion of Ancient Buildings). The terms of reference will be
as wide as possible—to review' the schemes

; to investi-

gate any that appear to be worthy of further considera-

tion ;
and to advise the Dean and Chapter on the whole

question.— I am, yours faithfully,

W. Foxley Norris.
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Smoke Abatement
REPORT OF THE SMOKE ABATEMENT SUB-COMMITTEE

The Smoke Abatement Sub- Committee was foimed in

consequence of the following letter which was received from
the Secretary R.I.B.A. :

2S October 1927
Smoke Abatement.

Dear Sir,—At the last meeting of the Council, Mr. F. E.

Pearce Fdvvaids of Sheffield suggested that, in view' of

the pow'ers recently conferred on local authorities by Parlia-

ment for dealing with the smoke nuisance, the time was
opportune for the Institute to make furthei insestigations

into the question.

It was decided that the Ait and Science Standing Com-
mittees should be requested to consider and report upon
the matter, and they should also be asked to include in the

reference the question of acid-laden fumes.’

I shall be glad, theiefore, if you will lay the matter before

the Science Standing Committee at their next meeting.

Possibly the matter could be referred to a Joint Sub-

Committee of representatises of the Art and Science

Standing Committees.—Faithfully youis,

(Signed) Ian aUcAi istir, .Seert/ nj'.

Major C. F. Skipper,

Hon Secretary, Science Standing Committee.

The Science Standing Committee appointed the following

members to act on the Smoke Abatement Sub-Committee :

—

Mr. H. D. Searles-Wood, Chairman.
Mr. R. J. Angel,

Mr. P. W. Barnett,

Mr. Lionel G. Pearson,

Mr. P. J. Waldram,
Ml. Digby L. Solomon

|

Majoi C. F. Skipper Kex officio).

Mr. E H. E\ans )

IMr. G. G. Wornum was appointed by the Art Standing

Committee.

Much information has been collected and the salient points

will be set out in this report, but before doing so it may be

well to recite the incidents w hich led up to the puw er^ contained

in the Act of Parliament and the subsequent bye-laws relating

thereto.

In 1914 ?^Ir, Her bert Samuel, President of the Local Govern-

ment Board, appointed a Depaitmental Committee on Smoke
and noxious \ap0ur3 abatement, hut, in conseauence of the

War, its operations were suspended, and in January, 1920,

Dr. Addison, Minister of Health, re-appointed this C ommittee

and their findings were issued in an interim report in June,

1920, and a final report in December, 1921.

Seventeen recommendations were made by this committee,

which were as follows *

—

(1) That the Minister of Health should be given powers to

compel or act in place of defaulting authorities who refuse

to administer the law with regard to smoke.

(2) That manufacturers and users of business premises

should be legallv obliged to use the best practical means to

obviate polluting the atmosphere with smoke or othei noxious

emissions. This applies to Government establishments

and railways and also to motor-cars and steamers

(3) That standards of pollution should be fixed bv the

Minister of Health.

(4) That the duty of enforcing the law \ , ith regard to pollution

should be transferred from the Local Authorities to County
Authorities, but minor authoiities should still have the pozier

to take proceedings if they so desired.

(5) That the Minister of Health should be empowered to

foim Joint Committees consisting of two or more Councils

if such proceeding would lead to the better administration of

the law.

(6) That the Minister of Health should assign competent
officers to assist in advising the Local Authorities and manu-
facturers \vith regard to means of abating smoke problems,
and that they should report annually.

(7) That much larger lines should be imposed.

(8) 'I hat the various Statutory provisions should be con-

solidated into one measure.

(9) That the central housing authority' should decline to-

sanction any housing schemes unless provision be made for

adopting smokeless methods of supplying heat, unless same
were impracticable.

(10) I’hat the Government should encourage co-ordination

and extension of research into domestic heating.

(it) 'That Local Authorities be empowered to make bye-
laws requiring provision of smokeless heating arrangements
in new' buildings other than piivate dwelling houses, hotels,

clubs and offices.

(12) That gas and electricity undertakings be encouraged
to increase and cheapen the supply of gas and electricity.

(13) That the Alkali Works Regulation Act (1906) should
be amended so as to apply to all manufactures from which
noxious vapours should come.

(i.^) That a list of such noxious vapours should be included
in the Act.

(15) That a general obligation should be placed on every
manufacturer to use the best practical means to prevent the
escape of noxious vapours.

(lO) That the present system of registration be continued
and extended.

(17) dhat the Minister of Health should be empowered to
fix standards with regard to noxious vapours.

Following these recommendations an Act of Parliament
was passed in 1926 to amend the law relating to smoke nuis-
ances.

Section I, amending the Public Health Act, 1875, in defining
a chimney, excludes private dwelling houses, and deems smoke
to be a nuisance and excludes the words “ black smoke.”
The word smoke includes soot, ash, grit, and gritty particles.
I he tne of 3(^5 is inci eased to 3C50 as the maximum penaltv.

In the Public Health Act, 1875, Section 98, it is enacted that
any person who fails to obey an order of a Local Authoritv to
abate a nuisance shall be subject to a maximum penaltv of los.
per day for default, and any person who knowingly and wil-
fully acts contrary to an order of prohibition shall be liable to
a maximum penalty of 20s. per day, and the Local Authority
may enter the premises and themselves abate the nuisance
and recov er the expenses of $0 doing. In the Act of 1926 the
fines aie increased to 40s. and £5.

Section 334 of the Public Health Act, 1875, excludes minesfmm Its operation so as not to interfere with or obstruct the
efficient working of the mine, nor the smelting of ores and
minerals, nor the calcining, puddling and rolling of iron and
other nor to the conversion of pig iron into wrought
iron. 1 he Act of 1926 includes among these exemptions the
processes ot reheating, annealing, hardening, foiging, con-
verting and carburising iron and other metals, and if the
Minister so makes an order other industrial processes may
also he exempted, but the Minister mav, bv a provisional
order at any time after 5 years from the passing of the Act,
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exclude from the application of the section of the 1875 and
1926 Acts any process which has hitherto been exempted, and,

if necessary, conditions may be imposed.

The Act amends the Public Health (London) Act, 1891, in

so far as “ black smoke ” is concerned, also gritty particles,

the increase of the penalty from £5 to £50, and also the penal-

ties of 40s. and £5 as mentioned m Section (i) relating to the

Public Health Act, 1875, and the 1926 Act.

Section 23 of the Public Health (London) Act, 1891, deals

with “ consumption of their own smoke in furnaces ” and the

penalties of £5 and £10 are increased to £25 and £50.

The Act proN’ides that where a person has been proceeded

against for sending forth smoke (other than black) it shall be
a defence if he shows that he has used ihe best practicable

means to prevent it, and it includes not only the maintenance

of adequate and proper plant, but also the manner in which
the plant is used. Where an officer, duly appointed, finds

that a smoke nuisance exists, it is his duty forthwith to notify

the occupier of the premises of the nuisance, and if such notifi-

cation is not in writing, he shall confirm it in writing within

2 t hours.

Section 2 empowers the Local Authority" to make bye-laws

as to the abatement of smoke nuisances, and may deal with

the smoke in the matter of colour, density or content. In the

application of the Act to London, the Port Sanitary Authority

shall be the Local Authority for the district of that Authority,

but save as respects that district, the London County Council

shall be the Local Authority for the County of London, and

the Common Council shall be the Local Authority for the City

of London.
Section 3 includes under the expression of “ chimney ” any

opening capable of emitting smoke both in London and the

provinces.

Section 4 empowers the Minister, after public enquiry, to

make orders extending the list of noxious or offensive gases

under the Alkali Works Regulation Act, 1906, and extend the

list of works included in that Act.

Also, if the Minister of Plealth may be of opinion that any

work is of such a character as is likely to cause the evolution

of anv noxious or offensive gas, he may, notwithstanding the

Alkali Act, authorise his officer to enter and inspect such

works, and apply the provisions of the Alkali Act if such course

were deemed necessary.

Section 5 enables all Local Authorities, both in London and
the provinces, to make bye-laws requiring in neiv buildings

(other than private dwelling houses) that arrangements be made
for heating and cooking w hich w ill prevent or reduce the emis-

sion of smoke. Two or more Authorities may combine to

carry out the duties of this Act under Section 6.

Section 7 pro\ ides that when a Local Authority" in a County"

has failed to carry out the Act, the Minister of Health may
cause an inquiry" to be held, and if the Authority- is found to

be in default, the County- Council iiiay take o\er the duties

and charge the cost of carrying out those duties to the Local

Authority-.

Section 8 provides that all County- and Local Authorities

shall from time to time report to the Ministei as to any action

they have taken to abate smoke nuisances.

Section 9 exempts ships which are habitually- used as

sea-going ships from the Act.

Section 10 gives power to one or more (in combination)

Authorities to undertake researches into the pioblems relating

to atmospheric pollution and the abatement of smoke nuisances.

Nuisances which are suspected of existing in premises

belonging to the Crown must, under Section ii, be reported to

the Minister controlling such building.

The Act came into force on i July 1927.

The Result of a Smoke Laden Atmosphere on Buildings.

A letter from Dr. Lander, the Director of Fuel Research, is.

as follows :

—

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research,

Fuel Research Dhision,
16 Old Queen Street, /S’.ir.i.

6 February 1928.

Atmospheric Pollution.
Dear Sir,—In reply to y-our letter of 24 January, your

queries are not easy to answer.

(1) The action of the sulphur acids is very- different for

different stones
;
some stones showing signs of disintegration

within three y-eais in the present atmosphere of London, while
other stones are unaffected after So to 100 years.

It seems possible that any trace of sulphur acids in the

atmosphere w"ill cause disintegration in time on certain stones.

There are v"ery few data published giving the sulphur con-
tent of the air in v-arious places

;
more often it is the amount

of sulphate present in the rain water which is recorded.
It is rather remarkable that a high sulphur content in the

water is found in country- districts miles away from any large

town, the amount not differing very- much from that in the

rain in town areas.

(2) The sulphur in coals and cokes varies according to the
coal seam, and it is impossible to give any- general answer
except that properly purified gas should contain less sulphur
than any- ocher form of fuel derived from coal.

1 can see no hope of the coal being treated in any- way
that will reduce the sulphur naturally- contained in it, except
by its conveision into gas which can be purified before it is

burned.
The percentage of sulphur in the atmosphere depends not

merely- on the type of fuel burned, but on the quality- and
the extent to which the original products of combustion
have been mixed with purer air.—Youis faithfully-,

(Signed) C. H. Lander, Director of Fuel Research.

Striking ev-idence has been giv-en aj. to the serious damage
occasioned to public and other builings by smoke and other

impurities in the atmosphere.
The damage is mainly- due to the sulphurous and sulphuric

acids contained in the products of combustion, but it is pointed

out that particles of soot united with these acids materially

enhance their injurious effect. The acids become concentrated

and the tarry content of the soot makes the mixture more
adhesive.

In such buildings as the Houses of Parliament, Buckingham
Palace, Somerset House, and Chelsea Hospital, what are the

normally- good weathering stones are being rapidly- disinte-

grated by- the acid soot. It has been giv'en in ev-idence that the

upkeep of public monuments and buildings would be reduced
by at least one half if a pure and smoke free atmosphere could be
obtained. Sulphuric acid particularly- corrodes or disintegrates

practically all kinds of building materials. iVIarble tends to

turn green and then black. The absorption of sulphur gases

by- limestones resulting in the formation of gypsum is, in this

country at least, the most potent cause of their decay".

In the case, ev'en of internal frescoes, the porous surface of

the carbonate of lime provides opportunity- for the tenacious

lodgment of dirt and for the destructiv-e action of the acids.

The carbonate is transformed to gypsum. It is so expanded
that it loses its binding power while the painting ground is

often destroyed.

Some idea of the destructive effect of soot on buildings may-

be formed from returns compiled by the Department of

Scientific Research during the year 1927-28 when it is realised

that in the City of London 595 tons are deposited in a year per
square mile of surface and soot deposits three quarters of an
inch in thickness have been scraped off cornices.
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The soot-fall in othei places is i^iven as follows .

—

Leeds (suburbs) i68 tons pei s^'juare mile.
Leeds (industrial) 34.2 ,, ,, ,,

(Glasgow 447 ,, ,, ,, ,,

The substances deiived from the combustion of soft coal and
other fuels which are injurious to st^ne may be divided loughlv
into two cIas^^es :

—

Class 1 . Those which soil buildings, i e., carbon, tar, ash
and their various combinations.

Class 1

1

. Those which corrode and in general aid in the
destruction and weathering, /.c., sulphuric acid, sulphurous
acid, hydrogen sulphide, hydrochloric acid, ammonia and
01 game acids.

The action of carbon and ash when not associated with tar
!•> not extremely objectionable as the simple process of dusting
will remove either. When, how'e\er, they arc associated with
tar, especially in the case of soot, we have the most objectionable
kind of dnt. While the soiling effect of soot is by far the must
e\ideni to the eye it does not in itself cause the deterioration
of building material. This cannot he said of the corroding
agents of which sulphuric acid is the most important.
The effect of sulphurous acid is neai ly as serious as that of

sulphuric acid. Ammonia is also dangerous in that it combines
with sulphuric acid and ammonia-sulphate has a deleterious
avtion on stone. The action of h> drochloric acid and hydrogen
sulphide, though probably of less impoitance cannot be dis

missed as innocuous.
Building Stones may he duided into tvso classes.

1 . Stones which do not contain the carbonates of calcium and
magnesium such a granite, gneiss, and sandstones (in v\hich the
grains of sand are cemented together b\ some substance ocher
than carbonates.)

2, These containing largei or smaller amounts of the car-

bonates of calcium and magnesium, such as limestones, dolo-
miuc limestones, snd sandstones with a ealcareou..- cementing
material.

Stones of Class i are but little affected by atmospheiic acid.
Stone^ of Class 2 are acted upon by sulphuric acid which

attacks the carbonates of calcium and magnesium. Both classes,

of course, are disfigured by soot deposits.

At the present time no method of preservation is known
which will adeejuately protect those building stones v\hich aie
liable to attack by deleterious acids the conditions required to
he fnlhlled by such solutions are mutually contradictors

.

Temporary protection can be obtained by the use of certain of
The many methods of preser\ation which have been suggested
fifim time to tinie during the last eight\ years, hut the tem-
{a>rar\ protection so obtained is likely to be followed bv an
. cceleration in the rate of decay. Periodic washing down with
water is probably the most effective jireNcntive measuie that
can he applied in corrosive atmospheres to pte% ent the accumu-
lation of soot and to keep the stone free fnini harmful accumu-
lations of disintegrating salts. Reference;, should be made on
these points to the reports of the Building Research Station.

I’heCalsf .^nl) CoNsTnn lox or a Smoke Lmien AT.MoseHERF.

Factory chimne>s are by no means the chief olfenders in
emitting smoke which pollutes the atmosphere e\en in indus-
tiia! areas.

According to the Committee on Smoke and Noxious Vapours
Abatement (Ministry of Health) domestic chimne\s contribute
at the least -o per cent, of the total smoke nuisance and at least

per <'t‘Pt. of the Bituminous coal ordinarih burnt in domestic
tirejdaces escape^, uncon^umed, in the atmosjdiere as soot.
Taking 40I million tons as the .imount of coal burnt annually

in the Lnited Kingilom (exclusive of Ireland) in its natural
condition for domestic purposes, the loss amounts to 2, no.000
tons, or more than half the total amount of fuel re.RnVed to
heat the Metropolitan area for a whole yaw. That is to sa^

,

nearly 2\ million tons of soot escape into and pollute the
atmosphere every year from domestic fireplaces alone.

Domestic soot contains a considerably higher percentage of
carbon and tar than factory soot, and by reason of its large
proportion of tai, it adheres to every object upon which it falls
and is. therefore, more obnoxious and destructive than soot
emitted from factories.

Two varieties of fuel, hard and soft coal, are worthy of con-
sideration, for at least qo per cent, of the corrosive acids and
soot aie produced by their combustion. They consist of ash,
coke, volatile matter and sulphur, of vvhich only the volatile
matter and the sulphur have an important bearing on the subject.

Anthracite coal burns without smoke and very little soot.
On the other hand bituminous coals, especially those of a high
volatile nature which contain large percentages of hydro-
carbons. rich in carbon, are particularly bad smoke producers.
When bituminous coal is tinown on the hre, the volatile
matter, consisting for the greater part of compounds of carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen, is driven off. These compounds are
more or less completely dissociated by the heat of the furnace
into hydrogen, carbon (soot), etc., but if the furnace is properly
constructed and operated they will unite with the oxygen of the
air to form colourless gases, carbon dioxide and steam. Jf
the turnace is not properly operated and there is, say, a lack of
air, smoke will be pioduced in smaller or larger quantities.
The sulphur in coal is combined for the greater part with

iron as iron sulphide. During combustion most of the sulphur
unites with oxygen forming sulphur dioxide and sulphur
tiToxide. A small part escapes as hydrogen sulphide and
various sulphur-containing oiganic compounds. That which
dues not burn remains as ash, for the most part sulphide of
iron, (if the sulphur which escapes up the chimney some is
occluded in the soot, the rest escapes as gas.

Acid held in the soot is capable of being much more dele-
terious in its corrosive action than that which escapes in the
air.

/
i.yS per cent, of the sulphur in coal passes out as sulphur

gases, \s hile 14.^1 per cent, is absorbed in the soot and mainlv
escapes into the atmosphere, and i 'w7r per cent, remains in the
».indei and a^h.

Lnder proper conditions of boiler firing there is no r-ason
to suppose that the ratio of SOo to SO, in the gases from
V anous coals will varv widely. The total amount will of course
be dependent upon the amount present in the fuel burned
ihis amount varies widely with different fuels. In anthracite
the percentage v aries from 0-5 to 2 o per cent., in bituminous
coal trom i to 4 per cent., and in oil from o i to more than
3 per cent.

lu HL ADOPTED 10 Reduce Pollltio.x of the
Aimosphere.

It Ls that if a tuel could be discovered vvhich wouldnot give off the deleterious matters into the atmosphere thecauses which tend to decay stone and other building inateriaLwould be removed and the health of the inhabitants would beimproved, more pure sunlight would result, and a greater partof the dirt and dust would he eliminated from our towns
has done much good work m institutinge Fuel Research Board. JTe authorities of various industrialtowns in (meat Britain, also the Mellon Institute of IndustrialResearch and -School of Specific Industries and the Citv ofPi tshur,.h-bath the latter .n Ame.ica-have also prosecuted

lesult^'
and much useful information has been the

file 1 uel Reseauh Board have been investiitatin” a fuelpioduced I),V lou temnciature carbonisation and^ about eiuht

ohta’ineTb\"vMnm)’t!u”*^^''T'^* undertakinc:s, is

aboul
“

,00 t n
*' ' '^“'I'P'crature of

. In this prof-ess practically all the live gas
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obtainable is extracted but the sulphur content of the coal

remains, as likewise the ash.

From the reports of the Fuel Research Board we learn that

the coke obtained by the low temperature carbonisation process

is produced by heating the coal to about 600° C., and conse-

quently has a higher proportion of gas retained. Like gas

coke, the sulphur and ash is retained in about the same propor-

tion to the original coal. It ignites very easily and gives

off no smoke or soot. About three-quarters of the weight of

the original coal remains as coke and is an excellent domestic

fuel, clean to handle, and burns evenly for long periods with-

out attention, and more heat is radiated into a room when
burning this coke than when burning an equal weight of raw
coal in spite of the fact that the coke has a somewhat lower

calorific value. It also heats suitably designed ovens and
domestic boilers better than raw coal. The relative radiant

efficiency as between low temperature carbonisation coke and
raw coal is as 30 per cent, for the former to 24 per cent, for the

latter.

There still remains, in part at least, the objection which
owners of buildings, etc., labour under, namely, that the whole
content of sulphur in raw coal is distributed in the atmosphere

even when using li.'r.C. coke, but the absence of soot (and

consequently tar) will not cause it to adhere to buildings as at

present, but the sulphur transformed into sulphuric acid will

attack stone.

Alternative methods of heating rooms by gas and electricity

as against coal and Iv.d'.C. coke ha\'e much to be said in their

favour except for the cost, which is, of course, an important

item to the average householder.

Assuming coal and coke to be 45s, per ton, gas at lod.per

therm, and electric current id. per unit (power), the following

table will show the costs of w'arming a room of 2,000 cubic

feet capacity
,
according to a report by Margaret Fishenden,

D.Sc., assisted by R. E. Willgress, B.Sc., on the ‘‘ Heating of

Rooms ” for the Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research.
This ratio of costs is, however, materially' modified in

practice, because the various methods of heating diffier widely

in the facility' with which they can be used to apply heat

exactly where and when it is needed. In regard to this facility

electricity' has the greatest advantage, while water heating

comes last. For intermittent and local application of heat

this consideration may go far to modify the relati\e costs

based on the above conditions.

Number of
occupants

.

4

Hot water
radiators b\'

coke-fed
boiler.

5 0 pence
4'o

Gas
heaters.

1 2*8 pence
io’4 ,,

Electric

lieaters.

38 o pence

3^ ^

It will be seen from the above figures that the cost of gas

tor air heating is about 2 1 times, and the cost of electricity

about 72 times that of coke foi continuous heating, but, owing
to the greater ease of control, gas or electrical appliances only

need be used when required.

Cooking by gas has been proved to be as economical as by a

coal fire, since the latter must be maintained for much longer

periods than those actually required, but it is generally con-

sidered that cooking by electricity' is expensive at the present

rate.

From the smoke pre\'ention point of view' there still remains

the smoke and gases produced at the source of production of

electricity and gas.

Also for central heating, oil-fed boilers for hot-water circu-

lation has pro\ed an economical proposition both on fuel and

labour and running costs.

The Sub-Committee find that thei e is at present no economic

process by which sulphur can he eliminated from the atmo-

I

sphere entirely, but the minimum seems to be by the universal

use of gas or electricity for heating—the latter being preferable
if the cost could be brought within the range of the ordinary
householder.
The use of coal in its raw' state produces great destruction to

buildings, it is injurious to the health of the inhabitants, and
the cost of disposing of the ash is a great factor in the national

expenditure, and even in the dust destructor, sulphur and
grit are distributed o\ er a wide area through the chimney stacks.

The Sub-Committee recommend that the inspectors,

mentioned in the findings of the Government Commission,
should be urged to be more vigilant in their observations and
should fearlessly report to the Ministry* of Health on their

work, and that local authorities should also be more active

and impartial in suppressing both smoke and noxious vapours
from industrial premises.
The public should be instructed both in the harmful effects

of fouling the atmosphere with smoke and noxious gases and
also in their civic rights in its prevention, and be invited to

stimulate the local authorities in using to their utmost the

powers given them in the Act of Parliament.
The Royal Institute of British Architects might with

advantage organise means to inform the public, and suggest
remedies and support any action which would remedy the
evil of the smoke nuisance.

Notes for .Arckitects ox Smoke Ar.\tement.

When designing public buildings, such as Town Halls,

Libraries, Schools, etc., the local authority should see that

suitable provision is made for pre\'enting, or reducing to a

minimum, the emission of smoke.
Where, as w ill frequently' be the case, the whole building is

w'armed by means of a central heating apparatus, the matter of
smoke abatement will be simple, and w’hether the medium
adopted be hot water, steam or warm air, the main considera-
tion in reference to smoke abatement will be to use smokeless
fuel, such as coke, anthracite (or oil) in the heater or boiler.

There may*, however, be parts of buildings or rooms which, on
account of their purpose or the limited occasions of their use.

cannot conveniently depend on a central heating apparatus.
In such cases some other provisions must be made, and the

alternatives are (i) the use of gas for heating, (2) the use of
electricity, (3) the use of smokeless fuel, or (4) the use of

apparatus which is adapted to burn coal with the least necessary
smoke. A few suggestions under each of ihe.se headings may
be made.

(1) Gas fires for heating rooms occasionally* used for

limited periods, or for apparatus for heating limited quantities

of water not regularly' w anted, or for cooking, afford a practic-

able alternative to the use of raw’ coal which is free from smoke
and usually economical in use. The chief consideration is to

provide proper flues or other suitable outlets for the products
of combustion, which though nut visible, may' none the less be
dangerous to health if allowed to excape into a room inade-
quately ventilated.

(2) Electricity . For every potential therm electricity L
usually more costly* than gas, but electric apparatus for cooking
and heating may* excel e\en gas in the accuracy with which
che heat can be applied to the spot where it is needed, and in

this way* may*, in some cases and for some purposes, prove both
practical and economical.

(j) SiHokeless FiitL There aie three such fuels now in use
(n) anthracite coal, (b) ordinary gas coke, and (c) modified coke
produced by special carbonisation

.

() Anthracite is a dense, hard fuel of geneially good quality'

and high calorific value. It is usually burnt in stoves but will

burn in suitable cooking ranges.

() Cohcy 'vveight for weight, when reasonably* free from
moisture and ash, can be used for heating effects in open
sitting-room grates. The efficiency of good coke as a fuel,
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its relative cheapness, and its freedom from smoke, together
constitute advantages for ihe sake of which it is v.orth vhile
to Overcome the slight difficulties in regard to its use. When
fixing open grates intended to burn coke, attention to the
following points will tend to ensure success.
As there is little flame to heat up the air entering the

chimney fiue, that flue should ha^ e a good draught. " The
distance from the top of the fire to the canopy should be rather
less than for coal fires, and tlie fire should not project too far
forward to cause risk of any of the products of combustion
escaping into the room, 'hhe column of fuel should be deep
and be well insulated with firebrick, except where exposed to
\ie\\ m Iront. Caroo\es or ridges in the firebricks to allow*

air to Pass are u.^eful, and means to regulate the draught both
below' the fire and above it into the flue are desirable. Means
to remo\e the fine ash which may accumulate without much
disturbance of the glow ing coke are also desirable.

(c) J^lodificd Ltd't is now being manutactured by com-
mercial iirms. \\’hcn made from washed coals, blended or
otherwise, it ignites and burns more readily than ordinary gas

coke. There seems prospect that the manufacture of this

product will, ere long, give a supply of smokeless fuel less

difficult to burn in ordinarv grates than coke.

(a) Where, owing to local conditions, the use of raw' coal

must still he regarded—in spite of the serious objections—as

the most suitable or economical fuel to use in open files or in

ranges, something ma> be effected by selecting grates which
at least facilitate the reduction of smoke to a minimum by
reasonable stoking, for it is recognised that with open coal files

care in stoking must bo by far the largest factor in reducing the
production of smoke. Control of air supply to the fire,

enclosure with firebrick insulation, o\erhangmg back low
enough to be generally hot, not too great in extent, ind hollowed
to concentiMte the pioducts to the centre, are useful features.

Probably a suitable grooving of the firebrick assists the supply
of air. As regards cooking ranges, the leakage of cold air

into the flues should be prevented, and a closed firebrick

chamber under the fire thiough which the regulated air supply
can be admitted and where it will be warmed before reaching
the coal will be found helpful.

THE TWELFTH IXTERXATIOXAL COXGRESS OF ARCHITECTS, BUDAPEST, SEPTEMBER, 1930

The foIioAving letter regarding the above Congress is

published for the information of members wffio wish to

attend :

—

XII. International Congress of Architecture in Budapest
between 8 and 14 September, 1930, organised the Hungarian
Section of the Comite Permanent International des Archi-
tectes,”

Preceding Congresses : Paris, igoo
;

iMadrid, 1904 ;

London, 1906 ; Vienna, 1908 ;
Rome, 1911 ;

Hague and
Amsterdam, 1927.

Dear Sir,—Allow me to inform tou that the C.P.I.A.
International Permanent Committee of Architects ha\e
accepted the kind invitation of the Hungarian Go\ernmient and
of the capital of Budapest to the XIL International Congress
of Architects, which will take place in Budapest in 1930. The
Hungarian Section of the C.P.I.A. together with the Hun-
garian Socieites of Aichitects, have undertaken the organisa-
tion of the Congress.

T.'he conferences will begin m Budapest on the 8th, and will

last till the 14th of September. In connection with these con-
ferences excursions and an International Exhibition of archi-

tectural plans and designs will be arranged. During the excur-
sions we intend to show the members of the Congress the
architectural development of our capital the representative, as

well as the industrial and commercial buildings (in connection
with the subject of the fourth debate). The International

Exhibition is intended to demonstrate the architectural dev elop-

ment, since the war, in the most important countries.

Budapest, the capital of Hungary, with its splendid situation

on both banks of the Danube, with its surprising development
during the last hundred vears, with its world-renowned
thermal springs and baths—some of which are many bundled
years old—and with the green, encircling mountains in Buda,
makes alwavs an indelible impiession on the travellers

The conferences of the Congress will be held m the large

Redoute Hall of the town, which is one of the most interesting

productions of the romantic period of Hungarian architecture.

By means of the different receptions the members of the Con-
gress Will be able to visit the different halls of various archi-

tectural areas, which are generally difficult to see. The Inter-
national Exhibition will take place in the great halls of the
building for exhibition of works of art. By combining the
programmes, we should also like to show our museums, par-
ticularly the precious collection of modern Hungarian pictures

and the most interesting section of the Hungarian Xational

JMuseum : the ethnographic collection, which giv*e a compre-
hensive idea of the iiches of the Hungarian peasant-art,

Thf Subject Matter of thf Debates
T The adaptation of architectural education to modern

practice, with special reference to commerce and the organisa-
tion of building works.

2. Svndical Chambers of Architects and the legal status of
the architect.

3. A-rtibtic copv right in relation to the work of the architect.
4.. The role of the architect in industrial buildings.
5. The acoustic propeities of large halls.

Pai ticulars of the debates as well as the text of the confer-
ences will be sent in good time to the members of the Congress.
These general notices will be elaborated and given out by
general reporters in the beginning ot the Congress.

C)nifiAL Invitation.
The official invitation will be sent next spring to those who

wish to take part in the Congress. This preparatorv bulletin,
which will also be sent through the Hungarian Legations, is
intended to make known in good time when the Congress wijj
take place in order 10 enable a large number of our colleagues
to attend the Congress.

l‘o the official invitation will be attached a list of particulars
of the journey, visum, etc

, as well as the exact programme for
each day .A ticket of admission to the Congress will also be
enclosed.

We are quite ready to give any information concerning the
Congress, and we beg vuu to send all communications to the
Congress Office fBudaj^est, I\

, Realtanodautca 12-14)
Yours very truly,

Rofert Ker'iesz,
IVe-idenr of the Executive Committee

Architect, Secretary of State.

It will interest members of the Institute and ail studerns
of hospital planning to know* that the authoritative paptr
on English Hospital Planning which was read before the
Institute on 27 May by Mr. EL Perev Adams [F ] and
subsequently published in two parts in the Journals
Xos 15 and lO ot the current year, has now been puh-
liMied in pamphlet form and can be purchased at the
offices of the R.I.IIA. (4s.). The pamphlet contains
too plans ot \anous hospitals in the text.
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Allied Societies
{The attention of Members of Allied Societies is particularly called to this page)

AX INDIAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.
Following closely upon the foundation of the x\ustra-

liaii Institute of Architects comes the news of the creation

of an Indian Institute of Architects. This again is the
result of many years of effort. With the help of the

R.I.B.A. a Bombay Association of Architects was estab-

lished some years ago and admitted as an Allied Society of

the R.I.B.A. It was given representation on the Council
of the R.I.B.A. and was entrusted with important ftinc-

tions in architectural education and examination.
Now this Bombay Association has been developed into

an Indian Institute with the whole ot the Indian peninsula

as its province, and it is hoped that before long it will have
branches in Bengal, Madras, the United Provinces, and
the Punjab.
In the field of architecture the circle of Imperial organi-

i sation is now complete and the Indian Institute takes its

* place beside the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada,

{ the xMistraiian Institute of Architects, the Institute of

^ South African Architects, and the New Zealand Institute

of xUrchitects, which arc all working in federal union with
‘ the R.I.B.A. for the control and advancement of architec-

j
ture throughout the Empire.

4
- ESSEX, CAMBS AND HERTS SOCIETY OF ARCHI-

* TECTS
West Essex Ch\pter.

The first Aleeting of the Season was held on Saturday,
» 19 October, when a party of 36 members and friends mustered

at the Imperial Chemicals Industries building at Aiillbank,

when they were privileged to inspect the building by the

^ courtesy of Sir Frank Baines, F. R.I.B.A., K.C.\kO., C.B.E.
(who was represented by yir. R. H. A. Jones, Chief Assistant,

.. and Air. A. P. Fiske, Engineer). Afterwards the company was

^ entertained to tea when an opportunity was afforded to the
--0 Chairman, Air. Christopher AI. Shiner, A.R.I.B.A., to thank

^
i the company and the architects on behalf of the Chapter.

^ Afterwards an inspection of drawings of stained glass was
Vyt' made at the South Kensington Aluseum and the party was

conducted over the gallery of ancient stained glass by the

Ilf;; artist, Air. Sydney Eden.

The Dinner in honour of the architects reconstructing

St. Paul’s Cathedral will be held on ^ December, when the

Presentation of the drawing will be made to the President of the

1;'. City Livery Club for hanging in the Old Chapter House, where
will be preserved bw them and open for inspection.

HAAIPSHIRE AND ISLE OF WIGHT ASSOCIATION
OF ARCHITECTS.

At the opening meeting of the 1929-30 session of the

Hampshire and Isle of Wight Architectural Association, held
at the Castle, Winchester, on Friday, 18 October, the president,

j. Mr. J. A. Smith, F.R.LB.A., delivered the opening address,

in the course of which he said :

I think that we, as an Association, can look back over the

past year with a measure of satisfaction, and even pride, when
we review^ the w'ork of the session. We have increased in

numbers, and developed in activities, enlarging our scope for

usefulness in the profession. Ajid we have maintained a

worthy aspiration in the cause of architecture. We have had
the privilege of \Isits and lectures from such eminent men as

Professor Reilly, Dr. Raymond L'nwin, Capt. Edwin Gunn,

1 Mr. Sylvester Sullivan, Air. Ansell and Air. Bennett From

these we have not only received education and inspiration our-
selves, but we have, through them, provided matter of interest

and edification for the general public. And we ourselves
have had opportunities of public service in addressing Rotary
Clubs and Women’s Institutes. These occasions have been
taken advantage of by Air. Roberts and myself in speaking on
architecture and the work of the C.P.R.E., etc.

I am glad to refer here to our Year Booky for the publication
of which we are indebted to Air. T. D. Atkinson, the editor,

and to our honorary secretary, Air. Roberts, who has so ably
arranged its publication. This Year Book is a very great
asset to our Association ; it is of great value to members, with
Its complete and concise information, and ranks second to no
other similar publication amongst the Allied Societies or any
other technical association. I would here call attention to our
library. As an Association w^e already owm a number of very
valuable books as the nucleus of a library w hich we hope to
acquire by degrees. We are indebted to our honorary secretary
for the housing of these volumes, and also for his very kind
offer of the use of his owm particularly fine library for refer-

ence. I hope that this very generous offer of Air. Roberts is

being made good use of. It is my pleasure to announce to-day
the following additions to our library by the generosity of two
of our members. Our honorary member. Air. Geo. Brummell,
A.R.I.B.A., of Bournemouth, has very kindly presented bound
copies of the R.I.B.A. Journal for a number of years, a most
valuable addition to our catalogue. xAnd Air. Roberts is

presenting the following ;

—

St. PauVs Cathedral in Isometric
Projection^ by R, B, Brook-Greaves and W. Godfrey Allen

;

twm engravings by Piranesi ; The ^Masterpieces of Sir Christo^
pher WreHy drawn by Professor Cockerell, and engraved by
William Richardson ; an original pencil drawing of St. Alaclou,

Rouen, by Samuel Prout ; and a collection of architectural

lantern slides. We extend to Air. Brumell and Air. Roberts
our very cordial thanks for, and appreciation of, their generous
gifts.

In connection with architectural education, we are glad to

ha\'e the distinction of a representative on the Board. Air,

Roberts, our honorary secretary, has been appointed by the
Council of the Institute to represent us. The programme of
architectural education which the Board have is extensive and
democratic, making it possible for any student with ability,

and the necessary zeal, to enter the profession and rise from
the humblest circumstances to its foremost ranks.

We have follow^ed with interest the big architectural prob-
lems that have come into prominence during the year.

In our owm area w^e welcome the commencement of the
erection of the new^ municipal offices at Southampton, a very
important step in the architectural history of that town. The
new Empire Theatre, and the completion of Lloyds Bank and
the new' Roman Catholic Church in Shirley Road, are very
notable additions to the town amongst other buildings of
distinction. We note also with interest the opening of
Bitterne Bridge. We have had the privilege as an Association
of visiting and inspecting the completion of the new" Pavilion
in Bournemouth, and w’e congratulate the architects and the
town on their fine achievement and acquisition. In the rural
districts w'e note with especial pleasure the very* charming
entrance lodges to Aloundsmere Alanor at Preston Candover.
The buildings I have referred to are the work of members of
the Institute outside our area, and it is with especial pleasure
that I refer to works of our own members that have come
undei my notice. We congratulate Colonel Gutteridge on
the commencement of the new buildings for the University
of Wessex, and we congratulate Air. Roberts on Drayton
Council School at East Cosham, which w'as the subject of such
complimentary notice in TheArchitect and Building News in Alay
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last. The new pier entrance by Mr. Cooper Poole, necessi-

tated by the widening of the road in consequence of Southamp-
ton dock extension, is of interest architecturally and a striking

contrast to the old building. Other buildings of note and
interest in Southampton and the neighbourhood designed by
members of our Association are : Warren’s new front in the

High Street, the Co-operative Society’s new premises in

Shirley Road, the Children’s Hospital extension. King Edward’s
School pavilion, some very pleasing houses in Upper Hill

Lane, and the excellent layout and well-proportioned and
dignified houses and shops of the Swaythling housing scheme,
and Glebe Court and Orchard Way. In the Bournemouth
area important buildings have been completed in connection
with the Roman Catholic Elementary School, paying patients’

^\ards at the Royal Victoria and West Hants Hospital, St.

Clement’s Parish Hall, and the boys’ home at the Russell-

Cotes Xautical School at Parkstone

My reference to the foregoing is not intended to be an
exhaustive enumeration of all the buildings of repute in this

district. Nor do I suggest that all the noteworthy works by
members of our Association are confined to the neighbourhoods
referred to. But you will remember that it was suggested at

our last annual meeting that the president might be notified

of works of merit within our area. A reminder was sent to

the various districts, but only a few such notifications have
been made, and therefore my references are limited, because

it IS not practicable to visit all districts in order to ascertain

where new buildings have been erected. The days have
long passed when architects were unable to see and appreciate

merit in the work of their contemporaries and competitors.

In these more enlightened days there is a sympathetic com-
radeship and mutual appreciation. This is, to a great extent,

the outcome of the development of the Allied Societies and
the goodfellowship generated in the architectural schools.

We are now' able to compete in the best possible spirit, and
we look to one another for inspiration in our profession, and
co-operation in the pursuit of our ideals. For this reason I

w ould urge again what Mr. Ansell so ably put to us in his address

at the opening of the exhibition at Bournemouth, namely, the

importance and the individual duty of members to make some
contribution to our annual exhibitions in the form of drawings
or photographs of their own executed works. These exhibi-

tions are of unquestionable mutual value, but their value is

proportionately increased or decreased with the greater or

smaller number of contributors.

This mutual responsibility in connection with our com-
missions IS a reminder of another responsibility, w'hich we
ought to recognise, to our less fortunate brother members of

the profession, and here I wish to interpose a reference to the

Architects’ Benevolent Society. I do not think it necessary

to remind you of the object and aims of this Society, but I take

this opportunity to call your attention to the urgent need for

immediate help in the form of additional subscribers, in order

that the work of the Society may be carried on. The Society

has recently issued an appeal, signed by ]\Ir. Walter Tapper,
Mr. Maurice Webb, and Sir Charles Nicholson, for the co-

operation of all Associations in securing for the Benevolent
Society an improved and sounder financial status. Mr.
McArthur Butler, of Bournemouth, has been appointed by
our Council as our local honorary secretary, A.B.S., for this

area.

The proposal for the development of the Royal Institute

of British Architects and its Allied Societies, upon which we
voted during the year, has been appro\'ed by a very large

majority of votes cast, and we look expectantly to the realisa-

tion of this scheme for the extension and increase of the use-
fulness of the Institute, not only to its members, but also for

the unification and consolidation of the profession, and for

the benefit of the general public and the advancement of
architecture.

SOUTH WALES INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.
Official Visit to the Welsh National Museum.

Instead of their usual Annual excursion and “ ladies’ day
”

to some outside place of interest, the Institute decided to accept
the invitation to pa> an official visit to the National IVIuseum of

Wales at Cardiff on Thursda\ . lo October. About loo members
of the Institute and their ladies were present at a very enjoyable
function. The party were recei\ed at the Museum by Di.
C'yril Fox, Director, and Mr A. A. Lee, Secretary, with Mr. A.
Dunbar Smith [F.j, the architect of this famous building, who
conducted them over the present Aluseum and the important
additions to it which are now in course of construction. The
planning, internal detail and fittings of the various departments
were greatly admired, and the architect paid a generous tribute
to the high standard oi work w hich had been done by the con-
tractors throughout.
Tea was kindly pro\Tded bv the Museum authorities, and in

extending a welcome to the \isitors Dr. Fox made special
reference to the great interest which local architects had taken
in the Museum and the importance of ensuring a continuation
of such \aluabie co-operation in future years.

Mr. T. Alwwn Lloyd, F.R.I.B.A., the President of the
Institute, expressed thanks foi the hospitalit\ showm and
referred to their pleasure in having this opportunity of renewing
their friendship with Mr. Dunbar Smith and congratulating
him on the success of his work. Air. J. Her’nert Jones,
F.R.I.B.A. (Swansea) (\hce President), Mr. Percy Thomas
F.R.LB.A., Mr. Walter Rosser, F.R.I.B.A. (Newport) and
Air. W. S. Purchon, A.R.I.B.A., also spoke.

THE ULSTER SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS,
Professor Patrick Aberciombie, ALA., F.R.I.B.A., Lever

Professor of Civic Design m Li\erpool University, gave an
address last night in the headquarters of the Ulster Society
of Architects, College Square North, on “ Towm Planning
Legislation for Northern Ireland.” There was a large atten-
dance, including many members and officers of the Corporation.
The Alinister of Finance, the Right Hon. H. AL Pollock, D.L.,
presided.

Air. E. R. Kennedy, F.R.I.B.A., president of the society,
said that was the first public meeting they had held in their new
headquarters, and he took the opportunity of w’elcoming those
present, and expressing the hope that they would attend future
meetings It was their intention to have lectures on architec-
tural subjects and also exhibitions of drawings.

Professor Abercrombie said someone had remarked that the
Tow n Planning Act enabled one to plan many things, but not
a town, and the fact was that it allowed them to plan suburbs.
To be fully valuable it needed to be expanded to deal with the
country and contracted to deal with the built up areas of towns.
The Act dealt primarily with individual authorities, and regional
planning ^yas outside its scope. There was regional planning,
but It was in the nature of reports by groups of local authorities'
What was needed was a wider form of planning on national

lines. In England they had begun at the wrong end. They
began w ith the unit and w ere w orking up to the national scheme,
but they should have started with the main ideas and on big
lines. There were great road schtmes and great electrification
schemes, which were really on a national basis, but they w'ere
not part of a national plan. They ought to be thought of as a
part of the natural de\elopment of the country. The logical
sequence was to have natural planning, regional planning for
large areas such as counties, and finallv town planning for indi-
vidual authorities.

Professor Abercrombie said the English Bill dealt with sanita-
tion, w hich really meant the health of the people

; with amenity,
and with convenience. He went on to explain the provision ot
the measure, and referred to zoning, the newest of the powers
in town Planning. Zoning ga\e power to prescribe the charac-
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ter of buildings and their situation. The power given was very
arbitrary, and it was indeed a definite interference with the
iiberty^ of the individual in the interests of the community. The
height of buildings could be settled, and such a matter as the
density' of buildings, or the number of houses to be allowedy
per acre. Advertisements could be controlled better this way
than by any other way, because it was part of a general scheme.
Natural features, such as trees, could be preserved, and there
was also the important question of the control of design of
buildings. Little use has been made of this power in England.
There was power to refer all designs to an advisory committee
which had the assistance of a consultative board of architects.
Designs could be submitted in the rough so that time might not
be lost and expense incurred in preparing plans which would
only be rejected.

Speaking of the urban problem. Professor Abercrombie
said a Bill should apply to developed as well as undeveloped
land, because if not, its powers would only have one-third or a
half of their value.

For rural planning it was necessary to include large areas
under control, for no one knew where building would take
place. It was sad to have to plan the countryside, but if they
did not it would be destroyed. What was needed was some
light and easily adjusted form of control. A difficulty arose in

England as to what was a reasonable density for houses in lural
areas.

A density of tsvelve houses to the acre was ridiculous because
it would permit ribbon development without let or hindrance.
The tendency now was to separate land into three categories

—

urban, suburban, and country land—and to allow full control
of the country land to the local authority. The thing had to be
tackled reasonably, because they did not want to stop the build-
ing of houses ; they wanted them built in groups so that they
might have decent sanitary conditions and fall in with amenity
It had been proved, too, that the shanty question could not be
dealt with satisfactorily by by-laws.

The Ministry of Transport had power, when making new
roads, to acquire more land than was wanted for the road, and
this power, if exercised, would give control over the actual

frontage. Another power, the use of which would be valuable
in preventing ribbon development, was to compel those who
built houses on an existing road to pay road costs, just as those
who built on a new road had to pay.

People sometimes thought town planning was a very expen-
sive business, but that was not so. It was economic, and the
actual cost was very slight—perhaps one fifth of a penny for a

town scheme. In England there had not been great claims for

compensation, and on the positive side there was a saving
through economy of development. Town planning tended to

stabilise land values, a very important thing. At present many
beautiful places fell in value because of the juxtaposition of un-
suitable property. “ In a word,” concluded the lecturer, “town
planning is an economic proposition, and notan extravagance.”

THE BICENTENARY OF JOSIAH WEDGWOOD.
Designs in competition are invited for a Wedgwood Vase

to be made in commemoration of the Bicentenary of the Birth
of Josiah Wedgwood, which will be celebrated in 1930.
The jurv, consisting of Air. Philip Connard, R.A,, Air. W.

Reid Dick," A.R.A., Air. H. S. Goodhart-Rendel, F.R.I.B.A.,
Air. Frank H. Wedgwood, will award to the designs they con-
sider first, second, and third in merit :

Prizes of £ic>Oy ^£50, and £2^, respectively.

The prize-winning designs w'ill become the property of

Alessrs. Josiah Wedgwood and Sons, Ltd., wffio reserve the

light to execute the designs placed second and third, as weil as

the winning design.
The vase is intended as a centrepiece, and may be either a

simple \essel decorated in relief and colour, or an architec-

tural composition embodying ornamental adjuncts in the

round. It should not exceed eighteen inches in height, though
to this dimension not more than six inches may be added for a
pedestal or plinth. The decoration is to he by means of orna-
ment applied to a ground of contrasting colour.

Designs, packed and plainly marked outside, “ Bicentenary
Vase Competition,” should be addressed to the Secretary,
Messrs. Josiah Wedgwood and Sons, Ltd., Etruria, Stoke-on-
Trent, and must be received at that address not later than
Monday, 28 April, 1930.

BUILDING MATERIALS BUREAU.
The Building Materials Bureau is situated in the

Architectural Association’s premises in Bedford Square,
Its object is to provide a centre where materials and fittings

appertaining to buildings may be inspected and informa-
tion obtained on all the latest manufactures. The exhibits
in the Bureau include decorative materials, asbestos
cement goods, bricks and ceramic materials, electrical

goods, fabrics, flooring materials, glass, metal-work of all

types, phw'oods brick fittings, etc. The Bureau is open
from 10 a.m., to 6 p.m. (Saturdays i p.m.)

ELECTION OF STUDENTS R.I.B.A.

The following w’ere elected as Students at the meeting
of the Council held on the 21st October 1929.

Aldpidgk : Rowl.^xd df Winton, Bankton, Lower Kings

-

w ood, Surre\

.

Alliston : James Thom.as, 14, Glisson Road, Cambridge.
Andfrson : WilliVM Gforge Dfjvne, 2, Glendow er Place,

London, S.W.y.
Appleton Frank, “ Swithland,” Kettering Road, Aloulton,

Northampton.
BA7ELEY : Ailw^yn Geoffrey, Alverne Hay, Penzance.
Berridge : Edw'ard Walter, 24, Fortismere Avenue, Muswell

Hill, N.io.
Box : Kenneth Dixon, c/o Ross and Macdonald, Beaver Hall

Hill, Montreal, Canada.
Coopfr : John Ferguson, 39, Knighton Drive, Leicester.
Cutler : Dudley Garood, 3, The Close, Blackheath.
Dave: AIulshanker Balashanker, c,o Gregson Batley and

King, Chartered Architects, Chartered Bank Building,
Fort, Bombay, i.

Day : Benjamin Ivor, 120 Wick Road, Brislington, Bristol.

Demuth : Ronald Pitcaim, Pitcairn, Southbourne, Bourne-
mouth.

Ellis : Elizabeth Mary, 17 Stafford Terrace, Campden Hill,
W.8.^

Exell : Kfnneth, 2 Burnaby Street, Langsett Road, Sheffield.
Ford : Richard Ailw yn Lavington, Firwood, Long Ashton,

Nr. Bristol.

Franklin : Herbert James, “ Newstead,” Nightingale Road,
Rickmansw'orth, Herts.

Gibson : Alexander George, 34 Vicarage Drive, Eastbourne.
Greenaway : George Fr.\ncis, 34 Lancaster Road, Eccles

Old Road, Pendleton, Manchester.
H.wdisyde : Cecil Chari.es, 31 Mercers Road, London,

N.19.
Kellett : Dougl.as, Newtowm, Stanhope, Co. Durham.
Kingsford : Geoffrey Montague, Birken Trees, Kingswood,

Tadworth, Surrey.

Ledeboer : Judith Geertrind, 42 Manyat Road, London,
S.W.19.

M.mish : John D.wtd Taylor, “ Scriventon,” Speldhurst,
Kent.
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Martineal' : Denis Frederick, Coodwyn’^; Place, Dorking,
Surrey.

McMullen : Alexander Lawrence, 32 Evehn Mansions,
Carlisle Place, \ ictoria Street, S.W.i.

iMiSTRY : ICvi'ANji Rasta'^iji, Unirigai Bungalow, opp. Alarine
Lines Station, Queens Road, Bombay.

XiCKSON : Ricilard ScHOLEFirLD, Hindcrton Lodge, Xeston,
Cheshire.

Russell, Richard Brew : Snow shill, Xr. Broadway, Worcs.
Spence : Basil, Sa Thiilestane Road, Edinbuigh.
Stokes : David Dominic Scott, 3 Alulberv Walk, London,

S.W.3.
SUTHAR . Chandllal Bhlralhai, Gangasha, Rughnath Build-

ing, Cloth Marker, Delhi, India.

Tomlinson : TLarold, 14 Trumpington Street, Cam>'ndg'=‘.

WARD ; John P\lev, Cherrv Garth, Chri'-tchurcli, Xewport,
.Mon.

WhisTon : Roeert Xoei
,

Caer Glowe,” Macauliy Drive,
Lincoln.

White: Xorman Jc»sEHh Schoiteld, 97 CiOirw-11 Ro.^d,

London, S.W.y.

Notices
THE SECOXD CTXERAL MEEIIXCL

The Second General Meeting of the Session 1929—30
will be held on Monday, 18 X^ovember 1929, at 8 p.m., for

the following purposes
To read the Minutes of the First Cjeneral Meeting, held

on Alonday, 4 Xovember 1929 ;
formally to admit

members attending for the first time since their election.

To read the following paper : The Design of Science
Buildings/’ by Mr. A^lan E. Alunby, M.A.Gantab. [F.].

EXHIBITIOX OF THE WORK OF THE LATE
BERTRA.M GROSVEXOR GOODHUE [Hon. Cork.

Member].

Through the kindness of Professor AVilliam Emerson
[Hon. Corr. Alernber], Director of the Department of

Architecture, Alassachusetts Institute of Technology, a

collection of pen and pencil drawings by the late Bertram
Grosvenor Goodhue has been lent to the R.I.B.A. for ex-

hibition. The Exhibition will open on [Monday, i8 Xov-
ember, and close on Saturday, 30 Xovember, and will

be open daily between the hours of lo a.ni. and 8 p.m.
(Saturdays 5 p.m.).

COXDITIOXS OF COXTRACT.
In answer to many in(|uirics made by members

regarding the recognised Form of Contract, the minute
of the General [Meeting (Business) held on 10 June 1929,
IS reprintt*d below' for information :

—

“ Resolved that this meeting of the R.I.B.A.
after full consideration of the terms of the proposed
draft of the Xew Form of Contract now again sub-
mitted as in amendment of the existing and agreed

1909 F'orm of Contract, is unable to accept the same,
but concurrently renews its offer to reconsider the
amendment of the 1909 Form where necessary.”

THE ROYAL GOLD MEDAL.
^ The Council propose to submit to His Majesty the

King the name of Mr. Percy Bcott Worthington,
M.A.Oxon, Litt. D., F.S.A. [F.j, as a fit recipient

of the Royal Gold Medal for the year 1930.

THE R I.B.A. LOXDOX ARCHITECTURE MEDAL,
1929.

The attention of members is drawn to the Form of

X’oniination and the conditions, subject to which th eaward
will be made, for a building completed within the County
of London during the three years ending 31 December
1929, issued separately with the current number of the
Journal. Any member of the Royal Institute is at

liberty to nominate any building for consideration by the
Jury.

Tht X'omination Forms should be returned to the
Secretary R I.B.A. not later than 28 February 1930.
The Medal for the building completed between 1926

and 1928 w'ill be presented to Messrs. Easton and Robert-
son, FF.R.I.B.A., for the Royal Horticultural Society's
XTw' Hall, Greycoat Street, Westminster, at the General
Meeting of the R.I.B.A. to be held on 6 January 1930.

2 Deceaiper 1929.
An Election of Members will take place at the Business

General Meeting to be held on 3Jondav, 2 December
The names and addresses of the Candidates (with the
names of their proposers) found by the Council to be
eligible and qualified for membership according to the
Charter and Bye-laws and recommended bv them, for
election are as follows :

—

AS HOX. FELLOW (i).

How ard de Walden and Se.\ford ; Lord, Thomas E\eJvn
Scott-Ellis, 37 Belgrave Square, S.W.i. Proposed bv the
Council.

AS HOX. ASSOCIATE (i).

Stott : Sir Philip Sidney, Bart., F.S.A., Stanton Court,
near Broadway, Gloucestershire. Proposed by the
Council.

AS HOX. CORRESP(UXDIXG MEMBER (i).
Wanscher, Vilhelm, ALA., Professor of the History of Art

in the Royal Academy at Copenhagen : Honorary Alember
of Akadtamsk Architekeforening at Copenhagen *; Alember
of the Kongihg Xorske Videnskabers Selskwb at Trond-
hiem

,
Cav . Corona d Italia

; Amahegade 4, Copenhagen
Proposed bv the Council.

AS FELLOWS (zo).
Broad : Malcolm Cii.MtLEs

[J . 1918], Calle 25 de Mavo 39sMontevideo, t'ruguay. Proposed by John A Cheston
and the Council under Bve-law 3 (d).

Cow'Derov-Dale : Frederick Charles
[A . 1921], 31 .Marina

St. Leonards -on-Sea, Sussex. Proposed by Robert .Atkin-
son, J. Alurray Easton and Howard Robertson.

Harris : Philip Capes [A 1914], Zanzibar, East Africa • 31.Wundel Avenue, Sefton Park, Liverpool. Proposed bv
Prolessor C. H. Reilly, H. V Eanchester and Ernest GeeHooper : CiLARLES Owen [H. 1920], Ching Ahng Building
S.A.D No. 3, Hankow, China. Proposed by Frank S
Reynolds and the Council under Clause C (i). Section IV
Charter 1925, and Bye-law 3 (d).

AIactarlane ; George Gordon, B Sc., M.C [d 1021I
Carteret Street, S.W.i

; 41 Acacia Road, X W8 Pro
posed by Charles Holden, Thos. S. Tait and C Cowles-
\ oysey.

Minty; Koblrt J.wies High
[A . 1922], 21 Great Peter

yreet yc.>tmin.ster. y\V.i; 32B Queen’s Road, St.John s Wooy .\.\\. Proposed by .A.. Heron R\an Teni-son, Ernest G. Cole and C. Harrold Xorton.
.\IULLiN-a

I

(yuH Rp- Tiio.m.ys [H. icjiXJ, 5 Verulam Buildings,
Gra\ s Inn W .Ui

;
“ \\ hincot,” Holbrook Lane, Chisle-

hurst, J>ey. Proposed by W. Harding 'I'hompson,
IIenr> \. Ashley and Professor A. £. Richardson

^
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Newman : Percival Corney, F.S.I. [.4 . 1902], 32 Walbrook,
E.C.4., 74 Clifden Road, Twickenham. Proposed by
H. Percy Monckton, H. Alexander Pelly and W. F.
Foster.

Nicholson : Frederick William [A. 1912], 2 Dewey Avenue,
Aintree, Liverpool. Proposed by T. E. Eccles, D. G.
]VIcIntosh and Arnold Thornely.

Stockdale : William \A, 1907], 81 Howard Street, North
Shields

; 5, Windsor Gardens, North Shields. Proposed
by Lieut -Col A. K. Tasker, J. C. Maxwell and J. J. Hill.

Strickland : Harley Clarence Wilfrid [H. 1919], Count\’
Offices, Brecon

;

“ Bryn.ifon,” Cradoc Road, Brecon.
Proposed by A. F. A. T rehearne, John Saxon Snell and
Sir Banister Fletcher under Clause C (i), Section IV,
Supplemental Charter 1925.

Vernon : Frederick Austin [A. 1920], 82 Mortimer Street,

W.
;

“ Cavaick,” 1S5 Tulse Hill, S.W.2 Proposed by
H. Courtenay Constantine, W. E. Riley and Ernest B.
Glantield.

And the following Licentiates who have passed the qualify-

ing Examination :

—

Clarke : Godfrey L., Piece Hall Yard, Bradford, Yorks
;
ii

Castle Road, Keighley, Yorks. Proposed by Sydney D.
Kitson, Sir Banister Fletcher and Louis .Ambler.

Salmond : William, F.S.I., 15 South Tay Street, Dundee ;

17 Adelaide Place, Dundee. Proposed by George P. K.
A^oung, Thos. M. Cappon and Charles G. Soutar.

Tanner : Douglas George, Great Western Buildings, Livery
Street, Birmingham

; 79 Westfield Road, Edgbastcn, Bir-

mingham. Proposed by Herbert Buckland, Professor
A. E. Richardson and A. T. Butler,

And the following Licentiates who are qualified under
Section IV, Clause 4 C (ii) of the Supplemental Charter of

1925
Davies : Charles Gilbert, 4 Avenue Edward VII, Shanghai,

China ; 63 Route de Say Zoong, Shanghai, China. Pro-
posed by Geo. A. Johnson, E. F. Bothwell and George L.
Wilson.

Gunson : Ernest, F.S.I., 10 Marsden Street, Manchester
;

“ The Orchard,” Elm Road, Didsbury, jManchester. Pro-
posed by J. W Beaumont, Harry S. Fairhurst and Francis
Jones

-

Hamilton : George Douglas, 23, Woimwood Street, E.C.2 ;

16 The Drive, Walthamsto\s
,
E.17. Proposed by Osborn

C. Hills, H. P. Burke Downing and Gilbert H. Love-
grove.

Jenkins : Thomas, J.P., Arcade Buildings, Station Street,

Burton-on-Trent
;

Croxail Hall, near Lichfield. Pro-
posed by Cdeorge AI. Eaton, A. T. Butler and H. Tat-
ham Sudbury.

Liddle : Edwin Fewster Waugh, 12 Eldon Square, New-
castle-upon-Tyne The Little Garth,” Hexham,
Noithumberland. Proposed by William Tweedy,
Charles S. Errington and W. H. Wood.

AS ASSOC IATES (81).

Ashworth : Henry Ingham, B.A. [Fci^sed five years’ course
at Alanchester University School of Architecture. Ex-
empted from Final Examination after passing Examina-
tion in Professional Practice], The Homestead,” Poyn-
ton, Cheshire. Proposed by John B. Gass, Francis Jones,
and J. Theo. Halliday.

Barker : Frances (Miss) [Passed five years’ course at the
Architectural Association. Exempted from Finnl Exam-
ination after passing Examination in Professional Piac-
tice], 49, Lewisham Hill, S.E.13. Proposed by Howard
Robertson, J. Alurray Easton and W. R. Davidge.

B.artholo.mew : George [Final], 8 Camp fieId Street, Falkirk,

Stirlingshire. Proposed by T. Harold Hughes, James
Lochhead and A. N. Malcolm.

Beck : Richard Theodore [Passed five years’ course at the
Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Exam-
ination after passing Examination in Professional Prac-
tice], 4 Mount Avenue, Ealing, W.5. Proposed by Howard
Robertson, Alexander G. Bond and J. Alurray Easton.

Bradley ; Frank [Final], Croft House, Chorley Street, Bolton,
Lancs. Proposed by Joseph Foy, Harry S. Fairhurst and
Ernest J. Pomeroy.

Breakwell : John ^Passed five years’ course at the Archi-
tectural Association. Exempted from Final Examination
after passing Examination in Professional Practice], i

White Bear Place, New End Square, Hampstead, N W.3.
Proposed by Maurice Chesterton, Robert Atkinson and J.
Murray Easton.

Brown : Robert Smart [Passed five years’ course at Robert
Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted from Final
Examination after passing Examination in Professional
Practice[, 47 Hamilton Place, Aberdeen. Proposed by
James B. Nicol, Robert G. Wilson, Jun., and the Council.

Buchanan : James Wardrop [Passed five years’ course at the
Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Exam-
ination after passing Examination in Professional Prac-
tice_, c o Clonmore, Dyke Road Drive, Brighton. Pro-
posed by Howard Robertson, Basil Sutton and J. Murray
Easton.

Bunyan : James [Passed five years’ course at Glasgow School of
Architecture. Exempted from Final Examination after
passing Examination in Professional Practice], 42 High-
field Drive, Kelvindale, Glasgow, W.2. Proposed by T.
Harold Hughes, John Watson and Thomas L. Taylor.

CoLLM.\N : Leonard John [Final], The Old House,’*’ Marl-
borough Road, Hampton-on-Thames. Proposed by A. F.
A. Trehearne, Robert Atkinson and George Coles.

Coote : Lionel Francis Russell [Final], The Cottage, North
Park, Gerrards Cross. Proposed by Maurice Chesterton,
A- G. R. ^Mackenzie and Herbert Wigglesworth,

Cr.\btree : William, Dip.Aich. (Liverpool) [Passed five years’
course at Liverpool University School of Architecture.
Exempted from Final Examination after passing the Exam-
ination m Professional Practice], 40 Windosr Road, Don-
caster, Yorks. Proposed by Professor C. H. Reilly and
ihe Council under Bye-law 3 (d).

CRO^BY : Edmund Lionel [Final], ii Hillfield Avenue, Wem-
bley, Aliddlesex. Proposed by Harry Redfern, W. H.
Hobday and Brook Kitchin.

Cri icksiiank : Alexander J.ames [Passed five years’ course
at Robert Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Profes-
sional Practice J, 15 Gannochy Green, Gannochy, Perth.
Proposed by James B. NicoI, Robert G. Wilson, Jun.,
and J. A. O. Allan.

CuLPiN : Clifford Ewart [PAnal], qgA, Cranbrook Road, Il-

ford, Essex. Proposed by W. R, Davidge, Arthur Keen
and Ernest G. Allen.

Deol.\liker : Ganesh Bhikaji [Special Examination], Office of
Government Architect, Public Works Department, New
Delhi, India. Proposed by Professor A. E. Richardson,
C. Lovett Gill and Arthur Stratton.

Douglas : Percival Howard [Passed five years’ course at
Robert Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Profes-
sional Practice] Herons Gate, Eastbury Road, Watford,
Herts. Proposed by James B. Nicol, Robert G. Wilson,
Jun., and J. A. O. Allan.

Dow : John Sim (Passed fiv^e years’ course at Robert Gordon’s
Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted from Final Examination
after passing Examination in Professional Practice],
Dunolly, Young Street, CTaigie, Perth. Proposed by
James B. Nicol, Robert G. Wilson, Jun., and J. A. O. Allan.

Dunn : Rich.ard Russell Anthony (Final), 10, Frederick
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Street, Sunderland. Proposed by Thomas R. Milburn
W. Alilburn and W. Alilburn, Jun.

Ecclestone ; James Henry TFinal], 58 Xorth Worple Way,
Mortlake, S.W.14. Proposed by H. L. Thornely, Charles
Holden and Lionel G. Pearson.

Eden : William Arthur [Passed five years’ course at Liverpool
University School of Architecture. Exempted from Final
Examination after passing Examination in Professional
Practice], 16 Balmoral Terrace, Stockton-on-Tees. Pro-
posed by Professor C. H. Reilly, Professor Lionel B.
Budden and F. T. Penty.

Ellis : Harold George, B.Arch. (Liverpool) [Passed five vears’
course at Liverpool University School of Architecture.
Exempted from Final Examination after passing Exam-
ination in Professional Practice], 16 Sandiways Road,
Wallasey, Cheshire. Proposed by Professor C. H. Reilly*
Professor Patrick Abercrombie and Professor Lionel B.
Budden.

Finnegan : Leonard [Special Examination], “ Clifton,”
Kenton Lane, Kenton, Middlesex. Proposed by Thos. E.
Scott, Frederick R. Hioms and E. P. Wheeler.

Foley : Hugh Valentine [Passed five years’ course at the
Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Exami-
nation after passing Examination in Professional Practice],

72, Oakley Street, Chelsea, S.W .3. Proposed by Evelyn
Simmons, Howard Robertson and J. Murray Easton.

Forbes : Ian [Passed five years’ course at the Architectural
Association. Exempted from Final Examination after
passing Examination in Professional Practice], “ The
Shieling,” Chalfont St. Giles, Bucks. Proposed by
J. Edwin Forbes, J. Duncan Tate and J. J. Joass.

Fraser : James ^Iilner [Final], Singapore Improvement
Trust, Municipal Offices, Singapore. Proposed by Alex-
ander Gordon, Major P. Hubert Keys and C. G. Boutcher.

Garrett: Alfred Jchn Wilton [Special Examination], 5
Fillebrook Avenue, Leigh-on-Sea. Proposed by F, C. R.
Palme:, H. F. Murrell and G. W. Lord.

Gibb * John James Bayne [Final], 126 Forth Street, Pollok-
shields, Glasgow. Proposed by Hamilton Neil, T. Harold
Hughes and John Watson.

Golding : Alfred [Final], 42 Rosebery Avenue, Westoe,
South Shields. Proposed by Thomas R. Milburn, R. H.
Morton and W. Milburn, jun.

Greenwood : Fred [Pinal], 234 Gloucester Terrace, Hyde
Park, W.2. Proposed by Sir Edwin L. Lutyens, Albert J.
Thomas and Sir Banister P'letcher.

Hall : Frederick George Alfred [Final], 108 Hambalt
Road, Clapham Park, S.W.4. Proposed by Professor
A. E. Richardson, C. Lovett Gill and H. F. jVIurrell.

Harding : Herbert John, A.R.C.A. [Special Examination],
46 Beauchamp Place, Brompton Road, S.W.3. Proposed
by Professor Beresford Pite, Professor William G. Newton
and F. B. Nightingale.

Hatcher : Basil Ainsworth [Final], Tudor Cottage, Rush-
mere, Ipsw ich. Proposed by E. T. Johns, John Petter and
Percy F, Warren.

Helm : Wiiliam Rex [Final], 32 Eastbourne Street, Oldham.
Proposed by Isaac Taylor, Arthur J Hope and Ernest
Simister.

Holt : A. Neville [Passed five years' course at the Liverpool
University School of Architecture. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Pro-
fessional Practice], ” Alorlan,” Graham Road, West
Kirby, Cheshire. Proposed b\ Professor C. H. Reilly,
S. G. Hewitt and the Council.

Hough : Gecrge Cecil [Passed five years’ course at the Liver-
pool Uni\ersity School of Architecture. Exempted from
F'inal Examination after passing Examination in Profes-
sional Practice], 4 Curzon Road, Hoylake, Cheshire.
Proposed by Sir Edwin L. Lutyens, Albert J. Thomas, and
Professor C. H. Reilly.

Jenkins : Gilbert Lawrence Martin [Passed five years’
course at the Architectural Association. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing the Examination in Pro-
fessional Practice], 38 Elm Park Road, Chelsea, S.W.3,
Proposed by Chlbert H. Jenkins, P. D. Hepw'orth and
How’ard Robertson.

King : William Henry [Final], 106 Hendon Way, Golders
Green, N.W.2. Proposed by J. J. Joass, Sydney D.
Kitson, and James Parish.

Knight : George William [Special Examination], 146 Under-
hill Road, East Dulwich, S.E.22. Proposed by C. Stanley
Peach, E. Stanley Hall and J. Stanley Heath.

Knowles : Herbert James, Dip .Arch.(Liverpool) [Passed
five years’ course at the Liverpool University School of
Architecture. Exempted from Final Examination after
passing Examination in Professional Practice], 23 Craven
Avenue, Plymouth, Devon. Proposed by John Clarke,
Professor C. H. Reilly and Professor Lionel B. Budden.

Lamb : William [Final], Saxon Tower, Windsor Castle,
Berkshire. Proposed by Walter S. A. Gordon, James s!
Gibson and John Jerdan.

Lane : Howard Ross [Final], “ Bramshaw',” King’s Avenue,
Christchurch, Hants. Proposed by A. Edward Shervey’
Edward F. Knight and Sydney Tugweii.

’

Lewin : Captain Harry Almond [Special Examination],
Public Works Department, Colombo, Ceylon. Proposed
by Heniy J. Chetwood, Owen C. Little and T. O
Foster.

Lightfoot : Brodrick St. Clair, Dip.Arch .(Liverpool)
[Passed five years’ course at the Liverpool University
School of Architecture. Exempted from Final Examina-
tion after passing Examination in Piofessional Practice],
c o JMessrs, Kendall and IMansergh, Rhodes Building, St
George Street, Cape Towm. Proposed by Professoi C. h!
Reilly, Professor Patrick Abercrombie* and Professor
Lionel B. Budden.

Lovett : William Francis Benjamin [Passed five years’
course at the University of London School of Architec-
mre. Exempted from Final Examination after passing
Examination in Professional Practice], 34 Cartwright
Gardens, Tavistock Square, W.C.i. Proposed by
Professor A. E. Richardson, Arthur Stratton and A Alban
H. Scott.

Low'^ : Alexander John George [Special Examination]
Kings Road, Chelsea, S.W.3. Proposed bv R Allse-
brooke Hinds, A. Foster and George A. Mitchell

Lowther : Anthony William George [Passed five years’
course at the Architectural Association, Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Profes-
sional Practice), The Old Quarrv, Ashtead, Surrey
Proposed by Howard Robertson, C. H. James and
Robert Atkinson,

I^UBYNSKI : .XORMAN Lrancis [Final], Loretta,” Sedgemore
Avenue, Camps Bay, Cape Town, South Africa. Pro
posed by H. J. Brownlee, F. K, Kendall and John PerryMacDonald : Eric Alexander Hector [Email 234 Glou
cester Terrace, Hyde Park, W.2. Proposed by SirEdwin L. Lutyens, Laurence M. Gotch and Albert IIhomas. •’*

V] t
’ ouiwtKLAiND trassea nve years course

at Robert Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted fiom
final Examination after passing Examination in Pro-
fessional Practice), 2 1 Moray Street, Elgin, Morayshire
Proposed by John Wittet, James B. Nicol and I A o'Allan. J- vy.

Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted from ^alExarnination after passing Examination in Professional
Practice], Abbotsville, Cults, Aberdeenshire. Proposedb\ James B. Nicol, J. A. O. Allan and George Watt^Mansfield

: John Leslie Stephen, B.Arch.(Sydney) [Passed
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five years’ course at Sydney University School of Archi-
tecture. Exempted from Final Examination after passing
Examination in Professional Practice), c o Australian Bank
of Commerce, Ltd., 62 Bishopsgate, E.C.2. Proposed by
Major Hubert C. Corlette, Sir Charles A. Nicholson and
T. J. Rushton.

Manx : Cecil George [Final], 8 Lansdowne Road, Muswell
Hill, N.io. Proposed by Thos. E. Scott, T. P. Bennett
and E. P. Wheeler.

Metcalfe : John George [Passed five years’ course at the
Liverpool University School of Architecture. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in
Professional Practice], 36 Cedar Grove, Lodge Lane,
Liverpool. Proposed by Hastvvell Grayson, Leonard
Barnish and Professor C. H. Reilly,

Metz : Morris de [Final], 34 Upper Berkeley Street, W.i.
Proposed by Arthur J. Davis, Charles H. Gage and T. P.
Bennett.

Mitchell : Thomas [Passed five years’ course at the Glasgow
School of Architecture. Exempted from Final Examina-
tion after passing Examination in Professional Practice],

62 Dalhousie Road, Barnhill, Broughty Ferry, Angus.
Proposed by T. Harold Hughes, David B. Hutton and
Thomas L. Taylor.

Morgan : Brodrick John Morris [Final], 28 Sanderstead
Avenue, N .W.2 . Proposed by ProfessorA , E . Richardson,
Arthur Stratton and W. Braxton Sinclair.

Morris : William Alexander [Special Examination], Hill
Croft, Weaverham, Cheshire. Proposed by A^hur
Brocklehurst, Halstead Best and Francis L. Lumb.

Morrison : Robert James [Passed five years’ course at

Robert Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Profes-
sional Practice], 24 Cedar Place, Aberdeen. Proposed
by James B. Nicol, Robert G. Wilson, Junr., and J. A. O.
Allan.

Mowbray : William Bawden [Final], 36 Albion Road,
Sutton, Surrey. Proposed by C. E. Varndell, Professor
A. E. Richardson and Oswald P. Milne.

Napolitano : Frederick [Passed five years’ course at the
Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Exami-
nation after passing Examination in Professional Practice],

159 Haliburton Road, St. Margarets-on-Thames. Pro-
posed by Howard Robertson, J. Murray Easton and
Robert Atkinson.

Plant : Walter Geoffrey [Passed five years’ course at the
Liverpool University School of Architecture, Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in
Professional Practice], Hall Cross Cottage, Doncaster.
Proposed by Professor C. H. Reilly, Professor Patrick
Abercrombie and Professor Lionel B. Budden.

PouLTON : Denis, Dip. Arch. (Liverpool) [Passed five years’
course at the Liverpool University School of Architecture.
Exempted from Final Examination after passing Examina-
tion in Professional Practice], 2 Wellington Square,
CWord. Proposed by Professor C. H. Reilly, Professor
Lionel B. Budden and R. Fielding Dodd.

Redwood : Reginald Seymour [Final], 56 Market Place,
Chippenham, Wilts. Proposed by W. J. Stenner, Sir
Frank W. Wills and C. F. W. Dening.

Saunders : George Sleith [Final], 53 Park Lane, Leeds.
Proposed by G. W. Atkinson, G. H. Foggitt and H. S.
Chorley.

Scammell : Rodney Quinton [Final], 706 Coventry Road,
Small Heath, Birmingham. Proposed by Baron C. S.
Underhill, C. E. Bateman and G. Salway Nicol.

Shewan : William Wyllie Clark [Passed five years’ course
at Robert Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Profes-
sional Practice], 14 Calsayseat Road, Aberdeen. Proposed

37

by James B. Nicol, J. A. O. Allan and Robert G. Wilson,
junr.

Simpson : Robert Alison Crighton, B.A.(Cantab.) [Passed
five years’ joint course at the Cambridge University
School of Architecture and the Architectural Association.
Exempted from Final Examination after passing Exami-
nation in Professional Practice], Greyshiels, Kirkstall
Lane, Leeds. Proposed by Howard Robertson, James B.
Dunn and Theodore Fyfe.

Spencely : Hugh Greville Castle, B.Arch. (Liverpool)
[Passed five years’ course at the Liverpool University
School of Architecture. Exempted from Final Examina-
tion after passing Examination in Professional Practice],

g Weymouth Street, W.i. Proposed by Professor C. H.
Reilly, Professor Patrick Abercrombie and the Council.

Statham : Colin Walter [Passed five years’ course at the
Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Exami-
nation after passing Examination in Professional Practice],

Rookery Wood House, Loudwater, Rickmanswo^ih. Pro-
posed by Howard Robertson, Oswald P. Milne and J. W.
Stanley Burmester.

SuMMERSON : John Newenham, B.A.(Arch.) [Passed five

years’ course at the University of London School of
Architecture. Exempted from the Final Examination
after passing the Examination in Professional Practice],

8 Royal Terrace, Edinburgh. Proposed by Professor A. E.
Richardson, C. Lovett Gill and John Begg.

Sykes: Cecil George [Final]. 35 Hogarth Hill, N.W.ii.
Pioposed by Professor A. E. Richardson, C. Lovett Gill
and E. Hadden Parkes.

Taber: Edwin Atkinson [Final], 12, Hilton Road, Potter-
newton Park, Leeds, Proposed by G.H. Foggitt, Colonel
Albert E. Kirk and H. S. Chorley.

Tamkin : Arthur Leslie [Final], “ Paraiso,” St. Efrides
Road, Torquay. Proposed by Norman G. Bridgman,
W. N. Couldrey and A. S. Parker.

Thompson : Gerald Leopold [Final], i8 Willoughby Road,
Hampstead, N.W.3, Proposed by W. Henry White,
T. Hansford White and F. N. Weightman.

Tomlinson : Harold, M.A .(Cantab.) [Special Exemption],
14, Trumpington Street, Cambridge. Proposed by
Theodore Fyfe, Howard Robertson and J. Murray
Easton.

Turner : Charles Austin Charlewood [Passed five years’

course at the Architectural Association. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Profes-
sional Practice], 18 Crossways, Sutton, Surrey. Proposed
by Howard Robertson, Robert Atkinson and J. Murray
Easton.

Wailes : Philip Arthur [Passed five years’ course at the
University of London School of Architecture. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in
Professional Practice], Knotty Green, Beaconsfield,
Bucks. Proposed by Professor A. E. Richardson, Arthur
Stratton and C. Lovett Gill.

Walkden : John Stanley [Passed five years’ course at Man-
chester University School of Architecture. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in
Professional Practice], Kenmore, Dales Avenue, Whitefield,
Manchester. Proposed by Herbert H. Brown, J. T.
Halliday, and John Swarbrick.

Waugh : David Stark Reid, Dip.Arch.(GIasgow) [Passed
five years* course at Glasgow School of Architecture.
Exempted from Final Examination after Passing Exami-
nation in Professional Practice], i Maitland Avenue,
Langside, Glasgow, S.I. Proposed by Norman A. Dick,
James Miller and John Watson.

Williams : George [Final], Ferres Chambers, Whitefriargate,
Hull. Proposed by H. Andre v, Frederick J. Horth
and G. Dudley Harbron.
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Queries and Replies
[A large number of questions on points of professional practice and

technical interest are addressed to the Practice and Science Standing
Committees and to other Committees of the Institute.

The Council on the recommendation of the Science Standing
Committee, have decided to adopt the procedure of publishing such
cjuenes in the Journal when on matters of general interest, together
with the replies of those members who, having special knowledge and
experience of the particular ciuestions, have been asked to express
their opinions upon them. The scheme is based upon that adopted
b\ the Surveyors’ Institution

The identitv of the member seeking the information will not be
disclosed, but the replies published will be signed by the members who
ha\e supplied them.]

Query Xo. i

.

Loxdox Building Act, 1894, Part 8, Section 87 (6).

External Walls with Footings projecting into
Adjoining Owners’ Premises : Payment of Fees.

I am acting a.s architect for a Cartage Contractor for his

new depot. Along the back of his land he is erecting a

row of stables. In order to do this T am taking down the

fence, which is six feet high, and is the property of the

Cartage Contractor, and erecting a brick wall ten feet above
ground level with footings projecting into the adjoining

owners’ premises. I have served the usual Form C

—

External Walls with footings projecting into Adjoining
Owners’ Premises,” issued by the Royal Institute of

British Architects, for this purpose, and have received a

letter from a hrm of solicitors in which they state that my
form has been handed to them by the Adjoining Owner
and asking me to guarantee payment of their (the Soli-

citors’) fees and also the fees of a firm of Surveyors whom
they will instruct to protect the interests of the Adjoining
Owner. Should the Building Owner pay either the

Adjoining Owners’ Solicitors’ or Surveyors’ fees in this

case ? I’here is no question of right of light or easements
in this case.

Replies to Ouerx Xo. i

A.
Part VIII of the London Building Act, 1894, was enacted to

allow^ neighbouring owners of party structures to settle their

differences respecting the rights therein given them through
their Surveyors without the intervention of lawyers, and the

procedure is laid down under Section 91.

It is not the custom to recognise any charges of an adjoining

owner’s solicitor, but it is usual for the building owner to pay
the reasonable fees of the adjoining owner's surveyor, which are

arranged in the award which follows the due appointment of

the respective surve>ors.
It w'ould be unwise to guarantee any fees.

J. Douglas Scott [A .].

B .

Under Section 94 of the London Building Act, 1894, the

.Adjoining Owner has a right to serve a requisition on the

Building Owner to give security for the payment by him of all

expenses and costs in respect of the work as may be payable by
the Building Owner : and the Building Owner upon receipt of

the same may serve a counter requisition upon the Adjoining
Owner for security for payment by him of all expenses and
costs as may be payable by the Adjoining Owner.
Though there is no mention in the Act as to w hich of the two

parties is liable for the costs of a party wall Award, it is the

usual practice in the profession that the fees of the Adjoining
Owner’s Surveyor should be paid by the Building Ow'ner, but
if the Adjoining Owner chooses to employ a Solicitor on his

behalf (which is not required by the Act), it is not usual that

these fees should be payable by the Building Owner.

If, therefore, the Adjoining Owner insists upon security for

his Solicitor’s fees, the Building Owner should issue his

counter requisition, and if the two Surveyors of the Building

Owner and the Adjoining Owner do not agree in the drawing
up of the Award as to the question of payment of the Solicitors’

fees, the matter must be settled by the Third Surveyor, and
according to his decision the Solicitors' fees will be payable b\

one or other of the two parties.

Whether che word “ security,” as mentioned in the Act, and
the w'ord ” guarantee.” which occurs in the query, are syno-
nymous, I cannot say, but I think the practical interpretation

is the same J. Alan Slater [F.l

Competitions
ABERYSTWYTH : PROPOSED WINTER GARDEN

AND BAND PAVILION.
The Aberystvvyth Corporation invite architects to

submit, in open competition, designs for a Winter Garden
and Band Pavilion.

Assessor : Mr. Arnold Thornely [F.].

Premiums
: £ too, £70 and £30.

Last day for receiving designs, i January 1930. Con-
ditions of the competition may be obtained on application
to the Town Clerk, Town Hall, Aberystwyth. Deposit
£2 2S.

ACCRINGTON : NEW POLICE AND FIRE
STATIONS.

The Accrington Corporation invite architects to submit,
in open competition, designs for new Police and Fire
Stations

.

Assessor : Air. Herbert J. Rowse [F.].

Premiums
: £250, £150 and £100.

Last day for receiving designs, 28 February 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on applica-
tion to the Town Clerk, Town Hall, Accrington. Deposit
£2 2S.

DUMFRIES: PROPOSED TOWN HALL AND
MUNICIPAL CHAMBERS.

The Provost, Alagistrates and Councillors of the Burgh
of Dumfries invite architects, resident or practising in
Great Britain, to submit, in open competition, designs
for a Town Hall and Alunicipal Building w^hich it is pro-
posed to erect upon an area of ground, being the site of
the old Town Hall and Alunicipal Offices in Buccleuch
Street, Dumfries.

Assessor : Sir George Washington Browne, P.R.S.A.
Expenditure

: £45,000.
Date of delivery : Noon on 7 December 1929.
Premiums

: £300, £200, and £100.
Conditions of the competition and block plan of the site

may be obtained on application to the Town Clerk, with
a deposit by crossed cheque of £2 2s.

GUILDFORD : NEW AIUJSTCIPAL BUILDINGS
The Guildford Corporation propose to invite local

architects to submit, in competition, designs for new
municipal buildings.

Assessor : Air. T. S, Tait [F.].

Premiums
: £50 and £25.

[Conditions are not yet available.]
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KINGSTON-UPON-HULL : NEW STREET FROM
I

PARAGON STATION TO BEVERLEY ROAD,
i The Hull Corporation invite architects to submit
I schemes in competition for the facades of a new street and
M openings to adjoining streets to be formed from the
* Paragon Station to the Beverley Road.

I Assessor : Sir Reginald Blomfield, R.A., Litt.D,,
^ F.S.A., P.P.R.LBA^

Premiums : £750, £350 and £150.
Latest date for receiving designs : 12 (noon), 30

November 1929.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on ap-

plication to the Town Clerk, Guildhall, Hull. Deposit,

£i IS.

LIVERPOOL : PROPOSED PIER HEAD
IMPROVEMENTS,

The Liverpool City Council propose to offer premiums
of 1,000 guineas and 500 guineas in connection with a

competition for the improvement of the amenities of

the Pier Head.
[Conditions are not yet available.]

SWANSEA : MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS.
The Swansea Corporation invite architects to submit,

in open competition, designs for new municipal buildings.

Assessor : Mr. Henry V. Ashley, V.-P.R.I.B.A.
Premiums : £750, £500, £300 and £200.
Last date for receiving designs, iS January 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on applica-

tion to the Town Clerk, Town Hall, Swansea. Deposit
£2 2^

ANZAC MEMORIAL BUILDING, SYDNEY, N.S.W.

The Trustees of the Anzac IMemorial Building invite

competitive designs for an Anzac ^Memorial to be erected
in the City of Sydney, New South Wales.
The qualification of competitors is defined in the con-

,
ditions of competitions as follows :

—

The competition is limited to Australians who
are legally qualified as architects in New South Wales
or who are legally qualified to practice architecture

outside of New South Wales provided that no com-
petitor shall be employed as architect to the work
until he has been duly registered as a legally qualified

architect in New South Wales or until other arrange-

ments, satisfactory to the Trustees and to the Board
of Architects of N.S.W,, shall have been made.

Nothing in these conditions shall preclude the

association of an Australian sculptor with a com-
petitor either during the competition or in the execu-
tion of the work.

For the purpose of this competition ‘ Australian
’

shall mean a natural bom British subject who has
practised or worked in Australia either as a principal

or an assistant. Provided that no Australian soldier

within the meaning of Part 4 of the Australian
Soldiers’ Repatriation Act 1920 shall be excluded by
this clause.

"

The competition will be conducted in two stages ; the
closing date tor the first stage is 24 January 1930. The
cost of the Memorial is to be £75,000. The conditions of
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competition have been approved by the Institute of
Architects of New South Wales.

Conditions of competition may be obtained from the
office of the Trustees of the Anzac Memorial Building,
3rd floor, Wingello House, Angel Place, Sydney, or from
the offices of the Institutes of Architects in the various
Australian States, or from the office of the Agent-General
for New South Wales, Australia House, London.

OLYMPIA, LONDON :
“ PAVILION OF LIGHT.”

The Daily Mail, in conjunction with the General Elec-
tric Company, Ltd., is organising a competition in con-
nection with the lighting, heating, decorating and furnish-
ing, and electrical equipment of the rooms of a ” Pavilion
of Light,” which will be erected at the Ideal Home Exhi-
bition at the Olympia, London, in March 1930.

Jury of Assessors :

Sir Edwin Imtyens, R.A., F.S.A. [E".].

Sir Duncan Watson, J.P., M.LE.E
Mr. Philip Connard, R.A.
Mr. Oliver P. Bernard.
Mr. Douglas G. Tanner. L. .

M r . G , G . Wornum [F.] .

Pren.iums : For each room, loo guineas, 25 guineas,
20 guineas.

Last day for receiving designs : 14 December 1929.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on appli-

cation to the Daily Mail Electrical Competition, Caimelite
House, E.C.4.

Members’ Column
CHANGE OF OFFICE ADDRESS

.Mr. Fr^nk RostoH, .A.R.I.B.A., ha-^ moved his office from 41
Bedford Row, to_ Piccadilly. His new office address is 107 Jerm\ n
Street. S \\\ t. Telephone Cierrard 11S2.

MR. FRANK A. Ct)VLE.
Mr. Fra vs: A. Coyle fZ..], of 20 Newmarket Street, Consett,

Co. Durham, has opened a branch office at 1 1 Saville Row , Newcastle-
on-Tyne. Telephone Central S095.

APPOINTMENT VACANT.
Reqlirld, Eastern Counties, all-round provincially trained

Vrehitectura! Assistant.—Reply Box 3448, c o The Secretary- R EB.A
.

i) Conduit Street, London, \V.i.

PARTNER WANTED.
Archhlci \nd Surveyor, 35 years in successful practice. West

of England, requires Partner.—Apply Box loio, c o The Secretary
R EB.A., 0 Conduit Street, l.ondon, W.i.

PARTNERSHIPS WANTED.
A.R.I.B..\., practising architect (361, with wide experience of

School, Church and restoration work, Domestic (Illustrated Countix
LiD), Multiple Shop Work, etc., thorough knowledge of quantifies
and practice routine, desires Partnership in busy firm. Not afraid
of work. Please state premium, if any, required.—Box 5119,
c o The Secretary R.I.B..A., y Conduit Street, London, W.i.

.A.ssoct\te, young, energetic, experienced, requires partnership in
weM-estabhshed prifctice, Southampton district, or South Coast
Some capital available.—.\ppb Box 2910, c o The Secretar>
R.I B A., 9 Conduit Street. London, W.i.
I-. A.R EB.A., University Graduate (ist Class EIons.>. 30 vears of
age. seeks partnership Has acted as assistant to Sir Edwin Lutyens
as well as in several first-class provincial offices. Good draughtsman.
Ha^ made R A. drawings for leading architects. Good at most
outdoor sports. Has played tor two counties.—Apply The Secretars
R 1 B. \.. 9 Conduit Street, London. W.i. who knows applicant
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Associate requires appointment in London with view to partner-

ship. Eight years* School and Office experience. Capital available.

—Apply Box 2510, c/o The Secretary^ R.I.B.A., q Conduit Street,

London, W.i.
Fellow R.I.B.A., wide experience, own practice, London for

many years, and specialised in work that has been superseded by
Government action. Capable. Master of all details pertaining to

busy practice. Desirous of joining established practice as partner.

Capital available.—Box 1110, c'oThe Secretary R.I.B.A., 9, Conduit
Street, London, \V,i.

F.R.I.B.A. uith extensive experience is desirous of entering into

partnership with another keen and well-established Architect, with

a view to sharing responsibilities, and increasing clientele. Some
capital available —Apply, in first instance to Box 2109, c/o The
Secretary R.I.BA., 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.

Associate, with American and London experience on many
different tymes of buildings, with academic and practical qualifica-

tions, young, energetic, travelled, requires partnership with an
established firm in London.—Apply Box 4929, c/o The Secretary
R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, London, ^V.I.

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
Thf partnership between Messrs. Simmons and Cutbush having

been dissolved, Air. Evelyn Simmons will continue his practice at

Palace Chambers, Bridge Street, Westminster, S.W.i. Air. Cut-
bush’s address will be c o The Architectural Association, 36 Bedford
Square.

OFFICE ACCOMAIODATION.
Small single office to let, next to Piccadilly Circus, in architect’s

suite of offices
;

second floor. Aloderate rent, inclusive of light,

heat, cleaning, use of telephone, etc.—Apply Box 2S10, c,o The
Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.

AssocitTE with capable staff and good offices in Bloomsbury is

willing to allow use of his office by provincial members for corre-

spondence and interview'?.—Apply Box 1210, c,'o The Secretary,

R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Strec^ London, W.i.

Associate has spare room available, rent ;^45 inclusive, good
address near Charing Cross.—Apply Box 9214, c/o The Secretary,

R.I.B.A
, 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.

Minutes I

Session 1929-1930.

At the Opening General Aleeting of the Session, 1929-1930,
held on Monday, 4 November 1929, at 8.30 p.m.

Sir Banister Fletcher, F.S.A., President, in the Chair.

The attendance book was signed by 64 Fellows (including 24
Alembers of Council), 31 Associates (including 2 Members of

Council), 7 Licentiates, i Hon. Fellow, 7 Hon. Associates, and a

large number of visitors.

The minutes of the Ordinary General Aleeting held on 24
June 1929 having been published in The Journal, were taken

as read, confirmed, and signed as correct.

The following members attending for the first time since

heir election were formally admitted by the President :

—

Allen Foxley’

Kenneth Andrew Begg [H.].

The Secretary announced that the Council had nominated
for election to the various classes of membership the candidates

whose names are published in this issue of The Journal for

election on 2 December 1929.
The President delivered the Inaugural Address of the

Session.

On the motion of the Right Hon. Lord Monk Bretton, C.B.,

Chairman of the London County Council, seconded by Sir

William Llewellyn, K.C.V.O., President of the Royal Academy,
and supported by Air. Arthur Keen, a vote of thanks to the

President for his address was passed by acclamation.

The President briefly expressed his acknowledgments.
The President unveiled and formally presented to the Royal

Institute the portrait of Air. Walter Tapper, A.R.A., F.S.A.,

Past President, painted by Sir William Orpen, R.A., and moved

a vote of thanks to the painter. Sir William Orpen and Air.

Walter Tapper briefly expressed their thanks to the meeting.
The President announced that the Council propose to submit

to His Alajesty the King the name of Air. Percy ScottWorthing-
ton, AI.A. Oxon., Litt.D., F.S.A. [F.], as a fit recipient of the
Royal Gold Aledal for the year 1930.
The meeting terminated at 9.50 p.m.

ARCHITECTS’ BENEVOLENT SOCIETY
(Insurance Department).

HOUSE PURCHASE SCHEME
(for property in Great Britain only).

The Society is able, through the services of a leading
Assurance Office, to assist an Architect (or his client) in

securing the capital for the purchase of a house for his

own occupation, on the following terms :—

•

Amount of Loan.
Property value exceeding £666, but not exceeding

£2,500, 75 per cent, of the value.

Property value exceeding £2,500, but not exceeding

£4,500, 66| per cent, of the value.

The value of the property is that certified by the Sur-
veyor employed by the Office.

Rate of Interest, 5J per cent, gross

Repayment.
By means of an Endowment Assurance which dis-

charges the loan at the end of 15 or 20 years, or at the
earlier death of the borrow^er.

Special Concession to Architects.
In the case of houses in course of erection, it has been

arranged that, provided the Plan and Specification have
been approved by the Surveyor acting for the Office,

and the amount of the loan agreed upon, and subject to
the house being completed in accordance therewith,
One Half of the loan will be advanced on a certificate

from the Office’s Surveyor that the walls of the house
are erected and the roof on and covered in.

Note.—In 1928, over £20,000 was loaned to archi-
tects under this scheme, and as a result over £100 was
handed to the Benevolent Fund.

If a quotation is required, kindly send details of your
age next birthday, approximate value of house and its

exact situation, to the Secretary Architects’ Benevolent
Society, 9 Conduit Street, London, W.

Members sending remittances by postal order for subscrip-
tions or Institute publications are warned of the necessity of
complying with Post Office Regulations with regard to this
method of payment. Postal orders should be made payable
to the Secretary R.I.B.A., and crossed.

It is desired to point out that the opinions of writers of
articles and letters which appear in the R.l B.A. Journal
must be taken as the individual opinions of their authors and
not as representative expression of the Institute.

DATES OF PUBLICATION IN SESSION 1929-30.
1929.—9, 23 November

; 7, 21 December
; 1930.— ii, 25

January'
; 8, 22 February

; 8, 22 Alarch
; 12, 26 April ; 10, 24

Alay
; 7, 21 June

; 12 July ; 9 August
; 20 September ; 18

October.
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Engrave 0 View of Winchester Palace

From Milner’s History of IVtuChester

Winchester Palace: Built by Sir Christopher Wren

for Charles II, 1683-5
BY ARTHUR T.

The Royal Institute is to be congratulated on a

verv valuable addition to the Library,* the gift of

VIr. S. J. Wearing fT.], of Norwich. This is an MS.
volume, which must have belonged to Sir Christopher

Wren, and contains records of the building of his Palace

for Charles II at Winchester.

It is doubtful if it ever was an official book, as it seems

rather, from its somewhat casual and incomplete state,

to he a private record book of documents and contracts

relative to the building of this Palace. At the same time,

from references in the Greenwich Hospital ^Minutes, it

is certain that a book of this kind was officially kept, in

which contracts were ordered, on signature, to he

entered. This Winchester book contains some 300

pages, of which about two-thirds are blanks, inter-

^Winchester {Royal) Palace. Building contracts. Signed

Chr. Wren and probably his MS. Ms. io. n.p. [1682-8*5].

BOLTON [F.].

spersed, as it has been begun in several sections simul-

taneously, on some system of arrangement which is not

now very clear.

A section is devoted to reports, valuations, and agree-

ments, made for the purchase of properties. The old

Castle of Winchester, surrounded by great ditches, and
roughly oval in form, had been sold in lots, or perhaps

was in the hands of squatters, and these had to be

bought out separately, to a total value of ^,7,180.

This preliminary business seems to have given Wren
a good deal of trouble, as he had to journey specially to

Winchester, in company with Mr. Fisher, who was
acting for the Treasury. The Mayor and Corporation,

naturallv desirous of a Royal resident in their city, seem
to have forwarded the business in every way, exposing

the rapacity of some of the owners.

The motive of the King, in his project of building a
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miniature Versailles at such a distance from London, is

explained by historians as arising from a general disgust

with recent metropolitan events, such as the execution

close relations with the French Court, in view of their

insidious advice to Charles to govern without a Parlia-

ment.
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Fk;, I.—A(.reement to take Timber

of several of his particular friends, victims of the in-

volved religious and political intrigues of the day. The
secret treaty of Portsmouth, renewed in 1678, was com-

paratively recent, and Winchester may have possessed

advantages as a centre for the private maintenance of

Urgency was required of Sir Christopher Wren, and
he seems to have zealously responded, for, in the brief
period before the sudden death of the King on 6 Feb-
ruary 16S5, an astounding amount of heavy work had
already been done. The structure was far enough ad-
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vanced to have a roof over it, when the order to suspend

the work was given by James II on his accession.

The accumulated materials were later on drawn upon
for the building of Hampton Court Palace (see Wren
Society, vol. iv, pp. 23 and 29). The value in 1689-91

of stores drawn from Winchester was nearly £i,zoo,

Sav^TbjOoo of our money to-day.

One of the most curious documents in the ]\IS.

book is an agreement, signed by the master tradesmen

to take timber from the New Forest, as felled for this

building bv Royal Warrant, in part payment of debts

upon it so long overdue to them (Fig. i).

An idea of the involved finance of Wren’s building

operations has been given in connection with the

^\ork immediatelv following at Hampton Court (1688—

1694). These Winchester contracts will be given in

\’ol. vii. of the Wren Society for 1930, and w ill serve as

a common model of those in use in his office. They w ill

be a useful supplement to the specimen accounts

already eiven.

A letter from Sir Christopher Wren, “ Winton April

3 1684,” addressed to Phillip Parker, Esq., H.W.
Paymaster-General, deals with the disposal of £2,000

(Fig. 2).

It seems extraordinary that Wren could keep in mind
all the complicated details, arising from his proportional

svstem of doling out the delayed Treasury Grants, ac-

cording to the state of each man’s debt, the transactions

extending over ten, or perhaps even, twenty years. The
extent, number, and urgency of the works he was en-

gaged upon w ould of themselves have seemed to render

such minute attention to each impossible (Fig. 3).

The next document illustrated here is a record of a

letter, 6 February 16S7 8, which Wren must have

written with a full sense of its sly humour. He begins ;

“ i\Iav it please yr. Lordpps,” and proceeds to invite

them to interpret their own warrants. They ha\e
omitted the word “ hewadge,” hut he kindly surmises,

as vou cannot cart felled trees without hewing them,
their “ Lordpps ” must therefore have had that opera-

tion in mind.
Accounts were \'ery personal in thcjse days. Agar is

to he charged, or not, his estate being now represented

hv his widow, for the money was given to him and he
was to account for it by the terms of the Warrant, by
which he personally received it, as though it were his

ow n.

Towards the end of the eighteenth century this had
grown into a scandal, as some recipients loaned out the

money, as thtjugh it was their own capital, and if they

had made a bad debt complications arose when the

money was called.

Wren must have regarded Winchester Palace as an
important opportunity ;

drawings for it are mentioned
in the Sale List of 1749 (Lot 42 ; see p. 4 vol. iii.

Wren Society), and it is to be hoped that some day they

w’ill be recovered. On inquiry it appears, however,

that they long ago passed out of the family of the first

purchaser, and, if still existing, their wffiereabouts is

quite unknowm.
The leading illustration hitherto available has been

bin. 5-

the engraving in IMilner’s History of Winchester 179S
(Fig. 4). This plate, the author states, is drawn from
an original elevation and plan by Sir Christopher Wren,
lent to him for the purpose of his book. Jt was then in
a^ bad state, and his plate is admittedlv a restoration.
T he statue in the centre is an artist’s licence,and the dome
is a supposition, filling in a hopelesslv damaged piece.

In the All Souls Collection is a general plan and
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(Fig. 5) a foundation plan. I have checked the plan by
a site plan, made when the French prisoners were
lodged at the Castle, and some fencing to their airing

grounds had to be set up. This outline of the building
is in the Record Office. At the British Museum, in the
King’s Library is a drawing (Fig. 6) which gives the
north and west elevations. It is a very ordinary office

drawing, made by some one like Banks, or Oliver per-
haps, but it agrees well enough with the only available

plan.

There is a descriptive list of the accommodation, said

to be by Wren himself, for the principal floor, in which

their introduction in the Wren additions to Hampton
Court. The distribution of the rooms round these two
Courts at Winchester is an insoluble problem at present.
One visitor implies that the chapels adjoined these
courts and were on the ground floor, as is the case in fact
at Hampton Court, but if this is assumed the arrange-
ment of the rooms in the Queen’s Apartment will not
work, as numbered in Wren’s list. It would appear that
the Queen, Catherine of Braganza, had but a limited
share of the principal floor, as compared with the Duke
and Duchess. A spare apartment is mentioned but not
assigned by Wren, and the occupant intended can be
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Fig. 6.—Elevation : Winchester Palace

From a dravvirii^ in the British Museum

the rooms are given Roman numerals, but with his kev
plan missing it is practically impossible to make it agree
with the only plan we have. I have tried all wavs, with
the help of Hugh IMay’s Windsor and Wren’s Hampton
Court plans, but the leading points are missing. It is not

even certain whether the two chapels. Church of Eng-
land and Roman Catholic, were on the ground or first

floors
; that is, whether they were of one or two storeys

in height. Such records by visitors as exist show all the

uncertainty of the layman’s account of a building in

point of plan. The position of the staircases is also very
uncertain.

A leading feature of the plan is the use of internal

courts or areas, of which there are two, thus anticipating

selected by those well acquainted with the memoirs of
the period.

The dogmatic Furguson, in his reference to Sir

Christopher Wren, dismisses Winchester Palace as a
“ barrack,” for which purpose, he sa^^s, it is verv suit-

ably occupied. If the design, however, imperfectly as

it is now known, is interpreted in the light of the imme-
diately succeeding work at Hampton Court, it will be
seen that it has a genuine Wren character. The brick-
work, upon which great pains were expended, must
have possessed the same charm. There is nothing left

at Winchester now, as the barrack buildings on the site

are a complete rebuilding, simply using some of the
stonework of the great order, which is about three feet
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in diameter. The detail of this is rich and good, and the

great portico, about 63 feet in width, would have been a

splendid feature, if it had been completed and pre-

served.

An idea of the intended dome, 30 feet above the

roof, can perhaps be formed from the small original

drawing by Wren of the first design for Greenwich,
dating 1695-96, and so only about ten years later

in date than Winchester. This drawing will be given

in facsimile in Plate xxi, vol vi, Wren Society for

1929.
The square mansard dome of the B.AI. elevation with

its monstrous turret (Fig. 6) is a carpenter ^s version of

a small Wren sketch, and cannot possible have been so

intended.

Aiilncr’s view (P'ig. 4) shows a different arrangement
of the forecourt to that in the All Souls’ plan, one
which makes possible the Design for Stables,”

marked 3C, as given in IVren Societ\\xo\, v, Plate XXXI.
This is a very pleasing design, and it can plausibly be
assigned to Winchester. It is quite plain that the All

Souls’ plan is an early and not final one.

The accounts of the Palace by visitors in 1722 and

1724, as well as the note in the “ Parentaiia,” based on
Camden’s Britannia^ do not help us verv much, as has

been explained above, so that the internal arrangements
must remain uncertain, unless some of the missing
drawings can be recovered.

It may be assumed that the rooms were more in the

English tradition, freer in disposition and less sub-
divided, than the new Apartments that Dutch William
so cordially approved of at Hampton Court. It would
appear to be the case that the Winchester windows were
not to be sashes, but the older English casements in

solid wood frames, as was also the case in Alay’s works
at Windsor. It seems to be the case that onlv a few
isolated sash windows were used, prior to the building
of \\ren's additions to Hampton Court. As the frames
were solid with wheels, or runners, prior to the use of
hollow' cased sash boxes, the point is not quite so clear,

as it could otherw ise be. The timber at Winchester is

to be 6 by 4, and “ to stand edgewaves,” the principal
w indow s being 1 1 feet by 4 feet 8 inches. This suggests
a central mullion and upper transome, arranged in the
usual English way. They did not trouble to specify the
rebates and labours in those days, for a matter of 130
windows costing ten shillings per piece.

It is hoped that this notice wall interest members in

the work of the \\ ren Society. The Winchester docu-
ments will be given in full in vol. vii for 1930, together
with all that can be gathered of the Wren additions to
the other R(jyal Palaces of his time. The subject is

exceedingly difficidt, resulting from the manv subse-
quent alterations, but the bringing together of isolated
drawings has already, in the case of Greenwich
Hospital, made clear much that has hitherto been
obscure, and this result will become increasinglv evident
w ith every succeeding volum^e of the Society’s w ork.
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Varnhem Abbey, Sweden
BY LL. E. WILLIAMS [A.].

Some thirty miles due west of the little port of Hjo
on Lake Vettem, in an open valley at the foot of the Billing

Hills are the remains of the Cistercian Abbey of Varnhem.
The ruins of the conventual buildings have been cleared,

and the accumulations of earth and rubbish removed down
to the original floor levels. The Abbey church has also

undergone a thorough restoration, carried out with great

tercians were invited to Sweden in 1143 when a small
band of missionary monks from Clairvaux settled on the
eastern shore of Lake Vettem and founded the monastery
of Alvestra. Varnhem was an offshoot from Alvestra, for

in 1150 some of these monks crossed the lake and settled

in that neighbourhood. They were led by a Frenchman
who became the first Abbot of the new House. It would

Fig. I

1. Birger Jarl’s Tomb 6. Hall with CentralRow ofPi liars ii. ?

2. Alortuary Chapel of Mag- 7. Entrance 12. The Chapel House
nus Gabiiel de la Gardie 8 Kitchen 13. Small Room

3. The Cloister Garth 9. Lobby to Kitchen and 14. Passage to Gardens
4. The Cloister Walk Refectoiy 15. Large Room or (?)

5. The Lavatory 10. The Refectory’ Abbot s House

16. Lavatories with Water
Conduit

17. ?

19. Modern Aluseum
20. IModern Building

care andjudgment—a difficult task, as it has suffered much
from earlier “ restorers.” The building as it stands to-day
presents many features of interest not usually found in
Cistercian churches.

Christianity came late to Sweden. The same year in
which William I landed in England, Sweden was dis-
tracted by civil war between the Pagan and Christian
parties, and it was not until the reign of Eric IX that
militant Christianity was finally successful. The first Cis-

B

be in accordance with the Cistercian practice to begin a
new abbey in a humble way, and the original buildings
were probably of wood. The period was one of constant
civil war until 1222, and in 1230 these first buildings were
entirely destroyed by a disastrous fire.

The present church was begun in 1250 under the pat-
ronage of the great Birger Jarl whose relation to the royal
house of Sweden was very similar to that of Pepin with
the decaying Alerovingian dynasty. When this noble
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Fig 2.-—Reconstruction of West Front, circa 1260

Sketch frum a Dia\Mny by F[crr Axel Forrsen

who had made himself master of the country died in 1266,
the Abbey church was so far completed that he was able
to be buried in front of the “ Altar of the Holy Rood ” in
the nave. This tomb, which for many years had been lost,

was rediscovered in 1920, and the fraitnients of the sculp-
tured monumental slab which had been removed and
broken up were restored and replaced in their original
position. It represents three figures in high relief

;
the

centre figure is crowned while the two outer have the
appearance of tonsured monks

;
all three figures have long

draperies of a classic type, the ends of which in two of the
figures are caught up in a fold over the left arm. The work
is typically Romanesque, and must either have been im-
ported or is the work of some foreign artist.

Throughout the ceaseless disturbances of the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries, the Abbey, together with the
House at Alvestra and the later foundation of St. Bridget
at Vadstena appear to have flourished undisturbed, but
in 1394, four years before the Union of the Three King-

doms, \'arnhem was again destroyed by fire, though the

destruction this time was not complete, and as far as the

church was affected must probably have been confined to

the out-er roof as the vaulting was not damaged.
The blow was sei^ere enough, however, to pre\ent

financial recovery, and the Abbey gradually declined until

in 1527 it was confiscated to the Crown. In 1531 Lauren-
tius Petri was consecrated the first Protestant Arch-
bishop of Sweden at Upsala, and when in 1544 the
Roman Catholic Church was abolished, the Abbey church
became, as in England at the Reformation, the parish

church of the neighbourhood under the new religion.

During the Danish wars the church was again burnt in

1566, and appears to have remained derelict until the
middle of the seventeenth century. Between 1654-74 the
Chancellor, Count Alagnus Gabriel de la Gardie, under-
took a drastic restoration of the ruins, altering them to his

idea of what a mediaeval church ought to be—Sweden
,
too,

had her Gothic revival—and the external appearance
to-day is almost wholly the result of this work.
The church of 1250 was built of limestone laid in even

courses with sandstone dressings and mouldings to doors
and windows (Fig. i). It was of the simplest design,
devoid of towers, spires, and the present enormious but-
tresses which were added by de la Gardie. Contrary to the
usual Cistercian practice the plan is apsidal with a ring of
radiating chapels at the east end, a feature obviously
copied from Clairvaux.
The present arrangement of the west front dates from

the seventeenth century. Originally there was but one
tower with a slight projection which finished with
a pent against the nave gable (Fig. 2). The three light
west window was longer, and the doorway was placed
in the west wall of the north aisle. De la Gardie
raised the sill of the window, moved the doorway to a
central position, built a north tower and enlarged the
south tower to match it (Fig. 3.) He carried up both
towers, finishing them with the present roofs and small
spires. On the north face of the south tower the joint
between the mediaeval masonry and the seventeenth
century addition is clearly visible. The west door is

in three recessed orders carried on small shafts with
moulded caps, and the arch mouldings above are
encircled at the apex and halfway down each side with a
clumsy bulbous ring, copied from the bands between the

Fig 4.—Reconstruction of Xorth FA^AUfE, circa 1260

Sketch from a Draving^by Herr Axel Forrsen
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Fig 8 —Vaulting Sh.aft at Corner Between Nave and
North Transept

vertical length of marble shafts surrounding a thirteenth

century Gothic pier.

The north faijade with the transept and rose window
has been little altered except for the enormous buttresses

which de la Gardie built all round the church. The plain

semi-circular headed windows are in the original positions

(Fig. 4). The porch may have been a later addition to the

transept ;
it is foliated with the projecting stone pent car-

ried on two carved Romanesque columns, and is curiously

like the porch in the church at Shovda, a few miles away
(Fig. 5). The central wooden tower with its bulbous
spire is entirely de la Gardie 's work, and the present

restorers have wisely left it as typical of the period.

The south fa9ade is similar to the north except that the

aisle windows are shorter, to clear the roof of the cloister

walk below (Fig 6). Between 1889-1891 a restoration

was carried out with more fervour than judgment, and a

large rose window was inserted in the south transept

gable presumably to balance that already existing on the

north ; the roof of the chapter house originally must have

hidden this transept almost entirely.

The apse presents several peculiar features. Here
again the great buttresses are additions, but the three

gables rising from the aisle wall would have broken the

line of the ambulatory roof and avoided the ugly line

of two semicircular roofs one above the other. Internally

these gabes have a bad effect, especially the eastern one,

which blocks the light of the clerestory, but the design is

interesting as an attempt to solve the problem of the

ambulator>Highting. (Fig. 7).

Entering by the west door one is in the Galilee common
to Cistercian churches. The walls to the north and south
were built in 1710 to convert the western bays of the

aisles into mortuary chapels.

Beyond this Galilee the general appearance of the
church has been restored almost to the original condition
of 1250, except that the screen of the west end of the
monks ^ choir is missing and modern pews take the place
of the old choir stalls.

The nave is divided into seven bays by massive square
limestone piers surmounted by very slightly pointed
arches . The two westernmost piers on each side have small
mouldings at the arch springing, but the remainder have
this moulding on three sides only, the fourth side being
originally concealed by the back of the monks’ stalls. The
monastic choir extended four bays west of the crossing,
and is marked by a difference of level in the floor. The
nave altar has been rebuilt, and in front of it is the restored
tomb of Birger Jarl. There are no remains of any stone
screen dividing the choir and nave.

f'lG. 9 —South Aisle
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Fig. 10.—Chevet

Each alternate pier has a pilaster projecting on the aisle

side which corresponds to the main transverse arches of the

nave vault. This vault is brought low down on the walls,

and is quadripartite, each bay of the vault embracing two
bays of the nave arcade. There is no triforium, and a

curious feature of the design is the placing of the clerestory

windows centrally over the intermediate piers. The corbels

from which the arch ribs spring are typically French in

character (Fig. 8). While the nave has transverse and
diagonal ribs the aisle vaults are simple groined vaults

without ribs, but with transverse arches (Fig. 9).

The east end with the ambulatory and radiating chapels

is a departure from the usual Cistercian plan, and may have
been an attempt to reproduce that of Clairv^aux. The
apse does not begin until two bays east of the crossing,

and while the first bay had semicircular arches struck in

the normal manner, those of the record are violently

stilted, and have attached to their eastern sides a heavy
projecting pilaster springing from a moulded corbel

above the pier cap. This pilaster carries the transverse

arch of the apse, and thus the first bay of the presbyter>"

east of the crossing has a similar vault to the na\ e em-

bracing the bays of the arcade below, but in this case with
no clerestory window as the external gables butt against
these walls. The apse has five bays supported on two
octagonal and two cylindrical columns. These latter,

which have the only carved caps in the apse, are shorter
than the others, and the difference in height is made up by
an exaggerated group of mouldings placed above the caps
almost like a classic entablature (Fig. 10). The five

arches of the apse are slightly less than semicircular and
unmoulded, and above is a blank wall terminating with a

moulding and rounded corbels at the sill level of the
clerestory. Only four windows light the apse, the blank
space in the centre being blocked on the outside by the
eastern gable. Although there are vaulting ribs the real

design of this apse is that of a semi-dome pierced with
four lights, the lower part of the vault not being carried

at all on the back of the rib.

The presbytery is divided from the ambulatory by a
low wall surmounted by a painted wooden grille. This
grille, together with the reredos and the two canopied
royal pews, dates from about 1650, and both the carv ing

Fig. II.—Ambulatory Chapel
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and colour decoration are interesting examples of Swedish
renaissance design.

The chapels of the ambulator>' were originally nothing
more than small square chambers, each lit by one semi-
circular-headed window

;
two have been absorbed and

altered and walled off as mortuary chapels, but in the
seventeenth century the five eastern ones were turned by
de la Gardie into cenotaphs of the mediaeval Swedish
kings. The Chancellor employed the Italian, Carlo
Carove, to design the elaborate plaster vaults with their

heavy ribs and “ putti.” The original vault probably
remains behind the plaster as the mediaeval corbels appear
below the plaster acanthus leaves at the four comers. In
these chapels were placed upon raised plinths sham tomb
slabs carved in imitation of what de la Gardie considered
to be the mediicval mode. These have no value and might
with advantage have been removed in the last restoration.

(Fig. II.)

About the end of the seventeenth century the south
transept was enclosed by an iron grille as the memorial
chapel to the family of de la Gardie.
The ruins of the conventual buildings on the south side

of the church follow the common monastic arrangement,
and had a system of water drainage. All these ruins have
been carefully conserved under the direction of the State
Antiquary Professor .Sigurd Curman and the architect,
Herr Fossen, to whose monograph I am indebted for the
plan and sketches of the church in 1260. The restorers
have, as a rule, not added to the height of the existing walls,
and any new stones which were inserted were marked
R.K. (reconstructed).

Varnhem Abbey, together with the transitional
Romanesque church at Skara, the ruins at Alvestra, and
the great nuns’ church at Vadstena, form a group of
mediaeval buildings which up to the present seem to have
received little attention in this country.

Piranesi and Lord Charlemont
GRAHAME B. TUBBS [.d.].

The place that an artist will ultimately take in artistic

history is notoriously difficult to gauge
;

one man will

enjoy enormous prestige among his contemporaries, but
w'ill be completely ignored by future generations

;

another will, on the contrary, starve, but his works may
sell for enormous sums in later times

;
there is a third

class, however, in which the admiration of his own
generation is echoed by posterity, and it is to this group
that G. B. Piranesi belongs, as, although his reputation

suffered partial eclipse during the latt;?r part of the last

century, his work is to-day as popular as it was at his

death 150 years ago.

During his lifetime he was almost one of those “ sights

of Rome ” that no Englishman on the Grand Tour could
afford to miss, nor could he neglect to visit his shop in

the Palazzo Tomati to buy prints to take home, to prove
that he was, indeed, a bona-fide traveller. The extent

to which Piranesi was patronised by English visitors

may be verified by an inspection of almost any country-
house library dating back to the middle of the eighteenth

century.

The Royal Institute Library has recently acquired a

small book by Piranesi which is of interest both for its

beauty and rarity and for the information that it gives

us about his business affairs. It is the Lettere di Giusti-

ficazioue scritte a milord Charlemont, a small quarto
volume of 28 pages wdth 8 etched plates, an ex-libris

border and 5 etched head and tail pieces. It was pub-
lished in 1757 and deals with an amusing episode in

Piranesi’s tempestuous life—the dedication of his great

work on the Sepulchral Remains in Rome, Antichitd

Romane, to the Irish statesman, Lord Charlemont.
Like many young nobleman of the time, Charlemont

was, at the age of 18, sent to live in Italy, travelling far

afield and visiting, among other places, Egypt and the

Greek Islands. He stayed for some years in Rome and
established a reputation as a connoisseur and patron of

the arts by founding the “ Academy of English Professors

of the Liberal Arts ”
; it was due to his prominent position

in artistic circles that Piranesi arranged to dedicate his
forthcoming volume to him. When Charlemont re-
turned to Ireland in i 754 he left the final arrangements
in the hands of the painter, John Parker, who collected
antiques and modern works for clients and whom Charle-
mont had put in charge of his Academy. As it turned
out, he could hardly have made a worse choice, as Parker’s
misconduct was eventually responsible for the dosing of
the Academy, and his lack of sense and decency caused
Charlemont to be involved in an absurd quarrel with
Piranesi which would certainly not have occurred had
he been able to arrange things himself, as chief among
Charlemont 's estimable qualities were tact and a talent
for mediation.

Piranesi’s original intention was to publish Antichitd
Romane in one volume, but he accumulated such a mass
of material that he found it would fill four large folios
instead of one

; Charlemont and Parker knew of this
alteration, as they had approved a revised dedication.
On the publication of the book, Parker called on

Piranesi, and, on behalf of Charlemont, offered to buy
prints to the value of 100 scudi (£25) and to make him
a present of another 100 scudi. Piranesi considered this
to be quite inadequate payment for the four dedication
plates and was furiously angry with Charlemont for
making an offer that he considered to be an insult.
Parker evidently bungled the matter badly, and when he

as unable to come to a settlement he sent one Signor
A. G. to see Piranesi and to try and effect a settlement.
He, however, was no more successful than Parker, but,
indeed, made matters worse by showing Piranesi a letter
purporting to come from Lord Charlemont, saying that
if his final offer of 50 zecchini was rejected, that he
(Lord Charlemont) would have Piranesi assassinated !

Piranesi generously declined to believe in the genuineness
of the letter, but immediately recalled the volumes already
sold, erased Charlemont s name and coat of arms from



From Piranesi’s Lettere di giustificazione scritte a ^Idord Charlemont . . . ,
Rome i757

(Original frontispiece oi Anti chitd Romane, VoL i)

From Piranesi’s Lettere di giiistificazione scritte a ^lilord Charlemont . . . ,
Rome i75/

(Showing his intended alterations to sections of the frontispieces of Vols. I to IV of Antichita Romane)
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the title pages and published his letters to Charlemont,

together with much reduced facsimiles of the four title

pages, also other plates showing how they appeared in

subsequent editions, after the erasures. These pamphlets

he presented to his friends with a manuscript inscription

giving the name of each recipient, possibly in his own
handwriting (the R.I.B.A, copy has the inscription:
“ Per rill-mo Signore il Sig. Abate Venuti Presid^e

delle Antichita Romane ”)• Owing to its violent tone

and to the offence it occasioned to people other than

those he was attacking, he was persuaded to withdraw

it almost at once, which accounts for its extreme rarity.

Mr. A. M. Hind, in his Catalogue Raisonnee, mentions

having seen only live copies. Until a few years ago it

was in neither the Bibliotheque Xationale, nor in the

British Museum, although the latter now has a copy.

In one of his letters to Lord Charlemont, Piranesi

gives some interesting figures about the cost of producing

his prints and of the profit he expected to make from
each plate. It appears that he reckoned to take 4,000

impressions and that a print costing z\ paoli (is. 3d.)

would produce 1,000 scudi (£250), of which his remuner-

ation should be 300 scudi (£75) ^
leaving £175 for the

cost of paper, printing and other expenses. To be

offered £50 for dedicating the work and engraving four

plates was especially galling, as he had just been given a

subsidy of 1,200 scudi (£300) by the Pope without any

stipulation as to dedication.

This little book tells us directly and indirectly a great

deal about Piranesi’s character. The impetuous and

quarrelsome man is no less evident than the conscientious

artist. In this, as in all his other works, he clearly enjoyed

making a beautiful thing for its own sake ; as to engravings

of the most prosaic measured drawings, he added decora-

tive and human touches, so in his Giustifica::ione, which

was not issued for profit, he spared no trouble to make it

as beautiful as he could and lavished upon it infinite

care. The reduction of the plates, from 17^ in. by 27 in.

to 5^^ in. by 8 in., alone was no small labour, especially

as the smaller ones have nearly as much detail as the

originals
;
the head-pieces are exquisite little etchings.

As it happens, the labour was not lost, in this case, as

some of these ornamental accessories were re-used in

later works ;
this is also true of the four title pieces

themselves, as they were used in re-bitten, later states
’’

in the 1761 edition of his Opere Varie.

Reviews
THE COTTAGES OF ENGLAND. Bx Basil

Oliver, F.RJ.B.A. [B, T, Batsford, Lid. ''London,

1929.] 21s. net.

The Cottages of England of the Sixteenth, Seven-

teenth, and Eighteenth Centuries, by Basil Oliver,

F.R.I.B.A., is a very charming book, tastefully and

skilfully compiled and produced, showing wide and

sound knowledge. It is cleverly arranged so as to

indicate the most marked qualities belonging to the

various counties in England with carefully and clearly

described technical methods, such as, for instance, the

various modes of thatching and the different kinds

of material used. The illustrations are so placed as

to suggest comparison of the different characteristics

belonging to each district. The labour expended in

selecting and collecting photographs for reproduction

in the book must have been very great, as it contains

177 plates and 47 diagrams
;

consequently it must

appeal to both professional men and laymen alike.

It would have pleased the profession more had there

been a greater number of figured plans, but obviously

the difficulties of obtaining measured plans of old

buildings are often insurmountable. We miss the

mention of the old long arm stay fastener which was

revived by George Devey 50 years ago and made by

Wenham and Waters, of Croydon, its special value

being in the fact that you could open and fix or shut

the casement with one hand, and there was no possi-

bility of its being blown out of your hand. The stay

bar when the casement was closed pulled it up in two

places, top and bottom, tightly against the frame. We

have to thank the Royal Society of Arts for this charm-
ing book. As Air. Stanley Baldwin says in his fore-

word, Air. Oliver “ has been called upon to write this

volume by his fellow members of the Executive Com-
mittee of this movement. It should be a welcome one
for enthusiasts, for its illustrations demonstrate more
competently than any amount of propaganda ever

could the vigour of design and suitability for their

purpose and setting, of the types of old cottages still

to be found in all parts of the country.’’ And lastly,

we must note how strongly the principle is illustrated

that all good and beautiful building is the outcome of

the thorough understanding of and obedience to

requirements and conditions of the locality and time,

and so all foreign accent is happily made conspicuous
by its absence. C. F. A. AMysey [Fi]

DIE ARCHITEKTUR DER DEUTSCHEN REN-
AISSANCE. By Carl Horst. 40. Berlin [1929].
{Propylden-Verlag?^ £i Ss.

This book of more than 300 pages contains about 230
illustrations, chiefly photographs, with a few sketches and
numerous plans, but no scales. The first part (about 60
pages) deals with churches, late Gothic and early Renais-
sance, and the bulk of the book is devoted to domestic
architecture, starting with castles and going on to town-
halls and other public and private buildings. The area
embraced is comprehensive, including Switzerland and
the Tyrol, but not Alsace, where the architecture is t3q)i-

cally Teutonic.
Some of the German castles are very picturesque, with

their towers, turrets and many-storeyed gables, with
curved and pinnacled outlines and much strap work and
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carved ornament, contrasting with plain wall surfaces.

The spiral staircases with vaulted soffits remind one of

some of the French chateaux.

One of the most attractive town-halls is that at Schwein-
furt, which has a wide central projecting wing with a carved

balcony and a three-storeyed bay window in the centre of

the picturesque gable terminating in an octagonal turret

with an ogee roof supporting a smaller open turret, and
above that a still smaller one. Another fine and unusual
one is that at Paderbom, with its four-storeyed central

recessed gable, flanked by two projecting double arcaded
wings with rows of columned windows and one-storey
curved and ornamented gables . The town-hall atAlolsheim
is quaint, with its double external staircase and a balcony
at each end of the fa9ade continuing round the return

fronts and giving a charming balance to the composition.

One wonders why the town-halls of Bremen, Leipzic

and Rothenburg are omitted

.

IVIany of the smaller domestic buildings are delightful,

one of the best examples being the richly carved Krom-
schrodersches Haus at Osnabriick.

It is surprising that the well-known Liebniz Haus in

Hanover is not illustrated, also the Baumeister Haus at

Rothenburg and some of the gateway towers there and at

Dinkelsbiihl, also some of the smaller houses at these

lovely old towns, and the rich front of the Gewandhaus
at Brunswick (of which the back, with its plain late Gothic
windows, is given), also the Alte Wage and the Gildehaus
there, the Knochenhaueramsthaus, the Wederkindhaus
and the Umgestiilpter Zuckerhut at Hildesheim, and the

external staircase of the town-hall at Liibeck.

On the other hand, one is astonished that four very un-
interesting buildings (two of them really bad designs) at

Ndrdlingen should have been shown.
The Palazzo Porcia at Spittal is pure Italian Renaissance,

devoid of any German influence whatever.
A chapter near the end of the book is devoted to town

plans and another to gardens, with a few illustrations of

each subject.

Louis Ambler [F.].

SPANISH GARDENS : Their history, types and
features. By C. M. Villiers-Stuart. La. 80.

Land. 1929. {^Batsford.^ 25s.

Earlyin this book Mrs. Villiers-Stuart remarks :
—

“ It was
reserv'ed for the Arabs, andmore particularly the ShiahMos-
lems of Persia, to develop the love of plants and flowers

until, owing partly to the conditions of the country, and
partly to the religious restrictions of the Koran, which for-

bids the delineation of human beings, dwelling as they did
on the delights ot the eightfold Paradise, the garden became
the paramount influence throughout IMoslem Art.”
This love of gardens the Yeminite Arabs, who invaded the
Spanish peninsula after the conquest of Egypt, brought
from their spacious palaces at Sana, Bagdad and Damas-
cus, and planted their water gardens in its arid hills. The
love of gardens meant nothing to the Christian conquerors,
whom the tales of the Arabian Nights represent replacing
public baths with beerhouses ;

the love of high places
whence the Moor gazed out over his flower beds and his

fountains was suspect to the dweller in the mediieval
castles

; and their treatises on irrigation and agriculture

were solemnly burned in Granada by Cardinal Ximenes,
with all the other Arabic books that he could collect.

The West hardly began to appreciate the Eastern under-
standing of flowers and gardens till the seventeenth cen-
tury, when the lore w’as very carefully gathered up by the
herbalists, who had their travellers in Persia and the
Levant, their agents in C^Dnstantinople, and painfully
brought back the flow'ers that must have growm in profu-
sion in these Spanish gardens that were being made in all

their glory before the Norman conquerors were heaping
up mounds by Saxon cities

;
brought back to gardens four-

square like the Persian gardens, furnished with both
formal beds, high terraces ‘‘ to feel the pleasant frisking

air above,” pleached w'alks and fountains. But it took
many generations more, by way of the picturesque gar-
dens of the eighteenth century, with their Umbrellos,
and Tempiettas for the prospect, by way of the raptures of
Shenstone, and Gray and Wordsworth and their like, to

bring to northern Europe the association of flowers and
view s, scents and shelters

;
so that to-day w^e are only pain-

fully learning wffiat the Sultans of Cordova, and the rulers

of Persia and India, knew' by instinct and tradition long
ago—and perhaps there is no one w'ho can conjure up like

Airs. Villiers-Stuart these visions of gardens in Cordova,
in Granada, in Agra and Kashmir, w'here lived and loved
the glittering princes of the East and of the West.

For she comes to the Aioorish gardens of Spain wffiere

the fountain basins linger as essential to life, and the
c^’presses and fruit trees wave together dowm the sides of
the formal gardens, from Indian gardens w'hichhave long
lost their cypresses and fruit trees, and their plashing
W'ater, but have retained in mar\'ellous preservation their

marble w'ater channels and their fairy-like pavilions,

sometimes even the stone edging of their garden beds. In
Kashmir she saw', as she describes in her other book, Gar^
dens of the Great Mughals., first such gardens of terraces,

eight from the eight divisions of the Paradise of the Koran,
seven for the symbol of the seven planets, or twelve for

the signs of the Zodiac, just such water courses and irri-

gation tanks, just such beds of massed glorious flow'ers, as

her imagination recreates in the gardens of ATajorca and
Granada. In the Indian book there is a picture of the

Paradise carpet, said to have been made for Shah Abbas.
In the centre is a pavilion, and from it flow' the four
rivers of Paradise : the garden is four-square w'ith ter-

races, and w alks and flow'er beds
;
at the meetings of the

paths are the glorietas, eight in number, “ corresponding
excatly to the eight pearl pavilions of the true believer’s

vision—the Pearl Pavilions where eight lovely Houris
await their master in the Aloslem Paradise.” So when
Airs. Villiers-Stuart motors by some strange track to a

lonely, half deserted garden her eye is alert for high ter-

races, for simply, amply moulded fountain basins, for the

palm trees that mark the corners of the gardens, for the
cypress and fruit tree, symbol of eternity and human life,

that is joy to the contemplative mystical mind as w'ell as

to the artistic eye.

“ The natural beauty of the scenery,” she writes, “ pro-
vides a marvellous setting for the ‘ sons,’ as the Majorcan
manors are called. The forests are nearly all situated well

inland, away from the pirate raids, with a mountain range
at their back, and at their feet mile upon mile of olive
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and almond groves, over which, far in the distance, can

just be seen the towers and spires of Palma. And if added
to these attractions the ‘ son’ can boast a spring of run-

ning water, it is sure to be based on an old ^Moorish site.''

The Moorish garden and the Indian garden, gardens

from the two extremities of Moslem rule, had so much in

common. First and foremost garden and house are one

in a way only half secured by the palaces of Renaissance

Italy
;
the water that makes the flowers live is the water

supply of the house. So the lotus-nozzled fountain in

the courtyard, with its not very tall jet of water, the

reservoir on the hill above, and the water channel, were
inevitable features. The private garden of the harem is

usually behind the house, and is the most exquisite of all.

The terraces may be wide or narrow according to the slope

of the site, but they usually conform to one of the sacred

numbers, and rise to an airy look-out, above the cruel heat.

The Alcazar, most marvellously adorned of all the ^Moorish

gardens of Spain, where coloured tiles almost take the

place of flowers, has its wall promenades which most

visitors do not see as they are closed to the public. In the

borders flowers are planted of simple and glorious colours

and behind them cypress and fruit tree alternating.

Then, as house and garden are one, the courts of

the house are set wirh cypresses or orange trees

and kept cool by the play of fountains. At the meet-

ing of the paths in the garden are set, in the Indian

gardens, small pavilions
;

in the Spanish the “ glorieta,”

which ‘‘ a Spanish friend translated for my benefit, ‘ tiny

paradise, a ' private glory,’ a refuge from the sun by day

and the dining place of the family on hot summer nights.

Bay trees are often used for this purpose, interwoven and

trained to a great height.” In some it is a masonry pavilion

and a circle of cypresses.

Mrs. Villiers-Stuart visited not only the famous gardens

of Spain but many smaller
;
persistence and friends at

court gained her entrance even to most intimate nun-

neries where the reader may not hope to follow her
;
but

I think the picture that lingers longest is that of the ” even

more adventurous motor run than that to La Zubia took

me jolting over the hilly by-road to the village of \iznar.

But the Palicio de Cuzco pro\ ed well worth the effort . . .

I was just in time to see the fountains on the south

front shoot up in a last display, making rainbows in

the evening sunshine before they suddenly died away.

Then one by one, the great keys were turned in their locks,

and, regretfully, this palace of old Spain was left to

dream again undisturbed over its memories.”
H. C. Hughes [.d.].

THE LAW OF FIXTURES. By W. T. Creszcell,

Hon. Assoc. RJ.B.A. iPublished by The Builder,

Ltd. . Price 65. net.

Mr. Creswell’s works on Building Contracts, Dilapida-

tions and Rating are well-known and appreciated so far

that further editions are expected
;

his most recent work

on arbitrations published under the aegis of the Institute

of Arbitrators in connection with its educational policy

is also deservedly well received and now the Law of

Fixtures comes under review, being a development of an

interesting series of articles in the Builder, and it is

regretted that all the works are not published in similar

sizes and bindings for the library shelf. The Law of

Fixtures is pre-eminently the field of the surveyor and
more generally within the purview of the agricultural

surveyor rather than the building surveyor as for instance

under the Agricultural Holdings Act of 1923, though the

usual landlord and tenant covenants apply to ordinary

ever>'day practice. Air. Creswell first dwells on the

connotation of the term ‘‘ Fixture ” in its various aspects

and goes on to demonstrate what the term includes and
the degree of attachment necessary to constitute owner-
ship and right of removal. Fixtures are then classified

under the headings of Trade, Agricultural and Ecclesias-

tical and their transfer by sale, lease, assignment and
mortgage. The book closes with a chapter on “ Practice

and Procedure ”
;

it may be described as one which will

be of service to the student and a handy text book on the

subject to the busy man who wishes to refresh his

memory on the general principles of the subject.

W. E. Watson [F.].

The Library
Notes by Members of the Literature Committee on

Recent Purchases

[These Notes are published zvithout prejudice to a further and
more detailed criticism

ENGLISH ECCLESIASTICAL STUDIES. By Rose
Graham, M A., F.S.A., 80. Lond. 1929. [S.P.C.K.]

155.

AIiss Rose Graham, the value of whose historical work is

so widely recognised, is an author who understands the lessons

that architecture has to teach, and her appreciation of its

significance is to be found throughout the whole of these

pages. This volume of studies is a reprint of papers chiefly

on matters connected with the Cluniac order of monks, and
everyone who knows the profound influence of Cluny upon
the architecture of the eleventh and twelfth centuries will be
eager to read what Aliss Graham has to say. Pier intimate
acquaintance with original sources enables her to throw' a vi\ id

light upon a period that to many of us is obscure or unknown,
although its architectural achievement is recognised bv all.

W. 'H. G.

ART IN ANCIENT ROME. By Eugenie Stiong. C4r5 Una :

Species ^IiUe.) 2 vols. 12 mo, Lond. 1929. [Heinemann ]

lOi. per vol.

Airs. Strong says in her preface that “ books dealing with
special aspects of the art of ancient Rome can now be counted
by the score. Rut there is still a lack, it seems to me, of some
work afl'ording a connected account of what is known of the
subject as a whole. The material collected is immense, but
It needs further co-ordination.” The result—in these two
very handy (almost pocket) volumes—is of course admirable.
Each volume contains about 200 pages of solid learning and
almost e\ery page has a small photograph aptly illustrating
the text. The period covered is the Palaeolithic Age to 500
A.D. The arts embraced are sculpture, painting, architecture,
pottery, metalwork and coins. Their development is threaded
to an historical account of Roman life which relieves the sense
of reading a catalogue. The book is intended for students
and the culti\ated public. They could not possibly vi^it

Rome armed with anything better.

A. S. G B.
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Correspondence

WASHING BUILDINGS IN
LONDON.

Edinburgh.
1 1 Xovemher.

Dear Sir,—May I add another reason to those given by
Mr. Allen Howe for washing limestone buildings in Lon-
don ? It is accepted that the main cause of the decay of

the surfaces of these buildings is the crystallisation

within the pores of the stone of sulphate of lime which
is slightly soluble in water.

I therefore advocated some years ago the hosing of

these buildings in summer, especially under cornices,

leaving the stone to dry and the salts to ciy^stallise on the
surface after the first hosing, and then repeating the pro-
cess. I also showed by an experiment made at Hampton
Court, that an appreciable amount of sulphate of lime was
removed by this process, and pointed to the Goldsmiths'
Hall, London, as an excellent example of the results ob-
tained, where hosing down has been practised for many
years. The recent Report if the Board of Scientific and
Industrial Research on Stone Decay supports this advice.

The hosing should be done from the beginning when a

new building is erected. It should not be allowed to accu-

mulate dirt and salts before anything is done.
Alay I also confirm the warning given not to allow the

use of caustic soda in the cleaning of buildings with
ostium. It promotes rapid decay. A. P. Laurie.

GREATER HIPPIAS
(OR ON THE BEAUTIFUL : REPUTATIVE).

60 King Street

y

Alanchestety

25 October 1929.

To the Editor

y

Journal, R.I.B.A.,

—

Sir,

—

Socrates

:

Well, that shall be done, God willing,

Hippias. Now, however, give me a brief answer to a

question about your discourse, for you reminded me of
the beautiful just at the right moment. For recently, my
most excellent friend, as I was finding fault with some
things in certain speeches as ugly and praising other

things as beautiful, a man threw me into confusion by
questioning me very insolently somewhat after this

fashion :
“ How, if you please, do you know, Socrates,”

said he, “ what sort of things are beautiful and ugly ?

For, come now, could you tell me what the beautiful is ?
”

And I, being of no account, was at a loss and could not
answer him properly ;

and so, as I was going away from
the company, I was angry with myself and reproached
myself, and threatened that the first time I met one of

you wise men, I would hear and learn and practise and
then go back to the man w ho questioned me to renew^ the

w'ordy strife. So now', as I say, you have come at the

right moment
; just teach me satisfactorily what the

absolute beautiful is, and try in replying to speak as

accurately as possible, that I may not be confuted a second

time and made ridiculous again. For you doubtless know
clearly, and this w'ould doubtless be but a small example
of your w'ide learning.

Hippias : Yes, surely, by Zeus, a small one, Socrates,
and, I may say, of no value.

Socrates : Then I shall learn it easily, and nobody will

confute me any more.
Hippias : Nobody, surely

;
for in that case my pro-

fession would be w'orthless and ordinary.
Socrates : That is good, by Hera, Hippias, if we are

to worst the fellow. But may I without hindering you
imitate him, and w^hen you answer, take exception to

w'hat you say, in order that you may give me as much
practice as possible ? For I am more or less experienced
in taking exceptions. So, if it is all the same to you, I

w'ish to take exceptions, that I may learn more vigorously.
Hippias : Oh, yes, take exceptions. For, as I said

just now, the question is no great matter, but I could
teach you to answer much harder ones than this, so that

nobody in the w'orld could confute you.
Socrates : O, how good that is ! But, come, since you

tell me to do so, now' let me try to play that man's part,

so far as possible, and ask you questions. For if you
were to deliver for him this discourse that you mention,
the one about beautiful pursuits, w'hen he had heard it,

after you had stopped speaking, the very first thing he
w'ould ask about w'ould be the beautiful

;
for he has that

sort of habit, and he w'ould say, “ Stranger from Elis,

is it not by justice that the just are just ? So answ'er,

Hippias, as though he were asking the question.
Hippias : I shall answ'er that it is by justice.

Socrates : Then this—I mean Justice—is something ?

Hippias : Certainly.

Socrates : Then, too, by w'isdom the w'ise are wise and
by the good all things are good, are they not ?

Hippias : Of course.

Socrates : And justice, wisdom, and so forth are

something
;
for the just, wise, and so forth w'ould not be

such by them if they w'ere not something.
Hippias : To be sure, they are something.
Socrates : Then are not all beautiful things beautiful

by the beautiful ?

Hippias : Yes, by the beautiful.

Socrates : By the beautiful, which is something ?

Hippias : Yes, for w'hat alternative is there ?

Socrates : Tell me, then, stranger, he w'ill say, what
is this, the beautiful ?

Hippias : Well, Socrates, does he who asks this ques-
tion w'ant to find out anything else than w hat is beautiful ?

Socrates : I do not think that is what he wants to find

out, but W'hat the beautiful is.

Yours very truly,

Paul Ogden.

WESTMINSTER ABBEY.
In our preMous issue of g November W'e printed- a letter

by the Dean of Westminster from The Times

^

in which Mr.
C. R. Peers was referred to as the “ Director " of the Society
of Antiquaries. We apologise for this unfortunate misprint.
Mr. Peers is, of course. President of the Society of Antiquaries.
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Drawings and Sketches by the Late Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue
OPENING OF EXHIBITION AT THE R.I.B.A. GALLERIES ON MONDAY, 18 NOVEMBER,

SIR BANISTER FLETCHER, PRESIDENT, IN THE CHAIR

Through the kindness of Professor William Emerson
[Hon. Corr. Alember], Director of the Department of

Architecture, Massachusetts Institute of Technology^ a

collection of pen and pencil drawings by the late Bertram
Grosvenor Goodhue has been lent to the R.I.B.A. for

exhibition, and will be on view in the R.I.B.A. Galleries

till 30 November.
The PRESIDENT, in opening the Exhibition, said :

In the opinion of many of those best qualified to judge,

the late Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue was the greatest

and most original genius in architecture who has yet

appeared in the United States. His premature death
was a very great blow indeed

.

He was for a number of years in partnership with
Air. R. A. Cram, the well-known Gothic architect. In
that firm he shared the responsibility for the great new
buildings at West Point, and for a great deal of ecclesiastical

and college work. In his last few years he worked in-

dependently in New York. He did a great deal of re-

markably fine and interesting ecclesiastical work, and
just before his death, the Nebraska State Capitol, which
made a great impression in the United States.

Air. Goodhue's exceptional skill with pencil, pen and
brush was well-known to his admirers. Through the

kindness of Airs. Goodhue, his widow, and of Professor

William Emerson, of Boston, a selection of the most
interesting of his work has been sent over for Exhibition

in our Galleries.

In declaring this Exhibition open I will ask you to

give a very hearty vote of thanks to Airs. Goodhue and to

Professor Emerson.
Air. HARVEY WILEY CORBETT [F.] : I am glad

to concur entirely with the words of your President in

stating that Air. Goodhue was the greatest genius in

architecture that America has produced : I think we
in America agree to that without any question. He was
an extraordinary man in many respects. We have, as

of course you know, a number of men in America who
have done a great quantity of work with considerable

skill as to the finished product
;
but Goodhue was a man

who was an artist to his finger-tips. He seemed to

draw with such ease and such facility that the product

of his mind flowed literally out of the end of his

pencil. He was one of those men who, when not actually

engaged on a design for some particular building, would
draw just for the love of it, would sketch, make book-
plates and type and stamps. Time meant nothing

to him ;
he would work i8 and 20 hours a day and think

nothing of it. That is exceptional among architects

with us, and possibly with you, too. We have men of

tremendous executive capacity, who see the thing through,

secure the finished product, a credit as a work of architec-

ture, but they themselves may not have a particular

capacity for draughtsmanship. In their student days

they produced something of real value, but in later life

they are unable to continue as artists with pencil and
pen, as Goodhue was able to do.

Goodhue was taken away from us at atime ofhis life when
he was still a young man, still at the very top of his profes-

sional career, and we regard his death as one of our greatest

architectural tragedies . In spite of the enormous amount of

work that he had done, Goodhue was a youth at all times ;

he seemed like a boy. When you met him he was just

as simple as he was when he was a draughtsman in the

early days of his career, with the same youthful enthusi-

asms. He became extraordinarily proficient, as you know,
in his interpretation of Gothic, and in church and eccles-

iastical work generally he established for himself a re-

putation which I may say, was international. You would
suppose that a man, having arrived at such a point, would
comfortably continue in that field, and not give thought
unnecessarily to other fields

;
you might imagine that

he would regard himself as a Gothic expert, and rest

upon those laurels. But not so in the case of Goodhue
;

he was always thinking, searching, changing his point

of view, wondering if something better might not be
secured in architecture. And when the opportunity
came to him, through competition, for the Nebraska
State Capitol, he veered away entirely from the.archeologi-

cal Gothic which he had been doing to a certain extent

in his own work, and ventured into a new style of archi-

tecture. The Nebraska State Capitol is, perhaps, our
most modern building of an important character in

America. It was that tendency to see if something better

could not be done, I think, that was his outstanding
characteristic. What he did he did so well, and he did
with such apparent ease and facility that he kept search-

ing for problems for himself in the hope of discovering
something new, possibly something more suitable to

the conditions of modern life in America. In his most
recent work—which I am sorry none of these drawings
show, for these are all of his earlier work—he was looking
for an expression of architecture more fitting to the present
day and age than anything which he had done before.

From that point of view, his early death was a real tragedy
to the whole art of architecture.

The PRESIDENT : I understand that Air. Henry
AI. Fletcher, who is a brother-in-law of Professor William
Emerson, was in a large measure responsible for getting
these drawings over here, and perhaps he would like tn
say a few words.

Air. HENRY AI. FLETCHER [F.] : Those of us
who remember Air. Goodhue will entirely agree with
what Air. Corbett has said about his extraordinary
vitality and his outpouring of artistic creation. I am
sorry I only met him once or twice, and for a very
short time

;
but the impression he made upon me, and

I am sure, upon everybody here who did meet him was
the same : that he was a man who lived for his architec-
ture. The quality of draughtsmanship which is shown
in these drawings is very high, and I cannot help feeling
that it would have been very interesting if we could have
had a few plans and some record of his later work, which
we have only seen in small illustrations in the Press. Perhaps
Air. Corbett could tell us whether the Nebraska Capitol has
beenbuiltandcarriedoutaccordingto Goodhue's own ideas.

Air. CORBETT : It has been built
; it is not com-

plete yet, but the major portion of it is complete ;
the

great tower, and the central dome under it. The young
men who were working with Goodhue at the time of his
death took over his office, and have been carrying on the
firm under the title “ Goodhue Associates," and, I think,.
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have captured with remarkable skill the spirit of Goodhue’s
work. It is not possible to say whether it is exactly as
Goodhue would have done it, of course, but these men
were so long associated with him, and understood so
thoroughly his point of view and his approach to the
problem, that I think the Nebraska State Capitol really
stands as a very successful monument to iMr. Goodhue
himself, and we are to be congratulated that he had such
a group of men under him, who saw with his eyes, so to
speak, his undertaking.
Mr. RAFFLES DAVISON : I have always felt

that Goodhue was one of those architects in America

—

we are very proud here of American architects
; we think

they owe a good deal to the Alother Country after all

—

who seem to get something of the real spirit of Oxford
and Cambridge and all our beautiful old English churches.
He had the spirit of Gothic work in what he carried out.
We have heard draughtsmen praised to the skies, and we
have heard draughtsmanship derided and decried. I think
a man who can draw is a long way on the road to designing.
Goodhue was a singular instance of high capacity in
design and also in drawing. I have often seen buildings in
the streets which I have felt would not have been there if

their architects had projected them properly in perspective
by a drawing, and thus seen what they looked like before
they were built. The capacity for skilled draughtsman-
ship and the putting down on paper what his reason set
forth, was a tremendous asset to a man like Goodhue.

THE PROPOSED CHARING CROSS BRIDGE.

Air. Arthur Keen points out that the plan of the pro-
posed Charing Cross Bridge, reproduced above, bears no
signature. He wrote to the Engineer of the L.C.C.
asking if he might have a copy of Sir Edwin Lutyens’s
scheme and received a reply from the Clerk to the
Council stating that he could not supply a copy of the
plan of the scheme approved by the Council on the
30th July last, but that a copy of the approved plan might

be seen at the County Hall. The plan illustrated is the
one in question which Air. Keen was shown at the
Count\ Hall. It shows the long street tunnels that the
President referred to in his opening address, the traffic

roundabout close to the existing Trafalgar Square one,
and it shows how completely the long-awaited opening up
and developing of the South side between the River and
the Railway is permanently pre\'ented.
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Legal
A MANX’HESTER AXCIENT LIGHT CASE.

TaUFFRED AN’D GARIEL AND AnOR V. JOSEHH SUXLIGHT.

In the Manchester Chancery Court on 26 July last, the Vice

Chancellor delivered a considered judgment in a somewhat

important dispute as to ancient lights after a hearing which

had extended over several days.

The judgment followed the usual lines, based upon the

standards of adequate light first laid down in Semon Bradford

Corporation, and followed m Horton v, Beattie and all sub-

sequent cases ot importance, reported or otherwise, for some

years past. Although no new point of law or practice was

decided, the judgment is of considerable interest and even of

importance, owing to the fact that it discusses and adjudicates

upon several novel defences which were put forward including

a strong suggestion that the basis of the usual standards of

adequate light was scientifically inaccurate.

These legalised standards have proved invaluable to archi-

tects, who can by means of them readily ascertain whether

the effect of any proposed obstruction is negligible, material,

or legally unbearable ;
and can advise their clients accordingly

;

either to resist an untenable claim, to offer compensation

where the legal injury is clear but small, or to meet cases \\here

the legal remedy would evitably be injunction by timely

modification whilst over-ambitious proposals exist only on

paper.
Had the defence succeeded, and the plaintiffs not appealed,

the case would have formed a precedent for upsetting the pres-

ent well stabilised legal position
;
with a probable reversion

to the unsatisfactory state of things when no recognised

standards existed, when architects were tempted to take risks

with doubtful law and frequently had their buildings mutilated,

and when the Courts were constantly irritated by contradictory

“ opinions ’’ from eminent architects as distinct from the

proven and generally agreed facts which are customary to-day.

The defence, however, failed.

The material facts of the case sufficiently appear from the

judgment which, being somewhat unusually detailed owing

to the noveltv of the defence, constitutes a very useful epitome

of the principles which the Courts apply to these cases. It

is therefore given below' practically in full.

The author of the methods of measurement referred to did

not give evidence, P* J- W.

The VICE-CHANCELLOR said :—This action is brought

to restrain a threatened obstruction of light to the front

window's of Oversea House, on the south side of Quay Street,

Alanchester, bv the erection of a building by the defendant on

the opposite side of Quay Street. It is admitted that the

plaintiff’s windows are ancient lights, and the defendant says

that sufficient light for ordinary business purposes W'ill be

left to the plaintiffs’ windows having regard to the quantum

of light which one is entitled to expect in such a locality.

He further says that if the light left is insufficient, the deficiency

can be more than made good by the plaintiffs allowing their

front windovs to be altered and enlarged, and that in any

case the plaintiffs ought not to be granted an injunction but

adequatelv compensated by damages.

The plaintiffs, Jauffred and Gaiiel, are the owners in fee

of Oversea House, which they purchased in June, 1928, for

£39,000, and they have since expended £9,000 in adapting

it for the business of shippers of Manchester goods, and they

have let the whole building to the plaintiffs, James Collinge,

Limited, on a lease for ten years from 24 June, 1928, at a

vearly rent of £2,200 plus interest calculated on £40,000 at

a rate of i per cent, o^rei Bank rate. James Collinge, Limited,

have sublet the first floor to Jauffred and Gariel for 5 years

from March, 1929, and have sublet the second floor to Mr.
Menashes, a shipper.

Quay Street is 54 feet wide, and the defendant’s proposed
building, immediately opposite the window' complained about,

is intended to rise to a cornice 86 feet 1 inch above the pave-

ment, and then with certain steps back to reach an ultimate

height of 121 feet, so that its height will be more than twice

the W'idth of Quay Street, and it will have a frontage of 2] times

that of the plaintiffs’ building. There is a pylon at one
part of the frontage 98 feet high.

j\o complaint is made in respect of any of the windows to

the east of the porch as the defendant's plans show' that he
intends to increase the width of Little Quay Street opposite

from 27 feet to 47 feet, and this will afford sufficient light to

the w'indows in the easterly half of Oversea House. The test

of the angle of light is appropriate to the present case where the

obstructing building will be directly opposite to the w'indows
in question of the dominant tenement, wall have a fairly even
sky line and w ill extend to some distance on either side of the

windows in respect of which complaint is made.
Applying the 45 degrees rule, w'hich is not a rule of law' but

what Lord Davey in the Colls case said might properly be
used as prima facie evidence, I am of opinion that the depriva-

tion of light is so substantial as to cause a nuisance to the
occupants of the ground floor rooms, as they will not have
sufficient light left to enable them to carryon theirbusiness there.

The room is occupied by James Collinge, Limited, as an
examination room for goods to be shipped abroad. The texture

of the cloth has to be examined, and the numerous shades of
colour sorted and matched. In spite of expressions used by
some of the plaintiffs’ witnesses, no extraordinary degree of
light is or could be claimed for this purpose, but natural light

is essential with regard to the colours. Artificial light would
be quite useless.

The basement is used by Messrs. Collinge as an office, and
they have three clerks there. It is not a true basement, but
a semi-basement, and this room will certainly be insufficiently

lighted if the defendant’s building is erected as proposed.
The first floor rooms to the w^est of the porch are occupied

by Jauffred and Gariel, w'ho are calico pi inters and shippers^
one being used as a sale room, and the others as a clerks’ office

and a private office. In the sale room they exhibit
their printed fabrics on easels and their customers choose
them, and require good natural light to choose colours and
patterns, and in my opinion, insufficient light would be left

for these rooms.
With regard to the second floor, though the injury will not

be so great, I think it will be insufficiently lighted, particularly
in the western part of the room, but the tenant, Mr. Menashes,
is not a party to the action, and has not been called as a witness,
and I do not attach much importance to this part of the claim.

In addition to the test applied of the angles of light evidence
w'as given on both sides on the method of measuring the light
w'hich has been called the “ Waldram ” method, w'hich is

described by Mr. Justice Eve in the case of Semon v. Bradford
Corporation (1922 2, Ch. 737). One advantage of this
method is that it affords a more accurate measure of the effect
of lateral light than the angle method. Mr. Pitts, who was
called on behalf of the plaintiffs, put in a series of diagrams
showing by brown colour the area where the light w'ould be
I pel cent, or less of the sill light. The “ grumble point ”

fa rather unfortunate way of describing the point when the
insufficiency of light gives cause for complaint) is placed at

0.4 per cent, of the sill light. Mr. Pitt’s diagrams do not show
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this line, but he stated in evidence that the .4 per cent, line

would roughly follow the i per cent line at ^th of an inch

inside the brown margin on the diagrams equivalent to i foot

on the floor, the scale being 8 feet to the inch. His calculations

are based on a sill light of 250 foot-candles (a foot-candle being

the light from a candle one foot away). Air. Ackermann, who
was called for the defendant, said that 250 foot-candles is too

low an estimate of the sill light, and he puts in the results of

observations of sky brightness taken at the National Physical

Laboratory at Teddington three times a day during the years

1927 and 1928. Basing his opinion on these records, he says

that the sill light ought to be assumed at 600 foot-candles.

The effect of this would be that the grumble point would be

reduced from .4 per cent, of the sill light to .16 per cent., and

all the calculations based on the Waldram method would go

bv the board. Air. Swarbrick, one of the defendant’s experts,

went so far as to say that the ratio of .4 per cent, was “ a

popular fallacy.” I Icnow' of no case where Air. Ackermann’s
assumption has been accepted, and I do not accept it

myself. In the first place, observations of sky brightness

taken at Teddington do not afford a safe guide when dealing

with the cloudy skies and smoke-laden atmosphere of Alan-

chester. Neither do I agree with the way in which Air.

Ackermann arrives at his figures of 600 foot-candles.

An average of the daily light for a year does not assist me.

If to-day is a dark day, I cannot see any better to read because

yesterday was a bright day, and it is quite possible that at no

moment throughout the year w as the actual sky brightness at

the same figure as Air. Ackermann s average. So that his

estimate appears to be based on observations in the pure atmo-

sphere of Teddington and includes many observations taken

when there was bright sunshine, which, of course, raises the

average immensely.
On the other hand Air. Waldram ’s estimate of a sky bright-

ness of 500 foot-candles (giving a still brightness of 250) is

based on a series of actual observations and measurements on

dull but not abnormally dull days such as obtain over the

greater part of winter, over substantial, but less lengthy,

periods in early autumn and late spring, and on wet days in

summer—the land of day more frequently occurring in Alan-

chester than bright days. It is not an average, but a statement

of the actual conditions likely to be met with and which have

been met with over a long period of observation, and I accept

250 foot-candles as the standard of sill brightness w'hich I

must work on.

Accepting 250 foot-candles as the sill light, the conclusion

at which I have arrived on the test of the angles of light is con-

firmed, and the plaintiffs have, in my judgment, made out their

case that the defendant’s proposed building w’ill cause such an

obstruction of their ancient lights as to cause a nuisance.

It w'as suggested that the increased light coming to the

eastern half of the plaintiffs’ building owing to the widening of

Little Quay Street should be set off against the inci eased

obstruction opposite the western half. I cannot see how’ in-

creased light coming to one room can be set off against the

diminution of light to another room. The case of Davies v.

Marrable (1913 2 Ch.421) only related to one room. It was

also contended that in estimating whether there is a nuisance

regard must be had to the locality, and that the owner of an

easement of light in a town is not entitled to as good a light as

the inhabitant in the countr\'. This is contrary to the decision

of Air. Justice Russell (as he then was) in Horton v. Beattie

(1927 I Ch. 75) and with wLich I respectfully agree, and I am
inclined to think that if any distinction is to be draw n between

town and countrv, the inhabitant of a dark, smoky tow n can less

afford to be deprived of such natural light as reached him than

the inhabitant of the country w here the atmosphere is clearer.

The question then arises whether the plaintiffs are entitled

to an injunction or only to damages. Prmia facie their right is

to an injunction. Se\'eral reasons are put forward b\ the de-

fendant against an injunction being granted. First, it is said
that the plaintiffs’ building is of old-fashioned design ; that it

is “ a relic of the days of Ruskin,” and that if its windows w'ere
altered by removing the stone mulhons and the ornamental
stonework at the head of the windows more light would be
admitted to the plaintiffs’ rooms, and that if they obstinately
refuse to allow' these alterations to be carried out they are
acting so unreasonably that the Court will refuse them an
injunction. Evidence was tendered on behalf of the defendant
to show that the plaintiffs were not using their building in ac-
cordance with modern practice by refusing to have their
windows altered as suggested by the defendant, and as to the
feasibility of such alterations. I rejected this evidence as irrele-

vant, and I do not see wLat limit could be placed on such sug-
gestions if they were admissible. Could the plaintiffs be asked
to pull dow'n their brick building and substitute a glass house ?

Tomy uninstructed eye the plaintiffs’ building is of a meritorious
design, and its window's, though not as large as some more
modern windows, are not of an unreasonable shape or design.
The plaintiffs are, in my opinion, quite within their rights in
refusing to have their building altered, w'hich, according to the
evidence of Air. Halliday, w'ould entail much expense and in-
convenience and disturbance of their tenants, and I see nothing
unreasonable in their refusal.

The defendant’s counsel suggested that in insisting on their
rights the plaintiffs were not discharging their duty to their
neighbour, but I fail to see why they should be expected to
submit to deprivation of their rights in order that their neigh-
bour may enrich himself.

Then it is said that if the defendant is not allowed to carry
out his plans he will be involved in a loss of £40,000. Work
has been carried out and contracts entered into by him with a
view to the erection of a huge building according to plan.
There is no suggestion that the plaintiffs have stood by and
encouraged the defendant to incur expense. He entered into
contracts in January 1929, after having had fair w arning of this

action in December 1928, and if he had involved himself in loss

that is his o^vn responsibility. If such a reason held good a
defendant could ensure the refusal by planning a still larger
building and involving himself in still greater loss, and thus
deprive a plaintiff of his easement.

It is also contended that the plaintiffs are obstinately standing
in the w ay of the public improvement of Alanchester. I am not
satisfied that the erection of skyscrapers is to the public advan-
tage, however profitable it may be to their owners, but that is

not a matter which I have to consider. All the foregoing objec-
tions have been answered years ago by Lindley, L.J., in Shelfer
V. City of London Electric Lighting Co. (1895 i Ch. at p. 315),
where he says :

“ The Court has always protested against the notion
that it ought to allow' a wrong to continue simply because
the w rongdoer is able and willing to pay for the injury he
may inflict. Neither has the circumstance that the wrong-
doer is in some sense a public benefactor (a gas or w'ater

company 01 sewer authoiity) ever been considered a suffi-

cient reason for refusing to protect by injunction an indi-
vidual w'hose rights are being persistently infringed. Ex-
propriation even for a money consideration is only justi-

fiable w’hen Parliament has sanctioned it. Courts of Justice
are not like Parliament, which considers w hether proposed
works w ill be so beneficial to the public as to justify excep-
tional legislation and the depiivation of people of their
rights w'ith or without compensation.”

The case of Slack v. Leeds Co-operative Society (1924 A.C.
851, and on new' trial 1924, 2 Ch. 475) was pressed upon me,
but the circumstances of that case w ere very exceptional and
quite different from those of the present case, and it was recog-
nised in that case that the rule to Sheifer’s case was still in force.

In my opinion the present case does not fall within the rule

as laid down by A. L. Smith L.J. in that case. Here the injury
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would be substantial and the damages large, and having regard
to the business carried on by both plaintiffs for which natural
light as distinguished from artificial light is essential, damages
would not adequately compensate the plaintiffs for the loss of
the natural light.

I accordingly grant a perpetual injunction as claimed in para-
graph one of the claim, and the defendant must pay the plain-

tiffs’ taxed costs of the action.

THE MEANING OF ‘‘COMPLETION/'
The Practice Standing Committee having been requested to

give some guide as to the meaning of “ Completion ’’ as used
in the Institute Form of Contract one of the Hon. Secretaries

(Air. \V. E. Watson) was requested to prepare a monograph

—

which has been approved by the Practice Committee.
It may be said that Completion of a project means the

realisation or fulfilment of the conception so that where the
contract is for a dwelling house the term “ Completion ” con-
notes a readiness for immediate occupation. The Courts in

construing conditions of contract such as those under con-
sideration will firstly consider them as a whole in their ordinary
and popular sense, secondly in any peculiar sense they may have
acquired by usage in the trades concerned—subject to the rule

that contracts are to be liberally construed.

When Parties enter into a building contract such as that
above suggested probably the intention and expectation of the
Employer is to have his house completed by a certain named
date, and if he alters or amends the design or workmanship he
assumes that the Contractor has such means at his disposal

that the additional burden can be carried with its consequent
profit without material extension of time and he makes arrange-
ments accordingly, relying upon his bargain with the Builder.

The Builder upon the other hand knows that he has to com-
plete by a certain date but he also knows that legally he is

entitled to sole and uninterrupted possession of the site as well
as the contract period in which to perform the works stipu-

lated for, and he also is aware that material alterations or
interruptions may render void the agreement as to time,
further he is cognisant of the fact that agreement is provided
to compensate the Employer by way of ascertained and
liquidated damages should he be deemed by the Architect to

have lacked due diligence in progress.

These somewhat divergent views may briefly express the
intentions of the Parties to the Contract but the C’ourts

or the arbitral tribunal in construing the agreement will pay
regard not to the intention of the Parties but to the true
meaning of the words written or printed above the signatures,

and no evidence may be adduced however strong it may be
to prove an unexpressed intention. Therefore, if the intention

of the Employer is as outlined above, amendments to the

Contract form to meet the special circumstances will have to

be made.
The word Completion ” has been judicially interpreted on

several occasions and in one case as regards third parties means
completion m fact and not completion according to the build-
ing contract.

Channell J. said completion means completion of the actual

work which has to be done although it is possible that some
things may have to be done at some future date to keep the
work in order.

Cozens Hardy M.R. said that a contract for laying water
pipes was completed when the water began to run through
them.

Kindersley V.C. in an action for specific performance
where it was agreed to take a lease of a house when it was
complete finished and fit for habitation granted the decree
though the pleadings filed some i6 defects short of comple-
tion

;
of these the Learned Judge said twelve were frivolous

the other four substantial being as to drainage waiter supply

wall papering and a serious settlement and he ruled that the
date of completion was that on which the Lessee had such
possession as enabled him to give possession to a sub lessee.

On appeal this judgment was confirmed.
Having regard to prevailing practice established by usage

and to such judicial dicta as is available it may be said that
Completion arises on that day and at that moment when the
Architect by inspection of the works decides that he may with
all reasonableness certify completion with its resulting payment
regard being had to the number of days latitutude permitted
by Clause No. 30, and when he is satisfied that the amount
of retention money held is adequate to its particular purpose
under Clause No. 17. \V. E. W.

THE UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN.
The following address has been sent by the Royal Institute

of British Architects to the University of Cape Tow'n on the
occasion of the University’s centenary :—

>

From the Royal Institute of British Architects to the
University' of Cape Tovvtsu

Greetings and felicitations upon the attainment of the
University's Centenary,
The Institute recognises and applauds the achievements

of the University and the distinguished part it has played in
the history of South Africa during the past Century. Looking
back over the intervening years the Institute is profoundly
impressed with the vision of those who were responsible foi
the inception of the University at wFat was then a far-off
outpost of the British Empire, and with the wonderful status
and expansion it has reached by leason of the labours of those
who succeeded the early pioneers and carried on their aims
and traditions.

I’he Institute has greatly appreciated the co-operation of the
University in holding examinations for Architectural students
in South Africa similar in scope and standard to those held in
England and throughout the Empire. By such co-operation
a generally recognised standard of Architectural education is
being established for the good of the profession and of the
public.

The Institute is keenly interested in the School of Architec-
ture which the University has established, and the scheme which
has been formulated for the recognition of the work and
examinations of that School as training and qualification for
the practice of the profession of Architecture, and for member-
ship of the Institute

The Institute notes with satisfaction that the University
of Cape Town together with its sister University of the
Witwatersrand has been appointed by the Union Government
to be the Examining Body under the Architects Registration
Act which has recently become law' in South Africa,
The Institute watches with interest the building of the

Uni\'ersity’s new' home, which Will facilitate its good uork,
express its great achievement and make good augury for a
still greater future

I'his address wms presented by Charles Percival Walgate
(Associate), Delegate representing the Council of the Roval
InsUtute, Tuesday, ist October, 1929.

WATER COLOUR DRAWINGS BY
MR. J. C. BEARE [H.].

An exhibition ot water colour drawings by Mr. J. C. Beare
A.R.C.A. [--i], vvill be held at Walker’s Galleries, 118, New
Bond Street, W.i, from. 2 to 21 December inclusive.
Mr. Beare has been represented at the principal galleries for

some years, including the R.A., R.C.A., R.W.A., W.A.G., and
others, but this will be the first collective exhibition of his
works.

1 he hours are 10 to 5 , and on Saturdav 10 to I. Admission
tree.
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Allied Societies
{The attention of Members of the Allied Societies is particularly called to this page)

ESSEX, CAMBRIDGE AXD HERTS SOCIETY OF
ARCHITECTS.

West Essex Chapter.
A conference was held on Monday, 4 November, under the

auspices of the West Essex Chapter of the Essex, Cambridge
and Herts Society of Architects to discuss better housing for
the people. The President, Mr. H. W. Gay, was in the chair.
Mr. S. Phillips Dales, Secretary of the Chapter, gave an
address on “ Our Humes.’' A vote of thanks was proposed to
Mr. Dales for his lecture by Councillor Hole and seconded by
Mr. H. T. Muggeridge, INI P. for Romford.

Southend and District Chapter.
A lecture on “ Domestic Architecture ” was given bv Air.

H. Baillie-Scott, F.R.I.B.A., at a meeting convened by the
Southend Chapter of the Essex, Cambridge and Hertfordshire
Society of Architects, which was held at the School of Arts and
Crafts, Southend, on Wednesday, 6 November.

Air. G. F. Grover presided and in welcoming Air. Baillie-

Scott said his work was well known to all architects. The
lecturer, at the outset, said that architecture considered as

the art of building homes for human beings, in Ibsen s phrase,
maght at first sight seem a fairly simple affair. If they limited
themselves to the merely material and physical aspect of the
matter that might be so. It was only when they introduced
the psychic or spiritual side of the question that matters be-
came more complicated. So it might be asked why not confine
themsehes to the material aspects and leave the spiritual

to the exponents of ecclesiastical architecture. It was an
age of machinery. They designed their motor cars on lines of
strict utility and efficiency. Why not do the same with houses
and cut out all the artistic business, especially as the pursuit of
artistic ideals had in the past led them so far astray ? Let them
be sensible. If they were sensible, they must realise that the
problems involved m building a house were something essen-

tially different from those to be considered in making a machine.
The modern ideal of the home had been summed up in the
phrase “ a machine to live in.” It would be almost as reason-
able to describe a church as “ a machine to pray in,” and the
finishing touch to the mechanical church might well be pro-
vided by prayers recorded on the gramophone. He, for one,

would never be content to live in a machine. In any case, it

was obviously absurd to call a house a machine. The best

kind of houses always seemed to him far removed from deadly
mechanical devices. They had a measure of life and a distinct

personality. If their country building was to decorate the

natural world and emphasise and illustrate its peculiar char-

acteristics as the old buildings did instead of disfiguring the

natural world, like most modern buildings, he thought, they
had much to learn from the old builders, who succeeded so

wonderfully where they failed. If they considered the various

kinds of houses they might build, they would find they divide

themselves into three different kinds—^the Tudor house, the

Georgian house and the modern house. Or they might have
a blend of the three in various proportions—what might be
called the eclectic house.

After dealing with the Tudor and Georgian houses, Mr.
Baillie-Scott said there was the modern house, and w’hat they

might call the robot building. In all the various methods of

designing houses there was one thing to be said. Any style

or school of design was good if it was well enough done, and
some of their modern experiments were very well done.

They were logical and honest. But when they stood by the

side "of the old houses as decoration of the countryside, they

shrivelled into insignificance. He approved the old way of

building, in wffiich each material was treated so as to bring out

its real character. In the designing of houses and cottages, and

especially cottages, perhaps the most important thing w'as
what they called scale. He supposed that they would never
have any natural beauty in building again until they had learnt
that the first business of a country was to produce its own food,
for then when agriculture took its rightfully dominant place,
they would derive their inspiration from nature, instead
of the factory and the machine. It was important that they
should learn the art which their forefathers practised of har-
monising buildings with their surroundings.
A hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Air. Baillie-Scott for

his lecture on the motion of Sir Charles Nicholson, seconded
by Air. Percy Ha>wvard.

SOUTH WALES INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.
Countryside Preservation : Conference and Exhibition

at Cardiff.
Lender the joint auspices of the Association of Welsh Local

Authorities, the South Wales Institute of Architects and the
Council for the Preservation of Rural Wales, a ” Countryside
Preservation ” Conference and Exhibition were held at the
City Hall. Cardiff, from 18 to 22 October, 1929. The collabora-
tion ot thesse three bodies, representing administrative and pro-
fessional agencies, was a significant one and augured well for
the future success of the national movement for preserving the
Welsh countryside.

The Conference was well attended, and apart from routine
business the time was mainly devoted to addresses by Alessrs.
G. L. Pepler (of the Alinistry of Health), Clough Williams-
Ellis (Chairman C.P.R.W.) and T. Alwyn Lloyd (President
S.W.I.A ), after which there was a brisk discussion. The
importance ot town, rural and regional planning was empha-
sized, and although Welsh authorities have been backward
compared with those in England, there are indications of a
more progressive policy, particularly in Glamorgan, the North
Wales coast and in the Wrexham district. The size of Wales is

such that, in the opinion of those best qualified to judge, the
problems of development and preservation can only be dealt
with adequately by a gradual system of national planning. As
w^as pointed out at the Conference, planning for the future
should not consist merely of the provision of roads and build-
ing sites, interspersed with occasional open spaces. It should
embrace also the conservation of the countryside, definite allo-

cation of large areas permanently for agriculture, treatment of
the coast and the holiday centres in the most appropriate w^ay
to preserve their natural character and the saving from exploita-
tion of all beauty spots and places of historic interest.

As essential details within the framework of such national
planning, the more immediate problems of control of building
character, of advertisements, the placing and design of indus-
trial units, such as petrol pumps, the need for more play-
grounds and the provision of national parks (or, as they should
more appropriately be called, national ” domains ”) were dealt

WTth by the speakers.

Although speeches and discussion are obviously necessary in
these matters, it is recognised that the public can be appealed
to more directly by graphic means. The Exhibition was there-
fore of w ider importance than the Conference

;
it was one of

the series organised by the C.P.R.E. and w'as admirably
arranged, consisting of a number of photographs and drawTngs
neatly mounted and well lettered. The C.P.R.W. were able
to augment the general Exhibition by some examples of local

interest. There were also several models, and maps of town
and regional planning schemes in Wales. Among the photo-
graphic exhibits w^ere those show'ing the right and wrong way
of displaying advertisements

;
the spoiling of the landscape

and of individual buildings by ugly signs
;
the placing of new
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buildings so as to harmonise not only with their neighbouring
buildings but with their natural surroundings

;
inns and

refreshment places which are useful and beautiful
;
vulgar com-

mercial erections as contrasted with new buildings of archi-
tectural character

;
the destruction of trees and hedges on the

one hand and the saving of these to the great ad\antage of
resident and passer-by. There were views of new arterial roads
crudely engineered and those showing the reverse of this. One
of the most striking exhibits of interest to Cardiffians was three
views in Cathays Park

;
one, showing the magnificent City

Hall, another, the adjacent back premises of a prominent
caterer with vulgar signs and ramshackle outbuildings, and the
third a large advertisement hoarding on one side of the civic

centre obscuring the view of the park lands behind.
The “ Gatew'ay of Wales—Abergavenny ” w^as represented

by a ramshackle advertisement hoarding at the entrance to the
tow n ! Various garden villages, new inns and buildings in South
Wales were shown by w^ay of contrast to the prevailing dis-

order.

When the provisions of the various planning schemes are
carried out, and if the lessons of such exhibitions as this are
seriously taken to heart, there is still a chance, in spite of the
damage already done, that the Welsh countryside can be saved
and her towns retrieved.

Central Branxh.
Under the auspices of the South Wales Institute of Archi-

tects (Central Branch) and the Institute of Builders (South
Wales Branch) a lecture w^as given at the Engineers’ Institute,

Park Place, Cardiff, on Thursday, 31 October, by Professor
C. H. Reilly, M.A., F.R I.B.A., Roscoe Professor of Architec-
ture in the University of Liverpool, Air, H. Xorman Edwards,
Chairman of the Central Branch, in the chair.

Professor Redly took as his subject “ The Xew Delhi,” and
wdth the aid of a large collection of lantern slides, he described
in detail the great scheme of layout and the planning and archi-

tectural treatment of the vast new city, and also succeeded
admirably in conveying to his audience a vi\'id realisation of

the nature of the environment with which Sir Edwin Lutyens,
R.A., and Sir Herbert Baker, A.R.A., were called upon to

harmonise their buildings. A vote of thanks to the lecturer was
proposed b> Mr. James Turner, F.I O B , and seconded by Mr.
T. Alwyn Lloyd, F.R. I B.A.

Prior to Professor Reilly’s lecture, a short address on ” The
Architect m Fiction ” was gnen by Mr. W. S. Purchon, M.A ,

A R LB A., Head of the Welsh School of Architecture.

WEST YORKSHIRE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
Air. G. H. Foggitt, president, took the chair at a meeting of

the West A'orkshire Society of Architects, held at its Leeds head-
cjuarters on 14 November, when it was announced that owing
to the death of Air. W. Whitehead, and the resignation of Air. J.

Addison, the posts formerly held by them had been filled by the
appointments of Air. B. R. Gnbbon as Honorary Secretar\

,

and Air. Douglas Bowman as Honorary Treasurer. Air. J. C’.

Procter was appointed representatr e on the Allied Societies’

Conference, whilst Air. Xorman Culley became a vice-presi-

dent. Lt.-Col H. W. Barker, of Bradford, and .Mr J. Addison,
of the Leeds School of Architecture, filled vacancies on the

council.

At the conclusion of formal business, a lecture on “ Alod-
ernism in Furniture ” was delivered by Air. Holbrook Jackson,

of Ivondon, a former honorary secretary of the Leeds Arts C'lub.

The lecturer remarked that life could not be carried on with-

out furniture. E\en Diogenes had his tub. But life could be
endured with inappropriate, ugly and ill-made furniture. This
needed no proof, as witness much of that existing m the state-

ly homes of England ” as well as in the ” artistic ” \illas which
fringed our arterial roads. In most ages, the speaker presumed,
there had been a few people, an ” acute hut honourable mi-
nority,” who had preferred something better than the average

piece of furniture, and who had by word and deed set a good
example to the others, which they had often seen fit to ignore.

What was known as the modernist movement in art was the

result of social rather than of aesthetic changes, and there had
been a social impulse behind most art movements, a number of

which, including the present one, had been frank protests

against an existing art condition. The vogue inaugurated by
Ruskin and Alorris led to many artistic improprieties, and was
the means of turning the comfortable nineteenth century
dining rooms of the plutocracy into fourteenth century refec-

tories, and their Victorian lobbies into romantic crypts. The
modernist view’ of furniture was frankly utilitarian. A chair,

for instance, w’as something to sit upon
;

it was something to

look at
;
and, lastly, it was something to be placed in a room.

It must satisfy bodily convenience
;

it must please the eye 1

and must convince by its true relationship to its surround-
ings.

There was a bold person who once ventured to remark to

William Alorris that a chair he had designed was uncomfort-
able

;
whereupon Morris thundered back : “If you want to

be comfortable, go to bed.”
Among illustrations of modernist furniture show'n by the

lecturer w ere a number of examples designed by French archi-
tects and artists.

Air. W. Alban Jones, in proposing a vote of thanks to the lec-

turer, declared that it was high time that somebody started a
campaign against modernism as being all nonsense. Art only
began where function and logic ended. He did not fee! that
the modernists were on the right rails. The movement was
nothing but a puritanical protest against over-ornamentation. It

did not seem to him to express any conceivable or describable
emotion

.

The president, Alessrs, J. C. Procter, Xorman Culley, J.
Addison and others took part in the subsequent discussion.

REWARDING GOOD ARCHITECTURE.
It is just ten years ago since the then President of the

R.I.B.A., Sir John Simpson, brought forward his scheme for
presenting a Aledal annually for the best building completed
within the County of London. The first medal was awarded
to Air. W. Curtis Green for his Wolseley House, Piccadillv,
and the award attracted very great public interest to the new
experiment Since that date the Aledal has been awarded
regularly. In 1923 it went to Air. Francis T. Verity

; in

1924 to Alessrs. Greenaway and Xew berry
; m 1923 to Sir

Edwin L. Lutyens
; in 1926 to Air. Hubert Lidbetter

;
in 1927

to Sir Giles Gilbert Scott ; in 1928 to Alessrs. J. Alurray
Easton and Howard Robertson. The 1929 competition is

now under way.
It was part of Sir John Simpson’s original proposal that

all the Allied Societies of the R.I.B.A. should be encouraged
to make similar awards in their areas, and the R.I.B.A. Aledal
was offered to them for the purpose. For some years nothing
was done, but at last Scotland took up the idea and instituted
a quinquennial Aledal. This was awarded in 1927 to Air.
John Wat^on and Air. Daxid Saimond for a building in
Glasgow.

Aleanwhile one of the Allied Societies o\erseas had taken
up the scheme, and tor two years past the London Jurv has
been awarding a Aledal for the best budding ot the \ear in
Xew' Zealand It is understood that one or two other Allied
Societies are contemplating making a similar mo\e.
The Essex, Cambridge and Herttordshire Society has given

a lead tf) all the other Allied Societies in England.’ The first
award has gone to Air. Basil 0 )i\er, a well-known architect
who is tamous for the study he has given to old work in all
parts of the country, and to the devoted efforts that he has
made to save threatened beauty of everv kind. The budding
for which he is receiving the honour is ” ITe Rose and Crown.”
Cambridge.

1 he Aledal will be presented to Air Gliver bv’ the President
of the R.I.B.A

,
Sir Bani.ster Fletcher, at the Annual Dinner

ot the Essex, Cambridge and Hertfordshire Society of Archi-
tects on Ihursday, 12 December, at Chelmsford.
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Obituary
JAMES MACINTYRE HENRY [E.].

The death of James Macintyre Henry [E'.], of Edinburgh,
severs a link with well known Scottish Architects of the nine-
teenth century He ser\ed his apprenticeship to Andrew
Heiton, of Perth, and was for some time a draughtsman in the
office of the even better known David Bryce in Edinburgh.
He w'as a native of Dunkeld, Perthshire, and carried out a

considerable amount of work in that county, including Dunkeld
House for the (late) Duke of Atholl.

His best known works in Edinburgh are the ^.lidlothian

Counts' Buildings in Parliament Square and the Royal British
Hotel in Princes Street.

It is about 35 years since I first became a member of his

staff ; and as I ha\ e been in partnership w ith him for nearly

25 years, it is hardly for me to speak of his later w'ork, but a word
or two about his personality may be of some interest.

His practice was varied, subject to considerable fluctuations
and not without its worries, but he rarely was flustered and
nevei in a hurry. He had a sound knowledge of mateiials and
methods of construction but was slow to adopt new' materials
or new' methods. He had not the knack of persuading a

client to spend more money, but rather a flair for finding means
to reduce the cost.

In regard to the acquiring of ne'\"/ business, he was one of
the old school of architects, of w horn I have known not a few'

but who appear to be fast dying out. He could rarely be
persuaded to write a letter offering his services even if he had
the plans in his office of the building which had been destroyed
by fire or which was otherwise the subject of a building project.

He took a keen interest in the affairs of the City of Edinburgh,
and was Lord Dean of Guild of the citv from 1912 to 1917.

T. F.' M.aclenxan [f .].

THEODORE RIDLEY SAUNDERS, F.S.L, A.M.Inst.C E.

(Retired Member of the Society of Architects.)

Born in London in 1850 and educated at Dulwich, ]\Ir

Saunders went to Ventnor in 1872. He was articled to his

brother, the late Mr. R. J. H. Saunders, M.LC.E
,
and was

afterwards in partnership with him for five years till 1883, when
he took over his brother’s practice. During that time he w'as

engaged in the construction of the Isle of Wight (Newport
Junction) Railway and Brading Harbour reclamation Railway
and works. He retired from practice in 1917. He was
F.S.L, A.M.I.C.E,

Besides numerous domestic and other buildings in the
district which he designed and earned out, the following works
may be specially mentioned : The Town Hall, Ventnor

;

Pavilion, Ventnor ;
“St. Lawrence Hall,” the residence of

Eail and Countess Jeliicoe ;
‘ X’raigie Lodge,” the resi-

dence of the late l\Irs. C'raigie (John Oliver Hobbes)
;

St.John’s Church, Wroxall ; St. Margaret’s Church, XYntnor :

Royal Spithead Hotel, Bembridge ;
and the Battenberg

Block, Royal National Hospital, Ventnor. Mr. Saunders was
also engineer for the reconstruction of the Royal Victoria

Pier, Ventnor, Sandown Pier and Hyde Tramway and Pro-
menade Piers, and earned out the water supplies for several

^ illages in the island, and the Ventnor to Whitwell and Whitw ell

to Niton main roads.

R.I.B.A. PROBATIONERS
During the month of October 1929, the following were

registered as Probationers of the Royal Institute :

—

Anderson : Aievander Robert Fordyce, c o Architectural

Association, 34-36 Bedford Square, W.C.i.
Andrews: Bernard Sami fe, “ Treleigh,” Cromer Road,

Weston-super-Mare.

Banks : Robert Louis, 24 Sandy Lodge Road, Moor Park,
Herts

.

Bazeley : Ailwyn Geoffrey, Alverne Hay, Penzance.
Benson : Eric Skipworth, 236 Fog Lane, Didsbury, Man-

chester.

Berger : Leon.ard, 3 Spencer Street, Everton, Liverpool.
Bicknell : Peter, 36 Edith Road, London, W.14.
Bloore : David Burch, 79 Gladstone Road, Sparkbrook, Bir-

mingham.
Bond : Robert Owen, 499 Lmthank Road, Norwich.
Bruce : George Robert, 115, Church Road, Low' Fell, Gates-

head.
Bruce, Robert Alexander, P.O. Box 3590, Johannesburg,

Transvaal, S. Africa.

Bull : Thomas Alfred, “ Glengarry,” 27 Tow n Moor Avenue,
Doncaster.

C.ake : Ronald Henry, The Tower, ’ 28 Harold Road, South-
sea, Portsmouth.

Carrick : J.ames Andrew, 92 St. Leonards Road, Ayr.
Clarke : Lew is Arthl'r, 65 Hig’nfield Street, Foleshill,

Coventry.
Cole : Charles Alan Crozier, Cavendish Villa, Cavendish

Place, Bath, Somerset.
Cook : Alexander G.ardner JMartin, Cragry, Thornlv Park

Avenue, Paisley.

C RiCKM.w : Hugh \V.^ydelin, Oasthouse, Five Ashes, Sussex.
Cronin : John Reginald P.atrick, St. Mary’s Lodge, Louth,

Lines.

Cutler : Dudley Garood, 3 The Close, Blackheath.
Defries John Gray, c o Dominion Bank, 3 Ring William

Street, London, E.C.
Demuth ; Ronald Pitcaim, Southbourne, Bournemouth.
Dewhurst, James, Oakleigh Vflllas, Sutton-in-Ashfield, Notts.
Dominy, John New'el, 46 Leaphill Road, Bournemouth.
Douglas : J.ames, 16 Woodmil! Terrace, Dunfermline. Fife.
Dyson: William Parker, Manor House, Hooton Roberts,

Rotherham, Yorks,
Foster : Jack Stroud, 17 Wffiymark Avenue, WXod Green,

N.22.
Gibson : Donald Evela'N Edward, Beech House, Elm Grove,

Alderley Edge, ^Manchester,
Gray : Louis Henry, Sunningdale Nurseries, Windlesham,

Surrey.

Greenwood
: John Wilmot, Two Barns, WYst Town, nr.

Bristol.

Guy : Stu.art, Ehvorth House, Fairfield Road, Widnes, Lines,
II.ADDOCK : Harold Malley, The Villas, Bolsover, nr. Chester-

field.

Haddon : David Strach.an, P.O. Box 4472, Johannesburg,
South Africa.

Hagger : Burt James Leslie, “ Amiens,” 51 Park Avenue,
Chelmsford, Essex.

Halkerstcn : W'illiam, 71 Fonthill Road, Aberdeen.
FIamnett : \'lCTOR, 38 Grange Street, Bradford, Manchester.
Harmfr : Stanley John, c o Messrs, Atkinson and Long,

FF.R.I.P.A., Chartered Architects, 4 Trumpington Street,
Cambridge.

Harris (Jun.) : Luwee, 38, Brar Lane, Leeds.

Harvey : John Hooper, Dallinga, Lower Road, Gt. Bookham,
Surrey.

H.astie : Hamish Ponton, 30 Glendevon Place, Murrayfield,
Edinburgh.

Heape : Edw in, 356 Rosliston Road, Stapenhill. Burton-on-
Trent.

Hin-hflwood : John, 63 Gardner Street, Glasgow, N.Wk
Hole : W'ilfred Edg.ar, 15 Tnompson Street, Barrv, South

Welles.

Ind : Leslie, “ Kedra,” Bull Lane, Gerrards Cross, Bucks.
James : W^illlam John, 4 Scott Street, Belle Vue, Shrews-

bury.
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Jones : John Rhagfvr, “ Oaklands,’* Stepney Road, PwlI,

Llanelly.

Lay : George Quine, io Strathfield Gardens, Barking.

Lewis : Herbert John Whitfield. Grosmont, Mt. Pleasant,

Chepstow, Mon.
Martin-Kave : Doris Amy, 44 Doughtv Street, London,

W.C.r.
McMullen : Alexander Lawrence, 32 Evelyn Mansions,

Carlisle Place. Victoria Street, S.W.i
McXicoll : Walter, 15 Baldovan Terrace, Dundee.
AIendus : Howel, 81 Glanmore Road, Swansea.
Miller ; John Arthur, Woodplumpton House, Woodplump-

ton, Preston, Lancs.
Morg.an : John, 28 Cowbridge Road, Bridgend, Glam.
^Ic>RLEY : Jean Isobel, 43 Pembndge Villas, London, W.ii.
Morton : Robert Stevenson, 33 Mortonhall Road, Edin-

burgh.
AIurrav : Allx.ander, 40A Eleanor Street, Troyeville, Johan-

nesburg, S.A.
O’Connor : Kenneth Stanley, “ Chffe Dean,” Durham

Road, Southchurch, Southend-on-Sea.
Parker: Lf^i.ie Trown, 113 Scott Road, Pitsmoor, Shef-

field

Peverlev : Charles Eric, 22 Harlow ^vloor Drive, Harrogate.

Price : John Cecil Bennett, 14 Bedford Place, London,
W.C.i.

Pritchard : Cyril, 36 Kmgsway A\ enue. West Point, Levens-
hulme, Manchester.

Richardson : Harold, 20 Shakespeare Road, St, Marks, Chel-

tenham.
Richardson : John Clifford, 79 School Road, Stretford,

Manchester.
Rickl'its : Eric James, 25 Lennox Street, Weymouth, Dorset.

Rippengal : Sidney James, 5 Ashbrook Road, Highgate, X.19.

Roberts : Alfred H.^rold, io Eaton Road, Cressington Park,

Li\ erpool.

Robert^ : Glyn, “ Rutherglen.” Haymans Green, West
Derby, Liverpool.

ScoiT : William, 177 Chorley Xew Road, Bolton.

Sharp : Colin Basil, Windmill Road, Flitwick, Bedford.

Silk : Audrey AIary : 15 Oppidans Road, Primrose Hill, Lon-
don, X.W,3.

Stamford : Alan Bartholomew, 75 Xorwood, Beverley.

Si TELE : Diarmad Ron.ald, 17 Park Terrace, Cflasgou, C.3.

Stevens : Kenneth Arthur, 278 Cowley Road, Oxford.

Sltherland : Alasdair Cameron, 29 Ashton Road, Gla*gos^',

W.2.
Taylor : Douglas Seth, St. Brendans, Wimbledon, S.W.oj.

Thomas : Arthur Selwyn, “ Heddfan,” L'pper KiJIay, S\\an-

sea.

Thomp.iON : Arthur, c o 16 Wharncliffe Street, Barnsley.

TomliN:50N : fiAROLD, 14 Trumpington Street, Cambridge.

Walsh : Raymond Collinge, ‘‘ Inglewood,” Lime Grov^e

Thornton, Blackpool.

W.ARD : Benjamin, 20 Cemetery Road, Pudsey, nr, Leeds.

Whyman : Gordon Philip, Mendip, Xursery I>ane, Wilms-
low

,
Cheshire,

Whyte : George John>ton, 8 Garland Place, Dundee.
Williams : Arthur Islwyn, Maesyderw, Llanfihangel-ar-

arth, S O. Carmarthenshire.

Winterburn : Tho.mas Fred, 12 Lansdowne Terrace, Smir-

thwaite Street, Wakefield.

Wright : Frederick Roland, 66 Fosse Road South, Lei-

cester.

ELECTION OF STUDENTS R.I.B.A.

The following were elected as Students at the meeting

of the Council held on 4 November 1929 ;

B.amder : Stanley Kelway, 80 Baxter Avenue, Southend-on-

Sea, Essex.

Bruton : Eow.ard, Gladstone Street, Soundwell, Staple Hill,

Bristol.

Bruce : Robert Alexander, P.O. Box 3590, Johannesburg,
Transvaal, South Africa.

Fra.ser
: John Strachan, 22 Woodmill Road, Dunferm-

line.

Gibson : Donald Evelyn Edward, ” Beech House,” Elm
Grove, Alderley Edge, Manchester.

Haddon : D.wid Strachan, P.O. Box 4472, Johannesburg,
South Africa.

^IiLLER
:

John Arthur, Woodplumpton Jlouse, Wood-
plumpton, Preston, Lancs.

Ormrod ; Francis James Massey, 16 Beech Grove, Hoole,
Che.ster.

Patterson : John, Bellevue, Lad\bank, Fife.

l^ULLEN : Roger Kendall, 3 The Vigo, Northampton.
Scott : William, 177, Chorley New Road, Bolton.
Stirrup : Gordon, Billmge End, Blackburn.
T.aylor : Douglas Seth, St. Brendans, Wimbledon, S.W.19.
Timmis ; Gordon J.ymes, Cuddmgton Hall, Malpas, Cheshire.

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WATER USERS.
Members are reminded that the National Association of

Water User'^, on which the R.I.B.A. is represented, exists for

the purpose of protecting the interests of con^^umers. ^Members
who experience difficulties with water companies, etc

, in con-
nection with fittings are recommended to seek the advice of the
Association. The address of the Association 1546 Cannon
Street, London, E.C,4

R.I.B.A. STATUTORY EXAMINATION FOR DIS-
I’RICT SURVEYOR AND THE EXAAIINATION

FOR BUILDING SURVEYOR.
The R.I.B.A. Statutory Examination for the office

of District Surveyor under the London Building Acts,
and the Examination for Building Surveyor under I>ocal

Authorities, will be held at the R.I.B.A., London, on
7, 8 and 9 May 1930,
The closing date for receiting applications for admis-

sion to the Examinations, accompanied by the fee of

^3 3s., is 16 April 1930.
Full particulars of the Examinations and application

forms can be obtained from the Secretary R.I.B.A.

NOTES FROM THE MINUTES OF TI IE COUNCIL.
21 October 1929.

Obitl:.\r\ .

The late Sir Robert Lorimer, K.B.E., A.R.A., R.S.A.
[F.], President of the Royal Incorporation of Architects in
Scotland .—

1

he Council passed a resolution expressing
their sincere bympath\ with Lady Lorimer and the Royal
Incorporation of Architects in Scotland in the great loss
which they had suffered through the death of Sir Robert
Lorimer.

I he late ^Ir. Milton Aledary (Hon. Corresponding
Memberfi—The Council passed a resolution expressing
their deep sympathy with the American Institute of
Architects in the great loss which they had sustained
through the death of Air. Alilton Medary, Past-President
of the American Institute.

Indian Institute of Architects.
1 he Indian Institute of Architects w'as formally ad-

mitted as an Allied Society.
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The Twelfth Ixterxatioxal Coxgress of Architects,
Budapest, September 1930.

It was decided to accept the invitation to take part

in the above Coni^ress, and to appoint a small Committee
to consider and report upon the matters which will be
discussed at the Congress.

Smoke Abatemext.
On the recommendation of the Science Standing Com-

mittee, it was agreed to approve the report of the Smoke
Abatement Sub-Committee for publication in the

Journal.

Annual Conference of the National Association
FOR THE Prevention of Tuberculosis.

A report was submitted by Mr. T. R. Alilburn

the R.T.B.A. delegate at the recent Annual Conference
of the National Association for the Prevention of Tuber-
culosis.

The thanks of the Council were con\eyed to Air.

Alilburn, and it was agreed to publish the report in the

Journal.
Autograph of Inigo Jones.

The Secretary reported that Air. Sigismund Goetze
had kindly presented the R.I.B.A. with an autograph of

Inigo Jones.

The cordial thanks of the Council were conveyed to

Air. Goetze for his generous sift.

Survey of Lvmore Hall.
It was agreed to give a contribution of ^,'5 5s. to the

Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings towards

the cost of making a survey of Lymore Hall, which is to be

demolished shortly.

British Engineering Standards Association.

Technical Committee on Portland Blast Furnace Cement.

—Air. W. T. Benslyn [A.] was appointed as the R.I.B.A.

representative on the above Committee of the B.E.S.A.

Siib-Co7nmittee on Building Lime.—Air. W. E. Vernon
Crompton [T.] was appointed as the R.I.B.A. repre-

sentative on the above Committee of the B.E.S.A.

Technical Committee on Nomenclature {Symbols and
Abbreviations used in Engineering).—Air. G. N. Kent
[L.] was appointed as the R.I.B.A. representative on the

above Committee of the B.E.S.A.

Committee on Standardisation of “ Fire Resistance and
Incombustibility —Air. A. H. Barnes [L.] was appointed

as the R.I.B.A. representative on the above Committee
of the B.E.S.A.

The Fellowship.

The Council, by a unanimous vote, elected the following

architects to the Fellowship under the powers defined

in the Supplemental Charter of 1925 :

—

Air. Alan G. Brace,

Air. Clement George [/..] (Aberdeen).

AIembership,

Election, 2 December 1929-—Applications for Alember-

ship were approved as follows :

—

As Hon. Fellow

As Hon. Associate

As Hon. Corresponding

Alember
As Fellows

As Associates .

.

I application.

I ,,

20 applications

Si
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Reinstatement.—The following ex-members were re-
instated :

—

As Fellow : Edgar Sage.
As Associates : John Boyd Lawson.

Herman Alexander Scott.

As Licentiates : George Cooper.
Ernest Robert Walker,

Retired Fellowship.
The following member was transferred to the Retired

Fellowship :

—

Graham Clifford Awdry [F. 1888].

Application for Election as Licentiate under Sec-
tion III (f) of the Supplemental Charter of 1925.
One application was approved.

Notices
THE THIRD GENERAL AIEETING.

The Third General Aleeting (Business) of the Session

1929-30 will be held on Alonday, 2 December 1929, at

8 p.m., for the following purposes :-7-

To read the Alinutes of the General Aleeting (Ordinary^)

held on i8 November 1929 ; formally to admit Alembers
attending for the first time since their election.

To proceed with the election of candidates for mem-
bership whose names were published in the Journal for

9 November 1929 (pp. 34-37).
To consider, and, if thought fit, to approve the Council's

proposal that the references to the Assessor's Fee should
be omittted from the Regulations for Architectural Com-
petitions, and that these references contained in Clause i

(paragraphs 2 and 3) of the Regulations should be trans-

ferred to the Scale of Professional Charges and the

Directions to Assessors.”

INFORAIAL DISCUSSION OF AIATTERS OF
PROFESSIONAL INTEREST.

At the conclusion of the above business meeting, there

will be an informal and private discussion of matters of

current professional interest or concern. Alembers are

invited to bring up for discussion, with or without notice,

subjects of professional interest or difficulty.

R.I.B.A. LONDON ARCHITECTURE AIEDAL, 1929.

The attention of members is drawn to the Form of

Nomination and the conditions, subject to which the

award will be made, for a building completed within the

County of London during the three years ending 31 De-
cember 1929, issued separately with the current number of

the Journal. Any member of the Royal Institute is at

liberty to nominate any building for consideration by
the Jury.

The Nomination Forms should be returned to the

Secretary R.I.B.A. not later than 28 February 1930.

The Aledal for the building completed between 1926

and 1928 will be presented to Messrs. Easton and Robert-

son, FF.R.I.B.A., for the Royal Horticultural Society’s

New Hall, Greycoat Street, Westminster, at the General

Aleeting of the R.I.B.A. to be held on 6 January 1930.
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EXHIBITION OF THE WORK OF THE LATE
BERTRAM GROSVEXOR GOODHUE [Hox. Corr.

Member].
Through the kindness of Professor William Emerson

[Hon. Corr. Member], Director of the Department of

Architecture, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

a collection of pen and pencil drawings by the late Bertram

Gros\'enor Goodhue has been lent to the R.I.B.A. for

exhibition. The Exhibition will be open daily be-

tween the hours of to a.m. and 8 p.m. until Saturday,

30 Xovember (5 p.m.).

CONDITIONS OF CONTRx\CT.
In answer to many inquiries made by members

regarding the recognised Form of Contract, the minute

of the General Meeting (Business) held on 10 June 1929^

is reprinted below for information :

—

“ Resolved that this meeting of the R.I.B.A.

after full consideration of the terms of the proposed

draft of the New Form of Contract now again sub-

mitted as in amendment of the existing and agreed

1909 Form of Contract, is unable to accept the same,

but concurrently renews its offer to reconsider the

amendment of the 1909 Form where necessary.”

ELECTION OF MEMBERS, 7 APRIL 193O;

Associates who are eligible and desirous of transferring

to the Fellowship are reminded that if they M'ish to

take advantage of the election to take place on 7 April

1930 they should send the necessary nomination forms

to the Secretary R.I.B.A. not later than Saturday,

1 1 January 1930.

LICENTIATES AND THE FELLOWSHIP.
The attention of Licentiates is called to the provisions

of Section IV, Clause 4 ib) and {cii) of the Supplemental

Charter of 1925. Licentiates who are eligible and

desirous of transferring to the Fellowship can obtain full

particulars on application to the Secretary R.I.B.A.,

stating the clause under ^hich they propose to apply for

nomination.

Competitions
\BERYSTW^"TH : PROPOSED WINTER GARDEN

AND BAND PAVILION,

The Aberyst\\wth Corporation invite architects to

submit, in open competition, designs for a Winter Garden
and Band Pavilion.

Assessor : Mr. Arnold Thornely [F.].

Premiums : £100, £yo and £30.

Last day for receiving designs, i January 1930-^ Con-
ditions of the competition may be obtained on application

to the Town Clerk, Town Hall, Aberystwyth. Deposit

£2 2S.

ACCRINGTON : NEW POLICE AND FIRE
STATIONS.

The Accrington Corporation invite architects to submit,

in open competition, designs for new Police and Fire

Stations.

Assessor; Mr. Herbert J. Rowse [F.].

Premiums : £250, £150 and £100.
Last day for receiving designs, 28 February 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on apprlica-

tion to the Town Clerk, Town Hall, Accrington. Deposit

£2 2S.

DUMFRIES: PROPOSED TOWN HALL AND
AIUNICIPAL CHAMBERS.

The Provost, Magistrates and Councillors of the Burgh
of Dumfries invite architects, resident or practising in

Great Britain, to submit, in open competition, designs

for a Town Hall and Municipal Building which it is pro-

posed to erect upon an area of ground, being the site of

the old Town Hall and Municipal Offices in Buccleuch
Street, Dumfries.

Assessor : Sir George Washington Browne, P.R.S.A.

Expenditure : £45,000.
Date of delivery : Noon on 7 December 1929.

Premiums : £300, £200, and £100.
Conditions of the competition and block plan of the site

may be obtained on application to the Town Clerk, with

a deposit by crossed cheque of £2 2s.

GUILDFORD : NEW MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS
The Guildford Corporation propose to invite local

architects to submit, in competition, designs for new
municipal buildings.

Assessor : Mr. T. S. Tait [F.].

Premiums : £50 and £25.
[Conditions are not yet available.]

KINGSTON-UPON-HULL: NEW STREET FROM
PARAGON STATION TO BEVERLEY ROAD.
The Hull Corporation invite architects to submit

schemes in competition for the facades of a new street and
openings to adjoining streets to be formed from the

Paragon Station to the Beverley Road.
Assessor : Sir Reginald Blomfield, R.A., Litt.D., IM.A.,

F.S.A., P.P.R.I.B.A.

Premiums : £750, £35® and £150.
Latest date for receiving designs : 12 (noon), 30

November 1929.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on ap-

plication to the Town Clerk, Guildhall, Hull. Deposit,

£i IS.

LIVERPOOL : PROPOSED PIER HEAD
IMPROVEMENTS.

The Liverpool City Council propose to offer premiums
of 1,000 guineas and 500 guineas in connection with a

competition for the improvement of the amenities of
the Pier Head.

[Conditions are not yet available.]

SWANSEA : MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS.
The Swansea Corporation invite architects to submit,

in open competition, designs for new municipal buildings.
Assessor ; Mr. Henry V. Ashley, V.-P.R.I.B.A.
Premiums

: £750, £500, £300 and £200.
Last date for receiving designs, iS January 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on applica-
tion to the Town Clerk, Town Hall, Swansea. Deposit
£2 2S.
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ANZAC MEMORIAL BUILDING, SYDNEY, N.S.W.

The Trustees of the Anzac IMemorial Building invite

competitive designs for an Anzac Memorial to be erected

in the City Sydney, New South Wales.

The qualification of competitors is defined in the con-
ditions of competitions as follows .

—

The competition is limited to Australians who
are legally qualified as architects in New South Wales
or who are legally qualified to practice architecture

outside of New South Wales provided that no com-
petitor shall be employed as architect to the work
until he has been duly registered as a legally qualified

architect in New South Wales or until other arrange-

ments, satisfactory to the Trustees and to the Board
of Architects of N.S.W., shall have been made.

“ Nothing n these conditions shall preclude the

association of an Australian sculptor with a com-
petitor either during the competition or in the execu-

tion of the work.
“ For the purpose of this competition ‘ Australian

’

shall mean a natural bom British subject who has

practised or worked in Australia either as a principal

or an assistant. Provided that no Australian soldier

within the meaning of Part 4 of the Australian

Soldiers’ Repatriation Act 1920 shall be excluded by
this clause.”

The competition will be conducted in two stages
;

the

closing date for the first stage is 24 January 1930. The
cost of the IMemorial is to be £75,000. The conditions of

competition have been approved by the Institute of

Architects of New South Wales.

Conditions of competition may be obtained from the

office of the Trustees of the Anzac Memorial Building,

3rd floor, Wingello House, Angel Place, Sydney, or from
the offices of the Institutes of Architects in the various

Australian States, or from the office of the Agent-General
for New South Wales, Australia House, London.

OLYMPIA, LONDON :
“ PAVILION OF LIGHT.”

The Daily Mail^ in conjunction with the General Elec-

tric Company, Ltd., is organising a competition in con-
nection with the lighting, heating, decorating and furnish-

ing, and electrical equipment of the rooms of a “ Pavilion

of Light,” which will be erected at the Ideal Home Exhi-
bition at the Olympia, London, in March 1930.

Jury of Assessors :

Sir Edwin Lutyens, R.A., F.S.A. [F.].

Sir Duncan Watson, J.P., M.I.E.E
Mr. Philip Connard, R.A.
Mr. Oliver P. Bernard.
Air. Douglas G. Tanner. TL.].

Mr. G. G. Wornum [F.].

Premiums : For each room, 100 guineas, 25 guineas,

20 guineas.

Last day for receiving designs : 14 December 1 929.

Conditions of the competition maybe obtained on appli-

cation to the Daily Mail Electrical Competition, Carmelite

House, E.C.4.

Members’ Column
PARTNERSHIP WANTED.

Fellow R.I B.A., yide experience, own practice, London for
many years, and specialised m work that has been superseded bv
Government action. Capable. Master of all details pertaining to
busy practice Desirous of joining established practice as partner.
Capital available.—Box mo, c o The Secretary R.I. B. A., 9 Conduit
Street, London, W.i.

F R.I.B.A., \Mth extensive experience, is desirous of entering into
Partnership with another keen and well-established Architect with
a view to sharing responsibilities, and increasing clientele, some
capital available,—Apply m first instance to Box No. 2109, c o
The Secretary R LB. A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
Messrs. Cackett &: Burns Dick beg to notify that they have

removed to 21 Ellison Place, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and request
that all communications in future be kindly sent there. It is also
to be noted that the style of the firm hereafter will be “ Cackett,
Burn.s Dick &: M.ackellar.”

ASSISTANCE OFFERED.
Associate practising in West End, temporarily having insufficient

work, would welcome any proposal to render assistance to another
Architect or Surveyor.—Reply Box 8082, c o The Secretary R.I B.A.
9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSISTANT.
Candid.\tes must have passed the Associateship examination of

the R.I B A., or possess special qualifications in architectural design.
Salary £350 per annum. Forms of application may be obtained
upon application, enclosing stamped, addressed foolscap envelope
to Mr F. WiIIe>, F R.I B..A., 34 Old Elvet, Durham. Last day for
receiving applications, 6th December, 1929.

PRACTICE WANTED.
West Ridinc Architect and Surveyor desires to purchase Practice

anywhere m England. Must bear every investigation. Would
consider Partnership.—Apply Box 1411, co The Secretarv
R.I.B A

, 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.
OFFICE ACCOMAIODATION.

Associate, with capable staff and good offices in Bloomsbury, is

wTlling to allow use of his office by provincial members for corres-
pondence and interviews —Apply Box 1210, co The Secretarv
R I B A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.

OFFICE ACCOMMODATION WANTED.
W.ANiEL) by a Fellow of the Institute, an office within easy access

of Charintr Cross or Westminster. Rent must be moderate —
Box 151 1, c o The Secretary R.I.B A., 9 Conduit Street, London,W.i.

Minutes II
Session 1929-1930.

At the Second General Meeting (Ordinary) of the Session,
1929-1930, held on Monday, 18 November, 1929, at 8 p.m.

Sir Banister Fletcher, F'.S.A., President, in the chair.
The attendance book was signed by 20 Fellows (including

9 members of Council), 18 Associates (including i

Alember of Council), 2 Licentiates (including i Alember of
Council), 2 Hon, Associates, and a large number of visitors.

The Minutes of the Opening General Meeting held on
4 November, 1929, having been published in the Journal,
were taken as read, confiimed, and signed as correct.

The Hon. Secretary announced the decease of :

—

His Honour Judge Atherley-Jones, K.C., transferred to
Honorniy Associateship 1925,

Alilton Bennett Medary, Honorary Corresponding
Member. Past President of the American Institute of
Architects. Member of the National Commission of
Fine Aits.

Thomas Hastings, Hon.M.Arch.(Liverpool), Honorary
Corresponding Member.
Mr. Hastings was awarded the Royal Gold Medal in

1922.
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Roger Bradley Barker, elected Fellow 1921.

Harry Beswick, elected Fellow 1905.
Walter Ashbndge Chambers, elected Fellow 1907.

Robert Joseph Haddon, elected Fellow 1907.

James MacIntyre Henry, elected Fellow 1903.

John Hunt, F.S I., elected Associate 1899, Fellow 1905.

Joseph Leeniing, elected Fellow 1901,

Sir Robert Stodart Lorimer, K.B.E., Hon. LL D., A R.A.,

R S.A.. President of the Royal Incoiporation of

Architects in Scotland Member of the Council and of

the Allied Societies' Conference
Albert William Smith, elected Fellow 1888.

Arthur William Yeomans, elected Fellow 1903.

Frank West Rich, elected Fellow 1S98, transferred to

Retired lmlloui.hip in 192S.

Theodore R. Saunders, F S I , Retired Member of the

Society of Architects. Admitted 1925.

Richard Ward Briggs, elected Associate 1923. Institute

Medallist (Drawings) 1025.

Cohn Stanley Brothers. Elected Associate 1922.

Eine^t Edward Fetch. Elected Associate 1895.

Charles Hale Elected Associate i S99.

Evelvn Arthur Hellicar. Elected Associate 1S88. (Re-

signed i(>28h Donaldson Aledallist 1886-S7.

Thomas Gildart Mansell. Elected Associate 1892.

Edwaid Wallis Mountfoid. Elected Associate 1920

Richard McMinnies Roberts. Elected Associate 1902.

William Whitehead. Elected Associate 19^7 -

John Ellis. Elected Licentiate 191 1.

Alfred Henry Lister. Transferred to Licentiate Class

1925.
Manstield Price Elected Licentiate 1910,

Sidnev Thorpe. Transferred to Licentiate Class 1925.

A. Wiiham West. Elected Licentiate 1910.

The Chairman announced that b> a resolution of the Council

the following had ceased to be members ol the Royal Institute ;

AS FELL(')WS.

Frederick Batchelor.

Robeit Sidney Kerr.

AS ASSOC lATES.
Alfred Vincent Booker.

Harold William Brittan.

Christopher John Brooks.

John lYrcnal Wilkins Davies.

William Jean Theodore Godwin.
Geotbew Walker Hill.

Alfred Ralph Keighley.

William Stanley Minty.

William John Wiughan Williams.

John Yeats

AS LICENTIATES.

Ernest Earle Bird.

Francis William Brook-Greaves,

James Brown.
George Carter.

Sydne> Rhys Crocker.

George W alesby Davis.

David Ditchburn.
Frederick Edward Halford.

Edward Joseph Harbottle.

John Carmichael Ireland.

Herbert Leete.

John Gould Oliver.

Ernest Pawley.

Frank Ralph Priest.

Maior Albert Joseph Randell.

Henrv Marshall,

Alexander Davidson Stewart.

Mr. Alan E. Munby, M.A.(Cantah.) [F.], having read a

paper on ‘‘ The Design of Science Buildings,” a discussion
ensued, and on the motion of Air. H. T Tizard, C.B., F.R S

,

Rector of the Imperial College of Science and Technology,
seconded by Sir Richard Gregory, Hon. D.Sc

,
Hon. LL.D.,

Editor of Xatiire, a vote of thanks was passed to Air. Alunb)
by acclamation, and was briefly responded to.

The President announced that the Council of the Essex,
Cambridge and Hertfordshire Society of Architects had
awarded the R.LB.A. Bronze Aledal and Diploma, for a build-
ing of outstanding merit erected within the area covered by
the Society, to Air. Basil Oliver [F.] for his building ” The Ro^^e

and Crown ” Public Flouse, Cambridge.
The President also expressed the sincere and grateful thanks

of the Essex Society for the kindness of the (founcil and
Members of the Royal Institute in presenting tlie Aledal
and Diploma to them for the purpose of the Award
The proceedings closed at 9.40 p.m.

ARCHITECTS’ BENEVOLENT SOCIETY
{Insurance Department)

HOUSE PURCHASE SCHEME
(for property in Great Britain only).

The Society is able, through the services of a leading

Assurance Office, to assist an Architect (or his client) in

securing the capital for the purchase of a house for his

own occupation, on the following terms —
Amount of Lo.an.

Propert>" value exceeding ^(’666, but not exceeding

£2,500, 75 per cent, of the value.

ProperU' value exceeding £2,500, but not exceeding

£4,500, 66 f per cent, of the value.

The value of the property^ is that certified by the Sur-
veyor employed by the Office.

Rate of Intehkst, 5-0 per cent, gross

Repayment.
By means of an Endowment Assurance which dis-

charges the loan at the end of 15 or 20 years, or at the

earlier death of the borrower.

Special Concession to Architects.

In the case of houses in course of erection, it has been
arranged that, provided the Plan and Specification have
been approved by the Surveyor acting for the Office,

and the amount of the loan agreed upon, and subject to

the house being completed in accordance therewith,

One Half of the loan will be advanced on a certificate

from the Office’s Surveyor that the walls of the house
are erected and the roof on and covered in.

Note.—In 1928, over £20,000 w^as loaned to archi-

tects under this scheme, and as a result over £100 was
handed to the Benevmlent Fund.

If a quotation is required, kindly send details of your
age next birthday, approximate value of house and its

exact situation, to the Secretary Architects’ Benevolent
Society, 9 Conduit Street, London, W.
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Western Reserve University School of Medicine: Front Elevation

The Design of Science Buildings
BY ALAN E. MUNBY, ALA. CANTAB. [F.].

[Read before the Royal Institute of British Architects on ^londay^ i8 November 1929.]

The design of science buildings presents
so wide a field for discussion that I have
found it difficult to decide upon the most

useful way of presenting the subject in the short
time at disposal, and the difficulty is not reduced
by the fact that at least five-and-twenty years
seem to have elapsed since this topic in any
general sense came before you. After a few intro-

ductory comments on the claims of science I

propose to say something upon the classes of
science buildings and general points in reference
to design, then to deal with the special require-
ments of three fundamental sciences, followed
by a short account of their fittings in lecture rooms
and laboratories. A few words on accessoiy’^ rooms
and service supplies will be followed by some
distinctions between teaching and research in-

stitutions. A third of my slides will illustrate, and
I hope relieve, the technicalities of the paper, the
remainder will be shown at the end as examples
of specific buildings.

The progress of modern civilisation is mainly
due to the work of the scientist, in fact it would not

be easy to find any material benefit which has
prolonged life, or by improving the condition of

humanity has given opportunities for mental
development, which has not initially sprung from
the laboratory. To refer to a few recent instances

only, work on metallic alloys has alone rendered
many engineering developments possible, biological

research has conferred immense benefits on medi-
cine, animal life, and agriculture—benefits which
will greatly increase in the near future, while
chemistry has recently produced rayon, or artificial

silk, which already employs 300,000 workers in

this countr\\ Apart from practical issues we have
of course the great educational value of science,

taught nowadays with a broad conception linking

it with the humanities.

These facts admitted, it is somewhat astonishing

that as a nation we take so supine a view of the

scientist and his work.

We have only a small band of politicians who
know anything about science, nor does the public

at large display any interest in it
;
but there is no

doubt whatever that though our national wealth
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and initiative have in the past kept us in the fore-

front of the world, failure to appreciate the claims

of science is going to relegate us to a secondary

position among the nations in the next half century.

When we look at the picture which shows a

design for a general laborator}" less than a century’

ago we may feel inclined to congratulate ourselves

on our advance, but we cannot afford to cry halt

until the spirit of science has permeated all our

industries.

Our purpose to-night is to consider how the

material requirements of the scientist can best be

met, and economy demands that they be met in the

most efficient manner. It is often forgotten that

capital expenditure is only current expenditure at

market rate of interest, and if such interest be

added to the cost of running a building the differ-

ence in annual charges between building well and
parsimoniously will be found to be remarkably

small, allowing nothing for increased efficiency

obtained for a generous expenditure of capital.

I do not refer to lavish architectural adornment,

but to technical completeness ; and while no

architect should be asked to erect a building devoid

of character, the scientist often complains with

justice of outlay in elaboration of detail which he

would rather have expended on his apparatus.

Science buildings may have a purely educa-

tional purpose, as in a school or university, or may
be devoted to research which may embrace a

variety of subjects, or be confined to some special

work. Again, many buildings have to combine
these functions, while some of our technical schools

have also to include training in crafts which involve

trade equipment outside our discussion. In con-

sidering branches of science it should always be

remembered that there is no real division of nature

into compartments
;
such groupings as exist are

merely a matter of convenience, and though fairh

sharp lines of demarcation may be drawn for

elementary work, in advanced and in research work

these divisions tend towards fusion. Thus, though

elementary chemistry', phy'sics, and biology present

defined boundaries as regards material equipment,

such subjects as bacteriology, pharmacology, and

histology embrace the former subjects, demanding

similar laboratory' equipment, with refinements and

extensions for their special spheres of work.

One of the great difficulties of the architect lies

in the absence of any consensus of opinion on the

part of educationists and scientists as to the

appropriate equipment for specific subjects, and
it not infrequently happens that conscientious

efforts to provide what is asked for excite con-

siderable criticism of the design by a successor in

charge of a department. I have more than once
suggested to men of science that they^ might well

get together and formulate some outline of require-

ments for particular subjects and grades of work,

which I think could be done without hindering

development. This suggestion has not met with
any response, the answer being that everyone has

his own special ideas, but the scientist is apt to

forget that he is often promoted to some higher

sphere while his building has to remain with anv
special foible visited on the architect as his short-

coming. As things stand we must as a profession

generally find out what our scientist wants and
reconcile it with the funds at our disposal, and it

must be admitted that most scientists are prepared
to take a great deal of trouble in formulating their

requirements. I cherish the remark of a professor

to myself that he would much rather have an
architect who knew nothing about science build-

ings than one who thought he knew something.
Notwithstanding this generous measure of help

from clients, occasions often arise upon which an
architect has to advise a lay' committee, and it is

then that technical knowledge is essential for a

successful outcome.
To consider a few generalisations before dealing

with specific subjects, a symmetrical plan should
be aimed at, departments being balanced as far

as possible with regard to the central location of anv
rooms which may have to be used in common.

In large buildings the adoption of a unit will

often simplify construction and assist in the

allocation of space. For example a 12 foot frontage

in rooms say 18 feet deep might be taken. With
such a unit it is possible to obtain a rapid mental
picture of space allocation to different subjects in

the early' stages of planning. As changes are

inevitable as much elasticity' as possible should be
obtained by the use of partitions which are not
constructional. The solidity of walls forming
small rooms in many old buildings prove a great

embarrassment when alterations are projected, and
who can foresee the laboratory of fifty years hence.
On this subject of changes I once heard the late

Headmaster of Oundle School say at a meeting of
rather cautious educationists that in his opinion
ev'ery' year the whole of the science apparatus
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should be taken into the playground and publicly

burnt. This was his incisive manner of acclaiming

progress. On the other hand I have some sym-
pathy with the Irishman who, told to arrange his

building for future generations, replied petulantly

that posterity had never done anything for him, and
like most things in life laboratory construction

must be a compromise. Such things as floor

drainage, ventilation flues, and supply services must

tion, and may determine the layout of horizontal

steelwork, hence these requirements must be
visualised very early.

The provision of vertical shafts and false ceilings

over corridors much assists the grouping of pipes,

which may reach a very considerable aggregate

sectional area. Though personally I consider that

general ventilation systems should be discarded
whenever possible in favour of opening windows,

Western Reserve University School of Medicine: Fourth Floor Plan

This building forms a good example of the use of the unit system on a large scale

For this illustration and the illustration on page 75 the writer has to thank the Rockefeller Foundation

obviously be of a permanent character, often to be

sacrificed in any subsequent radical alterations.

Good natural lighting is most essential, and in

climates which are not tropical hardly too much
window area can be provided. The height of

working rooms should be generous both to provide

good light and ensure a fresh atmosphere. In

noisy situations lecture rooms should be given the

quietest aspects. Orientation is of great import-

ance for certain subjects
;
many biological experi-

ments, for example, require a steady light between

east and north. The special services required in

science buildings in the matter of floor drains,

flues, and service pipes often vitally aflFect construe-

certain fittings always require special ventilation,

and any trunking involved, which may reach some
magnitude, should be visualised before contract

drawings are completed. While too much stress

is generally laid upon the subject of vibration, for

certain kinds of work in situations surrounded by
traffic special structural features may have to be
incorporated.

To summarise, the designer must realise that it

is not enough to produce a good plan giving the
accommodation sought and to leave technical

requirements to be dealt with later. The whole
design must grow up together and the fixed fittings

must be laid out on the plans suitably spaced

c 2
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at a stage to prevent the embarrassment of the

general contractor by subsequent changes.

I propose now to deal with the requirements of

physics, chemistrj', and biology, the basic trio from
which all advanced work is developed.

Physics, besides its lecture rooms and laborator-

ies, requires good storage for valuable apparatus,

much of which is often housed in the working
rooms

.

usually gas supply when compared with chemistry,

but electric power often involves a large and
complex system. Little artificial ventilation is

wanted, but dark rooms should always have an air

current. The requirements of most instruments

affected by vibration can be met by the building

into walls of small corbel stone shelves, preferably

near cross wall intersections. Moving machinery,

particularly of the reciprocating type, should be

.r c r / f C c :7 ^

Fin. 3 — IIiGHGATE School; Ground Plan of New Science Buildings

The upper floors are devoted to physics, chemistry and biology’

The scheme incorporates older buildings to form a court with a new road access

Less is wanted in the way of preparation rooms

than in other subjects, but more in mechanical

equipment; a workshop for repairs and making

apparatus is required, which in a large scheme may
contain a good many machines.

Electrical work often demands a special suite

of rooms for high tension experiments, batteries,

and distribution boards. Facilities for darkening

rooms by blinds are particularly necessary for

physics, hence roof lights, which present some

difficulties in this respect, should be used sparingly.

Water and drainage requirements are small, as is

divorced from a physics department as much as
possible. Wood blocks or narrow tongued boards
on solid floors give a good working surface, cork
slabs form a very pleasant and durable surface
for research rooms, asphalt is suitable for battery
rooms, stores and the like, and even cement is quite
suitable for stores, though tiring to the feet.

Chemistry demands more in the way of prepar-
ation rooms, washing up rooms, and dispensaries,
and much space for light glass and chemicals, some
of which require special accommodation as being
dangerous. The supply services for this science



Fig. 5.— Clifton College: F'irst Floor Plan of Chemical Department
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are great. Drainage is complex, calls on gas and

water considerable, while steam, vacuum, and other

special services are often called for. The arrange-

ments for electric power are generally confined to a

few rooms.
All chemical laboratories require several cup-

boards involving special flues operated by fans

or gas jets. All working rooms get hard wear, and

wood blocks or narrow boards make the best floor

surface. Acids frequently spilt attack cement and

all forms of marble, while caustic liquids readily

damage linoleum.

Biology embraces botany and zoology, and both

subjects draw upon chemistry and physics in

advanced work. This science has recently much
enlarged its boundaries owing to research. For

elementary work equipment is simple, both in

fittings and services, apart from museums, often

elaborate and costly. Storage, however, should be

ample, and space provided for the setting up of

specimens, while plenty of shelving and cupboard

space is necessary. Animal dissections are usually

on a small scale, such work on the human body being

generally relegated to hospital practice, but require-

ments which may greatly vary the character of a

building should be ascertained. The necessity for

a steady light has been referred to, the microscope

being in constant use, and though the tendency

is to employ artificial light even by day, the breaking

up of windows into small panes should be avoided

as being very annoying for such optical work.

Water and gas requirements are small, and such

electric power as is necessary is of small amperage.

For advanced work, however, special rooms highly

insulated for constant temperature work, for in-

cubators, centrifuge and other plant, are necessary,

while a refrigerating circulation is required for

the preservation or freezing of material to be

dealt with. Though fume cupboards are little

called for, hoods for smoking drums and like uses

mav involve special flues. Whereas physics and

chemistry^ benches in general laboratories should

have a cross light, such benches in a biological

department should face the windows.

We can now turn to some specific fittings which

require special design, and in this connection again

it will be found useful to cultivate the unit idea

in dealing with advanced work. If a standard

bench be worked out to requirements for a specific

subject, this will probably be found capable of

considerable repetition, decreasing cost and admit-

ting of some useful interchanges as work in a build-

ing develops. This applies particularly to the

underworks of benches in the matter of drawers

and lockers, which may often advantageously be

made separately from bench tops, this conferring

considerable elasticity upon the fittings of a room.

Taking first lecture theatres generally. Lecture

tables differ much in elaboration, for geology and

botany sometimes a plain table is considered

sufficient; usually, however, and invariably for

physics and chemistry, drawers and lockers are

provided on the lecturer’s side. A long cupboard

for a lantern is useful, very^ shallow drawers for

microscope slides, and a few small locked drawers

for valuables
;
but some open area is usual in the

centre as knee space and to hold tall apparatus.

The front of the table may be merely panelled or

provide shelves or shallow cases for specimens.

Usually 3 feet high and 3 feet wide, lecture tables

may be any length from say 12 feet upwards—one

could be cited 60 feet long.

Teak still forms the best material for the top,

but sometimes a part is in tiles or stone for experi-

ments involving much heat. Two sinks are

generally the maximum, one at each end either in

or outside the table. Services may range from
nothing for geology and botany to every kind of

supply.

All lecture rooms should have dark blinds of

rubber-proofed cloth sliding in casings with checks

to prevent overrunning. They require considera-

tion in reference to window gear, and I have

recently used some in two halves, one to pull up,

the other down, with a good overlap and slight

space between to admit air from open windows,
which otherwise often results in blinds being blown
out of their casings.

Seating takes various forms, but comfort should

be studied. Seats should slope up to the front to

throw part of the body weight on to the thighs, and
should have a back rail below the shoulder blades

and a strong foot rail to the desks. Raised staging

in graduated heights should be provided unless

the floor of the room has to be cleared for other

purposes, but the steep pitch of the older lecture

rooms is now seldom adopted. For continuous
desks 2 feet per place as a minimum gives writing

space. Many lecture rooms, particularly in

schools are much larger than necessary^ using space

needed for laboratories.

Physical laboratories in small composite schemes
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generally occupy a ground floor but sometimes
economy in drainage and the possibility of longer

flues may result in putting chemistry on the

ground and physics over it, and with modern con-

struction there is little objection to such an arrange-

ment. For schools the Board of Education allows

30 square feet a head in laboratories, but it will be

One or two large sinks with draining boards

are usually enough in a general laboratory. A
demonstration table—a lecture table in miniature

—

on a low platform, is usual in schools. Balances

are quite suitably housed in a physics laboratory

on strong shelves, often in the windows, where they

must be considered with respect to dark blinds

Buildings in Progress for Beaumont College, Windsor

The small stores attached to the laboratories will be noticed

found rather difficult to produce satisfactory

conditions with this minimum in all subjects. Small

strongly framed tables 12 to 18 feet super, at right

angles to the window wall, with 4 feet gangways,

make the best arrangement, but take more space

than continuous benches for a given number.
These tables, usually 3 feet high, should have no
drawers or lockers unless such space must be used

for general storage. Not subject to much hard wear,

teak tops are not a necessity.

required. Stone corbel shelves have been referred

to, and are required for galvanometers, and a few
large glazed cases may complete the equipment.

Gas and electricity, usually wanted on island tables,

should be brought up through floor trenches to

fittings with detachable connections. The use of

brass or copper for service pipes and radiators near

positions required for magnetic experiments merits

consideration.

Chemical laboratories require benches with sinks
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available for every worker without leaving his place,

as water is in continual use. Each student usually

has his own set of apparatus, which involves a

drawer and locker under his working place. For

elemental^' work 3 ft. 6 in. bench length is almost

universal in different countries, and to meet the

needs of alternative sets of students possibly three

sets of lockers may be required under such a bench

length in schools . Requirements
,
which may much

affect administration, should be ascertained.

Racks for bottles, best of glass, suitably supported,

should be as few as possible, though for advanced
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6 inches deep, the base is best of hard semi-

glazed tiles on concrete. The front sash should

throw up 2 feet 6 inches. Usually a sink or drain

channel is required in these cupboards. Venti-

lation may be effected by gas, in which case each

cupboard has its separate flue, or by fans con-

nected to a trunking system best made in asbestos

cement, though steel, lead coated, finds some use

and is light. Though a group of cupboards may
be profitably operated by a single fan, I am not

in favour of large central systems operating several

rooms, which involve large trunks and great waste

—Senior Theatre, 5 ;
Private or small Research Rooms, 10, ii, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 :

Other Research Rooms, 18, 26, 27, 2S ; Photographic Dark Room, 9; Workshop and

Po\\er, 22, 23, 24, 25 ,
Stores, 8, 21 ;

Apparatus, 6 ;
Cloaks, 3, 4, 7, 19, 20.

work two or three tiers may be demanded. Their

reduction improves the appearance of the labor-

atorv and aids supervision. Teak forms the best

bench top. African mahogany has been used in

several recent buildings, impregnated with aniline

black, but this gives no reflection and is rather

depressing in appearance.

Fume cupboards, which should be plentiful,

require consideration. In a general laboratoiy-

they should be large and well lighted, and may be

placed in the windows with tops finishing at

transoms

.

Glazed all sides, about 6 feet long and 2 feet

of power when limited use of the cupboards occurs.

Side benches for stock, stone or tile topped
benches for combustions and ovens, and wall

shelving is also required, besides possiblv a

demonstration table.

Biological laboratories require simple benches,
usually continuous, facing windows for microscope
work.

These may be in soft wood. Water is more
necessary for zoology than botany, but indi-

vidual sinks are not wanted. Lockers below the
benches may be decided upon to hold microscopes,
with plenty of knee space alongside them, but
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sometimes these instruments are banked together

in a special wall fitting. The height of the working
benches, generally 2 feet 6 inches to 2 feet 9 inches,

is governed by the stools proposed and necessarj’

for all students. Plenty of narrow wall shelving

is required, and for herbarium purposes carefully

made cases to hold pressed plants in filing jackets.

For zoology, in the absence of a special animal house,

small cages may find a place in or near the laborator}

\

and even in schools form a great incentive to per-

sonal study among older boys.

Balance rooms may be small, but must be well

lighted and have rigid tables or shelves, which need
not be more than 18 inches wide. They should
not be used as store rooms. Preparation rooms
should communicate with lecture rooms and also

be separately entered. In small schemes com-
munication with stores and laboratories is useful.

Sifz WilliamDunn
School of Pathology, Oxfqjw

Scalt^ iiiili iJ

4

Museums mostly associated with biological

sciences form a subject in themselves. Fittings

vary greatly in size and character, and occasionally

involve cases some 10 feet in each dimension.

Dust is the great bugbear of museums. Owing
to changes in air pressure, it is no use trying to

make a case airtight
;

air should be allowed access

through absorbent plugs, which can be changed as

dust collects in them. Protection from strong light

by window or table case blinds is usually necessary.

I now turn to consider a few' subsidiary rooms
required in science buildings.

Departmental libraries form a growing demand,

A good working bench, large wash-up deep sink,

plenty of draw^er and cupboard space and shelving

is required, also a blow -pipe table.

Workshops are usually small, w ell lighted rooms,
w ith one or more hea\w benches for wood and light

metal w^ork
;
a bench for soldering and glue pot is

also necessary'
;

racks for tools, storage for small

timber, and possibly space for a lathe and drill may
be w'anted.

Stores should usually include receiving and un-
packing rooms, and a small store attached to each
laboratory^ is often a great convenience. Physics

requires good glazed cases, chemistry rougher
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types of bins and strong shelving. Large stock

for chemistry demands a special fireproof room
for ether and like liquids, and an -acid store and
locked cupboard for the more violent poisons.

Space should be generous.

Storage for biology is concerned with specimens

—some preserved in formaline, the use of which
liquid demands special ventilation— large plans and
diagrams, and, in the absence of a special room,

space for mounting, with water and gas supply.

A room confined to duplicate specimens is a con-

venience. Sometimes subsidiar}" rooms take a

corridor form running alongside the laboratories.

Allusion has already been made to supply ser-

vices usually limited to cold and hot water, gas,

steam, vacuum, compressed air, electric light and
power, and freezing circulation. Some of these are

sometimes required at more than one pressure.

For advanced and research work it is a good plan

to have these services in the rooms on walls over

a narrow shelf containing means for drainage.

This service shelf is placed at the exact height of

the movable fittings in the room, so that when
these are brought up to it the effect of a fully

equipped working bench is obtained.

I must content myself with one special comment
on these services in relation to filtration required

in all chemical laboratories. This is generally

effected by water pumps under a pressure of 40
to 50 lb., hence it is important to ascertain whether

such pressure is available from the supply, failing

which some compression plant must be installed

or filtration by a vacuum plant resorted to.

As a final point of detail, floor drains require

careful construction
;
glazed ware is probably the

best material for general use, though I have re-

cently tried vulcanite on a small scale successfully,

and have here some results on the use of nickel

alloys for the inspection of anyone interested.

As pointed out, science buildings have many
different aims, but may be broadly divided into

those for teaching and research. In the formei

large general laboratories with detached benches

predominate, lecture rooms are numerous, and
apart from service requirements special rooms are

few. Research, on the other hand, demands a

large number of small laboratories or small suites,

administrative rooms for heads of departments,

and but few lecture rooms, chiefly for conference

purposes.

In a research laborator}
,
work being individual,

working benches are best fitted under windows,
leaving as much space as possible in the centre

of the room. It is obviously necessary, therefore,

that the architect should first get a thorough
understanding of the objects aimed at, after which
he will alone be in a position to deal intelligently

with the various schedules of requirements which
may be placed before him, and give them that

amplification in detail which will make him a

genuine co-operator in this technical aspect of his

many-sided profession.

University College of North Wales
Shows complete lay-out of science departments on a 700 feet frontage erected a few years ago

All are one storey except the agricultural building
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Discussion

THE PRESIDENT, SIR BANISTER FLETCHER, F.S.A., IN THE CHAIR.

Mr. H. T. TIZARD, C.B., F.R.S. (Rector of the

Imperial College of Science and Technology), in pro-

posing the vote of thanks to Mr. Munby for his paper
said :

It is said that a very distinguished engineer, Professor

Bertram Hopkinson, used to endup a course of lectures

on the design of internal combustion engines in this

way : “I have now told you all I can tell you about
the design of engines. In practice, of course, you will

find that you will have to go about it in a very different

way. In practice there is one golden rule, and that

is to design your pipe work first and then, if you have
enough room, put in your engine.” I rather think

that much the same kind of thing applies to the design

of a chemical or a physical laboratory meant for

University and research purposes. It seems to me
that, very often, the chief requirement is that the pipe

work, the electricity supplies, and the plumbing
generally, should be designed so that it shall not only

be as ample as possible but also as easily get-at-able

as possible. We have had experience of laboratories in

which neither of those desiderata was fulfilled. There
is one golden rule about laboratory design which we
should like to see observed : let us have our supply
services not only more than sufficient for our present

position but so placed that they are easily accessible.

I know you cannot lay down general rules to cover

all cases, but is it not possible, as a general rule, when
you have a site to design on, to design the height of the

floors and the size of the windows, then do the lighting

and the pipe work first, then, so to speak, put in wall

partitions afterwards, so that if at any time you want
different sized rooms you can, at little cost, throw down
partitions and build them up somewhere else. The
best laboratories I have seen, those which appeal to

me most from the point of view of physics and chem-
istry, as best suited to their purpose, are made on that

kind of plan. Some of Mr. Munby's slides illustrated

this already. Pointing to one or two designs, you will

remember, he said “ That appears to me to be an
admirable design,” and when he said that it always

appeared to me to be the simplest design.

Descending to details—because it is details which
interest both the architect and the scientific men in

these cases—I hate to see benches fixed round the

walls of a room, and I also hate the kind of cupboards
which are put under them. Usually they are impossi-

ble to clean properly, and in a few years they get as

dirty as cupboards can be. There are ledges at the

bottom, and there are ridges of wood which prevent

a broom being used in them, or any dirt remover,
unless it were strong vacuum cleaner. (And, by the

C 3

way, I have never seen a vacuum cleaner inside a
laboratory yet, though I suppose they are used.) I
dislike a fixed bench, and I dislike particularly one
which is so placed that you have to climb on to it

whenever you want to open a window.
Another thing which is bad is to have a fume cup-

board in front of a window. Why should not a fume
cupboard be in the middle of the room ? Or it could
surely be put away from the wail. It ought always to
be large enough to be cleaned easily. Many fume cup-
boards are very difficult to clean.

For teaching purposes, especially in schools, it may
be desirable to have fixed benches. For research work
I think you always want moveable benches. You want,
too, to allow the worker to make much more use of the
walls. Look at the average laboratory and see what
little use can be made of the walls. Walls are excellent
for fixing apparatus on to, especially in a physical
laboratory, which should, in my opinion, be fitted with
strips of wood along the wall, to which apparatus can
be screwed.

I could, of course, go on for a long time speaking
of these details. But I may say that, broadly, I beg
for simplicity, for cleanliness, and for flexibility.

I might add that libraries are seldom, if ever big
enough. The literature of science grows fast. The
only picture of a library which was included among the
slides Mr. Munby showed us had the shelves up
against the wall. Think of the impossibility of pro-
viding a proper extension of a library under that
system. The only thing to do is to bring the shelving
out from the wall, so as to be able eventually to cover
as large a proportion of the cubic space of the room with
books as possible, and allow' those who w'ant to use
the books to get at them readily.

And then in regard to lighting. One objection I

have got to make in regard to the lighting of a labora-
tory is that there is never enough of it.

Sir RICHARD GREGORY (Editor of Nature) : I

had thought that perhaps after the reading of Mr.
Munby’s paper there would be a discussion of some
of the points raised in it, before I was called upon to

second the vote of thanks to him, which I do most
cordially.

I had the pleasure of knowing Mr. Munby before he
became an architect, many years ago, when he was a

science master at Felstead School. He was doing some
very fine work at Felstead School, but left that occupa-
tion in order to secure the necessary professional quali-

fication in architecture so that he might devote his life

to the construction of science buildings. There is, as

you know, no one who has devoted such particular
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attention to that subject as !Mr. Munby has done.

Before he took up the subject of the design or the appli-

cation of architecture to the needs of science buildings,

]\Ir. Clay had devoted especial attention to school

buildings, hut no one, so far as I know, has dealt with

science buildings as such. Many of us, therefore, wel-

comed \ery UTeatly the introduction of Mr. [Munby
into this new held, and watched with much interest

the developments with which he has been concerned.

I know many of the buildings which lie has described

in the course of his paper, and I propose to refer to only

tw'o tvpes in particular. There is the science building

at Clifton Collei^e, one of the hnest science buildings

in the public schools of England to-day, and it was de-

signed bv Mr. iMunby. \lso that very remarkable

phvsics building which he gave us pictures of, the

Henry Herbert Wills physics laboratory of the Unher-
sitv of Bristol, which w'as designed by Messrs. Oatlcy

and Lawrence. You have in those examples the two

highest tvpes of science buildings to-da}'.

As has been pointed out by Air. Tizard, there are

tw'o points of view. In the case of the Herbert Wills

building there w'as an advantage that almost unlimited

funds were at the disposal of the architect. Professor

Tvndall told me he had a free hand to include whatever

he thought desirable in the laboratory. That is a con-

dition which few architects and few professors meet

with in ordinarv life. The result is that we hav^e in that

Herbert Wills physics building everything which the

professor himself desired, and architects who w^ere able

to put the decorative adornment of it to any extent

that they desired. Thus you ha\e a building which, I

suppose, ought to represent the best combination of

science and art. The relation between the two has

found beautiful expression by Sir William Watson in

the verse :

'' Science and Art, compeers in glory,

Boast each a haunt divine ;

My place is in God’s laboratory.

And in His garden mine.”

You have those views expressed in that science build-

ing : internallv evervthing the professor desired, ex-

ternallv evervthing that Messrs. Oatley and Lawnence

could wish with regard to artistic decoration. It would

he difficult to conceive anything better
;
each research

department is a unit of its own, with the supplies de-

sired everyw'here : electricity, gas, water, pressure or

vacuum, available all over the building. It is in every

wwv a credit to science and to architecture.

Air. Tii^ard has already pointed out that all that the

scientific worker desires is room to work, and a supply

of whatever power he needs. \11 the rest may he put

down as “ trimmings ” so far as the worker is con-

cerned. I was in Copenhagen last year, and I was much
impressed by the building which represents what may
be called the Scotland Yard of that city. The architect

has erected a building which externally is of a dignified

character, and yet he seemed to say, “ If you want to see

what I can do, come inside.” It is a building with a
straight skyline, and wffien you go under an archw'av vou
come into a fine court or colonnade. The beauty is seen
from the inside and not from the street. Similarlv, the
scientific man says, " I don’t care what you do in regard
to these outside trimmings—what I want is that the
benches shall ]">e placed properly, and that pmw'er shall

be where I want it.” \s Mr. Ti/ard has said, w'hat is

wanted is fiexibility of movement, instead of having
everything fixed and nothing movable in any wav.
The difficulty, as everybody knows, with regard to this

movement is the power supply and the drainage, which
must take certain definite lines, I suppose. Air. Aliinby
did not refer to some of the details, with which lie is

very familiar. One of the questions is that of drainage
in physics and chemistry laboratories, seeing that when
boys, carelessly or otherwise, throw' mercurv down the
sinks it is not lost. I have come across some laboratories

where, whatever happens on the benches, the mercurv
dees not go down the drain, but is collected in a sink.

In some laboratory benches there is a groove under-
neath, and that is found very useful for drippings. All
those things Air. Alunby is no doubt familiar with and
has introduced these devices into his buildings.

Air. Alunby has presented to you three main subjects
of science teaching which are taken at school and uni-
^ ersity—namely, chemistry, physics and biology. Engi-
neering and mechanics laboratories may, perhaps, go
into another category. There is, however, one type of
science building to- which architects here, when funds
are available, may devote their attention, as in the
United States, and that is the construction of astronomi-
cal observatories. In the United States there are a
dozen of those to every one in this country, and there
vast sums have been expended on the buildings and
their equipment

;
the selection of the s’te, the design,

the telescopes and other equipment. Alay we not look
forw'ard to a paper, at some future date, on the design
and equipment of astronomical observatories ?

Air. W. R. DAVIES, C.B. [IIou. H.l, Assistant
Secretary Technological Branch, H.AI. Board of Edu-
cation : My ow n connection with the design of science
buildings has run rather to engineering and mining than
to the staples of school instruction— chemistry, physics
and biology. However, I shall be happy to pass on any-
thing Air. Alunby said about our regulations, and I a'm
sure the source whence it comes will ensure for it good
consideration bv mv professional colleagues.

Sir ROBERT ROBERTSON, K.B.E., D.Sc.,
F.R.S., Government Chemist : It would be invidious
to criticise in any detail Mr. Alunhy’s paper, because
it contains so much that one agrees with entirely. Only
on matters of detail could one expand. But if one did
want to be captious, perhaps one might take some excep-
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tion to the remarks of a pessimistic nature near the

beginning of his paper, in which Mr. Munhy says that

the British public do not care for science, and that we
shall soon he a second-rate nation because of its neglect.

As to the first point, I think there are great signs of

improvement. I am told by Sir Henry Lyons that this

year the Science Museum will have had a million visi-

tors. With regard 10 the second, those of us who are

scientitic men will uphold the contention that we have

the finest scientitic men in the world
;

and if other

nations ha^'e been in front of us in application of

scientific discoveries, we are rapidly overhauling them.
Mr. IMunby asks scientitic men to say whether they

prefer the unit idea of laboratory construction or a

more individual treatment. I think that is mostly a

matter of money. In some, as in l\Ir, Tizard’s univer-

sity, where they have plenty, they hav'e this new physio-

logical laboratory wich all its uniqueness. But in Edin-

burgh, where they are thrifty folk, in the new chemical

laboratories they have a plain saw-toothed building

which can be expanded to any extent.

With regard to chemical laboratories, we must make a

clear distinction between the organic or analytical

laboratory on the one hand, and on the other the

physico-chemical laboratory. In devising the latter

I have had some experience. There, of course, the

principle of the mobility of benches is most important.

The scheme I adopted at Woolwich was founded upon
the design of Professor Donnan, of University College.

Round the room there is a skirting board, in which are

shallow sinks for water, and movable tables of standard

size. Alternately with the movable tables are fixed

tables fitted with Ruabon bricks. I, also, dislike having

cupboards underneath the tables
;

so the cupboards
were placed on the blank walls of the laboratory. And in

this laboratory we had the water supply at the peri-

phery of the room, so that the floor was not broken
up by any drains for water. All the water discharges

running out of the building were collected outside. The
pipes for gas, vacuum, compressed air and steam—at

two pressures—were distinctively coloured, and were
arranged round the walls of the room and in the cor-

ridors. That seemed to be an advantage, and I think it

has worked well.

Although one can hardly go into details, I would
like to refer to the best arrangement I ha\x seen for

fume cupboards. That is in the Baker Laboratory of

Cornell University, U.S.A., where they have done
away with the annoying sash, which comes down so

often inconveniently. There is no sash in this fume
chamber

: just sides and a roof. There is a draught at

the back, which is actuated by pressing a button. In
front of the end of the flue taking the draught there is

a single vertical plate of asbestos board fitting the whole
of the back but leaving a space of one inch at top and
bottom. There is thus a free space for all apparatus

87

and operations on the fioor of the chamber, and the
fumes either dip under the asbestos plate or go over
the top. That is found to be a very satisfactorv

arrangement.

As the Bristol Physics laboratory has been men-
tioned, the question of window blinds there may be
referred to. When a handle is turned, not only the
vertical blinds over the windows, but the horizontal
ones over the lantern begin to come down. If you
turn the handle the other way, the reverse happens.

Professor A. V. HILL, F.R.S. : I must thank you,
Sir, for having invited me to come and listen to
this discussion and this lecture from Mr. Alunbv. It

is a pleasure to hear from an architect who is so well
acquainted with the design of science buildings.
When I went to Alanchester in 1920, I found a labora-
tory there in which the architect had certainly not
been acquainted with the needs of science in the design
of the building

;
some of the fume cupboards, for

example, had no exits at all. A fume cupboard
apparently was the sort of decoration which you put
in because it looks so well. We repaired that matter.
And we did another thing. There were three long
corridors, each about six yards wide, down which you
could drive two motor-cars side by side. Two of
these we filled with research rooms : in the third we
built a library.

The only statement of a general nature I would
criticise in i\Ir. Munby’s lecture is that one wants a
large number of small rooms for research workers. I

protest against that. There is fortunately little

secretiven^ss among scientific workers in this countrv,
though I admit that in other countries there is a good
deal

;
people hide themselves behind their doors and

will not let others see what they are doing, as they are
afraid they will steal their ideas and patent them.
This fear is not common in this country, and you can
help us to avoid it altogether by providing larger rooms
for research work, and so mix people up and allow
them to see and be seen by others. Though the
policy in such matters rests rather with the heads of
departments, a hint from the architect mav be useful.

I want architects, therefore, as far as possible, to give
research workers larger rooms, where two or three
people can work together

;
they will then develop no

desire to hide their work from their fellows. Another
thing architects might well remember is that a research
laboratory should contain a common meeting ground.
If the designer of a library can introduce a little room
where a kettle can be boiled and teacups can be washed
up, it would be well, for then workers could have tea

in the library together. People are apt not to use
libraries as they should. If, however, you can induce
them to have tea in the library, and to go there occa-
sionally to discuss their work, there is a chance that

they may learn to go there also to use the books.
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The PRESIDENT : You will agree, ladies and
gentlemen, that Mr. Munby has given us an extra-

ordinarily fine paper. He started life, as you have
already been told, as a teacher, and he has been able

to put some of his knowledge into practice. I was
sorry to hear, from Professor Hill, of the fume cup-
board, but you can hardly expect the designer to know
that a fume cupboard wants an exit. What is extra-

ordinary to me is that with so many professors about

they did not find this out until some time after the

building had been erected.

We have a number of architects here who know a

good deal about this subject, and as there is no further

time for discussion, I shall ask them to add to it by a

letter to the Journal
;

if Mr. Waldram and others of

my friends here would do that, it would be a great

advantage, and would add much to the value of the

discussion. When this paper is published with the

contributions, it will reach an audience of 7,000

members.
I now put the vote of thanks to Mr. Munby, which

was proposed by Mr. Tizard and seconded by Sir

Richard Gregory, for the paper which he has brought
before us this evening.

This was carried by acclamation.

Mr. MUNBY, in reply : I wish, with the President,

that we could have had more time for the discussion,

but what we have heard shows that there is here a great

field for a fuller understanding between scientific men
and architects, and I hope we shall have in the Jot^rnal

some more opinions on the subject, because we as a

profession need more enlightenment as to the require-

ments of men of science upon laboratories and science

buildings.

I am particularly pleased to hear that I am con-

sidered to be pessimistic about the future of science

in this country. Wt have among our guests to-night

a ^Member of Parliam.ent who has started a Science

Committee in the House of Commons, and if that

Committee functions I think it will be one of the most
important things for science which has happened in

this country for many years. We want to get the

nation interested through our ^Members of Parliament

and Cabinet Ministers
;

only then we shall feel that

science is taking its proper place in our national

concerns.

The following contribution to the discussion has

been received from Mr. BERESFORD INGRAM,
Divisional Inspector, Technology, Education Officer’s

Department, The County Hall :

—

Mr. Munby made a plea for co-operation with the

teaching profession and, in effect, asked for some
guiding principles. I should wish to emphasise

three :

—

1. Science laboratories for day school use only
(/.c., for pupils up to the age of about 18 years) should
be designed so as to insure ready and effective super-
vision : all corridors and passages should have a

generous width, but not so generous that they invite

the accommodation of cupboards and apparatus.

2. In technical institutions, where the laboratories

are in use during the day for full-time students and in
the evening for part-time students, equipment and
apparatus accommodation should be plentiful and
near at hand. The time given by evening students is

very valuable and found by them at great sacrifice:

no time, therefore, should be wasted in getting out
and replacing apparatus. The laboratory steward’s
room and store apparatus should be centrally placed
and, in order to minimise steward labour cost, the
laboratory fittings should be such as require minimum
cleaning attention. It is suggested also that more
thought be given to devices for preventing the waste of
gas, light, and water.

3. In university laboratories, follow Dr. Tizard’s
advice and provide the necessary artificial lighting,
generous and easily accessible light, heating, power
and water services, and leave the rest to the users of
the laboratories. The progress of science may be
jeopardised by an endeavour to accommodate" the
experimental work to the unconscious limitations set
up by the architect.

Two lesser (but important) points :

—

(a) Lecture theatres should abcays have side gang-
ways {i.e., running along the side walls) : this is well
purchased at the price of reduced seating accommo-
dation. It must be rem.embered that the lecture
theatre has to be filled and emptied (as a rule) quickly.

(b) In school laboratories particularly, the benches
should be provided with wire baskets sunk into the
tops immediately over the open drains. Filter papers,
matches, etc., can be thrown therein and plumbing
accounts and dislocation of work thereby reduced to
a minimum.

Mr. P. J. WALDRAM, F.S.L [L.], writes:—
Although no one would disagree for a moment with
Mr, ^lunby s plea for the best possible equipment for
science schools—one may be permitted to join issue
with him on the suggestion that unless this country
bestirs itself and puts its house in order, it is in danger
of being outstripped in scientific achievement in
50 years by other nations more wisely progressi\*e.

Is it necessary to take quite so pessimistic a view of
the scientific capabilities and potentialities of this
country As architects we are, of course, merely plain,
practical business men with no small reverence for
proven achievement, hut with little knowledge and
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less reverence for the scientific means whereby an
end is laboriously achieved.

May we not therefore say, without vain glory and
merely as observers of current and past events, that

hitherto the scientists of this country (by means which
perhaps are more or less hidden from our ken) have
always been in the forefront of scientific achievement,
that they certainly occupy that position to-day, and that

it is therefore our peculiar responsibility as architects

to see that nothing is lacking in our work to ensure that

their future scientific record shall be even more brilliant.

Scientific achievement is a growth which can be
stunted by harsh conditions and unsuitable environ-

ment. One does not expect great results from com-
munities below the poverty line. But it is not by any
means a hot-house plant

;
on the contrary, it generally

thrives better in the open.

By real scientific achievement, I refer to discoveries

and developments made, not by chance, but as the

result of painstaking research and hard study directed

towards some real practical end, hitherto unattainable,

of advantage to mankind at large. I do not refer to

research prosecuted merely for its own sake, such as

the mathematical prosecution of the 50th place in the

decimal value of tt, or the exact thickness of a coat of

paint or any other addition to our knowledge, scienti-

fically interesting, perhaps, but of no immediate
practical use.

When it is a matter of achieving some difficult but
greatly desired end for the good of the community,
something which the scientists of every other country
have found too difficult, what is more likely than
that ultimate success will be achieved by someone
who refuses to be discouraged by failure or depressed
by the gloomiest prospects, by one of those unconquer-
able optimists who can declare hopefully that “ If

winter comes, spring is not far off ”
;

in a word, by
one of that fortunate race who every year has to live

through a British November. I would venture to

suggest that so long as the British climate continues

as it is, and as it always has been, for so long will

British scientists continue to lead the world.

There is also another reason, scarcely less potent,

which, as Professor Hill said, we must remember in

our planning. Research of any kind almost invariably

demands co-operation. Very seldom is it a growth
propagated in the single rooms which the author

suggests for research. Single-handed research is

almost invariably understaffed. Two men roped

together can climb a mountain inaccessible to one.

Three men will probably get higher still. We need
scientists who can work together and trust each other

without jealousy. Fortunately, team work—playing

the game and playing it for the side—is ingrained in
the British temperament, no less than a dogged
refusal to acknowledge defeat.

If many years’ association with all sorts and con-
ditions of British scientists has taught me nothing
else, it has at least taught me that our scientists can
and do trust each other unreservedly and help each
other generously. Let us therefore take to heart the
invaluable advice of Professor Hill and afford them in

planning the fullest opportunties for intercourse, our
Cloistered they must be, bu: we can at least given them
the cloister rather than the cell.

May I add a brief word of warning against the almost
inevitable effect of the author’s collection of admirably
planned and perhaps lavishly equipped laboratories

on the minds of those of us who have t j advise clients

with limited resources.

The finest results are not always obtained from the
best apparatus

; and although as a great scientific

nation we ought not to be satisfied with anything less

than the best, let us not despise any opportunity for

providing accommodation in schools for any experi-
mental apparatus however crude, for our science must
be practical and experimental if it is to be of any value.

Professor Hill will, I am sure, bear me out in saying
that several of the more outstanding discoveries of
modern times have been made under conditions which
were unsuitable and unpromising to an almost
incredible degree.

Just as the appropriate chemical solution may ask
only for the simplest glass rod upon which to crystallise

out into forms of w^onderful beauty, so also wfill the
appropriately charged mind seize upon even the most
crude apparatus upon which to crystallise out ideas.

Newton’s falling apple w^as scarcely apparatus of

precision
;

but how lucky w^ould be the modern
scientist who could achieve results in his £100,000
laboratory of anything approaching equal importance
to those which the mind of New ton evolved from his

falling apple.

At least let us miss no opportunity of providing,
not only in some, but in all our architectural schools
at least one or tw'o rooms in which students can
analyse mortars, test deflections wfith knitting needles,

break wood joists with weighted bricks, make up and
test roof trusses with plasterers’ laths, string, and spring
balances, and learn leverage with a 5-foot rod and the
kitchen w^eights.

Give them more if you can, but at least give them
that. Architecture is building, and building is a

science, not to be learned from books. Let us see

to it that the next generation of architects have at least

their minimum chance.
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The Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture, Trinidad
BY MAJOR HUBERT C. CORLETTE, O.B.E., E.S.A. [F:

Imperial Colleoe of Tropical Agriculture, S. Augustine, Trinidad

Hubert C'. Corlette, Architect

A fter ah. Alunby had read his paper on
Science Buildings, the President invited those

present who did not take part in the discussion

of the subject to contribute further material for pub-
lication in the Journal. It has been suggested to me
that some notes on the Imperial College of Tropical

Agriculture might be of value to those interested in

the subject of the address. In 1919, Lord Alilner,

as Secretary of State for the Dominions and Colonies,

appointed a Committee to consider the proposal to

provide a College for the encouragement of teaching

and research in tropical agriculture. As a result of

its report the Imperial College was provided as the

first institution of the kind in the Empire. It may
seem strange that, as the possessors of the largest

tropical estates in the world, we should only so recently

have discovered the fact that their economic use and

adequate development must depend on a scientific

education applied to the primary industries that group

themselves under the name of agriculture. Political

theorv and uneconomic speculation were forced back

upon a few basic facts by the rude shock of w ar. And
now' a few people begin to realise that prosperity in

the long run depends upon the volume of production.

Industrv must depend and operate on raw materials
;

and it is evident that both the primary products and
the secondary articles made from them must be grown,
gathered, and transported, converted and distributed,

by the aid of know'ledge and experience, in other words,
w'ith scientific ability as well as political and occu-
pational security. Otherwise, we are at sea in the

w'inds of uncertainty. To meet and satisfv some
aspects of these needs the College was built, and was
available for occupation at the end of 1925. Its

educational aim is wide, as it should be, seeing its

function. It is necessary brieflv to look at its curri-

culum and so discover something of this function.

For an architect w’ho approaches the solution of such
a problem as the design— that is the planning and
construction— of a science building must begin hv
seeing through and through for himself his own scien-

tific analysis of a very intricate scientific problem.
Some men of science are most unscientific in their

apparent inability to appreciate what an architect has
to do before a building can be de\ised, much less

erected, and used for the occupation of scientific

instruments, fittings, and the human investigators who
are to use and abuse all this paraphernalia. A
building is in itself a most complex scientific problem
to-day, even without the added complexities of wires,
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pipes, gas jets and drains, without which no science

building is complete.

Generally, the curriculum of the new College was to

deal as adequately as possible with the teaching of

subjects that might be grouped under the heads of

Agriculture, Genetics, Plant Physiology, Mycology,
Entomology, Chemistry, Chemical Technology, and
Economics. A three years course leads to a Diploma
in Tropical Agriculture. And provision is made for

post-graduate training and research. Agronomy,
Sugar Technology and Physics are included in the

course. And it was necessary also to find room in the

development. This could be carried out, if it becomes
necessary, and as was originally intended, by additions
to the south of the present block. The principal

front of the building faces the east, the long axis of the
plan being from north to south. This arrangement
on the site was adopted so that the prevailing easterly

winds might move through all the classrooms and
laboratories to keep them as cool as possible under
tropical conditions. The central block of the building
is provided with open galleries on the east and the

w est sides. In the north and south wings the galleries,

at first proposed, were omitted on grounds of economy.

Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture, Trinidad : View^ of Model from S West

Hubert C. Corlette, Arch.tect

scheme of the plan for a library, the professional and
administrative staffs, with Common Rooms for both
men and w'omen students. This scheme was much too

large in scope for the scale of accommodation and
expenditure at first proposed. It became, therefore,

necessary to fit the teaching scheme to the cost or else

to reverse the point of view . Some revisions were
agreed so that the funds available could be made to

provide for immediate essential needs. The chemistry
department was housed in a separate building. And a

model sugar factory was erected on a site within easy

reach of the College.

The new College building, as now* completed, has

been erected in reinforced concrete. The external

design and the arrangement of the plan have been
worked out on general lines that will allow for future

But the windows in the outside walls of these wings
are provided with external hoods, and internal

Venetian blinds, to give sufficient protection from the

heat of the sun and the strong light of the open skv. All

the w indow’s of the various classrooms have been made
as large as possible. This was clearly necessarvj[for

practical reasons. They were required to give ample
light but in such a way that it could be under control

if necessary at different times of the dav. And they
were also to be regarded as an essential method of

ventilation. All of them can be easily opened or

closed.

At the sides, and also over the top of some of

the larger ones, movable louvres are provided as an
additional means of ventilation. But from the archi-

tectural and building point of view these big windows
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became a very welcome necessity. They add variety out the external design of the elevations, it was felt

and colour to the whole structure and they help from the beginning that a frank, practical recognition

Imperial College, Trinidad

to indicate the character and purpose of the building. of the uses for which the building would be required

In planning the internal arrangements, and in working was essential. For no addition of “ features,” as they
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are sometimes called, or ornaments, can produce a

satisfactory building if its primary use and purpose is

not sufficiently recognised in all architectural and
structural members. This building, therefore, relies

as far as possible on its actual shape and size, its form
and construction, in the first instance, to produce such
qualities of architecture as it may possess.

The plan of the building generally, and also that of

the several classrooms, is symmetrical and flexible in

character. The beams, and the posts supporting
these, are spaced on what might be called a regular,

or unit, method, and the division walls between all

classrooms are partitions which can be easily removed
to a different position if required owing to changing
conditions of work in the College. By taking 12 feet

as the unit of spacing from centre to centre of the main
piers, rooms can be provided of any size that is a

multiple of twelve by shifting the position of these

light and removable partitions.

All the rooms are approached from the external

galleries and not from internal corridors. By this

means any obstruction to the cross-ventilation of the
building is avoided. Some small changes in the

allocation of the various rooms have been made, as the
scheme of the curriculum for work has developed.
But this does not alter the general plan. The principal

entrance is in the centre of the east front. And from
the entrance hall the west gallery becomes the main
communication between the rooms to the north and
south. A large men students’ Common Room, nearly

50 feet long, is provided on the west. It has good
lavatory accommodation and is screened from the sun
by a small west gallery and portico of its own. Above
the projecting block on the west, in which this students’
room is placed, there is a mezzanine floor. This

contains space originally allocated as a separate women
students’ Common Room and other rooms. The class-

rooms on the first floor follow the arrangement of those

below. The library is now in the centre above the

entrance hall. The flat roof of the building is covered

with a hard rock asphalt in which Trinidad bitumen
has been used as being more satisfactory than Mexican
or other products. The same material forms the

paving of the galleries. In either position the asphalt

is laid direct on to the concrete roof or floor. The
material adopted has special qualities which some of

the ‘‘ reconstructed ” varieties do not possess. The
whole of the roof surface has been whitewashed to

increase the heat reflecting power of the asphalt.

All the classrooms are a clear 14 feet in height to the

under side of the floor or roof beams. And in all of

them it will be possible to secure freedom for the

movement of air across the rooms at the ceiling

levels. This keeps the ceiling surfaces at as low a

temperature as possible and also carries the warmer
air away as it rises from the lower levels. By this

means, experience has shown that two things most
desirable under tropical conditions may be gained

—

namely, a current of freely moving air, and a constant

flow of naturally impelled change in the air supplies.

Inlets at the low levels and the natural properties of

air combined aid in providing a motion to induce both
the current and the change.

The floor surfaces of the class rooms are covered
with interlocking wood blocks. Such a surface will

have a long life. And there should be less noise

from movement on the floors than if other materials

had been used. Some sound is inevitable where
concrete floors of a single slab thickness are a necessity.

If acids are spilt on the floor the wood will absorb
these readily and so reduce the risk of any residues

filtering through to the concrete and steel below the

blocks. The structural steel bars of the floors and
beams could, if sufficient precautions are not observed,

be attacked and destroyed by these acids. Recent
research has shown that some patent flooring materials

must be used with care for this reason. The possi-

bility of what are described as “ hair cracks ” develop-
ing in reinforced concrete floors has not yet been
eliminated. These cracks, however slight, are trans-

mitted to the finished surfaces of the flooring material.

And if certain acids have been used to harden the
material artificially, they may be carried through those
cracks to the steel below in the structural parts of the
slab, by periodical washings on the floor.

Laboratory drainage is provided in each of the class

rooms. All the main channels are carried in a series of
double drainage beams with an even fall ” to the
diiferent outlets provided for each series of rooms.
At various points these channels run through the main
structural beams that carry the floors. But whereImperial College, Trinidad
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they cross those beams they do so at the level of the

neutral axis.

Consequently they will not reduce the carrying

capacity of the beams by any interference with the steel

bars of the concrete taking the strains of compression

and tension, or the shear stresses. The drainage

beams are double for a specific reason. By this

method of designing their construction it is possible

to carry the channels in such a position that if any

acid should chance to escape through the bed of the

drain channel it will not come into contact with any

of the structural steel in either of the beams. Risk of

deflection or collapse from such a cause is therefore

avoided. There will be no danger point where the

channels meet and change their direction in the

neutral axis as there are no joints in the channels where

they cross the beams.

All the laboratory drains will be easily accessible

for inspection or scouring, whether in or above the

floors. Those in the floors have been provided with

teak covers in short lengths, which can be lifted by

flush rings at anv point. And the removal of any one

section of the cover will allow the waste pipe from the

sinks in the benches to be inserted so as to deliver

its waste into the drain below in the proper direction

for its “ flow ’'and ''
fall ” to the outlets. The gas,

water, and electric light supplies are also carried in these

double beams.

rhe provision of drain channels in all the class

rooms was decided upon for practical reasons. It may

be that in some rooms drainage will not be necessary

at first. But if conditions change and the use of any

room is altered, the drains will be ready and available

without expensive alteration. The principle in view

was to continue the idea of flexibility and unit structure

into this detail of laboratory arrangement. It allows

both for development and change in technical pro-

cesses to be adopted in any room, or series of rooms, and

it also permits the placing of benches for various

experimental purposes in alternative positions either

against the walls or on the central area of the floor.

From what has already been described it will be seen

that it was essential to study accurately, at the early

stages of planning this educational workshop, all

questions concerning the type, use, shape, and size

of the fittings and furniture that might be required.

Those now^ in use in various different scientific institu-

tions were carefully studied in detail, the object being

to discover, and take advantage of, past experience

and recent experiment in such matters. Certain prin-

ciples generally applicable were observed. In some
instances costly, and complex, unnecessary, detail was
recognised as something undesirable, and avoidable.

Valuable experiments in extremely simple and direct

practical, and adaptable, unit systems were examined
with satisfactory results. And, so far as possible, a

suitable and flexible unit type of laboratory fittings

and furniture was devised in detail to meet the special

requirements of the new' College. Experience seems
to show that men engaged in teaching science or

research do not sufficiently realise the importance of

deciding all details of fittings and furniture at a very

early stage so far as possible. They are reallv the key

of the situation where science buildings are concerned,

aS any architect knows easilv. They determine the

sizes of rooms, positions of window^s, situations of

laboratory drains, as well as the general disposition of

the several main departments and their subordinate

subdivisions. A neglect of such early decisions may
involve increased cost in revisions of a plan, alterations

in work already executed, and delay in the completion
of the whole building, causing a total if temporary
arrest of educational procedure.

The ground floor of the whole building is lifted up
about 4 feet above the surrounding site levels. This
allows for the passage of air under the floors and keeps
the lower rooms sufficiently above the ground to avoid
some of the effects of tropical heat and moisture at

these low^er levels. The area under the building is

paved with concrete to prevent the growth of vege-
tation. And a convenient access is thus provided to

all the laboratory drainage and services at ground level

for inspection or repair. The sanitary and rain water
drainage is collected and carried away in separate

systems. A series of experimental tests of the tempera-
tures in the various rooms was made above the floor
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levels and below the ceilings of the ground floor and

also of the first floor after the completion of the building.

It was found that there was little or no diflFerence to be

observed. The temperatures recorded showed an

equable condition and at a lower level than in the open

air. It was noted particularly that the temperature

immediately below the exposed asphalt-covered flat

roof was really no more than under the ceiling of the

rooms on the ground floor.

One or two further points should perhaps be men-
tioned. Large windows are desirable, even in the

tropics, for airing purposes. An excess of light can

always be controlled. Separate panes of glass are

preferable to very large single sheets for economy in

breakages provided the panes are sufficiently large and

do not require too much use of bars that will obstruct

light or interfere with its direct transmission when
microscopic work is being done. A reflected light from
a white internal wall is often as valuable as direct light

for use with a microscope. Parts of a window opening

can be used for the introduction of louvre blades instead

of glass. But where these blades are movable, and

worked so as to open and shut by the use of operating

gear, precautions are necessary. For in driving wind
and rain it is practically impossible to stop the passage

of driven water through some part of the louvre

mechanism. Another point is that where work is

to be done near the window openings, some pro-

vision is needed at or near the bench levels to prevent

the disturbance of delicate investigations by the passage

of too much air through the windows at a rapid rate.

If this is not done dust and rain may be driven into

the laboratory with the wind, otherwise welcome as air,

so that experimental work may be interfered with and
perhaps destroyed.

It may be of some interest to add that the whole

building, for which the contract was signed in 1923,

when prices were high, was erected at a cost of one
shilling and tenpence a foot cube, and there were no
extras on completion. The work was carried out by
English contractors and British materials were used

throughout at a distance of some four thousand miles

overseas from London.
The external character of the building has been

developed normally from the method of construction

employed, the materials used, and the functions the

plan was required to meet if the College was to be able

to carry on its work as a practical teaching institution.

These seem to be the ruling factors in any approach to

the solution of a building problem. They were so in

the past, when a satisfactory result was achieved.

And it is probably a fact that success in our present

and future efforts may come from experience in trying,

so far as we may, to follow this kind of precedent.

By some such method we shall perhaps be able to

avoid starting with preconceived notions of an anti-

quarian style derived from archaeology. We may at

least expect to find by experiment in that direction the

way in which new materials and new methods of

construction may be applied in the hope of arriving

some day at results that will be satisfactory in an
architectural sense. It enables us to avoid pretence

and to get rid of the idea that persists in the minds of

some folk still that architects are people who “ draw
plans ” and add “ art ’To essential structure. Whereas
to themselves they are persons who try to build

some buildings the architectural character of which
is inherent in their plan, their structure, their

practical uses, and the materials out of which they

are made.
The architecture of this building, in so far as it

seeks to express any particular architectural character,

is simply derived from a system of posts and beams in

concrete reinforced with rods of steel. The necessary

windows and the external galleries with their shadows
supply in themselves some change in detail and differ-

ences of scale, in their colour or materials, and in

their surface textures. Some red tiles have been

introduced to provide a simple relief from too much
monotony and to take the place of moulded forms

where these might otherwise be used in capitals,

bases, cornices or string courses. The effect of the

building as a whole may perhaps be best described as a

grey tone bleached by the sun with some added colour

derived from exposure to the weather. The steelwork

of the windows and doors is painted a tropical green

and the woodwork of the louvres has been allowed to

remain its natural colour—a light brown.
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Reviews
LECTURES OX ARCHITECTURE. By Sir John

Soane. Edited by A. T. Bolton. 40. Lond. 1929.

\Soane Museuyn : Publication Xo, 14.] lo^. 6d,

In looking through this new edition of Sir John Soane’s

lectures recently produced by the indefatigable curator of

the Soane Aluseum, one cannot help thinking that the

development of architecture during the last century has

made very little progress on the particular lines laid down
by Soane and his contemporaries. When we examine his

masterly plan and the dignified scholarly elevation for a

Senate House (Plates 49 and 50), and afterwards call to

mind the work of the masters of architectural pastiche of

To-day, there is little development to show in that special

direction for the time that has gone by since the death of

Sir John Soane in 1837, in marked contrast with the

movement—it may be progress or it may not, we are too

near the facts to be sure of their significance—in other

branches of thought and human activity which has been
an outstanding characteristic of the last hundred years.

In reading his lectures, especially Lecture XII upon
Construction, one feels that Soane himself seems to have

had some presentiment that he was living at the end of an

aristocratic age which had produced the school of archi-

tecture of which he himself was to be one of the last

masters, and at the commencement of an age when eco-

nomic pressure would have a marked effect upon construc-

tion and design.

It would be presumptuous to belittle these lectures
;

they constitute a scholarly and critical statement of the

traitional and aristocratic attitude towards architecture in

the early days of the nineteenth century, which the student

of to-day should not neglect ;
and, as pointed out by Air.

Bolton in his preface, they are all the more remarkable

because the preparation of the first six lectures must have

occupied the whole of the leisure time of a man who was

incessantly engaged in a large and exacting architectural

practice. But they should be read by the student with his

eyes open to the fact that emphasis in these twelve lectures

is laid slightly in the wrong direction : in reading them
one cannot forget the heavy hand of Vitruvius

;
imitation

has always led towards sterility, but it is the spirit and not

the form that is meet for worship
;
indeed, the contribu-

tion to civilisation made by the Greeks and Romans and

by the masters of the Renaissance is something that

cannot be measured, but even they have not said the last

word in architecture.

The student, or the master of architecture, for the

matter of that, will do well to take these lectures just as the

student or master of music reverts to his scales and

exercises, that is for study and refreshment, with the

realisation that for the trained and flexible mind rules are

playthings for exercise and delight, rather than neces-

sities to cramp the imagination.

W. E. Vernon Crompton [F.].

DESCRIPTION DE LA BELLE ET GRAND
COLONNE HISTORIEE DRESSEE A L’HON-
NEUR DE L’EMPEREUR THEODOSE. Des->

sime par Gentile Beilin, Fo. Parts, jS/IDCCII,

This folio volume is of great interest not from the

beauty of the engraving nor from the rarity of the book,
but for a very quaint reason.

The fifteen engraved plates represent one long hori-
zontal band of sculpture many yards in length. On one
of the plates is shown a large circular column behind and
overtopping a steep bank. On the abacus, some soldiers

are in the act of dropping a man. This has to do with
the historian

;
to us the interest is that the shaft of the

column is sculptured as a spiral winding round as the
steps would do inside. The spiral shows five times and
the sculpture is drawn rising with the curv^e as it should,
but if we examine the plates we find these tableaux are
given as perfectly horizontal, which must have been a very
difficult piece of work and, of course, quite untrustworthy
and useless as an archaeological record.

The sculpture represents the Triumph of Theodosius
the Great, as carved on the column of that name, but very
strangely Dr. A. van Millingen and Sir Edwin Peers
agreed that this carving was that on the so-called column
of Arcadius, the Emperor who succeeded Theodosius.
At the end of last century the pedestal of the column

of Arcadius was standing a perfect wreck, but a fragment
of the staircase within and the commencement of a wind-
ing band of sculpture was discernable, and if I remember
rightly, they saw near by fragments with sufficient indica-
tion of sculpture to identify this carving.

A. E. Henderson [F.J.

Correspondence
SESSIONAL PAPERS AND THE CLOSURE,

9 ,
Old Square^
Lincoln s Inn, W.C,

To the Editor^ Journal R.I.B.A.

—

Dear Sir,—May I ask for space to ventilate a matter of
general interest on the procedure newly adopted as to time
devoted to our ordinary meetings . Admittedly these meet-
ings have been too long and resulted in depleted audi-
ences, and modern distractions make good attendances a
difficulty, but I feel that the closure at 9.30 deserves more
consideration.

I had the privilege on the i8th of introducing a subject,
I think now agreed as important, over which, with a
number of slides, I occupied 55 minutes. Possibly I was
selfish, but for reviewing a topic which has not been
before the Institute for a quarter of a century, the time
does not seem excessive. For the rest of the meeting,
including formalities, 25 minutes remained only. I quote
a professor whom I happened to meet a day or two later.
He said, “ I could see that everyone round me was
anxious to get up and debate your points, and it seemed
to me that you had a unique combination of architects and
scientists who might have exchanged views with great
mutual advantage had more time been given.” I invited
hina to write his opinions for the Journal, but he replied :

No
;

I thought of it, but it is not the same thing
; one

has not the benefit of having heard others, and the fire has
gone out with the occasion.”

Evidently we cannot have both a paper and discussion
in 80 minutes. The previous circulation of the paper
and its being taken as read has been suggested, which
would rnean its prior appearance in the Journal. This
would div'orce the paper from the slides which so often are
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required to explain it, and it is doubtful whether many
who would trouble to read it, would bring its purport to
the meeting ripe for discussion.

Of course, papers differ, but when eminent outside
visitors attend, it seems at least a pity that the help they
can give by an expression of their criticisms should not be
utilised.

Would it be possible in such cases to have a break at

which some might withdraw, the chairman be released,
and the enthusiasts might remain rather longer to ex-
change opinions. A successful meeting means a good
deal of Institute staff work, and it does seem unfortunate
if full advantage of the occasion cannot be taken.—I am,
sir, yours, Alan E. Munby [F,].

JAUFFRED AND GARIEL AND ANOR. t;. JOSEPH
SUNLIGHT.

8 and 9, Great James Street, W,C.i.
25 November 1929.

To the Editor, Journal R.I.B.A.

—

Dear Sir,—With reference to the report contained in
your issue of 23 November as to the case of Jauffred and
Gariel and Anor. v. Joseph Sunlight, may I venture to
raise a protest against the phrase used by Air. P. J.
Waldram, in his introductory remarks, in referring to the
fact that a suggestion had been made “ that the basis of
the usual standards of adequate light were scientifically

inaccurate.” Air. Waldram goes on to use the words
“ these legalised standards have proved invaluable to
architects.” Whilst I do not for one moment disagree
that these scientific methods, of which Air. Waldram a
few lines later describes himself as the author, have
proved to the greatest value both to the Courts and to the
Profession, I must object to any suggestion that they have
been legalised, or that they have any force of law. So
far as the legal position is concerned, it remains necessary
for a complainant to prove that he has suffered legal
damage, and Air. Waldram 's standards have no more legal
force than the old 45 degrees rule. As it is possible that
some members might be misled by the use of such a phrase
by a gentleman of Air. Waldram’s known authority on
these matters, I suggest that you should either publish a
disclaimer or, if you see fit, publish this letter.—Yours
faithfully, Wilfrid Travers [F.].

LORD CHARLEAIONT.
15, Baker Street, W.i,

25 November 1929.
To the Editor, Journal R.I.B.A.

—

Dear Sir,—Air. Grahame B. Tubbs, writing of the
incident with Piranesi, refers to Lord Charlemont as an
Irish statesman. One member of the family settled in
Ireland about the end of the sixteenth century, and even
now his descendants, who are still in the country, are called
settlers by the Irish. Francis Hardy, the author of the
Memoirs of James Caulfield, Earl of Charlemont, writing
of the visit to Rome, says Lord Charlemont “ patronised
Parker, and two or three painters, whose names I do not
distinctly remember. Piranesi he endeavoured to encour-
age, but that eminent artist was self-willed, and often
violent in his temper. He took something amiss of Lord
Charlemont (what, I know not, nor is it now of any conse-
quence), but, after he had dedicated three or four of his

prints to his lordship, he struck the name out, and inserted
that of the two Adams’s. Not content with that, he
published an abusive letter to Lord Charlemont

;
some

copies were sold, and dispersed, before anyone had
heard of the quarrel, but several persons in authority at

Rome were extremely angry with Piranesi when they read
his pamphlet, and he would have been treated with some
severity had not Lord Charlemont’s usual good nature
interfered. Piranesi made an apology, the pamphlet was
suppressed at Rome, and the belligerent parties were again
on amicable terms.”—Yours very truly,

S. B. Caulfield [F.].

THE LATE BERTRAAI GROSVENOR GOODHUE.
24 Novimber 1929

To the Editor, Journal R.I.B.A.,

—

Dk\r Sir,—I have been asked to write a few words
about Bertram Goodhue to be published in the Journal.
As a draughtsman Goodhue needs no spokesman, for the
recent exhibition of his drawings in the R.I.B.A, galleries

gave ample evidence of his great skill. He had a facility

with his pen and pencil which few architects to-day
possess, and this facility led him into many fields apart
from architecture, AH of these drawings shown, how-
ever, were early works done before he began to interpret

the Gothic architecture, which he loved, with the freedom
which his spirit craved. In his association with Dr.
Cram he followed fairly closely the traditional forms,
and it was only after he opened his own office that he
began to open into full flower.

I remember once meeting him at the Century Club
when he had returned from a visit to Yale University,

where much against my inclinations I had been compelled
to build in the Gothic manner a large chemistry labora-

tory. “ What I like about your new building at Yale is

that it isn’t too Gothic,” he said. At the time I did
not know whether this was meant for a compliment or
the reverse, but as I watched his later work I came to

the conclusion that it w^as sincerely meant. His was the

spirit of the explorer always seeking new expressions and
irked by the limitation of even as free a style as Gothic.

I w^ish that the exhibition in London had contained some
of his later w^ork, the Nabraska State Capital for

instance, for it w'ould have showm better the real genius of

the man. But this was an exhibition of his draughtsman-
ship, and in the years before his death he w^as far too busy
to give much time to drawing

;
his mind w^as occupied

in giving expression in brick and stone to many of his

dreams, not in putting them on paper.

His mind w'as never at rest. Wherever and w^henever
you met him his brain w^as seething with some new or
amusing idea w^hich bubbled over in delightful expres-

sions. He was an exhilarating companion. His death
came much too soon, for he was just beginning to express

in new forms what America is trying to say archi-

tecturally.

As always, when you lose a friend such as he was you
regret the opportunities you had and did not grasp of

seeing him.—Yours faithfully,

Wm. Adams Delano,
President, New York Chapter,
American Institute of Architects.
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Drawings and Sketches by the Late Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue
BY MAJOR HUBERT C. CORLETTE, O.B.E., F.S.A., [F:

.

I
T is really something of a relief to have seen the hne
collection of drawings by the late Bertram Grosvenor
Goodhue recently exhibited in the galleries of the

Royal Institute, They show that the man who made
them possessed a quite intimate perception of those finer
qualities of large structural form, elementary masses, and
the technique of skilled craftsmanship that must be
assembled together in any building if it is to exhibit any
true, lasting, architectural character. They are in a very

some remind us of what are known as Old Colonial in
manner. There is quite a wide range of medium used in
the se\-eral exhibits. Some are presented in a large, free
use of a broad-pointed crayon. Others are examples of
the most delicate and subtle handling of a pencil or a pen.
And others, again, are freely, quickly touched into the
form ol his ideas, with either a pencil or a crayon, and
finished in water-colours. He has used these last with a
fine understanding of their qualities and their limitations.

Water Colour Sketch of a Church. By the late Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue.

real sense drawings of buildings, not drawings that arc a

pretence of, or substitute for, building. We constantly

hear the criticism of method to-day that men on all

hands are being taught to “ render ” more than to build
;

to draw rather than to construct ; to think in lines and
paint and not enough in the terms of those material

things these should represent Cjoodhue was, as we all

know, a great builder, as every architect should be, and
must be, all the time. It is easy to see that the object of

all his drawing was that he might be able to build new
buildings with character, and to study the character

qualities of all old work with which he came in contact.

Alany of these drawings are studies of or for work of a

Gothic or d'udor type. A few are Persian, Eastern
;

And in doing so he has handled the brush as a valuable
modelling tool, and by it not only colour and shadow,
light and shade, is show n, but also the texture, the material,
and the technical structure of a building is studied with
equal care. It is evident that, in each ot these masterlv
drawings, the actual drawing done is a means to an end,
not an end in itself. And that end is the study of plan,
design, and structure, so as to be the better able to build
and construct, not reproductions of the past, but new'
conceptions, based on a respect for tradition that
admits neither conscious archaisms nor strident
novelties.

7’he ^'alue to us of such exhibitions as this is that W'e
may discover, if w'e can, w'hat it is that makes an architect

;

i



Pencil Sketch of a Large Building with Portico and Terrace
By the late Bertram GrosYenor Goodhue

rillh5EVLN

Pen and Ink Sketch “ Of Persian Gardens

By the late Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue
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or enables a man who builds to create, from the educated
recesses of a richly endowed capacity, something we can
regard, for its quality, as fine architecture. We seek, and
I think we find, that this ability to endow building, mere

plan
; to its development and realisation by a use of

scientific knowledge and experience
;

and then to the
co-ordination of the whole so ‘that all the many and
varied aspects of design are resolved into an ordered

Black Crayon Sketch for a House in Westchester, Xew York
By the late Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue

practical, sensible structure, with an indefinable imagina-

tive, poetic charm, comes from a power to combine in one
result what seem to be opposing, contending qualities of

the mind. A reasoned common sense must evidently be

applied to the solution of the practical problems of a

unity till they emerge as one single, satisfying, imaginative
conception. We may see in his work how Bertram
Grosvenor Goodhue proved that these things were neces-
sary, that they were possible. For it is evident that he
possessed this power in a very large degree.

The Proposed Charing Cross Bridge
The following letter from Sir Banister Fletcher, the

President of the Institute, on the proposed Charing Cross

Bridge appeared in The Times of 28 November :

—

27 November, 1929.

To the Editor of The Times

Dear Sir,—The scheme for the new bridge at Charing

Cross and its approaches has not been officially published,

and the public has not been informed whether the plan

drawn up by the engineers and Sir Edwin Lutyens has,

in fact, been adopted. Through the courtesy of the Clerk

to the London County Council the Royal Institute of

British Architects has been able to obtain the following

particulars of this plan. The river at this point runs

north and south. On the east side of the river, and at a
point just east of Waterloo Station, it is proposed to form
a circular place of a diameter of some 370 feet, from which
eight streets radiate, Oakley Street south, the Xew Cut
north-east, Waterloo Road north-west and south-east,
and on the north side between Waterloo Road and the
Xew Cut, the new roadway to Charing Cross Bridge,
which ascends by a steep curved ramp (about i m 29)
till it is high enough to pass over the Waterloo Road side
by side with the Southern Railway. The new roadway
then continues into the straight run across the bridge,
leaving on the right or north side, a triangular area extend-
ing up to Waterloo Road and the river front, the whole of
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which is to be occupied by the Southern Railway new
terminal station. On the left or south side of the new
roadwa3% an area extending south to the L.C.C. County
Hall and east to York Road is to be developed by the

L.C.C. At the point where the new roadway going west
reaches the river, a square is formed, and within this

square the road branches right and left on a lozenge-

shaped plan returning to the straight on the bridge or
west side. From the north and south apex of this

lozenge plan, roadways are taken north to Waterloo Road,
and southwards with returns to York Road, which it joins

at the point entered by Chicheley Street north-east of the
L.C.C. Hall.

The new road crosses the river on a bridge on the site

of the existing railway bridge, passes over the Embank-
ment to a pear-shaped place from one corner of which
it continues west-north-west to another lozenge-shaped
place east of St. Martin's Church, entered by Duncannon
Street and the Strand from south-west, by the Strand
from north-east, by the new road south-east and the
continuation of the new road to north-west to the west
of Charing Cross Hospital. Coutt’s Bank, St. Martin’s
Rectory and Schools, and other buildings are removed,
and a wide empty space is left to the east of the National
Portrait Gallery, extending from the Gallery to the Hos-
pital east and west, and from St. Martin’s Church to the
existing buildings north of the Cavell Memorial north and
south.

This scheme is open to very serious objections on the
score of traffic, of cost, of the development of London on
the Surrey side of the river, and of the failure to provide
any adequate opportunity for fine architectural treatment.

I. Traffic.
{a) The proposed position of the station interferes with

traffic north and south on the Surrey side of the river.

The Belvedere Road is stopped altogether, the York
Road would have to pass under a tunnel some 350 feet

long, and there would be no other roadway.
ib) W^aterloo Road would also have to pass under a

tunnel of the railway, and the new roadway, about 350 feet

long.

(r) No provision is made in the scheme for a continuous
roadway passing along the river front as on the IVIiddlesex

side.

{d) On the west or Middlesex side of the river no
provision is made for access to the Embankment or

Northumberland Avenue, and there is no direct outlet for

traffic going north-west. The lozenge-shaped place

intersected by the Strand, which occupies some tw^o acres

of ground, duplicates the roundabout of Trafalgar Square,
and as all traffic crossing the bridge must enter from the
Strand, traffic would be seriously congested at this point.

(e) The scheme makes no attempt to meet the require-

ments of traffic outside the immediate neighbourhood of
the new bridge and station, or to improve the access to

and from London from the Kent and Surrey side. Any
proposals for alteration of roads should be part of a far

more comprehensive scheme than is suggested by the
official plan.

2.

Cost.
The cost of this scheme is enormous without compen-

sating advantage in the development of frontages. On

the west side it involves the destruction of Coutts’s Bank,
Gatti’s Restaurant, the Schools and Rectory of St.

IVIartin’s-in-the-Fields, and other buildings. On the
Surrey side the whole of the north side of the new roadway
from the river nearly up to the existing Waterloo Junction
station, a length of over i ,500 feet, would be a blind wall
of the new station and of the adjoining portion of the
railway.

3.

Development on the Surrey Side of the Riv^er.

The site allotted to the new station comes right up to
the river instead of being set back at some distance from
it. This renders impracticable that opening up and
development of the district on the Surrey side between
the river and the existing railway from London Bridge
to Charing Cross Bridge, which has long been regarded as
an urgent necessity.

It has been suggested that the whole idea of a station
above ground is out of date, and that the right solution
is to place it underground. If this is practicable, it would
remo\ e some of the most serious objections to the official

scheme.

4.

In regard to architectural treatment this scheme appears
to have been designed without any reference to the
possibilities of great monumental design.

() It does away with the possibility of a long vista.

By an alteration of the line of the bridge and roadway it

would be possible to get an uninterrupted vista from the
south-east comer of the National Gallery and St. Martin’s
Church right through to the high ground beyond London
to the south-east. With the exception of the Mall there
are no vistas in London, and a vista such as would be
possible at Charing Cross would be of inestimable value
to London from every point of view.

() The pear-shaped place on the west side where the

roadway turns north-west, would render any satisfactory

architectural treatment here impossible.

(c) The blind wall of the station and railway on the east

side would be exceedingly ugly. Beyond this point the
road continues anyhow*, and no consideration seems to

have been given to the effect this w^ould have on the

architecture.

The Royal Institute of British Architects view^s with
very grave concern the possibilities of the plan of this

great undertaking being settled on wholly inadequate
consideration. So far the scheme appears to hav’e been
determined solely with regard to the interest of the
Southern Railw^ay and the supposed requirements of
traffic. There are other considerations of first-rate im-
portance w hich should be taken into account in the public

interest, not only for this but for future generations, and
before any final decision is made in regard to the bridge,

the roadway, and the station, the Royal Institute submits
that the whole question should be examined de novo.

Other schemes which have been proposed should be
investigated, further schemes should be invited in com-
petition in order that no effort may be spared to ensure
the success of the greatest undertaking for the improve-
ment of London made since the formation of the Thames
Embankment.—Your obedient servant.

Banister Fletcher.
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On 2 December The Times published a letter on the

same subject by the Rt. Hon. Lord Esher, which we give

below :

—

To the Editor of “ The Thnes^'—

•

Sir,—In common with other members of Parliament
I shall be called upon to give a vote for or against the

Charing Cross Bridge scheme. Politics are not involved

in this matter. The ordinary leadership of parties is

abrogated . As no lay examination of so technical a

problem is possible, anyone called upon to vote for or

against the Bill must look to the most competent authority

for guidance. I, for one, shall accept the leadership of

Sir Banister Fletcher, speaking on behalf of the Royal
Institute of British Architects, and of Sir Reginald Blom-
field, speaking forcefully, as he always does, for himself.

Aly vote will be given against the Bill
;
and if a proper

whip up of Peers is issued, the result cannot be in doubt.

—

Yours faithfully,

Esher

The Times of 3 December contained the following letters

from the President and Mr. W. R. Davidge :

—

To the Editor of'‘ The Times,''—

Sir,—In the article on Charing Cross Bridge in

Saturday’s issue of The Times there occurs the statement

that “ the view in official circles yesterday was that the

project has gone too far now to admit of amendment and
that alternative proposals have come too late.” This
attitude as a reason for proceeding with the official scheme
cannot be allowed to pass unchallenged. The statement

itself cannot be regarded as correct
;

for alternative

schemes existed and were made public long before the

present official scheme was put forward.

To take two only : as long ago as 1916 the very practical

and straightforward scheme for a low level bridge by the

late Edwin T. Hall, F.R.I.B.A., was published in the

R.I.B.A. Journal. Then there was the somewhat
similar but perhaps even better plan as regards the distri-

bution of traffic and freedom from insanitary approach
viaducts of Alessrs. Xiven, Caroe, and Muirhead. These
schemes were not “ too late,” but apparently they were
too early to arrest the serious attention of the responsible

authorities. In addition, there has actually been a public

exhibition of several possible plans for all to see at Lan-
caster House, the headquarters of the London Society.

These alternative proposals have thus been in advance of

the official scheme, but what is undoubtedly true is that

occupation with the official scheme has so blocked the

wav and has been such an objective association in official

minds as to make them apparently hardly conscious of

these other already existing schemes, and certainly there

has not been that serious consideration of their merits or

of suggestions contained in them which might well have

been incorporated in any final scheme.

The project, it is also said, has gone too far to admit of

amendment. That may be, but it still admits of rejection.

Delays are proverbially dangerous, but this is the excep-

tion that proves the rule, and, in the interests of the right

development of Central London, south as well as north of

the Thames, we call delay to our help.

The scheme as at present conceived would undoubtedly
be productive of a festering slum area in the centre of
London. The present Government and the London
County Council should surely be the last authorities
willing to promote such a scheme. I plead for delay as
essential to a right decision. Let there be further delay,
let there be further negotiations with the Southern Rail-
way, but let us not be in a hurry to carry out a project
which w ill be pointed to for all time as LondonX monu-
mental mistake.—Your obedient servant.

Banister Fletcher.

To the Editor of “ The Times/'—

Sir,—The dignified protest made by the Royal Institute
of British Architects against the danger of rushing into a
hast\' and ill-digested scheme for Charing Cross Bridge
desert es the widest consideration and attention. For
over 20 years the architectural profession has pressed for
a road bridge at Charing Cross worthy of its position,
and it is a cause for serious anxiety and disquiet that, after
all these years, there should be a possibilitt^ of London
having thrust upon it a proposal of immense importance,
the details of which have not been properh’ or fullv
considered.

The proposal which is now' seen by the public for the
first time is an entirely different one from that recom-
mended by the Royal Commission on Cross River Traffic.
It is not the plan which was recommended by the advisory
engineers appointed by the Ministry of Transport. It
has, so far as is knowm, not been considered or recom-
mended by the engineer recently appointed to carry it

out, and the scheme was apparently prepared before his
appointment. Sir Banister Fletcher’s letter shows that
the present proposal is entirely against the weight of
architectural opinion, and the implications of the scheme
have not, so far as is known, been considered by any town-
planning authority. It cannot, in its latest form, have
been fully considered in detail even by the London County
Council themselves, and it was put forward at the last
meeting before the recess frankly in utter w'eariness of the
flesh, in order to get what w'as called finality, the sole
argument in its favour being the suggestion that it is the
only scheme the raihvay company will accept. The
shareholders did not by any means unanimously take this
view’, and the passengers have not even been consulted in
any shape or form.

If the scheme goes through in its present form the
future replanning of the Surrey side will be rendered
almost impossible. Waterloo Road and York Road will
both be turned into dark and dismal thoroughfares and
for all time the raihvay viaduct across South London w'ill
perpetuate miles of unnecessary slums and derelict
property. The present difficulty' of all connected with the
scheme is the insistence of the railway in keeping above
ground. .An underground loop raihvav from London
Bridge to the City, Charing Cross, and'Waterloo w'ould
remove most of the difficulties and leave the sites of the
present raihvay and its bridges free for the development of
this all-important part of London on sound lines.—
Yours faithfully,

W. R. Davidge,
Past President, Tozvn Planning Institute.
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Allied Societies
{The attention of Members of the Allied Societies is particularly called to this page)

ESSEX, CAMBRIDGE AND HERTS SOCIETY OF
ARCHITECTS.

Hertfordshire Chapter.
The inaugural meeting of the Hertfordshire Chapter of the

Essex, Cambridge and Herts Society of Architects was held at
St. Albans on 30 October, when the party was met by the
Very Rev. the Dean ot St. Albans at the West Front of the
Cathedral.
The members and their friends were conducted round the

Abbey by Sir Charles Xicholson. They then visited places of
interest in the city, and at 4.30 weie given a civic reception in
the Town Hall by the Mayor and Corporation, who enter-
tained them to tea.

After tea a meeting was held at which Mr. Clough Williams

-

Ellis eave an address on the preservation of the amenities of a
city like St. Albans.
The company then adjourned to the Red Lion hotel for

dinner, the chair being taken by JVIr. Percival C. Blow [-d,],

who was supported by the Mayor, the Dean, Mr. Ian MacAlis-
ter, and representativ’es from the other Chapters in the district.

ESSEX, CAMBRIDGE AXD HERTS SOCIETY OF
ARCHITECTS.

West Essex Chapter.
conference was held at Romford on Monday 4 Xovember,

under the auspices of the West Essex Chapter of the Essex,
Cambridge and Herts Society of Architects, Mr. H. T.
Aluggeridge, M.P. for the Romford Div'ision, in the chair.
The Romford Rotary Club, under the presidency of Mr.

A. \V. Ciay. entertained the conference to lunch, when Mr.
vS. Phillips Dales [F.], gave an address on Open Spaces.”
Mr. Dales said the subject was one of great importance to

Romford, and he was by no means satisfied with the progress
made in the years since the Rotary Club took the matter up.
He thought the Councils would be wise to say what their
ultimate aim was, and whether they desired that the rapidly
narrowing strip of land between Romford and Chadwell Heath
should be kept open. The value of open spaces was an im-
portant thing indeed to the public. He referred to visits paid
to the Hudson Canon in America, where a road cut in the face
of the rock enabled a long hidden v iew to be exposed, and to
Prague, where there was a wide thoroughfare much like the
Romford Ylarket Place, with its slope crowned by the National
Aluseum, as the ^Market Place would be when they had their
Town Hall. Here they had an open space which the people
in the future could make a really beautiful place. It was the
work of this generation to keep the open spaces, and he would
rather see money spent in that way than in srone war memo-
rials.

He said he hoped ^Mercury Gardens would never be parted
with by the Council for buildings, because he could see it

made into a very beautiful place, where the man who was tired
with the bustle of life in the town could find a resting-place.
Regarding Raphael Park, it was about 20 yeais ago that the
Spoon Pond lost its water, when a deep sewer was put in at
Gidea Park. When that happened he went to the spot, and
he could not help but exclaim at its possibilities for develop-
ment. Tennis courts had been put there, but he would like
to see at the end of the straight portion a pavilion facing bowling
greens and courts to form a background for a raised platform,
which would take an open-air orchestra, or where children's
pageants could be performed. He would like to see there a
bathing pool for the children who could not get to the seaside,
with a shore where they could make their castles. The earth
could be raised to make a natural bank, and cypress or other
shrubs could be planted to form a screen from the north-
easterly winds. It would make a magnificent forum.

^Ir. Dales said the Council were to be congratulated upon
securing the playgrounds they had, particularly the Cottons
recreation ground. If he were a boy what he would miss
there would be the jungle land. He w^ould like to see some
more land acquired and left in its natural state. The Horn-
church Council had acquired Hylands Park, and some fine
planning was to be done in its lay-out, upon which they were
to be congratulated. They had also just had a windfall in
the shape of a town hall. He was a Hornchurch ratepaver,
and he did not think he would grumble if some of the money
saved by this gift were devoted to the acquiring of open spaces.
Xor did he think the public of the district would grumble if
they were shown what it would mean to their children.

After touching upon allotments the speaker referred to
building on the arterial roads, and suggested that it w'ould be
better to build upon loads which ran at right angles to these
thoroughfares. It w^ould not be a great hardship to leave
some of the land for beautification purposes, and then the
motorists would hav e no excuse for speeding along roads thev
called uninteresting. The Crown lands which existed between
Romford and Chadwell Heath were being filled with buildings,
and he had approached their Member of Parliament upon the
importance of leaving the land free.

Councillor Durrant, Mr. J. Portnoi and Mr, E. Lambert
took part in the discussion that followed. Councillor Hole
proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Dales. In the course of his
speech he said that if they could create public opinion by this
discussion they were going to do some good, even if they
only got a half of ail that had been suggested. As regards the
Crown lands, the Council had already, through the instru-
mentality of Councillor England, sent to the Government a
request that they should preserve the belt of land surrounding
their district, and he commended that to their Member for
strengthening their attitude. He also asked the representa-
tives of Hornchurch Council to back them up and to send a
similar representation from their district. He did not think
the Urban Councils had been backward in endeavouring to
provide open spaces. Romford Council had purchased land
from the main road to Carlton Road to add to their park and
they were already in possession of Cottons

; and a year ago
they acquired more acres in the north to utilise as another
public park. Hornchurch Council had acquired land in Park
Lane, Hylands Park, Langtons, and other spaces in South
Hornchurch and Harold Wood.
Mr. Muggeridge, in seconding the vote of thanks, said there

was a great responsibility resting upon the Urban Council,
for what they did now would decide the future of the place.
Those who were real local patriots would see it was
for them to make the district committed to their care
more beautiful than it was to-day, and see that its

beauty was retained for posterity. He had been in com-
munication with the Commissioner of Crown lands, Mr. Noel
Buxton, and although nothing definite had yet been done, the
answer he received was very favourable. As one who had
acquired a fondness for their old Market Place, and the
district, vvhich suggested one of the old posting towns they
read of in the pages of Dickens, he hoped they would preserve
its best features and improve the town for future generations

.

After the luncheon the party boarded a number of cars
supplied by Rotarians, and, headed by Councillor Hole, made
a tour of the refuse dumps to inspect the Bradford scheme of
destruction as operated, and of the housing estates.

Tea at the Red Triangle Club at Romford was followed by
a conference on “ Better Houses for the People,” with Mr.
Muggeridge in the chair.

Mr. Muggeridge, in opening the discussion, said it had
been said that the housing problem w^as solved as soon as
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one had got one's own house, but the problem was more
serious than that. It was to hnd suitable houses for those
who could not, and perhaps ought not, to become purchasers
of their houses. The man who earned about £3 per week
was entitled to a home of his own, if possible with a bit of

land round it.

Councillor England said that houses built under the Addison
and other schemes were too expensive and, even if not, the

occupier had to go on paying rent, or move at a time of life

when increased comfort should come his way. What was
needed was decent cottage accommodation at a minimum cost.

The Small Dwellings Acquisition Acts onh^ empowered loans

up to 90 per cent, of the value, but the Councils ought to

be able to lend more. High rates and taxes were keeping
back architectural development.

Councillor Crowe said the subsidy helped to provide
houses, but not at a price which the applicant could afford

to pay. He felt that the subsidy had not reduced the cost

of building, but had enhanced it. The speaker referred to
“ indiscriminate ” laying out of estates wath no thought
except to get as many houses on the frontage as possible.

Lay-out should be controlled with a view^ to preserving the

amenities of the countryside.

Councillor Hole said he did not see how the difficulty in

regard to houses for men earning £33 week could be met
by the local governing body. The provision of such houses
was more a national matter which should be met out of

national funds.

THE GLOUCESTERSHIRE ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION

A meeting of the Gloucestershire Architectural Association

was held at the Spread Eagle Hotel, Gloucester, on zo Novem-
ber, Mr. Thomas Falconer, F.R.I.B.A., President, being in the

chair.

After dinner, Mr. F. J. Butler, of Wolverhampton, repre-

senting Messrs. Josiah Parkes and Sons, Ltd., and Messrs.
Chubb and Sons Lock and Safe Co., Ltd., gave a lecture on
Locks and Lock IMaking.” The lecturer traced the history

of lock making from Egyptian times, and explained the con-
struction of various types of modern locks, including various

combination and time locks for strong room doors.

The lecture was illustrated by lantern slides, including

photographs of many beautiful lock cases and keys of mediisval

and Renaissance craftsmanship.

A vote of thanks to the lecturer was passed on the proposition

of Mr. A. Linton Iredale, and seconded by the Honorary
Secretary, Mr, Haiold F. Tiewu

MANCHESTER SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
The annual dinner of the Manchester Society of Architects

w'as held in the new IMasonic Temple designed by Dr. Percy
Scott Worthington. Dr. Worthington has been chosen by
the R I.B.A, for presentation to the King as Royal Gold
Medallist for next year.

Air. J. T. Halliday, president of the Society, in his opening
remarks congratulated Dr. Worthington upon being chosen
for the highest honour which architects could pay. Sir Banister

Fletcher, President of the Institute, said it was a magnificent

thing for iManchester that it should have produced a Royal
Gold Medallist, and it was a great pleasure to see Dr. Worthing-
ton “ in the latest creation of his fertile brain.” He con-
gratulated the man who had come by right of his work into

so great a gallery of architects. Mr. Vincent Harris, the archi-

tect of the Tow’n Hail extension, added his congratulations.

Mr. Harris’s speech was chiefiy concerned with the neces-

sity for open competition for large architectural w'orks such
as that planned by the Government, and he suggested that this

was the only w^ay to use fully the men now' trained in the schools.

He was, he said, a confirmed evangelist of the system of open
competition. It had produced such noble piles as St. George’s

Hall, Manchester Town Hall, Leeds Towm Hall, Liverpool

Cathedral, National Museum of Wales, National Library of

Wales, Port of London Building, the London County Hall,

and other buildings, all striking contributions to our national

architecture and all the work of young men.
Manchester had aUvays been the school of advanced thought,

and at the start of modern municipal government, when it

required a building to house its administrative departments,
it v^as broadminded enough to throw open the scheme to

competition. The successful design was the forerunner of those

town halls which had offices surrounding a large public hall.

Some time after London w'as able to follow the example of
the city and embark on the splendidly conceived plan of the

late Air. Ralph Knott, which w^as only now being brought to
fruition.

The Institute and its Allied Societies must see that the
competition system w'as kept alive. In a recently inspired

speech by a Alinister of a Government department it was
strongly inferred that future national buildings w ould be carried

out departmentally. That system was a menace both to the
art of architecture and to its profession.
Mr. Halliday proposed the toast of “ The Institute and

Allied Societies.” He recalled that Sir Banister Fletcher at the
beginning of his year of office had entered the lists with a letter

upon the proposed Charing Cross Bridge. That suggested
it w^as going to be a year of fights. There was also the business
of the great Government building on the Embankment to be
decided, and he believed Sir Banister would prove to the
Government that there w'ere some observances of sportsman-
ship in these things.

Sir Banister Fletcher, in replying to the toast, spoke of the
effect of tradition upon architectural usage. He doubted
whether there had ever been a time w'hich offered such oppor-
tunities to architects. When one considered the novel ty'pes
of structure which could be used, it seemed clear that archi-
tects had a great possession. There seemed in the past no time
in which architecture and the community w ere so bound up
as at present. He also spoke of the w ork of the Greater London
Regional Planning Committee. A deputation had recently
gone to Air, Arthur Greenwood, and had from him an assur-
ance that a new' Tow n Planning Act w ould shortly be attempted
which W'ould make it much more easy for such committees
to take the summary action they needed in face of present
difficulties. They needed sufficient powers to deal w’ith ameni-
ties of the countryside.

^Ir. James R. Adamson, in proposing the toast of the
“ City of Alanchester,” said that in that city many fine new
modern buildings w'ere springing up which could at least
hold their own with those of any part of the country.

Councillor Noton Barclay, the Lord Alayor, replied for the
city, and Alderman Will Alelland replied for the guests.

SOUTH WALES INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
CENTRAL (CARDIFF) BRANCH.

About 250 past and present students of the Welsh School of
Architecture and their friends were present at a dance arranged
by the School of Architecture Club, w hich is affiliated with the
South Wales Institute of Architects (Central Branch), on
16 November in the Technical College, Cardiff.
The students of the Welsh School of Architecture designed

and carried out an effective scheme of decoration in black and
orange, with the use of flood lighting, for the Assemblv Hall
in which the dance w'as held.

' ’

Among those present were Air. C. J. Bartlett, C'hairman of
the School of Architecture Club and President of the Students’
Union Council

; Air. H. J. Hughes, Secretary of the School of
Architecture Club

;
Air. J. W. Bishop, Air. C. Thatcher,

Mr. J. P. Ward and Aliss AI. Murrav, members of the Organis-
ing Committee

; and Mr. W. S. Purchon, M.A., A.R. I.B.A.

,

Head of the Welsh School of Architecture,

WEST YORKSHIRE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
Air. G. H. Poggittj h.R. I.B.A,, delivered his presidential

address before a rneeting of the West A’orkshire Society of
Architects, on 21 November, at the Hotel Aletropole, Leeds,
in the course of his remarks he observed
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R.I.B.A .
—^Turning for a moment to the parent Society

—

the Royal Institute of British Architects—I would refer to the

Development Scheme which came before us some months ago.

The proposals then put forw'ard received the sanction of a large

majority in the postal vote taken on the subject, and the effect

of this Development Scheme should be ultimately to serve the

best interests of architecture and architects, as well as to

strengthen the position of the Royal Institute in representing

the profession.

The Bill for the Registration of Architects has not yet been
placed on the Statute Book. The measure has been passed
through the House of Lords, and has been approved in prin-

ciple by the House of Commons and, though it has not secured

a place in the ballot for this Session of Parliament, it is con-
fidently hoped that it will not be long before success crowns
the efforts of those who have worked so perseveringly for its

achievement.
A subject which is at present receiving the careful considera-

tion of the R.I.B.A. is the growth of official architecture

—

which, it is contended, is not in the best interests of the Art
of Architecture and its advancement.

It is a matter of general interest that the R.I.B.A. has recently

acquired an important site in Portland Place for its new head-
quarters and it has been decided by the Council of the R.I.B.A.

that an open competition shall be held for the selection of an
architect in due course. The R.I.B.A. Council has thus

wisely decided to follow the advice it gives to public bodies in

the case of important new buildings . We shall all look forward
with interest to see the result of the competition in this case

and an excellent opportunitv' will be given to some budding
aspirant to win his spurs. Traditionalist, or modernist

—

which will win ?

Architectural Education .—The standard of architectural

education in this country was never higher than it is to-day.

The raising of the standard is manifesting itself more and more
clearly each year, and this is surely as it should be, and is a

fact of great encouragement to all who really care for the

highest interests of our art.

We all recognise that there is a strong modernist spirit

abroad to-day. I should like to express a word of warning lest

the striving for novelty be allowed to get the better of our
judgment. The study of traditional work should not be
jettisoned because the extremists of modern design seem to

have travelled far from it. A sound knowledge of, and
appreciation for, the work of the past should not cramp our

style, if we have originality and imagination. If we have not
these gifts of originality and imagination, then surely it is

better to work on safe lines rather than to let a striving after

novelty and eccentricity get the better of us.

Matters of Local Interest .—In Leeds, the past twelve months
has been interesting in that it has seen signs of material pro-

gress being made with the construction of the new street which,
It is now decided, is to be called The Headrows. We are able

to see the first of the buildings on the north side of that street

in the premises of the Leeds Permanent Building Society's

new headquarters, of which our Vice-President, ^Ir. G. W.
Atkinson, is the architect. At the junction of The Headrows
with Vicar Lane, another building is rising under the super-

vision of Messrs. Kitson, Parish and Ledgard and Pyman, and
between the two buildings named, demolition is proceeding

of old property in readiness for the erection of further new
buildings.

Schemes are afoot for other buildings on the north side of

the same street, and we were pleased to learn that Mr. Atkinson
had been commissioned to design the new store for Messrs.

Lewis, of Manchester. The progress of the various buildings

is being and will be watched with much interest, and, in spite

of criticisms which we may ha\'e made or may make, the^

Improvements Committee of the Leeds Corporation is to be

congratulated in that it has had the courage and the vision

to carry the scheme through.

Progress is being made with the Leeds University Scheme
and if the first of the new buildings by Messis. Lanchester,
Lucas and Lodge is a criterion of what the finished scheme will

be, Leeds will have a University housed in a manner, and with
a dignity and beauty well worthy of its standing in the world of
Education.

In Bradford, the competition recently held for the planning
of the central area is of interest and illustrations of the pre-
miated designs have within the last week or trvo appeared in
the Press. Mr. Eric Morley has recently completed the Cham-
ber of Commerce building which w as opened little over a week
ago by the Prince of Wales. Air. Alorley is also busy with the
erection of the Bradford Infirmary—a w'ork of considerable
magnitude. I merely mention these few^ buildings being
rather more prominently before us at the moment.
Xot many days ago the second part of the Leeds and Bradford

Regional Towm Planning Report was published, a wude and
comprehensive report, with maps covering the area in which
practically all of us live and work. This report should be care-
fully studied and w'e should make ourselves au fait with the
proposals and recommendations there set forth as they may
ultimately have a far reaching effect on the part of the West
Riding when the various authorities prepare their schemes
under the Town Planning Acts.

Rural Engla7id .—Owing to the active interest and the
publicity given by the Press, these words immediately bring
to our minds the campaign which is being increasingly carried
on to avoid the spoliation ofthe countryside.

Just before the General Election, on 8 Alay last a letter

appeared in The Times signed by the leaders of the three great
political parties in support of the C.P.R.E. movement—giving
evidence, if such were needed, of the wade appeal of the preser-
vation of the countryside.

In July w e held an exhibition at the Art Gallery, under the
auspices of the Leeds Civic Society and our own Society, of
material demonstrating in no uncertain w ay some aspects and
examples of the disfigurement of the countryside. The Tech-
nical press, by publishing illustrations and drawing attention

to particular offending matters are, in some cases, very
materially helping in the movement and we find that some of
the great commercial organisations, which have been great
offenders, are seeing the error of their w'ays, and are with-
drawing their blatant signs. It w^as interesting, too, tosee^ a
few^ months ago, that in a town not many miles from Leeds, a

firm was fined for putting up and not removing when called

on to do so by the police a sign wffiich, in the opinion of the
police, disfigured the landscape.

The fringe of the whole matter has as yet only been touched,
but public opinion is being educated and w’e hope that an evil

wEich is widespread and w^as growlingmay effectivelybe checked.
One hundred and fifty years ago an onslaught of com-

mercialism made upon England w^as defended upon economic
grounds. It made England richer, but it also made the Black
Country and the industrial ugliness of Lancashire and York-
shire ;

and we could have had the industrial products without
ugliness. To-day, when a similar wave of commercialism is

sweeping over the land, it presents a real menace. We can
have houses, roads, advertisements, electric cable standards,

garages and factories without defacing England, if we wall but
take the necessary steps. Let us beware, lest for lack of con-
sideration, we make a new' England which none of us want and
w hich no one will like when it is made.
The electrification of the countryside brings w ith it the prob-

lem of carrying the supply cables far and w ide. The ideal place

for such cables seems, of course, to be underground, but if

questions of economy render this impossible and overhead
cables must traverse the Lake District, it is surely not beyond
the powers of our designers to make the supporting lattice

towers graceful and beautiful and not necessarily a disfigure-

ment. It is not possible to cover up all traces of man’s handi-
work, nor should it be thought necessary to do so. We must
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have roads, bridges, cables, houses, and it is for us to use all

our knowledge and influence to see that such things are seemly
and suitable for their respective functions.

The coming of a cheap electric supply throughout the land
would do a great deal to help on the question of smoke abate-

ment. It is surprising that legislation has not done more in

this direction than it has, but I have no doubt that in a very
few years the ordinary coal fire, as we know it, will be super-
seded by smokeless methods of heating—whether by means of
smokeless fuel, gas, electric or coke fires. Great progress has
been made in this direction in recent years, and, if properly
tackled, the waste products of combustion now shot up into

the air by the innumerable chimneys of our domestic and other
buildings, could be made to produce great wealth, as so many
other waste products in industry have done. We are told that

the upkeep of public monuments and buildings would be
reduced by at least one-half if a pure and smoke-free atmo-
sphere could be obtained. The figures given for the sootfall

in Leeds, in the suburbs, is i68 tons per square mile per
annum, and in the industrial districts of Leeds 342 tons per
square mile. These figures give striking evidence of the

seriousness and extent of the problem to be faced and we, in

our owm sphere, can do something if we will see to it that, so

far as we may, w*e instal in our buildings fittings w'hich either

do not use a smoky fuel or, if they do use such a fuel, they
consume their own smoke.
Modem Tendencies and the Modernist Movenmit ,—The

remarkable woik of recent years, carried out in the various

European countries, is bringing home to us the fact that the

last word was not said when the Doric, Ionic and Corinthian

orders were evolved. Changing methods of construction, the

use of new budding materials and changing standards of

beauty and proportion are all playing their part in this modern
movement, and we are coming to realise that, useful though
tradition may be and, as I said earlier, necessary though we
may count its study to be, if we allow it to be our master
our architecture may become, as one writer described it,

like a charnel house, strew n with the detritus of dead epochs.”

The beauty of the masterpieces of the past is not denied by
the modernist, but he claims that they do not conform to our
modern ideas and standards. Ideals change as history shows,

our standards of proportion are changing, and the masterpiece

of the past may be admired without the desire on the part of

the admirer to reproduce it. Mr. Howard Robertson, when
speaking to us last session, instanced the Venus de Milo which,
though a universally recognised w'ork of art, did not conform to

modem standards of female beauUN So in architecture, w’hile

the modernist does not necessarily decry the great monuments
of the past, he feels that their reproduction does not conform
to the modern ideals or requirements.

In this country w^e have as yet few examples of the w'ork of

this school as compared with the Continent. The tendency is

perhaps most apparent in the shop fronts which indicate to us

that the new' spirit is in our midst, whether we admire all its

manifestations or not. In many cases the striving after novelty

seems to be the predominating factor, but other examples show*

in a remarkable degree beauty and dignity achieved by the

designer’s use of a w*ide range of new^ materials and of old

materials used in new ways.

The use of material is being studied and investigated in

ever-increasing degree. Rustless steel, enamels, plyw'oods,

laminated woods, veneers, glass, synthetic stone and marbles :

these and other materials are being experimented w ith and are

producing interesting and beautiful results and are opening up
great possibilities foi the future in their use.

In proposing the vote of thanks, Mr. G. \V. Atkinson, a

vice-president of the Societs', alluded to the w onderful smoke
abatement laws in the U.S.A. Standing, he said, on the roof

of one of the loftiest skyscrapers of New York, there was no
smoke to be seen except that emanating from the power stations

.

Mr. Norman Culley seconded the vote.

R.LB.A. PROBATIONERS
During the month of November 1929, the following

were registered as Probationers of the Royal Institute :

—

Ashwell ; Harold James, 12 Cambridge Terrace, Hvde Park,

\V.2.

Baxham : Ch.arles Thomas, 62A Evnham Road. London,
W.12.

Beckixgsale : Alec, The Corner House, High Street,

Westbury, Bristol.

Brandon ; Godfrey, York House, Stanmore, Middlesex.
Burridge : Patrick P'rancis, 3 Gains Road, Southsea,

Hants.
Chitty : Anthony' VIfrloit, Cotton Hail House, Eton

College, Windsor.
Cook : Vincent Ne.ale, 136 Innes Road, Durban.
Cox: James Harry', Middle Claydon Park. Blet».hle\,

Bucks.
Dixon : Matthew Toyibs, Stoney Lane House, Tardebigge,

Nr. Bromsgrove.
Dodson : Stanley Edw.ard, 15 Queen Street, Peterborough.
England ; William Henry Oliver, 93 Duckett Road,

London, N.4.
Foot : Denis George, 40 Clyde Road, Addiscombe, Surre>

.

Fordham : George Robert, Mill House, Ternngton St.

Clement, King’s Lynn, Norfolk.
Fox : Leslie Vernon, 155 Castleford Road, Normanton,

Yorks.
George : Ronald William, 73 Manor Road, Hastings,

Sussex.

Gillespie : Harold, 4 Lonsdale Street, Belfast, Ireland.
Hawkins : Harold Archer, P.O. Box 138, Sahsbur>'. S.

Rhodesia, S.A.

Howard : Deborafi Benson, Pollards, Loughton, Essex.
JEFFREY'S : Thom.as REGINALD, IQ Glanbrvdan Avenue,

Uplands, Sw'ansea, South Wales.

Jeffry'ES : Thomas Arnold, College of Art, Edinburgh.
Jones : Edw ard Stanton, i Montrose, Harold Street,

Hereford.

Koh : Cheng Yam, 22 Buckleigh Road, Streatharn Common,
London, S.W.16.

Lara : Louis George Charles de, Crown Hotel. Poole,
Dorset.

Lewis : Owen Pryce, 25 Venice Road, Durban.
Lock : Cecil Max, Queen’s Walk, Cassiobury, Watford
McHarg : S.amuel, 13 Prestwfick Road, Ayr, Scotland
McKay : Joseph, 8 Clifford Road, Stirling* Scotland
Mitchell : Bernard Crosl.ynd, “ Brookside,” West Villas.

Stockton-on-Tees

.

Mobberley : H.yrold Thomas, 2 Terrace Street, Harts Hill,
Nr. Brierley Hill, Staflfs.

Moorcroft : James Renwick, ” Lyncrott,” CliftonMlle Road
Belfast (N. Ireland).

AIoore : John Eric, 60 Marchmont Road, Edinburgh,
Morse : Hori George Alfred, c/o Mrs. A. M. A Spence,

J.P., Fullarton Estate, Adelaide, South Australia.
NibDET : John Athelstan Victor, 14 Old Square, Lincoln's

Inn, W.C.2.
Nisbet : John Vekney', Easington, Weybiidge.
Nixon : John Arved, 10 Kleadow Bank A\enue. Shef-

field.

NoVIS : Donald Richard Charles, 17 Linden Road, Bexhill-
on-Sea.

Parr : George Percival, The Cottage, Aileslev, Coven-
try.

Pegrum : William Aubrey, i Hillside Road, Birkdale,
Southport, Lancs.

Powers : Frederic Walter, 409 Innes Road, Mitchell Park,
Durban,
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Reynolds : Francis Macrice, “ The Nook, " Oughtnngton,
Lymm, Cheshire.

Robertson : George, 233, Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh.
Rushbrook, Sidney Gilbert, 38 The Avenue, Moulsecoomb,

Brighton.
Sheehan : James WAtt, c/o Mrs. Dorrance, 1 1 Orwell Place,

Dairy Road, Edinburgh.
Sholl : Thomas, 17 Lilford Road, Camberwell, S.E.5.

Smith : Charles George William, 38 Elmshaw Road,
Roehampton, S.W.15.

Turner : Sydney, 16 Inchmery Road, Catford, S.E.6.

Turner, Wilfrid John C.^rpenter, Overton Rectory,
Hants

.

V.ASUDEV : Sri Ram, 21 Cromwell Road, S.W-7.
Wheeler-Carmichael ; Samuel Dennis, 22 Portman Street,

London, W.i.
Wiles : Harold G.ardner, 29 Grosvenor Road, Richmond,

Surrey.
Williams : Morris, Gwyon House, North Curiy, Taunton,
Young : James Dickson, 37 Stewart Terrace, Edinburgh.

NOTES FROM THE MINUTES OF THE COUNCIL,
4 November 1929

First Intern.ational Congress for Concrete and
Reinforced Concrete, Liege, September 1930.

Mr. H. D. Searles-Wood [F.] was appointed to represent

the R.I.B.A. on the Committee which has been set up to

make arrangements for the First International Congress for

Concrete and Reinforced Concrete to be held at Liege in

September 1930.

Presentation to the Library.
The cordial thanks of the Council were conveyed to

Mr. Maxw’ell Ayrton for the gift of his book Wrot Iron to

the librarv .

The Fellowship.
The Council, by a unanimous vote, elected the follow-

ing architects to the Fellowship under the powers defined

in the Supplemental Charter of 1925 :

—

Mr. W. J. Palmer Jones.

Mr. D. A. Stewart [L.] (Perth, Scotland).

Mr. L. L. Powell (Brisbane).

Mr. P. A. Oakley (Melbourne).

Mr. P. R. Claridge (Adelaide).

Membership.
Election^ 2 December 1929.—Nominations for member-

ship were approved as follows :

—

As Hon. Fellow—One application.

As Hon. Associate—One application.

As Hon. Corresponding Member—One application.

As Fellows

—

20 applications.

As Associates—81 applications.

Notices
THE FOURTH GENEILAL MEETING.

The Fourth General Meeting (Ordinary) of the Session

1929-30 will be held on Monday, 16 December 1929, at

8 p.m., for the following purposes :

—

To read the Minutes of the General Meeting (Business)

held on 2 December 1929 ;
formally to admit members

attending for the first time since their election.

Mr. M. H. Baillie Scott [F.] to open a debate on “ Are

Building Bye-laws Destructive of Rural Beauty ?

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY LECTURES ON ARCHI-
TECTURE FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.

The success of the informal talks on Architecture to

boys and girls which were given during the Christmas
holidays last year and the previous year has emboldened
the Council of the Royal Institute of British Architects to

arrange a further series for the forthcoming holidays.

At the invitation of the Council, the Hon. Humphrey
Pakington [^.] has kindly consented to give the talks,

which will be illustrated by lantern slides, and he has
chosen as his subject “ English Architecture ’’

:

—

I.—How it began.
II.—How it grew.

III.—^What it means.
The first lecture will deal with the growTh of the Gothic

styles in this country, due to the advance of civilisation

and the increasing power of man over his materials.

The second lecture will describe the great awakening
of the world in the days of the Renaissance, followed by
the Age of Revivals and the Romantic Period, and culmin-
ating in Victorian days in the battle of the styles.

Architecture, to be understood, must be approached
through History. But while ability to fix the date of a

building by its style is interesting and useful, it is not the

important thing in the study of architecture, any more
than the dates of the Kings are important in history.

Just as the chief use of a study of the past is to tell us how
to live our own lives, so the chief use of studying old

buildings is to tell us how to build to-day.

The third lecture will deal in a simple way with the

appreciation of architecture, and special attention vciW be
paid to modern tendencies. Old and new buildings will

be contrasted, and it will be shown how each represents

its oMTi age. While we can admire the old days, it is no
use sighing for them. We do not honour the old archi-

tects by copying their work blindly. We honour them
when we recognise them as the modernists of their day,

striving to represent their own age fitly in their architec-

ture. The important people, in architecture as in every-

thing else, have always been the most advanced.

But though we may consider ourselves advanced to-day,

we must remember that the world is still in its childhood ;

architecture has hardly begun yet
;
we must look back

for guidance, but it is still more necessary to look forward,

for the future is more important than the past.

The lectures will be given on the following dates :

—

Monday, 30 December 1929, at 3.30 p.m.

Wednesday, i January 1930, at 3.30 p.m.

Friday, 3 January 1930, at 3.30 p.m.

Tickets for any or all of the lectures may be obtained

from the Secretary of the Royal Institute of British

Architects, 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i. The tickets

are free

.

Owing to the limited seating space of the hall it is

hoped that application will not be made for more tickets

than can be used.

CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT.
In answer to many inquiries made by members

regarding the recognised Form of Contract, the minute

of the General Meeting (Business) held on 10 June 1929,

is reprinted below for information :

—

“ Resolved that this meeting of the R.I.B.A.
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after full consideration of the terms of the proposed
draft of the Xew Form of Contract now again sub-

mitted as in amendment of the existing and agreed

1909 Form of Contract, is unable to accept the same,
but concurrently renews its offer to reconsider the

amendment of the 1909 Form where necessary.’’

ELECTION OF MEMBERS, 7 APRIL 1930.
Associates who are eligible and desirous of transferring

to the Fellowship are reminded that if they wish to

take advantage of the election to take place on 7 April

1930 they should send the necessary nomination forms
to the Secretary R.LB.A. not later than Saturday,
1 1 January 1930.

LICENTIATES AND THE FELLOWSHIP.
The attention of Licentiates is called to the provisions

of Section IV, Clause 4 (b) and {cii) of the Supplemental
Charter of 1925. Licentiates who are eligible and
desirous of transferring to the Fellowship can obtain full

particulars on application to the Secretary R.LB.A.,
stating the clause under which they propose to apply for

nomination.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP.
ELECTION, 3 FEBRUARY 1930.

The following applications for election have been
received. Notice of any objection or other communica-
tion respecting the candidates must be sent to the Secre-

tary for submission to the Council prior to Monday,
6 Januarv 1930.

AS HON. FELLOW (i).

Llewellyn : Sir William, K.C.V.O., P.R.A., Little Blundell
House, Campden Hill, Kensington, W.S. Proposed by
the Council.

AS HON. ASSOCIATE (i).

Bloi NT ; Colonel Edward Augustine, C.B.E., F.S.I.,

Chevalier de la I.,egion d’Honneur. Agent to Lord
Howard de Walden. Southwell, Worth, Sussex. Pro-
posed by the Council.

AS FELLOWS (10).

Archer : Howard Denkes [H. 1919] P.O. Box 58, Nairobi,
Kenya Colony. Proposed by T. W. Troup, Joseph Hill

and W. Harding Thompson.
Burnett : Percy Vivian [A. 1921], 107 Jermyn Street, S.W.i;

66 Pembridge Villas, W.ii. Proposed by Sir Banister

Fletcher, Digby L. Solomon and AI, N. Castello.

Eprile : Cecil Jacob [H. 1921], 107 Jermyn Street, S.W.i
;

74 Wild\\ood Road, N.W.i i . Proposed by Arthur Keen,
S. B. Caulfield and Basil Oliver,

Fitzgerald : George Edmonds [A. 1909], 35 Gresham
Buildings, Pretoria, South Africa

; 833 Church Street,

Arcadia, Pretoria, South Africa, Proposed by J. Lock-
wood Hall, Robert Howd'^m and Ernest M. Powers.

Hv^eedine : Cyril Filancis William [A. 1919], King’s Walk,
Nottingham

;
Papplewick, Nottinghamshire. Proposed

by Cieorge H. Widdows, Alfred J. Thra\es and FI.

Alderman Oickman.
And the following Licentiates who ha\e passed the qualify-

ing Examination :

—

Adam>on : James Robertson, 19 Siherwel! Street, Bolton
;

417 Church Road, Bolton. Pioposed by John B. Gass,
Arthur J. Hope and R. Hermon Crook.

Bird : Hugo Ritchie, St. Thomas’ Gate, Brentwood, Essex
;

Inglewood, Mount Avenue, Hutton, Essex. Proposed by
Chas. J. Dawson, Wykeham Chancellor and Henry W.
Allardyce.

Ogden: Cle.ment Copel.and, 42 Siher Street, Leicester;
The Cottage, Ashfield Road, I^eicester. Proposed by J.

.Stockdale Harrison, Arthur H. Hmd and Albert Herbert.

Scott : William, 19 Silverwell Street, Bolton ;
“ Kendal-

mere,” 177 Ch'.rley New' Road, Bolton. Proposed by
John Bradshaw' Gass, Arthur J. Hope and Joseph Foy.

And the following Licentiate who is qualified under Sec-
tion IV, Clause 4 (c ii) of the Supplemental Charter of 1925 :

—

L.ake : George Frederick, 62 Park Avenue North, N.8.
Proposed b\' H. W. Hetherington Palmer, Henry Tanner
and Fredk. R. Hiorns.

AS ASSOCIATES (7).

Ba\'NE : Osc.AR Andrew [Final], 100 Tooronga Road, Haw'-
thorn, Melbourne, Australia. Proposed by Kingsley A,
Flenderson, Evan Smith and H. W. Tompkins.

Chaplin : Sidney George [Final], 27 Doughty Street, W.C.i.
Proposed by Professor A. E. Richardson, E. Stanley Hall
and Arthur Stratton.

Heath : Clive Patterson [Passed five years’ course at Sydney
Lmiversity School of Architecture. Exempted, from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Profes-
sional Practice.], 48A Addison Road, Manly, Sydney,
Australia. Proposed by Professor Leslie Wilkinson, Sir
Charles Rosenthal and Alfred S. Hook.

Highit : Graeme Ian Campbell [Passed five years’ course at
the Architectural Association. Exempted from Final
Examination after passing Examination in Professional
Practice], Bamborough, Horsell, Woking, Surrey. Pro-
posed by Howard Robertson, J. ^Murray Easton and E.
Stanley Hall.

Hirst : William [Passed five years’ course at the Architectural
Association. Exempted from Final Examination after
passing Examination in Professional Practice], 24 Daven-
port Road, Durban, Natal, South Africa. Proposed bv
How ard Robertson, J. Murray Easton and Robert Atkinson.

Peskett : Harry IMich.\el [Passed five years’ course at the
Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Exami-
nation after passing Examination in Professional Practice],
2 Ranelagh Road, Redhill, Surrey. Proposed by Howard
Robertson, Ernest G. W. Souster and J. Murray Easton.

Whittingfiam : Artfiur Bensly', M.A. (Cantab.) [Passed five
year’s course at the Architectural Association. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in
Professional Practice], The Bishop’s House, Ipswich,
Suffolk. Proposed by How'ard Robertson, E. H. Evars
and Louis de Soissons.

Queries and Replies
[A large number of questions on points of professional

practice and technical interest are addressed to the Practice and
Science Standing Committees and to other Committees of the
Institute.

The Council, on the recommendation of the Science Standing
Committee, have decided to adopt the procedure of publishing
such queries in the Jolknal when on matters of general
interest, together with the replies of those members who, having
special knowledge and experience of the particular questions,
have been asked to express their opinions upon them. The
scheme is based upon that adopted by the Surveyors’ Insti-
tution.

The identity of the member seeking the information will not
be disclosed, hut the replies published will be signed by the
members who have supplied them.]
Query No. 2

The Fire-proofing of Tfiatch.
Can you give nae a recipe to render thatch fire-resisting ?

I should be much obliged if you could furnish me with
such information, as I am confident that if people could be
reassured that by the employment of some fire-proofing
material the thatch could be rendered less combustible
there would be more thatching done than is the case to-day.
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Reply to Query No. 2.

The formula I recommend for fire-proofing thatch is one of

the following :

—

28 ib. Sulphate of Ammonia.
14 lb. Carbonate of Ammonia.
7 lb. Lump Borax.

7 lb. Boracic Acid,

14 lb. Lump Alum.
500 lb. Water (must be hot to dissolve).

Applied from the underside of the finished roof, use spraying

machine, and from the outside.

Or—The bunches may be dipped into a tub (6 inches to

9 inches will do) butt-end. This means much labour, and
each bunch has to be laid on planks in rows or rings to dry.

Fires often occur inside the roof
;

therefore in my opinion
the spraying process is the best, as the woodwork as well as

the exposed thatch gets a good soaking. The machine should
be worked at 100 to 150 ib. pressure.

Charles F. Skipper [F.].

Competitions
LIMITED COAIPETITIONS.

The attention of the Competitions Committee has been
called to an attempt which was made recently by an
employing authority to infringe the spirit of the last

paragraph of clause 10 of the R.I.B.A. Competition
Regulations while observing the letter.

This paragraph reads :—

-

Provided that nothing in this Clause shall prevent
two or more members of the Royal Institute from giving

advice or preparing sketch plans for the same project

for a private client, if the expenditure proposed does not
exceed the sum of £12,500, and if each of the members
so invited be paid an agreed fee.”

In the case in question a number of the local architects

were invited to submit plans for a fairly important project

for a fee of £i is. each.

The Competitions Committee express the hope that

in loyalty to the profession in general and to their own
interests in particular, members will insist on the payment
of a reasonable fee in such cases,

ABERYSTWYTH : PROPOSED WINTER GARDEN
AND BAND PAVILION.

The Aberystwyth Corporation invite architects to

submit, in open competition, designs for a Winter Garden
and Band Pavilion.

Assessor : Mr. Arnold Thomely [E.].

Premiums : £100, £70 and £30*
Last day for receiving designs, i January 1930. Con-

ditions of the competition may be obtained on application

to the Town Clerk, Town Hall, Aberystwyth. Deposit

£2 2S.

ACCRINGTON : NEW POLICE AND FIRE
STATIONS.

The Accrington Corporation invite architects to submit,

in open competition, designs for new Police and Fire

Stations.

Assessor : Mr. Herbert J. Rowse [F.].

Premiums : £250, £150 and £ioo.

Last day for receiving designs, 28 February 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on applica-

tion to the Town Clerk, Town Hall, Accrington. Deposit

£2 2S.

GOSPORT : PROPOSED PLEASURE RESORT
AND GROUNDS.

The Council of the Borough of Gosport invite the sub-

mission of schemes for the lay-out of a portion of the

Stokes Bay area as a pleasure resort, with public walks

and pleasure grounds.
Conditions of the competition and a plan of the estate

may be obtained on application to the Town Clerk,

Town Hall, Gosport. Deposit £2 2s. [The conditions

have not yet been submitted to the Competitions Com-
mittee.]

GUILDFORD : NEW MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS.
The Guildford Corporation propose to invite local

architects to submit, in competition, designs for new
municipal buildings.

Assessor : Mr. T. S. Tait [F.].

Premiums : £50 and £25.
[Conditions are not yet fully settled.]

LIVERPOOL : PROPOSED PIER HEAD
IMPROVEMENTS.

The Liverpool City Council propose to offer premiums
of 1,000 guineas and 500 guineas in connection with a

competition for the improvement of the amenities of

the Pier Head.
[Conditions are not yet available.]

SWANSEA : MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS.
The Swansea Corporation invite architects to submit,

in open competition, designs for new municipal buildings.

Assessor : Mr. Henry V. Ashley, V.-P,R.I.B.A.

Prenaiums : £750, £500, £300 and £200.

Last date for receiving designs, 18 January 1930*

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on applica-

tion to the Town Clerk, Town Hall, Swansea. Deposit

£2 2S.

ANZAC MEMORIAL BUILDING, SYDNEY, N.S.W.

The Trustees of the Anzac Memorial Building invite

competitive designs for an Anzac Memorial to be erected

in the City of Sydney, New South Wales.

The qualification of competitors is defined in the con-

ditions of competitions as follows :

—

“ The competition is limited to Australians who
are legally qualified as architects in New South Wales

or who are legally qualified to practice architecture

outside of New South Wales provided that no com-
petitor shall be employed as architect to the work
until he has been duly registered as a legally qualified

architect in New South Wales or until other arrange-

ments, satisfactory to the Trustees and to the Board

of Architects of N.S.W. ,
shall have been made.

“ Nothing in these conditions shall preclude the

association of an Australian sculptor with a com-
petitor either during the competition or in the execu-

tion of the work.
“ For the purpose of this competition ‘ Australian

’

shall mean a natural bom British subject who has

practised or worked in Australia either as a principal

or an assistant. Provided that no Australian soldier

within the meaning of Part 4 of the Australian

Soldiers* Repatriation Act 1920 shall be excluded by
this clause.**
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The competition will be conducted in two stages
;

the

closing date for the first stage is 24 January 1930. The
cost of the iVIemorial is to be £75,000. The conditions of

competition have been approved by the Institute of

Architects of New South Wales.

Conditions of competition may be obtained from the

office of the Trustees of the Anzac Memorial Building,

3rd floor, Wingello House, Angel Place, Sydney, or from

the offices of the Institutes of Architects in the various

Australian States, or from the office of the Agent-General

for New South Wales, Australia House, London.

OLYMPIA, LONDON :
“ PAVILION OF LIGHT.”

The Daily Mail^ in conjunction with the General Elec-

tric Company, Ltd., is organising a competition in con-

nection with the lighting, heating, decorating and furnish-

ing, and electrical equipment of the rooms of a ” Pavilion

of Light,” which will be erected at the Ideal Home Exhi-

bition at the Olympia, London, in Alarch 1930.

J ury of Assessors :

Sir Edwin Lutyens, R.A., F.S.A. [F.].

Sir Duncan Watson, J.P., M.I.E.E.
Mr. Philip Connard, R.A.
Mr. Oliver P. Bernard.
Mr. Douglas G. Tanner [L.].

Mr. G. G. Womum [F.].

Premiums : For each room, 100 guineas, 25 guineas,

20 guineas.

Last day for receiving designs : 14 December 1929.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on appli-

cation to the Daily yiail Electrical Competition, Carmelite

House, E.C.4.

Members’ Column
CHANGE OF ADDRESS.

Mr. C, TtRRV Pledge has moved to 56 Sherwood Way, West
Wickham, Kent.

MESSRS. MACLAREN, SOUTAR AND SALMOND.
Mrs. D. W. Gallow.w begs to intimate that the Architectural

and Sur\ eying Practice of her late husband will be continued at

2 Market Street, Brechin, by Messrs. Maclaren, Soutarand Salmond,
F.F.R.I.B.A., F.S-I., 15 South Tay Street, Dundee, who are

authorised to collect the professional accounts due to the late ivlr.

Gallowav.
PRACTICE FOR SALE.

A large Provincial Practice for Sale m Southern Counties.—Apply
Box 2911. c o The Secretarv R.I.B A., 9 Conduit Street, London,
W. I

.

COLLABORATION WANTED.
A. R.I.B. A.., experienced decorative designer and craftsman, would

collaborate with architects in the design and execution of exterior and
interior treatments of buildings.—Box 9299, c o The Secretary

R LB A., 9 ('onduit Street, London, W.i.

OFFICE ACCOMMODATION WANTED.
Wanted, small ofhee, separate entrance, near Bedford Square,

Gower .Street, Euston Road, Marylehone Road or L’pper Baker
Street. Rent about £'^0 per annum inclusive of light, heat and
cleaning.—Apply Box 1120, c o The Secretary R LB A., 9 Conduit
Street, London, W.i.

OFFICE ACCOMMODATION.
Promxcial Architects and Surveyors requiring a City address

(near Law Courts), or othce for interviews, etc., should apply to
“ .Architect,” 19 Falcon Court, Fleet Street, London, F.C.4.

Small furnished room, suitable for young architect or quantity

surveyor, is a\ailable in the West-end othces of an architect,

F.R I B..A., at an exceptionally moderate rental in exchange lor small

services rendered. Telephone, gas, electric light, cleaning included.

—Reply Box 1690, c o The Secretary R.I.B. A., 9 Conduit Street,

London, W. 1

.

Minutes III
Session 1929-1930.

At the Third General Meeting (Business) of the Session

1929-1930. held on Alonday, 2 Decembei 1929, at S p.ni.

Sir Banister Fletcher, F.S.A., President, in the chair.

The attendance book was signed by 14 Fellows (including 8

members of Council), 8 Associates (including 3 members of
Council), and 4 Licentiates (including 3 members of Council).
The Alinutes of the Ordinary General Aleeting held on

18 November 1929 having been published in the Jol'rnal,
were taken as read, confirmed, and signed as correct.

The Hon, Secretary announced the decease of :

—

David Wishart Galloway, elected Licentiate 1911,
Fellow* 1929. Past-President, Dundee Institute of
Architects :

Edgar Horace Heathcote, feransfeired to Fellowship
1925

'
.

William Lister Newcombe, elected Fellow 1880, trans-

ferred to Retired Fellowship in 1926 ;

Charles Bernard Benson, transferred to Licentiate Class
in 1925 ,

and it was Resolved that the regrets of the Institute foi then loss

be entered on the Alinutes and that a message of sympathy and
condolence be conveyed to their relatives.

The following member attending for the first time since his
election was formally admitted by the President :

—

George Dudley Harbron [F.].

Tne following candidates for membership were elected hv
show* of hands :

—

AS HON. FELLOW (i).

How’ard de Walden and Seaford : Lord, Thomas E\elvn
Scott-Ellis.

AS HON. ASSOCIATE (i).

Stott : Sir Philip Sidney, Bart., F.S.A., Broadway, Glouces-
tershire.

AS FION. CORRESPONDING MEMBER (i).

Wanscher, Vilhelm, ALA., Professor of the History ot Art in
the Royal Academy at Copenhagen : Honorarv Member
of Akademisk Architekeforening at Copenhagen ; Alembcr
of the Kongilig Norske Videnskabers Selskab at Trond-
hjem

;
Cav. Corona dTtalia

; Copenhagen.
AS FELLOWS (20).

Broad : Alalcolm Charles [A. 1918], Montevideo, Uruguav.
Cowderoy-Dale : Frederick Charles [M. 1921], St Leonards-

on-Sea, Sussex.
Harris : Philip Capes [A, 1914], Zanzibar, East Africa.
Hooper : Charles Owen [A. 1920], Hankow*, China.
Alacfarlane : George Gordon, B.Sc., AI.C. [A. 1921].
Alinty : Robert James Hugh [A. 1922].
Aiullins : Geoffrey Thomas bd. igi8].
Newman : Percival Corney, F.S.I. [A, 1902].
Nicholson : Frederick William [.d. 1912]. Aintree, Li\erpooL
Stockdale : William [.d. 1907], North Shields.
Strickland : Harley Clarence Wilfrid [A. 1919], Brecon.
Veinon : Frederick Austin [A. 1920].

And the following Licentiates who have passed the qualifying
Examination :

—

Clarke : Godfrey 1 ^., Bradford, AMrks.
Salmond : William, F.S.I., Dundee.
Tanner : Douglas George, Birmingham.
And the following Licentiates who are quahhed under

Section IV, Clause 4 (c li) of the Supplemental Charter of
1925
Davies : Charles Gilbert, Shanghai. China.
Cjunson : F>nest, F.S.I., Alanchester.
Hamilton : George Douglas.
Jenkins : Thomas, J.P., Burton-on-Trent.
Liddle : Edwin FYwster Waugh, Newcastle-upon-T\ne.
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AS ASSOCIATES (81).

Ashworth : Henry Ingham, B.A. [Passed five years’ course at

Manchester Universirt School of Architecture. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in

Professional Practice], Poynton, Cheshire.

Barker : Frances (Miss) [Passed five years’ course at the

Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Exami-
nation after passing Examination in Professional Practice].

Bartholomew : George [Final], Falkirk, Stirlingshire.

Beck : Richard Theodore [Passed five years’ course at the

Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Exami-
nation after passing Examination in Professional Practice]

.

Bradley : Frank [Final], Bolton, Lancs.
Breakwell : John [Passed five years’ course at the Architectural

Association. Exempted from Final Examination after

passing Examination in Professional Practice].

Brown : Robert Smart [Passed five years’ course at Robert

Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice], Aberdeen.
Buchanan : James Wardrop [Passed five years’ course at the

Architectural Association. Exempted frorn Final Exami-
nation after passing Examination in Professional Practice]

,

Brighton.
Bunyan : James [Passed five 3'ears’ course at Glasgow School of

Architecture. Exempted from Final Examination after

passing Examination in Professional Practice], Glasgow.
Collmann : Leonard John [Final], Hampton-on-Thames

.

Coote : Lionel Francis Russell [Final], Gerrards Cross.

Crabtree : William, Dip. Arch. (Liverpool) [Passed five years’

course at I>iverpool University School of Architecture.

Exempted from Final Examination after passing Exami-
nation in Professional Practice], Doncaster.

Crosby : Edmund Lionel [Final].

Cruickshank : Alexander James [Passed five years’ course at

Robert Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Profes-

sional Practice], Gannochy, Perth.

Culpin : Clifford Ewart [Final], Ilford.

Deolaliker : Ganesh Bhikaji [Special Examination], New
Delhi, India.

Douglas : Percival Howard [Passed five years’ course at

Robert Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Profes-

sional Practice], Watford.
Dow : John Sim [Passed five years’ course at Robert Gordon’s

Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted from Final Examination
after passing Examination in Professional Practice],

Craigie, Perth.
Dunn : Richard Russell Anthony [Final], Sunderland.
Ecclestone : James Henry [Final].

Eden : William Arthur [Passed five years’ course at Liverpool

University School of Architecture. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice], Stockton-on-Tees.
Ellis : Harold George, B.Arch. (Liverpool) [Passed five years’

course at Liverpool University School of Architecture.

Exempted from Final Examination after passing Exami-
nation in Professional Practice], Wallasey, Cheshire.

Finnegan ’ Leonard [Special Examination], Kenton.
Foley : Hugh Valentine [Passed five years’ course at the Archi-

tectural Association. Exempted frorn Final Examination
after passing Examination in Professional Practice],

Forbes : Ian [Passed five years’ course at the Architectural

Association. Exempted from Final Examination after

passing Examination in Professional Practice], Chalfont

St. Giles.

Fraser : James Milner [Final], Singapore.
Garrett : Alfred John Wilton [Special Examination], Leigh-

on-Sea.
Gibb : John James Bayne [Final], Glasgow.
Golding : Alfred [Final], South Shields.

Greenwood : Fred [Final].

Hall : Frederick George Alfred [Final].

Harding : Herbert John, A.R.C.A. [Special Examination].
Hatcher : Basil Ainsworth [Final], Ipswich.
Helm : William Rex [Final], Oldham.
Holt : A. Neville [Passed five years’ course at the Liverpool

UniversiU' School of Architecture. Exempted from Final
Examination after passing Examination in Professional
Practice], West Kirby, Cheshire.

Hough : George Cecil [Passed five years’ course at the Liver-
pool Universirt School of Architecture. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Profes-
sional Practice], Hoylake, Cheshire.

Jenkins : Gilbert Lawrence Alartin [Passed five years’ course
at the Architectural Association. Exempted from Final
Examination after passing the Examination in Professional
Practice]

.

King : William Henry [Final].

Knight : George William [Special Examination].
Knowles : Herbert James, Dip Arch. (Liverpool) [Passed five

years’ course at the Liverpool University School of Archi-
tecture. Exempted from Final Examination after passing
Examination in Professional Practice], Plymouth.

Lamb : William [Final], Windsor.
Lane : Howard Ross [Final], Christchurch.
Lewin : Captain Flarry Almond [Special Examination],

Colombo, Ceylon.
Lightfoot : Brodrick St. Clair, Dip. Arch. (Liverpool) [Passed

five years’ course at the Liverpool University School of
Architecture. Exempted from Final Examination after

passing Examination in Professional Practice], Cape Town.
Lovett : William Francis Benjamin [Passed five years’ course

at the University of London School of Architecture.
Exempted from Final Examination after passing Exami-
nation in Professional Practice].

Lowes : Alexander John George [Special Examination].

Lowther : Anthony William George [Passed five years’ course
at the Architectural Association, Exempted from Final
Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Piactice], Ashtead, Surrey.
Lubynski : Norman Francis [Final], Cape Towm.
AlacDonald : Eric Alexander Hector [Final].

Macdonald : George Sutherland [Passed five years’ course at

Robert Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Profes-

sional Practice], Elgin, Morayshire.

McLaren : Ian Hastings [Passed five years’ course at Robert
Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen, Exempted | from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice], Cults, Aberdeenshire.

Mansfield : John Leslie Stephen, B.Arch, (Sydney) [Passed

five years’ course at Sydney University Schooljof Archi-
tecture. Exempted from Final Examination after passing

Examination in Professional Practice].

Mant : Cecil George [Final].

Metcalfe : John George [Passed five years’ course at the Liver-

pool University School of Architecture, Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Profes-

sional Practice], laverpool.

Metz ; Morris de [Final].

Mitchell : Thomas [Passed five years’ course at the Glasgow
School of Architecture. Exempted from Final Examina-
tion after passing Examination in Professional Practice],

Brought^’ Ferr\% Angus.
Morgan : Brodrick John Morris [Final].

Morris : William Alexander [Special Examination], Weaver-
ham, Cheshire.

Morrison : Robert James [Passed five years’ course at Robert
Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice], Aberdeen.
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Mowbray ; William Bawden [Final], Sutton, Surrey.
Xapolitano : Frederick [Passed five years’ course at the Archi-

tectural Association. Exempted from Final Examination
after passinf^ Examination in Professional Practice], St.

j\Iare:arets-on-Thames.

Plant : Walter Geoffrey [Passed fi\e years’ course at the Liver-
pool University School of Architectuie. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Profes-
sional Practice], Doncaster.

Poulton : Denis, Dip.Arch. (Liverpool) [Passed five years’

course at the Liverpool Univeisity School of Architecture.

Exempted from Final Examination after passing Examina-
tion in Professional Practice], Oxford.

Redwood : Reginald Seymour [Final], Chippenham, Wilts.

Saunders : George Sleith [Final], Leeds.
Scammell ‘ Rodney QuinU>n [Final], Birmingham.
Shewan : William Wyllie Clark [Passed five years’ course at

Robert Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted from
Phnal Examination alter passing Examination in Profes-

sional Practice], Aberdeen.
Simpson : Robert Alison Crighton, B.A.(Cantab.) [Passed five

years' joint course at the Cambridge University School
of Architecture and the Architectural Association.

Exempted from Final Examination after passing Exami-
nation in Professional Practice], Leeds.

Spencely : Hugh Greville Castle, B.Arch. (Liverpool) [Passed

five years’ course at the Liverpool University School of

Architecture. Exempted Irom Final Examination after

passing Examination in Professional Practice].

Statham : Cohn Walter [Passed five years’ course at the Archi-
tectural Association. Exempted from Final Examination
after passing Examination m Professional Practice],

Rickmansworth.
Summerson : John Xewenham, B.A .(Arch) [Passed five years'

course at the L niversity of London School of Architecture.

Exempted from the Final Examination after passing the
Examination in Professional Practice], Edinburgh.

Sykes : Cecil fieorge [Final].

I’aber : Edwin Atkinson [Final], Leeds.
Tamkin : Arthur Leslie [Final], Torquay.
'Phompson : (i-erald Leopold [Final],

Tomlinson : Harold, M.A. (Cantab.) [Special Exemption],
Cambridge

Turner : Charles Austin Charle^^ood [Passed five years’ course

at the Architectural Association. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Exanu nation in Professional

Practice], Sutton, Surrey.

Waiies : Philip Arthur [Passed fi\e years’ course at the Univer-
sity of London School of Architecture. Exempted from
P'mal Examination after passing Examination in Profes-

sional Practice], Beacnnsfield, Bu>:ks,

Walkden : John Stanley [Passed fi\e years' course at Alan-
chester Lni\ersity School of Architecture. Exempted
from P'mal Examination after passing Examination in

Pndessional Practice], [Manchester.

Waugh : David Stark Reid, Dip.Arch.(Glasgow) [Passed five

gears' course at Glasgow School of Architecture. Exempted
from Pinal Examination after passing Examination in Pro-
fessional Practice], Glasgow .

Williams : George [Final], FIull.

The Chairman announced that by a resolution of the Council
the following had ceased to be members of the Royal Institute :

AS ASSOCIATE.
Gordon Hacier Crickmay.

AS LICENTIATES.
P'rank Jermyn Bow’hill.

Frank Webster Holloway.
William Whiteley Kenworthc’.
Gottlieb R. C. Aluschaweck.

The meeting then proceeded to consider the proposal that
the references to the Assessor's Fee should be omitted from the
Regulations for Architectural Competitions, and that these
references, contained in Clause i (paragraphs i and 2) of the
Regulations should be transferred to the Scale of Professional
Charges and the “ Directions to Assessors.”

Several members having spoken against the proposal, it was
put to the Aote of the meeting and lost.

The proceedings closed at 8,45 p.rn.

ARCHITECTS’ BENEVOLENT SOCIETY
{Insurance Department).

HOUSE PURCHASE SCHEME
(for property in Great Britain only).

The Society is able, through the services of a leading
Assurance Office, to assist an Architect (or his client) in
securing the capital for the purchase of a house for his
own occupation, on the following terms :

—

Amount of Loan.
Property value exceeding £666, but not exceeding

£2,500, 75 per cent, of the value.

Property value exceeding £2,500, but not exceeding

£4,500, 66| per cent, of the value.

The value of the property is that certified by the Sur-
veyor employed by the Office,

Rate of Interest, 5^ per cent, gross

Repayment.
By means of an Endowment Assurance which dis-

charges the loan at the end of 15 or 20 years, or at the
earlier death of the borrower.

Special Concession to Architects.
In the case of houses in course of erection, it has been

arranged that, provided the Plan and Specification have
been approved by the Surveyor acting for the Office,

and the amount of the loan agreed upon, and subject to
the house being completed in accordance therewith.
One Half of the loan will be advanced on a certificate

from the Office’s Surveyor that the walls of the house
arc erected and the roof on and covered in.

Note.—In 1928, over £20,000 was loaned to archi-
tects under this scheme, and as a result over £100 was
handed to the Benevolent Fund.

If a quotation is required, kindly send details of your
age next birthday, approximate value of house and its

exact situation, to the Secretary Architects’ Benevolent
Society, 9 Conduit Street, London, W.

Members sending remittances by postal order for subscrip-
tions or Institute publications are warned of the necessity of
complying with Post Office Regulations with regard to this
method of payment. Postal orders should be made payable
to the Secretary R.I,B.A., and crossed.

It is desired to point out that the opinions of writers of
articles and letters which appear in the R.I B A. Journal
must be taken as the individual opinions of their authors and
not as representative expression of the Institute.

R.I BA. JOURNAL.
Dates ot Publication.—1929 • 21 December

j 1930.

—
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; 8, 22 February
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Interior of Colosseum

Recent Criticism of Roman Architecture

BY DR. THOMAS ASHBY, D.LITT., F.SA., F.B.A., HON. A.R.I.B.A.

This book,* as its author explains in the preface,

is an enlarged version of his chapter on Building

and Engineering in The Legacy of Rome (Oxford,

1923). A hundred and twenty illustrations have been

added and will be found to be extremely useful, especially

as a number of them are from the author*s own drawings

of out-of-the-way monuments in Rome and other parts

of Italy. It is written largely for students of modern

architecture, and the author has not therefore time to

discuss the many and various problems which it raises.

But it is well that he begins by pointing out that

Vitruvius goes back in the main to previous treatises

on the subject belonging to the Alexandrine period,

and is therefore not a good guide for the sphere of

construction and architecture which was in process of

formation in his own day.f He wisely insists on its

* La Tecnica della Costm^ione presso i Romani. By
Gustavo Giovannoni. Rome : Societa editrice d’arte illus-

trata, n.d.

Utilitarian character and on the importance of the

development of arches and vaults, which came to its

highest point in the third and fourth centuries after

Christ, when Roman art, according to the prevailing

view, was in a state of decadence. It was the use of

concrete which rendered such constructions possible :

this had begun to be employed on a large scale towards

the end of the Republic. Almost equally important,

according to him, were the relieving arches, of which

we find such large use made in brick facing, though

he does not add that their function must have ceased

almost entirely when the concrete was set hard.

The organic planning of such buildings was of special

importance, and there was a gradual evolution. The
walls were at first very massive, but as time went on

means were found to reduce them. In certain

t Thus the typical brick of which he speaks as a foot w^ide

and a foot and half Ions? was a sun dried brick, as has already

been pointed out (Rivoira, Roman Architecture, 3, 17).

B 2
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details I cannot altogether agree with him—thus, in

regard to the thickness of Roman bricks (p. 24), where

he is mistaken in throwing overboard Dr. Van Deman's
classification, and in stating that “ it is sufficient to

say that the walls of the first century generally had

thin bricks (2 to 3 cm.) . . . that in the succeeding

centuries they went on increasing in thickness, until

they reached about 5 cm. in the Baths of Diocletian

and the Basilica of Maxentius (Constantine)." Here,

to say no more, he has altogether omitted the period

of Septimus Severus. Nor am I able to agree with

him as to the usual measurements of bricks in the

fourth century monuments which he cites.f Nor is

reticulatum almost always enclosed with panels of

bricks—until after the time of Augustus the quoins are

invariably of stone.

Nor is he right in laying such stress on the large hall

of the Baths of Agrippa (p. 81), which, as Hulsen has

already pointed out, appears, unfortunately, to be a

creation of Palladio’s fertile brain. On the other

hand, I am grateful to him for pointing out (p. 35)

the importance from an architectural point of view of

a tomb near S. Stefano Rotondo, only preserved to

us in a drawing in the Topham collection at Eton.i

Like the Sedia del Diavolo§, it is an example of a

volta a vela " (or vault with depressed penden-

tives) on a squaie plan. And it is also quite likely

that he is right in maintaining (p. 40) that the tile ribs

of which Choisv makes so much (which are not solid

brick ribs, but box ribs) were not built before the

rest of the vault,;, and were merely intended to direct

the thrust of the vault in certain directions*'
;
and also

that the Romans relied too much on the theoretical

absence of thrust in their vaults, and sometimes

increased their buttresses, external niches, etc., to an

exaggerated extent, instead of modifying the structure

of the vaults themselves.

He, naturally and rightly, takes up a strong position

against the Oriental ’’ theory of the origins of

Bvzantine architecture.

He is no'doubt also right in assigning (70 et seq.) con-

siderable importance to wooden roofs, our knowledge

f In the temple of Venus and Rome, as restored by Maxen-

tius, 100 bricks showed a variation fiom 2.1 to 5 cm ,
but the

vast majority were between 3 and 4 cm.

I P.B.S.R., vii, pi. I.

Rivoira, op, cit., 152.

j|
Some of Cozzo’s photographs (Figs. 93-f/j) will be found

useful in this connection. He follows Gio\annoni m his

interpretation of their use.

^ Contrast Anderson Spiers and Ashby Architecture of

Ancient Rome, 38.

* For a case where he has represented an actually existing

building see Mem. Pont. Acc. Arch., 11 (1928), 167.

t G. Cozzo, Imyecffieria Rovianu (Rome, 1928).

X We may note that the remains of the earliest city wall on

of which is limited, being mainly derived from their

use in Christian basilicas
;

they were, however, con-

cealed by coffered ceilings even in ancient times, and
fragments of such a ceiling in painted plaster have been
found in the great basilica at Aquileia.

The development of central structures, whether
circular, cruciform, square or polygonal, is also of

great importance. As our author points out (82 n. i)

they had a great interest for the architects of the

Renaissance, and numerous plans of them are preserved

in their drawings, which require careful examination
;

for, more often than is believed, the buildings repre-

sented in them are actually preserved
; and iMontano,

for example, is not, any more than Ligorio, either

entirely veracious or exclusively inventive.*

As to the facing which the concrete walls received,

whether of plaster, stucco, or marble, he makes an
interesting remark when he says that the bare walls

of Hadrian’s villa or Sette Bassi present, from the

constructional point of view, a more organic wffiole

than they did wffien they wxre covered wdth a rich

decoration Avhich had no direct connection with their

structure.

We thus have an extremely valuable though short

summary of the technique of Roman construction,

which makes us hope that the author may soon find

time to deal with the subject on a larger scale.

Another recent w'ork, by a pupil of Giovannoni’s, is

of a somewhat different character.f Though it bears

the promising title Roman Engineering, the first

hundred of the 320 pages wffiich it contains discuss

the regal period and a variety of other topics.^ The
author then proceeds to deal with “ megalithic or pre-

Roman construction —giving a number of inter-

esting illustrations, but without ahvays telling us w'hat

they represent]
I

;
wFile wffiat he calls the “ w^alls of

Romulus ” on the Palatine are not part of the fortifi-

cations at all^, and their date must be treated as un-
certain. When at last he comes to treat of Imperial
construction, he has some useful remarks—though it

is a pity that he gives* w'hat are, I think, the foundations
of a part of the Domus Aurea of Nero on the Palatine

the Palatine are described as built of peperino, and not of
capellaccio—two very different kinds of volcanic stone.

^ In regard to his dating it may suffice to say that he sug-
gests that the progress from “ cyclopean to “ polygonal

”

making may correspond with the beginning of the Iron Age !

Archaeology is, in fact, not his strong point, and his Latin is

lamentable.

;I
I may add that “ a gate in the walls of Segni ” (Fig. 86)

is m reality the Porta Saracinesca at Ferentino {Rom. Mitt,
1908, p. 23, Fig. 12).

• The illustration is practically identical with Fig. 42 in
Lugli’s Zona Archeoiogica di Roma (omitted in the English
edition).

* 166, F'ig. 67 (contrast Lugli, Chmical Monuments of
Rotne, 1, p. 2S3, Fig. 69).
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Plate i.—Baths of Caracalla

Brickwork in Vault

as “(examples of concrete foundation walls constructed
within the earth and then left isolated, as in the

substructions of the palace of Tiberius.”

He also points out, successfully I think, that in some
Imperial buildings, for example the Baths of Caracalla

(Plate i), the vaults were not, as Choisy postulates,

always lined with a double layer of tiles, the inner
large (bipedales), the other small, but that small tiles

were exclusively used.

He misinterprets (p. 185) the small holes in brick

facing in w^hich pieces of brick or marble w ere placed
;

they were not intended to give a better hold to the

cement facing, but to give a bite to the nails which
supported the marble facing.

The last three chapters of the book are devoted to

the Colosseum, the Pantheon, and the emissarium of

the Fucine lake. In dealing with the Colosseum,* he
supposes that the pillars of the ambulatory of the

* The greater part of this section is a repetition of a previous
article (Architettiira ed Arti Decorative, 1923, 237, et seq.).

II7

ground floor rest upon another buried order of arches ;

but his arguments are not convincing. Nor is he right

in maintaining that the skeleton framework in traver-

tine, with the brick arches connecting the piers, was
constructed first, and that this arrangement made it

possible for w^ork to go on contemporaneously at a

number of points. The brick arches are relieving

arches, and form an integral part of the rest of the brick

walls between the travertine piers
;
so that the use of

travertine in the interior must be taken to be merely a

question of using the strongest material at the points of

greatest strain | (Plate 2).

Nor w ill his system of scaffolding for the erection of

the top storey, conceived as projecting through the

windows, stand the test of investigation ; for the

windows only occur over every other arch, whereas the

corbels wEich he supposes to have supported this

scaffolding are far more frequent, and originally

Plate 2.—^The Colosseum

Difleience of Travertine Work from Tufa and Brickwork

t Anderson, Spiers and Ashby, op. cit. 94 : see Von Gerkan
in Romtsche JMitteilufjgen, 1925, 20.
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occurred on every pier4 Nor has he noticed the traces

of fire in the third storey
;
so that he is led to explain

the differences of construction which ^"on Gerkan
points out§ by supposing that two different gangs of

workmen were constructing these tw'o different sections

from the beginning
;

while he supposes that the

fourth storey, even as it stands, is part of the

original construction, and therefore that the fragments

used in it come from the Golden House, and from
the refuse of the building of the amphitheatre itself.

In regard to the Pantheon, II he subjects the valuable

report of Beltrami^ to a detailed examination. He
believes (p. 268) that the circular wall which was found

to be concentric with the lotunda in 1893 was intended

to protect the concrete foundations against floods
;
but

this wall is only 0*60 cm. thick, and this idea would
not account for the earlier marble pavements which

were found below the present one.*

But his theory that the Pantheon as it stands is the

original building of Agrippa, and that the domed room
known as the Arco della Ciambella is the laconicum built

by him (which really dates from the third century a.d.|)

betrays an ignorance of the wEole progress of brick

facing, which is inexcusable
;

and he handles the

evidence of the brick-stamps in a thoroughly unjusti-

fiable manner. “ How,” he asks, “ can those seven

bricks with stamps of the second century . .
.
prove that

the temple was built by Hadrian in open conflict with

the tradition, in face of the enormous number (many
millions) of which the brick mass of the monument is

composed ? ... an older building may have been

largely repaired with more recent material, and there-

fore have its date brought down nearer to our own
time, which is exactly what has happened up till now
with the Pantheon ” (pp. 29.}., 295).

In order to prove his point, Signor Cozzo must be

able to show precisely what these restorations in the

brick-facing are, and where they begin and end, which

he will, no doubt, have an opportunity of doing in his

further studies of the dome. But until he does so, I

prefer mvself to rely on the statement of Lanciani : j
” Since those tegulce hipedales are dated, as a rule, holes

were bored into them in about fifty places, and as many
brick-stamps were found (he is referring to Chedanne’s

still unpublished investigations) some on the outside

^ on in Romische Mitteilimiien 1925,25, They
have only been removed in a few cab-eb, and were left for con-

venience in subsequent repairs.

^ Ibid, 24, 32.

See Times, Monday, i April 1929, p. 9.

^ II Panthcnii, Milan, 1898.
* Op. cit. 37-40, 64 ;

id. II Pantheon rii endicato ad Adriano
(’1929), 62 and PI XVI.

•T- Rn'oira, Roman Architecture, p. 128 and Fig, 142.

X Op. cit. 480.

^ Rum Mitt. 1893, 312 ; cf. Jordan, Topograpkie, i. 3, 587,
' Cf. Beltrami, II Pantheon ('1929), 31.
•' Guillaume, Rev. des deux Mondes, 1S92.

facing, others in the thickness of the wall, in the

foundations, in the dome, in the staircases, in the

arches and vaults—in short, wherever the search was
made. . . . The dates vary from a.d. 115 to 125.”

Or if this is not sufficient, Beltrami’s statement,

corroborated by HulseD,§ that the seven stamped bricks

of which he speaks were taken from undoubtedly
original parts of the structure (five out of seven of them,

be it noted, from relieving arches—has Signor Cozzo
found any traces of subsequent repairs in them r), may
be brought in as further testimony, not to mention
the fact that neither then nor previously (for Hiilsen

enumerates twelve more stamps, recorded in Vol. XY
of the Corpus Inscriptioninn Latinarurn

^
that had already

been found in the rotunda, and three more from the

porch) has any brick-stamp belonging to any period

other than that of Hadrian been found in the main
building. Hiilsen indeed summarises the position as

follows : “It was reserved for the detailed investiga-

tions of Dell, Chedannell and Armanini to show, that

everywhere, and precisely in those parts which are

constructionally important, and therefore afford abso-

lute proof for the date of the creation of the building,

bricks with stamps of the time of Hadrian are

found.”

A similar ignorance of recent research is shown by
the fact that he reproduces Lanciani’s plan of the
Baths of Agrippa, without realising that Hiilsen

demonstrated nineteen years ago that their orientation

had to be altered to the extent of ninety degrees.* With
these considerations in our minds, we can hardly
accept his further theory that the original entrance
to the Pantheon was from the south through the
w^all immediately at the back of itj following an
idea entertained at the time by Lanciani, but sub-
sequently rejected by him {Not. Scavi, 1S82, 357).
The latter thinks, by the way, that the hall was vaulted
at a later time, and that the niche was then inserted.
There is, however, no solution of continuity in the
brick facing at each side of the niche, so that it cannot,
as he thinks, have been filled up later.

In a subsequent article,! as the result of fresh in-

vestigations both in the foundations and the super-
structure, he discusses the relations between the portico,
the porch and the rotunda. Owing to the continuity
of the lateral architrave, he comes to the conclusion§
that the first two are contemporary, but that the

* Die Thermen des Agrippa, Beltrami (Rome, 1910-29), 78,
does not know' Hulsen’s work either.

*

T Often called the Laconicum, though wrongly, Betlrami
(p. 62) in his original work entertained the idea, but in the later
one he most decidedlv rejects it. If it ever existed, even in
embryo, it must have been almost immediatelv abandoned, as
Bagnani has suggested.

: Bollettino d'Artc, Ser. 2, viii. (1928-9), 291 et seq. with
inadequate drawings.

He has hjre completely changed the opinions expressed
in the Inoegnerii. Roniana.
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rotunda is earlier still,* though he abstains in this article

from giving any absolute dating f ( Plate 2a) . On the other

hand, as in his book, he still maintains that the original

entrance ^vas on the south, the hall on that side serving

as the vestibule, and that it was closed up, and a new
one made on the north side, when the formation of

large cracks caused serious fears for the stability of the

building (Plate 3).

The rectangular foundation discovered on the north,

under the present portico, which was interpreted as

having belonged to the original Pantheon of Agrippa,

which faced south instead of north, was, according to

his later explanation,! the first stage of the change of

the position of the entrance. Thus the intention

would have been to re-erect the vestibule (the word
atrium, of which he makes use, is inappropriate) ac-

cording to the original plan
;
and it was only when it

was found necessary to secure the stability of the

building on the north side also that this foundation

was, we may say, not brought into effective use, other

and more solid foundations being constructed instead.

In the meantime, Beltrami wrote a strongly polemical

treatise against Cozzo’s first work (though without

knowledge, apparently, of his subsequent article),

§

maintaining successfully the Hadrianic date of the

whole structure
;
while the enormous crack which is

said to have caused the change in the orientation of the

entrance is rather due to settlement, and, in the report

of Prof. Giovannoni, summarised in the Times of Oct. 7,

is not made out to be a great danger to the structure.

He reaffirms, and rightly, the existence of the original

rectangular temple under the present portico.

We must admit that Beltrami is right in pointing out

(i) that Cozzo is not by any means the first person who
saw the cracks between the porch and the rotunda (p. 60),

but, as Fea saw, the wall of the porch could not join

that of the rotunda because of the great relieving arches

of the latter (Plate 3a)
; (2) that if one supposes that

the rotunda was built without any intention of adding

the porch, there is no way of getting to the upper
part (p. 59) : whereas the steps are so organicallv con-

nected with the whole structures that it is difficult, if

not impossible, not to consider them as original.

* In this he differs from Colini and Gismondi {Ball. Com.
liv. (1926} 67—72) ;

but even if he is ri^ht, as he seems to be,

the question is only one of days.
“ At the end, however, he hazards the suggestion that the

fragment of the Forma Urbis. which shows a space between
the Pantheon and the Baths of Agrippa, may prove that the

change of the position of the entiance occurred after the reign

of Septimius Severus. One might legitimately ask whether
he seriously supposes that the brickwork of the central niche
of the hall on the south end of the porch can possibly belong
to the reign of that emperor.

t In his original hook he had not been able to give any
proper explanation of its existence {if. p. 197 ;

hgs. 209, 21 1,

which are most unsatisfactory in regard to this point).

§ 11 Pantheon rivendicato ad Adriano (Milan, 1929).

On the other hand, the fact that the cornice at the

back of the Pantheon runs straight for several metres.

Pi.A'ii 3 A —Wall of P.antheon . From Porch
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Plate 4.—The Pantheon : South Side

no longer following the curve of the rotunda, and the

existence of massive attachments of the rotunda to the

laconicum (p. 87), do seem to require explanations

(Plate 4) which they have not hitherto received in

full, even in Beltrami's work.

Whether the relieving arches of the drum were

actually constructed before the rest of the wall in which
they may now be seen, is, in my opinion, as in the case

of the similar arches in the Colosseum, to be treated as

a matter of improbability."^

On the main question Rivoira is certainly right in

saying that before the time of Hadrian Reman architects

would not have been up to the task of constructing such

a building as the Pantheon ;
and Beltram.i is equally

light in deploring that we cannot yet date its Corinthian

orders as such with certainty.

Anothei new point made by Beltrami (p. 69) is of

considerable importance as showing definitely that the

jiortico and the porch arc, if not absolutely contempo-
rary, at any rate a part of a single conception. He points

out that the side walls of the two niches, which are of

brick-faced concrete, are 64 cm. thicker on the inner

sides towards the door than on the exterior, the

difference being accounted for by the thickness of the

marble facing of the exterior of the porch
;
whereas, if

there had not been intended to be a portico, it is the

outer side walls of these niches that would have been
thicker (Plate 5).

* Cf. also Beltrami, 89, Plate 5.—The Pantheon: West Side of Porch
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As a fact, the indications of a sixteenth-century dra\v-

ing in the Uffizi at Florence (No. 78), reproduced by
Beltrami (p. 12, tav. Ill), though incorrect in detail,

give us the general principle correctly. Above the upper

series of relieving ?rches, he notes '' tegole {i^e,^

courses of tiles laid horizontally), 4 braccia (2*35 m.
apart). And recent investigations have shown that, as

Beltrami suggested (p. 22) the upper part of the

dome is built in horizontal courses inclined towards

the interior, of pieces of stone some 20 cm. in

length.

of relieving arches immediately above the attic in the

interior" and that it, too, is divided into forty equal

parts by sixteen buttresses, which run right through
the wall of the rotunda, and twenty-four radial walls

which are interrupted by the chambers in the thickness

of the wall. Of these chambeis there are sixteen, eight

of them semicircular, each divided in half by one of

these radial walls, and eight of them annular, divided

into three parts by two similar walls, j and these cham-
bers correspond with the smaller and larger relieving

arches respectively (Plate 6). Each chamber has a door

An important fact which Beltram.i has brought to

light* is this—though, as he says, it might have been

deduced by others, inasmuch as it is shown by Desgo-

detz, Pirane‘^i and Armanini—that the thickness of the

wall of the rotunda can be divided radially into forty

equal parts, corresponding to the intercolumnation of

the Corinthian columns of the interior (3 '44 m., while

the external length of these scct(jrs is 4*40 m ). And if

we go up to the uppermost (thirdj external zone of the

drum, betw'ecn the second and third cornices, we find

that it corresponds in Ie\el (mf)re (jr less) with the series

* Cf. Beltrami, S(^, pp. 32 it

t It is a pity thit the I'xjsition of these internal arches has

not been shown in dotted lines, even approximate) v, in the

upper part of Plate \ I fp 36).

leading into it frijm the second external cornice, and is

accessible in no other w ay This consideration proves
that Cozzo is wTong in placing the impost of the dome
abo\'e the extrados of the relieving arches w’hich are seen
in the interior, so that the roof is not a hemispherical
vault, as it appears to be, but a mere basin (calotta)

(the existence of connecting arches between the larger
arches, supposed by Piranesi, is, as a fact, very doubt-
ful)—a supposition which further involves a serious
geometrical error (Plate 7) . He is also in error in denying
the statical importance of the columns of the interior,

t There arc radiutin^^ walls correspondini^ to these in the
next belt below, between the first and second external cornice
fcf. Plate XI, fig. 4^))—but not, apparenth, to those in the
semicircular chambers, nor to the huttres.ses.
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upon which the radiating walls of both belts do, as a
fact, rest.

Ifwe are to insist on accuracy in details, we must add

123

that the illustration reproduced on p. 91 is taken in-
directly from the book of Alo Giovannoli, which was
published, not in the time of Charles V, but in 1615.

CRITICISM OF ROMAN ARCHITECTURE

Plate 7—The Pantheon: Cross Section
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Jean Mariette’s Engravings
BY MARTIN S. BRIGGS [F.].

The Institute Library has just been enriched by the

gift From the publishers, Messrs. Van Oest of Paris

and Brussels, of a copy of their line reprint in three

large portfolios of Jean Mariette’s famous collection of

engravings, published under the title UArchitecture

Jean Mariette (16^0-1742) sprang from a family of

print collectors, for his father and grandfather before

him followed this business, and he himself took lessons

in painting from his brother-in-law Jean-Baptiste

Corneille. Then came his son Jean-Pierre (1694—

Pi AX OF THE Chateau de Sable and its Park

From the original edition of Mariette, L'Architecture fran^aise,

fraufaise. How welcome this acquisition is to students

mav he realised when one enquires into the number of

copies of the original work that are available in London

libraries, only to find that there is no complete set

anywhere, so lar as my personal research goes, while

even in Paris itself the position seems to be little

better.

^ 774 )j another connoisseur wTo carried on the firm
until 1752, and to whom we owe what little we know
of his more celebrated father. The era of illustrated
architectural magazines did not begin until the nine-
teenth century, but Du Cerceau set the fashion of
publishing architectural designs in his Les plus excel-
lens bdtiments de France in 1576-79, and w as followed
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in the next century by Marot, Jean Mariette conceived
the idea of a collection on much more ambitious lines.

In 1727 he published the first volume of the three

that have just been reprinted, and the two others

appeared shortly afterwards. They all bore the date

1727, which is somewhat difficult to reconcile with the

fact that some of the buildings illustrated the

Hotel Janvy) were certainly not completed till 1732.
Professor Louis Hautecoeur of the Ecole des Beaux
Arts, who introduces and edits the reprint, makes the

ingenious suggestion that Mariette simplv re-used his

and 127. The edition at the Bibliotheque Nationale
has two copies of No. 63.

My investigations in London libraries show that
there is no copy of the 1727 edition at the British

Museum or at the Soane Museum, and that our own
copy in the R.LB.A, Library is by far the most com-
plete. But it is bound in two volumes instead of three,

and contains only 501 plates instead of 562. Hence the
collating of the old edition with the reprint becomes
very difficult, and the following facts should be
accepted with reserve. So far as I can ascertain, our

dated title page regardless of the actual date of publi-

cation, in order to save expense in alteration !

The whole collection comprises 562 engravings,

some of which are double or folding plates. The work
is a puzzle to a bibliographer, for in its original form
it contained no index and the plates were not numbered.
Sometimes they were bound in two volumes, sometimes
in three, sometimes not at all. Thus it happens that

even Paris appears to lack a perfect copy ; at least so it

would seem from the Introduction, where the editor

is not quite definite about the copy at the Bibliotheque

Nationale. The copy at the Ecole des Beaux Arts,

from which many of his reproductions have evidently

been made, is short of the plates numbered i, 2, 3

old copy lacks four early churches (numbered 4, ii,

12, 13 in the reprint), the Hotel Rouille (119-121), the

Hotel Chaulnes (171-5), the Hotel Desmares (190-1),
and, unfortunately, 43 plates of the beautiful details of

decoration and ironwork that constitute perhaps the

most attractive part of the collection. The third

volume at the R.LB.A., uniform with these two, and
entitled in pencil as “ Yol. IV,’ ' is in fact Marietta’s

edition of Le Grand Marot (see below), but one of the

title pages of Uarchitecture franfaise (1727) has been
added to it in error by the binder.

At the Victoria and Albert Museum Library there

are two copies of the book, both incomplete. One was
bequeathed by Lady Dilke several years ago, and is in
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two volumes. The other is also in two volumes,

which cJoselv correspond to Volumes I and II of

G.vrr AT THH Ci IATEAC DE MeUUOX

From the ontrinai edition of AFiiiette, rchitectui

c

1727

1727, and contain 354 engra\'ings as against 362 in the

original edition.

It must he added that Mariette published in 1738

another volume of engravings of larger size, which

included the Sorbonne, the Louvre, the College des

Quatre Nations, and the chateaux of \ ersailles, Clagny,

^larlv, Aleudon, Chantilly, Alaisons, Bagnolet and

Sceaux. I’here are copies of this volume in the \ ictoria

and Albert Aluseum (82 plates) and the R.I.B.A.

Library (76 plates). Lastly Alariette published Le

Grand Marot (and the publishers of the 1727 reprint

announce that, if it proves to be a success, they will

rej:)reduce the 1738 volume and Le Grand Marot too).

When Jean Alariette’s son, Jean-Pierre, gave up busi-

ness in 1752, the publisher Janbot acquired all his

plates, and employed Jean-Fran9ois Blondel to edit

them. They subsequently appeared in three folio

volumes in 1752-56. Thus it is that our own Library

and others contain a most baffling series of volumes of

Alariette’s engravings, and that fact makes the appear-

ance of the new edition all the more welcome, for in it

all the plates are numbered, there is an index, and also

alphabetical lists of the architects and buildings repre-

sented in the collection.

But apart from its rarity, this series of prints is of

high artistic merit and interest. The engravings

vary in quality, for they are the work of manv hands.

Alost of them bear Alariette’s OA\n name, but among his

coadjutors were Pierre le Pautre, Herisset, Chevetot,

and Fran9ois Blondel. They include a great number
of elevations, plans and sections of the principal town-
houses of the period (seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries)
;

similar but less numerous illustrations of

chateaux and country houses, vith some delightful

lay-out plans of gardens : and a number of Jesuit and
other churches built in Paris early in the seventeenth

century. The third volume also contains a large number
of detail drawings of altars, ceilings, panelling and iron-

work, including some very interesting sections of

panelling and mouldings, a feature seldom found in

books ol the kind. The last three plates (560-562}
illustrate the remarkable “ Alachines ” at Alarlv.

Nearly all the chief architects of the period are repre-

sented in the collection, especially the two Alansarts,

L’Assurance, De Cotte, Blondel and Cartaud. The
study of historical architecture is said to be on the
wane to-day, and it is rumoured that the Orders are

going into cold storage. But even the most confirmed
modernist could find both pleasure and profit in a

study of the skilful and noble planning of the Paris

hotels and of the provincial chateaux illustrated in these
three sumptuous portfolios.

The Library
Notes by AIembebs of the Literature Committee on

Recent Purchases
[These Notes are published idthout prejudice to a further and

more detailed critiCLsmJ\

LICHTSPIELTHEATERBAUTEX. By Fiit^ Wilms,
xvii—39 pp. 40. Berlin [1929]. [F. E. Hiibsih \ eiUrx\
loy, bd.

q^hib book irIve^ dra\\ini(s and photographs of some sixteen
CitTman cinemas, by Heir Eritz Wilms, ranging in size from
the two large Alercedes Palast theatres in Berlin to quite small
ones like the Cinema Cafe in the Vaterland Building.

^5e\'eral deviations from English practice may 'be noted.
Except in one 01 two instances galleiies are omitted and all

seats are on one Ie\el : this causes the difficulty, in large halls,
of making an excessive throw ” for the beam of the pro-
jector if the instrument is placed at the back of the hall

;
to

obviate this the projection booth is put in the centre of the
ceding and worked in as a feature of the decorations, in con-
junction with the lighting scheme. Another difference is the
more usual use of ‘‘ loges ” or boxes along the back wall of the
auditorium. q qy
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‘‘Historical” Architecture and Ancient Buildings
BY FREDK. R. HIORNS, F.S.A. [F.].

“ There are two duties respecting national architecture whose
importance it is impossible to over-rate

; the first to render the
architecture of the day historical

;
and the second to preserve,

as the most precious of inheritances, that of past ages/"

—

jfohn Ruskin.

On {for convenience sake) enlarging or altering old buildings. . .

“ A new building can be built exactly fitted for the uses it is

needed for, with such art about it as our own days can furnish ;

while the old monument is left to tell its tale of change and pro-
gress, to hold out example and warning to us in the piactice of
the Arts

;
and thus the convenience of the public, the progress

of modern art, and the cause of education, are all furthered at

William i^Iorris.

AAIID the confusion and disorder attaching to much
of the life of to-day, one aspect of that unfortunate
condition is clearly expressed in the desecration of

towns and countr>^side by unsuitable building, and further
emphasized by the grosser obtrusions of commercialism
and advertisement. These signs and symptoms are, in-

deed, essentially expressive of the age—just as the blatant
ugliness of certain recent forms of painting and sculpture
(so-called) testify to our tendency to accept unnatural
eccentricity, and the puerilities of ignorance, as substitutes
for the merit that proceeds from talent and knowledge
seriously applied to creative work. Yet, even so recently
as a century ago, such distractions, in a generally harmo-
nious condition of life, can be claimed to have been un-
known, and the building and other practical arts to have
been developed on lines that showed no obvious lack of
accord with natural beauty or the valued cultural associa-

tions of polite life. To go backward from that time to the
Aliddle Ages might well have revealed an increasingly sat-

isfactory condition of harmony between the works of man
and nature-—just as it would have also emphasized a

greater general variety, executive skill and interest in crafts-

manship. In contrast with this are the technical fallacies

and cheap vulgarities of to-day, that cast a blight upon the
setting of life, once pleasant to look upon. It would, in-

deed, be the merest pretence to claim that —despite a
leaven of admirable work that continues—the place of
architecture in civilisation had done other than lose ground
in the last hundred years ; and notably so through the ex-
tensive removal, or virtual destruction by change, of pre-
cious survivals of ancient building. It was only forty years
ago that William Morris felt justified in saying that the
previous half century had, by improper restorations alone,

been responsible for more damage than “ the preceding
three centuries of revolutionary violence, greed, and
pedantic contempt.” With other losses by removal since
Alorris’s day and the continued, if lessened, restoration
zeal of the intervening period, our mediaeval and Re-
naiss nee structures—with all they show us of the instinct
for beauty embodied in the traditional methods and high
technical skill of native craftsmen—have become less still

;

so that complete unspoilt examples of building, in an
equally unspoilt environment, are become increasingly and
deplorably rare. We are not only to be denied the

material expression of history, but the most potent of
educative, aesthetic, influences.

Though half a century has passed since the depreda-
tions affecting old buildings, in the preceding fifty years,
aroused action for their protection ,it mustebe confessed
that there still remains much uncertainty both as to the
principles and correct executive practice governing con-
servation work. While a vast difference is apparent in the
general outlook on this question, avoidable destruction
and wrongly-treated restorations ” continue, though
with this difference : that it can be said, with an approach
to truth, that such misdeeds result to-day from a continued
lack of clear appreciation of what has—in the changed
circumstances—become a specialist branch of know-
ledge, rather than through either weakness in general
building competence or the desire to do other than
the right thing. In fact, conscious vandalism applied to

our remaining ancient structures may now, surely, be re-

garded as almost impossible. For these broad reasons a

book upon conservation work—or, more particularly, its

detailed executive treatment—arrives most opportunely,*
and its authorship, under the hand of Air. A. R. Pow^^s, Sec-
retary of the Society for the Protection of Ancient Build-
ings, marks it as entitled to serious attention. To those,

indeed, who know the immensely valuable work carried

on by “ Anti-Scrape,” in the course of the half a century
that has passed since its foundation by William Alorris,

John Ruskin, and others
;
who are aware of its scrupulous

regard for the essential value of old structures and the im-
portance of their preservation, as far as possible, unal-

tered ;
and who realise the patient accumulation of data

and records bearing on technical methods by which con-
servation is best achieved, that Society has come to be
looked upon as the highest authoring on traditional build-

ing processes in this country, and—may we not say—the

model of its kind in Europe. The subject with which Air.

Povys deals, however, has been, up till now, so little sys-

tematized and defined, that even a first attempt to formu-
late what may be regarded as a manual for the guidance of

those seeking to give protection and continued life to the

structural art of bygone ages can be justly held to be an
event of importance. It is, therefore, unfortunate that, at

the outset, we have to regret the author’s rather strict

limitation of his subject to methods of repair—avoiding,

it would seem, any but the scantiest and, as it were, acci-

dental, reference to the important basic principles apply-

ing to his subject, of which the detailed executive meth-
ods are, or should be, the expression. Even the attempted
definition of the object of repair work (in Preface) seems
obscure and questionable ;

“ to preserve and give renewed
life to fine and old buildings that have been neglected or

are decaying, and in so doing to avoid making repro-

ductions to take the place of damaged features or missing

parts when this involves the destruction and not the pro-

tection of ichat retnains of the original zcorkf The italics

* Repah of Ancient Buildings, by A. R. Powys, Secretary of the
Socien for the Protection of Ancient Buildings. 8vo. Lond. 1029.

[J. M. Dent and Sons, I.td.l
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are ours. But may we not wonder at such an unexpected
qualification, in apparent conflict with the author’s other
comments on p. 182, and certainly in opposition to Rus-
kin’s dictum that attempts at copying old work decayed
are, in any circumstances, not only wrong but “ palpably
impossible.” On the most vital question of all, in this

connection, what is to be our answer when claims for

removal of old structures—often for no flimsy reasons
—are made

;
on what grounds and to what extreme

points can we reasonably defend them ? Is a justifica-

tion for their removal ever, indeed, to be admitted ?

—

Avhen, for example, they serve no use. Or, put con-
versely, in what circumstances can justification be found
for the retention of buildings, apart from fulfilment

of a functional purpose ? Are there relative values in

ancient buildings—so that a cathedral can be regarded as

being on a different plane to, say, an equally ancient

street, gateway, or bridge ? Is a large town church of more
value than a smaller one in the country If work repre-

senting two or more periods is so arranged that the more
ancient is covered—and in some cases the form of the
building considerably changed—by the more recent, must
the latter be preserved undisturbed and the original, or

earlier, work continue to be disguised ? Is such a course,

if followed, showing a right respect for the intentions and
ideas of those who produced the building ? And why,
exactly, does Air. Powys in such a case advise the reader

(p. 193) that an attempt to recover or expose originalforms
too often produces difficulties in regard to the replacing of
missing features^ and induces uneasy doubts in those who
enjoy ancient workmanship ? If we, indeed, deprecate
the attempted replacement of missing features, why should
that consideration arise to thwart our respect for and
desire to seewhat a building was originally meant to look like

and to be ? And would the discouragement of attempts to

expose original work apply equally if the false covering
was, say, of the mid-Victorian era ? Should wooden props,

shoring and sheeting, often so destructive of effect in beau-
tiful ruins, be really advocated—without qualification—as

permanent supports ? Here the artist's and architect’s

view may well differ from that of the archaeologist. Aiay
we not also feel that the archaeologist, rather than the

artist, would speak in favour of view 17, contrasted with
that of 18, illustrating a part of Chester Cathedral, even
though the ” Restoration ” treatment may be inherently

wrong ? The important section of the book that deals

with decay in stone facings is of special interest. While
showing the great utility—among other methods—of using
the adaptable roofing tile, set in mortar, for smaller repairs

or renewals of odd shape or in restricted positions, it is

satisfactory to note that Mr. Powys supports the common-
sense view admitting the use of new' stone when, as must
often be the case, that course seems most suitable. The
frontispiece—illustrating the South Aisle of Henley-in-
Arden Church * after repairs effected in 1922—show's how’

finely repairs to decayed walling can be done. A general

point, made in discussing the possible application of

essentially modern methods of repair may be specially

commended—that, except in extreme and abnormal cases,

* IVIr Powys’ index needs extension, for it makes no mention of
this work, either in illustration or text. And there are many other
imnortant omissions.

repairs to an old building should be by the means that
were traditional w hen it came into being. It is definitely
related to the point already noticed—that w'e should
regard ourselves as under an obligation to abstain from
avoidable changes in aesthetic relations, as originally in-
tended. Is paint (p. 82), involving colour changes that
may be aesthetically damaging, really a suitable material
for arresting decay in stone } A similar point may well be
made relative to the disfiguring wire or plate glass guards
that often afford protection to ancient or costly glass,

and which cannot serve its function, and produce its pro-
per effect, under such conditions—any more than a build-
ing, so disfigured, look as it w'as meant to. While, like the
author, we may delight in the beauty of ancient glass, plain
or coloured, and dislike intensely the introduction of
vulgar modern stained glass w'indow's into old (or new')
churches—as wdth many of those, by Wren, that have
suffered so terribly by expensive and tasteless re-glazing
•—

-it w'ould seem that Air. Powys has little encourage-
ment to give to the present-day glass painter.* The
w'hole book, indeed, while usefully setting out the details
of repair w'ork, constantly suggests debatable questions*

—

only a few' of which has it been possible to touch upon.
One other, that is often obscured in doubt—and Air.
Powys skims over it, ever so lightly—is the question of
additions to ancient structures. There can be few' to-day
w'ho Avould needlessly mar a beautiful and harmoniously
w'eathered old building by attaching to, or even placing
near, it a modern addition. But when the latter is called
for by practical necessities of an imperative kind—to
meet w'hich no reasonably suitable alternative offers itself

need there be opposition, hesitations, or apologies for
the adoption of a perfectly commonsense, natural process
that has received the unvarying sanction of the ages ?

For effective use in a building is fundamental—and pro-
vides, at the same time, its justification and most sure
defence. Aior need the dangerous principle of grading
old buildings into categories of value be introduced, so as
to make a claim for some to be exempt from the rule of
necessity applicable to lesser examples. Casting an eye
upon an instance of great controversial interest at the
moment it is difficult to see w'hy a ” live ” church should
not be treated as such—though a necessary addition may
be suitably admitted in the case of an ancient mansion, and
present-day extensions Avelded on, w'ith little protest or
comment, to, shall w'e say, so noble an example of earlv
19th century building as the Bank of England. And—
leav ing aside the teaching and practice of history—is
anything to be found in Ruskin or Alorris to support the
neglect of functional necessity in building ? There may
be the best of reasons for avoiding imitations of ancient
styles,—an irrational process ever to be deplored—and
for politely evading undue obtrusion of the new* before
the old. But that is another matter, and to those of us
who believe that the best standard of the building craft
of to-da}- can hold its own wdth that of the past, it seems
a false and unjustifiable position to discourage or forbid
—in the supposed interests of ancient structures—legiti-
mate opportunities for contemporary architects and
craftsmen. We are on sate ground, it would seem, if

*• By the by, is the reference to lead lahns correct ?
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we follow Ruskin’s “ two duties respecting national

architecture,” and it is best to leave it at that.

The wide scope of Mr. Powys' book is indicated in the

varien’ of chapter headings :—General advice, surveys,

supports and protective w'orks, foundations and walling

generally, timber roofs and other carpentry, glazing,

plastering, wall paintings, and so on. It would require

more competence and courage than we can profess to ques-

tion the detailed advice—^illustrated with great clearness in

photographic views and by Mr. J. E. M. Macgregor’s ad-

mirable drawings—that ]VIr. Powys provides out of a

wealth of collected facts and personal knowiedge. With
his reasonable plea for the avoidance of rigid dogmatism,
in dealing w ith the wddely varying and delicately balanced

conditions that arise in repair work, w^e entirely agree.

And, as he suggests, we can most effectively learn how'

such works should be treated by study of actual examples
evolved under such masters of sympathetic conserva-

tion as Professor W. R. Lethaby, Air. William Wier, and
Mr. Ernest E. Bow'den. To them and others who w'ork,

unobtrusively yet most helpfully, in the effective defence

of ancient work the cause of true architecture owes a con-

siderable debt. For the basis of such conservation is ap-

plication of the best technical knowledge and skill, on tra-

ditional lines, under the guidance of common sense. The
essentially practical character of the advice contained in

this book makes that fact increasingly clear, and its general

utilit>' as a guide is hardly in doubt. But the real cause for

satisfaction is that w'e have now' a work, with a w'eight of

authority behind it, that—revised and amplified in the

subsequent editions that we hope w ill be called for—may
be expected to, in time, take its place as a standard w'ork

upon a subject of supreme importance to the art of archi-

tecture. There can, indeed, be no one, moved by genuine
concern for the condition and the ultimate state of our
traditional building crafts, but w'ill w'elcome, and wish
the best aspect of success to, this much-needed and ably

composed mentor of the science and art of conservation.

NOTES ON SOME RECENT FOREIGN
PERIODICALS.

By Grahame B. Tubbs [A.].

Colin Biart was engaged on many buildings in France
during Francis I’s reign, but his exact status w'as, until

recently, uncertain. Was he a master mason, or a creative

artist—in fact, one of the first professional French archi-

tects ? This is the question that M. Lesueur has tried to

answ'er as a result of his researches, published in the

October number of the Gazette des Beaux-Arts. After
studying the original documents and accounts connected
with buildings with w'hich Biart is know'n to have been
associated, such as the Blois, Amboise and Gayon and the

Bridge of Notre Dame, Paris, he comes to the conclusion
that his position was more nearly that of the architect, in

the modem sense, than the master craftsman of mediaeval
times.

The new' Palais de la Mediterranee at Nice by MM. C.
and M. Dalmas is the chief interest of La Construction

Moderne for 20 October. The building is the result of a

two-stage competition initiated by large hotel interests of

the Cote d'Azur. The jury W'as presided over by j\I.

Nenot, and was large and of rather curious composition,
consisting as it did of nine members, including architects

(nominated both by the Hotel Company and by the com-
petitors), tw'o hotel directors and tw'o literary men. The
plans W'ere given in a previous issue in 1927. The scheme
consists of a Casino on the ground floor (with offices for

Alessrs. Cook's and the Bar de la Frigate), while the upper
part contains a first class hotel. The elevations are a very
free and modern interpretation of classical form. In the
issue of this magazine for 27 October is a photograph of a

war memorial at Lyons, by AI. Tony Gamier. This con-
sists of a wide, stepped pylon, on one side of w'hich the

names of the dead are carved, w'hile on the other is a

circular medallion by AI. Larrive, show'ing War, repre-

sented by a nude woman of brutal type, smiting blindly

with a sw'ord, against a background of flames.

Among the American magazines for October perhaps
the most interesting is the Architectural Record, which
gives most of its space to the very interesting decoration

of the Integrity Trust Company, Philadelphia, by the dis-

tinguished Franco-American architect, M. Paul Cret.

This is a luxuriously appointed Bank in a good district,

and AI. Cret has contrived a most sumptuous effect by
using new and rare materials in a thoroughly modem
manner. The chief feature is a cheque desk made of

bronze and monel metal, w'ith an illuminated glass obelisk

in the centre. The magazine also has articles on Swedish
brickwork (w'ith large scale detail photographs), and on
the Van Nelle tobacco factory at Rotterdam.
An appreciation, with many reproductions, of the w'ork

of an English architectural etcher, Sidney Tushingham, is

given in Pencil Points for September, and Kineton Parkes

pays him a well deserved tribute. E. I. Freese describes

the testing of set squares and other instruments in a new'

series of articles on “ The Geometry of Architectural

Drafting.” This month's issue also contains the first part

of an instructive historical paper on the Spanish Alission

Buildings of California, from w'hich so much of recent

work of this State is derived. They are mostly built by
the Franciscans, w'ho succeeded the Jesuits, and who
w'orked in conjunction with the Spanish authorities,

notably with the Governor, Jose Galvez, from about 1768
onw ards. Alodern versions of this style can be seen in the

October number of California Arts and Architecture. The
Haw thorne School, Beverly Hills, is an essay in the style,

although much more ambitious than its eighteenth cen-

tury prototypes. The October issue of the Architectural

Forum contains the new building in Philadelphia for

N. W. Ayer and Son, w'hich is a semi-skyscraper, wdth no
projecting mouldings, consisting of thirteen storeys, the

upper three being set back. There are also photographs of

three gardens for w hich Aliss Ruth Dean w^as aw'arded the

Aledal of Honour in the Architectural League Exhibition,

1929, and an article on cold storage buildings showing how
the problem of infiltration of heat is dealt w'ith. The con-

struction section contains a long article on the modem
use of marble, and gives detailed information about the

various kinds of marble, their most suitable uses, and the

best methods of maintaining them in good condition after

the building is completed. The majority of the marbles
mentioned are American varieties, but the products of

w^ell-know'n European quarries are also described.
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The winning design, by J. D. Murphy, for the Paris

Prize, the most coveted students' “ pot ’’ in America, is

given in the September number of the Bulletin of the

Beaux-Arts Institute of Design. This year’s subject was
“ A Monument to the Spirit of the West.”

The yoiirnal of the Royal Architectural Institute of
Canada has plans and views of the 20-storey Beaver
Flail Building at Alontreal, and the Canadian magazine,
Construction (September), prints a long paper by Mr.
Aloritz Kahn (of Albert Kahn, Inc.), advocating the

further use of quantity surveyors in the United States,

showing the great saving that they can effect, and pointing

out that America is 100 years behind England in this

respect.

Among the German publications the October Was-
rnuths gives, firstly, fresh evidence of the great vogue for

sport that has arisen in Central Europe since conscription

was abolished. The examples include stadiums at

Vienna, the University of Freiburg, Karlsruhe, and
Xuremburg

;
in the last-named a gymnasium has been

ingeniously contrived under the seats of the grand stand.

Among other items there is an article by Air. Hope
Bagenal on an architect’s impression of Germany, another

on the newest Parisian theatre, the Pigalle, and one on the

problems raised by the introduction of the “ Talkie,”

illustrated by Herr Alendelsohn’s very interesting

Universum Cinema, Berlin.

Innen Dekoration (October), besides many examples of

recent furniture designs, gives a number of photographs of

a bungalow at Eastbourne, by Mr, J. D. Clarke [F.], while

the November Deutsche Kunst iind Dekoration devotes

nearly all its space to photographs of the very interesting

decoration of the remarkable new Xorddeutscher Lloyd
liner, the Brenieriy and gives some photographs of sculp-

tures in a new technique, by Pablo Gargallo, of Paris. He
indicates the different planes by the use of thin sheets of

flat metal, while wire and thin rods give the outline of the

features and draperies. They are extremely clever, and
give most surprising!v realistic effects.

The Spanish Revista di Arquitecturn of Buenos Ayres

(October) describes the buildings at a Barcelona Exhibi-

tion, while Arquitectura (Madrid) gives measured draw-
ings of the mediaeval brick-built “ Tower of the Hermit ”

at Avila, the new Tennis Club at San Sebastian, and a

house for a nobleman at Madrid. The Dutch Bouzekundig

Weekblad : Architectura shows drawings and photographs

of the reconstruction and re-equipping of a theatre at the

Hague.

Correspondence
JAUFFRED AXD GARIEL U. SUNLIGHT :

LEGALISED STANDARDS OF ADEQUATE
DAAXIGHT.

y Cray's Inn Square,
London, ir.C.i,

II December lyao.

To the Editor, Jourx.al R.I.B.A.,

—

De.ar Sir,—Air. Travers, in his letter to The Journal
of 7 December objects to any suggestion that certain

methods of measuring and predetermining daylight have
been legalised or have any force of law. It was not, how-
ever suggested that they had.

Air. Travers is confusing the methods of measurement
and predetermination used in the case with the standards

of adequate light laid down in Semon v. Bradford Corpora-
tion (1922 '2 Ch.).

This judgment has not only been quoted and applied in

subsequent judgments, as if binding upon all Courts of
first instance, but has also been quoted and approved by
the Court of Appeal. Lentil, therefore, it has been over-

ruled by the House of Lords, it would appear to be some-
what dangerous for architects to accept Air. Travers’s
dictum that it has “ no more legal force than the old

45 degrees rule.”

Air. Travers also complains that I described myself as

the author of the methods which were used in this case to

ascertain whether the plaintiffs had or had not ” suffered

legal damage,” i.e., whether they had been left with light

above or below the Semon standard of adequacy. If he
will refer again to your issue of 7 December he will find

that the only claim to authorship of the methods used was
that made inferentially by the witnesses. It was, in fact,

necessary for the author of the explanatory note to be par-
ticularly careful on this point, because at that time copy-
right in the methods referred to had been claimed by a pro-
vincial architect, and an action in connection was pending
in the Courts.

It may be noted that the facts in the Semon case were
ascertained by means of methods quite different from those
used by witnesses on both sides in the case quoted. In
1922 the methods now generally used had not in fact been
perfected.—A'^ours faithfully,

Percy J. \AAldram, F.S.I.

WESTAIINSTER ABBEA^ SACRISTAA*
It was announced at the end of October that the Dean

and Chapter of Westminster had set up a special com-
mittee to review the various schemes for the provision
of a sacristy which had been submitted to the Westminster
Abbey authorities

;
to investigate any of them which

merited further consideration, and to advise the Dean
and Chapter on the whole question.

The committee has now completed its task, and its

report will be presented to the Dean and Chapter in the
near future. The members have been able to arrive at

a unanimous report, which they hope will prove to be a

satisfactory solution of the controversy which has raged
since the suggested site for the sacristywas first announced.
Archbishop Lord Davidson presided, and the other
members of the Committee were Sir William Llewellyn,
President of the Royal Academy, Sir Banister Fletcher,
President of the Royal Institute of British Architects,
Air. C. R. Peers, President of the Society of Antiquaries,
Air. J. V. Green, acting Chairman of the Committee of
the Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings, Lord
Newton, and Sir Kynaston Studd.

* From The Tunes, ii December.
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The Proposed Charing Cross Bridge
The question of the proposed Charin<? Cross Bridge is

creating widespread interest. The Times of 7 December
published a leader on the subject, expressing the opinion

that the L.C.C., while rightly desiring to seize a present

opportunity, had been too precipitate in going forward
with the matter, and that it was not only the legitimate

business, but the duty, of public bodies to criticize such
matters from an aesthetic standpoint. The responsibility

of the promoters to posterity was indicated.

We print below in order of date some of the letters which
have appeared in The Times since our 1 st issue on this

subject. On 4 December Air, H. V. Lanchester [F.]

wrote :

—

To the Editor The Times

T

Sir,—The case for reconsideration of the official scheme
has been so clearly put by the President of the R.I.B.A.

and other eminent architects that I should not deem it

necessary to write in support of their views but for the

suggestion made by Captain Swinton that, while admit-
ting the possibility of reorganising passenger traffic at a

low level on the Surrey side, it would not be practicable

to deal with the goods traffic on the same lines.

Having gone carefully into this aspect of the question I

am convinced that not only is it practicable, but that a very
greatly improved organisation of such traffic could be de-

vised, partly carried by tube construction, but delivering

at suitable levels for general convenience, and affording

facilities for direct underground communication with
Smithfield and Covent Garden Markets. The cost of this

work would be largely recouped by enhanced values and
amenity in the large area south of the Thames, which
would be freed from the obstructive railway viaducts, and
might thus form part of a fine comprehensive scheme for

the improvement of London on both sides of the river.

Xo costly plan for a bridge and its approaches should be
accepted until the economic implications of such a scheme
have been explored, as, if the present official plan were
adopted, there is little doubt that the next generation
will condemn us for having saddled them with a huge
expenditure on work which has but little purpose in relation

to the essential problem of reorganising London traffic.

—

\^our obedient servant,

H. V. Lanchester,

President of the S E Society of Architects.

Past President of the Tozcn Plana ng InstJute

The Times of the s me date (4 December) contained
the following letter from Sir Percy C. Simmons
To the Editor of The Times.

Sir,—With reference to the letters which are appearing
in your columns from critics of this scheme, may I say

that in regard to an important proposal of this character

which has been adopted by the Council in close co-operation
with the Ministry of Transport, and will shortly come be-
fore Parliament for consideration, I feel that it would
scarcely be proper that the Council, as promoters of this

scheme, should enter into a Press controversy ? The Bill

vvill, it is expected, in due course be inquired into by Par-

liament, who will give, as always, an impartial and unbi-

ased decision on the scheme in the light of such evidence as

may be placed before it. I think it right to communicate
with you in this sense, in case silence in the Press should
be taken to indicate the absence of an adequate answer to

our critics.—I am, yours faithfully,

Percv C. Simmoxs,
Chairman of the Improvements Committee
of the London County Council.

Lord Esher's and Professor Adshead’s letters appeared
on 5 December :

—

To the Editor of^' The Timesf'
Sir,—With great respect to Sir Percy Simmons, may

I say that it seems to me quite “ proper ” (his expression)

to ask the County Council to give to the public, through
the Press, the fullest information about the Charing Cross
scheme. Why should Londoners not see sketches and a

model of the proposed vast change in the aspect of their

City ? Why should they not see the form of question

put to Sir E. Lutyens and his reply ?

Sir Banister Fletcher was not writing lightly, in a con-
troversial spirit. He was expressing the doubts of the

greatest expert authority in the country. Can these doubts
be disregarded ? If the County Council press on their Bill

there is only one course open to Parliament—to throw it

out. I sincerely hope that Lord Crawford, who so ade-
quately represents the Fine Art Commission and the

Royal Institute of British Architects in Parliament, will

take steps to see that the proposed Bill is not hurried

through until the project is understood and more widely
approved.—Yours faithfully, Esher

To the Editor of The TimesA
Sir,—As Sir Banister Fletcher and Air. Davidge point

out in The Times to-day, a great variety of schemes for a

new Charing Cross Bridge by anonymous authors have
been under consideration during the last 20 years. These
schemes were collected together and exhibited quite re-

centlv by the London Society, and although immature
they were of great value as an indication of the many
treatments that are possible.

Untd the official scheme was produced in The Times

of Saturday the public had had no opportunity of seeing it.

This great London improvement will rank in importance

with Xash’s Regent Street, begun 100 years ago, and
nothing that has been carried out since then can compare
with it in the extent of redevelopment that is involved.

Why rush so stupendous an undertaking, and why throw
awav this magnificent opportunity for properly developing

both embankments, which is what the construction of

a new bridge really entails ? The full significance of

all the possibilities involved can only be properly realised

by the holding of a great competition—a competition in

which the many excellent and varied proposals that have

already been made could be more fully developed, together

with others as yet unexplored. Quite apart from such con-

troversial questions as to whether the bridge should ter-

minate on the Strand or as to whether the station should

come up to the Embankment on the South side, the pre-
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sent scheme, as published, is hopelessly confused ; it is

nothing more than an attempt to avoid small obstacles,

minor engineering difficulties, and every sort of obstruc-

tion which more mature consideration and further nego-
tiation could undoubtedly remove. Not only does this

official scheme lack all architectural dignity, but should it

be carried out as now submitted great possibilities for

financial recoupment and of enhanced values will be lost.

—Yours faithfully, S. D. Adshead,

Professor of Tozcn Planning, London University,

University of London, University College,

Goteer Street, IF C i

.

3 December.

We print Sir Reginald Blomfield’s letter of 6 December
and the President’s, which was published on 7 December :

To the Editor (f the Times ,

—

Sir,— I think all who are concerned about this vital

matter will be grateful to The Times for opening its columns
to the discussion of the official scheme before it is too

late. As usual, owing to the way things are done, the

discussion could only be taken up at the last moment.
At the meeting of the L.C.C. on Tuesday last Sir Percy

Simmons is reported as saying :

—

“ He did not say it was more than a coincidence that

the correspondence in the Press only started last week,

the very week that Sir Edwin Lutyens was on his way to

India and had no opportunity of controverting the Press

campaign.”
That the correspondence only started some 10 days ago

was “ no more than a coincidence,” and this was due to

the fact that it was only within the last two or three weeks

that it was reported that the L.C.C. were intending to

proceed at once with their Bill. The first I personally

heard of that intention was a mere rumour at a meeting

of the Thames Bridges Conference on 14 November last.

In the circumstances it was obviously necessary that the

technical objections to the scheme should be formulated

and published with the least possible delay
;
and this is

in fact what has actually been done. May I suggest to

Sir Percy quite a different inference from that at which

he hints ? It is that, instead of endeavouring to rush the

Bill through Parliament, time should be allowed for Sir

Edwin Lutyens to answer the very serious objections

raised by architects to this scheme with which he is con-

nected, and also for that further investigation of the

scheme in all its bearings asked for by the R.I.B.A.

Sir Perc}' said that “ the scheme is largely an engineer-

ing problem.” I venture to differ from him. I have a

profound admiration for engineers, including the dis-

tinguished engineers who have prepared this scheme
;

but I admire them within their own province, and their

province is constructional work, not town planning and

architecture, which are vitally important in this con-

nection. Sir Percy adds that there has been no criticism

from engineers. I would suggest that the reason why
there has been no criticism from engineers is that the

engineers have wisely refrained from criticising matters

which are not within their competence. From the

remarks made by Admiral Hunter, Mr. Harris, and Mr.
Culpin, we may hope that the L.C.C. may yet reconsider

its scheme and avoid what has been described as a

monumental blunder. The technical criticism of the official

scheme has been made at the very earliest opportunity by
men who have made a close study of the subject and
cannot be brushed aside as of no account. The objections

to the scheme as it stands are far too serious.—^Your

obedient servant, Reginald Blomfield.
Frognal, Hampstead, 5 December.

To the Editor of The Times ,

—

Sir,—Sir Percy Simmons’s speech in the County
Council last Tuesday, 3 December, in recommending
the adoption of the draft Bill for the Charing Cross scheme
calls for a reply.

I would point out that the so-called ” coincidence ” of

which Sir Percy spoke lies in the fact that the official

scheme was not published in The Times until last Satur-

day, but this matter has, I think, been effectively answered
by Sir Reginald Blomfield in The Times of to-day. The
Press campaign of correspondence of which Sir Percy
Simmons complains began immediately upon the publica-

tion in the Press of the official scheme and could not
begin before that publication, as the public had no oppor-
tunity of seeing the scheme and there was nothing tangible

to criticise. So much for the small matter of the ” coin-

cidence.”

Now, with regard to authoritative criticism of what
was at the time a very nebulous proposition. Sir Percy
Simmons must remember that when he introduced the

subject in the L.C.C. on 30 July, as reported in The Times
on 31 July, he had actually before him the criticism

submitted by the Greater London Regional Planning
Committee, of which I am the chairman. This criticism,

which was also published in your issue of 31 July, was
by no means late ; indeed, I thought at the time that

it was even indecently early !

I do not wish to forget, in the slightest degree, the
magnificent way that Sir Percy Simmons has carried

through these negotiations for a road bridge, for which
he desrrves our unstinted thanks. I simply advocate
delay in order that all the complicated aspects of the
scheme may be adequately examined by responsible and
competent authorities. I therefore advise, as I did on
4 November in mv inaugural address as President at the
R.I.B.A.

(1) That a scale model be prepared of the whole sit^e

to be dealt with.

(2) That a public competition should be advertised
forthwith, without any conditions, for a treatment of
the required scheme.

This is no matter for merely carping criticism, but as
long as doubts exist as to the best treatment of this v'ast

and far-reaching project it is only reasonable and right
that there should be time for further consideration and
suggestions. I plead in the interest of present and future
Londonders, who have a right to the best scheme that
can be devised by us, who are the trustees, not only for
the present but for the future of London.—Your obedient
servant. Banister Fletcher.

I, King’s Bench Walk, E.C.4, 6 December.

In addition to those published above, letters have been
published in The Times from Sir Owen Williams, Mr.
Percy Lovell (London Society), and Mr. D. S. MacColl.
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National Association for the Prevention of Tuberculosis
FIFTEENTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE HELD AT NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE ON lo OCTOBER 1929

Report by the R.LB.A. Delegate, Mr. T. R. Milburn [F.].

I beg to report that I duly attended this Conference
on 10 October, and was present at the formal opening
of the Conference by the Lord ]\Iayor of Newcastle,
and heard addresses on “ Tuberculosis on Tyneside :

A Sociological Survey,” by Henry A. IMess, Esq., and
Councillor John Barker, followed by further papers on
The Factors that Produce Adult Pulmonary Tuber-

culosis,” by Dr. Edouard Rist, of Paris, Dr. A. F. Bernard
Shaw, Dr. C. G. R. Goodwin, and Sir Thomas Oliver,

M.D. The meeting was under the chairmanship of

Sir Robert Philip, of Edinburgh, and a reasonable amount
of discussion was allowed after the reading of each of

these papers.

The Conference was well attended, and consisted of

medical practitioners, medical officers, and laymen from
all parts of Great Britain interested in the prevention of

tuberculosis.

Interesting and outstanding points from the papers
might be condensed as follows ;

—

That overcrowding is not always coincident with the

proportion of deaths from tuberculosis.

The lamentable ignorance of people in not taking

means to prevent the initial growth and spread of

tuberculosis.

The question of milk supply and the small quantity

of persons. I think 7 per cent., who availed themselves

of the opportunity of taking milk that was certified

tubercular free.

The best means of bringing home to the people

themselves matters of hygiene and health.

That everyone born at some time or other is tuber-

cular, and that adults have the germs in their bodies

from birth only waiting favourable conditions.

Dr. Edouard Rist, of Paris, made the statement

that the date of this tubercularisation could be fixed by
examination.
Bad housing was stated to be the worst factor in

the development of tuberculosis, not only in cities,

but in small market towns and even in villages. There
were cases of tuberculosis where the conditions were
ideal, where no contact had been made with infective

cases, and where there was no family history to account

for it, yet tuberculosis had developed through causes

that could not be ascertained.

A great deal of time, of course, was devoted in the

papers of the treatment of patients under the second and
advanced stages.

The whole of Sir Thomas Oliver’s paper was devoted
to the industrial side of tuberculosis and dust, the question

of spreading of fine dust from granite, stone, gold dust,

and dust, in fact, from all industrial processes and their

effects.

One working-man speaker spoke very strongly on the

relation of tuberculosis to low wages, insufficient food,

and claimed that tuberculosis was a class disease. This,

however, was shown not to be so, as although every

sympathy could be extended to the very poor, and acknow-

ledgement made that tuberculosis was probably more
severe in the crowded areas, yet a good many victims
are claimed from the better class homes where food and
surroundings would not enter into the case at all.

My general impression of the Conference was that the
papers were most interesting, but if I could make any
criticism, it would be that the papers were too long and
too little time was left for discussion.

I joined to some extent in the discussions and reported
that I was representing the Royal Institute of British

Architects, and pleaded for a close co-operation between
the Association and the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects. My point was that architects and builders of
houses could only enter the question from the preventive
side, and spoke of wffiat I called stuffy bedrooms and that

the tenants of houses could not be altogether blamed for

not having their rooms well aired, although I admitted
that every modern house had reasonable windows and
means of ventilation. Economic conditions had so re-

stricted the cost of the new' working-class houses that

very often in small bedrooms beds have to be placed
quite close or underneath the window's, and you cannot
expect people to open their windows in very cold and
windy weather. To my mind the ventilation of small
bedrooms is just as important as the question of over-

crowding or putting too many houses to the acre. It

is very difficult to find a solution to the question of ven-
tilation of bedrooms, and the fact that so many of the

new' houses are erected along main roads, the abnormal
noise now' on highw'ays adds to the difficulty.

There is no question that ventilation without
draught can be obtained best from ordinary sash w indow s

by making a deep cill and having an air space at the meet-
ing board, but most of the new' houses are fitted with
casement w'indow's, and here it is more difficult to get

ventilation without draughts.

Sir Robert Philip, in his summing up at the end of the

meeting, assured me that it w'as the earnest desire of the

National Association of Prevention of Tuberculosis to

enter into close co-operation w'ith any society or institute

that would be of help, and that the Association W'as

already in touch with the Royal Institute of British

Architects, and had issued leaflets on the very point

I spoke about, namely, the aeration of bedrooms.
I have not attended the papers w'hich dealt with the

more medical side of the question, nor visited the hospitals,

but hope I have covered the points w'hich affect the Royal
Institute of British Architects.

ROYAL FINE ART COMMISSION FOR
SCOTLAND.

The King, on the recommendation of the Secretary of

State for Scotland, has approved the appointment of Mr.
James Miller, A.R.S.A,, F.R.I.B.A., to be a member of

the Royal Fine Art Commission for Scotland, in the room
of the late Sir Robert Stodart Lorimer.
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LONDON BUILDING ACTS COMMITTEE.
The attention of the London Building Acts Committee

of the Royal Institute of British Architects has been
directed to regulations made at various times by the
London County Council governing the erection of certain

classes of London buildings. These regulations are not
usually included in the copies of the Building Acts in

general use, and the Committee consider that their publica-

tion in the Journal may be helpful to all concerned.
Regulations 130 and 132, refer to the Cubical extent,

height, etc., permitted for buildings used for trade or
manufacture.

Regulation 130 refers to buildings which are entirely in

one occupation and Regulation 132 to buildings which are

used for trade in the lower portion and for other purposes
in the upper storeys.

Lons Bl-anc,

Hon. Secretary, London Building Acts Committee

.

The text is as follows :

—

Regulation 130.

LOXDOX COUXTV COUXCIL.
Regulations with regard to aphlicatioxs under Part III

OF THE London County Council (General Powers) Act,
190^.

Additional cubical extent.

1. Xo application for consent to the provision of additional
cubical extent shall be entertained in respect of a building which
is or is to be in more than one occupation.

2. All consents shall be subject to such fire-extinguishing
appliances being provided as may in the opinion of the Council
be necessary, and to duect telephonic communication being
established with a London Fire Brigade station if required by
the Council.

3. Xo heating, lighting, electrical or ventilating arrange-
ments shall be installed unless and until a detailed specification

ot the proposals has been submitted to and approved by the
Council, and except in accordance with such approved specifi-

cation.

4.. Arrangements for lessening the danger from fire m
premises in respect ot which consent is given shall be properly
maintained. Premises will be liable to inspection by the chief

ofiicer of the London Fire Brigade to ensure such proper
maintenance

5. In dealing wTth applications in respect of buildings of
the various classes set out hereunder, the following principles

shall be considered in conjunction therewith. In any case they
may be vaiied or other conditions imposed, as the Council
thinks fit These regulations are to be considered in con-
junction with the proMsions of the Act, and in no way as a

modification of those piovision'-,

(\) As regards buildings not more than one storey in

height in one occupation, and used exclusively for the
manufacture of boilers or machinerv m meUtl, and for all

kinds of metal work in connection with metal-framed
structures, such cubical extent ma> be allowed as ma> in

the opinion of the Council be re<isonabh*, ha\ mg regard to

the circumstances of the case, provided that

—

(i ) The building be more than two miles distant
from St, Paul’s Cathedial if the operations of smelting
or melting be earned on therein

fn.) The budding, including fittings and fixtures,

but excluding doors, windows, sk\ lights, lantern
lights and their frames, be constructed throughout of
incombustible materials.

(iii.) Any portion of the building used for the manu-
facture or storage of oils or varnishes, moulds, models,

frames, patterns or other substances or articles of a

combustible nature, be piopeily and efficiently

sepatcted from, and not included in, the portion of the
budding in respect of which additional cubical extent
ma}' be allowed and do not exceed the limits pre-
scribed in the Act.

(b) As regards buildings of more than one storey in

height in one occupation and used exclusively for the use,

manufacture or storage of non-inflamniabie or fire-resisting

or incombustible materials, such cubical extent may be
allowed as may in the opinion of the Council be reasonable,
having regard to the cii cumstances of the case, provided
that

—

(1 ) The height of the building do not, except with
the consent of the Council, exceed 80 feet, measured
from the pavement level to the underside of the ceiling

of the topmost storey.

(li.) The building be not less than 40 feet from any
other budding, except where it is entirely separated
therefrom by an imperforate wall of the thickness
required by the London Building Act, 1894, and of
the full height of the higher building throughout.

(iii.) The budding be constructed throughout of
incombustible material, and the doors, windows, sky-
lights, lantern lights and their frames be constructed
of fire-resisting materials.

(iv.) All floors be imperforate except as hereinafter
provided, and be furnished with scuppers to carry off
water poured on during a fire.

(v.) AH constructional ironwork below' the level of
the surface of the floor of the topmost storey be pro-
tected by not less than two inches of incombustible
material.

(vi.) All openings in the external walls or roofs,
excepting staircase wundow s and shop w indows on the
giound floor, when the show spaces are separated
from the main budding by fire-resisting enclosures,
be fitted with fire-resisting frames filled in with fire-

resisting doors, shutters or glazing, a sufficient portion
of the filling of the openings above the giound storey
being made so as to be easily opened from the outside
in order to facilitate the ingress of firemen.

(vii.) \ ertical shafts for staircases, staircase enclo-
sures, lifts, hoists, shafts or trunks for pipes or wires,
and other leads and horizontal duces, be properly and
efficiently separated by w'alls and fire-resisting doors
fiom the divisions in respect of which additional
cubical extent is required, and from anv other
diMsion communicating therewith, and be so arranged
that the access to such shafts 01 ducts from anv Hooi
shall be provided with a secondary incombustible
enclosure with self-closing fire-rcsisting doors.

(vni,) It any vertical shafts be roofed, the roofs be
constructed of light frames, filled in with thin glass
and protected on the outside by strong wireguards,
and the shafts he carried up not less than three feet
above any adjoining roofs.

In the case of a shaft not carried up to and through
the lout, It be sealed over at the top with solid incom-
bustible material not less than six inches thick.

(ix.) All horizontal trunks, ducts, etc., be enclosed
with solid incombustible material not less than three
inches thick,

(x.) Any portion of the budding used for packing
or for the storage ot packages be properly and effi-

ciently separated from the portion of the building in
respect of which additional cubical extent may be
allowed.
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(xi.) When the building is more than two storeys

above the ground storey, and the total extent between
party walls exceeds one million cubic feet, there be
provided at least one unenclosed staircase constructed
of brick and concrete, affording access to all doors and
the roof through the outer aii, without any internal

communication with the building.

(xii.) If the building exceed 250,000 cubic feet,

ith at least of the total length of the boundaries of
the site do abut upon a thoroughfare or thoroughfares
not less than 40 feet wide.

If the building exceed 1,000,000 cubic feet, Jth at

least of the total length of the boundaries of the site

do abut upon a thoroughfare or thoroughfares not
less than 40 feet wide

.

If the building exceed 2,000,000 cubic feet, I at

least of the total length of the boundaries of the site

do abut upon 1 thoroughfare or thoroughfares not
less than 40 feet wide.

If the building exceed 3,000,000 cubic feet, |ths at

least of the total length of the boundaries of the site

do abut upon a thoroughfare or thoroughfares not
less than 40 feet wide

.

If the building exceed 4,000,000 cubic feet, the
site be an island site.

(c) As regards buildings of more than one storey in

height in one occupation and used for the sale and storage
or manufacture, but not for storage purposes only, of goods
of a non-fire-resisting nature, or used for the purposes of

a trade involving the use of materials of a non-fire-
resisting nature, additional cubical extent may be allowed,
subject to the provisos (i.) to (xii) set out in paragraph (b),

and provided also that

—

(xiii.) The basements be entirely cut off from the
ground floor and upper floors of the building and
approached only by a separate means of access from
the outside of the building.

(xiv.) Any lifts from the basements be adjacent to
an external wall or do have no internal communication
with the storeys above.

(xv.) Xo division or cell on any floor formed by the
vertical and horizontal separations do exceed 500,000
cubic feet, and the floor area of such division or cell

do not exceed 40,000 square feet.

(xvi.) Every floor be of the thickness required by
the Council, such thickness not being less than
6 inches.

(d) As regards buildings of not more than three storeys
in height in one occupation and used as motor garages
or car-sheds, or for other similar purposes, such cubical
extent may be allowed as may in the opinion of the Council
be reasonable, having regard to the circumstances of the
case, provided that

—

(i.) The building be constructed throughout of
incombustible materials, and be completely separated
by imperforate walls fiom adjoining properties.

(ii.) Any store for petrol be completely separated
from the main building.

(iii.f Any portion of the main building used for the
manufacture or storage of varnishes or oils, or moulds,
models, frames, patterns or other substances or
articles of a combustible nature, be properly and effi-

ciently separated from and not included in the portion
for which additional cubical extent may be allowed
and do not exceed the limits prescribed in the Act.

Openings in party zcalls.

6. Applications for consent to openings larger than those
allowed by the Act in party walls separating divisions of cubical
extent will not be entertained unless the buildings affected be
constructedthroughout of incombustible materials, andunless

—

(1.) The openings be fitted with double doors or shutters
in accordance with the provisions of the Act at a distance
apart of not less than one-fourth of the full width of the
proposed opening.

(li.) The width of all such openings taken together on
each floor do not exceed one-half of the length of the party
wall on each floor in which they occur.

Montagu H. Cox,
Clerk of the Council.

The County Hall,

Westminster Bridge, S.E.i.
October 1928.

Regulation 132.

London County Council (General Powers) Act, 1908

—

Regul.ation 132.

2. Regulation 132, which is based on a decision of 23 June
1925 (p. 939) is as follows :

—

Buildings to which section 17 of the London County
Council (General Powders) Act, 1908, applies and in w’hich
no portion above the ground-floor storey is used for trade
or manufacture or for warehouse purposes, may be erected
to a height not exceeding 100 feet, measured from the
pavement le\el to the underside of the ceiling of the top-
most storey, provided that, if such a building be erected
to a greater height than 80 feet measured on the foregoing
basis, the following conditions, in addition to any other
conditions wLich the Buildings Acts Committee may con-
sider necessary in any particular case, shall be complied
WTth :—(i) that fire appliances, to include an approved
automatic sprinkler installation, shall be provided through-
out the W'hole of the building, including that portion used
for other than trade, manufacture or w^arehouse purposes,
and (ii) that the portion of the building above the ground-
floor storey, shall be entirely cut off from the portion used
for trade, manufacture or warehouse purposes.

We are of opinion that the regulation might be extended to
permit the first-floor storey of any building to which the regu-
lation applies to be included in the trade or w arehouse portion
of such building, subject to the height of the ceiling of the
first-floor storey not exceeding 45 feet, measured from the
pavement level. We are also of opinion that the uppei portions
of such buildings, if and so far as they consist of residential

flats, but not otherwise, should be exempted from the con-
dition requiring the provision of fire appliances, including
sprinklers. The Fire Brigade Committee concur in these
proposals. The General Purposes Committee will deal with
the amendment of the regulation. We recommend :

—

That, subject to the height of the ceiling of the first-

floor stoi ey not exceeding 45 feet, measured from the pave-
ment level, the erection of buildings to W'hich section 17
of the London County Council ('General Powers) Act,

1908, applies and in which no portion above the first-floor

storey is used for trade or manufacture or for warehouse
purposes, be permitted on the terms laid down in reso-

lution I of 23 June, 1925 (p. 939), in respect of buildings oi

which the ground-floor storey only is so used
;
and that

the upper portions of any building to which section 17 of
the above-mentioned Act of 1908 applies be exempted
from the requirements as to the provision of fire appliances,

including spiinklers, if and so far as such upper portions
consist of residential flats, but not otherwise.

18 December 1928.
Agreed.
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Allied Societies
{The attention of Members of the Allied Societies is particularly called to this page)

ESSEX, CAMBRIDGE AXD HERTS SOCIETY OF
ARCHITECTS.

West E:5Sex Chahter.

A meeting of the West Essex Chapter of the Essex, Cam-
bridge and Herts Society of Architects A\as held on Thursday,

5 December, at the Old Chapter House, St. Paul’s Churchyard,
to do honour to the architects and staffwho had been concerned
during the last seventeen years in the restoiation of the Dome
of St. Paul’s Cathedral, and to present a copy of the details of
the work, signed by the five architects concerned, to the City
Livery Club, where it will be open for inspection upon applica-

tion to students of architecture.

The presentation was made after a delightful speech by Sir

Charles Xicholson, Bart., AI.A., F.R.I.B.A. iMajor A. E
Watts, C.C., the ruling President of the City Livery Club, in

accepting it, spoke of the happy association of the West Essex
Chapter with the Club and the common objects they were
pursuing in maintaining the best traditions of London.
The toast to the Cathedral architects was responded to by

Mr. W. Godfrey Allen, who complimented his colleagues

without touching upon his own work, which w^as afterwards

referred to by Air, Ian iMacAlister, iM.A., the Secretary of the

Royal Institute.

A programme of music was given by the Gidea Park Quar-
tette Party and Major Watts also sang.

Other guests included Miss Barbara Xhcholson, who, with
her father, Sir Charles, received the guests

;
Air. E. C. Allen ;

Mrs. Arnold
;
Mr. Walter Ashley, AI.A.

;
Mr. Austin Balls ;

Mr. Hugo Bird, F.R.I.B.A.
;
Mr. Bolwell

;
Airs. Crowe and

Air. J. J. Crowe, A.R.I.B.A. ; Air. S. Phillips Dales, F.R.I.B.A.;
Air. Dawson, A.R.I.B.A.

;
Air. Edward Fincham, A.R I.B.A.

;

Air. Stanlev J. Funnell
;

Airs, and Aliss Garbe and Alr.

Richard L. Garbe, A.R.A.
;

Air. J. C. F. James, A.R.I.B.A. ;

Air. W. E. Lewis, A.R I.B.A.
;

Air. Ernest Lloyd
;

Air. and
Airs. A. E. Robertson

;
Airs. Russell

;
Air. A. C. Russell,

L.R.I.B.A.
;

Air. and Airs. Sheffield
;
and Air. T. G. Scott.

Sir Charles Xhcholson, Bart., Air. Hugo R. Bird and Air. S.

Phillips Dales have been appointed on the Statutory Advisory
Committee of the Southend School of Arts and Crafts.

THE SOUTH WALES IXSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.
Central (Cardiff) Branxh.

Under the auspices of the South Wales Institute of Archi-
tects (Central Branch) and the Institute of Builders (South
Wales Branch), a lecture was delivered at the Engineers’
Institute, Cardiff, on Thursday, 28 X'ovember, by Professor

W. Xorman Thomas, AI.A
,
D.Phil,, A.R.I.B.A., Professor of

Engineering, University College of South Wales and Alon-
mouthshire

Professor Thomas, who took as the subject of his lecture
“ Building Alaterials,” has made an exhaustive study of such
matters. He gave much valuable information regarding the

best materials to be used for particular purposes, together w ith

the treatment under various circumstances which would give

the best results. References were made during the course of

the lecture to instances of stone decay in various buildings in

Cardiff, and the lecture was well illustrated by lantern slides

and various e.xhibits.

A cordial \ote of thanks to Professor Thomas was earned on
the motion of Air. C. F. Ward, F.R.I.B.A., of Xewport,
seconded by Air. D. Sibbering Jones.

Air. J. E. Turner, J.P., F.I.D.B., who presided over a large

audience, drew attention to Professor Thomas’s work at the

University College of South Wales and Alonmouthshire, where
courses for builders leading to a degree ha\e been established.

At the invitation of the Chairman and the Executive Com-
mitee of the South Wales Institute of Architects (Central

Branch), an enjoyable and instructive evening was spent by
the members on Tuesday, 3 December, when a tea and a

discussion meeting was held at Alessis. David Alorgan’s Cafe,

Cardiff.

The subject arranged for the evening was “ The Porm of

Contract and Questions arising in connection with the Con-
tract Documents,’’ and, under the chairmanship of Air. H.
N'orman Edwards, a discussion took place which proved
mteiesting not only to the younger members present but also

to many of the senior architects who were glad to have the
oppoitunity of discussing a number of interesting problems in

an informal manner.
Among those taking part may be mentioned Alessrs. Ivor

Jones, A.R. I B.A. (Secretary of the South Wales Institute of
Architects); T. Alwyn Lloyd, F.R.I.B.A. (President of the

South Wales Institute of Architects); C. F. Jones, A.R.I.B.A.;
S. Knight Thomas, A.R.I.B.A.; R. H. Winder, ALA.,
F.R I.B.A., L. F. Richards, F. K. Aitken and Aliss O E.
Price.

On the motion of Air. W. S. Purchon, AI.A., F.R.I.B.A.,
seconded by Air. C. J. Bartlett (Chairman of the School of
Architecture Club), a vote of thanks to the Chairman^was
passed with acclamation.

WEST YORKSHIRE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
A large attendance of members was presided over by Air.

G. H. Foggitt at a meeting of the West A'oikshire Society of
Architects held on 5 December, at the Hotel Aletropole, Leeds,
the occasion being a demonstration by Air. H. Alillard, under
the auspices of Alessrs. G. and T. Earle, Ltd., of the possible
textural finishes that can be given to exterior cement facing,
the processes being described in a running commentary by
Air. G. AIcLean Gibson, A.Al.I.C.E. Air, Gibson remarked
that a plasterer, ordinarily, prepared his rendering with a more
or less \ertical scratched key, with horizontal screeds, but he
found that horizontal scratching, and vertical screeds, with the
float worked from the bottom upward, was more effectual.
About twenty various finishings were demonstrated bv Air.
?\Iillard, among them being :

“ Alodern American,” ” Cali-
fornian,” ” Aloorish,” “ English Cottage,” ” Alexican,”
Green Back,” and “ French Brush.” The exhibition greatly

interested those present.
In mo\ing the vote of thanks. Air. H. Chippindale said that

although admiring se\eral of the textural effects shown, he
rather doubted the fastness of some of the colouring matter if

used in the neighbourhood of such cities as Leeds and
Bradford.

Air. F. Alitchell seconded the vote of thanks.
Air. G. H Foggitt welcomed Alessrs. Earle’s offer to arrange

classes under the society’s auspices for operative plasterers to
gain a knowledge of the various styles of finish to which
exterioi cement work was susceptible.
At the cimclusion, on a vote being taken, the style of finish

under the title of” English Cottage,” found most favour among
the members present.

PUBLIC WCJRKS, ROADS AXD TRAXSPORl’
C(UXGRESS.

Air. B. Price Davies, P'.S.I. [E.], City architect, Bangor, has
been awarded the first prize of a gold medal and fiftv guineas
by the Committee of the Public Works, Roads and Transport
Congress (1929) for a paper on “The Arrangement and
Economics of a Towm Plan,” submitted in open competition.
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BEAUTIFYING OUR ROADS.
The Sculpture Section of the Roads of Remembrance

Committee of the Roads Beautifying Association has

issued an appeal for the introduction of works of British

sculpture to add to the interest and beauty of our country-

side and roads, from which we publish extracts :

—

Now that there is so much evidence of an awakening interest

in the preservation of, and additions to, the beauty of rural

England, and now that new roads are being made in all direc-

tions thioughout our land, it behoves all classes, whether
individuals or members of a society, guild, or corporate body,
to take a share in trying to increase the charm of the old roads
and in seeking to beautify the new ones.

To a certain extent the idea is already being developed by
local authorities and public bodies—notably by the Roads
Beautifying Association—in the direction of planting trees and
dowers by the roadside. Beyond this, however, another art,

that of sculpture, may be called in to provide, in certain places,

added interest and beauty, and by its use not only to record
details of local or general history, or to keep in remembrance
famous persons or the memory of those who fell in the Great
War, but also to provide beautiful objects of utilitarian interest

as well. Sculpture is the only permanent art which will do
all this.

The sculptural works which are here proposed might take

the form not only of figures or groups in stone or bronze,
suitably placed among or with a background of trees and
flowers at points of interest, but also of fountains, drinking-
troughs, seats, large bird-baths, sign-posts, lamp standards,

village signs, and similar objects of utilitarian value, all sculp-

turally and decoratively treated. Such objects might especially

be placed at cross-roads or on village greens, or at the entrance
to towns and villages.

It is in order to assist in carrying out the above ideas that

a Sculpture Advisory Committee has been formed as an
adjunct to the Roads of Remembrance Committee of the
Roads Beautifying Association. It includes a number of well-

known sculptors and architects and is constituted as follows :

Major-General Lord Edward Gleichen, chairman
; Mr. W.

Reynolds-Stephens, president, Royal Society of British

Sculptors
;

Air. E. Guy Dawber, A.R.A., past-president,

R.I.B.A.
;
Sir \V. Goscombe John, R.A. ; Air. W. Reid Dick,

R.A., of the Royal Fine Arts Commission
;
and Professor

S. D. Adshead, of the Royal Fine Arts Commission and Town
Planning Institute.

Their duties will be to assist gratuitously public bodies or

private benefactors with advice as how best to carry out
sculptural ideas on roads and elsewhere to the best advantage.
Trained experience is essential for this purpose, so as to

combine the best and most appropriate work with the selection
of the best sites. It might further be added that where it is

wished to commemorate some great poet, artist, or writer, a

representation of one of his characters will often prove of
tar greater interest than the mere bodily representation of
the man himself. A portrait-medallion could, of course, be
added if desired.

Any individual or corporate body willing to help this all-

important movement by making a gift of sculpture, or re-

quiring preliminary suggestion or adv ice in regard to a con-
templated gift of sculpture, or an opinion for the guidance of
the highway authorities concerned, should write to the Hon.
Secretary, Roads of Remembrance, 47, Victoria Street,
London, S.W.i, who will bring the subject without delay
before members of the Sculpture Advisory Committee.
The appeal is signed by Lord Ullsvvater, president of the

Roads of Remembrance Committee ; Major Richard Rigg,
chairman of the Council ; and Lord Edward Gleichen, chair-
man of the Sculpture Committee.

NEW STATE SCHOOLS AND POOR LAW WORK.
The question of the new school work which will be

necessary in the near future in view of the approaching
legislation to raise the school leaving age of children
attending elementary schools has been under considera-
tion by the Council.
The changes effected by the recent Local Government

Act transferring the responsibility for many types of
building from the Boards of Guardians to County and
other Local Authorities and the probability that new
buildings or additions to existing buildings will be
required have also been considered.
At the request of the Council, the President has ad-

dressed letters to the President of the Board of Education
and the Minister of Health asking them to use their
influence to ensure that this work is carried out by
properly qualified architects, and the Allied Societies have
been recommended to take the matter up with Local
Authorities in their districts.

THE DESIGN OF SCIENCE BUILDINGS.
In the discussion on Air. Alunby’s paper on “ The

Design of Science Buildings ” in the last issue of the
Journal of 7 December an unfortunate error w’^as re-
ported in the President's speech on page 88, The
President did not say '' but you can hardly expect the
designer to know that a fume cupboard wants an exit.”
This sentence should have read “ for every designer
knows that a fume cupboard wants an exit.”

ELECTION OF STUDENTS R.I.B.A.

The following were elected as Students at the meeting
of the Council held on 2 December 1929 :

—

Adamson : Anthony P.\trick C.wthra. i i Chelsea Park
Gardens, S.W.3.

Asghar : SvED Ali, 23 Burnbank Gardens, Glasgow (West),
Ashwell : Harold James, 12 Cambridge Terrace, Hvde

Park, W.2.
C.^RNEGIE : John Denoon, 137 Warrender Park Road,

Edinburgh.
Chitty : Anthony Merlott, Cotton Hall House, Eton

College, Windsor.
Dyson : William Parker, Manor House, Hooton Roberts,

Rotherham, Yorks.
Gillespie : H.arcld, 4 Lonsdale Street, Belfast, Ireland.
Howard : Deborah Benson, Firbank, Loughton, Essex.
Jeffryes • Thomas Arnold, College of Art, Edinburgh.
Kelly : Richard Harrison, “ Sloane Lea,” Aintree, Liv'erpool.
Monro, Geoffrey James, Saxonholme, Bearsden, Glasgow.
Mudd : Francis William, g Fern Bank, Otley.
Nisbet : John Athelstan Victor, 14 Old Square, Lincoln’s

Inn, W.C.2.
Nisbet : John Verney, Easington, Weybridge.
Northover ; Ernest Ch.\rles, 86 Woodwarde Road, S.E.22.
Penberthy : Arthur John, “ Hardwycke,” Bishops Road,

Sutton Coldfield.

Reynolds : Francis Maurice, The Nook, Oughtrington,
Lymm, Cheshire.

Segrais : Joseph John le Juge de, 13 Rue du Cherche Midi,
Paris VI, France.

Sheridan : John Gerard. 47 Catharine Street, Liverpool.
Shires : Geoffrey Rich.ard, Brincliffe, 40 Thorne Road,

Doncaster.
Turner ; Wilfrid John Carpenter, Overton Rectory,

Basingstoke.
Wheeler-Carmichael : Samuel Dennis, 22 Portman Street,

W.i.
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Notices
THE FIFTH GENERAL MEETING.

The Fifth General Aleeting (Ordinary) of the Session

^929-30, will be held on Monday, 6 January, 1930, at

8 p.m., for the following purposes :

To read the Minutes of the General Meeting (Ordinary)
held on 16 December, 1929, formally to admit members
attending for the first time since their election

;
to

announce the names of candidates nominated by the

Council for election to the various classes of membership.
To read the following paper :

“ Regional Planning with
special reference to Greater London/' by Dr. Raymond
Lhiwin [F"-] To present the R.LB.A. London Architec-
ture Medal and Diploma for 1928 to Messrs. J Murray
Easton [T.] and Howard Robertson [T.] for their building,

the Royal Horticultural Society's New Hall, Greycoat
Street, Westminster. To read the Council's Deed of
Award of Prizes and Studentships, 1930.

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY LECTURES ON ARCHI-
TECTURE FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.

Tickets for the informal talks to boys and girls on
“ Architecture/’ by the Hon. Humphrey Pakington

—

announced in the last issue of the Journal—are now
being issued, and the supply is almost exhausted.
The lectures will be held on the following dates :

Monday, 30 December, 1929, at 3.30 p.m.
Wednesday, i January 1930, at 3.30 p.m.
Friday, 3 January 1930, at 3.30 p.m.

They are for boys and girls only, but adults will be
admitted if accompanied by children. No charge will be
made for admission, and members who desire tickets

are requested to make application as soon as possible.

R.LB.A. STATUTORY EXAMINATION FOR
DISTRICT SURVEYOR AND THE EXAMINA-

TION FOR BUILDING SURVEYOR.
The R.LB.A. Statutory Examination for the office of

District Surv^eyor under the London Building Acts, and
the examination for Building Surveyor under Local
Authorities, will be held at the R.LB.A., London, on

7, 8 and 9 May 1930.
The closing date for receiving applications for admis-

sion to the Examinations, accompanied by the fee of

£3 3s., is 16 April 1930.
Full particulars of the Examinations and application

forms can be obtained from the Secretary R.LB.A.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS, 7 APRIL 1930.
Associates who are eligible and desirous of transferring

to the Fellowship are reminded that if they wish to

take advantage of the election to take place on 7 April

1930 they should send the necessary nomination forms
to the Secretary R.LB.A. not later than Saturday,
II January 1930.

LICENTIATES AND THE FELLOWSHIP.
The attention of Licentiates is called to the provisions

of Section IV^ Clause 4 (b) and (cii) of the Supplemental
Charter of 1925. Licentiates who are eligible and
desirous of transferring to the Fellowship can obtain full

articulars on application to the Secretary R.LB.A.,
s tating the clause under which they propose to apply for
nomination.

CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT.
In answer to many inquiries made by members

regarding the recognised Form of Contract, the minute
of the General Aleeting (Business) held on 10 June 1929,
is reprinted below for information :

—

“ Resolved that this meeting of the R.I.B.A.
after full consideration of the terms of the proposed
draft of the New Form of Contract now again sub-
mitted as in amendment of the existing and agreed
1909 Form of Contract, is unable to accept the same,
but concurrently renews its offer to reconsider the
amendment of the 1909 Form where necessary.”

LIMITED CO,MPETITIONS
The attention of the Competitions Committee has been

called to an attempt which was made recently by an
employing authority to infringe the spirit of the last

paragraph of clause 10 of the R.I.B.A. Competition
Regulations while observing the letter.

This paragraph reads :

—

“ Provided that nothing in this Clause shall prevent
two or more members of the Royal Institute from giving
advice or preparing sketch plans for the same project
for a private client, if the expenditure proposed does not
exceed the sum of £12,500, and if each of the members
so invited be paid an agreed fee.”
In the case in question a number of the local architects

were invited to submit plans for a fairly important project
for a fee of £i is. each.
The Competitions Committee express the hope that

in loyalty to the profession in general and to their own
interests in particular, members will insist on the payment
of a reasonable fee in such cases.

R.LB.A. REGULATIONS FOR ARCHITECTURAL
COMPETITIONS.

The following revisions in the R.I.B.A. Competition
Regulations which were approved by the General Body
on 3 December 1928, have now been approved by the
Allied Societies and will be incorporated in the Regula-
tions forthwith.

1 . The insertion of the following words on page i after
paragraph (c) ;

“ This regulation shall also preclude the regular staff
and present students of a School of Architecture from
taking part in a competition in which a member of the
regular teaching staff is acting as sole Assessor, but not
in cases where a jury of three or more Assessors is
concerned of whom only one is a member of the regular
teaching staff.”

2. The insertion of the following words on page 2,
clause I

, at the end of the second paragraph :

The foregoing Scale is exclusive of travelling and
other out-of-pocket expenses, which are to be charged in
addition.”

3* The ornission of the following words from page 3,
clause 6, section (d) :

or the estimate of the competitor should no outlay
be stated.'’
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INSTITUTE OF ARBITRATORS
(IN’CORPOIOVrED).

Lectures on Contract * Illustrated by Building Cases.
In pursuance of the educational policy of the Institute, the

Council has made arrangements for six lectures to be delivered
by Mr, W. E. Watson, Barrister-at-La\v, on the above subject,

at the Incorporated Accountants Hall, Victoria Embankment,
W.C.2 (near Temple Station).

The lectures will be held every Thursday at 4 p.m. from
16 January to 20 Febiuary inclusive. The fee for the course
is IS.

These lectures will be in the nature of a Post Graduate or
‘ refresher ” course and are open to members of the Institute

and other interested persons.

Those desirous of attending should communicate with the
Institute of Arbitrators (Incorporated), 10 Norfolk Street,

Strand, W,C.2,
Syllabus.

16 January. Lecture I.—-Essentials of Contract.

23 January. Lecture II.—Remedies in Contract.

30 January. Lecture III.—Defences in Contract.
6 February. Lecture IV.—Defences in Contract.

13 February. Lecture V.—Legal Interpretation in Contract.
20 February. Lecture VI. ^—Maxims of Contract.

Competitions
ABERYSTWYTH : PROPOSED WINTER GARDEN

AND BAND PAVILION.
The Aberystwyth Corporation invite architects to

submit, in open competition, designs for a Winter Garden
and Band Pavilion.

Assessor : Mr. Arnold Thomely [F.].

Premiums
: £100, £70 and £30.

Last day for receiving designs, i January 1930. Con-
ditions of the competition may be obtained on application

to the Town Clerk, Town Hall, Aberystwyth. Deposit

£2 2S.

ACCRINGTON : NEW POLICE AND FIRE
STATIONS.

The Accrington Corporation invite architects to submit,
in open competition, designs for new Police and Fire

Stations.

Assessor : Mr. Herbert J. Rowse [F.].

Premiums : £250, £150 and £100.
Last day for receiving designs, 28 February 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on applica-

tion to the Town Clerk, Town Hall, Accrington, Deposit

£2 2S,

ANZAC MEMORIAL BUILDING, SYDNEY, N.S.W.

The Trustees of the Anzac Memorial Building invite

competitive designs for an Anzac Memorial to be erected

in the City of Sydney, New South Wales.
The qualification of competitors is defined in the con-

ditions of competitions as follows :

—

‘‘ The competition is limited to Australians who
are legally qualified as architects in New South Wales
or who are legally qualified to practice architecture

outside of New South Wales provided that no com-
petitor shall be employed as architect to the work
until he has been duly registered as a legally qualified

architect in New South Wales or until other arrange-

ments, satisfactory to the Trustees and to the Board
of Architects of N.S.W., shall have been made.

“ Nothing in these conditions shall preclude the

association of an Australian sculptor with a com-
petitor either during the competition or in the execu-

tion of the work.
“For the purpose of this competition ‘ Australian

*

shall mean a natural bom British subject who has

practised or worked in Australia either as a principal

or an assistant. Provided that no Australian soldier

within the meaning of Part 4 of the Australian

Soldiers’ Repatriation Act 1920 shall be excluded by
this clause.”

The competition will be conducted in two stages ; the

closing date for the first stage is 24 January 1930. The
cost of the VIemorial is to be £75,000. The conditions of

competition have been approved by the Institute of
Architects of New South Wales.

Conditions of competition may be obtained from the

office of the Trustees of the Anzac Memorial Building,

3rd floor, Wingello House, Angel Place, Sydney, or from
the offices of the Institutes of Architects in the various

Australian States, or from the office of the Agent-General
for New South Wales, Australia House, London.

GOSPORT : PROPOSED PLEASURE RESORT
AND GROUNDS.

The Competitions Committee desire to call the attention

of members to the fact that the conditions of this com-
petition are not in accordance with the Regulations of

the R.I.B.A. The Committee are in negotiation with the
promoters in the hope of securing an amendment. In the

meantime members should not take part in the

competition.

GUILDFORD : NEW MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS.
The Guildford Corporation propose to invite local

architects to submit, in competition, designs for new'

municipal buildings.

Assessor : Mr. T. S. Tait [F.].

Premiums : £50 and £25.
[Conditions are not yet fully settled.]

KING’S LYNN :

’ PROPOSED NEW SCHOOL.
The Competitions Committee desire to call the atten-

tion of members to the fact that the conditions of this

competition are not in accordance with the Regulations

of the R.I.B.A. The Committee are in negotiation with
the promoters in the hope of securing an amendment.
In the meantime members should not take part in the

competition.

LIVERPOOL : PROPOSED PIER HEAD
IMPROVEMENTS.

The Liverpool City Council propose to offer premiums
of 1,000 guineas and 500 guineas in connection with a

competition for the improvement of the amenities of

the Pier Head.
[Conditions are not yet available.]

ONGAR : COTTAGE HOSPITAL.
The Competitions Committee desire to call the atten-

tion of members to the fact that the conditions of this

competition are not in accordance with the Regulations

of the R.I.B.A. The Committee are in negotiation with
the promoters in the hope of securing an amendment.
In the meantime members should not take part in the

competition.
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SWANSEA : MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS.
The Swansea Corporation invite architects to submit,

in open competition, designs for new municipal buildings.

Assessor : Mr. Henry V. Ashley, V.-P.R.LB.A.
Premiums : £750, £500, £300 and £200.
Last date for receiving designs, 18 January 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on applica-

tion to the Town Clerk, Town Hall, Swansea. Deposit

£2 2S,

Members’ Column
Mr. JOHN R. MOORE.

Mr. John R. Moore, A.R.I.B.A., has moved from 13 Acland Road,
Willesden Green, to 67 Lascelles Avenue, Harrow, iMiddlesex.

OFFICE ACCOMMODATION.
Provincial Architects and Surveyors requiring a Cit>' address

(near Law Courts), or office for interviews, etc., should apply to
“ Architect,” 19 Falcon Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.
Small Furnished Room, suitable for young Architect or Quantity

Surv'eyor, is available in the West-End offices of an Architect,

F.R.I.B.A., at an exceptionally moderate rental in exchange for small

services rendered. Telephone, gas, electric light, cleaning included.
-—Reply Box 1690, c/o The Secretary R.I.B.A,, 9 Conduit Street,

London, W.i.
ASSISTANCE OFFERED.

F.R.I.B.A. with long established practice in West End, at present

having slack period wishes to meet another with busy practice whom
he could assist with complete schemes or otherwise, working at his

own office.—Apply Box 5129, c,o The Secretaiy R.I.B.A., 9 Con-
duit Street, London, W.i.

F.R.i B A. who has carried out important works, but whose
private connection has fallen off would be willing to help another

architect in general office routine, sketch, plans, etc. Frequent
R.A. exhibitor.—Reply Box 27S0, c o The Secretary R.I B.A.,

9 Conduit Street, London. W.i.
Practising in West End, Associate wishing to extend present

practice would welcome opportunity to gi\e assistance to other

architects or surwyors in any branch of practice ’Phone : Ger-
rard 6117, or apply Box 2^97, c/o Secretary R.I.B.A

, 9 Conduit
Street, London, W.i.

Minutes IV
Session 1929-1 930.

At the Fourth General Aleeting (Ordinary) of the Session,

1929-1930, held on Alonday, 16 December 1929, at 8 p.m.

Sir Banister Fletcher, F.S.A., President, in the Chair.

The attendance book was signed by 22 Fellows (including 7
Alembers of Council), 23 Associates (including 1 Member of

Council), 2 Licentiates and a large number of \isitors-

The minutes of the Business General Meeting held on
2 December 1929 having been published in the Journal,
were taken as read, confirmed, and signed as correct.

The Hon. Secretary announced the decease of :

—

William John Hale, elected Fellow 1901.

Keith Downes Young, elected Associate 1873, Fellow

1885
F i ank Walford Locke, transfen ed to Licentiate Class in

1925 -
- . •

and it was Resolved that the regrets of the Institute for their

loss be entered on the Alinutes and that a message ofsympathy
and condolence be conveyed to their relatives.

The following members attending for the first time since

their election were formally admitted by the President :

—

Air. Austin Vernon [K.]

Air. R. T. Beck [A.]

Mr. G. \V. Ivnight [A.]

Mr. J. L. S. Mansfield [A,]

Mr. IMorris de Aletz [H.]

Mr. E. J. Symcox [A.]

Air. G. L. Thompson [..-3 .]

The President announced that the meeting was to be devoted

to a debate on “ Are Building Bye-laws Destructive of Rural

Beauty ” and called upon Air AL H. Baillie Scott [i^.] to open
the debate. A large number of members and visitors having
taken part, a vote of thanks was passed to Air. Baillie Scott

by acclamation and w^as briefly responded to.

The proceedings closed at 9.40 p.m.

ARCHITECTS’ BENEVOLENT SOCIETY
{Insurance Department)

HOUSE PURCHASE SCHEAIE
(for property in Great Britain only).

The Society is able, through the ser\Tces of a leading

Assurance Office, to assist an Architect (or his client) in

securing the capital for the purchase of a house for his

own occupation, on the following terms :

—

Amount of Loan.
Property value exceeding £666, but not exceeding

£2,500, 75 per cen^^, of the value.

Properr>' value exceeding £2,500, but not exceeding

£4,500, 66f per cent of the value.

The value of the property is that certified by the Sur-
veyor employed by the Office.

Rate of Interest, 5J per cent, gross

Repayment.
By means of an Endowment Assurance which dis-

charges the loan at the end of 15 or 20 years, or at the
earlier death of the borrower.

Special Concession to Architects.
In the ca^^e of houses in course of erection, it has been

arranged that, provided the Plan and Specification have
been appro\'ed by the Surveyor acting for the Office,

and the amount of the loan agreed upon, and subject to

the house being completed in accordance therewith.
One Half of the loan will be advanced on a certificate

from the Office’s Surveyor that the walls of the house
arc erected and the roof on and covered in.

Note.—In 1928, over £20,000 was loaned to archi-

tects under this scheme, and as a result over £100 was
handed to the Benevolent Fund.

If a quotation is required, kindly send details of your
age next birthday, approximate value of house and its

exact situation, to the Secretary Architects’ Benevolent
Society, 9 Conduit Street, London, W.

Members sending remittances by pKistal order for subscrip-
tions or Institute publications are warned of the necessity of
complying with Post Office Regulations with regard to this
method of payment. Postal orders should be made payable
to the Secretary R.I.B.A., and crossed.

It is desired to point out that the opinions of writers of
articles and letters which appear in the R.I.B.A. Journal
must be taken as the individual opinions of their authors and
not as representative expression of the Institute.

R.I.B.A. JOURNAL.
Dates ot Publication.-— 1930.— ii, 25 January; 8, 22

February
; 8, 22 Alarch

; 12. 26 April
; 10, 24 May

; 7, 2.1

June
; 12 July

; 9 August ;
20 September

;
18 October.
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Are Building Bye-Laws Destructive of Rural Beauty ?

A DEBATE OPENED BY H. BAILLIE SCOTT [F.].

[Held at the Royal Institute of British Architects on Mo7iday\ 16 December 1929.]

THE PRESIDENT, SIR BANISTER FLETCHER, F.S.A., IN THE CHAIR.

M r. M. H, BAILLIE SCOTT [F.] : The
title given to the subject of our discussion

to-night is “ Are Building Bye-laws De-
structive of Rural Beauty ?

” That was the title

which was rather hastily chosen some time ago, but
which, on further consideration, seems hardiv suffi-

ciently comprehensive for our purpose. I there-

fore propose to substitute as the subject for our
discussion “To what extent do the building bye-laws
obstruct architects who are trying to build in harmony
with rural England, and is there any practical excuse for

such obstruction ?
” I believe bye-laws were first

introduced about 1850, at a time when the building art

was at a low ebb. The scale of merit in those Victorian
days seemed to depend mainly on vertical dimensions.
In a really high-class room, for instance, you would
expect as much as a 14-inch skirting board to the wall,

and a correspondingly high ceiling. A low room was
then considered “ low ’’ in every sense of the word.
When, therefore, bye-laws were framed to improve the

standard of house building, the scale of values then in

fashion demanded height and height onlv in habitable

rooms. The reallv important factor of floor areas was
entirely ignored. A room could be as small as you
liked, but it must be high. It was all part of the archi-

tectural snobbery of the times, which expressed itself

in villas with lofty ceilings, and enormous windows
shrouded by lace curtains

But to-day we have an entirely different scale of
\alues in house building. In cases where our expendi-
ture must be strictly limited, we realise the importance
of buying as much elbow room as possible for our
monev, instead of investing it in useless space overhead.
We no longer look on old cottages as contemptible
hovels suitable onlv for the lower orders. We actually

go and live in them ourselves and prefer them to lofty

Victorian mansions. We have even discovered that they
are beautiful, and we form societies to save them from
destruction. And so we have this curious and incon-

sistent situation : on the one hand, we have an outcry

for the preservation of our old villages, and on the other

the law of the land as applied to buildings condemns
them as dangerous to health, because their ceilings are

too low and their windows too small. If the bye-laws
are to be upheld, we ought to destroy every old village

in the land. If the bye-laws could be made retrospec-

tive in their action, the result of their application to an
old village would be that all the old cottages would
suffer vertical extension, with a corresponding contrac-

tion of floor areas. The window s w ould be increased in

size and the rooms in the roof with the five-foot sides

which the bye-laws insist on would be reduced to

narrow' passages or disappear altogether. I must leavx

to your imagination the devastation that would ensue.

If, then, it is agreed that the retrospective action of the

bye-laws w'ould have this disastrous effect on the

cottages of rural England, is it not reasonable to claim

that they must have exactlv the same effect when
applied to modern cottage building in English country ?

To the superficial observer the charm of an old

village consists in the effect of time and weather on the

surfaces of the buildings. But those w ho have studied

the matter more closely know' that the essential quality

is what we call scale. Everyone recognises this in the

case of the human figure. We know instinctively that for

every feature there is an ideal size and form, and w e also

know' that in the child, beauty arrives when the stature

and all the features are consistently reduced in scale.

Superficial colouring is of only secondary importance.

And so it is with the cottage for those who have a

sense of scale in building
;

it only becomes beautiful

w hen it is reduced in scale in all its parts and proper-
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tions, just as in the case of the child. And this the bye-

laws will not let us do in the case of new buildings,

though they are, fortunately, unable to apply their

baneful influence in the case of old buildings. The
modern bve-laws seem to assert that while excellent

health mav be enjoyed by those who inhabit rooms not

less than 8 feet in height, if a room is less in any part

than that mystic figure, it becomes dangerous to health.

We should, presumably, begin to suffer in a room

7 feet II inches high, while those who live in old

cottages with a 7 feet ceiling stand in peril of their

lives '

I pointed this out to a London doctor who, one might

suppose, would understand these matters, as we were

admiring his beautiful old cottage sitting room about

6 feet high the other day. The same idea occurred to

me m a closed motor car about 3 feet 9 inches high.

We hear a good deal of the risks of motoring, but no

one has yet given us the statistics of those whose health

IS ruined by the low ceilings which (by a strange over-

sight of the powers that be) are allowed in them. And
what of railway carriages and the cabins of ships ?

Tn these days many people spend the greater part of

their time in these moving habitations
;
why should the

house alone be singled out for legislation in this

respect ?

Or perhaps we may still look forward to the time

when all new cars and trains must be 8 feet high, while

an occasional antique may be seen of the original

dimensions looking just as right and sensible as an old

cottage does amid modern buildings. It will only then

be necessary to initiate a society for the preservation of

old motor cars to complete the parallel to the comic

situation which exists to-day as regards cottages. In

looking back on a misspent life and a career of crime

involving all kinds of attempts to evade the law, it is to

Cambridge that I always return in memory with the

greatest pleasure. I think of it as a place where people

are sensible and intelligent, and though I have built

perhaps a dozen houses there with ceilings less than

8 feet high, I have not heard of any statistics announc-

ing any increased mortality in consequence !

Statistics in such matters are not worth much. I

remember a case for high ceilings being triumphantly

made out based on statistics which never enquired as

to which of the families concerned in this experiment

opened their windows or spent their spare time out of

doors.

If there is anything more foolish than the ceiling

regulation, I should say it is the bye-law referring to

rooms in the roof where, by insisting on a 5 foot height

at the sides of the attic the floor space and cubic

capacity of the rooms are needlessly reduced. It is the

same ridiculous obsession with the idea of height again.

There is just a glimmering of reason in the ceiling

height regulation, because there is no doubt that those

who suffer from claustrophobia and feel a kind of ner-

vous depression under low ceilings have some grie-

vance. But we ought not to legislate for phobias, other-

wise spacious and lofty rooms should not be allowed

in deference to those who are subject to agoraphobia,

and even railways should be abolished in consideration

for those who suffer from siderodromophobia. But I

do not think anyone is sufficiently abnormal to prefer

living in a passage in the roof instead of an attic room.
It would interest me very much to know whether any-

one has anything to say in defence of this bye-law. It

makes it almost impossible to use the roof space of a

small cottage for bedrooms. I have always thought the

old cottage is the best model for small country dwellings

if the roof space can be used, and no doubt the develop-

ment of the bungalow model which we deplore is

largely due to this bye-law. It ought to be possible to

decorate the countryside with small cottages based on
the old models, instead of disfiguring it with bungaloid
growths.

I do not suggest that bye-laws in the country should

be altogether abolished, although I could get on very

well without them. I think they should deal only with

sanitation of a reasonable kind, and not the sanitation

of the specialist, who is apt to become a faddist. I do
not think any regulations as to height of rooms are

necessary, because the general tendency is always to

make rooms higher than need be, nor any regulations

as to size of windows, because these are usually made
too large. I think a man should be free to build the

kind of house he wants to build, and if he wants to have
low ceilings and small windows it seems a gross in-

fringement of the liberties of the subject to force him
to raise his ceilings and enlarge his windows to meet the

whims of faddists. If in the case of cottages any limi-

tations are considered desirable, it would be much more
reasonable that these should concern themselves with
cubic capacity of rooms, rather than height of rooms.
As the law stands, a cottage living room would pass the

bye-laws if it is onlv 6 feet by 6 feet as long as it is not
less than 8 feet in height. In cases where limitations of

cost involve reduction in sizes of rooms, the bye-law
insisting on height only becomes worse than useless in

restricting horizontal dimensions to pay for useless

space overhead.

Apart from the bye-laws themselves, there is the
question of their interpretation by the local surveyor.
I do not know what qualifications are required for such
an appointment. The most important one seems to

me to be a sense of humour. To take a case in point :

Having obediently made a ceiling 8 ft. high, unfor-
tunately there was a beam which projected perhaps
6 inches below the ceiling, and since the wording of
the bye-laws was that the ceiling should not be less

than 8 feet in any part, a solemn discussion ensued.
The subject of this discussion, in fact, amounted to
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this : was the existence of this beam a danger to the

health of the occupants of the room ? To anyone
with a sense of humour, the absurdity of the argument
would be at once apparent. But to the Dogberry
type of mind who insists on being written down an
ass and never sees anything but the letter of the law,

it is quite a legitimate subject for discussion. And so

one was driven to illustrate practically the absurdity

of the situation by putting a partition under the beam
and then taking it away afterwards. It seems to be
very desirable, in order to escape such unintelligent

tyranny, to have a Court of Appeal in such matters.

Otherwise, the only redress is the quite impossible

one of a kind of blackmailing legal action on the basis

of “ heads I win, tails you lose.” The surveyor stands

to lose nothing, while the building owner is involved

in legal expenses and delay.

One of the worst features in connection with the

bye-laws is the machinery used for their interpretation.

You would imagine that some expert knowledge of

building and the meaning of architects’ plans would be
considered necessary. But the average council is

usually composed of local worthies who know nothing

about building and are incapable of understanding a

plan.

On one occasion I submitted plans for a house w hich

was quite at variance with the bye-law^s. They were
duly passed and signed as approved by the council.

Later on, the surveyor, in visiting the building, insisted

on alterations. It was in vain I argued I w as bound to

build according to the plans approved by the council.

Modifications had to be made, because my client, like a

wise man, refused to involve himself in legal action.

On another occasion a surveyor insisted on purlins

in a roof w here they were quite unnecessary, and after

some correspondence I felt obliged to tell him it was
no part of my business to give him lessons in elemen-
tary building construction. He seemed quite annoyed
at that remark, and subsequent proceedings were
marked by a distinctly hostile attitude on his part.

We are chiefly concerned now' in considering the

extent to which bye-laws interfere with the scale and
proportions of smaller buildings, but there is another

aspect of the matter, which I ought to refer to. I

mean the extent to which bye-laws involve unnecessary

expenditure in building. I imagine every architect

feels as I do about extras, and although they give him
extra fees, would infinitely prefer to avoid them. Well,

it has been my experience that extras are largely due
to the unreasonable demands of district surveyors.

To quote a recent example, in a block of flats where,

although of entirelv fireproof construction with stone

stairs and fireproof floors, an external iron staircase was
demanded, costing ^£600, the unexpected extra cost

so involved seemed a little absurd in a town where

nothing of the kind existed in the old-fashioned timber-
built houses. Again, in altering an existing building
by adding another storey, it is usually quite unnecessary
to go to the expense of thickening the existing wall
from the foundation upwards. In cases where sizes

of joists are given in the bye-laws, these are usually
unnecessarily large. I have before me the bye-laws
for W^eybridge, wLere the minimum size for a joist

exceeding 8 ft. in span is 9 in, by 3 in. In a certain

old cottage for a lo feet span the 3 in. by 4 in. joists

have stood the test of several hundreds of years. It

is also rather absurd to fix a standard spacing for
joists, as this is a matter W'hich can only be considered
in relation to the thickness of the floor boards.

Apart from the fact that the bye-laws make it

impossible to build a cottage of the right scale and
proportions, the implications conveyed by these
regulations are deplorably misleading. In fixing a
minimum height of ceiling and size of window', it is

suggested that ceilings cannot be too high or windows
too large, and that, in fact, a cramped and congested
villa is better than a roomy cottage. If the ceilings

are high more space must be occupied with the stair-

case, and so much more useful floor area given up.
And then the factor of scale comes in again. A room
which is 12 ft. by 12 feet and 7 feet high gives the
impression of a good-sized room of the cottage kind,
but if the ceiling is raised it begins to look like a small
room at once, and the higher the ceiling the larger the
scale becomes, and the more the floor area seems to

shrink, although of the same dimensions.

The bye-laws reflect faithfully the spirit of base
materialism which characterised the scientific mind
in the nineteenth century. The bye-lawyer seems to

exist continually with his nose in the drains : he
gives direct encouragement to the disfigurement of
the countryside with hideous little houss, and he does
not realise that the cottage, when rightly built, may
become one of the most beautiful things in creation.

Mr. EDWARD WILLIS (Chairman of the Council,
Royal Sanitary Institute) : The opening of the discus-

sion has not been a speech against all the bye-laws, and
I think Mr. Baillie Scott himself very much appreciates

the advantages of many bye-laws. But he seems to be
particularly troubled by those in regard to height

Many years ago, during the time that I was articled

to an architect, I had a relative w'ho owned some of
these small cottages, and I remember going occasion-

ally to collect the rents, and also that some of the rooms
were no more than 6 feet high, and I wished they had
been higher, or that they would sometimes have the

windows open ! Many of the residents did not seem
to appreciate that windows are made to open, and one
got six feet of congested air which had been there a

week when one was asked into the room to write the
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receipt. It made one wish the rooms were more than
6 feet high. I agree entirely with Mr. Baillie

Scott in his remarks about the necessity of “ scale/’

I am in agreement with him, too, that there are certain

local surveyors who do not always appreciate the

spirit of the bye-law' so much as its letter
;

that is

one of Mr. Baillie Scott’s contentions. He not only

anathematises the rural surveyor, however, but also

the surveyors in the membership of the Royal Institute

in speaking of large flats with a fire-escape staircase.

Even in that respect I am in sympathy w ith the necessity

for providing for the safety of the people w ho have to

live in those flats ; and if w e w ere to take iMr. Baillie

Scott’s views too literally, we should have the country-

side filled w ith dw ellings that he himself w ould be very

grieved about, because bye-laws were instituted for

the protection of the public from the jerry-builder.

If you have no bye-laws, the speculating or jerrv-

builder is entitled to build as Mr. Scott would wish to

build, but without the necessary beauty. And if you
build cottages with 6-feet high rooms without the

natural artistic design, you would have worse con-

ditions and no beauty at all
;

whereas in the modern
cottages built with S-feet rooms you can get beauty if

you have a genuine architect designing them. I think

a good deal of the opener’s paper is written in a

humorous vein, and is not really to be taken in

earnest.

Mr. Baillie Scott spoke of the tyranny of the local

surveyor
;
but how* could w e be tyrannous w ith archi-

tects, when we are afraid of them ? When I have

occasion to write to an architect, I do so in fear and
trembling, thinking that unless I am very careful

he will bring the weight of the whole Institute against

me I But, looking on the other side of the question,

architects or their staffs do occasionally make mis-

takes. When you find mistakes on the part of archi-

tects, it surely shows the usefulness of the surveyor’s

office when he goes carefully through the plans. I

could mention occasions in urban district work when
1 have found many slips on the part of the assistants

who prepared the drawings, and who had not had
the necessary training. Their work was very good
artistically, but there were structural mistakes which,

apart from bye-laws, would have caused serious

trouble.

With regard to the room in the roof, Mr. Baillie

Scott mentioned that there was less floor space and
less cubic space. On two or three occasions, I have

made a point of staying at some of the older hotels in

the country, and when the hotel has been full, I have

been put into one of the attic rooms
;
and not only

have I knocked my head against the beams, but I

have turned out in the night and have felt that the

room was horribly close. I do not agree with Mr.

Scott that there is more cubic space. I admit there

is more floor space, but what is the good of floor space
if you can’t squeeze into it ? Where in the attic

you have a room with the walls five feet high you can
use this portion for a bed, or for some of the furniture

of the room, though I do not quite know^ what furniture

you w'ould get in there beyond a wash-stand or low
chest of drawers.

Mr. Scott did not mention- anything about orienta-

tion. I agree it is not in the bye-law^s, but I do not
think there is anything against it, or anything against

the general arrangement of cottages w'hich can lead

to both effective plans and effective elevations. But
again the bye-laws are not responsible, nor are the
local authorities responsible for the elevations, so

that the architect has this entirely in his own hands,
if he can adapt the building to a suitable scale, remem-
bering that in some cases the rooms must be 8 ft.

high.

Mr. Scott’s remarks are very interesting from a

different point of view* to that which, I agree, many
of the local surveyors have

;
but all surveyors are not

of the type suggested by him, and I feel that the
indictment which has been laid down is hard on a
body of men w ho have to cultivate the hide of a rhino-
ceros in dealing with councils

; and they are having
to work much harder than most people imagine.
As a rule, the rural surveyor is one of the hardest-
worked men you can come across. While Mr. Scott’s
experience with them has been unfortunate—and I

admit that in one or two of the examples he has given
their actions were absurd—he would find, 1 think,
that the great majority of rural surveyors are par-
ticularly anxious to work in harmony with architects,
and yet at the same time carry out the spirit of the
bye-laws which are certainly, in most matters, very
useful and I do not think in any way “ Destructive of
Rural Beauty.”
Mr. G. L. PEPLER (Past President Town Planning

Institute) ; I have not been briefed on this occasion,
Air. President, and I had no intention of speaking.
Byelaws are not in my province, but are cherished
by my friend Air. Shelley, who will doubtless deal
adequately with the attack. I imagine he will be
relieved to find that it is only a sham battle, because
the only real points of attack have been the heights
of rooms and the sizes of windows. And I think he
will be able to show’ us that these points are not very
vulnerable ones, since the number of rural authorities
with bye-Iwas which deal with those matters is small.
If every house and cottage were designed by Mr.
Baillie Scott, there might be no need to have any
bye-laws, but the fact is that the great majority of
houses and cottages are not only not designed by
him, but they are not designed by any architect at all.
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Therefore there is a need for bye-laws. He may
have a good case on the question of heights, but if

we consider the question of materials, and especially

the external materials which are used in buildings,

it is notable that many of those who have at heart

the preservation of rural England appear to consider

that bye-laws should be strengthened rather than

weakened
Mr. A. N. C. SHELLEY (Ministry of Health) :

I am “ a man set under authority,” and I attend

here on instructions, duly given me in writing. My
principal instruction is to utter facts and not my own
opinions, and therefore I shall not be drawn into

giving opinions of my own, even by Mr. Pepler’s

provocative allusion to my supposedly “ cherished
”

bye-laws.

The best thing I can do is to try to bring the meeting
down to a basis of fact. With some of the general

remarks made by Mr. Bailie Scott and Mr. Willis,

and with one thing Mr. Pepler said, I may be in

personal agreement ; but what the meeting wants
from me, I take it, is the fact of what bye-laws there

are, so far as it is possible to make a statement in

general terms, and without the notice of the question

which would be necessary if information were wanted
as to particular districts. Obviously I do not carry

in my head what are the bye-laws in force in Wey-
bridge, (which has been mentioned), but when I

hear people talk of the bye-laws, in the same way
as one would say the Atlantic Ocean, I always

wonder what will come next
;
because if there is one

thing to which I thought architects objected, it was
the difference in bye-laws in the different districts

or areas. And the profession cannot have it both

ways. Either the bye-laws are unreasonably uniform,

or unreasonably diverse ; they can hardly be both,

and in so far as they are diverse, you cannot make
general statements about “ the bye-laws ” as a whole.

In fact, they are probably still too diverse, taking the

whole country, but more uniform in most particulars

than they were ten or twenty years ago. Why
It is one result of a campaign initiated by Lord Long
when he was President of the Local Government
Board in 1905, carried on by Mr. John Burns in

1912—in each of those years a circular was issued

to local authorities urging that the bye-laws be brought

up to date, and this was again done by the President

of the Local Government Board in 1918, and again

by Sir Alfred Mond in 1922. So there has been a

continuous policy covering a generation, to bring up
to date the bye-law^s of local authorities. The result

has been an extraordinary success. Except in three

or four places, whose bye-laws were made about the

time of the outbreak of war and are now on the

point of being brought up to date—all large towns and

none of them in the area of Mr. Baillie Scott’s opera-
tions—and with the further exception of some simple
by-laws relating to sanitation in rural districts, the
former bye-laws have been brought up to date,

often in the last four or five years.

In 1850, which Mr. Baillie Scott gave as the date
when the making of bye-laws began, less was known
about these things than we know now'. Model
bye-laws, issued from the Local Government Board
were drawn up in 1877, the Board having come into

existence in 1871. That series was drawn up by my
predecessor of that date, in consultation with the
Chief Architect to the Local Government Board and
the Board’s Medical Advisers, and it was submitted
to this Institute. I have a letter from the Institute

in my room, complaining of this series of draft bye-
laws, not complaining of its being too stringent, but
that it was not stringent enough, and urging the

Board not to bother about legal powers, but to run
the risk of putting into the bye-law s further restrictions

for which there was no legal authority. Things
have moved since those days. I do not know how
many times that series of model bye-laws has been
revised and reprinted since 1877 ;

at present it is

reprinted every twelve or eighteen months, so as to

take advantage of the experience of architects, local

authorities, and others. You, Sir, were good enough,
at dinner just now

,
to put an idea into my head which

is new to us
;
no architect had brought it before us

so far, I mentioned it to Mr. Scott, our chief technical

adviser in such matters, as we walked from dinner to

this hall, and I think we shall ask the Minister to

accept it, and that the next time the model bye-laws
are reprinted the public will have the benefit of that

suggestion.

And that brings me to something I wish to impress
on the Institute, as I did when they asked me to give
a lecture in 1922 ;

it is that you shall let us know if

you find a difficulty in architectural practice. We get

extraordinarily little help from practising architects

in telling us of matters where the bye-laws which
are in operation are found unduly stringent or
insufficiently elastic, or otherwise give rise to

difficulty.

But 1 must get back to my basis of fact. Mr.
Baillie Scott’s complaints related principally to the
bye-laws as to height of rooms. One would have
gathered, from hearing his remarks, that in rural

areas generally up and down the countryside, the
person building a cottage was obliged to have the
rooms 8 feet high, with 5 feet at the lowest part of
rooms in the roof. I have obviously not been able to

have all the bye-laws in this country examined, but
I have had a sample examined, a sample of counties
throughout England, then a certain number of rural
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districts in each county, so as to estimate what propor-
tion have bye-laws. From this we estimate that

rather more than 50 rural districts in the country
have bye-laws as to the height of rooms, and there

are some 650 rural districts. So much for the spoiling

of the countryside by bye-laws with respect to the
height of rooms. And if IMr. Baillie Scott savs he
is not interested in the countryside only but in towns
of the size of Weybridge and Woking—to quote those
he mentioned—which are becoming suburban dis-

tricts, even in those places it is exceptional at the
present day to find bye-laws in force with respect

to the height of rooms. There are more in the
neighbourhood of London than there are in most
parts of the country, except Lancashire, where there
is a strong feeling among local authorities and practising

architects and builders in favour of putting a limit

on the height of rooms : if you exclude those areas,

that bye-law is practically confined to the largest

towns, where there is congestion and a limitation of
fresh air. Out of more than 1,600 local authorities,

I doubt whether there are more than 300 which have
that bye-law in force. As to the external staircase for

a stone building and for flats, this may have been
under a local Act of Parliament

;
if there is such a

bye-law in force, it is very rare. As to bye-laws
concerning floor joists and timbers in buildings, which
he mentioned, there again in the last few years the
number of local authorities who have adopted bye-
laws with respect to sizes of timbers in buildings has
been very small, and where they do adopt them, it

has for many years been usual for us in the Ministry
of Health, and the Local Government Board before that,

to insist that suitable alternatives shall be allowed
;

so that if sizes for joists are prescribed, the timbers
must be of such and such scantlings for such and such
a distance apart

;
and that if the timber is placed

further apart, the scantlings can be altered in the
other direction. Invariably facility is given for moving
timbers as required.

The last point I must make is in reply to what Mr.
Pepler said, that he at all events would desire to have
more stringent bye-laws. It is no part of my duty to

express an opinion about that, but it can at least be
argued that bye-laws in many places have gone too far

in the way of relaxation. Many local authorities take

that view, even though others of us take the view that

an undue measure of restriction drives people to sub-
terfuges and evasions. It is not for me to-night to

stand here and hold the balance, or to attempt to say

how I would myself hold the balance between those

views.

But, in conclusion, I will give some further actual

figures in regard to the series of bye-laws made in the

last few' years, in substitution, be it remembered, for

more stringent bye-laws which were previously in force.

II January 1930

I w ill not trouble you w ith the figures before Sir Alfred
Mond’s circular in 1922, but these are the local autho-
rities w'ho have brought their bye-law's up to date and
have got rid if the old-fashioned restrictions since that
year :

—

1923 . . . . 82 1926 , . ,
.

380
1924 .. ., 194 1927 .. 177
1925 .. .. 385 1928 .. .. 114

I have not the figure for this year,* but it may be less,,

for the good reason that the work is done.

Mr. W. HARDING THOMPSON [F.] : I join
issue with Air. Baillie Scott as to whether there should
be bye-law'S or not. Probably he would admit there
should be some, but, on the wLole, the rural districts of
this country are suffering from disfigurement largely
because there are no bye-laws in operation. I agree
with Mr. Baillie Scott that there is a slight difficulty in
designing, say, a single cottage w'here the height of the
room should be 9 feet

;
but with an 8-feet-high ceiling

that is not so difficult, and difficulties disappear al-

together in the hands of a competent designer when
there are groups of 4 or 6. As to windows, I think,,
after all, it is a confession of defeat on the part of the
architect if he says that he must have small windows to
get the effect of scale, and of dominance of mass over-
void. He should be able to design as large window's as.

the occupier of the cottage requires. Take one instance.
In old villages one finds charming shop windows,
which occupy practically the w'hole frontage of the in-
dividual unit

;
that is a large w'indow', probably twice

the size of the cottage w'indow. There is the designer's
task—namely, to bring the large window' into scale
with the main mass. So there should not be any diffi-

culty in giving windows as large as hygiene requires,,
or as large as the owner thinks he wants.

There is one point which is worth bringing up in
this discussion. It has a bearing on what I should call
our regulations and their effect on the layout of
streets. Those regulations have been applied often in
an unsympathetic way to rural districts, so you find
many a charming village in this country spoilt bv an
area covered with bye-law' streets, which are not de-
signed according to the traffic they bear, or to the area ;

they are too large or too small, so that the builder is.

compelled to sell off his land in plots with a very
narrow frontage, and that leads to those nauseating
row's of houses w ith a narrow frontage and a repetition,
of bay wdndow's.

As to building bye-Iaw's, I think there is no real diffi-
culty facing the architect at the present moment in the
b\ e-laws which are in existence. Rural districts suffer
most from lack of bye-laws

; it is interesting to hear
* Mr. Shelley has since supplied the figure up to 21 Decem-

t^r i 929 > which is again 114. The memorandum from which
these figures were quoted wall be found printed at the end of
the Debate on page 152.
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that so many rural districts are devoid of bye-laws.

Without bye-laws one can put up any number of shacks

and temporary garages, etc., and they probably dis-

figure the countryside far more than does the isolated

cottage which is built rather higher than its predecessor

of a hundred years ago.

I enjoyed very much the form in which Mr. Bail lie

Scott put his argument forward, because it had a de-

lightful touch of humour
;
but I should not like visitors

to leave this room to-night without knowing that some
architects, at any rate, realise the necessity for fairly

stringent bye-laws to control the speculative builder,

who, after all, builds 95 per cent, of the houses in the

country districts.

Mr. EDWARD WARREN [F.]

:

I have been respon-
sible for building a few cottages, and I have had some ex-

perience of them. In my early days, with a young family,

I took what was not much more than a large cottage
;
it

was really a small farmhouse, built thoroughly in the

cottage manner, and it taught me many things, many
lessons. First, it taught me that, provided the windows
are properly arranged, a room 7 feet i inch high was a

healthy and cheerful room, since the windows were
carried close to the ceiling. If you have a room 12 feet

high and the windows 3 feet down from the ceiling,

there will be a stagnant pond of air below the ceiling.

In building myself a house I escaped the bye-laws,

because they were instituted three months afterwards.

80 I did what I liked
;

I made my study 8 feet 3 inches

high, and put the windows close to the ceiling, and it

is a delightful and healthy room to live in. But that

escape from bye-laws was luck, for many of them were
absurd bye-laws. They stipulated for a height which
was costly and unnecessary

;
they have since been

modified. Bye-laws should always have reference to

the locality in which a building is to be placed, and the

materials of which the structure is to be built, the great

point being to get the top of, at any rate, one window in

each room close to the ceiling
;
then the height of the

room such as I have mentioned would be good enough
for most people. I went through the village in which
my farmhouse was situated, to measure the ceilings.

Many were less than 7 feet
; 7 feet i inch was about the

average height, and the people seemed as robust and
healthy as they well could be. There are many other

points which architects hardly need telling about, or

that they should avoid
;
but some people doing cottage

work have neither the name nor the reputation of archi-

tects. I refer to such things as nailing thin boards out-

side a brick house to make it look like a half-timbered

house. It may look like it in a fog, or in the dusk of

evening, but in the bright light it has a sorry effect.

I went the other day to see my country builder
;
he

builds very well. But I saw some horrible cottages

which he had recently put up, and they had a dreadful

terra-cotta dragon on the end of each gable. I said to

him, “ Are you responsible for those beastly dragons } ”

He said “ Some say, ‘ Can’t you put in a bit of taste ?
’ ”

So his idea of “ taste ” is a half-guinea dragon. I

could not very well tell him “For every dragon you
leave out I will give you so much,” or “ For every one
you put in I will kick you.” Yet he is an honest builder
and does extremely good work, under direction, but he
panders to the demand for these dragons and anything
else that his customers “ will have.” That is what he
calls “ taste,” This sort of thing is what is doing so
much to ruin the aspect of the newer cottages being
built on the byroads of England, What we have got to
deny in toto and to fight shy of is the pride which apes
humility, or the humility which imitates pride.

Mr. J. W. WILTON (Guildford R.D.C.) : As
surveyor to a Rural Authority, I would like to say a
word. When I was fortunate enough to receive your
invitation, I wondered what Mr. Baillie Scott would
have to say on how bye-laws could be destructive
of rural beauty. We can see that Mr. Baillie Scott
has a real objection to putting 4i inch brickwork behind
tiling, and therefore I join issue with him. In our roofs

we have nothing but rafters and battens, and when
you bring down the tiles they still require 4J inch
brickwork behind, and that seems unnecessary.
That is the only point on which I think Mr. Baillie

Scott might have a grievance.

As to the height of rooms, probably not i per cent,

of the rooms show a height of less than 8 ft. So
even architects think 8 ft. is reasonable, having regard
to the healthy living there. In a farmhouse you will

get 7 ft. rooms, because the structural conditions make
it impossible otherwise. But what if you arrive at a

room which is only 6 ft. high ? Mr. Baillie Scott
would lower his floor so as to get his 6 ft. 10 in.

;

why } It is because he thinks it is desirable from the
health point of view.

As to windows, the bye-laws say a window area

of not less than one-tenth of the floor area. I do
not think anyone would suggest, for the comfort
of anyone living in that room, that it is too much.
Most architects would try to get that if it was pos-
sible.

Something has been said about the interpretation

of the bye-laws by the rural surveyor. It is said to be
due to a sense of humour. I think most of them have
got a sense of humour. But, the bye-laws having been
made, it is the duty of the council surveyor to see that

they are carried out, whoever is concerned. That
ought always to be present in the mind. It has also

been suggested that the legislation has been hard on
the individual. It always is, but we have got to abide
by it. I stress particularly the height of the rooms,
yet the Ministry of Health representative has told us
that very few bye-laws have mention of the height

the rooms are to be, and the Ministry will not now
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approve of bye-laws mentioning the height of rooms

unless this provision already exists in the bye-laws.

And I think that is the right attitude, because when you

say 8 ft. or any other height, it is the duty of the local

authority to stick to that. It would, however, act

unfairly to insist on 8 ft. when you are altering old

buildings. If you can get 7 ft. or 7 ft. 6 in., there is

no hardship. I have lived in rooms of both heights.

They cause no oppressive feeling. But when you can

get a height of 8 ft. it is not too much.
Major H. C. CORLETTE [F.] : I do not at all

agree that 8 ft. is necessary for the height of a room
in cottage building. Many architects, I am sure,

make their rooms 8 ft. because they think as it is a

bye-law regulation they must obey. Many, if they

felt they were free to do so, would make these rooms

sometimes no more than 7 ft. from floor to ceiling.

It is sufficient for health and for lighting, also for

ventilation purposes.

Something has been said to-night about the size

of windows. It was said that one-tenth the area was

necessary for them
;

I do not think it is. You can get

all you want, in the way of health and air in a cottage

building, with less than one-tenth for windows.

Another point concerning the size of windows is that

vou may make your windows much too large, because,

if you have too much glass in a small room you will

lower the temperature
;
you will make it necessary

for the unfortunate people who occupy these rooms

to light fires when otherwise they might have done

without them.

Also the last speaker mentioned 4^ inch brickwork

behind a tile hanging, and I understood him to say

that now we are relieved from that expenditure. I

had an experience some years ago in which I ventured

to suggest it was unnecessary, but the local authority

was so insistent that it was necessary to spend money
which was wasted in putting in this 4J inch brickwork

behind the tile hanging, in addition to other and suffi-

cient precautions.

Mr. Shelley, in his remarks this evening, spoke about
“ Model Bye-laws.” It is going back to ancient history

to some extent to mention what were called the

“ Model Bye-laws.” I do not know if I am right,

but I understand the Model Bye-laws ” were drawn

up to applv to London conditions, and were adopted

with little or no revision for use in rural areas. (Mr
Shelley : No.)

Another matter mentioned was the artistic side of

cottage building. I think it is unfortunate that so many
people in this country should suppose that an architect,

because he has some idea of trying to do things in what

is called an artistic way, should be at once put down
as a person who cannot be practical because he does

think in terms of proportion, of scale, and of design.

Every member of this Institute, I feel certain, looks

at his work first of all from the practical, the struc-

tural point of view, and he never leaves out a stair-

case. That is a fairytale which was told by our grand-

mothers, and it is entirely out of date at the present

time. The architect is not a man wffio ” drawls plans,”

as some people say ; he is a practical man w ho designs

buildings, who constructs and builds buildings ;

he does not “ make designs ” which cannot be carried

out structurally. Reasonable bye-laws are necessary

for the protection of the community. But at present

thev carry little real guarantees of good building,

and none against the vulgarities of third rate

design.

Mr. PERCIVAL BLOW [A.] : I am afraid this

discussion must have seemed disappointing to those

w ho have come from the country, and who hoped they

might hear something about reducing the restrictions

which are put upon us by the local bye-laws. We have
only heard about the height of rooms, and the rooms
in attics having ashlaring less than 5 ft, I ask what
kind of furniture it is suggested can be put into such
a room, the sides of which are less than 5 ft. in

height. Is a bedstead to be put against this low'

wall ? We have a representative of the Ministry of

Health here to-night, and he will go back and
say we architects are not complaining about any-
thing. We have a good deal to complain about.

Because a house happens to be a few' feet short

of the required distance from the next we are

not allow ed to put a thatched roof upon it. We appear
to have confined the discussion to the artistic side

of the treatment of these cottages in rural areas, and
I am disappointed that the whole question has not

been raised.

Mr. R. WYNN OWEN [/I.] : Carrying mv mind
back to the country cottages wdth w'hich I was familiar

in my youth, which were built long before the days of

bye-laws, I cannot but think that the bye-laws have
been of great assistance in securing the essentials of
health to the people. Doubtless those old cottages

were admirable, but their occupiers, having no idea

of the principles of hygiene, abused them, and lived

in stuffy rooms, never opening the windows. If they
did, the windows w'ere too small. I do not think
bye-Iaw's need be a bogy to the architect, but they are

a restriction to the man w ho builds from the speculative

point of view. As to the bye-law s being an impediment,
I think Mr. Baillie Scott, by his works which for a

quarter of a century have been a joy to all of us, has
himself refuted the arguments w'hich he has put before
us this evening. No one can say that Mr. Baillie Scott
puts up anything inferior, from the artistic point of
view', to what we saw and admired in the old cottages.

Works of his which doubtless have been carried out
strictly in accordance with the bye-laws have yet

produced the very thing we all admire in old work.
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Nevertheless, one does frequently, in practice, come
up against peculiarities which one chafes at, and that

was especially so in one’s younger days. I have a vivid

recollection of a case in which I had to make an addition

to a house which stood in a rectangular piece of land

about half an acre in extent, one side terminating at the

sea and looking over the Irish Sea for a distance of

about 200 miles. It was in such a position that, as

I did not wish to interfere with the front elevation,

I had to encroach upon the space at the rear of the

house. I felt it was not strictly in accordance with

the bye-laws, and therefore sought an interview with
the local surveyor. I was very much struck by the

man’s attitude. I tried in vain to persuade him
there was a superabundance of air space on the front

and 200 miles of open sea at the side. He simply

said he must have so much air space at the rear.

That is the sort of thing which architects chafe at.

We had to alter our plans. We got over it in another

way
;

but it was a case in w hich we came up
against the unreasonable enforcement of the rigid letter

of the bye-laws. As a matter of common sense the

letter of the bye-law' might have been relaxed in this

case. Doubtless there are many architects who would
build in an admirable manner without any restriction

from bye-laws, Mr. Baillie Scott, for instance, but when
we consider that a very large percentage of the work
that goes up in this country in the way of small rural

houses and cottages is carried out by men who have

not the training of architects, we must agree that it is

essential that there should be some definite regulations

to keep such people in control, and so the need for

bye-laws is apparent.

Mr. ARTHUR KEEN [F.] : I think that the diffi-

culty which presents itself to the framers of bye-laws

is, that you cannot legislate for every possible con-

tingency. It is obvious, for instance, that if a tenth of

the floor space for windows is suitable for the window
area on the ground floor, it is more than is necessary

on the first floor, and still more than is necessary on the

top floor
;
and if the amount of light is right for a south

window, it is not enough for a north window'. You
cannot so frame bye-laws that they will meet every

detail. I have a friend who is an official in a Govern-

ment department, and he told me that he spends much
of his time trying to get round the law to meet par-

ticular cases. It is true, as Mr. Scott says, that an 8 feet

or 8 feet 6 inch room is unnecessary. I have built many
cottages with rooms 7 feet 3 inches, and much of my
house on the ground floor is only 7 feet 3 inches, and

the best rooms 7 feet 9 inches, and I do not think there

is anything extraordinary about them
;
they are com-

fortable and light. We have been told by Mr. Shelley

that the question of height is left out in bye-laws in

many cases, and I think it might be left out in all cases.

It is not likely that people would go to unreasonable

limits in the matter of height of buildings, in their own
interests

;
they will make rooms so that it is possible

to use them in comfort, and if they do not do so they
will suffer in pocket when they sell the buildings. In
support of what others have said, I agree we have
suffered more from the lack of bye-laws in the mattei of

rural beauty than by the operation of bye-laws
; it is in

places where there are no bye-laws that the worst
things are done

;
cardboard houses and sham antique

cottages are put up in places where there are no bye-
laws, and it is desirable, in the interests of everybody,
to secure a certain minimum standard of building.

It is a poor minimum at the best, but it is rather a

disaster than otherwise if we are left to do just as we
like. Those who are well disposed will do something
good, but those badly disposed will do something so

unutterably bad that one would regret the lack of

bye-laws to restrain them.
Mr. Baillie Scott only complained of two things ; one

was the question of the height of rooms, the other the

question of the size of windows, and there is not very

much to complain of, I think, on either ground. He
manages to put up buildings which are very attractive,

and I do not think any of us have suffered much from
the disabilities imposed by regulations. I hope we shall

not agitate for much reduction in the standard which
has been set up.

Mr. W. J. H. LEVERTON [F.] : Mr. Baillie Scott

referred to the height of ashlaring in attics, but not the

amount of flat ceiling which the bye-laws required.

In most districts you must allow half the area of the

room, which is reasonable, but some of the councils

require a flat ceiling tw^o-thirds the area of the room,
which is excessive. One of your predecessors, Mr.
President, suggested that all bye-laws should be
abolished, and that an Act be passed compelling every-

one about to build to employ a competent architect.

Mr. A. H. BARNES [L.] ; I think it is a pity we have
devoted so much attention in this discussion to the

height of rooms. I think the most irksome of the

bye-laws are those which refer to stability. We look at

these questions from our own particular point

of view’ as architects, but the bye-laws are framed
not only for architects, but more particularly for

the builders. In fact, bye-laws are to protect

people from those who are not capable of building, and
they are framed for the worst cases. In the eyes of the

law', I think, architects do not exist, and it is impossible

to have bye-laws which refer to one person and not to

another. The sooner it is acknowledged that there are

such people as architects and that they are not to be
tied down to the same level as jobbing workmen the

better.

The PRESIDENT : We have had a most interesting

discussion, and I feel sure I am voicing your sentiments

if I suggest w e pass a very hearty vote of thanks to Mr.
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Baillie Scott for reading us his opening paper, and for

having called forth such an interesting discussion.

Carried by acclamation.

Air. BAILLIE SCOTT, in reply : So many different

points were raised by the various speakers that I shall

not have time to deal with them all. But 1 would refer

specially to one dealt with by Mr. Shelley
;
he said

there were many districts in which bye-laws are not in

force. I can only speak from my own experience. I am
reminded of a verse of Kipling’s about the toad beneath
the harrow ;

The toad beneath the harrow knows
Exactly where each toothprick goes

;

The hutterhy upon the road
Preaches contentment to that toad.

I may liken Air. Shelley to the butterfly
;
he preaches

contentment. I may have been unfortunate, but in

practice in all the districts I have dealt with I have been
worried by the conditions as to height of ceiling and
have had all the usual trouble with the surveyor.

And I would like specially to refer to the surveyor
who spoke. I am afraid I said something rather unkind
about surveyors

;
I did not mean it as a general state-

ment. I have come across surveyors who are perfectly

delightful, who have even said to me You may do
anythinsr you like.”

It has been said that in places where bye-laws do not
exist we have all sorts of shacks, sheds, etc. Well, I

have always been inclined to think that if building has

got to be a disease at all, it is better for it to be a tem-
porary disease than a chronic one

;
therefore as these

shacks and sheds will all disappear very shortly, I would
prefer those to a set of thick walls and general solid

ugliness which you would otherwise get, and would
never get rid of.

One speaker mentioned shop windows in cottages

I delight in these old shop windows, but I think they

should have sweets in them to make the thing look

right !

The SECRETARY (Air. AlacAlister) read the

following letter from Air. Guy Dawber :

18 yiciddox Street,

Hanover Square^

London^ W.i.

14 December 1929,

AIy dear President,—I much regret that a previous

engagement will prevent my being at the meeting on
Aionday coming to hear Air. Baillie Scott’s paper—on
a subject that much interests me.

I have felt, and many others with me, for years past

that these bye-laws—made originally for crowded
towns and cities—in their application in rural districts

have done far more harm than good, certainly as

affecting the appearance of new buildings—the regula-

tions as to height of houses, sizes of windows, ruining

the proportions and scale, factors which either make
or mar the smaller buildings especially.

I wonder how many folk realise that hardly one of

the old cottages throughout the country which we
all admire so much could be built to-day, as they con-
travene these absurd bye-laws.

I hope in the near future drastic revision will take

place to get them altered and enable houses to be built

without their appearance being ruined unnecessarily.

—Yours sincerely,

(Signed) E. Guy Dawber.

Memorandum'"
Revision of bye-luzis ziitii respect to new streets and buildim^s or with respect to neiv buildings

and certain matters in connection Kith biiildhigs.

Attentiox is Drawn Particularly to the Figures at the End.

The note on the back of the circular of the i September
1922 (after mentioning that copies of the model bye-laws for

drafting purposes can be obtained without charge from the

Alinistry, and that extra copies of the circular and of the model
bye-laws can be bought directly, or through any bookseller,

from H.M. Stationery Office) explains the scope of the three

relevant model series as follows
“ The model bye-laws on this subject are :

—

“ Series IV.—The full urban model for large towns, indus-
trial areas and other thickly populated districts

;

“ Series IVa.—The rural model (new buildings and certain

matters in connection with buildings only) intended primarily

for rural areas
;

“ Series I\ c.—The intermediate model, for parts of rural

districts which have become urban in character, or for sparsely

populated and residential urban districts^ small towns, etc.’'

Local Authorities who are considering the revision of

* See I

existing bye-laws, especially if they have not yet made up their
rrund how' to proceed, may like to have the following brief
historical notes.

1871. The Local Government Board was created by the Local
Government Board Act, 1871, and thereby became the
conhrming authority for bye-laws under the Ivocal
Ciovernment Act, 185 8, instead of the Secretary of
State.

1919. In 1919 the Board’s powders and duties were trans-
ferred to the Minister of Health by the Ministry of
Health Act, 1919.

1875. Iti the Public Health Act of that year re-enacted
the provisions of the Local Government Act, 1858
(under which bye-laws on this subject were made) with
various amendments.

1877. In 1877 the Local Government Board issued their
original model series of bye-laws for use under section
157 of the Act of 1875, Various alterations were made
in this model senes from time to time during the
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1890.

1901.

1903.

1905-
1906.

1912.

1914-

1918.

N.B.

191S.

1922.

1923.

1925-

remainder of the century, and additional or substitutional

clauses were issued as experience suggested.

Section 23 of the Public Health Acts Amendment
Act, 1890, gave rural authorities certain limited powers
to make bye-laws without the formalities attendant

on their doing so under the Act of 1875, and extended
the powers of urban authorities.

In 1901 the rural model was issued for the guidance
of Local Authorities who derived their power of making
bye-laws from the Act of 1890. Between 1890 and 1901

it had been necessary for these authorities to frame their

own proposals without the aid of a model, or to select

clauses within the limit of their powers from the full

“ urban ’’ series, and thus the issue of a specifically
“ rural model may be said to mark the first definite

and public step in what the Departmental Committee
on Building Bye-laws subsequently called “ the

development of the Board’s policy in favour of less

stringent bye-laws.”
In 1903 the urban model was entirely recast, various

alterations and supplementary clauses which had
accumulated since 1877 being brought into the text.

In 1905 the intermediate model was issued.

In 1906 the Board issued a circular to all rural

authorities, requesting those who had bye-laws in force

of a more exacting type than the rural model to consider

whether they could be reduced in scope.

In 1912 the Board issued a further circular to all

Local Authorities, urban and rural, urging more strongly

that any bye-law of an old-fashioned and restrictive

type should be brought up to date. In connection with

the issue of this circular they gave directions for the

three series of model bye-laws to be again completely

overhauled.
Since that date it has been customary to reprint a

small stock only (enough to last for a few months at a

time) so that any suggestions of general utility arising

from the latest experience of Local Authrorities (or other-

wise) may be incorporated in the models zvithoiit delay.

In this way considerable alterations have been made
since 1912, but the editions of 1912 marked so thorough

a revision of the models previously in use that they may
be treated as the starting point for all subsequent issues

.

In 1914 the President of the Local Government
Board set up a Department Committee “ to consider

the control at present exercised in England and Wales
over the erection of buildings and the construction of

streets by means of bye-laws and local regulations, and
their effect upon building and development, and to

make recommendations.”
The work of the Committee was interrupted by the

War and their report was not presented until November
1918.

Earlier in 1918 the Board had issued a memorandum
which defined their own policy as follows :— It may
be assumed that the Board definitely desire the repeal

... of all series of bye-laws made before 1900, and at

least the examination and amendment of all those made
between 1900 and 1912. Even bye-laws made since

1912 may in some cases . . . usefully be reconsidered

and lelaxed.”

The Departmental Committee reporting later in the

same year made a similar recommendation, to which
the Aimister’s circular of i September 1922 called

attention. Their main recommendation was carried

into effect in section 13 of the Housing, etc,, Act, 1923

(since re-enacted as section 10 1 of the Housing Act,

1925)-
At the end of this memorandum an account is given

in tabular form of the progress in getting rid of old-

fashioned bye-laws since the circular letter of 1912 and
the new editions of the model series in that year. Any
series confirmed in 1912 itself might be based upon
earlier editions of the model, and therefore confirma-
tions in 1912 are excluded from the table below.

In the years following 1912 there will no doubt have
been a few series confirmed which had similarly been
begun before the editions of 1912, and some series

made by Local Authorities, who, on account of marked
increase in population or other local reasons, con-
sidered that it was necessary to impose additional
requirements. These have, however, been few and it

may be taken that almost all the bye-laivs confirmed since

N.B. the end of 1912 have taken the place of more exacting
provisions previously in force in the same districts, and
therefore form part of the modem movement for
reducing rather than increasing the restrictions imposed
by means of bye-laws upon building and development.
Some of them even take the place of local Acts of Parlia-

ment controlling building, which the Local Authorities
concerned have abandoned (procuring their repeal by
a fresh local Act or by Provisional Order) so as to secure
the elasticity of modern bye-laws under the Public
Health Acts

.

The following table gives the number of new series of bye-
laws based on one or other of the three model series mentioned
at the beginmng of this memorandum, confirmed in the years
mentioned ;

—

1913 .. 55 1922 30
1914 . . 109 1923.. 82t
1915 .

.

69 1924.. I94t
1916 .

.

18 1925.. 385t
1917 . . 18 1926.. 380!
1918 . . 6 1927.. i77t
1919 . . II 1928.. ii4t
1920 . . 6 1929 (up to and
1921 . . 12 including 21

December) ii4t
Each of the years from 1923 to 1926 thus showed a very

great advance : 1924 passed the combined total of the two
previous best years (1914 and 1923) for the removal of restric-

tions upon building
; 1925 all but doubled the figures of 1924

and surpassed the combined total of the ten years before 1923 ;

1926 would have surpassed 1925, had it not been necessary
in the last week of the year to send back to Local Authorities
several series of bye-laws for the correction of errors which
ought to have been found and corrected before the bye-laws
were formally adopted and forwarded for the Alinister’s

confirmation.

The drop in 1927 to 177—itself a noteworthy figure—-means
that the task, of bringing up to date bye-laws of an obsolete

type, was already nearing completion at the beginning of the
year. At the end of 1927 there were hardly any districts with
bye-laws of older date than 1913. In the second half of 1927,
most of the Local Authorities whose bye-laws were made
between 1912 and 1922 were asked to consider those improve-
ments which experience suggests : they have in general

expressed themselves as willing to bring their bye-laws up to

date, so as to encourage the country’s trade by removing
obstacles to the use of modern methods and materials. De-
tailed analysis of the confirmations for the last few years show's

a tendency for the rural model to be adopted rather than the
intermediate, and the intermediate rather than the urban,

so that the movement in favour of greater freedom is even
stronger than appears from a statement of the totals.

Ministry of Health,
December 1929.

t A few senes are transitory

—

e.g
,
extending a time-expired senes of bye-laws

for a few months pending their revision, or make some small amendment
which cannot fairly be counted part of the general movement.
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Bach’s Music and Church Acoustics
BY HOPE BAGENAL [A.], GODWIN BURSAR.

I
X Germany, “ architecture ” in the sense of

Raumkinist

,

or the art of enclosed spaces, is closely

linked with music. Behind the eighteenth century

concert room tradition already discussed* there lies

the music that had as its home the Lutheran church,

with its peculiar acoustics.

At the Reformation changes affecting church
acoustics were made in two kinds. First, German as a

language took its place beside Latin in the office of the

church, and, secondly, side galleries were added to the

churches in addition to the west galleries already exist-

ing, so that congregations were increased in proportion

to air volume, and therefore reverberation was corre-

spondingly shortened.^ Mediaeval Latin as a lan-

guage for song provides a beautiful series of tones for

a Gothic church with a long reverberation ; it has

massive open vowels with the most delicate consonant

divisions
;

it is homogeneous in its refinement and
strength. Consider in the B Alinor JMass the soprano

word tinigenite and then the shout of Sanctus by the

whole choir. German, on the other hand, while

retaining a grand series of open vowels, has in addition

a great number of contrasting consonants. Compare in

the old carol the words Puer natus in Bethlehem with

Ein kind geborn zu Bethlehem. The latter as a tone

sequence is more vivid and more punctuated. All that

seems harsh to English ears in the spoken German
falls into focus in song or oratory

;
the language seems

to have golden vowels and steel consonants.

This is not fanciful. There is a particular sound

quality that can be defined as “ carrying power.” It

has not to do with intensity or amplitude, but arises

from the fact that a particular range of pitch is more
audible to the human ear than the rest of the scale.

Xow, sounds having pitch-components within that

range can be heard better than purer sounds without

such pitch-components. It is this fact that causes the

well-known carrying power of syren noises, and ex-

plains why a staccato passage on a horn or reed instru-

ment can be heard more clearly in a cathedral than the

same passage on strings. It is quite possible to impart

a reed tone to the voice, as in the case of the Vatican

choir, and such a tone increases the audibility of the

direct sound besides causing a less reverberation.

J

The acoustic effect in music of the German and sch

sounds is something similar
;

not only do they carry

the sense in a large building, but they also modify

* R.LB.A. JoLRNAL, 21 September 1929.

t Reverberation—the time taken for a sound to die away
in any room after the souice has ceased—can be measured in

seconds : it varies inversely as the absorbing power, and
directly as the air-volume.

X A less reverberation is caused because high-pitched corn-

vowels and transition tones. They influence what
Byrd calls “ the life of the ^\ords.” Thus they have
considerable instrumental value, and must have con-
tributed to the development of oratorio and cantata in

the church.

But Latin was not superseded in the Lutheran
church services. Luther, unlike Knox and Cranmer,
was a musician, and preserved much of the Holv Office

in Latin—namely, Kyrie and Gloria, the Credo, the
Horae and Alagnificat. “ Latin ” and “ music ” were
the two important subjects taught in the schools.

Latin was the language of manners and of public
address, and the monumental Latinity of the German
educated classes can be seen, well on into the eighteenth
century, in Bach’s own letters. This meant that con-
gregation and musicians were accustomed in church to

both sets of vowel tones—the German and the Latin—
and also that choral works were composed in both.
Bach vtote cornparati\ el\ little to Latin words as

compared to German, but that little contains the
B Minor XIass. in which the great Latin choral tradi-

tion of the Middle Ages seems to culminate. In Bach’s
w'ork and in St. Thomas Church at Leipzig the Latin
Mass and the German Cantata existed for a while side

by side. But the dramatic value of German and also

the w’hole development of orchestral instruments
tended to reinforce the Cantata and Oratorio. Orches-
tral instruments had invaded the German church pro-
bably with the early Gospel or New' Style “ Motet ”

music but owing to acoustic causes they were able to

remain there and take their place in a rapid co-opera-
tive development that culminated in the west gallery
of the Thomaskirche under Bach. The orchestral
introduction to the Cantata was probablv the earliest

purely orchestral composition.;^ But in the choruses
and hymns the instruments were not mere accompani-
ments to voices : they were true parts and had to be
heard distinctly. The character of Bach’s composi-
tions as works of art lies in a close thematic inter-
course between voices and instruments. In his double
choruses with instrumental accompaniment each voice
has a melody, each chorus is complete in itself, the
instrumental parts together form a unit, and the whole
is a grand harmony.

Also instruments w^ere developing technically and
were the object of attention. Master musicians were
often skilled instrument makers and builders. As an

ponents are relati\ely more absorbed by ordinary wallfsur-
laces than are low -pitch components; this is shown b\ the
Sabine curves.

§ Bitter. Life of Bach. Abridged translation, bv J. Kave
Shuttlew'orth. 1873. P. 45.
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instance of this I can only mention here Bach’s own remember that the works were performed as soon as

practical craftsmanship in organ building and organ written.

specification, and his designing of new instruments What kind of building, therefore, was St. Thomas’ ?

such as his viola pomposa and lute clavicembalo. The The church has considerable character. It is as

significance of this is that instrument makers, especially large as a small cathedral. The plan and section are

organ builders, inevitably acquire some knowledge of given in Figs, i and 2, and views in Figs. 3 and 4.

room acoustics, and Bach himself had a reputation in The acoustic analysis is given at the end of the article,

this respect ;
on a visit to the Berlin Opera House in The church is a late Gothic, three aisled building of

1747 he is said to have remarked upon the whispering Augustinian foundation with level vaults, no transepts,

gallery of the salon and foretold its effects. and a narrow altar-place or chancel set not in the same
That Bach was sensitive to acoustics is also sug- straight line as the nave. It was dedicated in 1496, and

gested by Dr. Sanford Terry as a reason for his strong in 1539 was taken over by the Reformers, who removed

Fig. I.—Leipzig Thomaskirche : The Plan

preference for the Thomaskirche as compared to the

Nicolaikirche at Leipzig.* He conducted music in each

under the terms of his Cantorship on alternate Sun-

days over a period of twenty-seven years, and wrote

roughly a new cantata every month. Bach ‘‘ composed

at least 265 Cantatas during the twenty-seven years of

his Cantorship.”t More significant still, Dr. Terry is

of opinion that most of, perhaps all of, his large^works

were composed for production in St. Thomas . The

reaction of the church as an instrument upon the

composer is obvious, and more especially so when we

* The latter was a smaller building with cramped organ

gallery on the south sisle, and from an executant point of view,

though not necessarily from a hearer's point of view, would

certainly have been less satisfactory.

choir-screen and side altars, and made of it a parish

church under the Leipzig Municipality. Engravings of

the middle sixteenth century show it externally much
as it is to-day, and the shell of the church with the

major interior dimensions has remained unchanged,

giving an air-volume of some 640,000 cubic feet. The
vaulting under the galleries suggests that the church

was originally planned with a west gallery which was

prolonged one bay down each aisle. J This is likely,

since a west gallery in German churches goes back

into mediieval times, and may have developed naturally

t Terry, C. S. Bach : a Biography. P. 177.

X See Gurlitt, C. Bau und Kiintstdenkrnaler des Konigreichs

Sachsen. Leipzig. Vol. I, p. 45.
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'i

Fig. 3.—Leipzig Thomaskirche
Interior : Looking East

out of the Romanesque tribune galleries which are

occasionally found at the west end. The existing

gallery fronts, however, both on the west and all along

the sides are of an early Renaissance design in red

sandstone dating from the end of the sixteenth century.

In 1707 there were further alterations, and yet more
galleries were built together with small boxes and

numerous staircases. A drawing in the church archives

shows at the west end two tiers of galleries—the upper

one holding the choir and organ, the lower used evi-

dently as a kind of loge. Above the existing side

galleries the same drawing shows an upper tier. This

tier was probably used for private boxes. An interior

view in the Stadtmuseum (Fig. 5) shows the numerous

private boxes or ‘‘ swallows’ nests.” These boxes were

comfortably furnished, and within them on high

festivals important Hofrathen and Biirgermeisters

—

connoisseurs in Passion Music—reclined at their ease

behind curtains that could be slightly drawn so as just

not to hide the crowds below. From these “ nests
”

also various members of the school council kept a

critical eye on the boys of the Thomaschule in the

gallery, and on old Bach rising from the clavier for the

* Oood examples of these boxes still surviving can be seen

in the town church at Weimar.

choruses with a tight roll of music for baton.* The
encroachment of galleries and boxes in this way was
due to the Lutheran system of church government,
which placed the church under the town council. But
it also showed the importance and popularity of the
church as a building, and we must remember that it

created the acoustic conditions that made possible the
seventeenth century development of Cantata and
Passion. The building became in fact a kind of religious

opera house. In Bach’s time the gallery at the east end
of the nave held an extra organ. The “ swallows’

nests ” and upper tier of side boxes were swept away
in 1877, at which time the present arrangement of west
gallery and organ was made. But the seating in Bach’s

time w^ould have been less dense, and reverberation

would have been only slightly less, with a full con-

gregation, than at present. The reverberation figure

for a festival congregation of 1,800 at the present day
works out at 2| seconds. This figure represents a

compromise between cathedral and concert room con-

ditions. An English Gothic churck of this size would
have some four or five seconds’ reverberation, wdth a

full congregation, whereas a concert hall seating 1,800

would probably have not more than 1 1 seconds with

the building full. At St. Thomas’ also the source of

Fig. 4.—Leipzig Thomaskirche
Exterior : from the West
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sound is well placed. The position of the choir and
orchestra in the west gallery enables them to make use

of the level vault as a reflector, and tone is in fact

directed down on the congregation without noticeable

echo paths. In Bach’s time the choir were slightly

higher, A third point is the large amount of resonant

reason, and this fact has profoundly influenced

mediaeval music. But in the Thomaskirche there

seems to be no special region of “ response,” probably
due to the unicellular nave, the absence of transepts,

and to the comparatively short reverberation. And we
And that Bach was not restricted, but wrote his works

wood area present—as much as 15,200 square feet.

Fourthly, the church has no “ note ” or fixed tonality.

The note of a large church—generally treble A—gives

a preference to works in the key of A, and makes
unaccompanied singing in any other key more difficult.

The “ reciting note ” or “ Collect tone ” in any large

church is generally treble A or A flat, for the same

in all kinds of keys. Also he was able, owing to the
moderate reverberation of the Lutheran church or
chapel, to write fugues for the organ with rapid bass
parts. Many of the fugues owing to their tempo are
lost in cathedrals, the bass parts becoming nothing but
a confused roaring. If Bach had had to play in King’s
College Chapel, Cambridge, instead of in a Lutheran
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building having a comparatively short reverberation,

he would not have composed fugues with such parts.

But though exact phrasing is possible in St. Thomas*
the singing tone of voices is not sacrificed. On any
Friday or Saturday the visitor may hear the boys of

the Thomasschule singing motets and Latin Psalms
by Palestrina and Vittoria.

Having noted these things I attended the bi-centen-

ary performance of the St. Matthew Passion Music
with interest. The ordinary festival arrangements of

the church were followed. The chancel was filled with

seats facing west. Carpets were laid on gangways.
The total congregation was about 1,800. The gallery

contained a choir of 150 and orchestra of 60—far in

excess of the forces employed by Bach. The continuo

was taken on the organ and the recitative accompani-
ments on a large harpsicord. The performance under
Dr. Straube was a revelation of tone full and powerful

but highly disciplined. The soloists had not to strain.

The orchestra though large was grouped and trained

for its parts, and the parts “ were heard like silken

threads instead of cotton : the tone of strings spec-

ially benefited from the large wood area. Strings and
voices were cordplementary and thus the true architec-

tonic design of the music was instantly perceived. Also

there was no dragging. The new German church tempo,

the fruit of an intelligent scholarship, was obvious and
one recalled those words in the Bach necrology “ he
was very accurate, and extremely sure in the tempo

which he generally took very briskly.*** By the con-

gregation seated in the nave facing east the choir was
not seen

; the high piers and fine proportions of the

church alone presented themselves, and at times music
and architecture combined to reveal the genius of pure

Structure.

St. Thomas is in fact a home for the music and this is

soon realised when we try in England to find a suitable

auditory either for the B Minor Mass or the Matthew
Passion Music. The concert hall performance with its

Handelian technique has obvious disadvantages—the

massed instruments have first to make themselves heard

against the chorus and the chorus must shout against

its own absorption. Yet a small choir and small orches-

tra in a crowded concert hall wdll not give the body of

tone required. On the other hand, in a cathedral nave

having a long reverberation although choral tone is

enhanced strings at ordinary tempo are only articulate in

the upper registers, *cellos and double basses are almost

inaudible, staccato passages run together, brass is

generally far too loud, and male soloists sound harsh.

That this is not more recognised by musicians is due to

the fact that conductors situated near their sound

source get enough direct sound to steer by. But it is

far otherwise to listeners in the body of the church.

Thus, at the Canterbury festival in August, 1929, a

* As quoted by Schweitzer in S. Bach, Vol. I, p. 210.

velarium hung over the orchestra reduced reverbera-

tion locally to a point suitable for a microphone pick-

up but the Observer critic (Mr. A. H. Fox Strangew^ays)

reported as follows :

—
“ Reverberation blurred all

orchestral effects . . . the difficulty arose with any sort

of filagree. Elgar*s ‘ Enigma Variations * and Bach’s
tripartite strings in the third Brandenburg were mostly
chaos.”

The Bach Cantata Club had therefore a real problem
in acoustics w hen they had to choose an auditorium, and
in St. Margaret’s, Westminster (Fig, 6) whether by
accident or design they found the satisfactory com-
promise between church and concert hall conditions.

St. Margaret’s, a Perpendicular church with wood
ceilings and without transepts, has had an acoustic

history eventful as St. Thomas*. It too w^as reformed
not long after it was completed and its painted screen

and altars were torn down. Its walls have heard Latin
mass, Anglican Liturgy, and Independent sermon. As
chapel extraordinary to the Commons it was known as a

good preaching place and was the scene of Dr. Usher’s

sermons. It received from Wren in 1681 an enormous
centrally placed pulpit and galleries. | It had originally

an apse at the east end. In the eighteenth century organ

and choir w'ere placed in a western gallery but in the

nineteenth century all galleries were swept away and
the church was restored by Gothic scholars nearly to

its mediaeval form.

It is without a marked “ note,” has a very large wood
area and with a full congregation of i ,000 gives a rever-

beration of just under two seconds. The analysis in

table form is given at the end of the article. Both St,

Margaret’s and St. Thomas’ have wood floors to the

pews with air space beneath giving highly resonant

areas.

The success of the church was clearly shown at the

English bi-centenary performance of the St. Matthew'

Passion, performed by the Club on November 27th,

1929, under Mr. Kennedy Scott. Comparing the two
performances—the English and the German—in retro-

spect, each so scholarly, one is conscious not only of

two techniques but also of two interpretations of the

structure of Bach’s music, of two languages with their

underlying vowel scales each with a different emotional

content, and modifying both two church forms each

wdth its roots in a rich but distinct mediaeval culture.

The Cantata Club had limited its forces to little more
than those originally used by Bach. Mr. Kennedy
Scott employed about 35 voices and 27 instruments

including a harpsichord, and had this advantage that

the instruments could make themselves heard without

any effort against the voices : each instrument had to

be as a soloist and the delicacy and incorporation of the

performers in the dexterous counterpoint was obvious.

Also the choir, under the acoustic conditions of St.

t Westlake’s St. Margaret*s, Westminster, p. 68 .



Fig. 6.— St. Margaret’s, Westminster
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Margaret’s, had the ‘‘ fullness ” though not the
“ strength ” of tone of the larger German choir, and
this was helped not only by the right reverberation but
by the longer sound path to the roof and down again

which is given by a floor position of the choir. The
beautiful cantahile tone both of soloists and chorus was
achieved by making use of the church as an instrument.

Thus the chorales at St. Margaret’s, unaccompanied,
and sung with contemplation had a beauty of escape,

and were unlike the German chorales which came like

great organic beats in the structure of the drama. On
the other hand, the German choir position on a western
gallery, with its tone delivery from the vault gave an
advantage in attack. There was nothing in St. Mar-
garet’s so shattering as the German rendering of “Loose
Him ! Leave Him ! Bind Him Not !

” and of the

music tlfet follows with its ordered instrumental con-

flict and shouting of gargoyles as though a Gothic roof

had come alive. And this intense German quality was
made possible by the language. Bach is supreme in his

use both of the vowel scale underlying the music and of

the penetrating German consonants. Just as Milton in

English verse can take a word and summon into it a

whole world of experience so can Bach when] he
breathes the word bete or sings schmerzen. Without
this first music of the language the English version

was cold, and by comparison, colourless. But this was
inevitable. And this very elimination left a marvellously
clear musical profile—a universality of artistic effect.

Thus in more ways than one the English was the render-

ing of the sanctuary with its few consecrated voices, the

German the rendering of the nave with its breath as of

the people. We have seen indeed that the masses by
invading the German church created the tone con-
ditions under which such music was made possible, and
in Germany the people, whether silent or quietly

following the chorales, seem a part of the performance
while the music is known intimately to a very great

number. At St. Margaret’s we were listeners only,

in a church restored to its mediaeval forms, and attentive

to our singers who were making use of the ofiginal

acoustic conditions much as they had been made use of

in mediaeval times. In both it was made evident that in

such supreme musical works personal Christianity is

likely to be preserved more safely against attack than
formerly behind the walls of monastic fortresses.

LEIPZIG THOMASKIRCHE
REVERBERATION TABLE

Volume 640,000 cu. ft. Seating, 1,800 (Congregation) Cube per seat, 355 cu. ft.

Absorbent. Remarks.

i

j

Area Sq. ft. Coefficient,
or No.

Adjustment.
Units. of Units.

Plaster on rubble, stone walls

and brick vaults

Lime plaster distem- !

pered
1

38,000 0*025 950
1

[Adjustments 950
1 made in the
’ separate

|

items]

Stone gallery fronts and piers Red sandstone, slightly 4,000 ' 0*03

porous 1

120 Add 10%' for 132
breaks and
mouldings

Alarble floor to Sanctuary 1 1,500 i

O-OI 15 15

(

Window glass in lead and iron i

frames
;

Responds to middle 3,400 0*027

pitch
1

918 Add 25% for 1,147
transmission

Wood panelling in aisles and
;

Oak. Responds to low ' 3,ooo

Sanctuary middle pitch
,

0*1 300 300

Wood panelling in galleiies Oak. Responds to high t,9O0

middle pitch !

0*1 190 190

Wood floors to pew areas Air space i ft. under 5, 100
deal boards. High
middle pitch. Very
resonant

0*1 510 Less 10% for 459
shading

1

1

Wood floors to galleries Responds to high mid- 5,200
die pitch 1

0*1 520 Less io% for 468 .

shading i
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LEIPZIG THOMASKIRCHE—
REVERBERATION TABLE—CONTINX'ED

Absorbent. Remarks. Area Sq. ft.

or X^o.
Coefficient. ^'^* Adjustment.

Units.

NTt No.
of Units.

Lino, on remainder gangways Xo undermat 4,000 0-04 160 160

Carpeting, nave and Sanctu-
ary

Exposed
Xo undermat

520 0*15 78 78

Wood pew ends and exposed
desks

Oak varnished 2,000 o*o6 120 120

Curtains in Sanctuary Heavy tapestry 390 0*2 78 78

Curtains in galleries and over
nave door

Thick M ool 1,000 0-15 150 : 1 50

Brocade panels and canvases in

Sanctuary
000 0*1 84 i

1

* 84

Organ chamber and opening Wood and pipes 550 O' 08 -
1

44

Pew seats in na\'e and galleries

plus few chairs

Large deal tip-ups in

nave. Gallery pews.
Cane chairs. No
cushions

l6i3 Average 0*3

per
seating

484

i

'

i

484

TOTAL PERMANENT ABSORPTION . . .

.

4,8.59

Full congregation 1 On pews and seats as

above
1,800 4*7 less

0-3-4-4
per

person

7,920 ' 7,920

One-third congregation On pews and seats as

above
i

600 4*7 less

0-3-4-4
per
person

2,640 2,640

Choir and orchestra Neglect seats 210 47 087 987

Reverberation .. t^^Xooq

rFull congregation (i,8oo) . . 2*5 seconds

J One third congregation (600) .
. 4*3 ,,

“
I

Rehearsal (210) 5 8 ,,

IEmpty 6 *6
,,

ST. MARGARET’S, WESTMINSTER
REVERBERATION TABLE.

Volume 257,000 cu. ft. Average seating, i,ooo. Cube per seat, 257 cu. ft.

Absorbent. Remarks. Area or num-
ber sq. ft.

Coefficient. X"o. of

Units.
1 Adjustment. Net No.

of Units

.

Masonry. Ragstone not plas-

tered

Friable and slightly por-

ous
10,900 0*03 1

i

1

1

1

327 Plus 5®o for

breaks,

Monuments,
etc.

1

343

Stone’and tile flooring 2,600 0*02 52 52
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ST. MARGARET^S, WESTMINSTER—
REVERBERATION TABLE—CONTINUED

Absorbent. Remarks

.

1

Area or num- Coefficient,
ber sq. ft.

No. of
Units.

1

Adjustment.

j

Net No.
of Units.

Glass in lead panes Responds to middle
tones

4,000 0-027 108
;

Add 25% for

transmission
135

Glass panes in choir screens Responds to middle and
middle high

X12 0-027 3 3

Wood ceilings 7,250 0-06 435
j

435

Wood panelling in chancel Responds to middle
tones

300 o-i 30 30

Wood pew flooring Responds to low middle
tones

0 0-06 277 1 Less lo^'o for

shading
250

Elm pews. Back and end
panels

Responds to middle
tones

5,250
sq. ft.

0-06 315 j 315

Elm pew seatings With a number of seat

mats
1,000
seats

0*2

per seat

200 200

Hassocks 10 in.>' 15 in. < 5 in. No.
1,000

05
each

500
1

Less 10*^0 for

shading
450

Organ case Wood and pipes 504 o-o8 50
(

50

Curtains. Flags. Altar carpet 250 Average
o’ 12 '

30
“i

1 1

1

30

TOTAL PERMANENT ABSORPTION . . .

.

2,293

Choir 30 4*7 141 141

Congregation full Coeff. 4-7— 0-2— 4-5 1,000 1' 4-5 4,500 4,500

Congregation, one-third Coeff- 4*7— 0-2^4 5 330
i

1,500 1,500

I Congregation, full . . . . =1*9
J Congregation, one-third - . ^ 3’3

“
I

Rehearsal — 5*3

IEmpty = 5‘6

Reverberation
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The R.I.B.A. London Architecture Medal and Diploma 1928
Presentation to J. Murray Easton [F.] and Howard Robertson [F]

MR. HENRY V. A.SHLEY, VICE
The CHAIRMAN : Before the announcement of the

Award of Prizes, etc., is made, there is one other pleasing

duty I have to perform. It is the presentation to Messrs.
Easton and Robertson of the R.I.B.A. Medal and Diploma
for a London Building completed between 1926 and 1928.

Most of you, I expect, have seen this building—the New
Hall of the Royal Horticultural Society in Westminster. I

-PRESIDENT, IN THE CHAIR
The Presentation was then made.
Mr. J. MURILAY EASTON [F,] said ; There must al-

ways be some doubt as to the merits of a building in the

eyes of producers of other buildings, and I feel that my
partner and I are very much indebted to the Jury for turn-

ing a blind eye to the imperfections of the building, and a

magnifying glass on its merits. We take the honour rather

The Royal Horticultural Society’s New Hall; Greycoat Street Elevation

had another look at it recently, and I feel it to be a fine

essay mainly in reinforced concrete. The front in Greycoat

Street is dignified and restrained, while the interior is par-

ticularly interesting—those fine ferro-concrete trusses of

immense height seem to typify the great forest trees, and
the little touch of delicate and refined detail in other parts

of the building symbolises, to my mind, flower gardens and

orchards, with which the work of the Royal Horticultural

Society is so intimately associated. The building is un-

doubtedly a great achievement, and I am sure the Society

is to be congratulated on the success of this great under-

taking. The Royal Institute desires to honour these archi-

tects by presenting the medal and diploma to them.

as a tribute to the spirit and intention of the building, than
the actual achievement, in which we recognise many defi-
ciencies. We tried, in it, to achieve a direct solution of the
problem, rather than to perform any architectural feat. We
are very grateful for the honour which has been bestowed
upon us, and on behalf of my partner and myself, I would
like to include many people to whom any modem building
must owe its success

;
Dr. Oscar Faber, the engineer, with-

out whom we could scarcely have ad\ entured such a build-
ing, Mr. Alackintyre, and our own staff in the office, who
worked most enthusiastically and loyally on it And,
finally, the builders, who gave us most admirable
work.
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Sir \MLLIAM LAWRENCE (Member of the Council,

Royal Horticultural Society) : Before we secured the ulti-

mate result which appears in the New Hall of the Horti-

cultural Society, we had a pretty stiff fight. There were
many plans before us ; there were many people keen on
what I described as a barn design. And there was another

which was called “ New Moorish.^’ There were many who
could not understand a hall which had not got cupolas, and
I still wonder why the main entrance in Greycoat Street

not with the details of its ornamentation and the furniture

of that building !

At any rate, gentlemen, I think the building can be said

to be a great success
;
it is admirably suited to its purpose.

At the International Exhibition of Sculptors we had many
visitors from the Continent, and they were unanimous in

saying no better building had ever been planned for the

exhibition of flow^ers and plants
;
that the lighting was

extraordinarily good, so that the plants looked at their best.

The Royal Horticultural Society’s New Hall : Interior of Main Hall Looking East

has not got cupolas. The answer is that it would not serve

any useful purpose.
We had a very happy time working with Messrs. Easton

and Robertson. I used to try to impress on my colleague

that \vhen an architect was building a building he ought to

have at least some say in the matter ;
and I think Mr.

Easton wall bear me out that I got severely reprimanded in

in the matter. I remember that we had some disputes

about certain details, and we were told that such things

could be left to a secretaiy and were not the concern of an

architect, who was concerned merely with the building and

Capt. H.WYKEHAM (representing Messrs. Foster and

Dicksee) : I would first of all, on behalf of my firm, offer

my sincere congratulations to Messrs. Easton and Robert-

son on receiving the Medal of the Royal Institute of British

Architects. I hope that a very small portion of rhat honour

may reflect on my firm. This building probably offered

greater technical difficulties than any building which has

been carried out lately. And it was carried out more or less

in contract time, which, considering the weather we have

during part of the year, is not the usual thing in the build-

ing trade.
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Reviews
WROUGHT IROX AND ITS DECORATIVE USE

By ^laxnell Ayrton and Aynold Silcock [FFA 40,

Lond 1929. \CA)UntYy Life.] f.z zs.

This excellent book denis almost entirely with the work
of the past, and with the decorati\ e ironwork of buildings
in the British Isles. The large number of fascinating

objects of domestic use, which the smiths of their time
made for our forefathers, with such good taste, and skill,

are not included.

The preface begins with an ironical quotation from
Samuel Butler’s essays on Life, Art and Science, which
ma\ well be laken to heart. The authors tell us "‘in

these pages no attempt to emulate his (Samuel Butler’s)

clean-cut grace of style has been made, but his form of
critical appreciation has been followed in preference to the
too common method of writing a mere catalogue of the
features of interest.” This, of course, adds interest to

the book, it gives a point of view, and stimulates thought.

The book is divided into ten chapters, the first of which
gives a brief sketch of the ” nature of iron, its distribution,

early methods of manufacture and uses,” with illustrations

of primitive furnaces. The next two chapters deal with
the history of wrought ironwork in England, from the
tenth to the seventeenth centuries, and the remaining
chapters with the work of the smiths of the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries, the decline and revival of
wrought ironwork, and a fev/ words about the latest

de\elopments by Edgar Brandt in France, and a Sw'edish
smith.

TLTe account of the early methods of producing iron

and of forging the “ blooms ” into bars and sheets, ready
for use, is interesting. It meant an enormous amount of
labour, but it made iron of very high quality, not only
because charcoal was used for the fuel, but also because
the fibres of the metal were interwoven under the hammer,
which made it tough and pliable. Items from accounts
are quoted v/hich tell the prices paid for the material in

the fourteenth century, and for the finished articles in

later times. These figures do not give much idea of

cost without some indication of the value of money,
compared with the value we know. It is no doubt
difficult to compute, particularly in m.ediaeval times,

because payment was largely made in kind and a small
sum of money added thereto. It w ould be interesting if,

in a future edition, the authors could give some idea of
the relative value of the .^d. per lb. for iron, quoted from
an account, dated January 1354, wdth the value of the

same sum to-day.

An interesting appendix to the chapter about Jean
Tijou, gi\es extracts fromi the building accounts of

St. Paul’s Cathedral, showing the amounts paid to Tijou,
and others, for various ironwork. One item ffor ye
Iron screen under ye organ-case in ye choire ^^'442.”

The authors say (p. 86) ” only one instance of many,
show ing the very large remuneration commanded by such
w'orks of art at that time as compared wdth the present
day. Allowing for the variation in the purchasing power
of money then and now', the cost represents a sum of not
less than ^^3,000 of our money.”
This enables us to realise easily the value of the pay-

ments recened, and to compare them with the present

day. That such a sum was paid for a contemporary
work of art of this kind brings homie the fact that

Englishmen of the seventeenth century had a truer sense

of values than wc can boast of at present. Albeit, there

are not w'anting signs, which give one hope for the future,

that this truer sense is returning.

There is little doubt that jean Tijou was ahead of

English smiths of his day, and that he raised the standard

of the craft in this country ; just as in the earlier days
very skilful Italians came to England, to the great benefit

of our ow'n artist craftsmen w'ho not only learned much,
but were inspired and stimulated to rise to a higher

standard. They responded quickly to the influence and
their work very soon equalled that of the foreign master,

and sometimes surpassed it.

A delightful story, “ Hal o’ the Draft ” in Puck of
Pooks Hill by Rudyard Kipling, gives a living picture of

the process.

It is a mistake to suppose, as some do, that the best

and most artistic w ork is always that of some other nation

than our own. In some arts, embroidery for instance,

Englishmen have surpassed all others, and in my opinion,

no finer woodw'ork has been done than the best English.

This book shows that British smiths were the equals of

any country, and it proves that some things which have
been attributed to foreigners, are the w'ork of English
smiths.

In criticising the work of Jean Tijou, the authors show'

how' his design improved under the influence of Sir

Christopher ^^'ren, so the French master benefited by
English influence.

The book is profusely illustrated wdth well-chosen
examples, which give a good vision of the growth of

w'rought ironwork in this country from early times, and
the changes in fashion and feeling for form. Although
elaborate work predominates, sintple things are also

illustrated, and in turning over the pages it is the simpler
things w'hich strike one as the most charming. Again,
how' much better wrought iron gates, and railings sup-
ported by piers of masonry, or brickwork, satisfy the

iesthetic sense, than wKen the piers are built up of iron-

work. The contrast between the mass of the pier and the
light and graceful lines of the metal expresses more com-
pletely the nature and peculiar qualities of wrought iron,

and makes the most of it.

It w'ould, I think, have added interest to the book, if

some examples of Italian wrought iron had been included,
because the Italian feeling for the use of this delightful

material is different from the British, and to see examples
side by side is stimulating to the imagination.
The closing remarks about modern Art, although brief,

are discriminating and sympathetic. The closing para-
graph well expresses an understanding outlook. “ It is

true that among the modern school morbid tendencies
exist, but it would be truer to say that modern art and
craftsmanship tend to escape the morbid features so

prevalent since the war and to capture a spirit wKich is

new, and yet as old as Adam.”
The book is well printed in well-formed legible type,

but alas ! upon a heavily-faced paper w hich, in addition to

other disadvantages, makes a ponderously heavy volume.
Charles Spooner [F.]
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THE HONEWOOD FILE : AN ADVENTURE IN
BUILDING. By H. B. Creszvell, F,R.I.B.A. 80.

London^ 1929. [The Architectural Press. ^ ys. 6d.

Under this title the Architectural Press republishes the

series of letters which have appeared in the Architects'

Journal, to the great amusement and delight of the mem-
bers of a much harassed profession. The file forms a

human document which very completely and humorously
gives an exceedingly accurate picture of an architect's trials

and difficulties and the manner in which the young architect

may fall into pitfalls before the armour of experience

protects him.
Perhaps one of the best testimonies to the merits of the

work was that afforded by a friend of the writer, a solicitor,

who read it with the keenest appreciation and enjoyment.
He said that it had given him an altogether new understand-
ing of an architect’s difficulties, while the letters were
admirable examples of the way in which letters should be
written or should not be written, a subject on which a

solicitor is perhaps better able to speak than anyone else.

He said that the book should find a place on every solici-

tor’s table.

The architect, James Spinlove, as a prototype of the

average younger practitioner of good abilities and educa-
tion, many of whose difficulties arise more from want of

knowledge of mankind than from lack of technical ex-

perience. He usually fails through his too single and
earnest wish to explain his own point of view and his lack

of understanding of the mental standpoint of others. It

may be said that to be able to express oneself is good
but the ability to let others gather that they have
expressed themselves better is far more useful.

Sir Leslie Brash, the client, is the average successful

business man to the life, pompous, self-assertive, and
anxious to maintain his dignity. His personal success in

his own calling gives him complete confidence in dealing

with matters he knows little or nothing about.

Grigblay is the builder we all love, the man of wide
experience in his own avocation, honest, reliable and sin-

cere, to whom most of us owe a debt of gratitude at some
period or other of our lives. He does his best to help Spin-

love and bears with good-humoured tolerance the assump-
tion of authority of a much younger man too conscious of

his “ professional ” position.

Potch, the local surveyor, with his vexatious insistence

on small points in the bye-laws is another character we
have all met at some time or another, who seems to delight

in adding to the difficulty of what is already a sufficiently

complicated and difficult occupation.

Some of Spinlove ’s difficulties no doubt arise from the

fact that he hardly recognises that the power behind the

throne is really that of a woman. He would probably have

avoided many difficulties with Sir Leslie had he got in

touch with Lady Brash. In such cases the best and easiest

position for the architect is that of the protege of the lady

of the house. Sir Leslie, like many men, is often the

mouthpiece of his wife, but having been induced to take

up a point his natural obstinacy prevents him from drop-

ping it.

Every one of the many characters in the correspondence

is well and subtly drawn by the author, and after reading

the book and contrasting it with one's own experiences its

truth and accuracy are patent to us, and also the necessity
for the saving grace of humour without which life becomes
a very sad and weary journey towards an unknown end.
We feel that it would be an excellent thing for our pro-

fession if the book were widely read and circulated among
what is called the outside public, while we are sure that
the publishers would find that lawyers would give it a
hearty welcome through the agency of their press. Nor
need we be ashamed of invoking the aid of a great pro-
fession whose work is so often intimately bound up with
our own and who, in common with ourselves, are inte-
rested in manners affecting “ real estate.” My personal
thanks are also due to the author for many hours of very
thorough enjoyment.

Herbert W. Wills [F.].

NOTES ON SOME RECENT FOREIGN
PERIODICALS.

By Grahame B. Tubbs [A.].

A magazine from the United States which we have re^

ceived occasionally can nowbe seen regularly in the Library.
It is called The Architect

; this number gives a layman’s
impression of Modernism, the author’s points being
illustrated by photographs of Messrs. Holabird and Root’s
virile work at Chicago, including the Daily News Building
and 333 North Alichigan Avenue. Among the well re-

produced illustrations are interiors (including the bar !) of
a house at Rumson, N.J., by Hyde and Shepherd, and a
house at Castellemare, California, on a wonderful site and
in the Italian Renaissance style, magnificently to period.

With the October and November numbers of The AmerF
can Architect the Editor has introduced a new policy

;
in

an editorial in the latter he says :
—

“ The architect has
been termed a professional man. So he is. But in the year

1929 he is nearer to being a business man than ever
before in the history of his craft ”

;
and future policy is

to be founded on this idea. The format has been modelled
on American popular magazines, where advertisement
revenue is considered more important than readers’ con-
venience and one has to hunt for the conclusion of each
article among the advertisements at the end. The result is

that it looks very “ scrappy ” and the effect upon the

appearance of the magazine is nearly as disastrous as that

on the readers’ temper. However, the new outer covers

are very attractive. The October number has an article

on underwater illumination of swimming baths. It is

claimed that this is the only satisfactory method of light-

ing these buildings, as the old system gives unpleasant

reflection on the surface of the water, while the under-

water method is attractive both for the swimmer and the

spectator. A practical point of importance is that the

light units must be spaced fairly close together and of low
power rather than be few and powerful. In the large, but

not very successful, skyscraper for the LTnion Trust Build-

ing at Detroit, illustrated in the November number, the

most interesting detail shown is a decorative map of the

state of Alichigan by Ezra Winter, which decorates the

end wall of the Banking Chamber.
The November number of Architecture (New York) con-

tains several interesting schemes
;
one from John Russell

Pope’s office is the Marcus Ward Home for aged and re-

spectable bachelors and widowers who are in want. It is
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evidently on the lines of The Charterhouse and Alorden
College, Blackheath. The buildings are rather in the

Cotswold tradition and the scheme cost $5,000,000.
Another interesting group of buildings which must be
peculiar to America is “an undertaking establishment

and funeral home “ of H. AI. Patterson and Son built as

a memorial to H. AI. Patterson at Atlanta, Ga. It is very
extensive and contains a chapel, many rooms seemingly
for laying in state, bedrooms and reception rooms, as well

as those connected with the trade, such as joinery shops,

embalming rooms and rooms for display of fittings. The
whole is kept very domestic in character and the gardens
are beautifully laid out. Air. A^erbury's photographs of

European architecture consists of German buildings, the

majority being Herr Hoger’s vigorous work at Ham-
burg.

In the Architectural Record for November there are a

great many private houses in the style of every European
country and ranging from the most traditional to the

most modern. The latter extremity is represented by
Air. Barr\^ Byrne’s own house which is built round one

side of a circular living-room. The walls are of patent

blocks, stuccoed, all the external metal work is aluminium
and the roof is covered with shingles of the same metal.

The house at Newbury, Berks, by Air, T. S. Tait, is

given, in detail, including drawings in colour showing the

decorative schemes for the outside.

The October issue of Construction (Toronto) gives illus-

trations of the new “ Automotive ” building by D. E.

Kertland at the Canadian National Exhibition at Toronto.

This is a large permanent exhibition hall of interesting

design ;
it was recently built as part of the scheme for re-

planning the Exhibition grounds, which have been in

use for upwards of 35 years, during which time their

growth was somewhat haphazard. A scheme for im-

proving the layout was recently put into effect and this

is the first building to be erected under it. There is also

a full summary (which also appears in several of the U.S.

magazines) of the report on High Buildings prepared by
the American Institute of Steel Construction. The idea

was to carry out a careful and unbiassed investigation

into the structural and financial possibilities of the

skyscraper, but one suspects that the wish of the origina-

tors was to answer the School of American Town Planners

who oppose the skyscraper on civic grounds and back

the objection with the statement that they do not pay.

The report finds that, from an engineering point of view,

a building 2,000 feet high is possible and that, financially,

buildings of 75 storeys may, in certain circumstances, be

more remunerative than those of a mere 50 floors.

In Pencil Points (October) the article on Californian

Alissions is concluded and illustrations are shown of build-

ings put up before the confiscation of religious buildings

by the Spanish Crown in 1834. There are also a great

many examples of the architectural rendering of the late

Birch B. Long, including work he did for AIcKim, Alead

and White and a fine drawing of the new Skyscraper Uni-

versity at Pittsburg.

7’he Gazette dcs Beaux Arts (November) has an impor-

tant paper by AI. Francastel on Alansart’s scheme for a

Great Gallery at Versailles. Le Vau, who had won the

competition for enlarging the Chateau of Louis XIII by

keeping most closely to the King’s ideas, had been suc-
ceeded by Le Brun, but, when it was decided to move the
Court and certain Government Offices here from Paris,

Alansart, as chief architect, made important alterations

to the scheme, the Great Gallery being the heart of his
plan. Al. Francastel’s paper is fully illustrated by draw-
ings from the National Archives which are from Alan-
sart’s original drawings. Besides their great interest as
being examples by so great a master, they are of anti-

quarian interest as showing parts of the palace, notably the
fa9ades to the Queen’s and Stag Courts, which were re-
built in the eighteenth century.

La Construction Moderne for N^ovember 3rd is chiefly

de\ oted to the large Hotel Royal Picardy at Le Touquet.
When we read in the text that it is “a huge manorial
dwelling in the style of the English Renaissance, showing
Norman influence with traces of Flemish work,” we fear
the worst, and in this case our fears are not allayed by
looking at the photographs. I’hey bear out one’s most pes-
simistic forebodings, especially if one has seen the recent
“ picturesque ” buildings of the Normandy coast.

In the German Innen Dekoration for November there
are one or two good examples of furniture made of bent
metal tubing. T he Italian Architettura e Arti Decorative
gives the work of the competitors in a competition for the
furniture of a room in middle-class houses, which are not
particularly interesting, and the Pavilion of the Alunici-
padty of Rome at the Exhibition at Tripoli,

Correspondence
PAPER ON RURAL BYE-LAWS.

Bank ChamberSy
St. Albans.

19 December 1929.
To the Editor, Journal R.I.B.A.

—

Sir,—I attended the meeting on the i6th inst., and
was, no doubt like many others, disappointed in the
manner in which the discussion on Rural Bye-laws was
opened by Air. Baillie Scott.

The Bye-laws relating to buildings in rural areas are,
in many cases, irksome and unreasonable, but the question
of heights of rooms and sizes of windows in in my
opinion the least troublesome to deal with, as surely any
architect can design a building with rooms of 8 feet in
height and windows of a tenth of the floor area, w'ithout
losing scale.

The rules which require to be relaxed or amended are
those which relate to the following :

—

Thickness of walls.

Size of timbers.
Timber construction.
Brickwork behind tile hanging.

Insertion of unsightly gratings in lavatories and larders,
which are already provided with proper windows.
The rules which prevent certain forms of construction

being used when the building happens to be within a
certain distance from the boundary of the site.

I feel confident that if points such as these had been
emphasised, the representative from the Alinistry of
Health and the District Surveyors, would have gone away
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from the meeting feeling that Rural Bye-laws are too

stringent, and not with the impression, I fear they must
have had, that architects are more concerned with the

artistic effect of the outside structure than with the

health and comfort of the occupiers.—I am, Sir, yours
faithfully,

Percival C. Blow [^.].

OFFICIAL ARCHITECTURE AXD THE DESIGN
OF PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

The two following letters by Sir A. Brumwell
Thomas [F.] were published in The Times of 24 and 30
December, 1929, respectively.

F.3, Albany^
Piccadilly y W.

21 December 1929.

To the Editor of “ The Times.'"

Sir,—In a letter published in The Times of July 2 I

drew attention to a speech of the Alarquess of London-
derry on “ the relationship which should exist between
the State and architecture,” in which he, as First Com-
missioner of Works and speaking for his Department,
sought to establish the extremely important general
principle that the design of the whole of the State build-
ings throughout this country should be entirely with-
drawn from the general practice of architecture and be
transferred to the Office of Works, whose building pro-
gramme for the present year was officially stated to include
altogether nearly 400 public buildings—Law Courts,
administrative offices, laboratories, museums, art galleries,

post offices, etc., in all parts of the kingdom. I asked that

it should be the subject of an independent inquiry
appointed by the Government.

It may quite fairly be said to be a matter of grave
doubt wffiether it is in the best interests of the art of

architecture that the design of all these State buildings
should become part of the routine of an official depart-
ment, and also wffiether it is in the public interest that

such a department with such an immense programme of
work should have grown up within recent times, prac-
tically unknown to the public.

In the columns of The Times

^

and in the Press in various
parts of the country, the matter has been taken up in

reference to particular examples ;
the new^ Government

buildings to be erected on the Calton Jail Site, Edinburgh
;

the Government buildings and Law Courts in Belfast
;

and the Government offices on the Embankment in

London—each an extrepiely important issue. But the
real issue is one of general principle, and that is whether
it is in the best interests of the art of architecture that the
whole of the State buildings of this country should be
designed by an official department. It is an open ques-
tion

;
all that need be said at this moment is that the

present position is a matter of concern to all those in-

terested in architecture, not only in this country, but also
in the Dominions overseas. To have it cleared up by an
impartial inquiry w^ould of itself be a service to architec-
ture throughout the Empire—whichever w ay the decision
goes.

It has been stated in the Press more than once (not in

The Times) that a “ fighting committee ” had been
appointed under the chairmanship of Sir Reginald Blom-
field, R.A., to put forward the case against departmental

architecture. This is altogether incorrect, and on the
contrary it is to be hoped wffien the time comes that, with
so important a matter, all that has to be said on both sides

wdll be put before the committee of inquiry fairly. Any
comparison between the designs of official architects and
private architects need not arise. I feel quite sure that

whichever side endeavours to take a strong line on that

point w'ill lose it.—I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

A. Brumwell Thomas.

To the Editor of The Times."

Sir,—In my former letters to The Times I have urged
that there should be an impartial Government inquiry
into the claim of H.AI. Office of Works that the design
of the w'hole of the State buildings in future should be
entirely withdrawn from the general practice of architec-

ture in this country, and transferred to the Office of
Works. There have been protests in the Press from
various parts of the country, and in the case of the new
Government buildings wffiich are to be erected on the

Calton Jail site in Edinburgh, the reply of Mr. Lansbury,
the First Commissioner of Works, which appears in

The Times Parliamentary report this morning, attempts to

justify the claim of his Department to design this im-
portant public building by urging that :

—

If his Scottish colleagues w'ould only have patience, they
would find that the British {sic) Office of Works would produce
a scheme that would redound to the glory of Scotland and the

honour of the Department.

But what if they do not ? It is surely w'anting in

political sagacity for a Minister of State to place himself

in a position of having to appeal for approval of the wmrk
of his Department, not to the House of Commons, but
to the Scottish Fine Arts Commission and even to the

Edinburgh Corporation as Mr. Lansbury himself pro-

poses. In any case it may be asked wffiether the House of

Commons is fully informed of the work of his Depart-
ment. The evidence given by the Secretary of H.M.
Office of Works (paragraph 696) before the Select Com-
mittee on Public Accounts in February- last was as follow^s :

0. Bv the Committee. There is, I think a growing in-

clination to include all Government work within the ambit
of the Office of Works to the exclusion of professional architects

outside, is there not ?

A. Sir Lionel Earle. I do not think so, because in the case

of anv really important buildings, as for instance, the Parlia-

ment House in Belfast and the Washington Embassy, they

are built by an outside architect.

Xotwitstanding this assurance, it was officially stated

three months later that the building programme of the

Office of Works for the present year alone included nearly

400 public buildings, wdth 14 new Consular buildings

abroad, including a large Embassy scheme at Tokyo,
none of w hich is to be built by an outside architect. The
need for impartial inquiry .is urgent. The particular

designs prepared by the Office ofWorks to which I referred

in my former letter for the new Government buildings in

Edinburgh, Belfast and London, are important examples,

but the greater issue is one of general principle and that

is wffiether it is in the best interests of the art of architec-

ture that the whole of the State buildings in this country

should in future be designed by an official Department.

—

I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

A. Brumwell Thom.\s.
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THE PROPOSED CHARING CROSS BRIDGE.

Mr. Herbert iMorrison, M.P., the Minister of Trans-
port, and Sir Percy Simmons, the Chairman of the

Improvements Committee of the London County Council,

received a deputation at the IVIinistry on 23 December,
consisting of representatives of the Royal Institute of

British Architects and the Thames Bridges Conference,
The deputation attended to express their objection to the

Charing Cross Bridge scheme which is being promoted
by the Council in the present Session of Parliament.

The speakers on behalf of the deputation were :

—

Mr. E. Stanley Hall, M.A., vice-president of the

R.I.B.A., who introduced the deputation in the unavoid-
able absence of Sir Banister Fletcher, president, R.I.B.A.

;

Air. Arthur Keen, F.R.I.B.A., chairman of the Thames
Bridges Conference

;
Sir Reginald Blomfield, AI.A.,

R.A., F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A. (representing the Royal
Academy)

;
and the Rt. Hon. the Earl of Crawford and

Balcarres, K.T., P.C., LL.D., F.S.A. (representing the

London Society).

Sir Percy Simmons and the Alinister replied on behalf

of the London County Council and the AIinistr>%

THE NEW YEAR HONOURS.
The New Year Honours list containing the following

namea which are of interest to architects :

—

K.C.I.E.

Sir Edwin Landseer Lutvens, R.A., F.S.A. . F.R.I.B.A.,

LL.D.
KNIGHTS.

Lawrence Wensley Chubb, Esq., Secretary of the

Commons and Footpaths Preservation Society for

35 years. Secretary of the National Playing Fields

Association since 1928.

Emer%" Walker, Esq., Process Engraver and Printer.

Past Master of the Art Workers’ Guild. Late President

of the Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society. A Trustee

of the Wallace Collection and a Fellow of the Societv-

of Antiquaries.

O.B.E. (Civil Division).

James Gray West, Esq., ALB.E., Senior Architect,

Office of Works.

INDIA O.B.E. (Civil Division).

Arthur Gordon Shoosmith, Esq., A.R.I.B.A., Architect,

Delhi.

BRITISH SCHOOL AT ROAIE.

Air. Ian Archibald Richmond has been appointed to

take over the office of Director of the British School at

Rome on the retirement, next June, of the present

director, Air. Arthur Hamilton Smith.
Air. Richmond graduated from Corpus Chrisi College,

Oxford, in 1924, and subsequently held the Gilchrist

Studentship of the British School at Rome and the Craven
Fellowship and the Goldsmiths’ Senior Studentship of

the University of Oxford. Since 1926, Mr. Richmond
has been Lecturer in Classical Archaeology and Ancient

Histor>" at the Queen’s University of Belfast.

PROPOSED NEW BUILDING ON THE CALTON
JAIL SITE, EDINBURGH.

The following letter on the proposed new Government
building at Edinburgh was addressed by the Secretary of

the Royal Incorporation of Archil ects in Scotland to

the Lord Provost of Edinburgh.

1 5 Rutland Square

y

Edinburgh,
10 December

y

1929.

The Rt. Hon. Lord Provost T. B. Whitson,
City Chambers,

Edinburgh.

CALTON CRAG SITE.
AIy Lord Provost,—I am instructed on behalf

of the undernoted bodies (representative of some
10,000 active Alembers), following a joint conference
thereof, to write you direct, as the First Citizen of

our Capital, in above connection, and with reference

to the forthcoming visit of the First Commissioner of

Works to Edinburgh, on i6th instant, when it is under-
stood he is to confer with the Town Council and Sheriff

Court House Commissioners as to the proposed new
Government buildings on said site.

Following a letter from Air. George Alathers, AI.P.,

which appeared in the public Press, a number of societies,

representative of Scottish opinion, approached the First

Commissioner, asking to be allowed to submit on said

visit their considered views on the subject. Air. Lans-
bury has declined to meet or hear these deputations.

The Societies, as undernoted, cannot emphasise
strongly enough the feeling existing, not only throughout
Edinburgh, but throughout Scotland, that the buildings

to be erected on above unique site should not be designed
merely to accommodate Government Branch Offices and
a Court House. It is felt that, without a competition
open to all architects in Britain, the opportunity will be
lost of making said buildings representative, within and
without, of their importance as the centre of Scottish

Government, and worthy of the architectural traditions

of the City of Edinburgh.
As your are aware, both the public Press and the general

public wholly endorse the views and wishes of the Town
Council, as recenth" expressed in the Town Council’s

vote for open competition, that the site is indeed deserving
of the finest architectural treatment available.

For and on behalf of : The St. Andrew Society, The
National Council of Women (Edinburgh Branch), The
Cockburn Association, The Edinburgh Women Citizens

Association, The Royal Incorporation of Architects in

Scotland, The Society of Scottish Artists, and The
Greater Edinburgh Club,

I have the honour to be, AIy Lord Provost,

Your Lordship's Obedient Servant,

(Signed) A. Nicol Bruce, W.S.

MR. JOHN A. PEARSON (F.).

Air. John A. Pearson, F.R.I.B.A. has been elected^an

Associate of the Royal Canadian Academy.
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Allied Societies
SHEFFIELD, SOUTH YORKSHIRE AND DISTRICT
SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
At the General Meeting of the Sheffield, South Yorkshire

and District Society of Architects and Surveyors, held on

Thursday, 12 December, a lecture was given by Mr. Percy

Thomas, O.B.E., F.R.I.B.A., of Cardiff, on “ Competitions.”

The lecturer pointed out that only by going in for competitions

could the young and unknown architect, unless he had money
or an established practice to step into, become known, and
although objections had been made to competitions on the

score of the large sums of money spent by unsuccessful com-
petitors, he did not think that this objection was very material

as competition work was usually done in spare time and

general practice was not put aside for it. He also pointed out

the advantages from the point of view of the public who, by

the system of open competitions, have a reasonable certainty

that they will obtain in return the best design available for the

building in question. In the case of young men starting pro-

fessional life, the time spent on competitions, even where no
success was attained, was of great value.

Mr. Thomas proceeded to explain the valuable work which

had been accomplished for the profession by the R.I.B.A.,

through its Competitions Committee, in reforrning the conduct

of competitions and securing the progressive improvement of

conditions. It was important that requirements should be

stated in simple and broad terms and that all needless restrictions

should be omitted. The present revi:ed regulations of the

R.I.B.A. were probably not capable of much improvement.
First of all a thorough study of the conditions was all im-

portant before a competitor started to work out his scheme.

The making of finished drawings should be deferred until

the latest possible stage, the design being studied best by means
of repeated revisions on tracing paper. It might be found
that the best “ motif ” for the design lay in the first sketch

and not in the last, and therefore this system was preferable

to the constant use of indiarubber where no record was avail-

able of the designer’s early ideas. This system also enabled

judgment to be formed on the progressive development of

the design.

The lecturer also emphasised the necessity of elevations

being shaded, as it was extremely difficult for an assessor to

judge the possibilities of light and shade on a line drawing only

.

At the close of the lecture Mr. Thomas explained a number
of his own competition designs, illustrated by means of rough
pencil sketches, these including the recent Masonic Memorial
Buildings in London, Leeds University Buildings and Fire

Brigade Stations at Bristol and elsewhere.

A discussion followed and a vote of thanks to the lecturer,

proposed by Mr. J. M. Jenkinson and seconded by Mr.
J. C. P. Toothill, w'as unanimously carried.

Obituary
WILLIAM LOUIS LUCAS [E.].

William Louis Lucas, F.R.I.B.A., and late Major R.A., died

on 24 December last at 51 South Audley Street, his London
home. Born in 1866, he was the elder son of Horatio Joseph
Lucas, the etcher, examples of whose work may be seen in the

Print Room of the British Museum. Educated at Clifton and
Trinit>^ College, Cambridge, Mr. William Lucas was articled to

the late Sir Ernest George. The scope of his domestic architec-

ture was wide, and included Offley Holes, Hitchin ; Whites and
the Parish Hall, Goudhurst; Caldecott House, Abingdon, his

own home, Oakash, Chaddleworth, and other houses in various

parts of the country. In London many private houses were
altered to his designs.

His most important work of recent years was the new office

for the Imperial Continental Gas Association in Devonshire
Square, E.C. He was an original member of the London
Society from its formation in 1912, and a member of the
Council and the Executive Committee. Mr. Lucas was one of
the few members of the special committee for considering
various schemes for the development of the south side of the
river w ho advocated a bridge at “ high level ” for the construc-
tion of a new’ road bridge at Charing Cross, His plan was
exhibited at the Royal Academy of 1911, and he was the first to
put forward the site for the new’ railway station which has since
been adopted.
Though 48 years of age at the outbreak of war, Air. I..ucas

transferred from the Territorial Reserve to the regular Artillery,

and in August 1915 went with a battery to France. He w^as

gassed in April 1916, and although he continued to serve, and
even returned to France in 1918, he was never able to shake off
the effects of the gas, and was compelled, in the last years of his
life, to give up his professional and other interests.

W. A. CHAMBERS [E.].

After training in an architect’s office in London, Mr.
Chambers went to Bombay as an assistant in the office of
Messrs. Gostling and Morris, of which firm he afterwards
became senior partner. He remained in Bombay over 30 years,
retiring to England in the year 1920. He was responsible
for the design and erection of many important buildings in
Bombay Cit\* and also for several cotton mills up country.
Amongst the buildings in Bombay can be cited the Rest House
for pilgrims proceeding to Mecca, the Taj Mahal Hotel, the
Roman Catholic Church and Archbishop’s residence and
school in the fort, besides a large number of residences and
cotton mills.

In his later years in Bombay he was engaged chiefly on
valuation cases. For many years he was an assessor on the
Tribunal of Appeal in Land Acquisition cases and his services

were in great demand in the High Court cases in w^hich valua-
tion of property was in question, and one of his last duties
was as an arbitrator between the Government of Bombay and
the Municipality of Bombay in respect to the assessment of
all Government buildings and property. He was greatly

interested in municipal matters and did good work for several

years as a member of the municipality of Bandia, a suburb of
Bombay, wLere he resided. He was also for some time a

Fellow of the University of Bombay and a Justice of the Peace
for the city and island of Bombay.

C. B. BENSON [L.].

Mr. Benson died on 7 November at his residence. Rings,
Dorchester, at the age of 72.
He started his career as an architect at Hastings, and from

there he joined his father in Yeovil in 1881, later taking over
the practice which he extended until he became widely known
in the district. Before the War started he also took an office in

Sherborne, in which town and neighbourhood he carried out a

great deal of w’ork. He had a wide connection in several

counties, for he not only did work in Somerset, Dorset and
Wilts, but also in Devon and Hampshire, and many fine old
county houses and churches owe their careful and artistic

renovations to him.
In 1922 he left Yeovil and built a house at Dorchester where,

still devoted to his life’s work at the age of 65, he continued his

practice in Dorset. One of the last buildings he carried out
was the Savile Memorial Hall at Cattistock, an interesting

Ham stone building in the centre of the Milage close by the
famous belfry.

One of the chief characteristics of his W'ork was its solidity

and simplicity of style and one of the great joys of his work was
garden planning and laying out and, if possible, he would plan
the garden first so that the house might fit in with it to make
one artistic whole.
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R.I.B.A. Prizes and Studentships, 1930
The designs and drawings submitted for the Prizes

and Studentships in the gift of the Royal Institute are

now on exhibition in the jR.LB.A. Galleries, 9 Conduit
Street, and wilK-emain open to members and the public

until 20 January (10 a.m. till 8 p.m., Saturday 5 p.m.)-

The Council's Deed of Award, read at the General
Meeting of 6 January, is as follows :

—

DEED OF AWARD OF PRIZES AND STUDENT-
SHIPS.

Monday, 6 January, 1930.

To the Ordinary General Meeting, Monday, 6 January,

1930 -

Gentlemen,
Pursuant to the terms of Bye-law 74, that the Council

shall, by a Deed of Writing under the Common Seal,

award the Prizes and Studentships of the year, and an-

nounce such Awards at the next General Meeting after

the adjudication, the Council have the honour to state

that they have examined the several works submitted

for the Tite Prize, the Soane Medallion, the Royal In-

stitute Silver Medal (Measured Drawings), the Royal
Institute Silver Medal (Essay), the Owen Jones Student-

ship, the Henry Saxon Snell Prize, the R.LB.A. (Alfred

Bossom Travelling) Studentship, the Grissell Prize,

the R.I.B.A. Hunt Bursary, the R.I.B.A. Neale Bursary,

the Arthur Cates Prize, the R.I.B.A. Silver and Bronze
Medals for Recognised Schools, and the R.I.B.A. Prizes

for Public and Secondary Schools.

THE TITE PRIZE : A CERTIFICATE AND £50.
186 candidates took part in the Preliminary Competi-

tion, and 21 were admitted to the Final Competition.

The Council report that in the Final Competition

19 designs for a ^Monastery were submitted under the

following mottoes :

—

Bos’un Pax
Vlcndicant Tute
Abbot Quickstick

Pom Shandv
Aunty Bill

Bubbles F^benezer

Slacker Corio

Sgraffito Rentento
Blotto Guidi
Selande

The Council have awarded the Tite Certificate, and,

subject to the specified conditions, the sum of fifty

pounds to the author of the design submitted under the

motto “ Corio
;
and Certificates of Honourable r^Ien-

tion to the authors of the designs submitted under the

mottoes “ Bubbles,

“

Tute,’'*^ and “ Ebenezer.’"^

THE SOANE MEDALLION: A SILVER MEDAL
AND £150.

56 candidates took part in the Preliminary Competition,

^ >.Ir. Arthur Charles Collins, Public Works Department,
Alelhourne, Victoria, Australia.

- Mr. Eric Francis Stacy, 95 Arcadian Gardens, Wood
Green, N.22 (Department of Architecture, Northern Poly-

technic).
^ Mr. Harry Banister, Edgbaston,” 29 Crosby Road South,

Seaforth, Liverpool (The Liverpool School of Architecture,

University of Javerpool).
* Mr. Eric Frank Starling, 42 Sefton Road, Croydon,

Surrey (School of Architecture, University of London),

and of these 12 were admitted to the Final Competition.
In addition, ii candidates were admitted direct to the
Final Competition.
The Council report that in the Final Competition

13 designs for a Sports Club were submitted under the
following mottoes :

—

Noah Alfy
Henbane Nox
Henri Possibly

Trieb Don
Cwm Fly
Polo Grass
Dome

The Council have awarded the Soane Vledailion, and,
subject to the specified conditions, the sum of £150
to the author of the design submitted under the motto
Noah,”^ and a Certificate of Flonourable Mention

to the author of the design submitted under the motto
“ Trieb.”®

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE SILVER MEDAL AND
£75 FOR MEASURED DRAWINGS.

Two sets of drawings were submitted under the follow-

ing mottoes :

—

Parsnip Cyma
The Council have awarded the Silver VIedal and £75

to the author of the measured drawings submitted under
the motto ‘‘ Parsnip,”^

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE SILVER MEDAL AND
£50 FOR AN ESSAY.

Six Essays were submitted under the following mot-
toes :

—

Poilv Alilesian

Much A.B.C.
Ebor Research

I'he Council have awarded the Silver VIedal and £50
to the author of the Essay on “ Science and the Art of

Architecture submitted under the motto “ Research^'®
and a Certificate of Honourable VIention to the author
of the Essay on “ John Carr, Architect, of York, 1729-
1S07,” submitted under the motto “ Ebor.’’^

THE OWEN JONES STUDENTSHIP. A CERTI-
FICATE AND £100.

Six candidates took part in the Preliminary Competition,

5 of whom were admitted to the Final Competition.

The Council report that in the Final Competition

4 designs for a colour scheme for the Interior of a Civic

“ Mr. John Leslie Vlartin, “ Holmleigh,” Bramhall Lane,
Bramhall, C’heshire (School of Architecture, Victoria Uni-
versity, Vlanchester).

® Mr. Sidney Edward I’homas Cusdin, c/o The Architec-

tural Association, 34 Bedford Square, W.C.i (Atchitectural

Association, London).
’ Vliss Sadie Speight, Netherby' House, Lathom, Ormskirk,

Lancs. (School of Architecture, Victoria University, Vian-

chester).
® Mr. Ronald Aver Duncan, A.R.LB.A., 39 Great James

Street, Bedford PsOW, W.C.i (Architectural Association,

London).
• Vlr. William Arthur Eden, A.R.I.B.A., Central School of

Arts and Crafts, Vlargaret Street, Birmingham (School of

Architecture, University of Liverpool).
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Hall were submitted under the following mottoes :

—

Lampadaire Lilith

Chameleon Luds
The Council have awarded the 'Owen Jones Certificate

and, subject to the specified conditions, the sum of £100
to the author of the drawings submitted under the motto
“ Chameleon.”^®

THE HENRY SAXON SNELL PRIZE OF £100.

One application, consisting of drawings and testi-

monials, was received from :

Mr, Kenmuir Harry Read [^.].

The Council have awarded the Henry Saxon Snell

Prize of £100 to IMr. Kenmuir Harry Read [A.],

THE R.LB.A. (ALFRED BOSSOM) TRAVELLING
STUDENTSHIP.

1. RJ.B.A. {Alfred Bossom) Silver Medals.—Two
designs for a Departmental Store in an important town
were submitted under the following mottoes :

—

Truro Gurrie
The Council have awarded R.LB.A (Alfred Bossom)

Silver Medals to the authors of the designs and reports

submitted under the mottoes :

—

Truro^^ Gurrie^^

2. R.LB.A. {Alfred Bossom) Travelling Studentship.

A Gold Medal and £250.—The Council regret that they
are unable to award the R.LB.A. (Alfred Bossom) Gold
Medal and £250.

THE GRISSELL GOLD MEDAL AND £50.
Five designs for a Concert Pavilion on a Pier were sub-

mitted under the following mottoes :

—

Steinway Gilda
Onyx Zob
Scar

The Council regret that they are unable to award the
Grissell Gold Medal and £50.

THE R.LB.A. HUNT BURSARY—£so.
One application was received from :

Air. Trevor Alervym Daniel [^.].

The Council have awarded the Hunt Bursar>% subject

to the specified conditions, to Mr. Trevor Mervyn
Daniel [A.].

THE R.LB.A. NEALE BURSARY~-£7o.
Three applications were received from the following :

—

Air. William Arthur Smith Cormack [A.^.

Air. Benjamin Stanley Tempest [A.].

Air. James Frederick Howes [A.].

The Council have awarded the Neale Bursary, subject

to the specified conditions, to Mr. William Arthur Smith
Cormack [A.].

THE ARTHUR CATES PRIZE : A SUAI OF £50.
(In the current year the Prize was offered for the pro-

motion of Architecture in relation to Town Planning.)

One application was received from :

Air. Trevor Alervyn Daniel [A.],

The Council regret that they are unable to award the

Arthur Cates Prize.

Aliss Kathleen Anne Veitch, Osborne Hotel, 2 Gordon
Place, W.C.i (Architectural Association, London).

Air. Edward Forster, A.R.I.B.A., 1 Leaside Avenue,
Aluswell Hill, N.io (School of Architecture, University of

London).
Air. Flarold Bertram Rowe, A.R.LB.A., Whitehouse,

Bassaleg Road, Newport, Alon.

THE ASHPITEL PRIZE, 1929.
The Council have, on the recommendation of the Board

of Architectural Education, awarded the Ashpitel Prize
(which is a Prize of Books, value £10, awarded to the
candidate who has most highly distinguished himself
among the candidates in the Final Examinations of the
year) to Air. Ralph Herbert Brentnall, of 28 Victoria
Park, Fishponds, Bristol, Probationer 1928, Student 1928,
and who passed the Final Examination December 1929.

THE R.LB.A. SILVER AIEDAL FOR SCHOOLS OF
ARCHITECTURE RECOGNISED FOR EXEMP-
TION FROM THE FINAL EXAAIINATION.
The Council have awarded the Silver Aledal for the

best set of drawings submitted at the Annual Exhibition
of designs by Students of Schools of Architecture recog-
nised for exemption from the Final Examination to Mr.
John Leslie Alartin, of the School of Architecture,

Victoria University, Alanchester, and a Certificate of
Honourable Alention to Mr. William Crabtree, of the
Liverpool School ofArchitecture, University of Liverpool.

THE R.LB.A. BRONZE AIEDAL AND £5 IN
BOOKS FOR SCHOOLS OF ARCHITECTURE
RECOGNISED FOR EXEAIPTION FROAI THE

INTERAIEDIATE EXAAIINATION.
The Council have awarded the Bronze Medal and £5

in books for the best set of drawings submitted at the
Annual Exhibition of designs by Students of Schools of
Architecture recognised for exemption from the Inter-

mediate Examination to Mr. Alexander George Gibson,
of the Architectural Association School of Architecture.

THE R.LB.A. PRIZES FOR PUBLIC AND
SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

{A) Prize for Essays—£210s.
Eleven Essays were submitted.

The Council have awarded the Prize to Aliss Dorothy
Pilgrim, of Notre Dame High School, Battersea, for her
Essay on “ Southwark Cathedral.”
The Council have highly commended the Essays sub-

mitted by the following :

—

George Richardson (Birkenhead Institute),
“ Lower Bebington Parish Church.”

A. C. L. Whistler (Stowe School), “The Pal-

ladian Bridge, Stowe.”

J. L. Carr (Castleford Secondary School),
“ Sherburn-in-Elmet Parish Church.”

{B) Prize for Sketches-—£2 los.

29 sets of Sketches were submitted.
The Council have awarded the Prize to H. I. Gordon,

of Hymers College, Hull.

The Council have highly commended the sketches sub-
mitted by RavTnond Bacon, of the Grammar School,
Great Yarmouth, and R. L. Young, of Queen Alary's

School, Walsall.

In witness thereof the Common
Seal has been hereunto affixed

this sixth day of January Nineteen
Hundred and Thirty at a Aleet-
ing of the Council.

E. Stanley Hall, Chairman.
Henry V. Ashley,
Henry A1. Fletcher,

Members of Council.
Sydney D. Kitson,

Hon. Secretary.

Ian A1.\cAlister, Secretary.
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NOTES FROM THE MINUTES OF THE COUNCIL.
2 December 1929.

Examinations.

The following results were reported to the Council :

—

R.I.B.A. Summer Examinations,—Intermediate Exam-
ination.—Examined, 145 ; Passed, 49 ;

Relegated, 96 ;

Percentage Passed, 34.
Final Examination.—Examined, 77 ; Passed, 36 (and

8 Part I only)
;
Relegated, 33 ;

Percentage Passed, 57,
Special Examination.—Examined, 20 ;

Passed, 8 (and
I Part I only)

;
Relegated, ii

;
Percentage Passed, 45.

Examination in Professional Practice for Students of
Recognised Schools exemptedfrom the Final Exammation .

—

Examined, 81 ;
Passed, 57 ; Relegated, 24 ; Percentage

Passed, 70.

Special Examination in Design for former Members of
the Society of Architects

.

—Examined, i ;
Passed, nil

;

Relegated, i
;
Percentage Passed, nil.

R.I.B.A Examinations Overseas.

(1) R.I.B.A. Final Examination
j

Singapore, August

1928.

—Examined, i
; Passed, i ;

Relegated, nil
;

Per-
centage Passed, 100,

(2) R I.B.A. Final Examination, Design Portion, Kenya
Colony, January 1929.—-Examined, i

;
Passed, nil

;

Relegated, i
;
Percentage Passed, nil.

(3) R.I.B.A. Final, Special and Professional Practice

Examinations, Sydney, New South Wales, November and
Deceynber 1928.

—

Final Examination.—Examined, 3 ;

Passed, nil
;
Relegated, 3 ;

Percentage Passed, nil.

Special Examination.—Examined, i
;

Passed, nil
;

Relegated, i
;
Percentage Passed, nil.

Examination in Professional Practice for Students of
Recognised Schools exemptedfrom the Final Examination .

—

Examined, 2 ;
Passed, i

;
Relegated, i

;
Percentage

Passed, 50.

(4) R.I.B.A. Special Examination in Design for former
Members of the Society of Architects, Hong-Kong, January

1929.

—Examined, i
;

Passed, i
;

Relegated, nil ; Per-

centage Passed, 100.

(5) R.I.B.A. Special Examination, Johannesburg, April

1929.—Examined, i
;

Passed, i
;

Relegated, nil
;

Per-

centage Passed, 100.

(6) R.I.B.A. Intermediate Examination, Kenya Colony,

June 1929.—Examined, i
;

Passed, nil
;

Relegated, i
;

Percentage Passed, nil.

R.I.B.A. Final and Special Examination Fees.—On
the recommendation of the Board it was decided that in

the case of candidates taking the Final or Special Exami-
nation in two parts, they should be allowed to pay with
Part I half of the full fee—namely, three guineas in the

case of the Final Examination and five guineas in the case

of the Special Examination, the remaining three and five

guineas respectively to be paid on taking Part II of the

Examinations.
Students and Instruction in the Practice of the Profession.

—At present Students R.I.B.A. on election are sent :

—

{a) The R.I.B.A. Conditions of Engagement and Scale

of Charges.

(6) The Suggestions governing the Professional Con-
duct and Practice of Architects,

(c) The R.I.B.A. Regulations for Competitions.

{d) The Practice Committee’s periodical reports of
rulings and cases (in the R.I.B.A. Journal).

On the recommendation of the Board it was decided to

send in future copies of the R.I.B.A. Forms of Contract
where quantities do and do not form part of the Contract.

Recognised Schools of Architecture.

On the recommendation of the Board the following
decisions were made r™
(iz) School of Architecture, University of Liverpool.

(t) That the recognition of the three years’ full-time
day course for exemption from the R.I.B.A. Inter-
mediate Examination be continued.

(2) That the recognition («) of the five years’ Degree
course, and (6) of the five years’ Diploma course
for exemption from the R.I.B.A. Final Exami-
nation, except that portion relating to Professional
Practice, be continued.

{b) School of Architecture, University of Manchester.

(1) That the recognition of the three years’ full-time

day course for exemption from the R.I.B.A. Inter-

mediate Examination be continued.

(2) That the recognition {a) of the five years’ Degree
course, and {b) of the five years’ Certificate course,
for exemption from the R.I.B.A. Final Examina-
tion, except that portion relating to Professional
Practice, be continued.

(c) Department of Architecture, Leeds College of Art.
(i) That the recognition of the three years’ full-time

day course for exemption from the R.I.B.A. Inter-

mediate Examination be continued.
iz) That the recognition of the five years’ part-time

course (consisting of two years’ whole-time work
in the School followed by three years’ office work
and evening work in the School) for exemption
from the R.I.B.A. Intermediate Examination be
continued.

(3) That the five years’ Diploma course be recognised
for exemption from the R.I.B.A. Final Examination,
except that portion relating to Professional Practice.

id) Senior Department of Architecture, School of Arts and
Crafts, Southend,

That the recognition of the three years’ full-time day
course in the Senior Department of Architecture for

exemption from the R.I.B.A. Intermediate Examination
be continued.
(e) School of Architecture, University of Cambridge.
That the recognition of the three years’ course for

exemption from the R.I.B.A. Intermediate Examination,
with the exception of those students who only take a

third class pass degree, be continued.

( f) Department of Architecture, University of Toronto.
fi) That the recognition of the first three years of the

course for exemption from the R.I.B.A. Inter-

mediate Examination be continued.

(2) That the five years’ Degree course be recognised for

exemption from the R.I.B.A. Final Examination,
except that portion relating to Professional Practice.

Libraries of Schools of Architecture.—The Board re-

ported that the grant of £50 made by the Council for the

Libraries of Schools of Architecture for the year 1929 had
been administered as follows :

—

Sheffield University School of Architecture, £25.
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Welsh School of Architecture, The Technical College,
Cardiff, £15.
Birmingham School of Architecture, £10.
The RJ.B.A. Athens Bursary.—The scheme prepared

by the Board for the R.I.B.A. Athens Bursary was
approved.
Exhibition of Designs of Students Exempted from

THE R.I.BA. Final Examination,
(1) The Board reported that they found the general

standard of the drawings satisfactory.

(2) On. the recommendation of the Board the R.I.B.A.
Silver Medal for Schools of Architecture recog-
nised for exemption from the R.I.B.A. Final
Examination was awarded to J. L, Martin, Man-
chester University School of Architecture.

A certificate of Honourable Mention was awarded to
W. Crabtree, Liverpool University School of Architec-
ture.

Exhibition of Designs of Students Exempted from
THE R.I.B.A. Intermediate Examination.

(1) The Board reported that they found the general
standard of the drawings satisfactory.

(2) On the recommendation of the Board the R.I.B.A.
Bronze Medal and £5 in books for Schools of
Architecture recognised for exemption from the
R.I.B.A. Intermediate Examination was awarded to

A. G. Gibson, School of Architecture, The Archi-
tectural Association.

R.I.B.A. Prizes and Studentships.
The Soane Medallion^ 1928.—The Board reported that

they had approved the report on his tour submitted by
Mr. L. W. Thornton White [A.], Soane Medallist 1928.

The Pugin Studentship
^

1927.—The Board reported
that they had approved the report on his tour submitted
by Mr. T. M. Ashford [A.]^ Pugin Student 1927.

The R.I.B.A. {Alfred Bossom) Travelling Studentship,
1927.—The Board reported that they had approved the
report on his tour submitted by Mr. E. W. Lewis [A],
R.I.B.A. (Alfred Bossom) Travelling Student, 1927.

The Rome Scholarship in Architecture, 1929.—The
Board reported that the Council of the British School at

Rome had awarded the Rome Scholarship in Architecture
for 1929 to Mr. J. B. Wride, of the Welsh School of
Architecture, The Technical College, Cardiff.

The R.I.B.A. {Henry Jarvis) Studentship at the Archi-
tectural Association School of Architecture.—The Board
reported that the Studentship had been awarded to Mr.
G, R. Linfield.

The R.I.B.A. {Howard Colls) Travelling Studentship at

the Architectural Association School of Architecture

.

—The
Board reported that the Studentship had been awarded to

Mr. F. Sprott.

The R.I.B.A. {Donaldson) Medal at the Bartlett School
of Architecture, University of London.—The Board re-

ported that the Medal had been awarded to Miss A. E.
Hall.

U\The R.I.B.A. {Archibald Dawnay) Scholarships.—The
Board reported that the following awards had been
made :

—

(i) An R.I.B.A. (Archibald Dawnay) Scholarship of

£75 for the year 1929—1930 to Mr. F. J. M.
Ormrod (School of Architecture, University of

Liverpool.

(2) An R.I.B.A. (Archibald Dawnay) Scholarship of
£50 for the year 1929-1930 to Mr. J. F. Ward
(Welsh School of Architecture, Cardiff).

(3) ^ second year R.I.B.A, (Archibald Dawnay)
Scholarship of £75 for the year 1929-1930 to Mr.
L. A. Chackett (Birmingham School of Archi-
tecture).

(4) A second year R.I.B.A. (Archibald Dawnay)
Scholarship of £50 for the year 1929-1930 to Mr.
J. Hughes (Liverpool L^niversity School of Archi-
tecture) .

The R.I.B.A. Maintenance Scholarship, 1929.—The
Board reported that the following awards had been
made :

—

(1) An R.I.B.A. Alaintenance Scholarship of £100 to
Mr. H. Bennett, of Manchester.

(2) An R.I.B.A. Maintenance Scholarship of £100 to
Mr. F. W. Wright, of Sheffield.

(3) The R.I.B.A. Fourth and Fifth Years’ Maintenance
Scholarship to Mr. G. G. Laidler, of the Archi-
tectural Association School of Architecture.

The following have been granted renewals of their
Alaintenance Scholarships for the year 1929-1930 :

—

(1) Mr. J. F. D. Wylson (Architectural Association
School of Architecture)

, A.G .B . 1 . Maintenance
Scholarship, £100.

(2) Mr. A. K. Brown (School of Architecture, Arm-
strong College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne), R.I.B.A,
Maintenance Scholarship, £50.

Old King's House, Jamaica.—The Council passed a
resolution strongly supporting the movement for repairing
the Old King’s House, Spanish Town, Jamaica, wffiich

was damaged by fire in 1 925

.

The Allied Societies' Conference.—On the recom-
mendation of the Allied Societies’ Conference it was
decided to add representatives of the following bodies to

the Conference :

—

The East Anglian Society of Architects.

The Suffolk Association of Architects.

The Hertfordshire Chapter of the Essex, Cambridge,
and Hertfordshire Society of Architects,

The Tribunal of Appeal : London Building Acts.—Sir
Banister Fletcher was re-appointed as a member of the
Tribunal of Appeal for a further term of five years.

The Fifth International Congress of Building and Public
Works Contractors.—The following delegates were ap-
pointed to represent the R.I.B.A. at the above Congress,
which will be held in London in A lay 1930 ;

—

Air. W^. E. Vernon Crompton.
Air. Arthur Crow.
Air. T. E. Scott.

Mr. Sydney Tatchell.

Air. W. E. Watson.
British Engineering Standards Association Committee on

Standardisation of “ Fire Resistance " and “ Incom-
bustibility."—On the recommendation of the Science
Standing Committee Air. P. J. Black [L-] was appointed to

represent the R.I.B.A. on the above Committee.
University of London Architectural Education Com-

mittee.—Mr. Henry AI. Fletcher (Vice-President) and
Mr. L. Sylvester Sullivan (Chairman of the Board of
Architectural Education) were re-nominated to represent
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the R.I.B.A. on the University of London Architectural

Education Committee.

The Elmes Testimonial Fund.—Mr. G. Hastvvell Gray-
son [F.] was re-appointed as a Trustee of the Elmes
Testimonial Fund.

The Tozvn Planning and Housing Committee.—Colonel

C. H. Bressey of the ^Ministry of Transport was appointed

a member of the Town Planning and Housing Committee.

The Architects" Benevolent Society.—A grant of £150
was made to the Architects’ Benevolent Society for the

year 1929.

The British Engineering Standards Associatioyi.—

A

grant of £100 was made to the British Engineering

Standards Association for the year 1929.

The Australian Institute of Architects.—The Australian

Institute of Architects was formally admitted as an

Allied Society of the R.I.B.A.

The Essex, Cambridge and Hertfordshire Architecture

Medal.—The Essex, Cambridge and Hertfordshire

Society of Architects reported that the Jury had awarded
the Essex, Cambridge and Hertfordshire Architecture

Aledal for 1928 to Mr. Basil Oliver [F.], in respect of
“ The Rose and Crown,” Cambridge.

Exhibition of Drazcings by the late Bertram Grosvenor

Goodhue (//.C.3/.).“~It was agreed to send a cordial

message of thanks to Mrs. Goodhue and Professor

William Emerson for their kindness in lending the late

Air. Goodhue’s drawings to the R.I.B.A. for exhibition.

The late Mr. Thomas Hastings {H.C.M.).—Alessages of

condolence on the death of the late Mr. Thomas Hastings

(H.C.M.), Royal Gold Aledallist, were sent to his relatives

and the American Institute of Architects.

yiembership—Election 3 February 1930.—Applications

for membership were approved as follows :

—

As Hon. Associate, one application.

As Fellows, 12 applications.

As Associates, seven applications.

Reinstatement.—The following ex-members were re-

instated :

—

As Associates : A. R. Alien-Lodge.
Philip Evans Palmer.

James Wilfred Rough.

Resignations.—The following resignations were ac-

cepted with regret :

—

Waiter Harrison Fielding "L.].

Leonard Tubbs ^Subscriberj

.

THE R.I.B.A. INTERAIEDIATE EXAMINATION.
November, 1929.

The R.I.B.A. Intermediate Examination qualifying for

election as Student R.I.B A. was held in London from
the 8 to 14 No\ ember, and in Alanchester from 8 to 13

November, 1929.

Of the 147 candidates examined 45 passed and 102

were relegated. The successful candidates are as follows,

the names being in order of m.erit as placed by the

Examiners : Alexander Robert Fordyce Anderson,

Charles George Bath, Cecil Frederick Barker, Winston
Eward Alarston, Alan John Richard Alarshall, Eric

Sydney Smith, William Norman Cockbain, Albert Sydney

Pyne, Eric Bedford, Sydney Charles Hancock, Arthur
Raymond Tipling, Arthur Chester Smith, David A learns

A lassie, Philip Gerrard, Fred Winward, Charles Edmund
Aspinall, Theodore Herzl Birks, Frederick Bowman,
(’astiedine Kempton Brice, Plerbert James William
Broadwater, Jack Catchpole, Charles Alec Caven, Reginald
Charles Chapman, Sidney Naylor Dickinson, George
Fairweather, Francis Lambson Harman, William Freder-
ick Howard, Frederick Johnson, Alfred Edward Kelsey,
Harold Edwards Aleredith, John Robert Aloore, Francis
Harry Edward Phillips, Arthur Ronald Pratt, Cecil

Edward Reeve, Edward Thomas Salter, John Shackleton,
William John Smith, Harry Alexander Snow, Edwdn
John Storry, Benjamin Harold Thompson, Harrv' Thom-
ley, George Richard Todd, Charles Edward Westmore-
land, Frank Whitehead, Beris Wrinch.

THE EXAAHNATIONS.
December, 1929.

The Final Ex.\mination.

The Final Examination qualifying for candidature as
Associate R.I.B.A. was held in London and Edinburgh
from 4 to 12 December, 1929.
Of the 76 candidates examined 34 passed (9 in Part I

only) and 42 were relegated.

The successful candidates are as follows :—Geoffrey
Alaurice Boon, Arthur Reginald Brenchley, Ralph Plerbert
Brentnall, George Edward Bright, I'homas Burnngton
(Part I only), John Percival Chaplin (Distinction in

Thesis), William John Paterson Cox, John Gordon Dower,
David Ronald Duncan, Roderick Charles Fisher, Alargaret
Gillett ( (Part I only), Allan Daniel Aitken Haskins,
Allan Johnson, Sidney James Kemp, Wdlliam Charles
Kemp (Part I only), Alexander Lawrence AIcAlullen,
Eric Aloore Alarrett, Frederick James Alaynard, Charles
Warren Neil, Ronald Francis Orfeur, Charles Edward
Pickering (Part I only), Geoffrey Langford Price, Alfred
Llewellyn Priest (Part I only), Herbert Francis Rea,
Aubyn Peart Robinson, Victor Clare Lindon Saunders
(Part I only), Godfrey Joscelyn Segar Segar-Owen,
Robert Shaw, George Henry Shepherd, Stephen Frederic
Soper (Part I only), Frank Reginald Steele, George
Edward Tassell, Thomas Wynne Thomas (Part I only),
Philip 01i\er George W^akeham (Part I only).

I he Special Examination.—

1

he Special Examination
qualifying for candidature as Associate R.I.B.A. was held
in London and Edinburgh from 4 to lo December, 1929.
Of the 20 candidates examined, 6 passed (i in Part I

only), and 14 w^ere relegated.

J’he successful candidates are as follows :—Thomas
Duffy, Robert Oliver Harris (Part I only), Leslie Stuart
Stanley, George Swan Ta\lor, Richard Newton Wakelin,
William Edw’ard A'oung.

The Examination in Professional Practice for Students of
Schools of Architecture recognised for exemption frozn the
R.I.B.

.

4 . Final Fxamination —The Examination was held
in London and Edinburgh on 10 and 12 December, 1929.
Of the 67 candidates examined 44 passed and 23 were
relegated.

The successful candidates are as follows :—Harold
James Ashwell, Ian Baillie, Robin Cecil Dudley Boger,
Ronald Bradbury, Ronald AIcConnal Butler, David Carr,
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Edward Julian Carter, George Arthur Cassells, John
Norris Cowin, Sidney Edward Thomas Cusdin, Harold
Harper Ellis, Evelyn Freeth, Arthur Bellham Grayson,
Leonard David Harris, Norman Basil Hillier, John Leslie

Hughes, Elizabeth Stevenson King, William Hardie
Kininmonth, Ralph Stephenson Lavers, Guy Reginald
Linfield, Alfred Ian Duncan Macdonald, Hugh Sinclair

Macdonald, John Leslie Martin, Robert Hogg Matthew,
James Alackie Murray, John Athelstan Victor Nisbet,

Vithal Mukund Patker, William Henry Milner Penn,
Beatrix Janet Phillipson, Herbert Gould Porter, James
Vlaude Richards, Hugh Alichael Ross, Stanley Henry
James Roth, Robert Duncan Scott, Charles William
James Smeed, Charles Hubert Broad Smith, James
Smith, Ellis Edward Somake, Stephen Sutherland,

Hubert John Tanton, Patricia Beaton Webster, Albert

Edwin Westerman, Samuel Dennis Wheeler-Carmichael,
Harold Herbert Wilkinson.

L.C.C. REGULATIONS FOR EXCESS-OF-CUBE
BUILDINGS.

The following is an extract from the Report by Air.

G. Topham Forrest, the Architect to the London County
Council, on the Construction and Control of Building in

America.
Generally speaking, the CounciFs practice to limit

the height of excess-of-cube buildings to 80 feet to the

top of the topmost storey is found to cause extreme

annoyance to building owners who desire to erect trade

or warehouse buildings having greater extent than the

statute specifically allows. This annoyance is aggravated

in their eyes by the fact that the 1894 xAct permits ordinary

building to a height of 80 feet plus two storeys in the roof,

and complaint is generally made that from this point of

view the practice of the Council as regards excess-of-cube

buildings hinders commercial development and should

therefore be modified.”
Architects who have experienced the circumstances

referred to are invited to communicate with the Honorary
Secretary R.I.B.A., Building Acts Committee, giving

brief details of particular cases.

The Committee have this matter under special con-

sideration, and all available data is being collected.

Notices
THE SIXTH GENERAL MEETING.

The Sixth General Aleeting (Ordinary) of the Session

1929-30 will be held on Monday, 20 January 1930 ,
at

8.30 p.m., for the following purposes :

To read the minutes of the General Aleeting (Ordinary)

held on Monday, 6 January 1930 ;
formally to admit

members attending for the first time since their election.

The President, Sir Banister Fletcher, F.S.A., to deliver

his address to students and to present the Prizes and

Studentships awarded by the Council for 1930.

Mr. W. H. Ansell, M.C. [F.] to read a criticism on the

designs and drawings submitted for the Prizes and

Studentships 1930.
ELECTION OF MEAIBERS.

3 February 193°*

An election of members will take place at the Business

General Aleeting to be held on Alonday, 3 Feb^uar^^

The names and addresses of the Candidates (with the

names of their proposers) found by the Council to be
eligible and qualified for Membership according to the
Charter and Bye-laws and recommended by them for

election are as follow :

—

AS HON. FELLOW (i).

LLEWELL’i^s : Sm William, K.C.V.O., P.R.A., Little Blundell
House, Campden Hill, Kensington, W.8. Proposed by
the Council.

AS HON. ASSOCIATE (i).

Blount : Colonel Edward Augustine, C.B.E., F.S.I.,

Chevalier de la Legion d’honneur. Agent to Lord
Howard de Walden. Southwell, Worth, Sussex. Pro-
posed bv the Council.

AS FELLOWS (lok

Archer ; Howard Dennes [.d. 1919], P.O. Box 58, Nairobi,

Kenya Colony. Proposed by T. W. Troup, Joseph Hill

and W. Harding Thompson.
Burnett : Percy Vivian F~I. 1921], 107 Jermyn Street, S.W.i;

66 Pembridge Villas, W.ii. Proposed by Sir Banister

Fletcher, Digby L. Solomon and M. N. Castello.

Eprile : Cecil J.\cob [A. 1921], 107 Jermyn Street, S.W.i ;

74 Wildwood Road, N.W.ii. Proposed by Arthur Keen,
S. B. Caulfield and Basil Oliver.

Fitzgerald : George Edmonds [A. 1909], 35 Gresham
Buildings, Pretoria, South Africa

; 833 Church Street,

Arcadia, Pretoria, South Africa, Proposed by J. Lock-
wood Hall, Robert Howden and Ernest Al. Powers.

Haseldine ; Cyril Francis William [.d. 1919], King’s Walk,
Nottingham

;
Papplewick, Nottinghamshire. Proposed

by George H. Widdows, Alfred J. Thraves and H.
Alderman Dickman.

And the following Licentiates who have passed the qualify-

ing Examination :

—

Adamson : James Robertson, 19 Silverwell Street, Bolton ;

417 Church Road, Bolton. Proposed by John B. Gass,

Arthur J. Hope and R. Hermon Crook.

Bird : Hugo Ritchie, St. Thomas’ Gate, Brentwood, Essex ;

Inglewood, Alount Avenue, Hutton, Essex. Proposed by
Chas. J. Dawson, Wykeham Chancellor and Henry W.
Allardyce,

Ogden : Clement Copeland, 42 Silver Street, Leicester
;

The Cottage, Ashfield Road, Leicester. Proposed by J.

Stockdale Harrison, Arthur H. Hind and Albert Herbert.

Scott : William, 19 Silverwell Street, Bolton ;
Kendal-

mere,” 177 Chorley New Road, Bolton. Proposed by
John Bradshaw Gass, Arthur J. Hope and Joseph Foy.

And the following Licentiate who is qualified under Sec-

tion IV, Clause 4 (c ii) of the Supplemental Charter of 1925 :

—

Lake : George Frederick, 62 Park Avenue North, N.8.

Proposed by H. W. Hetherington Palmer, Henry Tanner
and Fredk. R. Hiorns.

AS ASSOCIATES (7.)

B.\yne : Osc.AR Andrew [Final], 100 Tooronga Road, Haw-
thorn, Alelbourne, Australia. Proposed by Kingsley A.
Henderson, Evan Smith and H. W. Tompkins.

Chaplin : Sidney George [Final], 27 Doughty Street, W.C.i

.

Proposed by Professor A. E. Richardson, E. Stanley Hall

and Arthur Stratton.

Heath : Clive Patterson [Passed five years’ course at Sydney
University School of Architecture. Exempted from

Final Examination after passing Examination in Profes-

sional Practice], 4SA Addison Road, Manly, Sydney,

Australia. Proposed by Professor Leslie Wilkinson, Sir

Charles Rosenthal and Alfred S. Hook.

Highet ; Graeme Ian Campbei.l [Passed five years’ course at

the Architectural Association. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice], Bamborough, Horsell, Woking, Surrey. Pro-

posed by Howard Robertson, J. Murray Easton and E.

Stanley Hall.
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Hirst : William [Passed five years’ course at the Architectural
Association, Exempted from Final Examination after

passing Examination in Professional Practice], 24 Daven-
port Road, Durban, Xatal, South Africa. Proposed by
Howard Robertson, J. Murray Easton and Robert
Atkinson.

Peskett : Harry Michael [Passed five years’ course at the
Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Exami-
nation after passing Examination in Professional Practice],

2 Ranelagh Road, Redhill, Surrey. Proposed by Howard
Robertson, Ernest G. W. Souster and J, Alurray Easton.

Whittixgham : Arthur Bexsly, M.A. (Cantab.) [Passed live

years’ course at the Architectural Association. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination m
Professional Practice], The Bishop’s House, Ipswich,
Suffolk. Proposed by Howard Robertson, E. H. Evans
and Eouis de Soi^sons,

AXXUAL SUBSCRIPTIOXS.
^Members' subscriptions. Students’ and Subscribers’

contributions became due on i Jantiary 1930.
The amounts are as follows :

—

Fellows 5 0

Associates 3 0

Licentiates £3 3 0

Students £^ I 0

Subscribers . . I 0

COMPOSITIOX OF MEMBERS' SUBSCRIPTIOXS
FOR LIFE MEMBERSHIP.

The attention of Members is drawn to the scheme for

compounding subscriptions for Life Membership which
was approved by the General Body at the Business Meet-
ing held on Monday, 5 December 1927.

Fellows, Associates and Licentiates of the Royal
Institute may become Life Members by compounding
their respective annual subscriptions on the following

basis :

—

For a Fellow by a payment of ^^73 los. (70 guineas).

For an Associate or Licentiate by a payment of £44 2s.

(42 guineas), with a further payment of £29 8s. on being
admitted as a Fellow.

Provided always that in the case of a Fellow or Asso-
ciate the above compositions are to be reduced by is.

per annum for every completed year of membership of

the Royal Institute after the first five years, and in the

case of a Licentiate by £i is. per annum for e\ery com-
pleted year of membership of the Royal Institute.

Queries and Replies
[A lar^^c number of questions on points of professional practice and

technical interest are addressed to the Practice and Science Standing
Committees and to other Committees of the Institute

The Council, o.n the recommendation of the Science Standing
Committee. ha\c decided to adopt the procedure of publishing such
queries m the louRNAL when on matters of general interest, together
with the replies of those members who, having special knowledge
and experience of the particular questums, ha\e been asked to express
their opinions upon them The scheme is based upon that adopted
by the Surveyors’ Institution

The identity of the member seeking the information will not be
disclosed, but the npiies puhli>hed will be signed by the members
w ho have supplied them ]

Query Xo. 3,

WrATIIER-PROOF RoUGHUA>T.
T .should like to ask for particulars of a really satis-

factory form of roughcast for prc-cluding damp and rain.

Reply to Query Xo. 3.

The weather resistance of roughcast is dependent upon the

use of suitable materials and the exercise of proper care in

execution. With due precautions, Portland cement rough-
cast, applied in the usual manner in two coats, may be relied

upon to keep out damp and rain.

In roughcasting, the following points should be obser\ ed :

—

(1) The sand must be quite clean and should be ‘‘ well

graded,” that is, varied in size from very coarse to ver^' fine.

To obtain a satisfactory grading, it is sometimes necessary to

obtain the sand from several sources and to ha^e it thoroughly
mixed.

(2) In cases where it is desired to mix the coarse aggregate

with the final coat, it is desirable that this material should be
graded also.

(3) The cement must be in sound condition. A finely

ground cement is preferable.

(4) The mix should not be too rich. Probably more failures

are attributable to this fault than to any other. One volume
of cement to three-and-half of sand is generally quite rich

enough if the sand is properly graded. In the event of the

sand being too uniform, it will contain a higher percentage of

voids, and will require a higher proportion of cement to fill

the interstices
;

but any excess of cement tends to induce
shrinkage cracks.

(5) Only just enough water should be used to reduce the

material to a sufficiently plastic condition. The less water,

beyond that necessary for hydration, the better.

(6) If the roughcast is to be laid on brickwork, the joints

must be raked out, and all loose mortar and dust brushed away.

(7) Before the first coat is applied the work must be
thoroughly wetted. The water should be allowed to soak m
and, if necessary, the process should be repeated until the
surface is in a suitable condition. It is important that the

bricks should be wet enough to prevent their robbing the
cement of its moisture, but, at the same time, it is necessary
that the water should have ” dried in ” sufficiently for the
surface to exert a certain amount of “ suction.” This insures
a proper amalgamation of the rendering and the brickwork.

(8) The first coat, while still green, should be deeply
“ pricked up ” (as in plaster work) to afford a key for the next
coat.

(g) The second coat must not be applied until the first is

thoroughly hard—the longer the interval betw een the coats the
better—in order that any movement due to shrinkage may
take place in the first coat before the application of the second.

(10) The work should be kept damp while setting. I’his is

particularly necessary when exposed to sun. The most
effectual method is to cover the roughcast with wet sacking or
canvas. Should this be impracticable, the work should be
periodically sprayed through a rose.

(11) Roughcast, when green, is more \ulnerable to frost

than is any other form of cement work.

(12) When pigments are incorporated with the roughcast,
only such as are obtained from earths and minerals, innocuous
to the cement, must be employed. It must be remembered
that any such adulteration of the cement is in the nature of a

dilution, and should never exceed 10 per cent, fby weight)
of the cement.

There are many waterproofing compounds on the market
fmostly proprietary materials), goixl, bad and indifferent,

which waterproof or not, as the case may be. Some of these
are probably not permanent in their effect, and at best may
be regarded merely as a substitute foi proper materials and
workmanship.

.Alii). H B.arxl^
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Competitions
ACCRINGTON : NEW POLICE AND FIRE

STATIONS.
The Accrington Corporation invite architects to submit,

in open competition, designs for new Police and Fire

Stations.

Assessor ; Mr. Herbert ], Rowse [F.].

Premiums : £250, £150 and £100.

Last day for receiving designs, 28 February 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on applica-

tion to the Town Clerk, Town Hall, Accrington. Deposit

£2 2S
BLOFIELD : HOUSE PL.ANS.

The Competitions Committee desire to call the atten-

tion of Members to the following notice which has been

issued by the Institute :—
“ Members of the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects and of its Allied Societies must not take part

in the above competition because the conditions are

not in accordance with the published Regulations of

the Royal Institute for Architectural Competitions.’'

GOSPORT : PLEASURE RESORT AND GROUNDS.
The Competitions Committee desire to call the atten-

tion of Members to the following notice which has been

issued by the Institute :

—

“ Alembers of the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects and of its Allied Societies must not take part

in the above competition because the conditions are

not in accordance with the published Regulations of

the Royal Institute for Ajchitectural Competitions.

KING’S LYNN : PROPOSED NEW SCHOOL.
The Competitions Committee desire to call the atten-

tion of Alembers to the following notice which has been

issued by the Institute :

—

“ Members of the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects and of its Allied Societies must not take part

in the above competition because the conditions are

not in accordance with the published Regulations of

the Royal Institute for Architectural Competitions.”

LIVERPOOL : PROPOSED PIER HEAD
IMPROVEMENTS.

The Liverpool City Council propose to offer premiums

of 1,000 guineas and 500 guineas in connection with a

competition for the improvement of the amenities of

the Pier Head.
[Conditions are not yet available.]

ONGAR : COTTAGE HOSPITAL.
The Competitions Committee desire to call the atten-

tion of members to the fact that the conditions of this

competition are not in accordance with the Reflations

of the R.I.B.A. The Committee are in negotiation wuth

the promoters in the hope of securing an amendment.

In the meantime members should not take part in the

competition.

SWANSEA: MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS.
The Swansea Corporation invite architfts to submit,

in open competition, designs for new municipal gildings.

Assessor : Mr. Henry V. Ashley, V.-P.R.LB.A.

Premiums : £750, £5 <^o> £300 and £200.

Last date for receiving designs, 18 January 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on applica-

tion to the Town Clerk, Town Hall, Swansea. Deposit

£2 2S.

Members’ Column
MESSRS. LANDER BEDELLS AND CROMPTON.

Messrs. Lander Bedells and Crompton, architects and surveyors,
of 6 John Street, Bedford Row, W.C.i, have taken into partnership
Mr. Harold E. Moss, A.R.I.B.A., of 5 Verulam Buildings, Gray’s
Inn, W.C.I. The style and address of the firm remain as at present.

MESSRS. HARRY S. FAIRHURST AND SON.
AIr. Harry S. Fairhurst [F.] has taken into partnership his son

Philip Garland Fairhurst, M.A., A.R.I.B.A. The practice will be
carried on under the “ firm ” name of Harry S. Fairhurst and Son.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS.
Mr. Kenneth Glover [i^\j has changed his office address to 10

Saville Chambers, North Street, Ne\vcastle-on-T\ ne.

PARTNERSHIP WANTED.

"

A.R.I.B.A , Young, experienced and enthusiastic, requires
partnership in well-established practice. Southern district. Some
capital available.—Reply Box 1130, c o The Secretar\ R.I.B.A.,

9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
Architectural Assistant.

Candidates must have passed the Associateship examination of the

R.I.B.A., or possess special qualifications in architectural design.

Salary £350 per annum.
Junior Architectural Assist.\xt.

Candidates must have suitable training and experience. Salary

^162 I os. per annum, rising by annual increments of £12 los. to

^225 per annum.
Forms of application may be obtained on application, enclosing

stamped addressed foolscap en\ elope, to Air. F. Willey, F.R.I.B.A.,

34 Old Elvet, Durham.
Last dav for receiving applications ; 22 January r93o>

OFFICE ACCOMMODATION WANTED.
Fellow, practising in London, desires offices either in the West

End or Adelphi. Would consider sharing drawing office, if private

office available for own use.—Reply Box 7746, c o The Secretary

R.I B.A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.
OFFICE ACCOMMODATION.

Small furnished room, suitable for young architect or quantity

surveyor, is a\ailable in the West End offices of an architect F.R.I.B.A.

at an exceptionally moderate rental in exchange for small services

rendered. Telephone, gas, electric light, cleaning included.

—

Reply Box 1690, c o The Secretary R.I.B.A., g Conduit Street,

London, W.i.
ASSISTANCE OFFERED.

F.R.I.B.A. with long-established practice in West End, at present

having slack period, w'ishes to meet another with busy practice w'hom
he could assist with complete schemes or otherwise, working at his

own office.—Reply Box 5129, c, o The Secretary' R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit

Street, London, W.i.
F.R.I.B.A. who has carried out important w*orks, but whose

private connection has fallen off would be willing to help another

architect in general office routine, sketch, plans, etc. Frequent

R.A. exhibitor.—Reply Box 2780, c o The Secretary R.I.B.A.,

9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.
F.R.I.B.A., having recently retired from large practice and finding

retirement irksome, is desirous of assisting busy architect. Has
carried out many important works, including those of the domestic,

ecclesiastical and public building class—one of the latter costing

£250,000. Is desirous of getting into touch immediately with

architect in urgent need of assistance (even if only of a temporary

nature) in London, the countiy*, or abroad,—Reply Box 1297, c o

Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.

Minutes V
Session 1929-1930.

At the Fifth General Meeting (Ordinary) of the Session

1929-1930, held on Monday, 6 January 1930 at 8 p.m.,

Mr. Henry V. Ashley, Vice-President, in the Chair.
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The attendance book was signed by 50 Fellows (including

24 Members of Council), 46 Associates (including 3 Members
of Council), 5 Licentiates (including 2 Alembers of Council),

2 Hon. Associates, i Retired Fellow and a very large number
of visitors.

The minutes of the Ordinary General Meeting held on
16 December 1929 having been pubhshed in the Journal,
were taken as lead, confirmed, and signed as correct.

The Hon. Secretary announced the decease of :
—

•

William I^uis Lucas, elected Fellow 1913.
Segar Segar-Owen, elected Associate 1896, Fellow 1906,

John Lloyd Houston, elected Associate 1894.

John Duff, elected Licentiate 1910.

Charles Edgar Salmon, transferred to Licentiate Class

1925.
And it was Resolved that the regrets of the Institute for their

loss be entered on the Alinutes and that a message of sympathy
and condolence be conveyed to their relatives.

The following members attending for the first time since

their election were formally admitted by the Chairman :

—

Aliss Frances Barker [A.].

James H. Ecclestone [A.].

E. A.L.Martyn [A.].

The Secretary announced that the Council had nominated for

election to the various classes of membership the candidates

whose names are published in this issue of the Journal.
The Chairman announced that by a resolution of the Council

the following had ceased to be members of the Royal Institute ;

As Associate.

Francis Henry Heppel.
As Licentiate.

Joseph Boyd.

Dr. Raymond Unwin [F.] having read a paper on “ Regional
Planning with Special Reference to the Greater London
Regional Plan,” a discussion ensued, and on the motion of Sir

Edgar Bonham-Carter, seconded by Colonel C. H. Bressey
C.B.E., a vote of thanks was passed to Dr. Unwin by acclama-
tion and was briefly responded to.

The Chairman presented the R.I.B.A. Aledal and Diploma
for a building completed wffhin the County of London during
the three years ending 31 December 1928 to ^Messrs. J. Alurray
Easton and Howard Robertson, FF.R.I.B.A., for their building,

the Royal Horticultural Society's new hall, Greycoat Street,

Westminster. Mr. J. Murray Easton briefly expressed the

thanks of his partner and himself, and Sir Wm. Lawrence, a

member of the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society, and
Captain H. Wykeham, representing the firm of Zvlessrs. Foster

and Dicksee, Ltd., also spoke.

The Secretary having read the deed of award of prizes and
studentships, made by the Council under the Common Seal,

he sealed envelopes bearing the mottoes of the successful

competitors were opened and the names disclosed.

The proceedings closed at 10 10 p.m.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
Six non-technical Lectures on ” Present Day Architecture

”

have been arranged by the Council of the Architectural

Association for the general public, and will be given on the

following Saturday afternoons at 3 o’clock, at the Association’s

premises, 34-36 Bedford Square, W.C.i.
1 1 January.'

—“Architecture in Dailv Life,” Howard Robert-

son. F.R.l B A., S.A.D.G.
25 January.—“ The House You Want,” R. Randal Phillips,

Hon. A.R.I B.A. (Editor, Homes and Gardens. )

8 February.—“ The Creation of a Garden City,’’ Louis de
Soissons, Ci.B.E.. F, R.I.B.A., S.A.D.G. (Architect of the

Welwyn Garden City).

22 February .

—‘‘Decoration and P'urnishing,” G. G.Wornum.
F.R.LB A.

8 March.—“ Old and New Architecture,” Hon. H. A.
Pakington, A.R I.B.A.

22 iMarch.—“ Houses at Home and Abroad,” Oswald P.
Milne, F.R. I.B.A.

All the Lectures will be illustrated by lantern slides.

Tickets for admission to the whole of the lectures may be
obtained free on application to F. R. Yerbury, Secretary,
The Architectural Association, 36 Bedford Square, W.C.i,

ARCHITECTS’ BENEVOLENT SOCIETY
{Insurance Department).

HOUSE PURCHASE SCHEME
(for property in Great Britain only).

The Society is able, through the services of a leading

Assurance Office, to assist an Architect (or his client) in

securing the capital for the purchase of a house for his

own occupation, on the following terms :

—

Amount of Loan.

Property value exceeding ;£666, but not exceeding

£2,500, 75 per cent, of the value.

Property value exceeding £2,500, but not exceeding

£4,500, 66f per cent, of the value.

The value of the property is that certified by the Sur-
veyor employed by the Office.

Rate of Interest, 5J per cent, gross

Repayment.

By means of an Endowment Assurance which dis-

charges the loan at the end of 15 or 20 years, or at the
earlier death of the borrower.

Special Concession to Architects.

In the case of houses in course of erection, it has been
arranged that, provided the Plan and Specification have
been approved by the Surveyor acting for the Office,

and the amount of the loan agreed upon, and subject to

the house being completed in accordance therewith,
One Half of the loan will be advanced on a certificate

from the Office’s Surveyor that the walls of the house
arc erected and the roof on and covered in.

Note.—In 1928, over £20,000 was loaned to archi-

tects under this scheme, and as a result over £100 was
handed to the Benevolent Fund.

If a quotation is required, kindly send details of your
age next birthday, approximate value of house and its

exact situation, to the Secretary Architects’ Benevolent
Society, 9 Conduit Street, London, W,

Members sending remittances by postal order for subscrip-
tions or Institute publications are warned of the necessity' of
complying with Post Office Regulations with regard to this

method of payment. Postal orders should be made payable
to the Secretary R.I.B.A., and crossed.

It is desired to point out that the opinions of writers of
articles and letters which appear in the R.I.B A. Journal
must be taken as the individual opinions of their authors and
not as representative expression of the Institutc-

R.LBA. JOURNAL.
Dates of Publication.— 1930.—25 January ; 8, 22

February
; 8, 22 March

; 12, 26 April ; 10, 24 May ; 7, 21
June ; 12 July

; 9 August ;
20 September

;
18 October.
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Civic Centre

Regional Planning with Special Reference to the

Greater London Regional Plan
BY DR. RAYMOND UNWIN [F.].

[A Paper read before the Royal Institute of British Architects on Monday^ 6 January 1930.]

M any win recall the fascination with which
they first realised how the mysterious and
beautiful form structure of crystallisation

could be induced to spread through a formless

solution. Some may remember how the molecules

or atoms of a refractory mass might be stimulated

by example
;
the introduction of a minute crystal

of the substance being enough to rouse their

traditional love of order
;
to cause the most active

to ‘ set to partners, these starting an enthusiasm

for their appropriate movements which inevitabh',

if gradually, spread through the whole mass.

'Phe introduction of the principle of planning

into human affairs that have long been allowed to

develop haphazard has a similar effect. Once the

order of a plan is established over a certain area,

the boundary, where order ends and disorder com-
mences, forms a line of nonconformity, stimulating

attempts to remove the irritation by spreading the

order further and further. Within the short space

over which the older generation of us can now look

back, we have seen such a change in progress. We
remember when buildings were generally con-
sidered in isolation. Then one or two examples of

intelligent land planning and harmonious relations

established between the buildings, as in Bedford
Park, were dropped among us like the minute
stimulating crystals. Thereafter incongruity be-
tween buildings and their surroundings was no
longer accepted as inevitable

;
a sense of disorder

and irritation was aroused. Those who felt the

discomfort most keenly, sought to plan larger

areas
;

and the order spread to more extensive

sites, to whole villages, suburbs, and even new
towns. Then came the sympathetic statesman,

and in 1909 John Burns gave the power to local
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authorities to spread this order over those parts

of their district “ likely to be used for building

purposes ’’
;

a phrase fairly liberally interpreted.

The planning could, however, no more he limited

by local government boundaries than by the

acreage of "a single site. Active authorities began

to plan in their neighbour’s ground
;

then they

formed groups or regional committees to extend

the area
;

these groups further combined and we

have now reached the stage of Greater Regional

Planning Comndttees ;
and the end is not yet.

Across the channel we may see provincial planning
;

across the Atlantic State and even Inter-State

Planning Commissioners are actively at work.

To-day, another sympathetic statesman, twenty

years after, presides in the place of John Burns over

the same Department ;
Air. Arthur Greenwood

has just said that the term Town Planning Act,

having served its purpose, is now out of date
;
and

he has promised extended powers. But planning

cannot stop even at the greater region. Ahead}

main traffic matters are passing from local to

national control
;

a Commission is sitting to con-

sider the question of National Parks, and planning

may be expected ere long to carry its crystalline

structure to the natural limits set Oy the sea shore

to our island homie !

If the beautv of my crystal order simile tends at

this stage to be overshadowed by the apparent

rigidity of the mass, I believe the very newest

science would come to my rescue, and explain that

so far from being rigid, the crystal structure

merelv defines limits within \\hich the utmost

activity of atoms takes place, and would even

suggest that the individuals composing the atoms

may enjoy something very like free will and initia-

tive. It will be safer, however, to abandon an

analogy becoming embarrassing to traditional

ideas, and to explain at once that the extension of

the principle of planning to wider areas in no sense

promotes rigidity, checks initiative, or curtails real

freedom. The substitution in the crowd before

the booking office Avindow of a queue for a crush,

so far from destroying any real freedom, greatly

facilitates the satisfaction of the wish of each to

obtain a ticket.

The site or regional plan, like the queue, greatly

adds to the sum of effective liberty by defining the

limits and protecting the sphere within vhich

each can miove without being obstructed by others
;

and bv bringing that sphere into appropriate

relation with the many others with which each

must have dealings. This general principle must
be kept in mind, for it determines the legitimate

limits of planning, as well as the proper relations

between the several authorities who must under-

take the work as its advantages spread to wider

areas. If the site plan, having secured to the

individual plot-holder space, prospect, and har-

monious relations with the surrounding environ-

ment, needlesslv restricts the initiative of the

owner in detail of plan or design, then it has

exceeded its proper function. In like manner the

town plan, while securing harmony of surroundings

and convenience of communications for each site,

should leave plenty of scope for the exercise of

freedom in site planning for which these larger

advantages have afforded opportunities. If Re-
gional Planning is to serve its proper purpose, that,

too, must be made effective for solving the larger

problems of distribution and intercommunication,

without depriving the present Town Planning

Authorities of the opportunity to plan their areas,

or restricting their freedom to do so in accordance

with local Avishes, proAdded they respect the frame-

work of the regional scheme.

One main reason Avhich justilies the Alinister in

speaking of the 1 OAvn Planning Act as growing out

of-date, is that it does not gh^e reasonable oppor-

tunities for regional planning, or adequate facilities

for site planning. At present Regional Com-
mittees must be content to gh^e adAUce only, or they

must take over from their constituent local authori-

ties the complete making of their schemes. The
first alternatwe is ineffectHe, and must remain so

because regional proposals Avill often be as much
outside the proAunce as they are beyond the financial

resources of the indmdual local authorities. The
second unduh^ deprives the locai authorities of

their proper freedom to plan their own district,

and throws on the regional authoritA' a mass of

detail planning not easily to be coped Avith.

Regional Planning Schemes should be made
effectiAe, therefore, AAithout depriAung the local

authorities Avithin the region of their freedom to

make Town Planning Schemes for their areas.

These schemes should in turn leave ample oppor-

tunity for more detailed site plans to be made from
time to time, either by the planning authority or

by OAvners or groups of owmers. 1 hese facilities to

make development or redevelopment schemes
will be specially needed in connection Avith the
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redevelopment of areas already built upon. Ihe
application of town planning to these areas is

certainly essential to complete the substitution of

planning for haphazard development.

\ better example of the need for such planning
could hardly be found than is furnished by the

controversy about the Charing Cross Bridge.

Every detailed aspect of the problem seems to have
been discussed in isolation from the whole, the

interest of the railway company, the navigation of

the river, the connection of the approaches, the

form of the bridge, and even the creation of

terminal features
;

but no master plan for the

district affected has been forthcoming. Such plan

alone could bring these and many other seemingly
conflicting views and interests into some coherent

relation and proportion to each other. The im-

portance to the area affected, near the geographical

centre of this great city, cannot easily be exagger-

ated. The district is one ripe for redevelopment.
Only such a plan can authoritatively set at rest

the serious doubt whether the scheme is really the

first piece of a fine new garment, or merely another

patch on the seat of an old one. Without some
master plan for the great urban regions, it is

impossible to view each problem as it arises in

true perspective, or to see its proper relation to the

whole.

The extension of planning to the greater region,

while it implies less preoccupation with buildings,

streets, and other details of development, and
involves the consideration of many new factors,

nevertheless calls for little change in the main
principles of design. Our buildings must fulfil the

needs of their occupants, and conform to the

science of building construction. The art of

architecture is conditioned by these necessities.

Rapid changes in either the use or the science may
have a disturbing influence on traditional forms of

expression, as we are realising ! For town and
regional planning there is emerging also a science

of urban and rural development to which good

designs must conform. Ihis science, still so

little known, is being disturbed no less by rapid

changes of use and knowledge.

In each sphere like principles of design must be

followed. Imagination must be applied first to

appreciate, and then to create, those special values,

whether of use or of beauty, which arise from

bringing the various parts into right relations and

proportions one to the other. In this way is unity
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of design given to the larger whole. The principle
applies to parts of a pattern traced on a flat back-
ground

;
to the grouping of walls, roofs and

windows into a fa9ade
;

to the disposition of

PaTTKRN designed on plain BACKGROIND,
EROM THE Forum, Rome

buildings and openings around a civic centre, or to

the laying down of a pattern for distributing urban
development over the undulating background of

hill and dale, field and forest, forming the region.
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Elevation : Compiled, not Designed

I'iie main purpose of the plan is to secure the best

distribution of the dwellings, the work and the

piav places of the people. The method should be

to lay out this distribution in a convenient pattern

on a protected background of open land. Only in

this way can a right relation or good proportion be

maintained between the developed areas and the

open land. Here another serious obstacle to

proper regional planning must be recognised. For

no such secure background as this method of

design presupposes is in fact available ! All land

is potentially building land, and the poor planner

has to fall back on scraps of background, in the

shape of open spaces, such as he can see some hope

of purchasing. He must perforce be content with

these oases in a limitless desert of potential building

sites !

Nothing is more essential for good regional

planning than power to secure an adequate back-

ground of open land. So long as anybody may
build an} where, and no efiective povrer to control

;iie distribution of building development exists,

the evils of sporadic building and ribbon develop-

ment V. Ih continue, in spite of anylliing we and

the Council for the Preservation of Rural England

may say or do. Under Town Planning Schemes
reasonable regulations can be made as to what class

of building may be erected in each area, and as to

the height and character of the buildings, without

incurring liability for compensation. Any attempt,

however, to determine where building may best be

located, and where the background of open space

should be preserved, involves a liability for com-
pensation which no planning authority will face.

Regional planning in selecting the best areas for

building development, and thus preventing spor-

adic building from spoiling the amenities of the

land and entailing useless costs for services of all

kinds, seeks to do for the lands of many owners
that which any sane single owner would do in his

own interests. The reservation of adequate back-
ground of open land, so far from diminishing the

total value or the building increment, is likely to

increase it. That the planning authoritv should
be liable for compensation because the plan allo-

cates where this increment may be realised, and
v'here not, without diminishing its amount, is

clearly unreasonable. The single owner will

realise that by allocating building on certain lands

and reserving others from such use, he will

increase the value ot the former and diminish
that of the latter, hut that on balance he loses

nothing, and stands rather to gain by the added
attractiveness and value of the estate, which his

planning has produced. So also, when there are

many owners, regional planning will not reduce
the total value, but it may distribute differentiv the

Siah>le F’ LEGA'i JON. Designed by the late Percy B. Houfton
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prospect of reaping building increment. This is a

matter for adjustment between the owners who
gain and those who lose by the new distribution.

It is essential to good regional planning that this

principle should be recognised and that practical

means, fair alike to the owners and to the planning

authorities, should be devised for giving effect to it.

No doubt there are many other amendments to the

Town Planning Act which would be very valuable
;

but to technical men seeking to apply the right

187

3. Planning schemes should be made applicable

to all land, whether built upon or not.

4. The present powers of zoning areas for

different classes of building should be extended to

permit the reasonable allocation of areas for build-

ing development and the reservation of other areas

from such use, without compensation from the

planning authority, but with power to adjust be-

tween owners any gain or loss of building prospect

resulting.

REGIONAL PLANNING

Building Areas Planned on Back(.round of Open Land

principles of planning and design to the use of land

and its development for building, those which have

been referred to seem the most important. They

are :

—

1. Regional planning must be made effective

without depriving the local planning authorities

of the right to make schemes for their districts

within the regional framework.

2. Greater facility must be given in the Local

Planning Schemes and in Regional Schemes also,

for securing good site planning as land becomes

ripe, for development or redevelopment.

The preliminary’ study of the difficult task set

before the Greater London Regional Planning
Committee by the Minister of Health shows that

only on the basis of powers such as those sketched

can the work be adequately accomplished. That
Committee is composed of representatives of the

City of London, of the County and County Borough
Councils, and, indirectly, through the various

Regional Committees, of the other local authorities

within the area having town planning powers.

The district is that of the London and Home
Counties Traffic Advisory Committee

;
it con-
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tains 1,846 square miles, and is approximately about 56,000 per annum, Greater London has

represented by a circle 50 miles in diameter. The received on balance an immigration from outside

population approaches g millions
;

a number so of something like 10,000 annually. This change
vast that to provide for its natural increase and of flow is perhaps explained by the movement of

outward movement, involves annual developments industries into certain sections, to which attention

equivalent in scale to a large town. The popula- was recently drawn by the Chief Factory Inspector,

tion of the Countv of London has been diminishing In spite of the good effected by Regional Planning

since the Census of 1901. Since then, the whole Committees and Town Planning Schemes, and

Dia< ram or T()\y^ Growth by sFXF-roNTAiNED units Planned on Backoround of Open Land

of its natural increase, due to excess of births over mainly owing to the want of power to locate

deaths, has been migrating outwards, plus the development, this wide stream of population
number representing the reduction. This popu- spreading over the Region, from the congested
lation flowing outwards has mainly settled within centre, and now also from outside, has settled

the Greater London region
;
although in the decade haphazard, without any co-ordinating design. It

preceding 1921 the whole of it was not retained has caused the outstanding example of sporadic

there, and there was a balance of migration out of building.

the Region amounting to about 35,000 annually. The rapid growth of motor transport removed the

The estimates of the Census Authorities since 1921 limitation previously set by the need to be within

show a turn of the tide in the outer region, and in reasonable distance of a railway station. Anv
addition to absorbing its own natural increase of part of the Region is now accessible for those who
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drive a motor car
;
and patches of sporadic build-

ing are breaking out all over the Region, which
damage the amenities over areas of land, out of

all proportion to that which is actually used for

building purposes. Such development will also

involve serious difficulty and expense in regard to

the provision of sewerage and other services.

The outward movement itself is not the evil.

On the contrary it must be encouraged, unless

the congestion of traffic in the centre is to become

still more intolerable. Nor does the area of land

required to give generous accommodation for this

population, raise a difficulty. If development

were guided into reasonably self-contained nuclei,

forming attractive urban groups of different sizes,

spaced out on an adequate background of open

land, there would be ample space in the Region for

189

any increase in population which may reasonably

be expected, still leaving the greater part of the

area as open land. Provision could be made in

generous measure for playing fields, parks, pleasure

grounds, wild country reserves, allotments, or

aerodromes, and for the many other purposes for

which an urban population needs open land.

The science of urban development on which

planning for the distribution of this great popula-

tion must be based, though far from complete, is

too extensive to permit more than one or two items

to be referred to by way of example.

For locating industry, determining factors are

economical transportation, ready access to a

sufficient supply of labour, and facility both for

receiving raw materials and for distributing the

finished products, whether they are consumed

The Greater London Region : showing the Main Developed Areas
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locally, in other parts of the country, or in foreign

lands. The recent extensive development of

industr}' in the area to the north-west of London
is largely due to the coming of motor transport.

From that district, while the London market
remains easily accessible, practically the whole of

the home market lying to the north and west can
he reached without the delay of crossing London
itself. Better bye-pass communications, such as

ihe North Orbital Road, will probably tend to

restore the balance of advantages in favour of the

/‘ast-end and riverside sites for many types of

industry. Other factors help to determine in-

dustrial areas, and much further study is needed in

regard to them.

It productive industry may be regarded as the

economic foundation of the social structure,

commerce naturally follows. The expansion of

commerce in the central area is the compelling

force, supplementing a widespread desire on the

part of many tow n dw ellers to live in less congested

and more rural surroundings
;

as such it is

largely responsible for the great exodus to the out-

skirts. Tw o considerations dependent on a general

plan may be mentioned, neither of which has

received enough attention. The continued effi-

ciency of a great organisation like the City of

London requires that the most important opera-

tions, on which the welfare of the City and of the

Empire depends, should be provided for in an area

where they are not constantly hindered by crow ds

engaged in unimportant details, such as the pur-

chase of gramaphone records, or the passing to and
fro from the hatter to the tailor. Such confusion

in and about the board room, the manager’s office,

or the quarters of the general staff, would not be

tolerated in any other organisation.

I'he second consideration arising from the

grow'ing size of London’s business centre is the

reservation in immediate connection with that

centre, of certain carefully selected and adequately

protected residential areas, to accommodate com-
fortably the selected staffs which should be within

call in connection with great enterprises. Planning

of the built up areas can alone bring into play these

principles of redistribution in reference to central

functions. Large commercial and retail trade

organisations are showing a tendency to maintain

only the essential central functions in the con-

gested areas
;

and to decentralise such departments

as the storage of records, or the conduct of routine

business, wffiich can function as well or better

outside. These tendencies deserve encourage-

ment from the city planner.

The location of population moving to the out-

skirts can be arranged in accordance with like

knowledge of their needs. Much is required in

addition to the dw^ellings themselves. Shops from
w'hich to obtain their daily supplies, schools for the

children, and places of amusement or worship are

examples. The requirements of populations enjoy-

ing different standards of living, and the economical
units for supplying them, are ascertainable within

limits wffiere judgment can reasonably be exercised.

In rural districts about one shop for every 50 per-

sons is the average proportion. In the large towns
one for every 100 persons would be nearer, the

average size of the shop being sufficiently larger

to outbalance the increased degree to which town
dwellers frequent shops. Average figures indicate

that while one grocer’s shop per 1,000 of the

population may flourish, a furniture dealer ma}'

need 3,000. A musical instrument seller, or a

dealer in sports articles, on the other hand, may
hardly find sufficient customers among less than
10,000 or 15,000 people. Investigations in the
New^ \ ork Region have given an average figure of

50 feet of shop frontage for every 100 of the popula-
tion. This w ould mean on the rural basis referred
to above, 25 feet per shop, a remarkably reasonable
figure, considering the difference between English
rural and American urban conditions.

A number of such considerations suggests that
units of from 4,000 to 6,000 people are sufficient

to support a fair local shopping market for the
supply of daily needs. Three such units, so com-
bined that they could make use of one shopping^
centre, would be sufficient to support a ver\^ com-
plete equipment of retail traders, and to add new^
possibilities for the maintenance of an adequate
local recreation centre, institute, theatre or what
not.

A reasonable proportion of open land for plaving
fields and pleasure grounds should be reserved in

connection with each unit of urbanised population.
To provide adequately for those who wish to play
open-air games of all kinds in an urban area, there
should be provided 7 acres of land for every 1,000
of the inhabitants. This would represent a need
of from 28 acres for a 4,000 unit of population to

105 acres for a 15,000 unit. Experience further
indicates that about one tenth of urbanised areas
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should be available for public open spaces for the

enjoyment of open air life. As confirming this

estimate, it is interesting to find that about double

this proportionate area is already in use at Letch-

worth, where availability and ease of access are at

their maximum. For the Greater London Region,

suitable for residential development, may afford

good playing fields and belts of open land. If,

however, belts of open space are required for the

purpose of dividing or isolating residential units,

even wide valley belts will be less effective than

strips running along the ridges. 'Fhe preservation

Radburn, near New York. A Tow^ planned for the Motor Age

this standard indicates a present need for about

200 square miles of open space and playing field.

As regards amenity, provided that the sur-

rounding area can be protected from sporadic

development, compact units of population of

4,000 to 6,000 people, and well designed groups

of such units, can remain so nearly in touch with

open countrv as to secure many of the advantages

of country life. The selection of southern slopes

which afford the best sites for such residential

units would keep the northern slopes free to afford

a rural prospect. \ alleys and flat meadows less

F 3

of the skv line is more effective to secure rural

outline to a view, than the preservation of much
wider lands in the hollow.

That the better distribution of industry* and

population may result in the reduction of traffic

congestion, the units of population should be

made as self-contained as possible. While the

best means of intercommunication for necessary*

movements is desirable, the congestion of this

useful traffic by large volumes of that which is

due to the bad placing or faulty relations of the

different parts, is thoroughly harmful. The
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i^rowth ut motor transport \shic'h has extended the

possible ran^e tor sporailic de\’elopinent, has also

ehan^ted the character of traffic problems. To
meet thi.s, new t\ pes of road and methods of road

planninu are now needed, d’he outcry ajjtainst

ribbon development has laid stress on the destruc-

tion of ameimv . Destruction of life, and obstruc-

tion of throueli trafhc are etiualiv' serious results

of unsuiiaf'ic' development on main road fronta<tes.

d’he nh>5or (, ar has rendered impossible the joint use

of hieJ-wa, ^ for traffic and for building frontat^^e.

development should take place in compact units

from which convenient access to the highway is

arranged, but which are set back from it, and so

planned that local intercommunication can take

place with the minimum need for crossing the

main highwav. The North Orbital Road, which
is likely to be one of the next to be put in hand,

affords a good opportunitv for demonstrating

these principles, which are as essential for safetv,

economy, and efficienev, as thev are for the preser-

vation of amenitv.

V
II t Lrvn^ [f (ittiTv I

C Ro-" Sf( riov

lIiclnvavN, in future, .should be kept free from

the obstruction aiul danger caused bv numerous
iwanch roavU, or carriage drives, and bv turning,

standing, <uk1 crossing vehicles. The satetv of the

iniiabitaiU^ must be provided tor b\' arranging

serv ice road^ aiul footpaths giving access from the

dvvelhng^> to shopping centres, schools or other

reports, and reducing to a minimum the need to

cross mam high wavs. This principle is now so

clear, that general effect sltoiild be given to it

No frontage development should be permitted

on highwavs in future, without the provision of

siibsidiarv service rt>ads. As far as possible

(Discu:>sio/i 0

idle few Items referred to must suffice as

examples only of a wide range of facts and relations

forming the science of urban development. It is

these and many similar considerations which must
determine tlie main lines of distribution. I'hc art

of planning consists in bringing them all into such
appropriate relations and good proportions that a

coherent whole will be created, and will combine
the many developments into a design on the back-
ground of open land, harmonising with the nature
of the site. 7 hus there may he given at least the

opportunity for a beautiful environment, out of
which a good human life may grow.

rleaf on page 194.)
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Discussion

MR. HENRY V. ASHLEY (VICE-PRESIDENT) IN THE CHAIR.

Sir EDGAR BONHAM CARTER, in proposing the
vote of thanks to Dr. Unwin, said : There is, perhaps,
no subject which is of so much importance to Londoners
as the regional town planning of London. It is a

problem which effects every Londoner most intimately

and closely. If, for instance, he lives in Park Street

at the back of Park Lane, the outlook from his

house may at any time, owing to the want of town
planning regulations, be blocked by the erection

opposite on that 40-foot street of a building 80
feet in height with the additional height of the roof :

if he WTshes to get to these offices in Conduit Street to

attend a meeting of the Institute, or upon the invitation

of your Council to eat an excellent dinner, he finds the

difficulties of the traffic are so great that he is likely to

arrive late
; if he works at Slough, he will find large

numbers of factories but no house in which to live : if,

on the other hand, he lives at Becontree on the admirable
housing estate, which has been built by the London
County Council, he wdll find large numbers of houses but
few" factories in which to w'ork.

Most of us probably knew, even before hearing Dr,
L'mvin’s address, that under the existing law" the town
planning of London wdll not turn out satisfactorily : that

the results w'ill be disappointing. But the general public

are not aw'are of the fact. Dr. Unwin has given us this

evening an authoritative statement that the existing towm
planning powers and machinery are inadequate. That
statement is specially important because it is authoritative.

Coming from him, it must draw the attention of the public

to the subject, and will, one may hope, lead to its receiving

the attention it deserves.

Dr. Unwdn has not only told us that the existing town
planning powers are inadequate, he has made valuable

constructive suggestions as to how' they should be made
adequate.
He has told us that if the town planning in London is

to be a success, it is necessary in the first place that the

plans of the Regional Tow n Planning Authorities should

be made effective. He might, I think, have added that

it is also necessary to consider whether some of the

minor Towm Planning Authorities of Greater London
are the right authorities to exercise towm planning powders.

Secondly, he has suggested that Towm Planning

Authorities should be empow^ered to allocate areas for

building development, and reserve other areas from such

use without compensation
;

and he has clearly pointed

out the great injustice of the present law of compensation

to Local Authorities w'ho, if they reserve an area from
building, have to pay compensation for the building

value, wffiereas they do not get the building value
;

it is

transferred to another land owmer. That is a great

injustice and we must hope that Parliament will remedy
this injustice. The injustice is so flagrant that anyone

who understands the position—I admit it is somewhat
difficult—will clearly see that the Local Authority is

paying for something which it does not get. It is true

that the ow ner w ho is compensated may be losing building

value : but some other land ow'ners are getting the benefit

w"hich is being paid for by the Local Authority. The
right remedy is that suggested by Dr. Umvin, namely,
that the other land owmers should arrange to compensate
the land owmer wffio is being deprived. Thirdly, Dr. Umvin
has told us—this is not new', but it has got to be repeated
again and again until the law' is amended—that town
planning pow'ers must be made applicable to all land,

whether it is built on or not.

Dr. Umvin has made other suggestions in the course

of his address, but I believe that the three which I have
mentioned are the most important. I hope he w'ill carry

them further, and W'lll w"ork them out in more detail. I

do not think that he should have much difficulty in doing
so. One has only to cross the sea to find that in other
countries many towm planning powers are m force which
W'e have not yet got in London. I have served much of
my time in a rather distant province, in a not very pro-
gressive country, Turkey, and there I found that no one
could start a tow"n or any building development without
the consent of the Local Authority. That is rather

surprising to us, perhaps, but it is good sense. For is

not land development a matter of partnership—at any
rate, as W"e do it in this country—between the Local
Authority and the land owmer ? Is it reasonable that a

land ow'ner should be allowed to develop his land where
he likes, when he likes, and how' he likes, regardless of the

fact that such development may deteriorate the property
of other landow'ners, and imposes heayv" financial liabilities

on the Local Authorities. If, as I suggest, land develop-
ment under modern conditions necessarily imposes
liabilities on the Local Authorities, it is reasonable that

they should have some voice in determining wffiere and
when it should be allow'ed. That is the view' which is

taken in many countries abroad. I have instanced
Turkey : it is true also in parts of Germany and in South
Africa.

Colonel C. H. BRESSEY, C.B.E. (Chief Engineer,
^Ministry of Transport), in seconding the vote of thanks,
said : In the earlier passages of his very stimulating
paper, Dr. Ra>Tnond Unw'in invokes first principles—the
process of crystallisation, the activities of molecules and
other phenomena with which w'e are all expected like

Macaulay’s schoolboy to be familiar
; then somew'hat

to my disappointment he parachutes down from these
lofty heights to such mundane and controversial matters
as the Charing Cross Bridge which I am precluded, by
my official position, from discussing. Turning from these
dangerous topics, let me hark back to first principles and
raise the fundamental question which dictates the form
assumed by all suburban development, namely, cooking.
Rightly considered every suburb is a cluster of individual
homes, and every home viewed from a material standpoint
is a W'eatherproof shelter for a cooking range.

Now' let us picture dispassionately W'hat happened this

morning between 6 and 8 o’clock. Five million of our
country women stood in front of five million cooking
ranges, each frying 4 or 5 rashers of bacon (I say nothing
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of poached eggs at their present price). The aggregate

heat and labour lavished on this operation would be
sufficient to cook all the pigs in the United Kingdom.
On bright Sunday mornings like yesterday, when people
should be sunning themselves on their way to church,

the same five million devoted women were each busily

engaged in cooking either small sirloins of beef or half

legs of mutton—far too small to yield good results either

economic or culinary.

The assumption that underlies this deplorable waste
of energy, namely, that every household must necessarily

have its own stove and do its own cooking is a survival of

barbarism. A few centuries ago, every house had to

possess its own well, its own cesspool, its own brewffiouse,

its own wash-house, even its own spinning wffieel, but
thanks to the growth of the co-operative spirit wffiich is

the basis of civilisation, we have learned to dispense with
nearly all this domestic paraphernalia. The last enemy
to be overcome is the cooking range, which enables and
encourages our fellow'-countrymen to indulge their

depraved lust for ribbon development along our beautiful

new arterial roads. Just as, according to Napoleon,
armies march on their stomachs, so does ribbon develop-
ment crawl forw^ard on cooking ranges.

Let the five million w omen have the pluck to say “ we
are not all of us good cooks and we refuse to waste time
in frying single rashers of bacon, when a central cook-
house could fry them w'holesale, more efficiently, more
cheaply and with a hundredth part of the labour.” Such
a declaration would sound the death-knell of ribbon
development. Our dwellings w'ould thenceforth have
to be tidily grouped in charming cloisters round a central

green with a common dining-room and cook-house as

the principal feature of the longer side of the quadrangle.

A hot w'ater circulating system would radiate from the

cook-house through all the dwellings.

English citizens would then have the choice of a dozen
joints on Sunday instead of being restricted to beef or

mutton on alternate Sundays. Cold mutton w'ould cease

to be the staple dish on w^eekdays. Thanks to better

cooking, we should become an Ai race capable of striking

terror into undersized foreigners like Camera.
Four hundred years ago, one of the greatest of all

Englishmen, Sir Thomas More, had a glorious vision of

collective cooking as the only reasonable method of

nutrition. Listen to his description of housekeeping in

Utopia :
“ Moreover every street hath certain great large

halls set in equal distance one from another, everyone

known by a several name . And to everyone of the

same halls be appointed 30 families, on either side 15.

The stewards of every hall at a certain hour come into

the meat markets where they receive meat according to

the number of their halls. To these halls at the set

hours of dinner and supper cometh all the wffiole ward
w^arned by the noise of a brazen trumpet ... It were
a folly for citizens to take the pain to dress a bad dinner

at home when they may be welcome to good and fine

fare so nigh hand at the halls, where no supper is passed

without music.”
I hope that when next Dr. Raymond Unwdn addresses

us on the subject of which he is an acknowledged master,

he will collaborate with a Mistress of Domestic Economy
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and entitle his lecture ‘‘ Cookery, the Key to Town
Planning.”

The CHAIRMAN : The subject is now open for
general discussion. As it is now getting late, I must
ask subsequent speakers to restrict their remarks to five

minutes.
IMr. C. R. ASHBEE [K] (Late Civil Adviser to the Mili-

tary and Civil Administrations in Palestine) : I have had
the privilege of reading Dr. Unwin’s address beforehand,
and he also allow^ed me to see the recommendations which
he put up to the Government from his Regional Town
Planning Committee. I have studied the paper with great
care. I should accept all the “ general principles of plan-
ning ” laid down by him, though I would wish to make one
reservation, which I think he will probably agree to. It

refers to wffiat he calls the ” background of open land ”
;

this must be preliminarily considered from the point of
view" of history and aesthetics, e.g., if we have two areas
of open background land, the one agricultural, the other
having historic or aesthetic interest, the latter must take
precedence. Questions primarily of engineering, of
finance, of commerce, of politics, are important and
have their place, but unless W"e, as town or regional
planners, get the historic and the aesthetic issues right

to begin with, our regional plan will fail. It will, I

think, always be found that when they are got right

at the outset, the other things fall in to place, and this

is necessarily so because what is vital in good planning
has its origin in national history and our sense of beauty,
enshrined as both are in the countryside and its land-
scape.

Sir THEODORE CHAMBERS, K.B.E. : I think that

Colonel Bressey underlined the essential trouble of this

whole question, namely, the delimitation of the spheres
of individualism and collectivism. It is in trying to

delimit these spheres to-day that nine-tenths of our
difficulties arise. This country is intensely individual-

istic. It is not going to put up easily with Mussolini
methods. It has got to devise, in keeping with that

intrinsic character which has permeated the country for

centuries, a machinery w"hich, as far as possible, by com-
mon consent, delimits collectivism and individualism,
and w'orks out, in the process of towm planning, that which
is to the ultimate benefit of the community. It seems to

me that the greatest difficulty we are up against to-day
in towm planning areas not yet built upon, and still more
so in the replanning of built-up areas, is, that we are

faced with a haphazard division of land between owners.
Little bits of land belong to different people, land of
curious shapes and curious lay-out and relationship to

their environment. These conditions are incompatible
with the best development of the interests concerned.

All architects and builders are battling with this problem
and many are working on sites unsuitable for buildings
for particular purposes. They are having to mutilate
their designs and get the best result they can in the
difficult circumstances of the case. If they could remove
these artificial barriers between sites they could set about
their w"ork in a quite different way. Dr. Unwin, in his

paper, has made suggestions of methods by which a re-

arrangement of boundaries and the pooling of areas might
be brought about by common consent. In my opinion
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it is along these lines that lies the secret of success in town
planning.

Mr. T. ALWYX LLOYD [F.] : I was particularly

pleased to hear Dr. Unwin lay emphasis on the need for

vision, because it is in vision that most town planning is

lacking. We meet people who say, “ In spite of your
town planning we still have ribbon development and
various kinds of sporadic building

;
these things have not

been prevented by town planning legislation.” It is

largely because there has been this lack of vision as regards

design and in the scheme of things. With few exceptions
town planning has consisted of road schemes and of very
little else. The parkway seems to me to be the main
solution of the ribbon development problem. Dr.
Unwin has given us some admirable solutions of our
problems to-night.

Mr. EWART G. CL^LPIX (Greater London Regional
Planning Committee) : We have not determined how,
when the Greater London Regional Planning scheme is

evolved, we shall carry it out. It is not even in the same
category as the East and West Kent schemes, where, at

any rate, you have one controlling authority in the County
Council. In the London Regional scheme you have a

vast area, in connection with which, as Dr. Unwin has
shown, we have innumerable local authorities to deal

with. The question is how, from a political point of

view, we shall get them all of the same mind to carr>" out
the scheme. It is mixed up with too many difficulties

to put before this meeting on this occasion and at this

hour, but sooner or later that will have to be faced. I

know the difficulties and the differences which exist

betA\ een the inner and the outer regions of this vast area
;

and how we shall reconcile the differences which arise

it is difficult to see. The differences are only natural, but
they will exist and jealousies will be continued until the

whole problem is thoroughly explored and properly
understood in its bearing both upon London itself and
the remotest village. We shall not overcome troubles by
ignoring them, and one of the best things which could
happen for the Regional Committee would be for Dr.
Unwin to give this lecture to the members to enable them
to understand the problem as he has put it before us

to-night. If that were done, I am as sure as I can be
that the way would be cleared of many of the difficulties.

It is because we can only meet together at best at casual

times, when the agenda paper for the meetings is so full,

that we have been unable to face the problem
properly.

I fear it is due to the lack of knowledge on the part of
the members themselves that the scheme does not make
better progress. The members are not to blame : the
problem is so great and so many-sided that busy people
cannot get down to every phase of it. I hope all of them
will be able to read the paper which Dr. Lffiwin has pre-
pared and has read to us to-night, and if accompanying the
paper there could be given some of the illustrations which
he has shown, it will make for real progress in this

matter.

Mr. MOXTAGU HARRIS (Secretary, Greater
London Regional Planning Committee) : Sometimes one
hears people asking “ What has the Cjireater London
Regional Planning Committee done ?

” And some add.

“ It has been in existence two years.” Well, considering
the vastness of the task with which it is faced, that
question, I think, need hardly be asked. It, of course,
takes a long time for such a body really to get to work.
I am able to say, however, that the first Report of the
Committee will be in the hands of the public in a few
weeks

;
it has been settled by the Committee, and it is

now only a matter of getting the printing and the publish-
ing done. I hope e^ ery one here will soon procure a copy
at the reasonable price of five shillings. In that Report
you will be able to learn what the Committee has done
up to the present.

Another question I might refer to is the name and
scope of the Committee, It is asked, “Why ‘ Greater
London '

?
” As Dr. Unwin explained, and as the

^Minister of Health has himself said, town planning has
had to be extended to Regional planning. .And Regional
planning has been more and more extended in recent
years throughout England. So the question arises. What
is a region ? In this case we did not delimit. We chose
a region which had been marked out already by statute.

If some people dislike the term “ Greater London ” as

applied to the area, which is well outside the County of
London, we had to find some convenient term for the
purpose, and we have made use of it. If we consider
what is obviously the first subject with which the Com-
mittee is concerned, the question of regional open spaces
and green belts, it seems that the area is particularly
appropriate, because, as you will learn from the Report
of the Committee, this area seems to lend itself to the
possibility of reserving green belts round London. I

cannot go into that now, partly because the Report is

not yet published and also I am limited this evening to
time. But it is a point which is well worthy of con-
sideration.

We come to the further point which has been referred
to by Air. Culpin, and that is the difficulty of getting
a large number of authorities to agree upon any scheme
whatever. It is in this case particularly difficult. Here
we have 140 different authorities, one of them of so out-
standing a size as London. To get all the small and the
medium-sized authorities to agree on such a subject is

very difficult. But it has to be done. We have within
this larger region 14 to 20 sub-regional committees, each
including a number of local authorities, but the County
of London is not one of them

;
and in the nature of things

it would not be possible for the County of London to be
represented on 14 regional committees. It can be repre-
sented on one, and it is very important that it should be.
That is this Committee, which is representative of the
County of London and of such area around as is closely
connected with it. I have been connected with other
regional committees, and I have found that at the outset
local authorities are jealous of one another, and, in par-
ticular, smaller authorities are nervous of the larger ones.
When it came to working together on a scheme of this
sort, however, they soon leam the value of co-operation
As far as my experience goes, there has never been diffi-

culty with regard to the co-operation of the different
local authorities on these regional committees through-
out England, when once they have got started. I hope
it will be so in the Greater London Committee. I think
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it will ; I think the smaller authorities are beginning to

realise that there is no suggestion from any quarter that

their statutory powers shall be taken from them. They

must carry out their own town planning schemes, as

before, but they have themselves realised that there ^e
certain matters, such as these regional open spaces, with

belts around London
^
which are too big for the smaller

authorities to tackle.

Dr. Unwin has explained something of what the pro-

posals are. When Mr. Culpin says he wishes Dr. Unwin

could deliver these speeches to the members of the

Regional Planning Committee itself, I think we may say

he has done so. What I think even more desirable is

that he should deliver the lecture to each of the authorities

within the region, for whereas on the Committee all the

members learn the facts and arguments with which it is

concerned and those members may unanimously agree to

a report, it does not follow that the members of each local

authority will agree when they have not had the facts put

before them in the same way. It remains for those repre-

sentative persons to pass on the knowledge to their col-

leagues, and I hope that will be done.

This Regional Planning Committee is only an Advisory

Committee ;
it is only a tentative concern. The Report

must go before each one of these local authorities, and

each one is asked to consider the recommendations and

express their opinions on the proposals which are made,

and it is to be hoped that they will consider these matters

very carefully and fully and without prejudice. I think

that if they will take the trouble to look into it from an un-

prejudiced point of view, there will emerge a unanimous

opinion in favour of the proposals which you will find in

the Committee’s Report.

Mr. W. R. DAVIDGE \F,] : I think we should realise

that each generation has had its job to do in this great

towm planning work. When people say it is a pity that

London was not planned a hundred years ago, they are

probably not conversant w4th the fact that London was

being planned a hundred years ago in many directions ;

that the arterial roads which w^ere laid down outside

London a hundred years ago were proportioned con-

sistently ^vith the London cf that day, and they compared

very favourably w^ith the 150 miles being done by the

Ministry of Transport at the present day. Each genera-

" tion has done its bit, and the Government of this country

for the time being has always regarded London as a special

duty for it to look after. The Government, down to the

middle of the last century, always assisted in the public

works of London, in the rebuilding of old London

Bridge, the building of Westminster Bridge, the laying

out of Regent Street, the laying out of New Oxford Street

and Victoria Street, Westminster, the provision of

Regent’s Park, the provision of Battersea Park, the pro-

vision of Victoria Park : these were all done by the Govern-

ment of the day. I want you specially to realise that the

whole of these great improvements to which ve o\ve so

much in the past were the work of the Government of the

country which felt its responsibility towards London.

There are scores of other instances. Right up to the for-

mation of the Metropolitan Board of Works the Govern-

ment realised it was its duty to look after London. In

185 s it handed over to a body which was supposed to

represent London, the Metropolitan Board of Works, the

doing of many things. They did wonderful things, but

they were limited in their scope. They did some sur-

gical operations inside London, but they had no thought

for outer London. The London County Council has

been following on the same lines, to some extent, as the

iVIetropolitan Board of Works, and it has been even more
limited, because in the last forty years of the Board’s

existence the values had grown so that it was almost

prohibitive to do anything. If you look at the com-
parative increase you will find that the London County
Council has done a great deal, but certainly not more
than any previous generation has done. We have had
Kingsway and Aldw^^ch, great things, and now we have

Charing Cross Bridge, which in itself will cost more than

all the improvements carried out by the ^Metropolitan

Board of Works in 40 years. If you add the cost of the

street improvements, including the Thames Embank-
ments, this great Charing Cross Bridge will have cost

as much as all of them put together. It is all-important

that it should be done properly. It is only the first of

many things that have to be done and it is all-important

we should realise that this generation has so far done
comparatively nothing, compared with the generations

which have preceded it. Each generation has had its

job, but we have a bigger job than any generation which

has gone before has had. It is up to us to think of

London not as a parish, but as a vast area on which we are

dependent for our livelihood, and as a place in which we
must spend our lives. We have to make the London of

the future a place which is fit to live in, and we must not

think of it parochially.

Mr. T. CHARLES, J.P. (Member of the Greater

London Committee and Chairman of the Traffic Com-
mittee), thanked Dr. Unwin for his paper.

MAJOR H. C. CORLETTE [F.] : May I suggest that

the subject we have heard discussed is not merely a London
or a local matter. The questions that have been raised

by our London experiences already affect, or soon will

afect, every new city overseas, A new Capital City is

being built at Canberra, where timely warnings might

help the avoidance of some mistakes. In Sydney a great

new bridge is being built. And already important city

planning and traffic problems have arisen in relation with

it that require solution. If any sort of liaison could be

established between the work of the Advisory Committee

on the planning of Greater London and those officially

concerned with such matters in the Dominions some good

purpose might be served. And in any case as this Royal

Institute is a truly Imperial organisation I shall hope

that at least a copy of this address may be sent, not alone

to the members of the R.LB.A. overseas, but also to

official and educational bodies to whom it might be

helpful.

The CHAIRMAN : Your remarks shall be considered.

Major Corlette.

I now put the vote of thanks to the meeting.

It was carried by acclamation.

DR. IL\YMOND UNWIN, in reply : What Mr.

Ashbee said about aesthetics and history is important, and

it should not be lost sight of. Sir Theodore Chambers,

I think, touched a fundamental matter in the relation
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between freedom for the individual and effectiveness

of collective aLticn. The individual's sphere can only
be preserved by collective action ; it is along those lines

that I see the outline of a synthesis between the two.
Mr, Davidge has ^•ery ably reminded us that as London

grows bigger it has a bigger bit to do. I am glad to have
the advantage of r\lr. Davidge's help, as well as that of
Professor Aclshead, iMr. Hunt of the London County
Council, and 'Mr. Thompson ; all are giving us valuable

a'- sis tail!, e and advice, besides the invaluable help of Mr.
Montagu Harris, our Secretary, and the Chairman and
members o: the Committee. All the members of the Com-
mittee recoernise that in this job ave cannot attord to neglect

any Hln .\h;Lh can come to us. I hope we shall get help
from inaT.y directions. \Ve have to pull this big scheme
through To 'aether, by helping one another, and by bringing
f>ur itleas into the pod. It is a big scheme

;
it is uxry

difhcuit when you attempt to get any sort of conception of

what is concerned in a scheme embracing 2,000 square
miles c;f land, When you think of planning a few acres of

land, then multiply that into square miles, and then
multiplv to get 2.000 square miles, with a population of

n nc millions, you will see it is a very complex problem,
and for it we want all the help we can get.

1 he following contribution to the discussion has been
received from Mr. GILBERT H. JEXKLXS [E.| :

—
1 should like to draw attention to an aspect of Regional

Planning which seems in danger— I will not say of being
overlooked, but of bdng unduly subordinated, ^'iz. : The
n^eds of the countryside as oppo.ied to those of the town.

Lntil recently these needs were unvoiced, but we have
lately seen the establishment of the Council for the Preser-

wition of Rural England, which is doing .sterling work on
certain lines. These appear to be (i) I'he saving of as

many bemUy spots Irom the activities of the speculative

builder as is possible, b\' purchasing the land trom private

owners and \esring it in a public trust, or, in other words,
M.nverting it into a kind c>f public playground for the

towns i'a; The preservation or as many of the beautiful

Old housc"^ ..nd eoimges as can be achiee'cd by similar

rreaiio ''''' hy .''Ugge''ting to the owmns that their preserva-

tion anci re-uorai‘ion is a sounel financial proposition. (3)

The ]'-rever.tion of disfigurement by ad\ ertisements or

iUTcr.

I had imped that iMr. Gip' Dawber, Professor Aber-
rrorr.bie, or ^omerne more eloquent than 1. would have
come forward—noc to decry town or regional planning

—

hut to suggest that a lediess of the balance bettveen the

needs (j f toivn and e ount r
}

i u rgt n 1
1 y needed . Otherwise

,

we arc m gr'^v danger of turning rural England either

into a Series or suburbs or of satellite dormitory and week-
end residence towns, or of seaside, mocMand, lakeland, or

mount lin nleisure resorts for town dwellers.

'i’he point 1 wish to make is that the whole of the town
and regional planning treats the de\eIopment and planning

of England entirely from the point of view of the towms-

man. 'Phe city or tow n and all its needs is the focal point.

Here should be placed the shopping centres, there the

factories and w orkshojis, this is the best site for the better

residential ejuurters, that for those of the working classes.

To make the town healthy so many acres of park or play-

grounds are needed and to provide proper communications
these great trunk roads and those bye-passes must be pro-
vided, while in the outskirts so much land must be left for

the vegetable and milk supplies of the urban population.

There is nothing in this philosophy which considers the
needs and amenities of the rural population.

We, as architects, w'ere the originators of town planning,
and the great regional schemes are in our hands to make
or mar. I w^ould strongly urge that the time has come
when a constructive policy for the preserv’ation of rural

England is as necessary as that for the orderly develop-
ment of our industrial and commercial centres, and their

dependencies, the residential districts. The gist of the
problem seems to be the means whereby the gradual ab-
sorption of the w hole of rural England by its towms is to

be prevented. Oxie way to prevent this would be to ensure
that our towns shall be more compactly planned, but the
wLole present-day tendency of towm planning is to spread
the buildings out over a wider area.

In a recent town-planning scheme in a London suburb,
it is laid down that in the shopping centre only one-half of
the sites are to be covered, if the buildings are under
thirty feet in height, and one-third if they exceed that

height. When such a clause w^as drafted, the modern
tendency to have lock-up shops of at least twenty feet clear

frontage, and to avoid basements for storage, w'as over-
looked. Such a shop with its storage, and staff rooms and
two sets of lavatories, will be from sixty to one hundred
feet deep, and eleven feet high in the clear. The staff no
longer lives on the premises and the ground in the rear is

only needed for garage and sheds for empty packing cases,

w hich would normally cover most of the yard space. The
cost of the land is approximately £i per foot super, and it

is neither desirable nor economically possible to give plots
200 feet deep for these shops.
To lower the cost of each shop, maisonettes or flats are

placed on the upper floors, and to obtain these within the
thirty feet prescribed for height the rooms have to be
eight feet high or less, with a flat roof. If even nine feet is

given to the living rooms, or a tiled roof is required, the
sites under this regulation must be 300 feet deep, 200 feet

of w'hich is wasted yard space. The maisonettes or flats

are only used as dormitories by towm-dw'ellers, and there
is no regulation that the plot within the back road shall be
laid out as a garden for the common use of the shopkeepers
or maisonette-dwellers, so that the scheme is bad both
from a town planning and an economical point of view.
In this scheme, houses are to be only four, six, eight, or
tw elve to the acre according to the district, and the whole
effect is to spread this new suburb over much more of what
was until recently an attractive piece of the home counties
than it would occupy had not the town-planning scheme
been adopted. This doubtless is greatly to the benefit of
the townspeople, but it is quite time to consider whether
It is to the benefit of England as a whole that London
suburbs should be allow^ed to spread so widely over the
countryside. Lately, the upper classes are giving up their
large town houses and are going to live in flats, and the
spread of this habit among townspeople of the middle and
low'er classes, particularly of our large cities, would retard
the lateral spread.
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In considering a regional plan for London, would it not
be possible definitely to lay down areas where the erection

of five or six floored blocks of flats should be planned in

conjunction with the shopping centres, each block ar-

ranged around a square definitely allocated as a common
garden, with avenues of trees on the sixty, eighty or hun-
dred foot roads which are becoming the standard. Instead

of twelve small separate houses for the working classes on
an acre, there would be blocks of flats which would house
over twentv" families per acre with good gardens. This
would secure some of the amenities of the country to the

inhabitants without occupying so much of the open
countryside.

In the next half century the leases of thousands of small

suburban houses will fall in, and the regional plan should

aim at the replanning of these areas on such lines, re-

housing the people on even less land than is now occupied,
wfith fewer and more widely spaced roads and larger

gardens held in common. Such a plan w'ould go far to
prevent the unnecessary spreading of London over further
portions of the home counties to accommodate its in-

creasing population. Doubtless Dr. Raymond Unwin has
already many such schemes in his mind, and is hoping for

a widening of the existing to'WTi-planning Acts to enable
the authorities to solve this problem left us as a legacy by
the short-sighted policy of the nineteenth century owners
and builders. I would suggest, however, that it is time we
defined some kind of schedule of height of buildings in
relation to the areas occupied by the town or city so that it

might be induced to spread upwards more rapidly than out-
wards, and that such a policy would go far towards what I

am sure we all desire—the Preservation of Rural England.

Metal Crafts in Architecture

BY GEORGE DRYSDALE [F.], Dirtctor of Birmingham School of Architecture.

Ever since the days when it was considered hardly

necessary as part of his training for an architectural

student to spend some time in the shops actually working
on the various crafts used in building, it has been difficult

for him to learn sufficient of the nature of their materials

to be in a position to undertake their arrangement or

design. Nowadays in the schools where an attempted

explanation of the meaning of design is undertaken at

the earliest moment, and when exercises are regularly

set in its application, difficulty is found in getting the

student to realise, as it were, the inner nature of the various

materials involved, conderrmed as the schools are to

work for the greater part on paper. There is a danger
that while beauty of form, scale, proportion and composi-
tion may be better understood, in a general way, future

work will lack that very necessary quality of sympathy
with the material employed. Many of us have suffered

from chips in the eye, from splinters, from bruised fingers,

and have felt little the better from our early introduction

to stone, wood, or metal as the case may be. Books such

as the one under review will be found in consequence of

great value to the student of architecture. Metal Crafts

in Architecture is a volume arranged by an American, and
dealing with the metals used in the crafts, one important

omission, wrought iron, is reserved for a special volume.

The method of the author is first of all to give a historical

sur\'ey of the uses of a particular metal in the past, follow-

ing this up with a fairly clear description of how it is

worked at the moment. He then describes some of the

common dangers and tricks both of the metal and the

craftsmen, following this again with numerous illus-

trations. These, unfortunately, as is the case with so

many modern publications of this kind, are almost

all photographs, not very large in scale, and some of them

\AIetal Crafts in Architecture. By G. K. Geerlings. 40.

New York. 1929. [Scribneis.] £1 los.

not too clear. A number of drawings and details to large

scale would have very much enhanced the value of the
book. It is surely such a very important thing to be
familiar with the exact sizes of the ordinary parts, in the

design of metal wwk especially. Following the arrange-
ment of the book, bronze is given pride of place. Emphasis
is very wisely placed on the very necessary refinement of
detail required in this material, a refinement one so seldom
sees. We are told that Messrs. McKim, Mead and White
always had their plaster models coloured as bronze
before approving them. Recipes are given for the various

patinae required and insistence on the architect’s speci-

fication of the “ chasing ” desired. The illustrations are

mostly photographs of Italian and American doors.

While noting the excellence of the American finish,

the poverty of the motifs used compares very unfavour-
ably with those of the Italians, even if the latter had the

whole of the Bible ready for their use. Ghilberti is safe

in his usual quota of praise. Many of the earlier masters,

unknown for the most part, speak for themselves in

the photographs. We can also see how bronze can
sympathise with plate glass, some of the American
counter screens, window grilles, ticket booths, and Mr.
Friedlander’s fine traffic control tow^er show^ this.

Brass follows a note taken of the many magnificent

mediaeval brasses of this country. Here the necessity

of a satisfactory amalgam of metals to obtain the best

results as to colour is hardly insisted on, though we are

w^arned of the need of constant cleaning w^hen this material

is to be used.

Cast iron follows, with the exception of Sussex fire

backs, for so long the Cinderella of the craftworkers’

metals in this country. A dislike started perhaps by
Wren, and very much reinforced by the commercial
providers of the past century, has prevented cast iron

from ever coming into its owm in England. The examples
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from the Southern States illustrated in this volume for

the most part make this a fact not to be wondered at.

Messrs. MeKim, Mead and White, however, have used
cast iron in a most satisfactory manner, and since the
War certain other American architects have produced
very pleasant desi.i?ns in this material. Coarser than bronze,
bolder and heavier, when used sensibly no one can deny
it has great qualities, while the necessity of its being
preserved in paint adds further possibilities in its use
as decoration. We are warned, however, to superintend
very carefully the castings.

Copper with its qualities of thinness, self-colouration,

malleability, etc., is followed by lead. Here again England
gains a high place for the beauty of her rain water heads
and her cistern fronts, France claiming chief glory as a

producer of beautiful lead vases. Lead is admired for its

colour, for the fineness of detail possible in casting, and,
of course, its permanency.

Zinc is not given much credit, while tin is mostly
found useful in lighting fixtures and for decoration
applied to lead.

Raynnond Hood’s building in Great Marlborough Street

is instanced as an example of the possibilities of a modern
use of enamels. Monel metal, copper on glass, steel

and electro-plating complete the list. The final chapter

deals with specifications and should be very useful,

and the index is fairly complete.

Judged by this book, and remembering the French
Exhibition of 1925, metal work generally seems to be pro-

gressing and healthy, though some of the special

modernities such as the entrance in Park Avenue, New
York, seem to me dreadfully ugly. Finally, it is pleasant

to find Air. B. J. Fletcher’s lecture on “ Right Alaking
”

freely quoted in the introduction, and to note good work
by the Birmingham Guild in the illustrations.

Reviews
COLLEGE ARCHITECTURE IX AMERICA AND

ITS PART IX THE DEVELOPAIEXT OF THE
CAMPLES. By Charles Z. Klauder and Herbert C.

ILAe. Sm. 40. Neze York, 1929. [Scribner's

This is a book on American “ College Architecture.” It

is probably the first work on the subject. It is not a very

big book, but the subject dealt with is a very large one.

However, the authors have acted as pioneers in breaking

up the ground and making matters easier for those who
follow after.

The Institutions touched on vary from well-known
universities, such as Yale and Hars ard, to less outstanding

places, such as Sweet Briar College, for which is shown a

delightful little lay-out by Cram, Goodhue and Ferguson.

As the authors’ space for explanator>^ letter-press is

somewhat scanty, the considerable number of reflections

on college life, of which the following is a sample, might

have been omitted without reducing the value of the

book :

—

“ The affection of the college man for his alma
mater has at least one picture sufficing to command
his devotion. It is the college scene. Xow the college

scene is impossible to think of without its setting of
architecture. What student sensibiliuTs there unre-
sponsive to the beautiful nave where the daily chapel
was held, the stately portico where the class would
group itself to be photographed, the window of the

study where Caesar was conned under sheltering eave
and overlooking roofs and chimneys ? And many an
old grad has reflected that students may come and
go. classes enter and graduate, but that venerable
walls and carved chimney-pieces, picturesque gables
and vaulted archways endure for ever. These remain
his own because always present in his mind’s eye, and
he prays that change and decay may never reach
them.”

In its historical survey the book goes back to the
beginning of time as far as American college architecture
is concerned

;
and we are given a view of William and

Mary College, ” designed by Christopher Wren and
completed in 1697.” There is, apparently, practically

nothing left of Wren’s original work.
Then, in the middle of the eighteenth century, came a

great period of university building, when the three princi-

pal American universities—Harvard, Yale and Princeton

—

were begun.
In the chapter on “ General Development Plans ” there

is an attractive photograph and lay-out plan of the Alassa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, designed by Welles
Bosworth. Unfortunately, most of the plans are too small
to be of much use for reference purposes, and no doubt
the book is intended rather for the use of university
authorities than as a guide for an architect seeking a

solution to a problem in the planning of some educational
building.

The conclusion one comes to after a study of this book
is that the American undergraduate, man or woman, is

treated much more like a child than is his British contem-
porary. Glance at the list of “ Buildings for Student and
Faculty Welfare.” This includes not only hospitals,
Y.AI.C A. and Y.W.C.A. buildings, clubs, athletic build-
ings and so forth, but also cafeterias, Alumna? rooms and
other details, till one wonders if there is any hour in the
day which these young people can really call their own.

It is possibly this early training in enforced companion-
ship which makes the herd instinct so strong in Ameri-
cans, more especially among the women, who seem to
delight in travelling in crowds. This is what the authors
say about universitA' clubs :

—

” The predominant character of the building
should be homelike, for it is indeed a home for the
student, and yet more. It is his club, and yet more ;

for it combines the comforts and conveniences of a
club with those of a hotel. And yet it is more than a
hotel, for all these comforts are merged in the per-
vasive atmosphere of the college of the student’s
choice, and he has as a member of the Lmion a direct
personal interest in its activities. The Union building
is the daily haunt where he and his friends meet,
talk, eat, work and play. It has been said that ‘ the
Lnion is the recognition of the importance of the
leisure hour.’

”

The American system of naming college buildings is

interesting
; what we call the colleges in a university
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become “ Dormitories,” or, in the case of women’s
colleges, occasionally ” Sorority houses,” a swimming
bath becomes a Natatorium, a speech hall an auditorium,

and so on. Presumably also the theatrical word “ audi-

tion ” for ” hearing ” comes to us from across the

Atlantic.

There does not seem to be any mention of a very
valuable adjunct of some of the American universities

—

the Agricultural College—but, on the other hand, we get

a view of the School of Commerce of the North Western
University, a remarkable building which has rather the

appearance of a large church mounted on a vast office

block. There is also the Cathedral of Learning now
under construction at Pittsburgh, shown in a perspective

drawing with a tower rivalling the Woolworth building.

New York. As to this tower, the author says :

—

“ In the lofty tower under erection at Pittsburgh

. . . there are numerous practical and economic
advantages combining with the aspiring outlines of

the design. The college and university world should
be grateful to the University of Pittsburgh for ven-
turing such a bold experiment, the outcome of which
will be awaited with considerable interest.”

What these advantages may be, however, is not
indicated.

The book is illustrated by a large number of excellent

photographs of buildings from Virginia to Seattle
;

among them wrorks by Cram, Goodhue and Ferguson ;

Cass Gilbert
;
McKim, Mead and White and other noted

architects.

Arthur Bartlett [F.].

EXPERIMENTAL BUILDING SCIENCE. VOL 2 ;

BEING AN INTRODUCTION TO MECHANICS
AND ITS APPLICATION IN THE DESIGN
AND ERECTION OF BUILDINGS. By J, L.
Manson and F. E. Drury. 80. Camh. 1929. [Cam-
bridge University Press^. 185.

This is a valuable book for all who deal with building

construction, the development of which is largely due
to the use of steel and reinforced concrete, the scientific

use of which depends on a sound knowledge of the

principles of statics.

Dr. Stradling in his lecture on the work of the research

station referred to the fact that much of the present
building practice was based on what he described as

folk lore craftsmanship that had no scientific base, but
was the result of centuries of trial and error. This book
gives the application of scientific methods adopted in

the new' methods of construction and also their application

to the older methods of building.

The book is divided into three sections.

Section i deals with the general principles governing the
equilibrium of systems of forces, and with the application

of these principles to the analysis of the forces acting in

framed structures. The stability of the forms of scaffold-

ing, hoisting apparatus and other large temporary struc-

tures used by the modem builder is utilised to form the
basis of an elementary discussion on the stability of com-
plete structures. The stability' of cranes and forces in

masts and derrick towers are dealt with in a very interesting
and instructive w'ay.

Section 2 is mainly devoted to the development of the
ordinary theory of bending. In building up this important
subject very careful attention has been given to the order
in which the theory is developed. Thus, the forces
acting in a loaded beam are first considered as separate
forces apart from the strains and stresses set up in the
material of the beam ; fundamental relations are then
established in a simple manner before the full theory is

introduced. Similarly, the somewhat complex relations
between the shear stress and bending stress in beams are
dealt with immediately after an elementary consideration
of complementary shear stresses.

Section 3 deals with the principles developed in the
two proceeding sections as applied to modem forms of
building construction.

The principles of construction in steel and in reinforced
concrete, and especially the theory of column design,
ha^'e only been developed far enough to be of service
to the young student, and to the general reader, but the
treatment is such as to prepare the w'ay for a more special-
ised study in any particular direction.

In order to show' how' the older methods of construction
may be modified to conform with the new scientific

methods of design, the subject of masoniw' and of timber
construction have been dealt with.
The reader of the book is assumed to possess a know'-

ledge of the elementary principles of mechanics. The
treatment is very clear, and difficulties of a purely mathe-
matical nature have been omitted w'here they add very
little to the elucidation of the subject. In cases where
the more advanced methods of mathematical reasoning
may be used with advantage by readers who are familiar
with them they have been included as alternative

methods.
While graphic methods have been freely used through-

out the book, the authors lean to the view that arithmetical
and algebraic methods of solution should be utilised in

the first attempts as experience show's a sounder know'Iedge
of the principles involved can be obtained in this w'ay.

H. D, Searles-Wood _F. .

PHOTOGRAPHS AND DRAWINGS OF THE BANK
OF JAPAN. A Memorial of the Life work of Dr.
Kingo Tatstow. fo. [Tokyo.

^

1929.

.Among the more important recent presentations to the
Library of the Institute is the portfolio of plates illus-

trating an outstanding w'ork of the noted Japanese
architect, the late Dr. Kingo Tatsuno.
This artistically produced and finely printed work

has been acquired through the generosity of the Com-
mittee for the Commemoration of the Life Work of Dr.
Tatsuno, and in particular by the action of the Chairman
of that Committee, Baron Koi Furuichi.
The portfolio contains reproductions of a full series of

beautifully executed draw'ings and photographs of the
monumental Bank of Japan building in Tokyo, and
includes 30 plates of drawings, six of them in colour,

printed on very heavy white hand-made paper. There
are 1 2 pages of letterpress printed on the same paper, and
these, as w'ell as the titles and descriptive notes on the
plates, are in Japanese character only. There is no
translation except on the title-page.
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The design is simple and monumental. No traces of

any Japanese or other Oriental motifs appear, the whole

being consistently carried out in a strictly convencional

Renaissance style. The only attempt at deviation trom

this rule is made in some of the plates showing interior

decoration. Here the wall-surfaces are divided into

panels in which purely Japanese subjects are painted in

the typicd Japanese manner. The combination of

these panels with the somewhat heavy Renaissance detail

employed in the surrounding mouldings and joinery, is

not altogether happy, although interesting as an experi-

ment. In other respects, however, the plates manifest the

^ood taste, skill and patience of the architect, and it is

not surprising that this building has been generally

regarded as one of Dr. Tatsuno’s most successful achieve-

ments, although it was completed in 1896 when he was

still comparatively a young man.
The late Dr. Josiah Conder, F.R.I.B.A., was Professor

of Architecture at this time in the Imperial College of

Engineering in Tokyo, end Dr. Tatsuno was trained

there and graduated in 1879. In 1880 he came to England

with a Japanese Government Scholarship and entered the

London office of William Burgess. At the same time he

studied in the Royal Academy Schools and attended

lectures on Building Construction at L^niversity College.

On the completion of his work as a student he made
the “ Grand Tour before returning to Japan in 1883.

Some time later, when the Bank of Japan building was

projected, he was retained as architect, and he then tra-

velled extensively in Europe and America for the purpose

of practical observation. It was as a result of this expedi-

tion that he was made an Honorary Corresponding

Member of the Institute of American Arcnitects. hor a

considerable period he was Protessor of Architecture in

the Tokyo Imperial L^niversity, occupying for a time the

Deanship of its Engineering College. In 1902 he retired

from educational work, and from that time devoted him-

self entirely to his practice. At this period he opened

offices in Tokyo and Osaka and enjoyed a long and success-

ful career. In 1919 he died at the age of sixty-five,

leaving behind him many monuments to his greatness,

of which the Bank of Japan in l okyo is one ot the most

notable.

It will be seen from this brief record of his career and

earlv training that Dr. Tatsuno was well fitted to be an

exponent of Occidental architecture. He designed in the

Renaissance style with a masterly ease and skill, and,

whether or not we agree that this is ihe style best

suited to the climatic and other special conditions of

Japan, we must pay a tribute of admiration to the nian,

and mar\'el once more at a capacity and adaptability

which is tvpical of his race.

Arnold Silccck [F.j.

MODERN DANISH ARCHITECTURE. Edited by

K. Fisker and F, R, Yerbury. 40. London :

[Ernest Benn, Ltd.] £i 12s, 6d. net.

This publication by Messrs. Ernest Benn, Ltd., of

Modern Danish Architecture of the past eighteen years

is illustrated by an excellent series of photographs and

plans, edited by Kay Fisker and F. R. Yerbury. As
the authors point out, Denmark has missed the worse

architecture horrors, which may be seen elsewhere in

Europe, and the photographs show' the strong tradi-

tional feeling in the majority of the examples, which,

with the exception of a few internal details, might have

been erected one hundred years earlier.

The general impression on looking through the

illustrations gives the effect of good and simple

building. The one exception to the above criticism is

Grundtvigs Church, Copenhagen, which is given on

the cover of the book and forms the first set of illustra-

tions. The church has a most striking facade in a

modern Gothic style, designed by P. V. J. Klint
;

this

building has already had some influence on contem-

porary architects in France. There is no doubt that

such modern buildings on so imposing a scale stimulate

the imagination of those who have an interest in

architecture. The plan is on more orthodox lines than

the fa9ade, but unfortunately no photograph has been

given of the interior.

The numerous plans given in the book have been

carefully drawm, but a scale drawm on the plan w'ould

have given additional interest, and enabled the reader

to visualise the size of the buildings.

The Police Headquarters in Copenhagen by H.
Kampmann has an interesting plan on an island site,

wdth fine axial planning on the lines of the French

School, and in design might have been a pre-w^ar

building, wdth the possible exception of some of its

internal detail. The conference room and corridor are

modern in their details and the rather unique entrance

to the Police Director’s Office, a massive shell, which

the rather frail doorw’ay is supporting may be

emblematic of the oyster and the methods adopted

inside.

The remaining illustrations in the book show
museums, schools and private houses, flats and com-
mercial buildings, all of traditional character, wffiich

might almost be called timid in comparison with the

more dramatic compositions of other modern European
w'ork.

Denmark, like England, is not an emotional country,

and although it may be easier for the architect to design

in the so-called Classic or Renaissance styles, whether

we like it or not there is an unmistakable demand for

new' ideas that can only be satisfied with new forms and

new thoughts in our architecture, and it must meet the

conditions created by science and commerce, conditions

that previous architects have not been called upon to

meet.

C. Lovett Gill [F.].

THE ARCHITECT. By Clough Williams-Ellis {Life

and Work Series.) 12 mo. Lond., 1929. [Geoffrey

Bles.] 55.
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This autobiography is the second of a series written by
leading members of

“ the professions in which men engage,

The Army, the Navy, the Church, and the Stage,”

in order to give an account of their various problems and
experiences, which the publisher “ hopes will be of

interest to fellow-members, and of help to those who are

about to choose or commence their life's work.”

On its value for the second purpose the author disarms

criticism in advance by admitting in the preface, what the

book itself reveals, that he is ” utterly and absurdly un-
representative of the profession as a whole,” so far as the

normal method of becoming an architect is concerned :

in fact, to the modem five-year-course academic educa-

tionalist he is almost as much of a stumbling-block as that

brilliant scientist and Professor of Astronomy at Oxford
who took up architecture as a side-show when he was
about thirty, no doubt from his interest in the mechanical

problems it offered, and rose to such heights of glory that

his name alone would now occur to any average man in

the street who was asked to mention a great English

architect.

About half of the 190 pages are directly concerned with

the practice of the profession, and the earlier part of the

book follows, on a small scale, the conventional design of

the full-dress autobiography, beginning with chapters on

early years, school, and university, here labelled with more
picturesque headings

In the school period, we have an account of Sanderson,

of Oundle, as he appeared to a generation of boys whose
point of view was distinctly not that of the later eulogists

who led to his final apotheosis as the model of all head-

masters. The author's inborn instinct for architecture was
already making itself felt, but found no scope at a school

whose aim w'as mainly scientific ;
and at the next stage of

his career he embarked on Natural Science at Trinity,

Cambridge, but after one desultory year delivered a kind

of family ultimatum which ended in the compromise of

leaving Cambridge and taking up engineering, since archi-

tecture itself could not be visualised as an eligible pro-

fession, nor was there any obvious method of preparing

for it.

It seems remarkable that in that year (1900 to 1901) such

a view should still have prevailed. The A.A. School had

then been running for some years, likewise the School of

Architecture at Liverpool University, under Professor

Simpson, but the author only discovered the gateway to

the profession by the prosaic but practical scheme of

looking up “ Architecture ” in the Telephone Directory,

which led to an interview with Mr. Maule and enrolment

as a student at the A.A., after a convenient vacation month
in contact with an actual piece of building work in the

country.

The reader might now suppose that Mr. Williams-Ellis

was at length destined to follow the normal course of

training which is briefly outlined at the beginning of the

chapter headed “ Practice.” But fortune, still determined

to keep him unrepresentative, had endowed him with that

gift which is more precious to the embryo architect than

rubies, or even alluring draughtsmanship, namely, a large

and varied assortment of relatives and connections, willing

to be helpful
;
so that hardly had his second term begun.

wEen he was confronted w^ith an actual job, which he
boldly undertook, severed his connection with the A.A.,,
and started a diminutive office in the rooms of an older
architect who provided friendly hints on practice.

With the formidable trials and obstacles of the “ Honey-
wood File ” fresh in our minds, we can only mars'el at the
luck with which this first building was carried through by
an architect so inexperienced that he did not even know
what a certificate was (did not Mr. Williams-Ellis then use
the contract form of the R.I.B.A., in which the purpose of
that document is described at some length ?). But the
fortunate beginning was followed at once by a “ nice and
rapidly growing trickle ” of small houses, a translation to a

larger office, and a fully-fledged and increasing practice,

apparently without any of the usual voids and gaps, or the
j-isks and disappointments of competitions.

In the course of these chapters some sound and well-
balanced opinions are given on many problems which arise

in modem practice, such as the treatment of clients, their

functions and limitations, and the dangers of too accom-
plished draughtsmanship in misleading not only the public
but the architect himself as to the real merits of a design.

With his strictures on the system of the Architecture Room
at the Royal Academy most of his colleagues wrould, in

their heart of hearts, entirely agree, though they too may
have bow ed to the convention and sent in “ poshed-up ”

tricky pictures prepared for them by one of the favoured
perspective artists of the moment. His own experience of
results has shown its total lack of publicity value, merely
from a business point of view.

The later part of the book contains two digressions, the
first on the war interlude, w^hich has the general historical

value of all personal records of that period, the second
entitled “ Confessions,” which might be appropriate
enough in a press interview or an article in a weekly
journal, but seems out of place in a book which is obvi-
ously intended to have some permanency as one of a series

appearing at intervals during several years. It is a wise
rule for any writer thus occupied to ask himself, “ how will

this paragraph, or this chapter, strike a reader ten or
twenty years hence ? ” We can hardly suppose that a

young architect, say, in 1945, will be greatly thrilled to

learn that Mr. Williams-Ellis did not care to look at
“ acknowledged masterpieces of architecture ” because
their surroundings usually depressed him, did not appre-
ciate painting in the form of easel pictures, had hardly any
ear for music, was “ coldly respectful to poetry,” and only
w'ent to a theatre about once a quarter. In fact, the last

four pages of this section, on the Epstein-Underground
controversy, seem already slightly “ dated.”

Finally, there is an account of the origin and progress of
Portmerion, that enchanted promontory on the Welsh
coast, where a unique experiment has been tried in

materialising an architect's dream of the ideal seaside

colony of congenial people living under a strict but bene-
volent and enlightened autocracy. Here the author is

again unrepresentativ^e of the average architect, who could
hardly hope for such an opportunity of controlling the

design and setting of a group of his buildings, in the most
beautiful surroundings.

On the other hand, the acceptable and discerning people
who are deemed w’orthy of this paradise may be able to
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call their souls their own, but cannot claim the same rights

over their environment. They have no say in the external

decoration of their homes, and may not make any internal

alterations without permission : we wonder whether their

pianos, dogs, plus-fours, and college blazers are also re-

quired to conform to the general colour-scheme. Worst
indignity of all, their private gardens are planted and
maintained by the Central Authority (as at Port Sunlight),

so that even the position of their hydrangeas is decided
over their heads—a state of servitude to which no true

garden-lover would willingly submit !

Mr. Williams-Eliis writes throughout in an easy and
conversational style which is pleasant to read and estab-

lishes a feeling of personal contact betrveen writer and
reader. The general impression given by the book is that

if the would-be architect could see a reasonable expecta-

tion of a career so interesting and enjoyable as that of the

author, the profession would soon be congested by a

crowd of enthusiastic aspirants.

Ronald P. Jones [F.],

GREAT BUILDINGS ANDHOW TO ENJOYTHEM
SERIES.—Greek, Byzantine, Romanesque, Norman,
Gothic Architecture. By Edith A. Brozvne, F.R.G.S.

5 zols., sq, 8lo. Lond. 19—
.

[Adam and Charles

Blacki] 55. each.

This series was begun in 1907 when architectural

books for ordinary readers were somewhat scarce. The
latest volume is a second edition of that devoted to
“ Gothic,” and it contains some authentic information

as to the damage done to certain buildings during the

War. We in England hardly realise the extent of the

precautions taken by the French Government to protect

some of their artistic treasures. Even so far away from
the front as Chartres, the whole of the ancient glass in the

cathedral was removed and stored. Similar precautions

at the abbey of St. Denis were not wasted, for the modern
stained glass which was allowed to remain was all

destroyed in an explosion in March 1918.

This series of books makes little appeal to architects,

but is written for those students who are interested in old

buildings and desire a fuller understanding of their

origins. Each volume contains about 40 pages of text

and 48 full-page photographic illustrations. '’Phese are

accompanied by notes not always carefully worded, e.g.,

the note on Tournai runs
—

“ The cathedral was originally

triapsal. The nave is one of the finest achievements of

Romanesque builders. L. 4S0 ft.” The reader might
easily be led to think that I'ournai no longer possessed

apses at the ends of choir and transepts, but that it did

possess the longest nave in Christendom. ( )f course, the

dimension given applies to the entire length of the church.

The writer describes well the partial deris ation of the

Norman style from Lombardy, pointing out that Richard

11 ,
duke of Normandy from 996-1026, in\ited Lombard

architects or craftsmen to come ” and ere^t buildings.”

and that Lanfranc, a Lombard, became prior of Bee
(Normandy) and archbishop ot Canterbury.

MODERN ARCHITECTURE. By Bruno Taut. 40.
London^ 1929. [The Studioi] los. net.

The Studio, which has always been keenly alive to the
development of the arts abroad, has published a transla-

tion of Bruno Taut’s book on Alodem Architecture, W'hich
originally appeared in Germany. While there are many
illustrations, this work does not consist merely of a collec-

tion of these strung together, but of an essay in eight
chapters, each illustrated by appropriate subjects. Bruno
Taut’s thesis for the new arsthetic is :

—
” The aim of

architecture is the creation of the perfect, and, therefore,

also beautiful, efficienev.”

J. M. E.

FACADES OF BUILDINGS, OLD AND MODERN,
BUSINESS AND DWELLING HOUSES. Col-
lected by Dr. Werner Hegemann. London. 40. 1929.
[Eryiest Benyi.^ £2 2S.

Dr. Hegemann, the editor of Wasmuth’s Monatshefte
fur Baukunst, is well known in Germany as an acute and
outspoken critic of architecture ancient as well as modern.
In this volume he has collected some hve hundred
examples ranging in date from ancient Greece to the
present day and in geographical location from Medina to

California. These are preceded by an essay in which the
author lays particular stress on the qualities which make
for satisfactory streets and severely criticises many indi-

vidually interesting buildings for their lack of these
qualities. It is interesting to note, from a foreign ob-
server, a warm commendation of the new Regent Street,

particularlv the Quadrant.

J. M. E.

WROUGHT IRON IN ARCHITECTURE. By GerMd
K. Ge-rlwos. Charles ScribyieCs Sons^ 1929. (12 in. by
9 in., pp. xi - 202 ; 324 illustrations.)

This is a very valuable book, one of the soundest books
of Its type that could be produced. The author is not onlv
an enthusiast—he has probed deep into the mysteries of the
noble craft of wrought ironwork. There is a substantial
letterpress, a little “ racy ” in parts, but w'ith power behind
It. I'he illustrations are wholly admirable, not least the out-
line “working” drawings done (we understand) by the
author’s wife. There is much architecture in the book, apart
from ironwork. As a finely illustrated catalogue of the best
in Europe and America, it is invaluable, apart from its exceed-
ingly practical qualities. It should be acquired bv every
architect and every school of architecture. American scholar-
ship has indeed to be congratulated on this production which is

dedicated to the School of Architecture at Pennsylvania
University.

It IS gratifying to read .

“ It must be granted to the credit
of English ironwork that it maintained a higher general average
and national individuality from the eleventh to the nineteenth
century than did that of perhaps any other countrv.” This
IS a rec{>gnition ot its value both in mediicval and renaissance
times. It is theretore a little regrettable that the fine return
t(} simple craft methods initiated by Philip Webb gets no
place, the more so because several full pages of illustration
are de\(;tfcd to modern American work, some of it, perhaps,
a little questionable in treatment. However, one must not
quarrel with the hook on this account. The Spanish section
borrows some of the fine illustrations from Air, Prentice’s
book.

F. H. M. D. T. F.
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Correspondence
REGIONAL PLANNING.

44 Calgarth MansiotK, IE. 14.

12 January 1930.

To the Editor

y

Journal, R.LB.A.

—

Sir,—Being unable to join in the discussion on Mr.
Unwin’s paper on IVIonday last, may I take the oppor-
tunity to enlarge upon his remark that he hoped the

general height of London’s buildings would not be raised,

a sentiment which was widely applauded by the meeting.
It surprises me that one who has contributed so much

to the science of town planning should allow an important
sphere of his work to be vitiated by a sentiment. Such
ideas were, perhaps, laudable when buildings were of

brick or stone only, and it was unsafe and uneconomic to

build much above 80 feet, but they are now the detritus

of an obsolescent building system.

I do not suggest that the legal limit be raised, but that

it should be made to perform useful work.
For example, a large block of building is proposed on

a main thoroughfare. The building owners would
probably be quite willing to set back, say, 20 feet along

their main frontage if allowed to raise to 150 feet over

three-quarter of the site and to 200 feet over half the site.

Street widening w'ould result and the angle of street

lightening not be greatly affected.

Another instance : Amid the desolation of South
London, residential areas between the main roads could

be zoned, w^ith an allowed height of, say, 40 feet for

residences. Building owners would be permitted to raise

their blocks of flats (the inevitable future of such areas)

to ten or twelve stories on condition of forming sur-

rounding open spaces.

Thus could building land be fully utilised, open spaces

created, streets widened, car parks formed, all, be it

noted, without the local authority having to find the vast

sums for compensation which are at present the great

deterrent to the replanning of built-up areas, and, inci-

dentally, stay the too rapid declension of the country-

side into a mere eczema of speculative housing.—I am,
sir, yours faithfully, G. Norburn [^.].

Dr. L mvin writes as follows in reply to Air. Norburn :

In reply to Air. Norburn : The objection to high
buildings is not based on sentiment nor is it part of the

detritus of an obsolete building system. It is based on
the painful experience of those wUo have used the new'

building construction to test this method of evading the

consequences of o\'ercrowding, who are most emphatic
in cautioning London against making a similar mistake.

The simple fact is that traffic congestion in streets is

directly due to the intensity of occupancy or the volume of

building adjacent, and but little relief comes from widen-
ing. If a high building is erected, w hich will be occupied
by anything from one to ten thousand persons, no set-

back of the frontage which could be required would
mitigate the traffic strain thus thrown on the street

which would* not be confined to the building frontage

but would affect half a mile of road or more. By the

time the whole street became similarly widened the traffic

strain along the frontage would have far surpassed the

very limited relief w hich e\ en a long widening will effect.

New York, with frequent main streets 100 feet wide
and still more frequent cross streets 64 feet wide, is

quite unable to cope with the traffic in its still relativ^ely

small areas of skyscrapers.

Let those who wish for higher buildings in London
estimate the extent of building area w^hich must be
sacrificed to widen London’s streets to something like

the New A ork standard : let them add to this the cost

of carrying out such widening : let them, then, throw'

into the scale the disadvantage in this climate of increas-

ing the area shaded from the sun by every building to an
extent many times that of the increased height of the
building ; even if all the claimed advantages of high
buildings—to say nothing of the few real ones—were
piled into the other scale it w'ould show but a light

counter w'eight. I am convinced that for every pound we
spent in raising the height of our buildings in Central
London w'e shall have to spend many pounds to solve the

problems of increased congestion that are thereby being
created.

The question whether, with a given density of reason-

able amount, a higher building and more open space, or a

low'er one and less space, would be the better, depends on
individual circumstances, and is an entirely different one.

Experience show^s that, owing to the tendency for high
buildings to foster high local land values, the higher the

buildings the smaller is the amount of open ground w hich

can be secured. R. L^nwin [F. .

The Library
Notes by Members of the Literature Committee on

Recent Purchases

[These Notes are published uithout prejudice to a further and
more detailed criticism^

AIOBILIER ET DECORATION : REVUE MENSUELLE
. . . Selection tiree de I'annee 40. Sez:rcs. [1929.]
305.

When the copies of a journal on Architecture or Decoration
aie bound into annual volumes, the result is usually cumber-
some, and there are many pages of purely topical inteiest.

In this volume, however, the mo.st valuable and most generally
interesting articles only are hound into a volume, w hich thus
gives an admirable series of large illustrations of inteiesting
recent work in France. There is not much architecture beyond
a few illustrations taken in the Rue Alallet Stevens ; there is an
excellent chapter on the iron work of Raymond Sabes. The
rest of the volume is taken up with beautifully carried out
schemes of interior decoration and furniture. Of course in

this modem work colour and texture are so important that
illustrations can only half illustrate : one must go to Paris and
the Exhibitions of Decorative Art. This book at least shows the
comfort, practicability and simple richness of the new manner

H. C. H.

THE OLD HOMES OF BRITAIN : THE SOUTHERN
COUNTIES. Edited by Christopher Hussey. Sm. 40.
Lond. 192S. [Country Lije.'l Ss.

This is an ingenious form of guide book to the piincipal old
houses in Kent, Sussex, Hampshire and Middlesex. Between
fifty and sixt>' houses have been chosen. These are each
illustrated by one or moie good photographs. There is a map
showing where each house may be found, and a topographical
list arranged under localities giving the names of the chosen
houses in that localit>’, the days on which they are open to the
public and a list of other places of interest in the neighbourhood

A. H. M.
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Sir Lawrence Weaver, K.B.E., F.S.A., Hbn. Associate R.LB.A.
Magister Ceremoniariim.

BY PROFESSOR A. E. RICHARDSON, F.S.A. [F.].

To Sir Lawrence Weaver, who died on 1 1 January, at

the age of 53, is due the homage of the architectural pro-
fession. He was an example of energy combined with
indomitable will power. His loss to the cause of archi-

tecture cannot be estimated, neither can his championship
be replaced. Weaver had the rare gift of reconciling con-

trary opinions. He was a bom leader, and he picked his

followers for their abilinu His career, alas, all too short,

embraced so many pursuits that it is difficult to say in

which he most excelled. As an antiquary, a writer, and a

man of taste he gained respect
; but it was as an organiser

that he figured to the fullest advantage. Throughout
his busy life he viewed pleasurable work as the only

possible form of recreation. This was his secret
;
and

part of the process was to help young men to fame.

Weaver was born at Clifton, Bristol, and was educated

at Clifton College. His early life, after leaving school,

was spent first in training as an architect, and later he
became associated with various manufacturing firms.

It must be remembered, however, that he lost nothing

bv the latter experiences. Quick to observe and retain

impressions, he had the eyes to distinguish betw^een good
and indifferent work. It is not surprising therefore that he

set out to improve craftsmanship and to interest patrons.

All the time, perhaps unknowingly, he was preparing

for the wider issues of organisation. It was not until

1910 that Weaver became architectural editor of Country

Life. For six years he directed the policy of the paper

towards better taste in building. Lender the heading of
“ Lesser Houses ” he described the chief domestic work
of that type carried out in this country. In his spare

time he wrote books on architecture and kindred subjects,

besides reading numerous papers before learned bodies.

On one occasion he was lecturing at the Society of

Antiquaries
;

the subject concerned Wren’s building

accounts of St. Paul’s Cathedral. Weaver held his

listeners and was clearly master of his facts. Those
who recall that meeting, will remember the merriment

when the farthings stated in the accounts were mentioned.

Before serv ing m the Anti-Aircraft Corps of the R.N.V.R.,

Weaver had helped to form the Civic Arts Association

for he, with others, realised quite early in the war that

the public would need advice on the design of war mem-
orials. For a time Weaver disappeared from the circles

he had so long advised. His subsequent discovery

by Lord Lee of Fareham, in the uniform of an able-

bodied seaman at the White City, led to his being seconded

to the Food Production Department. Finally, in 1918,

Weaver became Commercial Secretary- to the Board of

Agriculture. It is not surprising that a man of his

talents should have made his new duties a passion.

Architecture now became Agriculture with a capital A.

He had acquired a remarkable grip of the subject, and

he quoted from the writings of Arthur Young and Cobbett.

The time appeared ripe to expose the obsolete Cobdenism
which had long since destroyed the ancient and staple

industry of England. From 1919 until 1922, he became

Director-General of Land Department and Second
Secretary in the IMinistry of Agriculture. His schemes
were far-reaching, and were enthusiastically received by
his colleagues

;
to his mind, there was no obstacle that

could not be overcome. But, alas, circumstances changed,
and the subject of agriculture was relegated to the in-

evitable pigeon hole. Most people by this time were
prepared for the insuperable to be achieved by Wea\er,
and it was no surprise when he became Director of the
United Kingdom Exhibits, including the Palace of Arts,
at Wembley in 1922. When the Exhibition was opened,
the critics began their attacks. Some did not care for the
architecture, others complained that they had not been
invited to design a pavilion, etc., etc. Few realised the
administrative power that helped to make the exhibition
the unqualified success it proved to be. The facts all

hidden were that Weaver had ruled a horde of busy
bodies with no light hand. He had quelled the vulgar,

he had improved and unified the majority of the private

stands, and he had inspired new ideas for subdued ad-
vertising. Not only did he convene innumerable com-
mittees, but he acted as Chairman more often than not.

The wonder is that he stood the strain. The exhibition
at Wembley had the beneficial effect of opening the eyes
of architects and the general public to the value of sim-
plicity in the design of buildings. Weaver now headed
the campaign against copyism and reproduction, but he
did not lose his head as so many did. He remained for-

tunately an admirer of historical works, and he sought to

inspire regard for intelligent evolution in art rather than
wild adventure. The term “ Modernism ” to him meant
little. He knew only too well that the technical papers
would fall for the Continental ” fashion, and that once
the “ stunt ” had run its course, there would be a frenzied
retracing of uncharted ways. At this juncture, the form-
ing of the Architecture Club was an affair after Weaver’s
heart. The new club was to be exclusive, “ its aims to
enlarge public appreciation of good architecture and the
allied arts, and especially of the best work of to-day.’”

In due course, on the retirement of J. C. Squire, Weaver
became President, indeed the choice of the members-
could not have been better, for here it was thought was
a leader who combined literary skill with architectural

experience.

To enumerate all the activities of Lawrence Weaver
calls for the skill of a cataloguer. To be brief, he w^as a
maker of careers, a patron of craftsmen, a benefactor
of the needy and the afflicted. The list is indefinite,

for, apart from his position as Honorary Treasurer of
the Housing Association for Officers’ Families, he practi-

cally ran “ Ashtead Potters,” a society for the training

and employment of disabled ex-Service men, and he
helped many private individuals to whom poverty was a
nightmare.

Weaver did all this, and more, in a light-hearted, care-

free spirit
;
he smoothed over troubles, and he gave his

friends the impression that he had the physique of a giant.
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It has been said of Weaver that he possessed the Open
Sesame for all difficulties. His was the view that saw
the way round, his was the ever-youthful enthusiasm
that accepted the discourtesy of the times and yet held
to an ideal. It is written that no man is indispensable, but
here was a leader who placed leadership above ordinary ad-

vantage, and one who viewed worldly success as a disaster,

THE LATE KEITH DOWNS YOUNG.
By William A. Pite [F.].

The death of Air. Keith D. Young in his 82nd year
has removed from our profession a well known personality

in the hospital world. Possessed of an undimmed out-

look, he was a keen worker until within a few' days of his

brief and final illness. Educated at Tonbridge School
and the National Art Training School, South Kensington,
now the Royal College of Art, Air. Young entered the

office of his father, George Adam Young, also an architect.

From an early point in his career, he was much and
profitably interested in the detailed matters of con-
struction and hygiene, and usefully exercised his literary

gifts in various writings. He contributed with Percival

Gordon Smith [F.] to Shirley Alurphy’s work, Our
Homes and How to make them Healthy, Air. Young
being responsible for the architectural part of a long

essay, besides occasional articles in the Practitioner and
other periodicals, and papers on hospital topics at the

Institute and the Architectural Association.

There is a long catalogue of Air. Young^s hospital

works, about sixty in number, and, with many others

beside, he was engaged in a consultative capacity. Among
his earlier hospital undertakings may be mentioned the

small Aliller Memorial Hospital, Greenwich, the first

instance in England of the use of circular w^ards, this

being as far back as 1883, and w'hich, with a large Ward
block, built in 1911, formed the commencement of a

large scheme of reconstruction now' in progress. For
many years from 1886, Air. Young was closely associated

with the Aliddlesex Hospital, in extensions and modifica-

tion, now culminating in the great rebuilding scheme
proceeding under the direction of Air. Alner Hall, the

son of his former partner. Among his many other

works, too numerous to detail, mention should be made
of the Great Northern Hospital, and the Royal Eye
Hospital, Southwark, a building containing a number of

unusual features in w'hich Air. Young w'as closely associ-

ated with the well-known surgeon, Mr, Alalcolm AI.

AIcHardy, F.R.C.S., with whom he was on terms of

intimate friendship and collaboration. Another building

of special character is the Royal Dental Hospital, Leicester

Square, which was the result of a limited competition

m 1898. In the same year he carried out the Sir George
Johnston Eye Theatre of the old King's College Hospital,

Lincoln's Inn Fields, w hile acting as Consulting Architect

;

the Evelina Hospital, the Bolingbroke, and the Chelsea

Hospital for Women, and his latest, the extension of the

Ear and Throat Hospital, Grays Inn Road, are specimens

of a wide and extensive experience. Air. A oung also acted

as adviser to the Express Dairy Company for many years.

One of Mr. A'oung’s most recent works should not be

passed without notice, this being the completion of the

second section of the Hospital for Alothers and Babies,

Woolwich. This is a unique Institution, due to its

character for particular service, and was opened a

few days after his death by H.R.H. Princess Mary.

Air. A'oung acted as assessor in a number of hospital

competitions, including that of the Bradford Royal
Infirmary, in 1911, the selected design of which is not
now' being carried out. Throughout his long professional

career, Air. Y'oung was a diligent worker right dowm
till within a week of his decease. He was a facile and
enthusiastic sketcher, not only of architectural subjects,

but of natural objects, trees in particular, and had ex-
perience as an etcher. His interests, however, were not
confined by these pursuits, for he w'as a wide reader,

and had travelled in the Near East, and possessed an
attractive library of about 1,500 books, every one of
which had been either purchased or presented ; reading
occupied his evening leisure, and his taste lay in history

essays, architecture, and the history of religion—it is said

of him that “ few men knew the Bible more intimately

than he.”

Mr. Young was of a retiring nature, and w'as not often
seen at the meetings of the Institute, but his keen interest

in matters of professional interest was sincere.

As a friend, his cheery outlook was inspiring, and none
sought his counsel in vain. Possessed of a critical

instinct, he w'as strong in his likes and dislikes, and
seldom failed to give definite expression to his view's

with unmistakable vivacity. His passing from us leaves

a gap and marks an era of advance in hospital design,

upon which his influence is unmistakable in the remarkable
progress made in hospital planning in this country.

Air. Young was associated for many years with the
late Sir Henry C. Burdett, K.C.B., the well know'n
hospital authority, and was responsible for much of the

useful matter which appeared from time to time in the
Hospital

;
the plans of buildings illustrated in that journal

being made to a uniform scale were prepared under his

direction. He further wrote, year by year, the chapter on
current hospital construction in Burdettes Hospitals and
Charities. In this connection, it may be stated that Mr,
A^oung was responsible for the volume on hospital planning
and construction in BurdetVs Hospitals and Asylums of the

World. His other literary productions w'ere contributions

in the Practitioner, and various papers on hospitals read
before societies, and quite recently he had been actively

engaged in extensive researches in relation to the planning
of the sanatoria of public schools.

Air. Young commenced practice in 1871, and w'as

elected an Associate in 1875, and at the time of his death
w as one of the five senior members of the Royal Institute.

He w^as also a Alembre Associe Etranger de la Societe

Frangaise d’Hygiene.
This notice w'ould not be complete without reference

to his long and close association with his partner, the

late Henry Hall [F.], which extended over thirty years,

and though generally being individually engaged, the

name of the firm of “ A'oung and Hall ” w'as widely
known and esteemed.

In conclusion, the writer of these inadequate lines

w ould pay a grateful tribute to the memory of a generous
and genial friend, at all times ready to counsel and
encourage, and to one of so noble a character as not to

be above seeking similar counsel from a junior. .

It is with great regret that we learn on going to press

of the sudden death of the Rt. Hon. Viscount Esher,
G.C.B., G.C.V.O., Honorary Fellow' R.I.B.A. on 22nd
January.—

E

d.
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Charing Cross Bridge
Summary of Proceedings at Ministry of Transport, on 23 December 1929

Agreed Summary of the proceedings which took place

at the Ministry of Transport on Monday, the 23
December, 1929, when the Alinister and Sir Percy
Simmons, Chairman of the Improvements Committee of

the London County Council, received a deputation repre-

senting the Royal Institute of British Architects and the

Thames Bridges Conference.

Mr. STANLEY HALL, the Vice-President of the R.LB.A.,
in introducing the deputation in the unavoidable absence
abroad of the President, Sii Banister F. Fletcher, stated that

the architects had been concerned about the proposals for a

bridge at Charing Cross as long ago as 1916.

He pointed out that subsequent to the publication of Lord
Lee’s Report, when a Committee of Engineers was appointed
to report on this subject, the Institute asked for the appoint-

ment of an architect on the Committee. This was refused on
the ground that at that tetage scientihe engineering considera-

tions \'«.'ere the only issue. In the view of the Institute this w^as

a most unfortunate decision, as they felt that an architect

should have been engaged from the inception of the proposals,

and that though an architect had subsequently been called in

it was not fair to any architect to be called in and told that

fundamentals, from an engineering and traffic point of view

,

had been settled.

They considered that on the Surrey side there w as an oppor-

tunity for the improvement of London and the Thames greater

than had occurred since the Fire of London, and that the

promoters, in their anxiety to arrive at some finality, had
produced a half-baked scheme, having allowed the supposed

difficulties to loom too large. They, therefore, asked that the

Bill should be referred back for further consideration.

Mr. ARTHUR KEEN, the Chairman of the Thames Bridges

Conference, stated that the Conference had looked at this

scheme from the point of view' of town planning and economy,
and they did not consider that proper provision was made
for the development of London on the southern side, which

was a most vital question. He pointed out that all the succes-

sive official schemes had been trankly viaducts and that viaducts

were not wanted in Central London. They sterilised the areas

that they touched. He also criticised (i) the fact that there was

no connection from the bridge to the Embankment on the

Middlesex side ; (2) the proposal to cover in York Road for a

distance of 350 feet, and suggested the desirability of all works

being on the ground level, or as near thereto as possible, and

open to the sky: and (3) that no building sites weie formed

between the railway and the road.

He also considered that to meet the wishes of the railway

company the station was brought much too near the river on

the Surrey side and that in the position proposed it would

prevent adequate development of the river front and the area

behind it. He added that the members of the Deputation did

not advocate anv particular scheme.
Sir RECHNALD BLOMFIELD, R.A., representing the

Royal Academy, criticised the scheme under the heads “ Cost,

Traffic, Architecture and the Surrey side.”

He did not think that if the scheme weie given effect to

the public would be getting value for a cost which was placed

at nearly 15,000,000, much of it compensation for buildings

destroyed in consequence of the route selected.

With regard to traffic, he drew attention to the closing of

roads on the Middlesex side, such as Vilhers Street and

Buckingham Street, and he did not consider that the approaches

on the Surrev side were adequate. ’^I’he archway proposed at

the end of the bridge on the Surrey side would cause congestion

of traffic and block a vista from the Strand light across the

bridge and to tht‘ country beyond. He thought that tunnels

on the Surrey side 350 feet in length would be unsightly, noisy,

difficult to ventilate, and very dangerous owing to the risk of
carbon monoxide poisoning from the exhausts of motor
vehicles in the tunnels. Owing to the levels the tunnels
through ^\hlch York Road and Waterloo Road W'ould have to

pass, could not ha\e a greater height than that from the
Enibankment roadway to the underside of the railway passing
over it on the ^Middlesex side though they would be more than
three times as long. In his opinion these tunnels were a fatal

objection to the official scheme. He criticised the circus for

a roundabout on the Surrey side, which he thought was badly
designed. The result would be that there would be heavy
congestion at this point. From an architectural point of view
he expressed the view* rhat the scheme on the ^Middlesex side

had been prepared wTthout regard to architectural possibilities.

In particular, the tunnel ramp on a steep gradient and the

areas left for building would render it impossible to get a

satisfactory architectural treatment. Similarly, he thought
that the 1,600 feet of wail formed by the side of the new
station along the elevated road would prevent any satisfactory

architectural feature there, and, as in the case of the IMiddlesex
side, he thought that the areas assigned for building in the

neighbouihood of the circus on the Surrey side would be
impossible to deal with.

Generally, he thought that the proposed arrangements on
the south side w’ould completely block in the southern area

with a solid wedge resulting in there being a hinterland of

slums in perpetuity.

Lord URAWFC)RD, the President of the London Society,

stated in dealing with the town-planning aspect of the scheme
that in his view' the whole problem should be considered in

relation to I^ondon as a whole and not only as dealing w'ith a

railway problem, and took exception to what he regarded as

an arterial road being made before planning the area to be
served, and he asked that the scheme should be tested by broad
principles and truisms. Firstly, the layout should consider
development as well as traffic, as the area involved is in the

central and most important part of London. Secondly, good
sites are wanted on both banks. The scheme is defective in

this respect. Those on the north side are meagre and shallow

.

On the south side they are irregular triangles and wedges.
Thirdly, viaducts, tunnels and vaults are undesirable. Acres
and acres of vaults are created, thereby destroying values,

instead of creating them, and the scheme w'ould prevent the

development of the Surrey side. Fourthly, bridge traffic

should be divided, and dispersed as soon as possible, and
congestion in the Strand would be serious. P'ifthly, shore-to-

shore connection is desirable. Lord Crawford pointed out
that through there being no access to the bridge from the

Embankment a vehicle desiring to go from the Hotel Metropole
on to the bridge would have to go all round by the Strand,

some 1,200 yards, before beginning to cross the river. Sixthly,

there should be easier road gradients. Some of the gradients

on the Surrey side were as steep as i in 30, and artificial hills

should not be made. Seventhly, easy access to and from
stations. The proposed arrangements in this respect would
cause inconvenience to the companies’ passengers, further the

termini will be hemmed inside a triangle, expansion being
impossible.

In conclusion. Lord Crawford stated that a replanning of

the scheme to pro\'ide some satisfactory sites lor rebuilding
would, in addition to improving the appearance, reduce the
cost bv additional recoupment values

Sir PERCY SIMMONS, on behalf of the London County
Council, described the recent history of the proposals for the

removal of the existing railway bridge and the construction of

a road bridge. He said he was quite satisfied that every
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scheme v.hich had been suggested during the iast 30 years for

dealing with this problem had been most carefully examined
before the present proposals were settled. Many of the

schemes were hopeless, from the traffic point of view, and
traffic was the primary consideration. His Council were
satisfied, as was the Ministry of Transport, that the scheme
does deal more effectively and better with the traffic than

any other scheme, providing as it does, among other things,

excellent facilities for linking up w'lth the tubes.

Dealing with Sir Reginald Blomfield’s points on the subject

of cost, Sir Percy Simmons did not see how' any less expensive

scheme could be devised which w'ould be satisfactoiw.

With regard to Sir Reginald’s complaint that, from the

architectural point of view
,
there would not be much of a vista,

he did not understand how' Sir Reginald could obtain the vista

he desired and at the same time cope with the traffic difficulties.

With regard to the Surrey side there would, he hoped, be a

beautiful embankment garden. From the traffic point of view*

the scheme must be considered in relation to the traffic diffi-

culties now' existing at the Elephant and Castle and Vauxhall
Cross. The scheme would now prevent these matters being
dealt w ith, and proposals for improving the present conditions

dt these points were actively under consideration, and there

would be nothing to prevent further improvements on the

Surrey side. Consideration was now' being given to the ques-

tion of the improvement of the traffic facilities north of the

Xurse Cavell Statue. He pointed out that Sir Edwin Lutyens
had been consulted, and had signed the plan showing the lay-

out, and in its preparation he had a free hand within the limits

dictated by engineering and traffic requirements. He added
that within the limits abov'e referred to they would welcome
any suggestions, which would receive every consideration. He
pointed out that the Council intended to go forward with the

Bill and that, in his opinion, it was the only chance this genera-

tion would have of getting a Charing Cross Bridge.

With regard to the design of the bridge and the viaducts, the

Council will no doubt desire that these should be put out to

open competition.
The MINISTER OF TRANSPORT, in reply, stated that

he could not undertake on behalf of the Gov ernment to ask

the London County Council to withdraw the Bill and start

more or less de novo^ and prepare a fresh scheme at this stage.

Some amendments might be made as the Bill proceeded, but
as the Alinistry had been in the closest association with the

Council it would be a very serious matter for him now to suggest

that the scheme was fundamentally wrong and should be
withdrawn. Indeed, he thought it would be dangerous to do
so from the point of view of those who wanted a bridge at

Charing Cross.
As he v'ievved the matter it was divided into four parts,

traffic, engineering, v'aluation and architecture, and the best

advice had been obtained under each of these heads.

On the traffic aspects, apart from his ow'n personal know-
ledge of the problem, it would be difficult for him to set aside

the traffic advice which had been receiv'ed from Sir Henry
Maybury and other exoerts who, since the London Traffic Act
was passed, had made a v'ery close study of the traffic problem,
had collected most v'aluable material and had acquired a

scientific knowledge of the movement of London Traffic.

Further, he had had the advantage of the advice of the London
Traffic Adv'isory Committee, who generally concurred in

the scheme. Nor could he ignore the opinions and adv'ice of

the railway company upon traffic matters, for their interests,

and those of their passengers, were seriously affected.

With regard to the proposal that the bridge should be con-

nected directly with the Embankment, if this were done much
ot the traffic crossing the bridge from the Surrey side and going

north would proceed up Northumberland Avenue into Trafal-

gar Square. Traffic in Northumberland Av'enue in this

direction had increased by approximately 25 per cent, in the

last four years. It now amounted in the peak hours to over

1,000 vehicles per hour, was still growing, and likely to do so.
Further, Trafalgar Square to which Northumberland Av’enue
leads, already handles daily in 12 hours nearly 60,000 vehicles,
and this traffic also continues to increase.

The Embankment also already carries much fast traffic,

which is increasing, and in addition there is an intensiv'e tram-
way service which, in his opinion, is a most v'aluable asset in
London travelling facilities. Accordingly to bring the traffic

from the bridge, on to the Embankment in these circumstances
would, in his opinion, invite a v'ery difficult traffic position. It

was for these reasons that the layout on the north side of the
river had been decided upon, so as to avoid tlie difficulties

which would otherwise arise at the Embankment, in North-
umberland Av'enue, and Trafalgar Square.

With regard to the site of the proposed new station it was
true that the original intention was that it should be set back
further from the River than was now proposed. The railway
company objected, as they were entitled to do in their own
interests and those of their passengers. They suggested that

if the present station were to be moved at all, it should be to

the site now proposed, and upon a close examination of this

proposal the adv isers of the Council and the Ministry came to

the conclusion that it was a better scheme, as it w ould provide
far greater facilities for passengers to reach the London tube
system.
Mr. Moirison lurther pointed out that the level determined

for the railway must control the level of the bridge, and the
height at which it must go. This feature involved the v'iaducts

and the so-called tunnels, which are not tunnels in the sense of
burrowing, but will merely be roads roofed in to carry the
station. He was unable to accept the view that such so-called

tunnels need by any means be unsightly.

On the engineering side he was satisfied that the best advice
procurable had been obtained and, vv'ith regard to the valuation

aspect of the matter, full adv'antage had been taken of the advice

of the Government Valuer and the Council’s Valuer, Mr.
Frank Hunt.
As to the architectural features Sir Edwin Lutyens had been

consulted, and the deputation was in error in having asserted

that he had not signed the plan of the proposed layout. He did
not desire to suggest that Sir Edwin was responsible for the

whole scheme, and he would not be prepared to agree that any
architect, or body of architects, should deal with important
traffic and engineering matters. All three groups of experts

must have their say in evolving the best scheme. This had
been done and subject to what were considered to be traffic

and engineering essentials, Sir Edwin had had a free hand.
Mr. Alorrison concluded by saying that he could not ask the

Council to reconsider the Bill, and he wanted to make it quite

clear that in this matter the Ministry of Transport, both under
the last Government and imder this Government, had worked
hand in hand with the London County' Council, and has been
consulted at every stage, and had arrived at the conclusion that

the scheme proposed was the best practicable one in the

circumstances. At the same time he welcomed the criticisms

of those important bodies whose interests the deputation

represented, and he could assure them that within the limits

of the present proposals he personally', and the County Council,

would welcome any suggestions for the best possible archi-

tectural treatment of a scheme which he was sure would offer

great architectural opportunities.

ST. PAUL’S CATHEDRAL PRESERVATION.
A meeting of the Representative Committee of St.

Paul’s Cathedral was held on 4 December 1929, when the

following Report by the Works Committee was adopted :

EIGHTH REPORT BY THE WORKS COMMITTEE OF
THE REPRESENTATIVE COMMITTEE.!

The work of preservation at St. Paul’s Cathedral has main-
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tained a steady rate of progress in the period that has elapsed

since the last Report dated 14 February 1929 and there is no
reason to doubt that the work will be so far advanced that the

Cathedral will be ready for re-opening by June next year and

for the continuation of the regular Services thereafter

.

The repairing of the ashlar facing of the mam piers has made
considerable progress. Work on the Choir piers is nearing

completion and on the other piers has advanced to the level of

the main cornice where extensive renovation has been carried

out. Good progress has been made with the renewal of defec-

tive carving. Nearly 700 corroded iron cramps in the masoniy,

which have caused so much damage, as explained in the last

Report, have been removed. Forty of these were found em-
bedded in the main Corinthian capitals and eighty-eight in the

main cornice. These projecting features were urgently in need

of repair and were becoming a source of danger. It is satisfac-

tory to report that the removal of the cramps has been carried

out without causing local movement of any importance. About
2,000 non-rusting cramps have been inserted.

The organ and its casing have been removed from the

temporary position in the nave and are in process of re-erection

on the original site. Much of the main structure is up but the

erection of the more delicate parts of the mechanism will be

left until later when the dust in the Dome Area has been even

further reduced. The organ will be available for use at the

re-opening.
The galleries and main stalls on either side of the choir have

been re-erected and the re-mstatement of all the monuments
against the main piers has been completed without damage.

During the period from April to the end of October 1929,

217 tons of timber and 120 tons of steelwork used for temporary

purposes were taken down and removed from the Cathedral.

The removal of the timber has minimised the risk of fire,

against which precautions described in previous reports have

been constantly maintained. The surplus steelwork has been

disposed of on satisfactory terms.

The system of bracing between the inner and outer drums
from the level of the Whispering Gallery upwards described in

some detail in the last Report, has been completed.

The cementation and reinforcement of the thirty-two but-

tresses and radial walls ha\'e made steady progress, very nearly

half of this work having been completed. In order to take

advantage of the consolidation of this part of the structure it

has been decided to incorporate m the system of non-rusting

steel ties to the four bastions a belt to encircle the buttresses

at the lowest possible level.

The series of plumbing, linear and theodolite measurements

have been carried out at the usual regular intervals with results

that are satisfactory in that they call for no remark. In con-

nection with these measurements two sets of readings have been

obtained from the new plumbing suspension points on the

outside of the Cathedral.

The reading of the crack measurement plugs has been con-

tinued at regular monthly intervals throughout the entire

Cathedral and the results are much the same as mentioned in

the last Report.

Allied
{The attention of Members of the Allied

ESSEX, CAMBRIDGE AND HERTFORDSHIRE
SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS
(CAMBRIDGE CHAPTER).

The ceremony of un\ciling the plaque which is to be attached

to the “ Rose and C'rown ” building, .Newmarket Road and

East Road, Cambridge, to commemorate the award of the

bronze medal presented by the Ro\aI Institute of British

Satisfactory progress has been made with the general archi-

tectural survey of the Cathedral Accurate plans at two levels

have been completed and a section along the main axial line

extending from the top of Ludgate Hill in the west to Old
Change in the east is at present being drawn.
The Chapter Clerk will report to the Committee as to the

expenditure incurred since the date of the last Report.

WESTMINSTER ABBEY SACRISTY.
The Committee appointed last October by the Dean and

Chapter to reconsider the various schemes for the pro-

vision of a Sacristy for the Abbey have now published

their Report. They have reviewed 14 possible sites which
have been suggested, and have dismissed some of them
as impracticable, including the mediaeval Sacristy site ;

they have rejected the “ Alodel ’’ site which had been
proposed, and have suggested instead that a sacristy

should be erected east of the Poet’s Corner between the

buttresses, where it could be extended if necessary by
the use of the Chapter House Cr34)t, connected by an
underground passage, and by an eastward extension

underground. This sacristy would be approached easily

from the high altar through St. Benedict’s Chapel and
its ancient doorway, and would not be visible from the

street. The Dean and Chapter have agreed to reconsider

these proposals.-—Abstract from The Times report, 16

January 1930.

BRITISH SCHOOL AT ROME.
Proposed Scholarship in Medi.^:val Studies.

Four years ago the Faculu^ of Archaeolog\% History
and Letters of the British School at Rome founded a

Scholarship tenable for two years of the annual value of

£150 for competition among young graduates intending
to conduct research in some part of the studies with which
the Faculty is concerned.

It is the intention of the Faculty, as soon as the financial

means are at its disposal, to found a second Scholarship
of the same kind as the first, and so to establish an arrange-
ment whereby one of its two Scholarships will he open
for competition every year.

If this proves possible, the Faculty proposes to use
any new resources that it may obtain for the encourage-
ment of the study of history and art during the Middle
Ages. Arrangements will be proceeded with as soon as

fresh income is assured, either in the form of annual
subscriptions amounting to £150 per annum for not less

than two years or by a capital endowment.
Those who are interested in the propo.scd foundation

are invited to communicate with the Secretary, Mr.
R. P. Flinks, 50 Bedford Square, London, W.C.i.

Societies
Societies is particularly called to this page)

Architect^ t'* Mr. Basil Olner, E" R.I.B A., for the best building
completed in the three counties in 192S, will be performed by
the President ot the Societ>

, Air. Wvkeham Chancellor,
AI.A. (Oxon ), F.R.FB A., at 3 p.m,, on Friday, 31 January
1930, after which guests will be entertained to tea m the Club
Room by the proprietors (Alessrs. Greene, King and Sons,
Ltd.), (iuests should assemble in the Club Room not later
than 2 55.
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WEST YORKSHIRE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
Mr. G. H. Foggitt presided over a large attendance of

members and students at a meeting held at Leeds on 23 January-,

under the joint auspices of the West Yorkshire Society of

Architects and the Leeds College of Art, when an address
was given by Mr. G. S. Francis, of London, the subject being
" Electric Lighting in relation to Modem Tendencies in

Architecture.”
In the course of his address Mr. Francis said :

—

“ My first contact with the pure use of light as a definite

feature in an architectural scheme was made when I saw the

first Goetheanum near Basle in 1923 . Standing on an outlying

spur of the Jura, above the little village of Domach, this

building presented a remarkable sight. Apart from its size,

which was considerable, it possessed an unusual quality. By
all the accepted canons of architectural art, except truth, it

stood condemned as fantastic, yet it was truthful in as much as

the plan was adapted to its requirements and its elevations

were a true expression of the plan. This building was
designed by Dr. Rudolf Steiner as a college of Spiritual Science,

the scientific investigation of life phenomena. In scale it

was colossal, the main dome being larger than that of St.

Peter's at Rome. It was not an architect but a Doctor of

Philosophy who had given the new pattern. He had become
conscious of a new urge in the world and sought to express it

architecturally in the form which it suggested to liim.

The exterior form of the building, about which I believe

there has been some architectural controversy, was after all but
the shell for an interior which was even more remarkable in

appearance, the interest of its architectural features being

enhanced by the play of light and colour directed upon them.
U'he light used was sunlight and by the special colouring and

grouping of windows effects ^^e^e produced of which I will

attempt a verbal description. The mam auditorium of the

building was a large oval space with wide gangways and seats

for over 1,000 persons. This space was surmounted by a large

painted dome supported by seven pairs of massiv^e wooden
columns. The carving on the bases and capitals of the

columns, as well as on the architrave, was done In such a manner
that the tool marks were left in the wood, so that when
varnished these great wooden surfaces presented a facetted

effect.

Entrance to the auditorium was obtained through a vestibule

illumined by three large windows of fiaming red. Surrounded
bv the vivid influence of the red, one opened the doors and
entered the auditorium to meet the following colour impression.

J'he first pair of columns, brightly illuminated by the brilliant

green windows flanking the entrance doors, stood up like shafts

of emerald. The next pair of windows were a brilliant blue

the light from which, mingling with the green of the first pair,

threw upon the second and third pair of columns a shimmering
drake’s neck effect. The third pair of windows were deep
rose in colour and the light from these, mingling with the light

from the blue pair, flooded the fourth pair of columns with a

deep purple hue. The fourth pair of windows were of pale

peach blossom tint so that the fifth, sixth and seventh pairs of

columns melted through diminishing shades of violet into the

pale amethyst tint thrown by the mingled light from all the

windows upon the curtains of the stage which formed the

background of the scene.
Unfortunately this building can no longer be seen. It was

totally destroyed by fire in 1926, but its creator (Rudolf

bteiner) again gave evidence that he possessed the faculty of

creative imagination in a rernaikable degree, by beginning at

once to design the second Goetheancum on an even larger scale

and in still more unusual form. No part of the old design

was used in planning the new building, it was an act of deliber-

ate creation instead of repetition. The exterior shell of the

''ccond Goetheaneum was completed in October 1928, but work
on the interior has haidly yet begun.

A glimpse of certain aspects of building activity in recent
years fixes the impression that w'e have entered an era of
creative artistic design. This prospect has been facilitated

by modern invention and the use of new’ materials such as

reinforced concrete and the steel frame, but the main impulse
really arises from a quickening of artistic impulses expressed
in the desire to evolve architectural styles more expressive of
this dynamic phase of civilisation.

Since new' designs in architecture, decoration and furnishing
are now appearing it is only natural that the plastic properties
of electiic light should also participate in this development, but
electric light did not come into its own all at once. Through-
out the ages prior to the advent of electric light, all artificial

illumination involved the burning of something, pine torches,

animal oil, candles, mineral oil and gas. Consequently fittings

for light had to be fixed vertically, provision had to be made for

the inlet of air and an outlet for the fumes of combustion. They
had also to be placed in accessible positions for lighting and
extinguishing the flame. Electric lamps came first into use
during the Victorian era and we have only to recall decorative

ideas of that age, w'ith its antimacassars, stuffed birds, wax
fruit, etc., to understand why, when electric light arrived, no
attempt was made to depart from the customary form and
position of the lighting fittings. In fact, designers of that

period often went out of their way to imitate the traditional

fittings of the older methods of illumination.

Technical improvements in the lamp itself and the pioneer
w'ork of lighting engineers have enormously increased the

efficiency of electric light, but to-day a demand arises for

beauty as well as efficiency and therefore the new development
that is taking place is the result of a kind of triple alliance, the

alliance betw'een the artist, the ‘scientist and the engineer.

Thus a renaissance is now visible in the sphere of artificial

illumination, a new spirit has entered the field and has already

begun to direct the use of electric light into new and attractive

channels. Already a departure from conventicn has been made
through the evolution of means to employ electric light in

broad masses instead of isolated points w'hile lighting fittings,

designed in the modern manner, exhibit in an interesting

fashion the grow’ing feeling for the artistic properties of the

line, the angle and the plane.

Modern feeling for architectural form is undergoing a

metamorphosis. This is shown by the changing style of

buildings. Changes in exterior form must be balanced by
suitable interior arrangements. Lighting fittings must be

designed, and the disposition of light arranged to harmonise

W'ith the general design and spirit of the structure. Older

forms of electric fittings, especially those that remain as a

heritage from the age of candles and gas, are obsolete in a

modern setting.

Interior and exterior artificial lighting is becoming of

increasing importance as elements in architectural design.

Casual examples of cornice, w indow' and skylight illumination

have been know'n for ten years or more but the real stimulus

towards bolder and more consistent developments of decorative

lighting probably dates from the Paris Exhibition in 1925.

A significant feature of this development is its bold departure

from the use of points of high intensity to the employment of

larger masses of low' intensity light as a groundwork upon which

higher light values can be used in accord w'ith the designer’s

plan. With this appears also a marked restraint in the use of

ornament, and closer attention to the texture and colour of the

transmitting medium.
Another feature lies in the ev'olution of housing units for

the lamps which can be incorporated into the structure of the

building in the form of ceiling or wail panels, luminous cornices,

lintels, columns, etc., other effects can be obtained by reflec-

tion, by diffusion through some translucent material, by a

conibination of both with added elements of direct lighting

placed at strategic points to give emphasis to desired features.
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Lighting development of this nature is yet in its infancy.

Some forms ^^ill probably fail to meet the taste of the age and
will fall bv the wayside, but others will develop on lines that

possess survi\al value and will li\e on through progressive

metamorphosis until true artistic expression is achieved.”

The lec^-urer showed a number of laritern slides illustrating

his remarks on both exterior and interior illumination, and in

reply to queries, said that the flood-lighting of a large building

in the London district cost no more than nvo shillings per hour.

Mr. H. CL Foggitt moved the vote of thanks, which was
seconded by Mr J, Addition,

NEW FORM OF CONTRACT *

Important Developments.

We have had many inquiries about the new Form of

Contract, and in replying individually we have explained

that we have not been able to make any public pronounce-

ment pending the issue of certain comprehensive memor-
anda which the National Federation of Building Employers

have had in preparation. We have now had the oppor-

tunity of perusing these, the issue of which will be sus-

pended for the time being, and some of which may never

be issued at all. We have formed the opinion that some
of them are of interest only to contractors, whilst some
should be of great use to all concerned.

There would be placed within the latter category an

annotation of the new form arranged in such a way as

to include comprehensive and explanatory notes to follow

each of the clauses of the Conditions of Contract. This

annotation carefully prepared by Counsel, should have

more extensive use than is at present contemplated.

We have closely examined the notes and observations

as made by Counsel and find that in the explanations

which they convey of the changes made from the 1909

Form the annotation is most helpful. Even if no further

agreement had been contemplated beUveen the parties

concerned, we should have expressed the view that this

document should be made available to all as early as

possible.

The impression that has been created upon our mind
in reading the annotation is that the material changes

from the old Form are comparatively few, and, with

respect to the judgment of those by whom the new
F^orm was prepared, we feel quite sure that there are

already good grounds for the modification of the docu-

ment to meet most of the objections which we have heard

expressed from the architects’ point of view.

We believe, however, that it is well within the bounds

of probability that a further agreement between parties

will be effected. This belief is expressed mainly because

it is felt that there should be agreement and that there

should not be allowed to endure any points of difference

which are capable of friendly settlement. It is greatly

strengthened at the present time, however, on account of

the hope and expectation which have been expressed of

parties coming together again for further conference at

an early date.

At this season especially, it is a pleasure to record that

representative architects and contractors have had

informal conferences with a view to finding some means

of reconciling conflicting views. To this end the Building

* Extract from The \ utiofidl Buildey^ January 193^*

Contractors have taken initiatory steps by way of com-
municating with the Royal Institute of British Architects.

Therein they have suggested that a Joint Tribunal or
Board of Conciliation should be set up to whom should
be entrusted the duty of reviewing the whole document
and introducing such amendments as may be necessary
to make it conform with the best modern practice and
to meet so far as possible any objections that may be raised

or found in actual practice.

Whilst this Joint Body would, in the first instance,

devote themselves exclusively to questions relating to

the Form of Contract, it is anticipated that their functions

might most usefully be extended to the task of resolving

many other difficulties that may arise from time to time,

and for which their alternative title of Board of Concilia-

tion may prove to be most appropriate.

If representatives of the parties concerned agree to

meet in the same spirit as has animated those who have
already conferred informally, we are satisfied that it will

soon be found that all reasonable views with regard to

the new Form of Contract will be met, and that there

will result an improved Form which contracting parties

can accept with confidence either in full if conditions

are normal or as a basis of their contract agreement in

cases where conditions are in any way exceptional.

It is satisfactory to know that the Building Contractors

have suspended the issue of instructions to their members
with regard to the use of the New Form in order that

such conferences as may result from the overtures they

have made shall proceed without embarrassing difficulties

occurring. They have not specifically asked the architects

similarly to suspend any activities, as they will feel well

assured that the architects will similarly refrain from
advice or instruction to their members which might
reasonably result in embarrassment during the period

of negotiations.

It is confidently felt that the Royal Institute of British

Architects will accept the suggestion of the contractors

and that thereby they will have advanced matters con-
siderably towards the desired end of peace and progress

in the building industry.

We think that contractors may well exercise further

patience, and that, whatever may be the result of the

overtures that have now been made, all concerned in

the well-being of the industry will thank those dis-

interested representatives upon both sides for their efforts

to open up another and brighter phase of these long
negotiations.

ELECTION OF STUDENTS, R.I.B.A.

The following were elected as Students at the meeting

of the Council held on 6 January 1930 :

—

Anderson : Alexander Robert Fordyce, c o The Architec-

tural As'^ociation, 34 Bedford Squaie, W.C.i.
Aspinall • Ceiarles Edmund, 2 Kirkstall Avenue, Marton,

Blackpool.

B.^nister : Harry, ” Edgbaston,” Crosby Road South, Sea-

forth, Liverpool.

Barker : Cecil Frederick, Parkside, Park Road, Hanley,

Staffs.

Bath ; Charles George, 6 Railway View, Blackpool, S.S.

Bedford : Eric, 10 Ashvell Road, Heaton, Bradford, Yorks.
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Micknell : Peter, 36 Edith Road, London, W.14.

ILrks : Theodore Herzl, 108 Bignor Street, Hightown,
Manchester.

Blades : Beatrice Agnes, 13 Buckleigh Road, Streatham,

SAY. 16.

Bowman : Frederick, Station Lane End, Pelton, Co. Durham.

Brice : Castledine Kempton, “ Trefula,” St. Thomas,
Swansea

.

Broadwater ; Herbert James William, 7 Andrews Road,
Hackney, E.8.

Catchpole : J.ack, 69 Henley Road, Ipswich, Suffolk.

Caven : Charles Alec, 102 Ombersley Road, Balsall Heath,
Birmingham.

Chapman: Reginald Ch.arles, ‘‘ Monksdene,” Sutton,

Surrey.

Cockbain : William Norman, 31 Aliddlesex Road, Bootle,

Liverpool.

Dickinson : Sidney Naylor, 67 Bedford Road, Clapham,
S.W.4.

Doctor : Bhic.aji Edlxji, c o The Architectural Association,

34 Bedford Square, W.C.i.

Edmonds : Reginald, 12 Amesbury Road, Aloseley, Birm-
ingham.

Ellis : Harold H.arper, i Beauchamp Road, E. Alolesey,

Surrey.

Fair\ve.ather : George, 23 St. Nicholas Road, Trinity Road,

Balham, S.W.17.

Forsyth : John Morris, 24 The Park, London, N.W.ii.

Gerr.ard : Philip, 21 Leonard Avenue, Sherwood, Notting-

ham.

Hancock : Sydney Ch.arles, 26 Dovedale Road, E. Dulwich,

S.E.22.
H.ann.am : Fr.ancis L.ambson, 346 Brixton Road, London,

S.W.9.
Howard : Willlam Frederick, 88 Guilford Street, London,

W.C.I.
Johnson : Frederick, 6 St. John’s Street, Bury St. Edrnunds.

Kelsea" : Alfred Edw'ard, 40 Radnor Terrace, London, S.W-8,

Lock : Cecil M.ax, Queen s Walk, Cassiobury, Watford,

Herts.
Marshall : .A.l.an John Richard, “ Littlecroft,” Long Moor,

Long Eaton, near Notts.

M.arston : Winston Ewart, 58 Vaughan Street, Coalville,

near Leicester.

-M.assie : David AIearns, ii Cleveleys Grove, Higher Brough-

ton, Blanchester,

Maa' : Reginald John, 6 Alarine Parade, Southend-on-Sea,

Essex.
Meredith : Harold Edw.ards, Fir Tree House, Staple Hill,

near Bristol.

Mitchell : Tom Noel, 118 Bolton Street, Blackpool, S.S.

Moore : John Robert, c o Borough Engineers Department,

Town Hall, Accrington, Lancs.
Phillips : Francis Harra' Edward, 9 Sylvan Hill, Upper

Norwood, S.E.19.
Pratt : Arthur Ronald, 3 Torrington Square, London,

W.C.I.
Pyne : Albert Sidnea", 2 Hartland Road, Queens Park, N.W.6.

Reeve : Cecil Edward, 62 Warwick Square, London, S.W .1.

Salter : Edward Thomas, 33 Roderick Road, Hampstead,

NLW.3.
Sh.ackleton : John, “ Moorcroft,’’ Park Road, Littleborough,

near Manchester.
Smith : Arthur Chester, “ Lustleigh,” 124 IMay Place Road,

Bexley Heath, Kent.
Smith : Eric Sa'dnea", 28 Killarney Road, Wandsworth

Common, S.W. 18.

Smith : William John, 9 Mayhill Road, Charlton, S.E.7.

Snow^ : Harry Alexander, “ Grafton,” Powderham Road,
Newton Abbot.

Stark : Douglas Rogers, “ Pitchcroft,” Grove Park, Wan-
stead, E.ii.

Stewart : Donald Arthur, 71 Commercial Road, Ports-

mouth.
Storra' : Edwin John, 47 Thorne Road, Doncaster.
Thompson : Benjamin Harold, “ Burderop,” near Swindon,

Wilts.

Thornlea" : H.arra", “ Wimereux,” Seafield Road, Blackpool,

N.S.
Tipling : Arthur Raa’^iond, 15 HenW Road, Worthing,

Sussex.

Todd, George Rich.ard, 68 Hucknall Road, Nottingham.
Westcott : John Shorland, Aloseley Lodge, Cheadle,

Cheshire.
Westmorel.and : Charles Edward, 66 Worple Road, Wimble-

don. S.W.19.
Whitehead : Frank, 12 Granville Street, Berry Hill, Heck-

mondwike, Yorkshire.
Wilcockson : Fan Douglas, 12 Tennyson Avenue, Chester-

field.

Winward : Fred, 135 Wigan Road, Westhoughton, near

Bolton, Lancs.
Wrinch : Beris, 16 Museum Street, Ipswich,

R.I.B.A. PROBATIONERS.
During the month of December 1929 the following were

registered as Probationers of the Royal Institute :

—

Bozier : George Alfred, 96 Shomdean Street, Catford, S.E.6.

Bright : Geoffrea^ Newtsham, ” Somersby,” Oundle Drive,

Wollaton Park, Notts.

CouvES : Dudlea" Leonard, “ The Buggiss,” North Avenue,

G osforth, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

CuNLiFFE : Ian Frederick, 17 Woodland’s Avenue, Ribbleton,

Preston, Lancs.

Dickers : Vera Gwendoline, 32 Bolton Street, Brixhani,

S. Devon.

Drinkwater : Norman, 74 Ryelands Street, Hereford,

Fa'sh : Gilbert Roy, 629 Leeds Road, Bradford, Yorks.

Gillis : Ca-ril, 33 Belle Vue Park, Sunderland, Co. Durham.
Gov.an : Horace Arthur Rendel, 35 Comely Bank, Edin-

burgh,
Ham : Arthur John Laaarence, Tetton Gate, Kingston,

Taunton.
Hemmings : William James, 50 Shakespeare Street, Leicester.

Hood : Andrew Stewart, 142 High Street, Tranent, East

Lothian, Scotland.

Hopkins : William Albert Larcher, 8 JMelrose Avenue,

Reading.
Lasbura" : Francis Percy, “ Guyscliffe,” Minchinhampton,

near Stroud, Glos.

Reiach : Alan, 9 Grange Loan Gardens, Edinburgh.

Selba" : Lawrence John, i Lindisfarne Avenue, Leigh-on

-

Sea, Essex.

Stark : Douglas Rogers, Pitchcroft,” Grove Park, Wan-
stead, E.II.

Stephen : Kenneth Leslie, 78 Comiston Road, Edinburgh.

Stoneham : John Yorkee, Thompson, Bookham Lodge, Cob-
ham, Surrey.

Turner ; Eric Henry, 33 Melton Road, W. Bridgford, Notts.

Wells : Geoffrey Robert, “ Old Farm,” Weston, Ringsfield,

Beccles, Suffolk.

Westcott : John Shorland, Moseley Lodge, Cheadle,

Cheshire.

Wise : Arthur George, “ Greenways,” Dunheved Road,
Launceston, Comw’all.
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ROYAL ACADEMY OF ARTS.
Architectural Exhibits 1930.

A notice was published in the Journal for 10 August

1929, to the efiPect that it had been decided that for the

Royal Academy Summer Exhibition of 1930, the Archi-

tectural exhibits of ^Members would be limited to geo-

metrical drawings not exceeding J inch scale, and that

preference would be gi\’en to such drawings submitted by
non-members.

It has now been ascertained that the preference which
is to be given to geometrical drawings, will cover normal
working drawings

;
elevations, plans and sections rendered

in water-colour, etc., if geometrical, but not isometric

draAvings.

Examinations
R.I.B.A. FINAL EXAMINATION, INDIA.

The R.I B.A. Examination Board in India have

arranged to hold the R.I.B.A. Final Examination in

Bombay from the 2nd to 9th April 1930. The last day

for receiving applications, which should be sent to the

Secretary of the R.I.B.A. Examination Board in India, 43,
Apollo Street, Fort, Bombay, is iXIarch 3rd.

R.I.B.A. STATUTORY EXAMINATION FOR DIS-
TRICT SURVEYOR AND THE EXAMINATION

FOR BUILDING SURVEYOR.
The R.I.B.A. Statutory Examination for the Office

of District Surveyor under the London Building Acts,

and the Examination for Building SurA^eyor under Local

Authorities, Avill be held at the R.I.B.A., London, on

7, 8 and 9 May, 1930.

The closing date for receiving applications for admission

to the Examinations, accompanied by the fee of £3 3s.,

is 16 April 1930.

Full particulars of the Examinations and application

forms can be obtained from the Secretary R.I.B.A.

R.I.B.A. EXAMINATIONS, NOVEMBER AND
DECEMBER 1929.

The questions set at the Intermediate, Final and Special

Examinations, held in November and December 1929,

have been published, and are on sale at the Royal Insti-

tute, price IS. (exclusive of postage).

Notices
SPECIAL AND BUSINESS GENERAL MEETINGS.

3 FEBRUARY 1930.

A Special General Meeting will be held on Monday,

3 February 1930, at 8 p.m. for the following purposes ;

—

To read the minutes of the Special General Meeting

held on 18 March 1929.

To elect the Royal Gold Medallist for the current year.

The Chairman to move :

—

“ That subject to His Majesty's gracious sanction,

the Royal Gold Medal for the promotion of archi-

tecture be presented this year to Mr. Percy Scott

\\'orthington, ALA. O.xon., Litt.D., F.S.A. [F.], in

recognition of the merit of his work as an architect.”

THE SEVENTH GENEILAL AIEETING.
The SeA'enth General Meeting (Business) of the Session

1929-30 will be held on Monday, 3 February 1930, at

the conclusion of the Special General Aleeting, for the

following purposes :

—

To read the Minutes of the General Aleeting (Ordinary)
held on Monday, 20 January 1930 ;

formally to admit
members attending for the first time since their election.

To proceed with the election of the candidates whose
names were published in the Journal for ii January 1930
(pp. 177-8).

To announce the names of candidates nominated by
the Council for election to the various classes of member-
ship.

Inform.^l Discussion of AIatters of Professional
Interest.

At the conclusion of the above business meeting, there

will be an informal and private discussion of matters of
current professional interest or concern. Alembers are

im ited to bring up for discussion, with or without notice,

subjects of professional interest or difficulty.

ELECTION OF VIEMBERS, 16 JUNE 1930.

Associates who are eligible and desirous of transferring

to the Fellowship are reminded that if they wish to take
advantage of the election to take place on 16 June 1930
they should send the necessary nomination forms
to the Secretary R.I.B.A. not later than Saturday,
8 Alarch 1930.

LICENTIATES AND THE FELLOWSHIP.
The attention of Licentiates is called to the provisions

of Section IV, Clause 4 (b) and (cii) of the Supplemental
Charter of 1925. Licentiates who are eligible and
desirous of transferring to the Fellowship can obtain full

particulars on application to the Secretary R.I.B.A.,
stating the clause under which they propose to apply for

nomination.

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WATER
USERS.

Members are reminded that the National Association of
Water Users, on which the R.I.B.A. is represented, exists

for the purpose of protecting the interests of consumers.
Alumbers who experience difficulties with water com-
panies, etc., in connection with fittings are recommended
to seek the advice of the Association. The address of
the Association is 46 Cannon Street, London, E.C.4.

EXHIBITION IN THE R.I.B.A. GALLERIES.
The original Isometric drawing, showing the con-

struction of St. Paul’s Cathedral, measured and drawn
by Air, R. B. Brook-Greaves, in collaboration with Air.
W. Godfrey Allen and w ith the assistance of Air. Alatthew
Dawson, P". R.I.B.A. and Air. E. J. Bolwell, w^ill be on
exhibition in the R.I.B.A. East Gallery from Alonday,
27 January to Saturday, 8 February, both dates inclusive.
The Exhibition will be open between the hours of 10 a.m.
and S p.m. (.Saturdays 5 p.m.).

The drawing is of great educativ'e v'alue, and members
and students are urged to take an early opportunity of
inspecting it. Reproductions can be obtained on applica-
tion to the Secretary R.I.B.A. price £1 los. 6d, each.
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Competitions
\CCRIXGTOX: XEW POLICE AXD FIRE

STATIOXS.
The Accrington Corporation invite architects to submit,

in open competition, designs for new Police and Fire

'Stations.

Assessor : Mr. Herbert J. Rowse [F ]

Premiums : £250, £150 and £100.

Last day for receiving designs, 2S February 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on applica-

tion to the Town Clerk, Towm Hail, Accrington. Deposit

CLYDEBANK : ^\'AR MEMORIAL.
The Clydebank Town Council are inviting the sub-

mission of designs for the erection of a cenotaph as part

of the war memorial. Further particulars and conditions

may be obtained on application to the Town Clerk,

Municipal Buildings, Clydebank,

Conditions have not yet been received.

_

GOSPORT : PLEASURE RESORT AXD GROUXDS.
The Competitions Committee desire to call the atten-

tion of Members to the following notice which has been

issued by the Institute :

—

“ Members of the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects and of its Allied Societies must not take part

in the above competition because the conditions are

not in accordance with the published Regulations of

the Royal Institute for Architectural Competitions.”

KIXG’S LYNX: PROPOSED XEW SCHOOL.
The Competitions Committee desire to call the atten-

tion of Members to the following notice which has been

issued by the Institute :

—

Members of the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects and of its Allied Societies must not take part

in the above competition because the conditions are

not in accordance with the published Regulations of

the Royal Institute for Architectural Competitions.”

LIVERPOOL : PROPOSED PIER HEAD
IMPROVEMENTS.

The Liverpool City Council propose to offer premiums

of 1,000 guineas and 500 guineas in connection wdth a

competition for the improvement of the amenities of

the Pier Head. [Conditions are not yet available.]

ONGAR : COTTAGE HOSPITAL.
The Competitions Committee desire to call the atten-

tion of Members to the following notice which has been

issued by the Institute “

“ Members of the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects and of its Allied Societies must not take part

in the above competition because the conditions are

not in accordance with the published Regulations of

the Royal Institute for Architectural Competitions.

PLYMOUTH : SUNDAY SCHOOL, FIRST
CHURCH OF CHRIST SCIENTIST.

The Competitions Committee desire to call the atten-

tion of Members to the fact that the conditions of the

above competition are not in accordance with the Regula-

tions of the R.I.B.A. The Competitions Committee ^e
in negotiation with the Promoters in the hope of securing

an amendment. In the meantime Members should not

take part in the competition.

Members’ Column
MESSRS. MAVELL AXD COLE.

Mr. a. Y. Mayell [L.], formerly practising as Hukins and Mayell,
has taken into partnership Mr. L. E. Cole [A.]. The practice will

be carried on under the title of Mavell and Cole.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS.
Mr. John \V. Wilson, F.R.I.B.A., A.M.T.P.I., has moved to

more convenient offices at Xo. 30 Waterloo Street, Birmingham.
Telephone: Central 1196.

COLLABORATION WANTED.
A GEXTLEM.AX of middle age, quietly practising in West End and

highly experienced, seeks opportunity of discussing the merits of an
association with a senior or firm willing to afford a wider aspect for the

writer’s ambition and necessiw to do far more work.—Reply Box 8082,

c o The Secretarv R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.
PARTNERSHIP WANTED.

A.R.I.B.A., young, experienced and enthusiastic, requires partner-

ship in well-estabhshed practice. Southern district. Some capital

available.—Reply Box 1130, c o The Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit
Street, London, W.i.

ASSISTANCE OFFERED.
Associate practising in West End wishing to extend present

practice, would welcome opportuniw to give assistance to other

architects or surveyors in any branch of practice. Phone: Gerrard

6117, or apply Box 2897, c/o The Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit
Street, London, W.i.

FOR SALE.
Dictionnaire Raisonne de VArchitecture fratu^aise dii XI^ au XVI

c

siecle. 10 vols, 1858-68. Also Dictionnaire Raisonne du Mobilier

frangais. 6 vols., 1868-75. Both works by M. VioIlet-le-Duc.

1 6 volumes uniformly bound in handsome brown Morocco boards,

perfect condition. For further particulars apply Box 0391, C;0

The Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W.r.

Minutes VI
SESSION 1929-1930.

At the Sixth General Meeting (Ordinary) of the Session,

1929—1930, held on Monday, 20 January 1930, at 8.30 p.m.

Sir Banister Fletcher, F.S.A., President, in the Chair.

The attendance book was signed by 26 Fellows (including

12 members of Council), 26 Associates (including 4 Members of

Council), 5 Licentiates, and a very large number of visitors.

The Minutes of the General Meeting held on 6 January

1930, having been published in the Journal, were taken as

read, confirmed, and signed as correct.

The Hon. Secretary announced the decease of :

—

Sir Lawrence Weaver, K.B.E., F.S.A,, elected Hon.
Associate 1910.

and it was Resolvedjthat the regrets of the Institute for his

loss be entered on the Minutes and that a message of sympathy

and condolence be conveyed to his relatives.

The following members attending for the first time since

their election were formally admitted by the President :

—

Mr. WilHam Crabtree [Ai\,

Mr. Clifford E. Culpin [-4 ,].

Mr. W. A. Eden
Mr. Alex J, Lowes [A,].

Mr. W. B. Mowbray {A,},

The President having delivered his address to students, a

vote of thanks was passed to him by acclamation on the motion

of the Rt. Hon. Viscount Burnham, G.C.M.G., C.H. [Hon. FJ,

seconded by Sir William Llewellyn, K.C.V.O., P.RA., and

supported by the Rt. Hon. George Lansbury, M.P., H.M.
First Commissioner of Works.

Mr. W. H. Ansell, M.C. [F.j, read a review of the works

submitted for the Prizes and Studentships 1930 and illustrated

it by lantern slides. On the motion of the Pr^ident, a vote

of thanks was passed to Mr. Ansell by acclamation.

The Presentation of Prizes was then made by the President

in accordance with the award, as follows .

The RJ,B.A. Tite Prize : A Certificate and £50 ;—The
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Prize was awarded to : Mr. Arthur Charles Collins of

Melbourne, Australia, and the Certificate has been despatched
to Australia for presentation to Mr. Collins at a Meeting of the

Royal Victorian Institute of Architects. Certificates of Hon.
Mention to :

(i) Air. Eric Francis Stacy (Department of
Architecture, Northern Polytechnic)

; (2) Mr. Harry Banister

(The Liverpool School of Architecture, University of Liver-

pool) : (3) Mr. Eric Frank Starling (School of Architecture,

University of London).
The Soane yiedallion and £150 ;—The Soane Silver Medal

to : Mr. John Leslie Martin (School of Architecture, Victoria

L'niversity, Manchester). Certificate of Honourable Alention
to : Mr. Sidney Edward Thomas Cusdin (Architectural

Association, London).
The Ozcen Jones Trarellin" Studentship : A Certificate and

£100 ;—The Owen Jones Certificate to : Aliss Kathleen
Anne Veitch (Architectural Association, I.-ondon).

The Royal Institute Silver ^ledal and £75 for Measured
Drazvings :—The Silver Medal and Cheque for £75 to :

Aliss .Sadie Speight (School of Architecture, Victoria

University', Manchester).
The Royal Institute Silver Medal and £50 for an Essay :

—

The Silver Aledal and Cheque for £50 to : Mr. Ronald Aver
Duncan [H.] (Architectural Association, London), Certificate

of Honourable Alention to : Air. William Arthur Eden [.d.]

(School of Architecture, University of Liverpool).

The Henry Saxon Snell Prize : A Certificate and £100 ;

—

(Offered jointly by the R.I.B.A. and the A.A.) The Henry
Saxon Snell Certificate to : Air. Kenmuir Harry Read [-d.].

The R.I.B A. {Alfred Bossom) Travelling Studentship :

—

Sliver Aledals to : (i) Air. Edward Forster [Af], (School

of Architecture, University of London). (2) Air. Harold
Bertram Rowe [A.].

The R.I.B.A. Hunt Bursary : A Certificate a7id £50 ;

—

The Hunt Certificate to : Air. Trevor Alervyn Daniel [A.],

(School of Architecture, University of Cambridge).
The R.I.B.A. fSeale Bursary : A Certificate and £70 ;

—

d'he Neale Certificate to : Air. William Arthur Smith Cor-
mack [^d.] (School of Architecture, Robert Gordon’s Colleges,

Aberdeen).
The R.I.B A. Ashpitel Prize 1929 ; Boohs to the value of

£10 to : Air. Ralph Herbert Brentnall' (Royal West of England
Academy, Bristol, School of Architecture).

The RJ B.A. Silver fMedal for Students of Schools of Archi-
tecture Recognisedfor Exemption from the Final Examination :

—

The Silver Aledal to : Air, John Leslie Alartin (School of

Architecture, Victoria University, Alanchestei). Certificate

of Honourable Alention to : Mr. William Crabtree [A.]

(The Liverpool School of ALrchitecture, University of Livei-

pool).

The R I B.A. Bronze Aledal and Books to the Value of £5
for Students of Schools of Architectia e Recognised for Exemption
from the Intermediate Examination Air. Alexander George
Gibson (Architectural Association, London).

The President introduced to the Aleeting the successful

Candidates for the following Studentships and Prizes awarded
during the year 1929, and presented them with Certificates :

—

The R i.B.A. {Archibald Datenay) Scholarships

.

(To
encourage the Study of Construction and use of Alaterials.)

Certificates to : Air. Francis James Alassey Ormrod (The
Li\erpool School of Architecture, University of Li\erpool),

Air. John Paley Ward (The W’elsh School of Architecture).

The R I.B.A. {Henry Jan is) Studentship at the Architectmal
Association. (To encourage the .Study of Construction )

Certificate to : Air. Guy Reginald Linfield.

The R.I.B A. {Hoicaid Colls) Studentship at the Anhitectuial
Association. (Awarded to a Student m the first year of the

.School Course.) Certificate to : Air. Ferguson Sprott.

Tht R.I B A. {Donaldson) Siker Medal at the Baitlett Sihool

oj Architecture {University of London). (Awarded to the
Student who obtains the firsr place in the Architectural
Classes.) Certificate to : Aliss;Annie Ehzabeth Hall.
The R.I.B.A. Maintenance Scholarship in Architecture.

(To enable promising students to attend one of the^ Schools
of Architecture Recognised for Exemption from the R.I.B.A.
Examinations). Certificate to : Air. Gavin Graham Laidler
(Architectural Association School of Architecture).
The proceedings closed at 10 20 p.m.

ARCHITECTS’ BENEVOLENT SOCIETY
{Insurance DeparUneni)

HOUSE PURCHASE SCHEME
(for property in Great Britain only).

The Society is able, through the services of a leading
Assurance Office, to assist an Architect (or his client) in
securing the capital for the purchase of a house for his
own occupation, on the following terms :

—

“

AxMount of Loan.
Property value exceeding £666, but not exceeding

£2,500, 75 per cent, of the value.

Property^ value exceeding £2,500, but not exceeding
£4,500, 66| per cent, of the value.

The value of the property' is that certified by the Sur-
veyor employed by the Office.

Rate of Interest, 5-i per cent, gross
Repayment,

By means of an Endowment Assurance which dis-
charges the loan at the end of 15 or 20 years, or at the
earlier death of the borrower.

Special Concession to Architects.

In the case of houses in course of erection, it has been
arranged that, provided the Plan and Specification have
been approved by the Surveyor acting for the Office,
and the amount of the loan agreed upon, and subject to
the house being completed in accordance therewith.
One Half of the loan wfill be advanced on a certificate
from the Office’s Surveyor that the walls of the house
arc erected and the roof on and covered in.

Note.—In 1928, over £20,000 was loaned to archi-
tects under this scheme, and as a result over £100 was
handed to the Benevolent Fund.

If a quotation is required, kindly send details of your
age next birthday, approximate value of house and its

exact situation, to the Secretary Architects’ Benevolent
Society, 9 Conduit Street, London, W.

Members sending remittances by postal order for subscrip-
tions or Institute publications are warned of the necessity of
complying with Post Office Regulations with regard to this
method of payment Postal oruers should be made payable
to the Secretary R.I.B.A., and crossed.

It IS desired to point out that the opinions of writers of
articles and letters which appear in the R.I.B.A. Journal
must be taken as the individual opinions of their authors and
not as representative expression of the Institute.

R.I B.A, JOURNAL.
Dates of Publication.— 1930.—8, 22 February' ; 8, 22

Alarch
; 12, 26 April

;
lo, 24 Alay

; 7, 21 June ; 12 July;
9 August ; 20 September

;
x8 October.
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An Address to Students

BY THE PRESIDENT, SIR BANISTER FLETCHER, F.S.A.

{Read before the Royal Institute of British Architects on Monday, 20 January 1930.]

An address to students of the Royal

Institute of British Architects has for

many years been one of the duties of the

President, and it may appear strange to you that

I should say that it does not seem long since I

was myself a student listening to the President

of that time. I do not know that I can add much

that is new to the valuable addresses of my pre-

decessors. We must, however, remember that,

though the matter may not be new, it is presented

from a new angle by a new mentality, and, more-

over, the presence of new students justifies the

annual repetition of an address as a stimulus to

renewed effort in vour work.

I should feel inclined, if I had my way, to deal

with the study of architecture from my own

experience of the difficulties which have to be sur-

mounted, and the setbacks and disappointments

which every architect must encounter both in his

preparatory stage and in his after career, and it

would perhaps be of more interest to talk to } ou

in less formal surroundings than this occasion

requires.

However, I hope to put before you some

thoughts, ideas and suggestions which I believe

may be of use to you in preparing to start on the

great adventure of life. I would remind you of the

noble profession you have selected, and of the great

architects whom you follow, who have enriched

the world with creations of surpassing beauty so

that it is difficult to imagine what the conditions of

life would be without them. If we think of

architecture in this aspect it must arouse a spirit

of enthusiasm and create a determination to make

a constant effort to design buildings which may go

down to posterity as worthy examples of creative

work of the age in which we live.

It is well from time to time to review the

history^ of our art in the different countries of the

world in order that we may realise the importance

and diversity of an architect’s work.

Egypt stands for all time marked out by her

Pyramids, those stupendous mounds of masonry,

by her mysterious and awe-inspiring Temples and

Tombs which, with their wall sculptures, form a

lithic history of the race, and are of unending

attraction and interest. Greece, that wild and

mountainous country, may be considered the

fountain head of purity in architecture, and the

Parthenon, created by Ictinus and Callicrates,

with the co-operation of the sculptor Pheidias,

excels all other temples, combining as it does in
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the most successful manner architecture, painting

and sculpture, and Greek architecture, both on the

mainland and in the islands and colonies, has

exercised incalculable influence on succeeding art.

Rome, spreading her Empire over the whole of

the then-known world, and influenced by Greek
art, practically laid the foundation of subse-

quent development in architecture, for wherever
the Roman standards were planted there sprang

up the peculiarly Roman type of building. The
Pantheon at Rome is a notable achievement in

what was then a new form of building, as it

owed the possibility of its construction to the

invention of concrete, while the I’hermas, Basilicas,

Forums, and Amphitheatres throughout the Empire
are all instances of Roman enterprise in archi-

tecture, and of the novel designs they were able to

produce owing to the free use of concrete, which
was employed universally much as to-day we are

at liberty to resort to reinforced concrete and steel

framing.

In order to realise the progressive adaptability

of our great art, we must note that the IVIediaeval

period was productive of other new types of

structure—Churches, Castles, Houses, Monaster-
ies—which, although they differ from the Roman
manner of building, yet derive many of their

features, both constructive and decorative, from
Roman precedent. The Renaissance period itself,

with new Palaces,' Mansions, Guildhalls and
Town Halls, while assimilating the features of

old Roman art, also owed much to the mediaeval

period both in planning and detail. There were

giants in those days, men of vision and of practice,

men of versatility who were masters in our art,

such as the inventive Brunelleschi, the correct

Vignola, the playful Sansovino, the mighty Michel-

angelo, and the scholarly Palladio. In England,

Inigo Jones and Sir Christopher Wren, while their

designs were based upon Italian Masters, still

stand out as great Englishmen who have exercised

enormous influence on later English architecture.

Modern architecture, however, in its accumulated

knowledge of all previous phases of architectural

development—Egyptian, Greek, Roman, Mediaeval

and Renaissance—has naturally been influenced

by such knowledge, but must be controlled by the

necessity of planning buildings suitable for the

diverse requirements of our peculiarly complex
civilisation. England has had her own dis-

tinguished line of architects, of whom we may

well be proud, and whose work you may con-

fidently follow, while also keeping in mind the

necessity of developing your own ideas and of

realizing the new needs, great and small, of our

ever-changing conditions, both in the Mother
Country and in the Dominions overseas.

You will, I trust, remember the six conditions

which in all countries and ages of the world

exercise their determining influence upon archi-

tectural styde—those we may regard as permanent
officials in control of architecture. But in these

later days there are special aspects of great

material importance which call upon us to exercise

ingenuity in plan, elevation and general detail.

There is the serious increase in the cost of labour,

and this would appear to be a new condition which
has come to stay, if not to grow. Therefore you
must decide what is the best use to which y ou can

assign the funds at your disposal. You can

allow this limitation to hamper y^our style, or

you can turn it into an aid to inventiveness.

Now here again you are not left without a sign-

post from the past, for the great Sir Christopher

Wren was faced with this same difficulty in an
aggravated form when with very restricted outlay

he had to rebuild the city churches after the

Great Fire. You can study each church and
notice how he apportioned the money at his dis-

posal to that part of the design which would be
most effective-one of the great lessons you can

learn from this past master in our art. Triumph
over new difficulties is the test of power to turn

untoward conditions to inventiveness in design.

The higher cost of labour is a factor that con-
trols, not only the actual work on the building,

but also the prices of all materials, whether stone,

bricks, reinforced concrete, wood, lead, tiles,

steel, and all this has to be estimated for in

a new way, and so there must be a marked change
in architectural treatment to meet this economic
necessity.

We may, indeed, even be thankful that super-
fluous ornament and meaningless features and dust-
collecting mouldings are being largely eliminated in

the search for reduction of cost. Here I w ould sound
a warning note that you should study the wishes
of your client as to expenditure. You must not
allow your own ideas of design to outrun his ideas
of outlay. \ou must learn to cut his coat accord-
ing to his cloth, just as Wren did in his churches.
Moreover, now that public buildings, business
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premises, and private dwellings have to be in-

creasingly huddled together, especially in towns,

it becomes imperative to seek repose in design,

besides providing a structural surface that does

not lend itself to the collection of smoke and dirt.

Reinforced concrete as a modern material is

likely to produce novel features when it is used as

the carcase of a building, for it demands great

judgment in its external treatment. These and
many more problems must not be forgotten when
preparing your designs.

The training for students is now carefully laid

down by the Board of Architectural Education,

and there is little that can be added to the actual

syllabus. The knowledge of what has already

been accomplished seems a necessary part of a

student’s education in architecture, because, if

studied aright, it means that you have realised

how the problems have been solved by the archi-

tects of successive periods. Nowadays ever^^one

who claims to be educated knows something about

the architecture of the past, and an architect should

at least know as much about the history of his art as

his client. It is indeed encouraging to realise the

increasing public interest in architecture, and in

some of the great public schools it is being

taught as a necessary and stimulating aid to the

understanding of history ; and the R.I.B.xA. has

even recently instituted, as you know, a series of

lectures to children on the subject.

A comprehensive knowledge of the most up-to-

date methods of construction is of the greatest

importance, and too much stress cannot be laid on
this aspect of our work, for design and con-

struction can never be divorced, and indeed

cannot be too intimately connected, so that steel

construction, graphic statics and calculations in

regard to structures are properly included in the

necessary professional education of an architect.

I regard it as of supreme importance in a

student’s training that he should study and
measure old buildings. Sketching facilitates your

powers of drawing in perspective and of making
studies of your own proposed buildings as they will

actually appear, while measuring existing build-

ings puts you in touch with actual construction

and brings you into communion with the craftsmen

of the past by showing you how they attacked their

difficulties and carried out their work to a success-

ful completion. Have a sketch book always with

you to jot down any detail of construction which
will be of use in your own designs. The R.LB.A.
medal for measured drawings is, in this respect,

one of the most useful competitions for which a
student can enter, as he thus gains much practical

knowledge.

I have many pleasant recollections of the
twenty successive years that I went on the
A.A. excursion to different parts of England
when we sketched and learnt to love the archi-

tecture of the homeland, besides making many
lasting friendships.

It is impossible to lay too much stress on the im-
portance of design in an architect’s training, since

designing for practical requirements is the archi-

tect’s raison d'etre^ and he is most successful when
he arranges plan and elevation to produce a

harmonious result in mass and proportion.

I also regard as of great value the competitions
held annually under the aegis of the R.LB.A.
because they impel the student to exercise his

imagination in a definite and decisive way in

solving a given problem, such as in the Soane,
Tite, Victory^ and Rome Scholarship in Archi-
tecture. I therefore advise you to enter as many
of these competitions as possible, because you will

not only realise your want of knowledge by
comparison with other competitors but you will

also obtain much satisfaction and experience in

working on designs which involve many aspects

of an architect’s practice.

I look back with the greatest pleasure on the

time spent as a student in the Royal Academy and
in the classes of the Architectural Association and
on the competitions for which I entered. Although
success is a secondary consideration, I still re-

member the satisfaction I myself experienced
in gaining the Architectural Association Medal
for Design, the Tite Medal of Merit, and the

Essay Prize. In my student days the Royal
Academy school was regarded as an institution

which every young architect should try to enter,

and I shall never forget the instructive time spent

on preparing designs with R. Phene Spiers,

then master of the school, and with Royal
Academicians, including Norman Shaw, Arthur
Blomfield, Sir Ernest George, Alfred Waterhouse,

J. L. Pearson and John Belcher, for it was indeed
a great privilege to have the helpful and instructive

criticisms of men of such experience.

In working through courses in design and
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construction and in acquiring a knowledge of the

nature of materials, of modern sanitary science and

other subjects, it must always be remembered that

the knowledge thus obtained is only a means to an

end, which is the erection of the building itself.

That must be the object in view in laying down any

scheme of architectural education, and it therefore

follows that the student must get practical experi-

ence apart from what he can learn at the drawing

board and from books.

The various schools of architecture arrange

periodical visits to buildings in process of construc-

tion, but I would advise any student to act as a

clerk or assistant clerk of works so as to see the

building grow from day to day, to learn about the

behaviour of different materials and thus to gain a

practical insight in overcoming the difficulties in

the erection of buildings. The knowledge which

vou can obtain from a clerk of works or competent

foreman will be of the greatest assistance to you in

the cariydng out of your own designs.

An architect has to know all about building

methods which he has to superintend, and in order

to supply this knowledge my late brother, Major H.

Phillips Fletcher, arranged that the Instructors in

the various building crafts at the Trades Training

School of the Carpenters’ Company should

give practical demonstrations in craftsmanship to

London University students, and I am frequently

hearing of the appreciation of this method of

obtaining practical knowledge.

All training should have as its object the turning

out of an “ all-round man,” for no one knows what

class of work he will have to carry out in after life,

and it may be totally different from his expectations.

I think it was the late Alfred Waterhouse, R.A.,

who told me that he had always hoped to have a

church practice, for he was interested in Ecclesias-

tical Art, but that, by force of circumstances, his

practice principally consisted in designing office

buildings, Town Halls and Assize Courts !

Architects are students always, but when the so-

called studentship days are concluding, and before

starting in practice, it is well to enter other archi-

tects’ offices in order to get additional experience

and a wider outlook. I myself entered three

offices of very different character after my pupilage

davs were over, and have never regretted the time

so spent.

In regard to design in modern buildings, do not

be led astray into thinking that you are better able

to produce something original without a study of

the best examples of what has gone before. Believe

me, there is real value in tradition, and the architect

who is thoroughly conversant with it is more likely

to exercise originality in his designs than one who
has not been trained in the tradition of the past.

Architecture, which is lithic history, much re-

sembles language which has come down the cen-

turies with changes in each age. Just as no lasting

benefit can come from a newly invented language,

such as Volapuk or Esperanto, for we still speak

the language of Shakespeare, though with altera-

tions of phrase, so it is inconceivable that modern
design justifies originality involving the invention

of new forms divorced from tradition. Forced
originality is not to be encouraged, for natural

originality should result from new conditions and
new materials. As Pope has put it :

In Arts, as Fashions, the same rule will hold
Alike fantastic if too new or old.”

It will be admitted that nowhere perhaps is there

more originality than in American Architecture,

and yet many of the most prominent American
architects have been trained at the Ecole des Beaux-
Arts in Paris,where tradition is most rigidly adhered
to in the curriculum.

Our first concern after the choice of site is for

right planning and effective elevation with correct

proportions, but we must not regard detail as of
little consequence, for it is essential to success.

In domestic work you must consider with an
aesthetic appreciation of appropriateness door
furniture, window fastenings, mantelpieces, electric

fittings, cornices and mouldings
;

if there is to be
harmony in the interior all these must be con-
trolled by the scale and style of the house, simple
in type for a cottage and on a grander scale for a

mansion. The Brothers Adam owed the success
of their delightful houses to the happy com-
bination of general design and decoration, which
included fitments and even furniture.

I would remind you that it has been said that
genius is the capacity for taking infinite pains, and it

is only by hard work that vou can hope to succeed.
W e must not forget that the competition system

now in general vogue in this country opens up
avenues of opportunity, which I believe do not exist

in any other profession, while the good work being
carried out in the British Dominions beyond the
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seas gives further scope for the j^oung architect.

The future lies before you and beckons you on to

fresh effort and ultimate success. Presidents

come and go, students come and go, but the art of

architecture goes on from generation to generation,

with firm roots in the past, a living growth in the

present, and ready to put forth fresh young leaves
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in the future, ever growing, ever changing, and yet
ever the same.

In conclusion, in wishing you all every possible

success in your careers, I would exhort you to

give free rein to enthusiasm, cultivate imagination,

and practise industry, all three of which are

essential to a successful career in architecture.

Vote of Thanks to the President

The Rt. Hon. VISCOUNT BURNHAM,
G.C.M.G., C.H. [Hon. F.], in moving the vote of

thanks to the President for his Address, said : It is

my pleasant duty to move a vote of thanks to your

President, Sir Banister Fletcher, for his admirable and

appropriate address. I admired nothing more in his

address than the deft and ingenious combination of

the practical with the ideal. That strikes me as emi-

nently suited to the subject of architecture, which, as

we all know, is the basic art of our civilisation. We
talk, no doubt, of the styles of architecture which best

harmonise with the mysteries of religion, but we must

not forget that, in the satirist’s phrase,
‘‘ To talk of architecture is but a joke

Until you build a chimney that won’t smoke.”

That struck me as being the spirit of the President’s

address
; he went into the practical side of your art

in a way that I am quite sure is helpful to all the

students who are here this evening.

About two years ago it was my privilege to be con-

ducted over the New' Delhi by my old friend, who is

one of the most distinguished members of your pro-

fession, Sir Edwin Lutyens. He and Sir Herbert

Baker are the two architects w ho are jointly responsible

for the greatest experiment and the greatest oppor-

tunity in the art of architecture w hich has been given

in our modern day. When we realise that at one time

they had 30,000 workmen at their command, we see

that since the Pharaohs there have been no architects

in so splendid a position. I do not say that everything

is perfect in what has been evolved, but at least we
know that at New' Delhi they have had the advice and

the work of tw'o of the most eminent architects of the

time. Speaking of Sir Herbert Baker, I do not forget,

from what I have seen in South x\frica, that there is

no man who has done so much for architecture in the

Dominions beyond the seas as he has. So far as New'

Delhi is concerned, perhaps in some cases the practical

has been sacrificed to the ideal ; but at any rate the

Viceroys who have already begun to live in their new'

Palace will have to adapt it to the commonplace needs

of everyday life, even amid the glories of the Moguls.

Sir WILLIAM LLEWELLYN, K.C.V.O., P.R.A,,

in seconding the vote of thanks, said : It seems

to me that only a few" days ago I stood here
seconding a vote of thanks to the President for his

inaugural address, and I thought that that occasion
W"ould have excluded me from further occupying this

position to perform an equally pleasant duty to-night.

A quaint w riter of the seventeenth century said that

the end of architecture is to build well, and that well-

building had three conditions : commodity, firmness,

delight. That, of course, you can construe into suc-

cessful planning and putting up a building that will

not fall down. And delight, of course, had reference

to the artistic side of the building. Your President

has dealt with these conditions extensively in his

address to students. I w^ould stress the need of paying
attention to the third condition, delight, because it is

that condition which distinguishes the architect as

compared with the ordinary builder. Architecture is

not only a science but an art, and the great architect

is, at one and the same time, a good builder and a good
artist. A knowledge of the scientific side can be
acquired by most students of ordinary intelligence,

but the artistic side requires great and careful develop-

ment. In developing the artistic side, as your Presi-

dent has told you, a comprehensive knowledge of the

past cannot be dispensed with, for it teaches us, among
other things, that there is no finality in art, and that

the progressive changes wLich have taken place have
been perfectly normal and rational changes due to the

demands of the time. It also demonstrates that in all

these changes one beauty is lost but others are gained.

And so I hope, in all the changes that are taking place

to-dav, that this point will not be lost sight of, and
that beauty will be sought for, even though it may be

difficult to find in some types of modern buildings

that are being erected. Your President has given you
sound advice. He w ho w"ould get on in life must take

advantage of the knowledge and the experience of

others. And this I say to you ; Take Sir Banister’s

advice and that of all your seniors
;
use their know-

ledge and experience, and so save much time, for self-

sufficiency may lead to blundering and disaster.

The HON\ SECRETARY (Mr. Sydney D.
Kitson [F,]) : We are fortunate in having with us this

evening the Rt. Hon. George Lansbury, His Majesty’s
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Chief Commissioner of Works, and, though he has

not been warned, I do hope I may induce him to say

a word in support of this vote of thanks.

The Rt. Hon. GEORGE LANSBURY, M.P. (H.M.

First Commissioner of Works) : I want to thank those

who asked me to come here, and I want to thank your

President for gi\ ing me the opportunity of listening to

his address : and I hope that, like all the younger

students here—and I am the youngest in this particular

subject— I will benefit by it, for the good of the Depart-

ment which I happen to represent here this evening.

I should like to say in addition that I hope

in all discussions about architecture everyone will

remember that it is very fine to build magnificent

buildings to prav in, and magnificent places to work

in, but it is an infinitely better thing to build streets

that are a beauty to look at, and homes for the people

which are beautiful to live in. That is my idea of true

architecture. Though I am a downright Socialist I

am a great believer in tradition, and I am a great

believer in old buildings. There are only twm or three

things I have had to do wdth architecturally in a direct

w’ay. I assisted in preserving some good old alms-

houses in the JMile End Road, and Bow^ Church, which

stands in the middle of the road. I had to do with the

building of a school which, I think, is one of the best

Poor-law’ schools w’hich have been built in this country.

And I had something to do wfith helping to build what
I am sure is a good specimen of architecture—-White-

chapel Church in Whitechapel Road. I am rather proud

of these things, but I am not proud of a good deal of

the architecture of the new buildings w^hich are being

put up for people to live in. I hope the young
architects will give us something better in the future.

The HON. SECRETARY then put the vote of

thanks, w'hich was carried by acclamation.

Review of the R.I.B.A. Prizes and Studentships, 1930
BY W. H. ANSELL [F.].

[A Paper read before the Royal Institute of British Architects^ on Monday, 20 January 1930.]

THE PRESIDENT, SIR BANISTER FLETCEIER, F.S.A., IN THE CHAIR,

NO one regrets more than I the unfortunate illness

which prevenred Air. de Soissons trom standing in

mv place to-night. We tender him our sympathetic

murmurs, but, with the task still in front of me, I cannot

lielp feeling that, for him, the illness W’as not without its

compensations. It is true that I have promised to per-

form this duty in 1931 ;
but a duty a year ahead is no duty

at all. To be suddenly confronted with it. to have a w'hoie

vear of one’s life wiped out by a stroke of the MacAlisterian

pen is most disturbing-—! understand, nov/, the clamour

for the tw’elve days as I never understood before.

The essential equipment of the Compleat Cririck ” is

an unassailable sense of superiority to the rest of mankind,

'i'his, I fear, I have outgrown. I stand, therefore, merely

one of the elder brethren, still, I trust, a scudent myself,

and, as such, entitled to the freedom of com.mcnt which all

btudents claim.

In the pamphlet published by this Institute there is a

diagram of the ladder of prizes, the top of which is, by the

wa’^', showTi ac the bottom.

The Tite prize is intended for the man who has reached

the intermediate stage
;
following this for the Associate or

..n equivailent ccrti.bcd attainment, come, in alternate years,

the Soane Aledallion or the Victory Scholarship. The

topmost rung of the ladder is the Rome Scholarship.

The wanner of the Tite is admitted direct to the final

stage of the Soane Aledallion. He, also, with those re-

ceiving Honourable Mentions, is e.xemptcdfrom the design

portion of the R.I.B.A. final examination. Any competitor

m the final competition fi>r the Tite is exempted from at

least one of the final testimonies of study.

Similarly, the link between the Soane and the Rome

prize is pro^dded by the admission of the Soane wanner
direct to the final competition for the Rome Scholarship.
There is, therefore, even for the also-rans, some rew'ard

for the time and trouble taken in completing a design in

these competitions.

The remaining prizes definitely concerned with design
are the Owen Jones studentship for the study of colour
and decoration, the Grissell, a constructional subject in-

volving design, and the Alfred Bossom Travelling Student-
ship for the study of commercial architecture in America.
The Saxon Snell prize for the encouragement of the

study of hospital design and construction, and the Arthur
Cates prize may also be in part concerned with design.
The scholarships not involving original design are the
venerable and ever-popular Pugin studentship, the IVIea-

sured Drawings prize, the Hunt Bursary for the study of
Town Planning, the Neale Bursary for research in the
field of historical architecture. 'I’he silver medal for an
essay on a subject of architectural interest gives the literary

man an opportunity of taking his part in wEat is a catholic
and comprehensi\ e scheme of prizes. Were the Board of
Architectural Education to plan anew an ideal scheme of
studentships it would not be so very different from that
which has come about, almost casually, by the generosity^

of the "I’ites and Soanes, the Grissells, Snells and Bossoms.
So much for the scheme. The hunt is up. What has

been the response ?

Beginning with some of the smaller prizes—the Arthur
Cates prize w’as not awarded. A town-planning subject
w'as set, but the design of the one competitor w'ho entered
cheated more diificulrics than it solved.
The same competitor, Mr. Daniel, w'as the only entrant
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for the Hunt Bursary, and, in this, he was successful with
a selection of drawings of housing schemes and layouts.

The Neale Bursary was won by Mr. Cormack, who is,

perhaps, a little lucky. The intention of this studentship
has not been fully understood. It is by no means to be
considered as a second Measured Drawings prize. "I'here

must be evidence of research which the mere measuring
and plotting of a building does not necessarily give. If

such measuring threw new light on historical methods of
construction, if it assisted the tracing of external influences

on a national art, if it explained schools of craftsmanship,
well and good : but such excellent drawings as those of
Dorchester House are fitted for the Measured Drawings
prize rather than for the Neale Bursary. If their author is

wise he will add other drawings to them and resubnut
them for the former prize. IMr. Cormack sends many
sketches and measured drawings of Spanish ironwork
which were held to approach more nearly the founder’s
intention, though, had there been a short thesis in addition,

the issue would have been sooner placed beyond doubt.
That the Saxon Snell prize of £100 has been awarded to

a competitor who had made three previous attempts is a

proof that industry is sometimes rewarded. His was the
only entry. That there is so little competition is matter
for regret. The hospital of to-day provides one of the
finest opportunities for adventurous and original planning,
for the use of new materials, new methods of construction,

new systems of heating, for modern expression in design
based on the very latest thought in medical practice.

Yet this vital scientific subject and this valuable prize

leave our modem student cold.

I suggest that evidence of interest in this type of building,

as shown in original design, be accepted as indicating the

kind of student most likely to benefit by the Saxon Snell

prize, even though “ special practical knowledge ” (quot-

ing from the conditions) be not obvious.

The Measured Drawings prize of £75 attracted only two
entrants. The value of this prize is the same as the Pugin,
which alternates with it in succeeding years, yet, while the

Pugin seldom fails to attract a good entry, the Measured
Drawings prize is to be had almost for the asking. This is

not to belittle the achievement of “ Parsnip ” (Miss Sadie
Speight) in winning it, for her delightful drawings might
well have been successful had the competition been much
stronger. She draws the marble screen at Greenwich, the

indication of the material being, perhaps, a little lacking,

and the Monte di P eta at Brescia. I have doubts as to

the wisdom of choice shown in the Italian subject, but,

for the business-like notes made on the spot and the

beauty of her detail drawing, nothing bu t admiration

.

“ Cyma ” sends drawings of Castle Howard which
would have been improved by a general plan—the notes

are rather weak and the |-inch detail drawing inde-

terminite.

Four students submitted drawings for the Owen Jones
Studentship and £ioo. The subject was a Civic Hall set

in a park. Competitors were asked for a scheme showing
the interior form and decoration only. “ Chameleon ”

(Miss Kathleen Anne Veitch) wins with a scheme that, in

colour, carries sobriety almost to the point of gloom, the

wall decoration is restless in pattern and its change to

unsuitable landscape in the end recesses too sudden and

unexplained. The signs of the Zodiac over the windows
are amusingly suggested and might well have been made
into focal points of strong pure colour.

The merit of this design is in the unity of its colour
scheme and the quiet sensitive variety introduced into the
ceiling

; yet I cannot but feel that any self-respecting
chameleon would consider itself unworthy of the reputa-
tion of its species could it not change into many more
cheerful colour schemes than this.

That there are worse things than too low a key is shown
by “ Luds,” whose canopies to windows and end of room
are overpoweringly red.

“ Lampadaire’s ” drawings are unfinished, Lilith’s
”

are clear, without hesitancy, but also, alas, without very
m\ich inspiration

; the glazing is rightly comprehended as
an integral part of the design and the lettering on the draw-
ings is interesting in itself.

The Grissell prize has not been awarded. The subject
was a Concert Pavilion on a pier. There were five entries,

but none of the designs reached a standard sufficiently

high to justify the award of the prize.
“ Steinway ” was the best sent in. His plan and general

idea of scheme were sound, but his material and eleva-
tional treatment were unsuitable. “ Zob ” was placed
next by the jury largely on his choice of material and type
of construction.

Of the other designs sent in it were, perhaps, kinder to
say nothing, yet I must commend the determination which
can carry through a set of constructional drawings to a
finish.

The Alfred Bossom Travelling Studentship and £250
has not been awarded. There were only two competitors,
one from the Schools and one from the outer world. The
subject was a departmental store on an island site of
about 300 feet by 160 feet. The departments needed were
stated but no detailed areas were given.

In addition to the drawings a written statement was
required giving in detail the cost of the building with all

professional, legal and architectural charges, and a further
statement of outgoings under six headings.

Altogether a formidable proposition and one not to be
lightly undertaken.
While the jury did not consider either of the designs of

sufficient merit to deserve the Studentship and the £250,
yet each of the competitors has been awarded a Silver

Medal. “ Gurrie ” (Mr. Harold Bertram Rowe) had, on
the whole, the better plan and “ Truro ” (Mr. Edward
Forster) much the better elevation. ^ **

“ Gurrie ’s
” rooms are too high, a ground floor of 2i feet

with a mezzanine is a mistake, and both'competitors fail

in the allocation of room to the various departments.
“ Gurrie ” scores by the introduction of a second base-

ment but he devotes insufficient space to stock rooms and
his arrangements as to receiving, packing and despatch
are defective though far better than “ Truro.”

“ Gurrie ” cramps his groceries, hardware, electrical and
fruii and flowers. “ Truro ” provides the same space for
hair-dressing as he does for furniture, and less for furniture
than for books, stationery and library. “ Gurrie ” locates

ladies’ wear on three floors and both^devote too much
space to the restaurant. Valuable selling space on prin-
cipal floors is wastefully used by “ TrurOj’\for counting-
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house, and too generous and unnecessary toilet accom-
modation on each floor level.

Neither competitor places his lifts very well. “ Gurrie s
”

are too close to the main entrance and “ Truro’s ” batteries

of only two in one position are too small and widely

separated.
“ Truro’s ” failure to provide direct exits from his main

staircases to the street would be questioned by the L.C.C.
“ Truro ” sets back his shop windows behind the frontage

line, thus permitting window gazers to follow their hobby
under cover and without obstructing the pavement traffic.

The piers on his elevation are far wider than on his plan.

“ Truro’s ” financial statement has one interesting

item :

—

Architect’s fees, 6 per cent, on £54,000 £32,400
Expenses . . . - . . . . - 600

Total £33,000

The quantity sur\'eyor is similarly generously dealt

with, he is stated as receiving £13,500 on £54,000. I

imagine a nought must have fallen out from the cost of

the building somewhere

.

“ Gurrie’s ” elevation is badly conceived.

It would seem that the London student “ Truro ” has not

made sufficient use of the opportunities available for the

study of great stores at first hand. Had he explained the

purpose of his enquiries the heads of several London firms

would gladly have given him facilities for inspection and

investigation.

For the R.LB.A. Essay Prize, six essays were sent in.

The prize has been awarded to “ Research,” who turns

out to be none other than Air. R. A. Duncan.
“ Polly ” writes on “ The Development of the Bridge in

England.” He assembles many interesting photographs,

but does not marshal his material well nor bring his com-

ments upon it into essay form.

That I consider the weakness of ‘‘ Alilesian,” “ A.B.C.”

and “ Much,” who send what might be very good lectures

with lantern illustrations, but which lack the literary style

the true essay character demands.
“ Ebor ” (Mr. William Arthur Eden) receives a Honour-

able Mention for a thoughtful essay on John Carr, of

York. While being a biography it yet is more than that,

reviewing the influence of the times on the man as W'ell as

of the man on his times.

He gives an interesting description of the York of Carr’s

day—when Laurence Sterne was prebendary there and

writing Tristram Shandy-
“ Research,” however, wins the medal with an essay on

Science and the Art of Architecture,” an introduction

to the study of the causes of the disturbance of tradition.

This conforms much more to the accepted idea of the

essay. Section I—Concerning Tradition. Section II

—

Pure Science and Philosophy. Section III— Applied

Science and Invention. Section IV—Architecture the

Social Art. The literary quality is reasonably restrained,

though I could wish that Research ” would extend his

researches and find an alternative to the word “ concept,”

of which he seems unusually fond.

I consider this a good award, well deserved.

The Tite prize has been awarded to “ Corio ” (Mr,

Arthur Charles Collins) an Australian architect ;
186 can-

didates entered for the preliminary competition, and, of

these, only 21 succeeded in winning a place in the final.

Two of these fell by the way. Nineteen finished their

designs and sent them in. Whatever may be said in

criticism of their work it must be recognised that their

presence is in itself an indication of good work done in a

very fierce competition.

The Tite subject this year is a delightful and inspiring

one. A small monastery set on the hills above a little

Italian town. The road from the town encircles the hill

and comes on the site from the north
;
the ground slopes

to the south, fairly gently at first, then drops sharply steep

by steep with terraces of olives and vines. The buildings

will sit on the easier slope, and perhaps, a spur may jut out
for a view of the tiled roofs far below.

Twenty monks and a Prior—no great abbey this,

merely a Priory. The separate ceils suggest the Carthu-
sian order, the day room and library indicate a somewhat
human and liberal coinmunity, yet a religious order, with
well-defined duties, vowed to poverty^ to chastity, to

obedience.

The approach from the road is to be arranged with some
formality as a public way to the monastery. What better

for this than a little avenue of cypress trees from road to

gatehouse ?

Let us, as students, attempt to visualise the problem

—

before setting pencil to paper.

The whole precinct must convey a sense of enclosure.

There must be a curia, an outer court with a gatehouse of
some importance. The two guest rooms and their day-
room will adjoin this, for visitors must not disturb the
daily life of the cloister. On the eastern side of the curia
is the west door of the church, for the laity are not ex-
cluded from the nave.
The kitchen would be well placed between curia and

cloister, for the kitchen deals with the outer world as w’’ell

as with the inner monk. The prior’s lodging should also
be placed with one eye on the outer and one on the inner
court.

The curia may surely have its arcaded walk all round,
for it is better to walk further in the shade like a Christian
than to cross the square in the blazing sun like a mad
Englishman.
A vaulted passage, cool and pale, with reflected lights on

whitewashed walls, leads through to the cloister which is

placed to the south of the church. From the east and
west cloister walks doorways lead into the church. They
would be used in the Sunday procession before High Mass;
for there must be no undignified scrambling through the
sacristy to get into the church.
The cells will open on to the round arched cloister walk.

The refectory, a longish narrow room with high windows,
will show itself clearly over the low cloister roof.

The problem is ready to plan itself if onl}" we will allow
it so to do. The church must have its choir for the
recitation of the canonical hours—it must have several
altars in addition to the high altar. A screen must shut
off the west end, but this portion, too, should have its

own altar.

Outside the apse of the church will be placed the tiny

graveyard—the final expression of the spirit of peace that

pervades the whole monastery.
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The buildings should be of the simplest type—white or

red walls with the ftattish roll tile roofs of Northern Italy.

The church should be emphasised naturally without any
forcing or exaggeration of scale, the arcades to curia and
cloister simple and graceful, very little architectural

detail anywhere but such as there is in church door or

carved capital of the most delicate character.

That is my own conception of this subject—now for a

brief detailed review of the designs.
“ Bosun ” plans a double bank of buildings next his

church. Guests must enter cloister to reach their day-

room which is here called a “lounge.” The cells are not

happily placed each side of a central passage which would
be badly lighted. The little pointed arch opening as the

main entrance is rather pathetic, and the detail lacldng in

knowledge of Italian examples.
“ Mendicant ” shows a double cloister plan which

pushes the cells too far from all other departments.

Guests’ entrance is from outer cloister but this is also used

by the brothers. The monastic rooms are too widespread

and the circulation is not well thought out.

In elevation the detail is rather of a Tudor-Italian

character and there appear to be sash-windows. The
Italian spirit is lacking in this scheme.

“ Abbot ” sends a flamboyant plan shown in ver>^

heavily rendered drawings. The plan shapes have been

conceived for their effect on the drawing rather than their

suitability to the site, and the spaciousness of the long

cloister is ruined by a covered way which crosses it.

The elevations are fortress-like, recalling Viollet le Due
and French rather than Italian spirit. A peculiarly mili-

tant order of monks these, for whom this scheme is

planned.
“ Pom ” has one dominant cloister with a parallel

church so placed that five of the cells have no light what-

ever. The main entrance is inadequate and the access to

the church from the cloister is through the sacristy. There

are too many outside covered ways. The enormous lav-

atory which has its entrance on the axial centre of the long

cloister walk is too much emphasised.
“ Pom ” has got into frightful difficulties over the light-

ing of his church because he would not set his clerestory

windows in the wall over the arcade, but must needs keep

them on the outer aisle wall.

The elevations are not clearly thought out, particularly

as to the roofs. When in doubt “ Pom ” puts a flat roof

with a high parapet wall round it.

The -i-inch scale detail is superimposed on the |th scale

giving the impression that the monastery is among sonie

ruins of gigantic scale, an amusing trick which succeeds in

spoiling both elevations.
“ Aunty ” has far too many little courtyards—she has

not realised the simplicity of the problem. The entrance

to the chapel is through the sacristy, and, to make it worse,

a column is cunningly placed exactly opposite the centre

of the door opening.

The massing of the chapel is good, though it is, even for

Italy, very badly lighted. The fortress wall over the back

of the cells is unnecessary, a good example of a bad

preconceived effect not in any way arising out of the

problem.
The i-inch detail is just about what one would expect

from some “ Aunties,” but is not nearly good enough for
this particular one, whose |th scale drawings are really

quite nice.
“ Bubbles ” (Mr. Eric Francis Staceyj gets Honourable

Mention for a straightforward scheme presented in good
honest drawings rather spoiled by the black smudges
which are supposed to represent trees.

The approach is too pretentious. There is no outer
court. The cloister entrances to chapel are direct, giving
good circulation for processions. The scale of the chapel
detail is overpowering compared with the rest ofthe monas-
tery. Guests are unwisely brought into the cloister.

General character of elevations rather mixed and the
detail not well digested, the uncompromising Doric of the
colonnade not harmonising well w'ith the Lombardesque
projections of the w'est front.

Altogether a good Italianate scheme—but I am sorry
about those trees.

“ Slacker ” has been overpowered by the motto he has
chosen. I may be old-fashioned, but I like a plan to

show the \vindows, and a small part of the time spent on
the paving of the courts would have sufficed for the draw -

ing of the wundow openings on plan.

His cloister is difficult to get into—almost impossible,

and the projecting sacristy breaks it up unpleasantly. The
general massing of his buildings is rather nice, but the
drawings are too faithful to the motto in detail. “Slacker”
did not know what he meant by the background washes.
Nor do I.

I cannot help feeling that “ Slacker ” can do better than
this, and if he will only call himself “ Bulldog ” in future

he should improve considerably.
“ Sgraffito ” will be symmetrical though the heavens fall.

When one sees the horrific Guido Reni type of landscape
in which his monastery is set, one can only attribute to

a direct and miraculous interposition of Providence the

discovery of a piece of ground which allow^ed an absolutely

symmetrical plan in so turbulent a country. The scheme
resembles the ordinary secondary school competition
winner, with the church (axially north and south) as the

assembly hall. Everything is duplicated and balanced,

there are two sacristies, even the Prior is severed in twain,

half of him being on one side of the church and half on
the other.

The guest room is larger than the monastic refectory,

while that room and the library lose character and dignity

by the unfortunate placing of the windows. The section

show's that the 10 feet by 8 feet cell is 17 feet high, the

w'indow being 12 feet from the floor.

The elevations have good Italian character and the

drawings are carried through with self-respect.
“ Blotto ” is another victim of the passion for symmetr\

.

He has no well-defined entrance, no outer court, no sense

of enclosure, the size and importance of the sacristy is

exaggerated. The J-inch detail is over concerned with
roof tiles to the detriment of other more important matters,

but the drawings are clean and w'orkmanlike.
“ Selande ” has an outer court, but the entrance from

this to the cloister is almost impossible. The general

lay-out of curia, church, and cloister has much to commend
it, but the church plan is too big and grandiose for the

monastery.
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The elevations have not recei\'ed enough thought and
are in consequence lacking in interest.

Pax ” at any rate had a clearly conceived idea. He
placed his church on the north side of a single quadrangle
round which all his buildings are grouped, the cells being
on the first floor, a too well-balanced plan for which he has
sacrificed almost every convenience. His guests are

spread untidily all over the monastery, the kitchen is on
the wrong side of the cloister and has no outer approach.

delightfully drawn, with the exception, again, of the
pseudo trees.

Elevations Half-inch Detail

Design for a Monastery. By Harry Banister

(Awarded a Certificate of Honourable Mention, the Tite Prize)

The entrance is poor, but the inner circulation is good.
The brick treatment of the exterior has unity, and there

IS appreciation of the quality cf the material.
“ Tute ” (Mr. Harry Banister) is more Italian than

any yet noted and well deserves his Honourable Mention
for the charm and simplicity of his elevations, which are

There is a gigantic curia surrounded by an arcade. The
church is well placed, and there is the thoughtful provision
for a night stair for direct access to the church from the
upper cells. The cloister needs more definite enclosure
and the outer portion more compact planning.

“ Quickstick ” has missed the monastic spirit. He
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Design for a Monastery. By Arthur Charles Collins

(Awarded the Tite Prize;
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shows an enormous single court with no direct access

from the road, the scale of the chapel is too large, and there

is no access from the cloister except through the sacristy.

A little more imagination and freedom w'ould be better.
“ Shandy ” submits a rather sprawling plan with some

good points in it. The jutting out of the refectory to the

road and the placing of the kitchen entrance, together

destroy the sense of enclosure.

The circulation from cloister to chapel is distinctly bad ;

the little garden to each cell might be a pleasant feature.

The projection of the library over the steeper slope agrees

with my own vision. Admirable, “ Shandy.”
The church, like others in the competition, is based on

the Badia at Fiesole and is none the worse for that, but
it is rather spoiled by the square-headed windows. The
cloister is well proportioned and the drawings nicely

finished.
“ Bill ” likes courtyards. He has five of them, but they

only confuse instead of simplify his plan.

The infirmarium should not be in the outer court. The
prior is cut off from the cloister. The monks living in the

upper cells have difficulty in descending to the chapel. The
elevations have little cohesion, as might be expected from
the plan and the Italian detail is not well comprehended.

“ Ebenezer” (Mr. Eric Frank Starling) gets Honourable
Mention for a symmetrical scheme of much interest. He
utilises the ground slopes to advantage and designs a

delightfully dramatic south elevation with its projecting

bastions of refectory and library. The cloister entrance

through the chapel vestibule is bad, and the poor prior

has a dull room indeed.

If Ebenezer ” had better managed his everyday prob-

lems of approach to cloister and kitchen, had dared to be
unsymmetrical wffien necessary, and had showm a nicer

appreciation of Italian detail he might well have had more
than a Mention. His general grouping and composition

are good, and, apart from the too heavily loaded roofs, the

drawings are charming.
“ Retento ” has a single court plan, but one entirely

lacking in repose—^there are too many little groups of

detached buildings which make the plan difficult and
confuse the elevational treatment.

“ Guidi ” has an outer court but makes little use of it.

He puts his cells on a lower floor and is in difficulties at

once with the larger rooms overhead. The elevations

are not up to the Tite standard and I fear the subject

was rather outside Guidi 's ” experience.
“ Corio ” pulls off the prize with a scheme that, on

the whole, resolves its elements into well-defined groups.

The possibilities of the slopes have been well realised,

the placing of the various units is reasonable and would
result in an eminently workable institution. More than

all he has understood and has expressed in both plan and

elevation the simple character and umty of the monastery

as a whole. The church is in scale with the rest. In

certain points improvement would be possible. The
outer court is rather open to the road and more use might

have been made of it for guest rooms and kitchen. The
way from curia to cloister is good as is also the access

to chapel.
The grouping is interesting and, in the kitchen yard

and the cloister walk the detail is good.

The west front of the chapel will not do. It is dull,

heavy and a little pretentious. There is a lack of unity
in the scale of its parts—the west door and the pilasters

adjoining for instance. The stone balls might be from
the gate piers of any old house.

The elevations are in water colour ably laid on,
fresh and clean in colour, but, be it said, rather com-
monplace and slightly vulgar. I hesistate to use the
word lest it should convey more than I mean—but I

think of these drawings in pleasant monochrome or
slight delicate rendering and am sure that the spirit of
the design w^ould be more truly expressed by those means.

Speaking generally, the chief faults in the Tite designs
arise from three main causes.

1. The failure clearly to visualise the scheme before
beginning the preliminary esquisse.

2. The attempt to bludgeon a preconceived and un-
suitable plan on to a project which it does not fit.

3. Inadequate knowledge of Italian detail.

Yet, as a wffiole, the drawings are of a high standard,

and worthy of the Tite competition.

The subject for the final competition of the Soane
IMedallion w^as a sports club. The conditions suggest

a national sports centre near to a great city ; the site is

adequate for, and the club concerned wfith, all sports

known to modem man and woman. The main buildings

are to contain reception rooms and offices. Dining-rooms
for members (men and women separate) a restaurant,

dance hall, billiard room, card room, library and
reading room, four committee rooms, 100 bedrooms,
and all the service accommodation contingent on these.

The sports group is to provide swimming baths

separate for men and women, each bath to be in feet

long, gymnasiums, with fencing and boxing quarters

adjacent. Squash racquets courts—accommodation for

the golf club—a rifle range.

There is to be a covered garage for 50 cars, and an
open air swimming bath 220 yards long (to ^th scale.)

In the preliminary competition, 56 candidates took

part—12 only were successful in passing through to the

final. To these were added ii others who had won
their place by other successes, but only 13 designs were
submitted. It would be interesting to know whether
12 of the 13 were those who won through in this year’s

preliminary competition.

The site presenting no difficulties, the problem re-

solved itself as a plan into the realisation of the best

grouping of the various departments. The social rooms
must be in the main building—easy of access from the

road, with pleasant outlook over gardens—it is useless

to make of these social rooms a series of pavilions

overlooking tennis courts or sports grounds. These
will need their own arrangements for spectators, while

remembering that this is primarily a club for players.

The sports buildings are not easy to place. The
swimming baths must come together, though some com-
petitors have placed them far apart. The gymnasium
group should, I think, be near the baths. The conditions

demand that the fencing and boxing quarters “ be ad-

jacent to the gymnasia.” I begin to sympathise with

those students who have planned two great units, the

social and the sport groups, extended in line.



Plan

Design for a Sports Club. By John Leslie Martin
(Awarded the Soane Medallion)
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“ Noah (iMr. John Leslie Martin), the winner, how-
ever, plumps for a central social building with double

wings projecting to the south. His layout is well organised

and the scheme has that suggestion of the inevitable that

a good plan on paper so often conveys. He divides the

sports buildings into a bathing group and a games group,the

gATunasiums being on the ist floor of the baths group. This
division has some disadvantages, but it permits of a very

staid orderly plan so simple as to suggest that the problem
was quite an easy one. The detail planning generally

is reasonable—though I question the square shape for

a gymnasium. The circulation is good—too good I

fear for the golfer who seeks to spend the half-crown

and finds he must walk 120 yards from the locker room
to the nearest bar.

jutting out with no circulation whatever are inconsiderate

to the sleepers in case of fire.

The sports group is compactly designed, though the

courtyard between the baths would appear to be of
very little use.

This is apparently a reinforced concrete scheme,
rather arid and empty of interest. There is little evi-

dence of the mastery of the designer in the disposition

of the masses of his building.
“ Henri ” has a symmetrical plan. The dining-rooms

in the central portion overlooking the garden would be
very pleasant. The kitchen is in the basement and badly
lighted. The drawing-room is tortured in shape, and
is also badly lighted.

“ Henri ” rather falls to pieces in the layout of his

Design for a Sports Club. Plan. By Sidney Edward Thomas Cusdin

(Awarded a Certificate of Honourable Mention, the Soane IVIedallion)

“ Noah’s ” elevational treatment—brick walls with a

horizontal stone capping, and flat roofs, is all very good
and sound, but rather too sedate. One would have

welcomed a little more adventure. After all, a sports

club should be rather a jolly place and youth’s the season

made for joys for used to be.)
“ Henbane ” makes us realise that the subject was not

so very simple after all. He is a two unit man. His

main social building is complicated and badly needs

clarifying w'hile the upper floors waste much unnecessary

landing space. The placing of the women’s dining-room
on the 1st floor is a strain on the service. The placing

of the bathrooms is bad ;
the long wings of bedrooms

sports buildings. The men’s and womens’ baths are

widely separated and there are little sports buildings

dotted about everywhere. The south aspect is closed

by a mean and inadequate golf club house. I judge that

this, too, is a ferro-concrete building with all the fun left

out. The i-inch detail is unworthy of the other drawings

—it is obviously a last half hour eflFort.

“ Trieb ” (Mr. Sidney Edward Themas Cusdin) gets a

Mention for a good conception. The sports and baths

group is well arranged round an open court with

south aspect—some great south windows to the baths

would have been pleasant. In the main block the

placing of the kitchen to the south-east is rather wilful.
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The balance of the main block and the entrance would
be improved by putting the kitchens to the north-east.

“Trieb’s upper floor planning is good, on American
lines as regards placing of bathrooms.
Again a ferro-concrete scheme, squarely massed,

horizontal lines, no larks, inadequate -^-inch detail,

Cwm sets all his buildings in a long line—the
gymnasium block only being separate and at right angles.

In the esqiiisse the social group was fairly simple
; in the

final scheme it is complicated by too many courts and
wasteful double corridors.

The swimming baths are side by side with an inter-

minable corridor between. I fear there would be con-
gestion in the dressing-box passages and the openings
from these to the baths.

The planning of the upper floors is amusing, but the
bathrooms cannot be approved, and the planning of the
kitchen, which is quite reasonably placed on the first

floor over the restaurant and dining-room, is remarkable.
Again a ferro-concrete scheme with a little more

interest, but only a hairbreadth escape from ponderous

-

ness. The ^-inch detail is a last half-minute effort.
“ Polo ” was judged hors co>Kours for departure from

esquissFy and there, 1 think, be has been distinctly un-
lucky. Others appear to have departed almost as much
w'ithout being penalised. “Polo” A\oald not in any
case have won the prize, but he should have been spared
the sight of those horrid w^ords abo\e his drawings.
He has a central main building w'ith two garages pro-

jecting to the north—the sports group is to the w-est and
the golf house to the east. The latter is, at any rate,

an improvement on most of the golf pavilions showm, for

they w^ould result in the demand for the instant resigna-

tion of any committee daring to build them.
The staff bedrooms are badly placed over the garages

and surrounding the washing space. No caddies w’ould

ever be available for their proper function, as I notice

that their room is in a kind of front row centre court

position overlooking the tennis courts.
“ Dome ” sends a rather grandiose layout with

strained and false symmetry resulting in bad planning in

detail. His committee rooms are widely strewn about
the central building.

The gymnasia and the appurtenances thereof are

separated from the swimming baths—a really serious

fault.

This, too, is a concrete scheme which, more perhaps

than any other, realises the possibilities of the material

and the interest that may legitimately be introduced by
its intelligent use. Here, at last, is a serious ^-inch scale

draw'ing—the best so far.
“ Alfy*s ” plan is prodigal of space. His is a mil-

lionaire’s club and his father must sell drawing paper. I

was interested to note the number of vestibules and halls

on his ground floor plan—portico, lobby, entrance hall ;

then merely hall, tw^o inner halls, three ante halls and a

lounge hall. Yet is this w^eakh of ante room not undeftly

planned. There are delightful suggestions of vistas, of

varying shapes. There is more vitality, more adventure

in the plan of the main building than in almost any of the

designs.
“ Alfy ” is a long liner—a very long liner.

His baths plan—which includes the open-air bath
in the group, has a good deal of interest. Having
done all this, he then does his best to prevent anyone
noticing the good points by colouring the whole—walls,

floors, plans and elevations alike—with a dull flat wash.
The very lavishness of the scheme was, perhaps, its

undoing, but if w’e examine it (difficult though that

operation may be) w^e shall rather enjoy “ Alfy’s ” design.
“ Nox’s ” brick and stone building is strangely old-

fashioned and a little bewildered in this company of

modern young tilings.

The plan has its component parts wrongly placed. To
get to tfie main building one passes the boxing, the fencing,

the gyms, the baths : these need reversing. The baths
are separated and the open-air bath far distant.

“ Possibly ” sends a symmetrical layout with centre
building having baths on one side, gyms and garage on
the other. The open-air bath is Aery well placed, but
the separation of baths and gymnasium is a great mistake.

“ Possibly 's ” elevations are delightfully drawm and the
terrace front a genuine expression of the purpose of the
building. The design is lean and fit, gay, and light-

hearted. The north elevation is too uncompromising
in its stnrkness, but the set as a whole is a very creditable
production.

“ Don ” is another hors com ours

y

with more reason.
In any case his idea of a large number of isolated buildings
needing a w^hole forest of signposts to direct the new’^

member is on the WTong lines and would, I fear, have
put him out of the running had he not already placed
himself there.

“ Fly ” is ponderous in both plan and elevation, and
the underlying moti\e of his scheme is more suited to
other kinds of building than to a sports club.

He, again, separates the gyms and baths and wastes
a perfectly good south aspect on relentlessly solid squash
court walls. For a sports club there are not enough
places for casual semi-open-air lounging. His elevations,
like many others, I find somewhat dull though carefully
and ably drawm.

“ Grass ” is a believer in symmetry-—central main
building baths one side, gymnasium block the other

—

separation deprecated.
The arrangement of enclosed and open baths is good

and the provision of a sun-bathing area for each bath is

excellent. The duplication of kitchens in main block is

extravagant
;

the day rooms appear to be badly lighted.
The elevations finish Avith a high central feature, the
purpose of AA^hich is obscure.
Thus “ Noah,” w^hom I heartily congratulate on his

success, Avins AAHth a symmetrical plan. Yet had one
of the long liners, “ Trieb ” or cA^en “ Alfy,” taken a

little more care he might haA^e run the Avinner very close.

The oA"er all standard of the draughtsmanship this year
is high. Hoav many of us would like single-handed to
tackle the preparation of a set comparable with most of
these ?

The impression of the elevations is generally’^ of an
austerity carried almost to emptiness, due to so many
being designed in a not yet fully comprehended form of
construction—ferro-concrete.

It may be that the modem idea of sport is removed
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from the old idea of play. Sport nowadays is a serious

business and its votaries must have serious buildings for

their ritual. It is clear that w^e must revise our former

opinions of the relative characteristics of age and youth.

On the one hand we find grave and reverend youth, on

the other those elders, who, wdth the natural exuberance

of age, cling to their swags like the good architectural

acrobats they are. Let youth be lenient towards them,

for, as R. L. S. says :

—

“ Age may have one side, but assuredly Youth has the

other. There is nothing more certain than that both are

right, except perhaps that both are wrong."’

Be that as it may, w^e are obviously safe in leaving the

dignity, the austerity, the quiet serenity of English

architecture in the hands of the young, but w^e shall have
to keep a watchful eye on them when they grow old.

THE PRESIDENT : It gives me very great pleasure

to propose from the Chair a very hearty vote of thanks

to Mr. Ansell for the criticism which he has delivered.

Its preparation must have involved an enormous amount
of labour, and I am sure that every competitor present,

whether a prize winner or not, is grateful to Mr. Ansell

for the skill and thoroughness wuth which he has brought
his judgment to bear upon so many of their efforts. His
criticism was tempered by delightful touches of kindly

humour, and I am sure that no competitor can have felt

anything but appreciation of what Mr. Ansell has

given us.

Byways. Leaves from an Architect’s Notebook,

by Sir Reginald Blomfield, R.A.*
BY A. S. G. BUTLER [F.].

Japanese Palace, Dresden
Pencil Sketch by Sir Reginald Blomfield, R.A.

(Reproduced from Byways by courtesy of the publisher)

Sir Reginald Blomfield has been travelling in Europe

and this agreeable book is the result. I must confess at

once that I enjoyed it more than any travel book I have

read for a long time. To begin with, there is no senti-

mental nonsense about places. The author either liked

*byways. Leaves from an Architect’s Notebook. By Sir

Reginald Blomfield, R.A. 80. Lond. 1929. [John Murray.] 15s.

them or he did not, and his reasons for disliking them
are so just, one entirely concurs. Secondly, he is always

an architect—and a modern practising architect—in

search of merit in buildings of any period which he

discovers ; and when he finds merit it is carefully and
very pleasantly explained to us. Thirdly, if the build-

ings are merely the scene of some interesting event, that

is described to us as well—and with a notable display
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of historical knowledge. Fourthly, as we know, Sir

Reginald Blomheld writes very good English which is a

pleasure to read. This is neither a collection of notes
and illustrations lightly stuck together

;
nor is it a

heavy and exhausting text-book. In fact, places are

written about exactly as they should be.

The volume begins with Avignon, Orange, Arles and

8 February 1930

Again we are told that the Maison Carree is a v^astlv

over-rated building, and the reasons given for this

assertion are very convincing. One almost agrees that

these Roman temples are mere simulacra, about on
the same level as revivalised Gothic.’* Chapters VI and
VII are a deviation into the history of the Camisard
war and the extraordinary career of Cavalier. It is

The Fool in the Gardens, Ximes
Pencil Sketch by Sir Reginald B.omfield, R.A.

(Reproduced from Byzcays by courtesy of the publisher)

that part of France. After a visit to Vaison and some
comments on Stendhal’s thoughts on Gothic, our

author sa\'s, “ At the risk of architectural ostracism I

confess myself to finding the incessant repetition of

hollows and mouldings in the arches and the assemblage

of shafts like pipes in the piers of some Gothic churches

just a little tedious.” 7'hat gave me great pleasure.

Who has not felt the same—even in York Minster

—

and has never dared to express the tedium in words ?

difficult to understand how so much knowledge of it

was collected without diligent research and the expen-
diture of much time. The result is a very lucid his-

torical essay in which, I should add, the author takes
a strong Protestant standpoint, but explains this atti-

tude to a religious conflict in a footnote on his Puritan
ancestry.

In Chapter VUI we are transferred to South Ger-
many. Munich is more or less condemned as valueless.
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but we are encouraged to visit the neighbourhood by
the writer’s notes on Schleissheim, Nymphenburg, and
especially the little Amalienburg building. He finds

Baroque art interesting, “ not in any way as great and
vital architecture, but as a reflex on the remote but still

“America/’ Veitshocheim Gardens
Pencil Sketch by Sir Reginald Blomfield, R.A.

(Reproduced from Bytvays by courtesy of the Publisher)

attractive civilisation of a time when art for art’s sake

really did mean something, in the sense that people

regarded architecture not as a merely utilitarian affair,

but as a stage for the pomp and pageantry, the

colour and movement that they loved.” After Munich
we have descriptions of the great Baroque monasteries

on the Danube, and finally reach Vienna. The author’s

comments on this capital are typical of his excellent way
of dealing with a city. He does not begin with a theory
or with a bias towards a particular period, but deals
with the town as a whole and its important buildings
of all periods in detail. I enjoyed especially the para-
graph about Fischer von Erlach, the eminent Viennese
architect at the end of the seventeenth century. We are

told that he was “ a scholar, a mathematician, a man of
considerable ability, and also a pompous old prig.”
Again, speaking of the very latest modern buildings in

Vienna, the author says that the Austrians still seem to

him to be the most artistic of all the Continental peoples.
Next we are taken to Bamberg, Pommersfelden,

Banz, and that delightful place, Wurzburg, Here the
author is rightly enthusiastic about Tiepolo’s magnifi-

cent work at the Residenz, and in describing it he
corrects Mr, Osbert Sitwell. Then in Chapter XIV he
puts together some valuable notes on Baroque generally—“ to clear the air,” we are told. I shall not attempt to

compress this admirable history and judgment into a

few words, but I strongly recommend it to anyone who
has read seriously both Mr. Geoffrey Scott and Mr.
Sitwell. After all, neither of them were or are actually

architects, and this is our subject even if we are not

supposed to be very cultured.

The book ends at Stockholm in a short but very

pithy chapter. All the interesting buildings are touched
on with apt comment, but the bulk of it is an analysis

of the merits of the Law Courts and the famous Town
Hall. These are compared as types, and the former
wins because, as our author points out, it is more
purely an instance of fine architecture and less an able

exercise in and perhaps the apotheosis of the arts and
crafts movement. This chapter must be read by all the

architects who flock to Sweden ; and not only for this

analysis but as well for the final paragraphs relating

Swedish architecture to the general European trend of

design. I can only describe these final pages as in-

tensely good. It is really gratifying to the profession

that an architect in Sir Reginald Blomfield’s position has

found the time to do such a complete review of archi-

tecture to-day, illustrated as it should be by references

to the past. It seems to me that is an assump-
tion cf humility in the title ;

for, by exploring Baroque
in its own lairs and by visiting modern Vienna and
Sweden, the whole field of the two chief influences on
our thought is encompassed.

Reviews
WOODEN MONUMENTAL EFFIGIES IN ENG-

LAND AND WALES. By Alfred C, Fryer^ Ph,D.^

F.S.A, 40. Lond. 1924. [Elliot Stock,'\ 8s. 6d,

This book is a second edition with additional matter
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and illustrations. The first edition was published fifteen

years ago. The original was a paper read before the

Society of Antiquaries in November 1908, and published
in Archceologia

,

It is primarily a book for antiquarians,

but it has a good deal more than antiquarian interest.

The introduction tells of the number and location of

wooden effigies—of the destruction of some—of the
“ lively figure ’’ carried in the funeral procession—^and,

most interesting to the craftsman, the method of making
and decorating these beautiful figures—and winds up with
some legends.

The rest of the letterpress is a detailed description of

the ninety-seven effigies known to exist, supplemented by
a topographical index, valuable to all who want to see

them.
The sixty-seven photographic illustrations are a great

feature of the book, and except to the keen antiquarian,

perhaps the chief interest. They enable us all to see these

interesting figures, and to compare them. The recum-
bent position, and the size (many are about life size) some-
times make it difficult to see them in their places. The
photograph reduces and brings the whole figure within

easy focus, which helps one fully to appreciate the fine

qualities of design which many possess. In turning over

these illustrations, fine design is the quality which is

perhaps most impressive, and which will make them
valuable to the practising artist.

The newer school of sculpture, with all its faults, has
turned in a right direction, and is feeling its way to fine

and original design, in terms of cut stone, and wood.
It has looked back too much to primitive work of other

races than our own for inspiration and suggestion, but it

has rediscovered the beauties of wood as a medium.
I w’ould suggest that these English wmoden effigies are

full of inspiration, and are worthy of study by the earnest

student who is trying to develop design in sculpture, which
will express our western idea of beauty.

Charles Spooner [F.].

NOTES ON SOME RECENT FOREIGN PERIODI-
CALS. By Grahame B. Tubbs [A.].

A reflection of the “ crash on Wall Street may be seen
in the November issue of the Architectural Forum

^

which
has inserted in Part 2 a loose supplement—a kind of stop-

press news—giving replies from zoo prominent manu-
facturers of building material to telegrams sent by the

Editor asking their opinion of the immediate prospects of
the building industry. As might be expected, the replies

are all “ bullish in tone, in spite of the fact that there

has been a considerable falling off in construction in the

last few weeks. There is a good deal of ” manufactured
optimism ” in the United States which must not be
accepted quite at its face value. However, it is probable
that the industry will soon begin to “ pick up ” and that

the “ break ’’ on Wall Street will be a good thing in the

end, as it will release money for building speculations

which has, up to now, been more profitably employed on
the Stock Exchange.
The Architectural Forum starts this month’s issue with

some coloured reproductions of vigorous and broadly
painted water-colours of Spain by Carroll Bill : they are

accompanied by an article recording the artist’s impres-

sions of that country, which is also represented by
another article, a well illustrated description of the Barce-
lona Exhibition, which has just closed. It w'as an
ambitious and courageous example of Catalan patriotism
and was planned on lavish lines on a steeply sloping site.

Fountains and lighting were important elements of the
scheme, and a fascinating feature was a reconstruction of
typical Spanish villages of the past cleverly blended into a

homogeneous whole. The photographs of contemporary
architecture in the United States include Cret and Smith
and Bassett’s Hartford County Building. Part 2 has
most interesting draAvings and photographs of the new
Orchestra shell ’’ for the Holhwood Bowl, which is a

natural amphitheatre, used for spectacular performances
and for orchestral concerts. The new shell is in the
form of a series of semi-circular receding sections
diminishing in size from 45 feet 6 inches to 18 feet radius,
forming a kind of hemisphere to act as a sound reflector.

The design, which is most successful, is by Frank Lloyd
Wright, and the acoustics were worked out by Dr.
Knudsen. It is stated that a whisper or the faintest tones
of a violin can be heard at the back of the bowl, 550 feet
away and 115 feet above the stage level. It is most
ingeniously constructed so that each semi-circular section
can be moved back on rails when the stage is required for
other purposes.
The problems connected with the acoustics of picture

theatres and their cooling in hot weather are discussed in
other articles.

In the December number of Architecture (New York)
Lewis Mumford writes on “ The Beginning of Modern
Form,” and points out that the prototype of Le Corbusier’s
houses may be found in Elizabethan timber-built struc-
tures, w'hich are the same in essence, as the weight is

brought on to small supporting members and the inter-
vening spaces are filled largely with glass. There is in
this number a series of photographs of an amusing new
town, Radburn, built for “ the age of the motor car.”
The houses are planned so that the motor roads and
garages are hidden from the view of the chief rooms, and
the houses are approached by footpaths only. They are
moderate in size, and the details, which are of Georgian
type, have been standardised without an undue sense of
monotony. In passing, it is interesting to hear that in
New' York City a five-day w'eek was introduced in August
last for the building trade. The effect on output will be
watched with the greatest interest by those in the
industry itself and by industrial psychologists.
The Gazette des Beaux Arts for December prints an

important paper by AI. F. de Mely called De Kaboul
au Yucatan,” the substance of which is that the con-
nection has been established betw'een the art of Central
America and Kabul. The contact was established by a

party of Buddhist monks and Nestorians w'ho w'ent to

Mexico in the fifth century a.d. and left very distinct

Asiatic marks behind them, including sculptures of the
elephant, w'hich W'as unknowm in America wfithin his-
torical times.

UArchitecture Vivante, the French quarterly of the
“ advanced guard,” gives most of its photographic plates
to the w'ork of the Germans in the autumn number.
There is a model of a theatre and several other works by
Walter Gropius, while Ernst May’s housing at Frankfort
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and Poelzig's “ Capitole ” Cinema at Berlin are among the

works illustrated. In the text M. Badovici writes on the
Metal House in Germany, and shows how they are follow-

ing up the English experiments in this direction.

The November issue of L'Architecture has nothing of

particular interest, but in La Construction Moderne for

I December there is a good simple modern villa at St.

Cloud by M. Sue, with a charming garden, while the

number for 8 December gives M. Urbain Cassan’s

subsidiary buildings, including the buffet, at his new
concrete railway station at Lens. The issue for 1 5 Decem-
ber gives plans and progress photographs of a large block

of fiats at Rue Alanin, Paris, by AI. Planche.

Wasnmths Monatshafte for December prints a number
of photographs and plans of a series of interesting brick-

built electric power- and sub-stations connected with the

Berlin Electric Railways, and Innen Dekoration is full of

views of the Bremen ” and a great many posters collected

from almost every country in the world. Stavba^ pub-
lished in Prague, has some clearly reproduced photo-

graphs of a cite jardin d la Le Corbusier, including small

houses and tenements.

Correspondence
ARE BUILDING BYE-LAWS DESTRUCTIVE OF

RURAL BEAUTY ?

Qoiincil Offices,

London Road,
Welicyn, Herts,

zi January 1930.

To the Editor, Journal R.I.B.A.

—

Sir,—^As a surveyor to a rural district council, I much
appreciated the courtesy of the President and Council of

your Institute in inviting me to attend the debate on
building bye-laws which was held on 16 December last,

and I was greatly disappointed that unforeseen circum-

stances prevented me at the last moment from being

present.

The Secretary of the Institute has been kind enough to

send me a copy of the Journal containing a report of the

debate, and a letter on the subject written by Mr. P. C.

Blow, in the reading of both of which I have been greatly

interested.

I am sorry to note that a very poor opinion of my pro-

fessional brethren appears to be held by architects, if the

impression created by JVIr, Baillie Scott’s paper is to be

taken as reflecting the general opinion of the architectural

profession.

I am constrained to point out that in the matter of

making and administering bye-laws, neither a local

authority nor their officers have very much discretion.

Bye-laws can only have effect after they have been con

firmed by the ^^imster of Health, and in framing their

bye-laws local authorities are, for all practical purposes,

tied down to the model draft which is supplied to them
by the ^linistry. Upon the wisdom or otherwise of this

I make no comment. Probably having regard to the

desirability of some degree of uniformity, it is a wise

procedure, but however this may be, I do think it is grossly

unfair to blame local authorities, and still more their

surveyors, for the apparent unreasonableness of any bye-

laws which may have been made within, say, the last five

or six years.

A further point which cannot be too strongly stressed

is that a bye-law, once made, must be enforced, and no
surveyor has any authority for approving any plan or work
which does not conform strictly to the literal reading of a

bye-law, even though he himself may think that an
alternative suggested by an architect or builder is to be
preferred from every point of view. I imagine that most
district surv^eyors, being familiar with the bye-laws which
it is their duty to administer, are only too willing to place

at the disposal of any architect or builder such knowledge
as they may have of bye-law peculiarities with a view to

seeing how far the wishes of individuals can be met, still

keeping within the law.

I am rather surprised to find what a large volume of

opinion there appears to be against the minimum require-

ments of 8 feet height in habitable rooms and window area

equal to one-tenth floor area. It seems to me that a

reference to ancient custom in the matter of low rooms
and small windows is hardly sufficient justification for

condemning more modem ideas. There are more points

than merely the feeling of spaciousness to be considered.

It was, of course, pointed out at the meeting that the

first mentioned requirement is not now commonly in force

in rural districts, and with regard to the second, my
experience is that architects are usually able to divide up
the total window space required into a sufficient number
of small units to ensure the external appearance which
they desire.

Some time ago, to meet the wishes of others interested,

the writer endeavoured, in connection with the prepara-

tion of a new series of bye-laws, to secure certain varia-

tions from the ordinary requirements of the model bye-

laws, but when the powers that be were approached it was
found that there were serious obstacles, described as “ legal

principles,” which are possibly not obvious to the ordinary

practical man. The result of the effort was not

encouraging.

Mr. P. C. Blow may be interested to know that one
point in connection with which discretionary power or

modified requirements were unsuccessfully sought, was
the provision of “ unsightly gratings ” to which he has

referred.

I trust that the debate and discussion may have the

effect of causing architects to appreciate the difficulties of

district surveyors, to think more kindly of them than Mr.
Baillie Scott appears to have done hitherto, and to refrain

from blaming them for unreasonableness for which they

are not responsible, bearing always in mind that besides

beauty of form, practical common sense, etc., there are

also “ legal principles ” to be considered.—I am, Sir,

yours faithfully,

C. B. Borthwick, M.Inst.M. and Cy.E.

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF ARCHITECTS.
The Twelfth International Congress of Architects will

take place in Budapest, betu'een 1-14 September 1930.

In connection with the Congress an international exhibi-

tion of architectural plans and designs will be arranged

in which the modern architecture of the whole world
will be represented.
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Charing Cross Bridge
In connection with the Charing Cross Bridge con-

troversy, we print below two letters from the President,

Sir Banister Fletcher, F.S.A., which have been published
in The Times of 24 January and i February, respectively :

CHARING CROSS BRIDGE.
To the Editor of ‘‘ The Times.

Sir,—On 23 December the Minister of Transport,
together with the Chairman of the Improvements Com-
mittee of the London County Council, received a deputa-
tion representing the Royal Institute of British Architects

and the Thames Bridges Conference. A summary of

what took place was published in The Times about three

weeks later, 14 Januarv^ ;
but the interval thus given for

consideration has not modified the attitude taken up at

the meeting by the official speakers on that occasion, who
instead of countering by argument the objections put
forward to their scheme on the score of faulty and wasteful

route-planning, absence of provision for architectural

design and for betterment values, blocking-up and
degradation of the Surrey side by a badly placed station,

viaducts and tunnels, and the excessive cost involved in

the destruction of valuable buildings, replied with a

bald reaffirmation of their belief that they had obtained

the best possible traffic solution, and of their determina-

tion to press the scheme through Parliament without
substantial change.
The only mitigations they were able to hold out for

South-Central London were “ a beautiful embankment
garden ” (partly, however, to be covered by the bridge)

and an optimistic view as to amenities of road-tunnels.

Architecture, they indicated, must take its chance after

the conditions controlling it have been already com-
promised.

This official satisfaction with a scheme which has no
defenders, outside its official sponsors, and which would
appear to have been finally arrived at without being based

upon any proper scheme for the re-planning of the whole

area, and rather through impatience and weariness than

by a due study of the problem, leaves the Institute and the

Conference no option but to oppose the passage of the

Bill through Parliament by every means in their power.

To the official dismissal of alternatives, both the Royal

Institute and the Thames Bridges Conference reply that,

while it is not for them at this stage to put forw'ard any

substitute scheme, they are convinced that the official

project is the worst among the various schemes already

proposed. They therefore call upon the Parliamentary

representatives of London constituencies and all others

interested in the most momentous reshaping of London
since the Great Fire to unite in rejecting sc unworthy a

scheme.
The question has been raised as to w hether the London

County Council, in the event of the failure of the present

plan to secure the approval of Parliament, might revert

to the destruction of Waterloo Bridge. It is difficult to

believe that this idea could be seriously entertained,

since, apart from other considerations, it would provide

no solution for the traffic problem.

A statement is in preparation setting out, in fuller

detail than hitherto, the serious faults of the official

scheme, for the benefit of members of Parliament, since

no model of the sites affected or of the projected recon-
struction has as yet been provided for their enlightenment.

I now" learn, how^ever, wdth satisfaction that, according
to the suggestion I made in my inaugural address at the
Royal Institute of British Architects on November 4,
a scale model is at last to be prepared, and I hope that
my second suggestion, that a competition should be held,
w ill in due time also be carried out, so as to secure all the
best ideas for so important and difficult a project.—T am,
Sir, your obedient ser\ant,

B.anister Fletcher, President R.I.B.A.

CHARING CROSS BRIDGE.
To the Editor of The Times

T

Sir,—In the rhume published in The Times to-day* of
the proceedings of the Improvements Committee at the
meeting of the L.C.C. on 28 January respecting the
Charing Cross Bridge scheme, I notice that the chairman
of the Improvements Committee, Sir Percy Simmons,
referred to two points. The first w-as that the model now
in preparation was not the result of the suggestion I made
in my address to the R.I.B.A. on 4 November, but that a
model was already decided upon. The word “ already

”

is ambiguous, though perhaps not intentionally so. If it

means that the model W"as already resolved upon by the
Committee before my suggestion of 4 November, why
then w"as such an important decision not sent to The Times
for publication, together with the text of the Bill to be laid

before Parliament ? W hy w"ere w"e not made acquainted
w ith this important and useful decision ? It w^ould have
saved a great deal of anxiety on the part of those who are
genuinely interested in securing the best possible develop-
ment scheme for the centre of London, more especially as
the full text of the Bill was published after Sir Edwin
Lutyens had left for India and so w e had no opportunity
of discussing our anxieties with him.

It is a matter of no importance as to W"ho first suggested
the necessity for a “ model,” but it is of vital importance
in considering the proper solution of this great towm-
planning problem that those w ho have the heavy respon-
sibility of decision should also have the fullest oppor-
tunity" of studying from an actual model as w"ell as from
the text of a Bill the serious import to London of the
official scheme wdth all that it involves in towm planning.
My contention is that the model should not be a last-

moment model, too late for members of Parliament or
anyone else to study and digest, but should have been
ready now, so as to give time for mature consideration
before decision. It should, I suggest, be placed at once
in the Smoking Room of the House of Commons.

Sir Percy’s second point w"as in reference to my insist-

ence on the importance of an open competition, and here
again he is reported as saying that ‘‘ The Improvements
Committee had already decided that in due course the
Council should be advised to obtain designs for the
scheme by open competition.” But what does he mean

* 29 January 1930.
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oy this ? It is rather difficult to see how this could be,

seeing that the official scheme was sprung upon us fuU-
ijrown and perfect—though as I think imperfect—in all its

parts, like Athena in complete armour from the head of

Zeus )

In order to have a satisfactory open competition we
must first secure the rejection of the official scheme by
Parliament. It is obvious that in the competition Sir

Percy suggests the competitors will merely have to make
the best they can of the official scheme with all its main
lines and principles already fixed, whereas I, of course, am
urging that the best brains of the country should be given
a chance of finding the ideal solution for the whole
problem.

I am, etc.,

Banister Fletcher,

President, The Royal Institute of British Architects,

THE PRESERVATION OF RURAL ENGLAND.
A Conference of representatives of the joint advisory

panels which have been set up by the Council for the

Preservation of Rural England and the Royal Institute of
British Architects, was held at the R.LB.A. on 23 January,
Mr. E. Guy Dawber, A.R.A., P.P.R.I.B.A., in the
chair.

iVIr. Greenwood, the Minister of Health, spoke on the
disfigurement of the English countryside. He said that

his special duty was to commend the work of the joint

advisory panels for which the Council of the Royal
Institute of British Architects had made themselves
responsible. Our land was being defiled, first because of
the sprawling erection of new buildings in the wrong
places, and secondly by the erection of buildings which
must be an eyesore to all people with even an embryonic
sense of decency. No day went by but you would find,

sprawling out from our great cities, another yard or two
of bungaloid extension ; no month but you could notice

on our great roads some new addition to the defilement of

the countryside. These were matters of tremendous
spiritual importance for our people.

In Cambridgeshire, Hampshire, and Devon very con-
siderable headway bad been made. If there was any-
thing he himself could do to assist the work he w^ould be
very glad indeed to do it. Some 15 months ago his

predecessor sent round a circular to local authorities

informing them of this movement, giving it his blessing,

and urging them to take action. If any good service could
be performed by a reissue, in more vigorous language, of

that appeal to local authorities, then he was prepared to

do it.

Referring to an item in the conference agenda concern-
ing the control of elevations under town-planning schemes
he said in his view we had not done nearly as much as we
should have done in that direction. He proposed that we
should now take much more vigorous action along those
lines. It was no use crying after the milk was spilt, and
it was no good complaining when we had mistakes

;

and unless we could see a more general exercise of control

of elevations, then ugliness would persist in all our
structures.

THE ROYAL GOLD MEDAL FOR
ARCHITECTURE.

^ Special General Meeting of the Royal Institute

„ Architects, on 3 February, Mr. Percy Scott
Worthington, M.A.Oxon, Litt.D., F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A.,
was elected by the Members and his name will be sub-
mitted to His Majesty the King as a fit recipient of the
Royal Gold Medal for Architecture for the year 1930.

THE LATE SIR LAWRENCE WEAVER, K.B.E.*
At the General Meeting at the R.I.B.A. on Monday,

20 January 1930 when Sir Banister Fletcher, F.S.A.,
President, gave his Address to Students, the Honorary
Secretary, Mr. Sydney D. Kitson, spoke of the death of
Sir Lawrence Weaver, K.B.E., in the following terms :

—

I deeply regret to announce the death of Sir Lawrence
Weaver, F.S.A., who was elected Honorary’’
Associate in 1 9 1 o . Sir Lawrence Weaver had a peculiarly
vital and personal individuality, and the chief among his
almost innumerable activities was the advocacy of fine
architecture as an essential part of our national life. He
was a discriminate, and a great friend of architects, and by
his writings he did much to advance the cause of seemly
building. I feel that we in this Institute have lost a verv
great friend, and that England has lost one who was
advancing the cause of decent civilisation among us.

It is with real sorrow that I move that the regrets of
the Institute for his loss be entered on the minutes, and
that a message of sympathy and condolence be conveyed
to his relatives.

LECTURES ON TECHNICAL ACOUSTICS.
A course of six lectures on Technical Acoustics wtII be

given at the Chelsea Polytechnic, Manresa Road, S.W.3,
by A. H. Davis, Esq,, D.Sc., of the National Physical
Laboratory, on Fridays at 6.15 p.m., commencing on
14 February' 1930, The lectures are intended to provide
instruction primarily for those engaged in the manu-
facture, testing and sale of instruments of an acoustical
nature in the modern methods of dealing with acoustical
problems. Included in this series is a lecture on the
acoustics of buildings, which deals with loudness,
echoes, reverberation, correction of acoustical defects and
electrical speech amplifiers. The fee for the course is 5s.

THE ROYAL NATIONAL EISTEDDFOD OF
WALES.

LLANELLY 1930.

The Art, Crafts and Science Section of the National
Eisteddfod of Wales this year comprises a list of compe-
titions in Architecture, Fine Art, Sculpture, Applied Art
and Domestic Arts and Crafts. Prizes in architecture are
offered for a Public orTown Hall for a provincial town, a
Central Motor Bus Station or Terminus in a provincial
town, a Pair of Workmen’s Cottages in an industrial area,
and for a Set of P leasured Drawings. Programmes giving
full particulars of all the competitions can be obtained
from the publishers, Messrs. James Davis and Co., Ltd.,
South Wales Press, Murray Street, Llanelly.

* An obituary notice by Professor A. E. Richardson
appeared in the last issue of the Journal, p. 206.
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Allied Societies
(The attention of Members of the Allied Societies is particularly called to this pagi)

GLOUCESTERSHIRE ARCHITECTUIC\L
ASSOCTATIOX.

A meeting of the Gloucestershire Architectural Association
was held at the Spread Eagle Hotel, Gloucester, on Wednesday
evening, 22 January, Mr. Thomas Falconer, F.R.I.B.A.,
President, being in the Chair.

Dr. Houlston Morgan, Ph.D., B.Sc., A.R.C S., Past
President of the Paint and Varnish Research Association, spoke
on “ Protective and Decorative Painting.’’

The lecturer dealt with the history and composition of paints

and varnishes, and with many difficulties in connection with
their manufacture and application, and the address was illus-

trated by practical experiments. The importance of crafts-

manship was emphasised both by the lecturer and by others

who spoke afterwards.

A vote of thanks w as passed to the speaker on the proposition

of iSIr. A. Seaton White, B.Sc. (Principal of the Cheltenham
School of Arts and Crafts), seconded bv Air. H. T. Rainger,

A.R I.B.A.

HANTS AND ISLE OF WIGHT ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

Formation of Hampshire Branch of Council for the
Preservation of Rural England.

A conference, which was largely attended, was held at the

South-Western Hotel, Southampton, on 28 January to consider

a proposal to form a Hampshire Branch of the Council for the

Preservation of Rural England. The conference had been
jointly convened by the Hampshire Rural Community Council
and the Hants and Isle of Wight Architectural Association, both
of which bodies were well represented among the audience.

The Chair was taken by the Right Hon. the Earl of Alalmes-
bury, D.L., J.P., who was supported on the platform by the

Earl of Crawford and Balcarres, K.T., F.R.S. (President of

the Council for the Preservation of Rural England), Air. Guy
Daw her, A.R.A. (Vice-President of the Council), Air. H. G
Griffin (Secretary of the Council), Lord Manners, the Mayor
of Winchester (C’ouncdlor Harry Collis), the Alayor of South-
ampton (Councillor Hector Young), Sir Stuart Fraser, K.C.S.L,
Sir Vere Hobart, Bt., Alajor H. Aris (Chairman of the Hamp-
shire Rural Community Council, and Hon. Secretary, County
Landowners’ Association), Air. J. A. Smith (President, Hants
and I.W. Architectural Association), Air. J. S. Furley (Chair-

man of the Winchester Town Planning Advisory Committee),

Principal K. H. Vickers (Unnersity College, Southampton),
Councillor E. W. Cross (Sheriff of Southampton), Air. D. T.
Cowan, Air. A. L. Roberts (Hon. Secretary, Hants and I.W.

Architectural Association), and Air. H. H. Jenkyns (Organising

Secretary, Hampshire Rural Community Council).

The Chairman introduced the Alayor of Southampton,

who extended a cordial welcome to the conference on behalf

of the ciMC body and the townspeople.

In the course of his speech the Chairman said that there w ere

a good many people who thought that the passing of a recent

Act of Parliament, commonly known as the Local Government
Act, 1929, had further remo\ed all responsibditv, or the

responsibility of pri\ate enterprise from the region with which

they were concerned that day. As one of those who had to

administer that Act, he was sure that all who were connected

with t<jwn planning or any attempt to maintain the beauty of

the countryside would welcome private enterprise and private

cu-operation with both hands. Lnder the new Act and it

applied especially to country districts—the County Council

might, and they hoped to ha\e the co-operation of the County
Council of the Isle of Wight, become the authority for town
planning, hut up to recently the County Council had no power

to deal effectively wdth town planning. Now^ it might become
the sole authority, or the joint authority with other authorities.

He would not labour that except to say that people could see

how the local authorities had increased powers to deal with
town planning, etc., and therefore should not let any enthusiasm
they had towards this movement wane. What was the cause
of this movement ? The real cause was that certain people,
not only those imbued with great artistic talent, but the public
generally, realised that the countryside was being ruined.
They had not to go any distance along their roads to observe that.

One thing which ruined their countryside, and one which
they must not forget, was the burden on the landowmers in

the form of death duties and taxation. That had gone a long
way to devastate the countryside. Death duties and taxation had
forced landlords to sell, wholly or in part, their hereditary
estates, and they had passed to people wffio had built bungalows
and shacks in order to meet the pressing need for houses, and
wayside garages with yellow’ and red painted pumps. Let no
one forget that the Government was sometimes responsible for

the disfigurement of the countryside. What about the Elec-
tricity Board ? They could see W’onderful rows of pylons
going up which no one could say added to the beauty'? even of
what was not already’ a beautiful place.

The Earl of Crawford and Balcarres said they’ had a great deal

to lose in Hampshire, and in many directions it w as threatened
in a way’ that other counties w ere not. It was especially impor-
tant to-day’ that the approaches to the historic centres should
remain intact. In every’ direction the beauty’ of the country-
side was threatened

;
it meant that the approaches might

become squalid, or that the exits were not worthy of the
dignity’ of a great town. In many’ way’s the preservation of
rural amenities was a matter more for the towns than the
country itself. Public opinion on these matters W’as being
awakened. If they’ took the cutting down of trees, as they
knew, they’ were being destroy’ed in many’ places in a ruthless
degree. That was happening where roads W’ere being widened,
whereas they might, with a little forethought, have been pre-
served. An asthetic value of a site w’as of definite cash value
to the country’. Opinion was only’ just becoming alive to these
things because the dangers w’ere becoming acute ; unless they
were up and taking action, spots and districts which they' had
looked upon as a heritage of beauty’ would be lost for ever.

The C P.R E. was concerned in this problem
;

they’ wanted to

control modern developments rather than stop them. They'
were not opposed to new’ roads, but they wanted to see them
designed in some relation to the contour of the land. They'
were not opposed to housing schemes, but they should be
controlled rather than spread ribbon-w ise along all the roads of
the country. In that movement they' had the co-operation of
several organisations interested in the many’ aspects of the
problem, to whom they' could turn for sound advice, with the

result that they were able to focus on the whole question a

volume of knowledge and considered opinion hitherto not
available. The movement was growing apace, but there were
plenty ot areas where, in spite of a strong desire that something
should be done, no organisation had y’ct been formed. There-
fore, he rejoiced to hear of the conference they were holding
that day. One result he hoped would be a strong and vigorous
movement in the county, and, if it became necessary, they
would take a strong line in opposition. The urgency’ of the

matter was growing day’ by’ day', because their rural scenery’

was the only thing that was English m England
;

it was, as he
had said, a heritage, and they should do their best to preserve it.

Air. Guy Dawber, in the course of his address, said

that one of the mo.st depressing results of the change over-
coming the country' to-day was the bad type of house being
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built. He drew attention to the formation of Advisor^' Panels,

which had been set up in connection with town planning and
building schemes. Unfortunately they were set up late in

the day, but what they did was to give helpful advice in town
planning and layout generally. If their existence was better

known and understood, there w ould be less criticism of them ;

what was needed, therefore, was to make them better known
and enable people to realise that they were out to help and not
to hinder the authorities

.

Disfigurement was being done to the countryside by the

modem type of building more than by anything else, and there

was no power to prevent it. Among the great supporters of

the Advisory Panels was the IVlinister of Health, who had
declared that, unless they could get a more general control

over elevations, ugliness would prevail in all structures, and, he
added, he meant to do everything in his power to promote the

object for which the panels existed.

Mr. H. G. Griffin (Secretary to the C.P.R.E.), at the

request of the Chairman, outlined the best methods of proce-

dure for the formation of County Branches. Their County
Branch would, he said, be a miniature C.P.R.E. At head-
quarters they wanted to de-centra lise, and to see each county
with its own Council. Such bodies already existed in Devon
and Cornwall, and in Dorset steps were being taken in the

same direction. There were 28 constituent bodies in the

C.P.R.E., including the County Councils’ Association, the

District Councils’ Association, the Landowners’ Association,

the Architects’, Surveyors’ and Land Agents’ Societies, the

R.A.C. and A.A., the W.I. Federation, the Footpaths Pre-

servation Society
,
the Societv^ for the Control of the Abuses

of Public Advertising, etc., etc. In Hampshire the existing

organisations should appoint representatives on the Central

Body, from which they should form an Advisory Body.
Lord Manners moved :

—

That it is desirable that a branch of the C.P.R.E. be

formed to operate in the geographical area of Hampshire
and the Isle of Wight, the cities of Winchester and Ports-

mouth, and the county boroughs of Bournemouth and
Southampton .

’ ’

The resolution was unanimously agreed to

.

Major H. Aris next moved :

—

That a Committee be appointed of the bodies respon-

sible for calling this meeting, viz., the Hampshire Rural

Community Council and the Hants and Isle of Wight
Architectural Association, together with the Chairmen of

the Committees responsible for the Town Planning

Schemes within the area, with power to appoint a represen-

tative Council to draft a constitution, including arrange-

ments for carrying on the secretarial duties.”

Mr, J. S. Furley seconded and the resolution was agreed to.

SHEFFIELD, SOUTH YORKSHIRE AND DISTRICT
SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

Mr. H, V. Lanchester, F.R.I.B.A., JM.T.P.I., gave a lecture

on “ Indian Architecture ” at Sheffield University, on

9 Januarv 1930. In the course of his lecture he said that

the earliest architectural work extant in India 3P® 4^0 b.c.

—exhibited the influence of Persia. This influence W’^as

confirmed by writings on the political organisation wffiich

displayed similarities.

At a later date

—

a.D. 100 to 200—ornament had diverged,

and design

—

ride the “ topes ” at Sanchi and elsewhere—was

strongly influenced by timber construction. Sculptural

decoration was used freely. This showed in the north-w^est

Greek influence which did not, however, penetrate to the south.

In A.D. boo to 1500 Southern India had a gradually developed

architecture originally embodying such features as timber

construction, thatched roofs, and the Buddhist groups of

monastic cells. These latter were the basis of the decorations

of the pyramidal “ vimanas ” (temples) and gopurams ’

(temple gateways) which sometimes rose to a height of 200 feet.

The finest examples of this style was probably the rock-cut

temple of Kailas at Ellora (a.d. 800), unrivalled throughout the

world for its skilful contrast between sculptured and plain

surfaces and the consequent distribution of light and shade.

This style of work had remained the fixed tradition of Southern
Indian temple architecture to the present day, though modem
work was almost purely repetitive. It had also formed the

basis of the style as exhibited in Cambodia and Sava which
were colonised by Indian emigrant peoples.

Tow^ards Central India, a.d. 1400 to 1550, the style was
qualified by the Chalukyan peoples, who introduced interesting

variants, but whose later work w^as somewhat debased though
richly decorated with sculpture.

The buildings above referred to were all based on trabeated

structure, though the “ sun windowL” used decoratively, had
the form of a horse-shoe arch.

In the north, 1100 to 1500, the purit\' of the Hindu archi-

tecture was qualified by the Moslem invasion which, coming
through Persia, once more introduced the form of design then

practised in that country—^viz., the arched treatment, but this

only by slow' degrees until the IVIogul invasion in 1500 brought

a demand for buildings as near those of Persia as possible, such

as Humayun’s Tomb at Delhi and the Taj Mahal at Agra.

These led the way to a new type generally knowrn as Indo-

Saracenic (1600-1900), in which the Indian manner of surfaces

in receding planes W’^as combined wdth the arched compositions

of Persia. IMany variants of that may be found, in different

districts of Northern India but the most successful architectur-

ally w^as that of Gujerat on the west coast north of Bombay,
where the Hindu element W’as strongest.

This mixed style did not penetrate to the south to any great

extent, and the indigenous architecture there w^as only cor-

rupted by influences from Europe, Portuguese, Dutch and

British A.D. 1600-1800.

These influences had also, to a less extent, affected Northern

India, as the Hindu had ahvays been eclectic in his taste and

prepared (except in sacred buildings) to adopt any feature that

appealed to him.
The paper included some notes on the Hindu traditions for

planning towns and examples, showing how' the great temple

formed the focus of the plan, and the rectangular main street

line provided for the annual sacred procession. Other points

dealt w ith w ere the organisation of the system of tanks and the

use of these in relation to religious observances.

Domestic architecture in stone and in timber was also

described, and some idea given of the general character of the

towns and the variation due to local conditions, the tenn local

being used in its broadest sense, India being less a nation than

a continent with its numerous racial groups and its 60 major

languages

.

WEST YORKSHIRE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
A meeting of the West Yorkshire Society of Architects was

held at its Leeds headquarters on 23 January', Mr. G. H.
Foggitt, president, in the chair. After the election of new
members and other formal business, the chairman introduced

Mr. R. J. Gordon, the Leeds City librarian, who, besides

coming to address the members on architectural literature, had

arranged round the meeting room more than one hundred

specimens of the books contained in the Leeds central loan

and reference libraries relating to architecture.

Mr. Gordon said that they were living in an age of paper and

printing, as well as of electricity. A mere collection of books

did not make a library until they had been codified and cata-

logued. and, further, until the scope of the literature provided

w as clearly brought to the notice of those interested in particu-

lar branches of art or technique. It was only possible to bring

books into circulation by publicity'. Formerly such tactics were

regarded as undignified, but happily that idea was dying out.

Mr. G. H. Foggitt moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Gordon,
which was seconded by Colonel H. W. Barker.
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ISOMETRIC DIAGRAM OFTHE CONSTRUCTIOX
OF THE DOME OF ST. PAUL’S CATHEDRAL.
An illustrated Public Lecture will be giv^en at Birkbeck

College, Breams Buildings, Fetter Lane, E.C.4, on
Monday, 3 March 1930, at 5.30 p.m. by Professor
Beresford Pite, M.A., A.R C.A., F.R.LB.A., on “ The
Isometric Diagram of the Construction of the Dome
of St. Paul’s Cathedral,” prepared by Air. R. B. Brook-
Greaves. The Chair will be taken by Sir Frederick
Kenyon, G.B.E., K.C.B., D.Litt.

Members and Students of the R.I.B.A. are cordially

invited to attend. Admission free.

NEW BUILDING MATERIALS AND
PREPARATIONS.

The Science Standing Committee wish to draw atten-

tion to the fact that information in the records of the
Building Research Station, Garston, Watford, is freely

available to any member of the architectural profession,

and suggest that architects would be well advised, when
considering the use of new materials and preparations of

which they have had no previous experience, to apply to

the Director for any information he can impart regarding
their properties and application.

R.I.B.A. FINAL EXAMINATION, INDIA.
The R.I.B.A. Examination Board in India have

arranged to hold the R.I.B.A. Final Examination in

Bombay from 2 April to 9 April 1930. The last day for

receiving applications, which should be sent to the Secre-

tary of the R.I.B.A. Examination Board in India, 43
Apollo Street, Fort Bombay, is 3 March.

THE TITE PRIZE AND THE VICTORY
SCHOLARSHIP, 1930.

PRELIMIXARV CoMFETITIONb.
The attention of intending competitors is called to the

fact that the Preliminary Competitions for the Tite Prize

and the \^ictory Scholarship will be held in London and at

centres in the provinces on Thursday, 6 Alarch, and
Friday, 7 March 1930, respectively.

Forms of application for admission to the Preliminary

Competitions may be obtained at the R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit
Street, W, i , The closing date for the submission of forms
of application is Saturday, 22 February 1930.

Notices
THE EIGHTH GENERAL MEETING.

The Eighth General Meeting (Ordinary) of the Session

1929-1930 will be held on Alonday, 17 February 1930,

at 8 p.m., for the following purposes :

To read the Minutes of the General Meetings (Special

and Business) held on Monday, 3 February 1930 ;
for-

mally to admit members attending for the first time since

their election.

To read the following paper, “ The Thames Valley

Preservation Scheme,” by Professor Patrick Abercrombie,
M.A. (Liverpool) [F.].

ELECTION OF MEMBERS, 16 JUNE 1930-

Associates who are eligible and desirous of transferring

to the Fellowship are reminded that if they wish to take

advantage of the election to take place on 16 June 1930

they should send the necessary nomination forms to

the Secretary R.I.B.A., not later than Saturday, 8 March
1930.

LICENTIATES AND THE FELLOWSHIP.
The attention of Licentiates is called to the provisions

of Section IV, Clause 4 (b) and (cii) of the Supplemental
Charter of 1925. Licentiates who are eligible and
desirous of transferring to the Fellowship can obtain full

particulars on application to the Secretary R.I.B.A.,

stating the clause under which they propose to apply for

nomination.

PAMPHLET ON PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
AND PRACTICE.

At the suggestion of the Practice Standing Committee,
the Council of the R.I.B.A. have had reprinted and bound
together in pamphlet form the following papers on Pro-

fessional Conduct and Practice, by Mr. W. E. Watson,
F.R.LB.A., Barrister-at-Law, that have appeared in recent

years in the R.I.B.A. Journal :

—

(1) Easements (reprinted from R.I.B.A. Journal of

17 September 1927).

(2) Handbook of Architectural Practice (reprinted from
R.I.B.A. Journal of 28 January 1928).

G) Party Walls (reprinted from R.I.B.A. Journal of

24 November 1928).

(4) Contract (reprinted from R.I.B.A. Journal of

12 January 1929).

(5) Specification (reprinted from R.I.B.A. Journal of

9 February 1929).
While the papers are not exhaustive treatises on the

subjects, they are based on the standard works which are

recommended for student courses, amplified by incidents

arising in the Courts of Justice.

The Council consider that the papers will be found
helpful to the inexperienced architect and to others in

dealing with those questions which present difficulty in

ev'eryday practice, and are specially recommended for

perusal by smdents.
A general index has been prepared by ^Ir. H. C.

Hughes, iM.A. (Cantab) [A,], also an index of cases.

Copies of the pamphlet can be obtained on application

to the Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, W.i, price

2s. 6d. each.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP.
Election : 7 April 1930.

The following applications for election have been
received. Notice of any objection or other communica-
tion respecting the candidates must be sent to the Secre-

tary for submission to the Council prior to Monday,

3 March 1930.

AS HON. ASSOCIATES [2].

Alexander : Sidney Arthur, M.A., Canon and Treasurer of

St. Paul’s Cathedral, 2 Amen Court, London, E.C.4.
Goetze : SiGibMLND CHRISTIAN HUBERT, Grove House,

Regents Park, N.W.8,

AS HON. CORRESPONDING MEMBERS [2].

PoNTREMOLi : Emmanuel, President of the Societe Centrale
des Architectes Fran<,ais, Professor a Fecole Superieure
des Beaux Arts a Paris. Inspecteur des Batiments et

Palais Nationaux. Membre de I’Academie des Beaux
Arts (Institut de France), i Rond Point, Bugeaud,
XVLme, Paris.

S.ANO : Dr Riki, Lecturer of Imperial University, Tokyo,
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President of the Japanese Institute of Architects, Dean of

Technical College of Nihon University, Tokyo, 160
Kagomachi, Koishikawa-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

AS FELLOWS [18].

Bensltn : William Thomas, A.R.C.A. {A. 1911], 5 Lan-
caster Place, Strand, W.C.2 ; 17 Easy Row

,
Birmingham

;

12 Charlotte Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
Brown : Colonel John, C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., TX)., J.P.,

D.L. [A. 1921], 83 St. Giles Street, Northampton
;

Harpole Grange, Northampton.
Butler : Cecil George [A. 1921], Architects’ Department,

Temple Fortune House, Golders Green, N..W.
; 33A

The Parade, Golders Green, N.W.
;

221 Hampstead
Way, Golders Green, N.W.ii.

Cobb : Robert Stanley, IVI.C. [A. 1924], P.O. Box 58, Nairobi,

Kenya Colony.
Cullen : Alexander, F.S.I., F.S.A. (Scot.) [.4 . 1920], 88

Cadzow Street, Hamilton, Scotland
;

Invercoe, Udding-
ston, Lanarkshire.

Hughes : HenryCastree, IM.A. (Cantab.) [X. 1921], Tunwell’s
Court, Trumpington Street, Cambridge ;

Garner Cottages,

Grantchester, Cambridge.
Owen : Reginald W'^'NN [A, igoi], Euston Station, London,

N.W.i
;
Staceys, Harwoods Road, Watford, Herts.

Rollo : Robert Leslie [H. 1920], Aberdeen School of

Architecture, Robert Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen
;

375 Union Street, Aberdeen ;
Camloun, Cults, Aberdeen.

Somerville : William Lyon [A. 1928], 2, Bloor Street

West, Toronto ; 269 Oriole Parkway, Toronto.
SuRMAN : John Burgess [A. 1909], 17 Easy Row, Birmingham;

45 Selwyn Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
Wood : William Walter [A. 1921], 8 Sussex Terrace,

Plymouth
;
Down Thomas, Plymouth.

Worthington ; John Hubert, O.B.E., ALA., Hon. A.R.C.A.
[A. 1912], 178 Oxford Road, Manchester ; The Pantiles,

Alderley Edge, Cheshire.

And the following Licentiates who have passed the qualifying

Examination
Currey : Harold Wynne, F.S.L, 51A Catherine Street,

Westminster, S.W.i.
Holmes : Arthur Herbert, Tower Buildings, 99 High Street,

Southend-on-Sea ;
Brick House Farm, Pitsea, Essex,

Kestei'EN ; Leofric, Asst. Architect, Public Works Depart-
ment, Selangor, Federated Alalay States.

Roberts : Frederick Andrew, Earl Chambers, Alold ;

“ Rusholme,” Alold.

And the following Licentiates who are qualified under Sec-
tion IV> Clause 4 (c (ii)) of the Supplemental Charter of

1925 :

—

Campbell : William, 6 Pall Alall, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent

;

Victoria Road, Shelton, Stoke-on-Trent.
Snowden : Thomab, County Buildings, Land of Green

Ginger, Hull
;

i Salisbury Street, Hull.

AS ASSOCIATES [43].

Boon ; Geoffrey AIaurice [Final], Nashdom,” Hope Road,
Prestwich, Alanchester.

Bradbury : Ronald, B.A. Hons. (Arch.), Alanchester.

(Passed five years’ course at the School ot Architecture,

Victoria Unviersity, Alanchester. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice), Taxal Gate, Whaley Bridge, Stockport.

Brenchley : Arthur Reginald [hinaij, “ Cumshaw,’’
Trinity Road, Gillingham, Kent.

Brentnall : Ralph Herbert [Final], 28 Victoria Park,

Fishponds, Bristol.

Bright : George Edward [Final], 49 Hilldrop Road, Tufnell
Park, London, N,

Brown : Collings William [Special], Public Works Depart-
ment, Union Buildings, Pretoria, South Africa.

Butler : Ronald McConnal (Passed five years’ joint course

at the Birmingham School of Architecture and the Archi-
tectural Association, Exempted from Final Examination
after passing Examination in Professional Practice),

Redchdfe, Halesow'en, near Birmingham.
Carter ; Edward Julian, B.A. Cantab. (Passed five years’

course at the Architectural Association. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Pro-
fessional Practice), 4, Oakley Street, Chelsea, S.W.3.

Cassells : George Arthur (Passed five years’ course at the
Edinburgh College of Art. Exempted from Final
Examination after passing Examination in Professional
Practice), i Corstorphine Park Gardens, Corstorphine,
Alidlothian.

Chaplin : John Percival [Final], 22 Weaponness Valley
Road, Scarborough.

Dower : John Gordon (B.A. Cantab.) [Final], 66 WilUfield
Way, London, N.W.i i.

Duffy : Thomas [Special], 46 Third Avenue, Heaton, Bolton.
Fletcher : Janet (Miss) (Passed five years’ course at the

Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Examin-
ation after passing Examination in Professional Practice),

52 Campden Hill Square, London, W.8.
Grayson : Arthur Bellham (Passed five years’ course at

the Architectural Association. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice), The Manse, Halesw'orth, Suffolk.

Haskins : Allan Daniel Aitken [Final], 16 Sampson Road,
Sparkbrook, Birmingham.

Hughes : John Leslie, Dip. Arch. (L’pool) (Passed five years’

course at the Liverpool School of Architecture, Univer-
sity of Liverpool. Exempted from Final Examination
after passing Examination in Professional Practice),

5 Edge Lane, Edge Hill, Liverpool.

Johnson ; Allan, Dip. Arch. (Leeds) [Final], c/o 106 Hendon
Way, Cricklewood, N.W .2.

Kemp : Sidney James, M.M. [Final], Tilehurst, Farley ^oad,
Selsdon, South Croydon.

KinINMONTH : William Hardie (Passed five years’ course at

the Edinburgh College of Art. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice), Camborne Hotel, 62 Leinster Square, London,
W.2.

Macdonald : Hugh Sinclair (Passed five years’ course at

the Edinburgh College of Art. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice), The Rowans, Princes Street, Thurso, Caithness.

McMullen * Alexander Lawrence, B.A. Cantab. [Final],

32 Ev’elyn Mansions, Carlisle Place, S.W.i.

Martin . John Leslie (Passed five years’ course at the

School of Architecture. Victoria University, Manchester.

Exempted from Final Examination after passing Exam-
ination in Professional Practice), Holmkigh, Bramhall

Lane, Bramhall, Cheshire.

Maynard : Frederick James [Final], 158 Pinner Road,

Harrow*, iVliddlesex.

Murray : James Mackie (Passed five years’ course at the

Edinburgh College of Art. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice), 5 Dick Place, Eainburgh.

Neil : Charles Warren [Final], “ Langley,” 14 Valkyrie

Road, WestcIifi-on-Sea, Essex.

NTsbet : John Athelstan Victor, B, Arch. Sydney (Passed

five years’ course at Sydney Univ ersity School of Archi-

tecture. Exempted from Final Examination after passing

Examination in Professional Practice), c/o The National

National Bank of Australasia, Ltd., 7 Lothbury, E.C.2.

Paiker; Vithal Mukund (Passed five v ears’ course at the

University ot London School of Architecture. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in

Professional Practice), 27 Narcissus Road, N.W,6.
Phillipson ; Beatrix Janet (Miss), B.A. (London) (Passed
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five years' course at the University of London School of

Architecture. Exempted from Final Examination after

passing Examination in Professional Practice), College

House, Dollis Avenue, Finchley, X.3.

Price: Geoffrey Langford [Final], 15 Harley Terrace,

Gosforth, Xewcastle-on-Tyne.

R.\ndall : Gerald Fravne, B.A. Eng. Camb. (Passed five

years’ course at the Architectural Association. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in

Professional Practice), Westmoor, Tillington, Petworth,
Sussex.

Rea : Herbert Francis [Final], Lakemead, Totnes, Devon.

Sfoar-Owen : Godfrey Joscel^'n Segar [Final], Palmyra
Square Chambers, Warrington.

Sh.yw : Robert [Final], Mam Street, Cottingley, Bingley,

Yorkshire

Shepherd: George Henry [Final], c o 31 Stubley Road,
Heckmondwike.

Smeed : Charles William James (Passed five years’ course
at the University of London School of Architecture.
Exempted from Final Examination after passing Examin-
ation in Professional Practice), Electric House, Station

Road, Chingford, London, E.4.

Somake : Ellis Edward (Passed five years’ course at the

University of London School of Architecture. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in Pro-
fessional Practice), 17 Hendon Way, Cricklewood, X^.W.2.

Stanley' : Leslie Stuart, M.A. Cantab. [Special], 16 Cole
Park Road, Twickenham, Aliddlesex.

Steele : Frynk Reginald [Final], X'ew lands,” Stockton
Brook, Stoke-on-Trent.

T.assell : George Edward [Final], ” Almaville,” Tillington,

Stafford.

Taylor : CiuOROE Sw.an [Special], 35 Comely Bank Road,
Edinburgh.

Westerman : Albert Edwin (Passed five years’ course at

the Architectural Association. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice), 88 St. James’s Avenue, Beckenham, Kent.

Wheei er-Carmichael : Samuel Dennis (Passed five years’

course at the University of London School of Archi-
tecture. Exempted from Final Examination after passing
Examination in Professional Practice), 22 Portman Street,

W.i.

Young : William Edward [Special], 16 Leyburn Road,
Moston Estate, F'ailsworth, Alanchester.

Queries and Replies
[A large number of questions on points of professional practice and

technical interest are addressed to the Practice and Science Standing
Committees and to other Committees of the Institute.

The Council, on the recommendation of the Science Standing
Committee, have decided to adopt the procedure of publishing such
queries in the Journ.yl \^hen on matters of general interest, together
with the replies of those members who, having special knowledge
and experience of the particular questions, have been asked to express
their opinion', upon them. The scheme is based upon that adopted
by the Surveyor',’ Institution.

The identity of the member seeking the information will not be
disclosed, but the replies published will be signed by the members
who have supplied them.]

Query Xo. 4.

P'AcrxG BricK'^.

What is the best practice with regard to facing work in

brick buildings—an absorbent brick or a hard brick 1

We have recently had trouble with 9 in. external walls
built throughout with hard Staffordshire bricks in cement
mortar, and the recent rains have penetrated through.

In the writer’s own house, which is built with 9 in. walls
faced with thin sand faced bricks, with frog sinking, and
backed with hard common bricks the walls have proved
weather-tight. We can only account for this because the
horizontal joints do not go through the Yvalls, except, say,
in every sixth course.

W e should be glad to have the views of other members
of the Royal Institute.

Replies to Query No, 4.

I he capacity of brickwork to absorb moisture or driving
rain and thus to conduct damp to the interior plastering,
depends largely upon its capacity for capillary attraction. As
ppillanty varies inversely with the cube of the diameter of
interstices, an open texture like pumice, aerocrete, or a
hand-made stock brick obviously makes for drv walls

;
W'hilst

a dense structure such as is found in Fletton or Staffordshire
bricks invites damp.
An eggeupful of water poured over a dry London stock

brick will run over the edges. Poured over a typical drv
Fletton it w ill never r^ach the edges, being sucked greedily into
the interior.

for the same reason hard dense cement rendering can be
far less w aterproof than the soft but less dense lime rough cast.

Flardness, as such, has little or no waterproofing value, pro-
Mded that a material has sufficient hardness to resist any
tendency to become unduly friable under the action of wxather.

The possibilities of tar emulsion for waterproofing walls are
not >et fully explored.

Percy J. Waldram [L.].

It IS almost impossible to make a brick w'all W'atertight owing
to the mortar joints. The horizontal joints are generally w'ell
filled, but seldom the vertical joints, hence the least pointing
crack will often admit wet. \\ ith a porous brick such moisture
is absorbed and unless the brick reaches saturation point this
will continue with surface evaporation except in saturated air
conditions. In the case of an impervious brick surface,
evaporation being absent, the moisture tends to be absorbed
by the internal bricks or plaster where it appears and spreads.
The fewer through joints, the less likely is moisture to reach the
internal face. A well burnt porous brick is thus better than
an impervious brick for most purposes, but drying intervals are
necyssary, and with 14 inches of rain in two months even an
18-inch solid wall will not keep wet out on south and west
aspects. Cavity walls seem to be the only sure means of
preventing wet walls in exposed situations after long spells of
bad weather. Various specifics for treating bricks to exclude
wet seldom last more than tw'o years and in my opinion most of
them are wrong in principle.

Alan E, Munby' [E.].

C ntortunately, the conditions are not given verv clearly.
It must be assumed that ” hard Staffordshire brick ” is a

pressed brick with an impervious face, and that this brick is

non-absorbent.
The recent gales have exerted a pressure of between 20 and

25 lb. per square foot on vertical surfaces in some districts.
Such conditions might actually cause rain to penetrate a
porous brick tor a short distance, but it would not drive it

through a one-brick wall.
In my opinion the water was earned through the mortar

joints h\ capillary attraction. It must be noted that the
impervious bricks could do nothing to reliev'e the joints by
absorption
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This wall is doubtless very well built with the joints com-
pletely filled with mortar, for where discontinuity occurs
capillary attraction ceases, unless enough water accumulates to

bridge the gap.

It is particularly annoying to find that the excellence of a

piece of work has probably contributed directly to a failure.

Unsuitable grading of the sand used for the mortar for

building or pointing would also produce favourable conditions

for the passage of water through the joints.

In the case of the red sand faced wall the conditions are

entirely different physically and structurally. I assume that

this wail was subjected to precisely similar conditions of wind
and rain as in the former case. Now some red sand faced

bricks will absorb quite a large quantity of water. If porosity

IS continuous through any part of the brick capillary attraction

would carry the water through the brick itself, provided that the

supply of water was maintained on the surface. We are told

that a hard brick backing was used in this wall, and that

continuity of structure was only secured in every sixth course.

I agree with the writer in thinking that the reason for the

weather resisting properties of this wall is that there was so

small a proportion of through bricks employed. The through
bricks, however, would be expected to conduct water through
the wall, and it may be remarked that this is quite a common
failing in the headers of “ one brick ” work faced with porous
bricks

.

In my opinion lightly burnt, soft and porous bricks should

not be used for facing. Frost on a soft, wet brick is always

injurious

.

Hard bricks can be had which are delightful in both colour

and texture.

I am using such a brick now from a yard at Shiplake,

Oxfordshire, which absorbs only an average of 5*05 per cent, of

water after seven days’ immersion. Water only penetrates

these bricks through a thin layer, and when water ceases to

reach the surface evaporation takes place rapidly.

Another serious objection to the soft brick, which is capable

of absorbing a large quantit\^ of water, is that when evaporation

takes place the temperature of the wall falls considerably,

and this would tend to produce condensation on the inner

surface of the wall if the atmosphere became humid and the

wall surface was impervious

.

G. N. Kent [Z,.].

At the request of several members, copies of the questions and
answers are now printed as separate leaftets and can be obtained

free on application to the Secretary.

Competitions
ACCRINGTON : NEW POLICE AND FIRE

STATIONS.
The Accrington Corporation invite architects to submit,

in open competition, designs for new Police and Fire

Stations.

Assessor : Air. Herbert J. Rowse [F.}.

Premiums : £2^0, £150 and £100.
Last day for receiving designs, 28 February 1Q30.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on applica-

tion to the Town Clerk, Town Hall, Accrington. Deposit

£2 2S.

CLYDEBANK : WAR MEMORIAL.
The Competitions Committee desire to call the atten-

tion of Members to the fact that the conditions of the

abov^e competition are not in accordance with the Regula-

tions of the R.LB.A. The Competitions Committee are

in negotiation with the Promoters in the hope of securing

an amendment. In the meantime Alembers should not
take part in the competition.

KING^S LYNN : PROPOSED NEW SCHOOL.
The Competitions Committee desire to call the atten-

tion of Alembers to the following notice w hich has been
issued by the Institute :

—

“ Alembers of the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects and of its Allied Societies must not take part

in the above competition because the conditions are

not in accordance with the published Regulations of

the Royal Institute for Architectural Competitions.”

LIVERPOOL : PROPOSED PIER HEAD
lAIPROVEAIENTS.

The Liverpool City Council propose to offer premiums
of 1,000 guineas and 500 guineas in connection with a

competition for the improvement of the amenities of

the Pier Head. [Conditions are not yet available.]

PLA^AIOUTH : SUNDAY SCHOOL, FIRST
CHURCH OF CHRIST SCIENTIST.

The Competitions Committee desire to call the atten-

tion of Alembers to the fact that the conditions of the

above competition are not in accordance with the Regula-
tions of the R.LB.A. The Competitions Committee are

in negotiation with the Promoters in the hope of securing

an amendment. In the meantime Alembers should not

take part in the competition.

Members’ Column
ADMIXISTRATIVE COUNTY OF LONDON.

The London County Council invites applications for the position

of principal for the new Building Trade School at Lime Grove,
Shepherd’s Bush, W.12. The school will provide accommodation
for 180 boys in a junior day technical school and about 800 evening
students. The work of the school will include practical and
theoretical instruction in various branches of the building trade.

Preference will be given to a candidate with qualifications in

architecture, who has had experience in organisation and teaching.

The person appointed will be required to commence work in

April 1930, but the school will not be ready for occupation until

September 1930. During the interval the Principal will be required

to dev'ote attention to the organisation, ordering of the necessary

equipment and the preliminary arrangements for opening in Septem-
ber next.

After September 1931, he will also be placed in charge of the

existing school of arts and crafts, which forms part of the same
building as the building trade school. Further particulars will be
forwarded to all applicants.

Salary—£820, rising by £50 a year to a maximum of £960 a year.

Apply Education Officer (T.i), the County Hall, Westminster

Bridge,* S.E.i (stamped addressed foolscap envelope necessar>')

for form to be returned by ii.o a.m. on 28 February i 93 <>* Can-
vassing disqualifies.

Montagu H. Cox,
Clerk of the London County Council.

MR. H. T- JACKSON.
Mr H. T. Jackson, A.R.LB.A., A.M.I.Struct.E., 61 Huntingdon

Road, Coventry, begs to state that his telephone number is now
Coventrv 3327,

CHANGE OF ADDRESS.
Mr. H. John Phillips [L.], late of 35 Paradise Street, Birmingham,

has moved to 30 Waterloo Street, Birmingham. Telephone :

Central 1196.
PARTNERSHIP WANTED.

Fellow (Public School and Univepity) who is approaching

retirement, desires to make partnership arrangement as regards
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his own work only, with firm of, preferably, two well-established

architects in West or Central London. Personal references asked
and given.—Reply “ Bonax,” c/o Editor R.I.B.A. Journal.
An old-established North Country firm of architects is open to

take into practice an architect of gocd experience in the preparation
of designs, working drawings, details, and especially quantities, with
a \iew to an earh partnership. Comprehensive quantities and
specifications, and careful scrutiny and checking of all building
accounts are of utmost importance.—Apply, gning full information,
stating experience, etc., to Box 10S7, c,o The Secretary R.I B.A ,

9 Conduit Street, \V.i.

COMMEN'CEMEXT OF PRACTICE
Mr. Arch. Pursglove, A.R.I.B.A., P.A.S.I., has now' com-

menced practice as a chartered quantity surveyor at Xo, 79 Mosley
.Street, Manchester. Tel. : Central 3274.

COLLABORATIOX WANTED.
A GENTLEMAN of middle age quietly practising in West End and

highlv experienced, seeks opportunity of discussing the ments of an
association with a senior or firm willing to afford a wider aspect tor

the writer’s ambition and necessity to do far more work.—Reply
Box JSoSz, c o The Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, W.i.

OFFICE ACCOMMODATION WANTED.
L R.I B A. would be glad to meet a member with spare office

accommodation in W. or W.C. district, preferably one to ^^hom
occasional assistance would be of value —Reply Box 2313, c o

'Phe Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street,

WANTED.
Sir B^nT2>ter s History of Architecture, also other book.s

<jn Budding Construction and .Architecture, in good condition. State

price and all particulars —Box 1230, c o The Secretary R I B .A ,

Conduit Street, W.i.

Minutes VII
Session 1920-1930.

At a Special General Meeting held on Monday, 3 February

1930 at 8 p m.. Sir Banister Fletcher, F.S.A., President, in the

Chair.
The attendance book was signed by 7 Fellows (including

4 Members of Council), 7 Associates (including i Member of

Council), and 4 Licentiates (including 2 Members of Council).

The Alinutes of the Special General Meeting held on
Monday, 18 March 1929 having been published in the Jouilnal

were taken as read, confirmed and signed as conect.

The Piesident announced the object of the meeting, viz., to

elect the Ro\al Gold Aledallist for the current year.

On the motion of the President it was resoh ed by acclama-

tion —
‘‘ That, subject to His Majesty’s gracious sanction, the

Roval Gold Medal for the promotion of architecture be

presented this year to Air. Percy Scott Worthington, M.A.
Oxon., Litt.D., F.S.A., F'.R.I.B A., in recognition of the merit

of his work as an architect.”

The Spesiai General Meeting then terminated.

Minutes VIII
At the Seventh General Aleeting (Business) of the Session,

1929-1930, held on Monday, 3 February 1930, immediately

alter the Special General Aleeting above recorded and similarh

constituted.

The Aiinutes of the Ordinary General Aleeting held on

AJonday, 20 January 1930, ha\ing been published in the

JoLRNAi , were taken as read, confirmed, and signed as correct.

The Hon. Secretary announced the decease of I-—

The Rt. Hon. A’lscount Esher, G.C.B,, G.C.\ .O., elected

an Hon. Fellow in 1913.
Charles William Callcutt, elected Licentiate 1910.

Harr> Ifilmore Hoskins, elected Licentiate 1911.

John Br\an Nisbet, elected Licentiate 1911.

Horace Edward Rossiter, elected Licentiate 1912.

And it w as Resolved that the regrets of the Institute for their

loss be entered on the Aiinutes and that a message of sympathy
and condolence be conveyed to their relatives.

The following candidates for Alembership were elected by
show* of hands :

—

AS HOX. FELLOW' (i).

Llewellyn : Sir WAlliam, K.C.V.O., P.R.A.

AS HON. ASSOCIATE (i).

Blount : Colonel Edw.ard Augustine, C.B.E , F.S.I.,

Chevalier de la Legion d'honneur. Agent to Lord
Howard de W^alden. W’'orth, Sussex.

AS FELLOW'S (10).

Archer : How.ard Dennes [H. 1919], Nairobi.

Burnett : Percy’ Vivian [A . 1921].

Eprile : Cecil Jacob [A . 1921].

Fitzgerald : George Edmonds [H. 1909], Pretoria.

FIaseldine : Cyril Francis W'illiam [A . 1919], Nottingham.
And the following Licentiates who have passed the qualify-

ing Examination :

—

Adamson : J.ymes Robertson, Bolton.

Bird : Hugo Ritchie, Brentw'ood, Essex.

Ogden ; Clement Copeland, Leicester.

Scott : W'illlayi, Bolton.

And the following Licentiate who is qualified under Sec-
tion IV, Clause 4 (c ii) of the Supplemental Charter of 1925 :—
Lake : George Frederick.

AS ASSOCIATES (7).

Bayne : Osc.ar Andrew [Final], Alelbourne, Australia.

Chaplin : Sidney* George [Final],

Heath : Clive Patterson [Passed five years’ course at Sydney
L'niversity School of Architecture. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Profes-

sional Practice], Sydney. Australia.

Hichet : Gr.yeme Ian Campbell [Passed five years’ course at

the Architectural Association. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice], W'oking, Surrey.
Hir.st : W illLAM [Passed five years’ course at the Architectural

Association. Exempted from Final Examination after

passing Examination in Professional Practice], Durban,
Natal.

Peskett : Harry* AIich.ael [Passed five years’ course at the

Architectural Association, Exempted from Final Exami-
nation after passing Examination in Professional Practice],

Redhill, Surrey.
W'hittingham : Arthur Bfnsly*, M.A. (Cantab )

[Passed five

> ears’ course at the Architectural Association Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in

Protessionai Practice], Ipswich, Suffolk.

The Chairman announced that by a resolution of the Council
the following had ceased to be members of the Royal Institute :

As Associates.

Reymond Synnot.
Charles Arthur Ford W'hitcombe.
Llewellyn Edwin Williams,
Cecil Reynolds Winter.

As Licentiates.

Thomas Brown.
W illiam Hull-Brown.
W’alter Panton,
Vamanrao Viththalrao Vadnerkar.

The proceedings closed at 8.10 p.m.

R.LB A. JOURNAL.
Dates of Publication.— 1930.—22 February; 8, 22

March; 12, 26 Apiil
; 10,24 Alay ; 7, 21 June; 12 July;

9 August
;
20 September

;
18 October.
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equipment of every well-trained architect, when also he
could carry his sketch book down a country road without
being smothered in dust or poisoned by petrol, when he
could sit and work quietly in some famous old church
without dreading the arrival every half-hour of a “ rubber
neck ’’ tourist car which tumbles its load of sightseers out
at the church door “ for the inspection of the church and
village.’’

The sketches are all dated September 1927, and were
possibly made on a slightly belated summer holiday. The

or Town Hall at Crail, which, like the house with the

crow-stepped gable in the drawing of the harbour, shows
distinct traces of Netherlands feeling. The French in-

fluence so marked in much of the Scottish work seems to

have been imported at a later date and used in domestic

buildings of a more important type.

Crail was one of the first places in Scotland to have trade

relations with the Continent, and its salt fish were sold in

the Netherlands in the ninth century. Fashions in food

change, but the Highland girls still follow the herring

St. Monan’s Church
From a Pencil Sketch by John Keppie, A.R.S.A. [F.]

district chosen for exploration is the north-eastern part of

the county of Fife, where the coast looks south-east across

the Firth of Forth towards the Bass Rock. It is an inte-

resting comer—St. Andrews of university and golf-links

fame lies about ten miles to the south-west, while south-

wards is a number of little seaside towns stretching on
till Queensferry and the Forth bridge are reached some-
thing over thirty miles away.
The sketch in the frontispiece shows the old Tolbooth

fleet southwards down the east coast every year, salting

and packing the fish, and the auctions crowded with
foreign representativ'es are still held for the sale of the

herrings. Like most of Scotland, this comer is full of
history. Robert Bruce granted its first charter to Crail in

1310, and the main lines of his organisation of the Town
Council exist to this day. The church, which was founded
at a date not later than the twelfth century, belonged to the
Cistercian Nuns of Huddington, on the other side of the
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Forth, and after passing through various troubles it was
handed over to the burgh by James VI in 1587, and is still

used as the parish church. The tower show'n in Mr.
Keppie’s drawing suggests from its appearance that it

might have been built as w^atch tower, as wxre many of the

church towers along our eastern coast, and this is likely

enough, seeing that it is built on the extreme point of the

promontory, w'here W'atchers w'ould catch a first sight of

the invaders from the sea. Saint Alonan’s, the other

out, came hastily to Crail to petition the patron saint for

his recovery. As the King stood, Scottish fashion, at his

prayers in the little chapel, Saint Monan heard his invoca-

tion, the arrow of itself leaped out, and the King became a

whole man again, in gratitude for which mercy he built

the beautiful church which stands to this day. He got no
farther w'est, howxver, than the central tower and tran-

septs in his w'ork. The King appointed a local w^orthy.

Sir William Dishington, master of the W'orks, w'ho hired

Crail Church

From a Pencil Sketch by John Keppie, A.R.S.A. [F.J

church illustrated, also situated on the coast about seven
miles higher up the Firth of Forth, is a building of excep-

tional interest. Tradition says that Saint Monan, an Irish

missionary, w^as murdered by the Danes on the island of

May at the mouth of the Forth, and his body w'as after-

wards buried on the mainland and a chapel erected over

it w'here the present building now' stands. This was about
the middle of the ninth century, and five hundred years

later, it is said. King David the Second, mortally w'ounded
at the battle of Xevill’s Cross by an arrow' w hich, caught
by its barb in the wound, obstinately refused to come

a ship and loaded up with timber at Inv'erness, probably
from the woods in the Black Isle. He off-loaded it at the
site of the new' church, a distance of w'ell over two hundred
miles. Presumably there were no roads good enough to
allow' of timber being hauled from any inland w'oods nearer
at hand, and sea transport w'as the simplest and cheapest.
The cost of transport for the three freights was £20, £10,

£7 17^- and one wonders how Sir William was
able to cut dow n costs so successfully as time w'ent on.
The drawings of the Towm Hall and the Harbour at

Crail suggest a quiet and pleasant seaside town with inte-
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resting little streets and a sufficiency of trees. The cottages

facing the harbour make a very pleasing and successful

group, and one imagines each cottage with its little wooden
triangle beside the door for drying the herrings. The
buildings are of local material and follow the tradition of

their time. It looks as if it would be hard for an architect

to find a more attractive centre for a quiet holiday.

In Mr, Keppie^s charming sketches he has chosen the

simplestmeans of expressing himself, pencil, without colour

or wash, a medium excellently suited to his subject.

The Water Tower, York.
Sell Cotman. Reproduced from ‘'John Sell Cotman,’' By Sydney D. Kitson,

of the Publisher and the Owner, Edward Marsh, Esq., C.B.
Water-Colour Drawing by John

By courtesy

JOHN SELL COTMAN (1782-1842). By Sydney D.

Kitson. 40. 1930* {Old Vi citer Colour Society.^

This short monograph contains more research than

many longer biographies and tells the story of Cotman s

melancholy life. He is an artist whose fame has grown

steadily since he died, helped no doubt by the strange

affinity between his work in some of its phases and that of

the great Japanese colour printers of whom he must have

been quite unaware. At his best he shares their power of

grasping the essentials of a scene and rejecting everything

else, and of putting it simply before you in flat washes.

The coloured plate of “ The Needles and the splendid

composition of “ The Water Tower, York,” show his giits

at their utmost. Mr. Kitson’s enthusiasm for Cotman is

well known, and the occasional words of criticism which

he allows himself make one regret that they are so few,

F.R.I.B.A.

Correspondence
QUERIES AND REPLIES.

12 February 1930.

To the Editor, Journal R.I.B.A.,

Dear Sir,—In the ” Queries and Replies ” column a

sentence by P. J. Waldram to the effect that “ hardness as

such has little or no waterproofing value, as applied to

brick is rather striking, and it may be interesting to note

in corroboration that I bave found in this district where

we have a good deal of whinstone, which is a hard basaltic

stone, that damp rises by capillary attraction to an even

greater degree than it does in the average sandstone, and

further that one of our quarries producing a hard and very

weather-resisting sandstone absorbs water by capillary

attraction much more freely than another sandstone

which though not by any means so durable nor so hard, is

of a closer and “ woodier ” texture.

May I say that with contributors such as you have

available this “ Queries and Replies ” column promises to

be a very useful feature in the Journal ? Yours faithfully,

G. Reavell [F.].
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Acoustics of the Royal Academy
CONCERTS AT THE EXHIBITION OF ITALIAN ART

BY ARNOLD SILCOCK [F.].

Three evening concerts, arranged and directed by
Mr. Anthony Bernard, are being held during the present

Exhibition in order to illustrate the evolution of Italian

music side by side with the flowering of the Italian genius

in the sister arts of painting and sculpture.

Actually these concerts, arranged for 28 January,

18 February, and 3 March, and to be repeated at the

Queen’s Hall later, aim at a higher ideal than this,

for they hope to bring about the happy reunion of a com-
pany of the noblest spirits of the Renaissance. There are

few whose imaginations will not be stirred as they listen

to the songs which Raphael loved, and the sonnets

which Michelangelo wrote.

To house such a company the Alother of the Arts

should have provided a masterpiece of Italian archi-

tecture, and though this was not possible, yet in the

galleries of the Royal Academy have been discovered

unknown and unsuspected virtues. The Main Gallery,

in which the performances are being given, is happily

a room comparable in scale, proportions and dignity

with many of the noble rooms in the palaces of Italy.

Like them, it was not built primarily for the delivery of

lectures—not even lectures on the history of Italian music

—nor for the performance of such early music, and there

was a natural fear as to what its acoustic properties might

be. This impression was reinforced by the knowledge
that the walls were excessively hard and the floor com-
posed of wood blocks laid on concrete. The height of the

room, too, in proportion to its length, was greater than

one would have wished, and this taken together with the

lack of a flat ceiling and the presence of huge coves

above the cornice, made one nervous of the result, A
temporary flat ceiling above this cornice, formed of fibre-

board on joists, and hung from the beams overhead,

would have been an excellent corrective
;

but for-

tunately, it was not required.

Another cause for anxiety was the possibility that the

vibrations in the picture glass, set up by the instruments,

might damage some of the more ancient and delicate

paintings and cause them to flake. Alany of these paint-

ings are on wood panels which have crumbled and become
worm-eaten in the course of years, and in the case of earlier

works have another disadvantage in that the medium used
is tempera, which, compared with oils, is not a permanent
and cohesive substance.

It was fortunately discovered at the first rehearsal

that all these fears were groundless. The acoustics

of the galleries are so good that the adjacent rooms can
be used as crush halls, and, as one walks through them,
the distant strains of fine old church music recall the

beauty of the same harmonies once heard echoing down
the aisles of the cathedrals of Italy.

The plea that the glass might be shivered by vibration

also proved groundless. No doubt if the thinnest Belgian
glass had been used instead of the plate glass generously
supplied by IVIessrs. Pilkington Bros., and if the orchestra,

with its harpsichord and strings, had been replaced
by a Guards’ band with added brass and percussion
instruments, the result might have been disastrous.

Fortunately, too, the earliest and most fragile paintings
on panel are not in the main Galler>% but in Gallery i,

while the former chiefly contains large canvasses with the
masterpieces in oils of the Florentine and Venetian
schools.

There is no space to follow up the endless threads
of the pattern of interest interwoven at this great Ex-
hibition, but a few that are typical may be sketched in

a word or two. While listening to the early church music
it should be remembered that a vast contemporary choir-
b(<ok, illuminated on vellum, stands in the South Room.
H(‘re also are the golden copes worn by the high officiating

clergy, while in Galleries I and II are the altar pieces
painted for them by the Masters of that day.

Sonnets by Leonardo and Cellini recall the bronzes
and beaten silver in the South Room, the “ Venus and
Cupid,” the “ Warrior on Horseback,” and the unrivalled
collection of Leonardo’s drawings in Rooms VIII and IX.
Tlie Viper of Milan, the coat of arms on that lovely
glass in the South Room, also recalls this ill-fated

Master’s wasted work for the Milanese Duke Sforza, his

patron.

These are but glimpses, but they serve to show’
the endless possibilities of this wonderful and unique
exhibition.

Charing Cross Bridge
THE CONFERENCE REPORT

The following statement on the Charing Cross Bridge

scheme has been prepared by the Thames Bridges

Conference representing the Royal Academy, the Royal

Institute of British Architects, the Surveyors’ Institution,

the Tow’n Planning Institute, the London Society, the

Architectural Association, and the Architecture Club
;

and has been circulated to all Members of Parliament :

—

1. General.
This is probably the most important and certainly the most

costly scheme for a London improvement that has ever been

submitted to Parliament. The deposited plans show' that it

has been treated as a local problem only ; it appears to have
been drawn up on the assumption that the problem begins
at Trafalgar Square and ends about St. George’s Circus
and that it is adequately solved by the prov’ision of a bridge
and of a site for a new’ station acceptable to the Southern
Railway Company. In its present form the scheme would
effectually stop developments that are of outstanding import-
ance to London.

Many months ago attention was called to the wider aspects
of the matter by the Greater London Regional Town Planning
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committee, but there is no evidence that any notice was
taken of the views of that very responsible body. In 1926

and again in 1927 the Royal Institute of British Architects

pointed out to the Ministry of Transport, but to no purpose,

that in addition to engineering and financial considerations

there were many others that vv^ere fundamental and required

to be dealt with at the outset.

Apart from larger considerations the following criticisms of

the scheme itself are offered :

—

11. Cost.

Adequate recoupment would justify high cost, but the

scheme does not secure it. Among the costly properties to

be acquired the scheme involves the purchase of Coutts’s

Bank, which is a large modern building on a very valuable site

facing two streets. On the Surrey side the effect of starting

unduly far back from the river is to increase the number of

properties to be bought and the large amount of rehousing

that has to be done. The construction, on the other hand, of

an undue length of roads and viaducts still further inflates

the cost.

A new railway station will occupy land on the river fiont

that is potentially of immense value. The road leading to the

bridge on the Surrey side will be almost entirely without sites

for buildings. A great part of it has the flank wall of the

station and the boundary wall of the railway against it instead

of carrving a line of buildings between the road and the

railway. The scanty sites provided are, in many cases, un-

favourable because they occupy a steep gradient, or are too

shallow for useful buildings.

There is great loss of what should be valuable frontage by

roads being carried through tunnels. The lengths of these

tunnels are the following :

—

York Road .
.

360 ft. long. 17 ft. high

Waterloo Bridge Road . . 405 ft. long 17 ft. high

Exton Street . . . . 100 ft. long, 17 ft. high

Sandell Street . . . . 125 ft. long, 15 ft. high

Total . . . . 990 ft- or 330 yards.

The actual loss of frontage is double this length, because it

occurs on both sides of die roads. The above lengths are

exclusive of the covered-over space 260 feet long by 80 feet

wide and 18 feet high where the new' Southern Embankment
Garden passes under the new bridge. In addition to the actual

tunnels referred to above, a footway bridge about 30 feet wide
is shown to pass over York Road w ith a height of 17 feet above

the road. This bridge is about 60 feet away from the road and
railway bridge which passes over York Road. Although part

of Belvedere Road is to be retained and w idened, it is shown on
the plans to be converted into a cul-de-sac, with access for

vehicles from York Road only. There w'ill be three flights of

steps at the northern end of it, and nvo flights at the southern

end, for foot passengers. The value of the frontages here

must in consequence be very much reduced.

III. Tow'n Planning.
The town-planning aspect of an undertaking such as this

scheme in the heart of London is of supreme importance and
ought to have received the fullest consideration from the

outset ; indeed it has been pointed out that the plan originally

prepared by the Royal Commission on Cross River Traffic in

London should have been submitted for general review' to the

Ministry of Health—the town-planning authority.

Attention is called to the lack of facilities for access and
movement. Villiers Street disappears and Buckingham
Street is closed. There will be no access to the bridge for

vehicular traffic from the Adelphi district or from the Embank-
ment. In driving fiom the Embankment to the bridge it

would be necessary to go up Northumberland Avenue, round
Trafalgar Square and also the new' roundabout in the Strand ;

i.e,, to cross the main east and w’est traffic route twice before

reaching the bridge.

There is a great area of South London, adjacent to the river,

extending from the railway at Blackfriars to Westminster
Bridge Road, which entirely loses the use and value that its

position offers, because it is cut up by the elevated railway

constmctions. This district could be made to give relief to

the congestion in Westminster and the Strand if proper entry
to it were secured.

The fullest possible measure of access would be given by
putting the whole of the railway from London Bridge under-
ground, and entry from Westminster would be secured at once
by adopting as the site of the new station the position allotted

to it originally by the Committee of Engineers, to whom the

plan of the Royal Commission on Cross River Traffic was sub-
mitted by the Ministry of Transport. This site was adjacent

to the Waterloo terminus, in the position of the present
Waterloo Junction Station widened eastwards to give the

space required for a terminal station. By adopting that

position for the station and by bringing the new bridge to

ground at York Road (as in the case of Waterloo Bridge)

instead of carrying it on a high level past Waterloo Station,

it would become possible to carr>' York Road through as an
important open thoroughfare. The thoroughfare thus pro-
vided would be the direct route from Westminster to London
Bridge Station by road.

This town-planning aspect is so important and urgent that

on no account should any scheme of planning for a new bridge

be adopted unless it gives the necessary access by setting the

railw ay station farther back than shown on the official plan.

IV. Tltntnels.

The proper development of the district referred to above
w ould result in an immense increase of land values over a ver>’

large area and the erection of important buildings. This can

never come about so long as the elevated railway causes the

roads to pass through tunnels. The road turmels shown on the

official plan are not only of very great length, but they are

also very low ; a height of 17 ft. only with a length of 405 feet

in the case of the one through which Waterloo Road would
go, and a similar height with a length of 360 feet in the case of

York Road. These two tunnels are the most serious obstacles

to the development of South London, but there are, in addition,

two smaller tunnels adjoining that of Waterloo Road. On the

Middlesex side the Embankment is shown to run under the

bridge head with a height of 18 ft. only.

It has been pointed out above that road tunnels necessarily

sterilise the length of road on which they occur in the sense of

preventing buildings from occupying the road frontage, but

the main effect of them is to discourage development and
enterprise in the district to which they lead, and this is amply
shown by the condition of the area between the riv'er and the

railway at the present time. The need for ventilation in

tunnels receiving motor traffic cannot be ignored, and it

presents great difficulties. If done artificially it inv'olves great

expense. Aloreover, tunnels have obvious objections from the

point of view of public amenity.

The tunnels themselves should be sufficient to condemn
the scheme ;

taken in conjunction with the failure to open up
the neglected district on the Surrey side, they furnish ov'er-

whelming reason for rejecting the official scheme and con-

sidering simpler, less costly, and better means of dealing with

the problem.
V. Traffic.

The Minister of Transport states that the traffic problem
has had first consideration, yet the failure to meet the con-

venience of railway passengers is a defect in the project. The
interchange of passengers and luggage between the two terminal

stations, simple enough with the station on the site originally

allotted to it by the Committee of Engineers, is awkward to

the last degree ;
and the need for carrying suburban passengers

to the neighbourhood of the Strand and beyond without
changing carriages has been quite neglected.
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It must be borne in mind that after the new station is

finished and m use a period probably of as much as eight

years—it will have no adequate access until the road bridge is

complete—probably n\o years more. The bridge cannot be

started until the station is in use.

VI. Architecture.

The new bridge occurs in the neighbourhood of many of

the most important buildings in London and on a stretch of

river bank which gives one of the most beautiful city views

to be found anywhere. The scheme, quite apart from the

actual design of the bridge and its immediate approaches,

should, therefore, be handled with the utmost care for dignity,

planning, and composition. The lines of it should not be

allowed to detract from the dignity of the Embankment or of

the great cur\e of the river and the buildings facing it. As a

matter of fact, on the Middlesex side, the angle of the approach

road in relation to the bridge and the junction of the tw'o

prevent any possibility of fine architectural treatment at this

point.

Man\ of the building sites are mean or ill-shaped, and the

twist at the end of the south approach on a steep gradient,

IS most unfoitunate. The lay-out lacks simplicity, balance, and

diiectness.
VH. E.mplovmfnt.

The longer time required for preliminary operations under

the official scheme as compared with one on simpler lines is a

matter for consideration in relation to employment. It defeis

the time for beginning the work. On the other hand, the

development of the district near the river referred to above

by the adoption of a different plan should give employment on

productive work for many years.

Vlli. CONCLFSION.

All the five schemes put forward officially from time to

time have had as their basis a viaduct carrying an overhead

road between two points. In the first one these points were

a mile and a quarter apart. This wholly undesirable feature

forms the nucleus of the plan now' presented to Parliament.

The Charing Cross Bridge is not only a question of bridge

building ;
it is a large matter of town planning in which the

bridge itself is an incident. On the solution of this problem

gieat possibilities depend. The almost insuperable traffic

difficulties of London to-da\ are due m large measure to

piecemeal rebuilding. It is now fully realised that London

lost its great opportunity after the tire by failing to adopt the

comprehenswe plan prepared by Sir Christopher Wren. There

IS a danger at the present time of committing yet another

mistake and by ill-considered planning of adding to the trans-

port difficulties of the tuture.

THE INSTITUTE OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS.
The first public meeting of the Institute of Landscape

Architects was held on ii February in the Lecture Hall

of the Royal Horticultural Society, Greycoat Street, S.W.

The Institute has been formed to promote the study and

general advancement of the art of landscape architecture

and to serve as a medium for friendly intercourse

between the members and others practising or interested

in the art.

Mr. Thomas H. Mawson, the president, was unable to

attend, and an address prepared by him was read by his

son, VIr. E. Prentice Alawson.

In the course of his speech the President said he

looked forward to the publication by the Institute of a

quarterly or annual journal and the provision of proper

and adequate facilities for the training of future landscape

architects through the establishment of a school of land-

scape architecture at one of the universities, along lines

somewhat parallel to those adopted at Harvard underthe

late Professor Pray. Such a training must include a

thorough grasp of the principles of design, a knowledge
of engineering, and a W'ide knowledge of the geology
of soils. The landscape architect must also be something
of a sociologist, familiar with the problems relating

to housing, municipal growth, town-to-town migration,

the drift to the cities, and the still more perplexing drift

back to the country in ribbon development. The In-

stitute could render fruitful service by the establishment

of an examination system so arranged as not only to give

final approval and recognition to a successful training,

but sympathetic oversight of the studies of the pupil

from the time he left school or university till he launched
out on his professional career.

ROA^AL SOCIETY OF ARTS.
Particulars of the Seventh Annual Open Competition

of Industrial Designs to be held at the Imperial Institute,

South Kensington, London, S.W., in June 1930, have
now been issued, and can be obtained from the secretary

of the Royal Society of Arts, John Street. Adelphi,
London, W.C.2. Intending competitors must apply
to the secretary of the Society between i A lay and
10 May for the necessary entry forms, the last day for

receiving entries being 26 A lay. The designs will be re-

ceived at the Imperial College of Science and Tech-
nology, Imperial Institute Road, S.AV., between ii and 13

June. In all Scholarships and prizes amounting to nearly

£1,900 are offered in connection with the 1930 Com-
petition.

A Prize of £25 is offered for designs for the dec-

oration and furnishing of a dining room in a small

modern suburban house ; and a Prize of £20 for a

set of black-and-white drawings of architectural

subjects. Three Scholarships will also be awarded :

A Travelling Scholarship of the value of £100 in

the section of architectural decoration or textiles offered

by Air. James H. Hyde ; a Travelling Studentship of

£75 offered by the Tootal Broadhurst Lee Company
for designs suitable for weaving or printing intended
for dress of furnishing materials

;
and the Art Congress

Studentship of £50 for practising craftsmen or designers,

founded by the late Sir William Cuthbert Quilter.

Valuable prizes ranging from £5 to £50 are also offered

in the various sections.

In the Architectural Decoration Section the prizes

w ill be given for designs for a Aletal Screen for a small

Church
; a Glazed Screen for a Fashionable Hotel ;

a Wrought Iron Entrance Door for a West End Shop
and a Aletal Staircase Window

;
a Fireplace

;
an An-

thracite Stove
;

Tile or Faience Surround for a Wood
Alantel Opening

;
an Electric Light Fitting

;
and a

Wooden Litany Desk.

THE GARDEN CITIES AND TOWN PLANNING
ASSOCIATION.

The Garden Cities and Tow'n Planning Association

have arranged their tenth housing and town planning

tour. This year the northern capitals of Europe wAllbe

visited : Oslo, Stockholm, Copenhagen, Hamburg.
The tour starts from London on 3 June and returns on

14 June, and the cost is £39 per person. Particulars

may be obtained from the Secretary, Garden Cities and
Town Planning Association, 3 Gray’s Inn Place, W.C.i.
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Schools of Architecture
FIFTH SERIES

III.—School of Architecture, Municipal School of Arts and Crafts,

Southend-on-Sea

BY N. AIARTIN-KAYE [F.].

Construction Study. C. E. Goodwoith, Second Year Intermediate Course

School of Architecture, Municipal School of Arts and Crafts, Southend-on-Sea

I
T was not until seven years ago that the definite

idea of building up an architectural section in this

School of Art materialised. Architecture had been

taught, together with those subjects usually found in the

syllabus of a School of Art, but not from the more pro-

fessional point of view. In order, however, to make the

school fit the needs of a large and rapidly growing town

in which the building crafts were amongst the chief

activities it was decided to increase the scope of the work
and enlist the services of a qualified architect as a lecturer

and demonstrator on the staff. The Southend School of

Art possesses one of the largest junior art departments in

England and this department may be rightly termed the

backbone of the School. Students of both sexes are

admitted by careful selection from the elementary and

other schools in the Borough for a full-time course of

three years. The aim of this Department is to provide

continued education of an advanced type for boys and

girls who show a special bent towards creative and

inventive activities. General educational subjects are

continued under the supervision of graduate teachers for

approximately half the school time. The remaining time

is occupied by studies of a practical and vocational nature

under the control of a highly qualified staff.

This system of training, both educational and graphic,

proved itself invaluable when linked with the more
advanced forms of architectural training. Here the

thorough training in art subjects, including a grounding
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Design Study : An Artist’s Holse

R. J. Alay, Third Year Intermediate Course

School of Architecture, Municipal School of Arts and Crafts

Southend-on-Sea

in practical geometry, perspective and lettering, exercises

in representative drawing and the study of light and

shade, together with exercises in pattern design and the

use of colour, formed a fertile groundwork for later

activities in architectural study. The School is, however,

in the experimental stage and a solution has still to be

found for the problem of providing sufficient general

education apart from artistic training to equip the archi-

tectural student for a fuller comprehension of his future

professional work.
Besides being fed from the Junior Art Department, the

School draws its students from the Secondary Schools in

the Borough.
The Essex, Cambridge and Hertfordshire Society,

through the Southend Chapter in particular, is closely

interested in the progress of the School and the system

of training provided, and the Governors, through the

Education Committee, have set up an Advisory Committee

to advise them on the general conduct of studies.

Furthermore, a panel of visiting architects has been

convened whose duties will be to visit the school from time

to time and give advice and criticism, from the professional

point of view of the exercises carried out. This has been
thought necessary to check any lapse into pure academical

treatment and to ensure closer touch with the practical

problems of everyday practice.

At the present moment the existing building is far too

small for adequate development, and until this defect is

remedied the activities of the School must necessarily be

restricted. This being the case it has been considered

more feasible to concentrate on a policy of ensuring for

every student a thoroughly efficient grounding. Besides

working out problems in the studio the students are

expected to undertake a certain amount of practical work,

such as stone cutting, brickwork and modelling. This is

amplified by visits to buildings in progress of erection.

It is realised that first hand knowledge of materials cannot

be acquired too soon and the instruction given in this

practical way has been found beneficial to the students in

the later work of the studio. Surveying is also undertaken
in the summer months and this paper is included in the

Internal Intermediate Examination.
In the first year students are occupied with acquiring

the first principles of construction allied to simple design

subjects. Xo copying of any kind is permitted, the

instruction being given by blackboard demonstration.

Freehand colour sense training is a subject of particular

study, also perspective, and this last not necessarily pure
architectural perspective.

In the second year the Orders are studied, together with
their application and slightly more advanced subjects in

design
;

quick time subjects and set lectures on archi-

tectural theory and history are given and are compulsory
to all students of the year. A paper on architectural

theory is included in the Internal Intermediate Examina-
tion. The third year is occupied with planning and
design generally.

All students, in addition to a general educational test,

are expected to pass the School Entrance Examination.

Study of Cl.assic Elements
L. C. Stuart, Fourth Year Junior School

School of Architecture, Municipal School of Arts and Crafts

Southend-on-Sea
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Papers are set in the following : English Essay (critical

analysis), Observation Test, Colour Test, Freehand
drawing from cast and outdoor sketch, in perspective.

No exemption whatever is granted from this portion of
the examination, as it is considered of the utmost im-
portance to make careful selection of students seeking
admission.

As stated before, the School is yet in its infancy and
cannot hope to compete with other Recognised Schools of
longer standing and greater facilities, but with the building
up of a solid foundation both in syllabus and ideals and
gradual equipment there is no reason why the School
should not hope for prosperity and enhanced effectiveness

in the future.

Allied Societies
{The attention of Members of the Allied Societies is particularly called to this page)

ESSEX, CAMBRIDGE AND HERTFORDSHIRE
SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.

(Southend Chapter.)

A meeting of the Southend Chapter of the Essex, Cambridge
and Hertfordshire Society of Architects was held at the School
of Arts and Crafts on Wednesday evening, 5 February. The
Chair was taken by Mr. George F. Grover who, in opening
the meeting, reminded members that an Exhibition of Alfred
Stevens Drawings would be held at the School of Arts and
Crafts from 10 to 15 March, when he hoped that everybody
would take this opportunity of seeing this collection.

Mr. A. M. Dr\"sdale then addressed the meeting on the
Law of Lights in relation to buildings and gave an extremely
interesting paper tracing the different alterations in the law
regarding rights of light from the dim and distant ages up to

the recent decisions of the courts. He emphasised the fact

that the law on this matter was not satisfactory^ although it had
greatly improved in recent years but that at the present time
the Law Society and the Royal Institute of British Architects
were endeavouring to frame a new Bill to put before Parliament
which would at any rate alleviate some of the hardships which
fall upon a landowner who is surrounded by property where
owners have acquired rights of light over his land.

A discussion took place at the end of the address.

Mr. P. G. Ha\ward moved a vote of thanks which was
seconded by Mr. Martin-Kaye.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE, BEDFORDSHIRE AND
HUNTINGDONSHIRE ASSOCIATION OF ARCHI-

TECTS.
A dinner arranged by the Northamptonshire Committee of

the Northamptonshire, Bedfordshire and Huntingdonshire
Association of Architects was held at the Angel Hotel, North-
ampton, on Saturday, 1 February, when about 50 members and
friends were present.
The President, Mr. R. J. Williams, F.R.I.B.A., was in the

chair, supported by the IMayor of Northampton, Mr. Cecil
Malone, M.P., Mr. Ian MacAlister, M.A., Colonel John
Brown, C.B., A.R.LB.A., Lieut.-Colonel J. W. Fisher,
F.R.I.BA.., Major B. C. Deacon, F.R.I.B.A., and Messrs.
W. E. Cockerill (Northampton Master Builders), G. W. Brown
(Wellingborough Master Builders), F. H. Allen, A.R.I.BA.,
H. P. Shapland, A.R.I.B.A., H. Norman, F.R.I.B.A., C.
Croft, F.S.I. Others present included Major Haugh, John
Murray, F.R.I.B.A., A. E. Henson, C. H. Dorman, A.R.I.B.A.,
G. H. Lewin, L.R.I.B.A., T. E. Jeffery, H. R. Surridge, C, R.
Crumpton, L. Parkin, F. Appleton, C. S. Mordaunt, H. D.
WilHams, R. P. Cook, P. E. Culling, F. B. Allen, H. C. R.
Frost, P. J. J. Panter, E. L. Ives, F. J. Smith, L. S. Derby and
S. V. Goodman.
Mr. C. Malone, M.P., in proposing “ The Royal Institute of

British Architects,” referred to the antiquity of the profession
of the architect, and then went on to say that they were badly
in need of good architects at Westminster. The Parliament
buildings were crumbling away, and something like two or

three million pounds would have to be spent upon the restora-

tion of the buildings. He would like to see them rebuilt on
more modern and business-like lines.

Mr. Malone also referred to the Architects* Regulation Bill,

and said he saw the need of a profession such as theirs placing
itself on a statutory footing not less important and not less

safeguarded than that of a doctor or lawyer, and he hoped that
they would achieve their object.

Mr. Ian MacAlister, M.A., in reply, said that for some time
the idea had been growing that the professions should have
statutory regulation and organisation. He hoped that if they
had an>Thing like luck in the ballot at the House of Commons
their Bill would soon become law.

The Mayor of Northampton, in proposing The Associa-
tion,” said he could imagine that members of their Association
had some small grievance against the Corporation for not giving

the fullest opportunity not only to local architects, but those
from a wider area to submit competitive plans for important
building works undertaken by the Corporation. He was bound
to say that he had sympathy with that grievance if they felt it.

The Corporation had built many hundreds of houses which, on
the whole, were a credit to the borough, but he had often said,

and he repeated it, that in the first instance, when these proper-
ties were built, it would have been wise to give local architects

the opportunity to submit plans, and he thought that in many
cases the houses would have been of better design and more
beautiful in construction than they were to-day.

In saying this he wanted it to be clearly understood he w^as

not reflecting upon the excellent service rendered by architects

and others in the Borough Engineer's Department.
Major B. C. Deacon, F.R.I.B.A., in replying to the toast,

said he wished the Mayors of all boroughs felt as the Mayor of
Northampton did in regard to architectural work of a public
character. After all, a Borough Engineer’s Department should
not trespass upon what was purely architectural work, and a
matter for very special training. It was all very well to bring
in young men straight from architectural schools and ask them
to design Council schools and Council houses and so on, but
he thought it was encroaching on the legitimate work of the
trained architect.

Colonel John Brown, C.B., A.R.I.B.A., in proposing “ The
Visitors,” said that, whatever disputes there were in other parts
of the country, he felt that the good relations which existed
between the architects and builders in their district would be
maintained.
Mr. H. P. Shapland, A.R.I.BA., in response, said that if it

were right for a Borough Engineer to undertake the legitimate
work of architects, why should there not be an extension of the
principle ? The Borough Engineer might, for example, also be
the municipal dentist, and there was some merit in that sugges-
tion, because the patient who had not paid his rates would not
have anaesthetics. Why should he not be the municipal IxKJt-

maker ? He (the speaker) could imagine the howl of derision
that would go up if it were suggested that a man whose pro-
fession was entirely different should be put in charge of boot
manufacture in Northampton. The thing was literally in-
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credible, but that was what happened in the architect's pro-
fession. The architects in that area did not fear competition.

In the design of public buildings, local patriotism should impel
them to get the best man to do the job

,

j\Ir. L. Duckett also replied.

Lieut.-Col. J. W. Fisher, F.R.I.B.A., proposed the health

of the President and the Hon. Secretary, and they both replied.

The Annual ^Meeting of the Xorthamptonshire, Bedfordshire
and Huntingdonshire Association of Architects was held at

Northampton on 5 February', when the following officers for

the year were elected :

—

President : Alajor B. C. Deacon, F.R.I.B A., Luton. Vice-

Presidents : F. H. Allen, A.R.I.B.A., Northampton
;
W. B.

Stonebridge, F.R.I.B A., Bedford. Council : Lieut.-Col. J. W.
Fisher, F.R.I.B .A., Wellingborough ; J. A. Gotch, F.R.I.B.A.,

Kettering
; S. F. Harris, F.R.I.B.A., Northampton ;

H.
Haines, A.R.I.B.A., Bedford

; W. A. Lea, L.R.I.B.A., Hunt-
ingdon

; J. Alurrav, F.R.I.B .A., Luton
;

H. Norman,
F.R.I.B.A., Northampton ; W. H. G. Hubbard, L.R.I.B.A.,

Luton
;

R. J. Williams, F.R.I.B.A., Kettering. Honorary
Secretary and Treasurer : C. Croft, L.R.I.B.A., F.S.I., North-
ampton. Honorary Auditor : J. A. Piccaver, Northampton.

WEST YORKSHIRE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
A meeting of the West Yorkshire Society of Architects was

held at its Leeds headquarters on 30 January, when the Presi-

dent, Air. G. H. Foggitt, occupied the chair.

A lecture on “ Scottish Castles ” was given by Airs.

E. AI. W. B. Hughes, A.R.I.B.A., of Glasgow.
Airs. Hughes said :

—

Of the type of Scottish house prior to the Norman Conquest
I shall not speak. There are many interesting remains to be

found in many parts of Scotland, but the subject w'ould require

an evening to itself. I therefore propose to start with the

houses, or, strictly speaking, the castles which were built in

the thirteenth century.
There are no actual Norman castles in Scotland, but they

undoubtedly formed the model for those that w’ere built in

the reigns of Alexander I and David I. Scotland at that time

was exceedingly prosperous, more so than it was in later times,

and many of the nobles saw fit to build themselves large and
pow'erful domains, which were primarily built to keep the more
unruly tribes of the North and West in check. These castles

recall the larger castles of France and England, such as Chateau

Gaillard Loches, in France, and Conway and Carnarvon in

England.
As an example of a castle of this period I have taken Bothwell,

Lanarkshire, which was not only one of the finest but is also one

of which we have extensive remains to-day. Other castles of the

same period are Lochindorb, Elginshire, Loch-an-Eilan,

Inverness-shire, Dunstaflfnage, Argyllshire, Kildrummie, Aber-
deenshire»

Turning now to Bothwell, the plan shows that the main idea

of the castle was defence—defence such as could be gained from
massive walls. First there was a great courtyard, more or less

rectangular, and surrounded by a massive curtain wall,

sometimes 40 ft. in height, with round towers at the corners

and machicolated cornice on the top. This was called the

“ great wall of enceinte.'’ Outside this wall was a moat with

a palisade beyond. Entering the wall of enceinte one arrives

inside the courtyard or bailey, which in its turn was sometimes
divided into two, with a further palisade and moat which came
just in front of the donjon or keep. This was a round tow^er,

larger in diameter than the other towers and with exceedingly

massive w’alls, but situated on the edge of the wall of enceinte.

It was the main part of defence of the castle and the centre of

life, and in it on the ground floor was placed the well, the most
important feature. No door communicated with this, entry

being on the first floor and by means of a w'ooden draw’bridge

which could be pulled up had the enemy gained possession

of the bailey.

In the great hall the lord of the castle, his family and retainers

lived and slept. Sometimes there w^as a separate small room
for the lord himself, but generally speaking the entire inhabi-

tants of the castle lived in the great hall. Above the hall,

which was lofty, w^as a room for the garrison, and above this a

roof covered with stone slabs and the embattlements from which
the garrison could shoot out at the approaching enemy. The
machicolated cornice greatly assisted the destroying of any
enemy w hich should attempt to scale the walls, for boiling tar,

pitch and stones could be poured down its openings. As a

means of protection from an attacking enemy these castles

must have been most effective, but from the point of view of
comfort and luxury’ they left everything to be desired. They
must have been draughty and cold in the extreme, the windows
w ere too small to let in W’armth from the sun and too big to keep
the cold winds out. Furniture did not exist, with the excep-
tion of a chair for the lord, trestle table and benches for the
others. Heather and straw’ strew’n about the floor served for

beds and the clothes were only skins of animals. Garde-
robes existed in the thickness of the w’alls, and indeed Bothwell
show s evidence of a most interesting method of flushing the
flues of these, otherwise rules of hy’giene w’ere non-existing.

Life must have been crude in the extreme. I have said that

generally’ speaking the castles of this period formed an irregular

triangle, but there are a few’ notable exceptions, such as Rothesay
which is circular, and Caerlaverock, w’hich is triangular.

Caerlaverock Castle is situated on the shores of the Solway ,

seven miles from Dumfries, and must have occupied a very
important site. It is situated on marshy ground and is sur-
rounded by a moat with but one vulnerable spot and this is

protected with a rising mound of earth. In its present form,
the castle is the w’ork of six distinct periods, indeed only a
small portion of the great triangular w'alls belong to our present
period. We can very’ easily trace the w’all of enceinte,
triangular in shape and probably w’ith round towers at the
comer, the donjon or keep being at the apex of the triangle.

The exact shape is a little difficult to follow owing to the two
round towers with the entrance and portcullis room between,
them, which was built m front during the second period. The
other rooms we see on the slide all illustrate the gradual change
which came about in the later castles as times changed and the
habits of the people became more civilised.

These great castles, with their powerful masonry and their

feeling of strength and security, all show’ that Scotland at this

period must have been a most prosperous country, but, alas t

the War of Independence brought a change and at the end of it

the country was absolutely’ exhausted and barren, and w’hile

Alexander I and David I had encouraged the nobles to build
themselves pow’erful castles. King Bruce w’as against this

policy’. He held that while a powerful castle w’as a help to a
country’ provided it remained in the hands of the Scots, if it

fell into the hands of the enemy’ it often became difficult to
dislodge him and the castles then became a source of danger.
He considered that a simple strong tower or keep was all that
was necessary', and so we find that in place of the former large
castles, With their big wall of enceinte, a simple square keep
based on the Norman keep so frequently erected in England
became the fashion. In most cases it W’as a square block with
no projections and surrounded with a low wall which merely
formed an outer courtyard. Internally the arrangement w’as

stores or donjon on the ground floor, the great hall on the
first, reached by' a straight flight of stairs in the thickness of the
wall, above this an upper hall with perhaps a private room and
above that again the garrison. It was not long before the
ow'ners began to feel the inconvenience of their cramped
accommodation, and we find e\idence of efforts being made to

increase the accommodation, giving thereby a slightly higher
standard of comfort but, at the same time, in no way impairing
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the castle from the defensive point of view. Keeps began to be
built with a small wing attached forming an “ L shape instead
of a square. Sometimes there were two wings attached at

diagonal corners making a “ Z shape and sometimes a
“ U.” Drum Castle, Aberdeenshire, and Clackmannan Tower,
Clackmannan, are tw’o examples of castles of this period. In
some cases they had machicolated cornices, some merely
formed with bold corbels. Some had open bartizans at the
corners, some simple rounded mouldings, but all had simple
plain walling on the ground floors and the window s were ver>’

small,

Borthwnck Castle, Midlothian, illustrates ver\' plainly how
greater accommodation w^as gradually provided. This time
the keep has two wings and it was placed more or less in the
centre of the courtyard, the wall going completely round and
not being attached to the keep itself as in earlier examples . The
greater accommodation takes the form of more private rooms,
a kitchen and offices, a wine cellar, a chapel, etc. The walls
are still a tremendous thickness with spiral staircases contained
in them. Windows are still small to the outside, but have
attractive seats formed at their sides in the interior. Hall and
kitchen have immense fireplaces and their roofs are vaulted,

while the stone sink and drain, a not uncommon feature in

Scotland, was found in the kitchen. There was a small pantry
and servery window in the kitchen, forming w^hat in England
was called the screens, over which was the minstrels" gallery.

An ornamental basin and canopy in the screens is a very
unusual feature in a Scottish castle, and indeed there are many
features in Borthwdck which point to the owner having had
ideas in advance of his country, which is not altogether sur-
prising when we read of Lord Borthwick’s imprisonment for

many years in English castles. Gradually as times became
more settled and the country got a little richer, the nobles
became more and more dissatisfied with their cramped
quarters, and so it became the fashion to cluster a whole col-

lection of buildings right round the keep, forming in many
cases an inner courtyard. Of such a type is Craigmillar, near
Edinburgh, an important castle and a favourite residence of
Queen Mary. I should like to quote here a short description
of the interior of a castle such as we are nowr examining and
which I get from Mr. John Warwick’s book “ Domestic Life in

Scotland.”
“ Arrived at one of these strongholds in the dusk of a w^inter

afternoon, we are led up a w inding stone staircase by a retainer

swinging a horn lantern. On the first floor is the great hall,

an apartment some 30 feet long or more, in which the evening
meal is about to be served. On one side a great fire of turf
and peat bums in the wide fireplace ..... a lad stands
holding a metal basin, and the guests w ash in turn, w ater from
a laver or ewrer being poured over their hands by another
servant. A long narrow' table is set across one end of the room,
and at this the principal persons, some six or eight in number,
take their seats with their backs to the wall. This table is

known as the ‘ hie burde,’ and it stands on a dais some inches
higher than the rest of the floor, being reserved for the use
of the more important guests. On the wall behind is a piece
of tapestry or a simple hanging of coloured worsted . The lord
of the castle sits in a high-backed chair in the middle, and if he
observes great state there may be a canopy suspended from the
ceiling above his seat. On his right and left are the guests,
seated on benches provided w ith loose cushions, and sometime®
with ‘ bancours ’ of tapestry or other woven material. The
less important members of the household are seated at side
tables, and they, too, have their backs to the wall, so that the
Opposite side of each table is left free for service from the
middle of the room. All those seated at the meal have their
heads covered, the ladies, according to Scottish fashion, Wi’earing

kerchiefs draped from a high structure of real or false hair in
the form of two horns .... Only the servants are uncovered

The division of the table into ‘ above and below' the

salt ’ is not a mediseval one, for those w ho were socially inferior
sat at separate tables. Pewter dishes were in fairly common
use, but even in many important Scottish houses the old
wooden trenchers w^ere not yet displaced Knives are
seldom mentioned in early inventories, because it was cus-
tomary to use the knives which men carried about with them
for general use. Forks w'ere ufiknown, and food was carried
to the mouth by the fingers. Politeness required that only
three fingers, that is, tw o fingers and the thumb, should be used
in handling food.”

While many castles w^ere built on the lines I have just de-
scribed, a new type of plan developed at the beginning of the
fifteenth century. This consisted of a keep and other build-
ings, but instead of these buildings being clustered round the
keep itself, they were placed against the wall, thus forming
more or less a quadrangle. Of such a type is the massive
castle of Doune, built about 1400-1434. The keep, as I said,
still existed, but it was on quite a different plan from the
simple Norman square. It W'as larger and had increased
accommodation on each floor. It had towers attached, built
both for defensive purposes and to give further accommodation

;

in fact, it was a complete commodious residence. The other
buildings, surrounding the courtyard and forming what eventu-
ally became a quadrangle, were reception rooms, banqueting
halls, chapel, stateroom for visitors, kitchens, etc. This style
of castle marks a distinct period in the history of Scottish
architecture, beginning with the commencement of the
fifteenth century, and ending with the death of James in
1542. Practically all the large castles, such as Doune and the
Royal palaces at Stirling, Falkland, Holyrood and Linlithgow,
were built in this style, though again, in each case, as times
progressed and greater ideas of refinement and comfort found
their way into the country, they left their mark on the various
buildings. Artillery having come into existence and times
being more peaceful, the defensive features died away, though
not completel^^ In Stirling we see very distinct traces of a
connection with France, and particularly of the influence of
the Italian workmen at Fontainebleau. Again, at Falkland
there are very distinct Renaissance details found on one of the
fa9ades, while at Linlithgow W'e feel we have almost passed
into another period, w'ith its strongly marked string courses,
its internal corridors suggesting internal communications, its

sash windows, etc. With regard to the internal furnishings,
while these have undoubtedly become richer and rather more
luxurious, it is not in the houses of the nobles proper that we
find the greatest advance in the fashions of furniture, but in
the homes of the burghers. These burghers, who had grad-
ually been grow ing in wealth and power, were responsible for
the introduction of many new' ideas and new^ pieces of furniture.
In their constant comings and goings on the continent, they
would see manners and customs which reflected a higher
standard of living and greater refinement than that which
prevailed in their native land. Looking through old inven-
tories we come across references such as the following from
the inventory of Francis Spottiswood, a cloth merchant :

“ Ane hingand brod of oley cullouris,” “ Ane litill knok with
ane walknar (wakener) ourgelt,” “ Syllit chalmers,” etc., etc.

Even as late as 1622, John Rae, an Englishman, wrote ; In
the most stately and noble houses in great towns, instead of
celing they covered their chambers with firr boards nailed on
the roof withinside.” This faulty fashion may be seen to this

day in some of the important Scottish castles. The walls
of the rooms were hung with panels of “ petit point ” hangings,
and there is reference in various documents in connection
with Queen Mar3' and James VI of tapestries which were
evidently hangings of considerable size.

The death of James V, however, brings this third period
to an end. During Mary’s reign, comparatively little was
done. The approach of the Renaissance is constantly foreseen,
and as a greater understanding of this new style was arrived
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at, its effect was more and more felt. Perhaps the use of
gunpowder had, however, a greater change than any on the
designs of the castles. No longer was it possible to build a

castle the walls of w^hich could be made strong enough to
resist the new artillery*. The nobles had, therefore, to build
houses whose site could be a defence, and to be content with
erecting buildings that could resist a short sudden attack.

The idea of withstanding a long siege was completely given
up. Along with the effect of gunpow*der on the design of the
castles must be taken the tremendous upheaval caused by
the Reformation. The country, suddenly released from the
great drain of money which had been sent yearly to Rome,
began to take on a very much more prosperous character,
and many of the lands of the clerg\' passed into the hands of
the nobles as gifts from the King. These nobles, finding them-
selves wealthy, decided to build themselves new houses, and
so we come to the fourth period of Scottish domestic architec-
ture.

These nobles having received their wealth from the hands
of the King, occupied more the position of courtiers than the
old feudal landlords, and this fact is reflected when we examine
the accommodation required in the new castles . The mediaeval
hall became out of date and was replaced by a family dining-
room. The kitchen had to be removed farther from the
owners' portion of the house. Drawing-rooms, parlours,

studies began to be introduced, and privacy of the upper
bedrooms was provided by a separate access to each by turret

stairs instead of one room leading out to another. The win-
dows became larger and the interiors became more elaborate.

Decorated walls, often panelled with wood, and ceilings

covered with elaborate plaster ornament came into fashion.

The increased accommodation was got by greater height to

the main buildings and the reduction of the height of each
floor. The military features gradually lose their military

significance. For example, the open bartizan is now' roofed
with a conical roof, while there is also a multiplicity of corbel

turrets and projections of all kinds. Ornamental tops to the

dormer windows became a feature, while the chimneys are

gathered together, suggesting the forerunners of classical

stacks. “ Corbie steps are often introduced to the steep

pitched gable roofs. In other words, all the picturesque
details that are suggested to the mind by the term “ Scottish

Baronial ’’ came into full swing. An advance was also made
in furniture, and many of our modern pieces w*ere introduced,

such as chairs for every one, round tables, all kinds of beds,

the strek bed, the layel ryminand bed and the fourposter,

cupboards, cabinets, etc. Jacobean and Dutch ornament is

found in many places, sometimes the work of the foreign

workmen, but more often done by native carvers from illus-

trations out of books. All this foreign detail points to the

traditional style of building being gradually swallow'ed up
by the arrival of the full fledged Renaissance work.

I have attempted to give a brief account of the growth of

the Scottish castles, the principal features of w'hich are more
easily seen and recognised in the bigger and more important
castles, but to my mind it is in the lesser buildings that the

charm of this style of architecture is found. The old

picturesque building with its turrets, corbie steps, and fine

robust mouldings round the jambs, perched on the top of

some rock or nestling in some low*-lying glen, with a garden
in the foreground—it w'ould be difficult to imagine any
building more in accord with its natural surroundings.

THE SOUTH WALES INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
CENTRAL (CARDIFF) BRANCH.

^Ir. H. Norman Edwards, Chairman of the South Wales
Institute of Architects Central (Cardiff) Branch, presided
over a large gathering of architects and friends at the Armual
Smoking Concert held at the Dormie Cafe, Queen Street,

Cardiff, on Thursday, February 6,

An excellent programme was arranged by Mr. Fred Stibbs,

interesting items being contributed by jMrs. A. J. Hallam,
the Rhiw'bina Players and Mr. Dixon.
Among those present were IMr. T, Ahvyn Lloyd, F.R.I.B.A.

(President of the South Wales Institute of Aichitects) and
Mrs. Lloyd, Mr. J. H. Jones, F.R.I.B.A. (V.P. South Wales
Institute of Architects), Mr. G. R. H. Rogers, L.R.I.B.A.
(Hon. Secretary, Western Branch of the South Wales In-

stitute of Architects), Mr. W. R. Hewitt (President of the
Cardiff blaster Builders’ Association), IMr, Percy Thomas,
F.R.I.B.A., and Mrs. Thomas, Mr. Ivor Jones, A.R.I.B.A.,
Mr. Hariy*^ Teather, F.R.I.B.A., and Mrs, Teather, Mr.
Pu£7h Jones, F.R.I.B.A., Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Hallam, Mr. R. H.
Wmder, M.A., F.R.I.B.A., Mr. J. Williamson, A.R.I.B.A.,
and ^Irs. Williamson, and Mr. W, S. Purchon, M.A.,
A.R.I.B.A. (Hon. Secretaiy, South Wales Institute of Archi-
tects, Central Branch).

NOTES FROM THE iVIINUTES OFTHE COUNCIL,
6 January 1930.

R.I.B.A Prizes and Studentships.
The Council approved the Annual Award of the

R.I.B.A. Prizes and Studentships submitted by the
Board of Architectural Education and appointed the
Juries for the Prizes and Studentships for 1930-31.

R.I.B.A. Prizes for Public and Secondary Schools.
The Council approved the recommendations of the

Board for the Award of the R.I.B.A. Prizes for Essays
and Sketches open to scholars of public and secondary
schools.

The Pugin Studentship, 1929.

The Board reported that they had approved the draw -

ings and report submitted by Robert H. iVIatthew*,

Pugin Student 1929, as a result of his tour.

The R.I.B.A. Essay Medal.
The Council approved the following recommendations

of the Board :

—

(fl) That in future candidates be required to submit
the title and a brief description of theproposed
scope and treatment of the subject chosen
for the approval of the Jury.

ih) That a clause be added to the regulations fo
the Prize to the effect that if the subject of ar
Final Examination Thesis is submitted for the
Essay Prize it must be in essay form and not
merely examination work re-submitted.

The R.I.B.A. (Alfred Bossom) Travelling Student-
ship : Regulations.

The Council approved certain recommendations of the
Board for the revision of the regulations for the R.I.B.A.
(Alfred Bossom) Travelling Studentship.

Advisory Panels.
The Council passed a resolution in favour of the prin-

ciple of the resolutions proposed by the South-Eastern
Society of Architects for inclusion in the Bill on the Pre-
servation of Rural England which is to be introduced
by Sir E. Hilton Young, M.P.

Original Drawing by Mr. Edmund H. New'^
(Hon. A.R.I.B.A.).

On the recommendation of the Literature Standing
Committee the Council have purchased a delightful
original drawing of “ The City and Port of London,”
by Mr. Edmund H. New (Hon. A.R.I.B.A.) for addition
to the R.I.B.A. Collection.
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The Royal Sanitary Institute Congress, 1930
The Council have appointed Mr. Henry V. Ashley

(Vice-President) and Mr. H. D. Searles-Wood [F.]

as the R.I.B.A. delegates at the Royal Sanitary Institute

Congress to be held at Margate from 21 to 28 June
1930.

The British Engineering Standards Association.
The Council have been informed by the British En-

gineering Standards Association that Mr. J. Ernest
Franck [F.] has been co-opted as a member of the Council
of the Association to represent the R.I.B.A.

The Court of Governors of University College,
Hull.

Mr. John Bilson [F.], the R.I.B.A. representative on
the Court of Governors of University College, Hull,
has submitted a copy of the Third Report of the
Governors.
Christmas Holiday Lectures for Boys and Girls.
The Council passed a very hearty vote of thanks in

favour of Mr. Humphrey Pakington [A.] for the very
successful lectures which he gave during the recent

Christmas holidays.

The Late Dr. Kingo Tatsuno (Tokyo).

The Council were informed that the Committee of

Commemoration of the Life-Work of the late Dr. Kingo
Tatsuno, of Tokyo, had kindly presented a number of

architectural plates to the Institute illustrating Dr.
Tatsuno ’s work.
The Council passed a cordial vote of thanks in favour

of the Chairman and Members of the Committee.

The London Building Acts Committee.
The following members were appointed to serve on the

London Building Acts Committee :

Mr. W. Campbell Jones [F.].

Alderman William Hunt [F.]

The Salaried Members Committee
The following member was appointed to serve on the

Salaried Members Committee :

—

Mr. J. Douglas Scott [A.].

On the recommendation of the Salaried Members
Committee it w^as decided to insert a notice regularly

in the Journal and Kalendar to the effect that members
contemplating taking up appointments abroad should

communicate with the Secretar>% R.I.B.A., who would
supply them with any available information.

Suggested New Class of Retired Members.
The Council approved recommendations of the

Executive and Finance and House Committees for the

establishment of a new class of Retired Members. Full

particulars of the Council’s proposals will be published

in due course.
Membership.

Election^ 3 February 1930.—Nominations for member-
ship were approved as follows :

—

As Hon. Associate . . . . i application.

As Fellows . . . . . . 12 applications.

As Associates . .
. . *7 applications.

Reinstatement. — The following ex-members were
reinstated :

—

As Fellow : C. J. Smithem. As Associates : A. V,

Booker, A. C. Flitcroft, E. Scott-Nicholson. As Licen-
tiates : David Ditchbum, F. E. Halford, J. B. L. Tolhurst.

Applications for Election as Licentiates under
Section HI (f) of the Supplemental Charter of 1925.
Three applications were approved.

Resignations,

The following resignations were accepted with regret :

W. H. Atkin-Berry [F.], W. L. Lucas [F.], W. H.
Nicholls [F.], T. Edgar Richards [A.'\, W. A. Burr [L.],

S. Dexter [L.], G. H. Gadd [F.], G. Hutchins [L.],

T. M. Logan [F.], R. R. Morton [F.], S. H. Partridge
[F.], C. Thorp [F.], R. E. Winder [F.].

Retired Fellowship.

The following members were transferred to the Retired
Fellowship :

—

F. T. Baggallay (elected Associate 1881, Fellow 1888).
A. Morris Butler (elected Associate 1888, Fellow 1908).
Timothy Honnor (elected Associate 1898, Fellow 1912).
A. H. Ryan Tenison (elected Associate 1894, Fellow

1903-)

Edward A. Ram (elected Fellow 1897).
C. J. Tait (elected Associate 1882, Fellow* 1906).

Retired Membership of the Society of Architects.

The following member was transferred to the Retired
Membership of the Society of Architects :

—

J. G. T. West (elected Member of the Society of
Architects in 1884, transferred to Fellowship of the
R.I.B.A. in 1925).

ELECTION OF STUDENTS R.I.B.A.

The following were elected as Students at the meeting of

the Council held on 3 February 1930 :

—

Aitken : James Moffat, 19 Perth Street, Edinburgh.
Day : Eric Aubrey, 49 Shirehall Park Hendon, N.W4..
Dumville : Maurice Roland, 6 Eastern Road, London, N.2.
Eaton : Norman Musgrave, 45 Gresham Buildings, St,

Andries Street, Pretoria, Transvaal, South Africa.

Furbur : Eric Ronald, Overdale, Willaston, near Birkenhead.
Goodacre : Norman William, “ Greetby Cottage,” Orms-

kirk, Lancs.
Haysvood : Nancie Brow*ning, 8 Bewick Road, Gateshead.
Hughes : Hubert John, The Vicarage, Chepstow, Mon.
Kerr : Francis Archibald, c/o Davidson, 108 Lauriston

Place, Edinburgh.
Laing : James William, 9 Murieston Crescent, Edinburgh.
McIntosh : William Gordon, 672 Schoeman Street,

Arcadia, Pretoria, Transvaal, South Africa.

McRae : Douglas George Wallis, 48 Rose Hill Avenue,
Toronto, 5, Canada.

Martienssen : Rex Distin, Wychwood Road, Forest Town,
Johannesburg, South Africa.

Miles : Marjorie, Milethorpe, Westmorland.
Nunn : Aubrey Victor, c/o Architectural Association, 34

Bedford Square, London, W.C.i.
Stacy : Eric Francis, 95 Arcadian Gardens, Wood Green,

London, N.22.
Richards : Ivor Francis Bassett, 46 Cymcoed Road, Peny-

lan, Cardiff.

Smith : Peter Chandler, 86 Porchester Terrace, London,
W.2.

Turnor : Christopher Reginald, 4 Wellington Square,
London, S.W.3.
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R.LB.A. PROBATIONERS.
During the month of January 1930 the following were

registered as Probationers of the Royal Institute :

—

Baxfield : Geoffrey William, 43 Brantwood Road, Herne
. • Hill,S.E24.
Beaumont : Harold Cameron, i Waverley Terrace, Marsh,

Huddersfield.

Bro\\’N : Geoffrey William, The Gables, Whittington,

Worcester.
De.are ; Denison Hill, “ Denison,” 43 Essex Road, Gravesend,

Kent.
Dufi-ell : Marjorie Vecta, 40 Manchester Street, London,

W.i.
C.aru.ana : William, c, o Public Works Department, Nicosia,

Cyprus.
Christie : Robert J.ames B.\^'NE, “ Greslea,” Walsall Road,

King’s Hill, Wednesbury, Staffs.

CL.AYDON : John Arthur, ii Sandford Road, Chelmsford,

Essex.

Critchley : Gordon, “ Hazel Dene,” 6S2 Blackburn Road,

Bolton.
Edw.ards : Henry Charles Frank, 229 Beaumont Road,

Bournville, Birmingham.
Everson : Sidney Frank, 8, Kidd Street, Woolwich, S.E.18.

Foreman : Robert Walter, 28 Bishop Road, Chelmsford.

Fraser : Oliver Leslie, 15 St. Chad’s Road, Derby.

Gillett : Eddy, 15 Chorley Road, Adlington, near Chorley,

Lancs.
H.ARDWICK : William George, 319 Hasland Road, Hasland,

Chesterfield.

Hellaby ; John Sidney, 29 Dagmar Street, Walkden, near

iVIanchester.

Henderson : John Eversdon, 16 Thirlestane Lane, Edin-

burgh.
Hoskings : Kenneth le Garde, 164 Algernon Road, Lady-

well, S.E.13.

Hurley : Louis Frederic, ” Giltar,” Tynypwll Road, Whit-
church, near Cardiff.

Hurry : Wilfred Roy, Holly Cottage, Bramford, Ipswich,

Suffolk.

Kite : Leslie Henry James, 80 Duttons Road, Romsey, Hants.

McCor.mick : D.avid Houstoun, Houstoun, Fish Hoek, Cape
Province, South Africa.

AIcIntosh : William Gordon, 672 Schoeman Street, Arcadia,

Pretoria, Transvaal, South Africa.

McRae : Dougl.as George Wallis, 48 Rose Hill Avenue,

Toronto, 5, Canada.
M.\rston : Sidney Bernard, 13 Marlow Flats, Calvert

Avenue, E.2.

M.artienssen : Rex Distin, Wychwood Road, Forest Town,
Johannesburg.

Musgrave : Tho.mas Ivan, 54 S>denham Road, Croydon.

Nairn : James Dougl.as, 62 Gra\esend, Arbroath.

No-all : William Horace, 153 Henniker Ciardens, East

Ham, E 6.

Nunn : At brey" Victor, 34 Bedford Square, London, W.C.i.

P.arkfr : James, South Dene, Scott Park, Burnley, Lancs.

Percy : Ch.arles Geoffrey, 7 Ednam Road, Dudley, Wore.

Rich.ards : Edwin Hodder, 184 Newport Road, Holbrook

. Lane, F'oleshiil, Coventry.

Smith : : Alkx.ander Ja.mieson, 6 Kennard Street, Falkirk,

Scotland.

S.MITH :
JoH.ANNES Anthonie, 20 Sir George Grey Street,

Capetown.
Smith : Peter Ch.andler, 86 Porchester Terrace, W.2.

Toomer : John Edwin, ” Brambles,” Milton, Weston-super-

Mare, Som.
Turnor : Christopher Reginald, 4V ellmgton Square, S.W .3.

Wes'ICOIT : John Ivor, Ancaster House, Uphill Drove Road,

Weston-super-A hire

.

Notices
THE NINTH GENERAL AIEETING.

The Ninth General Aleeting (Ordinary) of the Session
1929-30 will be held on Alonday, 3 Alarch 1930, at

8 p.m. for the following purposes :

—

To read the Alinutes of the Ordinary General Aleet-
ing held on Alonday, 17 February 1930 ; formally to
admit members attending for the first time since their

election
;
to announce the names of candidates nominated

for election to the various classes of membership.
To read the following paper :

“ The Design of Alodern
Railway Stations in Europe and America,’’ by Air.

Frank Pick, Alanaging Director to the L^nderground
Group of Electric Raihvay Companies.

COMPETITION FOR NEW R.I.B.A. BUILDING.
The Council have decided that the design of the new"

building for the R.I.B.A. shall be the subject of competi-
tion open to all members of the R.I.B.A. and its Allied
Societies (wdth the exception of the Jury of Assessors and
the Committee placed in the position of Promoters and
the members of their staffs).

It has also been decided that the Jury of Assessors
shall consist of five architect members of the R.LB.A. to
be selected by the President and approved by the Council.
With a view" to assisting the President in his selection,

members are invited to submit to the Secretary the names
of members whom they consider suitable and qualified

to serve on the Jury.

R.LB.A. ANNUAL DINNER, 1930.

The Annual Dinner wdll take place on Thursday, 15
Aiay 1930, in the Guildhall, E.C. (by kind permission of
the City Corporation). Full particulars will be issued to
Alembers in due course.

AIEAIBERS’ TOUR TO THE UNITED STATES
AND CANADA.

In view^ of the success which attended the visit to the
United States and Canada of a party of members of the
R.LB.A. last y ear, and as many" members who were unable
to avail themselves of that opportunity expressed a desire
to undertake such a trip on a future occasion, it has been
decided to organise a further party this y'ear.

The numerous advantages to be gained by undertaking
a visit to the United States and Canada from an archi-
tectural point of view" w^ill be obvious, particularly when
the visit is made in company wdth fellow" members of the
Institute.

The suggested tour w'ill include New York, Philadel-

phia, Washington, Detroit, Niagara Falls, Toronto,
Ottaw'a and Alontreal, and notes regarding the places of
interest from an architectural standpoint compiled by
Air. Percy E. Thomas, O.B.E., F.R.I.B.A., the leader of

last year’s party, will be available for members.
The duration of the trip w'iil be approximately one

month, and the cost, including cabin class accommoda-
tion on the Atlantic steamers, hotel accommodation in the

United States and Canada, rail fares, etc., will be about
£80. This amount is exclusive of meals ashore, gratuilies,
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transfer of passengers and baggage between stations,

steamers, hotels, etc., and sight-seeing trips.

The party will travel from Liverpool for New York
by the Cunard Liner Samaria on the 5th July, returning

by the Ascania from Alontreal to Plymouth and London
on the 25th July.

Relatives and friends of members will be welcomed.
Members interested are requested to apply to !Mr.

H. T. Leese, The Cunard Steamship Company, Ltd.,

26-27, Cockspur Street, London, S.W.i, who will be

pleased to forward a complete itinerary, etc. on request.

PAMPHLET ON PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
AND PRACTICE.

At the suggestion of the Practice Standing Committee,

the Council of the R.I.B.A. have had reprinted and bound
together in pamphlet form the following papers on Pro-

fessional Conduct and Practice, by Mr. W. E. Watson,

F.R.I.B.A., Barrister-at-Law, that have appeared in recent

years in the R.I.B.A. Journal :

—

(1) Easements (reprinted from R.I.B.A. Journal of

17 September 1927).

(2) Handbook of Architectural Practice (reprinted from
R.I.B.A. Journal of 28 January 1928).

(3) Party Walls (reprinted from R.I.B.A. Journal of

24 No\ ember 1928).

(4) Contract (reprinted from R.I.B.A. Journal of

12 January 1929).

(5) Specification (reprinted from R.I.B.A. Journal of

9 February 1929).

While the papers are not exhaustive treatises on the

subjects, they are based on the standard works which are

recommended for student courses, amplified by incidents

arising in the Courts of Justice.

The Council consider that the papers will be found

helpful to the inexperienced architect and to others in

dealing with those questions which present difficulty in

everyday practice, and are specially recommended for

perusal by students.

A general index has been prepared by Mr. H. C.

Hughes, M.A. (Cantab) [A.], also an index of cases.

Copies of the pamphlet can be obtained on application

to the Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, W.i, price

as. 6d.

ISOMETRIC DIAGRAM OFTHE CONSTRUCTION
OF THE DOME OF ST. PAUL’S CATHEDRAL.
An illustrated Public Lecture will be given at Birkbeck

College, Bream’s Buildings, Fetter Lane, E.C.4, on

Monday, 3 March 1930, at 5.30 p.m. by Professor

Beresford Pite, M.A., A.R.C.A., F.R.I.B.A., on “ The
Isometric Diagram of the Construction of the Dome
of St. Paul’s Cathedral,” prepared by Mr. R. B. Brook-

Greaves. The Chair will be taken by Sir Frederick

Kenyon, G.B.E., K.C.B., D.Litt.

jMembers and Students of the R.I.B.A. are cordially

invited to attend. Admission free.

i^idA reproduction of the Isometric Drawing is on exhi-

bition in the R.I.B.A. Common Room. The drawing

is of great educative value, and members and students

are urged to take an early opportunity of irvspecting it.

Reproductions can be obtained on application to the

Secretary R.I.B.A., price £1 los. 6d. each.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS, 16 JUNE 1930.
Associates who are eligible and desirous of transferring

to the Fellovrship are reminded that if they wish to take

advantage of the election to take place on 16 June 1930
they should send the necessary nomination forms to

the Secretary R.I.B.A., not later than Saturday, 8 March
1930 -

LICENTIATES AND THE FELLOWSHIP.
The attention of Licentiates is called to the provisions

of Section IV, Clause 4 (b) and (cii) of the Supplemental
Charter of 1925. Licentiates who are eligible and
desirous of transferring to the Fellowship can obtain full

particulars on application to the Secretary R.I.B.A.,

stating the clause under which they propose to apply for

nomination.

R.I.B.A. STATUTORY EXAMINATION FOR DIS-
TRICT SURVEYOR AND THE EXAMINATION

FOR BUILDING SURVEYOR.
The R.I.B.A. Statutory Examination for the Office of

District Surveyor under the London Building Acts,

and the Examination for Building Surveyor under Local
Authorities, will be held at the R.I.B.A., London, on
7, 8 and 9 May 1930.

The closing date for receiving applications for admission
to the Examinations, accompanied by the fee of £3 3s.,

is 16 April 1930.

Full particulars of the Examinations and application

forms can be obtained from the Secretary R.I.B.A.

Competitions
ACCRINGTON ; NEW POLICE AND FIRE

STATIONS.
The Accrington Corporation invite architects to submit,

in open competition, designs for new Police and Fire

Stations.

Assessor : Mr. Herbert J. Rowse [F.].

Premiums : £250, £150 and £100.
Last day for receiving designs, 31 March 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on applica-

tion to the Town Clerk, Town Hall, Accrington. Deposit

£2 2S.

CHELMSFORD : PUBLIC LIBRARY AND
MUSEUM.

The Chelmsford Corporation invite architects to submit,
in open competition, designs for a New Public Library and
Museum.

Assessor : Mr. H. V. Lanchester [F.].

Last day for receiving designs, 14 June 1930.

application to Mr. G. E. Barford, Town Clerk, Town
Clerk’s Office, Chelmsford. Deposit £i is.

CLYDEBANK : WAR MEMORIAL.
The Competitions Committee desire to call the atten-

tion of IVIembers to the fact that the conditions of the
above competition are not in accordance with the Regula-
tions of the R.I.B.A. The Competitions Committee are
in negotiation with the Promoters in the hope of securing
an amendment. In the meantime Members should not
take part in the competition.
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GREEN’^AICH : DRINKING FOUNTAIN.
The Council of the Metropolitan Borough of Green-

wich invite architects to submit, in open competition,
designs for a drinking fountain, which it is is proposed to
erect at Blackheath on a site facing the War JVIemorial at

the junction of Maze Hill and Charlton Way.
Premiums : £50, £20, and £10.
Last day for receiving designs, 10 Alarch 1930. Con-

ditions of the competition may be obtained on application

to Mr. F. J. Simpson, Town Clerk, Town Hall, S.E.io,
accompanied by a stamped addressed foolscap envelope.

[Conditions have not yet been received.]

LIVERPOOL ; PROPOSED PIER HEAD
IMPROVEMENTS.

The Liverpool City Council propose to offer premiums
of 1,000 guineas and 500 guineas in connection with a

competition for the improvement of the amenities of the
Pier Head. [Conditions are not yet available.]

PLYMOUTH : SUNDAY SCHOOL, FIRST
CHURCH OF CHRIST SCIENTIST.

The Competitions Committee desire to call the atten-

tion of Members to the following notice which has been
issued by the Institute :

—

“ INIembers of the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects and of its Allied Societies must not take part

in the above competition because the conditions are

not in accordance with the published Regulations of

the Royal Institute for Architectural Competitions.”

WEST HARTLEPOOL : OPEN AIR SCHOOL.
The West Hartlepool Education Committee have

decided to hold a competition for an open air school,

for which Mr. E. J. Willie, the County Architect, will be
the Assessor. [Cconditions are not yet available.]

Members’ Column
CITY OF COVENTRY.
Architectural Assistant.

There is a vacancy in the City Engineer’s Department for a

fully qualified Architectural Assistant. Candidates must be not less

than 25 years of age, and be experienced in the preparation of detail

and contract drawings for vanous important public buildings, and
must be expeditious draughtsmen. Salary will be at the rate of

£2^0 per annum, rising by £10 increases to £^$0 , Candidates w*ill

be required to pass a medical examination as although the post is not
designated, it may be in the near future. Applications in candidates
own handwriting, stating experience, past and present employment,
and accompanied by copies of three recent testimonials (which will

not be returned) to be sent to the undersigned by Monday, 3 March,
endorsed Architectural Assistant.” Canvassing directly or in-

directly will be considered a disqualification.

E. H. Ford, A.M.Inst.C.E.,
Council House, City Engineer and Surveyor.

Coventry*.

MR. J. ARCHIBALD LUCAS.
Mr. j. Archibald Lucas, F.S.I., F.R.I.B.A., Architect and Sur-

veyor, of Guildhall Chambers, High Street, Exeter, has taken into

partnership Mr. Douglas Charles’ Langford, F.S.L, of “ Gwdthian,”

Broad Lane, Bracknell, Berks. The style of the new firm will be
“ Lucas & Langford.”

PARTNERSHIPS WANTED.
A.R.I.B.A., Public School and University, 27 years of age,

requires partnership in well-established practice. Experience m
prominent London office. Capital available. Apply Box 1820, c/o

The Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.
Young Architect, earnestly washing to enter practice, but having

very little capital, seeks architect willing to give a partnership and
opportunity to advertiser to pay for partnership over a period.

Suggest elderly Architect wishing to retire from active practice, while
retaining an interest. Advertiser is genuine and a hard worker.

—

Box 4230, c,o The Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, W.i.

ASSISTANCE OFFERED.
Associate, practising in West End, wishing to extend present

practice, w^ould w^elcome opportunity to give assistance to other
architects or surveyors in any branch of practice. Telephone Gerrard
6117, or apply Box 2897, c/o Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street.
W\ I

.

MESSRS. HEALEY & MACKENZIE.
Mr. A. J, Healey, F.R.I.B.A., of 29 George Street, Hanover

Square, W.i, has taken into partnership Mr. F. W. MacKenzie,
L.R.I.B.A. The title of the firm will be “ Healey & MacKenzie.
F. & L.R.I.B.A,, Architects and Surveyors ”

: the address remain^,
the same.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS.
Mr. W . R. Brinton, A.R.I.B.A., has changed his office address

to 28 Essex Street, Strand, W.C.2,
Messrs. Unsworth & Goulder, architects, have left their officer

in Conduit Street, and have removed to new offices at No. 28 Essex
Street, Strand, .C.2. Telephone numbers Central 2304 and 230^.

TO LET.
Architect’s Offices. No. 8 Conduit Street, W., adjoining the

Institute, comprising :—Second floor, four good rooms. Third
floor, one top lighted drawing office, one room. Rent, £450 in-
clusive

; 18^ years* lease, or would let floors separately.—^Apply Box
5230, c/o The Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, W.i.
Member has offices to let in Queen Anne’s Gate, Westminster.

—

Apply Box 3230, c/o The Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street.
London, W.i.

TRADE CATALOGUES.
Mr. F. R. Str^ter, A.R.I.B.A., Chartered Architect, of P.O.

Box 60, Ndola, N. Rhodesia, would be glad to receive Catalogues
for reference and ordering purposes.

Minutes IX
Session 1929-1930.

At the Eighth General Meeting (Ordinary) of the Session,
1929-1930, held on Monday, 17 February 1930, at 8 p.m., Sir
Banister Fletcher, F.S.A., President, in the chair.
The attendance book was signed by 23 Fellows (including

5 members of Council), 22 Associates (including i Member of
Council), 3 Licentiates (including i Member of Council), i

Hon. Associate and a large number of visitors.
The Minutes of the Business General Meeting held on 3

February 1930 having been published in the Journal, were
taken as read, confirmed, and signed as correct.
The Hon. Secretary announced the decease of :

—

Donald McKay Stoddart, transferred to Fellowship 1925.
John Henry Woodhouse, elected Fellow 1893.
Mr. Woodhouse was a Past President of the Alanchester
Society of Architects and represented that body on the
R.I.B.A. Council from 1905 to 1907.

Edward Hewitt, elected Associate 1882, Fellow^ 1893,
transferred to the list of Retired Fellows in 1928.

M illiam Steel, elected Licentiate 1911,
and it was Resolved that the regrets of the Institute for their
loss be entered on the Minutes and that a message of sympathy
and condolence be conveyed to their relatives.

Professor Patrick Abercrombie, M.A., Liverpool [F.j, having
read a paper on “ The Thames Valley Preservation Scheme,’’* a
discussion ensued and on the motion of The Rt. Hon. Lord
Desborough, K.G., G.C.V.C^., seconded by The Rt. Hon. The
Earl of Mayo, J.P., a vote of thanks was passed to Professor
Abercrombie by acclamation and was briefly responded to.
The proceedings closed at 9,35 p.m.

This Paper u'lll be published in the next issue.

R.I.B.A, JOURNAL.
Dates of' Publication.— 1930.—8, 22 March ; 12, 26 April

;

10, 24 May ; 7, 21 June ; 12 July ; 9 August; 20 September :

18 October.

I
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A bend in the river at Shiplake looking dozunstream

Sketch by Professor S. D. Adshead [F.]

The Thames Valley Preservation Scheme
BY PROFESSOR PATRICK ABERCROMBIE, M.A., Liverpool [T.].

{Read before the Royal Institute of British Architects on Monday, 17 February 1930.)

1. An Amenity Report.

The Council for the preservation of Rural
England has always held that the necessary
preliminary to all attempts to safeguard the

beauties of the country—^both changing and un-
changing—is a careful study of the components of
the area concerned—^a survey, in fact, according to
the wide and full meaning attached to this word.
Of course, all Regional Planning schemes, promoted
by local authorities, are prefaced by a preliminary
^rvey, and nearly a quarter of the acreage of
England is now covered by these official schemes

;

but although the Amenities—to use the frigid
latinism adopted by Parliament in order not to
frighten its members by the word Beauty—are
necessarily considered in these reports of local
authorities, they must not be too obtrusive

;
in

fact, it is generally advisable to back up some plea
for the Amenities by adducing a collateral practical
advantage, as though it were necessary when com-
mending a pretty woman to add that she is also a
good child-bearer. The C.P.R.E., on the other
hand, is unblushingly interested in Beauty, with-
out any arriere pensee

; though it is well aware
that beauty is not unchangeable—it may be natural
or it may be adorned by human artifice, it may be
adolescent or it may be mature in its charms. Now,
if one were asked to select a typical piece of English
beauty, containing or originated by a great natural
feature, but tended and cultivated by human care—moreover, one that was famed throughout the
English world, a precious possession, the loss or
damage to which would affright us like the ravish-
ment of a colonial possession—what could better
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be chosen than the Valley of the Thames ? The
Council accordingly determined that here should

be set up its first branch, an offspring closely linked

to the maternal headquarters in London
;
and its

first Chairman, Lord Astor, an inhabitant of the

Valley, at once set about the preparation of a survey

of its course from Cricklade to Staines. The mere
recital of the names of some of the places upon this

stretch of 100 miles of river is enough to remind
everyone of the importance of this step and to recall

to English ears the scenery passed and historj^

evoked : Cricklade, Lechlade, Kelmscott, Stanton

Harcourt, Bablock Hythe, Wytham, Godstow,
Oxford, Nuneham, Abingdon, Sutton Courtenay,

Dorchester, Wallingford, Goring, Streatley, Pang-
bourne, Caversham, Reading, Henley, Medmin-
ham, Marlow, Alaidenhead, Taplow, Bray,

Windsor, Eton, Runnymede, Staines. Seven
counties are traversed—Gloucester, Wiltshire,

Oxfordshire, Berkshire, Surrey and Middlesex

;

and three ranges of hill country are touched—the

Cotswolds, the Berkshire Downs and the Chilterns

—oolite limestone and chalk, geological strata

formative of most typically English landscape.

11. Change or Stability in the Thames Valley.

No survey should be undertaken without an

active object in view
; we may dimly surmise what

we want and use the survey to corroborate, or we
may be in the dark and seek illumination. More
often we have a fair idea of the main object, but we
are not sure whether subsidiary ones are un-
warrantable intrusions or useful adjuncts, or per-

chance contrary currents which yet may be ren-

dered innocuous. We know, for example, before we
study Brighton or Blackpool that they live on
holiday visitors

;
but we are not so sure how fac-

tories would affect their prosperity—perhaps the

Brightonian stockbroker would gape with interest

at the unfamiliar spectacle of a mill, whereas the

Blackpool tripper would be disgusted at a reminder

of what he sought to escape. Is Change or Stability

the chief desideratum of the Thames Valley ? and
does the resolving of the dilemma concern the

inhabitants themselves or the world at large—is it

a local or a national affair ?

It would seem to be demonstrable that theThames
Valley scenery has arrived at a certain pitch of

beauty from which most changes would cause a

decline. There could not be a more fortunate occur-

rence than the stabilisation of its present condition,

accompanied by, of course, a few correctives. This
is without doubt the attitude of the world at large.

Alost people would like the river preserved, as it

were, in a glass bottle in spirits of wine—a sort of
museum specimen. But museum specimens, how-
ever interesting or beautiful originally, are inclined
to lose their freshness—even to become wearisome
with the arresting of organic growth

; and this is

the last state which we could wish for the Thames.
No, stabilisation of its present state, not fossilisa-

tion or ossification, is to be aimed at, together with
provision for growth along certain defined lines

;

these two conditions are not contradictory, largely
because in an area of this size there is room for both.
And even the use to which the general public puts
the present riverside beauty requires constant
though, so far as possible, unobserved adaptation
for modern needs. The towpath, for example

;

strictly this is a right of way exclusively for the
purpose of towing a barge, but there are not many
barges towed along the Thames nowadays, and yet
the towpath is the pedestrian’s best means of en-
joying the river out of reach of the motor-car. The
lugging boat horse has given way to the lounging
human being. Here is change which is desirable,
but it needs legal sanction.

HI. Analysis of the Geographic Unit of the
Thames Valley.

A closer analysis of this geographic unit of the
Thames Valley reveals a different state of sophisti-
cation above Oxford and below. Above, the strip-

ling Thames is largely a primitive stream, and what
changes have occurred are the unconscious results
of utilitarian needs

; the bridges and the divisions
of farm lands. There are no riverside roads, and
the flat floodlands on both sides have kept most
building away

; if there has been change, in the
way of forest clearing from primeval times, there
has been little of any sort since mediaeval. I hope I

shall not be misunderstood if I suggest that this
Upper Thames with its fritillary meadows owes its

charm chiefly to its remoteness and silence. It has
no romantic features—scarce an overhanging bank
or woodland—compared with the early course of
any western river, jMersey, Dee, Wye or Severn,
its course is quiet and uneventful. Tame, a crude
Northerner might call this upper Thames. This
very negative quality, however, is most precious in
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the early life of the London River
;

but it is a

quality that can most easily be daunted, it can stand
no rude assaults. Fortunately, the worst buffet it

has had (and from a Government-aided fist) the
brutal Beet factory at Eynsham, is countered by
the 500 feet of Wytham Hill, the only dramatic
feature of the upper Thames, and now held in safe

hands.

Below Oxford Nature and Man have together
produced a very different scene : it is a terrain of

constantly varied form—from Boar’s Hill, the

steeps of Nuneham, the Wittenham Clumps, the

Goring gap, the endlessly changing swaying lines

of the Chilterns, English chalk country at its best,

with their climax at Cliveden, to their last outpost,

the mound on which Windsor stands. It is not
only thus naturally mouvemente, but it is a highly

sophisticated and consciously wrought landscape.

The natural scene is everywhere dominated by
human handiwork, towns and churches, bridges,

woods, parks, mansions, college chapels and Royal
Castle. A foreign visitor, who had heard of

Capability Brown and seen his work at Blenheim
might be forgiven if he thought that a greater than
he had taken the Thames in hand and produced a

work of picturesque landscape art, compared with
which the Park of Versailles is a small scale effort

of formal design—so homogeneous is the scene,

based on the English tradition of Heightening
Nature, as compared with the French dragooning
School of Canal and Avenue.

IV. Means of Sophistication.

One does not realise at first how thorough is this

sophistication of the Thames below Oxford
;
per-

haps the most completely permeating human
alteration is caused by the locks. The whole
character of the river, its brimming stately flow, its

width, the form of its grassy marge are largely

the result of this artificial damming at frequent

intervals. And in the life of the river the change
has been effected quite recently

;
very little beyond

flash weirs, I believe, existed before the end of the

eighteenth century. If the river is affected between
the locks, what of the locks themselves, the weirs

and the backwaters—are they not the pictures that

one carries away more deeply engraved perhaps than

any ? For the necessary pauses made there give

time for not only sights but sounds of rushing

waters and whispering willows to etch themselves

upon the memory. We must all agree that the

practical features of these locks—the weirs, the
trellis bridges, the pounds themselves, the lock
houses, have all been carried out in that satisfying
manner that water engineering nearly always suc-
ceeds in achieving. The latest lock at Swinford,
above Oxford, that has none of the glamour of age
or willows or trim gardens like Temple or Sonning,
is yet a seemly work that shames the Beet factory
across the meadow.

Bridges are perhaps next in importance, and
there are in existence examples of all periods, of
this human addition to the beauty of the river :

from mediaeval Newbridge, renaissance Swinford,
Wallingford, Shillingford and Henley, the sus-
pension bridge at Marlow, a charming change,
Brunei’s noble brick viaduct at Maidenhead and
the two modern concrete bridges at Reading.
These and many lesser ones, like that in brick at

Sonning, produce the obvious beauties which one
instinctively seeks to photograph

;
they are works

of admirable engineering art, like Waterloo Bridge.
Next comes Planting, consciously done to

heighten landscape effect. A comparison of the
river prints of Havell and Faringdon of 140 years
ago with the photographs of the same scenes to-day
will show how much is due to the landscape gar-

dener. At Hardwick and Mapledurham and at

Cliveden and Taplow the scenes are hardly recog-
nisable

;
and at the date of these prints much had

already been done. No one could wish this skilful

enhancement of fold and swell cleared away.
Finally, a more modest human touch in the river-

side must not be forgotten—the pollard willow

—

characteristic tree of the upper reaches.

The contribution of fine building to the valley

scene cannot be described in detail—it is rare that

a reach below Oxford is not affected. Roughly it

may be divided into the Grouped Building—Town
and Village—and the Single Building—Mansion
and riverside Cottage. Oxford cannot perhaps be
considered as primarily conceived as an adornment
of the Thames, which, indeed, is somewhat un-
certain of himself, his bed and even his name in its

vicinity
;
and Reading cannot claim to add much

in the way of beauty
; but the smaller towns,

Abingdon, Wallingford, Henley and Marlow, are

truly riverside places producing the choicest
pictures, and the villages are even more numerous

;

but perhaps Lechlade, Sonning and Bray may be
singled out as main-stream villages and Sutton
Courtenay and Long Wittenham as backwater
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villages. These are random selections, but they

may serve to show how much the beauty of the

river is owed to these compact groups of warm
brick, tile and thatch, from which soars the cool

grey of the church spire or tower. It would be
even more invidious to single out the best separate

houses—the great mansions set back in their parks

as Nuneham and Cliveden, or nearer the river

front, as Culham Court and Medmenham Abbey :

and the riverside cottage and small house, its

architecture frequently not impeccable, but veiled

by creepers and its garden generally charming
with smooth lawn and roses.

Of course, the greatest pieces of architecture,

directly seen from the river, are reserved for the

lower end of our reach, Windsor Castle and Eton
Chapel, a noble twin climax.

V. Disfigurements.

Indeed, before the railway came, the valley

might have been under the control of one of those

Chinese professors of Feng-Shui, whose power of

control over the landscape was as great as that of

the priest over human life, for it was reinforced by
supernatural and esoteric powers.

Railways, in particular, with their embankments,
tunnels and bridges have always been held by the

Chinese to favour the circulation of a maleficent

breath—a sort of whiff from the pit—and they and
their contractors have frequently been exploded,

as creating an inharmonious intrusion. We may
perhaps see a wholesome incipient sign of this

moral indignation in the Thames Valley, for the

row of costly houses at Pangbourne have been
locally and appropriately christened the Seven
Deadly Sins. I could wish that the chairman of the

Thames Valley Branch of the C.P.R.E. might be

invested with something of this elevated power,

in which offence is lifted on to the plane of moral

indignation : I believe the present holder of this

office would use his power with restraint and where
necessary with ruthlessness. It would, for example,

be interesting to know what punishment he would
inflict upon the person who might attempt to cut

down the Wittenham clump from the top of

Sinodun Hill ?

The disfigurements which have occurred might

be roughly grouped under three headings : (i) those

that are in their essence intrusions into the Thames
scene, which should never have been allowed, and
which should, if possible, be eradicated

;
(ii) those

that arise from necessary or even desirable things

being imperfectly carried out
;

(iii) those objects

that may be good in themselves, but which arc

wrongly placed or out of scale and character, a

more subtle but quite demonstrable producer of

discordancy. There is perhaps a fourth type that

may be only a disfigurement because of its newness
or rawness, such as a new road. It is very necessary
to have some such classification in view

,
in order

that condemnation may be discerning and not
wholesale. To the first group, unwarrantable
intrusions, belong advertisements and litter and
certain shacks and the railway coaches at Bablock
Hythe. To the second belong many of those pre-

tentious houses wffiich would not have been out of
place if they had been of reasonable form and
colour. The third group, of things which, though
good in themselves, may be ill placed, brings us
into the region of really delicate taste : it is possible,

for example, that a water-tower or a gas-container
designed by an architectural or engineering genius
may become a disfigurement—for example, if it

were placed upon the island in the Henley reach.

You will remember the story of Rousseau, explor-
ing an Alpine valley, from wffiose wildness he
judged his to be the first human foot that had
trodden it. Suddenly round the corner of a

savage rock he came upon a stocking factory
;

however well designed it may have been, it dis-

figured the particular character of the scene. So
the lattice standards of the electric cables which
may individually be commended (or even designed)
by an eminent architect, can, in marching array,

entirely destroy the existing scene—they may
indeed create another effect, but that is another
affair. The gasholder at Staines is not really an

cJ'cction : isolated in a photograph it is

difficult to make it look offensive. But it is entirely
out of scale

;
it may, of course, be suitable for the

modern countryside to be dominated by the emblem
of Gas, in place of that of Religion, or of Education
or of Kingship.

Ribbon development along roads (in addition to
its practical disadvantages) offends according to
the third category of disfigurement

; however
good the individual houses might be (and this
does not often happen) the ribbon introduces an
urban character into the rural scene. Towns and
villages, of course, are necessarily made up of
ribbons of building along streets, but they are
bunched and knotted together, their loose ends



Wallingford, in Berkshire

Diagram by W. Harding Thompson [/^.]
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not straying too far afield. But untie these bows
and unroll the ribbon and you interpenetrate the

country with an urban feature, while at the same
time its real urbanity has exhaled. Similarly it

is out of character with the river to attempt to

preserve a strip of even width (a green instead of

a red ribbon) as a sort of town boulevard, regu-

larly planted with trees—this is quite foreign to the

genius of the place.

VI. Double Approach to the Problem.

The Thames Valley has not, in spite of its popu-

laritv, suffered as much as some places, but it is

clear that change is threatened and it must there-

fore be moulded into growth upon lines which

will continue the good traditions of the past.

At the same time, there are long reaches that one

could wish to remain precisely as they are. Might
we put it that there must be room for Morris of

Oxford and Morris of Kelmscott ? There must

be regional planning and stabilisation of tenure.

VH. Features of a Regional Plan.

Among the numerous elements of a regional plan,

those points which more specially concern the

Thames may be thrust home, (i) Roads are always

the first to engage attention and sometimes to

engross it as well. Generally speaking, the aim

should be to free the riverside of all through

traffic, either going along it or across it : to keep

these parallel and cross roads for river traffic only

and to be extremely conservative about widenings.

From Reading to Wallingford as little as possible

should be done. Nothing again can be more

short sighted than to widen the approaches to

bridge-heads, discharging a heavier volume into

the bottle neck of a town street already over-

loaded. Wallingford, Sonning, Henley, Marlow
must not only lose their bridges, but their main

streets as well if more traffic is encouraged to

flow along them. The widening of Abingdon

Bridge, so well carried out without destruction of

its beauty, is a local improvement—it does not

entail evisceration.

Do not let us also try to be too symmetrical :

if there is a road on one side, don't assume there

must be one to match it on the other : from Caver-

sham to Goring is a precious stretch, only open to

the foot-passenger, (ii) Low-lying lands—the

river meadows—should be retained so far as

possible as they are : riverside building, even

summer bungalows, should not be allowed on these

flood lands.* Here, again, the aesthetic and
practical march hand in hand. If all new building

were restricted to the rising ground above the

floodland, the varying width of the floor of the

valley would almost of itself group them into

natural conformity. The advantage to the

purity of the water which Oxford, Reading and
London drinks need not be laboured. The regular

washing out of the riverine cesspools by floods is

not a pleasant thought to have in mind,
(iii) The third point, already alluded to concerns

the grouping of buildings. It would be extremely

attractive scenically and hygienically if certain

places, either enlargement of existing settlements

or new areas, could be definitely planned for groups
of houses. This is going beyond control of what
springs up spontaneously—it is rather develop-

ment planning—encouragement to certain spots

to grow, and is closely bound up with the

problem of pooling of values, too intricate to

discuss here. The placing of industries is in this

same category, but I would venture to assert that

the general industrialisation of the Thames would
be bad economics. This does not mean that Mr.
Morris at Cowley should close down. Fortu-

nately these works are very" well placed in relation

to the river, and the Oxford town planning scheme
is keeping a tight hand upon industrial straggling.

Any industry that shows its face on the riverside

must see that its expression is agreeable : it is

remarkable that the boat building and repair

places which exist upon the Thames’ attractions

are as ugly as those people usually are who traffic

in human beauty.

VHI. Elevational Control.

Elevational control, both of design and material,

is needed in the Thames Valley as much as, or more
than, anywhere. The question of whether the
requirements will prevent the erection of the abso-
lutely cheapest and shoddiest building need not
trouble us here. If such things should be erected
anywhere the Thames Valley is certain in the
national interest not that place. If these building
pariahs are ruled out, the question of cost does not
arise—except that usually amendment will mean a

reduction. For example, a penance imposed for the
absolution of the Seven Deadly Sins would have

* The proper summer habitation in such conditions is a tent.
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meant the casting off of much tawdi*}^ bedizenment.
But I hope that architectural control will be
exercised with restraint—it should be used more
for the prevention of outrage, than for the pro-

motion of any one type of design. I believe that

much aesthetic wrong doing is the result of igno-

rance, often even in high places
;
and the tactful

persuasive work carried out by our joint Panels

stability of large areas. Under the Town Planning
Act this is possible by means of the Private Open
Space in a scheme. The owner who does not wish
to offer his land for sale for building is, under this
method, not forced to pay death duties on a
building value which he has no intention of
realising. It suits admirably those estates which
have an obvious building value. But it would be

Prospect from Sinodun Hill, looking norths with Oxford to the left and Dorchester to the right

Day'^s Lock is behind the trees in the foreground and “ Dykes Hills ” (ancient earthzcorks) lie Between Dorchester and the river.

Sketch by Professor S. D. Adshead [F.]

is better than the invocation of Ministerial powers.
These are necessary as a bogey or djin to be held
in reserve, but rarely to be called up. The Con-
sultative Panel system, which is working so well

in further Oxfordshire, should be applied to the

whole of the Thames Valley.

IX. Means of Securing Stability.

Simultaneously with obtaining and exercising

power of control of growth, it is necessary to seek

means, perhaps new means, of securing the

advisable to extend the principle further, and with
more general application to exempt specially

beautiful areas (and this covers all river-fronting

properties) from death duties, as pictures and
works of art are exempted. Would not probably
most of the 70,000 beeches recently sold to pay
death duties, largely on their own value, have
been spared if this had been in force ? From the

Thames the public enjoys, through its eyes and
from field paths, a large proportion of this beauty

;

it is not cut off by a 12-foot park wall. What it
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chiefly wants is to remove the danger of forced sales

and the consequent handing over of estates to the

land butcher. Except round Oxford, where the

Preservation Trust is effectively active, and near

Reading, it is not necessary to buy large tracts for

public use. The river itself is the public’s means
of access, and what it wants is the present usage

and upkeep to remain on as permanent a basis

as possible. We are continually imposing restric-

tions upon the use of land by its owners in the

interests of the community
;
this stabilisation is a

relief in another direction, and it is equally in the

interests of the community.

X. Thames Valley Branch

—

Custodian for Nation.

The Thames Valley Branch of the Council

for the Preservation of Rural England has been
formed for the special purpose of harmonising

these two aspects of stabilisation and development

;

having representatives of the Local Authorities,

Thames Conservancy, the Preservation Trusts

and Societies (Oxford, Windsor and Wallingford

to Mapledurham), the Rural Community Councils,

Archaeological and Architectural Societies and
he landowners

;
it is thus in a strong position to

get things done. In fact, it is the custodian of the

Thames on behalf of the Nation.

XL Dangers Iaimediately Ahead.

And there are problems and even dangers

immediately ahead. The hints of universal drain-

age schemes of tributaries, and even main river,

are in the air. There is a dangerous plausibility

about the idea of extending the Wey Valley scheme

up the river. To drain waterlogged land sounds

an attractive policy, but tampering with nature is

alwavs dangerous—to eliminate the flood lands,

the safetv valves of the river, and to rush the

water down upon London would be disastrous.

It would probably mean embarking upon a scheme

of embankments and levees for the main channel,

as is done on the Mississippi
;
gone will be all the

beauty of the river. The water meadows,

excellent for hay crops and grazing, will be con-

verted into indifferent building land, whereas

there are thousands of acres available of higher

and better ground
;
and, lastly, the springs, fed

from the percolation through the chalk, will dry

up, not having the flood months to feed them.

Electric standards have been planned to pass

along the whole course of the upper Thames
;

tactful persuasion, perhaps, can push them farther

afield. It is idle to point to the Campagna, whose
landscape is ennobled by the viaducts

;
the

Campagna is a dull and dreary desert, fit

background for an engineering parade. The
upper Thames will lose entirely and finally its

particular type of beauty if these standards march
along its course.

The springing-up of shacks on the model of

the railway wagons at Bablock Hythe, the threat of

new 80-feet high gasholders to punctuate the

landscape, the prospect of the felling of noble
beech woods—all these must be dealt with, in no
petulant mood, but firmly to prevent wanton
outrage and to control necessary change.

'i

XI I . Two Final Points.

The Report and Survey in the preparation of
which I had the honour to be associated with
Lord Mayo, Professor Adshead and Mr, Harding
Thompson is but the first step. It surveys the
ground and suggests some general lines of action.

The serious work is for the future.

Perhaps two final points might be made. The
first—a general one—that the Thames Valley proves
the necessity for the study of landscape design, if

we are to have rural planning powers. The general
public, no less than professional designers, must
learn to look beyond the hedge of the garden,
the paling of the park or the last group of the
garden suburb

; the whole countryside is subject
to aesthetic laws of sophistication.

The second—a particular one to the Thames

—

that the Valley is not so safe as it seems.
There is a large number of well-disposed people,

landowners and others, who are looking after its

interests. But, unfortunately, they cannot live

for ever. The future is largely dependent upon
the hazard of human life. Steps must be taken
to put things upon a more permanent basis.

{All the illustrations used in Professor Abercrombie's Paper have been taken from the Report

of the Thames Valley Branch of the Councilfor the Preservation of Rural England.)
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Discussion on Professor Abercrombie’s Paper

(THE PRESIDENT, SIR BANISTER FLETCHER, F.S.A., IN THE CHAIR.)

The Rt. Hon. LORD DESBOROUGH, K.G.,

G.C.V.O., in proposing a vote of thanks to Professor

Abercrombie for his paper, said : I rise for the purpose

of proposing to our talented lecturer a most hearty vote

of thanks for his lecture. We have been taken down the

Thames,which, as Chairman of theThames Conservancy
for many years I ought to know something about, with

the speed of a motor launch, and I certainly enjoyed

everything he said. Professor Abercrombie is en-

gaged in a great work, trying to preserve something

of what remains to be preserved of one of the most

beautiful rivers, or what used to be one of the most

beautiful rivers of Europe. The part from Cricklade

to Lechlade and to Staines may yet be preserved by

the united efforts not only of those who are principally

interested in the land, but by public opinion, which

will not allow, I hope, in the future, further desecration

of our beautiful river. There was a good deal in what

Professor Abercrombie said with which I agreed, but I

do not know that I agreed on any one point more than

on this : that, in the future, buildings should not be

allowed to be placed for human habitation in areas

which are known to have been flooded, and, in all

human probability, will be flooded in years to come.

If that provision were carried out, we at all events

would be able to preserve the margins of our river.

Professor Abercrombie alluded in a few words, about

three-fourths through his lecture, to what might pos-

sibly happen supposing a large scheme of preventing

Thames floods were carried out. Well, the flood of

this year was a very large one. As you probably know,

the Thames is measured every 24 hours—from mid-

night to midnight—and we know how many gallons

go over Teddington Weir at every hour, and have done

for the last 41 years. To take away the flood of last

year would have required two Thameses. The flow

then was 10,500,000,000, at its height, and what the

Thames will do now normally is 4,500,000,000 without

flooding. Twice this figure is 9,000,000,000, so that

two Thameses would not have stopped this flood.

To increase the volume of the Thames enough to

double its capacity would alter the Thames, and it

may then be a good river, to carry off the water, but it

would not be our old Thames, and the two views are

somewhat conflicting. Those who have built houses

which are liable to be flooded, where they never ought

to have been built, that is, on ozier beds which have

been flooded every year that I know of, are now to

have their houses and lands absolutely preserved from

all danger of flood. It can be done, but at enormous

expense
; and the lovely bridges and banks which we

have had projected on to the screen, from Cricklade

to Staines, will not exist. Those who have to deal with

this question will certainly have to face that possibility.

We all know what an amount of time Professor

Abercrombie has devoted, with those who have helped
him in surveying the Thames from Cricklade to Staines

;

and I take this public opportunity of thanking him,
not merely for the lecture which he has given to us,

but also with his fellow workers for the splendid efforts

they have put forward in bringing out this survey.

The Rt. Hon. THE EARL OF MAYO, J.P., in

seconding the vote of thanks, said : I am impressed,

as I well may be, but the more so since I heard
Professor Abercrombie’s lecture, with the fact that an
arduous task lies before those of us who have now
undertaken the responsibility of carrying out the work
of the preservation of the Thames Valley. Let me
assure Professor Abercrombie that the Thames Valley

will be grateful to him for having read this paper. It

will help our cause, and I hope it will have abundant
publicity.

We have great hopes. We hope that in due time

—and I trust it may be within a not very long period

—

the Thames Valley, with all its charming towns and
villages, will become a model of what that unique
valley ought to be. We hope there will soon arise

throughout the wide watershed a large preponderance
of public opinion determined to rid the Valley of every

hideous advertisement, determined to rid it of every

disfigurement, determined to preserve its present

beauties, to add to those beauties, and to continue until

we are able to say, as I know every one in this room
desires, that the Thames Valley is a perfect example
of pure and unspoiled English scenery.

I would like just to say this : that there hangs over us,

as has been indicated by Lord Desborough, a nightmare

in the shape of the threat to drain the whole of the

Thames Valley and its tributaries. We have seen what
has happened in the Wey Valley, where an extravagant

and—as I think—unnecessary scheme of drainage has

been authorised. The River Wey is to have all its

bends cut through, and is to become nothing more nor
less than a canal. If that is going to be continued, if

other tributaries of the Thames, and indeed if the

Thames itself, is going to be treated in this manner, all

its beautiful bends, all its picturesque islands, all its

peaceful backwaters, all its beautiful bridges will be
swept away. And what will you have left ? Nothing
but a straight, huge and hideous canal. It is quite

unthinkable that such a thing should happen. Yet it is

threatened ; and there is only one thing which can pre-
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vent it, and that is, as Lord Desborough has said, public

opinion. We have just seen what public opinion can do.

Public opinion has, rapidly and decisively destroyed
the scheme for making huge sewage works in the

historical and beautiful Syon Park
;
and we hope that

public opinion in the Thames Valley will be so strong

that it will frustrate these horrible schemes which will

destroy it and make it not only totally different to

what it always has been, but something which I hope
we are all determined it never shall be. There is one
thing, Sir, that I know we can rely upon, and that is

the cordial support of every member of this great

Institute. I know they will help us in our endeavour
to secure good designs for new buildings, to secure

good taste in restoring old ones
;
and I am sure they

will exercise all their powers of persuasion in the

encouragement of harmony and beauty.

In conclusion, Sir, I would just like to say this : that

he is a fortunate man who has Professor Abercrombie
for a colleague. To work with a man of such un-
bounded enthusiasm and energy is indeed delightful.

I look back to the days which we spent together on the

Thames Valley survey as days of great enjoyment.
How, indeed, could they have been otherwise ? For
there is no one who could be a kinder, more cheery, or

more delightful a companion than my friend Patrick

Abercrombie. It is with the greatest possible pleasure

that I second this vote of thanks.

Professor S. D. ADSHEAD [F.] : It was my privi-

lege to be associated with Lord Mayo and Professor

Abercrombie in the survey which has recently been
made of the Thames Valley. Professor Abercrombie
has, in his picturesque language and fluent oration,

given you an excellent panoramic view of the Thames
Valley : a very illuminating exposition. The solution

of the Thames Valley problem is really part of a

problem which confronts us to-day in regard to the

whole of England. The difficulty with which we are

now confronted has come upon us with appalling

rapidity, and is closely connected with transport.

Whereas twenty years ago the Thames Valley might

have been regarded as a paradise safe from encroach-

ment and desecration, to-day, it is either open, or

is threatened to be opened, to a crowd of irresponsible

people who are attracted by the less responsible

speculative builder. There are two dangers : the

one is the provision of new means of access, and the

other the provision of resting places for the crowds
when they get there. It is futile to attempt to

prevent the construction of the bungalow in its various

aspects without at the same time considering the bigger

problem of the approach. Curiously, at the present

moment, the thing which struck me more than any-

thing in making the survey with Professor Aber-

crombie, was that the Thames Valley is extraordinarily

secluded and unspoilt, and we are privileged to-day

in having the opportunity of preserving it, preserving

that sophisticated park-like character which is unique.

I think the first danger we must attempt to avert is

the introduction of “ improved lines of access.'’ We
must watch every adventure of the railway company,
of the road engineer to make more accessible roads,

and of the charabanc proprietor, all engaged in pro-

viding better means of access for the general public.

As a matter of fact the public can get there and enjoy
it in the right sort of spirit, and, as it is to-day, without
spoiling it, if they care to do so

;
but if w'e are going

to have promenades down each side of the river, and
charabancs in continuous progression, we shall lose all

the seclusion w hich is the most valuable of the Thames-
side amenities and interests. This preservation of the
beauty of the countryside could nowhere be more
emphasised than it is in the Thames Valley

;
I cannot

think of any strip of English scenery w^hich is more
deserving of care and preservation than the Thames
Valley. Professor Abercrombie has shown that it has
a character peculiarly its own, in that it has arrived
at a sophisticated period when, if it is carried further,

it will become too artificial, and wEere it must be
approached wfith the very greatest caution as to any
kind of “ improvement ” or alteration. It has a

curious association of characters : there are villages,

like Sonning, neat and tidy places, which have not
got that sophisticated character of the park-like scenery
wEich characterises places like Newnham, wEere we
have the delights of Claude Turner, Gaspard Poussin
and other eighteenth-century painters of English land-
scape scenery in a classic manner

;
there is nothing

else quite like this either in England, or, I think, any-
where in the w^orld.

Colonel R. W. FFENNELL : This, of course, is a

question not merely for the inhabitants of the Thames
Valley

; it is a great national question
;

it is one
which must interest many people who live far from
the shores of our own islands, this safeguarding of
the beauty of the River Thames. It has been a
great privilege for all of us, I am sure, tojhave heard
the speakers of to-night. I w^ould add only one
suggestion, if I may

;
it is that, apart from certain

restrictions which should be imposed, such as the one
urged by Lord Desborough, that buildings shall not be
allow'ed in areas liable to flood, it would be well if it

w^ere laid down, and laid dowm soon, that no buildings
in any part of the country should be erected without
the assistance of an architect.

Mr. EDWARD WARREN [F.] : I have shown suf-
ficiently, I think, my love for the Thames Valley by
going to live in it, and by building a house there. But
I have listened to Professor x\bercrombie with the
greatest possible pleasure, and especially to his descrip-
tion of towns and villages w hich I know and love. I

think it a dreadful sign of the times if we have to feel
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that the Thames can no longer be protected. I have seen

it protecting itself recently after the heavy rains, when
acres upon acres of the meadows around Oxford were

flooded, showing that, in its present condition, which I

hope may long'^be maintained, it is impracticable to

build anywhere close to its banks, at any rate any-

where between Oxford and Reading, except in one or

two districts where those banks happen to be high.

But at any rate the Thames has that element of self-

protection which will preserve a great part of its area,

unless some most drastic steps, which I hope we shall

not see, are taken to rob the Valley of its beauties. On
the banks farther down than Reading there is a par-

ticularly pleasing type of old house which has arisen

from natural circumstances, from the absence of rock

and the presence of clay, delightful old brick-and-

timber and plastered houses.

I know all the charming towns which Professor Aber-

crombie has so happily shown and described, and I

think there is a singular poetry w^hich haunts the

Thames Valley, and I am certain from the way in which

he spoke that Professor Abercrombie thoroughly appre-

ciates this. What w^e have to do now is, not only to

protect the immediate banks of the Thames, but the

ground a little way inland from it, where it is possible,

and, unfortunately, eminently practicable, to build

row^s of houses. Those of you who know Dry Sand-

ford, close to Oxford, will know that it used to be

beautiful, but, if you pass close to it now, you find a

terrible congeries of raw red houses. Of course, they

will look better in the course of time, but at present

they are very disagreeable
;
and one cannot help feeling

that instead of the ordinances which seem to render

necessary a toeing of the line in an absolute manner, it

would be better to allow houses to be built, on certain

areas of land, and rule that they shall not be in line. The

promoters could arrange that a certain number of

houses should be stepped back, and others set forward,

and so prevent the terrible sameness which you get

in places like Didcot, where row^s of thoughtless houses

have recently been put up. That is one of the elements

which is destroying, not the immediate Thames, be-

cause usually the ground close to the banks is not suit-

able to build on, but the land within, say, a quarter of

a mile of it. We see these ugly rows of houses spoiling

the character of the country, especially that part of it

which is seen from the low hills which are one of the

charms of the upper parts of the \ alley.

Dr. RAYMOND UNWIN [F.] : It is not easy, as

Professor Adshead said, to speak of the Thames

Valley without a good deal of feeling. It is well over

fifty years since I first rowed up Thames from Oxford

to Lechlade
;
I have been many times since

;
and I w as

glad to find, a few' years ago, that only one noticeable

new^ house had been erected in that stretch. That was

a great relief. We owe Professor Abercrombie special

gratitude for the work he has done during the last few*

years in calling attention to the importance of pre-

serving rural England. Many of us have been engaged
in trying to preserve the outskirts of our towns, and
other matters

;
but Professor Abercrombie has made

this piece of work his own
;
he has brought to it a

genius and a common sense combined which are very

powerful and very persuasive. And I feel sure that

what he is doing will be really eflFective.

It seems to me w'e have to concentrate on a practical

point here. It is not an easy point, but it is one which
we have to be able to deal with. We must find some
w ay by which, with fairness to all parties, including the

public and owmers of property, we can say : Building

may take place here ;
it shall not take place there. And

one of the places where, mainly, it should not take

place is along the banks of the Thames within sight of

the river. That will be subject to exceptions. There
will be points at which Professor Abercrombie would

doubtless say that w'ell-designed building groups could

be erected, not only without harm, but possibly with

advantage. In the main, it seems to me that that Valley

is one of the strips of land that has a tradition, that has

a peculiarly English type of beauty
;
and the more we

can preserve it from the inroads of modern build-

ing and modern development, the safer it is. I very

heartily wish that we may all do what we can to streng-

then the hands of Professor Abercrombie, Lord Mayo,
Mr. Harding Thompson and Professor Adshead, who
have done so much to save this priceless piece of

English scenery for the enjoyment of those who may
come after us.

Mr. HARDING THOMPSON [F.] : I should like

to draw the attention of the people in this room to the

acknowledgment which we made in our report to the

kindness of the Thames Conservancy, and Lord

Desborough in particular, for giving us the use of

his launch in our survey work. One of the things

which strikes one most in travelling about the

Thames Valley is that very carefully and con-

sciously the old villages, or nearly all of them, were

placed on high ground, the other land liable to floods

having been left severely alone.

x\nother thing is that the old farm houses and

villages are nearly all connected by an excellent net-

w'ork of footpaths. It is almost incredible the total

mileage of public footpaths in this country which are

very little used. In these days when the main high-

ways are becoming almost impossible for pedestrians

and horsemen, and for farmers and others who have

to drive cattle, it would be extraordinarily useful if we
could preserve these secondary means of communica-

tion across the open country. They add much to the

amenities.

Professor Abercrombie mentioned railway carriages
;

he showed railway carriages being used on the banks
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of the Thames. I have noticed in other parts of the

country, when on survey work, particularly in Corn-

wall, that it is becoming the fashion to dump railway

carriages along at different points of main highways

and use them as village halls. In villages in Cornwall

there are several decrepit railway carriages close to the

carriage way, and in that way disfiguring the village.

At many railway stations there are advertisements for

railway carriages for sale—I have one particular rail-

way company in mind.
I should like to say how very much I have appre-

ciated the opportunity of working with Professor

Abercrombie, Lord Mayo and Professor Adshead on
this survey, and how very instructive it has been.

I hope the real work, which is now beginning, to

preserve the Thames Valley, will find plenty of sup-

porters, both in this room and outside it.

Mr. ARTHUR CROW [F.] : I want to mention

only one point, which occurred to me as I heard the

lecture. It is this : I never knew before that the

Thames Valley stopped at Staines. I am still learning

and willing to absorb new ideas, but I did not know that.

We have to remember that the Thames Valley extends

right away to the open sea, as you can realise when
you study the map. The land on either side is

elevated, and that is the reason for the course of the

rivxr. I can well understand that Professor Aber-
crombie did not want to come too far along the

Thames, otherwise he might have got into difficulties

at a little place they call London. But, by-passing

that little village, with all its eccentricities, I would
take you to Woolwich and Barking, and ask you
to follow me down the river to its mouth. Some
years back the Garden Cities Association appointed

a small Committee (The Thames-side Housing and
Development Committee), of which I was Chairman,

and we studied that part of the river all the way
down

;
and we found that not only were there

beautiful stretches of marshes, the haunt of wildfowl,

being fast obliterated by factories, but there were one

or two beautiful vantage points, one of wffiich in par-

ticular I will mention. That is a spot at East Tilbury,

just beyond Tilbury Docks, a little elevation or hillside

at a broad bend in the river. When you climb that on a

summer afternoon, when the tide is high, you see the

great ships going down the River, ships which repre-

sent the trade of London reaching out to all parts of

the Empire and of the world. I think we could take

steps to secure one or two of those beautiful spots for

the use of the inhabitants of those fast-growing areas

such as Dagenham, Purfleet, and Tilbury itself. I

would appeal to Professor Adshead, who is in charge

of the South Essex Regional Plan, to make a special

note in his Report of this beautiful viewpoint, that it

may be preserved to the East End of Greater London
for all time.

Mr. BASIL HOLMES : I am a Member of the

Middlesex County Council, and of the Thames Con-
servancy. The last speaker said we stopped short at

Staines. But I would say that the Middlesex County
Council and the Surrey County Council have appointed

a joint committee, of which I have the honour to be

the Chairman, and it is engaged in a survey of the

river from Staines to Putney, which is a far more
difficult job than the Cricklade to Staines section. The
beauties of the river in this lower section have been
already very much interfered with by bungalow build-

ing, waterworks, and other things. I am happy to

say that the survey is almost finished, and I shall soon
be calling the committee together, when I hope we
shall make some useful suggestions and recommenda-
tions. But our difficulties have been greatly added to

by the Wey Valley Drainage Scheme, which necessi-

tates consequential enlargement works in the Thames,
at an expenditure of 3(^300,000 betw^een Shepperton
and Teddington Locks. You can't spend 3(^300,000
in II miles of river without leaving some marks, and
our survey has that matter to contend with. But we
shall see, as far as possible, that the existing amenities
of the river shall be interfered with as little as possible.

As I have said, I am also a member of the Thames
Conservancy, and Lord Desborough and I, perhaps
more than other members of the Board, are particularly

concerned wdth the preservation of the amenities of

this unique river, and w’e do all we can to preserve
them.

I am especially interested in the question of access

to the river. As Professor Adshead said, we do not
want promenades or roads

;
but it is very necessary

we should do what we can to keep up the towpath.
There is no more delightful continuous pathway in the
kingdom than this 136 miles of towpath along the
river. But its condition in places is unsatisfactory,

and it is nobody's business to keep it going. If the
river causes erosion and the towpath disappears, there
is no means of reinstating it, except by negotiations
with the owners for adjoining land, where the erosion
takes place, and reinstatement may be a costly
business. It will be well for us to see what can be
done to secure the permanent safety of the pathway.
Otherwise the public access to the river will be very
circumscribed, confined only to isolated spots, and
to people who care about boating, and are able to
incur the expense. The towpath walk affords delight-
ful opportunities for seeing unfolded before one’s eyes
the beauties of the various reaches of the river. Only
in one or two towns like Reading do we need a “ prom-
enade." We merely need for the greater part of the
distance the preservation of the towpath bank, should
it give way, as the actual pathway thereon, alongside
meadows, keeps itself.

Major H. C. CORLETTE [F.] : I wrote to Professor
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Abercrombie recently suggesting he might do what
he could to extend the view of rural questions, so that

they might be applicable not only to England, but also

outside it. He has used one word in his address this

evening, and that was “ Runnymede.” I understand
that Runnymede has recently been presented to the

nation
; and it is sufficient to suggest that Runnymede

as part of the Thames Valley means that it is not only

an English question but is a matter which would
appeal very much to people outside this country. I

refer to the Dominions as a whole. If they realise that

an endeavour is being made to preserve this Thames
Valley, which to me is the epitome of England, we shall

have done well.

The PRESIDENT ; We have listened to-night to a

very delightful paper by Professor Abercrombie, who,
I am sure, has given us a good deal to think about,

and we are also indebted to those who have added to

our knowledge of the subject in the discussion.

One thing which seems to me to be very satisfac-

tory in connection with the Thames is that it has its

own protection in its own hands. That is to say, the

flood areas seem to afford a reasonable means of pro-

tecting the Valley of the Thames from the building of

unsightly bungalows. I should have thought that in

any town-planning scheme the flood area could have

been ruled out, in considering land for building upon.

We have a Greater London Regional Town-planning
Committee, and Dr. Raymond Unwin is our technical

expert, so I should think something could be done in

regard to that matter, although I do not recollect

how much of the Thames Valley comes into the

Regional Planning scheme. I think it ends somewffiere

near Windsor.
The vote of thanks has been proposed by Lord Des-

borough, and we are very glad that he has been good
enough to come here to-night. For many years Lord

Desborough has been Chairman of the Thames Con-
servancy, and he has done much to preserve the ame-
nities of the Thames by means of some of the charm-
ing little bridges wffiich he has had erected across the
upper parts of the river. As long as the Thames
Valley is under his charge, I think we may feel fairly

safe that as far as his power goes the amenities will be
protected. We are also very pleased to welcome here
the seconder of the vote of thanks, the Earl of Mayo,
who has been largely associated with Professor Aber-
crombie in this matter. I therefore have the greatest

pleasure in putting this vote to you.

Carried by acclamation.

Professor ABERCROMBIE, in reply : It has been
a great pleasure to carry out this work with my col-

leagues whose names have been mentioned. And we
have the great satisfaction that the Thames branch is in

such safe hands. Lord Mayo has kindly consented
to act as Chairman, in succession to Lord Astor. Lord
Mayo is a man who knows the Valley from thread to

needle. Like ourselves, he is a technical man ;
Lord

Mayo is an engineer. And fortunately we have with us

to-night the Secretary, who has so kindly undertaken

this onerous task, General Sir Francis Bingham.
Between those two, I feel that everything which is pos-

sible will be done to keep the beauties of the Thames
Valley and see that change is properly ordered.

So we have finished one section of the work, the

Survey, and it is now the real work begins, and it is in

good hands.

Note.—A Regional Planning scheme has been pre-

pared for the Buckinghamshire side of the river by Mr.
Davidge, who is also engaged upon a regional scheme
for Berkshire. An Oxfordshire Regional scheme is

being prepared by.Lord Mayo and Professors Adshead
and Abercrombie.
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Fig. 16.—Temple near Bhytiab, Patan, Nepal

B
efore describing the typical example of a

Nepalese temple shown in Fig. i6, it seems
necessary to say something about this little

known State, and for this purpose I cannot do better

than quote from Mr. Percy Brown's fascinating book,

Picturesque Nepal^ as this work contains an excellent

description of the arts and architecture of the State.

It seems that the original inhabitants of Nepal are the

Newars, while the present ruling race are the Gurkhas,

who conquered the country in 1768. For a sound
administration and an ideal military organisation, the

methods of the latter may be studied, but for the arts

and architecture, and all that is picturesque and his-

toric in Nepal, we are indebted to the Newars. The
latter are said to have come originally from Tibet and
its vicinity, and settled in Nepal in remote times.

They now form the bulk of the population of the

* The first part of this Paper was published in the Jolunal
of 22 February 1930.

ancient capitals of Patan and Bhatgaon. As carpenters,

wood-carvers, and metal-workers, they are particularly

skilful, and the picturesque appearance of old Nepal
is mainly due to the artistic temperament of the
Newars. The carved wood and embossed metal
work on the sacred buildings and palaces in all parts
of the valley, is one of the most striking features of
the State. As in other parts of India, this art is

almost entirely connected with the religion of the
people and to understand it, some reference to the cult
of those responsible for its production is necessary.

The prevailing religion of the Newars is Buddhism,
and has been so ever since 250 B.c. when the great
Asoka visited Nepal and made Buddhism the religion
of the State. Asoka is said to have commemorated his
visit to the country by the foundation of a city and the
erection of a stupa and other religious buildings in its

centre. The site selected for the new capital is now
occupied by the present city of Patan. What particular
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dynasty held sway at the time when this important
event took place is not clear, but at a date previous
to the Christian era a race of Rajputs overran the

country and founded a long line of kings which are

recorded as belonging to the Suryavanshi dynasty.

Buddhism still remained the chief religion of the

country, but the ruling race were Hindus, who
endeavoured to introduce into the temples the cult of

Siva. Thus, we have an early instance of the two
religions being brought into contact, a state in which
they exist at the present day. The Suryavanshi
dynasty came to an end in the sixth century A.D., at

which time the country was conquered by the famous
Vikramaditya of Ujjain. He favoured the Hindu
religion, but never persecuted the Buddhists. He
seems to have left few records of his occupation of

Nepal, but indirectly his association with the country
was significant, as it coincided with the commencement
of a new dynasty known as the Thakuri, and it began
with a new era called the Samvat, the system on which
historical dates in Northern India are founded. The
Thakuri dynasty continued in one form or another
until the deventh century. During this period, we
have an interesting picture of Nepal recorded by a

Chinese ambassador. The latter states that :
—

“ The
houses are of wood, painted and sculptured

;
the

people are fond of bathing, of dramatic representations

of astrology, and bloody sacrifices.” The king, named
Narendra Deva, is said to have shown a marked
devotion to Buddha. The pavilions of his palace are

covered with delicate workmanship. In the middle is

built a tower of seven storeys, the grandeur and wealth

of which is most remarkable.” He also mentions that
“ Buddhism and Brahmanism flourish in the principal

temples, which are wealthy and well supported.

Numerous monasteries shelter the Buddhist priests.

Commerce prospers and trade is well organised and
directed.” In other words, the Nepal of the early

Middle Ages bore in many respects a striking resem-
blance to the Nepal of the present day.

The high standard of the doctrine and discipline

that marked the character of early Buddhism has

become considerably modified in Nepal by the intro-

duction of many of the more popular features of

modern Hinduism, and thus the religion has lost much
of the chaste and simple character for which it was
originally noted. In this manner, we find in the

precincts of a Napalese temple or monastery, a medley
of Hindu and Buddhist symbols and images. A
temple in Nepal will often display an image of the

Buddha, calm, dignified, and reposeful, while in dose
proximity is placed a many-armed figure of Durga.

or Kali, symbolising all that is restless and terrible in

a faith which rules by fear. Interwoven with these

two creeds is a third form of worship. Peering from
Under the broad eaves of the temples in the form of

wood-carving, leering in gaudy colours from the red

walls of the temples, the Tantric element of Nepalese
Buddhism appears in many architectural forms. Who
and what are the devotees of this unhallowed cult is

never divulged, but that it has a firm hold on a large

community is proved by the frequency with which its

various aspects are pictorially expressed.

Concerning the wood-carving adorning these

temples, Mr. Brown states as follows :
—

“ Of what
may be termed the minor arts of Nepal, that of the
worker in wood is the most important, and in his

productions this craftsman has been even more prolific

than the metal-worker. But he has rarely if ever
aspired to statuary in this material, although his

caryatid roof struts are at times such wonderful figure

groups that they may almost be classed as fine art.

But regarded broadly the Newar wood-worker has
subordinated his handiwork and utilised it mainly
in conjunction with the architect, so that his concep-
tions come within the category of the applied arts.

In his carved tympanums, those large characteristic

panels applied over all Nepali doorways, the wood-
worker has been allowed considerable latitude, and
these features are often complete pictures, religious

subjects sculptured out of wood, and treated with a

freedom which adds not a little to their charm. The
motive of these ‘ over-doors,’ whether in wood or

metal, is ordinarily the same general idea—a story in

the centre depicting a mythological incident, or a

pictorial arrangement of various deities, while around
the whole in high relief is displayed a kind of tra-

ditional convention of Garuda, Makaras, Nagas, and
ornament, nearly always composed on the same
general lines. A picturesque detail and one on which
the Newar wood-carver delighted to show his skill

and versatility, is the afore-mentioned roof strut,

supporting the wide overhanging eaves of the

pagodas. The broad roofs of these buildings naturally

threw deep shadows, and the duty of breaking up
this dark mass with some light and graceful design was
left to the artistic devices of this craftsman. This indi-

vidual conceived the idea of converting these con-
structive elements into figures of deities provided with
many arms, and the problem was solved in a most
satisfactory manner. The light catches these fanciful

figures with outspread arms, and the heavy appearance
of this shadow is at once corrected, and an artistic

and picturesque effect attained. (Fig. 16.) But this

is only one of the many clever contrivances invented

by the Newar wood-w^orker to overcome constructive

difficulties of a like nature. That useful element in

sound building, the wooden lintel, is a special char-
acteristic of Nepalese architecture, and the decorative

treatment of this forms an important feature of the
style. A masonry composed of a good red brick
flashed with a kind of half glaze, and bound with
beams of timber, is the manner in which the builder
carried out his work in the days of the Newar kings,
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and over this sensible solid framework the metal and
wood-worker were allowed to bring their artistic

fancies into play, with a result in every sense satisfying.

This structural device of the lintel, as used in connec-

tion with the doors and windows, gives the buildings

of Nepal their distinctive character, and the particular

beam above and below the window, treated in the

Newar manner, is the keynote of the whole design.

Foliated and elaborated, moulded and corbelled, this

constructive element was the joy of the wood-carver,

who brought all his artistic energies to bear on its

embellishment. The consequence is that the window,
in Nepalese buildings, has rarely received more ornate

treatment in the history of art.*’

On plan and in design, the Nepalese temple is

similar to those found in the Himalayan districts

further west. The plan is ordinarily square, and the

ground floor is usually the only part of the structure

put to any practical use, the upper floors which may
be several in number, being usually “ blind storeys.”

The room on the ground floor is built on a stone or

masonry plinth and forms the shrine chamber. The
interior is plain and contains nothing but the object,

or objects, of worship and a few religious accessories.

But outside, the doors and windows are usually

lavishly decorated with carved wood and metal work.

The walls are built of brick, instead of rubble masonry,

and timber, and the roofs are covered with tiles in place

of slates or shingles as in the earlier temples of Kulu
and Chamba State.

Fig. 16 shows two typical Nepalese temples situated

in the Durbar square of the old capital of Patan.

The one in the centre is the temple of Bhyrab, that

on the left is dedicated to Krishna and has tw^o stone

elephants guarding the steps leading up to the entrance,

and in the background behind the Krishna temple,

is the stone spire of a modern Hindu shrine built in

the northern style of Indian architecture. Most of

the Nepalese temples are comparatively modern
structures, and none of them appears to be earlier than

the fifteenth century, so we do not know what the

first wooden temples were like, but it is reasonable

to suppose that these were similar in style to those of

Kulu and Chamba, and that the Newars being a far

more artistic race than the inhabitants of the w^estern

Himalayas, soon improved on the original design and

developed the style on their own lines. However,

the Nepalese temples still retain many architectural

features which clearly indicate their source of origin.

For instance, although the three temples shown in

Fig. 16 are all Hindu shrines, all of them possess certain

features which are purely Buddhist in origin. The
front of each roof of the Bhyrab temple is provided

whth a group of copper gilt finials. In shape these

finials are merely miniature votive stupas like those

shown in Fig. 7.* The group of finials surmounting

the uppermost roof is over-shadowed by a large copper-

gilt umbrella, also shaped like a mediaeval Buddhist

stupa. Metal umbrellas of this shape are common in

Nepal and may be seen overhanging the temple idols

and also above portrait statues of former rulers of the

State set up in the Durbar squares of Patan and
Bhatgaon. The finials adorning the principal gatew'ays

are also in the same Buddhist style. It will be noticed

that the summit of the Krishna temple is decorated

in a similar manner. Again, the tall spire of the

modern Hindu shrine at the back of the Krishna
temple represents the same ornament reproduced in

stone.

The doors and windows of the Bhyrab temple are

richly carved and the entrance is guarded by two
fearsome bronze leogryphs. Above the doorway is

a handsome wooden balcony the bottom of which
is decorated with a wooden fringe like those found in

Kulu. The eaves boards have the same perforated

cruciform design as that found carved on the wooden
windows of the Kulu temples (Figs, 8 and 9), but

instead of the wooden fringe, the underside of the

eaves is decorated with a row of brassbells with very

long tongues, the latter shaped like the leaves of the

Bodhi tree, as we noticed in the khuda^s umbrella
(Fig. 2). The custom of using bells in this manner
is a very ancient one and first appears on the rail

coping of the Bharhut stupa.

The heavy overhanging wooden roofs of the original

design have been retained, and they are still supported
by roof struts. But how different the latter are from
those found in the Kulu temples. They have now
become one of the most highly ornamental features

of the style.

The Krishna temple has only two roofs instead of

three, otherwise, on plan and in style it is similar to

the Bhyrab temple. The single-roofed wooden
pavilion or mandapa in front of the Krishna temple
is used in connection with the latter at festival times,

when the image of Krishna is taken in procession,

and other ceremonies are performed.
The town of Pashpatti illustrated in Fig. 17 is

a picturesque collection of temples and shrines of all

ages, situated on the banks of Baghmatti river, and
about three miles north-east of Katmandu, the capital

of Nepal. It is a famous place of pilgrimage and the
Benares of Nepal. So holy is the place that the one
great desire of the Nepali Hindu is to gasp out his

last breath on the steps of the “ ghat,” with his feet

lapped by the sacred stream. Most of the buildings
are grouped on the western bank of the river, which
is crossed by two picturesque bridges. They consist

mainly of courts and squares arranged at different

* Fier. 7 of First Paper, on “The Dev^elopment of the
Stupa,” publishedinthe R.I.B.A. JouRNALof 22 December 1928.
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levels, and connected by numerous flights of stone

steps. Picturesque pyramidal roofs cover the temples,

the most important one rising above the others into a

brilliant effect of carved wood-work and gold against

the blue sky and distant snows. The temple courts

are filled with a variety of images and shrines of

different periods, while in front of the chief temple is a

huge copper gilt image of the sacred bull Nandi, the

vehicle of Siva. The wooden temples are in the same
style as those at Patan and need no description here,

but the row of masonry shrines shown in the fore-

they are clearly indicated, and the uppermost roof is

designed to represent a bell-shaped umbrella orna-

ment crowned with a copper gilt finial. The finials are

missing, but their style may be seen from those adorn-

ing the little shrines on the opposite bank. This style

of temple usually built of stone, is not peculiar to

Nepal, but is common in most parts of India where
Buddhism or Jainism once flourished. It must be

remembered that the style of the monuments erected

by the followers of these two creeds in early times

was the same in both cases, the only difference being

Fig. 17.—General view of Pashpatti, Nepal

ground of Fig. 17, are both interesting and instructive,

as we have here a conventionalised model of a wooden

pagoda-roofed shrine executed In brick and plaster.

If we compare this type of brick temple with Hidimba s

wooden shrine (Fig. 6), it becomes quite obvious how

the style originated. In fact some of the wooden

pagodas shown on the opposite bank of the river

(Fig. 17) are quite good enough for this purpose.

Owing to the nature of brick and plaster, it was

impossible to reproduce the heavy overhanging wooden

roofs faithfully in this material, but nevertheless.

in the nature of the image enshrined within the temple.

The Jains paid just as much attention to the chhattrdvali

or umbrella ornament as the Buddhists and repro-

duced it in some form or other in every temple they

built, and always placed a double or triple-canopied

umbrella over the heads of the images of their

numerous saints.

Prior to the sixth century A.D., Japan was a compara-

tively uncivilised country and the religion of the people

was a primitive cult of the dead, of which the modern
Shinto is a somewhat artificial revival. But, in^the
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seventh century, at the instigation of Prince Shotoku,

Buddhist priests, builders and scholars arrived from
Korea. Nara became the capital, and in a few years

the Koreans founded the famous monastery of Horiuji,

an historical event which marks the birth of Japan as

a civilised power.

The Horiuji monastery is a very large one, and forms

a good example of a mediaeval Buddhist monastery,

because the style of the original work seems to have

been carefully retained in all subsequent rebuilding,

and although, all the subordinate structures are only

a few centuries old, they are, in all probability, per-

fectly reliable models of early Korean work. The
earliest and most important buildings in the group are

shown in Fig. 18, and consist of a fine double-storeyed

gatewa}^ an oblong temple or kondo, and a four-storeyed

pagoda. These buildings are of wood, and built in

the Korean style. The gateway stands just as it was
first built, but the verandahs running round the

ground floors of the kondo and the pagoda date only

from the seventeenth century, and are to be regretted

as they spoil the original graceful proportions of these

two buildings. However, in spite of these additions,

the wonderful grace and refinement of the work compel
the most profound admiration. These three buildings

form but a small part of the enormous monastery of

Horiuji, but they are the only ones that unquestionably

date from the seventh century. As> in the Himalayan
examples, the Japanese wooden pagodas are built on
a raised masonry plinth from 4 to 6 feet above the

ground and provided with a flight of stone steps in

front, or on each of the four sides of the terrace. As
usual, the room on the ground floor is the only portion

of the structure put to any practical use, the upper

galleries being merely blind storeys,” and purely

ornamental. Running through the centre of the Hor-
iuji pagoda, from floor to finial, is a mighty wooden
staff or beam, 100 feet in height, 3 feet in thickness at

its base, and tapering to 9 inches at the top. The
five superimposed projecting wooden roofs are con-

structed round this staff in the same manner as the

canopies of a chhattrdvali are grouped round the

yashti^ or umbrella staff. The base of the staff rests

on the stone floor of the shrine chamber, and is

provided with a tenon which fits into a socket hole

cut in the stone floor so as to keep it in position. The
top of the pole forms the lofty finial of the structure,

and is ornamented with nine superimposed plain metal

rings or chattas, and crowned by a conventionalised

umbrella ornament of the same material. Each copper

gilt ring is decorated with four bells, one on each side

and they diminish in size as they approach the top.

The umbrella finial is a larger and more elaborate

affair than the nine simple chattas below it, because

this crowning member represents the highest Heaven,

the abode of Adi Buddha, just as we noticed in

the chhattrdvali adorning the Shambu-Nath stupa in

Nepal (Fig. 7).*

Like the Himalayan temples, the ridge beams sup-

porting the projecting roofs, are decorated with bells,

and the roofs are covered with tiles. In some of the

more important temples and buildings in Japan, the

tile work has been replaced by wooden tiles and ter-

Fig. 19.—Yakushiji Pagoda, Japan

minals covered with thick copper plates, a custom
found also in Malabar and Ceylon.

Near the ancient city of Nara stands the picturesque
temple of Yakushiji, erected in 680 A.D. (Fig. 19).

Here we have a development of the Horiuji pagoda,
and in all probability, a work which represents one
of the first Buddhist temples built by a Japanese archi-

tect. Its loftiness and daring originality is in marked
contrast to the sombre serenity of the Korean model.
Here too, for the first time, we find the roof struts and
double brackets which subsequently became such

* Fig. 7 of First Paper on “ The Development of the Stupa.”
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characteristic features of Japanese architecture. The
umbrella finial of the Yakushiji temple is an exact

copy of the one crowning the Horiuji pagoda. In his

.account of India in the seventh century, Hiuen Tsiang
expressly states that many of the famous Buddhist
monuments which he visited were very lofty buildings,

and all of them appear to have been surmounted by
a chhattrdvali ornament of some kind. Some of the

buildings he describes as being several storeys in

height, and crowned with copper-gilt chattas (umbrel-

las).’’ In this case, it is obvious that he is not referring

to a stupa, but to a monastery or a temple built in the

pagoda style, and presumably, decorated with an
umbrella finial. That finials of this type were common
enough in India at the time of his visit is proved by
the number of existing stone models portraying them.
A good example of this is shown in Fig. 17,* a stone

memorial stupa from Sarnath, near Benares. Plenty

of similar examples also exist at Bodh-Gaya, and around
the Shambu-Nath stupa in Nepal (Fig. y).-!- It will

be noticed that the conventionalised stone spire sur-

mounting the tee of the Sarnath stupa is about as

true a copy of the Korean chhattrdvali as is possible

in stone. The nine super-imposed metal rings

decorated with bells on each of the four sides, and
the dome-shaped umbrella canopy on the summit are

all faithfully reproduced. It seems that in the seventh

century, this was the usual type of chhattrdvali for

all Buddhist monuments in India, whether stupas,

temples, or monasteries, and hence the reason why
they are found in the earliest Buddhist monuments
of China and Japan.

In tracing the development of the stupa we have
seen how the chhattrdvali^ a simple architectural

ornament consisting of a few super-imposed umbrellas
only a few feet high, finally became transformed into

a lofty pyramidal tower reaching to a height of a

hundred feet or more, the stupa itself almost dis-

appearing. There seems little doubt that the same
thing happened with regard to the wooden temples
of the Himalayas after the advent of Buddhism in

these remote regions. At first, the builders were
satisfied with a single umbrella canopy over the shrine
chamber as in the Dalas example (Fig. 3), but as

time went on and the building arts progressed, a

desire was felt to make the temples more imposing
by increasing their height and beautifying them
with carved wood work. So additional canopies were
added to the chhattrdvali^ and more attention was
paid to the ornamentation of the pillars, doors and
windows, until at last, we find the temple assuming
the form of a many-roofed pagoda, the chhattrdvali

dominating every other architectural feature of the

building, just as it eventually did in the case of the stupa.

HIMALAYAN ARCHITECTURE.
Author’s Note.

Since writing the article on “ Himalayan Architecture,”

I have found in Professor Beal’s Buddhist Records of the

Western Worlds translated from the Chinese of Hiuen
Tsiang (a.d. 629), several important references which
should have been included in my article, as they appear
to me to prove conclusively that the so-called “ Chinese
Pagoda ” did originate in India as I have endeavoured to

show.
The Buddhist literature of China contains, amongst

other valuable works, the records of the travels of cer-

tain Chinese Buddhist pilgrims who visited India in the

early centuries of the Christian era. These records em-
body the testimony of independent eye-witnesses regard-

ing the facts related in them, and having been faithfully

preserv^ed and allotted a place among the sacred books of

China, their evidence may be regarded as thoroughly

trustworthy. The first Chinese traveller whose name and
writings have come down to us is Fa-Hian (a.d. 400).

The next is Sung-Yun (a.d. 518) and, lastly, the illus-

trious pilgrim Hiuen Tsiang (a.d. 629).

In the following note, I have frequently had to use the

word “ pagoda,” and as the term is a very ambiguous one,

since it may mean either a Buddhist tomb, temple or

monastery ; or even a Jain, Hindu or Shinto temple, all of

* Fig. 17 of First Paper on Development of the Stupa,

t Fig. 7 of First Paper on Development of the Stupa.

which buildings belong to totally different styles of
Eastern architecture

;
it seems necessary to explain here

exactly what I mean by this word. My definition of a
‘‘ pagoda ” is as follows :

—
“ A Buddhist temple, square

on plan with a shrine chamber on the ground floor stand-
ing on a raised masonry basement with a flight of stone
steps leading up to the entrance. Above the shrine, the
walls of which are usually built of brick, is a storeyed
tower mainly of wooden construction with widely pro-
jecting eaves which diminish in size as they reach the top
of the building. The latter is surmounted by a metal
umbrella finial known as a chhattravali, or *a hti {tee).

This ornament is supposed to represent the highest
heaven of Buddhist cosmography.”
The tee was not peculiar to Buddhist temples, it was

the usual crowning ornament of the stupas, but as the
latter were built of brick and plaster, or hewn out of the
natural rock, the tee was generally executed in the same
material. The latter brick and plaster stupas of Burma
and Siam, however, are usually surmounted by a very
elaborate metal tee, a far more imposing affair than the
simple iron rod decorated with a number of superim-
posed copper gilt chattas (umbrellas), which prevailed in
India in early times.

And now, after this digression, I will pass on to the
references from the writings of the Chinese Buddhist
travellers mentioned above.

The pilgrim Sung-Yun (a.d. 518) has left us a good
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description of a wooden pagoda which he saw in Peshawar,
the ancient capital of Gandhara, which was built by King
Kanishka (first century a.d.), and which he calls the

Tsioh-li Feou-thou (a pagoda with a surmounting pole.)*

He relates how Kanishka, on seeing some children build-

ing a toy stupa out of cows’ dung, enquired what they
were doing. The record states :

—
“ One of the children

raising himself in the air and turning towards the king,

repeated a verse (in praise of Buddha and the king).”

The king, much surprised at this miraculous event, built

a pagoda over the spot. “ Throughout the building he
used carved wood

;
he constructed stairs to lead to the

top. The roof consisted of every kind of wood. Alto-

gether there were thirteen storeys ; above which there

was an iron rod, thirty feet high, decorated with thirteen

(superimposed) gilded chattas. The total height was 700
feet.” It is clear from this description that the pilgrim is

describing a wooden pagoda like those still existing in

Japan. He continues :

—
“ Of all the pagodas of the

Western world, this one is by far the first (in size and im-
portance).” Hwei-Sang, a brother pilgrim who accom-
panied Sung-Yun to Peshawar, was so impressed by the

beauty of the Tsioh-li pagoda that he “ employed a skilful

artist to depict on copper the Tsioh-li pagoda and also the

four principal stupas of Sakyamuni.” These drawings, or

engravings on copper, were doubtless taken back to China,

where, in all probability, they serced as models for some of

the first Buddhist monuments erected in that country.

In fact, the Chinese records expressly mention thatj “ in

the year a.d. 652, Hiuen-Tsiang caused a pagoda
(Feou-to) to be constructed at the southern gate of the

Hong-fuh temple, in w'hich he finally deposited his sacred

books and images for safety. The total height of this

structure was i8o feet. It was built after the model of the

Indian pagodas, and had five storeys, surmounted by a

cupola.” In all probability, the world cupola should be

translated as chhattravali.

Sung-Yun tells us that “ The Tsioh-li pagoda, since its

erection, has been three times destroyed by lightning, but

the kings of the country have each time restored it.” No
doubt the metal chhattravali was the cause of this. He also

states tha^to the south of the Tsioh-li pagoda was a round
tower (stupa) 27 feet high. Hiuen Tsiang, who visited

India about a hundred years later, also mentions both

of these monuments. J He repeats the legend about

Kanishka and the children, etc., and says the pagoda

built by Kanishka was several storeys in height and sur-

mounted by a chhattravali. But it is clear that both

buildings were in ruins when he saw them, as further on

he says :
—

“ These two towers are still visible.” He would

not have made this remark if the pagoda and the stupa

had been standing in good preservation. At the begin-

ning of the chapter, describing the Gandhara country, he

says that at the time of his visit almost all the Buddhist

buildings were in ruins, and that the heretics, as he calls

them, had ousted the Buddhists from their ancient

kingdom.
Then we have Fa-Hian’s description of the famous

Jetavana monastery as it appeared at the beginning of the

* Beal’s Buddhist Records of the Western Worldy Vol. I, p. civ.

t Beal’s Life of Hiuen-Tsiang

^

p. 216.

t Buddhist Records of the Western Worlds Book II, p. 100.

fifth century a.d. He says :

—
” The Jetavana vihara

originally had seven storeys. The monarchs of the sur-
,

rounding countries and the people vied with each other,

in presenting religious offerings at this spot. They decked^

the place with flags and silken canopies (umbrellas)
;
the>’I

offered flowers and incense, whilst the lamps shone
all night long. A rat gnawing at the wick of one of/ the

lamps caused it to set fire to one of the canopies, ‘ and
this resulted in a general conflagration and the 4̂itire

destruction of the seven storeys of the vihara. y This
account indicates that the superstructure was of timber
construction, and that the monastery was built in the

Pagoda style.” Fa-Hian says the central shrinie con-
tained a very ancient sandal-wood image of the Buddha
in a sitting posture, and that this image escaped d^'struc-

tion by fire. This was probably due to the walls of the
shrine chamber, which was on the ground floor, being of
brick or stone, as was usually the case with these wooden
pagodas. With regard to this wooden image, he says,
” This image was the very first made of all the hgures of
Buddha, is the one which all subsequent ages have fol-

lowed as a model.” He is, of course, merely repeating the
local tradition he heard concerning it, but, nevertheless, it

is probable that there is a good deal of truth in his state-

ment, as the image in question was undoubtedly a very
ancient one, and belonging as it did to one of the oldest

and most important monasteries in India, the image may
have been frequently copied in later times, as the oldest and
most orthodox portrait figure of the Buddha, and thus
helped to fix the type of Buddha image which from about
A.D. 500 onwards became universal, and was introduced
into every country where Buddhism took root. In early
times wooden images, not only of Buddha but of Hindu
deities also, seem to have been common in India. We are
told that when Hiuen Tsiang returned to China in

A.D. 645 he not only brought back with him a lot of Bud-
dhist books and manuscripts, but also six images of
Buddha. Of these, two were of gold, one of silver, and
three of sandal-wood. It is extremely probable that one of
the sandal-wood images was a copy of the Jetavana figure

and may have served as a model in China.
Again, Hiuen Tsiang (a.d. 629) has left us a description

of the Tiladaka monastery in the ancient kingdom of
^Magadha, the central shrine of which seems to have been
constructed and designed on exactly the same lines as a

typical Nepalese temple. He says, §“ In the road facing
the middle gate there are three viharasy above each of
which is a chhattravali

y

from which bells are suspended
in the air, below they are constructed storey above storey,
from the bottom to the top. They (the storeys) are sur-
rounded by railings, and the doors, windows, pillars,

beams, and staircases are all carv^ed (and covered) with
gilt copper in relief, the intervals being highly decorated.
The central vihara contains a standing image of Buddha
about thirty feet high. On the left is an. image of (the
goddess) Tara, and on the right one of Avalokitesvara
Bodhisattv a. Each of these images is made of metallic
stone.” The word vihara really means a monastery,
but as every vihara of any importance was provided
with a temple enshrining an image of Buddha, the pil-
grims use the word to denote both types of buildings,

§ Buddhist Records of the Western Worldy Book VIII, p. 103.
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but they seem to apply the word only to storeyed build-
ings. For instance, Hiuen Tsiang described the great
brick temple at Bodh Gaya as a vihara. But it is not and
never was a monastery. However, it is outwardly de-
signed, in a conventional manner, to represent one, and,
observing this, Hiuen Tsiang calls it a vihara.

Lastly, in a note on the different kinds of buildings he
noticed in the towns of India,* Hiuen Tsiang speaks very
highly of the design and construction of the monastic
establishments, or sanghdramas

,

as they are called. He
says :

—
“ The Sanghdramas are constructed with extra-

ordinary skill. A three-storeyed tower is erected at each
of the four angles. The beams and the projecting heads
are carved with great skill in different shapes. The doors,
w indows, and the low^ w^alls are painted profusely

;
the

monks’ cells are ornamented wdthin but plain on the out-
side. In the centre of the building is a lofty hall. There
are various storeyed chambers and turrets of different

heights and shape, without any fixed rule. The doors
open tow^ards the east

;
the royal throne also faces the

east.” The references to the carv'ed beam heads and
painted doors and windows, and the fact that the towxrs
w^ere several storeys in height, indicate that the super-
structures w’ere usually built of wood in the “ Pagoda
style.”

I venture to think the reader will agree with me that

there is no shadow^ of doubt as to what “ style of building ”

the pilgrims are describing, as there is only one style

of Eastern architecture w^hich answers to their descrip-

tions, descriptions which w ere w'ritten at different periods

and quite independently of each other. It is not a case of
one writer copying from the previous w'ork of another, as

we so often find in the works of Greek and Roman his-

torians who have left us accounts of ancient India. If

Fa-Hian’s statement concerning the date of the Tsioh-li

pagoda is correct, and there is no reason to doubt it, then
Buddhist temples, similar in style and construction to the
Horiuji Pagoda in Japan, existed in India as early as the

first century A.D., and possibly before that date. Whereas,
according to the Buddhist records of China they w’ere

unknown in that country before the seventh century A.D.
This in itself is sufficient proof that the so-called “ pa-
goda,” like the stupa and the Buddha image, found its

way into China and Japan at a much later date, in fact,

not until Buddhism had become firmly established in

those countries, for the very good reason that prior to

that date there w^as no demand or use for such buildings.

Although Buddhist books began to be imported into

China as early as 200 A.D., and the Chinese pilgrims

whose names are cited above may not have been the first

or only converts to visit India, the fact remains, that

before Hiuen Tsiang’s return to China (645 A.D.) Bud-
dhist art or architecture does not appear to have had any
influence whatever in that country. In fact, the Chinese
records expressly state that such w^as the case. So that

ends the matter, and the mystery of the origin of “ Chinese
Pagoda ” may now be regarded as settled, once and for all

time.

A. H. Longhurst.
Archreological Survey of India.

Correspondence
MR. JOHN KEPPIE’S PENCIL DRAWINGS.

6 Pembroke Gardens^
Kensinston,

ir.8.

28 February, 1930.

Dear Sir,—The drawings by Mr. Keppie, of w’hich

you gave reproductions in the Journal! of the R.I.B.A.,

are remarkable both for skill and beauty. Can you tell

me where the originals are, and whether there are other

similar drawings of his (particularly in Fife, of East

Lothian) visible or accessible elsewhere ?

Yours faithfully,

J. W. Mackail
(Hon. Associate).

DINNER TO MR. ROBERT ATKINSON [F.].

It is interesting to hear that it has been decided to

hold a dinner early in April to Air. Robert Atkinson [F.],

to commemorate his position as Director of Education

at the Architectural Association School, after having

* Buddhist Records of the Western World. Book II, p. 73.

t Vol. 37, No. 8, 22 February 1930. The drawings were

lent only for the purpose of reproduction, and w'ere returned

to Air. Keppie.

—

Ed.

been actively connected with it for 16 years, first as

Principal and then as Director, and the great work w hich

he has accomplished for architectural education generally.

It is proposed to invite a number of distinguished people

to attend.

In order to ascertain approximately the number of old

students and others likely to attend, so that adequate
accommodation can be secured, the Secretary of the

A.A. has sent out a preliminary notice stating that the

actual date will be fixed when sufficient replies have been
received to make it possible to ascertain the number likely

to attend. It is proposed that tickets shall not cost more
than I os. each.

It is also proposed to publish, by subscription, a

volume of w^orks by Robert Atkinson, which will include

not only drawings and photographs of finished buildings,

but also preliminary sketches and possibly colour studies.

Full particulars of which will be issued later.

Application to be made to the Secretary of the Associ-

ation, 34-6 Bedford Square, W.C.

ILLNESS OF MR. W. J. LOCKE.
Old members of the Royal Institute will have recently

seen announced with great regret the serious illness of

Air. W. J. Locke, who was Secretary of the R.I.B.A. from
1897 to 1907. During his Secretaryship Air. Locke won
the affection and regard of the many members with whom
he came into daily contact and who will earnestly hope for

his speedy and complete recovery.
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Department of Scientific and Industrial Research

Building Research

THE CORROSION OF STEEL BY BREEZE AND CLINKER CONCRETES

The Building Research Station has, within the past
year or two, published three reports on the use of slag,

breeze and clinker as aggregate in concrete (Special

Report Xo. lo, Bulletin No. 5 and Technical Paper No. 7).

These reports, however, were concerned only with the
“ soundness of these materials and with their suitability

for incorporation in concrete mixes quite apart from
corrosive tendencies. The reason for certain types of
failure was elucidated and simple tests were described
whereby it could be predetermined whether or not dis-

integration, cracking and/or excessive volume changes
in the concrete product were likely to result from the use
of a particular breeze or clinker.

A more recent report of the Building Research Station,

now in the press, deals with the corrosive properties of

breeze and chnker and therefore applies particularly to

reinforced concrete work.

Investigations were made of the corrosive powers of

five samples of breeze or clinker. The sulphur contents

ranged from o’ 24 per cent, to I’bz per cent., and in

physical properties the samples varied from a dense,

vitrified clinker at one extreme, through samples which
would be described as “ breeze,’’ containing a good deal

of coke, to a very inferior aggregate, consisting of the

clinker from a refuse destructor, comprising coke, partially

fused glass, fragments of pottery and the variety of sub-
stances which would be expected in such a material.

These aggregates, made into mortars with Portland
cement, were tested in comparison with a mortar made
of Portland cement and pure quartz sand, as a standard
of corrosive power.

Four series of tests were made in various ways. The
results were very consistent and showed that with in-

creasing sulphur content of the aggregates the mortars

became more and more corrosive. When the mortars

high in sulphur were placed on steel plates and moistened,

rusting commenced in a few hours, while sand mortars

caused no rusting.

In one series of tests the dried mortars were crushed,

packed around steel plates and then placed in an atmo-
sphere of moist air

;
there was no addition of liquid water

and the samples were under such conditions that there

was no condensation in the ordinary sense. All the

mortars, except those in which the sand and the clinker

aggregate containing only 0*24 per cent, of sulphur were
used, caused rusting. Possibly the fact that some breeze

aggregates are capable of absorbing a good deal of mois-

ture from the air had something to do with this, but, in

any case, the experiment shows how steel in concrete

containing breeze may rust seriously even under
apparently “ dry ” conditions. The fourth series of

tests was made by embedding plates of steel in concrete

containing the aggregates, allowing an inch of cover all

round. The blocks were placed out of doors in the open

for six weeks. When the blocks were then broken open
the steel from the block made with destructor clinker
was covered with rust. Even the concrete made with the
best clinker of all (far better than can usually be obtained)
had rusted 8 per cent, of the area of the steel plate
embedded in it.

Further tests on the permeability ofthe mixtures showed
that permeability had little to do with corrosion, for when
sand was substituted for the finer portion of the breeze
it was found that the permeability of the blocks was
increased, due to the sand used not being equivalent in
size to the dust removed. Yet the corrosive power was
reduced, eA'idently due to the substitution of some inert
material for some of the injurious breeze.

The main practical conclusion to be draAvn from the
work is that coal residues such as breeze and clinker must
be regarded as definitely undesirable ingredients in
concretes reinforced with ordinary steel or in contact with
steel.

The only exception is w^hen the sulphur and combustible
contents are within certain limits. The limits which it

would be necessary to impose would exclude all but an
extremely small proportion of even the best qualities of
clinker. Moreover, constant laboratory testing of batches
would be required. In these circumstances there would
be little or no economical advantage in using these
aggregates

.

In the interests of absolute safety it would seem desir-
able to abandon altogether the use of breeze and clinker
as aggregates for concrete in contact with steel.

DISCOLORATION OF DISTEMPER.
A failure in the use of distemper may be of interest

to members. The material used was a standard buff
colour made by a w’^ell-known firm, which the Avriter has
specified successfully for years, and is on the walls of
several chemical laboratories. In this instance it Avas
applied to laboratory Avails, and began to turn black in a
fortnight. The makers took the matter up and had an
analysis made of the material but AA'ere unable to admit
that there AA’as anything wTong AAith it, but they con-
tributed to the cost of remoA'al and the Avails wxre then
painted. The moral is that AA'hen Avails are decorated in
situations liable to corrosiA'e gases it is desirable to inform
the makers of material specified and obtain from them
sorne guarantee. All materials containing lead should be
aA oided in decorating laboratories, as the least trace of lead
leads to blackening in the presence of certain gases
present at times in the atmosphere of any room dev'^oted
to chemical experiments.

Alan E. Munby [F.].
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Allied Societies
{The attention of Members of the Allied Societies is particularly called to this page)

THE BERKS, BUCKS AND OXON ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

The eighth annual dinner of the Berks, Bucks and Oxon
Architectural Association was held in the Small Town Hall,

Reading, on 20 February. The President, Mr. H. Hutt,

F.R.I.B.A., was in the chair, and there was a large and repre-

sentative gathering. The guests of the Association were :

Sir Banister Fletcher (President R.I.B.A.), Lady Fletcher,

Mr. H. J, Gale, F.S.I. (Chairman of the Berks, Bucks and
Oxon Branch of the Surveyors' Institution), Dr. S. Hastings,

M.P., Lieut.-Col. P. A. Hopkins, O.B.E., Mr. T. A. Lloyd
(President of the South Wales Institute of Architects), IVIr.

Ian MacAlister (Secrefars" R.I.B.A.), Mr. A. L. Roberts,

F.R.I.B.A. (Hon. Secretary of the Hampshire and Isle of

Wight Architectural Association), Air. F. T. Robinson (Pre-

sident of the Reading and District Building Trades Em-
ployers’ Association), and Di. T. Franklin Sibly, D.Sc.
(Vice-Chancellor of the University of Reading).

Air. R. A. Rix, proposing “ The Town and University of

Reading,” said they had a town with ancient traditions and a

town with the youngest university in the country spreading

out in its efforts and asking for £200,000 to further its objects.

Those two combined together the dreams of old age and the

effort of youth. Reading was the home of the Society of

Architects" and the University their actual headquarters.

The Society felt particularly grateful to the town and the

University, and if in any possible way they could help the

town of Reading to further its efforts in regard to housing the

people, making new streets and the preservation of rural

England they could depend upon architects to do what they

could in that direction.

Dr. Somerville Hastings, AI.P., said that Reading had
some fine pieces of architecture, and he was glad that the town
was taking an interest in old monuments and had rescued

from the hands of vandals the beautiful Wathngton House.

Speaking of housing schemes, Dr. Hastings said he knew that

faults could be found with some of the houses, but he also

knew the difficulties that had to be contended with. He had
seen some of the housing schemes in different places, and it

seemed to him that Reading's houses would contrast very

well. The new houses on the Norcot estate were in particular

on a beautiful site.

Dr. T. Franklin Sibly, who also responded to the toast,

said he felt it to be a happy circumstance that at his first

appearance as the guest of that branch Mr. Hutt should be in

the chair. Air. Hutt and his partners, and particularly the

late Air. Charles Smith, was closely associated with the

University of Reading, and he hoped that association would
long continue. He also hoped the association between the

branch and the university would continue and that they might
feel they were working for a common cause. He felt that the

work of the university which he now represented and the

universities he had worked in all his life—excluding the

older universities of Oxford, Cambridge and of Scotland

—

had a task which was singularly like the task of architects.

They were seats of learning and they were also institutions with

a definite civic obligation. They had to find the means of

rendering due service on the one hand to learning and on the

other hand they had to serve the practical needs of the work-

aday world

.

Air. H. S. Rogers, proposing “ The R.I.B.A. and Its Allied

Societies,” said the Royal Institute was virtually recognised

as the guide in the profession. Its daughter societies spread

over the whole globe, and in the 94th year of its existence

those affiliated societies numbered precisely 94. He coupled

with the toasts the names of Sir Banister Fletcher and Mr.
Harry Hutt, to whom he paid tribute for their work for the

Royal Institute.

Sir Banister Fletcher, responding to the toast, said that

when he thought of the great art they exercised his mind
went back through the ages and dw^elt on a subject which
he had much at heart, namely, the history of their craft.

In Reading they had an old Abbey, but he thought the progress

of events and extraordinary prosperity of the town had caused

most of their older buildings to be carried away. That was,

of course, often due to the march of progress. It seemed to

him that Reading was a town which had no very great number
of old buildings, but the surroundings of the district in which
they practised were amongst the most beautiful in England,

and it therefore behoved architects by means of town planning

schemes to keep and preserve what they had left. Architects

were doing a good deal of work without fee and reward,

and they were willing to do more in regard to the panels of

architects which were being set up in all parts of the country.

Those panels were willing to give free advice on matters con-

nected with the w'ellbeing of the country in regard to its archi-

tectural layout. Continuing, Sir Banister said the Royal

Institute felt more and more the importance of the Allied

Societies, who were really the backbone of the Institute

and carried the traditions of their craft to the high standard of

professional etiquette into all parts of the country. They
existed, he concluded, for the advancement not of architects,

but of architecture, and in doing so they put their ideals on a

high plane.

Air. Harry Hutt, after paying tribute to the work of the

Honorary Secretary (Air. E. S. Smith), said he w’as convinced

that the Allied Societies were absolutely essential, not only

for the benefit they gave to local districts, but for the benefit

they were to the Institute itself. He would like to see every

member of an Allied Society when his turn came to be pre-

pared to accept office and carry on the work with no other

object than that of the public good.
Lieut.-Colonel P. A. Hopkins proposed The Building

Trades.”
Mr. F. T. Robinson, President of the Reading and District

Building Trades Employers’ Association, in response, referred

to the formation of building and architects’ panels. There was,

he said, a good feeling existing between employers and oper-

atives ill the town, and he believed, in fact, that never before

was there such a spirit of goodwill as at the present time.

The building industry had set an example to other industries

in the way it had settled its industrial problems generally.

The war and the following years had not tended to produce
the best in architecture or buildings. Architects and builders

were not in any way to blame for that. The trouble was that

so-called working-class houses had to be built in the cheapest

way and in the shortest possible time. From an artistic and
constructional point of view all present deplored the results

which they saw up and down the country. He trusted, how-
ever, they had in some measure caught up with the deficiency

created during the w ar period, and would soon be able to hand
down to posterity buildings which would prove worthy
and be of at least some artistic merit and stand the test of time.

Air. T. T. Gumming proposed the health of “ The Visitors,”

and the toast was aclmowledged by Air. J. F. Richardson.

THE BIRAIINGHAM ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

The Birmingham Architectural Association held their

annual dinner on Friday, 21 February.

The company included the Lord Mayor (Alderman M. L.
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Lancaster) and the Lady Mayoress, the City Surveyor (Mr.
H. H. Humphries), Mr. Sydney D. Kitson (the Hon. Secretary
of the Institute), Mr. H. V. Lanchester, Judge Tebbs, Air.
L. P. Gamgee (Professor of Surgery, Birmingham University),
Air, George Huggins (President, Birmingham Law Society),
Air. Charles H. Sitch, AI.P., Air. G. C. Lawrence (President
of the Allied Societies’ Conference) and Air. Ian AlacAlister
(Secretary R.LB.A.).
The Royal Institute of British Architects, said Air. A. T.

Butler, who presided, had added enormously to the status of
the architect, and had done much to advance the study of
architecture. It had a membership of over 10,000, including
Students and Probationers, and not including the members in
the Allied Societies. In 1909 the Town Planning Act was
passed and the groundwork was provided by the Institute,

\\hose great conference in that year was of paramount im-
portance to the nation.

In proposing “ The City of Birmingham,” Judge Tebbs
said that in deciding possession cases he had to inspect a
number of houses in the Black Country, and he must say
that the way in which some of the people were housed was a

disgrace to civilisation. Such a state not only affected the
health of the people, but it was a loss to the community owing
to the increased expense incurred in the hospitals. In the
past, Birmingham had led the way in municipal progress, and
he was sure the Lord Alayor would go down in history if he
could create a campaign for effectively tackling the slum ques-
tion.

In acknowledging the toast, the Lord Alayor said he often
wondered whether architects were proud of the tens of thous-
ands of houses that were being built for the working classes

of the countr\\ (Cries of ” Xo, we don’t build them.”)
With regard to the slum question, he could tell Judge Tebbs
that Birmingham was building twice as many houses as any
other city in the country, and yet the demand for accommoda-
tion was still high. It was no good pulling dowm thousands
of the back-to-back houses until they could find houses for

the people elsewhere. It was a great and serious problem,
and he was sure the members of the Association could be of
great assistance to them.

” The Birmingham Association ” W'as proposed by Air.

H. V. Lanchester (the w inner of the competition for the premier
design of the new Birmingham hospital), who asked what was
before them. He would call them the organiser-engineer-
architect. They were becoming responsible to a greater

extent for the development of communal life on a large scale,

and for the material demands of social welfare and economic
services. The opportunities before them w^ere great.

The toast was acknowledged by Air. H. G. Wicks, vice-

president of the Association.

THE LEICESTER AND LEICESTERSHIRE SOCIETY
OF ARCHITECTS.

Over 100 members of the Society attended an At Home
held in the Edward Wood Hall, Leicester, given by Air.

Walter Brand, the President, and his daughter on Friday,

7 February, 1930.
One of the features of the evening was the presentation of

a Potted Pantomime, ” The House that Jack Built,” the artists

being Alessrs. E. D. O'Connor, G. A. Cope, T. W. Haird,

S. H. Stableford, AI. R. Longmill, G. F. Owen, C. F. AI. Keay,
E. C. Alount, and A. E. Smith.

Others who assisted in entertaining were The Clef Quar-
tette, Air. G. H. Groocock, Air. Reg. Bocking, Mrs. K.
Booking, Abss Alonica Gaskell, Airs. AI. G. Anderson and Aliss

Ethel Chawner.

THE SOUTH WALES INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.
CENTRAL (CARDIFF) BRANCH.

On Wednesday, 12 February, a party of over 30 members
of the School of Architecture Club, which is associated with

the South Wales Institute of Architects, Central (Cardiff)

Branch and the Welsh School of Architecture at the Cardiff
Technical College, visited Gloucester and Cheltenham.
At Gloucester they were able to inspect the Cathedral and
after lunch at the George Inn, Cheltenham, they paid a visit

to the Sunningend Works of Alessrs. H. H. Alartin and Co.,
Ltd., Cheltenham, where they saw' very many specimens of
fine craftsmanship completed and in various processes. This
work was in the nature of architectural decoration in various
materials such as fibrous plaster, hard wood, metal, stone and
marble, and showed clearly that where the opportunities arise

craftsmanship of a very high standard is still available in this

country.
Among those present were Air. C. J. Bartlett, Chairman of

the School of Architecture Club, Air. H. J. Hughes, Secretary
of the School of Architecture Club, Air. R. H. Winder, AI.A.,
F.R.I.B.A., Air. Lewis John, ALA., B.Arch., A.R.I.B.A.,
Alessrs. 1 . W. Richards, J. W. Bishop, J. P. Ward, and C. A.
Thatcher, members of the Committee.

Western Branch.
At the eleventh annual general meeting of the Western

Branch of the South Wales Institute of Architects, held at the
Hotel Aletropole, Swansea, the members w'ere entertained
to tea by Air. J. Herbert Jones, F.R.I.B.A., who relinquished
the office of Chairman w hich he had held for the past two years.

He was unanimously appointed as Honorary Secretary, an
office which he filled for nine years prior to his election as

Chairman in 1928.
The new' Chairman is Air, Oliver S. Portsmouth, A.R.LB.A.,

and the Treasurer, Air. G. R. H. Rogers, L.R.LB.A. Air.

E. E. Alorgan, A.R.LB.A., was appointed Honorary Auditor
for the ensuing year.

A unanimous vote of congratulation was accorded to the
winners of the Civic Centre Competition, and it w'as generally
agreed that the group of buildings to be erected in Victoria

Park (in the opinion of the members the best and only possible
site) w'ould admirably uphold the Civic Dignity of the Tow'n.
The following members w'ere elected to serve on the Branch

Committee :

—

Fellows : Air. Charles S. Thomas, F.R.LB.A.
;

Air.

Edwin Smith, A.R.LB.A. (Neath)
;
Mr. Edward R. Brown,

L.R.LB.A.
;

Air. J. T. Jones (Neath)
;

Air. H. A. Ellis,

F.R.I.B.A.
Associates : C. W. Geddes

;
L. W. Devonald.

The officers elected to represent the West Wales Area
on the General Council of the South Wales Institute of Archi-
tects were :

—

Fellows : Air. J. Herbert Jones, F.R.LB.A.
;

Air. O. S.

Portsmouth, A.R.LB.A. ; Mr. Charles S. Thomas, F.R.LB.A. ;

Air. G.R.H. Rogers, L.R.I.B.A.
;
Air. H. A. Ellis, F.R.I.B.A. ;

Air. Edwin Smith, A.R.I.B.A. (Neath).
Associates : C. W. Geddes ; Mr. L. W. Devonald.
The Retiring Chairman (Air. J. Herbert Jones) then pre-

sented the prizes awarded to the successful students in the
Annual Studentship Competitions as follows :

Air. D. Eric Stephens, first prize for the best essay on
” The Aesthetic Value of Concrete as a Alonumental Building
Alaterial.” Air. W. T. Evans (Haverfordwest), first prize

for a set of Aleasured Drawings of St. David’s Church,
Hubberston, Pern, Air. Elwyn J. Rees, first prize, and Air.

John Nicholls (Neath) second prize for designs for Combined
Electric Railway Station and Bus Centre at Oystermouth.

WEST YORKSHIRE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
A meeting of the West Yorkshire Society of Architects was

held at Leeds on 13 February, under the presidency of Air.

G. H. Foggitt, when an address was given by Air. Walter AI.

Keesey on ” Print Alaking and Collecting.”
After touching lightly on the history of engraving as a means
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of pictorial representation, ]VIr. Keesey went on to explain the

reasons for the adoption of particular methods, and also the

various processes employed. Etching, he said was an attractive

art, appealing especially to architects, and v^ery suitable for the

rendering of surfaces and textures of building materials. The
greatest etchers were fond of introducing buildings into their

compositions, as witness Piranisi’s liking for architectural

motives, and later as seen in the work ofAlex. Haigh and Walcot.
Print collecting should appeal to them not only on account of

its popularity, but because architects should be connoisseurs of

decorative objects in general, so as to be able to advise their

clients. There was also the chance that a judicious collection of

prints if acquired at reasonable cost, might eventually bring a

good return.

The lecturer having shown upon the screen examples of the

work of a number of well-known artists, was accorded a warm
vote of thanks, on the motion of Mr. G. H. Foggitt, seconded by
Air. Norman Culley.

EXHIBITION OF ARCHITECTS’ WORKING
DRAWINGS.

An Exhibition of Architects’ Working Drawings will be
held in the R.I.B.A. Galleries from Thursday 20 March
to Saturday 29 Alarch 1930, inclusive.

The Exhibition will be open daily between the hours of

10 a.m. and 8 p.m. (Saturday 5 p.m.) and will include

drawings lent by :

—

Air. W. A. Fors>i;h

(University College, Hull,

New Boarding House for Rugby School).

Air. Edward Maufe,
(Trinity^ College, Cambridge).

Professor A. E. Richardson, F.S.A.

(Alothercraft Training Hostel, Highgate Hill, N.)

Alessrs. Watson, Salmond and Gray
(Extensions to Alunicipal Buildings, Glasgow).

Dr. P. S. Worthington, F.S.A.

(Alasonic Temple, Alanchester, etc.)

The exhibition is intended primarily for students of

Architecture
;
they will be able to examine the drawings

that a practising Architect hands to a contractor, and thus

will be afforded an insight into the methods adopted in a

modern Architect’s office.

A Special Students^ Evening will be held at the Exhibi-

tion on Thursday 20 Alarch, 1930, at 8 p.m. All students

are cordially invited to attend. It is hoped that the

architects (or their representatives) who have lent exhibits

will be present in order to explain the drawings to the

students. Refreshments will be provided and no cards of

admission are required.

MODERN ARCHITECTURE.
By Bruno Taut.

We hav^e to correct an error in our revievv^ of this v'olume

in our issue of 25 January, where the reviewer states :
“ The

Studio ... has published a translation of Bruno Taut’s book
on Alodern Architecture, which originally appeared in Ger-
many.”
This book was commissioned by the Studio and especially

written for them last year by Mr. Taut. No German edition

of the book existed at the date of publication by the Studio,

though they have since sold an edition to a German house.

Obituary
DONALD McKAY STODDART [F.].

.Donald AIcKay Stoddart, whom death has carried off

with startling suddenness through pneumonia at the early

age of 54, was the youngest son of the late James Hastie
Stoddart, LL.D., the then distinguished editor ot the
Glasgow Herald, The father’s gifts as a writer, both in

prose and poetry, were transmuted in the son to a love of
the Arts, more especially of architecture, for which he
showed an early bent.

Following general education at the High School, he w^as

in due course apprenticed to ttie firm of Messrs. Honey-
man and Keppie, at the same time following the evening
course in architecture at the Glasgow School of Art, of
which at that period the inspiring director was W. J.

Anderson, the well-known author of Italian Renaissance
Architecture, and part author with Phene Spiers of the
Architecture of Greece and Rome,

With Honeyman and Keppie he remained for some
further time until in 1898 he joined an office companion
in a tour through Italy, the young architects’ Mecca,
returning with a budget of delightful drawings and
sketches which show more especially his appreciation for

and delicate rendering of detail and colour. Shortly
afterwards, about 1890, he became the head of my small

staff w^hich, with increasing experience and ability, during
my partnership with the late Campbell Douglas, and on-
wards under myself, he continued to direct until the later

years of the War.
Stoddart was always a hard and enthusiastic worker and

looked for a like service from those under him. But he
had a sincere affection for and interest in the work of “ the

boys of the back office,” not only there but for the School
of Architecture, and w’as quick to recognise and encourage
such as showed special ability, with, as the result, a

corresponding regard for him on their part.

When called up for service in 1918, the lasc of the then
increased staff to go and the only one to return, being at

once beyond the age and from a chest delicacy unfitted

for combatant work, he served till the Armistice in France
in a Alotor Transport Battalion. With demobilisation in

prospect, I proposed thathe should return asjunior partner,

an offer which he accepted wdth enthusiasm, and as such
he renewed his close association with and active share in

our w’ork until it w'as ended, after 30 years’ companionship,
by his untimely death. By nature Stoddart was kindly and
sympathetic to a degree, but modest and unassuming. It

was probably in great part owning to the latter qualities

that he was given so few opportunities for individual work.
Some instances of these, mainly competition designs,

seemed to lack success owing to a want of boldness in

general conception, the proverbial failure to see the wood
for the trees. But those works he carried through were
characterised by sound design and construction, simple
and refined detail and an essential fitness for their purpose.

Elected a Licentiate in 1910, on submission of one or
two of these designs, he was passed by the Council to

the Fellowship without examination in 1 925

.

Alexander N. Paterson [F.].
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PROBATIOXERSHIP OF THE R.LB.A.

Examinai ions Recogxised.

Attention is called to the fact that the Council R.LB.A.

have decided to include in the list of examinations recog-

nised for the Probationership R.LB.A., the Preliminary

Examination of the Surveyors’ Institution and the Pre-

liminary Examination of the Institution ot Civil Engineers.

R.LB.A. FIXAL EXAMIXATIOX THESIS.

Attention is called to the fact that candidates will in

future be required to state at the beginning or end of their

Theses the sources of their information, giving the titles

of the books consulted.

Attention is also called to the fact that Town Planning

has been added to the list of alternative subjects, viz. :

—

Historical Architecture,

Science as applied to buildings,

Design, including decoration,
-—which may be dealt with in a Thesis.

R.LB.A. IXTERMEDIATE EXAMIXATIOX.
Irish Centre.

Belfast will be an additional centre for the R.LB.A.

Intermediate Examination provided that at least five can-

didates for examination at that centre are forthcoming on

each occasion.

THE DISCOLOR.\TIOX OF WHITE LEAD PAIXT
OX EXTERXAL WORK.

The Science Standing Committee have been asked by

the London Association of Master Decorators to assist

them in the investigation of the causes of the discoloration

of white lead paint on external work by asking members
of the R.LB.A. who have experienced trouble in this

connection to submit particulars of such cases.

It is hoped that members who are able to give any

information on the matter will communicate with the

Secretary ot the London Association of Master Decorators

at Avenue Chambers, Vernon Place, Southampton Row,

W.C.i.

XEW BUILDING MATERIALS AND
PREPARATIONS.

The Science Standing Committee wish to draw atten-

tion to the fact that information in the records of the

Building Research Station, Garston, Watford, is freely

available to any member of the architectural profession,

and suggest that architects would be well advised, when

considering the use of new materials and preparations of

which they have had no previous experience, to apply to

the Director for any information he can impart regarding

their properties and application.

Notices
THE TENTH GENERAL MEETING.

The Tenth General Meeting (Ordinary) of the Ses-

sion 1929-30 will be held on Xlonday, 17 March 193®)

at 8.30 p.m., for the following purposes :

—

To read the Minutes of the General Meeting (Ordinary)

held on ^Monday, 3 March 1930, formally to admit
members attending for the first time since their election.

To present the Royal Gold Medal to Mr. Percy Scott

Worthington, M.A.Oxon, Litt.D., F.S.A., F.R.LB.A.

COMPETITION FOR NEW R.LB.A. BUILDING.
The Council have decided that the design of the new

building for the R.LB.A. shall be the subject of competi-

tion open to all members of the R.LB.A. and its Allied

Societies (with the exception of the Jury of Assessors and
the Committee placed in the position of Promoters and
the members of their staffs).

It has also been decided that the Jury of Assessors

shall consist of five architect members of the R.LB.A. to

be selected by the President and approved by the Council.

With a view to assisting the President in his selection,

members are invited to submit to the Secretary the names
of members whom they consider suitable and qualified

to serve on the Jury.

THE MISUSE OF POWER BY LOCAL
AUTHORITIES.

From time to time cases have been brought before the

notice of the Institute where officials of Local Authorities

appear to have exceeded the statutory powers with which
they are vested.

The Institute would like to have definite evidence of

such cases, as without this they are unable to take effective

action on behalf of their members.
Members of the Institute, having any such particulars,

are requested to write to the Secretary giving details.

R.LB.A. ANNUAL DINNER, 1930.
The Annual Dinner will take place on Thursday, 15

May 1930, in the Guildhall, E.C. (by kind permission of

the City Corporation). Full particulars will be issued to

Members in due course.

THE ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE R.LB.A.
AND ALLIED SOCIETIES.

All members and students of the R.LB.A. and all

members of the Architectural Association and of the

Allied Societies are cordially invited to attend the Con-
ference to be held in Norwich from 18 to 21 June 1930
inclusive. Further particulars will be issued in due course.

MEMBERS’ TOUR TO THE UNITED STATES
AND CANADA.

In view of the success which attended the visit to the

United States and Canada of a party of members of the

R.LB.A. last year, and as many members who were unable
to a\'ail themselves of that opportunity expressed a desire

to undertake such a trip on a future occasion, it has been
decided to organise a further party this year.

The numerous advantages to be gained by undertaking
a visit to the United States and Canada from an archi-

tectural point of view will be obvious, particularly when
the visit is made in company with fellow members of the

Institute.

The suggested tour will include New York, Philadel-

phia, Washington, Detroit, Niagara Falls, Toronto,
Ottawa and Montreal, and notes regarding the places of

interest from an architectural standpoint, compiled by
Mr. Percy E. Thomas, O.B.E., F.R.LB.A., the leader of

last year’s party, will be available for members.
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The duration of the trip will be approximately one

month, and the cost, including cabin class accommoda-

tion on the Atlantic steamers, hotel accommodation in the

United States and Canada, rail fares, etc., will be about

£80. This amount is exclusive of meals ashore, gratuities

,

transfer of passengers and baggage between stations,

steamers, hotels, etc., and sight-seeing trips.

The party will travel from Liverpool for New York

by the Cunard Liner Samaria on 5 July, returning by

the Ascania from Montreal to Plymouth and London on

25 July.

Relatives and friends of members will be welcomed.

Members interested are requested to apply to Mr.

H. T. Leese, The Cunard Steamship Company, Ltd.,

26-27, Cockspur Street, London, S.W.i, who will be

pleased to forward a complete itinerary, etc, on request.

OVERSEAS APPOINTMENTS.
Members contemplating applying for appointments

overseas are recommended to communicate with the

Secretary R.I.B.A., who will supply them with any avail-

able information respecting conditions of employment,

cost of living, climatic conditions, etc,

William H. Hamlw,
Hon. Sec. R.I.B.A., Salaried Members’ Committee.

R.I.B.A. STATUTORY EXAMINATION FOR DIS-

TRICT SURVEYOR AND THE EXAMINATION
FOR BUILDING SURVEYOR.

The R.LB.A. Statutory Examination for the Office of

District Surveyor under the London Building Acts,

and the Examination for Building Surveyor under Local

Authorities, will be held at the R.I.B.A., London, on

7, 8 and 9 May 193O'
. . j • •

The closing date for receiving applications for admission

to the Examinations, accompanied by the fee of £3 3s.,

is 16 April 1930.

Full particulars of the Examinations and application

forms can be obtained from the Secretary R.LB.A.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS, 7 APRIL, 1930.

An election of members will take place at the Business

General Meeting to be held on ]Monday, 7 April. The
names and addresses of the Candidates (with the names of

their proposers) found by the Council to be eligible and

qualified for membership according to the Charter and

Bve-laws and recommended by them for election are as

follows :

—

AS HON. ASSOCIATES [2].

Alexander : Sidney Arthur, jM.A., Canon and Treasurer

of St. Paul’s Cathedral, 2 Amen Court, London, E.C.4.

Proposed bv the Council.

Goetze : SigiLmund Christian Hubert, Grove House,

Regent’s Park, N.W.8. Proposed by the Council.

AS HON. CORRESPONDING MEMBERS [2].

Pontremoli : Emmanuel. President of the^ Societe Centrale

des Architectes Francais, Professor a I’ecole Superieure

des Beaux Arts a Paris. Inspecteur des Batiments et

Palais Nationaux. IVIembre de 1 Academie des Beaux

Arts (Institut de France), i Rond Point, Bugeaud,

XVRi^e^ Paris. Proposed by the Council.

Sano : Dr. Riki. Lecturer of Imperial University, T^>o.
President of the Japanese Institute of Architects, Dean

of Technical College of Nihon University, Tokyo

160 Kagomachi, Koishikawa-ku, Tokyo, Japan, Proposed

by the Council.

AS FELLOWS [18].

Benslats' : William Thomas, A.R.C.A. [.d. i9ii]» 5 Lancaster

Place, Strand, W.C.2 ; 17 Easy Row, Birmingham ;

12 Charlotte Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham. Proposed

by Professor Beresford Pite, W. Alexander Harvey and

C. E. Bateman.
Brown : Colonel John, C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., T.D., J.P.,

D.L. [.d. 1921], 83 St. Giles Street, Northampton ;

Harpole Grange, Northampton. Proposed by R. J.

Williams, J. Alfred Gotch, and H. Norman.
Butler : Cecil George L*I. 1921], Architects’ Department,

Temple Fortune House, Golders Green, N.W.
; 33A

The Parade, Golders Green, N.W. ;
221 Hampstead Way,

Golders Green, N.W.ii. Proposed by W. E. Vernon
Crompton, C. H. James, and D. Barclay Niven.

Cobb : Robert St.anley, M.C.[.^. 1924]. P.O.Box 58, Nairobi,

Kenya Colony. Proposed by E. J. Gosling, W. Harding
Thompson, and Joseph Hill.

Cullen : Alexander, F.S.I., F.S.A. (Scot.) [A. 1920], 88

Cadzow Street, Hamilton, Scotland ;
Invercoe, Udding-

ston, Lanarkshire. Proposed by John Keppie, Wm. B.

Whitie, and Andrew Balfour.

Hughes : Henry Castree [A , 1921], Tunwell’s Court,

Trumpington Street, Cambridge ;
Garner Cottages,

GrantChester, Cambridge. Proposed by Sydney D.
Kitson, H. H. Dunn, and Theodore Fyfe.

Owen : Reginald Wynn [A, 1901], Euston Station, London,
N.W. I ;

Staceys, Harwoods Road, Watford, Herts.

Proposed by the Council under By-law 3(d).

Rollo : Robert Leslie [A. 1920], Aberdeen School of Archi-

tecture, Robert Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen ; 375
Union Street, Aberdeen

;
Camloun, Cults, Aberdeen.

Proposed by Robt. G. Wilson, junr., J. A. O. Allan, and

George Watt.
Somerville : William Lyon [A. 1928], 2 Bloor Street

West, Toronto ; 269 Oriele Parkway, Toronto. Pro-

posed by V. D.Horsburgh, Henry Sproatt, and Ernest R.

Rolph

.

Surman ; John Burgess [A. 1909], 17 Easy Row, Birmingham ;

45 Selwyn Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham. Proposed

by W. Alexander Harvey, Edwin F. Reynolds and C. E.

Bateman.
Wood : William Walter [A . 1921], 8 Sussex Terrace, Ply-

mouth
;
Down Thomas, Plymouth. Proposed by Howard

Robertson, H. S. Goodhart-Rendel and A. C. A. Norman.
Worthington : John Hubert, O.B.E., M.A., Hon. A.R.C.A.

[A. 1912], 178 Oxford Road, Manchester ;
The Pantiles,

Alderley Edge, Cheshire. Proposed by Francis Jones,

Walter Tapper and Sir Giles Gilbert Scott,

and the following Licentiates who have passed the qualifying

Examination :

—

CuRREY : Harold W^^nne, F.S.I., 51 Catherine Street,

Westminster, S.W.i. Proposed by W. Campbell Jones,

Sydney Tatchell and Bernard Dicksee.

Holmes : Arthuti Herbert, Tower Buildings, 99 High Street,

Southend-on-Sea, Brick House Farm, Pitsea, Essex.

Proposed by Sir Charles A. Nicholson, Henr>' W. Allar-

dyce, and Percy G. Ha>wvard.

Kesteven : Leofric, Assistant Architect, Public Works
Department, Selangor, Federated Malay States. Pro-

posed by W. F. Hedges, O. F. Savege, and C. G. Boutcher.

Roberts : Frederick Andrew, Earl Chambers, Mold,
“ Rusholme,” Mold. Proposed by Gronwy R. Griffith,

G. A. Humphreys, and Richard Hall,

and the following Licentiates who are qualified under Sec-

tion IV, Clause 4 (c (ii) ) of the Supplemental Charter of

1925

Campbell : William, 6 Pall Mall, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent,

Victoria Road, Shelton, Stoke-on-Trent. Proposed

by R. T. Longden, J. H. Beckett, and Elijah Jones.
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Snowden : Thomas, County Buildings, Land of Green
Ginger, Hull, i Salisbury Street, Hull. Proposed by

J Malcolm Dossor, G. Dudley Harbron, and Frederick

J.Horth.
AS ASSOCIATES [43].

Boon : Geoffrey Maurice [Final], “ Xashdom,” Hope Road,

Prestwich, Manchester. Proposed by J. Theo. Halliday,

Paul Ogden, and John Swarbnck.

Bradbury : Ronald, B.A. Hons. (Arch.), Manchester.

{Passed fi\e years' course at the School of Architecture,

Victoria University, Manchester. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice), Taxal Gate, Whaley Bridge, Stockport. Pro-

posed by Francis Jones, J. Theo. Halhday, and Percy S.

Worthington.
Brenchley^ : Arthur Regin.ald TinaP, “ Cumshaw,*’ Trinity

Road, Gillingham, Kent. Proposed by Professor A. E.

Richardson, G. Topham Forrest, and Alexander G.

Bond.
Brentnall : Ralph Herbert [Final], 28 Victoria Park,

Fishponds, Bristol. Proposed by Sir George H. Oatiey,

G. C. Lawrence, and G. D. Gordon Hake.

Bright : George Edw.ard [Final], 49 Hilldrop Road, Tufnell

Park, London, X. Proposed by Professor A. E. Richard-

son, Sir Edwin L. Lutyens, and Albert J. Thomas.

Brown : Collings William [Special], Public Works De-

partment, Union Buildings, Pretoria, South Africa.

Proposed by J. S. Cleland, J. Lockwood Hall, and J. G. H.

Holdgate.

Butler: Ronald McConnal (Passed five years’ joint course

at the Birmingham School of Architecture and the Archi-

tectural Association. Exempted from Final Examination

after passing Examination in Professional Practice).

Redclyffe, Halesowen, nr. Birmingham. Proposed by

Howard Robertson, Gilbert H. Jenkins, and the Council.

C.arter : Edwlyrd Jullan, B.A. Cantab (Passed five years’

course at the Architectural Association. Exempted from

Final Examination after passing Examination in Pro-

fessional Practice), 4 Oakley Street, Chelsea, S.W.3.

Proposed by Howard Robertson, Charles Sydney Spooner,

and A. H. Aloberly.

Cassells : George Arthur (Passed five years’ course at the

Edinburgh College of Art. Exempted from Final Ex-

amination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice), i, Corstorphine Park Gardens, Corstorphine,

Midlothian. Proposed by Jn. Begg, E. A. Jamieson, and

James A. Arnott.

Ch.aplin : John Perciv.al [Final]
,
22 Weaponness V alley Road,

Scarborough. Proposed by J. Henry Pitt, G. Dudley

Harbron and Alexander G. Bond.

Dower : John Gordon, B.A. Cantab. [Final], 66 Willifield W ay,

London, X.W.ii. Proposed by C. Cowles-Voysey,

Professor Beresford Pite, and H. S. Chorley.

Duffy: Thom.as [Speciah, 46 Third Avenue, Heaton,

Bolton. Proposed by S. Wilkinson, John B. Gass, and

Arthur J. Hope.
Flficher : Janet (AIiss) (Passed five \ears course at the

Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Ex-

amination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice), 52, Campden Hill Square, London, W.8.

Proposed by Henry M. Fletcher, Howard Robertson,

and J. Murray Easton.

Grayson : Ar'ihur Bellh.am (Passed^ five years’ course at

the Architectural Association. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice), The Manse, Halesworth, Suffolk. Proposed

by Xiel Martin-Kaye, Howard Robertson, and Robert

Atkinson.
^ , n j

Haskins : Allan Daniel Aitken [Final], 16 Sampson Road,

Sparkbrook, Birmingham. Proposed by Philip B. Chatwin,
Ernest C. Bewlay, and F. Barry Peacock.

Hughes : John Leslie, Dip. Arch. (Liverpool). (Passed
five-years’ course at the Liverpool School of Architecture,

L^niverisity of Liverpool. Exempted from Final Examina-
tion after passing Examination in Professional Practice),

5 Edge Lane, Edge Hill, Liverpool. Proposed by Professor
C. H. Reilly, Leonard Barnish, and T. Taliesin Rees.

Johnson: Allan, Dip, Arch. (Leeds) [Final], c,o 106
Hendon Way, Cricklewood, X’.W.2. Proposed by H. V.
Lanchester, T. A. Lodge and Victor Bain.

Kemp : Sidney" James, M.M. [Final], Tilehurst, Farley Road,
Selsdon, South Croydon. Proposed by Maxwell Ayrton,
Professor A. E. Richardson, and Charles D. Hawley.

Kininmonth : William Hardie [Passed five years’ course
at the Edinburgh College of Art. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional
Practice]

,
Camborne Hotel, 62 Leinster Square, London,

W.2. Proposed bv Jn. Begg, C. D. Carus-Wilson, and
F. C. Mears.

Macdonald : Hugh Sinclair (Passed five years’ course at the

Edinburgh College of Art. Exempted from Final Examina-
tion after passing Examination in Professional Practice],

The Rowans, Princes Street, Thurso, Caithness. Pro-
posed by Jn. Begg, C. D. Carus-Wilson, and F. C.
Clears.

McMullen : Alexander Lawrence, B.A. Cantab. [Final],

32 Evelyn Mansions, Carlisle Place, S.W.i. Proposed
by J. Murray Easton, E. Stanley Hail, and Howard
Robertson.

^Martin : John Leslie (Passed five years’ course at the School
of Architecture, Victoria UniYersity, Alanchester. Ex-
empted from Final Examination after passing Examina-
tion in Professional Practice), Holmleigh, Bramhall
Lane, Bramhall, Cheshire. Proposed by J. Theo. Halliday,
Francis Jones, and John Swarbrick.

Maynard : Frederick James [Final], 158 Pinner Road,
Harrow", Middlesex. Proposed by Gilbert H. Jenkins,
W. E. Riley and M. H. Baillte Scott.

JMurray" : James IMackie (Passed five years’ course at the
Edinburgh College of Art. Exempted from Final Ex-
amination after passing Examination in Professional Prac-
tice), 5 Dick Place, Edinburgh. Proposed by Jn. Begg,
F. C. Clears and C. D. Carus-Wilson.

Neil : Charles Warren [Final], “ Langley,” 14 Valkyrie
Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex. Proposed by Niel
>Iartin-Kaye, Herbert R. Cowley and W. Beswfick.

Nisbet : John Athelstan Victor, B. Arch. Sydney (Passed
five years’ course at Sydney Unwersity School of Archi-
tecture. Exempted from Final Examination after passing
Examination in Professional Practice), c 'o The National
Bank of Australasia, Ltd., 7 Lothbury, E.C.2. Proposed
by Major Hubert C. Corlette, J. A. Gotch and T. J.

Rushton.
Patker : ViTHAL Mukund (Passed five years’ course at the

Lniversity of London School of Architecture. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in

Professional Practice), 27 Narcissus Road, N.W.6-
Proposed by Professor A. E. Richardson, C. Lovett Gill

and Arthur Stratton.

Phillipson : Beatrix Janet (Miss), B.A, London (Passed
five years’ course at the University of London School
of Architecture. Exempted from Final Examination after

passing Examination in Professional Practice), College
House, Dollis Avenue, Finchley, N.3. Proposed by
Professor A. E. Richardson, Stanley C. Ramsey and
Alatthew' J. Dawson.

Price: Geoffrey Langford [Final], 15 Harley Terrace,
Gosforth, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Proposed by Percy Thomas,
Harry Teather and T. Alw yn Lloyd.
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Randall : Gerald Frayne, B.A. Eng. Camb. (Passed five

years’ course at the Architectural Association. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in

Professional Practice), Westmoor, Tillington, Petworth,
Sussex. Proposed by Howard Robertson, J. Murray
Easton and Robert Atkinson.

Rea : Herbert Francis [Final], Lakemead, Totnes, Devon.
Proposed by Fred. Harrild, Professor S. D. Adshead and
Stanley C. Ramsey.

Segar-Owen : Godfrey Joscel'^’N Segar [Final], Palmyra
Square Chambers, Warrington, Cheshire. Proposed
bv Geoffrey Owen, W. Curtis Green and Professor C. H.
Reilly.

Shaw: Robert [Final], Main Street, Cottingley, Bingley,

Yorkshire. Proposed by G. H. Foggitt, B. R. Gribbon
and Colonel Albert E. Kirk.

Shepherd : George Henry [Final], c/o 31 Stubley Road,
Heckmondwike. Proposed by G. H. Foggitt, B. R.
Gribbon and Colonel Albert E. Kirk.

Smeed : Charles William James (Passed five years’ course

at the University of London School of Architecture.

Exempted from Final Examination after passing Examina-
tion in Professional Practice), Electric House, Station

Road, Chingford, London, E.4. Proposed by Professor

A. E. Richardson, Arthur Stratton and [Matthew J.

Dawson.
Somake : Ellis Edward (Passed five years’ course at the

University of London School of Architecture. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in

Professional Practice), 17 Hendon Way, Cricklewood,
N.W.2. Proposed by Professor A. E. Richardson, Thos. S.

Tait and Sir John J. Burnet.
Stanley : Leslie Stuart, M.A. Cantab. [Special], 16 Cole

Park Road, Twickenham, Middlesex. Proposed by
Professor A. E. Richardson, Arthur Stratton and Major
Charles F. Skipper.

Steele : Frank Reginald [Final], “ Newlands,” Stockton

Brook, Stoke-on-Trent. Proposed by R. T, Longden,

J. H. Beckett and Elijah Jones.

Tassell : George Edward [Final], “ Almaville,” Tillin^on
Stafford. Proposed bv E. Bower Norris, J. Theo. Hallidav

and W. H. Hobday.
'

Taylor : George Swan [Special], 35 Comely Bank Road,
Edinburgh. Proposed by Sir G. Washington Browne,
T. F. JVIaclennan and Geo. D. Macniven.

Westerman : Albert Edwin (Passed five years’ course at

the Architectural Association. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice), 88 St. James’s Avenue, Beckenham, Kent.
Prosposed by A. S. R. Ley, Howard Robertson and

J. [Murray Easton.
Wheeler-Carmichael : Samuel Den^nis (Passed five years’

course at the University of London School of Architec-

ture. Exempted from Final Examination after passing

Examination in Professional Practice), 22 Portman
Street, W.i. Proposed by E. B. Hoare, iVI. Wheeler and
W. Courtenay le Alaitre.

Young : William Edward [Special], 16 Leyburn Road,
Moston Estate, Failsworth, Manchester. Proposed by
A. Nelson Bromley, Harry G. Watkins and Paul Ogden.

Queries and Replies
[A large number of questions on points of professional practice and

technical interest are addressed to the Practice and Science Standing
Committees and to other Committees of the Institute.

The Council, on the recommendation of the Science Standing
Committee, have decided to adopt the procedure of publishing such
queries in the Journal when on matters of general interest, together

with the replies of those members who, having special knowledge

and experience of the particular questions, have been asked to express
their opinions upon them. The scheme is based upon that adopted
by the Surveyors’ Institution.

The identity of the member seeking the information will not be
disclosed, but the replies published will be signed by the members
who have supplied them.]

Query No. 5.

Can you give me a formula for a durable whitewash for
external use ?

Reply to Query No. 5.
The Bureau of Lighthouses, Department of Commerce,

Washington, issues a document which describes what is

generally known as Government Formula for Whitewash.
A verbatim transcript is as follow’s :

—

The following formula for whitew^ashing has been found to
answ’er on wood, brick and stone, nearly as well as oil paint and
is much cheaper : Slake half a bushel of unslaked lime with
boiling water, keeping it covered during the process. Strain
it and add a peck of salt dissolved in warm water

; 3 lb, of
ground rice put in boiling w’ater and boiled to a thin paste ;

half a pound of pow dered Spanish whiting, and a pound of clear
glue dissolved in warm w'ater, mix these well together, and let

the mixture stand for several days. Keep the wash thus pre-
pared in a kettle or portable furnace and when used put it on as
hot as possible with painters’ or w’hitewash brushes.
The follow'ing simpler formula for mixing w'hitew’ash when

properly made and put on gives a white that does not easily
wash or rub off, viz., To 10 parts of best freshly slaked lime
add one part of best hydraulic cement ; mix well with salt

w’ater and apply quite thin,

G, N. Kent [L.].

At the request of several members, copies of the questions and
answers are now printed as separate leaflets and can be obtained
free on application to the Secretary.

Competitions
ACCRINGTON : NEW POLICE AND FIRE

STATIONS
The Accrington Corporation invite architects to submit,

in open competition, designs for new Police and Fire
Stations.

Assessor : Mr. Herbert J. Rowse [jP,],

Premiums : £250, £150 and £100.
Last day for receiving designs, 31 March 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on applica-

tion to the Town Clerk, Town Hall, Accrington. Deposit
£2 2S.

CHELMSFORD : PUBLIC LIBRARY AND
MUSEUM.

The Chelmsford Corporation invite architects to submit,
in open competition, designs for a New Public Library and
Museum.

Assessor : Mr. H. V. Lanchester [F.].

Last day for receiving designs, 14 June 1930.
Conditions of the Competition may be obtained on

application to Mr. G. E. Barford, Town Clerk, Town
Clerk’s Office, Chelmsford. Deposit £i is.

CLYDEBANK ; WAR MEMORIAL.
The Competitions Committee desire to call the atten-

tion of Members to the fact that the conditions of the
above competition are not in accordance with the Regula-
tions of the R.I.B.A. The Competitions Committee are
in negotiation with the Promoters in the hope of securing
an amendment. In the meantime Members should not
take part in the competition.
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LIVERPOOL: PROPOSED PIER HEAD
IMPROVEMENTS.

The Liverpool City Council propose to offer premiums

of 1,000 guineas and 500 guineas in connection with a

competition for the improvement of the amenities of the

Pier Head. [Conditions are not yet available.]

WEST HARTLEPOOL : OPEN AIR SCHOOL.
The West Hartlepool Education Committee have

decided to hold a competition for an open air school,

for which Mr. F. Willey, the County Architect, will be

the Assessor. [Conditions are not yet available.]

Members’ Column
MR. J. ARCHIBALD LUCAS.

Mr. J. Archib.\ld Lucas F.S.I., F.R. I. B. A., Architect and Sur-

veyor, of Guildhall Chambers, Hi"h Street, Exeter, has taken into

partnership ^Ir. Douulas Charles Lanj^ford, F.S.I., of “ Gwithian,”

Broad Lane, Bracknell, Berks. The style of the new firm will be

Lucas Langford.’’

PARTNERSHIP OR PRACTICE WANTED.
Young Architect with general experience is willing to consider

purchasing an architectural practice or partnership. Must be in

London area.—Apply Box 3330, c o The Secretar>^ R.I.B.A., g

Conduit Street, London, W.i.

\PPOlNTMENT OF DEPUTY COUNTY ARCHITECT
‘

" FOR KENT.
The Kent Countv Council on 19 February 1930, appointed

Mr. Sidne> H. Loweth, A.R LB.A., M.R San L, Depun CounW
Architect.

TO LET.

.Architect’s Offices to be let by Member [F.]. One large room,

one smaller with waiting lobby and vanous cupboards, forming self-

contained suite; good position and light; resident housekeeper,

adjoining Bedford Row, W.C.i. Rent £uo per annum, inclusive

raws.—Apply Box 5330, c o The Secretary R.I B.A., 9 Conduit

Street. London, W.i.

ARCHITECTURAL BOOKS.

For disposal privatelv bv the widow of an architect [F.], recently

deceased, a number of books upon Architecture and the Arts (some

rare) also some office furniture. Inspection London any time.

\pply Box 4330, c,o The Secretary R.I.B A., 9 Conduit Street,

London, W.i.

Minutes X
Session 1929-1930.

At the Ninth General Meeting (Ordinary) of the Session,

io*^Q-iQ30, held on Monday, 3 March 1930, at 8pm
Sir Banister Fletcher, F.S.A., President, in the Chaiy.

The attendance book was signed by 24 Fellows (including

7 members of Council), 29 Associates (including 3 members of

Council), 5 Licentiates (including i member ol Council),

I Hon Associate and a large number of visitois.

The Minutes of the Ordinaiw' General Meeting held on

I" Febmary 1930, having been published in the Journal,

were taken as read, confirmed, and signed as correct.

The Hon. Secretary announced the decease of ;
—

•

Charles H. Aloore, Professor of Art and Director of the

Fogg Art AIuseum of Harvard Universiw, elected an

Hon. Associate 1910 ,

William Samuel Alfred Emden, transferred to Fellowship

Class 1925
,

, , . * Qo.,
Edward Percy Thompson, elected Associate i»«2

.

lohn Stalker, transferred to Licentiate Class 1925;

and It was Resohed that the regrets of the Institute for their

loss be entered on the Minutes and that a message of sympathy

and condolence be com eyed to their relatnes.

The follow ing member attending for the first time since his

election was formally admitted by the President :

—

Mr. Hugo R. Bird [F.],

The Secretary announced that the Council had nominated
for election to the various classes of membership the candidates

whose names are published in this issue of the Journal.
The Chairman announced that by a resolution of the Council

the following had ceased to be a member of the Roybal In-

stitute :

—

As Associate

Cyril John Crossman.

Mr. Frank Pick having read a paper on “ The Design of

Modern Railway Stations in Europe and America,”* a discussion

ensued, and on the motion of rfie Rt. Hon. Lord Aber-
conway, P.C., seconded by’ Sir H, A. Walker, K.C.B., a vote

of thanks was passed to Air. Frank Pick by acclamation and
W’as briefly responded to.

The proceedings closed at 9.45 p m.
* rni> P.iper :vill be p'ibltshed in the next issue of the Jol’rn'al, 22 March.

ARCHITECTS’ BENEVOLENT SOCIETY
(Insurance Department)

.

HOUSE PURCHASE SCHEME
(for property’ in Great Britain only).

The Society’ is able, through the services of a leading

Assurance Office, to assist an Architect (or his client) in

securing the capital for the purchase of a house for his

own occupation, on the follow'ing terms :

—

Amount of Loan,

Property’ value exceeding ;f666, but not exceeding

;f2,5oo, 75 per cent, of the value.

Property’ value exceeding but not exceeding

;f4,500, 66| per cent, of the value.

The value of the property’ is that certified by’ the Sur-
veyor employ’cd by’ the Office.

Rate of Interest, 5J per cent, gross.

Repayment.

By’ means of an Endowment Assurance w’hich dis-

charges the loan at the end of 15 or 20 years, or at the

earlier death of the borrower.

Special Concession to Architects.

In the case of houses in course of erection, it has been
arranged that, provided the Plan and Specification have
been approved by’ the Surveyor acting for the Office,

and the amount of the loan agreed upon, and subject to

the house being completed in accordance therewith,

One Half of the loan w’ili be advanced on a certificate

from the Office’s Survey’or that the walls of the house
are erected and the roof on and covered in.

Note.—In 1928, over ;f2o,ooo was loaned to archi-

tects under this scheme, and as a result over £100 was
handed to the Benevolent Fund.

If a quotation is required, kindly’ send details of your
age next birthday’, approximate value of house and its

exact situation, to the Secretary’ Architects’ Benevolent
Society, 9 Conduit Street, London, W.
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Grand Central Station, New York

The Design of Modern Railway Stations in Europe

and America
BY FRANK PICK, Managing Director to the Underground Group of Electric Railw^ay Companies

\Read before the Royal Institute of British Architects on Monday, 3 March 1930.]

A RAILWAY station is a place at which

passengers join or leave trains. It is a

place of arrival and departure, for trains as

well as for passengers, two somewhat diverse units

of which designers must take cognisance, causing

a railway station to fall into two distinct parts, the

passenger-concourse and the train-shed, to each of

which a different measure must be applied if they

are to be apt and fit for their purpose.

But a railway station is also something more. It

is the modern gateway through which citizen and

visitor alike enter and withdraw from the city.

Before the era of raihvays the way in and out of a

city was always at the boundary where some main
road converged upon it, and there it was custo-

mar}' to build a gateway for defence and protection,

but even when such gateway ceased to have any

value for either purpose, because gunpowder had
made the weapon of the attacker supreme over the

shield of the defender, a gateway was often still

built and retained. At the approach to Siena from
the north, beside the sharp-angled bastions of the
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Medicean fortress, there is a fine stone archway
straddling the road and sadly obstructing the

traffic, for it permits of use by a single vehicle only

at a time, the Porta Camollia. Its outer face is

high and magnificent, but immediately behind
there is an inner face, which is low and would be

forbidding were it not for a fresco which covers

the plain stonework and seems to be set in the

frame of the outer arch, a splendid advertisement

for the city, telling of its religious disposition.

Now that the railway has brought its roads

through the walls and across the boundaries of

cities, the gateway has curiously enough reared

itself as near to the centre as it can economically

get, and a great deal nearer than it aesthetically

should, and the conception of the gateway has

appropriately and agreeably influenced station

design. So far as the boundary of the city is con-

cerned, in these days it is impossible almost to mark
it—the city sprawls out over the country so recklessly.

But a railway station is something more still. It

has become a place of public resort and might
become even more a place of public resort if this

conception were allowed free play and the station

were made more hospitable and attractive. How
often must each citizen attend at the railway station

for his own travel, or to welcome or speed another’s

travel, and how much is the pleasure and satisfac-

tion which he receives from these fairly numerous
attendances t The answer is indeed questionable.

Before any progress can be made with the design

of a modern railway station, it is essential to have a

clear conception of what a railway station is and

of what it is intended to be. For the design must

be influenced vitally by the conception, and if it

is to be a place of public resort, it will expand

generously and develop in unlooked-for directions.

Take first the conception of a gateway. At

once the problem of scale presents itself. At one

end the station is a gateway for trains, at the

other end the station is a gateway for passengers.

Immediately, therefore, the two must be harmo-

nised, and to a high arched roof, imposing and

grand, must be united doorways which appear in-

viting and homely. The passenger must be made
to feel as though he were a guest. The doors are

to be set wide open, to be modest, not vast. The
doors are to be sufficient in number not to keep

the passenger waiting. The steps are to be broad

and easy. Over them there must be a canopy to

shelter from the rain and other inclemencies of

the weather. The key to the exterior of the

railway station is the character and arrangement
of the doorways in the face of a building necessarily

of great size.

And as in the gateway of Siena, the advertisement

is still there. Provision must be made on the face

of the building for advertisement in two scales, one
to be observed from afar and one to be examined
nearby, a further problem to which an acceptable

solution is still to be found.

Take secondly the conception of a public re-

sort. It raises forthwith the setting of a station.

If it is to be a place of public resort it demands
space and dignity. It demands also a sense of
order, for without a sense of order, how can the
public be brought together with safety and con-
venience ? The spirit of the crowd is not to be
unrestrained. The German tradition, which covers
middle Europe, has provided numerous stations set

in ample space : in a small park as at Zurich, on
the borders of a park as at Stuttgart, in the centre
or at the side of a square as at Leipzig or Helsing-
fors. In England there is sometimes a busy yard
full of cabs and omnibuses, but, with rare excep-
tions, nothing that might be said to correspond to
a setting. And at least it is desirable that the
station should be seen and its character as a public
building realised. It will need less of disfiguring
notice or advertisement at least.

And there is a specific utilitarian ground for
a liberal setting to a railway station. A railway
station creates, as it were, an eddy in the flow of
vehicular traffic through the city. The stream
throws out an accumulation of cars and cabs and
vans, all the while bringing and fetching traffic to
and from the railway, for which space for manoeuvre
and for standing is essential . Railway stations have
no right or business to create a centre of traffic

congestion and make no contribution towards the
street accommodation required for its dispersion
and relief. There is little virtue in a cramped site.

It means the sacrifice of many amenities. There
is less economy, for congestion means waste.
The railway station is the only sound and

enduring advertisement which the railway has in a
city. There it stands, fixed and permanent, the
basis upon which the railway can and should be
judged. On this account alone, if for no other,
it deserves imaginative consideration. There the
prospective and intending passengers get their
first impressions of the railway service. Is it not
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iinporuiiit that those first impressions should he
favourable r I hen reflect for a moment upon the
UiiNcd impressions a visit to the London terminals
musf produce.

1 lie passeni^er is often an anxious, harassed
cruj.ttire. I h^ feels the bustle and haste of the rail-

that binds together all the various components
that constitute a well equipped station into the

expression of a single idea.

All the thought that goes into perishable adver-
tisements is as naught to the thought that should
go into this permanent one.

Tickei' Oiiicf in CiRANu Cfntral Terminal, Xhw York

\\d\ as a pursuing phantom. What, therefore,

would he appreciate most ? Surely, a sense of care

and of orderliness. These, therefore, should find

expression in the design and the architecture of

the station, ddie sense of care must flow from
the well thought out seejuence in which the various

stages of arrival and departure—-the booking and
collection of tickets, the check of luggage, the

securing of seats or cabs, and so forth —are planned.

'The sense of orderliness must flow from some unity

Enter then the station. It is first of all a place
of business for which proper provision must be
made. There is the booking office with its series
of windows, whither comes the passenger, often
bearing his luggage with him. The m’anage-
ment begins by contemplating a queue, an adverse
suggestion to jar the mind of the passenger, and
provides a barrier before each window, often too
high to serve as a rest for the luggage and often
too closely spaced to allow the luggage to pass
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between it and the window. The passenger is

made to feel that his bag is an obstructive encum-

brance. In an American railway station it is

customary to place a rest below the window so

that the passenger may set down his luggage and

have his hands free for the task of acquiring and

paying for his ticket. It may easily happen that

the booking office deals with only part of the re-

quirements of the passenger
;

that the season

ticket, or the reserv-ed seat, or the dog, or the other

impedimenta to be dealt with require his atten-

dance at quite another office in quite another place.

All this is but an illustration of the need for thought.

The traveller is often beset with troubles. He may

want the enquiry office, or the post office (and there

is not always one), or the telegraph office, or the

public telephones. All these represent a common
kind of need. Are they all placed in contiguity

to each other for the convenience of the user or

are they scattered up and down the platform ?

Then there is the stationmaster, who represents

the management, and whose office should be con-

spicuously available as a re-assurance to the

passenger. The lost property office, the first-aid

station and the police station—three related station

services for the help and consolation of the pas-

senger. Again, are all these associated together in

one place so as to be easily found ?

Finally, there is the cloak room for left luggage,

at wffiich the passenger may unload his burden tem-

porarily if he washes, and it should have a low^

counter to avoid lifting, the counter level being on

a level with the platform of the luggage trolley

maybe. In German railw^ay stations the floor in-

side the luggage office is often lowxr than the floor

outside, so that the counter serves a twmfold use,

of counter proper on the one side and of a handy

rest for luggage on the other side. This is a minor

instance of thought in planning.

These are the business or commercial elements

of the railway station, and it seems fitting that they

should be grouped in orderly fashion around a

central hall, well lit and warm and sufficiently

spacious to hold the normal traffic of the station,

A concourse is the technical expression which the

Americans have provided for this central hall in

which the work of the station takes place. Those

offices which concern the trains, as w'ell as the

passengers, could be placed on that side of the

central hall which divides the concourse from the

platforms with direct access to each from the

22 March 1930

offices, as for example, the stationmaster’s office,

the first-aid and police stations, and especially the

left luggage office.

The point for insistence is their orderly grouping

round some recognised central place in w hich the

w hole business of the station can be transacted.

In contrast to this there is the long strung out

file of offices down one platform w hich is common
English practice, and which even occurs when the

station is a terminal station, so that in this case

onlv one platform is reasonably and properly

served. No recognised order is followed in

arranging this long strung out file of offices. Check

over the arrangement of any English station and it

wall be found ahvays to differ, while quaint juxta-

positions wall appear. It is almost as though, the

few^ principal requirements being met, all the mis-

cellaneous lesser requirements were tucked away
into any space that w^as left vacant as best their

needs seemed to fit such space, but wathout regard

to the manner in which their location fitted the

needs of passengers.

The Great Hall at Euston w as a distinguished

exemplar and before the station sprawled out on
either side must have been a convenient and im-
pressive place. But now all sense of design, as the

expression of orderly arrangement, has fled from
Euston.

So at Waterloo there is another distinguished

station, but the arrangement has been to place

across the ends of the platforms what in other

stations extends down the side of the principal

departure platform, and once again no consistent

or satisfactory grouping is followed.

At this point it is necessary to digress into a

brief consideration of the nature of the railway

services, for wathout some understanding of this

subject, further progress cannot safely be made.
So far as the passenger is concerned, it is essen-

tial to know’ whether he is to scramble for a seat

or whether a seat is appointed for him in the train.

If he is to scramble for a seat, the passenger, having
discharged the necessary business of taking his

ticket, crowds round the entrance to the platform,

anxious to be amongst the first to reach the train,

or getting through the barrier, if there is one, lines

up along the edge of the platform, hoping that he
is not against a luggage van, or if he is third class,

is not where a first class carriage stops, or vice

versa. Everything is uncertain, so that his anxiety

as to his comfort can be in no wav alleviated. The
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weary or laden may sit on the wooden benches that

are occasionally provided, but there are numerous
platforms without as much as a seat. This habit

reduces appreciably the waiting room accommoda-
tion that it is necessary to provide, and renders

essential matter is for the passenger to keep his eye

on his luggage. The railway takes no responsi-

bility for it. No one can trust a railway company
without obtaining a written receipt. The luggage

may be lost, or placed in the wrong van or wrong

Entrance to Platform, Grand Central Station, New York

such accommodation as is provided of little use.

The platform becomes the waiting room.

In other ways the method of station operation

affects this problem of waiting. How long are

trains in the platforms before departure ? How
punctual are the trains ? What indications are

given as to train movements to the waiting pas-

sengers ? All these are pertinent questions which

must have a bearing on design.

Then there is the luggage to be handled. The

train, or not placed in the van or train at all.

Experience has impressed upon the passenger the

variety and extent of the risks that beset railway

travel with luggage. They may appear unreal or

exaggerated to the railway management and
statistically may be negligible, but no one can
watch the crowd at a busy station without being

aware of the atmosphere of worry and care that

seems to be engendered there. So the cautious

passenger has learned not to allow the luggage out
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of his sight, and a porter with a barrow or with

a swag of luggage about him (to use an appropriate

architectural term) accompanies the passenger to

the train, for a consideration. He is the guide, the

mentor and the friend of the traveller and without

his genial, if mercenary aid the English railwa}

system must have been overwhelmed in revolution

long ago.

So far, no one has exploited a conveyor system

for the handling of luggage. There have been

tentative experiments in several countries. There
are stations both on the Continent and in America
at which separate narrow platforms are set apart

for the movement of luggage, so that a train stands

between the passenger and the luggage platforms,

and the obstruction and confusion of mixing the

two is obviated. Thev demand, however, for

success, a greater faith than is given to the ordinary

English passenger. Thev are therefore interesting

and remote experiments.

From this digression a return may be made to

the review of the various elements that go to the

building of a railway station, and the point has now
been reached at which the passenger has nothing

to do. He has just to wait. So far as English

railway stations are concerned, there can be no

complaint about the liberal provision that is made
for waiting. The passenger has a choice of resorts,

for there mav be a general waiting room as well as

a waiting room for men and another for women,
so carefully are the sexes segregated on the least

provocation. There will also be waiting rooms for

first and third class passengers. But while the

accommodation is plentiful, the standard of light

and air supplied in all these waiting rooms is not

high. The^ seem habituallv to be gloomy and

depressing. Their furnishing is formal and dull.

They wear an institutional appearance. Those tor

the first class are not without comfort or even

luxury, if the outsize character of the furniture

betokens ^uxurv as seems to be imagined, for it is

a curious thing that the railway companies provide

for the first class passengers on the assumption

that they are all of r^utstanding size, when perhaps

all that is meant by this is that they are, in their

own estimation, of outstanding importance. Those
for the third class, on the other hand, are usually

mean and poor, as though the railway companies

still resented the action of Parliament in forcing

upon their attention the so-called Parliamentary

fare. There is still a great chance for the architect

to make the waiting accommodation plain but

decent, comfortable but economical.

Waiting is a special feature of a railway station.

It might almost be said to be the chief feature, and
around waiting spring up many wants. A refresh-

ment room, a tea room, a lunch room, for instance,

for the various meals must be distinguished. The
refreshment rooms collectively should be closely

related to the waiting rooms. Where one leads

into the other the temptation is conducive to trade.

Who can wait patientlv with the clinking of glass

sounding next door, or resist the aroma of coffee

as it watts through the opening and closing door.

All these rooms should therefore be en suite. From
the main concourse there should be direct access

to a series of pleasant rooms in which waiting mav
be cheerfully accomplished and bodilv needs mav
be agreeably satisfied.

Here would be the lavatories.

Ender this proposal it is questionable whether
the segregation of sexes or classes remains of much
importance. Certainly abroad it seems to be for-

gotten. They tend to mix happilv together, and
the common waiting room oftentimes is gay with
advertisements of the railway company, not posters
necessarily, but decorations of a more permanent
and artistic quality. There is a certain amount of
interest and amusement to be obtained by the ob-
servation of one s tellow travellers. A common
waiting room provides an excuse for greater
spaciousness. \\ hatever is provided, waiting room
and refreshment room should be recognised as
public rooms, and in their arrangement and equip-
ment should correspond closely to the public rooms
of an hotel.

Cursorily reviewing the English main line rail-
way stations, it would not seem as though this
principle of design had been consistentlv applied.
A further word on refreshment rooms. They

need to he oi two types. T he leisurely sort in
which a meal can be obtained with time, and the
quick sort in which a meal is snatched in the
inter\ ai betA\een trains. i he Americans have
de\ eloped to a fine pitch the Quick service bar, not
only in the matter of speed of service, but also in
the matter^ cf variety of food, d’he bar of the
English railwa\ refreshment room has become the
stock subject of jest. Its unimaginative and limited
resources in the way ot food have almost passed
into a proverb. There is great scope once more
tor design in connection with refreshment rooms.
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In conjunction with the waiting rooms should
also be found the news stall and the tobacco stall,

and, to meet newly developed tastes, the fruit and
sweet stalls. Because in England waiting is mostly

done on the platforms, all these stalls tend to get

on to the platforms, which is to be recognised as

the proper principle of business, that is to say, that

they should certainly be associated with the place

in which waiting is done.

If a waiting room is to be used it must be
equipped with an indicator which will advise those

who wait in it of the movement of trains in the

So they have brought together in their larger

stations all those jobbing trades that the passenger
wants from time to time but puts off, seeking to

save himself trouble. It should not be forgotten
that numbers of passengers are regular passengers.
Then they know that all these things are to be
found in the station. Umbrellas to be re-covered
while you wait ; clothes to be repaired and pressed

;

hats to be blocked and ironed
; boots to be

polished, heeled or rubbered
; hair to be cut

;

and there are quite a lot of tiresome little items
which have been put off until that idle minute, and

Quick Service Bar, Buffalo Station, Xew York

station, rhey must know of tram arrivals and

train departures in good time. Often enough the

waiting room is without means of communication

with the station, so that passengers anxiously watch

the clock, or run in and out with unrequited expec-

tation. A proper system of indication would add

much to the amenities ot the waiting room.

All that is said under this head may be summed

up in a phrase, that there should be system even

in waiting.

Our American cousins go much further. 1 hey

have thought out this problem of waiting m
a true commercial spirit. They know that Satan

finds some mischief still for idle hands to do
,
that

the idle can be so easily induced to act

;

that idle-

ness is a kind of vacuum which must be filled up.

then the station meets the need. Lots of little

shops paying nice little rents, yet all contributing

to the satisfaction of the passenger. Or, going
further, there are the chemist, the stationer, the

occasional printer and the haberdasher, who suppiv
the odd forgotten wants, or who meet the trivial

commissions which occasionally accompany the

passenger who travels dailv to business and who is

glad to secure for them a prompt and happy
dispatch.

If, therefore, space permits, it might be desir-

able that some sort of arcade should be set aside

within the station limits in which opportunity can
be made for all these and kindred shops. By such
means waiting may cease to seem a waste of time.

Our American cousins, on occasion, have gone
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even further still, and in the Grand Central

Terminal of New York, which is perhaps the

finest station in the world, there is a railway

museum and there is a picture gallery. The
picture gallery admittedly combines the provision

of entertainment with commerce, for the pictures

are for sale. If a station is to be made a place of

public resort, it is worth while to consider whether
there is not some advantage in bringing on to the

site other attractions, and it may easily happen that

these other attractions will yield a reasonable

return to the railway company for their accommo-
dation.

Once start the public congregating together and
ever}' fresh excuse will add to the congregation.

That is the habit mass psychology establishes. A
railway station may legitimately exploit it. The
Piccadilly Circus station is a minor instance.

At last the platform is reached, or rather the

series of platforms which occupies the train shed.

The dimensions are now mainly determined by
engineering considerations. The human element

shrinks into insignificance and if any single

element exercises control it must be the car, approxi-

mately 6o feet long by 9 feet wide by 12 feet high,

with its floor level some three feet above the rail.

The architect has little choice except with regard to

the height and shape of the roof, and the character

of the station must turn upon the roof. St. Pancras

station has the most graceful roof in London, a fine

sweep, a broad span. The problems of this part

of the station turn upon lighting and ventilation,

and to ensure an even illumination and to allow the

smoke and steam of the locomotives to clear, the

roof should be placed at a liberal height above the

platforms. If this is the case, then direct lighting

may be used, for the suspended lamps will yet be

sufficiently high to be out of the way and thus

avoid glare. Direct lighting is half the cost of

indirect lighting which would be necessarv^ if the

roof were low, for it is assumed that a modern
station would aim at a general suffused lighting

from a concealed source rather than at the hit and
miss of spot lighting. Where a station is built

u ith a low roof, special prov ision must be made for

ventilating ducts and cowls to take away the smoke.

These are disfiguring and destroy any feeling of

spaciousness and beauty that there may be. A bad
example is to be seen in Stuttgart station.

One problem of the train shed that has never

been satisfactorily studied is the use of the walls
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for advertising. Large-scale advertisements are

based on a unit 10 feet high by 6 feet 8 inches wide.

Properly panelled into the sides of the train shed,

advertisement spaces should yield a decorative

effect of patches of variegated colour within the

uniform framework of steel. The orderly repeti-

tion of such spaces, as of the steel trusses them-
selves, becomes a patterning vvffiich is not without

aesthetic value. Certainly it is folly to build a

railway station on the assumption that advertise-

ments will not come, and to provide arches and
architraves to disappear behind clumsy hoardings.

The revenue vvffiich advertisements yield is too

great to be neglected, and now that there is so

much agitation with regard to the preservation of

rural amenities, spaces for advertising may be-

come restricted, and the authorised or tolerated

spaces, such as those in railway stations, may
become of greater v^alue. The architect must there-

fore make terms with the devil of advertising and
will find him, as in the fable, a gentleman.

Provision must also be made for the railway’s

own notices and advertisements. Here another
and smaller sized unit is employed, the double
royal poster, 40 inches deep bv- 25 inches wide.
To be seen effectiv^ely it must be placed along the
eye line on wall and pier.

Ail illuminated or exceptional advertisements
should be excluded. Any special illumination
should be applied to the signs and notices neces-
sary for the direction and information of the pas-
sengers. The observance of this rule will make all

signs and notices required for use distinctive and
clear instead of being blurred by being buried in a

disorganised welter of incongruous adv^ertisements.
But slender care has been given to the station

name plates. These are generally placed on seat
backs and are only visible w hen the seats are not in
use, thereby contradicting almost the purpose of
the seats. Or they are placed on lamps in such
small lettering as to be visible only with difficulty.

Over and over again it is possible to stand and look
up and down a platform and find no indication of
locality at all. Distinctive name plates, clear of all

extraneous matter, should be supplied, one for
every car’s length of the platform.
As for signs, there is an unwholesome fondness

tor capital letters. There is a lesson to be learned
trom the Germans here, for they use the lower case
or reading type, and it is astonishing hovv^ much
more legible the wording becomes because the eye
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is accustomed to reading the letter symbols and
grasps their significance more readily.

These are all details but important for the

general effect. If they receive the care and treat-

ment which they deserve, it will be found that

there is no room in the train shed for decoration in

the usual acceptation of the term. All that is

requisite must and can be obtained by the sym-
metrical and orderly disposal of those numerous
matters which seek a place there in these days.

A signal bridge well designed can always give a

touch of freakish splendour. Rows of hanging

lamps make an orderly pattern. The signs and
notices, in which a colour scheme can be logically

introduced, add a note of brightness. The archi-

tect must accept as a truth past disputation that the

railway itself and its equipment, including even

the advertisements, are themselves decorative.

There is no place for conventional architectural

dress at all. It simply makes nonsense of the

structure of most stations.

And then a question arises of much importance

to design and architecture. Shall the station

be a terminal station or a through station ? English

practice tends always to a through station wherever

that is possible. German practice tends always to

a terminal station wherever that is possible. In

Germany the train sweeps round into the city at

one point, and then reversing or changing engines,

sweeps out again. This has a great advantage in

relation to town planning. The city is less cut up
by railways, especially where the station is kept

some distance from the centre, and there should be

no objection to this in practice. It is indeed

advantageous that the station should not be placed

in the congested centre of the city. The sacred

inner circle of London from which a prudent

legislature excluded main line railway stations has

yielded immense advantage to the central plan.

What with low over bridges and weak under

bridges there are whole districts in London cut off

from the general flow of vehicular traffic. There

are whole districts which cannot be planned in

any commodious or symmetrical fashion. The
answer to the question turns on whether railway

convenience, which would surely desire the through

station, or town planning, which would just as

surely desire the terminal station, is to be the

uppermost consideration. The architect, one would

imagine, would prefer the terminal station
;
the rail-

wayman, the through station. They are in conflict.

K3

Immediately another question arises. Is the

station to be built on one level, or on two or

more levels ? Where the station is built upon one
level, the first question as to whether it should be
terminal or through takes on an added importance.

With a through station there can be no convenient
passenger service for the several platforms. Usually
one platform enjoys all the amenities of the station

and the other platforms get none. With a terminal

station it is possible to place the concourse and its

annexes at the base of the several platforms so as to

serve them all equally. But in London terminals

this is not usual, though why it is not so, it is hard to

say. Where the station is on one level it stretches

out over an enormous space. Leipzig claims to

have the largest station in Europe. It is a foolish

boast betokening much weariness to its pas-

sengers. Its cause was the separatist tendencies of

the several State Railways running into it, each
wanted its own exclusive part. York station has

grown longer and longer until it is no incon-

siderable walk from the end of a platform to the

way out into the street. Manchester is proud of

having the longest platform in the world, extending

to over 750 yards, yet it is doubtful whether the

fares charged are adjusted to allow for the exertion

of the passenger in place of carriage by the railway.

Presumably the passenger will be charged as though
he were always put down at ihe centre point of the

through platform or at the buffer stops of the

terminal platform !

It is submitted that a station should always be

on two levels. At Cologne the concourse and
passenger accommodation is at street level while

the trains and platforms are up above. In New
York, both for the Pennsylvania and Grand
Central stations, the passenger accommodation is

again at street level with the trains and platforms

below. This is the best arrangement. But which-
ever way it runs it saves space ;

it adds to con-

venience
;

it brings the passenger accommodation
into close relationship with the train accommoda-
tion

;
it solves in large part the problem of scale.

At the Grand Central station, New York, there

are three levels in use for passengers, but the mezza-
nine between the platform and the concourse is

shallow so that passage from one level to the^other

is easy. It is afforded by means of ramps of a

grade of about one in twenty, as experiment showed
that these were safer and speedier than stairs. This
mezzanine doubles the accommodation at the
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station. It was requisite in connection with the

station design in this case because road access was
provided to the station on two levels. Not onlv is

there access to the station at the ordinary street

level, running east and west, but there is access

upon a higher level from a viaduct which carries

the north and south main avenue across the east

and west street and continues round the station, an
arrangement which facilitates the sorting out of

arriving and departing traffic. This station has

station is. A bit unbalanced maybe, but perhaps

helpful and illustrative where the detail is given.

The station falls into its logical parts
;

the con-

course, the waiting space with its auxiliary facilities,

the train shed. Their purpose and function are to

be ascertained and set forth in the plan. As a

building it must express its functions in its form
and structure, even its least meritorious, such as the

compulsory supply of drinking water. Like the

human body, it may retain vestiges of past func-

• «

C'jRC( rATiX(, Arfa (,ivin(; to Pk\tfor\js, PfxX'^vi v\nia Statiox, Xiav York

also links with commercial buildings and hotels on
all sides by means of enclosed arcades, so that it is

always a busy hive of people. In the galleries

round the concourse, built over the offices at a

fourth level, are the museum and picture gallery to

which reference has alreadv been made.
While a railway station should be spacious in its

parts, it should be knit compactly together. It

should not be more spacious as a whole than is

necessary for the convenient discharge of its busi-

ness. There is a tendency to regard spaciousness

in itself as a valuable feature of a railway station.

There, then, is some notion of what a raihvay

tions, survivals ot an older existence. There is, in-
deed, a multiplicity of services to be covered. Each
can only be successfully accomplished if it follows
an orderly sequence. Some tentative suggestions
have been submitted towards a solution of that
orderly sequence. The time has now come for the
architect to take a hand.
The notion of a station commences in the

traffic department. Its general size to meet the
traffic requirements is there determined

;
its

general lay-out for convenience of operation . Then
come all the other departments to add their con-
tributions. 1 he Hotels Department for the re-
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freshment rooms, the Estates Department for the

shops and stalls, the Commercial Department for

the offices, the Publicity Department for the signs

and posters, and so on. All these separate little

authorities are quarrelling and struggling in friendly

fashion for their place and for their advantage in

the scheme. Finally, there comes the engineer, an

autocratic person, who presumes upon his position

as the builder of the station to dictate his views.

Station in New York, which has copied the Baths ot

Caracalla or the Basilica of Constantine for its main

hall, and which has adopted a colonnaded front on

the lines of a Greek temple for its exterior and

compares itself with the Brandenburger Tor ()f

comic notorietv. In connection with this station it

is amusing to contrast the Great Hall with the con-

course. By the time the Great Hall was finished

the architect had exhausted himself and the con-

Grand Concourse, Pennsylvania Railway Station, New York

He defines with exactitude, being a person of

gauges, clearances, overlaps, and so on. He fixes

the final dimensions in general and in detail. If

there is a railway architect he is most likely a

branch of the engineers^ department. His \oice

in design is but a feeble one. The stamp of the

engineer is written broadly over the English rail-

ways. His style of architecture is his own, but it

is better than that of the architect, v^ho still thinks

of railway stations in terms of palaces or temples.

For instance, there is the Pennsylvania railway

course is a plain steel and glass building, much more
useful and practical than its grandiose neighbour.

But one may put in a plea for the genuine

architect seeking to express through form and
structure the purpose of a building. He needs

encouragement. The truth is that by the time he

comes on the scene so much is settled that he is in

a fix. He hardly knows what he can do. Within

certain limits he can make adjustments. Within

certain limits he can vary the planning. But what

he chiefly contributes is a justness of proportion,
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a simplicity of outline, a severity of treatment. He
provides the shell, full of beauty flowing from the

scale and balance of the parts and their inter-

relationship. His virtues are indeed those which

Nature unconsciously reveals in her shells, the

inevitable translation of stress and strain into

rhythmic shape. But he has to set before himself

an austere ideal. It is the only one possible. He

controlled key. Only by the most careful thought

of the rationale of a railway station will the archi-

tect be able to dispose within his shell all the

necessary parts fittingly and properly.

There is an end. I may claim to be a railway

man. I have taken the subject as far as I can.

Now the architects can take it up, and take it

further. I am speaking to the architects. It is

Enquiry Booth on Low-level Circulating Area of Grand Central Terminal

mav not allow himself any radical departure from

the strict utility of the expression. But within the

hounds of strict utility he must achieve a striking

exterior, a landmark in the city. He must also

achieve an impressive yet inviting interior, some-

thing which can be taken unquestionably as fine.

A mere escape into vastness is not a solution. He
should be happy in his limitations, as these will prove

his salvation. There is only one correct solution

while there are innumerable wrong ones. It is not

a case of every architect his own station if the right

method of approach is followed. The personal

equation mav be present but in a subdued and

your turn. This is an apposite moment. There
is a new terminal to be built on the south bank of

the river in place of Charing Cross. But what a

bother there is ? How wrong to let the station

occupy the river frontage ? But a station is a

public building and deserves a public setting. How
wrong to bury a street in tunnel ? But a station

should be on two levels for compactness and
requires long frontages within its ambit. The
length of the street tunnel is reduced in con-
sequence. The way of controversy is hard and
fruitless. Let me commend the way of co-opera-
tive thought.
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Discussion on Mr. Pick’s Paper
THE PRESIDENT, SIR BANISTER FLETCHER, F.S.A., IN THE CHAIR.

The Rt. Hon. LORD ABERCONWAY, P.C.

(Chairman, Metropolitan Railway Company), in pro-

posing a vote of thanks to Mr. Pick for his Paper

said : There was one gap in Mr. Pick's lecture and

in his photographs—he said nothing about Piccadilly

Circus station. Piccadilly Circus station is one of the

most remarkable developments of the Underground

Railway System in this country, and I should think it

could not be paralleled anywhere else. It has pro-

duced a large increase of remunerative traffic, it is a

delight to the British public, and it has shown us

what can be done in apparently impossible conditions,

in producing a solution of many of the questions

which Mr. Pick has ventilated to-night. When you

consider the squalid horrors of the Underground Rail-

wav 25 years ago—I speak of the Metropolitan and the

District—these companies can look at what has been

achieved in recent years and say that with our limited

resources we have done very good work. We here

in England have not command of the colossal

capital available in the United States to readjust our

railway stations. My friend Sir Herbert Walker

deserves immense credit for what he has done at

Waterloo. There are few stations which in my opinion

as a traveller, are more convenient or better adapted

for that great suburban and long-distance traffic which

Waterloo provides.

The facades of our railway stations, I admit, are not

worthy of London, and that you gentlemen will

thoroughly understand. Unless a Socialist Govern-

ment comes in and asks Mr. Pick to draft a Bill to

carrv out all the suggestions he has made, at the

public expense, there is not much prospect of great

alterations in these railway terminal stations. But as

long as men like Air. Pick, with their knowledge of the

Continent and America, are alivx to these difficulties,

we have everv reason to think that, as time goes on,

our railway conveniences will be improved.

I can imagine a great many more points about the

convenience of stations than Air. Pick has mentioned

hut that is not my business here to-night. I wonder

whether the time will come when we shall fully recog-

nise what Mr. Pick and his company have done. Aou

know the inscription on the monument of Sir Christo-

pher Wren in St, Paul's :
“ Si monumentum requiris,

circumspice !
” In a hundred years people may say,

“ If you require a monument at Piccadilly to Frank

Pick, look below ground." Nothing that Mr. Pick

has done has delighted and helped the public more than

his work at Piccadilly Circus station.

Sir HERBERT A. WALKER, K.C.B. (General

Manager, Southern Railway Company), in seconding

the vote of thanks, said : The Paper which we have
just heard goes a long way to help to solve many of the

problems which railway companies have had to face

in this country, and, generally speaking, I agree abso-

lutely with what Air. Pick has stated as to the require-

ments of a large main line terminus station. But,

naturally, I do not subscribe to what he has said in

criticism of Waterloo Station. That station was
schemed and designed by a body of experts who went
all over the Continent and to America and picked out

from the places they vdsited the best features of the

railway stations. The idea underlying the laying out

of Waterloo was to have everything on the level. In

the first place your taxi puts you down alongside the

booking office. Having taken your ticket you pass

from the booking office to the concourse, which gives

access to the various platforms and waiting rooms,
without having to go up or down steps for the purpose.

I have enjoyed seeing the pictures of the various

railway stations which Mr. Pick has projected on the

screen
;

I have seen most of the stations described,

and I subscribe to what he says. But the lesser of the

two stations in America which he showed us cost

1 0,000,000, and if I were to take such a proposition

before my board of directors, they would all agree

that the course to take would be to have two doctors

and get me certified for admission to a lunatic asylum.

They can afford those things in America, but we can't

afford to spend all that money on our stations in

London. Not that property is more valuable than the

property in New A^ork
;
but in New York the founda-

tion is solid rock, and they have not the difficulties

vve have to encounter in going underground.

There is one point which affects the architects.

There have been a good many statements, and much
criticism, in the papers about the new Charing Cross

Bridge, and the fact that the new Charing Cross

station is to be put in the forefront of the space between

the present Waterloo Bridge and the proposed Charing

Cross Bridge, generally on the score that the railway

station cannot be made an attractive proposition.

No, no.") A^ou say “ No," but that has been the

gist of much of the criticism which has appeared in

the papers. I cannot agree with those critics. I think

it is within the capacity of our engineers and our archi-

tects to design a station which will be a credit to our

City of London, and I see no reason why that station

should net be on the river front, leaving room for the

Embankment and approach roads. Why that station

should not be so designed as to be quite as pleasant

looking as any other building passes my comprehen-
sion. All I can say is that it is the intention of the
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Southern Railway that the station shall be so designed

as to be a credit to everybody. It will be so if it is

ever built and the architects will have no cause for

complaint.

Sir HAROLD HARTLEY, C B.E., F.R.S (Vice-

President, London Midland and Scottish Railwav
Company), also thanked Mr. Pick for his Paper.

Mr. R. WYNN OWEN [A.] : One point I want to

call attention to is that, invariably, successful examples
{>f railway architecture, both in America and on the

Continent of Europe, have been the result of the

iintrammelleel efforts of architects
;
and the building

at St. James’s Park railway station is a verv good
modern example. l!i the early development of railways

in this country, 1 should imagine from my own obser-

vations, that the railway companies did, in those days,

fully appreciate the necessity of a reallv sound archi-

tectual expression of their building schemes, with the

result that, to refer to an example, which is familiar to

us all, the original London and Birmingham Railway,

through the medium of an architect—Mr. Philip

Hardwicke - contribute^ to the Metropolis one at least

of its finest architectural monuments. I refer to the

magnificent entrance gateway to Euston station—

a

\'ery fine example of the Doric order applied to a great

gateway. That monument was originally the central

figure of a symmetrically designed front, which com-
iwised various subsidiary blocks of masonry, with verv

fine gates disposed between them ; and the whole was
ob\iously designed as the termination of a spacious

approach to that railwav station. I have in fact seen

an illustration which confirms this. Unfortunately, the

dignity of that fine monument has been greatly

impaired by the chaotic collection of uninteresting

buildings which has subsequently been allow^ed to

disfigure its environment, while the building of an

hotel athwart the main entrance approach road has

completely obliterated any view' of that grand archi-

tectural gateway from the approach road. There is

little doubt that Hardwicke realised the importance of

a dignified link between the city and the railway, and
the great scale of his entrance gatew'ay reflects the

magnitude of his conception, but its present condition

’s a conspicuous example of how' railway architecture

has been detracted from. Subsequent generations

lose sight of and often disfigure or even obliterate

the original architectural conceptions of men like

Hardwicke. This arises from the neglect of, or the

inability to appreciate, the function of architecture

on the part of those who are responsible for the

conduct of the railway companies officially, with the

result that in railway organisation there is a confusion

of architecture with engineering, and our railway

administrators appear to fail to discern where the

one ends and the other begins.

1 have used this well-known example to show that it

is difficult under existing conditions, without official

recognition for architects in raihvay service, to maintain
the standard of raihvay architecture, I had that task
entrusted to me some years ago when I had to deal
w ith the architectural remodelling of Euston station ;

and wffiat you see there at the present time shows what
was done in an attempt to develop out of chaos some
sort of order. The limitations of the site only allowed
a narrow booking hall or concourse which led you into
the great hall to wffiich Air. Pick has referred, and
around the great hall I grouped the various rooms for
the people waiting, such as dining-rooms, tea-rooms,
refreshment-rooms, smoking-rooms, telephones and
inquiry offices, etc. I can conceive of few' more
interesting architectural problems than that of design-
ing a new' terminal railway station on a clear and open
site. But to those who are not conversant with the
details of the requirements I would say they will find
that there are many pitfalls and infncacies, which
demand the closest investigation before the architect
can embark upon the problem with anything approach-
ing a justifiable hope of success.

Mr. H. V. LAXCHESTER [F.] : I would take the
opportunity of adding my appreciation to that of
numerous others on the successful achie\ement at
Piccadilly Circus station. I admire it so much, in fact,
that I should like to see the station extended as far
as Cambridge Circus and Leicester Square. If that
were done, it would afford direct entrances to about
18 theatres in that locality, and it would make greath
for the convenience of getting about in that part of
London. I have often come from the theatre on a rain\
night and found it impossible to do anything towards
getting home until a gentleman comes along and says.
Half a crown if I find you a taxi, Sir

' ” That is the
market rate before you get your taxi. I conceive that
nobody could do more for that part of London than
extend I Kcadillx station o\'er an area ol a few^ dozen
acres.

I also should like to raise the question of whether a
terminal or a through station is the better for a ciu .

Aly inclination is towards the through station
; but

Air. Pick’s experience is greater than mine, and if he
raises his voice in favour of the terminal station, I

suppose he is right. But it seems to me an extravagance
to occupy a large area of valuable land in a city as a
shunting ground for moving trains backwards and
forwards, and it is more distracting to live near a
terminus than to live near a through'station : I have
tried both. I see the difficulty of getting a good town
plan with through stations, but the point might he
o\ercome bv skilful planninf^
Mr CilLBERT H. JEXKIXS [/'.]: There wa.s

published in the front of the Institute Journal a
synopsis of the paper to-night, and I rather wondered
from that whether we were going to hear from Air.
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Pick that the architect was a person who was called in
at the last moment to decorate and “ ornament ’’ the
engineers’ completed design. But I was extremely
interested to find that Mr. Pick, right through his

paper, seemed to suggest that in the design of a railway
station all those attributes which peculiarly belong to

the architect are necessary in order to get a successful

result. One noticed in that announcement that the last

paragraph was in regard to the architect. First, the
traffic department was mentioned, then the engineer,

and only at the end the scope and function of the
architect. But surely it is because, in England, the

architect has merely been subsidiary to the engineering
department in all our railways that we get such poor
results in this country, in comparison with those on the

Continent. One has only to remember the Under-
ground Railway itself as it is now, and then as it was a

quarter of a century ago, to realise the dilference that

the architecting of different stations has made. Before,

we had very ugly, insignificant entrances to all the

stations, until it seems to have been suggested to

someone that if the architect took a hand and the

stations were pushed back from the street and attractive

buildings were put up, it would have a great effect

both on the traffic of the Underground and on the

appearance of their stations. In the same way we know
that the traffic on the Underground system is increas-

ing between the suburbs and the centre of London,
which is spreading out in ail directions. Lord Ashfield

referred to it in his recent chairman’s address to the

shareholders of the company, and remarked upon the

enormous development there was in the dormitory

and satellite towns around London.

Obviously it is to the benefit of the railways that,

from the beginning, when it is a question of the

creating of a new station, an architect who is also a

town-planner should he conculted as to whether the

site suggested by the engineer is the best place for a

station to be placed, as the whole development may be

affected, prejudicially or otherwise, by its position.

Surely the engineer and the architect and town-planner

could work in concert from the beginning and go on in

concert. It should not be the idea that the architect

should he called in at the last moment in the endeavour

to put right mistakes which have occurred owing to

the problem not having been treated as a whole.

That is one of the criticisms which have been made

about Charing Cross Bridge ;
the problem has not

been viewed as a whole, but merely as an engineering

and as a traffic problem. It is to be hoped that, in

the consideration of the matter in Parliament, a

wider view will be taken, and that it will be realised

that the position and planning of Charing Cross

Bridge and the new station wall beneficially or preju-

dicially affect the whole of South London for all

time.

Mr. C. W. CLARK [.d.| : First of all, I would like to

congratulate Mr, Pick upon his Paper, and secondly,
I should like also to congratulate the Institute that

the railways are taking an interest in architecture.

It has been the habit, I think, in the past, and to

a great extent it still is the habit from what w'e have
heard this evening, rather adversely to criticise railway
efforts in architecture. There is one point which
appealed to me particularly in the Paper, and that is

with reference to the design of a certain New York
station. Mr. Pick referred to the pride the American
citizen takes in that station

;
I think such pride has a

certain amount of value to the raihvay.

Then there is the question of advertisements. I was
very pleased to hear that Mr. Pick was an advocate of

orderly arrangement. It always seems to me, with
regard to railw'ay properties, that somebody comes
along at the last moment and spoils any merit in the

architecture for the sake of some paltry advertisement.

An orderly arrangement of the advertising not only
adds to its value, but also to the dignity of the railway.

Good architecture has a value to railway companies.
I think much of the trepidation Avith which the public
view' any railw ay project w ould be removed if they only
knew' that the advent of a new' railway station in their

midst will mean an enhancement of the local archi-

tecture. There is no doubt that in the past they have
had some nervousness on that point.

Air. Pick has shown us to-night a large number of

American and German raihvay stations, and it is evident

that they have not been blatantly advertising and only

appeal from their fine architectural quality. I do not

think the fayades w^ere spoilt in any way, not even by
the name of the raihvay to whom they belonged

; there

is no suggestion there about going to Brighton, or the

quickest way across the Channel, in enamel iron.

Regarding American practice, to which Air. Pick has

referred a good deal to-night, we have two examples in

this countrv of American principles of architecture .

One is a well-known West-End stores, whose archi-

tecture during the last 20 years has impressed itself

upon the public mind, because of its quality, and its

name is not advertised on the front. But there is

another invasion of American style of architecture,

which is represented by multiple and very cheap
stores. I am residing close to a charming Surrey
town, and in that town there is a great deal of agitation

at present amongst the inhabitants because of the

possible invasion of one of these cheap multiple

stores, with all its vulgar architecture. This is one of

the w orst examples of follow ing America, and ifw e are

to follow" the example of America, as suggested by Mr.
Pick, I hope we shall be spared the blatant advertising

style.

Air.H.G . IBBERSON I T.] :The Paper we have listened
to to-night called to my mind one given in this Institute

many years ago. It was by a German, I think. He was
discussing our English stations, and, in a complimen-
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tary way he talked about the size and dignity of the

buildings, and flattered us by saying that they possessed

practical conveniences sometimes lacking in his own
country. But he went on to say that when we left

our station we left it, in a sense, for nowhere
;

there

might be anv kind of street ; nothing was thought
out and nothing was arranged. He went on to say

that in his country when a stranger left a station the

first thing they wished to do w as to “ impose upon
him,’' an unusual use of the word “ impose ” which
amused the audience.

If ^Ir. Pick’s Paper could be in some w^ay gently

obtruded upon the committee which is dealing with the

new Charing Cross station, it might induce them to

agree to a “ lay-out ” w hich would “ impose ” upon
us in the same pleasant and delightful way as the Paper
itself has done.

.Mr. J. S. WILSON, F.C.G.L, .ALInst.C.E., also

congratulated Air. Pick on his Paper.

The PRESIDENT : I think w'e have had a very

instructive Paper from Air. Pick, and the remarks

which have been made subsequently have added con-

siderably to its value.

I do not propose to enter myself into the discussion,

except to correct a very false impression which my
friend Sir Herbert Walker seems to entertain. While
he was speaking he said that everybody seemed to

think that because a railway station w as on the banks
of the Thames it therefore could not be a fine expres-

sion of architectural design. That is an entirely wrong
conception of the criticism which has been raised with

regard to the proposed new' station on the other side

of the river. We hold that the station, if put in the

front of the river bank, would prevent the proper

town-planning of the whole of the south side of

the Thames. If Sir Herbert Walker will give any

architect of repute a commission to design a raihvay

station he can design it anywhere. But with regard to

the new Charing Cross station, is the bank the proper

position ? We hold that it is not, and we are backed up
by the engineers of a previous Commission, which also

held that it ought to be put back close to the present

Waterloo station. How'ever, that is only a detail.

But if one thing has been brought out in this dis-

cussion it is this—that town planning is the element

of all these great schemes, and you should not design

your bridge or the ways up to it until you have con-

sidered the town-planning of the whole district in

which the station is to be situated. If that were done

vou would avoid a great town-planning disaster,

wdiich the present scheme for the bridge and its

approaches involves. It is not too much to say that

if this opportunitv is lost the future architectural

development of London on both sides of the Thames
will be prevented for all time. And that is the reason

we are spending all our time and energy to fight against

a scheme w’hich, we hold, is fundamentally bad.

The vote of thanks has been most ably moved by
Lord Aberconway, and it has been seconded by Sir

Herbert Walker. I should now' like to put the vote

to you, that Air. Pick be thanked for his most admirable

Paper.

The thanks were carried by acclamation.

Air.PICK (in reply); There are enormous engineering

difficulties connected with the building of a station, even
a small station. You cannot have your own way. The
unfortunate architect must make six or seven plans

before one is accepted that is feasible because it meets
all the requirements. Take, for example, Piccadilly

Circus station, of which several of you have made
honourable mention. Our engineer and architect had
to prepare 70 or So separate sets of plans,and I can only
add that he was paid on a commission basis. When
the whole w ork was done he came into the office and
said, “ I took on this w'ork at a certain commission, but
are you aw'are that I have had to prepare 70 or 80 sets

of drawings ?
” And out of compassion the Board

granted him a considerable sum of money to meet the
cost of the plans he had submitted. It was only fair

that we should do so. It w as only by having before us
the ideal of w hat we wanted that we were able eventu-
ally to carry it out. By taking every care it was possible

to have a fine station even on a bad site. In the case of
the Piccadilly Circus station w'e had to start by negoti-
ating with all the frontagers there about their cellars

and foundations, and then with all the people wffio had
pipes and sewers and wires buried in the street. The
cost of creating the site w'as over ^^20,000, just clearing
up all these matters. Even then we could not have
achieved our aim unless the Crown had come to our
assistance. It is the Crowm wffio is responsible for the
station. The Office of Woods and Forests recognised
that the station was a public work and transferred to
the railway company the necessary rights in the sub-
soil of the Circus for the station works for a sum of ^10.

I can sympathise with Sir Flerbert Walker, and with
every railwayman for that matter, in that all these ideals

are hard to realise. One speaker mentioned that there
were always petitions against a Railway Bill. I mav add
there are petitions against the Railway Bill wffiich my
Company has in Parliament at this present time. One
allegation against us is that we are going to provide a
series of disfiguring stations in certain suburbs. If

you saw' the suburbs you would hardly think it

possible there could be any building which w'as dis-
figuring in comparison. However, w'e had a meeting
with the representatives of the local authorities and it

then transpired that they w'ere afraid that we should
place some more Epstein sculptures upon the stations.
We gave them an assurance that we could not afford
the services of Air, Epstein, and that he would not
receive a commission to decorate them. That illus-

trates the difficulties with w'hich you have to contend
and how little you can do as you please.
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The late Charles H. Moore, a.m.
Professor of Art and Director of the Fogg Art Museum of Harvard University (Retired),

Honorary Associate R.l.B.A.

BY PROFESSOR W. R. LETHABY.
This remarkable man, who had been Professor of

Art at Harvard University, lived for the last twenty
years or more at Hartley Wintney, in Hampshire.
Here he built a house, where he died on 15 February,
being within two months of ninety years of age.

He came to England, I have supposed, to be near
the special object of his study—mediaeval architecture.

For most of this time I had the privilege of knowing
him personally. I was especially drawn to him by
a common regard for Ruskin

;
and, if I may say so,

by a very similar outlook on art and architecture.

He had met Ruskin, and to some degree—par-

ticularly in regard to drawing—may be said to have
been his pupil. In Ruskin ’s “ Life ” is written of the

winter of 1876-77 :
“ During this winter at Venice

Ruskin was the centre of a large circle. He especially

enjoyed making the acquaintance, through an intro-

duction from Professor Norton, of Professor C. H.
Moore, of Harvard University. Mr. Moore was his

companion on many an expedition on the lagoons
;
and

inVenice itself theysketchedand studied in theAcademy
together. ’’ Ruskin wrote to Norton from Venice on

5 October 1876 : My Dearest Charles. . . I am very
much delighted at having Mr. Moore for a companion

—

we have perfect sympathv in all art matters and are not
in dissonance in any others. And he is not at all so

wicked nor so republican as you, and minds all I say 1

”

Once, in 1919, I asked Professor Moore about those

days, and wrote a note, which I will quote. “ He
showed me an interesting little set of drawings made
by Ruskin on their walks together in Venice. There
W'ere eight pencil sketches, about 6 by qi inches,

done for his friendly instruction, as they found them-
selves before suggestive subjects—all rapid, but
having the Ruskin character of truth with grace.

Professor Moore worked under his guidance for three

or four months, sharing walks, and having long talks.

Another little set of drawings had been done by him-
self under Ruskin’s instructions, one w^as the outline

form of a mass of buildings as seen from R.’s

room at the hotel—we know how^ the rooms were
chosen for what might be seen from them. Here a

steep fall with a sharp curve at the bottom had not

been sufficiently emphasised, and R. had called at-

tention to its being like a J, drawing the letter below .

When it had been got right it was tinted with a flat

neutral wash. Ruskin claimed that he drew accurately

wffiat he saw' and did not compose. His eyes, however,

w'ere aware of any happy accidents of curving streets,

and aw'nings, foliage, boats, ropes, and he pointed

them out. They also w'orked together at picture

copying. The great Carpaccio was unhung and put

in a private room, where they worked at intervals

during their stay. Once, after getting his apparatus
ready, R. remarked :

‘ Preparation for work seems
to take up more time than the w'ork itself.’ Moore went
to Verona for a week as Ruskin ’s guest, and one lovely

drive w'as specially remembered. When passing
through a gateway Ruskin remarked :

‘ The last

time I drove here w'as with Longfellow.’ Mr. Moore
spoke of Ruskin ’s many pensioners in Venice and of
his wonderful generosity. They returned together
over the Simplon, where his reading of Byron and
pointing out the truths of observation w'as remem-
bered. In all this there was a memory of something
large and liberal, a summer afternoon sort of feeling.”

Beside his work at Harvard, where he was director

of the Museum, he wrote two or three books on
architecture which seem to me of outstanding excel-

lence—having something to say, and saying it strongly

and clearly. One of these books was on the principles

of Gothic architecture, and another on the character

of the Renaissance. In the former he brought out
more clearly than we had been accustomed to hear the

organic structural character of Gothic, and he showed
great powder of appreciating the meaning of mediaeval

building art. I should like to recommend the re-

reading of his books to anyone who may be interested

in theories as to the true content of what we call

“ Architecture.”

In his studies of architecture he did not in any w ay
follow^ Ruskin ’s methods. He was chiefly interested

in tracing the logical development of structure in a

manner more akin to the work of Viollet-le-Duc,

tor which he had much admiration. About this I

recall his quoting a remark Ruskin had made to him,
that Viollet-le-Duc had shown how' the organism of a

Gothic cathedral was as wonderful as a living skeleton.

He was especially interested in the evolution of

ribbed vaulting, and after he came to live in England
still pursued his studies. I remember going with him
in 1919, when he must have been 78, to the village

church of Odiham, some five miles from his house.

Here there is a ribbed vault (r. 1200 ?) which he
examined with the understanding of a connoisseur.

His general conclusions were that medieval archi-

tecture was an essentially French art, and this view^ w'as

expressed with such clearness and conviction that it

called us all to that tiring exercise—thinking afresh.

For myself I feel I owe him much. He was a man of

remarkable force, of high honour, wide culture, and the

most considerate courtesy. Almost more than any-
one else w'hom I have knowm, he carried on the older,

quieter spirit of the Victorian Age.
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Reviews
ROYAL COMMISSION ON HISTORICAL MONU-

AIENTS (ENGLAND). An Inventory of the

Historical Monuments in London : Vol ir., the City

.\xxvii-2^S pp. {Illustrated.)

.

40, Land. 1929.
H.M. Stationery Office. _ £j is.

Among the things that we are thankful for, the

volumes of the Royal Commission on Historical

Alonuments for England must be counted in the first

rank. As each of these most excellently produced
iBooks appears we are not only led at once on a delight-

ful voyage of discoverv. but we feel the added satisfac-

tion that our tour is being conducted by the most sure

and trustworthy guides. The thoroughness of the

Commission’s survey, the judgment shown in its

report, and the effective mechanism bv which its

information is made available are alike subjects for our
gratitude and our congratulation.

In a period of unexampled change, when a general

alarm is felt at the passing of so much that we shall

miss in the town and countryside, these inventories of

our ancient buildings hold a singular value and signi-

ficance, Presented to us without the taint of senti-

mentality, delineated clearly and directly with a

scientil’c precision, their record of what remains from
English life of the past is none the less eloquent, and
is indeed more likelv to be persuasive than the fre-

<[uent but often unheeded appeals for preservation. In

a business-like wav the Commission is carrying out its

appointed task, and the “ culture, civilisation and con-

ditions of life of the people in England, from the

earliest times to the vear 1714 ” are receiving the

illustration which has been needed for so long, but

which is only now becoming available by a systematic

examination of all the surviving evidence.

vSuccinct and reserved as are the actual descriptions

of the buildings, the books as a whole are by no means
lacking in human interest, and the ample supply of

most excellent photographs converts them into valuable

collections of examples of English architecture and

uraftsmanship. It is certain that never before has

the ancient city of London had such vivid and complete

presentation as in this fourth London Volume. And
despite its losses, in the overwhelming catastrophe of

ifi66, and in its apparently complete obliteration by

modern rebuilding, it is surprising to see how numerous
and how varied are the survivals. Among the photo-

graphs and plans, which number well over 500, will be

found matters of interest touching practically the

whole range of our national applied art.

It is natural that this book on the City should be

c(jncerned very largely with Renaissance architecture

--the work of the period of rebuilding after the Great

Fire. “ We desire to record our emphatic opinion,”

say the Commissioners, ” that all the surviving build-

ings, both secular and ecclesiastical, designed by Sir

Christopher Wren are of signal importance to the

architectural history of the City and Country.” And
this certificate of fame is emphasised by the remarks

in the Sectional Preface, where the contents of the

City are ably summarised :— Wren’s Renaissancj

Churches form a remarkable group, exemplifying alike

a mastery of construction and design and a felicity

and fecundity of ideas which it may well be claimed

have never been equalled by any other architect.’"

Here w e mav see these churches planned and described

and their furniture and fittings faithfully set forth.

As a monument to Wren the book alone is noteworthy.

The reader must himself find the excellent things in

this storehouse of I.ondon’s vestiges. There will be

something new and perhaps surprising for everyone.

An example of the less known buildings in the City is

the Svnagogue of the Spanish and Portuguese Jews in

Bevis Clarks, erected in 170c. and preserving some of

the fittings of the earlier w ork of 1657 and 1674, In

the main, of course, the churches and other public

buildings are well known to architects, but few' are

acquainted w ith the w'hole of their details. The Com-
mission gives us an exhaustive inventory, even to the

least important fittings, and no one who starts out to

study the architecture of London will be able to dc
without so admirable a book of reference.

The volume has an able preface, summarising its

contents, a full armorial, a glossary, and an index

w'iiich, under each heading, gives a chronological list

of examples. There are other lists and tables, such
as those that summarise the cost of Wren’s Churches
and give the parishes in each Ward of the City, and
there is a useful map. When the forthcoming fifth

V )lume dealing with the Eastern District is issued,

London architecture will for the first time be fullv

recorded up to the year 1714. If the story is ever

carried further, the Commission’s continuators could
scarcely have a better model for their work.

Walter H. Godfrey F .

SZL KALSKI : PROJECTS IN DESIGN, SCULP-
TURE AND ARCHITECTURE 40. ChicaMo
1929. [University of Chicago Pra^]. 90Y.

Stanislau Szukalski, the Polish sculptor, is an
individualist whose individualism is so uncompromising
that on occasion his work is entirely without context and
little short of incoherent. Such men as he fail to realise

that alU‘ being ” is a problem of relationship and that the
artist is as much under this law' as the humblest of God's
creatures.

This collection of his w orks displays to the full his force
of character and will to self-expression at all costs. It is

made additionally interesting because, although he des-
pises art critics and writers on iesthetics, he feels com-
pelled to explain himself, and one is not only arrested by
his vigour and originality as a sculptor but also forced to

acknow ledge that his philosophy merits careful considera-
tion. Let him speak for himself :

—

From creating learn how to create, not from learning
”
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—this is his motto. “ Do not show the student master-
pieces of the past until he is able to create his own
primitives and you \\ ill oblige him to invent a new, worthy,
native art.'’ Szukalski does not, however, explain why
this new art will be “ worthy,” which is the crux of the
matter ; surely the worthiness will depend on a number
of factors in a civilization which is not controlled by the

expressionist.
“ Why the average man recognises the deed only in the

form of (immediate) results is because he is a consumer
”

(as opposed to creator). ” When the race declines and
its vitality gives place to tradition and a lazy adherence to

Its established modes . . , the acuteness of the instinct

for self-preservation (of individuality) becomes so low that

almost every choice it makes will prove detrimental to its

well-being.”
” When the arts are virile and creative they aid materi-

ally in the making of a new culture.” “The only way to

produce a culture of our own is to force the new^ generation

to find it w ithin the walls of its owm heart.”

He proceeds to attack existing educational systems as

being destructive of the creative faculty and presents the

phenomenon that w e have to-day more art education than

ever has existed before, but less art. Szukalski now
becomes almost abusive.

Paris, Paris (as typical of academic instruction) a

curse on you—none of our countries, yours or mine, will

ever create its owm culture until the navel cord of tradition,

holding us to that gangrenous body Paris, is cut.” “ The
misguided fathers and the stalactites misnamed educa-

tional advisers drive sw ift learning Tobiases to Paris only

to have them return empty handed.” “ If I believed in

the devil I would suspect that Da Vinci W'as his best

contrived tool for creating the academic system to destroy

creative ability. Da Vinci—a fifth rate artist—of typical

(iermanic mentality craves to win by science what is

missing in his blood and stock.”

The sole constructive idea which Szukalski offers is his

motto “ F'rom creating learn how' to create, not from

learning.” This is merely putting into practice Croce’s

philosophy of .esthetics, namely, that intuition, not

intellect, is the source and director of the creative faculty,

but it goes further, for its logical implication is to relegate

all practical, as well as intellectual, considerations to an

entirely subordinate position in the world of artistic

creation, Szukalski makes no contribution to a solution

ot the problem of the relationship of imagination and

intellect. His sculpture, view ed with an entirely unbiased

mind, displavs vigour and is intensely dynamic, but at the

same time is involved and tortuous like that produced

at the climax of some primitive civilisation such as the

-\ztec. It is utterly pagan in feeling w'ith its atmosphere

of fear fought down by ruthlessness.

His architectural projects disclose all the sculptor s

tendency to assume passivity of material, as though, by

dismissing from the mind the complex factors which

determine the character of building, preconceived effects

can he made the sole arbiters of architectural form. Dne
thing he fully comprehends, namely that as the musician

(.l(‘als with sound, so the plastic artist deals with light,

and his handling of surfaces is skilful as well as original.

Most of the designs appear entirely lacking in scale and

they give no clue to their size. Construction and such

necessary features of practical utility as windows, door-
w'ays, roofs and chimneys are falsely subordinated to a

sculpturesque effect
;

the reason for this is not far to

seek for he says
—

“ What makes an architect, in my con-
ception of the term, is the aesthetic element of his w’ork,

not construction or utility. The technical part of an
architectural project can be taken care of by an engineer
or contractor, for theirs is a learnable science.”—Surely
the “ aesthetic ” element only makes half an architect, and
since the rest is a learnable science he must learn it, for

Szukalski quite fails to realise that the engineer or con-
tractor may turn round and assume that he is equally
capable of imposing on technical know'ledge both the
right and the capacity to create in the aesthetic sphere.

R. A Duncan

Correspondence
THE DESIGN OF MODERN RAILWAY STATIONS

IN EUROPE AND AMERICA.
II March 1930.

To the Editoc, Journal R.I.B.A.

—

Dear Sir,—Owing to the lateness of the hour I hesitated

to put forward a point of view' not touched upon by any
other member of the audience on the occasion of the
lecture on “ The Design of ^Modern Railway Stations in

Europe and America ” by jMr. Frank Pick. As I find

others are in agreement w ith me I venture to submit the

point for consideration.

I w ould respectfully suggest that it is unfair to compare
the continental railway stations w ith those of this country.
iMost of the continental railways are State-owned and the

stations are erected on large government sites and at

government, or rather public, expense. They are, there-

fore, built in the monumental style and in a spacious

setting. On the other hand the railw ays of this country are

privately owned, and the big stations are financial proposi-
tions and must yield as much revenue as possible ; hence
they have to be constructed as hotels, flats, or blocks of

offices for revenue purposes. This being so, a very diffe-

rent problem in design arises, and one moreo\er offering

much less scope to the architect.— I am, Sir, yours faith-

fully, Donald S. Prosser [AJ],

EXHIBITIONS OF COMPETITIONS DESIGNS.
1 1 March 1930.

To the Editor, Journ.al R.I.B.A.,

—

Dear Sir,— I w ould like to suggest to the Competitions
Committee that it would be a great advantage for the
designs, when they are placed on exhibition, to be accom-
panied by the descriptive Report and Estimate. In the
case of one exhibition that was held some time ago,

these documents did actually appear some feW' days after

the opening date, but in the case of two other recent
exhibitions, they were not, so far as I am aw are, on view
at all.

I would even respectfully suggest that the genera!

clause in the Conditions, w hich deals wdth the exhibition,

might even be amended to guarantee that both the
Report, and the Est.mate, would be on view* wdth the
drawings.— Faithfully yours,

G. WvviLLE Ho.ME a. .
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CALTON CRAG SITE, EDINBURGH.
We print below a copy of a letter which has been sent

by the Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland
to all Scottish Members of Parliament and Scottish

Representative Peers.

THE ROYAL IXCORPORATIOX OF ARCHITECTS
IX SCOTLAXD.

15 Rutland Square,
Edinburgh.

13 iMarch 1930,
Ccdton Crag Site, Edinburgh.

Dfar Sir or M\d\ai,—I am directed by the Council
of the Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland, a
body representative of over eight hundred members, to

appeal to all Scottish Representative Peers and Members
of Parliament as to a matter in which the whole archi-

tectural profession of Britain is deeply concerned, and
that of Scotland in particular.

I refer to the growing tendency of H.M. Office of
Works to invade what M'as formerly a considerable por-
tion of the sphere of members of the profession in private

practice. Formerly it was the custom to confine that

office chiefly to its main and original function, namely,
the repair and maintenance of Government buildings

;

of late years, however, particularly since the war, the
Office of Works has been permitted an expansion of its

functions, for which there is no precedent.

The immediate occasion of this appeal has been the
Government decision to entrust the designing of certain

buildings to be erected on the Calton Site in Edinburgh
to the architects of H.M. Office of Works, This decision

is entirely contrary to a decision of a Scottish Depart-
mental Committee, appointed in I9ig by the First

Commissioner of Works, and consisting of the then
Secretary for Scotland, the Lord Ad\ocate, Lord Tulli-

bardine, and Mr C. E. Price, iM,P. This Committee
decided in February 1913, after very careful consideration

ot the whole question, and after consultation with the

First Commissioner, that the buildings on the Calton
Site should be thrown open to public competition.

On the occasion of the visit of the present First Com-
missioner of Works to Edinburgh in December 1929, he
asserted that he would not think of proceeding in this

matter in defiance of public opinion. Public opinion in

Scotland has, at every stage of the controversy, been
expressed m the strongest and fullest manner in favour
of open competition, and against the imposing on Scot-

land of London Departmental architecture. Sa^e for

reiterated declarations made on behalf of the Office of

Works of Its intention to proceed departmentally, no
notice has been taken of these protests.

You are doubtless aware that, on the initiative of the

Prime Minister, the Lord Provost of Edinburgh is mean-
time setting up a local representative Committee to deal

with the whole ciuestion of public buildings in central

Edinburgh. To the unanimous regret and disappoint-

ment of the whole community, however, the Calton Site,

which is the crux of the position, is excluded from the

purview of this Committee. My Council cannot but

feel that the Office of Works has made use of the plea of
urgency to prejudge this matter, particularly with refer-

ence to the Sheriff Court building, in order that the
Office of Works may retain the position it has usurped.
In view of the unanimous desire for open competition,
as recently expressed by the public Press throughout
Scotland, and by practically all representative public
and semi-public bodies in Edinburgh, and as endorsed
by the LoM Provost and four-fifths of the City Council,
my Council further feel that the insult to the intelligence

of the Scottish people implied by the entire situation is

as patent as is the breach of good faith to the archi-
tectural profession, for which the Office of Works is

responsible.

The reiterated statements emanating from the Office
ot Works, to which allusion has been made, have been
couched in language of a nature highly disparaging to the
architectural profession in Britain. These statements
ha\'e contained assertions which are not substantiated by
fact, and are obviously designed to mislead the public,
and to prejudice them against architects. My Council
read in them what is tantamount to an unwarranted
declaration of war on the profession, and see no alter-
native but to accept the challenge, Xeither the pro-
fession nor the public will be satisfied until the Office of
Works is made to understand that it is tne servant of the
public, and not, as it would appear now to be, its master.

These facts are stated as a matter of principle, and not
merely as part of the controversy raging round the unique
Calton site.

The architectural profession of Scotland demands of
Government the same right in the present and future as
it has enjoyed in the past, namely, to regulate with the
people of Scotland Scotland’s architecture. The matter
has an aspect as wide as that of architecture—a Scottish
national aspect. Our Scottish architecture is an expres-
sion of our national life, and is associated with such world-
renowned names as Bruce, Adam, Hamilton, Playfair,
Thomson, Rowand Anderson and Lorimer. The Scot-
dsh people regard it with just pride, and recognise that
its great traditions are still alive. They view with grave
concern the modern tendency to officialize architecture,
a tendency which they feel to be inimical to the survival
of those traditions. 1 hey apprehend one danger, amongst
others—the reduedon ot the character of the Scottish
capital s architecture to the level of that of an ordinary
English town. Towards thi^ disastrous end nothing
could contribute more effectivelv than that outstandinglv
important buildings in the capital should be department-
ally designed.

In sending this open letter to all Scottish Members of
Parliament my Council venture to suirgest that these
should forthwith organI^e themselves into a deputation
to the PrimeMinister, who has alreadv shown his great
interest m this and kindred matters.

I am, Dear Sir or Madam,
Yours faithfully,

(Signed) A. Xicol Brucf, W.S.,

Secretary.
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Registration of Architects
BY MAJOR HARRY BARNES [F.].

[A Paper read before the Edinburgh Architectural Association on 4 March 1930.]

I
AM here to-night at the request of your Associa^

tion and in my capacity of Chairman of the

Registration Committee of the Royal Institute of

British Architects, to say something to you about the

general question of registration, but more particularly

to describe to you the origin, the position, and the

prospects of the Registration Bill. I feel that in this

city, in this home of philosophers, I need make no

apology if at the outset I try to show you a thread of

philosophy running through this fabric of registration.

There are people who seem to fancy that this idea

of registration is a novel thing, sprung, as it were, full

grown from the brow of that Jove whose Olympus is

in Conduit Street. Nothing of the sort. What we
are facing in the architectural profession is the slow

development of an idea which has long flourished

among men who practise in other arts and professions.

It has always been felt to be a convenience and a

matter of public interest that men who practise in

different walks of life should be so distinguished from

their fellows. The host of uniforms, insignia, and

costumes which made picturesque the Aliddle Ages

is nothing more nor less than a reflection of this

principle operating in the affairs of men. These still

survive in part and are manifested to us on functional

occasions
;

but upon the whole this method of dis-

tinguishing the avocations of men has fallen into

disuse, and it is not possible in this simple and con-

venient way to learn of a man when we meet him
in what occupation he is engaged. In place of it,

very largely in substitution for it, men are distin-

guished by affixes and suffixes. Alystic letters or

abbreviations before a man^s name, or after it, tel]

you in short, if not what he is, what he does. These

appendages, prehensile or otherwise, are not of

arbitrary origin
;

they are conferred ;
they denote

membership of societies and institutions
;

they are

entered on records, on rolls, and in registers. They

are at once a distinction and a safeguard. They are

a distinction to those who bear them, because they

record the fact that they have been instructed in the

knowledge which should be theirs
;

they are a safe-

guard to others who by reason of the complexity of

life are compelled to place their interests in other

hands, and who in so doing require to be assured of

the competence of those to whom their affairs are

entrusted. In a primitive state of society man may

be all things to himself ;
he may be his own lawyer,

his own doctor, his own priest, his own architect
;

but such a state of society, if it ever exists, soon

disappears. It may be a misfortune, but as life grows

more complex we are of necessity compelled to

entrust not only the larger interests of our life but
also the smallest details to the honesty and competence
of others. Engrossed as we must necessarily become
in the conduct of these affairs, to which we in our turn
have devoted our working hours, we are left in our
leisure little opportunity to acquire that knowledge
which it is necessary to have if we are to be well served
and well provided. None of us is capable to any very
considerable extent of distinguishing any range of
quality in those textiles from which our clothes are

made or, indeed, in any other material out of which
the comforts of life arise and its necessities are supplied.

We grow more and more to rely upon reputation,

upon trade marks and brands ; we cannot conduct
personal investigations and obtain proofs.

The whole of what I have just said is further sup-
ported by the movements which form to-day so large

a part of political thought and agitation in respect of

the manufacture and distribution of commodities,
and is strictly cognate and related to the question to

which I am now addressing myself. The purchase of

commodities involves risks against which we insure by
the safeguards to which I have alluded. The em-
ployment of services also involves risks, and the safe-

guards that are offered to the public in respect of such
employment are generally to be found within the

field covered by the term ‘‘ registration.” All that

lies behind that word is old, is traditional, is closely

wrapped up with our social organisation, operates in

the case of the great professions of the Church, the

Law, the Army, the Navy, and also in regard to other

professions no less honourable whose organisation is

of more modern growth—medicine, dentistry, nursing.

The need for it in a still later development of pro-

fessional work—that of accountancv—is at the moment
being urged.

I have said enough, I think, to show that the idea of

registration is no novel thing in our general social

life. Let me now consider with you as to whether
the idea is new to us as architects. Let us look at the

grow th and application of this idea to the architectural

profession. I do not propose to delve deeply into the

past, though that might be done, and to inquire

closely how far the principle obtained in respect of

those master masons to w^hom we owe the magic of

mediaeval architecture. I will content myself with a

much later origin, but one which is, at all events,

sufficiently removed from us to have acquired a

respectable maturity. It is nearly half a century since

that from the parent body, the Royal Institute of
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British Architects, there broke away a number of men
who were convinced that the interests both of the
public and of the profession were involved in the
principle of registration. So convinced were they
that even that severance, painful as it must have been
to many of them, seemed unavoidable. The Societv
of Architects so formed, though never acquiring the
position and intiuence of its parent— and that for

reasons to which I shall presently allude—became,
both in numbers and in influence, a body worthv of
respect and consideration, not only for the conduct of

its own affairs but for its success in penetrating the

opinions of architects generally with the conviction

that registration was of the importance thev believed

it to he. Such success might reasonablv have been
expected to have added considerably to the numbers
and importance of the Society of Architects, and no
doubt that would have been the case were it not for the

fact that during the last half-century there developed
in Ureat Britain and Ireland a bodv of allied societies

who have been able, in that practical spirit of com-
promise which characterises our people in ever\'

department of life, to reconcile the holding of con-

victions on the matter of registration with continued

and unbroken association with the Royal Institute of

British Architects. But the convictions were not

dead
;
they were alive and fertilising, and in the course

of time so penetrated the great body of members in

the Royal Institute of British Architects that it en-

gendered the conclusion that there was nothing in the

now common ^ iew on registration which any longer

need separate the Society of Architects from the

Rovai Institute of British Architects. Many of vou
will remember the movement for unification which
started a decade ago, and few of the recollec-

tions of mv life are more inspiring than the recollec-

tion of a meeting in Westminster, where in a hall

packed with architects from every part of the country,

keenly interested in the subject-matter of the meeting,

an overwhelming majority decided that forty years'

wandering in the wilderness— I will not say which

wilderness and I will not say by whom—tvere to he

terminated hv a joint entry into the promised land.

To drop from so metaphorical a description of the

proceedings and to speak more soberly, the reunion

of these two bodies was sealed by a solemn covenant

that the Rovai Institute of British Architects, so rein-

forced, would pursue the promotion of a Registration

Bill until registration was achieved. That co\'enant

has been implemented—and I am pleased to be able

to use that word for the first time before a Scottish

audience
;

I learnt it from Scottish Members in the

House of Commons ;
it seems to me to be a good word ;

it expresses what we are doing and what we are con-

tinuing to do.

So much for the main line of the history of this idea

of registration in the architectural profession in this

country. My treatment of this part of my subject
would, however, be incomplete if I did not here and
now' refer to what has taken place outside the confines
of these two islands, hut within the confines of that
great organisation the central administration of which
is to be found at No. 9, Conduit Street. I shall say
something later about that organisation itself, but here
it is sufficient to say that in the Dominions of Canada
and New' Zealand, in the Commonwealth of Australia,
in the Union of South Africa, and in the Crown Colonv
of Singapore associations of architects, linked up with
and federated to the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects, have secured the statutorv recognition of this

great principle.

I have. I think, said enough about the principle
involved, and I have established, I think, that it is of
sufficient antiquity to receive acceptance from the
most conservative of our profession . 1 nozv come to the
history of the Bill at present before the House of
Commons. In fulfilment of their pledge, the Royal
Institute of British Architects set up in 1921 a Regis-
tration Committee. That Committee did me the
honour of appointing me Chairman, a post it has been
my privilege to hold since that time, and which I still

hold, I am, therefore, in a position to tell vou the
whole story of the negotiations, concessions, and
compromises which have led to the Bill as now' drafted.
The Committee was composed of old members of the
twf) amalgamated bodies, and it is a matter of the
greatest pleasure to me to say that from first to last

there has been no question on the part of those old
members of the Society of Architects who sit or who
have sat on that Committee as to the sincerity or
completeness with which members of the Institute
tornung the remainder of the Committee have devoted
themselves to the carrying out of the pledge. We
soon found out, as do all those who endeavour to put
principles into practice, that there w'ere difficulties.
Logic may flourish in the schools

;
it tends to wither

in the Senate. \\ e found ourselves attempting to find
words ^\hich would apply the principles of registration,
and e\eryone raised obstacles in our path. We found
ourselves confronted by sister professions, between
whose territory and ours it was difficult to find the
frontier line. We found ourselves confronted hv
practices to which our principles would put an end,
practices of so continuous a growth as to have rooted
themselves in that stubborn soil of vested interest ;

and over all the supreme difficulty of all those who
would invest the social organisation with limitations
and regulations which deplete or appear to deplete
the common fund of freedom upon which all draw

.

We soon found that every argument against the Bill

would have its exponents, that we should have to
meet them in debate, and that our success would
depend on our being able to convince them or Parlia-
ment, the arbiter, that the opposition was ill-founded.
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based on misapprehensions, unreasonable, or unfair.

Will 3^ou blame us if we came to the conclusion that

it was impossible to anticipate or to meet all possible

objections to our proposals, and that the best course

we could take was to frame our Bill in the simplest

possible form, setting down the full measure of what
w^e conceived w^ould be required, well knowing that

on its introduction we should become acquainted with

every objection that could arise to it in any quarter
;

being possessed all the time of a spirit of w illingness to

meet such objections reasonably, temperately, and

fairly, and to concede to the furthest extent all that

could be conceded in the way of concessions and

compromises without destroying the Bill ? That

spirit has, I venture to say, marked the whole of our

proceedings on this BUI
;

indeed, in our own ranks

there are many who believe that we have gone too far,

that not only the form but the substance of the Bill

have been modified to such an extent as to deprive it

of any value. Such a view I can understand and

appreciate
;
but I think it goes too far.

It may not be an inappropriate analogy to use to a

body of architects that Rome was not built in a day.”

For this generation all that may be possible is to

establish the principle of registration
;
be it so, its

development may safely be left fo those generations

wEich follow. However that may be, events proved

that we were fullv justified in our forecast. Opposition

to the Bill did develop—developed in some cases on

lines and by reasons which were entirely unworthy,

but in the main upon lines which were honourable and

reasonable and wEich we came fully to understand and,

I think, fullv to meet. We were gratified at the outset

by the fact that the Bill did meet with a very large

measure of support ; and at this stage I w ould desire

to express, on behalf of mv Committee and of the w hole

body of architects at the back of this measure, our

thanks to those Members of the House of Commons
who have consistently supported us, and our apprecia-

tion of their efforts. I do not propose to particularise

in respect of any of them, though that is not to say that

such distinction would he impossible, but it would be

an ungracious task, and I am quite certain that those

wEo would profit by it most would desire it least.

It may seem curious, and there is perhaps a little

touch of irony in the fact, that the most substantial

amendment to the Bill was due to the opposition of one

of our most distinguished and unfailing supporters.

The Bill as introduced proposed to give a statutory

meaning to the word “ architect, and to limit the use

of that term to those who were on the Register. It

was to that proposal that this opposition was directed,

and directed on the ground that the term was an old

term, a common term available to all, used by all, an

that whatever dangers lay in such general use must be

safeguarded in some other way than by the appropria-

tion of the term to a limited and exclusive meaning.
It was held that th^e was a sort of common right in

the term. The enclosure of common rights has never
been popular

;
there has always been an instinctive

rebellion against it
; arguments can always be found

for it, but they are arguments which find their oppon-
ents in that intuitive opposition to any diminution of

the general freedom to which I earlier alluded. Con-
fronted with this opposition, we felt it was a real

Parliamentary opposition and did not arise from those

to whom it w as a matter of legitimate interest to oppose
us, or from those animated by even less worthy
motives, but an opposition based upon general princi-

ples to w hich the House of Commons might readily be
expected to give assent. We considered the point in

the spirit in which it was made, and wEile not admitting

to the full the encroachment that it was suggested we
were going to make, or crediting the dangers which it

w as assumed would arise, w e felt that it w as not possible

to resist it and that we must make the necessary change.

That change made then in the fundamentalframetvork of
the Bill has continued throughout. The point w'as

made on the Second Reading of the Bill, and it was
only by giving assurances on it and expressing a

willingness that the Bill should go to a Select Com-
mittee that the passage of the Bill w as secured. It was
evident that this was the main point of opposition,

that there was general support in the House to the

measure as a whole, and only such opposition to details

as might reasonably be expected to be removed in

Committee. We can therefore say with perfect truth

that, as far as the principle of the registration ot

architects is concerned, it has been adopted by the

House of Commons, and later, as we shall see, by the

House of Lords, and that nothing but the exigencies of

Parliamentary time or the incidence of Parliamentary

tactics have prevented it becoming law .

The Bill went to a Select Committee, for which

course I am devoutly thankful. A measure that can

stand the test of examination by a Select Committee is

a well-proved and well-founded measure. The pro-

ceedings of a Select Committee give the amplest

opportunities for all opponents of a measure to present

to the fullest extent their opposition to it, and to

support it by evidence. The proceedings in a Stand-

ing Committee are not so convincing. A Bill -may

receive acceptance by a Standing Committee under the

rules of the House without its provisions having been

fully considered and without the minority in opposition

to it having had the opportunity to demonstrate its

faults. It is not so in the case of a Select Committee

>

and, despite the subsequent fortunes of the Bill, I

shall never cease to be glad that it received so complete

an examination. The proceedings before the Select

Committee are in print and may be studied bv all

those who care to do so. They will find there set
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out every argument that could be raised against the

Bill. It
* was my responsibility and privilege to be

entrusted by the Registration Committee with the

burden of presenting the case for the Bill and of

meeting the opposition to it. How that was discharged

I must leave to others to judge. It is perhaps sufficient

to sav that, while the irregularities of our railway service

deprived us of a vote at the last meeting of the Com-
mittee and led to the technical report by the Select

Committee that the Bill was not proved, the report

contained within it the statement that that con-

clusion was not the opinion of the majority of the

Committee, and that it was hoped that the measure

would soon again be submitted to the House for its

consideration and approval.

Perhaps before dealing with the arguments against

the Bill it would be well for me to complete the outline

of its history. The Bill, subject to amendments, the

origin of which I will describe when dealing with the

opposition to the Bill, was reintroduced the following

year, and was fortunate enough to secure an early

place in the ballot. Private Members’ Bills, as you

know, are taken on Fridays
;

the proceedings of the

House of Commons terminate weekly on that day at

an early hour. Many Members who have been engaged

there constantly all the week are anxious to return to

their ordinary duties. It is always difficult to keep the

House on a Friday, and these facts afford opportunity

for snap votes to be taken, the result of which may,

and often does, give an entirely false impression of the

real opinion of the House. We were very unlucky.

During the lunch hour a persistent opponent of the

Bill drew attention to the fact that there were not

forty Members present in the House. A Division

was* called and taken before the requisite number

appeared, and the House was counted out. Dis-

appointing as the result was, only those^ who are

wilfully desirous of perverting the facts with regard

to the Parliamentary opposition to this Bill can draw

from it the conclusion that Parliamentary support does

not exist. The progress of the Bill so unfortunately

terminated in the House of Commons was resumed in

the House of Lords by its introduction by Lord

Crawford in 1929. \ ery fortunately there we found

a House with time and opportunity to give the con-

sideration to the Bill which it merits, and those who

read the proceedings in that House will realise that

it was so considered. Whatever views may be held

about the House of Lords, there can be no doubt that

it contains amongst its members some of the most

acute minds in the country, minds which have, more-

over, been continuously devoted to the consideration

of large problems, the solution of which in one wa\ or

another affect our modern life. I he Bill as now

drawn emerged from that House wdth no amendment.

The position may therefore be summed up in this
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way. We have established the principle of the regis-

tration of architects in both Houses of Parliament
;

we have embodied that principle in a Bill wffiich has

secured the approval of the House of Lords, and may
therefore be regarded as having successfully met and
dealt with the opposition presented in detail before the

Select Committee of the House of Commons.
Let us now’ consider that opposition and its effect

in modifying the Bill as first drawm. The opposition

may be divided into that directed against the general

principle of registration and that against the method
proposed to be employed in the Bill. It is not possible

to separate these things entirely but a broad distinction

between them may be observed. I wall deal first wdth

the opposition on the ground of principle and, in

respect of it, that w’hich came from other professional

bodies. I have before remarked on the difficulty of

defining the frontier line between the profession of

architecture and other kindred professions. These are

all concerned with and I think can be measured by the

term, “ the physical changes in, on, above, and below

the surface of the world.” I do hope that no one will

think it w’orth while to challenge that definition
;

I

only put it forw’ard in a spirit of general compre-
hensiveness to enable me to relate the activities of the

professions to which I am going to refer. Works
which fail within the above definition involve, first

of all, the survey and the acquisition of land. The
operations necessitated mainly fall wfithin the province

of the surveyor. The land so surveyed and acquired

becomes the field for constructional w'ork. If these

be of a certain character they tend to fall within the

province of the civil engineer
;

if of another within

the province of the architect. Finally, the land so

acquired and the wmrks so constructed may be the

subject of sale, and then they fall within the province

of the auctioneer. You have those four fairly w^ell-

defined professions—the surveyor, the civil engineer,

the architect, and the auctioneer, I do not propose,

nor do I think it necessary at this time, to attempt

more closely to define the distinction between these

professions. In some cases they are fairly obvious,

in others not so clear. It is sufficient, to enable you
to realise the difficulties we were confronted with in

the original presentation of our Bill, to recall your

attention to the well-known fact that you may find

men in any one of these professions who combine
with it one or more of the others

;
a surveyor, a

civil engineer, an auctioneer, may be an architect, or

may be known as such, and that fact confronted us.

We had agreed that we could not withdraw' the use of

the term “ architect ” from anybody at present

employing it. We were then faced with the further

proposition that every such person was entitled to be

admitted to the Register of Architects. It had been

argued that the Bill would inflict damage upon persons
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who would not otherwise be subject to it. Parliament

has always had a regard for existing interests, and
within reasonable limits that is right and proper.

Regard to these interests may at times lead to certain

ills, but, broadly speaking, it is better to endure ills

than to inflict injuries, and more particularly if the

ills be of a temporary character. We were not asked

to agree for all time to the admission of such persons

to the Register, but only in respect of living persons.

Here, again, w'as a point of general principle, and w^e

felt bound to concede it. The result of the concession

was to make it necessary to set up our Admission
Committee, Avho would regulate the entry into the

Register of such living persons
;
and as such persons

were in the majority of cases members of certain exist-

ing Societies it was necessary to give these Societies

representation on the Admission Committee. So the

Committee is composed
;

it is of temporary duration

and will in the course of time cease to exist. It is one

of those transitory measures which are always found

to be necessary when legislative enactments make
changes in conditions. The old order changeth to the

new^, and for its passage some bridge must be found.

The Admission Committee is such a bridge, it is a

temporary scaffolding which, when the building is

completed, wall be removed.
On this concession of the Admission Committee

and, on request, the omission by their owm request of

the Institution of Civil Engineers from the operation

of the Bill, the opposition of the sister professions was

and is removed.
The remainder of the opposition to the principle of

registration was within our own ranks, and was based

on the view that the registration of the architect is a

limitation of the opportunities open to that genius who,

w^hile unable to meet the necessary requirements for

examination, is yet able to achieve great architectural

w^orks, and would be precluded from these achieve-

ments because he did not bear the hall-stamp of the

Register. It is difficult to deal with this view seriously

;

it has never been reallv weightily advanced. We are

familiar wdth the names of men w ho are practising who
have never been through the schools or passed exami-

nations, but wffio have achieved great eminence in their

profession. None of these men have, to my know-

ledge, expressed themselves in opposition to the prin-

ciple of registration. It may be that they are indif-

ferent
;

it is more likely that they realise that, given

genius, there is nothing in the Bill to restrict its use.

It is said that hard cases make bad law ;
it is equally

true that society would be badly administered if its

regulations were based upon abnormal cases . Nietsche

may inveigh against the slavery of society. From time

to time men may arise wffio subvert or reconstruct it,

but in its administration regard must mainly be had

to common requirements and average standards ;
and

it is in respect of these, and these alone, that the useful-

ness of registration is contended for. The indivi-

dualist in his most complete expression desires no law'.

The artist is an individualist, and it is natural that he
should shy at any restriction, even if it be more appa-
rent than real, placed upon his efforts ; but of all

artists the architect can least be individualist
; he more

than any other requires the collective co-operation of

all sorts and conditions of men. It is not necessary

to remind the countrymen of Burns that a poet with a

few' mouthfuls of air (for which he is indebted only
to his Creator), may make himself immortal. The
artist with a few inches of canvas, his palette and his

brush may be independent of his fellow men. But the

architect is the child of society
;
he comes into being,

as the genie in the tale, at the call of others ;
his

operations are limited by the collective capital and
craftsmanship of his fellows ; they are frustrated by
low' standards of taste and culture, they are impeded
by unregulated activities, individual and communal.
He is not so much a member of the orchestra as a

director of it and dependent on it, and any measure
which in the long run tends to raise the standard of

culture, to improve the qualities of craftsmanship, will

be found to expand and not limit the field of his

activities.

This, I hope and anticipate you will agree with me,
will be the effect of the application of registration to

the profession of architecture.

I now come to the opposition which was directed

not against the principle of registration but against the

methods proposed to be employed in the Bill. This

appears in two main forms, the first being that the

control of the Register is too largely architectural ;
the

second, that the control is too largely that of the Royal

Institute of British Architects. The opposition under

the first head is confined to that of the Institute of

Builders, and was, and is, of an entirely unexpected

character. A good deal of resentment has very natur-

ally and, I think, properly been felt at opposition

coming from this quarter, particularly in its latest

development, namely, that of a petition against the

modifications which are proposed in the By-laws of

the Royal Institute. I think it is regrettable that any-

thing should arise which should spoil the happy and
harmonious relationship which can honestly be said,

as a rule, to obtain between the architect and the builder.

If we are to have building at its best—and I know no
better definition of architecture—we can only have it

by complete and cordial understanding and co-

operation between the architect, the contractor, and
the craftsman

;
and all those of us who are interested

in architecture, to whichever of these three classes we
belong, will best serve our common interest by pro-

moting these cordial relationships. They are, and
one must frankly say it, endangered at the present
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moment, but my desire in anything I say here and
now is to minimise that danger and to restore that

older and happier relationship, and in that spirit I

recognise that while on the surface the opposition of

the Institute of Builders might be regarded as merely

fractious and captious, there is, I think, at the core of

it something which may be respected and which ought
to be understood. If I am right in my penetration of

that core, I think it is an idea that that co-operation

of which I have spoken—of architect, contractor, and
craftsman—should be embodied in a great visible and
material organisation whose common concern would
he their common enterprise

;
as it were, .a^ great

universitv of architecture wide enough in its scope and
catholic enough in its interests to find a place side by
side for those whose conceptions become ultimately

the care of the craftsman, for the craftsmen themselves

and for those who form the liaison between the archi-

tect and the workers in stone, brick, metal, and all

other materials which gc together to make up the

architectural mass. Such a vision of architectural

education is one to which we could all, I think, re-

spond, hut it is not to be achieved by carping criticism

of the bodv which has borne the t\hole burden of

architectural education during the last hundred years.

The idea comes, as Shakespeare would say, in too late

a week. If it is to be realised it can only be through

the exhibition of a generous spirit of appreciation of

the work that has been done, and of willingness to

share in it along the lines which present opportunity

affords. The Institute of Builders is represented on
the Board of Architectural Education, and I invite it

to use its place there in the promotion of the ideals

that it holds, as being a surer method of attaining

those ideals than the policy on which it has, I think

without a full appreciation of its nature, embarked,

rhe main control of education in architecture must,

as long as the callings of the architect and the builder

are separated, he in the nature of things mainly in the

hands of architects. When we come to see, as I hope

to show vou shortlv, the work of the Board of Archi-

tectural Education, vou will see that that control has

been exercised in no arbitrary fashion.

d’he last phase of opposition to the procedure under

the Bill is based on the ground that the control of the

Register is too largely in the hands of the Royal Insti-

tute of British Architects, and, that being assumed, it

IS further argued that such control is being sought by

the Institute, first, w ith a general intention of enhancing

its membership and emoluments ;
secondly, in order

that it may impose unfair conditions on the builder

and contractor
;

and, thirdly, that it may be used to

increase the emoluments of its individual members by

imposing upon the public unreasonable charges. These

grounds seem to need only to be stated in their present

form to dispose of them. They are so obviously

without foundation that it may be said : Why deal

with them
;
they only need to be stated to be refuted ;

I quite agree—that is, I quite agree if they are only to

be stated in audiences such as the one I am now address-

ing—but there is no such limitation. Those state-

ments are broadcast
;

they are made to Members of

Parliament who have ultimately to decide the matter

we are now discussing. ^Members have little time to

bestow upon a measure which, though important in

itself, is yet, in relation to many of the larger things to

which our Legislators have to direct their attention,

small in comparison. So I must deal with them.

Let me take, hrst of all, the charge that the Bill places

the control of the Register too much in the hands of

the Royal Institute of British Architects. First I ask,

if that be true where else could it be placed ? Is

there any other body of architects w hich on any ground
has the least claim to be associated with the Institute

on any principle of parity in this matter ? If, as in

the medical profession, there had existed a number of

bodies comparable in age, comparable in influence,

comparable in position, I should have agreed that a

general architectural council might have been formed,

but no such bodies exist. The onlv body which, if

it had existed, could have put forward anv such claim,

was the Society of Architects, but that body no longer

exists ; it has become, by that kind of honourable
union which in the early days of the eighteenth century

brought your country and mine into the relationship

which now* exists between us, a constituent and com-
ponent part of the Royal Institute itself. Since that

union has taken place, one or more societies have come
into being for the purpose of associating members ot

our profession together, and, it may be, with members
of other professions. I do not know* how* many of

these societies still exist. I do know' that one of them
has opposed the Bill, not in principle but on the ground
to w hich I am now' speaking. It has been met through-

out, in my opinion, with all the consideration to which
its position entitles it. I have, 1 think, as Chairman
of the Registration Committee, done more, in the

opinion of some of my colleagues, than T should have
done to meet their views. I have attended a meeting
of their Council and discussed with them their

demands, and have indicated the degree to which those

demands could be met. Thev have a place on the

Admission Committee ; thev have a place on the

Board of Architectural Education. I hav e always been

prepared, and I am prepared now
,
to advise my Com-

mittee to go to the extreme limits of concession that

would meet their demands ; hut I cannot admit that

they have established any case for association with the

Royal Institute of British Architects in this matter on
terms approaching equality. In that attitude 1 am
supported by the proceedings before the Select Com-
mittee, and I think that no impartial person reading
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that Report but will agree that the terms upon which
the Society in question are now associated in the Bill

with the control of the Register are terms which, if

they are to be modified, can only be modified to a

very slight extent. I suggest to this Society that it,

in its turn, will best serve its own interests by accept-

ing the position that the Bill provides, and in that

position justifying the demands which it now makes.
In saying this I do not rule out any further discussion

between the Royal Institute of British Architects and
this Society, but I do indicate the limits within which
such a discussion can usefully take place.

I now turn to the point which may be briefly stated

thus : The passage of the Bill being assumed to enhance
the position of the Royal Institute of British Architects

—though I do not accept that view—that position will

be used to impose unfair conditions of contract upon
the builders of the country. I will make the question

as to the enhancement of the position of the Royal
Institute of British Architects my last point, and here

I will deal with the suggestion—the unworthy and
unwarranted suggestion—that the position of the Royal

Institute of British Architects will be used or has

been used to impose unfair contract conditions upon
the builders of the countr}'. It is one which I am
sure is not supported by any but an insignificant

number of those builders who, up and down the length

and breadth of this land, are continually engaged, in

co-operation with architects, in carrying out works of

construction. If it is intended to carry with it any

description of Avhat has happened in the long history

of contract building, it is the merest travesty of the

actual facts. When I entered the profession as a pupil

some 45 years ago, the position which the architect

held in building works was infinitely stronger and

more absolute than that position is to-day. The whole

history of the past 45 years is that of a continuous

devolution by the architect of his powers in matters

of dispute to arbitration, and a continual record of

the improvement of building contracts in the direction

of fairness and equity as between the three parties

concerned. We all of us know that at the present

moment we are in a period of gestation ; a new con-

tract has to be found, and I am quite sure a new
contract will be found. We are all of us familiar

with the fact that a form of contract was agreed

between representatives of the National Federation of

Building Trades Employers and representatives of the

Royal Institute of British Architects. We all know

that that contract, approved by the Councils of both

bodies and by the general body of builders, was re-

jected at a General Meeting of the Royal Institute of

British Architects. The acceptance of the contract

by the general bodv of members in. each case was a

necessary consequence of the entire proceedings. 1

do not know that in connection with anything else but

this opposition, to the Registration Bill it has ever been
suggested that there was bad faith on the part of the
architectural profession or the Royal Institute of
British Architects in the matter. If the suggestion
were ever made I should repudiate it in its entirety.

No man knows more than I do of the course of the
recent proceedings. It is a matter of great regret to

me that the contract agreed upon between the repre-
sentatives of both bodies Avas finally rejected. The
members Avho rejected it Avere entitled to be consulted ;

they AA ere entitled to form their oAAm aIcaas
;
they were

entitled to take AAhat course of action they thought fit.

They formed their views—I do not agree Avith them.
They took their action—I do not agree with it, but thcA'

had a right to take it, and no charge of bad faith can
be levied against them. I understand their vicAvs ; I

appreciate their feeling ; the last \estige of authority

and control of the architect had been taken from them
by the new form of contract. I can understand the

apprehensions that arose in their minds as to the

practical difficulties that Avould now embarrass the archi-

tect in the pursuit of his profession as a result of the

ncAv form of contract. I think they Avere exaggerated

apprehensions ; I do not think that such consequences
Avould have followed. I understand that you in this

country haA e for years carried on your profession under
a form of contract with very similar provisions. But
all those Avho engage in negotiations learn sooner or

later that one must make haste sloAvly. It is clear

that those of us Avho are charged Avith the negotiations

on behalf of the Institute—and in that respect no one
more than myself—went too far in our belief as to the

modifications Avhich our fellows in the profession were
prepared to accept. We must, hoAvever, all of us re-

joice to know that negotiations are being reopened ;

we must all of us hope that they will come to a happy
and unanimous conclusion. 1 am taking no part in

them
;

I do not expect to take any part in them ;
but

if, as having taken part in the previous negotiations, I

may be alloAved to say a word on these, I AAOuld say

to my builder friends that the history of contract

building in the past shows that there are limits to

the stages in which you may proceed, and that they

maA% AA'ithout derogation of the responsibility imposed
upon them by the builders they represent, Avell be
content to mark another stage which I am certain

members of my profession are Avilling to take, and to

leaA'e the ultimate completion of their task to future

years.

Confining myself, howcAcr, to the relationship of

these negotiations to the Registration Bill, I am quite

sure that no serious or responsible person on the side

of the builders Avould suggest for a moment that the

determination of a new form of building contract is

affected the one way or the other by the implications,

direct or indirect, of the provisions of the Bill.
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I now come to the penultimate point I have to meet
—a mean and petty point

; a point that should never
have been made and for which there is no warrant in

the past—the point that the passage of this Bill, if

resulting in the enhancement of the position of the

Royal Institute of British Architects, will be used bv
that body to impose upon the public a scale of fees

beyond that which is justified. I am almost ashamed
to deal with this—it is so remote and so unrelated
either to the provisions of the Bill or to the character

and action of the Institute. It is quite true that the

remuneration of the members of a profession is a proper
concern of any body that is representing it. There is

nothing to warrant the suggestion that in the archi-

tectural profession that concern has been exhibited in

any disproportionate way. The charges which are

payable to architects are normally payable whether
they are members of the Institute or not. The fact

that in many cases the Courts have adopted the scale

of charges laid down by the Institute as furnishing

reasonable evidence of the proper remuneration of an
architect, does in fact show that to the common sense

of men that scale is a reasonable scale. This point is

mere prejudice, a bug-a-boo which those who employ
it hope may succeed where all else fails, and with that

comment I am content to leave it.

I now come to the last point urged against us, to

which I have several times alluded—the general

point that the real reason for the promotion of this

Bill is a passion for aggrandisement which besets the

Royal Institute of British Architects, a desire to

monopolise the whole field of architecture, and a con-

viction that only by the promotion of this Bill can that

position be secured. The Roval Institute of British

Architects needs no Registration Bill either to con-

solidate or to aggrandise its position. That position

is unique amongst all the professional organisations of

the world. In no profession is there any single body
which has achieved so commanding a position. Look
at it. It is called the Roval Institute of British Archi-

tects. Its position is imperial. Not only is the whole

surface of these two islands covered with a network of

architectural organisations allied to and federated

with the Royal Institute of British Architects, but you
cannot go into anv part of the British Empire, into any

Dominion or Crown Colony, where you will not find

either already in being or coming into being an

organisation of architects who. while directing their

attention to their own affairs in their own locality, are

yet linked not only by sentiments of interest but by
more formal ties to the Royal Institute of British

Architects. We are asked to-day to think imperially,

to strengthen and consolidate the bonds that bind this

Empire together. Those bonds are political, industrial

and economic. Not the least amongst them all are

ties such as those which link up the members of our

profession, wherever they may be found within the

Empire, in that great fellowship of architects presided

over by the Royal Institute. Only those, perhaps,

who have taken a close personal interest in the organi-

sation of the Institute and in its relationship to its

allied societies can appreciate the statesmanship which
from generation to generation has brought the Institute

to where it is. Commencing as a London society

with a small number of members in close contact with

each other and cut off in great measure from their

provincial brethren, it has developed a constitution

which in its way might be a model for other and more
important associations. A survey of the past shows
the springing up in the provinces of architectural

societies (a kind of spontaneous generation) which
have grown in numbers and importance, and, so grow-
ing, have been brought face to face with problems in

the profession which could not be satisfactorily solved

within the ambit of their own societies, and under the

pressure of those problems have turned to the Royal

Institute until at last you have now a closely knit and

associated federation, if I may use that word in a loose

sense, of allied societies whose influence within the

Institute has grown continuously. To these ap-

proaches the Institute has responded stage by stage,

admitting the allied societies to wider representation

and fuller powers until now, under the proposed

modification of the new Bye-laws, the final decision

on matters affecting the Institute is transferred from a

small general body of members able to meet in London
to the whole body of members in the two islands.

This process of healthy, vigorous expansion on the

one side and wise statesmanship and devolution on the

other side is proceeding abroad, as it is at home
;

the

relationship between the Institute and the Dominion
societies has been modified wisely and prudently to

meet present conditions. We shall soon be cele-

brating the centenary of the Royal Institute of British

Architects in new premises that will be the outward
and visible sign of the work of the century. The
transformation of a Royal into an Imperial Institute

of Architects. That great achievement has been

carried out apart from registration, and the position

of the Institute depends upon no provisions in a Regis-

tration Bill. It has an attractive force which has

brought within its ranks, and will continue to bring

within those ranks, architects of repute and dis-

tinction wherever they may be found.
What I have said in these last few words is but the

story of the internal organisation of the Institute.

There are other things to tell about it. So far from
confining itself to the narrow interests of its members,
the Institute has always felt to be laid upon it the

burden of widening the knowledge and the practice

of architecture in its every aspect ; it has regarded

itself as a great educational institution, and in that
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capacity has achieved the notable success of linking

its efforts with those of the great orthodox educational

institutions of the country. The time will soon come,
if it has not already arrived, when there will not be a

university in the country which has not included archi-

tecture in its curriculum, and which is not represented

on the Board of Architectural Education which has

been set up by the Royal Institute of British Architects.

In the course of the proceedings before the Select

Committee it was alleged by way of prejudice that the

Royal Institute was concerned to make architecture a

close profession and to shut out from it the children

of those with moderate means. It was successfully

established before that Committee that, so far from
this being the truth, the • Royal Institute of British

Architects had set up a ladder or made a broad high-

way—I care not which metaphor you use—by which

the best architectural education that the country could

afford was open to any boy or girl in any elementary

school. That is the position of the Royal Institute

to-day
;

it is an imperial body ;
its activities are inter-

woven with the whole fabric of education in this

country
;

and to suggest for a moment that such a

body needs any enhancement that may come from its

association with the Registration Bill is to suggest what

is patently and manifestly absurd.

It may be asked, then, why does the Institute take

the part it is taking in the promotion of this Bill ?

You have had the first answer. It is to implement the

pledge given on the amalgamation of the Society of

Architects with the Institute. The second answer,

and the greater, is that the Institute believes that the

Bill is for the public good, in that by it and through it

there will be a great quickening of interest in the work

of the architect. Apart from it, it is clear that there

is growing in the country an increasing conviction that

the amenities of our modern life are very largely

dependent upon good architecture. This Bill is a

statement and affirmation of that conviction
;

it

stresses the importance of training and qualification.

By the statutory sanctions which it gives to the Board

of Architectural Education it will give a great impetus

to the education that Board is desired to secure. That

education is of a dual kind—the education not only of

the architect, but also of the public. Deep must call

to deep ;
there must be an appreciation of good

architecture by the public if there is to be a demand

for it. The Bill affirms the importance of rescuing

the profession of architecture from indiscriminate

practice. No one anticipates that anything like its

full effect will be felt within the lifetime of this genera-

tion
;

but years count for little in the history of a

nation. What counts is not so much time as direction.

The work of the architect is to provide a nobler, a

more beautiful environment for life, and that has

perhaps been too long forgotten. We may expect

that a new generation, fortified by the sanctions which
the Bill will give, will find it an easier task to prevent
the activities which at the present moment, unregu-
lated and unrestrained, do so much to disfigure this
land in which we live.

DEATH OF LORD BALFOUR (HONORARY
FELLOW).

It is with great regret that we have to announce the
death of the Rt. Hon. the Earl of Balfour on 19 March.
Lord Balfour was elected an Honorary Fellow in 1910
and Members who attended the Wren Commemora-
cion Banquet on 26 February in 1923 at the Victoria
Hotel will remember his characteristically eloquent
speech in proposing the health of Mr. Paul Water-
house, the President.

THE ROYAL GOLD MEDAL.
The presentation of the Royal Gold Medal was made

to Dr. Percy Scott Worthington, M.A. Oxon., F.S.A.,
F.R.I.B.A., at the General Meeting on Monday, 17 March
1930, A full report of the proceedings, with illustra-

tions of Mr. Worthington’s work, will be published in
the next issue of the Journal on 12 April.

CHARING CROSS BRIDGE.
The Select Committee of the House of Commons

which has been appointed to consider the Charing Cross
Bridge Bill is constituted as follows :—Chairman :

Sir Henry Cautley, Bart, K.C., M.P., Unionist Member
for East Grinstead, Recorder of Sunderland

;
Mr. A.

Maclaren, M.P., Labour Member for Burslem, Educated
at Glasgow School of Art and Technical College,Glasgow;
Mr. J. S. Wardlaw-Milne, M.P,, Unionist Member for

Kidderminster, an Ex-Govemor-General of India’s
Council

;
Mr. Guy Rowson, M.P., Labour Member for

Farnworth.

AUSTRALIAN ARCHITECTURAL STUDENTS’
CLUB (IN LONDON).

Australian students are advised that a Club has been
formed for the purpose of facilitating study both in Eng-
land and on the Continent. The Club meets at intervals,

when matters of interest are discussed for the mutual
benefit of the members. All Australians are invited to

join, and further particulars can be obtained from the
Hon. Secretary of the Club, Mr. Eric Garthside, 6 Alberos
Gardens, Golders Green, London, N.W.ii.

DINNER TO MR. ROBERT ATKINSON [F.].’

The response to the preliminary notice of the proposed
Dinner in honour of Mr. Robert Atkinson, has been
sufficient to ensure a very large attendance.

It has now been arranged for the Dinner to be held on
Thursday, 10 April 1930, at the Criterion Restaurant.
Tickets, los. (exclusive of wines), may be obtained on
application to Mr. F. R. Yerbury, Secretary, The Archi-
tectural Association, 34-36, Bedford Square, W.C.i.
Early application is requested particularly as the demand
may be in excess of the accommodation available.

Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to The
Architectural Association.
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Allied Societies
{The attention of Members of the Allied Societies is particularly called to this page)

ESSEX, CAMBRIDCiE AND HERTS SOCIETY Ol'

ARCH ITECTS
West E>2,e\ Ciiapfek.

E\ ery part ofWest Essex was represented at the annual dinner

of the West Essex Chapter of the Essex, Cambridge and Herts

Society ot Architects held at the Strand Palace Hotel in the ne^^

banqueting hall on Tuesday, 4 larch. Over 60 members and
their ladies met at the Old Chapter House, St. Paul’s, at

3.30, and after prelinunary business had been transacted, a

mo\e was made to the “Teleitraph ’’ buildings in Fleet Street,

where Messrs. Elcock and Tait conducted the party over the

buildings, and Colonel Lawson entertained the company to tea.

At dinner Ylr, J. J. Crowe presided in the unavoidable
absence, through illness, of the chairman, Air. Christopher A.

Shiner, who, however, w'as represented by his son, Mr. L.
Shiner, and his daughter. Airs. Sheffield. It was announced
that the annual general meeting would take place on 3 April.

After dinner, w hich was delightfully free from formality or

speeches, the company was received by the architects for the

reconstructed Savoy Theatre opposite, Alessrs. Easton and
Robertson, and Air. Sugwdl, and greatly enjoyed the expe-

rience of a private \ie\v of this modernist work.
Afterwards the whole company occupied a block of seats

reser\'ed m the best position in the house. The committee
responsible for the arrangements was Alessrs. Scott, Russell,

Hammond, and the honorary secretary. Air. S. Phillips Dales

.

SOUTH WALES INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.
Annual Meeting.

“^rhe annual meeting of the South Wales Institute of Archi-

tects was held at 6 High Street, Cardiff, on Thursday, 6 March
1930, when the chair was taken by the President, Air. T.
Alwyn Uloyd, F.Rd.B.A. Prior to the meeting, he and Airs.

Lloyd entertained the members of the Council to tea at Alessrs.

David Alorgan’s restaurant.

The President delivered his address, in the course ofwhich he
said :

—

'' For a short space this evening I want briefly to summarise
what has been done in our own Institute during the past nine

months.
First, as to our membership. This now numbers 277,

divided as follows : Central (Cardiff) Branch, 159 ; Western
(Swansea) Branch, 77 ;

Eastern (Newport) Branch, 41 . It is

very encouraging this evening to have the reports of the v'aried

activities of our three Branches, which have been not only of

'social and technical interest to our own members, but also of

wider significance within the three areas.
“ While we all want to see an increased membership, in view

of the prevailing difficulties of the time and especially of those

in our own country, I think we have reason to feel satisfaction

in the size and influence of our Institute, I’here are, how ever,

many practising architects and assistants in South Wales who
are not associated w ith us, and we must continue our efforts to

enrol within our ranks all those of repute who are engaged in

the profession. The R.LB.A. has recently taken a very im-
portant step in its unification scheme—the Licenciate class of

membership is to be reopened on terms similar to those which
existed a few years ago. We supported this proposal, and I

feel sure that we shall do all in our power to carry out loyally

the policy of the Royal Institute when the petition to the Privy

Council for the additional powers is granted.
“ In South Wales there have been two outstanding personal

events in recent months—the winning of the Rome Prize by
Mr. J. B Wride. .A.R.I.B.A., one of our own members and an

CK-student of the Welsh School of Architecture, and the award
of the first place in the Swansea Civic Buildings Competition
to our esteemed colleagues, both ex-Presidents of this Institute,

Alessrs. Iv'or Jones and Percy Thomas. It is gratifying to

record that, in a competition in which seventy architects from
England, Scotland and Wales took part, a firm of Welsh archi-
tects should hav e secured outstanding success in the design for
the new’ civic centre of our second largest town.

Under Air. Purchon and his staff the Welsh School of
Architecture continues to make steady progress. Our Institute
is proud of its close association w ith the School. At the prize
distribution the other day many successes by the students were
. ecorded, and we have the final recognition of the R.LB.A. as
evidence of the distinguished quality of the work wrhich is

being done. It is my earnest hope that in the not distant
future the School may receive definite recognition by the
U niversity of Wales, which would result in the students
qualifying for elsh degrees in addition to their associateship
of the R.I.B.A. I have reason to believe that the University
authorities are now carefully considering the whole question
of the teaching of architecture and applied art in our countiyu
In what better W’ay could academic encouragement of these
fundamental studies be given effect to than bv the official
recognition, within the University structure, of the Welsh
School of Architecture at Cardiff, w'hich is the onlv one in
Wales providing for the full-time training of the young mem-
bers of our profession.
“Under the joint auspices of this Institute, the Council for

the Preservation of Rural Wales and the Association of Welsh
Local Authorities, a “ Countrvside Preservation “ Conference

Inhibition was held at the City Hall, Cardiff, last October.
Exhibition was vvell supported, the public attendance on

the last dav being particularly good. There were shown many
striking examples of spoliation and of safeguarding the country-
side, contrasting good and bad building, advertisement displav
and the maintenance of amenities generally.

“ The summer meeting and ladies’ dav for 1929 took the

rTu""/
Institute to the National Aluseum

or \\ ales. 1 here was a large attendance, and the function w^as
enjoyable one. The present and the new' portions of

the Aluseum were inspected under the guidance of Dr Cvril
Imx, the Director, and Mr. Dunbar Smith, the architect/tea
being provided by the Aluseum Council, to whom our best

ar4:i 1 1 .i-*

^ V.11V or uarum our
Institute considered it desirable to take official action : the
esittn o the new C anton Endue and the proposed erection ofCrmernment buildmus in Cathays Park. Although in both

instances the results were not all that we would wish, we can
claim that our intervention was justified and that good resulted

relation to the Government buildings, our plea

House of C ommons and strong support in

of the'ho'T the design
t th buildings to be obtained by means of an open compe-
tition among architects k or reasons which were full v explained

ntS*
‘-''U't'I-'tiS letter f received from the Secretary of H.M

Office of Works this course could not be followed, the planshaving already been prepared m that office, resulting from anagreement reached with the Cardiff City Council after their
representations as to the urgent need for the erection of thenew Duudmgb.

question—the design for the new
admi* W 1 .? a

Cardiff-Mr. Purchon in an
< dmirable letter initiated useful corre.spondence in the local
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i^ros ; this v\.is followed h\ fa\ ourahle editorial comment and
inter\iews with \oLir President and others. These represen-

tations ha\e been put Itirward in the rii;ht quarter
; I hope that

whether the design for the station is obtained by open compe-
tition, as I \entured to suy^est, or is prepared by the com-
pan> 's architeet, our recommendations as to utilising this

wonderful opportunit> for buildint^ a worth} new “ Gateway
to Wales ’ will be trnen effect to

“Your Council recently decided to ask the R.I.B A. to present

a medal periodical!} for the best building erected in South
Wales, and the request was readih' acceded to. Conditions

will be drawn up shortly, and in accordance with a recent

decision at the R I B.A. it is probable that the medal will be
awarded triennially. i think you will agree that such an award
will be not only an incentive to our practising members to

maintain a high standard in the planning and design of their

buildings, but will serve as a valuable indication to the public

of the distinction received by the successful competitor at the

hands of his fellow -architects.
“ At the suggestion of the R.I.B.A. your Council recently

set up a Salaried Members Committee to consider certain

matters relating to those who are salaried officials and assistants.

We have, of course, duties to that section of our membership
no less than to the practitioners, and I think this Committee
may be relied on for helpful action.

It has been decided that the letter signed jointly by the

President of the R.I.B.A. and the President of the South Wales
Institute shall be sent to every Education Authority in South
Wales, drawing attention to the need for ensuring that the

design of the many new schools and alterations to existing

schools, to meet the claims of new legislation, are placed in the

hands of properly qualified architects.’"

The officers were re-elected for the year 1930-3 1 as follows:

—

President, Mr. T. Alwwn Lloyd, F.R.I.B .A. ; vice-presi-

dents, Mr. C. S. Thomas, F.R.I.B.A., and Mr. J. Herbert Jones,

F.R.I.B.A. (Swansea) ;
hon. treasurer, Mr. Harry Teather,

F.R.I.B.A. ;
hon. auditor, Mr. E. H. Fawckner, F.R.I.B.A.

(Newport) ;
hon. librarian, Mr. R. H. Winder, M.A.,

A.R.I.B.A. ; hon secretary, Mr. Ivor P. Jones, A.R.I.B .A.

Members of Council. The following were elected :

Central (Cardiff) Branch : Messrs. W. S. Purchon, M.A.,
A.R.I.B.A.

; J. Williamson, A.R.I.B.A.
;

Perev Thomas,
F.R.I.B.A. ;

L. Llewelin Smith, L.R.I.B.A., M.B.
;
T. Edgar

Smith : A. G. Lynham, A.R.I.B.A.
;
C. F. Jones, A.R.I.B.A. ;

J. B. Fletcher
;

Lennox Robertson, P".R.I.B.A. ; W. D.
Thomas

;
Lewis John, jM.A., B.Arch.A.R.I.B .A.

;
Gordon

Griffiths
;

with Alessrs. H. J. Hughes, A. G. Fletcher and
A. J. Haines, representing Associates and Students.

Western (Swansea) Branch : Alessrs. J. Herbert Jones,

F.R.I.B.A.; C. S. Thomas, F.R.I.B.A. ;
O. S. Portsmouth,

A.R.LB.A.
;
G. R, H. Rogers, L.R.I.B.A. ;

H. A. Ellis, M.A.,
F.R.I.B.A. ;

Edwin Smith, A.R.LB.A. (Neath).
;
and repre-

senting Associates—Alessrs. C. W. Geddes, L. W . Devonald.

Eastern (Newport) Branch: Alessrs. Walter Rosser,

F.R.I.B.A.
;

C. F. Ward, ICR.I.B.A. ;
Johnson Blackett,

A.R.LB.A.
;

C. ¥. Compton, L.R I.B.A. ;
and representing

Associates—Air. J. P'. Lenton.

WEST YORKSHIRE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
Mr. G. H. Foggitt, president, took the chair at a meeting

of the West Yorkshire Society of .Architects, held at its Leeds

headquarters on 27 P'ebruary, when a lecture was given by
Professor A. E. Richardson, of the Lniversity ot London,
on “ Social Life and Art in France During the Eighteenth

Century.”
In the course of his paper the lecturer said : W hen

Louis XIV died in 1715 he left a country impoverished

by ambition and disastrous wars. But, on the whole,

the reign of Louis was wonderful. The influence of

the king had called forth the skill of a brilliant coterie

35 ^

of artists. The king had caused to be erected the largest
palace in France, and by his zeal for works of art the monarch
had made Pans the academic centre of Europe. But he had
committed the fatal blunder of revoking the Edict of Nantes,
which drove more than a quarter of a million Huguenots
from the country.

Louis was succeeded by his great grandson, the Duke
of Orleans in the meantime acting as Regent. .A few
years later, under the skilful manipulation of Cardinal
Fleury, France again took the lead m European politics.

The struggle between PYance and England now became one
for world supremacy. The ultimate advantage was on the
side of England, and the fight ended in the gain of Canada
and India. By the end of the reign of Louis XV, 1774,
France was in a weakened state. The finances were
low, the monarchy was far from strong, the people were
muttering against the privileged nobility. The next king,
Louis XVI, during his reign reaped the harvest of the
mistaken policy of his predecessors. The personal feeling
between the social grades came to a head

;
republican and

revolutionary ideas were fostered. It is clear that the writings
of Alontesquieu, and of the encyclopcedists Voltaire and
Rousseau, concentrated public opinion on the absurdity
of certain phases of feudalism surviving m the age of reason.
The publication of the Contrat Social sounded the tocsin
of the ancient regime ; the new' thought found expression in
the simplified art of the late eighteenth century. In 1792,
France was declared a Republic, a change to be followed
in 1795 by a “ Directory.” In turn this led to the rise of
the Consulate, and ultimately of the Empire. During this

latter phase the system of government was greatly improved.
The revolution had the effect of crushing the nobility and
raising the status of the middle classes. In architecture
energy was concentrated on public works. This was the period
of improvements to roads and canals, and the building of
schools and public institutions.

We can therefore attribute the following works as resulting

from the different political influences :

—

() Lender Louis XIV, the Regency, and Louis XV,
architecture found expression in palace building, churches,
private mansions in town and country, and works of
importance such as bridges, streets in Paris and other cities.

() Under Louis XVI, the architects found scope in

designing smaller private palaces and town houses ; the
larger buildings include the Pantheon, Paris, and public
works such as the Place Louis Quinze in Pans. Such fine

buildings as the Alonnaie, etc., etc., besides improvements
at Compiegne and Fontainbleau, increase the total number of
national works.

(c) Under Napoleon, there were many new works of public
importance—such as the following :—

U) Remodelling of the Louvre.
(2) Bridges and roads throughout France due to military

necessity.

(3) Rebuilding of the central portion of the city of
Lyons , new streets in Pans such as the Rue de
Rivoli.

(4) The Arc de Tnomphe, Paris.

(5) Barracks, harbours and fortifications in all parts of
France.

In order to appreciate the meaning of art in the eighteenth

century we must rev ert to the middle period of the seventeenth

century. When Louis XIV came to the throne, w'e

see France on the threshold of maturity. The whole life of

the country was about to expand. In w'ar, in politics, in ad-
ministration, in art and in literature, the same zest was apparent.

For a time France was steering for the leadership of Europe.
Fifty years later her dreams of conquest were realised to be
futile. But France had gained the leadership in the arts.

She had become the natural successor to Italy, and throughout
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the eighteenth century she was the academy for the civilised

world.
The conditions of society and the ordering of social life

exercised a spell upon the works of the architects and artists.

Encouragement, if not instruction, came from the aristocracy.

The king maintained the feudal rigidity of class grading by
concentrating society at Versailles.

The microcosm of the Court of Louis XIV in the year

1700 proMdes the key to the monarchial system of the

earlv eighteenth century. We call to mind the huge palace

of Versailles with its enormous facets
;

the formality of the

gardens, shaped out of an almost infinite landscape
;
the water-

works, aqueducts, fountains, reservoirs, and pumps, earned
out at the expense of vast treasure and countless lives

;
the

lesser palaces of the town of Versailles
;

the stables, the bar-

racks, and the gardens. The buildings of the umbrageous
setting formed a gigantic symbol of monarchy. The rays of

the sun cast the whole conception into an imposing crown.
\Trsailles was to prove the costliest item in the French regalia.

In the darkling w'orld outside the brilliance and the enchant-

ment of the Court lurked the forces of discontent. We read

of a peasantry inheriting medneval oppression
;

we learn

of bad roads
;

neglect, poverty, famine and incipient desola-

tion. The aristocratic world of France had learnt to enjoy
pomp and ceremony. Beauty was sought . there was a desire

for the luxury of fine living. The king occupied the central

terrace. He was almost a god. We picture the monarch with

his periwig and red heeled shoes, supreme in the knowledge
that his slightest wish was lawu Society masqueraded amidst
the giant \ases by Antoine Coyse-Vox. Alen and w'omen
of noble birth attended the plays given by moonlight in the

grottoes devised by Le Xotre. The hunts, the balls, and the

assemblies gave satisfaction to the select. It is not difficult

to conjure up the lights and shadows, the innumerable mirrors,

the clusters of wax candles, and the torches held aloft by
obsequious lackeys.

Classical architecture of the early eighteenth century

could not have had a finer chance than at Versailles. From
thence buildings in other parts of France w*ere to be influenced

in a thousand ways. The arts were decreed to be the preroga-

tive of the king and his courtiers, but for the most part they

were evolved by artists of middle-class origin, or men drawn
from the verv dregs of the people. In other words, the archi-

tects, sculptors, and painters were in the position of privileged

servants. They were essential to the w^orld of fashion, moving
in it, as Jules Mansart did, in a coach draw'n by a team of

six horses, yet having no claim to nobility.

These architects and artists w ere men with ideals, they were
masters of technique. The noble patrons acclaimed their

works, they had no desire to interfere or to make amateurish

suggestions.

In society the drawing-room was the social centre
;

the

modern theory of good manners, culture and breeding took

on an elevated tone. The clarity and directness of the aristo-

cratic ideal, artificial as it appears to piesent-day thought,

found immediate expression in architecture and the kindred

arts. The grandiose compositions, the geometrical plans,

the academic elevations and rich details within a certain scope

are flawless. In truth—art was so artificial as to be dissociated

from the life of the common people. The anomaly inheres

in the fact that the expert craftsmen among the people con-

tributed to the excellence of the style. This is partly explained

by the artistic sense of the French people, a legacy of the spirit

which animated the art of the thirteenth centurv . Viewed dis-

passionateh
,
the art of France at the beginning of the eighteenth

centurv stands out as the basis of the later classical tradition.

It was an art closely allied to contemporary literature, to the

matured traditions of Italy, and to the special, if limited, culture

of the nobility.

The strength of the classical tradition in the opening year s

of the eighteenth century is to be found in the imaginative
handling of ancient themes. Later on this system became loose
and petty. The rigid line gave way to the florescent. We
speak of the intervening phase of 1715-65 as the period of the
“Rocaille,” w'hich, being interpreted, can be said to be a
pernickety form of the Italian Baroque. By the middle of the
eighteenth century the classical tradition w’as again in process of
change. As a movement it was far from ending. The second
half of the eighteenth century can be summarised as a revival.
For this reason the style commonly called “ Louis Seize

”

IS reminiscent of the more rigid forms of the style Louis
Quatorze. Under such masters as Xeuflforge, De la Fosse,
Gabriel, and Antoine the conventions of architecture became
simpler. There ensued greater regard for plain wall surfaces
and more precise classical detail. The influence and restraint
of the contemporary English school began to be noticed.
Almost imperceptibly the classic tradition prepared itself
for the great event of the Revolution. In its latest phases the
style was not starved, but its scope w’as reduced to simpler
dimensions, the reasons for this being that the middle classes
were participating in the rich things of life. Lesser houses
w ere built in good taste, fine manners began to descend to the
bourgeoisie. By the year 1789 the expression of French classical
architecture had assumed a quiet uniformity suited to the smaller
domestic buildings in towns, and to the new order of public
buildings. The later w'ork constituted an elegant stvle, not
timid, not too precise, nor too cold. Under the Directory
the style found expression in refined furniture and objects
oi everyday use. After Napoleon’s campaign in Egypt there
ensued a W'ave of “ IVIodernism,” w'hich at first was based
on the classicality of Ancient Rome. The chief exponents
were Percier et Fontaine, two architects who intermingled
decorative motives from Egypt with those of Greece and
Rome. This phase of French art could not avmid echoing the
military adventures of the age. The ornaments were mainly
trophies of war, the sculpture heroic

: painting and por-
traiture matter of fact in convention. France had parted
with periwigs and flowered silks, she now favoured classical
costumes for women and uniforms for men. In literature can
be traced influences similar to those pervading the other arts.
The early period begins with the w ritings of Racine ; then came
the message of Rome and Greece. The whole attitude of
society centred upon aristocracy. The teachings of the Roman
Catholic Church were accepted at their academic value.
iVIolicre, holding the mirror to contemporarv life, dominated
the stage. The beginning of the change is discernible in the
writings of Montesquieu, which were more suited to the draw-
ing rooms of Paris than to the courtly atmosphere of Ver-
sailles. Montesquieu held French thought to the middle of the
eighteenth century. Then followed Voltaire, who won fame
as a tragic poet. Voltaire was profoundly influenced bv his
stay in England, and in time he began the senes of writings
which again changed French thought. It was, however
Rousseau who gav^e fresh originality to French literature’.
His theory was opposed to the sequential trend of French
literary development. It was the burden of his teaching
that far from pressing on the work of ordered civilisationwe should try to forget civilisation and be natural instead.”
Rousseau and Voltaire both died in 1778. The old order

was to change again. Reason and humanity were to reign.The slogan, Liberte, Egalite and Fraternito,” was about to
re-echo from one end of France to another After the
Revolution came the Romantic movement—there were very
few great names in French literature until 1830—the reason
being that the whole country suffered from the Napoleonic

The lecture was illustrated by lantern slides.
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NOTES FROM THE MINUTES OF THE COUNCIL.
3 February 1930.

Examinations.

Examination for the R.I.B.A. Diploma in Town
Planning.

The Board reported the result as follows :

—

Examined, i (previously Relegated) ;
Passed, nil

;

Relegated, i.

R.I.B.A. Final Examination : Thesis Regulations.
On the recommendation of the Board it was decided

to amend the regulations relating to the submission of

Theses for the Final Examination by adding a fourth

section entitled “ Towm Planning ” to the list of subjects.

List of Examinations Recognised for the Probationer

-

SHIP, R.I.B.A.

On the recommendation of the Board the Preliminary

Examination of the Surveyors' Institution and the Pre-

liminary Examination of the Institution of Civil Engineers

were added to the list.

The R.I.B.A. Intermediate Ex.\mination.

Subject Ai : General History of Architecture,—On
the recommendation of the Board it was decided that the

syllabus which is at present “ A paper on the General

History of Architecture ” be amended to read as follows :

“ A paper on the General History of Architecture

up to and including the first quarter of the nineteenth

century.”
R.I.B.A. Intermediate Examination Testimonies of

Study.—On the recommendation of the Board it was
decided that the existing regulation for Section C,

Measured' Drawings
,
which is as follows :

—

“ Section C, Measured Drawings. Sheets 4 and

5, Measured Drawings of an existing building or

portion of a building not of recent construction, to

be selected by the candidate. His plottings and
sketches are also to be submitted.”

be amended to the effect that Section C, sheet 4, shall

consist of “ Measured Drawings of an existing building

or portion of a building, not of recent construction, to be

selected by the candidate. His plottings and sketches

are also to be submitted. Care must be exercised to

select a building of architectural merit, and such essentials

as stone jointing, etc., should be clearly indicated. If

the candidate is in doubt as to a suitable subject, he

should communicate with the Secretary to the Board of

Architectural Education.
“ Sheet 5 shall consist of simple design based on the

subject measured for Sheet 4, after that sheet has been

approved by the Examiners.”

Acoustics and the R.I.B.A. Final Examination.—On
the recommendation of the Board it was decided that

(1) Two out of the six subjects set annually as R.I.B.A.

Problems in Design be subjects involving a simple

acoustic treatment with calculations to give the

appropriate time of reverberation. It will be

compulsory for all candidates before applying for

admission to the Final Examination to include in

the four Testimonies of Study at least one of these

tw'o subjects.

(2) A list of articles and books on the subject be issued

with each list of R.I.B.A. Problems in Design to

guide candidates in obtaining the necessary

information.

Schools.
School of Architecture^ Armstrong College, Newcastle--

upon~Tyne.—On the recommendation of the Board it

was decided that the recognition of the three years'

Degree Course and the three years' Diploma Course for

exemption from the R.I.B.A. Intermediate Examination
be continued.

Architectural Students and (a) Experience on Buildings

in the Course of Erection and (b) Records of Historic Build-

ings.—On the recommendation of the Board it was
decided that :

—

(1) The Institute of Builders be invited to draw up lists

of builders willing to give facilities to architectural

students for studying building work.

(2) The Surveys in London and elsewhere be requested

to furnish the R.I.B.A. with lists of typical or

essential buildings which should be recorded. It

is suggested that types of local building in all parts

of the country should be included.

(3) These lists when furnished to the R.I.B.A. be sent

to the Recognised Schools of Architecture.

Prizes.

The Victory Scholarship, 1929.—The Board reported

that they had approved the suggestions for the expendi-

ture of the Scholarship money made by ^liss Betty Scott,

Victory Scholar, 1929.
Competitionfor Nezc R.I.B.A. Bididing.—On the recom-

mendation of the Allied Societies’ Conference it was
decided that the competition for the new R.I.B.A.

building be thrown open to the members of Allied

Societies as well as the members of the R.I.B.A.

The Institute of South African Architects and Regis-

tration.—On the recommendation of the Registration

Committee it was decided to make a grant of £100 to the

Institute of South African Architects towards their

expenses in securing the passing of the South African

Architects’ Registration Act.

The Aerodromes Committee.—It was decided to make a

grant of £50 towards the cost of the work of the Aero-
dromes Committee.

Presentation of Books to the Library by the Executors of

the late JMr. Keith Young.—The Council passed a reso-

lution of thanks to the Executors of the late Mr. Keith

Young for their generous gift of two interesting books to

the Library.

AIembership.
Election, 7 April 1930.—Applications for membership

were approved as follows :

—

As Hon. Associates . . .2 applications

As Hon. Corresponding Members 2 ,,

As Fellows . . . .18 ,,

As Associates . . . -43
Reinstatement.

The following ex-members were reinstated :

—

As Associates : C. J. Brooks, Frank G. Geary,
W. J. Leahy.

As Licentiate : Ernest Pawley.

Applications for Election as Licentiates under
Section HI (/) of teie Supplemental Charter of 1925.

Five applications were approved.
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Application' for Transfer to Retired Fellowship.
The following member was transferred to the Retired

Fellowship :

—

John Bilson (elected Associate 1881
,
Fellow 1891).

and the Council expressed their thanks to Mr. Bilson for
his long and valued services to the Institute.

Resignation.
The following resignation was accepted with regret :

—

William Finlayson [E.].

ELECTION OF STUDENTS R.I.B.A.

The following were elected as Students at the meeting
of the Council held on 3 March 1930 :

—

Albery ; Jessica AIary, The Alanor House, Farningham,
Hartford, Kent.

Arthur : George, GJentore, Airdrie, Scotland.
Briggs

: John Wilfred, Greyhound Hotel, York Road,
Leeds.

Browtsi : Clifford Willi.^m, 86, Grove Hall Drive, Beeston,
Leeds

.

Darroll : William W^alter, P.O. Box 120, Cape Town,
South Africa.

Drury : Evel\Ts% “ Homecroft,” Crofton, Orpington, Kent.
Fell : Ian Buchan, “ Rosetrevor,” Point Road, Northwood,

Sydney, Australia.
Fish : John, 951, St. James Street, IMontreal, Canada.
Gordon : Henry Vincent, Inglewood, Rickmansworth,

Herts

.

Gurney ; Helen Valborg Margaret, “ Langton Lodge,”
Main Road, Muizenberg, South Africa.

Hargrave : Frank Clift, Guyong,” i, Manning Road,
Edgecliff, Sydney, Australia.

H.\rrison : Donald Dex, Elm Royd, Moor Lane, Gomersal,
near Leeds.

Hutchison : Robert Charles, Braefoot, Liberton, Edinburgh.
Lunn : Norman Sykes, 20, Occupation Road, Lindley,

Huddersfield.
Marks : Joyce, “ Aalsmeer,” Regent Street, Stoke-on-Trent.
Mills : Edna Mary Isabel, 80, Highdown Road, Hove,

Sussex.
^Iontague : Albert Victor, 69, Stainbeck Road, Chapel

Allerton, Leeds.
Needham : John, 29, Little Lane, Bradford, Yorks.

Orpen : Terence Fr.ancis Moriarty, “ Rosendal,” Main
Road, Rondebosch, Cape Town.

Paterson : Hamish Noble, Tigh-an-Uillt, Inverness.

PiLicHowsKi : Amnon Vivian, 7, Hill Road, St. John’s Wood,
London, N.W.

Rothwell : Frank Lionel, 10, Drylands Road, London, N.8.

W^ALKER : Herbert Raymond AL^rscough, c o Architectural

Association, 34, Bedford Square, London, W.C.i.
Weerasinghe ; Oli\t:r, ” Somvasor,” Havelock Road,

Colombo, Ceylon.

THE R.I.B.A. ATHENS BURSARY, 1930.

The R.I.B.A. Bursary at the British School at Athens

has been awarded to Mr. G. D. Gordon Hake, F.R.I.B.A.,

of the R.W.A. School of Architecture, Bristol. The Bur-

sary is of the value of £100, and the bursar is required to

spend a period of not less than four weeks in Greece, and

at the conclusion of his tenure of the Bursary to present a

report upon his visit.

It will be remembered that the Bursary has only recently

been instituted by the Council of the R.I.B.A., and this is

the first award that has been made. The award is made
once a year, provided a suitable candidate is forthcoming,

to a member of the teaching staff of a School of Architec-

ture recognised for exemption from the R.I.B.A. Examina-
tions.

Air. G. D. Gordon Hake, who is an Associate of the

Royal West of England Academy, is the Headmaster of

the R.W.A. School of Architecture, Bristol.

R.I.B.A. STATUTORY' EXAMINATION FOR DIS-
TRICT SURVEYOR AND THE EXAAIINATION

FOR BUILDING SURVEY^OR.
The R.I.B.A. Statutory Examination for the Office of

District Surveyor under the London Building Acts, and
the examination for Building Surveyor under Local
Authorities, will be held at the R.I.B.A., I.ondon, on

7, 8, and 9 A'lay 1930.
The closing date for receiving applications for admission

to the Examinations, accompanied by the fee of £3 3s.,

is 16 April 1930.
Full particulars of the Examinations and application

forms can be obtained from the Secretary R.LB.A.

Notices
THE ELEVENTH GENERAL MEETING.

The Eleventh General Aleeting (Ordinary) of the
Session 1929-30 will be held on Alonday, 7 April 1930,
at 8 p.m., for the following purposes :

—

To read the Alinutes of the General Aleeting (Ordinary)
held on Monday, 17 Alarch 1930 ;

formally to admit
members attending for the first time since their elec-

tion.

To read the follow’ing Paper :
“ Antonio da San Gallo

the Younger,” by Air. J. Hubert Worthington, O.B.E.,
M.A. [A.].

BUSINESS GENERAL MEETING.
At the conclusion of the above Ordinary General

Aleeting a Business General Aleeting will be held for the
following purposes :

—

To proceed with the election of the candidates whose
names were published in the Journal for 8 Alarch 1930,
PP- 313-315-

EXHIBITION IN THE R.I.B.A. GALLERIES.
The Exhibition of the work of Dr. Percy Scott

Worthington, AI.A., F.S.A.
,
Royal Gold Aledallist,

1930, will remain open, in conjunction with the Exhibition
ofArchitects’Working Drawings, until Saturday, 29 Alarch.
The Exhibition w’ill be open between the hours of

10 a.m. and 8 p.m. .Saturdays, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.].

R.LB.A. ANNUAL DINNER, 1930.
The Annual Dinner will take place on Thursday,

15 Alay 1930, in the Guildhall, E.C. (by kind permission of
the City Corporation). Full particulars will be issued to
Alembers in due course.
A limited number of seats will be reserved in the Gallery

of the Guildhall in 'order that Members and their friends
w'ho are unable to attend the Dinner may have an oppor-
tunity of hearing the speeches.
Arrangements are being made whereby it is hoped

that Members and guests will be given an opportunity
of visiting the Guildhall Library, Council Chambers, etc.
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BRITISH ARCHITECTS’ CONFERENCE,
NORWICH.

18 TO 21 June 1930.

The annual conference of the Royal Institute of

British Architects and its Allied Societies will take place

at Norwich from 18 to 21 June 1930. The Norfolk and
Norwich Association of Architects have in hand the pre-
paration of a most attractive programme, and particulars

will be issued in due course.

All members and students of the R.I.B.A. and all

members of the Architectural Association and of the

Allied Societies are cordially invited to attend the Con-
ference.

It is expected that there will be a large attendance of

Alembers from all parts of the country, and they are ur-

gently requested to arrange for their hotel accommoda-
tion at the earliest possible dates so as to avoid the risk of
disappointment. When communicating with Norwich
hotels please mention R.I.B.A. Conference as a number
of rooms have been specially reserved for Members.
The Executive Committee of the Conference have

kindly furnished the following list of hotels and boarding
houses, with charges :

—

Bed and
Place and Name. Breakfast.

Full Board
per day.

Hotels.
Norwich—

Royal Hotel, Prince of

Wales Rd IO/“ 21/6
Maids Head Hotel, Wen-
sum St. lo/- 21 /6

Bell Hotel, Orford Hill .

.

8/6 —
Castle Hotel, Castle

Aleadow.

.

8/- 16/-

Mortimers Hotel, St. Giles

St 7/6 12/6

Private Hotels and Boarding Houses.

Norzvich—

-

Lansdowne Hotel, Thorpe
Rd 10/- 15/“

Heathcote, Unthank Rd. . 8/- 15/-

Evening Hill, Cambridge
St 8/6 12/6

Airs, Nicholson, 114
Thorpe Rd. 8/6 12/-

Airs. Johnson, Ivy Bank,
Thorpe Rd. 6/6 12/-

Oxford House, St. An-
drews — 10/6

Hotels.
Wroxham—

King’s Head Hotel 10/6 20/6

Keys Hill Hotel .

.

10/6 21/-

Briindall—
Riverside Hotel . • • • 7/6 18/-

Cromer—

•

Grand Hotel, West
Parade .

.

10/6 18/-

Gt, Yarmouth—
Royal Hotel, Marine

Parade . * 8/6 15/-

Garage Accommodation.

The following garages are within a short distance of
the Conference Headquarters.

Tel. No.
Bussey & Sabberton Bros., Palace St. . . , , 1175
Delves Alotors, Ltd., Prince of Wales Rd. . . 222
Mann Egerton Co., King St. . . . . . . 480
Norwich Alotor Co., Recorder Rd. . . , . 1600
Maudes, Ltd., Prince of Wales Rd. . . . . 2223
Howes Garage, Chapel Field North . . . . 1260
Clarence Garage, Thorpe Rd. . . . . . . 197

Alotor Parks are in All Saints Green, Cattle Alarket,

St. Martin-at-Palace Plain, St. Andrew’s Hall Plain,

Tombland, Riverside Rd., Market Place,

Competitions
ACCRINGTON : NEW POLICE AND FIRE

STATIONS.
The Accrington Corporation invite architects to submit,

in open competition, designs for new Police and Fire

Stations.

Assessor : Air. Herbert J, Rowse [F.],

Premiums : £250, £150 and £100.

Last day for receiving designs, 31 March 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on applica-
tion to the Town Clerk,Town Hall

,
Accrington . Deposit

£2 2S.

CHELMSFORD : PUBLIC LIBRARY AND
MUSEUAI.

The Chelmsford Corporation invite architects to submit
in open competition, designs for a New Public Library and
Aluseum.

Assessor : Air. H. V. Lanchester [F.].

Last day for receiving designs, 14 June 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on
application to Mr. G. E. Barford, Town Clerk, Town
Clerk’s Office, Chelmsford. Deposit £i is.

KINGSTON-ON-THAAIES : PUBLIC BATHS.
The Kingston-on-Thames Corporation invite archi-

tects to submit in open competition, designs for the

erection of public baths, with the use of one as a public

hall.

Assessor : Air. J. Ernest Franck [F.].

Premiums : £300, £200, £100 and £50.
Last day for receiving designs, 14 June 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on
application (after 24 Alarch 1930) to Air. A. W. Forsdike,

Towm Clerk, Town Clerk’s Office, Kingston-on-Thames.
Deposit £i IS.

LIVERPOOL : PROPOSED PIER HEAD
IMPROVEMENTS.

The Liverpool City Council propose to offer premiums
of 1,000 guineas and 500 guineas in connection with a

competition for the improvement of the amenities of the

Pier Head. [Conditions are not yet available.]
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LUTON : TOWN HALL.
The Town Council of Luton invite architects to submit,

in open competition, designs for a new Town Hall and
Municipal Buildings, at a cost of £250,000.

Assessor : Sir A. Brumvell Thomas [F.].

Premiums : £500, £300, £200, and £100.
Last day for receiving designs, 31 July 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Mr. W. Smith, Town Clerk, 2 L^pper
George Street, Luton. Deposit £2 2s.

WEST HUMBERSTOXE : LIBRARY.
The Leicester Corporation propose to invite local

architects to submit, in competition, designs for a

Library, to be erected at West Humberstone.
Assessor : Air. Hugh Gold [F.].

Premiums : £75, £50 and £25.
[Conditions are not yet available.]

Members’ Column
PARTNERSHIP WANTED.

A.R.I.B.A. is desirous of obtaining a partnership in a well

established provincial Practice. Capital available.—Apply Box 1830,
c o the Secretary, R.I.B.A., 9, Conduit Street, London, W.i.

PARTNERSHIP VACANT.
Partner Required in Provincial office near London, Energetic

Associate with Recognised School training, and some London
experience preferred, but older Architect having established connec-
tions, and with knowledge of taking off quantities might be considered,

—Apply Box 9291, c o the Secretary, R.I.B.A., 9, Conduit Street,

London, W.i.
FOR SALE.

Well-made polished pine double Elephant plan case, dust-proof.

Five long and two short drawers, pigeonholes above. Also 10 tt.

drawing table, three drawers.—Apply to J. Rawlinson [H.], 18, Adam
Street, Adelphi, W.C.

Minutes XI
Session 1929-1930.

At the Tenth General Meeting (Ordinary) of the Session,

1929-1930, held on Alonday, 17 Alarch 1930, at 8.30 p.m.

Sir Banister Fletcher, F.S.A,, President, in the Chair.

The attendance book was signed by 38 bellows (including

17 Alembers of Council), 19 Associates (including 2 Alernbers

of Council), I Licentiate, i Hon. Fellow, 2 Hon. Associates,

and a very large number of visitors.

The Minutes of the Ordinary General Meeting held on

3 Alarch 1930, having been published in the Journal, were

taken as read, confirmed, and signed as correct.

The Hon. Secretary announced the decease of :

—

Josiah Gunton, elected Fellow 1899.

George Salway Nicol, elected Associate 19^3} Fellow

igi8.

Joseph Oswald, elected Fellow 1891.

Air. Oswald was a Past President of the Northern

Architectural Association and represented that body

on the R.I.B.A. Council from 1894 to 1896.

Frank Thomas Baggallay, elected Associate 18S1, Fellow

1888, transferred to Class of Retired Fellows, 1929.

Air. Baggallay v.as a Past President of the Archi-

tectural Association and represented that body on the

R.I.B.A. Council in 1891-92. Fie ^\as a member of

Council from 1899 to 1904, and also served for some
years on the Art and Literature Standing Committees,

and the Board of FNaminers and Prizes and Student-

ships Committee.

William Biliington Walton, transferred to Fellowship 1925.
Henry Dearden, elected Associate 1894.
George Collins, elected Licentiate 1912.
Anton Hendrik Scholte, elected Licentiate 1912.

.And it was Resolved that the regrets of the Institute for

their loss be entered on the Alinutes and that a message of

sympathy and condolence be conveyed to their relatives.

The following Alembers attending for the first time since
their election w ere formally admitted bv the President :

—

Air. G. W. Lord [F.].

Air. Denis Poulton [A.].

T'he President delivered an address on the presentation
of the Royal Gold Aledal to Dr. Percy Scott Worthington,
ALA. Oxon., F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A. Having been invested with the
Aledal, Dr. Percy Worthington expressed his thanks for the
honour conferred upon him and delivered a brief address.
Lord Crawford, Sir Henry Aliers, Air. Francis Jones, Air.

P. AI. Oliver, Air. E, D. Simon and Dr. P. S. Allen also spoke.
The proceedings closed at 9.30 p.m.

ARCHITECTS’ BENEVOLENT SOCIETY
(Insurance Department).

HOUSE PURCHASE SCHEME
(for property in Great Britain only).

The Society is able, through the services of a leading
Assurance Office, to assist an Architect (or his client) in

securing the capital for the purchase of a house for his

own occupation, on the following terms :

—

Amount of Loan.

Property value exceeding £666, but not exceeding

£2,500, 75 per cent, of the value.

Property value exceeding £2,500, but not exceeding

£4,500, 66| per cent, of the value.

The value of the property is that certified by the Sur-
veyor employed by the Office.

Rate of Interest
In respect of loans not exceeding £2,000 per cent, gross.

„ „ in excess of „ 5I „ „
Repayment.

By means of an Endowment Assurance which dis-

charges the loan at the end of 1 5 or 20 years, or at the
earlier death of the borrower.

Special Concession to Architects.

In the case of houses in course of erection, it has been
arranged that, provided the Plan and Specification have
been approved by the Surveyor acting for the Office,

and the amount of the loan agreed upon, and subject to
the house being completed in accordance therewith.
One Half of the loan will be advanced on a certificate

from the Office’s Surveyor that the walls of the house
are erected and the roof on and covered in.

Note.—In 1928, over £20,000 was loaned to archi-
tects under this scheme, and as a result over £100 was
handed to the Benevolent Fund.

If a quotation is required, kindly send details of your
age next birthday, approximate value of house and its

exact situation, to the Secretary Architects’ Benevolent
Society, 9 Conduit Street, London, W.

R.I.B.A. JOURNAL.
Dates of Publication.— 1930.—12, 26 April

; 10, 24 Alay

;

7, 21 June; 12 July; 9 August; 20 September; 18 October.
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The Royal Gold Medal
PRESENTATION TO^MR. PERCY SCOTT WORTHINGTON,

Hon. Litt.D., M.A.Oxon., F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A.

(^At the Royal Institute of British Architects, on Monday, 17 March 1930.)

The Royal Gold Medal of the Royal Institute

of British Architects was presented to

Mr. Percy Scott Worthington, M.A.Oxon.,
Hon. Litt.D., F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A., in the rooms of

the Institute on Monday, 17 March 1930, the

President, Sir Banister Fletcher, F.S.A., in the

chair. In making the presentation the President

said :

We cannot forget that this is St. Patrick’s

Day, and that reminds me that, as your President,

I have recently had the duty and pleasure of

visiting Ireland, where I have seen again the fine

public buildings both in Belfast and Dublinto which
members of our Institute have largely contributed.

I have also just returned from Liverpool and
there have renewed my acquaintance with the

noble buildings, civic and ecclesiastical, of that

great commercial centre. There again members
of the R.I.B.A. have, through many years, left

their enduring record in stone.

But, above all, to-day is Manchester’s day, and
that enterprising city does not lag behind in

demonstrating in her buildings her devotion to

our mother art. To-day we delight to honour her

distinguished son, Dr. Percy Worthington.

Percy Scott Worthington has had a distinguished

career. He was educated at Clifton College and

Corpus Christi College, Oxford, where he took his

degree and afterwards studied at the Royal Aca-

demy Schools and at University College, London,
where he gained the Donaldson Medal, and later

he won the R.I.B.A. Essay Medal.

He was articled to his late father Thomas
Worthington, and after a time spent in the office

of John MacVicar Anderson, then President of the

R.I.B.A., he joined his father in partnership in his

native city of Manchester.

Percy Worthington has served his profession,

his city, and his country in many ways, and as

Vice-President, member of the Council, and of the

Literature Standing Committee, he has done good

work for this Institute. The Manchester Society

of Architects owes him much as a past President,

as Chairman of the Education Committee, and as

one of the strongest supporters of the University

School of Architecture in the days of its formation.

For many years he has been a member of the Art

Gallery Committee and of the Council of the

Whitworth Art Gallery. He is a past President

of the Royal Manchester Institution, a member
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of the Diocesan Advisory Committee, and also

Chairman of the Civic Advisory Committee. He
is a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries, and has

been a member of the Royal Fine Art Commission.

It will be seen, therefore, that he has given his

services with public-spirited generosity.

In the years before the war, when the best trend

of architectural thought had grown weary of the

irregularities that succeeded the Gothic revival,

Percy Worthington, with his extensive and varied

practice and his personal influence, became one of

the leaders in the North of the return to a well-

ordered classicism. His mastery of the spirit of

Gothic, as seen in the Arlosh Hall of Manchester

College, Oxford, and the picturesqueness of many
of his earlier country houses, shows his evolution

towards the Grand Manner. His pleasant domestic

designs are to be seen in many parts of England,

and his charming detail is displayed in church

fittings and war memorials, while he has been

reverent in the repair of ancient buildings.

Of his Manchester work, the little Globe Insur-

ance Office, the dignified Arts Building and central

block of Ashburne Hall, all led up to his recent

masterpiece, the Masonic Temple. The superbly

conceived plan of this building, the restrained use

of material, together with the majesty of the “ Hall

of Memory,” show a sense of proportion, an insis-

tence on good craftsmanship, and a certainty of

touch that proclaim the master. The Victoria

University of Manchester conferred on him the

degree of Doctor of Letters, Honoris Causa, in

1919, in recognition of the fine buildings it owed

to him. Before long two more buildings in his

native city will add to his laurels—the new Man-

chester Grammar School, in which Mr. Francis

Jones is associated with him, and the Nurses’ Home
for the Manchester Royal Infirmary.

These varied achievements bear witness to a

tireless energy, a devotion to his calling and a

striving for perfection, without which no distinc-

tion is possible in our exacting profession. In

selecting him as the first English architect prac-

tising in the Provinces to receive the highest

distinction which is in the power of this Institute,

with the King’s consent, to bestow, we recognise

the way in which he has upheld the highest ideals

of his art in this northern city of commerce and

industry.

Percy Worthington is modest to a fault and does

not seek publicity, and it is in enduring buildings

that his work is recorded, work of which we here

and now acknowledge the value by the presenta-

tion of this Royal Gold Medal for Architecture,

and it gives me, as your President, the greatest of

pleasure and satisfaction to place round his neck

this symbol of success.”

In accepting the Medal DR. WORTHINGTON
said: ‘‘Mr. President, my lord, ladies and gentlemen,

I knew, Sir, that I might hear some kind things

to-night, but I could not have believed that you
could have said them so very kindly, and I really

do not know how to find words in which adequately

to thank you for them. It is a source of great

pride to the profession to receive this Medal from
His Majesty the King, and I do not suppose there

is any prouder man in the country than the recipient

of it from his fellow-architects. I remember a distin-

guished scientist who was awarded the Medal of the

Royal Society who received it with the reasons for its

award. He wrote back that he was quite aware that he

was the one man who ought to receive the Medal, but

he disagreed with the reasons. After a lengthy corres-

pondence he found that, as they say in the North, he
“ could not get without it,” and he deposited it in a

museum. Well, Sir, I am still at a loss to know why
you have been good enough to confer this great honour
on me ; but I shall accept the verdict of my fellow-

architects, and I shall not deposit it in a museum.
I confess that I have been thinking of this evening

with some dread, because I am not very good at getting

on my legs. A friend of mine, divining my state of

mind, was good enough to send me a speech ready-

made. He said it was one which he and others had
used with success, and suggested that I should interpo-

late anything which I might think was particularly

appropriate for this evening. However, its wit would
have given me away, and any interpolations of mine
would have spoilt its unity. So I decided I had better

stand on my own legs, poor though they were. But it

was very thoughtful of him to have done it, and he was
very frank about the reasons. He said to me, ‘‘ You are

no orator, as Sir Banister is
;
what will you say when he

compares you to Solomon with his Temple, or Cheops
with his Pyramid, or Sir Christopher Wren, who built

everything in London except Charing Cross Bridge.”
He said, “You will be as a sheep before the shearers

and will only bleat.” I don’t know why “ bleat”; I

should have preferred to stick to the text. And he
spoke of a still small voice which bade me beware of the
Ides of March. Well, the Ides of March have come,
and I think his prophesy has not been fulfilled, You>
Sir, have not compared me with any of the excellent

gentlemen he mentioned, and I trust his remark about
bleating is equally wrong. As to oratory, he is right.

I really do not know how to express myself. I sup-



Manchester University, Faculty of Arts Building. By Percy Scott Worthington
Perspective by W. Walcot
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pose that the pith of the acknowledgment of every

recipient of the Royal Gold Medal is the same : it is the

greatest honour that an architect can have conferred

upon him, and it is given by a jury whose verdict he

would most wish to have. The roll of Royal Gold
Medalists has been a very notable one, up to this time,

and—after this aberration of 1930—I have no doubt it

will go on and be as notable as ever. But it is a source

of great pleasure and pride to be classed with so dis-

tinguished a band, and it fills one with, perhaps,

natural pride, and with a determination, in however
humble a way, not to let the standard down.

It is difficult to believe—if I may be a little remin-

iscent—that anybody has had a happier studentship of

architecture, which has lasted now for nearly fifty

years, or been happier in his clients, in his work and in

those with whom he has been associated in carrying it

out. For many years I carried on practice alone, but it

was begun in association with my father, who was a

very inspiring and scholarly architect, and who worked
for this Institute strenuously for many years, and was
its Vice-president. And in these later years I have had
most wonderful help from my brother, whom most of

you know. With any reasonable fortune he will see an

architectural centenary, and my son is there to carry

on. And then some of us have had the pleasure of col-

laboration with other architects. I have had that plea-

sure, and among those I should like to mention par-

ticularly is my friend Francis Jones, with whom it has

been a privilege and an honour to work. And there is

also a loyal staff, without which no architect can pos-

sibly manage to carry on any amount of work.

I cannot sit down without renewing the expression of

the gratitude which I feel from the bottom of my heart,

and assuring you that the recollection of this evening

will be the most treasured memory of my life.”

SIR HENRY MIERS, D.Sc., F.R.S. : I have had
the advantage of living many years in Manchester, and
I have been closely associated with the University

which owes so much to Dr. Worthington’s skilful

and impressive work. I need mention only three

buildings, with which I have been personally familiar.

One was in process of completion when I went

to Manchester ;
another was built during my period

there
;
and the third is, I think, approaching com-

pletion at the present time. All those buildings are

characterised by what Manchester principally lacks, at

any rate in the district where these buildings are

situated, that is, something of the nobility and tradition

which count for so much in a university. Everyone will

agree that to no body more than a university is it im-

portant to have dignified buildings. Nowhere is the

character of the buildings of greater influence on those

who inhabit them than at a university. One has only

to bear in mind what the buildings of Oxford and Cam-
bridge have been to many generations of students.

When I first went to Manchester the Arts Building, to

which you, Sir, have referred, was in process of con-
struction

;
and that was characterised by a charm and a

dignified grace which contributed enormously to the

dignity of the University itself. It was also singularly

well adapted—and that is not always the case—to the

varied purposes for which it is to be used. The pro-

fessors and students who use the building have felt

themselves to be in a place which was excellentlv suited

to all their needs and requirements.

And the same is true of the second building, which I

have watched during its process of growth. You also

have alluded. Sir, to Ashburne Hall, an extraordinarily

elegant and charming structure, which serves a dif-

ferent purpose. The first building was for the educa-
tional work of the University

;
the second for the home

life of the w^omen students. Nothing could be better

designed and better adapted to their needs, or better

suited to fill them with a sense of responsibility and
that home-life sense of unity which is often lacking in a

university wffiere students are widely distributed and
come from many homes of various types. It filled all

the needs which may be required by undergraduate

life.

The third building, which I hope is now approaching

completion but wffiich I have not seen, though as a

Governor I was familiar with its plans, designed by Dr.

Worthington and Mr. Jones, is the new Alanchester

Grammar School. That, again, is a building which,

judging by the plans, will be not only an attractive but

also a dignified and impressive structure, and one ex-

cellently adapted for the needs of the school. So there

are three different buildings, each distinguished by

grace of construction, utility of design, and a general

adaptation to the purposes for which they are needed.

Those who are familiar with Alanchester wall realise

what that means in that city. Though there are many
people here and there is present a large contingent

from ^Manchester who can speak of it more forcibly

than I can, none can admire more fervently than I do

the extraordinary work which Dr. Worthington has

done in Manchester and the success wffiich has been

achieved by his endeavours.

MR. FRANCIS JONES [F.] : I have had the privi-

lege of wmrking in the same office as Dr. Worthington
for some fifteen years, and, in some cases, of collab-

orating w ith him. Collaborating with Dr. Worthington,

I mav tell you, is a very easy matter ;
Dr. Worthington

does the w^ork and the collaborator stands by and ad-

mires. These circumstances have enabled me to see a

real architect, and I say that with the greatest sincerity

and from the bottom of my heart. Dr. Worthington is

a real architect, wito spares himself nothing in his

endeavour to obtain absolutely the best results, as Sir

Henry Miers has said, not only in the execution of his

designs—which might be vanity—but also in the details



Masonic Temple, Manchester : The Memorial Hall
By Percy Scott Worthington

Worthington's most meticulous care. Even in portions There are other things that a Gold Medal is for, I

of the building where architectural interests may be think, besides the mere execution of work, that is, for

entirely absent, Dr. Worthington never shirks, he the good to the profession and the good of the citizens
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in the city in which the work is done. There are very
few men, I think, who can have given more time, espe-
cially busy men, to public work than Dr. Worthington
has done. The President has already told you of many
of the public works with which Dr. Worthington is as-

flagged. During the whole of that time he has had both
the admiration and the whole-hearted support of his

Committee, and a whole-hearted enthusiasm from the
students. That may be a small thing, perhaps, the Edu-
cation Committee of a provincial society, but it is a

Central Block, Ashburne Hall, IManChester University
By Percy Scott Worthington and J. Hubert Worthington

sociated. I have had the privilege of serving on some of

those Committees
;
and not only does he hold the

highest ideals himself, but he incites others to hold

them too. I should like particularly to mention his work
on the Manchester Education in Architecture Committee
and the Manchester Society of Architects. He has been
their Chairman for twenty years, or something like that

time, and that in itself, I think, is a very great sacrifice

for so busy a man as Dr. Worthington. But in all those

twenty years his interest and enthusiasm have never

great thing to have had so eminent a man giving so

much of his time to it.

I should like, in conclusion, to say that Dr. Worthing-
ton has been worth while. He has served his generation
well, and his generation is the better for having had him.
I feel quite sure that after his generation his spirit will

still live amongst those who have, in the first instance,

drawn their inspiration from him. I feel that no
better award could have been made, and Manchester
is very proud of having one of its members, the
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Lord Mayor I can judge as to what he has done in the

way of public work in Manchester. I pay my tribute

to the public spirit of the [Manchester architects, led

by Mr. Worthington and Mr. Francis Jones. When I

was Lord Mayor they came along and helped us in

many ways, and they have since then formed them-

selves into an organisation, and they are advising com-

mittees of the Corporation, I am ashamed to say.

I have much in mv heart but very little in my mouth.

I feel, however, as'the representative of Dr. Worthing-

ton’s College, that his College will get a great deal of

reflected lustre from the admiration which has been

shown to him to-day. It is just that thought which has

given me the courage to respond to this entirely unex-

pected summons from you, Sir. It has been very

educative for me to come and see so much of Dr.

House at Alderley Edge, Cheshire

By Percy Scott Worthington

without remuneration. Voluntarily they are doing

what they can to help the City Council to make of

Manchester a more beautiful place. And, as ex-

Lord Mayor, I should like, in the name of Man-

chester, to say how much I appreciate the oppor-

tunity of being here to-day, and to pay my tribute ot

sincere thanks to Percy Worthington for the honour

which, through him, has been done to [Manchester

to-night. ^ 1

Dr. P. S. ALLEN (President, Corpus Christi Col-

lege, Oxford) : I confess that this is a very sudden

attack, no word of which reached me beforehand ;
and

Worthington’s work. I regret to say that though,

officially, I am a Governor of the great School in

Manchester which was founded by Hugh Oldham, my
acquaintance with that city is much less than I could

have wished. But examples of Dr. Worthington’s
architecture which line the walls here to-night are an

encouragement to anyone who does not know Man-
chester to make a rapid acquaintance with that remark-
ably interesting town, and to see the beauties which it

is endeavouring to accumulate for itself, and which
will remove any reproach there may have been in the

past as to its character.
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Italian Masters and Other Designers
BY MAJOR HUBERT C. CORLETTE, O.B.E., F.S.A. [F.].

r

\

r

View of Verona. By Bellotto

Last year the Archbishops of Canterbury and of

York issued, in their official capacity, a pastoral

appeal to England. They spoke of signs of the

need for reconsidering foundations and traditions. The
great exhibition of Italian mastership in the arts of design

may possibly be regarded as being in itself a response to

this appeal for it has most definitely directed our attention

to problems of great design and to the use, and possibly

at^times abuse, of tradition. And writing as I do by

invitation on this amazing collection, an architect may be

excused if he dwells on the need, the practical need,

of more beauty" among us in every possible direction.

But there can be no beauty anywhere in Church or

State or in smaller things without a knowledge of, and

intelligent regard tor, the principles of design. And
any plan or structure to an architect is, and must always

be, a largely conceived, fully developed, architectural

conception or scheme of building.

It must have unity, but not necessarily uniformity, in

its being, and it can be based on one foundation only.

This does not mean that I shall attempt any theological

discussion. It is not my province. But matters of fact,

narrative traditions in design, and the meaning, signific-

ance, of various subjects used in design and decoration

may necessarily lead me to try and suggest some ideas.

And on the way it will be possible to look at experience

and make perhaps one or two discoveries that might be

useful.

The assembly of Italian masters at Burlington House
was a remarkable gathering of able men. They spoke

to us as a veritable parliament of skilled craftsman-

ship. And they did so without a word. They were

silent while we admired their ability to speak so well.

All they did tell us was told with a freshness of inimitable

power, with variety, delicate subtlety. There was a

truth of style in all their oratory because it was founded

on a technical accuracy of language, traditional develop-

ment, personal experiment, imaginative perception. All

these are the natural result of a clear grip of each single

problem as something that calls for mental exertion and

physical dexterity for its true performance as a definite

piece of work to be done.

Such works as these are not the result of a fanciful and

easy genius at play with native talent in an undeveloped

stage of its growth. They are the product of serious

effort, and sound knowledge, with a background of a few
centuries of toil, in workshops where men took a real

delight in rivalry, seeking after some new perfection in

which they might express every beauty of form, of

colour, of line, and of a structurally conceived, accurately

considered composition.

Experiment made discovery possible. The mistakes,

no doubt, of many youthful efforts which we do not

now see led to the avoidance of error. And the sure and
certain knowledge of how a thing is right or wrong in

design became evident to minds and hands that worked
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in unison till they were able to use a technical maturity,
equalled perhaps in other schools in their own particular

way, but never, perhaps, surpassed.

With much gratitude we acknowledge the value to

civilisation, in Europe, particularly in England, of this

contribution by the Italian nation and people and, we
must add, the Roman section of the Church, to those
humanising, civilising, influences which are so real a need
in life. For there surely can be no kind of doubt in our
minds to-day that the production, the possession, the
visible evidence of that indefinable inherent quality we
call beauty is really a necessity of existence. Things
beautiful are not luxuries. They minister to, and satisfy,

a true practical need in human life. They may be a part

of that humanism that some suppose to be a discovery of

the Italian Renaissance during the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries. Xo doubt there was something in the nature

of a rediscovery at that time. But we need to realise that

this was a second eflTort towards a Renaissance in Europe.
And it developed quite certainly out of efforts that pre-
ceded it some four centuries earlier. And this earlier

revival was due as much to a French, English, and
Irish activity of mind and spirit as to that of Italy,

to Rome, or to the Eastern centre of influence at

Constantinople.
Behind the element of the humanities seen in these

revivals there was also a deeper, if often a per\"erted,

influence that had its origin, if not always its continuance,

in what may be called the divinites of life. For it is true

that without these last the best of all that a fine humanism
can devise is but of a secondary quality. And it is

probably true that much of the appeal in the works we
have lately seen at Burlington House is due to the many
sincere attempts to express, by the forms and methods
of the arts, that finer quality that is a sanction to, and a

refiner of, all human effort. That is not to say we need
admit that there is a thing we may call religious art. All

the arts, singly or combined as a great architectural con-

ception, may teach some truth of idea, of thought.

They may also equally express, without a word, errors

in idea as well as errors in the method or the manner of

expressing it. It is within the province of what we call

art to deal with method and manner. For art, the word
and the thing, stripped of the vague sentiment attached

to its use, or separated from the debasement that merely

makes a trade advertisement of the word for a sometimes
questionable profit, is nothing but work.

Fine art is fine work. Xo more. An artificer is one
who works, one who is an artist, capable of fine device,

fine artifice, a good craftsman in his own peculiar metier.

And we may see in the works of these master-craftsmen of

Italy how magisterial is the ability they possessed, what
masters they were in good workmanship. A magisterial

is a master capacity. Some scorn the idea of mastership

to-day and also the name of master. But what is it ?

Is it not only another name for ministry, one who ministers

to, administers for, his fellows in the particular occupation

that he calls his own job. It is the interaction of variety

in work, the inter-dependence of men, of one man on
another, or on others, in order to get things done that

must or should be done. In mediieval, and also in later,

days each man followed his own mystery, his own craft.

His mystery was his occupation, his ministry. English

dramatic art arose out of the Mystery Plays. And these

were the early efforts in drama of men who were artificers.

They were so named not only because the subject of the

play might represent some mystery of another sort but
also because they were written or acted by workmen
players. Let us try to establish this fact. It may be
useful for it seems to give a deeper sanction to all eflTort,

all kinds of work. Every magister is a master, a magis-
trate in some degree

;
a minister who is in a position to

administer some one need a community of men requires.

This Roman magister became in Old French a mestier,

one with, as it became later, a special metier of his own.
This, in English, became his mystery, or his mistery, his

ministry, his job. The term applied equally to the

King, and to his ministers of State ; to any bishop or

archbishop, and the other ministers in what is called the
ministry

; and to any skilled artificer, painter, sculptor

or architect. For the architect was merely another name
for the chief of the technicians, chief of the artificers, an
indication of office, function, ministry. It mattered
nothing whether he was in this capacity personally qualified

as a painter, a mason, or a carpenter. He was archi-tect,

as a prelate might be archi-episcopal, one responsible for

the general direction and oversight of some work wKere
a co-ordination of effort became necessary in the effective

realisation of a larger aim. In architect-ure the suffix

merely meant the result achieved by this combined
effort.

That a man’s mystery, or mistery, was his occupation
is clear from several uses of the word by Shakespeare.
And it was Edward III who ordered confusion among the
artificers of his day to be settled by directing that “ all

artificers and people of mysteries shall each choose his

own mystery (or mistery) before next Candlemas, and
that, having so chosen it, he shall henceforth use no
other.”

Macbeth’s question Canst thou minister to a mind
diseased ” was not only a problem put for solution before
the medical world of his time on the relation between
physical and mental reactions, or medical psychology.
But it also showed that in his mind, as in that of his
contemporaries, a medical occupation, or any other, was
something more, something higher, than a means of liveli-

hood, it was a ministry. And so that great profession
still retains this thought in the daily use it makes of its

opportunities.

Is it not right then to look upon the works of these
great Italian Masters as the result of their ministry ?

The secrets of their mystery were their own, and used with
such consummate skill. Many of the technical secrets
by which they worked we may never know. But the
result of their use of them we see and enjoy to-day. They
ministered, centuries ago, to our present need. And in
some degree it may be true they do minister now to a
mind of Europe that is, in the arts, diseased, uneasy,
lacking some settled convictions to be their guide.
The Western section of the Church, before it became

divided into other particles during the sixteenth or seven-
teenth centuries, realised the value of the strong support
that could be given by all the arts of design to those who
desired to inform the minds of men. Since then their
power has been largely neglected. But, though the crafts-

men in all the arts could be called upon to do work and
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did do much work that represented particular ideas, it

is surely a mistake to suppose that there can really be
such things as religious art or ecclesiastical architecture.

The people who know and use the arts of design to

make fine things for religious purposes, and those who see

and admire them, are, or may be, religiously minded.
But the things themselves are not religious. They are

doubtless set apart, dedicated, for a reverent use in sacred

precincts, as they should be. They may not become
a substitute for the mind or spirit they are meant to aid

in men. And that they are an aid, who can or will deny,

unless he is dead to all that the arts can do or tell. Their
business it certainly is to speak, but as silent oracles, like

the stars. For, as I shall try to show, the stars do declare

something, though their voice is not heard. They are

not mere shining lights though they are “ patines of

bright gold.’" “True as gold,’' is a proverbial phrase.

That is what it means in the structure of the Tabernacle
and the Temple. And it is probably for this reason that

gold is so much used as a background for so many schemes
of decoration by the Italian and all other schools of

designers in the representation of Scriptural subjects as

well as for its colour value. The work, for instance, by
Simone Alartini is a fine example of this use and tradition.

The technique of architects, painters, or sculptors is

not theology. And though the Scriptures give some
quite precise evidence of the existence of a large design

and purpose in their main theme, as well as a consistent

development of it in their allusions, they are no more
a text-book of so-called “religious art” than they

are of physical science. Nor do they pretend to be
either of these. They do, however, show that some
aspects of truth cannot be known unless revealed, as

there are other aspects which it is our business to discover

by research, experimental and physical
;

intellectual,

moral and spiritual
;

and also by the experience and
knowledge to be gained by a study of the problems of

plan, of structure, and of design. And so we may readily

recognise that the detailed descriptions of the Tabernacle

structure and the decorations of the Temple, in their

actual or symbolical aspects, are not in any sense a text-

book on building, except for a house not made with

hands. We have heard in modern days of such labels

and, indeed, of persons who profess either to teach or to

produce what some will call “ ecclesiastical art ” without

any serious or sufficient professional qualifications.

Savonarola was more circumspect, more wise, more sane.

For he, by his infiuence, supported the foundation of

schools of art in Florence towards the end of the fifteenth

century. He realised their value, and we see in London
now, four hundred years later, that it was well worth

while, both in the interests of humanity and of divinity,

to encourage those arts by giving work to those who were

trained in and qualified to minister by them to the needs

of civilisation.

Those schools in Tuscany, as in every other virile

centre in Italy, or am’where in Europe, were the work-

shops of their day and time. They were not art schools,

or schools of art, in any modern sense. But they were

conducted by working masters whose pupils were their

apprentices. The former taught and the latter learnt

by a practical effort to satisfy the needs of their own day
;

busy moderns making things that others required. And
if we would emulate their skill we need follow the only
kind of common sense method that can produce those

who will be the old masters of this age to the next genera-
tion.' That -method is simply to discover and employ
the many able men we have among us now.

It is evident that the exhibition, taken as a whole, was
really a historic review not only of the Italian Renaissance.
And -its 'full significance cannot be seen unless in some
way we try to understand a little of the influence of that

movement on the wider area of Europe. For the historic

value of these records is clear. It is not necessary to read

into the various works things of which they do not speak.

The real difficulty is to decide how much or how little

we should note of what they say. We are invited by
them to extract something at least of what the arts as a

whole can tell us of the ideas, tendencies, aspirations, or

beliefs of the period. Perhaps we may take the beautiful

manuscript copy of Aristotle's Logic

y

by Francesco
D’Antonio, as a suggestion of one way by which Greek
thought was being reconsidered. It was designed and
produced during the sixteenth century and has been
lent by the Laurentian Library in Florence. No doubt
the Logic was of value. But it is an interesting point to

note that the logical theories and practical warnings of

Aristotle’s Politics did not suffice to prevent the develop-

ment of such political principles as those propounded in

The Prince
y
by jMachiavelli. He was a son of Florence

and had been actively engaged in the work of the Republic
by which it was governed for nearly twenty years till the

Medici returned in 1512, and dismissed him when their

local despotism was again in power. This ardent repub-
lican theorist then became a converted advocate, like some
of our modern examples. He wrote The Prince for the

benefit of the jMedici and dedicated it to one of the

family. But unlike some others, he secured no political

profit by this adventure. It proved a useful text-book to

later members of the same family when Catherine, and
after her, Marie de Aledici controlled the destinies of

France.
During this short republican experiment at the end

of the fifteenth century in Florence Savonarola had been
a prominent figure. But his effort to revive an old

political system by the aid of modern theory had little

lasting value compared with the principles of our English
Constitution, the foundations of which had been prepared
some three hundred years earlier. And these principles

still survive, though through the centuries they have been
menaced by the agents of a Medici influence, whether
civil or ecclesiastical, as well as by the political descendants
of Alachiavelli. And it may be observ’ed that the balances
of power, the checks provided against the growth of

a single despotism, or the tyranny of a few or of many,
discoverable in the principles by which our English con-
stitutional scheme has been sustained, against much
attack, seem unknown to Aristotle’s analytical review.

In the English Constitution there is plan and structure
based on fixed principles of stability

;
flexible in their

application to the needs of a large aim, to be satisfied by
design.

There is, perhaps, a tendency in some directions to

exaggerate the value or the effect of the influence of the
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The Crucifixion.

Italians in the arts. And in attributing this salutary

influence to them they are regarded as if they were a

strictly Latin stock. No doubt the Latin, or shall we
say Roman, element is necessarily strong. But it should

not be forgotten that Rome fell before the onset of the

Gothic invasion in the fourth and fifth centuries. Gothic
chiefs, as kings, ruled all Italy for several centuries, and
the whole of North Italy is still Lombardy, the tract

conquered, settled, peopled and governed by the Lom-
bards. In the South, Sicily was a Norman stronghold for

about a century. And in the Eastern part of the Empire
Justinian himself was only a Roman by adoption. By
birth and race he was directly descended from a long line

of Gothic ancestors. And in his day there was a large

permanent population in and near Constantinople that

was not Roman or Latin, not Greek but of a pure Gothic

or Teutonic stock, especially in the region of Adrianople.

Then again, this northern influence was at work all

over Italy and the Eastern Empire during the period of

the Crusades. One result was the occupation and rule

of Baldwin of Flanders in Constantinople for some
fifty years in the thirteenth century. Another result in

Italy on the arts was the discovery and use of the poetic

value of Italian as a modem language by Dante and his

successors. This language, Latin no doubt in many of

its elements and structure, is one permanent result of

the Gothic occupation of Roman territory. And there

can be no doubt that it was from Dante, from Petrarch

and Boccaccio that the Italian painters and sculptors of

If later, the second, Renaissance obtained many ideas.

By Andrea Mantegna

But as we see they drew much of their inspiration from
Scripture as well as from a strictly Roman or Greek
literature then being recovered from the oblivion of what
had been somewhat Dark Ages. These Dark Ages were
not what we now call the Middle Ages or Mediaeval days.
This was a term invented by Italian patriots with some-
thing of a desire to turn the mind of their modern admirers
back from the northern and, to them, barbarian influences
on Italian thought. They wished to be, and to become
again, a more definitely Roman people following more
rigidly a Latin or Roman tradition in art, in life and in
policy. It was an effort that arose perhaps partly out
of a desire to revive or to rebuild a new form of the
Empire out of the wreck of what had fallen to Saracenic
conquerors in the middle of the fifteenth century that
this Roman revivalism began. It was based rather like

our own Gothic revival on a keen archaeological search,
in their case, for Roman precedent or Greek evidence
by which to support a somewhat new outlook in the arts,

in literature, in philosophy, and in policy. But with all

this desire it was impossible to remove from the mind
of Europe, and the traditions of men in speech, and in
the daily occupations of the artistic craftsmen in brick,
in stone or in paint, all they had ever learnt. Much, it

is true, was removed by the aid of archaeological scholar-
ship. But things that have been bred in tradition will
linger long in the minds of men as if they were parts of
the very bones of their existence. It was from the wealth
and enterprise of the Venetians, the Florentines and the
men of Genoa aided by the ecclesiastical centre of Rome
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that the especially Italian Renaissance of the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries derived its impetus. Perhaps the
strongest force behind all this effort was in Tuscany, in
Florence, and in the Medici family. For their influence

was not exercised alone as bankers, merchants, financiers,

or local politicians within the precincts of their paternal
city on the Amo. It was extended by them as patrons of
the arts and of learning, as archaeologists, collecting every-
thing of interest or value from any quarter of the world.
It was also exercised by them not merely as a Ducal but
as a Papal family from the beginning of the sixteenth till

early in the seventeenth century. And it was used in

France as a Royal power in the person of Catherine de
Medici, the Queen of Henri 11, and again by Marie de
Medici, the Queen of Henri IV. The aim of Marie was
to make of France another Northern Tuscany, to convert
Paris into a Florentine resort. Richelieu was really her
minister

; and his successor was his own nominee, the

Italian Mazarin. Marie was Regent when Louis XIV,
her grandson, as a minor, became king and she continued
to govern by the aid of IMazarin. Her daughter, Henri-
etta Maria, became the Queen of Charles I of England
and so carried the Italian and the Aledici influence into

England. This influence was extended in France during
the reign of Louis XIV. For it was under his sovereignty

that so much activity in all the arts was going on. Through
him and his regime both Italian and French influence

was strong in England. Charles II was in the pay of

France and was largely the servant of Parisian control.

Sir Christopher Wren, as the architect of the new St.

Paul’s Cathedral under Charles II, had to accept what
he called the “ geist,” the spirit, of the age and go to

Paris to learn how the French, by the aid of their Italian

masters, were being instructed in the rudiments of a

Roman art at the cost of a strictly Gallic tradition. Paris

was then a centre of feverish activity in the arts. But
though the Italian influence was so strong that Bernini

in Paris could pose, and talk, and act, as if he was a
sort of demi-god, yet a northern influence was also felt

from the Dutch and the Flemish schools, not only in

France and England but also in Italy. And there deve-

loped at least one nationally distinct personality in the

midst of all these foreign reactions in France, For by
Watteau there was developed a point of view, a technique

of medium, of design, of colour sense, and of the appli-

cation of light to illuminate his pictorial conceptions, that

was something quite fresh, quite new, among those who
were his French contemporaries. He was, it is true, in

his earlier days, much impressed by his study of the

works of the great Italians. But, as with Rembrandt, this

was but a passing phase though it had a lasting value in

his only too short career, which closed early in the

eighteenth century. Poussin owed much to Italy in

every way in his ideas and methods of design. But his

colour schemes, though rich and fine in composition, were
thin in value compared with those of a Florentine or

Venetian origin. Rubens was one who was too busy
always to be able to do such things so well as his Italian

instructors. He worked, as we can see, in the great can-

vases of the Rubens room at the Louvre, executed for

The Resurrection. By Andrea Mantegna
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Marie de Medici, with a facility and rapidity of execu-
tion and a largeness of scale equal to that of Tintoretto
in, say, the Scuola di San Rocco, near the Frari Church
in Venice. But again it is evident his colour and his

execution never showed the depths of colour and strength
of tone of the Italian schools.

One other result of foreign influences of Italian origin
in France may perhaps be noted. For it has affected so
largely all later French work in the fields of design through
what is now the Academy of the Fine Arts in Paris.

Whether this apparent domination over the earlier native,

and very distinctly national, French tendencies in the arts

was permanently beneficial none but the French themselves
could say with any certainty. But to those who try to

see what are the results of political or ecclesiastical deve-
lopments in their relation to the arts by which a people
may express their own ideals of life, or their conceptions
of beauty in technical skill, the establishment of the
French Academy of Arts as a department of Government
is at least a question of historic interest. Colbert, as

the Minister responsible for its administration under
Louis XIV, was but carrying on the policy of Mazarin.
It involved an official continuation of Italian influences

over the French atmosphere in all things w'here the arts

are concerned. It need not necessarily imply that all

academic institutions are undesirable as some have sup-
posed. But it does suggest the inquiry how far national

or local tendencies in art should be guided by official

sanctions, especially if there is any disposition to suppress
the natural vitality and grow'th of national abilities. For
it is necessary to realise that part of the value to the arts,

and to civilisation in Europe, of the Italian virility, the
vitality of the many local schools of Italy is due to the
fact that they were fostered, developed, and matured by
a local freedom from too much external control, and under
systems of local enterprise and government that en-
courage a healthy rivalry and a pride in local achievement

.

It w'as this w'hich kept alive the desire to live wfithin a

city that was itself a thing of beauty in its streets and
squares or surroundings, and to possess public buildings

or private dwellings w^hich the wLole community, and
each individual in it, might enjoy as a part of their own
possessions.

But in spite of every influence of one school or nation-

ality of painters, architects or sculptors, one on another,

there ahvays seems to be in each national school or group
a distinctive quality and character of its own. It is not
a matter that can be well defined or given any exact

description. N'evertheless, there is this apparent differ-

ence, It is in painting one of flair, of esprit, of colour

sense, as well as of personal and native character in the

sitter or subject wLether we look for it in Italy, in France,

in Germany, in the Netherlands, in Spain or in England.
In architecture it is seen in the use of various materials,

and a characteristic general form, in technical detail in

the proportions of parts and in general scale. In sculp-

ture it is in a selection of type, in choice of subject, in

the technique of design and of craftsmanship. The arts

may be cosmopolitan in their appeal, their influence,

their value. 'I'hings beautiful may be and are presenta-

tions of beauty where\ er we find or can see them. But
w'e can see from their special character if they are of the

east or of the west
;

European or Asiatic, Chinese,

Egyptian, Greek, Byzantine, Roman, or Gothic. And in

the works of the more recent moderns this difference or

distinction is still, if rather less, apparent.
It w'ould be interesting to pursue some of the political

consequences of this wade Italian influence that did not
begin but was continued during the second Renaissance
period in Europe. But that is not our present quest.

Nor is it admissible now' to enquire how far this same
influence w'as due to the Counter-Reformation policy
that W’as engaging Italian minds both before and after the
Council of Trent. But it seems clear that w’e cannot
really consider the bearings of the Italian revival in the
arts in its complete implications unless w'e do examine how’
far it was affected, or carried by a desire to support the
political as w'ell as the ecclesiastical ideas of the period.
It is, for instance, impossible to divide the thoughts of
men into entirely separate compartments W'hen w'e realise

that over nearly the w hole of Europe the control of educa-
tion, both in its elementary and advanced stages, had
become almost entirely the business of the Jesuit in-
siTuctors after perhaps the latter half of the sixteenth
century. Architecture, and especially the building of
Churches, became largely a part of this educational scheme
for it developed so as to produce w hat became knowm later

on by some as the Jesuit style. It was a derivation,
much run to riot, from what had been advocated as the
only true sort of architecture by the text books compiled
by Palladio in Venice and by Vignola in Rome. The
latter had been architect to Julius II w’hose successor w^as
IvCo X, a Medici. We may, therefore, perhaps assume
that in this, if in no other more direct W’ay, he doubtless
felt the influence of these Florentines.

It is to Barozzi da Vignola that we look as the designer
of the Church of the Jesuits in Rome. And from him
we get doubtless the name for a somew'hat florid type of
the Roman antiquarian reviv^al known later as the Baroque.
Palladio, too, w'as responsible for the Church of the
Capuchins in Venice, a fraternity that w’as in later days
very active in France.
We have been following the course of Italian influence

in the arts in certain directions to show' how' great and
how powerful it had been. We had felt it quite clearly
in England in W'ays, and in specific examples, w’ell-known
to eveiw' architect having an elementary knowledge of the
historical or archaeological aspects of his owm great
practical and structural fine art. It is an art that depends
for the realisation of its best aims upon the active co-
operation of the trained skill, the highest abilities, of a
w'hole community. It requires the willing aid of the
co-ordinated resources not alone of a great building in-
dustry hut of almost every kind of factory, w’hether it is
w'orked by machinery' or by’ hand, to produce w’hat minds
can conceive and make. But it also needs the collabora-
tion of those W'ho practice and live by every other kind of

or fine craftsmanship in painting, sculpture, w'ood or
metal work, brick or stone.
And to speak now’ only of the value of Italian influences

in this wa\ on English results it W’ould be possible to
name many examples. But in all those instances it is
e\ ident that though w'e have looked to Latin precedent
tor much ^ aluable assistance we hav'c alwavs translated
it into some definitely English interpretation of its
terms.
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Sometimes this was done by Italian workmen acting

here under English direction and influence
;
sometimes by

English designers who had reaped for themselves some
benefit from the study of Roman or Italian examples.
This influence has prevailed for several centuries . But it

has never yet succeeded in quite supplanting a persistent

national, and racial, element in our island traditions.

The decorative painting on the vault and ceiling of St.

Alban’s Abbey seems to be derived in some of its ideas

and methods from those on the nave vault of S. Anas-
tasia in Verona. The latter were executed before the
middle of the fifteenth century as a dated inscription

[1437] on the work itself shows. The only remaining
portion of the fine decorations that once enriched the
vaults of Chichester Cathedral are now those in the Lady
Chapel. They seem to bear some affinity with the

earlier work in Verona and at S. Albans. But they were
done nearly a century later by Theodore Bernardi in the

early years of the reign of Henry VIII. About this same
time the Italian decorators were busy at Albi and Torri-
giano at Westminster.
Of the various works that were to be seen at Burling-

ton House little need be said in detail in these notes.

So much has already been published as an aid to those

who might need some guidance in their desire to discover

special things of interest they might otherwise have missed
among so many attractions. It is of use, however, to

draw attention to the fact that such a very large number
of the paintings exhibited were executed in a tempera,
not an oil medium. Some were the result of both com-
bined in one work. The ground in many examples is

wood panel, in others linen or canvas. Each medium
and each ground has had its value in contributing some
particular quality to the finished result. There is one
example of sculpture in wood of a late Gothic type more
French or German in character than Italian. It is

catalogued as Tuscan. But it looks as if it might perhaps
be Lombard ic in origin. Like much of the Gothic
sculpture in wood or stone it has been prepared with
gesso for completion in colour. It still retains some little

colour but much of it seems to be of later date than the

figure itself. For examples, of what could be done by
the addition of colour decoration to sculpture in the late

Gothic period no better place could be found than Albi

Cathedral in Southern France. There was much of it to

be seen and most, if not all, of it is still in its original

condition and it occupies the architectural situation for

which it was designed.
The bronzes of David by Donatello and Verocchio,

and the one in marble by Michelangelo, are certainly fine

and well known examples. But, like much isolated

sculpture, they lose in sculpturesque value by being

placed on the top of exhibition pegs in the form of slight

pedestals. All sculpture is more effective from every

point of view if it stands in some relation to an architec-

tural setting to show its relative scale or to emphasise the

decorative elements in its delicate subtleties of form.

This idea of frame or architectural position is also of so

much importance to any painting whether it is primarily

decorative or necessarily pictorial. Many of the pic-

tures exhibited have been reproduced for illustration

purnoses. But when this is done without the frames in

which they are placed they are often incomplete, ^\ith

most, as they hung on the walls, the frame is really part
of the total composition. And so many of these frames
are, to an architect, a fine study in design and decorative
detail, subordinate but complementary to the pictures

which they surround.
It is not possible for an architect, or perhaps for anyone

else who may try to write about this exhibition as a whole,
to do more than speak generally about its contents or their

significance. We may ask ourselves what it suggests to

Portrait of Giovanna Torn.\buoni

By Ghirlandaio

us as likely to be of lasting value to those who have seen
the collection. And we might reply to our own question
in many different ways. There can be little doubt that it

should permanently affect the standard of taste, as it is

called, and increase the power of appreciating the differ-

ence between work that shows supreme ability' and that
which possesses only second rate qualities. It is evident
from the intensely keen desire to examine these examples
of the Italian genius that their influence should react
widely in many ways. At times it has become quite
impossible to get near the walls on which the works are
shown because of the masses of people in every gallerv.
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The galleries have, in fact, been often packed solid with
people from end to end. And it was evident that persons
of every sort and condition were thoroughly absorbed
by what they were able to see. The spectacle of these

crowds suggested that the interest in such things was
greater than it used to be, and that the general level of

the standard of education, which enabled them to enjoy
works of the kind, was indeed different from what
some may have supposed it to be. Pictures, no doubt,

will always attract notice where there is evidence of a

skilled use of good colour, or a presentation of subjects

that have a deep attraction for so many minds as in those

shovTi. But the interest seems to have been aroused

as much by the limited number of examples of sculpture,

tapestr>^, embroidery, majolica, glass, invories or metal-

work. And the large and very varied collection of

wonderful drawings has rightly claimed the close critical

enjoyment of everyone who has seen them. Of etching

or engraving little or nothing was shown. It would
have been an additional interest to see something of the

kind by, say Marcantonio Raimondi or Niccolo Beatri-

cetto. Bookbindings, illuminated manuscripts, were
represented by a few very fine examples. And in the

limited selection of printed books it was possible to

examine the beauty of the founders’ type used, the spacing

of the lines and the arrangement of the letterpress in

relation to the whole page and its margins. It is some
satisfaction to realise that modern English book produc-

tion in all these particulars in really comparable with

much that was done by the great masters in past times.

We saw in this collection some fine evidence of what
the arts had done during the earlier period of Renaissance,

and long before the attempt was made to make revival

mean, in some ways, an effort to return to Latin or Greek
tradition for suggestions. In the painters' craft of deco-

rative design the movement of revival had been largely

continuous from the twelfth or thirteenth centuries on-

wards till elements of feebleness or decay began to appear

in the seventeenth century. In sculpture and in archi-

tecture the break in the steady course of traditional

development w'as more marked. In architecture this was
particularly to be seen. In sculpture, as in decorative

painting, because it was a living craft, the suggestions

of archaeology had less of a dragging influence. It had

in itself an impetus towards changes in character that

made it become a record of thought and of achievement

in design that truly belonged to the period during which

it was produced. The architecture of the Italian Re-

naissance also developed a quality and character by which

we may easily see the age of its execution. Yet it is, I

think, true that some of the architectural effort of the

later Renaissance tried too much to live by the material

suggested to it by the monuments of Imperial Rome.
This tendency sapped the vitality of a vigorous freshness

out of structural design in building. A similar tendency

led other sticklers for precedent to fail in their attempt,

by the Gothic revival, to go back four centuries or so.

It seems to be the same in all the arts. They thrive or

they decay together. With them vigour or sterility is

general. But a true architectural revival that has in it

some real qualities of thought, out of which design in

plan or structure may be developed, seems to carry with

it, almost as a necessary consequence, a revival of all the

other artistic crafts. The latter develop later perhaps.

But it is quite certain there can be no really fine archi-

tecture, no adequate revival of it as a structural fine art,

unless the other arts are available to provide the only

means by which its rarer qualities of expression can be
realised.

The evidence of the existence of a very fully developed
power in the decorative aspects of drawing and design,

composition and fine colour schemes of richness and great

value was to be seen in the illuminated pages of the

several missals exhibited. Some of these were described

as of the eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

There was one of exceptional beauty catalogued as of

Paduan style. It is said that the manuscript was exe-

cuted in Austria and that the miniatures are Italian. If

Paduan and Italian they are Lombardic and therefore

the product of a Gothic influence, whether Paduan or
Austrian. In composition and in drawing there are

traces of Byzantine or eastern influence and Greek
feeling. And this evidence of the wide effect of various

influences is seen and is to be expected for many fairly

obvious reasons. The Crusades, feudal principles, and
the fact that there was very little of a fixed political bound-
dary for separate nationalities yet defined helped to make
this extension of influence possible and probable. The
work, for instance, by Simone jVIartini, lent by the Royal
Museum of Antwerp, might easily be compared for like-

ness in method and manner with the Wilton Diptych
now in the National Gallery. Yet the Antwerp panels
are classed as Italian probably executed in Avignon. And
the Wilton ones are declared by some to be French. The
latter seem quite as much English as French. And why
not so ? For half France was under English jurisdiction

at the date to which they are assigned, and evidently
belong. But it is necessary to recollect that until the
end of the Hundred Years War France was not a French
kingdom in the sense that it has since become. It

seems, therefore, a little unnecessary to try to label all

things too precisely as to their date or place of origin

and nationality in the earlier periods. Nor is it neces-
sary to speak so much of this or that as a style of some
kind or other. Each work, if it is worthy at all, has, or
should have, a distinctive style or manner in the same
way as we seek for and find indications of the presence
or absence of a literary style in writers who possess some
personality and powers of thought that are their own.
Some of these suggestions will be evident to those who
have an intimate knowledge of the curious resemblances
of character to be seen, not as copies or reproductions,
but rather as the result of recollections, and traditional
experiences, in the missals of the earlier periods, or in
mediaeval colour decoration generally.

If we except some of the single portraits of later date
and some of the few landscapes nearly all the painted
works were of a decorative character in colour and design.
Many were executed to take their place in a subordinate
position as part of a larger architectural scheme. And
they have been desired in scale to fit in with the part
they were to play in that scheme. Some were made
expressly to occupy a place on the walls of large or of
small rooms without much defined architectural arrange-
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ment except that provided by the area of a wall or the
length, breadth, and height of the room. And it is

probably certain that none of them were produced with
the idea that one day they might be assembled among
many hundreds of others in public galleries that have
become a sort of picture warehouse. In such an assembly
it is inevitable that scale will clash with scale and colour
with colour all along the walls, in length and height,
w'here the works follow each other in an ordered succes-
sion of architectural, or pictorial and decorative, disorder.
Such a condition of things is inevitable, if regrettable,

because not otherwise can they be exhibited or seen under
the modern conditions of to-day. The eye almost re-
coils, and the mind almost rebels, against the demand of
so rapid a change of scene and point of view required to
enable it to become prepared for so much variety, such
as this implies. One solution of the difficulty is surely
to be found by placing works of great scale all in large

galleries together and those of a smaller character in
smaller rooms. To some extent this was done at Bur-
lington House. For nearly all the drawings and smaller
objects were placed together in separate galleries. It is

a principle of arrangement that could be carried further
in a future exhibition with advantage.

The catalogue describes the great portrait group by
Titian as being a presentation of members of A Vene-
tian Family “ in the act of worship on the steps of an
Altar."’ It is most certainly a wonderful achievement in

design, in composition and technical skill
; and its value

as a colour scheme is undoubtedly fine though less strictly

decorative in an architectural sense than some of the
other, and earlier, masters had conceived. But we may
be excused perhaps if we doubt the accuracy of the

statement that there is any ‘‘ act of worship ” involved.

If a somewhat odious comparison may be permitted it

suggests a reference to the more recent expositions of

profanity in the illustrated daily papers that show how
advertising press photographers are now seeking pictorial

copy by operating during a divine service to get snap-
shots of persons at their prayers. It is a procedure sug-

gested possibly by some recent cartoons from Moscow,
to the origin of which Mr. Bernard Partridge drew atten-

tion in Punch by his cartoon called “ The New Law.”
Among the portraits there is one attributed to Titian

which is of interest because he was one of the masters of

portraiture in the later manner and also because it repre-

sents a man whose character and personal history is

curiously interesting. It is of Ignatius Loyola. The
history and influence of the Society founded by him and
by Cardinal Caraffa, better known as Pope Paul IV, is

too well understood by students of the later Renaissance
to need more than a casual reference in these notes. But
it was responsible for much that was not always satis-

factory in its relations to the arts, especially to architec-

ture. Macaulay, in one of his Essays, is severely critical

of its activity in other directions. And as a result the

members of the Society were expelled from nearly every

country in Europe during the eighteenth century, and it

was then formally condemned and suppressed by the

ecclesiastical authorities in Rome.
This portrait is of some historic interest because it

draws our attention to the father of Inigo Jones who had

been named Ignatius after Loyola. And as all architects

know it was Inigo Jones who was responsible, perhaps
more than any other man, for the remarkable and, his-

torically speaking, sudden introduction of what were
loiown as the “ frontispiece ” methods of applying Italian

elements of design to English buildings. As Surveyor to

the King, and painter of the theatrical properties required
for the masques under Charles I, he no doubt felt some-
thing of the Medici influence through the Queen, Henri-
etta Maria, a daughter of Marie de Medici. Mr. Gotch
has shown recently that his activity as an architect was
less than had been supposed. And it is evident that his

position at Court told against him in the political and
ecclesiastical difficulties of the time.

There is one remarkable example of the influence of
the Italian schools of decorative painters in Europe which
is not, I think, so well known as it deserves to be. It is

perhaps one of the greatest decorative schemes in the

largeness of its area, the boldness of its scale, and the

value of its architectural power, that was carried to com-
pletion by any of the Italian migratory groups of painters.

Who was personally responsible for the vast decorative

design on the vault of Albi cathedral I am not able to

say. But, compared with it, all else I know sinks into

insignificance. It is clearly, quite evidently, Italian in

character. And it was executed during the early years

of the sixteenth century. Its extent may be realised

from the fact that it covers completely from end to end
the one vast vaulted nave of this building. The internal

length of it is about 300 feet by some 60 feet wide.

Much might be said of the transmission from one to

another of the experience of several generations of a

family tradition in the arts. We see its value in a marked
degree among the Bellinis. And we also see what a very

wide influence it could be when we realise that this one
family was responsible for exercising a direct influence

on so many of those whose names are conspicuous as

having done great things in the arts over a long period

of the Italian revival. It may be well to name some of the

men who owed so much to Jacopo Bellini and his two
sons Gentile and Giovanni. Among them were Gior-

gione, Mantegna, Cariani, Basaiti, Carpaccio, Catena,

Cima, Foppa, Liberale, del Piombo, Solario, and lastly

Titian. Surely a notable record and a most remarkable

school of achievement.
Among the various works to be seen there were many

of particular interest from an architectural point of view.

All are interesting in this way if we regard them as

decorative parts of an architectural scheme or as necessary

features required in one way or another to add to the

dignity and beauty of some buildings . Many of the

paintings depend largely upon architectural elements as

important essentials in their pictorial and decorative

quality. Of these some examples may be noted in

the Annunciation by Fra Filippo Lippi, the Miracle of

S. Bernardino, said to be by Fiorenzo Di Lorenzo, and
another by the same hand of the Birth of S. Bernardino.

One of the finest of all is the Wedding Feast by Botticelli,

which is, unfortunately, one only of a set of four panels

that are really a single narrative scheme by design but are

now in different collections. The Holy Family, by
Annibale Caracci, is another of a more severe and simple
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character but beautifully decorative in composition and in

colour.

Among the pictures of architectural subjects there

were those by Canaletto of London from Richmond
House, and Whitehall

;
another of S. Alichele and Alurano,

and one of the Grand Canal, Venice. The Island Church,

in Venice, is by Guardi and also a very fine interior on a

large scale of the Sala del Andito in the Ducal Palace.

as interesting as in the design of its architectural qualities

There is one aspect of this exhibition that no observer

can neglect who attempts to understand either its attrac-

tions or its significance. It is a fact that stared at every

visitor to the galleries. To say nothing of it is impossible,

to ignore it would suggest either ignorance or blindness.

This fact is that possibly nine hundred out of about a

thousand of the exhibits have their origin in ideas that

[Photograph 6>' Ayiderson, Rome

M.addnxa and Child. By Botticelli

The last shows in detail the design of the room with its

large doorways, panelling, cornice, and ceiling beams, all

well considered and broadly treated from the painter s

point of view and designed with a good sense of architec-

tural scale. The Villa Gazzada near Varese, by Bellotto,

a nephew of Canaletto, was a delightful study of a small

country house with its gateway, doorway, roofs and out-

houses, all well shown and well placed on an admirable

site, and in surroundings in which it quite easily and

naturally takes its place. In colour and in technique it is

have always been of the deepest import to every man who
thinks at all and tries to see beyond the surface of things
I speak of those many works which are illustrations of
the text of the Scriptures. As it has been the chief

province of the arts in every region of the world to illus-

trate, by their powers of design, what men^s strongest
convictions are it is not possible to avoid the responsi-
bility of making some reference to the subjects about
which these works speak so clearly.

No architect, painter or sculptor, no craftsman
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designer, who works in, or lives by, any of the allied

arts, can avoid contact with some part of the history and
the traditions presented by the evidences of earlier skill.

To an architect, design and structure, as the result of
mind in action, is to be seen in the whole cosmos. The
universe as an architectural conception is a problem in

design, a structural phenomenon. Not only utilitarian

but also decorative. Structure may be, in fact is and
should be, as significant in one way as decoration is in

another. But it is decoration alone that lends itself to a

narrative form of expression. This we see in sculpture,
in painting, and in any kind of design that is sub-
ordinate to the main structural elements of some larger
whole. Donatello’s David, for instance, is a very vivid
narrative of events. It represents the revival of a for-

gotten industry in bronze, a successful experiment, a

fine achievement. But it does more. It indicates a

principle and reveals a purpose, for it reminds us of a hope
that is an aim. Right is to oppose the claim of might

;

freedom is to subdue tyranny. Pictorially the same
subject appears in a work of the early seventeenth century
by Strozzi, and there is another, by Pesellino, executed
probably about the middle of the fifteenth century. It

shows in one long decorative design five diff^erent

episodes of David life treated like a continuous frieze

nearly six feet long and seventeen inches high.

The David, by Verrocchio, sufficiently tells by its design
who it is the figure represents. And it is not necessary
to commend its value as a great sculptural success to

those who know his remarkable Colleoni monument in

Venice. But the David by Michelangelo, fine as it may
be, unfinished as it is, does not show by its design that it

is a David. It may be, and, no doubt is, intended to

represent him as tradition asserts. But there is little or

nothing in it as a work to indicate the fact.

Some modern sculpture has this same defect by which

it lacks completion. It is often fine in the execution of its

modelled forms and is labelled with a name. But in
reality it frequently has no narrative value because it

indicates no positive decorathe idea beyond mere beauty
of composition or dexterity in design. It may perhaps be
said with truth that all sculpture that lives, and is to live,

has a narrative as well as a decorative value, a meaning
beyond, and in alliance with, its forms whether these
represent action or repose. The small Warrior on Horse-
back by Leonardo da Vinci is a quite remarkable example
of bronze vitality in design and conception having a
subtly finished executive perfection. It seerAs to tell a
story of physical courage and power and may have sug-
gested an idea to G. F. Watts in his fine scheme known
as Physical Energy. The value of this narrative element
in design is perhaps more readily seen in, more easily
provided by, painting as a means of decoration than bv
sculpture. And of it there were several examples shown.
Whether these are strictly schemes of decorative treat-
ment primarily, or landscapes

;
portrait groups like those

by Titian
;

or representations of one individual alone,
such as the fine Giovanna Tornabuoni by Ghirlandaio,
their descriptive value is very clear. They show us
something of the character of those personalities who were
prominent figures in the life of their day. Or they pre-
serve for us a view of homely or official events in some
highly imaginative setting. Custom and tradition, fiction
or beliefs, all are there. And among them many incidents
of saintly life are recorded. The latter we expect
naturally to find among so many works when most of
them are presentations of religious subjects. But since
it is the ordinary everyday business of anyone to be or to
become one of the saints in thought or action we do not
necessarily look for them in pictures, lists or kalendars.
They are not made by public recognitions but by private
life. They are an innumerable company mostly unknown.

(To be continued.)

THE LATE FRANK THOMAS BAGGALLAY [F.l.

A member of all but fifty years’ standing, and of still

longer connection with the Institute as a Student, has

passed away within a month of the publication in the

Journal of his transference to the Retired Fellowship.

Beginning as an Ashpitel Prize Winner, Frank Baggal-

lay has stood forth from first to last an Institute man.
Yet before his election as an Associate he had already

made a name for himself in architecture by carrying

off in 1879 the Gold Medal from the Architectural

School of the Royal Academy, an incident of course

unrecorded in our Kalendar. The impression made
by the winning design is reflected in the words it

called forth from the President, Sir Frederick Leighton,

that “ he had rarely seen so remarkable a design or so

good an architectural drawing.”

It must have been in the Academy School, where
Baggallay was a year ahead of me, that we first met.

Along with Leonard Stokes, Howard Ince, and others

there, he took a hand in bringing into existence
“ The Angles,” our little company of choice spirits

concerning whom I have made mention on a former
occasion.

When it came to “ setting-up ” days, I found shelter
in a spare room Baggallay had to let next to his own,
facing the Westminster clock tower. From that
time on unbroken friendship kept us in close touch,
and on a stray occasion or two we collaborated
professionally. For instance, in the mid-eighties, he
got me to join with him in conducting an atelier for
architectural students. This venture, which ran for a
year or two until the Architectural Association opened
its Day School, originated in a suggestion made by
Professor Roger Smith, who saw the need of something
of the sort to go on ^^ith.

So far as I remember, Baggallay’s first commission
was a timber-framed private residence, for which he
not only made the necessary drawings but elected to
take out the quantities as well. His last executed work
was completed only just before Christmas, 1929. It
was a case of roof repairs to Merton Church, Surrey,
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an ancient structure with the care of which he, a

parishioner, had been entrusted for some years past.

His final visit to this work, when to a gathering of the

congregation he gave an account of what had been

done, proved to be his last appearance out of doors.

For some half-century he had carried on as a general

practitioner in architecture, characteristically with

most scrupulous regard to all the attendant responsi-

bility entailed. He took his practice in no light-

hearted m^ood, but very seriously. In fact, although

the rule of practising architect well brought out one

side of Frank Baggallay, he was endowed with a mind
that compassed much besides. Whether in journal-

istic work on The Builder, under the editorship of

H. H. Statham ; or as President of the Architectural

Association ;
as a member of Council and of the

Board of Examiners at the Institute, or on the Court

of the Merchant Taylors’ Company, where he was

elected to take his turn as Master, he gave proof

of all-round capacity and high trustworthiness. A less

well-known symptom of natural ability peeps out in his

display of youthful precocity by his interpreting for

himself Egyptian hieroglyphics in the British Museum
—during the luncheon hour—whilst yet serving articles

in Mr. Thos. Henry Wyatt’s office near by. A
fondness for working out chess problems was another

bit of serious by-play, but his greatest work done by

way of relaxation must be his translation of Vitruvius.

How one wishes that this may yet be published !

Walter Millard [i?.F.]

A friend writes :

—

Having had the privilege of reading the above notes

from the kindly pen of Walter Millard, it seems oppor-

tune to comment further upon a matter which is there

mentioned very briefly, owing to the inherent modesty

of the author.

The Atelier, in Heddon Street, Regent Street,

which paved the way for important innovations in

architects’ training, was started by Frank Baggallay

jointly with Walter Millard. It was often said that

such was the enthusiasm, the promised hour would

extend into a long afternoon spent among the young

students.

After a short run, their venture ceased, only to be

extended by Leonard Stokes, Frank Baggallay, and

later by Howard Seth-Smith, at the Architectural

Association during their successive years of office as

President.

In 1885, Mr. Baggallay read a paper before the

R.I.B.A. on The Use of Flint in Suffolk,” generously

illustrated by drawings prepared from his own sketches.

His keenness with regard to masonry was maintained,

and in iqio Baggallay wrote the section on “ Stone-

work and Walling,” Longman’s Building Construc-

tion,” edited by Professor F. M. Simpson, a Fellow.

Baggallay lived in Beckenham until his marriage
and designed the Parish Hall of St. Mary’s, Short-

lands, together with the reredos of the Church in

which his parents worshipped.
His only son, seriously injured during the Great

War, lost his life, with others, in the appalling Irish

tragedy of 1920. Widel3"-felt sympathy was then, as

now, extended to the wife and daughters. F. H.

The works of Air. Baggallay include a private resi-

dence, at Liss, Hants
;

church, at Grange Road, Ber-
mondsey (in partnership with another architect)

;
baths,

pump room, etc., at Harrogate, Yorks., for the Corpora-
tion

;
village church, at Grambschiitz bei Namslau, Sile-

sia, for Count Henkel von Donnersmarck
;
(in partnership

with W. Alillard)
;

industrial schools and cottage homes
at Stifford, Essex, for Public Authority

;
Thoby Hall

(reconditioned), Essex
;

houses at Shenley (additions,

etc.), Herts
;

in Epping Forest, for Captain Angus
;

in
Sussex (Staplefield Place), Godaiming (Northanger)

;

and Essex (“The Beeches,” Rawreth). He was also

responsible for the restoration of the baptistery in St.

Peter Mancroft, Norwich ; Alerton Church, Surrey
(repairs and new vestries), for the Vicar and Church-
wardens.

DAMP PENETRATION.
[The following communication with regard to troubles from

damp penetration has been received from the Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research. As the subject is of great
interest to architects we print it below for the information of
members,]

The weather at the latter end of last year was quite
abnormal for this country. This fact is reflected in the
huge number of enquiries in connexion with internal
efflorescence and damp penetration which we have re-
ceived during the past month or tw'o. There appears to
have been another abnormal period about four or five

years ago and many structures which gave trouble then
and at the end of 1929 were free from trouble in the
interim period. However, owing to the damage, direct and
indirect, w hich results from these abnormal periods, it is,

we think, certainly incumbent upon architects and builders
to consider carefully what modification in design, con-
struction and materials can be introduced to improve the
wxather-resistance of buildings. In this connexion one
might make the broad generalisation that, in small house
construction at any rate, using traditional w^alling mate-
rials, there is an excuse of strength and an insufficiency of
weather protection

;
in other w'ords, the governing factor

in deciding the thickness of traditional external walling
material is the minimum w hich wdll keep out the wet.
The factors operative wffien damp penetrates to the in-

ternal plaster on an external w’all are (i) those due to wind
acting upon water passing over the external face, and (2)
the capillary properties of the materials of construction.
These conditions are, incidentally, reproduced in the
standard test of the Building Research Station for absorp-
tion and permeability. In this test a head of 20 cms. of
water (equivalent to the worst possible driving rain con-
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ditions) is applied to the specimen and the rate of entry

of water measured. What usually happens with walling

materials is a very high rate of absorption at first, due to

the head of water plus capillary attraction
;

as frictional

resistance in the pores increases with depth of penetration,

the rate is gradually slowed up. In order that water shall

flow out over the interior surface of the wall a pressure

greater than the “ capillary head ’’ must be exerted. At
smaller pressures the liquid surfaces formed at the orifices

of the capillaries will merely become distorted assuming

a convex shape on account of which forces are developed

which will oppose the flow of water. In a porous material

the limiting pressure which the larger pores can sustain

through distortion of the liquid surfaces may easily be

exceeded by the wind pressure
;
as a result water will flow

through the larger pores and will wet the w'hole internal

surface of the w^all. The curved surfaces which oppose the

capillary flow through the smaller pores will then merge

in a continuous liquid film and no capillary forces, apart

from frictional forces, wrill oppose the penetration of the

material.

An ordinary immersion porosity test alone gives no

indication of the weather resistance. The results of our

own tests are only comparative, and in giving opinions on

the weather resisting properties of materials tested we
have to do so by comparing the results with those

obtained for materials which are generally accepted as

sufficiently weather-resisting in practice.

Now an important point is that in common bricks and,

in fact, all bricks with the exception of a few semi-vitreous

engineering bricks which are absolutely impermeable, the

capillary properties are such that w'ith a contiriuous supply

of water at one end moisture will travel straight through

the length of the brick.

It will thus be realised that, quite apart from pressure

due to wind effects, a 9-inch w’’all of ordinary bricks con-

taining direct capillary paths to the interior in the form of

headers ” tends to be fundamentally unsound. A good

drying atmosphere on the outside, following periods of

rain sufficiently rapidly, is the factor w'hich renders most

walls tolerably weather resistant, since the capillaries of

the brick will not usually have time to fill up before the

direction of flow is reversed. We are inclined to attribute

the recent damp troubles just as much to long continuous

rainy periods as to the severity of the driven rain although

this^also can be, and generally is, operative at the same

time.

In i4-inch\valls there is no direct capillary path through

brickwork, the moisture has further to go and the flow is

therefore slowed up and there is more likelihood of it

being reversed in time by drying conditions outside. At

the same time a capillary path is still provided by the

mortar and the success of some 14-inch w^alls and the

failure of others probably largely depend upon the degree

to which joints have been filled j
a break in the continuity

of the horizontal joint and absence of mortar in internal

vertical joints will obviously be advantageous in avoiding

a direct capillary path.

W^ith regard to mortar in solid wall construction, it may
be that for damp resistance a lime mortar is better than

a Portland cement mortar or vice versa ;
an open porous

structure is likely to possess a lower capillary head than

a dense one. At the moment, we are not in a position to

evaluate mortars in this respect, but this matter along with
the general problem is under investigation here.
From the foregoing it will be seen that as a means of

preventing damp reaching the interior, the obvious
remedy is a continuous cavity in the external wall. From
the point of view' of strength the i i-inch brick cavity w'all

is adequate for small house construction. It does, how-
ever, require careful design and construction and w'e can
say that the only cases brought to our notice where the
1 1 -inch w all has failed to provide water-tightness have
been due to avoidable causes, e.q. ill-considered design at

window and door heads and jambs or the provision of a

capillary path by allow ing mortar droppings to remain on
the ties.

The alternative of providing a cement rendering, stucco
or roughcast coating to the solid w'all cannot be said to be a

certain preventive of moisture penetration. It often serves

the purpose, but with the development of shrinkage cracks
or crazing (which defects, it must be admitted, cannot be
wholly guarded against) such a covering becomes a definite

disadvantage for the simple reason that w'hile w'ater wnll

enter and tend to saturate the W'all
,
the evaporation to the

outside will be prevented or restricted and it will almost
certainly occur from the internal surface

; any salts dis-

solved during the passage of the moisture through the wall

will thus be crystallised at or near the internal plaster

surface, usually with disastrous effects on plaster and
decoration.

There are, of course, outside coatings which are practi-

cally impermeable, e,g. certain bituminous preparations,

paints, etc., but the disadvantage is that they are either

unsightly or expensive to maintain. We cannot recom-
mend the application of any of the so-called colourless

waterproofers as a permanent safeguard. Some, no doubt,
may be effective for a period.

Apart from external walls, the bad w'eather conditions

we have been experiencing have brought to light other
situations in which modifications of design and construc-
tion appear to be demanded. For instance, exposed
chimney stacks have become saturated and have provided
reserv'oirs of moisture which has been drawn into the
neighbouring wall and ceiling plaster. One result has
been a great deal of unnecessary work on flashings these

being immediately suspected. A remedy w'ould be the

provision of a damp course at about roof level. We have
also noticed much repair work (which unfortunately will

be of no avail) being carried out on the verges of gable
walls where tiles have been carried ov er and bedded dow'n
in mortar ;

although the tiles allowed no W'ater to permeate
elsewhere, w'here a capillary path w'as provided by the

bedding mortar the moisture passed through and w'as con-
ducted into the brickw'ork

; obviously an impermeable
damp course is required under the tiles. This type of
failure is, incidentally, a strong argument against the
torching of roofing tiles. Insufficient attention is paid to

the protection of string courses and they are a frequent
cause of penetration by holding up w'ater running down
the wall. Some of these points and others are dealt with
in the “ Report of the Damp Houses Committee of the
Royal Institute of British Architects” which was published
last year.
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STANDARDS OF ADEQUACY OF DAYLIGHT
ILLUMINATION AND REASONABLE

FENESTRATION.
The Science Standing Committee, having considered

the following communication, are of opinion that it

should be published in the Journal in order to obtain
the views of members.
The next Plenary Aleeting of the International Com-

mission on Illumination takes place in 1931 in this

country. An attempt will doubtless then be made to

extend the scope of international agreement with regard
to standards of adequacy of daylight illumination, which
was reached at the last Plenary jMeeting of the Com-
mission in America in 1928.

The Science Committee therefore invite the interest

and co-operation of members at large with regard to a

matter which may affect considerably future regulations

as to the permissible height and density of buildings in

towns in this and other countries.

It is requested that communications be addressed to

the Hon. Secretary, Science Standing Committee, 9
Conduit Street, W.

The Letter)

The Chairman,
Science Standing Committee.

Dear Dr. Unwin,
As a member of the Daylight Committee of the Inter-

national Commission you are aware of the difficulty

which has arisen in the consideration of standards of

adequacy of daylight for urban conditions owing to the

absence of any criteria as to what might be considered

fair averages of modern design for town buildings as

regards (i) depth of room lit in relation to height of

window head, (2) proportions of voids to solids in window
walls

;
and in particular (3) average height of stories.

The Committee on Daylight are aware of the tendency
to permit the needs of interiors lit by low and inadequate

windows to enter, perhaps unconsciously, into considera-

tions of adequacy. They, therefore, desire to provide
some simple standard of modern fenestration to which
they can recommend that considerations of adequacy
should more or less be confined. This is in order to
avoid the danger on the one hand of standards being
defined as a basis for building regulations sufficiently

severe to protect the needs of old-fashioned buildings,
which ought to be and probably soon will be rebuilt

;

or on the other hand as a basis for regulations which
presuppose possible but unduly ideal conditions of
fenestration, such as lofty stories and window walls with
continuous glazing.

The Committee desire if possible a single standard,
sufficiently simple to be appreciated readily by non-
technical minds. I have, therefore, suggested that the
attached diagram, which has been averaged from designs
for town buildings by a number of London and pro-
vincial architects, might be taken without serious error
as representing, not unfairly, a reasonable practical
epitome of average modern practice in fenestration for
town buildings. As you know I have been requested by
the Committee to obtain the opinions of architects upon
it, and I should, therefore, be glad of an opportunity of
soliciting the co-operation of my colleagues on the
Science Standing Committee by inviting their criticisms.—Yours faithfully, (Signed) Percy J. Waldram.

THE EFFECT OF CORROSION OF IRON BOND.
When making alterations recently to a public building

in South London erected some fifty years ago, a hori-
zontal fracture was found round two sides of the principal
room, the walls of which were 22! in. thick and about
30 ft. high, carrying the main roof.
The fracture was J in. wide, and the wall was displaced

for about 50 ft., 3 ft. from floor from in. to iV in. verti-
cally.

On cutting away the walls in question, which were
internal walls built in lime mortar, the hoop iron bond
was found to have corroded to an average of J in.
The fracture and lifting of the walls were undoubtedly

caused by the oxidisation of the iron bond, as no signs of
settlement were found after careful examination. It is

surmised that possibly owing to heavy rain on the exposed
bond before being built in setup the action which eventu-
ally occasioned the damage.
The wall being heavily plastered and painted both sides

may have prevented the escape of moisture. Not having
seen a wall of this height and thickness fractured in such
away before

,
I thought it might be of interest to members

of the Institute. G. Reginald Farrow [F.].

HENRY POOLE, R.A.
In memory of Henry Poole’s work for the Club and of

his great service to Sculpture it is proposed to erect in
the gardens of the Chelsea Arts Club, a Memorial Foun-
tairi embodying one of his works, “ Cupid on Shell.”
It is thought that those who knew Henry Poole and his
work would like to share in this perpetuation of his
memory.

Subscriptions should be sent to The Honorary Trea-
surer of the Fund, Mr. E. R. Sevan, Chelsea Arts Club,.
143 Church Street, S.W.3.
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Allied Societies
{The attention of Members of the Allied Societies is particularly called to this page)

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF THE ARCHITECTS OF
IRELAND.

The annual dinner of the Royal Institute of the Architects
of Ireland was held at 8 IMerrion Square North, Dublin, on
Saturday, 8 February, the President, Mr. F. G. Hicks, in the
chair. Among the guests were Sir Banister Fletcher, F.S.A.,

President of the Royal Institute of British Architects, and
Mr. Ian IMacAlister (Secretary R.LB.A.).
The toast of “ The King having been honoured.
The Chairman proposed “ Prosperity to Ireland.” The

marvellous progress that the country had made within the last

few years, he said, was likely to continue. The effect of the

Shannon scheme would be beneficial in town-planning. They
hoped that the Town-Planning Bill would become law . It

would facilitiate development, tend to beautify the country,

and prevent the erection of unsuitable buildings.

Dublin, he said, was no longer dirty, but it was still dear.

It had become more beautiful and showed signs of every

piosperiu’, and for this they had to thank the City Commis-
sioners. The City Commissioners had done so much in so

short a time that a great deal of work must have been involved

in carrying out all that had been achieved by them. So long

as Mr. Commissioner Alurphy was at the head of affairs, Dublin,
he was confident, would prosper. An important need in

Dublin was a more suitable City Hall and municipal buildings.

At present, the various municipal departments w^ere scattered

in all directions, and administration must be very difficult.

He hoped that Dublin in future would have municipal build-

ings that would “ knock out ” those of Belfast, and even
Stockholm.
Mr. Commissioner Murphy, in responding, said that when

they spoke of prosperity to Ireland they meant not prosperity

only for the individuals, but for the whole country. Never
before, he believed, w'as the country so ripe for prosperity,

and never before w^as there so much need for the sanest counsels

of its citizens. Dublin had a fascination of its own, holding

to it people who came from other cities, and they were very

thankful for that, for it kept with them such men as their

President.

Speaking of towm-planning, he said that he hoped that the

wise heads considering the problem W'ould arrived at some
improvement on the English Act. The municipal authorities

in Dublin would welcome town-planning, and with the powers

they had they had been carrying out town-planning in order

to prevent haphazard development, and had been preventing

wrong designs in the opening of arteiial ways. The citizens,

too, without much pressure, had co-operated with them.

He paid a tribute to the assistance and guidance given by the

Institute in regard to the design of the new’ block in O Connell

Street. By the co-ordination of the design they had enhanced

the appearance of that fine thoroughfare.

Mr. R. Caulfield Orpen proposed in an eloquent and

humorous speech the toast of ” The Guests.
’

Sir Banister Fletcher, in responding, said that he was

charmed to find himself back again in the great city of Dublin.

He had visited most of the cities on the Continent, and he did

not know of anv citv which, in its own particular way, appealed

to him so much as Dublin, It was laid out in a w’onderiul

manner—the manner in which the\ would like to see a capital

citN’’. Its spacious squares and its dignified buildings had

always appealed to him. He was particularly interested to

hear that the civic authorities were being helped so much by

the architects, because if they could come together with the

civic authorities to carry out plans for the amenities of the

cities in which they dwelt, they would be worthy of the

position they occupied in the social economy of the world.
Sir Philip Hanson ^chairman Board of Public Works;, who

followed, also expressed his appreciation of the increasing
beauty of the City of Dublin and of the work of Air. Com-
missioner Murphy and those who had helped him in adding
to that beauty. He also expressed his high appreciation of the
successful work of the principal architect of the Board of
Works, Mr. T. J. Byrne, in restoring those great buildings,
the Custom House, the Four Courts, and the Post Office.

Mr. E. Kennedy President of the Ulster Society of Archi-
tects, Belfast) and Mr. H. V. Crawford Smith (^architect to the
Pembroke Estate; also responded.

ULSTER SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
Sir Banister Fletcher, President of the R.I.B A,, was the

principal guest at the annual dinner of the Ulster Societv of
Architects, which w’as held at Belfast on Friday, 7 Februarv.
Air. E. R. Kennedy, F.R.I B.A., President of the Ulster Society,
occupied the chair.

Dr. R. Livingstone, Vice-Chancellor of Queen's LYi\er-
sity. proposing “ The Government of Noithern Iieland,” said
it was satisfactory to know’ that in the near future they might
look forward to a town planning Bill. They also appreciated
the Government’s practical interest in architectural education
a matter of as great importance to local architects as t(* the
public for whom they built.

Air. J. H Robb, K C., Parliamentary Secretary to the
Alinistry of Education, responding, said he was sure a town
planning Bill w ould be very dear to the hearts of the members
of the Leister Society, and it was a matter of the greatest
importance to the province as a whole. They had examples
round about them in all directions of the harm that could be
done by the lack of a town planning Bill. He hoped the efforts

of the Ulster Society of Architects and of the Government and
the local authorities W’ould prevent any increase in the number
of blots upon their horizon and perhaps diminish the number
there w’ere at piesent. There was also the prospect of the
establishment, in some form, of a School of Architecture in that

province. For such a project, if the University saw its w’ay to

adopt it, he could promise the hearty co-operation, the good
will and the help of the Government.
The Recorder of Belfast (his Honour Judge Thompson),

proposing “ The Royal Institute of British Architects and its

Allied Societies,” said the Institute would in a few years com-
plete its century, and it represented all that was best in the
architectural profession. It had 10,000 members, and, includ-

ing the Allied Societies, many more. It took a wide and
increasingly important part in public affairs. He admired the
versatility of the architect because he tried to ride two horses

—

the horse of art and the horse of utility. Sometimes art went
ahead and sometimes utility, and while the architect must be
an artist he must also be a business man. Referring to the

changes in the popularity of styles of architecture, the speaker
said he sometimes wished there were not quite so violent or

such sudden swings from one extreme to another. The build-

ings of the "nineties were bedizened and diamond-ringed,
while those of the present were spinster-like and puritanical.

Alight he plead on behalf of the laymen that some place should
also be found for beauty and for grace.

Sir Banister Fletcher, in response, said he had been filled

with admiration of Belfast’s beautiful setting. He had seen
the City Hall, the University, and the new Pailiament Build-
ings, and he had been much impressed with all he saw'. The
w’orld w ould be an ugly place were it not for the art practised

by thecal chitect, and it was a great pleasure to him to hear a
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gentleman holding the position of the Recorder of Belfast

expressing ideas that were in keeping with those so many of
them had. He (the speaker) was glad to learn that a regional

planning scheme was about to be started in Ulster. It was very'

necessary to have such a scheme for a large and growing city

like Belfast. The Greater London scheme now afoot covered
an area of 20,000 square miles, and extended as far as 25 miles
from the centre of the city. It was a big scheme, but a regional

planning scheme must be big, and in London they were looking
for a new town planning measure that would stop ribbon
development and prevent the erection of unsightly elevations.

They were also “ up against the question of the erection of
public buildings with the aid of the Office of Works. He was
also extremely interested to learn that there was a proposal to

have a School of Architecture attached to the University, and
under their own control. He hoped and trusted it would
become an effective proposition, and he wished it every success.

^Ir. F. G. Hicks, President of the Royal Institute of the
Architects of Ireland, also responded, and conveyed archi-

tectural greetings from the South to the North. They recog-
nised no boundaries, he said, for they were all at liberty to

practise in any part of Ireland, and the only walls they could
not build were tariff walls.

The Chairman, responding on behalf of the Ulster Society,

said he need hardly say how the Society would welcome the
School of Architecture. The Ulster Government had been
good friends to them, and when a town planning scheme was
projected, they turned at once to his Society, and the Society
responded instantly. The speaker then made an appeal for

more architectural competitions, and spoke of the benefit they
were in bringing out the talent of unlmown men. He hoped
that if the Belfast Corporation were to undertake any new
buildings they w'ould institute a competition so that all mem-
bers of the profession would be given a chance.
Mr. John Seeds, Vice-President of the Ulster Society of

Architects, proposing “ The City of Belfast,” said the success
of a town planning Bill would depend very much on how the

local authorities received it ;
without their whole-hearted

co-operation it might become a dead letter. The only alterna-

tive w'as some element of compulsion, but he w^as sure the

Government, and certainly the aichitects, were not anxious for

more compulsion than was absolutely necessaty. At first the

measure might seem restrictive in certain cases, but it w'as really

legislation of a thoroughly social kind.
The Lord Mayor, Sir William Coates, Bart., D.L., w’ho

responded, said it was to be hoped that a towm planning Bill

would be passed in the near future, and that it would give the

Corporation better opportunities of securing co-operation and
assistance in any schemes for the improvement of the city.

jVIr. R. S. Wilshere, A.R.I.B.A., proposed “ Our Guests,”
and IMr. Howard Stevenson, President of the Ulster Medical
Society, IVIr. Robert Baillie, President of the Incorporated
Law* Society of Northern Ireland, and Mr. W. Dowling, vice-

chairman of the Belfast Water Board, responded. The
arrangements for the dinner were in the hands of Mr. R. H.
Gibson, F.R.I.B.A., hon. secretary of the Ulster Society of

Architects.

DEVON AND CORNWALL ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

The annual meeting of the Devon and Cornwall Architec-

tural Society was held on Saturday, 22 March 1930, at the

Duke of Cornw'all Hotel, Plymouth.
The chair was taken by the President, Air. W. A. Vercoe,

A.R.I.B.A., of Plymouth, other members present being :

—

The Exeter Branch,—Alessrs. J. Bennett, L.R.I.B.A. ; J. C;
Beare, A.R.I.B.A.; R. M. Challice, H. Al. R. Drury, A.R.I.B.A.;

E. F. Hooper, L.R.I.B.A,
;
A. H. Ough, F.R.I.B.A.

;
H. A*

Peters, A.R.I.B.A.
; H. E. Robertson, W. J. M. Thomasson,

A.R.I.B.A. ; L. F, Tonar, L.R.I.B.A. ;
and J. Challice,

A.R.I.B.A. (Honorary Secretary). The Plymouth Branch—
Messrs. Chas. Cheverton, F.R.I.B.A.

;
W. H. Alay,

F.R.I.B.A.
;

A. C. Norman, F.R.I.B.A. ; H. Victor Prigg,

A.M.I.C.E.
; A. S. Parker, F.R.I.B.A. ;

A. V. Rooke,
F.R.I.B.A.

;
B. Priestley Shires, F.R.I.B.A.

;
H. R. Venning,

L.R.I.B.A.
;

W. W. Wood, A.R.I.B.A. ; E. Ashworth,
S. J. Crispin, A. T. Martindale, L.R.I.B.A.

;
H. Watts,

A.R.I.B.A.
;

P. J. T. Carter, E. C. Hicks, J. J. Johns, J. G.
Reid, J. H. Serpell and A. F. W. Toms.
The President, in opening the meeting, drew attention to

the brooch w*hich has been recently added to the badge of
office. He explained that the addition of the Devon Arms and
the title of the Society, as recently altered, had materially
increased the historical value of the jewel.

The Minutes of the preceding annual meeting were read,
confirmed and signed by the President,
The Annual Report and Balance Sheets of the Society were

presented and unanimously adopted.
Arising out of the Report and Balance Sheet, the President

referred to the healthy financial state of the Society, and pointed
out that annual subscriptions to kindred societies had been
recently increased. He also mentioned that the value of the
prizes offered in the competitions open to students had also
been increased and that the results had more than justified this

expenditure.
The Annual Reports and Balance Sheets of the Branches

were presented and adopted.
The prizes offered for the Annual Competition of measured

drawings were awarded to Air. J, G. Reid and Air. E. C. Hicks,
both of Plymouth, w*ho were w*armly congratulated for the high
standard of their w ork.

Mr. W. A. Vercoe, the retiring President, then delivered his
address, at the close of which a hearty vote of thanks was
accorded him for his valuable and untiring devotion to the
Society during his year of office.

The following officers and members of Council w*ere elected
for the ensuing year : President—John Bennett, L.R.I.B.A.
(Exeter). Vice-Presidents—A, S. Parker, F.R.I.B.A. (Ply-
mouth)

;
A. H. Ough, F.R.I.B.A. (Dawlish). Past-President

W. A, Vercoe, A.R.I.B.A. (Plymouth). Hon. Treasurer

—

S. Dobell (Exeter). Hon. Auditor—L. F. Tonar, L.R.I,B.A.
(Exeter). Hon. Secretary—J. Challice, A.R.I.B.A. (Exeter).
Members of Council—R. M. Challice, W. J. M. Thomasson,
A.R.I.B.A.

;
E. Kemeys Jenkin, F.R.I.B.A.

; W, F. R. Ham,
H. Alban Peters, A.R.I.B.A. (Exeter)

; B. W. Oliver, A,R.I.B.A.
(Barnstaple)

; B. Priestley Shires, F.R.I.B.A.
; C. Cheverton,

F.R.I.B.A.
; H. Victor Prigg, A.AI.I.C.E.

;
A. V. Rooke,

F.R.I.B.A,; W. W. Wood, A.R,I.B.A. (Plymouth). Asso-
ciated Members of Council—D, W. Cooper (Exeter) and A. T,
Alartindale, L.R.I.B.A. (Plymouth), The retiring President
offered congratulations to Air. John Bennett on his election as
President, handed him the badge of office and vacated the chair
in his favour. Air. Bennett thanked the members for the
honour they had accorded him, and assured them that it would
be his pleasure to serv*e the Society to the utmost of his power.
It w*as sixteen years since he had settled in the west country,
and he took the opportunity* of publicly expressing his appre-
ciation of the friendliness shown to him, none of which was
more sincere than that of his brother architects.

Following the business of the meeting. Air. W. W. Wood
gave an account of the encouraging progress of the architec-
tural department of the Central School of Arts and Crafts,
Plymouth. He thanked the Society for the interest that they
had taken, and mentioned that the Plymouth Education
Authority highly appreciated the services of the visiting com-
mittee which the Society had nominated.
The members met at luncheon prior to the meeting and

spent an interesting hour, following the meeting, in a visit to
buildings of historic interest.
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MODEL OF THE HOLY SEPULCHRE.
Through the instrumentality of Sir Banister Fletcher

[Presideni\y an interesting model is being exhibited on
loan in the Institute Library by the kindness of the owner,
the Rt. Hon. Sir Charles Trevelyan, Bart., President of

the Board of Education. It represents the Church of the

Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem, as erected by Helena,
mother of Constantine, and enlarged by the Crusaders.

The model is very beautifully made of wood inlaid with
mother of pearl, and movable parts permit views of the

interior ;
the various parts are numbered, and identified

on an accompanying index list. Sir Charles described

the model in The Times of z February 1929, following the

description of a similar one on 30 January ;
another is

said to be in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, and there are

two in the British Museum, which were made in Palestine.

We hope to publish a photograph of the model in our
next issue on 26 April.

MR. D. EVERETT WAID.
The 1929 Medal of Honour of the New York Chapter

of the American Institute of Architects has been given

to Mr. D. Everett Waid, B.S., LL.D., Honorary Corre-

sponding Member R.LB.A., for “ distinguished work and
high professional standing.” The award was made by a

jury composed of Messrs. W. A. Delano, Otto R. Eggers,

Arthur Loomis Harmon, Hardie Phillip and Ralph I.

Walker in recognition of Mr. Waid^s “ architectural

accomplishments and as a testimony to the esteem in which
he is held by a profession in which is in so many ways his

debtor.” Mr. Waid is a past president of the American
Institute of Architects and of the New York Chapter of

the Institute.

R.LB.A. PROBATIONERS.
During the month of February 1930 the following were

registered as Probationers of the Royal Institute :

—

Baker : John Henry, 99 Belgrave Road, London, S.W.i.

Byrom : Charles Neville, 85 St. Stephen's Road, Preston,

Lancs.
Calvert : Eric, “ Ravenhurst," Hopwood, Heywood, Lancs.

Castle : Hubert Henry, 20 The Headlands, Ackworth,

nr. Pontefract, Yorks.
Chapman : Albert George Edward, 53 Great Colmore

Street, Birmingham.
Coton : Thomas James, 199 Lightwoods Road, Bearwood,

Birmingham.
Dickinson : Ralph, 15 Ellesboro Road, Harborne, Birming-

ham.
Dowland : Bernard Harold, The Vicarage, Whitley Bay,

Northumberland.
Erlangsen : Ernest, Camps Bay, Cape Town, South Africa.

Fell : Ian Buchan, ” Rosetrevor,” Point Road, Northwood,
Sydney, Australia.

Fennell : Frederick Wilfrid, Bowes House Farm, Fence

Houses, CO. Durham.
Foster : Sheila Mary, 27 Newcastle Drive, Nottingham.

Fox : George Arthur, Church Square, Toddington, Dun-
stable, Beds.

Gibson : Percival Albert, 209 Upper Meadow Street,

Belfast, N. Ireland.

Gooding : John Francis Rowland, 233 High Street,

Erdington, Birmingham.
Harrison : John William Osborn, Shottle, Somerville

Road, Sutton Coldfield, Warwickshire.

Hayes : Louis, 50 Wentworth Road, Harborne, Birmingham;

Hargrave : Frank Clift, “ Guyong,” i Manning Road,
Edgecliff, Sydney, Australia.

Honeysett : Leslie William, 14 Clarence Street, Chel-
tenham.

Horsfield : Alexander James, 135 Bexley Road, Erith, Kent.

Jacques : George Henry, 40 Queenswood Road, Moseley,
Birmingham.

Johnson : William Frederick, “ The Mount,” Davenport
Road, Coventry.

Jones ; John Lewis, 24 Marloes Road, Kensington, W.8.

Lane : Ronald Jos iah, “ Fermain," Lower Brimley Avenue,
Teignmouth, Devon.

Leathem : James Wardle, 13 Hayward Avenue, Seaton
Delaval, Northumberland.

Lockton : Ernest Herbert, 4 Rosehill Road, Wandsworth,
S.W.18.

Maynard : Kathleen Irene, 6 Stafford Terrace, Plymouth.
Mills : Reginald Philip, 22 Springfield Road, Walthamstow,

E.17.
Osman : Percival Frederick Robert, 27 Ampthill Road,

Southampton.
Paterson : Robert Wallace, Claremont House, Montpellier,

Cheltenham, Glos.
PiLicHowsKi ; Amnon Vivian, 7 Hill Road, St. John's Wood,

N.W.
Roberts : Andrew Ian Norton, “ Northfield,” Elton Park,

Sandycove, co. Dublin.
Robinson : Douglas, 50 Willow Road, Carlton, nr. Notting-

ham.
Robson : Kenneth Lynn, Lynnfield,” Pastures Hill,

Burton Road, Littleover, nr. Derby.
Round : Harold Geoffrey, “ Bideford,” 19 South Road,

Stourbridge.
Roy : Allan, The Hawes, Ainsdale, nr. Southport, Lancs.
Sage : Howard Wilfred Mortimer, “ The Chine,” Gordon

Avenue, Bognor Regis.

Scherrer : Emil Cyril, 16 Hall Farm Avenue, Davy hulme,
Manchester.

Smith : Rosemary Owen, 179 Pineapple Road, King’s Heath,
Birmingham.

Smith : Walter (Jnr.), Underwood,” Riddlesden, Keighley,
Yorks.

Surman : John IVIaxwell, 93, How^ard Street, Iffley Road
Oxford.

Thorpe: Geoffrey Hereward, “ Bargates,” 117 High
Street, Burton-on-Trent,

Wakefield : Laurence Hartley, 2 St. Oswald’s Road,
Redland, Bristol.

Weatherhead : William Anthony, Commerce House,
Chelmondiston, nr. Ipswich, Suffolk.

Womersley : John Lewis, 2 Linden Road, Birkby, Hudders-
field.

Wright : E\^line May, 48 Sutherland Avenue, London, W.9.
Wright : Francis Strethill, Avon Lodge, Warwick New

Road, Leamington Spa.

During the month of March 1930 the following were
registered as Probationers of the Royal Institute ;

—

Angus : Frederick George Grant, ig Nelson Street, Huntly,
Aberdeenshire.

Bartlett : Cyril, “ Rosalind,” Brodrick Avenue, Alverstone,
Hants.

Brooks : Gilbert, 94 High Street, Purley.

Brown : Alexander, ” Mount Aventine,” Cyprus Avenue,
Bloomfield, Belfast.

Bltinett : Leslie Howard, 36 Barndale Road, Mossley Hill,

Liverpool.

Compton : Frank Edward, “ Upland,” Keresley, nr. Coven-
try, Warwickshire.
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Cornelius : Kathleen Elsa, The Hermitage, Heswall,
C’heshire.

CowE : John Gibson, Lambton Park, Fence Houses, Co.
Durham.

CRO^BEE : Eric Hutton, 21 Claremont Crescent, Edinburgh.
Hayman : George Albert Charles, 5 Church Street, Ex-

mouth, Devon.
He.athco'ie : Edgar Ronald. Priestcliffe, Xr. Buxton, Derby-

shire.

He'tton : Alexander Muir, “ Clevedon,” Hawarden Road,
Cohv\n Bay, N.Wales.

Macf.arlane : Robert Alexander, i Woodstock Avenue,
Lanark.

Mfrriott : Alfred Edward, 14 Alcester Street, Stoke,

Devonport.
XoHLh : Leslie Ch.arles Ernest, 135 Mere Road, Leicester.

O’Connor : Terence Patrick, 2 Springfield Valley, St.

Leonards-on-Sea

.

Press : Frederick James, 2S King Edward Road, Rugby,
Warwicks.

Ramsinh : Kumar, 10 Defoe Avenue, Kew, Surrey.
Roberts : Richard Emrys, GIvn Teg, High Street, Bangor,

X. Wales.
Ryder : ALargery Julia, 82 Vincent Square, S.W.i.
Tayi.or : Alfred Kenneth, 16 Canterbury Drive, f'ulwood,

Sheffield.

Warren : Ger.ald Keith, Ranmore, West Byfleet, Surrey.

THE PROPOSED CHARIXG CROSS BRIDGE.
The following Resolution was passed at a recent meet-

ing of the Thames Bridges Conference :

—

“ In view of the fact that the Charing Cross
Bridge Bill has obtained a second reading and cannot
in Committee, be substantially improved, the Thames
Bridges Conference desires to re-affirm, for reasons

given at length in a recently published statement, its

opposition to a radically imperfect scheme.”

THE THAMES BRIDGES COXFEREXCE.
St.atement by the Chairman, Mr. Arthur Keen.

At the February meeting of the Thames Bridges Con-
ference the Chairman referred to the letter from himself

to Sir Edwin Lutyens which was read by the Vlinister of

Transport to the House of Commons on 19 February, and
stated that while he could not agree that there was any
impropriety in writing that letter, he placed himself en-

tirely in the hands of the members and very willingly

offered his resignation of the Chairmanship if it should be

felt that the usefulness of the Conference would be im-
paired by his continuing to hold it.

Sir Banister Fletcher, President R.I.B.A., stated his

belief that confidence in the Chairman was undiminished
and proposed that he should continue to act.

This was carried unanimously.

XEW BLTLDIXG MATERIALS AXD
PREPARATIOXS.

The Science Standing Committee wish to draw atten-

tion to the fact that information in the records of the

Building Research Station, Garston, Watford, is freely

available to any member of the architectural profession,

and suggest that architects would be well advised, when
considering the use of new materials and preparations of

which they have had no previous experience, to apply to

the Director for any information he can impart regarding

iheir properties and application.

REGISTER OF ARCHITECTS WILLING TO TAKE
RECOGXISED SCHOOLS STUDENTS IN THEIR

OFFICES.
Attention is drawn to the fact that at the office of the

R.I.B.A. two registers are kept, (i) containing the names
of advanced students of Recognised Schools, and (2) con-
taining the names of architects willing to take such
students.

The intention is in this way to assist advanced students
up to the stage of the completion of their qualifications for

exemption from the Final Examination
;

one of the
qualifications for exemption from the Final Examination
being twelve months’ experience in an office during the
fourth and fifth years of the School course.
The Council hope that general use will be made of the

registers, and that as many architects as possible will send
their names to be placed on the register.

STUDENTS’ EVENING AT THE R.I.B.A. EXHIBI-
TION OF ARCHITECTS’ WORKING DRAWINGS.
On Thursday, 20th Alarch, a Students’ Evening was

held in connection with the R.I.B.A. Exhibition of
Architects’ Working Drawings.
There was a large attendance of students, and they spent

a considerable time inspecting the exhibition, which
includes drawings kindly lent by :—Mr. W. A. Forsyth
(University College, Hull), New Boarding House for
Rugby School ; Vlr. Edward Alaufe (Trinity College,
Cambridge), Kelling Hall, X^orfolk

;
Professor A. E.

Richardson, F.S.A. (Mothercraft Training Hostel, High-
gate Hill, N.) ; Alessrs. Watson, Salmond and Gray
(Extensions to Municipal Buildings, Glasgow)

; Dr. P. S.
Worthington, F.S.A. (Masonic Temple, Manchester).
Mr. Forsyth, Mr. Alaufe, Dr. Worthington and Mr.

Hyde (of Alessrs. Richardson and Gill) kindly attended
and explained to the students the special points of interest
in their respective drawings.

ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS
AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANTS.

Design Competition.
Alessrs. Ewart and Son, Ltd., have decided to hold a

design competition and to offer as prizes four free places in
the A.A.S.T.A. tour to Aladrid and other cities in Spain.
The competition is divided into two classes, A and B,

for those respectively over and under 25 years of age at
midnight, 15-16 Alay 1930

Ail designs must be submitted without any indicating
marks as to their authorship, and all drawings must reach
the offices of the Secretary, A.A.S.T.A., 26 Buckingham
Gate, London, S.W .1, not later than noon of 16 Afav 1930,
marked clearly on the outside, “ Design Competition,”
The Judges have been appointed by the Association of

Architects, Surveyors and Technical Assistants and their
decision will be final. The Judges are :

—

Air. William H. Hamlyn, A.R.LB.A. (President ^

A.A.S.T.A.)
; Air. Chas. Alcl^achlan, A.R.LB.A. (Hon.

Editor of r//B Keystone, the Journal of the A.A.S.T.A.) ;

A. X. Cathcart will assist with regard to technical
details of Roofing, Ventilation, and Hot Water Supply.
Xo questions can be answered relative to this competi-

tion, but general literature dealing with the materials of
construction may be obtained from Alessrs. Ewart and
Son, Ltd., 346-350 Euston Road, London, N.W.i.
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Notices
THE TWELFTH GENERAL MEETING.

The Twelfth General Aleeting (Ordinary) of the Session
1929-30 will be held on Alonday, 28 April 1930, at 8 p.m.,
for the following purposes :

—

To read the Alinutes of the Ordinary General Aleeting
held on Monday, 7 April 1930 ;

formally to admit members
attending for the first time since their election.

To read the following paper : Architects’ Drawings
of 1800-1850,” by Professor A. E. Richardson, F.S A. [F.J.

EXHIBITION IN THE R.LB.A. GALLERIES.
In connection with the above paper an Exhibition of

“ Architects’ Drawings of 1800--1850 ” will be held in the

R.LB.A. Galleries from Thursday, 24 April, to Saturday,

24 Alay, inclusive. The Exhibition will be open daily

between the hours of 10 a.m. and 8 p.m. (Saturdays,

10 a.m. to 5 p.m.).

THE ANNUAL DINNER 1930.

The Annual Dinner will take place on Thursday,

15 May 1930, in the Guildhall, E.C. (by kind permission of

the City Corporation). Full particulars are issued with
this copy of the Journal.
A limited number of seats will be reserved in the Gallery

of the Guildhall in order that Members and their friends

who are unable to attend the Dinner may have an oppor-
tunity of hearing the speeches.

It is expected that the Dinner will end at a rather early

hour, and facilities will be given for visiting the Guildhall

Art Gallery, Council Chamber and Library.

Each member applying for seats in the Gallery will

receive not more than two tickets, admitting either ladies

or gentlemen, which will be allotted in order of applica-

tion.

Alembers who wfish to take advantage of this arrange-

ment are requested to make early application to the

Secretary R.LB.A., stating wLether they desire one or two
tickets.

BRITISH ARCHITECTS’ CONFERENCE,
NORWICH.

18 TO 21 June 1930.
The annual conference of the Royal Institute of

British Architects and its Allied Societies will take place

at Norwich from 18 to 21 June 1930. The Norfolk and
Norwich Association of Architects have in hand the pre-

paration of a most attractive programme, and particulars

will be issued in due course.

All members and students of the R.LB.A. and all

members of the Architectural Association and of the

Allied Societies are cordially invited to attend the Con-
ference.

It is expected that there will be a large attendance of

members from all parts of the country, and they are ur-

gently requested to arrange for their hotel accommoda-
tion at the earliest possible dates so as to avoid the risk of

disappointment. When communicating with Norwich
hotels please mention R.LB.A. Conference as a number
of rooms have been specially reserved for members.
The Executive Committee of the Conference have

kindly furnished the following list of hotels and boarding

houses, wath charges :

—

Place and Name.
Bed and Full Board
Breakfast. per day.

Hotels.
Norivich—

Royal Hotel, Prince of

Wales Rd 10/- 2i/6
Maids Head Hotel, Wen-
sum St, 10/- 21/6

Bell Hotel, Orford Hill . . 8 '6 —
Castle Hotel, Castle

IMeadow. . 8/- 16/-
Mortimers Hotel, St. Giles

St 7/6 12/6

Private Hotels and Boarding Houses.
Nonvich—

Lansdowne Hotel, Thorpe
Rd 10/- 15/-

Heathcote, Unthank Rd. . 8/- 15/-
Evening Hill

,
Cambridge

St. 8/6 12/6
IMrs. Nicholson, 114
Thorpe Rd. 8 y6 12/-

Mrs. Johnson, Ivy Bank,
Thorpe Rd. 6/6 12/-

Oxford House, St. An-
drews 10/6

Hotel?.
Wroxham (7 miles from Norw^ich)

King’s Head Hotel 10/6 20/6
Keys Hill Hotel .

.

10/6 21/-
Brundall (6 miles from Norwich)--

Riverside Hotel . . 7/6 18/-
Cromer—
Grand Hotel, West
Parade . . 10/6 18/-

Gt, Yarmouth—
Royal Hotel, Marine

Parade . . 8/6 15/-

Garage Accommodation,
The following garages are within a short distance of

the Conference Headquarters
Tel. No.

Bussey & Sabberton Bros., Palace St. . . . . 1175
Delves Motors, Ltd., Prince of Wales Rd. . . 222
Mann Egerton Co., King St. . . . . . . 480
Norwich ]\Iotor Co., Recorder Rd. . . 1600
A'laudes, Ltd., Prince of Wales Rd. . . . . 2223
Howes Garage, Chapel Field North . . . . 1260
Clarence Garage, Thorpe Rd. . . . . . . 197

IMotor Parks are in All Saints Green, Cattle Market,
St. Martin-at-Palace Plain, St. Andrews’s Hall Plain,

Tombland, Riverside Rd., Alarket Place.

MEMBERS’ TOUR TO THE UNITED STATES
AND CANADA.

In V iew" of the success w'hich attended the visit to the

United States and Canada of a party of members of the

R.LB.A. last year, and as many members w^ho were unable
to avail themselves of that opportunity expressed a desire

to undertake such a trip on a future occasion, it has been
decided to organise a further party this year.

The numerous advantages to be gained by undertaking
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a visit to the United States and Canada from an archi-

tectural point of view will be obvious, particularly when
the visit is made in company with fellow members of the

Institute.

The suggested tour will include New York, Philadel-

phia, Washington, Detroit, Niagara Falls, Toronto,

Ottawa and Montreal, and notes regarding the places" of

interest from an architectural standpoint, compiled by

Mr. Percy E. Thomas, O.B.E., F.R.I.B.A., the leader^of

last yearns party, will be available for members.

The duration of the trip will be approximately one

month, and the cost, including cabin class accommodation

on the Atlantic steamers, hotel accommodation in the

United States and Canada, rail fares, etc., will be about

£80. This amount is exclusive of meals ashore, gratuities,

transfer of passengers and baggage between stations,

steamers, hotels, etc., and sight-seeing trips.

The party will travel from Liverpool for New York

by the Cunard Liner Samaria on 5 July, returning by

the Ascania from Montreal to Plymouth and London on

25 July.

Relatives and friends of members will be welcomed.

Members interested are requested to apply to Mr.

H. T. Leese, The Cunard Steamship Company, Ltd.,

26-27, Cockspur Street, London, S.W.i, who will be

pleased to forward a complete itinerary, etc., on request.

OVERSEAS APPOINTMENTS.
Members contemplating applying for appointments

overseas are recommended to communicate with the

Secretary R.I.B.A., who will supply them with any avail-

able information respecting conditions of employment,

cost of living, climatic conditions, etc.

William H. Hamlyn.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Members’ subscriptions. Students’ and Subscribers

contributions became due on i January 193*^*

The amounts are as follows :

—

Fellows . . . • • • £55®
Associates . . . . • • £3 3 ®

Licentiates . . . . • • £3 3^
Students . . . • • • £11°
Subscribers . . . - • • £i ^ ^

COMPOSITION OF MEMBERS’ SUBSCRIPTIONS
FOR LIFE MEMBERSHIP.

The attention of Members is drawn to the scheme for

compounding subscriptions for Life Membership which

was approved by the General Body at the Business Meet-

ing held on Monday, 5 December 1927.

Fellows, Associates and Licentiates of the Royal

Institute may become Life Members by compounding

their respective annual subscriptions on the following

For a Fellow by a pa^^ent of £73 los. (70 guineas).

For an Associate or Licentiate by a payment of £44 2s,

(42 guineas), with a further pa>Tnent of £29 8s. on being

admitted as a Fellow.

Provided always that in the case of a Fellow or Asso-

ciate the above compositions are to be reduced by £i is.

per annum for every completed year of membership of

the Royal Institute after the first five years, and m the

case of a Licentiate by £i is. per annum for every com-

pleted year of membership of the Royal Institute.

R.LB.A. STATUTORY EXAMINATION FOR
DISTRICT SURVEYOR AND THE EXAMINA-

TION FOR BUILDING SURVEYOR.
The R.LB.A. Statutory Examination for the Office of

District Surveyor under the London Building Acts, and

the examination for Building Surveyor under Local

Authorities, will be held at the R.LB.A., London, on

7, 8 and 9 May 1930.

The closing date for receiving applications for admission

to the Examinations, accompanied by the fee of £3 3s.,

is 16 April 1930.

Full, particulars of the Examinations and application

forms can be obtained from the Secretary R.I.B.A.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP.
ELECTION, 16 JUNE 1930.

The following applications for election have been
received. Notice of any objection or other communica-
tion respecting the candidates must be sent to the Secre-

tary for submission to the Council prior to Monday,
12 May 1930.

AS FELLOWS [15].

Benjamin : Ashley Florian [A. 1906], 98 George Street,

Portman Square, W.i ; 5 Southwick Street, Hyde
Park, W.2.

Bucknell : Leonard Holcombe [A. 1913], 104 Great Russell

Street, W.C.i ; 70 Castellain Mansions, Maida Vale, W.9.
Challen : Harold Bertram [A. 1921], c/o Messrs. H. O.

Ellis and Clarke, 5 Old Queen Street, S.W.i ; i Chaseville

Park Road, Winchmore Hill, N.ar.
Clark : Charles Walter, P.A.S.I. [A. 1908], Architect,

Metropolitan Railway, Baker Street, N.W.i
;

The
Cottage, Meath Green, Horley, Surrey.

Clarke : James Andrew, P.A.S.I. [A. 1919], Rutherford
College, Newcastle

; 50 Studley Gardens, Whitley Bay,
Northumberland.

Clifton ; Edward Noel, B.A., P.A.S.I. [A. 1921], Empire
House, St. Martin ’s-le-Grand, E.C. ;

21 Ovington
Square, S.W.

Jackson : Gordon Wallet [A . 1925], 5 and 7 Yelverton
Road, Bournemouth

;
“ Bydand,” Penrith Road, Bourne-

mouth.
Sutherland : Thomas Scott [.4 . 1924], 10, Albyn Place,

Aberdeen
;

and the following Licentiates wbo have passed the qualifying
Examination :

—

Dow TON : William Leonard, 125 Pall Mall, S.W.i ;
166

Rye Lane, Peckham, S.E.i ; The Nook, West Wickham,
Kent.

Greenen : Wallace Austin, 5 and 7 Yelverton Road,
Bournemouth

; Beaulieu,” De Lisle Road, Bourne-
mouth.

Lawrence : Henry Matthew’, Victoria Law Courts, Bir-
mingham

;

“ Millmead,” IVliddleton Hall Road, King’s
Norton, Birmingham.

Walkley : Albion Henry, 476 Collins Road, Melbourne,
Victoria, Australia

;

“ Elinga,” Kooyong Road, Toorak

;

and the following Licentiates who are qualified under Section
IV, Clause 4 (c [ii] ) of the Supplemental Charter of 1925 :

—

Bragg : Henry, 2 A\'enue Road, South Norwood ;
Borough

Engineers’ Office, Wandsworth Council ; 215 Balham High
Road, S.W.17.

Cantell : AIark Taylor, 616 North Flores Street, Hollywood,
Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.

Robertson : Robert, Architects’ Department, London
Countt Council, County Hall, S.E.i

; 45 St. Mary’s
Mansions, Paddington, W.2.
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AS ASSOCIATES [14].

Bennett : William Garnsworthy [Special], c/o Messrs.
Bales, Cohen and Bennett, National Chambers, William
Street, Perth, West Australia.

Beveridge : Gilbert Robert (Passed five years* course at the
Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Exami-
nation after passing Examination in Professional Practice),

2 Southfields, Leek, Staffs.

CoWIN : John Norris, B.Arch. (Liverpool) (Passed five years*

course at the Liverpool School of Architecture, Univer-
sity of Liverpool. Exempted from Final Examination
after passing Examination in Professional Practice), 24
Carlton Vale, N.W.6.

Duncan : David Ronald [Final], 67 Green Dragon Lane,
Wichmore Hill, N.21.

Hillier : Norman Basil (Passed five years’ joint course at

the Architectural Association and the Liverpool School
of Architecture, University of Liverpool. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in

Professional Practice), Pinaster, West Hill, Winchester.
Kelham : Harry Wilkinson (Passed five years* course at the

Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Ex-
amination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice), 29 Empingham Hill, Stamford, Lines.
McIntosh : William Gordon (Passed five years* course at

the University of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg. Ex-
empted from Final Examination after passing Examina-
tion in Professional Practice), 672 Schoeman Street,

Arcadia, Pretoria, Transvaal.
Macleod : Alexander Norman (Passed five years* course at

McGill University, Montreal. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice), 1529 Mountain Street, Montreal, Canada.
Orfeur : Ronald Francis [Final], 30 Guessens Road,

Welwyn Garden City, Herts.

Ritchie : John Archibald (Passed five years* course at the

Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Ex-
amination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice), c/o Messrs. Palmer and Turner, i Canton
Road, Shanghai.

Robinson : Aubyn Peart [Final], 71 Victoria Road, Ken-
sington, W.8.

Tough : Alexander (Passed five years’ course at Robert
Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice), q Endsleigh Gardens, W.C.i.
Wakelin : Richard Newton [Special], i Parton Street, Red

Lion Square, W.C.i.
Wall : Mary Lilllw Joy (Miss) (Passed five years* course

at the Architectural Association. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice), 33A Crystal Palace Park Road, S.E.26.

Queries and Replies
[A large number of questions on points of professional practice and

technical interest are addressed to the Practice and Science Standing
Committees and to other Committees of the Institute.

The Council, on the recommendation of the Science Standing
Committee, have decided to adopt the procedure of publishing such
queries in the Journal when on matters of general interest, together

with the replies of those members who, ha\dng special knowledge
and experience of the particular questions, have been asked to express

their opinions upon them. The scheme is based upon that adopted
by the. Surveyors* Institution.

The identity of the member seeking the information will not be
disclosed, but the replies published will be signed by the members
who have supplied them.]

Query No. 6.

“ A is the Freeholder of a piece of landi(only partly

built upon) fronting a main road.

“ B ” is the Freeholder of a narrow passage way
(at the side of A*s ” land) and also land at the back of

A*s ** property.
“ B ** has lately erected a one-storey building at

“ C ** on plan, having a flat roof, and has placed on the

flat roof a large electric sign as a trade advertisement,
which can be seen from the main road over the unbuilt

on portion of “ A*s ** land.

If “ A ** takes no steps to protect his rights, is it possible

for B ” to acquire an easement for the sign after a

number of years ?

/A/ c

To j5

ROAO

Replies to Query No. 6.

The law does not recognise the right of prospect, and no
claim to an easement for the electric trade sign such as the

enquir\' indicates can arise.

No harm would be done, however, if A gave B formal notice

of objection to the sign—and A might also be advised to plant

some quick-growing trees in front of the one-storey building.

J. Douglas Scott [A .].

I know of no case which has decided such a point, but
inasmuch as it is not possible for one owner of land to acquire
a right to a view or prospect over the land of his neighbour,
I am of opinion that such a right cannot be acquired for an
electric trade advertisement.

I should, however, advise “ A,” as a precaution, to obtain
from “ B ” an assurance that there is no intention of acquiring
any right. Charles Woodward [A .].

In my opinion, no. An easement of prospect cannot be
acquired by prescription. It would, however, be wise for
“ A ” to obtain a written acknowledgment from “ B ’* that the
view of the advertisement sign from the road or elsewhere over
A’s ” land is enjoyed on sufferance only, and attach it to his

title deeds. Percy J. Waldram [L.].
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Query Xo. 7 .

Can you give me any information as to the basis of fees

in connection with speculative work, where sendees ren-

dered amount to preparation of scheme, working and
detail drawings, negotiations with authorities, but not
supervision ?

Repi/es to Query Xo, 7.

The answer to this question depends on the character of the

speculative work.
If it IS Pri\ate Enterprise Housing Work, a scale was prepared

by the R.l.B.A. in conjunction with other bodies, and can be
obtained at the Royal Institute. The Scale is dated 2 June
1923
A basis of fees for other classes of speculative work can only

be deduced from the R.l.B.A. Scale of Charges, so far as I am
aware. The difference in percentage between the charge in

Clause 5 ib) and Clause i, is 2 per cent. The 2 per cent, in-

cludes obtaining tenders, advising on contract, selecting Con-
sultants, furnishing necessary detail drawings, general super-
vision, issuing certificates and certifying accounts. But inas-

much as the specification would only be in sufficient detail to

indicate the Architect’s design, and the detail drawings would
probably not be so numerous as in Contract work, I think a

basis of fees would be not more than 4 per cent, on the cost of

the work, with a reduction if the work is of a simple character
With few detail drawings, or is repetition work.
Each case, however, must be taken on its merits.

Charles Woodward [.-J.j.

Fees for this kind of work are usually arranged by agreement
but as the duties and services to be rendered are comparable
with those sec out under Clause 5 of our scale, 4 per cent,

may be taken as a reasonable basis for computing such fees.

In addition to supervision not being required there would be
no issue of certificates and the mass of correspondence, inter-

views, etc., entailed in carrying out a job would be avoided and
lesponsibility for defects, negligence, etc., would be practically

non-existent.

J. Douuuas Scott [A.],

Vour correspondent is rather indefinite in his question, but
if he is referring to house work for builders on building estates,

he will find the matter fully dealt w'ith, according to the size

and number of the houses, in the separate scale published
by the Institute entitled “ Architects’ fees for private enter-

prise housing work,” For negotiations with authorities, a

further fee should be charged according to the work done.
If the work referred to is a block of offices, or a building

of a similar nature, assuming that the drawings are complete,
fully dimensioned and coloured, and the drainage shown, but
no specification, I consider that a fair fee would be 3^ per cent,

upon the estimated cost. Negotiations w’ith authorities should
be charged for in addition.

W. Gillbee Scott [E.].

At the request of several members, copies of the questions and
answers are now printed as separate leaflets and can be obtained
free on application to the Secretary.

Competitions
CHELAISFORD : PUBLIC LIBILARY AND

AIUSEUAL
The Chelmsford Corporation invite architects to submit

in open competition, designs for a New Public Library and
Aluseum at a cost of;f25,ooo.

Assessor : Air. H. V. Lanchester [E.].

Last day for receiving designs, 14 June 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Air. G. E. Barford, Town Clerk, Town
Clerk’s Office, Chelmsford. Deposit is.

ENNISKILLEN : NEW AIASONIC HALL.
The Alasonic body of Enniskillen invite architects

practising in Ireland, to submit, in competition, designs
for a new' Alasonic Hall to be erected in Enniskillen.

Assessor : Air. John Seeds [E.].

Premium : £50.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Air. R. W, Smith, Hon. Secretary, Building
Committee, Alasonic Hall, Enniskillen. Deposit £i is.

^Conditions have not yet been received._

KINGSTON-ON-THAAIES : PUBLIC BATHS.
The Kingston-on-Thames Corporation invite archi-

tects to submit in open competition, designs for the
erection of public baths, w ith the use of one as a public
hail.

Assessor : Air. J. Ernest Franck [E.].

Premiums : £300, £200, £100 and £50.
Last day for receiving designs, 14 June 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Air. A. \V. Forsdike, Towt. Clerk, Towm
Clerk’s Office, Kingston-on-Thames. Deposit £i is.

LIVERPOOL : PROPOSED PIER HEAD
lAIPROVEAIENTS.

The Liverpool City Council propose to offer premiums
of 1,000 guineas and 500 guineas in connection with a
competition for the improvement of the amenities of the
Pier Head. [Conditions are not yet available.]

LUTON : TOWN HALL.
The Town Council of Luton invite architects to submit,

in open competition, designs for a new Town Hall and
Alunicipal Buildings, at a cost of £250,000.

Assessor : Sir A. Brumwell Thomas [EJ.
Premiums : £500, £300, £200, and £100.
Last day for receiving designs, 31 July 1930,
Conditions of the competition mav be obtained on

application to Air. W. Smith, Town Clerk, 2 Upper
George Street, Luton. Deposit £2 as,

WEST HUAIBERSTONE : LIBRARY.
The Leicester Corporation propose to invite local

architects to submit, in competition, designs for a
Library, to be erected at West Humberstone.

Assessor : Air. Hugh Gold [E.j.

Premiums
: £75, £50 and £25.

[Conditions are not yet available.]

WORTHING : MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS.
The Corporation of \\ orthing invite architects to

submit, in open competition, designs for new^ Alunicipal
Buildings, to be erected in Chapel Road, Worthing.

Assessor : Mr. Henry V. Ashlev, V.-P.R.I.B.A.
Premiums

: £350, £250, £150 and £50.
Last day for receiving designs, 5 July 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Air. J. Kennedv Allerton, Towm Clerk,
Worthing. Deposit £1 is.
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Members’ Column
MESSRS. KNOTT AND COLLINS.

Mr. E. Stone Collins, F.R.I.B.A., wishes to announce that he
has taken into partnership Mr. Brian S. Roberts, nephew of the late

Mr. Ralph Knott.
jThe practice will be carried on as before, under the name of

Knott and Collins, at 14 John Street, Adelphi, \V.C.2.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS.
Mr. E. J. Hindsley, L.R.I.B.A., has removed his office to No. 2

Featherstone Buildings, High Holborn, W.C.i.
Mr. Darcy Br.\ddell, F.R.I.B.A., and Mr. Humphry’ Deane

have removed their office to Victor Flouse, Portman Square, W.i
(Entrance, t Baker Street). Telephone No. : Welbeck 7397.

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP. [28/3/30
The partnership between Hornblower and Anag having been

dissolved, Mr. George Anag, F.R.I.B.A., will continue his practice

at 7 Great James Street, Bedford Row, W.C.i. The telephone

number will be announced in due course.

SITUATION VACANT.
London Architect [F’.] has vacancy in his office for a \oung lady

(junior)
;
shorthand, typewriting and usual clerical services,^—Apply,

stating experience and remuneration desired, T. Gordon Jackson,

F.R.I.B.A., 7 Great James Street, Bedford Row, W.C.i.

PARTNERSHIP OR PRACTICE WANTED.
Young Architect with general experience is willing to consider

purchasing an architectural practice or partnership. IMust be in

London area.—Apply Box 3330, c o The Secretary R.I.B.A., 9
Conduit Street, London, W.i.

OFFICE ACCOMMODATION.
A.R.I.B.A. with furnished offices in the Temple desires to find

another architect or surveyor to share same. Good opportunity

for provincial firm needing London address or for junior commencing
practice. Moderate inclusive terms.—Apply Box 2130, c o The
Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.
A ONE-ROOM office to let in Bedford Square District.—Apply

Box 0440, c/o The Secretarv R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street. London,
W.I.

Minutes XII
Session 1929-30.

At the Eleventh General Meeting (Ordinary) of the Session,

1929-30, held on Monday, 7 April 1930, at 8.0 p.m.

Sir Banister Fletcher, F.S.A., President, in the Chair,

The attendance book was signed by 17 Fellows (including

6 members of Council), 16 Associates (including 2 members
of Council), I Licentiate (member of Council), 4 Hon. Asso-

ciates and a large number of visitors.

The Minutes of the Ordinary General Meeting held on

17 March 1930, having been published in the Journal, were
taken as read, confirmed, and signed as correct.

The Hon. Secretarv announced the decease of :

—

The Rt. Hon. The Earl of Balfour, K.G ,
O.M., P.C.,

elected Hon. Fellow 1910 ;

Sir Edward William Brabrook, C.B., F.S.A., transferred

to Hon, Associateship 1925 ;

Harry Percy Adams, elected Fellow 1896. Air. H. Percy

Adams was Silver Medallist for Aleasured Drawings in

1888, Donaldson Silver Aledallist 188S, and Godwin
Bursar 1894. He was a member of the Council during

the session 1 91 3-14 ;

Edward AI. Blake, elected Fellow 1906 ;

James Hoey Craigie, elected Licentiate 191 1, Fellow 1921 ;

Samuel Holland Healing, transferred to Fellowship, 1925 ;

Albert Edw^ard Lambert, transferred to Fellowship, 1925 ;

William James Alorley, elected Fellow, 1892 ;

Arthur Sykes, Soane Medallist 1889, elected Associate

1888, Fellow 1906 and transferred to Class of Retired

Fellows 1927 ;

Leonard Finnegan, elected Associate 1929 ;

John Rogerson, elected Associate 1890 ;

William Pollard, elected Licentiate 1911 ;

and it was Resolved that the regrets of the Institute tor their

loss be entered on the Alinutes and that a message of sympathy
and condolence be conveyed to their relatives.

Air, J. Hubert Worthington, O.B.E., A I.A. [--J.], having
read a paper on “ Antonio da San Gallo the Younger,”* a dis-

cussion ensued, and on the motion of The Rt Hon. Sir Rennell
Rodd, G.C.B., G.C.AI.G., G.C.V.O., seconded by Air. W. G.
Xew’ton, AI.C., Al A. [F.], a vote of thanks was passed to Air.

Worthington by acclamation and was briefly responded to.

The Ordinary General Aleeting then terminated.

* Will be published in the issue of the Journal for 10 Alay.

Minutes XIII
At a Business General Aleeting held on Alonday, 7 April

1930, immediately after the Ordinary General Aleeting above
recorded and similarly constituted, with the exception of the
visitois, who had been requested to retire.

The following candidates for Alembership were elected by
show of hands :

—

AS HON. ASSOCIATES [2].

Alexander : Sidney Arthur, ALA., Canon and Treasurer
of St. Paul’s Cathedral.

Goetze ; SiGiSMUND Christian Hubert.

AS HON. CORRESPONDING AIEAIBERS [2]

PONTREMOLI : Emm.^nuel President of the Societe Centrale
des Architectes Francais, Professor a I’ecole Supeneure
des Beaux Arts a Paris. Inspecteur des Batimenrs et

Palais Nationaux. Alembre de FAcademie des Beaux
Arts (Institut de France), Paris.

Sano : Dr. Riki, Lecturer of Imperial University, Tokyo.
President of the Japanese Institute of Architects, Dean
of Technical College of Nihon University, Tokyo.

AS FELLOWS [18]

Benslyn : WiLLi.A.M Tho.m.as, A.R.C.A. [.-J. 1911], Birming-
ham,

Brown : Colonel John, C,B., C.B.E., D.S.O., T.D., J.P.,

D.L. [A. 1921], Northampton.
Butler : Cecil George [H. 1921].

Cobb : Robert Stanley, AI.C. [A . 1924], Nairobi.

Cullen : Alexander, F.S.I., F.S.A. (Scot.) 1920],

Hamilton, Scotland,

Hughes : Henry Castree [..-J. 1921], Cambridge.
Owen : Reginald Wynn [A . 1901].

Rollo : Robert Leslie [H. 1920], Aberdeen.
Somerville : William Lyon 1928], Toronto.
Surman : John Burgess [A . 1909], Birmingham.
Wood : Willlym Walter [A. 1921], Plymouth.
Worthington : John Hubert, O.B.E., ALA., Hon. A.R.C.A.

[A. 1912], A IanChester;
and the following Licentiates who have passed the qualifying

Examination :

—

Currey : Harold Wynne, F.S.I.

Holmes : Arthur Herbert, Southend-on-Sea.
Kesteven : Leofric, Selangor, Federated Alalay States.

Roberts : Frederick Andrew, Alold ;

and the following Licentiates who are qualified under Sec-

tion IV, Clause 4 (c [ii] ) of the Supplemental Charter of

1925
Campbell : \\ illiam, Hanley.

Snowden : Thomas, Hull.

AS ASSOCIATES [43].

Boon : Geoffrey AI.\lrice [Final], Prestwich, Alanchester.

Bradbury : Ronald, B.A. Hons. (Arch.), Alanchester.

(Passed five years’ course at the School of Architecture,

Victoria University, Alanchester, Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice), Stockport.

Brenchley : Arthur Reginald [Final], Gillingham.

Brentnall : Ralph Herbert [Final], Bristol.

Bright: George Edward [Final].
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Brown : Collings William [Special], Pretoria.

Butler : Ronald McConnal (Passed five years’ joint course

at the Birmingham School of Architecture and the Archi-

tectural Association. Exempted from Final Examination

after passing Examination in Professional Practice),

Halesowen, nr. Birmingham.
C.ARTER : Edward Julian, B.A. Cantab. (Passed five years’

course at the Architectural Association. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Pro-

fessional Practice).

Cassells : George Arthur (Passed fi\'e years’ course at the

Edinburgh College of Art. Exempted from Final Ex-
amination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice), Corstorphine, Alidlothian.

Chaplin : John Percival [Final], Scarborough.

Dower : John Gordon, B.A. Cantab. [Final].

Duffy' : Thomas [Special], Bolton.

Fletcher : Janet (Miss) (Passed five years’ course at the

Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Ex-

amination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice).

Gray'SON : Arthur Bellham (Passed five years’ course at

the Architectural Association. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice), Halesworth, Suffolk.

Haskins : Allan Daniel Aitken [Final], Birmingham.

Hughes: John Leslie, Dip. Arch. (Liverpool). (Passed

five years' course at the Liverpool School of Architecture,

University of Liverpool. Exempted from Final Exami-

nation after passing Examination in Professional Practice),

Liverpool.

Johnson : Allan, Dip. Arch. (Leeds).
^

[Final].

Kemp : Sidney' James, M.M. [Final], South Croydon.

Kininmonth : William Hardie (Passed five years’ course

at the Edinburgh College of Art. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice).

Macdonald : Hugh Sinclair (Passed five years’ course at the

Edinburgh College of Art. Exempted from Final Examina-

tion after passing Examination in Professional Practice),

Thurso.
McMlllen : Alexander Lawrence, B.A. Cantab. [Final].

Martin : John Leslie (Passed five years’ course at the School

of Architecture, Victoria University, Manchester. Ex-

empted from Final Examination after passing Examina-

tion in Professional Practice), Bramhall, Cheshire,

May'NARD : Frederick James [Final], Harrow.

Murray : James Mackie (Passed five years’ course at the

Edinburgh College of Art. Exempted from Final Ex-

amination after passing Examination in Professional Prac-

tice), Edinburgh.
Nlil : Charles Warren [Final], Westcliff-on-Sea.

Xisbet : John Athelstan Victor, B. Arch. (Sydney). (Passed

five years’ course at Sydney University School of Archi-

tecture. Exempted from Final Examination after passing

Examination in Professional Practice).

P.ytker : Vithal Mukund (Passed five years’ course at the

Universitv of London School of Architecture. Exempted

from F'inal Examination after passing Examination in

Professional Practice).

Phillipson : Beatrix Janet (Miss), B.A. London (Passed

five Years’ course at the University of Londori School

of Architecture. Exempted from Final Examination after

passing Examination in Professional Practice).

Pricf : Geoffrey Langford [Final], Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Kynd.all : Gerald Frayne, B.A. Eng. Carnb. (Passed five

years’ course at the Architectural Association. Exempted

from Final Examination after passing Examination in

Professional Practice), Petworth, Sussex.

Rea : Herbert Fr.yncis [Final], Totnes.

Segar-Owen : Godfrey Joscelyn Segar [Final], Warrington.

Shaw : Robert [F'inal], Bingley, Yorkshire.

Shepherd : George Henry [Final], Heckmondwike.

Smeed : Charles William James (Passed five years’ course

at the UniY'ersity of London School of Architecture.

Exempted from Final Examination after passing Examina-
tion in Professional Practice).

SOMAKE : Ellis Edward (Passed five years’ course at the
UniY’ersity of London School of Architecture. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in

Professional Practice).

St.ynley': Leslie Stuart, M.a. Cantab. [Special],‘TYvickenham

.

Steele : Fr.ynk Reginald [Final], Stoke-on-Trent.
Tassell : George Edward [Final], Tillington, Stafford.

T.ay'lor : George Swan [Special], Edinburgh.
Westerm.yn : Albert Edwhn (Passed five years’ course at

the Architectural Association. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional
Practice), Beckenham.

Wheeler-Carmichael ; Samuel Dennis (Passed fiY’e years’

course at the UniY'ersity of London School of Architec-
ture. Exempted from Final Examination after passing
Examination in Professional Practice).

Young : William Edward [Special], FailsYvorth, Manchester.
The proceedings closed at 9.45 p.m.

ARCHITECTS’ BENEVOLENT SOCIETY
(Insurance Department).

HOUSE PURCHASE SCHEME
(for property in Great Britain only).

The Society is able, through the services of a leading
Assurance Office, to assist an Architect (or his client) in

securing the capital for the purchase of a house for his

own occupation, on the following terms :

—

Amount of Loan.
Property value exceeding ;f666, but not exceeding

;f2,500, 75 per cent, of the value.

Property value exceeding ^^2,500, but not exceeding

;f4,5O0, 66

1

per cent, of the value.

The value of the property is that certified by the Sur-
veyor employe^ by the Office.

Rate of Interest
In respect of loans not exceeding ;f2 ,000 5 J per cent, gross.

„ „ in excess of „ 5! „
Repayment.

By means of an Endowment Assurance which dis-

charges the loan at the end of 1 5 or 20 years, or at the
earlier death of the borrower.

Special Concession to Architects.

In the case of houses in course of erection, it has been
arranged that, provided the Plan and Specification have
been approved by the Surveyor acting for the Office,

and the amount of the loan agreed upon, and subject to
the house being completed in accordance therewith,
One Half of the loan will be advanced on a certificate

from the Office’s Surveyor that the walls of the house
are erected and the roof on and covered in.

Note.—In 1928, over £zOyOoo was loaned to archi-
tects under this scheme, and as a result over £100 was
handed to the Benevolent Fund.

If a quotation is required, kindly send details of your
age next birthday, approximate value of house and its

exact situation, to the Secretary Architects’ Benevolent
Society, 9 Conduit Street, London, W.

R.LB.A. JOURNAL.
Dates of Publication.—1930.—26 April* 10, 24 May

;

7,21 June; 12 July; 9 August; 20 September; 18 October.
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Report of theCouncil for the Official Year 1929-1930

S
INCE the publication of the last annual Report the Council have held 10 meetings and the Executive

Committee of the Council have held 10 meetings.

The following Boards and Committees appointed by the Council have met and reported from
time to time on the matters referred to them :

—

Aerodromes Committee.
Annual Dinner Committee.
Architects’ and Builders’ Consultation Board.
Architects’ and Operatives’ Consultation Board.
Board of Architectural Education.
Competitions Committee.
Executive Committee.
Finance and House Committee.
Housing Work Panels Committee.
London Architecture Medal Jury.
London Building Acts Committee.

Official Architecture Committee.
Premises Committee.
Professional Conduct Committee.
Publicity Committee.
Registration Committee.
Royal Gold Aledal Committee.
Salaried jMembers Committee.
Sessional Papers Committee.
Special Committee on the Scale of Charges.
Thames Bridges Conference.
Town Planning and Housing Committee.

Particulars of the work of these Boards and Committees, so far as they are available for publication,

are embodied in this Report.

Obituary. The losses by death have been as follows :

—

Honorary Fellows :

Balfour : The Rt. Hon. The Earl of, K.G., O.IM., P.C. Esher : The Rt. Hon. Viscount, G.C.B,, G.C.V.O.

Honorary Associates :

Atherley-Jones : His Honour Judge Llewellyn Archer, K.C. Moore: Professor Charles H., A.M.
Brabrook: Sir Edward William, C.B. Weaver: Sir Lawrence, K.B.E., F.S.A.

Keyser : Charles Edward, jM.A., F.S.A., F.S.A.Scot.,

F.R.Hist.Soc., F.R.Soc. of Litt., J.P., D.L.

Honorary Corresponding jMembers :

Hastings : Thomas, Hon. JM.Arch. Liverpool (America). Lanciani : ProfessorJSir Rodolfo, K.C .V.O., D.C.L. Oxon (Italy).

VIedary : Milton Bennett (America).

Adams : Harry Percy.
Adkins : John Standen.
Barker : Roger Bradley.
BesvMck : Harry.
Blake : Edward ]M.

Chambers : Walter Ashbridge.
Craigie : James Hoey.
Davies : Samuel.
Da\w : Clifton Robert.
Emden : William Samuel Alfred.

Gallowav : David Wishart.

Fellows :

Gunton : Josiah.

Haddon : Robert Joseph.
Hale : William John.
Healing: Samuel Holland.
Heathcote : Edgar Horace.
Henry : James Vlacintyre.

Hunt : John,
Ivambert : Albert Edward.
I^eeming : Joseph.
Lorimer : Sir Robert Stodart,

Lucas : William Louis,

Morley : William James.
Xicol : George Salway.
Oman : William Campbell.
Oswald : Joseph.
Segar-Owen : Segar.
Smith : Albert William.
Stoddart : Donald McKay.
Walton : William Billington.

Woodhouse : John Henry.
Yeomans : Arthur William.
Young : Keith Downes.
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Baggallay : Frank Thomas.
Hewitt : Edward

.

Retired Fellows :

Newcombe : William Lister.

Parslow : William.

Retired Member Society of Architects :

Saunders : Theodore R.

Rich : Frank West.
Sykes : Arthur.

Briggs : Richard Ward.
Brothers : Colin Stanley.

Dearden : Henry.
Fetch : Ernest Edward.
Finnegan ; Leonard.

Benson : Charles Bernard.
Birks : Ellis Rawson.
Callcott : Charles William.

Collins : George.
Collins : Joe.

Duff
:
John.

Ellis : John.
Gosling ; Frederic Arthur.

Grove : Arthur.

Associates :

Hale : Charles.
Harlock : Edward Harold Waldegrave.
Hebblethwaite ; Charles Henry.
Houston : John Lloyd.
Mansell : Thomas Gildart.

Licentiates :

Hoskins : Harry Pilmore.
Kidd : William Alexander.
Lister : Alfred Henry.
Locke : Frank Walford.
Nisbet : John Bryan.
Oakley : Harold.
Pollard : William.
Price : jVIansfield.

Rossiter : Horace Edward.
Salmon : Charles Edgar.

Mountford : Edward Wallis.

Roberts : Richard ^McMinnies.
Rogerson : John.
Thompson : Edward Percy.
Whitehead : William.

Scholte : Anton Hendrik.
Scott : Alexander Hamilton.
Sparke : Albert.

Stalker : John.
Steel : William.
Thorpe : Sidney.
Wainwright : Reginald.
Watson : Alfred Edward.
West : A. William.

Membership. The following table shows the present membership of the Royal Institute compared with

Fellows.

the preceding five years

Associates. Licentiates. Hon. Hon.
Hon.
Corr. Retired

Retired
^lembers Subscribers. Students

.

Probationers.

1925 1,182 2,319

Fellows.

1,965 10

Associates.

65

Alembers,

43

Fellows

52

. S.ofA. _
1926 1.338 2,390 2,211 9 78 50 47 33 14 570 1,606

1927
1928

1,415 2,420 2,130 10 81 59 49 32 16 654 1,899
1,432 2,428 2,049 9 88 58 53 31 19 775 2,472

1929 1,533 2,529 1,961 II 99 64 53 32 22 781 3,219
1930 1,559 2,597 1,878 13 98 63 58 31 21 992 3^787

During the official year since the last Annual General Meeting 8i Fellows, 141 Associates, and 18

Licentiates have been admitted, as against 128 Fellows, 179 Associates, and 17 Licentiates in the previous

year.

Of the 1,559 Fellows whose names appear in the current Kalendar, 666, or 43 per cent., were elected

from the Associate Class
; 310, or 20 per cent., were elected from the Licentiate Class after examination

;

23 L or 15 por cent., were elected without examination, under the conditions which existed before the

grant of the Charter of 1909 ; 196, or 12 per cent., were admitted under the Charter of 1925, 64, or 4 per

cent., were elected under Section IV, Clause C (ii) of the Charter of 1925, and 90, or 6 per cent., were
elected bv the Council under the powers contained in Clause 2 of the Charter of 1909. Of the 2,597
members of the Associate Class 1,674, or 64 per cent., have been elected since the date of the Armistice.

Of the 1,878 Licentiates 955, or 51 per cent., were admitted under the Charter of 1909, and 923, or 49
per cent., under the Charter of 1925.

The Allied During the past year the East Anglian Society of Architects and the Suffolk Association
Societies. of Architects have been admitted as Allied Societies of the R.I.B.A.

There are now 30 Allied Societies with 32 branches in Great Britain and Ireland, and 18 Allied

Societies with 16 branches in the Dominions and Colonies overseas. The membership of the Allied

Societies, as given in the current Kalendar^ has now reached a total of 6,638, including 2,927 members
of the Royal Institute. The membership of the Architectural Association is now 1,770, including 777
members of the Royal Institute. The membership of the Association of Architects, Surveyors, and
Technical Assistants is now 837, including iii members of the Royal Institute.

Assessors. Since the issue of the last Annual Report the following Assessors have been appointed on
the President's nomination :

—

Abe^yst^^yth : Band Pavilion—Mr. Arnold Thornely [F.].

Ashton-under-Lyne : Fire Station—Mr. R. T. Longden [F.].

Bradford : Improvement Scheme—Professor S. D. Adshead [F.], Mr. Robert Atkinson [F.].

Bristol : Municipal Buildings—-Sir Herbert Baker, A.R.A. [F.], Mr. G. C . Lawrence, R.W A. [F.], Mr. E. Vincent Harris, O.B.E. [F.].
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Burton-on-Trent : Senior School for Girls and Boys—Mr. Herbert T. Buckland [F.].

Carlisle : Improvement Scheme—Mr. Francis Jones [F.].

Chelmsford : Library and Museum—Mr. H. V. Lanchester [F.].

Guildford : Municipal Buildings—IMr. T. S. Tait [F.].

Hackney : Town Hall Extension—Professor S. D. Adshead [F.].

High Wycombe : Municipal Offices, Free Library and IMuseum—Mr. F. Winton Newman [F.].

Ilfracombe : New’ Orchestral Hall, Public Offices, Cafe, etc.—iVIr. G. C. Lawrence, R.W.A. [F.].

Kingston-upon~Hull : Improvement Scheme—Sir Reginald Blomfield, R.A. [F.].

Kingston-upon~Thames : Covered Swimming Baths—’Mr. J. Ernest Franck [F.].

Luton : Public Hall and IMunicipal Offices—Sir A. Brumw’ell Thomas [F.].

Somerset Rural Community Council : Lay-out of Garages on County Roads—Mr. Harold E. Todd
Swansea : Civic Centre—IVIr. Henry V. Ashley [F.].

Tunbridge Wells : Municipal Buildings—IMr. E. Berry Webber [A.].

Walthamstow’ : Town Hall—Mr. H. Austen Hall [F.].

Worthing : Municipal Buildings—^Ir. Henr>" V. Ashley [F.].

Arbitrators. Since the issue of the last Annual Report the President has appointed the following members
to act as Arbitrators in connection with building disputes

Mr. Louis Ambler, F.S.A. [F.].

Mr. W. H. D. Caple [F.].

Mr. John Coleridge [F.].

Major H. C. Corlette, O.B.E., F.S.A. [F.].

Mr. W. R. Davidge, F.S.I. [F.].

Air. H. Alderman Dickman, AI.C. fF.].

Air. George M. Eaton, P.A.S.L [F.].

Air. F, AI. Elgood [F.].

Air. W. A. Forsyth [F.].

Air. J. Ernest Franck [F.].

Air. Charles M. Hadfield [F.].

Lieut. -Colonel P. A, Hopkins, O.B.E. [L.].

Air. Louis Jacob, F.S.I. [A.].

Air. W. Campbell Jones [F.].

Air. Ivor P. Jones [A.].

Air. Arthur Keen [F.].

Air. G. C. Lawrence, R.W.A. [F.]

.

Air. E. C. P. Alonson, F.S.I. [F.].

Mr. D. Barclay Niven [F.].

Air. E. J. Partridge, F.S.I. [F.].

Air. Beresford Pite [F.],

Air. S. B. Russell [F.].

Air. Henrv A. Saul [F.].

Air. E. W. B. Scott [F.].

Mr. H. D. Searles-Wood [F.].

Sir John W. Simpson, K.B.E. [F.].

Air. R. Elsey Smith [F.].

Air. Digby L. Solomon [F.].

Air. John Swarbrick [F.].

Air. Henry Tanner [F.].

Air. E. S. Underw’ood [F.].

Air. W. E. Watson [F.].

Air. Herbert A. Welch [F.].

Air. Charles Woodw’ard [A.].

Grants. Since the issue of the last Annual Report the Council have made the following grants :

—

Aerodromes Committee Fund
Architects’ Benevolent Society
Architectural Association ....
Berks, Bucks and Oxon Architectural Associa-

tion. Allied Society Library .

British Engineering Standards Association
British Institute in Paris ....
British School at Athens ....
British School at Rome ....
British School at Rome, Faculty of Archseologv*

British School of Archseolog>’ in Egypt
Council for the Preservation of Rural England .

Dundee Institute of Architects, Allied Society

Library ......
Franco-British Union of Architects
Indian Institute of Architects, Allied Society

Library ......
London Society. (St. Paul’s Bridge Petition) .

National Book Qouncil ....

£ s. d. £ s. d.

50 0 0 Ralph Knott Alemorial Fund.... 25 0 0
150 0 0 Royal West of England Academy School of
too 0 0 Architecture ..... 50 0 0

School of Architecture, Birmingham. Recog-
20 0 0 nised School Library .... 10 0 0
too 0 0 School of Architecture, Sheffield. Recognised

5 S 0 School Library ..... 25 0 0

55 5 0 Sheffield, South Yorkshire and District Society

750 0 0 of Architects and Surveyors. Allied Society

3 3 0 Library ...... 15 0 0
I I 0 Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings 5 5 0

100 0 0 Ulster Society of Architects. Allied Society
Library ...... 25 0 0

25 0 0 Welsh School of Architecture, Cardiff. Recog-
50 0 0 nised School Library .... 15 0 0

Worcester College, Oxford .... 25 0 0

15 0 0 Rhodesian Institute of Architects (Registration) 50 0 0

25 0 0 Institute of South African Architects (Registra-

3 10 0 tion) ....... lOO 0 0

Appointments. During the Session the Council have made the following appointments of members to

represent the Royal Institute on the various bodies or for the purposes indicated :—

•

British School at Rome : Council

—

Air. L. Sylvester Sullivan [F.].

British Waterworks Association : Standing Committee on Water Regulations—

L

t. Col. P. A. Hopkins [F.] and
Mr. H. D. Searles-Wood [F.].

National Association for the Prevention of Tuberculosis : Conference at Ne\vcastle-on-Tyne

—

Air. T. R.
Alilburn [F.].

World Engineering Congress : Tokio

—

Air. J. C. Wynnes [F.].

International Congress on AIodern Architecture : Zurich

—

Mr. Howard Robertson [F.].

International Federation of Building and Public Works Contractors : Fifth Congress, London

—

Air. W. E. Vernon
Crompton [F.], Air. Arthur Crow’ [F.], Air. T. E. Scott [F.], Mr. Sydney Tatchell [F.], Air. W. E. Watson [F.],
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British Engineering Standards Association : Technical Committee on Portland Blast Furnace Cement—Mr. W. T.

Benslyn [F.].
^

British Engineering Standards Association : Sub-Committee on Building Lime—Air. W. E. Vernon Crompton
British Engineering Standards Association : Technical Committee on Xomenclature (Symbols and Abbreviations

USED IN Engineering)—Air. G. N. Kent [LJ.
British Engineering Standards Association : Committee on Standardisation of “ Fire-Resistance ” and Incom-

bustibility—Air. P. J. Black [L.].

British Engineering Standards Association : Committee on Commercial Ply\vood : Air. R. J. Angel [F.].

First Intern.\tional Congress for Concrete and Reinforced Concrete : Liege, September 1930—Air. H. D. Searles-

\Vood[F.].
Court of Governors of the University of Sheffield—Air. C. AI. E. Hadfield [F.].

Tribunal of Appeal under the London Building Acts—-Sir Banister Fletcher [F.]

.

University of London : Architectural Education Committee—Air. H. AI. Fletcher [F.] and Air. L. Sylvester Sullivan [F.].

Royal Sanit.ary Institute Congress : AIargate—Air. H. D. Searles-Wood [F] and Air. Henry V. Ashley [F.].

N.'\tional Conference for the Preservation of the Countryside : AIanchester and Ambleside—Professor A. C.

Dickie Ld.] and Air. Francis Jones [F.].

Twelfth International Housing and ToMT>f Planning Congress : Rome—Dr. Raymond Unwin [F.].

British School at Athens : AIanaging Committee—Air. H. AI. Fletcher [F.].

South African College : University of Cape Towt^: : Centenary Celebrations—Air. C. P. Walgate [F.].

Elmes Testimonial Fund : Foundation Trustees—Air. G. Hastwell Grayson [F.].

Conference on Higher Buildings in London : Professor S. D. Adshead [F.], Air. Charles Holden [F.], Air. Arthur

Keen [F], Air. \V. Harding Thompson [F.].

South Wales Architecture AIedal Jury: Mt. G. C. Lawrence, R.W.xA. [F.].

Sessional Papers. The following Papers have been read since the issue of the last Annual Report :

—

“ English Flospital Planning,'’ by Air. H. Percy Adams [F.].

“ The Design of Science Buildings,” by Air. Alan E. Alunby, ALA. Cantab. [F.].

“ Regional Planning, with Special Reference to Greater London,” by Dr. Raymond Unwin [F.].

“ The Thames Valley Preservation Scheme,” by Professor Patrick Abercrombie, ALA. Liverpool [F.].

“ The Design of Alodern Railway Stations in Europe and America,” by Air. Frank Pick.
“ Antonio da San Gallo the A'ounger,” by Air. J. Hubert Worthington, O.B.E., ALA. [A,].

Addresses on “ Planning the New York Region,” were delivered by Air. Jay Downer, Chief Engineer of the Westchester
County Park Commission, and Air. Thomas Adams, General Director of the Regional Plan of Xe%v A^ork and its Environs,

at a Special Aleeting held on 28 June 1929.

The following Papers will be read before the close of the Session :

—

” Architects’ Drawings of 1800-1850,” by Professor A. E. Richardson, F.S.A. [F.].

“ Recent Excavations at Ur,” by Air. C. Leonard Woolley, ALA. [Hon. ^d.].

The R.I.B.A. The Deed of Award of the various Prizes and Studentships was presented to the Royal

Studentshfps
Institute at the General Meeting on 6 January, and a criticism of the work submitted was
read by Mr. \V. H. Ansell, ?vLC.

[
7^.], on 20 January. An Exhibition of the drawings

was held from 7 January to 20 January in the R.I.B.A. Galleries, and was well attended. A selection of

the Prize Drawings is now being sent round the Allied Societies for exhibition in various centres.

The Rcyal Gold This vear the Medal was awarded to Mr. Percy Scott Worthington, ]\I.A. Oxon., Litt.D.,
Medal. F.S.A. [F.]. His Majesty the King having graciously signified his approval of the award,

the Medal was presented on 17 March 1930.

The Henry The following statement has been received from the Trustees :—

•

Jarvis Trust.
“ The Capital, mostly invested in Colonial Government securities, was on 31 December 1929 of the

nominal value of 6,308 2s. ^d,

“ The income received during the year 1929 (including Income Tax refunded) amounted to

IS. 2d.
‘‘ The Bank balance at the end of 1929 was £217 3^. i^d.

‘‘ The income available for 1930 will, therefore, be this sum, plus the dividends on investments
received during the current year—less the Trustees^ remuneration as per deceased's will, law costs, and
any other necessary outgoings."

Exhibitkins. The following Exhibitions have been held in the Galleries during the period under review :

—

International Exhibition of Alodern Commercial Architecture,

Drawings by the late Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue [H.C.ALL
Photographs of Alodern American Skyscrapers, lent by Air. Alfred Bossom [F.].
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Designs submitted in Competition for the Archibald Dawnay Scholarship.
Isometric Diagram of the Construction of the Dome of St. Paul’s Cathedral, prepared by Mr. R. B. Brook-Greaves.
Designs and Drawings submitted in Competition for R.I.B.A. Prizes and Studentships.
Designs by Students exempted from R.I.B.A. Intermediate and Final Examinations.
Architects’ Working Drawings.
Architects’ Drawings of 1800-1850.

The R.LB.A
Travelling

Cards.

Christmas
Lectures.

The London
Architecture
Medal.

Since the issue of the last Annual Report 105 Travelling Cards have been issued for the use
of members and students visiting places of interest abroad

; 145 cards have been issued

for use in the United Kingdom.

A third series of Christmas lectures for young people was delivered at the R.I.B.A. by the

Hon. Humphrey A. Pakington [ril,]. The subject was “ English Architecture.’’ The lectures

were again attended by crowded audiences, which showed the keenest interest in the subject.

The London Architecture Medal for 1928 was awarded to IMessrs. J. ^Murray Easton [F.]

and Howard Robertson [F.] for their building, The Hall of the Royal Horticultural Society,

Greycoat Place, Westminster.

At the request of the New Zealand Institute of Architects the London Architecture Medal Jury
examined the drawings and photographs of the works submitted for the New Zealand Institute of Archi-

tects Gold Medal, 1929, and unanimously recommended the award of the Medal to Messrs. H. C. Grierson

[A.'\y K. W. Aimer [^.], and M. K. Draffin [^.], for their building, the Auckland War Memorial Museum.
A jury appointed by the Essex, Cambridge and Hertfordshire Society of Architects awarded the medal

for the first time for the Essex, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire area. It was given to Mr. Basil Oliver

[E'.] for his building, the Rose and Crown” at Cambridge. The medal was presented to Mr. Oliver by
the President at the annual dinner of the Society at Chelmsford, and the R.LB.A. plaque was sub-

sequently affixed to the building at a public ceremony at which the Mayor of Cambridge and other special

guests were present.

Annual The Annual Conference of 1929 was held at York. The organisation was in the hands of
Conferences. the Council of the York and East Yorkshire Architectural Society. Once more the Conference
was favoured by good weather and in many respects, particularly in regard to the visits to buildings of

interest, and to the tours in the neighbouring country, the programme was one of the most successful of

the series. All those who took part are deeply indebted to those local members who, under the leadership

of Mr. Stuart Syme and IMr. Dudley Harbron, worked so hard to ensure the success of the arrangements.

The Conference of 1930 will be held at Norwich from 18 June to 21 June. The arrangements are

being made by the Council of the Norfolk and Norwich Association of Architects, and it is hoped that a

large number of members will take advantage of the opportunity of a visit to East Anglia.

The Annual The Annual Dinner of 1929 took place on 14 May 1929, in the Merchant Taylors' Hall

Dinner. which had been kindly lent for the purpose by the Court of the ^Merchant Ta}lors’ Company.
A number of distinguished guests were present, and the beautiful surroundings in which the dinner was

held made it one of the most successful in the history of the Royal Institute.

The Annual Dinner of 1930 will take place on 15 May in the Guildhall, which has been kindly lent

by the City Corporation. The Lord Alayor and Sheriffs of the City of London have accepted the invita-

tion of the Royal Institute, and it is hoped that the guests will include an exceptionally distinguished

gathering of public men.

Tile Develop- proposals of the Council for the development of the R.I.B.A. were the subject of a

ment of the referendum in which they were approved by a vote of quite unprecedented size, 1,930
R.I.B.A. members voted in favour, 693 against. All three classes of voting members—Fellows,

Associates, and Licentiates—recorded majorities in favour of the Bye-Laws. The result was

announced on 24 June 1929. The revised Bye-Laws were accordingly submitted to the Privy Council

for formal approval. Owing to the holiday season, the Privy Council were unable to deal with the matter

until October. Since that date the sanction of the Privy Council has been delayed owing to the sub-

mission of two hostile petitions. The first of these was sent in by the Incorporated Association of Archi-

tects and Surveyors, and the second was sent in at a considerably later date by the Institute of Builders.
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The replies of the R.LB.A. to these two petitions have been sent to the Privy Council.

It is deeply to be regretted that the friendly and helpful relations which have existed for so many
years between the R.LB.A. and the Institute of Builders should have been suddenly interrupted by the

aggressive action of the latter body.

Registration. The fortunes of the Registration Bill are dealt with in the appended report of the Registration

Committee. The Council are confident that if the steady and unfaltering support of the Royal Institute

and the Allied Societies is given to the work of the Committee, the Bill will be upon the Statute Book
at an early date.

The Architec- Council have appointed an ‘‘Aerodromes Committee '' to consider and report upon the

tural Design architectural design of aerodromes. Air Vice-IMarshal Sir Sefton Brancker, Director of
of Aerodromes. Civil Aviation, is Chairman of the Committee, which consists of representatives of the
R.I.B.A., the Air Ministry^ the Ministry of Health, Aircraft Manufacturers, Imperial Airwavs, Ltd.,

National Flying Services, Ltd., and similar companies.

Mr. John Dower, M.A. [^^.], is Secretaiy^ of the Committee.

As the basis of a survey of existing and projected aerodromes, the Committee is issuing a letter

and questionnaire to the authorities of some 400 large towns in this country^ and information is being
obtained as to what is being done in different parts of the world in the matter of the laying out and
designing of aerodromes.

NEW PREMISES.

The whole of the site in Portland Place has now been secured on very favourable terms. It has been
decided that the new building is to be the subject of a Competition open to all Members of the R.LB.A.
and of the Allied Societies. A jury of five Assessors will be appointed by the Council, and Members have
been invited to send in suggestions as to the personnel of the jury. It is hoped that the conditions of the
Competition will be issued during the present year.

REPORT OF THE BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
Since the last annual Report the Board have held three meetings, the Officers of the Board have held

thirteen meetings, the Examinations Committee, the Schools Committee and the Prizes and Scholarships
Committee have held eight, nine, and seven meetings respectively.

Mr. L. Sylvester Sullivan was elected Chairman
;
Mr. W. H. Ansell (Chairman of the Examinations

Committee), Professor A. E. Richardson (Chairman of the Schools Committee), and Professor A. C. Dickie
(Chairman of the Prizes and Scholarships Committee) were elected Vice-Chairmen, and Mr. A. H.
^loberly, M.A., Cantab., Hon. Secretary.

The Growth of the Recognised Schools of Architecture.—The Board wish to draw particular attention
to the growth of the Recognised Schools of Architecture. These Schools have been encouraged by all

possible means by the R.LB.A., and it is satisfactory to note that there are now thirteen recognised for
exemption from the Final and Intermediate Examinations and ten recognised for exemption from the
Intermediate Examination only, while the number of students in attendance totals about 1,570.

Exemption from the Final Examination.—The following Schools are now recognised, under the usual
conditions, for exemption from the Final Examination :

—

The School of Architecture, Robert Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen.
The Welsh School of Architecture, The Technical College, Cardiff.

The School of Architecture, Edinburgh College of Art.

The School of Architecture, Glasgow.
The School of Architecture, Leeds College of Art.

The Liverpool School of Architecture, University of Liverpool.

The School of Architecture, The Architectural Association, London.
The Bartlett School of Architecture, University of London.
The School of Architecture, University of Manchester.

The School of Architecture, University of Sydney, Australia.

The Department of Architecture, McGill University, Montreal, Canada.
The Department of Architecture, University of Toronto, Canada.
The School of Architecture, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa.
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Exemption from the Intermediate Examination.—-The following Schools are now recognised, under the

usual conditions, for exemption from the Intermediate Examination
The School of Architecture, Robert Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen.
The Welsh School of Architecture, The Technical College, Cardiff.

The School of Architecture, Edinburgh College of Art.

The School of Architecture, Glasgow.
The School of Architecture, Leeds College of Art.

The Liverpool School of Architecture, University of Liverpool.
The School of Architecture, The Architectural Association, London.
The Bartlett School of Architecture, University of London.
The School of Architecture, University of Manchester.
The R.W.A. School of Architecture, Bristol.

The School of Architecture, Birmingham.
The School of Architecture, University of Cambridge.
The School of Architecture, Leicester College of Arts and Crafts.

The Department of Architecture, Surveying and Building, The Northern Polytechnic, London.
The School of Architecture, Armstrong College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
The School of Architecture, University of Sheffield.

The School of Architecture, Municipal School of Arts and Crafts, Southend-on-Sea.
The School of Architecture, University of Sydney, Australia.

The Department of Architecture, iXIcGill University, ^Montreal, Canada.
The Department of Architecture, Universit\^ of Toronto, Canada.
The Department of Architecture, University of IManitoba, Canada.
The School of Architecture, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa.

The School of Architecture, Sir J. J. School of Art, Bombay, India.

Recognition for exemption from the Testimonies of Study for the Intermediate Examination.—Students

of the following Schools are allowed to submit for consideration by the R.I.B.A. Testimonies of Study

Examiners, portfolios of their School work, in lieu of the Testimonies of Study required by the regulations

for admission to the Intermediate Examination :

—

The Architectural Section, School of Art, Burslem.
The School of Architecture, University College, Dublin.

The Prizes and Studentships. List of Winners.
Prizes for Design.

The Tite Prize.—Mr. A. C. Collins (Melbourne, Australia).

The Soane Medallion.—Mi. J. L. Martin (School of Architecture, University of Manchester).

Sketching and Measured Drazo’ngs Prize.

The Royal Institute Silver Medal for Measured Drawings.—Miss Sadie Speight (School of Architecture, University of

IVIanchester)

.

Post-Graduate Prizes.

The Owen Jones Studentship.—Miss K. A. Veitch (Architectural Association School of Architecture).

The Royal Institute Silver Medal for an Essay.—Mr. R. A. Duncan [A.] (Architectural Association, School of Architecture).

The Henry Saxon Snell Prize.—Mr. K. H. Read [A.] (School of Architecture, The Polytechnic, Regent Street, London).

The R.I.B.A. Hunt Bursary.—Mr. T M. Daniel [A.] (School of Architecture, Un versity of Cambridge).

The R.I.B.A. Neale Bursary.—Mr. W. A. S. Cormack [A.] (School of Architecture, Robert Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen).

Other Prizes.

The Ashpitel Prize.—Mr. R. H. Brentnall (R. W. A. School of Architecture, Bristol).

The R.I.B.A. Silver Medal for Recognised Schools.—Mr. J. L. Martin (School of Architecture, University of Manchester).

The R.I.B.A. Bronze Medal for Recognised Schools.—Mr. A. G. Gibson (Architectural Association School ol Architecture).

The R.I.B.A. (Archibald Dawnay) Scholarships.—Mr. F. J. M. Ormrod (Liverpool School of Architecture), Mr. J. P. Ward
(Welsh School of Architecture).

The R.I.B.A, (Henry Jarvis) Studentship at the Architectural Association.—Mr. G. R. Linfield.

The R.I.B.A. (Howard Colls) Studentship at the Architectural Association.—Mr. Ferguson Sprott.

The r!lBa! (Donaldson) Medal at the Bartlett School of Architecture, University of London.—Miss A. E. Hall.

The Prizes and Studentships and Competitors in the Dominions Overseas.—The arrangements have been

continued whereby the competitions include Dominion competitors.

The Tite Prize Competitions were held in Melbourne, Australia, and in Auckland and Wellington^

New Zealand, and the Soane Medallion Competitions were held in Auckland, New Zealand, in 1929.

The Tite Prize was won by a Dominion student, Mr. A. C. Collins, of the Public Works Department,

Melbourne, Australia.

The Rome Scholarship in Architecture, British School at Rome.—The Council continue to guarantee

the sum necessary for the provision of the Rome Scholarship in Architecture.

The R.I.B.A. Visiting Board.—The Visiting Board for 1929-1930 was constituted as follows :

—

Mr. W. H. Ansell (Chairman). Professor A. E. Richardson.

Mr. G. D. Gordon Hake. Mr. L. Sylvester Sullivan.

Mr. A. H. Moberly.

M 2
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Air. Martin S. Briggs, H.AI.L, has again accompanied the Visiting Board on its visits to Schools of

Architecture which have official relations with the Board of Education, Whitehall.

During the year visits have been paid to the following schools :

—

The Liverpool School of Architecture, University of Liverpool.

The School of Architecture, University of Manchester.
The School of Architecture, Leeds College of Art.

The School of Architecture, University of Cambridge.
The School of Architecture, Armstrong College, Xewcastle-upon-Tyne.
The School of Architecture, School of Arts and Crafts, Southend-on-Sea.
The School of Architecture, Nottingham,

Conference between the Board and Teachers of Building Subjects,—On Wednesday, 24 July 1929, the

Board held their fifth Conference with representative teachers of building w ho take annually a course in

London arranged by the Board of Education, Whitehall.

A paper, illustrated by lantern slides and follow ed by a discussion, on “ The Building of the New’ Horti-

cultural Hall ” w’as read by Mr. J. Aiurray Easton [F.].

The teachers subsequently inspected the Exhibition of Photographs of American Skyscrapers.

Annual Exhibitions of Designs of Students exemptedfrom the RJ.B,A. Intermediate and Final Examina-
tions,—The exhibitions were held in the R.LB.A. Galleries in October and November.

The drawings w ere inspected by the Board and the exhibitions wTre subsequently opened to the public.

A selection of the drawings included in the exhibitions is now’ on a tour of the Recognised Schools of

Architecture.

The Libraries of Schools of Architecture.—During the past year the Council have again made a grant of

^50 for the provision of additional studio text-books for use by students.

The Visiting Board, to w hom the administration of this sum is entrusted have made grants to :

—

The School of Architecture, University of Sheffield.—£25.
The Welsh School of Architecture, Cardiff.—£15,
The School of Architecture, Birmingham.—£10.

On the recommendation of the Board, the Council have decided that book-plates, consisting of the

R.LB.A. Seal and appropriate w’ording, shall be inserted in the books purchased by Recognised Schools
with R.LB.A. grants.

The R.LB.A. Maintenance Scholarships.—^The aw’ard was announced in August 1929, of tw’O R.I.B.A.
Alaintenance Scholarships in Architecture and of the R.LB.A. Fourth and Fifth Year Alaintenance Scholar-

ship in Architecture. The renew’al of one R.LB.A. Alaintenance Scholarship and the A.G.B.I.
Alaintenance Scholarship was also announced.

The Scholarships, which are of a maximum value of per annum, are intended to enable promising
students, w hose parents or guardians have not the necessary means, to attend an approved course at one
of the Schools of Architecture recognised for exemption from the R.LB.A. Examinations.

If the state of the Alaintenance Scholarships Fund permits, further Scholarships wdll be offered this

year.

During the past year the R.LB.A. Allied Societies have again made generous donations to the Fund.
The importance of increasing the capital of the fund must again be strongly emphasised.

R.LB.A. Competition for a Design for a Garage.—Forty-five designs were received in the competition,

and the jur^b consisting of

—

The President R.I.B.A. Air. J. E. Forbes fF".]

Air. Robert Atkinson [F.] Air. William Rootes
Air. T. P. Bennett [F.]

made the following awards :

—

First Prize (£350).—Air. Thomas Spencer [A,].

Second Prize (£70).—Messrs. P. H. Alewton and Oscar A. Bayne (Student R.LB.A,).
Third Prize (£50).—Mr. Stanley Atkinson.

Fourth Prize (£20).—Air. E. G.Theakston [F.].

It will be recalled that the prize money of £500 was presented to the Council by Mr. H. S. Horne,
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The Board wish to offer their thanks to the donor of the prize and to the members of the jury for their

services.

Architecture in Public and Secondary Schools .—During the Session arrangements have been made for

lectures to be delivered at certain Public and Secondary Schools, on their request, with a view to encour-
aging the pupils’ interest in Architecture and kindred subjects.

The competition for the R.I.B.A. Prizes for Public and Secondary Schools was instituted. For the

prize of los. for an Essay there were eleven competitors. The prize was awarded to Miss Dorothy
Pilgrim, of Notre Dame High School, Battersea, for her essay on Southwark Cathedral,” and the follow-

ing were commended :

—

George Richardson (Birkenhead Institute), Lower Bebington Parish Church.’’
A. C. L. Whistler (Stowe School), The Palladian Bridge, Stowe.”
J. L. Carr (Castleford Secondary School), “ Sherburn-in-Elmet Parish Church.”

For the prize of los. for Sketches and Scale Drawings there were twenty-nine competitors. The
prize was awarded to H. I. Gordon, of Hymers College, Hull, and Raymond Bacon, of the Grammar
School, Great Yarmouth, and R. L. Young, of Queen Alary’s School, Walsall, were commended.

The Board wish to offer their thanks to those who have consented to act as lecturers and to the

Jury.

R.I.B.A. Silver Medal for Recognised Schools.—The Council, on the recommendation of the Board,
have decided that in future a sum of in books shall accompany the Aledal.

R.I.B.A. Athens Bursary.—The Council, on the recommendation of the Board, have instituted a

Travelling Bursary of the value of £100, tenable at the British School at Athens. The Bursar}" will be
awarded once a year, provided a suitable candidate is forthcoming, to a member of the teaching staff of a

Recognised School of Architecture, which shall grant him the necessary extension of vacation to enable
him to journey to Athens, during one of the School vacations, for the purpose of study and observation.

The award is made by the President R.I.B.A., in consultation with the Officers of the Board of

Architectural Education.

Examinations in Town Planning.—Representatives of the R.I.B.A. have joined the Town Planning
Institute, the Surveyors’ Institution, and the Institution of Municipal and County Engineers in a Con-
ference to consider a scheme for one central Examination in Town Planning.

This matter is still under consideration.

The Probationership of the R.I.B.A.—^The Council, on the recommendation of the Board, have
decided that in future a certificate of having passed one of the public examinations recognised for the

Probationership R.I.B.A. shall be accepted without requiring that the Examination shall have been passed
in any particular subjects, but all candidates, except those who produce certificates of having passed one
of the recognised public examinations with credit in drawing or art, shall be required to submit with their

applications drawings showing that they possess some knowledge of drawing.

All candidates who are unable to submit certificates of general education in accordance with the

regulations may make special applications to be considered on their merits.

The Probationership R.I.B.A. List of Recognised Examinations.—The Council, on the recommendation
of the Board, have decided to include the Preliminary Examinations of the Surveyors’ Institution and the

Institution of Civil Engineers in the list of recognised examinations.

The Prizes and Studentships Pamphlet.—On the recommendation of the Board, the Council have
decided to make the annual Prizes and Studentships Pamphlet free on application to elected Students

R.I.B.A.

Architectural Education Overseas.—The Council have approved a scheme, drawn up by the Board,

for the co-ordination of architectura’ education in the Dominions.

The scheme includes the constitution, where it has not already been done, of a Board of Architectural

Education in each Dominion with functions similar to those of the R.I.B.A. Board.
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The hiterrnediate Examination Testimonies of Study,—The Council, on the recommendation of the

Board, have approved certain amendments to the regulations for the Intermediate Examination Testi-

monies of Study with a view to ensuring that candidates shall receive more exercise in design before

presenting themselves for the Intermediate Examination. Candidates submitting Testimonies of Study

on or after 30 April 1931 will be required to comply with the new regulations.

The Board have also called the attention of members of the R.I.B.A. to the desirability of affording

pupils in offices opportunities for the early study of design.

The Final and Special Examinations : Fees.—’Tht Council have decided that candidates taking the

Final or Special Examinations in two parts shall be permitted to pay their Examination fees in two

instalments.

The Intermediate Examination, Irish Centre.—Arrangements have been made, provided sufficient

candidates are forthcoming, for the Intermediate Examination to be held from time to time in Belfast.

Students and Instruction in the Practice of the Profession,—In addition to the following :

—

(a) The R.I.B.A. Conditions of Engagement and Scale of Charges.

(b) The Suggestions governing the Professional Conduct and Practice of Architects.

(c) The R.I.B.A. Regulations for Competitions.

(d) The Practice Committee’s periodical reports of rulings and cases (in the R.I.B.A. Journal).

Students R.I.B.A., on election, are now sent copies of the R.I.B.A. Form of Contract where Quantities do

and do not form part.

The Final Examination : Thesis,—On the recommendation of the Board the Council have decided

to include the subject of Town Planning in the regulations for the Final Examination Thesis,

Acoustics and the Final Examination.—The Council have approved a scheme submitted by the Board
for the inclusion of simple acoustics in the Final Examination Testimonies of Study. Candidates sitting

for the exa minations in 1932 and subsequent years will be required to comply with the new regulations.

A list of articles and books on the subject has been prepared for issue with each list of Problems in

Design, to guide candidates in obtaining the necessary information. The subjects involving acoustic

treatment will be included for the first time in the list of R.I.B.A. Problems in Design for 1931.

Publication of the Works of Rome Scholars in Architecture and R.I.B.A. [Henry Jarvis) Students .

—

In the arrangement whereby the Council now provide the Rome Scholarship in Architecture, it is provided
that the right to publish the architectural work of the British School at Rome shall he vested in the Royal
Institute.

A special committee of the Board is now considering the question of publication.

The Post-Graduate Prizes : Age Limit.—On the recommendation of the Board the Council have
decided to reduce the minimum age limit for the post-graduate prizes from 23 to 21 years.

The Alfred Bossom Travelling Studentship.—The Council have approved a revised scheme drawn up
by the Board for the Alfred Bossom Travelling Studentship.

Architectural Education and the Study of Building Science.—

K

special committee has been appointed
to consider and report upon this matter.

Exhibition of Architects' Working Draunngs.—During the Session a Students’ Exhibition of Architects’
Working Drawings was held.

Drawings were kindly lent by the following :

—

Mr. Lr. H. Bucknell, Messrs. Elcock and Sutcliffe,

Sir John Burnet and Partners, Mr. C. H. Holden,
jVIessrs. Easton and Robertson, Sir Edwin Lutyens, R.A.

During the Exhibition a successful Students’ Evening was held, and the Architects, or their repre-
sentatives, kindly attended to explain to the students any special points of interest in their respective
drawings.

Architectural Students and Experience on Buildings in the course of Erection.—The Council, on the
recommendation of the Board, have invited the Institute of Builders to draw up lists of builders wdlling
to give facilities to architectural students for studying building work.
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Architectural Students and Records of Historic Buildings,—The Board are taking steps to obtain
lists of typical or essential buildings in London and elsewhere, of which measured drawings should be
made for the purpose of record. When these lists are furnished they will be sent to the Recognised
Schools of Architecture.

Problems in Design and Testimonies of Study.—During the year ending 28 February 1930, 589 designs
have been considered, and 431 have been approved.

Registration as Probationer.—During the year ending 28 February 1930, 614 Probationers have been
registered.

The Intermediate, Final and Special Examinations.—The R.I.B.A. Intermediate Examination has
been held twice in England, twice in Africa, and once in Canada.

The R.I.B.A. Final and Special Examinations have been held twice in England, three times in Africa,

twice in Canada, twice in Australia, and once in New Zealand.

The results of these Examinations are as follows (for the purpose of comparison the figures for

1928-1929 are given in brackets) :

—

The R.I.B.A. Intermediate Examination,

Examined. Passed. Relegated. Percentage Passed.
England 292 (234) 94 (71) 198 (163) 32 (30)
Africa 10 (2) 5 (—

)

S (2) 50 (—

)

Canada I (-) I (—

)

— (—

)

100 (—

)

The number of candidates granted special exemption from the Intermediate Examination was 7 (13).

The Recognised Schools Intermediate Examinations qualifying for exemption from the R.I.B.A. Intermediate
Examination.

Examined, Passed. Relegated. Percentage Passed.

239 (194) 191 (141) 48 (53) 73 (79)

The R.I.B.A. Final and Special Examinations.

Examined. Passed. Relegated. Percentage Pa
England . 153 (122) 61 and 17

Part I only
75 (62) 51 (51)

(56 and 4
Part I onlv)

Africa 4 (4) I (3) 3 (i) 25 (75)
Canada 3 (-) I and I Part

I onlv (—

)

I (-) 67 (—

)

Australia 2 (i) I (-) I (i) 50 (-)
New Zealand I (-) I (-) — (-) 100 (-)

Special Examination in Design for Former Members of the Society of Architects for Election to Associateship.

Examined. Passed. Relegated. Percentage Passed.

5 (5) I (i) 4 (4) 20 (20)

The Recognised Schools Final Examinations Qualifying for Exemption from the R.I.B.A. Final Examination
(subject to passing an examination in Professional Practice).

Examined. Passed. Relegated. Percentage Passed.

128 (69) 100 (60) 28 (9) 78 (87)

304 Students have been added to the Register during the year ending 28 February 1930, and 172
have passed the R.I.B.A. Final or Special Examinations or have qualified at a Recognised School and
passed the R.I.B.A. Examination in Professional Practice.

At the Examination for the R.I.B.A. Diploma in Town Planning, one candidate was examined and
was relegated.

At the Statutory Examinations for candidature as District Surveyor in London, four candidates were
examined and one passed.

At the Examinations for Building Surveyors under Local Authorities, one candidate was examined
and was relegated.
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RECOGNISED SCHOOLS OF ARCHITECTURE STATISTICS, 1929.

A.—The Number of Students WHO S.AT-FOR SCHOOL Ex.AMIN.\TIONS EXEMPTING FROiM THE R.I.B.A. INTERMEDIATE AND
Final Ex.amin.ation3, 1929.

No. of No. of No. of No. of
Students Students Students Students
who took who passed who took who passed

Examination. Examination. Examination. Examination

Intermediate. University of Manitoba — —
Robert Gordon’s Colleges, Aber- McGill University, Montreal — —
deen ..... 5

- University of Toronto (informa-

Tlie Webh School of Architecture 8 7
tion not furnished) —•

Edinburgh College Art . 12 12 Bombay School of Art 23 8

Gki''C:o\\ School of Architecture . 12 10 University of Witwatersrand 4 3

Li^'erpool .School of Architecture 34 33
— —

Architectural Association 41 34
Total 239 191

University of London 10 9 Final,
University of Manchester . 15 10 Robert Gordon’s Colleges, Aber-
Birmingham School of Architecture 6 5 deen ..... I s 10
R \\' A. School of Architecture, M'elsh School of Architecture 8 3

Bristol ..... 3 3 Edinburgh College of Art . 8 6
Unnersity of Cambridge 20 16 Glasgow School of Architecture . 9 4
Leeds College of Art . 10 7 Liverpool School of Architecture . 21 19
Leicester College of Arts and Crafts 3 2 Architectural Association 39 37
N’orthern Polytechnic, London 12 10 University of London 10 7
Armstrong College, X^eMcastle- University of Manchester . 5
on-Tyne .... — — University of Sydney II 8

University of Sheffield 4 4 McGill University, Alontreal
jMunicipal School of Arts and University of Witwatersrand I

Crafts, Southend-on-Sea 6 2 ^
University of Sydney II II 128 100

B.—Retcrn of the Xumber of Students in Recognised Schools Taking Courses Leading to Exemption froai the
R.I.B.A. Examinations.

Sl'HOOL.
I St

IM—Men.
2nd

w—Women.
5rd 4th 5th 6th

Y ^ar. Year. Year. Y ear. Y ear. Year,M W M W M W YI W M W M W
Robert G(ird<)n’s Colleges, Aberdeen 7 I 15 I II I 4 I 13 1 1 —
Welsh School of Architecture 9

.

—

5
—

5 I 4 —
7

Edinburgh College of Art 19 I 37 2 17 I 1

1

—
4 I

Glasgow School of Architecture . 20 I 26 — 21 I 23 —

.

12 I

Javerpoul School of Architecture 18 I 41 3 54 4 27 5 13 I

Architectural Association 46 16 38 12 57 9 47 7 34 5
University ot London 22 3 15 I 15 2 16 I 8 4
T'niversity of Manchester 8 — 14 2 17 2 ^4 — 2 I

Birmingham School of Architecture 16 I 12 3 14 3 12 I 12 I

R.W.A. .School of Architecture, Bristol. 9 I 13 3 7 8 2 I

L’niversity of Cambridge 24 — 18 — 20 I — —
Leeds College of Art 1

1

— 13 —

.

15 I 8 — 6
l..eice^ter C’ollege of Arts and Crafts 2 — 2 —

I I — —
Northern Poh technic, London 15 I 10 I J3 — — —
A^!n^trong College, New castle-on-Tyne 4

—
5 I 2 —

3
— —

University of Sheffield 2 — 4
—

I —

•

2 — 2
iMunicipal School of Arts and Crafts,

Southend-on-Sea 3 2 I 3 I

University of Sydney 8 5 5 2 4 2
/ 2 8 3

University of ^lanitoba 15 I 10 —
3

•

—

5 —
McGill University, Montreal 7

— 6 — 6 —
7 — 6

Uni vcrsitv of Toronto 16 I 8 I 8 —
5 I

Bombay School of Art 27 — 27 — 23 — 28 — 21 14 —
University of Witwatersrand 24 2 18 2 20 10 I 6 —

Total.

M W
61 4
30 I

88 5
102 3
153 14
222 49
76 II

55 5
66 9
38 6

62 I

S3 I

5 I

38 2
14 I

II —

9 I

32 14
33 I

32

—

37 3
140 —
78 5

Total
• L435 137

Since the beginning of the Session 1929-1930 the attendances of R.I.B.A. .Members at the meetings
of the Board and the Schools, Examinations and Prizes and Scholarships Committees is as follows •
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Board of Architectural Education (3 Meetings).
No. of Attendances. No. of Attendances.

W. H. Ansell . 3 H. V. Lanchester —
*C. R. Ashbee , I G. C. Lawrence
Harry Bannister 3 T. Alwyn Lloyd —
John Begg . . I Alex. McGibbon • 3
T. P. Bennett I Edward Maufe —
Sir Reginald Blonifield — A, H.Moberly 3
Alfred C. Bossom — F. Winton N’ewman I

Professor L. B. Budden . , 2 George Nott . 2

Professor R. M. Butler I Barry Parker . 2

R. A. Cordingley — W. S. Purchon 3
Professor A. C, Dickie — C. H. B. Quennell 2

George Drysdale • • 3 Professor C. H. Reilly • 3
Sir Banister Fletcher Professor A. E. Richardson • 3
Henr\" A I. Fletcher .

— A. L. Roberts . 3
D. Theodore Fvfe 2 Howard Robertson . I

G. D. Gordon Hake 2 R. Leslie Rollo I

E. Stanley Flail I Sir Giles Gilbert Scott .

E. Vincent Flarris I Louis de Soissons I

William Harvey 3 L. Sylvester Sullivan 2

T. Harold Hughes . 2 Alaurice E. Webb —
Sydney D. Kitson — Alontague Wheeler . 2

A. B. Knapp-Fisher 2 Hubert Worthington 2
* Term of appointment expired after first meeting of the Board.

Schools Committee (6 Ale.^tings).

No, of Attendances. No. of Attendances.

Joseph Addison I Edward Maufe , I

W. H, Ansell . 5 A. H.Moberly 4
John Begg George Xott 2

Martin S. Briggs ! ! 6 Hon. FI. A. Pakington 3

R. A. Cordingley 4 W. S. Purchon
’

6

Professor A. C. Dickie 6 Professor C. H. Reilly 4
George Drysdale 3 Professor A. E. Richardson 5

D. Theodore Fyfe . 5 Howard Robertson . 5

G. D. Gordon Hake 5 Thomas E. Scott

T. Harold Flughes . 3 J. Alan Slater I

G. B. Imrie •

—

L. Sylvester Sullivan 4
A. B. Knapp-Fisher 2 Stephen Welsh . 5

D. X. Martin-Kaye . I W. W. Wood . 6

Examinations Committee
No. of Attendances.

(5 Aleetings).

No. of Attendances.

W. H. Ansell . 5 H. V. Lanchester I

L. H. Bucknell I Oswald P, Alilne —

.

R. W. Cable . 5 A. H. Moberly 2

C. Cowles-Voysey S. C. Ramsey —

'

W. E. Vernon Crompton 2 Professor A. E. Richardson —
\V, R. Da\idge — FL D. Searles-Wood —
Professor A. C. Dickie 3 L. Sylvester Sullivan I

J, Edwin Forbes 4 Edgar A. D. Tanner I

Edwin Gunn I Svdnev Tatchell 4
Stanley Flamp 4 A. J. Taylor . . 3

F. R. Hiorns . 2 Dr. Raymond Lmwin 3

E. R. Jarrett 2

Prizes and Scholarships Com?.iittee (5 Meetings).

N^o. of Attendances. No. of A tendances.

W. H. Ansell .
A. B. Knapp-Fisher I

Maxwell Ayrton — T. A. Lodge . I

H. Chalton Bradshaw 4 James Macgregor 3

Derek Bridgwater 5 D. N^. Martin-Kaye . I

Martin S. Briggs 3 Antony Alinoprio 3

George Checkley
R. A. Cordingley

2

• 3

A. H, Aloberly
Verner 0. Rees

4
2

Professor A. C. Dickie 5 Professor A. E. Richardson —
Cyril A, Farey 3 Airs. Doris Robertson 2

J. Edwin Forbes 3 W. J. Smith 3

P. D. Flepworth L. Sylvester Sullivan 4
G. Wyville Home . 2 Michael Tapper • 5

Officers of the Board of x\rchitectural Education (10 Meetings),

No. of Attendances. No. of Attendances.

L. Sylvester Sullivan 10 Professor A. E. Richardson 5

W. H. Ansell .
8 A. H. Moberly 9

Professor A. C. Dickie 5
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REPORT OF THE ART STANDING COMMITTEE
Since the publication of the last Annual Report the Committee have held nine meetings. The

attendance of members at the seven meetings held during this Session has been as follows :

—

No. of Attendances. No. of Attendances
Professor S. D. Adshead I Mr. 0. P. Milne 2
*Mr. E. C. Bewlay 6 Hon. H. A. Pakington . 5
Mr. H. Chalton Bradshaw 6 Tvir, S. Rowland Pierce 4
Mr. C. F. \V. Dening . 5 Mr. M. H. Baillie Scott 4
Mr. R. A. Duncan 6 Mr. Louis de Soissons 4
Mr. Cyril A. Farey 2 IMr. A. S. Soutar. 4
Mr. E. Maxwell Fry . 6 Mr. Francis R. Taylor 7
Xlr. H. S. Goodhart-Rendel 3 Mr. R. Minton Taylor 4
Vir. Charles H. Holden 5 *Mr. F. E. Towndrow 4
^Mr. C. H. James 4 Mr. Michael Waterhouse 2
Mr. Arthur Keen 5 "^Mr. E. Berry Webber . 6

*]\Ir. Edward Maufe ... 4
^Marked thus were appointed after the first meeting of the

Mr. G. G. Wornum
Committee. Possible attendances 6.

4

The following Officers were elected for the Session 1929-1930 Chairman : Mr. E, C. Bewlay
;

Vice-Chairman : [Mr. Arthur Keen
;
Hon. Secretaries : Mr. G. G. Wornum and Mr. R. A. Duncan.

Sessional Papers,—Recommendations were made both for subjects and speakers for the Sessional
Papers for the year 1930-1931.

Exhibitions.—An International Exhibition of Modern Commercial Architecture was held from 7 May
to 8 June 1929. The attendance at this Exhibition was considerably higher than that at previous recent
exhibitions. The photographs have been mounted and sent on tour to the principal provincial centres in
Great Britain and Ireland. It is now suggested that the Exhibition should be sent to the British Dominions
overseas, and this suggestion is under consideration. Recommendations were made, and a special Sub-
Committee was appointed to organise an Exhibition of Architects’ Drawings of 1800-1850, to be held in
April and May 1930.

The Committee also arranged for the Exhibition of the original isometric drawing of St. Paul’s
Cathedral by VIr. Brook-Greaves, and this was displayed at the Institute from 27 Januarv to 8 February
1930.

Lectures.—A special series of holiday lectures for boys and girls was arranged. The ectures were
delivered by The Hon. H. A. Pakington

;
they were extremely successful and well attended. It has been

decided to continue the series.

R.I.B.A. Architecture Recommendations for amending the conditions governing the award
of the R.I.B.A. London Architecture Medal were made and approved by the Council, and the Committee
also advised the Council on the award of Medals by the Allied Societies.

Portland Place and New Premises for the British Broadcasting Corporation.—At the invitation of the
Howard de Walden Estate, the Committee made suggestions with regard to the design of the new building
for the B.B.C. in Portland Place, and its relationship to Regent Street, The Committee’s suggestions were
courteously received and modifications made.

Control of Elevations.—A joint Sub-Committee with members of the Town Planning and Housing
Committee were appointed to consider the Control of Elevations. The Sub-Committee have formulated a
comprehensive report, which will be considered by the Art Committee shortly.

Preservation of Old Buildings.—In conjunction with the Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings
the following old buildings which have been threatened by demolition or change have been considered and
recommendations made : St. John’s Hospital, Northampton

; Mayfield,” Orpington, Kent
; Bridge

over the Avon, Limpley Stoke.

Design of Electric Light Representatives were appointed to confer with the Central
Electricity Board and the Ministry of Health on the subject of the design and placing of electric light
standards and overhead transmission poles in rural areas.

Village Halls.—Members of the Committee have volunteered to assist in advising as to the suitability
of plans of village halls submitted to the National Council of Social Service for their approval
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REPORT OF THE LITERATURE STANDING COMMITTEE
Since the publication of the last Annual Report, the Committee has held 10 meetings. The attendance

o: members at the 7 meetings held during the Session has been as follows :

—

Louis Ambler .

Number of Attendances.
6 A. E. Henderson

No. of Attendances.

5
*W. H. Ansell . 0 E. M. Hick . . 7
M. S. Briggs . 6 *Miss E. K. D, Hughes 5
A. S. G. Butler 4 H. C. Hughes . 4
H.W. Chester, 6 E. R. Jarrett 5

*Alajor H. C. Corlette 6 F. H. Mansford 7
C. Cowles-Voysey 0 *F. Winton Newman 0

J, Murray Easton 5 Basil Oliver 6
D. Theodore Fyfe 4- J. Alaclaren Ross 4
Prof. F. S. Granger . 3 C. S. Spooner

• 5
=^G. D. Gordon Hake 2 Arthur Stratton 3
A. B. Hayward 4 Grahame B. Tubbs 7

^ Marked thus were appointed by the Council after the hrst meeting. Possible attendances, 6 .

The following were elected the officers of the Committee : Chairman, Mr. ]\I. S. Briggs
;
Vice-

Chairman, IMr. Louis Ambler
;
Hon. Secretaries, Mr. G. B. Tubbs and Mr. Basil Oliver.

Presentations.—A further donation of 15 books was received from the Executors of Mr. Andrew
Oliver. Among the volumes were the first edition of Inigo Jones’s Stone-heng, 1655 ; James Gibbs’s Rides

for Drawing the Several Parts of Architecture

^

1732 ;
Leybourn, The Compleat Surveyor^ edition, 1674;

and 8 sheets of drawings of a Church, probably by Flitcroft.

Another donation of great interest was a manuscript book containing the Building Contracts of Win-
chester Royal Palace, presented by Air. S. J. Wearing [F.]. This book has been described by Air. A. T.
Bolton [F.] in the R.I.B.A. Journal of 23 November 1929, and is to form the seventh volume of the

AVren Society publications.

Sir Edwin Lutyens, R.A., presented his original drawing of a “ Project for a London Site.” This
drawing was reproduced as a frontispiece to the Journal of 27 April 1929.

Six folio volumes on Egypt, Nubia and Palestine, by Roberts and Croly, were presented with a

pedestal bookcase by Air. G. B. Bridgman [F.].

Four pamphlets in Italian on Bridges, by D. A. Alartinelli, bound in one volume, dated 16S 1-1685,

were presented by Air. A. B. Hayward [L.]. An original letter, dated 1881, from Prof. L. Donaldson, is

inside the book. Prof. Donaldson stated that they are Engineers’ Reports, and wished that Architects’

Specifications as long ago as 1681-1685 were in existence.

A Record of British Sculpture at the Royal Horticultural Society’s Exhibition in 1928 was presented

by Air. W. Reynolds-Stephens, P.R.B.S., on behalf of the sculptors.

A Building Account for repairing a house at Sheen for Charles I, dated 1621, and signed by Inigo

Jones, was presented by Air. Sigismund Goetze.

R.I.B.A. New Premises—Library Accommodation.—-The Sub-Committee drew up a revised schedule

of the minimum accommodation that they thought should be provided in the Library of the new building.

This was approved by the Committee and forwarded to the Council.

Visits to Libraries.—At the suggestion of a member of the Committee a series of visits to libraries of

professional institutions were arranged. The members of the Committee visited the Libraries of the

London School of Hygiene and Tropical Aledicine (Gower Street), Gray’s Inn, The Law Society, the

Institute of Civil Engineers, and the Institute of Alechanicai Engineers, A report was drawn up, adopted
by the Committee, and forwarded to the Secretary for submission to the Premises Committee.

National Book Council.—The bibliography of books on Architecture suitable for the general reader,

prepared by a Sub-committee, was revised, as the old list was out of print.

New South Wales Institute of Architects.—The Committee was informed that the 13 volumes of the

M3
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A.A. Sketch Book, which had been presented in the previous Session, were much appreciated by the

Institute of Architects of New South Wales.

Royal Commission on Museums and Galleries.—Since the last Session two further reports have been

published, viz., The Final Report, Part /, and Final Report, Part IL These reports have been considered.

Sessional Papers.—The Committee made a number of Suggestions for Sessional Papers for the next

Session.

Original Drazvings by E. H. Nezv.—The Librarian informed the Committee that some of the original

drawings of ]\Ir. New’s architectural prints could be obtained. The matter was considered by the Com-

mittee and Air. S. D. Kitson[iio«. Secretary, R.I.B.A.], and a recommendation was made to the Council

that one of those drawings be purchased. The Council sanctioned the purchase of the pencil drawing of

“ The City and Port of London,” showing the bridges and the principal buildings on both sides of the

river. It has been framed and now hangs in the Hall of the Institute.

Professional Conduct and Practice.—Air. W. E. Watson’s [F.] papers on Easements, The Handbook of

the American Institute of Architects on Architectural Practice, Party Waks, Contract and Specification,

which had been published in the R.I.B.A. Journal during 1927-29, were collected into one pamphlet. Air.

H. C. Hughes [H.] revised the proofs and prepared the Contents and Index of Cases.

Library Catalogue.—The Library catalogues have been brought up to date since the appointment

of the cataloguer in 1926. The card catalogue of books (1911 onward) under authors has been revised,

and that under subjects has been compiled, and ^e Drawings Catalogue interleaved and revised. The
books taken over from the Society of Architects, the collection on Indian Archaeology, and other collec-

tions have been catalogued. Government publications re-arranged, and various topographical indexes com-

piled. The volume catalogues of books to 1910 are being overhauled and references to R.I.B.A. Papers

therein are being amplified, more recent Institute publications having also been collected and indexed.

The Librarian reported to the Committee as follows :—

•

Dunntr the twelve months endinL^ 31 March of the present year 280 volumes and 48 pamphlets have been added to the

Librarv, exclusive of periodicals, reports, and Transactions of Societies.

The number of works presented was 84 volumes and 41 pamphlets, of which 24 volumes and 8 pamphlets were added to the

Loan Library.
Works purchased numbered iq6 volumes and 7 pamphlets, of which 53 volumes were added to the Loan Library.

The attendance of Readers in the Library numbered 8076, as shown by the Attendance Book, and m addition to this number
the library is largely used by telephone.

The number of books issued on loan (including re-issues') was 9821 ;
this total includes 1177 books sent through the post.

The number of tickets issued for admission to the Library, other than to members of the Institute, Students or Probationers,

was 152.
The principal acquisitions during the year (in addition to those mentioned in the Committee’s report) were : Ayrton and Sil-

cock, Wrought Iron audits Decorative Cse
;
Blondel, Description desfestes dontu es par la viUe de Pans, 1739 ; Blossfeldt, Art Forms in

Xatiire : Examplesfrom the Plant World, photop^raphed directfrom Nature
;
Clay, Modern School Buildhii^s, 3rd ed

, 1929 ;
Constable,

John Flaxman, 1755-1826 ;
Council for the Preservation of Rural England, The Thames Valleyfrom Cncklade to Staines : A Survey ;

Davies, Estimating for Bmldinp^ and Public Works, 7th ed. ;
Defoe, A Tour Throuiih London about the year 1725, from the text of the

original edition, edited and annotated by Sir AL M. Beeton and E. Berestord Chancellot
; E\ans, The Shaft Graves and Beehive Tombs

(f Mvcence; Francine, Livre d'architecture contenant phisieurs portiques sur les cinq ordres de Coh nines, 1631; Fryer, Wooden ^Monumental

Effifies in England and Wales
;
Garner and Stratton, The Domestic Architecture of England during the Tudor Period, 2nd ed., 1929 ;

Geerlings, Metal Crafts in Architecture ;
Geerlings, Wrought Iron in Anhitectiae

; Cireater London Regional Planning Committee,
First Report, with memoranda bv Dr, Raymond Unwin

;
Hake and Button, Aichitectural Drawing

;
Hamlin, A Text Book of Archi-

tecture, new edition
;
Hajos and Zahn, Berliner architektur der nachkriegs^eit ’, Hegemann, Far odes <f Buildings ; Horst, Architektur dtr

deiitsciien renaissance ;
Hussey, Eton College ; Jaggard, Brickzcork and Its Construction

;
Kousmin and Ballanti, Le temple de la Victoire

sans ailes sur I'Acropole d'Athenes restaiire par R. Kousmin, 1837 ;
Lawrence, Classical Sculpture

; Lloyd, Buildim^ Craftsmanship in

Brick and Tile and in Stone Slates
;

Lysons, Remains (f Uco temples
^

and other Roman antiquities, Bath, 1802 *

Manson and Drury, Experimental Building Science, Vol. 2 ;
Oliver, 1 he (Ajttages of England from the Sixteenth to the

Eighteenth Century
\
Pedrim, II jerro battuto, sbalzato e cesellato neU'aite Italiano

; Picard, UAcropole d'Athenes
;

Piranesi,

Lettere di giustificazione scritti a Milord Charlemont e a' di lui cigenti di Roma, 1757 ;
Powys, Repair of Ancient Buildings ;

Reagan, American .-irchitec ture cf the Tzeentieth Century, \ ol. 2 ;
Ridge, Stage Lighting

;
Robertson, Handbook of Greek and Roman

Architecture ;
Royal Commission on Historical Monuments, London, 11 .The City

;
Sexton, American Apartment Houses, Hotels and

Apartment Hotels of Today ; Stein, On Alexander's Track to the Indiis ; Strong, Art in Ancient Rome ; Strzygowski, Die Altslavische

Kunst ; Swarbrick, Easements of Light’, Taut, ^lodern Architecture ’, \ enturi, Storia citU' arte italiana, Vol. 9 ;
Villiers-Stuart, Spanish

Gardens, Their History, Types and Features
;
\ idrette, La Cite Jardm \ W anscher, Architekturens historie, 2 vols.

;
Weaver, The

Scottish National Memorial at the CasPe, Edinburgh ;
Wilms, Lichtspieltheateibauten

;
Warland, Modern Practical Masonry ;

Wren
Society, Vol. 6, The Royal Hospitalfor Seamen at Greezneich,
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REPORT OF THE PRACTICE STANDING COMMITTEE
Since the publication of the last Annual Report the Committee have held 10 meetings.

The attendance of members at the 8 meetings held during this Session has been as follows :

—

No. of Attendances. Xo. of Attendances.
Mr. Henry V. Ashley . 6 *AIr. G. H. Lovegrove 6

Mr. John Batty . 6 Air, R. Xorman Alackellar . 7
Mr. F. R. Betenson 7 *Alr. E. C. P. Alonson .... 6

^Mr. A. Burnett Brown 4 Capt. A. Seymour Reeves 8

*Alr. ETederick Chatterton 6 Air. J. Douglas Scott .... 8

Mr. J. \V. Denington . 4 Air. j . Alan Slater ....
Air. H. y, Alilnes Emerson . 7 Air. Sydney Tatchell .... 8
Air. H. S. Fairhur-^t 6 Air. Percy E. Thomas....

*AIr. \V. H. Gunton 5 Air. Edward Unwin 7
Mr. \V. H. Hamlyn . 5 Air. Francis T. A entv.... 6

Air. E. Bertram Kirbv 6 Air. W. E. Watson '

. 8

Air. G. C\ Lawrence .... 7 Air. Herbert A. Welch....
* A larked thus, were appointed after the first meeting of the Committee. Possible attendances—7.

2

The following were elected the officers of the Committee :—Chairman, Mr. Sydney Tatchcll
;
Vice-

Chairman, Mr. Percy E. Thomas
;
Hon. Secretaries, Mr. W. E. Watson and Mr. W. H. Gunton.

Special Sub-Committees .—The Charges and Contracts Sub-Committee were not re-appointed as

matters concerning the Scale of Charges are being considered by a Special Committee appointed by the

Council.

The Parliamentary Sub-Committee were not re-appointed as Parliamentary matters are perused

bv the Hon. Secretaries and reported upon direct to the Practice Committee.

The Joint Sub-Committee of the Practice and Science Standing Committees were not re-appointed

as no matters of particular moment had been before them during the previous year.

Certain Local Authorities’ and Private Bills have been reported upon to the Practice Committee and

the Bills have been referred either to Special Committees dealing with the particular matters such as the

Control of Elevations, the Charing Cross Bridge Scheme, etc., or to the Allied Societies concerned for

local action.

The Sub-Committee were re-appointed to continue the consideration of the amendment of the

Prescription Act of 1832 which originally arose for consideration on the proposition of the Law Society.

So far the Law Society have not moved further in the matter.

This Sub-Committee consists of :—Mr. Sydney Tatchell {ex officio), Mr. Percy E. Thomas {ex officio),

-Jr. W. E. Watson {ex officio), Mr. W. H. Gunton {ex officio), Mr, John Batty, Mr. E. C. P. Monson,

Mr. J. Douglas Scott, Mr. F. T. Verity, Mr. Herbert A. Welch.

Professional Conduct and Practice ,—The Council have ordered certain papers published in the

Journal to be reprinted in pamphlet form and they consider that the papers should be very helpful to

architects and others in dealing with questions which present difficulty in everyday practice. The price

of the pamphlet, which contains five papefs, is 2S. 6d., and it may be obtained at Conduit Street.

During the past year one of the Hon. Secretaries has dealt with 343 requests for information upon

questions of professional practice, procedure and charges, etc. These requests have been chiefly in

letter form, but some have been by telephone. In some cases letters of appreciation have been received.

It should be emphasised, however, that the Practice Committee are not in a position to answer

questions of a legal character.

The Singapore Society of Architects authorised a representative to lay before the Practice Committee

certain grievances with regard to an Ordinance dated 1926 governing the registration and practice of

architects within their area. There are two points involved :
(i) That the schedule of ethics as recognised

in this country is not sufficiently adopted to protect the status of practising architects
;
and (2) That the

Ordinance is so worded as to raise difficulty in the administration by the Board appointed thereunder.

These matters have had consideration by the Practice Committee and a recommendation has been made

that the Council should present a Memorial on the subject to the appropriate Department of the Home
Government.
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One of the Overseas Societies in alliance with the Royal Institute have deemed it wise to provide

an additional clause to the local Code of Professional Practice and on the recommendation of the Practice

Committee the Council have added a similar clause to the R.LB.A. Code. The clause added reads as

follows :

—

An Architect, on receiving instructions to proceed with certain work which was previously

entrusted to another Architect, shall, before proceeding with such work, communicate wdth the

Architect previously employed and enquire and ensure the fact that his engagement has been properly

terminated.”

Unprofessional Conduct.—It is gratifying to note that the number of cases coming before the Com-
mittee is gradually decreasing, probably due to the fact that the Code of Professional Practice seems to

have gained popularity as it has become better known. Some few cases have, however, after careful

investigation, been recommended to the Council for consideration.

The most common form of unprofessional practice at present seems to be concerned with advertising

or in displaying names on notice boards in a manner not compatible with the Code of Professional

Practice.

Scale of Professional Charges.—The Special Committee appointed by the Council, after labours
extending over three years, have submitted to the Council a revised form of Conditions of Engagement and
Scale of Charges. These have been before the General Body for informal discussion and are now before
the Practice Committee to facilitate further criticism of their scope and effect.

The Special Committee referred two questions to the Practice Committee.
1 . Whether it would be better to disregard the wording of the present scale and revise it so that

its terms were less equivocal, it thereby losing its present well-known form.

2. To respect the present wording and alter it as little as possible consistent with the proposed
amendments.
The Practice Committee resolved that the wording should be altered as little as possible, having

regard to the fact that the present Scale is so well known.

Specifications.—The Conference on Specifications have given further consideration to the question
of general clauses for materials, etc., and also special clauses for work on party walls and for demolition.
Seven meetings have been held during the Session. A report will be made to the Committee in due
course.

Submission to Arbitration.—The two forms covering the appointment of an Arbitrator issued two
years ago still continue to meet requirements. Several comments have, however, been made upon them
but none of sufficient importance to warrant an amendment of the forms.

Form of Contract.—A Negotiating Sub-Committee did in July last meet representatives of the National
Federation of Building Trades Employers.

It was suggested by the Institute representatives :

—

(1) That the Builders should give favourable consideration to the 1909 Form as revised by
the Practice Committee,

or

(2) That the Council of the Royal Institute should summon the adjourned General Meeting
and re-submit the 1928 Form to it if the National Federation considered this course desirable. It

was suggested, however, that a better plan would be to re-open negotiations on the basis of the 1909
Form in the light of the very pronounced opinions which had been expressed by members of the
R.LB.A. with almost complete unanimity.

(3) The publication of the 1928 Form by the Builders stating, if desired, that it was approved
by the then Council of the Royal Institute in 1928.

The National Federation adopted the third suggestion and published the Contract Form and put it

upon sale with an inscription on the back of the Form saving that it was approved bv a Toint Cnnff^renre
of representatives of Architects, Surveyors and Builders.

The adjourned General Meeting of the Royal Institute was resumed on 10 June 1929, and the
following resolution was passed :—

*
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“ Resolved that this meeting of the R.I.B.A. after full consideration of the terms of the proposed
draft of the New Form of Contract now again submitted as in amendment of the existing and agreed

1909 Form of Contract, is unable to accept the same, but concurrently renews its offer to reconsider
the amendment of the 1909 Form where necessary.”

Certain individual Builders and Architects feeling somewhat concerned at the lack of unanimity
between the various bodies on the subject of the Contract have held an informal meeting to enquire
into and review the whole question. The Council of the Royal Institute have approved of the con-
tinuance of these informal discussions and the Practice Committee have appointed their Chairman, Mr.
Sydney Tatchell, one of their Hon. Secretaries, Mr. W. E. Watson, Mr. A. Burnett Brown, a member of

the Committee, and Air. E. Stanley Hall, Vice-President, to continue the informal discussions and report

thereupon to the Practice Committee.

Joint Committee of Specialists Associations

,

—A Joint Committee of Specialists Associations consisting

of some 25 Sub-Contracting Associations have submitted to the Practice Committee a ncAv form of Sub-
Contract in substitution for the form issued by the London Alaster Builders’ Association in 1926, and
this Joint Committee have invited the Practice Committee to consider the document with a view to its

universal adoption. The Committee have, however, deferred consideration upon it pending further

negotiations with the Alaster Builders’ representatives.

The Practice Committee have resolved that before finally approving any amended Form of Contract
there will be a conference with representatives of Sub-Contracting interests.

Replies to Queries in the Institute Journal.—The Science Standing Committee proposed that questions

affecting daily practice might be published for comment by others in the Journal, and the Practice

Committee expressed approval of the scheme, which it is hoped will be of service to members.

Fifth Congress of International Federation of Building and Public Works Contractors
^ London^ May

1930.—The Practice Committee were invited by the Council to name delegates to this Congress and they

appointed the Chairman, Air. Sydney Tatchell, and one of the Hon. Secretaries, Air. W. E. Watson.

Completion of Building.—A question was addressed to the Practice Committee for guidance on the

question of when a building was finished and the Hon. Secretary was requested to prepare a memorandum
on the subject. This was published in the Institute Journal of 23 November 1929.

REPORT OF THE SCIENCE STANDING COMMITTEE
Since the publication of the last Annual Report the Committee have held 10 meetings.

attendance of members at the 8 meetings held during this Session has been as follows :

—

<0. of Attendances. No. of Attendances
Robert J. Angel . 6 ==^Harry Hurt 4
Alfred H. Barnes 8 *G. N. Kent 5

*P. \V. Barnett 6 A. E. Alayhew I

W. T. Benslyn 3 Alan E. Munby . 4
Eric L. Bird 7 *E. J. Partridge 6

W. E. Vernon Crompton 2 H. D, Searles-Wood 5

G. R. Farrow 6 jMajor C. E\ Skipper . 8

Edwin Gunn 2 *S. Pointon Taylor 6

W. A. Harvey 4 Dr. Raymond Unwin . 7
Lt.-Col. A. F. Hooper 4 Percv J. Waldram 5

Arthur J. Hope . 6 C. S; White 3

Lt.-Col. P. A. Hopkins 7 T. Butler Wilson 3

* Marked thus were appointed after the first meeting of the Committee. Possible attendances 7.

The Officers of the Committee were elected as follows : Chairman, Dr. Raymond Unwin
; Vice-

Chairman, Lt.-Col. P. A. Hopkins ;
Hon. Secretaries, Alajor C. F. Skipper and Air. S. Pointon Taylor.

Building Research Station.—The increasingly valuable research work of this Department is becoming
more and more widely appreciated, and the Committee have again to express their grateful thanks for the
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generous assistance afforded in connection with matters referred to the Department, which is rapidly building

up a mass of precise information on fundamental matters relating to building of the highest importance.

The Department’s published reports on many subjects have been reviewed in the Journal by

members of the committee.

Dr. Stradling’s proposals for Schools of Building in Universities and Technical Institutions and the

possibilities of instituting scholarships in connection with these studies and specialised post-graduate

work are under careful consideration by this and other interested committees.

Building Science Abstracts.—iVttention is again drawn to the Station’s monthly compilation of scientific

information from all sources, copies of which can be referred to in the Library. They are of special

interest to members wanting specialised information on particular work-a-day problems or towards
research work.

Special Methods of Construction and New Materials .—The Committee have intimated through the

Journal that the Building Research Station has a considerable amount of useful information which is

freely offered to members on application, which will assist them in judging the advisability of experi-

menting with new methods or materials or on dealing with failures from fundamental or other causes.

All inquiries and information are treated as confidential where desirable.

British Engineering Standards Association.—Alembers of the Committee are actively engaged in

representing the Institute in connection with the work of the Association as affecting building. In addition

to these connections various members of the committee act as representatives for State and Local Govern-
ment Departments. Interim reports from the various representatives have been received, and the
Committee’s considered observations have been made and forwarded on draft specifications submitted.

Suggestions for further specifications have been considered and submitted to the Association in

connection with the following subjects :

—

Standards for Fire Resistance and Incombustibility.

Rapid Hardening Portland Cements and Gypsum Plaster.

The immediate future financial assistance to be given to the Association is being reviewed at the
request of the Finance Committee.

The representatives of the R.I.B.A. on the various Committees of the Association are as follows :

Sub Committee lo Aletal Tubes and Connections.—Air.
P. AI. Fraser [/\].

Sectional Committee 32, on Sand Lime Bricks.—Air. H. D.
Searles Wood [F.] and Air. Thomas Wallis [F.].

Sub Committee 32 ,
on Alaterials and Alanufacture —Air.

H. D. Searles-Wood [F.] and Air. Thomas Wallis [F.].

Sectional Committee on Bridcfes and General Building Con-
struction.-—^Alr. A. Alban H. Scott [F.].

Panel : Readv Alixed Paints, etc,—Air, H. D. Searles-

Wood [F ].

Sub Committee on Paints and Ahirnishes.—Air. H. D. Searles-

Wood [F].
Technical Committee P.W 12 on Cement.—Air. W. T,

Benslyn [A.].

Panel : \ arnishes, etc.—Air H. D. Searles-Wood [F.].

Sectional Committee it' Standardisatam (.)f Buildintr Alaterials.

—Air P. AI Fraser [F.].

Sub Committee 37 2, on Asphalt for Roofing.—Air. Edwin
Gunn [A.].

Sub Committee 37 1, on Asbestos C.'ement Sheeting.—Air.

P. AI. FraserTF].
Sub Committee 37 4, on Expanded Aletal and Expanded Aletal

Lathing —Air. H. Haylock Ciolding bd.].

Sub Committee on a Standard Specihcatum for Grey and
White Hydrated Lime.—Air. Harvey R. Sayer bd.].

Sub Committee on Standardisation and Simplihcation with

regard to Slates and Tiles,—Air. Edwin Gunn b*^-]-

Special Committee 41S. on Cranes and Derricks for Use on
Buildings.—Air. E. FI. Evans [F.].

Sub Committee on Standardisation of Colours —Air P T
Waldram [F,].

New- Committee on Standard Alethods of Testing Small
Clear Specimens of Timber.—Air. E. H. Evans ^[F.].

bub Committee on Cast Iron Halt-round O.G, and other
Atoulded Gutters.—Mr. G. X. Kent [F.l and Air E. L.
Bird [.d.].

Sectional Committee 15/ Vitrified Ware Pipes.—Air. R. J.
Angel [F.].

Panel 6— 3, Revision of Report Xo. 6, Xew' BS Steel
Sections.—Dr. Oscar Faber [Hon. A.].

CommittM B G, 9, Cast Iron Pipes for Heating, Ventilation

T,
Drainage—.Mr. G. R. Farrow [F-.l and Lt.-Col.

A. P, Hooper [.J.].
'

Sub Committee BG. 6 i, Building Lime.—Mr. W E Vernon
Crompton [F.].

Technical Committee PW, .74, Portland Blast Furnace Cement.
—Air. \\ . r. Benslyn [A.].

Technical Committee on Nomenclature (Svmbols and Ab-
bre\iations Used m Engineering).—Air. G. X. Kent
[F .J

.

Committee on Standardisation of “ Fire Resistance ” and
Incombustibility.”—Mr. P. J. Black [L.l.

Committee on Commercial Plywood.—Air. R. J. Angel

F'orest Products Research Laboratory.—Members will be interested to hear that a further scheme of
research into timber diseases is under consideration, which should be of great service to Architects and
Builders.
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Revision of Timber Specifications.—The Committee’s representatives have submitted interim reports

indicating interesting and valuable discussions of the Conference convened to consider this matter.

Timber Storage at the Surrey Commercial Docks.—Further correspondence on the subject of desirable

improvements in the methods of timber storage at these Docks has taken place with some effect, and there

is little doubt that if sufficient pressure from other interested bodies or persons was brought to bear

additional safeguards would be instituted.

Empire Timbers.—Representatives of the Committee are giving careful attention to a proposed
questionnaire regarding the value of Empire Timbers for use in building, decoration or furniture, which
is proposed to be submitted by the Empire Marketing Board to architects known to have considerable

experience of their uses. The Committee sincerely hope that all members consulted will support the

enquiry with their very valued observations, and would be glad to receive the names of members who have

useful knowledge to impart in this way.

Dampness in Houses.—The Sub-Committee’s Report on their investigation into the causes and
prevention of dampness in houses received the approval of the Council, and its subsequent publication

was very fully and favourably received by the lay and technical press. Copies of the Report, which was
published in the Journal, are available, price 6d.

Smoke Abatement.—The Sub-Committee’s final Report and practical suggestions, arising out of a

consideration of recent legislation on the subject has been received, approved, and has been published in

the Journal and in pamphlet form, price is. a copy.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—The Institution of Electrical Engineers drew the Committee’s

attention to the importance of their Regulations for the wiring of Electrical Installations. On attention

being drawn to Mr. Waldram’s paper on the subject in the Journal of 19 October 1929, which was

published with the Committee’s concurrence, they expressed their satisfaction and appreciation.

Telephone Development Association.—The Telephone Development Association requested the Com-
mittee’s collaboration in producing a booklet which would not only assist in popularising the use of

House Telephones but make suggestions for their more thoughtful installation on practical and artistic

grounds. It is now understood that the General Post Office have been considering for some time the

production of a Departmental Booklet on the subject, so that further consideration of the Telephone

Development Association’s proposal has been deferred.

Effect of Frost on Plumbing.—The destructive effects of last winter’s abnormal frosts on plumbing

drew special attention to the necessity of considering the best means of prevention of damage, having

regard to reasonable initial expenditure, and the best general advice for action during excessively frosty

weather. Mr. Digby Solomon and Mr. Godfrey Page communicated with the Committee, and a special

Sub-Committee was appointed to consider and report on the matter. An interim report suggested the

advisability of conferring with various other interested bodies, and a Conference w'as subsequently arranged.

This Conference have now produced a Report which will be considered by the Committee with a view

to publication as soon as possible.

Electric Power Stations in the Metropolis.—Members will be well aware of the action taken by the

Council through the President and otherwise with regard to the grave danger to Public Health and on

Architectural grounds in the absence of assurances that the products of combustion generated in such

stations can be dealt with satisfactorily. It is gratifying at least to note that every effort to eliminate these

dangers has been promised, and the Committee can be relied upon to persist in demanding reasonable

information and assurances.

Washing of Stone Arrangements for the publication of an article by Mr. J. Allen How^e in

the Journal on this subject were made, and the article was published in the JoL'RNAL of 9 November 1929.

Discolouration of White Lead Cases of discolouration have been reported by the London

Association of Master Decorators. The Committee have published a note in the Journal asking members

who have experienced difficulty to communicate with the Association.

The Architectural Association's Materials Bureau.—The attention of members is drawm to this Bureau,

which has an up-to-date collection of proprietary and other materials of interest, access to which is freely

and generously offered to non-members of the Association.
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Sessional Papers .—Suggestions for future Sessional Papers on matters of scientific interest have been
considered and recommendations made to the Council.

Lectures for Architects m Practice .—The attendance of members at recent lectures arranged by the
Committee was so disappointing that it is generally a matter for consideration whether such subjects
should not be dealt with solely through the medium of the Journal.

Fifth International Congress of Building and Public Works Contractors, London, May 1930.—Repre-
sentatives of the Committee have been recommended to the Council as Delegates to this Congress.

The I arioiis Industries {^Silicosis) Scheme, 1928.—Air. CreswelFs notes on the Home Office Order 975,
written at the Committee’s request, were published in the Journal of 29 June 1929.

Queries and Replies .—A system is now in operation whereby members having specialised knowledge
reply to queries where the information is not such as is generally available in text books. Matters of
general or particular interest are reproduced in the Journal without the publication of the enquirer’s name.
Spare copies of the information thus provided can be obtained on request, and the subject matter will be
carefully indexed each year for reference purposes.

Science Notes.—The Literature Standing Committee have agreed to set aside space in the Journal
for brief notes on matters of scientific interest not of sufficient importance for a special article, and to
index them separately at the end of each year for easy reference.

Scientific Information .—New members are requested to note that the collection, collation and dis-
semination of information are the aims of the Committee, and it is hoped that they will collaborate by
providing statements of interesting problems, solved or unsolved, for their guidance or consideration."

REPORT OF THE ARCHITECTS’ AND BUILDERS’ JOINT
CONSULTATION BOARD

The present members of the Board are :

—

Air. Herbert A. Welch (Chairman), Air. Henry V. Ashley, Air. AIatthe^^ J. Dawson and Air. G. E. S. Streatfeild, repre-
senting the Royal Institute of British Architects, and Sir Stephen Fasten, O.B.E., J.P. (Vice-Chairman! Air. A. H. Adamson
Air. E. W. King, Air. E. Thorne and Sir J. Walker Smith, representing the National Federation of Building Trades Employers.

The Board was established in 1925 and under its constitution may consider and report upon matters
which may be referred to it, such as questions which create or tend to create friction between the various
organisations connected with the building industry; changes of policy

;
procedure or methods current

in the industry
;

technical questions affecting the industry, such as the provisions of a properly trained
personnel and the allocation of classes of work so as to avoid demarcation disputes

; the better selection
of materials

;
and the consideration of Government legislative proposals with special reference to questions

of production and cost.

During the period under review the following matters have been considered and recommendations
made to the appropriate bodies :

—

The Increasing Use of Imported Joinery.

Awards for Craftsmen.

The Inclusion in Bills of Quantities of Items of Street Work.

REPORT OF THE ARCHITECTS’ AND OPERATIVES’ JOINT
CONSULTATION BOARD

The Board was established in June 1926 for the purpose of considering and reporting upon matters
such as craftsmanship, education, apprenticeship, the question of interesting workmen in the design and
planning of buildings, and upon other questions mutually affecting the interests of architects and building
operatives (apart from the question of wage rates).
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The Board consists of four architects appointed by the Council of the Royal Institute of British

Architects, and five representatives of the National Federation of Building Trades Operatives. The
architect-members are Mr. Herbert A. Welch (Chairman), Mr. Henry V. Ashley, Mr. Matthew J. Dawson,
and Mr. G. E. S. Streatfeild (Joint Hon. Secretar}"). The representatives of the National Federation of

Building Trades Operatives are Mr. Thomas Barron (Vice-Chairman), Mr. George Elmer, Mr. G. Hicks,

Mr. J. W. Stephenson, and Mr. R. Coppock (Joint Hon. Secretary).

Apprenticeship.—The questions of apprenticeship and the training of craftsmen continue to receive

the careful consideration of the Board, who are at present reviewing the systems in force in some of the

other European countries. The Board hope in the near future to extend their activities by arranging a

joint meeting with the Architects’ and Builders’ Consultation Board at which this matter can be fully

discussed.

Awards for Craftsmen.

The Board have given their cordial approval to the proposal, that a scheme should be formulated for

making awards to craftsmen on the lines of that in operation in the United States.

Council of Enquiry into the Building Industry.—The Board are following with close interest the work
of the Council of Enquiry into the Building Industry of which Lord Amulree is Chairman and upon
which architects, master-builders, operatives and surveyors are represented.

REPORT OF THE COMPETITIONS COMMITTEE
Since the publication of the last Annual Report the Committee have met on five occasions.

The Members of the Committee for the present Session are :

—

Mr. Henrs' V. Ashley.

Xlr. Robert Atkinson.

Mr. H. Chalton Bradshaw.
Mr. L. H. Bucknell.

Lt.-Col. H. P. Cart de Lafontaine.

Mr. C. Cowles-Voysey.
Mr. T. Lawrence Dale
Mr. C. Ernest Elcock.

Sir Banister Fletcher.

Mr. E. Vincent Harris.

Mr. P. D. Hepworth.
Mr. Arthur Keen.
Mr. Sydney D. Kitson.

Mr. H. V. Lanchester.
Air. F. Winton Newman.
Mr. T. Taliesin Rees.
Mr. Howard Robertson,
Air. Percy Thomas.
Air. E. Berrv Webber
Air. Herbert A, Welch.

Mr. C. Ernest Elcock and Mr. C. Cowles-Voysey were appointed Chairman and Hon. Secretary

respectively.

Competitions dealt with.—During the period under review the Committee have dealt with 44
competitions.

(1) In 24 cases the conditions have been satisfactory.

(2) In 9 cases negotiations with promoters have resulted in the amendment of the conditions,

and the competitions have been held with the approval of the R.I.B.A.

(3) In 8 cases promoters have refused to amend the conditions and the veto of these competitions

has been advised.

(4) In 2 cases negotiations with the promoters are still proceeding.

(5) In one case an irregular competition w^as brought to the Committee’s notice too late for

action to be taken.

The Committee again desire to point out that conditions for competitions are frequently received

by the Committee at so late a date as to leave inadequate time for negotiation with the promoters with

a view to the conditions being brought into accord with the R.I.B.A. Regulations.

It w^ould be of great assistance to the Committee if members would realise the importance of

forwarding at once copies of all conditions of competitions which are being promoted.

R.I.B.A. Regulations.—Since the publication of the last Annual Report all the Allied Societies in

Great Britain and Ireland have notified their approval of the Committee’s recommendations for the

amendment of the R.I.B.A. Regulations, which recommendations had previously been approved by the

Council and General Body of Members.
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Improvement and Layout Scheme Competitions ,—Several competitions have been promoted recently

by important Municipal Authorities for improvement and layout schemes, and in these cases the

Committee have agreed to certain modifications of the conditions to meet the particular circumstances of

each case.

A Sub-Committee has been appointed to consider the possibility of drawing up a standard scale of

fees for Assessors and scale of premiums in connection with competitions of this nature.

Directions to Assessors and Architectural Acoustics ,—After careful consideration of the suggestion

that special directions should be given to Assessors regarding acoustic requirements in particular types of

buildings, the Committee decided that it would be inadvisable to add any clauses to the ‘‘ Directions to

Assessors for this purpose, as such a course might have a tendency to limit the judgment of the Assessor

on the larger issues involved.

Limited Coynpetitions.—The Committee desire to call the attention of members to the notice on this

subject which was published in the Journals of 7 and 21 December 1929.

Competition for Nezc R.LB.A. Building,—At the request of the Council, the Committee have carefully

considered and advised the Council upon the procedure to be adopted in connection with the competition
for the new premises of the R.LB.A. in Portland Place.

Irregular Competitions and the Local Press.—In view of the lack of understanding on the part of the

general public of the aims and purposes of the R.LB.A. Regulations, it has been decided, in the case of

irregular competitions where negotiations with the promoters prove abortive and it becomes necessary to

veto the competitions, that copies of the correspondence with the promoters shall be sent to the local

press.

Competitions and the Planning of State Buildings.—At the request of the Committee, the Chairman
wrote to The Times on this subject, and his letter was published in the issue of 19 February 1930. A
very helpful leading article was published in the same issue strongly supporting the views expressed by
the Chairman.

REPORT OF THE LONDON BUILDING ACTS COMMITTEE
The members appointed by the Council are :

—

The President (ex-officio).

The Hon. Secretary (ex-officio).

Mr. Louis Blanc.
AIr. Arteiur Crow.
Mr. \V. R Davidue.
Mr. Matt. Dawson,
Mr. William G. Hunt.

Mr. E, C. P. Monson.
AIr. H. D. SeARLES-Wood.
AIr. Digby L. Solomon, B.Sc.Lond.
Sir Henry Tanner, C.B., LS.O.
AIr. Maurice E, Webb, D.S.O., AEG
AIr. W. Henry White.

The following additional members have accepted a special invitation of the Council to join the
Committee :—Air. William Hunt, L.C.C., and Air. W. Campbell Jones.

Air. H. D. Searles-Wood was elected Chairman.

Air. Louis Blanc, Hon. Secretaryc

The w ork of this Committee has now^ extended over a period of ten years, and in that time the w^hole
of the London Building Acts have been review'ed, and recommendations made.

These recommendations were published by the Institute, in the form of a report in 1926, and a copy
was forwarded to the London County Council.

The publication also included the views of the Council of the Institute on Air. Topham Forrest’s
Report, on the Construction and Control of Buildings in America.

At this date no material concessions or amendments have been made by the L.C.C. Further steps
have been taken to place the views of this Institute before them, and recent correspondence in which the
urgency of the items was specially noted, indicates that definite conclusions have not yet been arrived at.

Various regulations of the L.C.C. controlling the construction of buildings and not readily accessible
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to members, were recently published in the Journal and it is proposed to continue this practice as occasion

arises.

Considerable interest in the reform of the London Building Acts is being taken by other interested

bodies, and this Committee has from time to time been able to co-operate usefully with them.

The work of the Committee is still proceeding.

REPORT OF THE R.I.B.A. REGISTRATION COMMITTEE
The Committee regrets that, owing to pressure of other engagements, Mr. Henry IVI. Fletcher and

Mr. Howard Robertson, the latter an original member, have retired. In their places the Council has

appointed Mr. E. Bertram Kirby and Mr. L. Sylvester Sullivan, and the Committee has been strengthened

by the appointment of two representatives of the Association of Architects, Surveyors and Technical

Assistants, viz., Mr. L. A. F. Ireland and Mr. V. Leslie Nash. Subject to these alterations the personnel

of the Committee remains as originally constituted.

Early in the year the Committee formulated a propaganda programme designed to*secure the support

of Parliamentary candidates to the principles of the Architects’ Registration Bill in the event of their

being successful at the General Election. With the assistance of the Allied Societies many promises of

support were secured, and those candidates who were returned to Parliament were reminded of their

undertakings and were asked to ballot for the Bill, but on this occasion the supporters of the Bill were not

successful in securing a favourable place in the ballot. In these circumstances Col. T. C. Aloore, M.P.,

who did so much to secure the second reading of the 1927 Bill, kindly consented to introduce the 1929
Bill which was presented by him on 23 December 1929, supported by Sir George Courthope, Mr.
Runciman, Mr. Knight, Sir Nicholas Grattan-Doyle, IMr. Birkett, Mr. Tillett, Mr. David Grenfell and

Sir Robert Gower.
The Bill, which is similar to that which passed the House of Lords in December 1928, has been

set dowm for second reading on several occasions. The Measure is now^ in the hands of Col. Moore,
aw-aiting a favourable opportunity for second reading, and all arrangements for securing further support

when the time comes, are made.

The Committee is greatly indebted to the Allied Societies for their assistance in the propaganda and

to those Members of Parliament w ho are giving the Measure their support, and in particular to Col. T. C.

iVIoore, who is untiring in his efforts to secure the further progress of the Measure.

REPORT OF THE SALARIED MEMBERS COMMITTEE
Since the publication of the last Annual Report the Committee have held five meetings.

The members of the Committee for the present Session are :

IMr. John Battv.

Air. W. E. Brooks.
Air. H. A. Crouch.
Air. W. T. Curtis.

Air. A. J. Clifford Ewen.
Air. J, Orieve.
Air. E. Stanley Hall.

Air. William H. Hamlyn.
Air. P. K. Hanson.

Air. L. A. F. Ireland.

Air. H. V. Lanchester.
Air. Charles AIcLachlan.
Air. F. Winton Newman.
Capt. A. Seymour Reeves.
Air. J. Douglas Scott.

Air. J. Alan Slater.

Air. Charles Woodward.
Air. F. R. Yerbury.

The Officers of the Committee wxre elected as follow^s :

—

Chairman : Mr. H. V. Lanchester.

Vice-Chairman : Mr. Charles Woodw’ard.

Hon. Secretary : Mr. William H. Hamlyn.

Salaried Appointments Overseas .—On the recommendation of the Committee a notice has recently

been inserted in the Journal advising members who are contemplating applying for appointments
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overseas to write to the Secretary R.LB.A. for information respecting conditions of employment, cost of

living, climatic conditions, etc.

The Committee have made extensive inquiries on these subjects from members in all parts of the

world and have collected information that will be of the greatest use. Enquiries for this information

have alreadv been dealt with and the members concerned have benefited greatly by the advice given.

Salaried Members Com?nittees of Allied Societies ,—The views of the Committee have been brought
before the Allied Societies Conference, with the result that each Allied Society has been requested to

consider the desirability of setting up a Committee to look after the interests of salaried members. It is

gratifying to note that in some cases such Committees have already been formed. The Salaried Members
Committee intend to keep in touch with all the Allied Societies on this matter, and hope that further

Committees will be set up in due course.

Memorandum on the State of the Profession .—A memorandum on this subject has been prepared and
is now being considered by the Council. The Committee have asked for a copy of the iNIemorandum to

be sent to every member of the Institute. It is felt that the circulation of this Memorandum will inevitably

lead to a better understanding of the relation between “ salaried ” and “ practising ” members and this,

in its turn, will greatly facilitate the work of the Committee.

Report on Status and Salaries .—The Committee have prepared a report on the status and salaries of

architects employed by Government Departments, County and Municipal Authorities, etc. This report

is now being considered by the Council.

REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON THE
SCALE OF CHARGES

This Committee were originally appointed by the Council in April, 1927, and were re-appointed for the
Session 1929-1930 as follows :

—

jMr. Henry V. Ashley, Mr. W. Gillbee Scott,
Mr. Francis Jones, Mr. W. E. Watson (Chairman),
Mr. E. Bertram Kirby, Mr. Maurice E. Webb.
VIr. J- DousHs Scott (Hon. Secretary),

The function of the Committee was to consider the advisability of simplifying and clarifying the
existing Conditions of Engagement and Scale as a whole, including the Scale for Housing Work.

The amended document as approved by the Council was informally discussed at Business Meetings
on 10 June and 15 July 1929, and in the light of comments made and also those received from members,
the document has been further amended and forwarded to the Council for consideration.

A Special Sub-Committee consisting of Mr. E. Bertram Kirby, Mr, J. Douglas Scott, Mr. W. Gillbee
Scott, and Air. W. E, Watson were re-appointed by the Council to confer with representatives of the
Alinistry of Health on the question of fees for Specialists and Consultants. This Sub-Committee, who
in July last were combined with the Special Committee on the Scale of Charges, have had informal discus-
sions, at the request of the Practice Standing Committee, with representatives of the Association of
Consulting Engineers and the Institution of Structural Engineers. The representatives of the former
body submitted for consideration, revised conditions of engagement, scale of remuneration, and code of
professional practice for consulting engineers.

It is hoped to arrange a further joint conference in the near future to consider a reasoned statement
which has been prepared by the Sub-Committee analysing the various difficulties and complications which
arise in connection with modern conditions of practice, etc.

REPORT OF THE THAMES BRIDGES CONFERENCE
Representing the following bodies :

—

The Royal Academy. The Architectural Association.
The Royal Institute of British Architects. The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings.
Tne Surveyors’ Institution. The Architecture Club,
The Town Planning Institute. and Representative Engineers.
The London Society.
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The efforts of the Conference throughout the year have been directed towards securing a satisfactory

layout of the proposed Charing Cross Bridge and its approaches. The plan put before the London
County Council in July 1929 for final adoption still contained the chief defects of the former plan. Both
the London County Council and the Southern Railway had been approached with a request to leave the

way open for subsequent amendment of the scheme but to no purpose, and this plan w^as accepted by the

London County Council and became the basis of the Bill presented to Parliament.

A deputation waited on the Minister of Transport and the Chairman of the Improvements Com-
mittee on 23 December and criticised the official scheme very severely from all points of view\ The
deputation was introduced by Mr. Stanley Hall in the absence of the President on the Continent, and
addresses were made by the Chairman on behalf of the Conference, Sir Reginald Blomfield on behalf of

the Royal Academy, and Lord Crawford on behalf of the London Society. Mr. Morrison and Sir Percy
Simmons replied but gave no hope of material alteration in the scheme.

A carefully prepared statement was then drawn up setting out in detail under a number of headings
the defects of the scheme. This statement was printed, together with a plan, and was sent to all Members
of Parliament and to the Press and the Public Authorities concerned. Opposition w^as carried on further

by means of articles and letters in the Press including several letters from the President of the Institute
;

addresses to a group of M.P.’s w^ere given by the Chairman and Sir Reginald Blomfield, and several lectures

on the subject were delivered. Many individual Members of Parliament w^ere approached, and letters

were sent to the Allied Societies asking them to approach the Members representing their districts.

The discussion in the House took place on 19 February with the result that the official scheme w as

adopted by a large majority and sent to a special committee for consideration.

On 3 April the following resolution w^as communicated to the Press :
—

>

“ In view' of the fact that tne Charing Cross Bridge Bill has obtained a second reading and
cannot, in Committee, be substantially improved, the Thames Bridges Conference desires to

reaffirm, for reasons given at length in a recently published statement, its opposition to a

radically imperfect scheme.’’

REPORT OF THE TOWN PLANNING AND HOUSING
COMMITTEE

Since the publication of the last Annual Report, the Towm Planning and Housing Committee have

held two meetings, a considerable part of the w^ork having been delegated to Sub-Committees, w'ho have

met frequently.

The following members w'ere appointed by the Council for the Session 1929-30 :
—

The President.

The Hon. Secretary.

Prof. Patrick Abercrombie.
Prof. S. D. Ad^head.
Mr. L. H. Buckneli.
Air. Arthur Crow.
Mr. W. R. David^je.

Air. F. AI. Elgood.
Air. P. AI. Fraser.

Air. W. A. Harvey.
Air. W. Haywood.

Air. H. V. Lanchester.
Air. T. Ah^yn Lloyd.
Sir Henry Alaybury.
Air. D. Barclay Niven.
Air. Herbert Shepherd.
Air. Louis de Soissons.

Air. G. E. S. Streatfeild.

Air. \V. Harding Thompson.
Air. C. F. Ward.
Air. Edward Warren.

On the recommendation of the Committee the Council have appointed Colonel C. H. Bressey, of

the Ministry of Transport, as a member of the Committee.

The Officers of the Committee w'ere elected as follows :

—

Chairman, Air. William Haywood. Joint lion. Secretaries, Air. \\ . Harding Thompson,
Vice-Chairmen, Prof. S. L). Adshead, Air. H. V . Lanchester. Air. Percival Al. Fraser.

I. Control of Elevations ,—As a result of the British Architects’ Conference at York in 1929, the

Committee, in collaboration w ith the Art Standing Committee, were instructed to consider and report

on the proposals contained in Ylr. William Hayw'ood’s paper.

A report on the Control of Elevations has been prepared by a joint sub-committee, appointed by
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the constituent major committees, which sets forth certain recommendations to the Council. The
Committee have kept in close touch with the Council for the Preservation of Rural England.

2. International Congress of Building and Public Tforfo, London^ May 1930,—Air. Arthur Crow has

been appointed to represent the Committee as an R.LB.A. delegate to the forthcoming Congress.

3. Education in Regional Planning,—Pssi^ing from recent correspondence in The Tirnes^ a sub-com-
mittee has been appointed to consider the question of Education for Town and Regional Planning, and
to draw up an outline programme for a Conference on the subject to submit to the Council. It is then

hoped that a Conference may be held to which all the educational authorities and others interested in

the subject may be called, with a view to co-ordinating the work of schools throughout the country now
engaged in teaching Town and Regional Planning, Landscape Architecture and kindred subjects, also

to consider the hnancial needs of this branch of education.

4.

London Squares .—In accordance with the policy of recent years, the Committee have been kept in

close touch with any building developments on London Squares and Enclosures.

(a) A scheme for 12 houses is now being carried out on part of Trafalgar Square, Chelsea,

but this is in accordance with the owners’ intentions as stated in evidence before the recent Roval
Commission.

{b) Works are now in progress in Soho Square, but in reply to an inquiry^ the Committee has

been informed by the Charing Cross Electricity Supply Co., Ltd., that there will be no building

visible above ground
;
the work is for an extension of an existing underground chamb r.

THE FINANCES OF THE ROYAL INSTITUTE
The Statement of i\ccounts prepared by the Accountants for the year 1929 shows satisfactorv results

notwithstanding the reduction in the income over that of the previous year due to the new regulations

with regard to Probationers’ Registration.

This reduction in income was fully anticipated when the rough estimate was prepared, and it is

gratifying to note that the latter bears favourable comparison with the statement of actual income and
expenditure, the total realised income being more and the total expenditure less than was anticipated.

We budgeted for an income of ^(^39,135, plus £1,000 entrance fees, and we actually received

£39,665 5s. I id., plus £894 I2S. entrance fees. This amount includes the gross amount received from
advertisements in publications, as shown in the separate account.

The actual expenditure amounted to £39,757 7s., as compared with an estimated expenditure of

£39,941.
The surplus for the year, amounting to £802 los. iid., has been transferred to the New Premises

Building Fund.
The past year has seen the completion of the negotiations'^ for the acquisition of the unexpired

interests in premises occupying the site in Portland Place upon which the new Headquarters for the

R.LB.A. will be erected
;
and it is worthy of note that these intermediate interests (which, in accordance

with our Building terms, we were bound to obtain) have been acquired at no greater cost to the Institute

than would have been the case had they been purchased in the open market.

Since the close of the year the last remaining interest in No. 66 Portland Place has been acquired on
equallv favourable terms.

We are now receiving the rentals for those portions of the premises in Portland Place which are still

let, and it is hoped that further income from this source will be obtained by short term lettings of the

premises at present in hand.

The approval by the Privy Council to the Development Scheme proposals which were approved by
the General Body last year is still awaited, and consequently the Estimate of Income and Expenditure foV

the current year appended to the Statement of Accounts is based on the existing constitution and member-
ship. Provision has been made for the normal activities, with a due regard to strict economy wherever
possible. P. A- Hopkins,

Chairman of the Finance and House Committee,

*Full details with regard to the negotiations and terms arranged will be found in the R.LB.A. Journal
for 13 April 1929.
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REPORT OF THE HONORARY AUDITORS
We have examined the books and checked them with the Ordinary and Trust Funds Accounts and

vouchers for the year 1929, together with the various share and scrip Certificates—some held by the

Institute in the Office Safe and others deposited with Bankers, of which latter we have had verification

lists—and they were found to be in order and to agree with the Statement of Accounts prepared by the

Chartered Accountants.

The Ordinary Income for the year amounted to 7,258 17s. 2d., as compared with ^^41,474 i8s. id,

plus £970 4s. od. Entrance Fees—not included in Revenue—for the previous year.

The reduction in Income in 1929 compared with 1928 is actually ^1,885 4s. 2d,, as the net amount
received in 1929 from Advertisements in Publications is shown as being transferred from the separate

account for these, whereas in 1928 the gross amount received was included in the accounts for that year.

Subscriptions and Contributions show a net increase of £255 5s. id. over previous years, the decrease

of ;^334 IS. 9d. in Licentiates’ subscriptions being more than compensated by increase in all other classes.

Revenue from Advertisements in Journal and Kalendar is down ^£894 i6s. 6d., and, deducting corre-

sponding less cost of printing and commission, shows a net reduction of £563 19s. 9d. from the previous

vear. This seems fairly common just now and is due to present general depression.

Examination and other fees produced £2,822 i8s. 6d. less than the previous year. Fees from Inter-

mediate and Final examinations show an increase of £751 5s. 6d., but the other four classes total a

reduction of >£3,574 4s.—chief of which is the amount received for Probationers’ Registration, showing a

reduction of ^3,500 14s. This, however, was anticipated in view of the abnormal number of entrants

in IQ28 who took advantage of registering as Probationers before the restriction with regard to Head-

masters’ Certificates came into operation at the end of that year.

Rents received from Tenants and use of Rooms and Galleries show an increase of ^1,392 6s. 2d.

Portland Place premises figure for the first time in the Accounts with rents received from tenants amounting

to >£1,533 13s. 8d.

Expenditure for the vear amounted to £36,456 6s. 3d. plus >£3,301 os. 9d., being the cost of adver-

tisements in publications shown in the separate account—making a total of £39,757 7s., compared with

£38,062 8s. id. in the previous year, an excess of £1,694 iid.

Premises account shows an expenditure of £5,325 2 S. 3d., as against £4,123 is. 4d. in the previous

vear—an excess of £1,202 os. iid., mainly accounted for by the commitments arising from the acquisition

of the Portland Place site. Fire and other Insurance is increased from £94 3s. iid, to £134 los. 7d., as

apart from insurances on the Portland Place premises—additional policies have been taken out against

Burglary and for Exhibition Insurance.

Administration Expenses total £13,461 os. iid.—an increase of £1,308 i6s. 8d. over the previous

year accounted for by increases in salaries and additional printing, etc., involved in putting forward

the Development Scheme proposals.

The publication of the Journal and Kalendar compared with 1928 cost £161 iis. qd. less for Journ.al

and £148 7s. 6d. more for Kalendar, a net reduction on the two of £13 4s. 3d. The extra cost of Kalendar

is explained by its larger size and a considerable increase in the number printed and circulated. Copies

are now issued to all the larger Public Libraries in the Linked Kingdom and Ireland.

General Meetings, Exhibitions and Conferences account shows a net increase of £162 17s. iid. over

the previous year—the items for Annual Conference and Dinner being less and the excess being due to

the Biennial Exhibition held in 1929.

The amount expended in Grants is increased over that for 1928 by £760 5s., necessitated by the first

payment in connection with the R.I.B.A. Rome Scholarships in Architecture.

The payments made during 1929 for acquiring the site for the new premises in Portland Place

amounted to £20,687 19s. lod,, as shown in the Balance Sheet. Part of this was provided by the amount

standing to the credit of the new Premises Fund and the balance by arrangement with the Institute

Bankers.

We are pleased to express our appreciation of the way in which the accounts are kept and to thank the

staff for the courteous and lucid way in which they were presented to us.

E. J. W. Hider [F.] [Honorary

Robert W. Pite [F,] \ Auditors,
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Income and Expenditure Account of Ordinary Funds for the Year ending 31st December 1929.

Exclusive of Subscriptmns in Advance.
EXPENDITURE.

, INCOME.
Premises

—

£ S. d.

Rent

—

Conduit Street 83 9 3
38. Bedford Square .... 175 0 0
Portland Plat e 380 5 5

Rates and Taxes

—

Conduit .-stru-f 1385 3 0
38, l^edtord Miuare. .... 32 16 5
Portland Plau* 335 11 8

Intere-t on Mortgage 11(1(1 0 0
Interest on Bank Gverdratt 453 5

Gas, Heating and Klettne
Light

—

'

Condiiit Str* et 370 8 0
Portland Place 10 10 10

l\i( 1—
Conduit Street 58 3 0
Portland Place 4 13 u

Genera 1 Repair.-,

—

Conduit Street 379 S s
Portland Place. 3 14 9

Fire and Other In-Juram e

—

Conduit ^trecr 134 1(1 7

Portland Place 39 13 4

HoU--ekeepilig ami Wages
T( lephoiu—

-

i'onduit 10 0

Portland Place 19 3

d- £ s, d.

646 14 8

— 1653 11 1

1553

3S0 18 10

63 15 0

To Admintmration

—

Salaries and Gratuities
CTu'inploynieiit lusurancliealth and

^t.iiups

Pt.‘n=>ion^

Staff ln''Uianfi and
Gt^neraf Pnntuiu;, Stationery, Stamps
and X’ftty Expenses ..

Annual Election Enumerators

To PrULlCtTIONS—
Jnnrnal—

Reporting
PrintiiiR and limdmg
TllU'.tnitjons

Postage ami Carnage 163.'

Kab‘)(dar—

To Tibk\kv
To TK^VU.MNO EXi'ENstSr-

lit

Vv-ituig Hoard
ProMntial Abunb* r*' . .

.

ConlcretK e ul Tf<U-luTs

To General Meetim.'' and uonferenles-
Gi.luTal Moctiiigs and Exhibition-'. ,

Aniiiiai Loiiioit-ncf

Annual Ihinu*^ . ...
( ouiK li Diniu r (on '-ts

Advt rtiseiucnta

To Ex VMlNATIoNfe AND PRIZE*—
J.\<iiiiint t''' .((id Inviuilator"’

Mt dal- atid I’l Uf -

Prize Drawing- donir.

Roia*' holai-lnp
ExaiiiiuatioU'- iG\ vrseus ) .

.

*T'J ( ‘'NrRiBL'riON" TO Allied soLihriE^..
To Gr\ni->—

PritNli S( hool at Jtouic

Briti-h .'?<.tiooi at Homt (Paeulty id

\li iueo]t)gy)

An hitett-’ PamvoRnt Society
An liit( ( tural A-mm latiuii

liuti-hlaigiiK t ting ^tandarilN Ass<a latioii

(.oiiiitil tor tin* Pit-erxatnjn of Rural
Liiglatid

ITaiico-British I'mon of Arrhitnt'!
Ruial West ot England A< adeinj school

oi Architecture !

Dundee In-titutr of Ari'hitet't- CEibranes
ol Allied Socutie-J

28.1 3 5

164 3 11
491 0 4

89 9 5

8730 4 10

77 7 9
1310 11 1

353 19 0

3160 0 3

39 18 0

106 11

3733 7 5
303 17 6
1635 5 1

863 5 3
333 8 9

1467 9
3.5U 0 0
1907 9 5

1 13 0

6S8 8 10
3‘'U 14 11
16S 10 11
170 15 0
60 6 6

454 13 0
438 6 6
5.5 16 5
.50 14 0

] 35 13 li

7.50 0 0

0

XoO 0 0
loo 0 0
loo 0 0

100 0 0
50 0 0

50 0 0

£ s. d.
By subscriptions and Conirirctions—

X’eliows 7968 11 0
Fellows, Arrears 141 15 0
Associates 7533 3 6
Associates, Arrears 381 1 11
Licentiate^ 570tt 13 y
Licentiates. Arreais 258 11 7
Reinstated Members 110 0 ti

-Students' Fees and Arrears 885 3 0
Subscribers 22 1 u

Cr.

£ s. d.

By Entrance Fees

By Surplus irom ADVEKrisEMENrs Account
By Sales of Publications

By Examination and Other Fees

—

Pn)hationer-' liegistiation 2309
Intermediate Examination 1970
Licentiati Exaimnatiuii 36
Final Exuiiiination 1.350
Town Planning Examination 1
Statutory Exanuuatiun Iti

By R T ibA TrwNis, \.nd Use of Rooms

—

Gonduit Street 1050 0 0
Portland Place 1533 13 s

33908 1 0

894 12 0

3835 19 1

3321 7 8

15 0
6 0
1 0

18 0
5586 10 6

5335 2 3

13461 0 11

4758 1

Galleries
3583

30
13 s

4 6

By Interest on Deposit

By Life Membership

—

Interest on Coiiver-'ion Loan
Ba" 3s, Bediurd Sou a re

—

outstanding Balance of Pur-

3619 18 2

IS 10 1

9 16 7

lntvri--t on i

chase 51om

1095 14
435 0

-
I

1379

1115 3 10
3336 13 7

133 3 U-
Carried forward £33301 lo n

* Bye-law 85 pro\ id» that “The Royal In-^titute shall, in each year lontribute
net ex<-ei*diug oiie-rhird as the t'ouncii may from time to time determim-
thireoi wlm i-> al.-it u member of such .Siciety, provided 'Ueh member h
shall such njiitribution app]> m the c-ise of any one member to more than one Allied Sueietv,’

Carried forward £37358 17 2
each year I'ontnbute to any Non- Metropolitan Allied Society such Dfonortnm

paid to the Royal Institute by eacdi membermuir fuse un o.Iit» t»r reside in the district oi such Society; hut in no event
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EXPENDITURE.
Brought forward

To GraktS

—

continued .

London Society (St. Paul’s Bill Petition)

Ralph Knott Memorial Pund
School of Architecture, University of

Sheffield (Recognised School Libraries)

Ulster Society of Architects (Libraries oi

Allied Societies)

Worcester College. Oxford
Berks, BucksandOxon Architectural A>''0 -

ciation ( libraries of Allied Societies).

.

Indian Institute of Architects (Libraries

of Alhcil Societies)

Sheffield, south Yo^k'^hlre and District

Society of Architects and Surveyors
(Libraries of Allied Societies)

Welsh School of Architecture (Recognised
School Libraries)

Birmingham School of Architecture (Re-
cognised School Libraries)

British Institute in Paris
British School at Athens
Society tor the Protection of Ane.< n

Buildings (Lymore Hall Survey) .

Howard Memorial Fund
International Federation for Housing
and Toma Planning

National Association of Water Users . .

.

Royal British Colonial Society of Artists

National Book Council
Empire Forestry Assouation
British School of Archseology m Egypt

.

To Library Catalogue
To Miscellaneous Expenses

—

Legal and Accountants
Registration
London Architecture Medal
Conditions of Contract Conference .

President’s Portrait
Sundries

Income and Expenditure Account of Ordinary Funds

—

continuecL.

£ 8. d. INCOME.
33201 10 6

;

j

Brought forward

£ s. d.

1328 3 0 ;

2.5 0 0

25 0 0

25 0 0

25 0 0
25 0 u

20 u 0

15 0 0

15 0 0

15 0 0

10 0 0
5 5 ('

5 0 0
4 4 0
4 4 n
3 10 0

. 2 2 0
1 1 0

3U0 16 4
366 13 7

85 12 3

52 10 0
255 0 0
394 8 11

425

Gr*

£ s. d,

3725S 17 2

1500 -t

2.30 10

To SURPLUS FOR THE YEAR .

1455 1 1

bU2 10 11

£37258 17

Advertisements in Publications Account for the Year ending 31st December 1929.

EXPENDITURE.
To Advertisements in Publications

—

Journal—
Printing
Advertisement Department Expenses
Advertisement Coinmission 1370

Kalendar—
Printing
Advertisement Coimiiission and Ex-

penses

Surplus transterred to Ordinary Fuads A<-cjunt

Saffery, Sons <fe Co.,
Chartered Accountants.

INCOME.
5 . d.

. £1571 9 4
71 13 0

. 1370 6 4

111 19 3

. 175 12 10

By Advertislments-
Jounial
Kalendar

£37253 17 2

£ d.

5481 8 10
055 11 0

3013 8 8
j

287 12
2835 19

£6130 19 10 £6136 19 10

H>r.

, , I. ino> « E. J. W HIDER [F.]

Examined with the vouchers and found to be correct, 28 March. 1930 Robert W.Pite [F.\

Balance Sheet of Ordinary Funds, 31st December 1929.

LIABILITIES. £

To Sundry Creditors

—

Sundry 2110

Mortgage Interest 3b

Rent

Bon. Auditors.

d.

3

120 19

Mortgage on Freehold and Leasehold
Projperty at 5^ per cent

Subseriptiona received in advance—

•

Fellows
Associates ...
Licentiates
Students

2267

20000

134 8
223 IS
32 11
43 1

Aerodromes Ctmimittee Fund
Life MeinberslnpFundafSlst December, 1028 199 10

Compositions received during 1929

Lloyds Bank, Oveidratt
New' Premises Building Fund, at Slst De- _

ceinber, 1928 ( 7
Surplus lor the vear 1929. ... • • •

Dividends and Interest received
r- c t

Profit on Ilealis.ition of Investments ^

Surplu-s of Assets over Liabilities (Subject to

valuation of premises and realisation ot

Debtors and Subscriptions in arrear)

433 18
50 0

329 14
13855 14

ASSETS. £

By Premises—
New Premises, Payments made during
1929 ^

Conduit Street

Mortgage Redemption Policy
Debtors—

Rent and Advertisements Ibol 11 £

Payments in advance 365 19 10

Subscriptions in Arrear for 1929 and
previously—

•

Fellows 191 14 0

Associates JOl '36
Licentiates 39l la 10

Students 12 12 0

Life Membership Fund—
£420 7s. 6d. Conv'ersion Stock .

.

Amount Receivable—
Sale ol 28, Bedford Square (balance).

,

Gr,
d.

2068'

98135 1

3488 4

19 10
4
0

2217 11 0

99S 4

329 14

2000 0

9942 19 6

80977 0 11

SAFFERY, Sons & Co.,
Chartered Accountants.

£127856 14 6 £127856 14 6

Examined with the vouchers and tound to be correct, 28 March 1930
E. J. W. HIDER [F.] )

Robert W. PirE IF.] i

Bon. Auditors.
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Revenue Account of Trust Funds for the Year ended 31st December 1929.

S>r, Cr,

Amipiiil Prize ruNU— £ g cL £ V. d.

Tu iTi/j .iwarilt-d to J T Ca~tlo [J.] . 10 0 0 By jJal.nut no]n l.i-t Au ount b4 :> 9
lo JiK niiif T.ix p'ud I'll Cnt.ixed 0 0 0 0 > IS
T'» P.dauce cariiLtl iL-rwaid 9G 19 3

1U7 1 3 lu7 1 3

Anper'^un and Webb Punp

—

£ d. £ s J.
J’i‘ AiiMimr- jMid to Ldu.ud for J. L. Smith-— By Balanee ftoin la-t A( count 71 15 S

I't "d iTu 0 0 Bv Amount due from Ordmarv 1 and . . .

.

0 0
Id-I'.*, ]0 70 0 0 By HiMduni" ami Intel* st llelxned 04 9 10— 1B» 0 0

lo Ii!f onir Tax paid on I'ntaxcd Inter0 '>t 0 0 0
i') JJai.UH 0 cariii d loiwaid u K) 0

141 - 0 141 5 0

ARriiii: c\TJS —
(I £ s. (/.

dn p!iKlia-e of £‘)F. 14 n. 4d C'r.nvf r-ion Loan . . . To u 0 By Balanee fiom last’Account 7S 11 0
1 u ]ji( oi:!r Tax jj.itd on Liirax* ti Inti it -<1 0 1 0 J5y DiMdt nd- and Inteie^t lleetiNed 0 4
To JJalamn earned loru aid (.9 1(. 4

144 17 4 144 17 4

AlTRIfULT) F>A\\NAY LIA^iUI ''T— <; d. d.
To Amount jiani to u K jw vt rid^e . So 0 0 liy Lalam 11om lar-t Account 3U0 14 8
To Amount juiid to i’Jant ] 0 u By J)iMd>’Lid- and Iiitere>t lleccivcd 12 0
To Amount jiaid to AIh- U. . lTt.-?t(Ui d 1 u u
To Amount paid t(, L A t hat ki tt . . . . .. . 77> 0 u
'Jo Amount p.tnt to John liundit's 90 (

1

(J

To Amount paid to J. > Ward ;3J 0 u
Jo Amount pani to 1 . J. M. Ornirotl ... . . . aO 0 0

To lurouit 'Tax jiaid on Untaxed IntLre-:!! 0 s 7

'To Jlalanco cann d fttrward 271 18 0

903 7 1 50 3 7 1

rtoxAiD<;oN Tlstimonial Luxu

—

V d .

s. d.
'To C'o-'t of Medal 1 15 0 By Balart) c frumTa-t Account 6
To llalam e carried lorward 4 3 By HiYiih luB and Interest lieceivcd 15 0

t) 0 3 0 0 3

txOD^IN AND WIMPERIS BUR^JARY

—

4.

g d. 1

“7"
d.

To Amtjunt paid to Allan U Wvon Oletlal) ^ * 2 10 0 r*y_B.ilaiKCa 10)111 la-t Account—
To Amount [laid to Htjpe Bagenul [A.J 100 u u '' Uudwm Bur-arv £08 7 3
To Amount paid to J. Muriay La-ton [/’.] fc4 0 (J \\ imjH 11- Bi (pn.&t
To Jm oiiie 'Ttix jjaid on L’ntaxcd Inteic-t 2 5 0 15G 13 11
To Baianet carried forward 11 15 0 By Dividend-^ and Interest PtCCciYcd 10

260 10 6 200 10 0

(•RissELL Legacy— £ d.

“
d.

To Balani e eaiin d forward 10 30 4 J)V Lkilam i‘ fiom la-t Account . . . y
By HjMdend- and Inti lest Beceived 9 11

10 JO 4 16 10 4

C. W. Hunt LtouEsr

—

£ s. d.
, £ (7.

To Purt ha-e of AlJ Id 17^. ‘U/T CtuiYcr-lou In-eribed By'IkilanLO in>m ];i-t Account 19
.'I'toek . 917 19 2 B\ Hividend- and Intel e^t He* eivtd. !

’

! 12 3
To Imoinf Tax panl on Untaxt d Intere-t - . . . I .J 9

To Balaiue earned roiwaid 09 0 0

9b t> 11 5 988 11 5

ilALNTf NAN* E IKtLtUHIIP 1 UND— £ .'f. d. £ d.To Amount paid tt> L J^, W. JjaMC- 00) IJ 4 .
' By Bal.inc* from la.-t Aeiount .... 24<j 18

'Lo Amount paid to B. J. l>av 00 13 4 By Honation-' ileiciNtd . .

.

4 2To Amount panl to 11. Jack'^on 5(1 0 0
'

By Hi\ idends atid_lnterest Kectn ed ... . 53 19lo Amount paid to L. J. N\ lute on 13 4
io Aiiiouut paid to A. Blown 50 U U
To Amount juid To 0. J. Jiaithtt 00 lo 4 '

lo Amount paid to J. L. T>, W \l''rin loo 0
j

To Amount paid to U. U. Laidler 66 0 «
1To Amount i*aid to H Bennett d.j 0 8

To Amount paid to i . W. Wright 66 0 8
To Amount {laid to Ssimp'son A: to ,

Ltd 1 7 0 1

'To lueoiiic Tax paid on Lntaxed Intere-jt 0 0 0
!

'To Balance earned forward 231 12 4
,

799 19
J 1 799 19 2
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Cr.

James Neale riUnsART— € s. d
To balance curried lurwani 55 15 lU

Owen Jones Studentship
To Ptircha^c ol £J57 1 >7><n. dd oU'u Convir^ion Loan at

”7^
To Amount paid to Ruth Elliis [A.l

Tolnconn Taxpaidnii rntaxe<ilrit..n>r

To iJalance carried forward

Pugin ^Iemorial ITnd—
To AiiRjunt paid To Allan ^Yyon . ...

To Amo 11 lit liUid to R K ilutniew [x
1

To Amount paid to T. ilurray Ashford [A ]

To Income T.ix paid on Untaxedlntf rc>t.

To Palame carried forward

S.ANON Snell Bequest—
To Amount pahl to G. K Dawbain [-1 ] .

.

To Inconn Tax panl on Untaxed Intel* "t

To Balance earned lorward

Tite Legaca” Fund

—

To Amount paid to AY 111 Crabtree [‘S.J. . -

.

To Amount paid to Patrirk jI« Xeil [A ] .

To Income Tax paid on Untaxt'd Intt.rer't

To IJalancc earned 101ward

Victory Scholarship Fund

—

To Amount paid to Cecil Thomas
To Amount paid to Betty Scott [S ]

.

To Balance carried forward

A. C. BossoM Travelling Studentship and AIedal
C03IPETITI0N

—

To Co^t of Medals
To Amount paid to ITank Scarlett '^rmhnt)
To Amount paid to E. W, LewF LI.] (Ut27 StiuieiiT) . .

.

To Income Lax paid on Uutaxed lutere-t

To B.ilance earned forward

AERODIK )M E Co MPETITION

—

To Aiiioilut paid to B. H. McMurraii
To Amount paid to 51 HaitUind Thomas .

.

To Aiiioimt paid to L. C. S. Farmer
do Amount paid to James Bouilet and r>ons. Ltd
do Iriconit dax ijaid on Untaxed Inlere.-t

d\> Balam e carried forward

G AllA GK COM I’LIIT joN

—

do Amount panl to Thomas Spencer
do Amount paid to Jbs'ii'.. P. H. Xcntoii and U. A
Bayne

To Amount paid to .>tanlcy Atkinson
To Amount paid to E. G. ilieakston
To Amount paid to S. Reed and >oii

To Amount [laid to James Buurkt and Sons, Ltd. . . .

To lnce>nie iax paid on U’luaxed Inte^e^t

To Ikilanec earned toiward - • ••

Henry Jarvis Studentship Account

—

I’o Atmmntb paid to Biitisii Sehool at Rome for

H, T. i>\ei Student)
L W. T. White LI.] student) . . .

To Balance carried lorwaid

.55 15 10

V i. d.

200 0 0

o4 0 0

0 1:3 9
15U y 11

:3s 5 3 8

0
d

5o 0 0

25 0 0
0 4 0

31 - 4

1U,'> 13 1

£ 6 . (/.

20 0 U

0 7 0

9 4

0 3 10 4

£ s. d.

JJ u 0
o3 0 0

U 5 0

34 10 9

lUU 15 9

£ s d.

2 12 6
150 U 0
23 6 4

175 IS 10

£ s. d
15 3 1

200 0 0

50 0 0
0 8 7

242 2 3

507 13 11

£ s. d.

02 10 0
02 10 0
25 0 0
0 b 0
0 4 4
b 12 11

157 3 9

£ s. d
350 0 0

70 0 u
50 0 0

20 ti 0
1 4 1)

0 12 s
0 14 0
5 y 11

503 1 1

T s. cl

125 0 0
250 0 0
29 9 9

;404 9 9

By Batanee from last Account
By Intiie-t Ri cdNed

By Bilarne iioin La^t Aernunt
By Dividends and Interest Received. . .

.

By Ti.uaiie** from la-st Ai count
By DivnleUfla and Intel Receiecd

By Balance from I U'^t Account ... .

By Dividends and inteic't Recivcd.

By Balance from last Account
By Amount due from Ordinar\ Fund
By Dividends and Interest Received. .

By Balance from la^t Account
By Dividend" and Inteiest Received

By Balances from last Account

—

.Medal ComptU itioii ^-&5 1 b

Scholarship Fund Jt)5 ly d

By Dividend" and liitciLst Received

By Balance from last Acroun

By lUdani't from last Aeeoiint

£
17

5.

IS
17

d.

S

\LJO

£ s. d.

24b 10 11
13S b 9

3 ''5 •3 ’]s

L d.

r.7 3 5

41 y 11

10 s 13 4

d.

55 V) 2
3s

0 ) 10 4

£ .s.

50 1

20 0 0
30 ' 8

loo 15 0

£ S. d.

92 IS 2

S > t) 8

i7:> IS 10

d

391 0 10

11b 13 i

£.507 I 3 11

£ d.

157 9

157 3 9

£ T
50 3 1 1

,5i K I 1

jiv Balance from last Aicuunt

By Amount received from Trustees

U 6 . d.

S75 0 0

£404 y y

Saffery, Sons & co.,

Cliartered Accountants.

Examined with the vouchers and found to bo correct, 2S March 1930
E. J. dY. HIPER [F.J )

ROBERT dY. PiFE [F.]
Son, Auditors.
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Balance Sheet of Trust Funds, 31st December 1929.

I>r.

To Ashpitkl Prize Fund

—

Capital. £M}5 Is. Sd New South ^yales 6%
Iii-trihed MoLk 193U '40

Reienue Investhit'nts—
LTO S,n 1 1<7. 4 V^o ^Var Loan. 1025/45 ....
E20 5*^0 Loan. 1029 47
l20 4‘^o Funding Loan, 19t)0,00
i.14 4!>. .1 U'o Conversion Loan, 1001

Balance at Credit of Kevenue Account . .

.

To Anlerson and Webb Fund (Board of
Architectural Lducation)

—

Capital—£504 ISs 4d. Xew South Wales
Inscribed !?tock, 1930 40

£:}» tb' Xew Sjutli Wales 4% Inscribed
Jjtock, 1942 02

llcven ne In vestmf’nts—
£132 15*‘. 3/L 44% War Loan, 1925/45 .

.

£05 5^„ War J.oan, 1920 47
£41 Iss, 0</. 4‘*u Consohdated Stock, 1957
£30 Funding Loan. 10t)0;90

e725 London Midland and Scottish Kad-
way Cluaranteed btock

Balance at Credit oi Bevenue Account . .

To Arthur cates Legacy Fund

—

Capital, London and Xurth Eastern Bail-
^vay—
£5f50 4‘’o l&t Preferenee Stock
£580 4®o 2nd Guaranteed Jjtock

Ilf ven fit' IH rt'-itments -

—

£137 is*-. 7d. 4i'‘o War Loan, 1025 45 . .

£.50 4.S. llr/. 5"o War Loan, 1020,47.. .

£31 13s-. 5''o Trea^ury Boud>. 1033,35. .

£200 13?. lUd. 4^0 Fuiidina Loan, lOOOyOO
£72 Os. 4‘'o Coiisolidatetl Stock, 1957. . . .

£3ti7 l9. lltZ. 34'^y Conversion Loan, 1061
jtalaucc at credit t>t Kevc-iiue Account ....

To ARflllB.VLU DaWNAY BEQUEST

—

Capital—£11,026 17*. Od. 24% Consols. . .

.

Zi/'/v/oo' //av'btmc/ds—
£544 10*. 7d. 2^''o Corisols

£483 6*. 8d, London Midland and Scottish
Baihvay 4% Guaranteed stoc-k

Balance at creciit of Bevenue Account ....

To Donaldson Testimonial Fund^

—

Capital—£72 lAUidon Midland and Scottish
Kaihvay 4'’,, Preicrt-iice stoi-k

lievt n Uf' /

n

—
£12 4_s hi lU'o War boan, 1025/45....

Balance at credit oi Bevenue Account ....

To Godwin AND Wimperis Bursary fund

—

Capita’'—elOdu London Midl.ind and Scot
ti>li Badway 4“o Debenture Stock
£102 4 .8*. 8d 4letropolitan Water Boan

3‘^o
“ B ” stock

£182 0? lOtL 5^0 War Loan, 1929/47. .

.

£515 15s. lid. Victoria 4p% Stock,
104U 60

£20U 2y^o Annuities {LoiisoLs)

ILei noft' Incetitiift'iit'S—
£06 14s. 4(i. 5‘'o War Loan, 1029, 47 -

£70 1 G. 3d. 4V'y Conversion Loan
£lo 11s. 5*^0 ireasury Bonds, 1933/35.
£71 3V'o Con\er''ion Loan, lObl
£24 li'i'. 4’'o Cun>oiidated stock, 1957.
£202 3s’. hd 4 V’o W.tr Loan, 1925/45.

.

Balance at Credit oi Beveiiue Account. .

.

To GKI'-sELL LLG.1CY FUND—
Capital—£20 0*. 8d. “ B ” Annuity G.I.P.

B.ulway

KtienH*' 1 fit t'.^t//ffrits—
£20 7s sd. 4U’u War Loan, 1925 45 ....
£20 5'‘„ W'ai Loan, 1929,47
£10 11* 5‘^o Treasury Bond.>. 1933,35 .

£14 4s 3V'o Conversion J.oau, 1061 .. .

£11 Isi 4'’y Con-olidated Stuck, 1957 .

.

Balaine at credit ol Bevenue Account

Value,
31st December

1929.
*. d. £ s. d.

208 19 8

71 1 11
20 1 0
17 o 0
10 10 11
06 19 3

583 0 4

42 11 2

123 9 5
65 3 3

34 16 0
25 13 0

543 15 0
0 16 6

382 16 0
414 14 0

128 5 6
50 7 5
31 17 9

171 11 10
60 '2 8

272 11 5
60 16 4

5844 5 0

283 16 10

362 10 0
271 18 6

50 8 0

11 7 6
4 5 3

787 19 0

635 9 2

182 19 U

433 5 5

1U2 U 0

96 19 o

66 1 5

10 12 7

7)2 14 4
20 12 6

188 U 4
11 15 6

400 15 •>

18 19 1

20 1 0
10 12 7
10 10 11
9 17 7

10 10 4

514 14 9

£ Sm dt

By Government and other Securities, being

total ol Tru''t Funds invested, as valued
31st December 1929

By Cash at Bank on C orient Account 83 12 8

Add Amount due from General Funds .... 25 0 U

By Cash at Bank on Deposit Account

dr.

£ s.

28993 4

108 12

1316 17

1419 4 8

66 0 9

2588 8 5

547 6 8

Carried forward .. 13485 S 6 (Limed forward 30 US 13 11
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Balance Sheet op Tbust Funds

—

continurd.

2)r.

Brought forward .

To C. W. Hunt Bequest

—

Capital—El, 7(57 19*’. 4// 34% Conver-^ion
Loan. 19(51 T

Revenue Investment '^

—

£22 12*-. Id. 3V'o C'lnvprsiori Loan, 1961
Balance at credit of lievenue Account ....

TO Maintenance Scholarship Fund—
Capital—^£1,632 34% Conversion Stock,

1961
Balance at credit of Kevenue Account

To James Xeale Bursary* Fund

—

Capital—£1,280 18.s. Id. 34”o Conversion
Loan, 1961

Balance at credit of Revenue Account

To Owen Jones Studentship Fund

—

Capital—^£1,330 London Midland and Scot-
tish Railway 4% Debenture Stock

£1,247 Great Western Railway o°o Cou-
solidatetl Guaranteed Stock

Revenue Investments^
£443 2s. Sd. 44 %4Var Loan, 1925/45 . .

£107 9s. 6d. 5^0 M ar Loan, 1929/47 ....
£70 13s. 2d. 44% Conversion Loan
£21 2s. 5^0 Treasury Bon<G, 1933/35. . .

.

£339 2s. 3d. 34**0 Conversion Loan, 1961
£41 18s. 6d 4°o Consolitlated Stock, 1957
£241 13 s, 4d. Loudon Midland and Scot-

tish Railway 4*^o Guaranteed stock .

.

Balance at credit of Revenue Account ....

To Pugin Memorial Fund

—

Capital—£1,070 London Midland and Scot-
tish Railway 4% Preference Stock

Revenue Investments—
£15 9s. 9d. 44% War Loan, 1925/45 ....
£47 16s. 5% ^Var Loan, 1929/47
£10 11s. 5% Treasury Bonds, 1933/35.

.

£28 8s. 34**o Conversion Loan, 1961
£12 Ss. 6d. 4**o Consolidated Stock, 1957
£50 4% Funding Loan, I960; 90

Balance at credit ot Revenue Account. . .

.

To Saxon Snell Bequest

—

Capital—£698 4s. JS'ew Zealand 3^% Stock

Revenue Investments—
£204 10s. 4d. 41% War Loan, 1925/45.

.

£56 14s. 4d. 5% War Loan, 1929/47. . .

£10 lis. 5% Treasury Bonds, 1933/35..
£167 18s. 2d. 34% Conversion Loan, 1961
£24 17s. 4% Consolidated Stock, 1957..

Balance at credit of Revenue Account ....

To Tite Legacy* Fund

—

Capital—£1,150 24% Consols

Re veHue In vestments—
£51 12s. 6d. 44% War Loan, 1925, 45
£61 4s. 6d. 5% War Loan, 1929; 47
£10 11s. 5**o Treasury Bonds, 1933/35 .

.

£14 4i. 3V*o Coiiversiou Loan, 1961. . .

.

£12 8s. 6d. 4**0 Consolidated Stuck. 1957
Balance at credit of Revenue Account ....

To Victory* Scholarship Fund

—

Capital—£1,636 i8s. 3d, 5**o 'Var Loan,
1929/47

Balance at credit of Revenue Account

To A C. Bossom, Travelling Studentship
AND Medal Competitio.n

—

Capital—£5,400 Commonwealth of Aus-
tralia 5**o Stock, 1945/75

Balance at credit of Revenue Account

To Aerodrome Competition
To Garage competition
To Henry Jarvis Studentshh*

£ s. tf.

1312 14 5

10 15 7
69 6 6

1211 15
231 12 4

951 1 5

55 15 10

1017 9 0

1197 5

412 2 3

107 14 11
66 1 4
21 5 2

251 15 10
34 16 0

181 5 0
150 9 11

749 0 0

14 8 0
47 18 5
10 12 7

21 1 9
10 6 3
42 15 0
31 - 4

593 9 5

190 4 0
56 17 0

10 12 7

124 13 5
20 12 6
73 9 4

609 10 0

48 0 3
61 7 7
10 12 7
10 10 11
10 6 3
34 10 9

1641 0 1

23 6 4

4914 0 0
242 2 3

£ s. d.

13485 8 6

1393 16 6

1443 7 6

1006 17 3

3440 1 Iv)

927 4 4

1069 18 5

784 18 4

1664 6 5

5156 2 3

6 12 11

5 9 11

29 9 9

Brought forward .

.

Saeeery, Sons & Co.,
Chartered Accountants.

£30418 13 11

Ct.
£ s. d.

30418 13 11

£30418 13 11

Examined with the vouchers and found to be correct, 28 March 1930
| Robert* ^^P?tMF ] f

Auditors.
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Rough Estimate of Expenditure and Income of Ordinary Funds for the year ending 31 December

1930: Compared with the actual Expenditure and Income for 192S and 1929.

i:xpi:xDiiuitE IXCOlIE
lj2s. 1929, 1930. 1928. I'JliO. 19,30.

1. TRI Ml.^l - £ d. £ s. d. £ d. £ s. d. £ d. £ s. d.

Total 4140 7 8 5323 - 3 5384 0 0 1. 8u)>ciij)tious and Arifars , . 22632 19 11 22'M.)& 1 0 23100 0 0

2. Administration— 2. Entrance Fees *970 4 0 894 12 0 850 0 0
Total .

.

.. 12132 4 - 13461 0 11 13332 0 0
3. AdvcTti&emeiits iii^Pulhcatioiii^

3. Publication^— Journal ..
,

^

) ( 3481 8 10 5300 0 0Journal ~
Kalendar

-7031 16 4-

Total 4919 13 4 4758 1 7 1850 0 0 \ ( 653 11 0 675 0 0

Kalendar

—

4. Sale of Publicatinn^ . 2117 13 9 2221 7 8 2200 0 0
Tnt.il 947 6 6 1U93 14 0 1203 0 0

5, Examination Fees 8409 9 0 33S6 10 G 5000 0 0
4. Advertisements in

Publications— 6. Ttmauts’ Rent and L^e of
Galleries 1227^12 0 2619 IS 2 3025 0 0

Journal

—

Total . . 3370 0 1 3U13 8 8 2900 0 0 7. InteieSt on Depcisit .

.

32 8 0 18 10 1 -

Kalendar

—

8. Life llcmbershjp

—

Total 252 17 5 2S7 12 1 275 0 0 Interest on Conversion Loan 2 19 1 9 16 7 15 0 0

5. Library 398 13 6 433 0 0 400 0 0 9. Imoiiie fiom outstanding
amount « due from Archi-

6. Trayellino Expenses— tect uraljAssociatiuii — 164 2 1 100 0 0
Total 2114 -i 5 23u5 10 2 2050 0 0

7. General Meeti>'CtS, Ex-
hibitions AND CONFER-
ENCES—

Total 1216 7 3 1379 3 2 1210 0 0

8. Examinations and Prizes

—

Total 1174 2 8 1115 3 10 1503 0 0

9. Contributions to Allied
Societies 3220 9 3 3326 12 7 3300 0 0

10. Grants and Subscrip-

tions SOS 9 0 1309 4 0 1000 0 0

11. Library Catalogue 231 12 5 230 10 8 231 0 0

12. Provisional Sums—
Total 1127 17 S 1060 12 o 900 0 0

13. Sundries 479 2 6 394 8 11 500 0 0 * £970 4 0, incnme fcniu Lm
traiicf' I'tts. was cipdited to
K I B.A. Piemiaes Fund m
192S.

* Out of thi« ‘'Urplus £1300
MU'? paid in 192S, bt'ing balance
of the li ability incurred (ui

taking over iroiii the contrac-
tors lull control of the ad-
vertisements in the It. J. B.A.
Journal and Kalendar.

GRAND Total .. 36302 8 1 39737 7 0

The above estimate has been
pn pared v.n tlu basis oi the
e.M'tinil (.oii-titutmii andmtiu-
liership of the R LB.A, In
the < \cnt 1)1 the “ Develop-
ment Si heine ” being approved
by th*> PriAy Coiineil, the esti-
mate may be very matenalJv
altered.

Grand Total .

.

42445 2 1 40559 17 11 40465 0 0

Surplus for the Year .

.

. . *4912 10 0 802 10 11 627 0 0
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The Late H. Percy Adams [F.]
BY CHARLES HOLDEN [L’.J

H. PercyAdams was born near Ipswich in 1865. The
son of a doctor, it was perhaps natural that he should

turn to medicine in his architectural practice.

He was articled to Brightwen Binyon, a well-known
architect of Ipswich, who was himself a pupil of Alfred

Waterhouse. An enthusiastic student, he obtained

silver medals at the Royal College of Art in 1887 and
1888 and the gold medal in 1889 ;

he was awarded the

Donaldson Medal 1888 and 1889, and was prizeman at

the R.A. in 1890. At the R.I.B.A. he won the

Institute medal for measured drawings in 1 888 and the

Godwin Bursary in 1894, following this with an ex-

haustive study of a large German hospital. Coming to

London he entered into partnership with Stephen
Salter, and soon showed his ability by winning a com-
petition for the Bedford County Hospital with a scheme
which combined lucidity in planning and a nice

appreciation of the natural features of the site.

About this time he also designed and carried out the

Children’s Hospital, Paddington Green, and the

infirmary for the Ipswich Guardians.

After Salter’s death, in collaboration with Lister

Newcombe he entered for and won the competition for

the Newcastle Royal Infirmary. With this work
Mr. Adams’s reputation was firmly established, and
important commissions followed. The Belgrave Hos-
pital, the Law Society, Chancery Lane, Central

Reference Library, Bristol, Woburn Cottage Hospital,

Women’s Hospital, Soho Square, Tunbridge Wells

General Hospital, Hospital for British Seamen at

Constantinople, and the King Edward VII Sana-

torium were among the works carried out in the next

seven years.

In the case of the King Edward VII Sanatorium,

Mr. Adams was chosen by the committee as the most
likely man to carry out their ideas successfully, and he

made a tour of German sanatoria, making a thorough

study of their design, before preparing the drawings

for the buildings at Midhurst.
In 1907 an association of seven happy years was

confirmed by our partnership, and among the works

which followed are : The British Medical Association,

Bristol Royal Infirmary, Sutton Valence School, Kent
;

King’s College for Women, Kensington; Institution

of Electrical Engineers, and hospitals at West Ham,
Ampthill, Hitchin, Southport, and the Royal Northern

Hospital.

In 1913 Mr. Pearson became a partner.

After the war, the practice increased to such an

extent that each partner took over certain jobs for

which he was more or less personally responsible, but

Mr. Adams remained always a master of his craft and

we were glad to avail ourselves of his vigorous and

stimulating criticism, and it was this criticism so freely

exchanged between one and another that has been one

of the most important factors of the partnership.

He had a keen sense of loyalty to the family, and we
all felt that we were members of the family. To the

last he spent himself in the work he had so much at

heart, and most of the work carried out since the w'ar

bears the stamp of his strong personality. Among these

works are the Royal Westminster Ophthalmic Hos-
pital, the reconstruction of Westminster Hospital,

hospitals at Torquay, Deal, Alargate, Bexhill, South-
end and Alalta, and various works for the L’^nderground

Raihvay.

By this time his son, P. W. Adams, was also a

partner.

Mr. Adams designed a new type of ward which
marks a distinct advance in hospital planning, and this

has been incorporated into the scheme for Southend
Hospital.

His paper on hospital planning, read before the

Institute last year, is likely to remain the standard work
on the subject for a long time to come.
He acted as assessor in the competition for the new

Birmingham Hospital Centre—one of the most impor-
tant hospital competitions in recent years—awarding

the first premium to a design excelling in both plan

and architectural composition.

He never lost his zest for competitions, and his

sporting sense of team work w as never more in evidence

than when engaged in some big competition when all

the staff was Avorking against time to complete the

drawings.

With unfailing regularity at the end of each com-
petition when the drawings were mounted he would
overhaul them and find point after point to be improved
on, or perhaps to be altered to agree with the report,

and we at the end of our tether and almost on the point

of mutiny—but he would get his way and we would all

set to work with hearty good will, with knife, scraper

and eraser while the cab was waiting at the door.

Even with the shadows gathered about him “ morn-
ing w-as in his heart,” and this is perhaps the secret

of the hold he had over us and all connected W'ith his

work.

THE REOPENING OF ST. PAUL’S CATHEDRAL.
In view of the completion of seventeen years’ preserva-

tion w'ork at St. Paul’s Cathedral next June, Canon
Alexander (Hon. A.R.I.B.A.), has prepared a second
edition of his volume on The Safety of St. PauFs, w^hich is

to be published by Mr. Alurray on i Alay at 2s. 6d. net.

It has four illustrations, and contains a new preface in-

sisting on the great importance of protecting the cathedral

against any deep excavations in its neighbourhood.

MODEL OF THE HOLY SEPULCHRE,
It was hoped to publish a photograph of the model of

the Holy Sepulchre mentioned in our last issue, page 385,
but owing to limitations of space this has been omitted.
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Allied Societies
{The attention of Members of the Allied Societies is particularly called to this page)

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE ARCHITECTURAL ASSO-
CIATION.

The fourth annual dinner of the North Staffordshire Archi-
tectural Association was held at the North Stafford Hotel,
Stoke, on Tuesday, i 8 March.

iMr. E. T. Watkin (President of the North Staffordshire

Architectural Association) was in the chair, and among those
present were Sir Banister Fletcher (President of the Royal
Institute of British Architects), IMr. Joseph Emberton, Mr.
Duncan Campbell (President of the Liverpool Architectural
Association), the lyord Mayor of Stoke-on-Trent (Alderman
G. H. Barber), the Alayor of Newcastle (Alderman R. Beres-
ford), Count B. de Sieyes, Alderman F. Hayward, Mr. Ian
AlacAlister (Secretary of the R.I.B.A.), Air. E. N. Scott
(Editor of the Sentinel), Air. H. Goldstraw (Immediate Past
President of the North Staffordshire Association), Mr. R. T.
Longden, Air. W. Campbell, Air. D. C. Campbell, Air. J. B.
Adams, Air. H. Godwin (President of the North Staffordshire

Builders’ Federation), Air. A. Burton (Citv Surveyor), Air.

A. J. Wade, Air. R. E. Ball, Air. Francis Jones, Air. W. J.

Venables, Alajor Sparrow', Air. A. R. Scrivener, Air. A. R. P.

Piercy, Air. C. P. Edwards, Air. J. R. Piggott, Mr. F. Alorrall

Aladdox, Air. G. Bloor, Air. G. Hollins, Air. R. L. Jones,

Air. T. A’oxall, Air. F. V. Hulme, Air. W. Pendleton and
Air. E. R, Steele.

The toast of the Royal Institute of British Architects and the

North Staffordshire Association w'as proposed by Alderman F.

Hayward.
During its existence, said Alderman Hayward, the R.I.B.A.

had numbered among its members men of the highest qualifica-

tions who had not only looked upon their art in the light of a

profession but had endeavoured to apply it to the lasting

benefit of the community. Architecture, through its premier
organisation, had played an enormous part in the beautification

of our towns and cities .

The art of the architect w as of the highest importance to the

development of civilisation. The Institute had passed its

Q4th year, and the dominating aim had been to seek, not what
they could gain from the profession, but how', by helping one
another, they could use their Institute to the greatest benefit of

the community. One of the best things about the professional

associations of this country was the training of students w’ho

would be the successors in the profession.

Alderman Hayward referred to the fact that the Institute’s

gold medal had come outside London for the first time.
“ Living in a city which is an aggregation of small towms,”

continued Alderman Hayward, ‘‘ W’e have not many examples
of fine architecture, but I think W'e can claim that there has

been a distinct improvement in the last few' years. I am
hoping for still greater things in the future.”

In his reply. Sir Banister Fletcher observed that the North
Staffordshire Association was one of the youngest of the forty

societies whichowed allegiance to the Royal Institute inLondon,
but in the short time since its foundation it had done excellent

work in its area. By allying itself to the Liverpool Architec-

tural Society it had done something w’hich would be of great

advantage to itself and to the public it served.

Expressing his pleasure at being present. Sir Banister

observed :
” I felt for a time that I might feel somewhat a

stranger in this assembly ;
but, on arriving in this city, I, of

course, bought a copy of your evening paper, and in it I found

an excellent likeness of myself, together with a biography, so I

was able to welcome myself in this assembly.
” I also saw the heading of a leader in that paper

which filled me with admiration for its Editor. The

leader was headed, ‘ Give the architects a chance.’ What
more do you want ? It is what we are all w aiting for, and w'hen
we find that the Press of this great city—-which is about eleven
times as big as the City of London—pleads for a chance for
architects, you W'lll see w'hat an opportunity you have for
rebuilding the cit\', with its length of eleven miles and its w'idth
of about three miles. I think the Editor must have had that
in mind W'hen he devised that most excellent heading for his

leader.”

Turning to the question of regional planning, Sir Banister
Fletcher said he did not know' what w'as being done in North
Staffordshire, but it W'as one of the questions W'ith W'hich
architects were going to have a great deal to do within the
coming years. In London they had a Greater London
Regional Planning Committee, w hich w'as dealing with an area
of about 2,000 square miles. They were proposing to get out
a great regional planning scheme, so that the district round
London could be treated as a whole. That was the only way
to deal W'ith the tow'n planning. They wunted to get schemes
that would eventually include the w'hole of England.

Air. Greenwood, the Minister of Health, was preparing a
new’ Town Planning Bill. In that Bill there would probably
be many clauses which would be hotly contested, but, in his
opinion, they w'ere absolutely necessary if the country W'ere to
retain some of its beauty in the years to come.

Sir Banister went on to observe that w’hile there w'ere regu-
lations dealing with the thickness of the walls they w'ere to
build, the area and height of the rooms and the sanitary
arrangements, the only things that the public saw' W'ere the
elevations of buildings. They wanted, if possible, to have some
control in that respect, and on that question their young and
enterprising Association would have something to say in the
future. The treatment and control of elevations was essential,
because they were seen by almost everybody, and, if possible,
any offence to people’s sense of beauty should be prevented.
Throughout the country panels of architects w ere being formed,
and he believed Air. Longden had draw'n up a scheme which
w'ould be to the advantage ot those concerned in building
throughout the country. It w'ould be a great feather in the
cap of their Association if one of their past Presidents could
bring this idea in regard to the appearance of buildings into
the realm of practical politics.

The Institute, Sir Banister concluded, was getting on in
years, but it w'as trying to keep abreast of the times.
The response was shared by the President of the North

Staffordshire Association, Air. E. T. Watkin, who said that
the Association was a young one, which owed much to its chief
founder. Air. Longden. Its formation had brought about a
feeling of camaraderie amongst the architects of the district.
One of the most gratifying features was the way the students
had joined in the activities. They had supported the compe-
titions, and had been most active and ambitious. Air.
Longden had suggested that the students should compete in a
design for the lay-out of the centre of Hanley, and Air. Burton,
the City Surveyor, who acted as assessor, made most compli-
mentary remarks about the designs.

Referring to the disfigurement of the countryside, the
President said that propaganda had already been started by the
Sentinel, with its pictures of the beauty spots of the district.

the homes of the people in the side streets
of this commercial district the knowledge that there w'ere such

it would have been well worth while,
regional planning, he had it on the authority of

Alderman Hayw'ard that regional planning w'as now’ in course
of preparation for the City of Stoke-on-Trent. If the local
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architects were allowed the chance to help—not necessarily for

remuneration—it would be, in the end, for the benefit of the

district.

jVIr. Emberton, who was cordially received, submitted the

toast of the City of Stoke-on-Trent. It was nearly twenty
years, he said, since he left the six towns, as they were then.

There was no North Staffordshire Architectural Association,

and he did not think he then knew another architect or archi-

tect’s assistant in the neighbourhood. He expressed the hope
that new buildings in the ciw would have much glass, and would
be well ventilated and comfortably heated, and that they would
really express what they were doing. In that way each building

would attain an individuality' w^hich would be both interesting

to the public and of commercial value to the proprietor.

The advertising value of a building with individuality was
very considerable. Hitherto they' had tried to disguise it—to

make it respectable by covering it up with some ancient form
of ornament which had nothing to do with the job.

He was adv'ocating that the City' of Stoke-on-Trent should be
built just as sensibly as a motor car or an.engine was built, and
he was convinced that new forms would be the result of

solving modern conditions by the use of modern materials—in

other words, by' using all the absolute efficiency.

The Lord iMaymr replied.
“ Our Guests and Honorary IMembers ” was proposed by

IMr. J. B. Adams and responded to by' Air. E. N. Scott (Editor

of the Sentinel) and Tvlr. Ian AlacAlister (Secretary of the

R.I.B.A.). The proceedings concluded w'ith the National

Anthem.

TEES-SIDE BRANCH, NORTHERN ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION,

We publish below' an abstract from the Seventh Annual
Report of the Tees-side Branch of the Northern Architectural

Association.

The Season opened with the Annual Dinner at the Vane
Arms Hotel, Stockton, on 19 March 1929, presided over by
Air. G. J. Bell. After dinner the business transacted w'as the

election of officials for the forthcoming y'ear, as follow's : Chair-

man : Air. Arthur Harrison ;
Vice-Chairman : Air. Charles

Cayley ; Acting Hon. Secretary : Mr. James Herring
;

Hon. Treasurer : Air. Arthur Harrison
;

Hon. Auditor :

Air. Charles Cayley. Committee (all past Chairmen ex

officio) : G. P. Stai'nsby and F. W. Turnbull, Stockton
;

E. C. Bell and AI. Trotter, West Hartlepool ; H. E. Jarvis and
H. B. Richardson, Darlington ; S. H. Clarke and J. R. Wray,
Aliddiesbrough. Air. C. Johnson was elected Students’

Representative. The N.AA. Council Representatives were
elected as follows : T. W. T. Richardson, G, J. Bell, J.

Clayton, R. R. Kitching, C. F. Burton and Arthur Harrison.

The awards for the Hospital Planning Competition w'ere

presented as follows : ist Prize (Senior;, Air. R. G. Bell
;

2nd Prize (Senior), Air. C. E. Westmoreland ;
ist Prize (Junior),

Air. F. A. C. Alaunder
;
2nd Prize (Junior), Air. W . A, Hutch-

inson.

Air. J. A. E. Lofthouse’s Spanish Sketches and the Com-
petition Drawings were on view during the meeting.

During the year the chief items of note w ere :

(1) The great loss sustained by' the Branch through the

decease of Air. J. A, E. Lofthouse, Aliddiesbrough, the

founder Chairman
;
and also the death of Air. J. W. Aloscropp,

of Darlington.

(2) The formation of a Design and Sketch Club. This

matter w'as proposed by’ Air. A, Tay'lor, of Darlington, at the

Annual Dinner ; the progress of the Club during the y'ear has

been very’ satisfactory', and much is due to the work done by’’

Air. Taylor in connection therewith,

(3) The British Architects’ Conference at of which
full advantage was taken by the Branch, at the Spring Aleeting

given hereafter.

(4)

The inauguration of each Alember subscribing to the

Architects’ Benevolent Fund. There has been quite a good
response towards the fund, details as follows :

—

Messrs. J. E. Chilton and A. Hairison, £i is. £ s. d.

each .. .. .. .. .. .,Z20
Alessrs. G. J. Bell, AI. Robson, S. H. Clarke,

R. R. Kitching, W. A. Kellet, J. R. Weatherill
and N. Dent, los. 6d. each . . . . ,.440

Air. J. Dobson, los. . . . . . . . . o 10 o

Aiessrs. E. C. Bell, E, R. Chilton, W. Lamb,
F. W. Turnbull, J. O. Ames, J. Herring,
G. C. Brow'niee and F. Hughes, 4s. 3d. each i 14 o

Alessrs. N. F. Davidson, T. S. Hope, A. Jeffrey'

and C. E. Westmoreland, as. 6d. each . . o 10 o

Air. T. W. T. Richardson (sent direct), £i is. i i o

Tees-side Branch donations . . . . .-550
Total. . . . £15 6 o

(5)

The curtailment of Committee Aleetings being sus-

tained, and the 5 o’clock time still found to be a much better

feature than later evening gatherings.

The Branch attended Dr. Crockett’s lecture, “ Renaissance
Architecture,” on ii Alarch 1929, in conjunction with the

Stockton Historic Association, this proving an interesting and
pleasant evening.
The Spring Aleeting was held at York on 13 June 1929,

in connection with the British Architects’ Conference.
The Summer Aleeting was held at Billingham on Tuesday,

23 July 1929, the Branch being guests of the “ Imperial

Chemical Industries.” The v'lsitors w'ere entertained to

lunch at Norton Hall, afterwards being conducted round
Alessrs. Casebourne’s Cement Works at Haverton Hill; the

I.C.I. Housing Scheme at Billingham, in course of develop-
ment, W'as also inspected.

The Autumn Aleeting W'as held at the South Durham Steel

and Iron Co.’s Works, Stockton, on Saturday morning,
12 October 1929. The Branch met at the w'orks and were
conducted over the steel pipe section by some of the officials.

SHEFFIELD, SOUTH YORKSHIRE AND DISTRICT
SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
A lecture on Easements of Light wras delivered by Air. John

Sw’arbrick, F.R.I.B.A., before the Sheffield, South Yorkshire

and District Society' of Architects, on 13 Alarch, Mr. W. G.
Buck, F.R.I.B.A., Vice-President, in the chair. Air. Swarbrick

dealt with the various kinds of projections now' used in Ease-

ments of Light disputes w hereby it w'as possible to define in an
entirely scientific manner the extent of the injury^ resulting from
an infringement of light, these methods being now adopted
in the settlement of disputes both in Court and Arbitration.

In the past, Air, Sw'arbrick stated, it had been exceedingly'

difficult to assess in a proper manner what would be a reasonable

amount of compensation to pay' to a firm whose easements of

light had been detrimentally affected by a new building. This
difficulty had arisen owing to the lack of means to define

scientifically' the exact nature of the injury'. Fortunately', means
had now’ been found whereby all this uncertainty had been
removed. There might still be differences regarding the extent

to which a specific infringement of light w’ould affect the rental

value, but there need be no uncertainty' regarding the precise

nature of the infringement. At one time it was customary' to

measure lighting conditions by' means of photometers, but this

could obviously only' be done when the conditions in question

were in existence, as after a new building had been erected.

The most reliable method of measuring loss of illumina-

tions, in his opinion, w'as represented by a series of projections

on paper w'hich were usually known as sky' projections, calcu-

lating diagrams and daylight plans. The new methods were
most helpful because they' made it possible not only’ to show
how much light would be lost owing to the erection of a pro-
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posed new building that had not been commenced, but also to

pro\'e exactly the amount of light that was obstructed by some
previous erection that had been demolished.

In making such projections it was necessary to assume some
definite standard of sky illuminosity for all conditions, as other-
wise the ratios on one drawing would not be comparable with
those on another. In preparing daylight plans it had also to be
remembered that it was the practice to determine the nature
of the lighting conditions at table level or approximately 3 feet

above the floor. The plans therefore recorded what the effect

would be on a horizontal plane at table level, which was the
most important plane in the room for ordinar>" clerical purposes.
One of the Easement of Light drawings most frequently used
in the settlement of disputes w^as the sky projection. A sky
projection was usually made so as to show' w'hat portion of the
sky surface would be obstructed by both the proposed and the
original structures. From the eye, which was assumed to be
at table level, and on the surface of the window glass, rays of
light may be assumed to pass so as to mark on the dome of the
sky the areas that would be concealed by both the original and
ultimate structures. In the same way the jamb and head of the

window opening would be likewise produced. The practice

was to imagine the sky divided into segments of five degrees
each way by lines representing celestial latitude and longitude,

and similar projections might be made to show the effect at

various points within a room.

In the case of both sky projections and calculating diagrams
the effect at one point alone was recorded in the case of each
drawing, and the effect at this one point, although absolutely

accurately represented, might be quite misleading as regards the

greater part of the floor area. It was therefore desirable in all

important cases to prepare in addition large scale daylight plans

on w hich definite percentages of light on a normal day under
both original and ultimate conditions could be clearly plotted.

With the assistance of sky projections, calculating diagrams and
daylight plans it was comparatively easy to define the nature of

lighting under both original and ultimate conditions, but even
when this had been done and agreed, and accepted by both
parties, the problem still remained as to how far such infringe-

ments would depreciate the rental value of rooms.
The lecturer went into the question of whether, in preparing

daylight plans, allowances should be made for reflection from
the ceiling, w alls and objects within the room, but he thought
that to do so would be a questionable proceeding, in view* of the

desirability of limiting the inquiry to the consideration of the

rays of direct daylight infringing on an imaginary plane at table

level, and the advantage of not introducing merely conjectural

percentages that would be very small and dependent entirely

upon variable conditions, such as the colour and finish of the

decorations. The same objections w’ould apply to consider-

ing light reflected from glazed or limewashed walls which might
be rery clean, moderately clean, or very dirty.

Although modern methods had removed the possibility

regarding the extent to which an infringement might have
effected the natural illumination of interiors, there still remained
the problem of determining to what degree the depreciated

lighting would affect the rental value, and he suggested that a

method of logically deducting a percentage of depreciation

w ould be by ascertaining the ratio of inadequately lighted area to

the entire area at table height of a room under both the original

and ultimate conditions and by adopting the difference as the

percentage required, but much depended upon the purpose
for which the rooms were used, and each case must be con-

sidered on its own merits ; and with regard to the rental value

of premises per square foot or square yard there might be an
appreciable difference of opinion by experts, as the value is

naturally affected by the demand, trade conditions, situation

and other matters. When the question of percentage of de-

preciation and rental value had been agreed by both parties, or

otherwise determined, there was little further difficulty to be

anticipated, as it w’as customary to capitalise the annual depre-
ciation on the 5 per cent, table.

It sometimes happened that the Easements of Iright in-

fringed existed in a dilapidated old building of low rental value
w'hich was about to be demolished. It must, however, be re-

membered that the easements might be preserved in a new'
structure to supersede the former building, and that the valua-

tion of depreciation should take into consideration the higher
rental values obtainable from the date when the new' buildings
W'ould be tenantable. Another possibility w'as that rooms in

office buildings might need to be differently subdivided at

some definite future date, w ith the result that lateral light W'hich
had compensated for the injury done by an infringement would
be completely intercepted, and as the full effect of an infringe-

ment would then be felt the course w'ould obviously be to

calculate the capital value in perpetuity of compensation for

loss of rent per annum in respect of the ultimate depreciation
of light and to deduct from it the present value of the amount
of compensation payable annually up to the date when the new
subdivision of the offices w ould take place, assuming that no
compensation would be payable prior to the subdivision.

Mr. Sw'arbrick concluded by stating that the standard of
what constituted a reasonable amount of light could not be the
same for all parts of a large city, and mentioned the opinion
given by Lord Thesiger in the case of Stinges v. Bridgman,
when he expressed the view' that what might constitute a
nuisance in Belgrave Square need not necessarily do so in

Bermondsey.

WEST YORKSHIRE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
Mr. G. H. Foggitt presided at a meeting of the West York-

shire Society of Architects, held at the Leeds College of Art
on 20 March, when Mr. Norman Culley, of Huddersfield, was
elected president, and Messrs. J. E. Stocks, Leeds, and J. F.
Walsh, Halifax, vice-presidents of the society for its ensuing
session.

IMr. How'ard Robertson, F.R.I.B.A., Principal of the Archi-
tectural Association School of Architecture, London, gave a
lecture on modern architecture in Germany.

In the course of his lecture Mr. Robertson said :

—

The theory that the German is a man who copies labo-
riously what others invent does not at any rate apply to archi-
tecture In this field Germany leads in inventiveness, both m
large conceptions and in small details. Swedish architecture
has greater charm, a softer humanity, and Danish more
polished refinement. But in boldness, directness, and grasp
of the modern problem, Germany has no superior.
“The modern movement there is not new'. It started many

years ago, inspired perhaps by the ‘ Secessionism ’ of the
\ iennese Otto \\ agner, but also by a reaction against pseudo-
romanticism—Rhine castle and mediieval imitations generally.
The movement spread rapidly because German tradition had
been sw'amped by importations and influences, and these tradi-
tions in any case were local and not national. The field w'as
open for a new' expression consonant v\ith Germany' ’s grow'th
as a world power.

“ Before the war an exhibition was held at Cologne which
was practically as modern as anything we see to-day, with an
expression of steel and glass w'hich typified Germany'’s com-
mercial dev'elopment. The buildings were severe, simple,
geometrical, and broke almost completely with the custo-
mary forms of tradition. But they'^ suggested a new type of
classicism, and were the basis for the clean straightforward
form of design which is seen in the best of German work of
the present.

Alodern architecture finds its best expression in. com-
mercial and public building—offices, shops, schools, baths,
tyihvay stations—work in which function is of paramount
importance. Here the architect is throw'n upon his own
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resources, and finds inspiration in the form, purpose and
structure which are the outcome of the building programme.
The result is a truer statement, devoid of pedantry' or affecta-

tion, and the buildings have a truer relationship to present-day
life.

“ In England, architectural design has been so preoccupied
with the maintenance of tradition that a truly modern building
comes as a shock, and may be out of key with its more or less
‘ old world ’ surroundings. But in Germany a modern evolu-
tion has been going on for so many years that there is a con-
tinuity of development to be seen, and the very new seems
only a natural outcome of what has gone before.

“ All new buildings of importance in Germany to-day are of
the modern type

;
practically no reproduction work is seen.

They are marked by boldness in experiment, for German
architects have tried all types of external design. There are
buildings based on vertical motifs, almost Gothic in their

aspiration, others composed of horizontal bands of wall
and windows like layer cakes. A third type treats the wall

and windows as so much pattern, without definite sense of
direction. Many materials are tried, including vitreous

facings, stainless steel, glass and plain concrete. But at present
the most popular material for facing buildings is a German
travertine stone, with which whole sections of Berlin are being
refaced. The cinemas and theatres are finely designed, and
employ illumination w'ith a skill and lavishness unknown in

England. The decoration is also less profuse and gaudy, and
the standard of artistic endeavour is on a higher plane. The
outstanding effort is to produce order and a richness of sim-
plicity. Many of the older buildings in Berlin are being
‘ shaved ’ of their rococco decorations, and refronted with
smooth broad surfaces, the windows formed of large sheets of
polished glass. The influence of the machine—its clean

efficiency—is evident, but there is plenty of relief and phantasy
in the way of details of carving and metalwork.

German housing reaches a high level of design, though
the accommodation offered is more restricted than in England.
The interior equipment is especially good, particularly the

kitchens, which are fitted with the very latest appliances,

metal fittings, tiled walls, and electric cookers. The tendency
is to provide one very good living room, as large as possible

;

and the exteriors of the houses, often gay with colour, have a

certain digmiy which is maintained in the w ell ordered streets

and gardens. Large blocks of flats are an alternative to rows
of single dwellings. They are frequently planned with a large

garden court, in which are sand pits where children can play
safely in the open air. The physical culture movement is

making enormous strides, and is officially encouraged
;

the

result is seen in the beautifully laid-out bathing establishments

and recreation centres which are springing up all over Germany.
Some of the swimming-baths are fine pieces of modern design,

conceived more beautifully and scientifically than our own.
Architecture for the people in Germany is certainly on a level

which in England would be expected only for the wealthy.
“ There is a lesson for English architects, and munmipal

bodies also, to be learned from post-war Germany. It lies in

the great care which is taken over the preparation of building

schemes, the combination of ingenuity and orderly arraiigement

in planning, and the simplicity and good taste which is increas-

ingly evidenced. Not all the schemes are well-designed or even

constructed, but the standard is constantly improving.
“ The public buildings achievement is high. Tl he new railw^ay

stations of Leipzig and Stuttgart are models of restrained and
dignified modernism, the new market hall at Frankfuit is a

magnificent piece of design, 800 feet in length, equipped with

every scientific appliance, and, architecturally, a hall of splendid

dignity.
“ Germany is creating a living architecture. It is transitional

still, but keeps pace v\ith ev'ery modern desire and w’ith struc-

tural or scientific inv'ention. The cost of building is highei than

in England, and this is often reflected in the quality of work-
manship. But progressive ideas seem to be widely welcome,
and there is great competence in the w'ay they are carried out.

There is nothing in Germany better than the finest of English
domestic or ecclesiastical work. But in the spheres of public or
commercial building she affords a great stimulus to the archi-

tectural profession in England. Before, how'ever, English
architecture can progress as it should, the conservative outlook
of the building owmer, private and public, must be seriously

modified. There is plenty of architectural talent available in

this country, but it receives most mediocre encouragement.*’. .

Mr. R. A. Easdale (Castleford) proposed a v'ote of thanks to
the lecturer, which was seconded by Mr. D. S. Andrews,
principal of the Leeds College of Art.

Colonel H. W. Barker and Mr. G. H. Foggitt also spoke.

SOUTH WALES INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.
The annual dinner of the South Wales Institute of Architects

was held at the Royal Hotel, Cardiff, on Thursday, 27 IMarch.
Sir Banister Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A., F.S.A., F.S.L, President of
the Royal Institute of British Architects, was the piincipal

guest, and among others supporting Mr. T. Ahvyn Lloyd,
F.R.I.B.A., M.T.P.I,, as President of the South Wales
Institute, were :

—

Lady Banister Fletcher, the Lord Mayor and Lady ^Mayoress

of Cardiff (Alderman William Charles, J.P., and iVIrs. Charles),

Principal J. F. Rees, ALA., of the Untyersity College, the
Alayor and Alayoress of Newport (Councillor and Airs. W. H.
Brinsmead Williams), Air. Ian AlacAIister, AI.A. (Secretary

of the Royal Institute of British Architects), Air. G. C.
Lawxence, R.W.A., F.R.I.B.A. (Chairman of the Allied

Societies’ Conference of the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects), Air. C. AI. E. Hadfield, F.R.I.B.A. (President of the
Sheffield, South Yorkshire, and District Society of Architects

and Surv'eyors), Air. Cecil G. Brown (Tovrn Clerk, Cardiff),

Principal Charles Coles, B.Sc. (Technical College, Cardiff),

Air. John Powell (vice-president, Cardiff Incorporated Cham-
ber of Commerce), Dr. D. A. Powell (chief AI.O., Welsh
Memorial Association), Air. Robert J. Webber, Dr, G.
Arbour Stephens (Swansea), Air. J. B. Dawson (Secretary,

Swansea Association of Building Trade Employers), Dr.
Cyril Fox, F.S.A. (director of the National Museum of Wales),

Air. Percy Watkins (secretary, South Wales Federation of
Building Trades Employers), Air. W. R. Hewett (president

of the Cardiff Alaster Builders’ Association), Air. T. E.
Gough (president of the South Wales Federation of Building
Trades Employers), and Air. W. S. Purchon, AI.A., A.R.I.B.A.
(Welsh School of Architecture, Cardiff Technical College).

Principal Rees, in proposing the toast of “ Tne R A'al

Institute of British Architects and its Allied Societies,” said

he would like to see a more vivid sense of making a town or city

as beautiful as possible. The citizens and visitors had not
the respect for it that one would wish. A city should be the

impression of the spirit of the people. They must build more
vvorthiK, and make the city decent for children to live in.

Architects should have a strong sense of their social responsi-

bility—-they were building the mould in which the people
were framed.

“ Theie is in Cardiff,” he continued, “ a Welsh School of
Architecture, and it is doing magnificent work. It has a very

high record, and at the head of it is Mr. W. S. Purchon There
is, as far as I can see, only one thing lacking about the Welsh
School of Architecture, which is splendidly housed at the
Cardiff Technical College, and that is that it has not got what
is called univ'ersity recognition. Other schools of archi-

tecture have university recognition, and this school, which
even surpasses those that have, has not got it. What one
would like to see would be something of this kind. First of
all, the Welsh School of Architecture given university recog-
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nition by the University of Wales, and one would like to see

along with that the title of Professor of Architecture and the

Applied Arts given to ]\Ir. Purchon.
“ We would like to see Mr, Purchon do propaganda work in

Wales in favour of architecture and the applied arts. One
would like to see Wales and Monmouthshire made his one
diocese. That means that we would have to set him free for

part of his time. I would also like to see our art students
given facilities to attend qualifying courses in architecture and
the applied arts.

“ J should like to say that as far as I am concerned I see no
difficulty in realising these aims, and that I am determined, so

far as lies in my power, to assist in realising them. I am sure

that Principal Coles, of the Technical College, and his com-
mittee would support us in this. It has been in the air once
or twice as a possibility. It has now come to the point when
we should make an effort to realise it——when we should have
this University recognition with all its attendant circumstances.”

Sir Banister Fletcher, in responding, paid a high tribute to

the work of Air. Purchon and expressed the hope that Principal

Rees’ suggestion could be carried out in the near future. After

dealing w ith the educational facilities offered in Cardiff, the

speaker referred to the Royal Institute of British Architects

as a great imperial federation for the advancement of the art.

It numbered in its ranks some ii,ooo architects, wath some
4,000 or 5,000 members of Allied Societies.

Air. T. Ahvyn Lloyd, who also responded, said the South
Wales Institute had probably the largest area of any of the

Allied Societies, and one wLich it w^ould be difficult to beat in

its variety of interests. Air. Lloyd referred to the town-
planning activities and to the efforts which were being made
for the preservation of the countryside.
The Lord Alayor, in responding to the toast of ” Our

Guests,” proposed by Lieut.-Col. E. H. Fawckner, congratu-

lated Alessrs. Ivor Jones and Percy Thomas on their outstand-
ing success in winning the designs for Sw^ansea’s proposed
civic centre.

Air. G. C. Lawrence and Air. T. E. Gough also responded.

DINNER TO AIR. R. ATKINSON.
The Architectural Association held a dinner at the Criterion

Restaurant on lo April in honour of Air. Robert Atkinson,

who had been principal and director of education at the A.A.
and retired last July after i6 years’ service. Air. F. Winton
New'man, the president of the Association, who was in the

chair, read messages of appreciation of Air. Atkinson’s work
for architectural education from :—Sir Banister Fletcher,

president of the Royal Institute of British Architects
;

Air.

W. R. Davies, of the Board of Education
;

the Architectural

League of New York
;

architects in Sweden, Denmark, and
Holland ; and old students of the Association in Australia,

New Zealand, and South Africa.

Submitting the toast of their guest, the Chairman said Air.

Atkinson had given unstinted service for the cause of archi-

tectural education, but his work, great as it was, could only

he a phase in his life. He had piobably m.ade a personal

sacrifice in giving those i6 years to the Association. Great
results had been achieved under his leadership. Architectural

tiaining had been practically revolutionised. The students

had received his curses as well as his blessings, but there w’as

no student who had passed through his hands wffio had not

cause to thank him. The time had come when he felt that

he could not continue his own practice as w^ell as the w'ork

of the Association. He had, however, consented to join the

council.

Air. H. Austen Hall, Air. Alaurice E. Webb, a former presi-

dent of the Association, Air. Howard Robertson, the Prin-

cipal, and Sir Archibald Flower supported the toast. Air.

Webb said that Air. Atkinson had created a great school which
w’as becoming a tradition. Schools w’hich had been founded
throughout the Empire were modelled on it.

NOTES BY AIEAIBERS OF THE SCIENCE
STANDING COAIAIITTEE.

The Electrolysis of Water Mains, Pipes, etc .—The
Aletropolitan AVater Board have issued an interesting

report by the Chief Engineer, Air, Henry E. Stilgoe,

AI.Inst.C.E., on “ Electrolysis of Water Mains, Pipes,

etc,, and Graphitic Deterioration.”

At the end of the report Air. Stilgoe gives the following
conclusions :

—

(1) Earthing connections from the casings of trans-
formers dealing with electric currents of a pressure of
500 volts or more should be made by means of a
proper and efficient earthplate as far removed as
possible from any pipe or apparatus of the Board, or
that of any water consumer.

(2) Any telephone or bell return circuits of Telephone
Exchanges \vhich are not specially provided for by a
return wire should be connected to an earthplate as

above

.

(3) No earthing connection should be made to any pipe
or apparatus of the Board, or that of any water con-
sumer, from any electrical installation other than such
as may be required for conducting away temporary
leakage of current from faulty fittings.

(4) Whenever earth connection is made on any pre-
mises in which is installed a water meter belonging
to the Board, it should be made on the inlet side of
the meter, or a bond should be inserted across the
meter.

(5) In the case of any wireless set supplied from the
electric lighting system, the earthing connection
should be made by means of an earthplate as far
removed as possible from any pipe or apparatus of
the Board or that of any consumer.

(6) In order to mitigate or obviate electroly^tic corro-
sion either from stray currents or difference of
potential between the metal or metals, it is essential
that the joints betw'een the se\eral pipes or between
the pipes, apparatus or fitting of the Board or the
consumer should be electrically efficient, and that no
jointing material having an insulating effect should be
inserted at the joints. If jointing with insulating
material is unavoidable, the pipes or fittings should be
electrically bonded over the joint or joints.

(7) Although the graphitic condition ” which is found
in so many pipes of the Board, and sometimes in ortlv
quite short lengths, may in some measure be due to
electroKMc action, it is probably, in a greater degree,
due to the action of sulphur produced by bacterial
action or othertvise from the gypsum content of the
}ellow' London clay, or from refuse ashes, coal gas,
and other materials containing sulphur.

(8) It w ould appear that the only method of eliminating
this action is by keeping the clay or other sulphur-

away from possible contact with
the pipes by surrounding them with a protecting
medium.

(9) It would also appear desirable that in order to
eliminate as far as possible electrolytic action due to
stray currents or otherwise, the material surrounding
the pipe should be as dry as possible.

H. D. Searles-Wood [F.].
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notes from the minutes of the council.
3 March 1930.

R.I.B.A. Athens Bursary.

It was formally reported to the Council that the

President, in consultation with the Officers of the Board

of Architectural Education, had awarded the R.LB.A.

Athens Bursary to Mr. G. D. Gordon Hake [F.], School

of Architecture, Royal West of England Academy,

Bristol,

The Twelfth International Congress of Architects,

Budapest, September 1930.

On the recommendation of the Congress Committee

it was decided to invite the following members to prepare

papers for the Congress :

—

(1)
“ Architectural Education in England in Relation

to Practice : Mr. L. Sylvester Sullivan.

(2)
“ The Registration of Architects in England :

Major Harry Barnes. .

(3)
“ Architectural Copyright in England ”

: Mr.

W. E. Watson.

(4)
“ The Role of the Architect in the Design of

Industrial Buildings in England ”
: ^Ir. R. A.

Duncan.

(5)
“ The Acoustics of Large Halls in England ”

:

Mr. Hope Bagenal.

The World Engineering Congress, Tokyo.

A resolution of thanks was passed in favour of Mr. J. C.

Wynnes [F.] for acting as the R.LB.A. delegate at the

recent World Engineering Congress, Tokyo.

The British Engineering Standards Association.

Mr. R. J. Angel [F.] was appointed to represent the

R.LB.A. on the Committee recently set up by the British

Engineering Standards Association to consider the

standardisation of Commercial Pl>"wood.

The Annual Dinner.

A resolution of thanks was passed in favour of the City

Lands Committee for their kindness in granting the use

of the Guildhall for the R.LB.A. Annual Dinner, to be

held on 15 IMav.

The Council also expressed their thanks to the President

for his good offices in the matter.

The Liverpool Architectural Society and the

North Staffordshire Architectural Association.

The Council gave their formal approval to the exten-

sion of the province of the Liverpool Architectural

Society which has taken place by reason of the North

Staffordshire Architectural Association having become a

branch of the Society.

The AIanchester Society of Architects and the

Preston, Blackburn and District Society of Archi-

tects.

The Council gave their formal approval to the affiliation

of the Preston, Blackburn, and District Society of Archi-

tects with the iVIanchester Society of Architects.

The AIisuse of Power by Local Authorities.

On the recommendation of the London Building Acts

Committee the Council approved the publication of a

note in the Journal asking members to submit evidence

of cases in which local authorities appear to have exceeded

their statutory powers.

The Fellow^ship.
The Council, by a unanimous vote, elected Mr. R. H.

Macdonald of Montreal to the Fellow’ship under the
powers defined in the Supplemental Charter of 1925.

AIembership.
Election

J 7 April 1930.—Nominations for membership
were approved as fellows :

—

As Hon. Associates . . 2 applications.

As Hon Corresponding
Alembers . . . . 2 „

As Fellows . . . . 18 ,,

As Associates . . •43 >>

Reinstatement,—The follov/ing ex-member w^as re-

instated :

—

As Licentiate : William Hull-Brown.
Application for Election as Licentiate under
Section III (/) of the Supplemental Charter of 1925.
One application was approved.

Resignations.
The following resignations were accepted with regret :

—

E. J. Wellman [F.].

Charles Forsyth [A,].

H. P. Briggs [L.].

George C. Copestick [L.].

Patrick Coughlan [L.].

Alex. Gordon [F.].

R. J. Hill [F.].

G. Sharman [F.].

Retired Fellowship.
The following member was transferred to the Retired

Fellowship :

—

J. W. Stanley Burmester (elected Fellow 1891).

ELECTION OF STUDENTS R.LB.A,

The following were elected as Students at the meeting
of the Council held on 7 April 1930 :

—

Collie : Robert Anderson, 5, Abbey Drive, Glasgow, W.4.
Cornelius ; Kathleen Elsa, The Hermitage, Heswail,

Cheshire.
Dunn : Herbert Gordon, ii, Belgrave Place, Edinburgh.
Foley : Joseph, 56, St. Alalo Avenue, Town Road, Edmonton,

N.q.
Hall : Annie Elizabeth, 15, Gower Street, London, W.C.i.
Heathcote : Edgar Ronald, Priestcliffe, near Buxton,

Derbyshire.
Herbert : Philip Burnell, Shrubbery, Hampton-in-Arden,

Warwickshire.
Knight : Cyril Atlee, “ Atlee,*' Gervis Road East, Bourne-

mouth.
Miller : Alexander, 269, Stonelaw Road, Rutherglen.
Roberts : Richard Emrys, Glen Teg, High Street, Bangor,

N. Wales.
Robinson : Donald Douglas, c/o The Architectural Asso-

ciation, 34, Bedford Square, W.C.i.

Notices
THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING,

12 MAY, 1930.

The Ninety-Sixth Annual General Aleeting will be
held on Monday, 12 May, 1930, at 8 p.m., for the following
purposes :

—
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To read the minutes of the Ordinary General Meeting
held on 28 April, 1930 ;

formally to admit members
attending for the first time since their election.

To receive the Annual Report of the Council and
Standing Committees for the official year 1929-30,
printed on the preceding pages of this issue of the

Journal. Copies of the Report will be available for

members at the meeting.

To nominate candidates (two members) for the office

of lion. Auditors for the ensuing year.

To receive the list of attendances at the Council and
Standing Committees during the Session.

EXHIBITION IX THE R.I.B.A. GALLERIES.
An Exhibition of “Architects' Drawings of 1S00-1850

”

is now being held in the R.I.B.A. Galleries and will

close on Saturday, 24 Alay 1930. The Exhibition is

open daily between the hours of lO a.m. and 8 p.m.
(Saturdays, lo a.m. to 5 p.m.).

THE ANNUAL DINNER 1930.

The Annual Dinner will take place on Thursday,

15 May 1930, in the Guildhall, E.C. (by kind permission of

the City Corporation). Full particulars were issued with

the last copy of the Journal.
All members of the R.I.B.A. and of the Allied Societies

are cordially invited to make early application for tickets

for themselves and their guests. The price of tickets

is Li 15s, each for members and for members’ guests

(inclusive of wines, cigars, etc.)

A limited number of seats will be reserved in the Gallery

of the Guildhall in order that members and their friends

who are unable to attend the Dinner m^ay have an oppor-

tunity of hearing the speeches.

It is expected that the Dinner will end at a rather early

hour, and facilities will be given for visiting the Guildhall

Art Gallery, Council Chamber and Library.

Each member applying for seats in the Gallery will

receive not more than two tickets, admitting either ladies

or gentlemen, which will be allotted in order of applica-

tions.

[Members who wish to take advantage of this arrange-

ment are requested to make early application to the

Secretary R.I.B.A., stating whether they desire one or tsvo

tickets.

BRITISH ARCHITECTS’ CONFERENCE,
NORWICH.

18 TO 21 June 1930.

The annual conference of the Royal Institute of

British Architects and its Allied Societies will take place

at Norwich from 18 to 21 June 1930- The N^orfolk and

Norwich Association of Architects have in hand the pre-

paration of a most attractive programme, and particulars

will be issued in due course.

All members and students of the R.I.B.A. and all

members of the Architectural Association and of the

Allied Societies are cordially invited to attend the Con-

ference.

It is expected that there will be a large attendance of

members from all parts of the country, and they are

urgently requested to arrange for their hotel accommoda-
tion at the earliest possible dates so as to avoid the risk of
disappointment. When communicating with Norwich
hotels please mention R.I.B.A. Conference, as a number
of rooms have been specially reserved for members.
The Executive Committee of the Conference have

kindly furnished the following list of hotels and boarding
houses, with charges :

—

Bed and Full Board
Place and Name. Breakfast per day.

Hotels.
Norwich—

Roval Hotel, Prince of

Wales Rd
Maid’s Head Hotel, Wen-

10/- 21/6

sum St. 10 21/6
Bell Hotel, Orford Hill . .

Castle Hotel, Castle
8/6 —

Meadow. .

Alortimers Hotel, St. Giles

8/- 16/-

St 7/6 12/6

10/-
8/-

8/6

8;6

Private Hotels and Boarding Houses.
Norwich—
Lansdowne Hotel, Thorpe
Rd

Heathcote, Unthank Rd. .

Evening Hill, Cambridge
St

Mrs. Nicholson, 114
Thorpe Rd.

IMrs. Johnson, Ivy Bank,
Thorpe Rd.

Oxford House, St. An-
drews

Hotels.
Wroxham {7 miles from Norwich)

King's Head Hotel
Keys Hill Hotel . .

Brundall (6 miles from Norwich)-
Riverside Hotel . .

Cromer^
Grand Hotel, West
Parade . .

Gt, yarmoiith—
Royal Hotel, Marine

Parade . .

10/6

10/6

7/6

10/6

15/*

15/-

12/6

12/-

12/-

10/6

20/6
21/-

18/-

18;-

8/6 15/-

Garage Accommodation,
The following garages are within a short distance of

the Conference Headquarters :

—

Bussey & Sabberton Bros., Palace St.
Delves [Motors, Ltd., Prince of Wales Rd
Mann Egerton Co., King St.

Norwich Motor Co., Recorder Rd.
Maudes, Ltd., Prince of Wales Rd.
Howes Garage, Chapel Field North
Clarence Garage, Thorpe Rd.

[Motor Parks are in All Saints Green
St. [Martin-at-Palace Plain, St. Andrew’s Hall Plain
Tombland, Riverside Rd., Market Place.

Tel. No.
1175
222
480
1600

2223
1260

197

Cattle Market,
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AIEAIBERS’ TOUR TO THE UNITED STATES
AND CANADA.

In view of the success which attended the visit to the
United States and Canada of a party of members of the

R.I.B.A. last year, and as many members who were unable
to avail themselves of that opportunity expressed a desire

to undertake such a trip on a future occasion, it has been
decided to organise a further party this year.

The numerous advantages to be gained by undertaking

a visit to the United States and Canada from an archi-

tectural point of view will be obvious, particularly when
the visit is made in company with fellow-members of the

Institute.

The suggested tour will include New York, Philadel-

phia, Washington, Detroit, Niagara Falls, Toronto,
Ottawa and jMontreal, and notes regarding the places of

interest from an architectural standpoint, compiled by
Air. Percy E. Thomas, O.B.E., F.R.I.B.A., the leader of

last year’s party, will be available for members.
The duration of the trip will be approximately one

month, and the cost, including cabin class accommodation
on the Atlantic steamers, hotel accommodation in the

United States and Canada, rail fares, etc., will be about
£80. This amount is exclusive of meals ashore, gratuities,

transfer of passengers and baggage between stations,

steamers, hotels, etc., and sight-seeing trips.

The party will travel from Liverpool for New York
by the Cunard Liner Samaria on 5 July, returning by
the Ascania from Alontreal to Plymouth and London on
25 July.

Relatives and friends of members will be welcomed.
Alembers interested are requested to apply to Air.

H. T, Leese, The Cunard Steamship Company, Ltd.,

26-27, Cockspur Street, London, S.W.i, who will be
pleased to forward a complete itinerary, etc., on request.

OVERSEAS APPOINTMENTS.
Members contemplating applying for appointments

overseas are recommended to communicate with the

Secretary R.I.B.A., who will supply them with any avail-

able information respecting conditions of employment,
cost of living, climatic conditions, etc.

William H. Hamlyn.
Hon. Secretary, R.I.B.A. Salaried Members Committee.

INCOAIE TAX ALLOWANCES.
A Alember is anxious to ascertain whether relief in

respect of expenditure for entertainment of clients is

normally claimed by and allowed to other Alembers.
The Secretary R.I.B.A. will be glad to hear from any
Alembers who have had experience in making claims for

allowance of this expenditure.

Queries and Replies
[A large number of questions on points of professional practice and

technical interest are addressed to the Practice and Science Standing
Committees and to other Committees of the Institute.

The Council, on the recommendation of the Science Standing
Committee, have decided to adopt the procedure of publishing such
queries in the Journal when on matters of general interest, together
with the replies of those members who, having special knowledge
and experience of the particular questions, have been asked to express
their opinions upon them. The scheme is based upon that adopted
by the Surv'eyors’ Institution.
The identity of the member seeking the information will not be

disclosed, but the replies published will be signed by the members
who have supplied them.]

Query No. 6.

“ A ’’
is the Freeholder of a piece of land (only partly

built upon) fronting a main road.
“ B is the Freeholder of a narrow passage way

(at the side of “ A’s ” land) and also land at the back of
“ A’s ” property,

“ B ’’ has lately erected a one-storey building at
‘‘ C ” on plan, having a flat roof, and has placed on the
flat roof a large electric sign as a trade advertisement,
which can be seen from the main road over the unbuilt-
on portion of “ A’s ” land.

If “ A '' takes no steps to protect his rights, is it possible
fc' “ B to acquire an easement for the sign after a
number of years ?

Z/9//-0 BBLo^<S G
To 3
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Further reply to Query No. 6,

In my view this question is not one coming within the
province of the architect, and should a member of the Insti-

tute be asked for an opinion in the matter I would suggest
that his reply should be that this question is one to be referred
to the client’s solicitor.

I am advised that there can be no easement to throw light
on or across another's ground.

Nothing which is so vague and incapable of definition can
be made the subject of a grant, vhich is the only way of
creating an easement.
The easement of viewing light is an exception made because

it is necessary for the welfare of mankind to get a certain
amount of light in through their windows.
The answer therefore would be that it is not possible for

“ B ” to acquire the easement fci the sign.

J. Ernest Fr\nck [F.].

At the request of several members, copies of the questions and
answers are now printed as separate leafiets and can be obtained
free on application to the Secretary.
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Competitions
CHELMSFORD : PUBLIC LIBIL\RY AND

MUSEUM.
The Chelmsford Corporation invite architects to submit

in open competition, designs for a New Public Library and
Museum at a cost of;f25,ooo-

Assessor : Mr. H. V. Lanchester [F".].

Last day for receiving designs, 14 June 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Mr. G. E. Barford, Town Clerk, Town
Clerk’s Office, Chelmsford. Deposit £i is.

ENNISKILLEN : NEW MASONIC HALL.
The Masonic body of Enniskillen invite architects

practising in Ireland, to submit, in competition, designs

for a new Alasonic Hail to be erected in Enniskillen.

Assessor : ]Mr. John Seeds [F.].

Premium : £50.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Mr. R. W. Smith, Hon. Secretary, Building
Committee, Masonic Hall, Enniskillen. Deposit £i is.

Conditions have not yet been received.]

KINGSTON-ON-THAMES : PUBLIC BATHS.
The Kingston-on-Thames Corporation invite architects

to submit in open competition, designs for the erection of

public baths, with the use of one as a public hall.

Assessor : !\Ir. J. Ernest Franck [F'.].

Premiums : £300, £200, £100 and £50.
Last day for receiving designs, 14 June 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Air. A. W. Forsdike, Town Clerk, Town
Clerk’s Office, Kingston-on-Thames. Deposit £i is.

LIVERPOOL: PROPOSED PIER HEAD
IMPROVEMENTS.

The Liverpool City Council propose to offer premiums
of 1,000 guineas and 500 guineas in connection with a

competition for the improvement of the amenities of the

Pier Head. [Conditions are not yet available.]

LUTON: TOWN HALL.
The Town Council of Luton invite architects to submit,

in open competition, designs for a new Town Hall and
Alunicipal Buildings, at a cost of £250,000.

Assessor : Sir A. BrumweU Thomas [F.].

Premiums : £500, £300, £200, and £100.
Last day for receiving designs, 31 July 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on
application to Air. W. Smith, Town Clerk, 2 Upper
George Street, Luton. Deposit £2 2S.

WEST HUAIBERSTONE : LIBRARY.
The Leicester Corporation propose to invite local

architects to submit, in competition, designs for a

Library, to be erected at West Humberstone.
Assessor : Air. Hugh Gold [F.].

Premiums : £75, £50 and £25.
[Conditions are not yet available.]

WORTHING : AIUNICIPAL BUILDINGS.
The Corporation of Worthing invite architects to

submit, in open competition, designs for new Alunicipal

Buildings, to be erected in Chapel Road, Worthing.

Assessor : Air. Henry V. Ashley, V.-P.R.I.B.A.
Premiums : £350, £250, £150 and £50.
Last day for receiving designs, 5 July 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Air. J. Kennedy Allerton, Town Clerk,

Worthing. Deposit £i is.

Members’ Column
OFFICE ACCOMMODATION.

Architect with established practice in London offers part oflfice

with use of technical and clerical staff upon terms to be arranged.
Apply in first instance to Dollman and Pritchard, Solicitors, 52
Tavistock Square, London, W.C.i.

OFFICE ACCOMMODATION WANTED.
Wanted, small office, separate entrance, near Bedford Square,

Gower Street, Euston Road, Marylebone Road or Upper Baker
Street. Rent about £30 per annum inclusive of light, heat and
cleaning.—Apply Box 0^04, c o the Secretary R I B.A

, g Conduit
Street, London, W.i

ARCHITECTS’ BENEVOLENT SOCIETY
{Insurance Department).

HOUSE PURCHASE SCHEAIE
(for property in Great Britain only).

The Society is able, through the services of a leading
Assurance Office, to assist an Architect (or his client) in

securing the capital for the purchase of a house for his

own occupation, on the following terms :

—

Amount of Loan.
Property value exceeding £666, but not exceeding

£2,500, 75 per cent, of the value.

Property value exceeding £2,500, but not exceeding
£4,500, 66

1

per cent, of the value.

The value of the property is that certified by the Sur-
veyor employed by the Office.

Rate of Interest
In respect of loans not exceeding£2 ,000 5 i per cent, gross.

„ „ in excess of „ 5J „
Repayment.

By means of an Endowment A\ssurance which dis-
charges the loan at the end of 1 5 or 20 years, or at the
earlier death of the borrower.

Special Concession to Architects.
In the case of houses in course of erection, it has been

arranged that, provided the Plan and Specification have
been approved by the Surveyor acting for the Office,

and the amount of the loan agreed upon, and subject to
the house being completed in accordance therewith,
One Half of the loan will be advanced on a certificate

from the Office’s Surveyor that the walls of the house
are erected and the roof on and covered in.

Note.—In 1928, over £20,000 was loaned to archi-
tects under this scheme, and as a result over £100 was
handed to the Benevolent Fund.

If a quotation is required, kindly send details of your
age next birthday, approximate value of house and its

exact situation, to the Secretary Architects’ Benevolent
Society, 9 Conduit Street, London, W.

R.I.B.A. JOURNAL.
Dates of Publication.— 1930.-10, 24 May ; 7, 21 June;

12 July; 9 August
; 20 September; 18 October.
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The San Gallo Family Tree

Antonio Da San Gallo the Younger
BY J. HUBERT WORTHINGTON, O.B.E., M.A. [F.].

[A precis of thispaper was delivered before the Royal Institute of British Architects on Monday, 7 April

^N apologia is needed for the subject of this

paper, for historical architecture is not ac-

ceptable in these days. It will be said, “Why
does this fellow want to exhume a Renaissance corpse
for us } ” Well, I don’t look upon Antonio as a

corpse, but rather as an enlivening spirit. I am pro-

foundly convinced that the great humanists, and
what they stood for, have a vital lesson for us to-

day, not so much in their literal mode of expression

as for their attitude of mind, and the common basis

of experience and humanity that unites us to them.

It is useless for a student to go to Italy unless

he goes with a mind in tune, with a certain back-

ground of study to make sympathetic observation

intelligent, and so enable him to learn real lessons

from these inimitable teachers.

Only by a right attitude, free from bias, is it pos-

sible to disentangle the active and inspiring prin-

ciple from the mass of extraneous accretion and
passing fashion. It lies with the beholder whether

he finds in the Italian Renaissance the effete pedan-

try or uncontrolled extravagance of its senility, or

the fresh zest of its youth and the balanced serenity

of its maturity.

It is important to remember that vocational

training does not produce the highest results. We
must not develop our souls entirely on the theoreti-

cal calculation of ferro-concrete, the wiping of

plumbers’ joints, the mysteries of heat and light,

the scientific testing of modern substitutes. Ad-
mittedly we live in an age of unprecedented change,
when science predominates over art as never before.
But art will always have its place in the heart of
inan, and in an age of machines and mass produc-
tion there is much to be learned from the catho-
licity of mind, the fearlessness in the realms of
thought, the passion for knowledge for its own
sake, knowledge won by taking infinite pains, the
intensity of feeling for the real things of life, the
infinite variety of the great Renaissance humanists.
In aspiring to be modern let us recognise their con-
tribution to modernity, and acknowledge that they
laid the foundations upon which modern thought
is built. Historical study need not have a deaden-
ing effect on creative art, and we must be prepared
to admit the profound truth of historical con-
tinuity.

One may well ask here, whether the Italian Ex-
hibition has had a real influence on the architects of
England, or have the arts become so segregated
that the spell of it has been lost on us If so, we
are in a bad state. But that can hardly be, for the
soothing harmony of the Italian spirit places the art
of the quattrocento and early cinquecento beyond
and above fashion, and in those days painting, sculp-
ture and architecture were one.

With Uccello and Pesellino let us picture the
glory of battle array, with Fiorenzo di Lorenzo the
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charm of daily life, set amid fair buildings, with

Piero della Francesca, Ghirlandaio, and Botticelli

their warm humanity, splendid dress, and sump-
tuous banquets. With copes and tapestries, metal-

work and pottery, cassones and bronzes, lutes and
viols, let us endow these buildings, now so many of

them put to meaner uses, with the rich pageantry of

a life where beauty of form and colour has its due
place in the scheme of things. The simple spacious-

ness of their architectural setting was a perfect

background for this artistic wealth.

To do justice to Antonio, you must imagine his

buildings with the ceremonial life for which he

made them, and bring in the Italian sunshine,

with all the glory of light and shade and shadow
which were essential factors in designing.

His Life.

Antonio Picconi da San Gallo il Giovane, or the

Younger, was born in 1485. He came of a fine

architectural stock, being a grandson of Francesco

di Paolo Giamberti, who had built for Cosimo de’

]\Iedici, and a nephew of Giuliano da San Gallo and
Antonio da San Gallo the Elder. Battista da San
Gallo, il Gobbo, who was also a learned architect

and worked with him, was his brother, and
Francesco and Aristotile were his first cousins.

His mother, presumably a sister of Giuliano

and Antonio the Elder, married Bartolommeo
Picconi, of ]\IugelIo, a cooper, who apprenticed

the son to a carpenter. This was in the stirring

days of the Borgias. The carpenter's shop gave

plenty of scope to artistic talent, for in addition to

constructive work and setting out, wood-carvdng

and intarsia gave a good groundwork for the young
architect. Thus Antonio, like his uncles before

him, grew up in the building trade, not in the

bottega of the goldsmith.

The young man was ambitious, and left Florence

for Rome in 1503, to work with Giuliano, his

uncle.

The impetuous Julius II had just become Pope,

and was launching his great schemes for a new
S. Peter's, and a new Vatican, and the opinion of

artistic Rome was divided upon the selection of the

architect. Giuliano had been Julius’ favourite

before his elevation to the Papacy, and naturally

expected the job, but Bramante had arrived in

Rome from iVIilan three years before, and had

already made a great name for himself. The
Pope chose Bramante, and Giuliano da San Gallo,

suffering from the stone and pique, returned to his

native Florence.

The young Antonio, who always had an eye for

the main chance, got into Bramante 's office, where
he found Baldassare Peruzzi as his senior assistant,

and throughout his life he owed a great deal to

that greater artist. Raphael, too, must have often

been in his company. Here was a career already

half made. He had the prestige of the family

name, a training in the best office, in the best

moment, of Italian Renaissance architecture, and
a capacity for attracting the right kind of patron.

Moreover Bramante had a stroke, and his hands
were paralysed, and though as alert in mind as ever,

he had to depend to an unusual degree on his

assistants. The patient working out of large

schemes, and the responsibility of supervision gave
carefulness, experience, and self-confidence to his

draughtsmen.

Antonio was determined to become the Bramante
of the future, and he did.

It is interesting to relate him to his contem-
poraries in the year 1503, when he entered
Bramante's office. He was 18, his master 59.
His uncles were 53 and 48 respectively. Leonardo
was 51, Michelangelo 29, Titian 26. Jacopo
Sansovino and Sanmichele, both studying in Rome,
were 17 and 19, Raphael was 20, Peruzzi 22. Did
the world ever hold such a galaxy of talent at one
moment ?

In 1506 the foundation stone of S. Peter's was
laid with due ceremony, and from that time until
his death, Antonio, as will be seen later, was in
close touch with the scheme.
He carried out two or three immature works

at this time, including the Palazzo Palma and
S. Maria di Loreto.

When Julius died in 1513, Leo X, a prince
among patrons, brought Renaissance art to its

fullest development. Raphael, who had inherited
Bramante’s huge office in 1514, found Antonio, il

Gobbo, his brother, and Francesco, his cousin,
in\aluab!e factors in an architectural organisation
that he could not possibly control alone. It was
not only on S. Peter's that they helped him. There
are few plans of the period more careful than those
that the San Galli drew for the Villa Madama,
though Giuliano Romano is generally given credit
for this work, and Francesco built the exquisite
little Palazzo Pandolfini, at Florence, for his master.

Antonio gradually emerged into private practice
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in the pontificate of Leo. He won the fortifications

of Civitavecchia in competition, and built them.

Then Leo took him for the summer to Monte
Fiascone to work on the Papal castle.

The Linotte Palace, one of his smallest, but

most notable, works, belongs to this period, and

so does the Palazzo Costa.

Leo died, and Adrian, after trying to suppress

the arts, was succeeded by the Cardinal Giulio

de’ Medici, on whose lovely villa Antonio had
been engaged under Raphael, and Clement VH,
of unhappy memory, at once recognised the talent

of Antonio, but made use of him, primarily, as

his chief designer of fortifications.

In 1526, at the age of 41, Antonio fell in love

with a young Florentine girl of great beauty,

Isabella Deti, and married her, in spite of the

strong opposition of his respectable family. We
are told that he was worn out by her pride and

extravagance. Still, they lived together for twenty

years, had a boy, Orazio, and a girl, Giulia, and

built a large house for themselves in the fashionable

Via Giulia.

But an event occurred, just after their wedding,

that must have seemed like the end of the world

to the newly married pair. Rome was sacked in

One cannot dwell upon the horrors of this dread-

ful calamity that made the Eternal City a desolation,

but Antonio fled with the Papal Court and his young

wife, to Orvieto, and made the great Pozzo there.

In the panic which followed he became immersed

in military engineering, and rode from place to

place, strengthening the defences of the Papal

states.

The world was full of significant events.

Henry VIIl of England, whose reign almost

coincides with the years of Antonio’s work, broke

with Rome. Protestantism was making itself

felt in northern Europe. Fran9ois Premier ruled

France, Charles V was Emperor, and Italy was full

of Spanish soldiery. But happier days were in

store, and Antonio was destined to enjoy a great

epoch of reconstruction.

The architect closely associated with the great

personalities of his age develops from contact with

brilliant minds and large ideas. Antonio had

already lived through big history, but the influence

of Cardinal Alessandro Farnese was so important

that we must consider him before going into

Antonio’s work in detail.

Pope Paul III.

Alessandro Farnese, known to history as Pope
Paul III, was the child of his age, an age with

standards very different from ours, and we must
not judge him without taking into account his

environment and his predecessors. Born in 1468

and educated under Pomponius Lsetus, and in the

Academy of Lorenzo de’ Medici at Florence, he

represented the best culture of that great period.

He was a master of the written and spoken word,

a connoisseur of antiques, a great patron of the

arts of his own generation. It may, indeed, be said

of him that he lived life to the full.

For some youthful scrape, he was locked up in

the Castle of S. Angelo, and, no doubt, he deserved

it, for his mother didn’t think fit to bail him out.

His sensational escape, made whilst his guards were

watching the Corpus Christi procession, was a bold

piece of dare-deviliy^, and he retained an affection

for his prison throughout his life, and added to its

Pope Paul III. By Titian
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amenities when Pope. Though openly acknow-

ledging a natural son and daughter, he received the

red hat in 1493, at the age of twenty-five, through

the good graces of his sister, Giulia, the Bellissima,

who was the favourite of the Borgia Pope,

Alexander VI. Therefore he was known as

“ The Petticoat Cardinal.”

Alessandro was ambitious for himself and for

his family, yet, though from this moment he coveted

the Papacy, he had to wait forty years as a

cardinal before he realised his life's aim. The
census of 1527 shows that, when still a cardinal,

he had a princely court of over three hundred, and

he employed Antonio to begin the greatest of all

the Roman palaces that bears his name. He had a

villa, too, on the family estates, by Lake Bolsena.

When Leo died he nearly succeeded, when
Adrian died he thought his chance sure, but

Clement stole twelve more years of the Papacy

from him. He held the bishoprics of Bertinoro,

Venice, Parma, Valva, Sulmona, St. Pons, Bene-

vento and Frascati, besides being Cardinal titular

of Sant' Eustachio.

At last, on October 14, 1534, in his 67th year,

he was elected Pope, and popular enthusiasm knew
no bounds. He was the first Roman-born Pontiff

for over one hundred years, and the fifteen years

of his reign proved to be one of the happiest

periods in the history of Rome. It is his work

for Rome and as a patron of the Arts that concerns

us here, rather than his astute conduct of world

politics, his part in the Catholic reaction, or the

founding of the Jesuits and the Inquisition.

Rome had never recovered from the horrors of

the sack of nine years before, but Paul now initiated

great reforms. He recalled the University of

Rome to life, and was one of the pioneers of modern

town planning. By a curious irony it was the

triumphal entrv of the Emperor Charles V, whose

troops had caused worse devastation to the Eternal

City than even the Huns and Vandals, that was the

pretext for these great and enduring improvements.

Paul gave the word and provided the will

power and 50,000 ducats. Latino Giovenale

]\Iannetti was his chief adviser. In fifteen weeks

the Emperor’s Highway, three miles long, was

opened, levelled, paved and decorated. Two
hundred houses and four churches were demol-

ished. The famous buildings of ancient Rome
were brought into full view. The rubbish heaps,

the slums were swept away, the streets were

reformed, and fine sites were created, to the great

benefit of the health and comfort of the people.

It takes power to make reforms like these.

Cardinal Giovanni Gaddi was in charge of the

decorations, and Antonio da San Gallo il Giovane

had supreme control over the sculptors, painters,

carpenters, and stonemasons. Peruzzi had died in

January, 1536, and in his Taccuino in the Biblioteca

Communaie at Siena are fifteen studies for trium-

phal arches, and as the preparations had been dis-

cussed in November, 1535, there can be little

doubt that these studies were for the reception

of Charles. No doubt, here, as elsewhere,

Antonio benefited from Peruzzi’s fertile brain.

The most noteworthy of these triumphal arches

was the one which Antonio made in wood at the

Palazzo S. Marco, to serve two streets. Vasari

gets vei*}' eloquent about this work, and says that

if it had been executed in marble it would have
been one of the Seven Wonders of the world

—

but that is just Vasari. It had four Corinthian

columns on each side, covered with silver, the

capitals being overlaid with gold. There were
eight painted scenes showing acts of the Emperor,
and as the whole was crowned with figures, trophies

of arms, and the Papal and imperial heraldry, it

must have been a rather vulgar piece of scenic work.
There were too many painters and sculptors

working on it
;
indeed, Antonio had an army of

collaborators—his ever faithful brother Battista il

Gobbo, Martin Heemskerk, Raffaello da Monte-
lupo, I'Indaco, Girolamo Pilotto, and others.

The improvements to Rome did not end with the

stately ceremonies in connection with Charles
Vs visit. Mannetti continued to be “ maestro
delle strade '' with Angelo del Bufalo de' Cancellieri

as administrator, and Bartolomeo Baroninvas as

engineer. ^Modern Rome was being made. From
1536 to 1549 the great works went on. Streets

and squares and mighty buildings took form on
every side, and Antonio, as chief architect to the
Pope, had a large share in the work.

Aleanwhile, Paul and his family set about
putting their own house in order too. The
Farnese Palace is the outward and visible sign of

a great ambition. His family married well.

His nephew Ottavio married the daughter of the
Emperor Charles V, Orazio Farnese the daughter
of the King of France, Alessandro the Infanta
iVIaria of Portugal. Pier Luigi, the eldest son,
and no credit to him, became Gonfaloniere of the
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Church, Duke of Castro and Nepi, and later

Duke of Parma and Piacenza, and his heir became
Cardinal Alessandro Farnese the Younger who
built the Pentagon of Caprarola. Tiberio Crispo,

another offspring, also joined the Sacred College.

It is a remarkable record.

Paul led a full hard life. The political and
religious upheavals of his Pontificate, and family
griefs weighed him down. Pier Luigi was mur^
dered at Piacenza in 1547, and his grandsons whom
he had loved so dearly schemed against him. He
died on the loth day of November, 1549, at the

age of 81, after a reign of fifteen years.

He restored the Papacy and he restored Rome,
where his memory^ is revered, and he will live as a

great patron of the Fine Arts and of fine building in

particular. He revived the splendour of the Papal
Court. Art and learning flourished.

Titian's great portrait brings his powerful per-

sonality before us. It is a noble head, rugged and
furrowed, with hawk-like eyes, a highly intelligent

nose, flowing white beard, and sensitive mouth.
We see in his aspect something of a hard calculating

relentlessness that nothing could withstand, and
something of the astuteness which baffled foreign

ambassadors, something of that courageous deter-

mination that never relinquished a project he had
embarked upon. His hands complete the impres-

sion of power and grasp.

The rest of Antonio’s life is interwoven with the

life of the great Pope Paul and his family, not only

as architect-in-chief to S. Peter’s and the Vatican,

or in fortifying Rome and improving the Castle

of S. Angelo, but primarily in the production of

his chef d'^ceiiz re^ the Farnese Palace, on which he

was engaged from about 1514 until death in 1546.

This building will be considered in detail later.

But in addition to his architecture proper, at Nepi,

Civitacastellana and Caprarola, at Faenza, Fab-

riano, Ascoli, and Capo di IMonte, at Castro, the

lair of Pier Luigi, with its walls and citadel, its

streets and palaces, Antonio forged strong links in

the Farnese chain of fortifications.

But the greatest of all his military works was the

citadel of Perugia, one of the most remarkable

creations of its time, which, like Castro, is no more.

Finally, Antonio was engaged on his own home,

untrammelled bv clients and committees, with only

himself and his ambitious wife and growing family

to please. The Sacchetti Palace gives us an insight

into his home life.

i\ntonio died in October, 1546, in his 62nd year,
of a fever which he contracted when arbitrating
for the Pope on a dispute between the people of
Narni and Terni about the lake of ^Marmora.
The funerals of distinguished artists in those

days were great functions, and Antonio was taken
to Rome and buried with pomp and ceremony in a
vault near the Chapel of Pope Sixtus in S. Peter’s,
for the Arts had a recognition in the eyes of
Renaissance Rome, Isabella put up a pious
epitaph in memory of her husband.

The Quarrel with Michelangelo.
But success is often tempered with disappoint-

ment, and the last years of Antonio’s life were
clouded by the miserable feud which arose between
him and Alichelangelo. They were the two great
men of their age, and IMichelangelo had practically

given up painting and sculpture, and was devoting
himself more and more to architecture and military
engineering.

Paul did not treat Antonio well, for he had
served him long before he became Pope. But the
Farnese seems to have been bent upon fostering

the smouldering jealousy of these two great
and cantankerous artists, till it produced a
flame that was not extinguished even with Antonio’s
life. For the rest of his days the faction of the
San Gallo, as Vasari calls them, conspired to bring
about ^lichelangelo’s downfall. It was an artistic

vendetta unique in the annals of architecture, but
we can hardly blame Antonio for this lamentable
tragedy. He was supplanted on his great life

work, the Farnese Palace, he was ousted in his

great schemes of military engineering for Rome,
and his design for St, Peter’s was vilified beyond
all limits of human endurance.

The first serious clash does not
the farnese seem to have happened till 1544,
CORNICE. two years before Antonio’s death.

The great Farnese Palace on the
Campo di Fiore was slowly moving to its comple-
tion. San Gallo had carried the walls up to the
second floor. Paul, who hitherto had loved
Antonio dearly, seems to have begun to doubt his

infallibility, and whether this first showed itself in

connection with the Farnese cornice, or the fortifi-

cations of the Leonine city, it is hard to sav. Paul
was not satisfied with Antonio’s design, and as he
was coming more and more under the spell of
Michelangelo, he asked Michelangelo for a report
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on the Cornice. The document remains, and it is not

surprising that it caused a conflagration in the pro-

fession. Supreme as he was as both sculptor and
painter, Michelangelo had not as yet justified his

existence as an architect, for his Laurentian Library

at Florence was full of blunders. It was inexcus-

able that he should have issued a report almost

without parallel for its scathing bitterness. Noth-
ing could have been more humiliating or more cruel

to the leading architect of his time. It was directed,

too, at his greatest work, and one which posterity

still recognises as one of the supreme buildings of

civil architecture. The result of the report was a

competition, the result of the competition was that

Michelangelo won, the other competitors, besides

Antonio, being Perino del Yaga, who had worked
on Antonio’s buildings, Sebastiano del Piombo,
and Vasari.

Michelangelo took trouble over the cornice and
set up a full size model on the building, and the

finished product is sound and true to the Vitruvian

rule. ]\Iichelangelo finished the Farnese Palace,

except for the unfortunate loggia facing the Tiber,

and was responsible for the uncomfortable central

window over the portone with the Farnese Arms
above, and for the upper stories of the Cortile.

Antonio’s proud nature was deeply wounded, and

the large band of his adherents rose in righteous

indignation and vowed a deadly enmity. Their

aged master was insulted beyond all limits of for-

giveness. “ La Setta Sangallesca,” as they came
to be known, pursued their vengeance long after

their leader’s death, and plagued Michelangelo till

his life’s end.

The second episode in the

THE FORTIFICA- quarrel between these illustrious

TION OF ROME. and uncompromising rivals was
concerned with a scheme for the

fortification of Rome. Rome had never felt secure

since she had been taken by assault in 1527, and

since that date she had been threatened from the

sea by Turkish and Barbary pirates. Accordingly,

in 1544, Paul III set up a commission to decide on

the steps to be taken to strengthen the Vatican.

Pier Luigi, Gonfaloniere of the Church
;
Tiberio

Crispo, Captain of the Castle of S. Angelo
;
Gian

Francesco Montemellino the engineer
;
Alessandro

Vitelli the strategist, Vincenzo Gioardi, chief of

artillery, and Michelangelo, who had earned a great

reputation for his defences of Florence in 1529,

were the members. Paul III himself presided at

the meeting when Antonio, as architect in chief,

produced his plans. His scheme consisted of

eighteen bastions, and the citadels of S. Angelo
and the Lateran. Vasari brings the scene vividly

before us :
‘‘ After many discussions, Michel-

angelo’s opinion was asked. He, being opposed to

the advice of San Gallo and the others, said so

frankly, to which San Gallo retorted that sculpture

and painting were his arts, not fortification.

Michelangelo replied that he knew but little of

sculpture and painting, but as he had thought much
about fortifications, and had experience, he thought
he knew more than all the others there, and in the

presence of the company he pointed out many of

the errors committed by Antonio. The dispute

waxed so hot that the Pope was obliged to impose
silence, but before long Michelangelo brought
designs for all the fortifications of the Borgo, which
prepared the way for all that was done afterwards,

and led to the abandonment of the S. Spirito gate

nearly completed by San Gallo.”

It appears that Michelangelo’s scheme shortened
the line of defence, and that Pier Luigi and Mont-
emellino agreed with this. Michelangelo did not
advocate the abolition of the whole of Antonio’s
scheme, but suggested that it should be altered and
that Montemellino should be put in charge, and
that he would be ready to offer what assistance
he could. Although Antonio remained architect-

in-chief until his death, very little of his scheme was
carried out by him.
The Porta S. Spirito has survived as a majestic

architectural fragment. In plan it has the same
concave curve as the Banco di S. Spirito. The
central arch is flanked by niches, and Antonio is

faithful to his Doric. It has a virile strength well
suited to a piece of military design.
The Bastione di Belvedere, which towers

magnificently at the north-eastern end of the
Vatican gardens, was begun from Antonio’s plans,
and finished by Michelangelo. The Bastione
del Priorato on the Aventine, the Bastione
dell Antoniana, by the baths of Caracalla, and
the walls behind the Vatican were part of the
scheme.

jMter Antonio’s death, Michelangelo, in asso-
ciation with the wretched Meleghino, did a little,

but the bulk of the fortifications were eventually
carried out by Jacopo Fusto Castriotto of Urbino.

[Uffizi drawings, 1505, 1507, 1514, show the
Roman Fortifications.]
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Michelangelo and S. Peter’s.

The third and last episode in

ANTONIO AND the enmity between Michelangelo

s. Peter’s. and San Gallo centres round S.

Peter’s. This is not the place to

give a full description of the long and tedious pro-

cess that was involved in the completion of the

central church of Christendom. It took 10 archi-

tects and 20 popes to build it, and the work lasted

ceeded his kinsman as architect to S. Peter’s,

Leo X appointed Antonio as his assistant or second

architect on 22 January 1517, and he worked
with Raphael till 6 April 1520. Raphael, as we
know, made the fatal mistake of departing from
Bramante’s Greek Cross plan, and introduced the

Latin Cross. Peruzzi, who was formally elected

architect-in-chief on i August 1520, in succession

to Raphael, held the office, with the exception of a

year or two after the sack of Rome, till his death in

yioDEL OF Antonio’s Design for S. Peter’s

100 years. Though Antonio has left little that is

visible, he counts for a good deal in the history of

its evolution, and the studies that show the extent

of his work are reproduced in Geymiiller s Projets

primitifs pour la Basilique de S. Pierre.

When the foundation stone of Bramante’s scheme

was laid by Pope Julius II in 1506 it is almost

certain that Antonio was working as an assistant in

Bramante’s office. Bfamante died in I 5 i4 >

it appears that Antonio was employed for a time as

a carpenter on the works. When Raphael suc-

January 1536. He it was who produced the most
beautiful plan of all, a Greek Cross more serene in

scale and balance than even that of his old master.

Vasari suggests that Peruzzi was poisoned by a

jealous rival who wanted the post of S. Peter s.

Anyhow, Paul III, who had become Pope two
years before, naturally enough made his favourite

architect-in-chief to S. Peter’s, and he lived to hold

the position for ten years.

It can hardly be said that his time was well spent.

He produced a plan of his own which is neither
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a Greek nor a Latin cross, but introduces a complex
vestibule leading to a narthex with campanili at each
end, their spires as high as the lantern of the dome.
It is an unwieldy hybrid, and we can, perhaps,

feel that Michelangelo’s criticism of it is almost
justified. The Bramante conception is murdered.

Antonio seemed determined that his design
should be carried out, even though his death
should intervene, for he caused his assistant,

Labacco to make the stupendous wooden model
that cost 4,184 crowns. It is now in the Museo
Petriano, and is 28 feet long, 18 feet wide, and
about 15 feet high, so that you can move about
inside. The architectural treatment of the ex-

terior is in three tiers, Doric below, then a big

attic, then Ionic. The dome has arcades in two
tiers, and is surmounted by a too heavy lantern,

but the worst feature is the projecting porch and
the vast narthex with its fussy and over emphatic
towers that deprive the dome of its effect of pri-

mary mass, and the whole scheme of its concentri-

city. Ridiculous little obelisks and cones stick up
everywhere.

It is, however, primarily the interior to which
Michelangelo refers in his famous letter, No. Cd. i,

xxiv, written in 1555 ;

“ All the architects who departed from Bra-

mante’s scheme, as San Gallo has done, have de-

parted from the truth
;
and those who have un-

prejudiced eyes can observe this in his model.

San Gallo’s ring of chapels takes light from the

interior as Bramante planned it
;
and not only this,

but he has provided no other means of lighting, and
there are so many hiding-places, above and below,

all dark, which lend themselves to innumerable
knaveries, that the Church would become a secret

den for harbouring bandits, false coiners, for de-

bauching nuns, and doing all sorts of rascality
;

and when it was shut up at night, twenty-five men
would be needed to search the building for rogues

hidden there, and it would be difficult enough to

find them.”
When Antonio da San Gallo il Giovane died on

3 October 1546, Paul appointed Alichelangelo to

all his posts, including that of architect-in-chief

at S. Peter’s, for life. The brief, dated i January

1547, names him “ Commissary, prefect, surveyor

of the works, and architect, with full authority to

change the model, form, and structure of the church
at pleasure, and to dismiss and remove the working
men and foremen employed upon the same.''

Michelangelo, who, with all his faults, was a
severe self critic, and other-worldly to a fault, re-

fused a salary. It was obvious at once that he was
going to act ruthlessly with all that Antonio had
done. He was not the man for compromise. The

Setta Sangallesca ” included all kinds of people—
cardinals, relations, assistants, and workmen. There
can be no doubt that there had been misappro-
priation on the part of clerks of works and fore-
men, and Alichelangelo at once exercised the
powers the Pope had given him. Corruption was
eradicated and the old gang ” was removed. Dis-
missal followed dismissal.

The superintendents of the fabric, the building
committee, including cardinals, which the Pope
had appointed, took a dislike to this high-handed
and masterful innovator, and favoured the “ Sect
of San Gallo,” but Paul, and the Popes who suc-
ceeded him, knew Alichelangelo’s intrinsic honesty
and that he alone had the power to finish off the
job.

Letters bring the whole sordid story vividly be-
fore us. Nanni di Baccio Bigio, a loyal friend and
assistant of Antonio’s, who finished off the Sac-
chetti Palace, had friends at Court in Rome, and
openly defied Alichelangelo, and Michelangelo
could not get him off the work. The plot thickens.
Paul dies and Julius HI succeeds, and is friendly
to Alichelangelo. The Pope holds a meeting of the
superintendents, foremen, and workmen, and si-

lences the calumniators. With the election of Mar-
cellus II the Sect begins again. Popes come and go,
but still Alichelangelo presses on to complete the
great work, and still the Sect try to obtain his over-
throw

,
but Paul IV and Pius IV back him up.

Nanni tries to get the job for himself. The clerk of
w^orks is murdered, and the Deputies appoint
Nanni di Baccio Bigio. The new^ clerk of works
inspires a slanderous report on his master, and is

dismissed.

Alichelangelo suffered indeed for his initial
unkindness to Antonio. The last days of his
life were a burden, nor did he see the fruits of his
hard labours against such heav^y odds. The dome
had to be completed by his successors. Luckily he
had made a model of this, but the rest of his design
sufiered because he had left the builders in ignor-
ance. His return to the Greek Cross of Bramante
was ruined by Aladerna, who lengthened the nave
and spoilt the conception. But the dome is still the
glory of Rome, and Alichelangelo did not work in
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vain. The majesty of its outline, the perfect poise,

cannot be described. What Bramante, Raphael,

Peruzzi, and Antonio failed to do, this old man did,

or at least saw to it that it was done. He it was who
had the fire and energy and ruthlessness to make
the achievement possible.

But apart from S. Peter’s and the Farnese Cor-

nice, Michelangelo did architecture little good, and
he precipitated the Baroque on the one hand, and
drove the other party to a sterile Palladian for-

mula. It is interesting to hear what a great French
architect has to say on the subject ;

—

‘‘ jMichelangelo was not, properly speaking, an
architect. He made architecture, which is quite a

different thing
;
and most often it was the archi-

tecture of a painter and a sculptor, which points to

colour, breadth, imagination, but also to insuf-

ficient studies and incomplete education. The
thought may be great and strong, but the execution

of it is always feeble and naive. . . . He had not

learned the language of the art. He has all the

qualities of imagination, invention, will, which
form a great composer, but he does not know the

grammar, and can hardly write. . . In seeking the

great, he has too often found the timid, seeking the

original, he has fallen upon the strange, and also on
bad taste.”

It must be said in justification that he often pro-

tested that architecture was not his trade.

In this short outline of Antonio’s life, a large

proportion must be shared with Paul and Michel-

angelo, for they were the Big Three of a humanly
fascinating epoch, and their lives were closely

interwoven.

In dealing with the buildings of Antonio da

San Gallo the Younger in detail, they have been

divided under three headings : Ecclesiastical Build-

ings, Palaces, and Military Engineering Works.

Churches.

As a church architect Antonio never built any

thing as good as his uncle Giuliano’s S. Maria delle

Carceri at Prato, or his uncle An-
s. MARIA Di tonio’s S. Biagio, at Montepul-

LORETO. ciano. Leaving S. Peter’s out of

account, his ecclesiastical output

is not very important. S. ?^Iaria di Loreto in the

Piazza Trajana is a familiar Roman landmark. In

1507 the Bakers’ Company commissioned Antonio

to build it, when he was only twenty-two years of

age. He never finished it, however, and it was not
till 1580 that Giacomo del Duca completed the

lantern of the dome. The plan is interesting—square
outside, octagonal within, with large niches forming
chapels in the angle. The internal span of the

dome is 52 feet. To the east an arcade leads to the

choir and cleverly arranged passages on either side

connect to the sacristy behind. Though the design
has suffered from subsequent additions it was
never a distinguished piece of work externally.

For a Corinthian order it shows the heavy hand,
having coupled pilasters diameter high, and
coarse capitals with uncarved leaves, as in the Banco
di S. Spirito and the Palazzo Linotte. The entab-
lature is one-fifth instead of one-sixth of the

order, and the cornice is of a heavy type, with plain

mouldings. Doric was more suited to the archi-

tect’s temperament. To do justice to Antonio
we must group this with the Palazzo Palma and
the monument to Giovanni di Castro, and remem-
ber that he was very young.

The Tomb of Giovanni di Castro, in S. Maria del

Popolo, was probably designed byAntonio, though it

does him little credit. It is dated
TOMB OF 1506, in the days of Julius II. The
GIOVANNI DI base, with its heraldic shields and
CASTRO. inscription, is good, and the re-

cumbent figure is not without
merit, but the rest is enough to make Desiderio,

Mino, and Rossellino turn in their graves. The
freshness of those joyous Tuscan days is gone.
Montelupo, Bandinelli and IVIosca are becoming
the cold and soulless exponents of architectural

carving, and the seeds of decadence are here.

Sculpture and architecture no longer go hand
in hand, except where Michelangelo makes them,
and with the advance in structural efficiency there

is a falling off in mural decoration and applied
sculpture. The carver becomes the drudge of the
autocratic architect, the joyous equal comradeship
amongst the arts is almost over. Michelangelo is

more responsible for this than anyone. Michel-
angelo was unique

;
he could not communicate his

genius to others
;
he founded no school, he sup-

pressed all competition. No one dared cope with
his terribilitd. He finished the glorious epoch.

In S. Giacomo degli Spagnuoli, Antonio built a

chapel, on the right, for Cardinal Alborense, and
there is a drawing showing a scheme for the repair

and improvement of the Church [L^ffizi No. 904].
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At the Duomo of Foligno he did the octagonal

Chapel on the left of the Choir in 1527.
In 1 522 Antonio undertook important work

for Clement VII at Loreto. The great Pigrimage
Church of the Santa Casa, with

LORETO. its fortified apses and fighting

galleries, had been begun by
Giuliano da Majano, and the lofty dome standing

on eight pillars above the crossing was com-
pleted by Giuliano da San Gallo in 1500. Antonio
the younger was brought in to repair serious cracks

and dilapidations, which he did with his usual

skill at this thankless kind of work, and he re-

modelled the interior extensively, and organised

the completion of the rich marble screen that

forms the casket containing the House of the

Virgin. Bramante had begun this screen in

1510, Sansovino continued the work on it from
1513-1529, and Antonio with his band of carvers

lavished a misspent zeal on finishing this ornate

and rather dead piece of carving. Raffaello da
Montelupo, Francesco da San Gallo, his cousin,

Niccolo il Tribolo, Simone Coli, and II Mosca
were the architect’s executants. Drawings in the

UfBzi show the strengthening of the Dome
[No. 141], a design for a baptistry for the same
church [No. 140] ;

and suggestions for the Palazzo

Apostolico or Regio, in the piazza in front of

the church where Bramante and Sansovino had also

worked before him [No. 139].

No study of Antonio would be complete with-

out mention of his dilapidation and repair work
for the Church of S. Giovanni

s. GIOVANNI de’ Fiorentini. There had been
de’ fiorentini. a competition for this church.

Leo X was the assessor, and
Michelangelo, Raphael, Peruzzi, Antonio and Jaco-

po Sansovino submitted designs. Such a galaxy of

talent ought to have produced something sound,

but Sansovino, who was given the work, made in-

sufficient foundations on the banks of the Tiber.

After the sack, Sansovino took refuge in Venice,

perhaps to avoid the result of his failures, and
Antonio, rightly famed for sound construction,

w^as brought in to deal with this awkward problem
of struggling with the river. He was successful,

but the church, as we see it, is a mixture of Gia-

como della Porta, Carlo Maderna, and Galilei.

Michelangelo produced a fine concentric plan in

the competition.

Near Viterbo on the road to Bagnaia stands the
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interesting Dominican Church of S. Maria della

Quercia, and Antonio designed
s. MARIA DELLA the wooden Ceiling of the nave. A
QUERCIA. boldly lettered inscription in the

frieze reads as follows

—

paulus
III P.M. AEDE VIRGINIS AD QUERCUM VETVSTA RELI-
GIONE INSIGNEM ADDITIS LAQVEARIBUS EXORNAVIT
MDXXXViii. It is refreshing to turn to this sump-
tuous piece of w^ork from the utilitarian buildings
that occupied so much of Antonio’s practice.

It shows that he was capable of creating a master-
piece of decorative art. His training in the car-

pentry trade stood him in good stead, and we see
the consummation of this type in the great ceilings

that he put up in the Farnese Palace. He had prece-
dents. His uncle Antonio had roofed the basilica of
S. Maria Maggiore for the Borgia, Peruzzi had
completed the saloon of the Palazzo Pietro Mas-
simi, and Italy was rich in examples of these cof-
fered ceilings glowing with blue and gold and
heraldr}L The basis of the design is simplicity it-

self. A rectangle 95 feet by 29 feet 6 inches is

divided into rectangular coffers, eleven to the
length, three to the width. The coffers are 7 feet
square, and deep in section, a bold rosette filling

the centre of each, with three exceptions. The
carving of the enrichment is vigorous and has
that variation within a general uniformity, which
shows the happy mean between architectonic unity
and vital craftsmanship. At the angles of the cof-
fers the Farnese Lilies form effective drops, and
bold anthemions have a twist to catch the light.
There is far more gold than blue. The repetitive
rhythm of the whole is emphasised by three splen-
did examples of the wood carver’s art. To the east
the Farnese stemma, surmounted by the Papal
tiara and the keys, is a model of what architec-
tural heraldry should be, glowing with gold and blue
and white. In the centre is the Madonna and Child
in the oak tree, wTth a ground of Venetian red, dark
green leaves and golden acorns. The Virgin’s dress
is light buff, with a blue cloak powdered with gold,
and her hair is dark. To the west is the Lion of
\iterbo, rich gold on blue, holding his red and
white pennon, and pierced by his green tree.

About the same time as the Viterbo ceiling,
Antonio undertook some remodelling of

the interior of the church of S.
s. SPiRiTO IN Spirito in Sassia, near the Porta
sassia. S. Spirito, notably the ceiling of

the organ gallery, and the pulpit.
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At Monte Sansavino he built the cloisters of S.

Agostino [Uffizi No. 4030]. Vasari says that he

built the Tabernacle of the Imagine di Ponte.

Antonio had cured a number of cracks and bad

sance builders were so often guilty. For ten years,

Lanciani tells us, San Gallo’s masons looted and
cut up priceless marbles of Roman monuments. He
did not live to see it finished.

The Oratory, Bisentina, Lake of Bolsena

foundations in the Vatican as the result of other

people’s carelessness, but his

SALA REGIA. great work there was the Sala

Regia which forms the vestibule

to the Sistine Chapel, though originally it was

intended for the reception of foreign ambassadors.

The great Sala Regia, begun in i 54^> with the

rich marble panelling and floor, and the ceiling

modelled in stucco by Daniele da Volterra and

Perino del Vaga, represents one of the most scan-

dalous piece of vandalism of which these Renais-

About the same time Antonio completed the

Chapel of the Holy Sacrament in the Vatican^

known as the Cappella Paolina ad-

CAPPELLA joining the Sala Regia. A document
PAOLINA. of 1541 speaks of the Pope’s wishes

that jMichelangelo should paint the

frescoes in this chapel, and he began them in 1542.

They took seven years to paint, and represent the

Conversion of Paul and the Martyrdom of S. Peter.

He was 75 years old when he finished them, and
they only show his decaying power as a painter.
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The Lake of Bolsena lies between Orvieto and
Viterbo, and round it cluster the Papal stronghold

of Monte Fiascone and the estates

ORATORY OF of the Farnese Family—Capodi-
BiSEXTiXA. monte where Antonio built a

fortress, Gradoli, where he built a

palace, and Castro, on the Olpeta, which he

Cardinal Alessandro, before he became Pope, com-
missioned Antonio to design two chapels on the

island. His drawings for these are in the Uffizi.
‘‘ Oratorio all’ Isola Bisentina No. 962.”

One of them resembles the enchanting little

oratory that Antonio placed, with such skill, on the

apex of a rocky promontory, with a sheer fall of

»U. I

it Vvr

a V > I .#Ywu('.tcr^

The Oraforv, Bisentina

(Measured and drawn by Joan Worthington)

fortified and laid out with a lavish hand. All

these lie in fine sporting country, a favourite

playground of Popes and Cardinals. The lake,

some ten miles in diameter, is 480 feet deep, and

contains two small islands, one of which, called

Bisentina, was a favourite resort of the Farnesi.

Here they came to picnic, bathe, and fish, for the

lake was famed for its eels, even in Dante’s day, and

gourmets stewed them in Vernaccia wine. The

120 feet or more to the lake. Both rock and chapel
are light in colour, and have an ethereal eflFect that
is emphasised by the dark green foliage on the
wooded hill behind, the whole being reflected in the
deep blue-green water. The orator}% which is sim-
plicity itself, is octagonal without, circular within.
The internal diameter is 15 feet 2 inches, and the
section is iJ, diameters high. It is effectively paved
with 1 2 inch by 6 inch flat paving bricks, has an altar
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facing the door, four niches, two square recesses,

and shallow Doric Pilasters. The Farnese arms
are carved in stone on either side of the altar,

and the interior is whitewashed. Externally Doric
pilasters are bent to the angles of the octagon, the

entablature is enriched with triglyphs and guttae,

and above the shallow attic rises the dome, covered
with the rich jumbled texture of Roman tiles. Here
we have all-round composition at its best, set with
admirable skill on a site of surpassing beauty.

It is interesting to compare the scale of the

interior with Bramante's two Roman oratories.

That at S. Pietro in Montorio is 14 feet 1 inches,

and S. Giovanni in Oleo is 14 feet 6 inches across.

On the lower land that juts out to the left is another

chapel, also with a dome.
In the Ufiizi there are drawings showing the

complete plan of a church, S. Maria di Monte
]Monte Fiascone ’’ [No. 304] ;

details of a window
[No. 302] and details of an Ionic capital drawn to

a large scale [303].

PALACES.

The palazzo Palma in the Via delle Coppelle

was, so far as we can tell,

PALAZZO Antonio’s first job. It was built

PALMA. for Messer Marchionne Baidas-

sini in 1 506 when the archi-

tect was only twenty-one years of age. Presumably

Bramante allowed him time off to look after

it. The plan is competent and convenient, with

a cortile 34 feet square, and the staircase is

good and lit from the little court, whilst the

fa9ade shows the same elements as all his normal

palace fronts—the well-defined angle quoins, the

simple astylar treatment, the string courses mark-

ing off the stories, a cornicione. The walling is of

brick, 12 courses to 14 inches, the dressings are

travertine. This building is disappointing in its

proportions, and betrays the designer’s imma-
turity, and that heaviness that is so often found in

his work. The pedestals to the Doric doorway

and courtyard arcade are too high, the columns and

pilasters are too stumpy, the cornicione has an

uncomfortable profile, and the ground floor

is unhappily related to the floors above. The
building lacks charm, and we feel, as we so often

do, that it was a pity the first job ” was built.

Yet we may feel sure that it played an important

part in his development and that he profited by

his mistakes. It is shown in Uffizi drawing

No. 995.

The Palazzo Linotte, sometimes known as the

Palazzo Regis or Piccola Farnesina, in the Vicolo

deir Aquila close by the Cancel-
PALAZZO leria, is perhaps the smallest, as

LINOTTE. the Palazzo Farnese is the great-

est of Roman Renaissance town
houses. It is one of Antonio’s most successful

buildings, and it repays analysis. The main facade,

with its robust thick and thin rusticated ground
floor, is one of the best proportioned of his eleva-

tions, the tiny cortile only 17 feet square gives one

J f s ^ \ o S to iff ta if rr f

Pala/zo Linotte, Rome

of the happiest versions of the so-called motif PaU
ladio and the whole building shows what effect of

well-ordered serenity and size may be obtained on a

limited site by a skilful architect. It is a symphony
in that space value which is one of the best charac-

teristics of the period in which it was built. The
court is enclosed only on the ground floor, and the

architect has flooded the building with light by
keeping one side open above. The details are

characteristically Antonian. They will not hold
their own with those of Peruzzi, to whom, for

some unaccountable reason this building was for a

long time wrongly attributed. The Doric capitals

are heavy, the Corinthian capitals of the upper
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loggia, with their uncarved foliage, are coarse and
sit uncomfortably under the heavy cornicione, that

is proportioned to the whole building, not to the

diminutive order that comes beneath it. The
back elevation, which probably faced a narrow
alley, is thoroughly bad. Yet, for all these

faults, this is great architecture. Antonio plays

with his classic stock-in-trade with a freedom
to shock the Vitruvians. The entablature of the

ground floor Doric order is successfully diminished

and flattened, so that the arch line is not inter-

rupted unduly. The topmost loggia is an enchant-

ing suntrap. Tommaso le Roy, the French
Prelate, who probably built the house between

1517 and 1525, must have spent pleasant hours in

this lofty retreat. The building is an epitome of a

Renaissance home, an ideal setting for the life of

that enchanting period.

The Palazzo Costa, stands on the Via del Borgo
Nuovo, close to the Vatican, so that Giacomo

da Brescia, Leo’s doctor, for

PALAZZO whom it was built about 1520,

COSTA. was in close touch with his

illustrious and unhealthy patient,

for even before he was elected Pope Giovanni de’

Medici was known to be suflFering from an incurable

ulcer. There used to be an inscription on the

front

—

LEONIS X PONT MAX
LIBERALITATE JACOBUS
BRIXIANUS CHIRURGUS

AEDIFICAVIT.

It is interesting as giving an example of shop

fronts of the day, and they in their turn are

reminiscent of the shop fronts of ancient Rome.
Although it has been attributed to Peruzzi in the

past, the work bears the stamp of Antonio da San
Gallo the Younger. The thick and thin rustication,

alternating triangular and segmental pediments, the

heaviness of proportion, the character of the mould-
ings, the use of discs, all point to his authorship.

The piano nobile is well emphasised, and the attic

admirably subordinated, whilst the angle of the

building gives an effective perspective, and the

arrangement of half pilasters besides the main ones

is an ingenious corrective to wide spacing. The
bays are unequally set out.

The so-called Palace of the Bishop of Cervia in

the via de’ Banchi Vecchi, near the Church of S.

Lucia is in reality a humble little

PALACE OF THE shop building of two stories, with

BISHOP OF two shops on one side and another

CERVIA. on the end. The openings are

10 feet square and have small

windows with segmental beads, centrally placed

over each. The strong angle quoins, the vigorous

string course with its fret, the simple pedimented
windows on the main floor proclaim San Gallo as

the architect. The details and proportions are

excellent, and it is a fresh, simple, straightfor-

ward piece of work. Vasari mentions it in his

life of Antonio.

The Banco di S. Spirito at Rome, built by
Antonio in 1538 for the Papal Mint, is an

interesting building situated at

BANCO DI the angle of two streets, and its

s. SPIRITO. main facade, designed to close a

vista, has a gentle concave curve.

The composition is bold. The ground floor, with
its fretted string course, has the thick and thin
rustication, with the motif of the triumphal arch
used above, and it was once enriched with the arms
of the Farnese Pope. Antonio is here a little too
self-conscious. The building lacks his virile sim-
plicity, and the coarse uncarved capitals and general
carelessness of detail do not show him at his best.

It is interesting to compare the plan with the Porta
S. Spirito.

The Palazzo Marsciano, or Tiberio Crispo, near
S. Bernardino, at Orvieto, has a facade that is

typical of Antonio’s style, and is

PALAZZO TIBERIO perhaps as pleasantly propor-
CRISPO. tioned as any of his palace fronts.

The plan is different from the
Roman use, but was a favourite one in the hill

towns, particularly Montepulciano, the cortile

being open on one side to sun and view. Nothing
could have been pleasanter than these sunny
terraced houses standing on the edges.

In the days of Clement VH, whilst Antonio was
working on the Orvietan Pozzo, Raphael Pucci, a
Florentine banker, commissioned him to plan
a large palace between the years 1528-34. The
original drawings remain in the Uffizi, and
were not carried out, but a palace did eventually
materialise in Orvieto to the order of Tiberio
Crispo, a natural son of Pope Paul III, who was
enrolled among the nobility of Orvieto in 1540,
becoming a Canon of the Cathedral. Tiberio
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became closely associated with Antonio, for before
this palace was far advanced he was made the first
constable of the citadel of Perugia, which Antonio
built between 154° ^ 543 > he later became
constable of the Castle of S. Angelo, where he
worked with Antonio, as also on the Roman forti-
fications.

angle quoins, the horizontal string courses, are all
typical. The bricks are 12 inches by 6 inches by
if inches, set four courses to 8 inches. The
sketch plans for this palace are in the Uffizi
[No. 960].

’

The Palazzo Ceccerelli, at Colle di Val d’Elsa
near Poggibonsi, is by Antonio, and he built a

Palazzo Tiberio Crispo, Orvieto

Probably Antonio had not very much to do with palace at Gradoli for Cardinal
the execution of this palace. Raffaello da Monte- palazzo Farnese, on the familv estates
lupo worked on it between 1551 and 1556, and a ceccerelli. Vasari states that he 'also 'built
TOntract of 26 July 1551 consigns 60 cartloads of a palace in Rome for CarWnal
Travertine to him. Scalza completed the building. Antonio di Monte, another for M. Bartolommeo
But though others had a hand in it, the design is Ferratino, the house of the Centelli next the
clearly Antonio’s. The seven windowed front tower of Nona, and a palace for Cardinal Arimini
86 feet 6 inches long, the rusticated portone, the in Tolentino della Marca.
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The Palazzo Sacchetti in the via Giulia, Rome,
is of particular interest because the architect de-

signed it for his own occupation.

PALAZZO It is the Casa Mia of the Uffizi

SACCHETTI. drawing [No, 991]. We have been
told that Isabella was extravagant,

And it is also inscribed :

—

DOMUS
ANTONII

SANGALLI

ARCHITECTI

MDXLIII.

Falazzo Sacchetti, Rome. Antonio’s Own House

certainly this mansion in the then most fashionable

street of Rome, with a lovely garden extending to

the Tiber, and commanding views of the Janicu-

lum, is an interesting commentary^ on the status of

the successful architect of those days. As an

acknowledgment of all that he owed to the Pope,

PauFs Farnese arms are carved upon the building,

and the inscription

TU MIHI QUODCUMQUE HOC RERUM EST

Nanni di Baccio Bigio, his pupil, enlarged and
completed the building for Cardinal Giovanni
Pucci of IMontepulciano, who bought it from
Isabella, but we can assume that the bulk of it is

the work of Antonio and that he spent the last

years of his life there. One hopes that the garden
was something more than a builder’s yard, for
workmen round the house destroy all sense of
comfort. Antonio lived and worked in the centre
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of things. As he paced his garden in the evening,

brooding over his professional wrangles, he was all

too clearly reminded of the bones of contention.

A quarter of a mile across the river the S. Spirito

gate was being built. The Farnese palace, without

its crowning cornice, was about the same distance

to the south, whilst to the right, where the great

dome now soars, he could see S. Peter’s slowly

rising above the houses. The plan, within the

limits of the current convention, has points of

originality, and it is pre-eminently practical. The
side passages, 5 feet wide, that connect the two end
loggias of the cortile on the ground floor, are unique,

and a great improvement on the plan of houses

which could not afford the full arcade on the four

sides. The cortile is 44 feet by 40 feet, the bays

are 15 feet. The generous staircase, 9 feet wide,

has its flights well designed, and is lit on the half

landing by the same ingenious little court that is

found in both the Farnese Palace and the Palma.

The arcade on the further side of the cortile is of

one story only, having an open terrace above which
is connected with the loggia of the piano nobile by
open galleries over the corridors below. One of

the most interesting features of the building is a

vaulted passage, 14 feet 6 inches wide, at the back,

that forms a covered stable yard, and ensures pri-

vacy for both house and garden. There are four

stalls in the stable, so that Antonio, Isabella,

Orazio, and Giulia could ride out together, and

the coach house accommodates two carriages. The
main front, designed for a narrow Cinquecento

street, is 116 feet long and 76 feet high, and, like

most of the architect’s facades, is astylar and

serenely symmetrical. The windows do not

show that crowding round portone and angles

that has been noted in his earlier works. The fine

cornicione is one-twentieth of the brick front, which

is marked off, horizontally, by string courses of

travertine. The seven windows of the piano nobile

are too small and lack the emphasis which should

express the main rooms of the house. Their

Vitruvian batter, like doors in the Palazzo Farnese,

lacks the subtlety of Peruzzi’s use. But the ground

floor of the front is superb. There are few finer

doorways of the period than the central portone, 8

feet 6 inches wide and 19 feet high, flanked by seats,

and capped by a balcony with delicate bronze

balusters, possibly later in date. The white marble

and porta santa of the doorway may, in part,

account for a delicacy of profile that is unusual with

Antonio, but throughout the detail is refined.

The great travertine consoles that support the

cills of the ground floor windows are nearly

6 feet high and have a superb effect. The sup-

pressed entablature of the cortile may be com-
pared to that of the Palazzo Pietro jMassimi.

The greatest of all the buildings of Antonio da

San Gallo the Younger is undoubtedly the

Palazzo Farnese at Rome, and
PALAZZO it is difficult to approach the

FARNESE. study of it with a fresh and
unprejudiced mind, for it has

suffered from being one of the most familiar

buildings of architectural history. About the

year 1514 Cardinal Farnese called in Antonio to

rebuild the palace, on the Campo di Fiori,
“ where,” as Vasari says, “he lived with his

family.” He obtained permission from the Apos-
tolic Chamber to obtain material from the build-

ings that then surrounded San Lorenzo fuori le

Mura, and the loot from this rich quarry included

much of the sculpture that became famous in the

Farnese collection. Here Antonio obtained the

antique shafts that form the columns of the vesti-

bule. Laurentiopolis, the Baths of Caracalla, and
the Temple of the Sun, seem to have proved an

inexhaustible supply, and it is hard to compute
the ravages inflicted by the Renaissance builders

on the monuments of antiquity. The architect’s

first schemes, of which the plans remain, were
comparatively modest. As in the case of the

Massimi brothers, so here, the Cardinal and his son,

Pier Luigi, wished for separate establishments

combined in one. When Paul became pope in

1534, the building was greatly enlarged, not so

much, perhaps, for the Pope’s own use as for the

glorification of his son Pier Luigi, who took full

advantage of his father’s accession and became
Gonfaloniere of the Church, and Duke of Castro

and Nepi. The cortile was increased from three

bays to five, the windows of the front were in-

creased from 9 to 13, the vestibule, with its

colonnades, took the place of the normal passage

wav, and property was bought at the back, giving

access across the Via Giulia, to gardens extending

to the river. Eventually a scheme was evolved for

throwing a bridge across the Tiber and linking up
with Peruzzi’s Farnesina, but it never materialised.

Our admiration for the Farnese Palace should be en-

hanced by the knowledge that the architect had to

adapt and enlarge a scheme already well advanced.



The Farnese Palace, Rome
The IVIain Staircase

From a drawing by Thomas Worthington, 1848
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The Palazzo Farnese epitomises the worldly

pomp and splendour of this great age of display.

It might be said that it is the most Roman of

Renaissance buildings. Yet, though the cortile has

a close resemblance to the Theatre of Marcellus,

a piece of plagiarism easy to explain when we bear

in mind that the owner called himself Pontifex

Maximus, and housed an incomparable collection

of antiques, the building has an individuality that

is all its own. It breathes the Classic spirit in its

widest sense, a sense of order, and stately calm,

and breadth, that place it above the realm of pas-

sing fashion. It transcends its type. The vast

scale, the symmetry of the plan, the balance of

solid and void, the axial vista through the shade of

vestibule, the sunlit court, and the shade that leads

to the light and colour of the garden, mark it out

from its contemporaries. This apparent simpli-

city in a building so vast is only produced by a

master mind. It is the embodiment of the
‘‘ noble spaciousness,” to borrow a phrase of

Berenson’s, which bespeaks the classic. You are

convinced of this, or you are not. The triumphal

carriage way with the sumptuous carving of the

barrel vault, the width of the arcades, the generous

stair that leads to the vast saloons on the piano

nobile^ entitle its author to be numbered among
the immortal architects. It is the Latin house, the

house of the Mediterranean civilisation, the house

where life is lived as much in open loggia as in

camera. The horses go down stairs to stable, the

small army of bodyguard, lacqueys, and attendant

pages are on the ground floor, the ceremonial rooms

with their ceilings of gold and coloured wood are

on the first, the more private rooms are on the

second floor, and His Holiness could ride upstairs

to bed.

The Farnese Palace towers majestically above

the roofs of Rome. Its main front, on the Campo
di Fiori, Florentine in type, is designed on a

definite ratio of proportion, being roughly two

squares, 200 feet by 100 feet, crowned by the great

cornice which is one-eighteenth of the total height.

The subdivisions are simple. Three stories, of

equal height, are marked by string courses of vigo-

rous design. The 13 windows of the piano

nobile are again two squares, 4 feet 9 inches by

9 feet 6 inches, and the space between them equals

the window height. They are crowded un-

comfortably at the angles and round the por-

tone. This central rusticated entrance is 28 feet

by 14 feet, and within is the carriage way, a

tour de force

^

19 feet from centre to centre of
columns, the side walks half the width of the
centre way, and its scale admirably related to

the cortile. The short columns have an entabla-

ture that becomes the impost of the cortile, so the
whole is bound together. The paving of this

vestibule is noteworthy. The cortile forms an
88-feet cube, its bays are 16 feet centre to centre,

the vaulted arcades, at either end, are 20 feet deep,
those at the sides 15 feet. The staircase, now
spoiled by a glazed screen, is nobly designed. It

is 12 feet wide, and the treatment of the lower
flights is masterly. The long flight of 27 steps is

ingeniously lit by a little court, and the treads are

2 feet, the risers 4J inches. Antonio has left a

careful setting out detail of the stair, and one for

the volute of the Ionic capitals. The great saloons

on the front are 45 feet wide—too wide for

vaults—and have sumptuous coffered ceilings of

carved and coloured w^ood. The side rooms are

22 feet 6 inches wide, and the saloon at the back,

designed by a later hand, has an elliptical vault,

decorated by Annibale Caracci. Letarouilly goes

into the question of these ceilings with thorough-
ness, and Antonio has left drawings for them,
[Uffizi 734, 73 5] . They are inscribed as follows :

—

PIER LVIGI FARNESIO DUX DI CASTRO ET DI NEPI

and are the natural development from the ceil-

ing of S. Maria della Quercia, and show the free-

dom with which he tackled these elaborate designs

for wood and colour. Besides the cornice, the

central window, and the great heraldic shields of

the front, Michelangelo added the top storey of the

cortile. Vignola did internal work, and the

loggia in the centre of the front towards the river

was added by his pupil, Giacomo della Porta, in

1580. It is a vulgar and inharmonious addition.

Unfortunately, the end arcades of the cortile on the

first floor were filled in subsequently. The Farnese

palace was over 50 years in building, yet though
Antonio was only engaged on it for the first 32
years, the building is essentially his, and it is

accounted his chef d’oeuvre.

MILITARY ENGINEERING.

The science of militar\" engineering was part of

the regular practice of the Renaissance architect,

and it exerted a healthy influence on an age which
naturally tended to over-expression. Francesco
di Giorgio the exquisite painter, Leonardo da
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Vinci, the whole San Gallo brood, Baldassare

Peruzzi, the painter-architect, Michelangelo

Buonarroti the sculptor-architect, and Michele

Sanmicheli of Verona the engineer-architect, were

all experts in the art of fortification.

^Military engineering was the modernist move-

ment of those days. Artillery was for the first time

causing a revolution in the art of war. What the

motor car, aeroplane and submarine are to this

generation, the culverine, the sacre and the bom-
barde were to the Italian of the Cinqiiecento. It took

56 oxen to drag the heaviest culverine, which

weighed 13,000 lbs., and was 15 feet long, with a

cannon ball of 120 lbs. weight.

These pentagonal bastions, these sheer battered

walls, these embrasures, ramparts, and gates,

afforded opportunities of composition in great

planes and masses, that were as welcome to the

artist as the church or the palace. Often the work
showed the bare minimum of expression, but the

real artist is not content with constructivism alone
;

he will super-add a certain distinction and flourish

in his creation. Mere function is not enough. Per-

sonality and humanism must endow the bare bones

of building with the fully developed beauty that

comes of the architectonic sense.

These great ones were ingenieri in the best sense

of the word. Their ingenuity and resource caused

them to delight in laying water pipes, sinking wells,

moving gigantic statues, and raising obelisks, as well

as poising great domes high in the sky. It is not

correct to call them slaves of the Vitruvian Rule

and copyists of Ancient Rome.
Antonio da San Gallo the Younger followed in

the family tradition, and threw himself with zest

into engineering problems. In

civiT.WECCHiA the days of Pope Leo X he forti-

fied Civitavecchia, the seaport of

Rome, his designs being selected in competition.

The most interesting work that he did for this

great patron was perhaps more purely archi-

tectural than engineering, but we do not know the

extent of the fortifications that he did at the same

time. Leo brought Antonio, in the summer of

1 5 16, to the towering fortress town of Montefiascone

to fit a cortile, in the new fashion,

MONTEFIASCONE amongst the old mediseval halls

and towers that formed the castle

of the Popes. Here, indeed, was a site on which to

build ! The citadel is terraced 2,000 feet above the

Tirrenian Sea that lies to the westward. To the

south are Viterbo, the Ciminian Forest, and

Monte Venere. North-westward is Alonte Amiata,

and north-eastward the peaks of the Umbrian
Apennines, with blue cloud shadows and gleaming

hill towns. Below is the circular Lake of Bolsena,

emerald green and blue, with the island Bisentina,

and Antonio’s Chapel. No wonder successive

Popes came here in summer to enjoy the cool

mountain air, the delicious wines, the produce of

the countryside, the fresh fish from the lake, and

the sense of infinite security. Leo chose it for the

hunting, and Antonio was building him a hunting

box and stronghold combined. Wild boar and stag,

pheasant and hare afforded ample sport. The Papal

pack of hounds was sent by Francois I of France

as a present, and one of the keenest followers of the

hunt was the Cardinal Alessandro Farnese.

It was not till three years later that Sanmicheli

came to build his first and greatest church, and
make Montefiascone a beacon to all the country

round.

The gracious courtyard which Leo and Antonio
schemed had the hall of the castle, now destroyed,

down one side. The surrounding buildings have

been largely razed, so that the whole presents the

aspect of some ruin of antiquity, but the plan can

be clearly traced. The open court is two squares

in proportion, 41 feet by 79 feet 6 inches, which
gives an unusual effect, and is most attractive.

The loggia at one end, which was repeated at the

other, is almost complete. It consists of a com-
posite Doric arcade with three bays. The loggia is

16 feet 8 inches deep, and though the vault has gone,

it is spacious and noble in its decay. In the centre

of the long sides are further loggie with two bays
each. In the spandrels of the arches are the achi-

tect’s favourite discs, and on the pedestals of the

pilasters is found inscribed :

Leo Anno
Pont DNI
Max MDXVi

It must be supposed that this Papal eerie was
once complete, and enjoyed by Leo, Clement and
Paul, and that pleasant banquets took place in

these once lovely loggie. But it was a place of great

strategic importance, as Cesare Borgia had realised

when he brought Antonio da San Gallo the Elder
to make the mediaeval stronghold more secure.

Someone destroyed it, but even in its desolation it

stirs the historic sense and charms by its beauty.
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Antonio was closely associated with the ill-

starred Medici Pope, Clement VII, who saw Rome
devastated and Italy crushed under the heel of

Spain, who refused Henry VIII his divorce, lost

England for the Papacy, and failed to master the

rise of Protestantism in northern Europe.

When Clement decided to fortify Parma
and Piacenza, he eventually put Antonio and

Michele Sanmicheli of Verona
PARMA AND in charge of this important work,

PIACENZA with Giuliano Leno, Piero Fran-

cesco of Viterbo, and Antonio
Labbaco as collaborators. Their time would have
been better spent at Rome, for if it had been, the

city might never have endured the events of 1527.

The Pope had run down the corridor, which
Antonio had supervised for Bramante, from the

Vatican to the Castle of S. Angelo, whence, with

the Cardinal Farnese, he witnessed the sack of

Rome, and on 6 December 1527 he fled over the

Etrurian plain and the pass of Monte Ciminio,

through Viterbo, and across the uplands to Orvieto,

set on her impregnable acropolis. After him came
the whole rout of his court, crowding the rocky

fastness to overflowing, and placing too great a

strain upon its water supply. The Pope, remem-
bering that Antonio had served him well at Parma
and Piacenza, called him in to deal with the water

panic, and bade him sink the great Pozzo, or well,

that remains to this day as one of the great triumphs

of Renaissance engineering.

The Pozzo of S. Patrizio was

THE POZZO OF so called after the Grotto of

s. PATRIZIO S. Patrick in Ireland. On an

islet in Lough Derg, in Donegal,

was an ancient subterranean structure known as the

Purgatory of S. Patrick. It was a favourite resort

of pilgrims, for it was believed to be an entrance to

Purgatory guarded by the Apostle of Ireland, and

the cave was entered through a disused well. Sir

James Ware, in his Insulae Purgatorii S. Patricii

Description 1654, shows the “ Caverna Purgatorii.’^

“ As to the cave itself,” says Ware, ” it was built

of freestone and covered with broad flags and green

turf laid over them ... It is in length between

the w^alls sixteen feet and a half, and in breadth

two and an inch.”

The Orvietan well was sunk in the precincts of

the Citadel near the edge of the precipice. Antonio

had to go down 180 feet before he struck water, and

as it was ten years before the great undertaking was

Pozzo Di S. Patrizio, Orvieto

completed, the Papal Court decided to go else-

where in the interval ! It is carved out of tufa

except for the portion where it passes through strata

of clay, where it is built of brick. In the centre

there is a light well, 15 feet in diameter, then a rock

wall 3 feet thick, and round the central shaft wind
two mule stairs 4 feet 10 inches wide. These
spiral stairs are arranged one above the other in

such a way that the beasts descending for water

by the one come back by the other without turning

at the bottom, but pass [^straight across the little

bridge at water level and up the stairs on the other

side. Arched openings, cut in the intervening

wall, light the staircases from the central shaft,

and as one looks up the well from below, its walls

clothed with maidenhair fern on which thejdrops

of moisture glisten in the light, the effect is ex-

quisitely beautiful. No wonder it was considered a

wonder of the world, and that Pope Paul, who saw it



Pozzo Di Sax Patrizio, Orvieto
(Measured and drawn by Joan Worthington)
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finished, caused Benvenuto Cellini to make a medal
inscribed “ What nature had denied as a gift,

man’s industry provided.”

But so useful a man as Antonio could not spend
his whole time on the Orvietan Well, important

though that work was. There was a general sense

of fear and insecurity abroad, and he was sent to

fortify Florence and Ancona by the panic-stricken

Pope.

Clement had reduced Florence

THE FORTEZZA to Subjection, and his “ nephew ”

OF FLORENCE Alessandro de’ Medici, a reputed

son of Lorenzo by a Mulatto

woman, was Duke. Antonio was called upon to

build at fever heat the Fortezza San Giovanni

Battista, now known as the Fortezza da Basso.

This citadel lies on the banks of the Mugnone,
between the Prato and Sangallo gates, and served

the double purpose of guarding Florence on the

northern side from attack without, and of domin-
ating the citizens within. It is said that Michel-

angelo, at the risk of his life, refused to design it,

and here perhaps was one of the origins of the later

quarrel with Antonio da San Gallo the younger.

The latter had none of Michelangelo’s qualms of

principle and conscience. Filippo Strozzi was

reputed to have urged Alessandro to build it,

but after an unsuccessful attempt to overthrow

Duke Cosimo a few years later, Filippo, a victim

of cruel tortures in the dungeons of this dreadful

instrument of tyranny, was found dead in his cell

in 1538.

It is rigidly symmetrical, and its dimensions are

roughly 1,220 feet by 1,000 feet, with bastions at

each of the four corners, and others in the centre of

the long sides. The masses are good but the

lozenges and discs, embossed alternately on the

stones of the masonry, make it a little fussy, and

subsequent additions have marred its original

simplicity. Piero Francesco da Viterbo, who had

worked with Antonio and Sanmicheli at Parma and

Piacenza, and Alessandro Vitelli, were associated

with the work.

[Drawings 756, 757, 760 in the Uffizi show

studies for the Rocca of Florence.]

In 1532 Gonzaga made over

Ancona the important harbour of Ancona

on the Adriatic to Pope Clement,

who installed a garrison and ordered Antonio to

strengthen the fortifications. The great crescent

bay of this lovely harbour lies between Monte

Guasco, which is crowned by the Church of San
Ciriaco, and Monte Astagno where the citadel

stands.

Drawing 1507 in the Uffizi shows the plan for

the Rocca of Ancona, and drawings 1510, 1520, and
1522, a city wall and gateway with a steep batter.

Whilst engaged at Ancona Antonio used to ride

over the fifteen miles to Loreto to repair the

church, and work on the Palazzo Apostolico.

When Clement died, Pope Paul III made an
even fuller use of Antonio to strengthen the de-

fences of the States of the Church, and his practice

rivalled that of Sanmicheli for the Venetian Re-
public, although it came within a much closer

compass.

The picturesque Castello of

Nepi. Nepi, which had been built on
the site of a mediaeval castle by

his uncle, Antonio da San Gallo the elder, for

Pope Alexander VI, was restored and enlarged,

the defences of the city as a whole were organised,

streets were laid out, and houses and palaces

designed.

Nepi is only twenty-five miles from Rome, a

comfortable ride for client and architect, and with

Civitacastellana and Caprarola, forms a circle of

Papal strongholds with a radius of five miles, in

the country that lies between Soracte and Monte
Ciminio.

Civitacastellana, enclosed by
civiTACASTEL- deep ravines, had an important

LANA. citadel which his Uncle Antonio
had also built for the Borgias.

Julius II and Leo X had enlarged it, and as Antonio
the Younger has two drawings for it in the L^ffizi

[975, 977], we can assume that he was responsible

for some of the later work here. It has a fine

octagonal tower.

The Uffizi also shows drawings for a fortress at

Faenza [No. 971 ], which Julius II annexed for the

States of the Church in 1509, and for a Rocca at

Fabriano [No. 970].
Vignola is generally given all

CAPRAROLA. the Credit for the superb penta-

gonal castle which was begun
whilst Paul III was still alive, for the Cardinal

Alessandro the Younger, eldest son of Pier Luigi

Farnese, and favourite grandson of the aged Pope.
Burckhart says that it is “ perhaps the highest

example of restrained majesty which secular archi-

tecture has achieved.” It is splendidly perched
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on a steep hillside above the mountainous village of

Caprarola, from the straight axial street of which

it is approached by a magnificent series of ramps,

terraces and steps
;
whilst its famous gardens and

garden houses mount still farther up the wooded

hill behind. Each side of the pentagon is 130 feet
;

the great circular cortile is 65 feet across
;
the most

beautiful of Renaissance circular staircases, re-

calling Bramante’s in the Vatican, is 9 feet wide

with a well of 1 1 feet.

To Vignola the credit of execution is certainly

due, but the idea was undoubtedly Peruzzi’s, for

in the Uffizi there is a carefully drawn plan showing

the pentagon identical externally, though with a

pentagonal cortile in place of \ignolas circular

one.

What share Antonio had in this famous building

it is hard to say, but Vasari says that “ he designed

also the Fortress of Caprarola.” We may feel

quite sure that he was responsible for the very

intricate foundation work, if not for a good deal

more

.

Castro, on the river Olpeta,

CASTRO. twentv-two miles from Viterbo,

near the lake of Bolsena, a district

where the Farnese estates lay, sprang into promi-

nence at the Pope's commands when he made

his son. Pier Luigi Farnese, Duke of Castro

and Nepi in 1537. Like the Pienza of .Lneas

Silvius, it became a model town of the High

Renaissance, as the former was of the Earlier.

Antonio da San Gallo the \ ounger was its architect,

Vasari tells us that he designed the fortress there,

the palace on the Piazza, the Mint, and that

Antonio did yet other designs for palaces and

other buildings there for various natives and

foreigners, who incurred incredible expenses

without reserve, all these structures being ornate

and most convenient. No doubt many acted thus

to please the Pope, hoping to obtain favours, a

very' praiseworthy thing when it produces such

results for the universal convenience and delight.”

This passage is substantiated by an unusually large

number of San Gallo drawings in the Uffizi for

the city walls 753 ;
for the fortress 775"777

782-785 ;
for a small house, probably the so-called

Palace for the Duke of Castro, 744 ;
pl^^ ^

house for Agnolo di Castro 745-746 ;
Le Zecca or

Mint 749 ;
a portico with a row of shops and

Municipal rooms 297-299 ;
a plan of a church with

three naves, for the Convent of S. Francesco,

736-740. Antonio sent his cousin, Aristotile, to

supervise the work.

Castro would be a fine subject of study for a

keen student, for it would be an almost unique

example of a walled town of the High Renaissance,

but the student would search in vain, for this

important contribution of Antonio's is no more.

This once thriving town was razed to the ground

at the order of Pope Innocent X in 1648 to punish

the inhabitants for killing their bishop. It was
the culmination of the so-called War of Castro, a

storv that Ranke records in his history of the

Popes of Rome.
He also built the Fortress of

CAPO DI MONTI. Capo di Monti on the lake of

Bolsena, and he placed AscoH
in a state of defence for Paul III with a speed that

amazed the inhabitants.

The greatest piece of military

THE ROCCA OF engineering that Antonio built

PERUGIA. was the gigantic Rocca Paolina of

Perugia.

For a vivid picture of Italian Renaissance
history, the Chronicles of Perugia, by Matarazzo,
can hardly be surpassed, and to read this book is

to know the bloodthirsty Baglioni family that

fought each other till only Ridolfo was left.

Ridolfo burned the Palazzo Pubblico and assassi-

nated the Papal Legate, the last outrage of many that

these ruffians inflicted upon Rome. The Farnese
acted swiftly. Ridolfo was driven out and Paul III

arrived in person at Perugia. The people of the

city, weary^ of the despotism of the nobles, wel-
comed the Pope with triumph and delight on the

last day of August 1535, in the second year of his

reign. For three years he ruled in apparent peace,
till in 1538 he decreed that the price of salt should
be raised by one half. The Perugians revolted.

In March, 1539, the Ban of Excommunication was
laid upon them. The murmurings became more
audible, and the people elected twenty-five de-
fenders of justice in the city of Perugia to resist

the Pope’s authority. Quickly and irrevocably
retribution followed. The dreaded Pier Luigi
Farnese, with 10,000 Italians and 3,000 Spaniards,
advanced upon the city. Ridolfo Baglioni put up
a lame fight, and on June 3 1540 concluded a
miserable peace. The unhappy envoys who went
to crave pardon of the Pope obtained it at the
price of liberty, and, as the instrument of his rule
and the symbol of his power, Paul III com-
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missioned Antonio to raise the greatest of Renais-

sance fortresses on the dominating site where the

palaces of the Baglioni had stood ; ‘'ad coercendum
Perusinorum audaciam.” Perugia the indomitable

was tamed at last, and for three hundred years the

Papal citadel laid its heavy yoke upon the town.

Ruthlessly the site was cleared. Antonio razed

the strongholds of the Baglioni, ten churches and
four hundred houses. He preserved, however, the

Church of S. Ercolano, and left the Porta Marzia,

until she shook herself free from Papal rule in

1 848 . The work of destruction began . But
Antonio had built well. Pickaxe and crowbar
would not suffice. Blasting had to be resorted to,

and in the explosions some men were killed.

“ Thus did the Farnese Pope once more avenge

himself on us, even after a period of three hundred
and eight years.”

The first Constable was that Tiberio Crispo,

son of Pope Paul, for whom Antonio had designed

Fortifications

one of the Etruscan gates, built into the west wall

of the Rocca.

The architect had been set a great task, and he

completed it in three years. Labour and money

were not lacking, and for man power he had the

Perugians themselves, for prisoners always built

the fortresses of those days, and in this case every

citizen was a prisoner. The demolished buildings

made an ample quarry. By a strange irony it was

the citizens who destroyed the hateful edifice.

This most remarkable of all Perugian buildings

dominated the city for over three hundred years,

the charming palace at Orvieto, and later, we shall

see, they worked together in Rome at the Castle

of S. Angelo.

It is not easy to reconstruct in the mind’s eye
the Farnese citadel that was Antonio’s greatest

triumph as a military^ engineer
;
but we may be

sure it had noble suites of rooms, like those of the

Castle of S. Angelo. The upper Rocca, by far

the largest part, covered the level space now occu-
pied by the Prefetura, the Hotel Brufani, and the

Piazza Emanuele. The lower, fan shaped fort

stood on the level ground now occupied by the
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Piazza d’Armi and the Municipal Buildings. The
two parts were connected by a kind of buttress

rampart, that ran from the upper to the lower fort

in a raking line.

This is how Adolphus Trollope, one of the last

to see the building, described it :

—

“ Few buildings have been laden with a heavier

amount of long-accumulated popular hatred than this ;

and few have more richly merited it. The Perugians

were for many ages—nay, it may pretty well be said

that they never ceased to be—a hard nut for the grind-

ing teeth of papal tyranny to crack, and this huge
Bastille was, at the time of its erection, a symbol of

the final destruction of liberty in Perugia.
** When I had last been in Perugia the entire build-

ing was open to the curiosity and free examination of

the public. There was no crowd when I wandered
over the labyrinths of its stairs and passages, guard-

rooms, barracks, casemates, and prisons of every sort

and size. I had the foul place then all to myself,

with the exception of a few workmen, who were

beginning to take the roof off one of the upper build-

ings
;

for the public of Perugia had already satiated

their curiosity. I saw the large dungeons, accessible

only by a circular opening in the pavement of the less

dreadful dungeons above them
;

I saw the fearful cells,

constructed in the thickness of the colossal masonry,

in such devilish sort, that the wretches who had dared

to question the deeds of Christ’s Vicar on earth, once

introduced into the cavity through apertures barely

sufficient to admit a crawling figure, could neither

stand nor sit in them. I paced the lofty battlements,

which commanded such a panoramic view as can

hardly be matched, over the beautiful country and the

many cities within its circuit, all priest-trampled and

poisoned
;

and I marked the narrow light-holes in

some of the less dreadful prisons, through which a

miserable, tantalising strip of far distant sunlit horizon

was dimly visible to the immured victim, who knew,

too well, that he should never, never return to the

light of day.”

The Rocca Paolina, if we could but see it,

would show us that its architect was one of the

efficiency school, an expressionist, and the solver

of a very complex problem. Here is a master of

the awkward site, an expert in sound building and

Cinquecento gunnery. He is, moreover, the

man of action, with a plan prepared red hot, and

no time for the deliberate process of elimination

towards perfection. He is the full - blooded

humanist entering with gruesome zest into this

dreadful instrument of his relentless master. Here

were carceri indeed, no imaginary’ nightmare of an

unhinged brain. We must picture it in the days of

its dreadful splendour, the Farnese lilies floating

from its topmost tower against the blue sky of an

Umbrian summer, as the Constable, escorted by

a troop of gaily caparisoned Renaissance cavalry,

clatters through the gate. Trumpeters sound a

fanfare, hanged men dangle from above like those

in Pisanello’s drawing, and in the terrible oubliettes

lie the condemned Perugians who dared to rebel

against their Pope.

When Tiberio Crispo became

CASTLE OF s. Constable of the Castle of S.

ANGELO. Angelo in 1542 he made great

improvements there for the re-

ception of the Pope, his father. Alexander VI was

the first Renaissance Pontiff who set about making

the great tomb, which Hadrian had built for

himself in a.d. 136, into an impregnable fortress

connected with the Vatican. Antonio da San
Gallo the Elder had been the Borgia architect.

Julius II caused Giuliano da San Gallo to make
the charming loggia that overlooks the Ponte

Sant ’Angelo. Here it was that Clement VII, who
had contributed his share to its decoration, fled with

his Cardinals, Alessandro Farnese among them, at

the time of the sack of Rome in 1527, and now in the

reign of Paul III, Antonio the Younger, at the

close of his career, added to the superb suite of

Papal apartments which must have presented a

truly wonderful appearance when fitted out with

all the rich accessories of Renaissance life, and
which have recently been refurnished. The Sala

Paolina, or Salone del Consiglio, has frescoes by
Perino del Vaga, showing the history’ of Alexander
the Great, and a rich stucco ceiling. The private

apartment of Paul III, called the Camera del

Perseo, has the story of Perseus, also by Perino.

The same painter decorated the Sala di Amore e

Psiche which has a superbly carved and gilded

ceiling. The Sala delFApollo is a noble chamber
massively vaulted and delicately decorated by the

School of Raphael. The masculine fireplace in-

scribed PAULUs III PONT MAX is presumably
Antonio’s, and the whole room bears the stamp
of his robust genius.

What Perino did for the walls, Giovanni da
Udine did for the ceilings in stucco or carved wood.
Simone Mosca, who had served Tiberio and

who built him a house at Bolsena, was brought
to assist Antonio with the Papal suite. He helped

in particular with the new loggia facing the Prati

which Antonio built on the side opposite to the
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one in which his uncle^s loggia stood. Mosca
had helped Antonio on the Pozzo and the Perugian
Citadel, and was his chief carver.

A Drawing bv Antonio da San Gallo The Younger

His Character.

In attempting to sum up the character of a Re-

naissance humanist, one must take it for granted

that it is a mistake to confuse art with morality, for

the critical judgment is primarily concerned with

the work, rather than the man. The morality of the

Victorian era was not distinguished by its contri-

bution to architecture or to art in daily life, whereas

Sigismondo Malatesta, Cesare Borgia and Pier

Luigi Farnese patronised Alberti, Leonardo and

Antonio.

For all that, it is often hard to reconcile the crea-

tions of the great artists of the world with charac-

ters that are often mean and despicable, judged on
the plane of ordinary conduct. Antonio was
no exception to this rule. He was manifestly an

unpleasant fellow, devoid of humour, an uncon-
scionable snob, of an acid disposition, cantanker-

ous, self-important, egotistical, and no gentleman.

It is to be feared that he represents a type only too

common in his day. Michelangelo said that he
worked for gain and prolonged the work on S.

Peter's to this end. A pagan, a cynic, consumed
by an overmastering ambition relentlessly pursued,

he shared with his patrons a passion for glory that

was one of the characteristics of the age. We glean

his character from small incidents. Benvenuto
Cellini tells us that II Rosso “ had spoken ill of

Signor Antonio San Gallo, an excellent architect,

in consequence of which the latter soon had him
turned out of an employment which he had pro-

cured for him from Signor Agnolo da Cesi, and
from that time forward became so much his enemy
that he would have starved if I had not often lent

him ten crowns for his support.”

He took his cousin, Aristotile, into his office, and

sent him to supervise the walls of Castro for Pope
Paul III. Antonio sent him out of the way because

his provincial habits and familiarity grated on his

nerves and offended his dignity. Antonio,” says

Vasari, in his life of Bastiano, ‘‘ disliked this, accus-

tomed as he was to being treated with deference by

cardinals and other great men.” When Aristotile

begged to be allowed to return to Rome, this was
only agreed to on the stipulation that he should

treat him with more respect, especially in the

presence of the great.”

Perhaps the most unpleasant episode that has

come down to us is his attitude towards his own
brother, Giovanni Battista da San Gallo, called il

Gobbo, for he was a hunchback. The man of

fashion resented the poor deformed fellow, and,

though he sent him to supervise his country jobs,

and made the fullest use of him as office manager,

he gave him no opportunity to express himself. He
was one of Nature’s “ ghosts.” II Gobbo was a

consummate draughtsman. His plan of the Villa

Madama, drawn when he was an assistant in

Raphael’s office, is excellent. But let us read the

story in Vasari, who knew them both :

—

“ Antonio left a brother, Battista Gobbo, an in-

genious man, who devoted all his time to his
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brother's buildings, though Antonio did not treat

him very well. He survived Antonio many years,

and at his death left all his property to the IVIiseri-

cordia of the Florentines at Rome, on conditions

that they should print his book of observ’'ations upon
Vitruvius which has never appeared. It is sup-

posed to have been a good work, because he thor-

oughly understood art and possessed judgment and
intelligence.”

It is a miserable story, especially when recollect-

ing the happy brotherly relationship that existed be-

tween his more generous-minded uncles, Giuliano

and Antonio the elder.

Anyhow, Antonio possessed force, he was vital,

he had a personality strong enough to be the chosen

favourite of one of the greatest popes, and to be

counted the rival and enemy of Alichelangelo, per-

haps the greatest giant of all these supermen. His

selfishness and egoism, his lack of the higher quali-

ties of sensitiveness, however, militated against him
as an artist, in that he failed to co-operate with his

brothers of the other arts. He stands for worldly

success, not spiritual power, and in this lies his

strength as a builder and his weakness as an artist.

There seems to be no portrait of Antonio, which

is verv unfortunate when one remembers those

which Piero di Cosimo painted of his uncle,

Giuliano, and his grandfather, Franceso Giamberti,

or that wonderful drawing by Leonardo that is

said to be of himself. He was not capable of

painting a self-portrait such as that vivid one of

Peruzzi’s, but if he could only have sat to Titian,

when he painted his master, Paul III, in Rome, his

personality would indeed become real to us.

Michelangelo was a very different person, and

the two suffered from a complete incompatibility

of temperament, yet TVIichelangelo, for all his high

moral tone, intrinsic honesty, and self criticism,

was exasperating to a degree, and rode roughshod

over the feelings of others.

But humanity is infinite in its variety, and it is

comforting to feel that such men as the good Duke
Federigo of Montefeltro balance up the Cesare

Borgias, that Baldassare Peruzzi was as other-

worldlv as Antonio was world!} ,
that he was gentle

and beloved and quarrelled with none, that he

was out for art, not for himself. Nor was Peruzzi

unique. Sanmicheli combined success and wealth

with generosity, and never wearied of giving credit

and profit to his hard-working partner nephews,

and proved that tact and good behaviour were not

necessarily a weakness. Antonio was of the other

type.

But despite their touchiness and human frailty,

their love of praise, their dreadful jealousies, their

infinite perversity, these were big men and did

things with gusto. What in lesser mortals becomes
decadence is forgiven in the superman, provided

his art is great. Their irritating habits, their

assertiveness, their exaggerated temperaments die,

but the vitality remains in their enduring work.

They had forcefulness to get things done with a full-

blooded zest, and threw themselves into the life

of their times, and expressed it in their buildings.

Living art moves on, but it leaves its permanent
mark.

His Characteristics.

Antonio has earned a place in the hierarchy of

architects, and in trying to place him it is perhaps
fair to say that he was no heaven-sent genius.

Amongst the numerous drawings that remain to

us from his dexterous hand, we find, other than
architectural studies, only one for a pair of dividers.

This is a significant fact when we remember the

many-sided qualities revealed in the notebooks
of Peruzzi and Leonardo.

Antonio was not a leader of new ideas, but,

rather, a sound exponent of acknowledged prin-

ciples, following in the footsteps of Bramante,
catching a good deal from RaphaeFs genial spirit,

and a good deal more from the inspiring genius of
Peruzzi. He could not paint, he could not carve,

like so many of his brilliant confreres, who seemed
to make all art one. The study of him should be
encouraging to the mediocre and specialising

modern, with his passion for efficiency, his hatred
of humbug. It is not always the greatest minds that

get most things done.

His early work was poor, his design for S.

Peter’s retrogade, but, with these exceptions, he
consistently grew. His simple “ Georgian

”

Palaces, so admirably planned, so free from plas-

tered orders, have set a type.

But Antonio had many new problems to solve,

almost as revolutionary, when compared with the
IVIiddle Ages, as those of our post-war world.
His military engineering works, if they had re-

mained intact, would have clearly proved this.

Fie was in no sense an amateur, but was a master
of construction, of the use of materials, of composi-
tion in great planes and masses, and in the use of
awkward sites. As a planner he was superb, he
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insisted on good craftsmanship in all the trades,
he excelled as an organiser, but he had not the
artistic subtlety to gather round him painters and
sculptors of the highest order. He was a man of
the world “ with no nonsense about him.’’ Some-
times it seems a pity he hadn’t some. Still, his
essential qualities give the lie to those enemies
of the “ foul torrent of the Renaissance ” who
accuse it of sham and pedantry, saying that its

facades are inorganic scene-painting, and its

materials and workmanship inferior.

In following his life we see mirrored the pro-
blems of our own day, not only the eternal princi-
ples of design, but those human problems that
seem inseparable from the production of great
buildings.

Half the clichfe of modernism were as much to
the front then as now. The questions between

the advanced and the academic ” schools,
between restraint and licence, over-individualism
and excessive rule-worship were disputed over the
drawing board, and in the wine shop, with just
as much intensity as in these later times.
The problems of relationship with the client,

the touchiness of artists and the danger of infringing
the delicate laws of professional etiquette, the
alniost equal, if less articulate, sensitiveness of
assistants, specialists, builders and workmen, the
cares of a large office, competitions lost and won,
contract disputes, and unkind criticisms, show
that designing is only a part of the architect’s
arduous life. We can glean wisdom and sanity
in realising that our own problems are as old as
the hills, that talent without personality is of little

avail in our complex calling, and that four hundred
years are as nothing in eternity.

Discussion

THE PRESIDENT, SIR BANISTER FLETCHER, F.S.A., IN THE CHAIR.
The RT. HON. Sir RENNELL RODD, G.C.B.,

G.C.M.G., G.C.V.O., in proposing the vote of thanks
to Mr. Worthington for his Paper, said : I am very
proud to be honoured with the task of proposing a
vote of thanks for the extremely interesting lecture

which we have heard to-night
;
and although it might

have been entrusted to someone with much greater

technical knowledge, at any rate I have this claim to

speak on the subject, that when I am in Rome

—

which I am for a great part of the year— I live sur-

rounded by Antonio da San Gallo, for on one side of

my house is the Farnese Palace, and on the other side

the Sacchetti Palace, which he built for himself.

Behind the house is Santa Maria di Monserato, which
he also designed, though you would not recognise his

handiwork now under the modern decorations, some
200 yards awav is that charming Palazzo Linotte, of

which we have heard so much to-night, and I could

mention half-a-dozen other buildings in the neigh-

bourhood. I only say this to show that there is

some reason why I have been chosen for this honour.

And I feel a special personal gratitude to Mr.
Worthington for his lecture to-night, because, although

more or less familiar with San Gallo, I have always

found it difficult to individualise him amongst the

mass of other famous architects with whom he worked
and co-operated in Rome.
There is a very interesting point which the lecturer

raised about the quarrel with Michelangelo
;

I

have always felt there is something rather unexplained

in all that history. With regard to the Farnese

Palace, as far as I can recollect, the ground was cleared
in 1514, but the work was not proceeded with for a
long time. There were foundations to make, and they
cut across the old barracks of the Red Company of
Charioteers, which gave a good deal of trouble.
\ ery little progress had been made up to the date when
Alessandro Farnese became Pope Paul HI. Before
the Palace was finished nearly a hundred years had
passed. The greater part was completed after the
younger Alessandro Farnese, the grandson of Paul HI,
had come into possession. About that quarrel I

have always understood that, for some reason or
other, soon after Paul III became Pope, there was
some dissatisfaction with the work of Antonio da
San Gallo, and not only IMichelangelo, but also
other distinguished architects were called in to
compete in designing the cornice. Though Michel-
angelo’s drawing was preferred by the Pope, he did
not actually give him the commission. And I do
not think the cornice was carried out by Michel-
angelo until after the young Cardinal Alessandro
Farnese, the grandson, had come into occupation ''of

the palace. According to one account, it was not put
on until after the death of Antonio da San Gallo. In
connection with the whole matter there is, I think, a
good deal of history yet to be cleared up.

Professor W. G. NEWTON [F.], in seconding the
vote of thanks, said: I think that this evening Mr.
Worthington has, as he always does, opened the door
for us into an extraordinarily vital time. He has now
completed his studies of the family of San Gallo.
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Between them they covered a most remarkable

hundred years, namely, from 1445 to 1546 : old

Giulanio, old Antonio and young Antonio. With
father and sons and grandsons, they are a remarkable

instance of an architectural family, such as we have in

this country in the Scotts, the Waterhouses and the

Worthingtons themselves.

I would like, before concluding, just to touch on
a point which Air. Worthington dealt with, and

which he further emphasised in his earlier paper, that

on the two uncles, Giulanio and Antonio. That is,

that it is not only important, but of extreme interest

for students if, when going abroad, instead of just

in a vague way wandering about with their mouths
open and visiting indiscriminately various towns in

Italy, they would rather study the work of one person

or one place, so that, whatever they do, they have a

clue which makes their studies and their observations of

much more value to them afterwards. Those who are

concerned with students and who direct architectural

schools should, I think, get together and lay down
suggestive lines for students who are going abroad,

so that when they visit these countries they can do so

with more profit to themselves
;
and when they come

back and pool it, it is of more profit to others.

The Rt. REV. BISHOP GORE, D.D. : I think no
one has ever been called on with more suddenness.

I have no kind of right to speak on the subject of this

vote of thanks, except to thoroughly prejudiced minds,

owing to my long friendship with the lecturer. Speak-

ing, therefore, out of a long experience of his friend-

ship, I can say that to travel with him is a great

illumination to a thoroughly uninstructed person. I

remember very well, when I first made acquaintance

with him, he was occupied with Peruzzi’s palace
;

and the impression of his enthusiasm on a person

profoundly ignorant at that moment was so great

that it has persisted to this day
;
and I shall go, on

Easter Alonday, to pursue my architectural studies on
lines suggested by him, in Istria and Dalmatia. I

could wish nothing better than that those who are

entering the science and the profession of architecture

should have somebody at once so enthusiastic, so

sympathetic and so scientific to help them to the

true point of view.

Professor BERESFORD PITE [F,] : The great

event of Antonio da San Gallo’s practice and life

is St. Peter’s, itself the greatest building on earth, the

largest undertaking of architecture. Antonio came
into the middle of the problem. The rebuilding of

St. Peter’s had been in the Papal mind at the end of

the fifteenth century. Rossellino had begun to

enlarge the Tribune, and left it. Giuliano da San

Gallo was put in charge of the works, and further

developed the Tribune, an extension of the old place.

Giuliano seems to have been an extraordinarily

influential man, and to him the introduction of a young
genius from Florence was due, bringing Alichel-

angelo to Rome, in order to design the tomb for

Julius H. The design was so impressive that nothing
would satisfy Julius but that the Tribune of Guiliano
must be scrapped and a new enlargement of St. Peter’s

created to contain it. For this Bramante was employed,
Bramante comes upon the scene as the first type of

professional man, qua architect, who could impress his

client both by his architecture and by his organising
ability. He required an effective staff for dealing with
the greatest building in Christendom. Antonio da
San Gallo, nephew Raphael, Peruzzi and Fra Giacondo,
a designer of bridges in Rome and Paris, advised as

to the foundations. On Bramante ’s death Raphael
and Peruzzi take charge in turn. After Peruzzi had
been assassinated, the work falls to San Gallo, the chief

permanent assistant in the office, who held it in all

for forty years. In the background this remarkable
genius of Alichelangelo was artistically dominating
Rome, and evidently creating jealousy. After the
triumphs of the Sistine ceiling and wall and the
mysterious and wonderful tombs at Florence, he
reappears in Rome, having conquered the prejudices
of the whole community. Peter’s pence had been
raised throughout Europe, and had become one of
the motives of the Reformation, but the money had
drained into the pockets of the architects and the
craftsmen without result. The scandal was becoming
serious

;
Christendom was laughing as at the man who

began to build without money to finish. The new St.

Peter’s could not be paid for, the old St. Peter’s was
in ruins. The credit of religion depended on this

abnormally huge tower. Alichelangelo reduced the
plan, introduced a dominating order, and completed
the work with which Antonio da San Gallo had wrestled
ineffectively.

It is interesting to hear what Sir Rennell Rodd said
about the Farnese Palace. The elevation had no power
or quality in it until Alichelangelo harmonised the
whole with an unbroken cornice of splendid proportion
and effect.

As Professor Newton has well said, the interest of
the personalities of this period is of importance to
students. The period itself is rich in material.
Vasari, the astonishing diary of Cellini, the modern
work of Symons on the Renaissance, all concentrate
on this period into which Air. Worthington has led us
so interestingly.

Professor WILLIAM ROTHENSTEIN also spoke.
Professor BERNARD ASHAIOLE, AI.C., M.A. :

I confess I did not know, when I was kindly invited to
come here, that I should be asked to make a speech ;

and since it also seems necessary to justify one’s trying
to make a speech, I suppose my claim is that I have been
head of an institution in Rome where architects study,
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and I have been most interested in what Mr.
Worthington said about the way in which architects

study in Italy. I have seen many of these students, and

I have seen many methods followed. Some go out

with a notebook and sketch details which I fear—and

hope not—they will introduce later in buildings in

England. Others pursue one Renaissance architect

through Italy- Others take a much broader view still,

and try to see and to realise what, I think, is the great

lesson which any period of art can teach, and that is,

that every true artist does the best he possibly

can in the most efficient and the most modern way.

Modernism is that ; and in that sense modernism

occurs at any period. If you can teach that to the

architect or the student who goes to Italy, I think it

justifies his visit there.

Mr. ARTHUR T. BOLTON [F.] : I should like

very much heartily to congratulate Mr. Hubert

Worthington on his most valuable paper, because he

has told us a surprising amount, very much that I

believe quite new and the result of a very special study.

He has mentioned Benvenuto Cellini, whose memoirs

give such an extraordinary and vivid picture of the

period. Cellini says that the Pope, when he heard the

news that Cellini had escaped from the Castle of S.

Angelo, remarked, “ When I was a young man I des-

cended from the very same place.” On which Cellini

remarks that it was true, but he was put in prison for

a serious crime : he had forged a Papal Brief, but I

upon an unjust accusation.” Cellini had put his

dagger in his boot, but when he had descended near to

the base of an outer wall he had had to drop some

feet, and thus he broke his leg about three inches above

the heel, and so had to crawl along the streets to a

Cardinal’s Palace, where he took refuge. Apart from

that, Cellini got away from the Castle of S. Angelo as

successfully as the Pope in his youth had done.

I think perhaps that Mr. Worthington has been

so closely engaged in studying the San Galli, that pos-

sibly he is inclined to attribute rather more to Antonio

than one can altogether agree with. Take the Linotte

Palace. I noticed in particular one thing on the spot,

that the setting out of the Doric Order in that tiny

courtyard is of an amazing complexity; you would

almost have to draw it full size to get it right, as the

management of the classical detail is of an exceptional

character. I should hardly think that the work can be

taken away from Peruzzi. it is not a long walk from the

Massimi Palace to the Linotte Palace, and I think many

will agree that nothing done by the San Galli was quite

of the same character. The trouble with the w^ork of

the San Galli is that, on the whole, perhaps owing to

the amount of engineering w^ork that they did, it shows

an element of coarseness, very different to the almost

Grecian refinement of Peruzzi. Take the church at

Montepulciano by one of the family. The inside Doric

order of that is a great trial
;

it is very different matter

at the Church of Todi, w'hich is a w’ork attributed to

Peruzzi, The San Gallo Church is more attractive out-

side than in. One of the most interesting w'orks exe-

cuted by the family is the Poggio la Jano Villa outside

Florence. All the English visitors went there in the old

days. The outside of it is a not unattractive Tuscan,
but over the loggia is a wide pediment, wffiich quite

spoils it. Going inside, however, one’s breath is almost

taken aw^ay. There is a grand sala running up to the

roof, on an immense scale, w'ith a fine coffered vaulted

ceiling. The outside does not give you any idea of the

splendid room w ithin. I remember very w ell the IMonte

Fiascone church which has been mentioned. It is an

extraordinary one, because it has one of the largest

domes. When I was there, there w^as great excitement

because a local architect had erected a remarkable

internal scaffolding to paint or repair the dome. It

w^as put together with sticks, and the architect was very

proud of this work, but I do not think any English

workman would have been willing to go on it. The
dome is constructed on a series of concave curves

visible externally. I passed the lake of Bolsena, driving

from Viterbo to Caprarola, but I did not see the temple

we have been showm to-night, otherwise I should have

inspected it. It was a fine drive, which took several

hours with two horses, I remember. Unless there is

some extraordinary new evidence I cannot think that

the universal tradition of Vignola, in connection with

Caprarola, can be so mistaken as the lecturer has implied

to-night.

Caprarola is a place that must be seen on the spot to

understand the idea and grand effect on its site. I do

not know^ what can be done through the study of the

drawings in the Uffizi, as I was in Italy 40 years ago,

when I was seven months in the country. I have never

seen more than some of the reproductions which have

been published of these original drawings, but it is

extraordinarily difficult to be certain of the attribu-

tions. A number of people, I believe, do not entirely

agree with Geymuller’s attributions of various draw-

ings, but it is a very difficult subject, and requires great

caution where a long-standing tradition is to be re-

jected. The IMadonna della Quercia church outside

Viterbo is a beautiful thing
; I came upon it while

going to see the Villa Lanti. I can quite understand

that Antonio da San Gallo, with his special knowledge

of carpentry, would do a ceiling like that, but I cannot

say I have seen any masonry work of his which would

justify one in taking away that little Roman Palace

from Peruzzi. The general character of the Farnese

does not seem to justify it.

With regard to St. Peter’s, there is an interesting

point in connection w ith San Gallo’s design because that

Vestibule feature is very much like the model design

for St. Paul’s in general idea. It is very probable that
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Wren had received an account of San Gallo’s model
;

travellers like Evelyn would tell him all about it. I

have never seen the model, as I did not know it existed.

The grand objection to San Gallo’s design for St.

Peter’s was that it promised an endless amount of work.
The scale of detail was relatively small, so that the

amount of work on a structure of such vast size would
have caused the building operations to last for ever.

The great merit of Michelangelo was that he reduced
the project, and put it on such a relative scale that it

became possible of execution.

The PRESIDENT then put the vote of thanks,

which was carried by acclamation.

Mr. WORTHINGTON (in reply) : I want to thank

Sir Rennell Rodd, Professor Newton and the other

speakers for what they have said. I must however, dis-

agree with Mr. Bolton’s remarks about the Linotte

Palace. I spent many weeks measuring first the Palazzo

Massimi and then the Palazzo Linotte, and I am abso-

lutely convinced that the latter is by Antonio da San
Gallo the Younger, and there are, I know, many authori-

ties who backmeup in that opinion, including Burckhart.

As to Caprarola, there is an authentic drawing show-
ing that the pentagon was Peruzzi’s idea, though his

cortile was pentagonal like the exterior, not circular.

Vasari states that Antonio began the work. I do not

want to detract from the merit of the work of Vignola,

who, of course, executed the building as we see it.
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Italian Masters and Other Designers*
BY MAJOR HUBERT C. CORLETTE, O.B.E., F.S.A. [F.].

{Contmu^d from Journal of 12 AprJ.)

Birth of Vends. By Botticelli

^MONG the different subjects illustrated there are not

so many of allegorical or mythological ideas as we
^ might perhaps expect in a collection bequeathed by
the Italian Renaissance. No doubt the most prominent
decorative composition of this kind of subject is the Birth

of Venus by Botticelli. Certainly a masterpiece in design
and technique. Its colour quality is somewhat altered by
the unavoidable green added to it by the thick plate glass

that covers it. Like so many of the works shown, the

medium in which it has been executed is tempera, not
oil. And it is on a linen ground, not canvas or wood, as

many are. In its general effect it looks much like a

fresco. Apart from its technical qualities, it may perhaps
be looked upon as indicating something of the revived

paganism that was present among the many finer aspects

of this Renaissance. But none need deny the imagina-
tive power in some of the mythical stories, or the beauty
of design by which they have been presented whether
in Greek, in Roman, or in the Italian revival examples.

* The first part of this Paper was published in the Journal
of 12 April-

We need not suppose that this Venus is only, or merely,
a charming pagan. She is a most interesting person in

so many ways. And she belongs to all history, all

tradition. She may be traced back into the dim be-
ginnings of time. And her significance is not only
planetary. Her relationship is not alone with the sun
but also with the moon. She shines as a lesser light

among the orbs of the heavens. It is a reflected light,

but light it is though derived from a source not her own.
Botticelli in his treatment of the mythical Venus

appears to combine in this design one idea used by
Phidias and another from Praxiteles. But as they were
prevalent notions and common property they were as

much his own as theirs. And Venus as the goddess of
beauty, or of love, sacred and profane, is a very old device
in decoration. Sometimes it is not easy to discover
where the sacred or profane intention begins or ends in

much mytholog>% as in the Venus and Medea by Titian
of the Capitoline known as “ Sacred and Profane Love.”
For Euripides shows us a VIedea who may be compared
in many vile respects with the Ishtar of the Legend of
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Gilgaraish. But, looking at this great work by Botticelli,

we are compelled to seek his meaning in design. We
must ask, what does he design, what does he say ? Beauty,

in the figure of a woman, has risen from the sea, un-

clothed, naked, unashamed. Another figure, clothed,

offers her a wonderful garment with which she may be

clothed. This figure emerges from a grove that might

be the Garden of the Hesperides. The garment which
she offers to Venus is, like her own, decked with beauty as

the flowers of the field. The giver of it wears a wreath

like an olive branch about her neck. Is she a figure pre-

senting the garment of wisdom as a robe of beauty ?

Does she, in some way, suggest the “oil olive,” the
“ oil of gladness ” ? Venus is in this design breathed

upon by two attendant figures that quite clearly suggest

the wings of the life-giving wind, for they float in mid-

air above the unruffled sea. Venus, as the evening star, is

Hesperus. She is, therefore, in some way related to the

work, or works, of Hercules. But Venus, the planet, is not

only Hesperus, the evening star ;
she is also Lucifer, the

morning star. And in addition she is one of the days

of the week, for she is Freya or Friday, the day of free-

dom. And Freya, the word in Scandinavian, means fair,

bright, glorified.

We have become used to associating the name and the

word Lucifer w’ith the idea of pride—proud as Lucifer be-

come profane. Lucifer, the realmeaning ofthe word, is the

light-bringer. Hesperus means beautiful, and the early

Hebrew, Arabic and Sanscrit names for this planet all

mean much the same. So we may conclude that Venus,

before she became associated with the fictions of pagan

legend, was regarded as one who is a woman beautiful,

a light-bringer, both in the morning and in the evening

of the day. And in the presentation of her to us Botti-

celli shows her being provided with a garment, a robe of

beautv% something by which she may be clothed with the

grace of some new comeliness.

It is from the winds of heaven that she receives the

breath that is her life. And it certainly looks as if Botti-

celli not only painted a ver\^ decorative picture but also

designed a parable, without a word. In all early tradi-

tion Venus is the beloved, the bride of one who is divine
;

and her light, life and motion depends upon the sun.

She is not worshipped always as a goddess but regarded

as a symbol, looked for daily, in the morning and in the

evening of time, as a promise, a significance, a sign.

I am not trying to suggest that the several versions of

the pagan myth of Venus or Aphrodite, Astarte, are not

really profane in comparison with other and more sub-

lime ideas of beauty in person, in appearance, in character

and in meaning. But comparing the merely humanist

idea of the subject with other, and earlier hints to be

found in tradition it does seem that Botticelli was not

concerned only with a pagan aspect of the design. For

he introduces differences of treatment that relate Ids con-

ception to a traditional decorative scheme which, in

origin, is earlier certainly than any Roman or Greek forrns

of it. His version is clean. And it is in the stars and in

the constellations. It may be that the Greek idea of

Venus rising from the sea is derived from the great Zodiac

once in the temple of Denderah in Egypt. It formed

originally part of the decoration of a ceiling like the sk\".

There can be little doubt that, judging by the character

they show, very many of these fine works were produced
as the result of a deep and serious conviction of the im-
portance of the ideas they represented. For though his-

tory relates much that is now regretted in the condition

of the Church in Europe, in either Italy, or France, Ger-
many, Spain, the Netherlands, or in England, there was
much indeed to be approved and there were many who
were living and acting on high convictions. Aims of re-

form were not German nor English alone, they were
French, they were Spanish and they were also Italian.

It is necessary to realise this in order to appreciate the

conditions of life and thought that prevailed when most
of the work in the exhibition was done. Some of those

efforts towards reform continued. Some were arrested.

And it is evident that very many of those great craftsmen

were preaching reforms by a decorative richness in de-

sign, and by sculptural form, quite as convincing in its

way as any words spoken or written by Luther, by Eras-

mus, by Colet or More, or by Savonarola, Dante, in his

banishment from Florence two centuries before, criticised

the defects in men and the conditions in which they lived,

as Milton, another product of the desire for a renaissance

of some better sort, did about two hundred years later.

Both used a fine art for their means of expression. And
both invented some hot or cold regions to suit imaginary
arguments which are far fetched. And these vivid de-

scriptions of discomfort have been used by the other arts

to provide them with subjects for design although they

both presuppose a somewhat vindictive instead of a

beneficent Creator whose purpose or design has never
been destruction but always recovery, recall, redemption.
It is a design to be worked out in detail by men without
compulsion—a constructive scheme having for its basis

a special kind of beauty without which it cannot exist.

And that particular beauty is shown in active exercise

by such a vision of it as so many of these Italians, among
others, have put on record. It is a type of beauty we
may always revere but not adore except by following the

example indicated by the many fine works that represent,

in such different and interesting methods of design, the

Adoration of the JMagi. The Divine and Holy Child is

always and without question the central idea, the cul-

minating, and also human, factor in those schemes of

design. His Divinity, His Humanity, is clearly insisted

upon, for His Mother is never omitted from the composi-
tion. She is, and must be, a necessary part of it, if it is

to convey any real meaning by presenting a narrative of

historic fact with an emphasis that is made so much
more impressive by the beauty of the terms in which,
without words, we read of it by means of a painter’s

imaginative powers in descriptive drawing. And in all

this drawing there is so much of a structural rh>"thm,

balance, and contrast in composition, whether it be of

light to shade, colour against, or complementary to, some
other colour in the theme, as well as an accurate obser-

vance of modelled forms, relations of scale in the pro-

portions of the various parts, definition by limiting lines,

and the use of delicate pattern as an addition to the value

of plain surfaces. Unlike some moderns of to-day these

masters face squarely the technical difficulty and long
patient training that is required to overcome by work the
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imperfections of their novice period. All artists are not
painters nor are all painters artists. It may be, and is

no doubt, true that inspiration of some sort is necessary
if great things are to be done. It is a form of vision

without the use of which all the arts, as well as political

bodies like nations, are dead. But it is only the beginning
of toil. And it has to be sifted by the sieve of intelligent

discrimination in the form of knowledge, experience,

judgment, if the thing imagined is ever to be realised and
made of use to anyone. This at least is the practical

inference from a comparison of these works one with
another. We need only look at the variety of ways in

which the same initial idea has been developed to see

something of what has been suggested. Compare the

several examples of the iVIagi, the Annunciation, the

Holy Family of Virgin and Child, or the Crucifixion and
the fact seems evident. The small IMadonna and Child
by Botticelli, lent by the Poldi Museum of Milan, is

perhaps one of the most beautiful things of its kind ever

produced. The Crucifixion by Mantegna is also a very
remarkable evidence of the way in which this tragedy
can be so dramatically yet deliberately and reverently

narrated again as a reminder of one of the central facts

in the history of humanity. It has been lent by the

Museum of the Louvre. But it really belongs to that

very fine example of Northern Italian architecture, the

Church of S. Zeno in Verona from which it was removed

when Napoleon was in Lombardy. Two other parts of

the work of which this subject formed a portion were lent

to the collection by the Museum of Fine Arts in Tours.
The remainder is still in its proper place in St. Zeno,
The Dead Christ by Mantegna is a curious study of a

prone figure seen by the spectator as a tour de force that

exhibits the power of drawing to represent an effect of

foreshortening. Whether it is a really successful example
is a question that may be left to the critical judgment of

experts whose life’s training qualifies them to express

an opinion. The point of real interest is the subject.

For it suggests questions of some importance in relation

to other works which represent the Resurrection. The
Dead Christ is a fact proved by the Crucifixion of which
there were so many examples in the collection. His
death was proved by evidence of fact, as was also His
Resurrection. And it will be well perhaps to quote here

Sir Ambrose Fleming’s observations in the lecture to

which I refer elsewhere in these notes. For he shows
that there was no Dead Christ except for the brief period
between the Descent from the Cross and the time at which
His Resurrection took place. He says :

“ Nothing is

more certain than that the Christian Church was built

up, not simply on an advocacy of Christ’s ethical teaching,

but on an unbreakable testimony of eye-witnesses to the

supernatural event of the Resurrection,” And he adds ;

“ There was absolutely no contemporary evidence in

The Holy F.^mily in the Carpenter’s Shop, By Carracci
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opposition to this testimony. The Sanhedrim could have

destroyed the faith of the nascent Church at once if they

could have produced the dead body of the Lord, or proved

that it had been surreptitiously removed from the tomb.
Why did they not do it ? Simply because they could not.”

Of pictures that take the word miracle as part of their

title or description in the official catalogue there were
several. And among these we may speak of that most
certain miracle of the Resurrection by Mantegna. It is

one of those from Tours already mentioned as belonging

originally to Verona. This subject is evidently one that

it is difficult to use as a matter for decorative design.

iVIost of the great designers have attempted an interpre-

tation of its meaning. Durer, who was in Italy early in

the sixteenth century, did a very fine decorative concep-

tion of this subject. And as a great admirer of Mantegna’s

work he may have been influenced by him although the

two never met.
The subject was regarded by Paul of Tarsus as being

of such exceptional importance that he refers to it on

every possible occasion. It is the foundation of all his

teaching, all his convictions. Without it, as a reality,

little else has any meaning. It is the axiom on which
he builds everything. To Peter also this same strange

but true fact of existence was evidence, definite scientific

proof, of some fresh experience in human history. It

was, for it could be no less, a new creation. Why is this

so ? What does it mean ? We may be allowed to ask

these questions if we are to try to begin to understand

something of the elements of design in the arts, in nature,

and in other directions. No man concerned with the

arts, and certainly no architect, if he wishes to understand

the narrative value of decorative design, can neglect such

questions. For the discovery of some reply to them
seems to be the key that will enable us to lift a lid that

covers much obscurity. They do not concern the Italian

nor the earlier Gothic Renaissance alone. All history, all

design, all decoration, from Chaldea and Egypt onwards,

and as far back beyond history as we can go in tracing a

tradition, seems to be concerned with the idea of a

Resurrection.

An address was given by Sir Ambrose Fleming last

year, as President of the Philosophical Society of Great

Britain, on “ Nature and the Supernatural.” And if he,

as the inventor of a valve that made wireless transmission

possible, may approach such a subject why should not

others do so if it is their business to study all questions of

design ? To this address public attention was drawn at

the time, and since it was delivered the subject has been

referred to in the press and elsewhere on several occasions.

And now we have it put before us as a question of design,

and also, if it may be said, as a thing, an incident, of

beauty affecting life.

It may be assumed, therefore, that it is a matter about

which there is some general interest at the present time.

In these notes there is no room for theory or speculation

about such a subject. And it is as unnecessary as it

would be absurd to do more than speak of facts concern-

ing it as something to which the workers in the arts of

design have drawn particular attention. What is it then

of which these men speak ? Simply a fact of existence
;

a new and unexpected experience it is true. But it was.

as the most reliable, undeniable evidence shows and
proves, as much a scientific fact, a discovery, as the

apparent fact that there is a similarity in principle between
atomic and astronomic structure, or that we know by our
five senses, aided by the apprehension of mind, that we
can make machines that will receive and transmit sounds,

words, ideas from London to New York or Sydney and
back again. It is merely a question of evidence, experi-

ence, proof, reliable witnesses. Nobody could be
expected perhaps to believe and accept as truth such a

declaration as fact without proof. And none were
required to do so. And not one man did so till evidence

was produced that no one in his senses could resist. It

was on the self-evident living existence of this One
Man that the whole future of things, after that event,

was, and is to be, built. And it is on the reality of this

one single, simple, if extraordinary fact that the truth,

reliability, and value, of every vrord of Scripture is based
;

and on nothing else. It was, and is, part of the scheme
of evolution but an evolution that admits, proceeds from,

an initial creative act. For as Darwin in his Origin of
Species says, speaking of other matters :

“ Grave as these

several difficulties are, in my judgment they do not OA^er-

throw the theory of descent from a few created forms
with subsequent modification.” Is this fact a ‘‘ sub-

sequent modification ” of the genus homo and not one
in a particular species of that genus ? If at one time
there could be “ a few created forms ” why not again ?

We have been told on good authority that this fact was the

evidence of The beginning of a new creation.” There
can be no descent without generation, by progenitors,

from the few first created forms. Can there be any
descent from the second created form, the re-creation,

except by what has been called regeneration, a new
birth, a Second Adam ? All schemes of design, structural

or decorative, human or divine, say—no, it is impossible.

That seems to be the one outstanding declaration of this

amazing array of all the best that the genius of Italy has

shown to us in this great legacy of theirs
;

a thing of

beauty sanctified and enshrined. It is not a doctrine,

not a belief, not a creed
;

but it is a fact of work, of

experience, of life.

This idea of regeneration is no new thing. It was not

a novelty even in S. Paul’s day as he himself quite clearly

admits. And he does so by quoting from a Greek poet

these words, “ For we also are his offspring.” And he
continues the argument, proves it practical by what ?

By reference to the fact of resurrection. But who
was this Greek poet ? It was Aratus, also a native of

Tarsus
;

he lived about three hundred years before

Pau ’s day. And the poem with which Paul showed his

familiarity was called The Divine Signs. What signs

were these ? They are the same signs as appear on
some fine wrought metal gates recently fixed at the

entrance to a modern shop in St. James’s Street of which
I received an advertisement lately. Some of them
appear on parts of another design based on old Greek
coins for a door to a bank building in Southend. Where,
then, did Aratus get these ” Divine Signs ” as he calls

them ? Another Greek, Eudoxos by name, living about

403 to 350 B.C., wrote a treatise on astronomy which he
called the Phainomena. By command of Antigonus
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Gonatus, a Macedonian King, Aratus put the work into

verse form. There is much more to be found relating to

these same Signs in the British Museum collection of
Chaldean records, both Sumerian and Assyrian, as well
as those of Egypt, especially in the papyrus rolls called

The Book of the Dead. And they show the historic as

well as artistic value of design in decoration.

Leonardo da Vinci in his design of the Last Supper, a

master work of the Renaissance, by one of the most bril-

liant minds of his age, reveals how some other aspects of a

great design were seen by him. In it he gives us a direct

statement that he is concerned not merely with a doctrine

but an existence, not a theory or a philosophy but a life.

He illustrates and illuminates the fact that this is a First

Communion, a First Sacrament as well as a Last Supper,
at which a rite of sacred import was instituted. He shows
us a live Man among living men. And the acts He per-

forms, the words He speaks, as a living Alan, at t^at his-

toric gathering, were said and done before the weak judi-

cial surrender of Roman civil law, and Jewish legal tradi-

tion to mob violence made possible such a Tragedy as

Alantegna describes in his realistic Crucifixion scene. Lord
Shaw of Dunfermline, in his recent judicial study of the

trial, shows how the failure of human ideas of justice led to

an act of reconciliation. Leonardo depicts a Sacrament, not

a miracle. Alantegna delineates in his conception of the

Resurrection a design in which we see a miracle as an event
no man can explain, nor explain away. And curiously it is

that one event which of itself does explain so much that

otherwise might seem incredible. A Death had proved
the Humanity of the Victim. But this event proved the

Divinity of the Victor as nothing else did or could. And
it also made credible every true record of His birth. His
life. His acts, and of His Word. And it should be noted
that, at Emmaus, after this event the same Victor, no
longer a Victim, by His speech and visible action at

another, a second, supper proved His identity, and He was
then recognised as a Alan

;
living, moving, and having

being. It was this that cleared away the mist, it cleared the

air, and darkness fled before this strange dawn of a new
Life, a new Light. The whole sequence of things, in a long

record of design stood revealed, pictured, before a startled

few. But the few told of what they saw, declared what
they knew, proved it

;
many died because they were con-

vinced by the certain truth of it. And in doing so they

gave a new energy to thought, a new aim and hope to

men
;
they revolutionised a world, not by force but by

reverence, by respect for law
;
a new law that moulded

their inner being, governed their acts, and gave them that

peace of mind which these paintings show as a new beauty

made visible in every form and face, every colour, every

feature.

And so I would urge that if by design, constructive de-

sign, and a decoration that can be made full of meaning,
by men who know their work like these, such men should

be encouraged to put on record their visions of things for

the benefit of the human race. In mediaeval days buildings,

statues, carvings and designs in decoration, these were the

books that all men could and did read. In the later days

of the Renaissance books began to compete with, but also

to^add to, the knowledge to be derived from the arts of

design in various ways. But now the world is nearly sub-

merged in another flood. It is a flood of printers* ink. And
a very small proportion of it has any real value as a fine

literature, the power of which is increased by its posses-
sion of an ability’ that indicates some evidence of a design
we may respect or admire.

Sir Ambrose Fleming, in his critical examination of
problems of Nature and the Supernatural, has shown that
a miracle may also be a scientific fact proved by the evi-

dence of twelve good men and true against the assertion of
those who did not, because they could not, produce anv
evidence of fact to the contrary. But not all miracles are
necessarily proofs, signs of things we may accept or fol-

low. We are entitled, we are in fact authorised, to test and
prove, by directions long since laid down for our guidance,
whether things are true or false. We have to distinguish

beUveen good and bad design. For some things can be
evil by design. And unless we are sufficiently trained, by
competent advisers, to see and know the difference mis-
takes may be made. We may in fact approve in ignorance,

by a lack of educated discrimination, things unworthy of
our regard. We may exercise our independence and say
we know what we like where design is concerned. .And it is

well. For the responsibility for selection or rejection rests

with each individual. But it is as well to be sure that what
we like is worth liking. And it is by exhibitions of this

kind, if not by commentaries on them, that we may edu-
cate our tastes and discover how or what to enjoy in things

of design. Truth of fact is the basis of true design.

The leaf from Vasari’s Libro dei Disegni catalogued as

The Afflictions of Job, is a series of sketch studies chiefly

interesting for the small portrait of Filippino Lippi.
The exhibit invited attention partly because of the
literary importance and the dramatic power of the story,

and also because it is a subject of interest in so many
different ways. Some have regarded the story as an
allegory in which Job represents the Church in her
original unity, his three friends the three larger sections

into which the Church has become divided with the
particular and characteristic views or aims of each. Elihu,
the fourth of those who appeal to him, being another by
whose aid he is to recover his possessions and be restored,

and his trials ended, “ when he prayed for his friends
**

after listening patiently to their various suggestions for

his remedy over a long period. If he does represent, as

some say, at first an original condition of prosperity lost,

but afterwards restored
;

if he is Christendom in a state

of some confusion
;
then his story becomes a little more

interesting to-day, for it seems as if he was beginning to
pray for his friends. And he may, like a valley of dry
bones, be soon revived.

The subject of Job is also interesting in so many other
ways. As one of the oldest books in the world it shews
that with him as with the Egyptians and so many others
the idea of Resurrection, as a hope or a belief, existed as a

doctrine long before it became a fact of experience
;

when it ceased to be merely a doctrine. But his utterances
also show that the beautifully written manuscript of the
fifteenth century lent by Air. A. C. Beatty owes something
no doubt to him. It is the volume of decorative drawings
in line and colour of the constellations catalogued as
Hyginus, de Sideribus.” Alazzaroth, or the Zodiac

Signs, were evidently familiar when the book of Job
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was written, as some of the constellations are named in

it. What Hyginus has to say of the stars is not suggested

by the catalogue. But we know something of the curious

superstitions that were developed by those who professed

to be astrologers. No doubt their claims had some
foundation in a tradition which had become perverted

through the ages. For astrology of course means the

Voice of the Stars. And to us the question is, have they
a voice which we in any way can hear ? Modern scientific

research in archaeology seems to show that they have.

astronomical and also archaeological. And they help
an architect to try and understand something of design,

particularly, shall we say, of the Parthenon, or of some
carved panels on Amiens cathedral, or in the stained glass

at Chartres. It is necessary to realise that there is some
design in these Signs. And it is made evident by the
fact that there is good authority for saying that there is a

definite order of sequence in their earliest arrangement.
It begins at Virgo and ends with Leo. This sequence
has always been arranged in three major groups or books.

The City of London from Richmond House. By Canaletto

not by the somewhat ludicrous absurdities of a perv’erted

astrolog>% but by a reading of the original meaning in

the names of the principal stars of each Sign or Constella-

tion. I use the distinction or because there is a difference.

For all tradition through some six thousand years has

preserved this difference. There are the twelve Signs ;

but there are also thirt>’-six of the original constellations.

And they, together, form what appears undoubtedly to

be the earliest consistent decorative scheme known to

man. We are not here concerned with vague inventions

or superstitious accumulations alone. There are these

surrounding the stars. But there are also some facts

Each book has in it four of the Signs and with each of
these Signs three of the thirty-six dekans or parts are
associated as minor groups, or chapters, of a book. In
the names of the principal stars we find practically all

the Greek mythical characters, as Sir Isaac Newton and
others had observed. But those characters are not only
Greek. There is an evident affinity, a parallelism, by
which they are related to similar fables in all other mytho-
logical traditions. Are they all then a series of interesting
inv entions, poetic v ersions, or perversions, of some original
traditional scheme the beginning of which is traceable
back, not to its origin, but as far back as any sort of record
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can carry us, even to prehistoric times. This appears
to be so. Where does the Parthenon get its name if

not from Athena Parthenos ? She is Athene, Minerva,
the goddess of the sacred wisdom, patron of the arts,

that is of design. She wears a breast plate, and a helmet
of gold encircled by an olive branch. The Latin name
for the first of the Signs in the series is Virgo, the Virgin.

It is also Virga, the Branch. In Greek it is Parthenos,
the Virgin ; in Hebrew it is Bethulah, with the same
meaning. The meaning in the Arabic names of the
principal stars supports the idea of the figure always used
as the design to represent this Sign. It is a woman
bearing a branch in her right hand and an ear of corn in

her left. The three constellations associated with Virgo
carry the idea of design a stage further. The first is

Coma, represented in its older form as awoman and child,

for so it still appears on the Zodiac stone from the Temple
of Denderah in Egypt, now at the Louvre. The names
of the stars in this group again mean a virgin and the

desired one. The old Egyptian name for it is Shes-nu,
the desired son. The second is Centaurus holding a spear

and piercing a victim. The names of the stars give the

m-eaning the despised, the pierced, the sin-offering. The
Centaurs in the metopes of the Parthenon are well known.
And there are several used for purposes of design among
the exhibits of the collection now being considered. The
third constellation is Bootes, a man moving quickly

forward having a spear in his right and a reaper’s sickle

in his left hand. The name Bootes means the coming
one. The Egyptians called it Smat, which means one
who rules and governs. The principal star in this group
is Arcturus, meaning he cometh.
This subject could be pursued in more detail and its

interest developed further as something giving a narrative

value to decoration did space permit. But enough has

been said to shew a relationship betw’een the volume
“ De Sideribus ” and “ The Afflictions of Job,” and also

to indicate that a relic of Egypt, now in Paris, owes some-
thing to a pre-historic decorative scheme from which there

seems reason to suppose that the sculptors of the Parthe-

non friezes also derived ideas.

A few words may be added to suggest relationship with

the numerous designs in which the Cross appears. As a

sacred emblem it has been used almost, we might say,

everywhere from ancient Egypt to early Mexico. Some
have thought that it is therefore not exclusively a Christian

symbol. It need not be so, for it concerns not one people,

nor one faith, but all. And so far as origins are concerned

it seems to be met first, like the idea of sacrifice, or the

sacred tree, the Tree of Life, among these Signs or con-

stellations. The Crux, or Crux Australis as it is now,

is one of the dekans or parts which have always been
grouped, together with two others, with the Sign Libra.

It was once visible from the latitude of Jerusalem. But
by the recession of the Polar Star its position changed

about the time of the Crucifixion. It disappeared from
view in the northern skies. The tradition of its existence

remained, however, and it was rediscovered during the

Renaissance period when the southern seas were explored.

Its early Hebrew name was Adorn, and meant cutting off.

Another Hebrew name was Tau, the last letter of the

Hebrew alphabet, made in the form of a cross, and it

meant a mark, a boundary-mark, a limit or finish, a land-
mark, or, in other words, It is finished.”

The second constellation of this group has for its modern
design and name Lupus, a wolf. Its earlier Latin name is

Victima, the Victim. Its old Hebrew name was Asedah, or,

in Arabic, Asedaton, both meaning to be slain. Some of
these interpretations may seem strange and far-fetched in
more senses than one. But when we discover a meaning
by a strict translation of old words and names which
have been carefully retained by custom in design, by
tradition in their decorative use, they derive a narrative
value worth considering. And when this narrative is a
consistent whole revealed, if we may put it so, by the
names attached to no less than forty-eight different

designs applied to as many different Signs and constella-

tions, and perhaps a thousand or more different stars, we
may not be far wrong if we conclude that there is some
definite design of Mind speaking through all of them,
though there is no speech nor language—their voice is not
heard. If we see nothing else we do, I think, discover
some narrative value in decoration. For that at least

is what all these great Italian designers saw and used so
well.

The story of Job has long been regarded as an inter-

esting subject for purposes of sculptural or pictorial

design. For it has, in itself, so much evidence of dramatic
and architectural structure, epic in form, with a strong
delineation of differences in its characters. What a con-
trast, for instance, there is between this Semitic record
and the Sumerian one called the Epic of Gilgamish. The
quest of both themes is immortality. Job expects it,

seeks and waits for it ; and he finds it.

In the British Museum pamphlet by Sir E. Budge the
difference is clearly shown. And ifwe see something of the
story of Job and his friends in the conditions of to-day we
also certainly see much of what the legend of Gilgamish
shows in its study of a peculiar character that Russia per-
haps reflects. Like the Book of Job, it refers to the
Zodiac. But, unlike it, the creature described as like a
beast is a sort of man appearing as a kind of god. He
enforces toil and misery and untold suffering on those
over whom he rules as a kind of king. They seek deliver-

ance. So a rival “ male creature,” who is mighty and
invincible, is made of clay, who lives with, and like, the
beasts, but still is also a sort of god. These rivals become
allies, who return together to the oppressed people and
compel their admiration. The second animal died. But
the way of his end is missing from the Assyrian text.

They thought they had destroyed “ the heavenly bull,”
presumably the Taurus of the Zodiac. Then the first

beast, desiring to escape from death which he supposed to
be inevitable, set out on a journey to discover the secret

of immortality. On the way he meets, and is terrified and
delayed by, “ the Scorpion men.” These no doubt repre-
sent Scorpio, another of the Mazzaroth Signs. He meets
a goddess who is an “ ale-wife.” To her he relates his
fears, saying, “ Shall I also be obliged to lay me down and
never rise up to all eternity ? ” This goddess tells him
his quest of eternal life is vain, and advises him to enjoy
himself all he can and give up his hopeless journey. He
meets one who tells him death is inevitable. Another
adviser informs him of a plant, the possession of which
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would give him the immortality he seeks. It grew in the

depths of the sea. He found but could make no use of it.

And so, failing in his search for eternal life, he decides it

is best to know the worst by calling up the ghost of his

dead ally so as to make full inquiries about “ the condition

of the dead in the Underworld.” In all this we see a sketch

of some viltra-modern ideas, supposed to be new, but

which are as old as the hills, a revival of ^n antiquated

necromancy. It would provide material for design m
contrast with the story of Job’s pursuit on a similar quest.

But Taurus and Scorpio are part of the theme. The Sign

Scorpio, with the three dekans, always to be read with it

as part of the decorative scheme of the Zodiac, is inter-

esting. The “ Scorpion men are Ophiuchus and
Hercules, two of these dekans. The other is Serpens

struggling but held by the grasp of Ophiuchus. Scorpio

tries to wound Ophiuchus, but is trodden under foot by
him. The name of the principal star in Scorpio (in the

heart) is, in Arabic, Antares
;

it means wounding. The
Hebrew name of the bright star (in the neck) in Serpens is

Alvah, the accursed. And the other star, also of the first

magnitude, in Ophiuchus (in his head) is, in Arabic,

called Ras al Hagus, the head of him who holds. In

Hercules a similar star (in the head) is called Ras al

Gethi, meaning the head of him who bruises.

The other Sign, Taurus, is similarly full of meaning,

reached in the same way. There seems to be every reason

to think that in this we find the origin of all the Bull

legends of the world, first showm as design in decoration,

plastic or graphic, and later in epic and mythical written

form. Every architect knows him in the history of

decorative design as a subordinate element in any struc-

tural conception of architecture as sculptural form. And
so does every painter, every sculptor. At the present day

he appears as a meaningless, emaciated emblem of nothing

but a cheap commercial bankruptcy of design in the

skeleton head of a defunct beast in the metopes between

the triglyphs of some sham Doric frieze. But he is also

found in Egypt
;

in the Assyrian Bull of Nineveh
;

in

Cretan sculpture, and colour decoration
;
or in the vases

of wrought gold found near Sparta, which represent a

hunted bull. Bull-baiting is still a pastime in the East
;

and the Spaniards continue to practice it as a crime

among the very enlightened people of the West, sticking

arrows into a dumb, defenceless beast. But is he alto-

gether speechless ? Not so in the Zodiac Signs. For there

he speaks quite clearly. The star Al Debaran (in the

bull’s eye) has a Chaldee name, it means the leader or

governor. An Arabic name is El Nath, meaning wounded
or slain. The Pleiades cluster is in this Sign, and the word
means the congregation of the ruler, the judge. Another

group, The Hyades (in the face of the bull), also means

the congregated. The dekans of Taurus are Orion,

Eridanus and Auriga. The star Betelguez, in the right

shoulder of Orion, means the coming of the branch.

Another, Bellatrix (in the left shoulder), means coming

quickly. And, briefly stated, Eridanus is the river of the

judge ;
Auriga, the shepherd of the flock.

I’he discovery of another planet adds something of

present-day interest to our w'anderings among the stars to

find the meaning of the earliest composition in design of

which we have any knowledge. But let me first notice

some references to a new star or to new* stars.

In the year 125 B.c. a new star appeared. It was so vivid

as to be seen by daylight. Its arrival w’as the cause W'hich

led Hipparchus to prepare his catalogue, of which
Ptolemy, in the second century A.D., gives us his record.

Again, later on, an Arab historian of the thirteenth cen-

tury, quoted by an English Oriental scholar of the seven-

teenth century, states that Zoroaster, said to have been a

pupil of Daniel, predicted to the Persian magi that a new
star would appear. This star, so he is reported to have

said, w'as to presage the birth of a child whom they should

revere. There seems no reason to question the actual

appearance of this new' star as an astronomic fact. And
Kepler’s calculations, accepted by others, show'ed that a

little before its appearance there w'ere three conjunctions

of the planets Jupiter and Saturn. This particular star

appeared in the constellation Coma, one of the dekans of

Virgo. And Coma means, as stated already, the desired, or

the longed for. So it may be said that tradition and
astronomy both seem to add interest to the many designs

w'e know' w'hich show the Adoration of the Alagi and
other kindred subjects. We are told that a new' planet has

been discovered recently. But it seems uncertain yet

whether it is a planet, a star or a comet. The point of

peculiar interest concerning it from the aspect of design is

the statement that this new' planet is said to be in the

tenth Sign of the Zodiac series known as Gemini. Those
who have made a study of the significance of mathe-
matical numbers as entering into schemes of design say

that ten means completeness, like, for instance, the decimal
system on w'hich ail numeration rests. But the Sign

is generally known as The Tw'ins. The old decorative

device for this Sign has varied a little at different times.

The Greeks called the tw'O figures in it Apollo and
Hercules. To the Romans they w'ere Castor and Pollux,

the Dioscuri. They gave a name to the ship in which Paul
sailed from Alalta to Syracuse. And as they were re-

garded as the special protectors of mariners, particularly

of the Argonauts, we may trust they will W'atch over the

decisions of the present naval conference. The fables

connected w'ith them are legion. And the pagan mythical
ideas they represent have been used in decorative design

both by painters and sculptors ever since Homer or Virgil

mentioned them. In the recent exhibition w'e have seen

them variously used in many beautiful examples of design.

But have they a meaning at all related to the non-pagan
side of this collection ? If w'e turn to archaeology and to

philology we certainly find other, and different, sug-

gestions. Take the name of the Sign first. In the Den-
derah Zodiac, now' in Paris, the name is Clusus, or Claus-
trum Hori. It means the place of him w'ho cometh. The
Coptic name is Pi-AIahi, the united. The Hebrew is

Thaumin, also meaning united. In Arabic it is the same.
Everybody know's this Sign, for without thought either of

astronomy or of a perverted and superstitious use of

astrology, w'e all know the phrase, “ by Gemini.”
Next let us look at the principal stars of the Sign and

W'e shall again see design. In fact, w'e may now ask what is

design ? It is de-sign, something w'e derive, deduce,
extract, discover from a sign

;
it means a drawing. Hence

we may suggest that the Signs of the Zodiac, being the

oldest form of any known decoration, are themselves the

origin of design. All other design is, or shall we say may,
or should be, related to the design of which they can tell
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SO much. The Sign gets its name from the two principal

stars. Apollo, or Castor, is of the first magnitude, and is

in the head of one of the two figures
; Hercules, or

Pollux, of the second magnitude, is in the head of the

other. And it may be observed that in all old descriptions

of any of the decorative devices by which these Signs or

constellations are known the precise position of the star

is always insisted upon, as, in the head or foot, body or

arm, and otherwise. Apollo means ruler, or judge
;

Hercules, who comes to labour, or suffer. A star in the

Persian names of the group mean leader, chief or prince.

And this meaning is supported by the names of the other
stars in the constellation. One star, for instance, means
prince, or chief of the right hand, and one in Canis IMinor
means prince or chief of the left hand. Procyon, the star

of first magnitude, in the latter means redeemer.
Egyptian, Greek, Syriac, and Arabic authorities always

give the Zodiac in twelve groups. And with each group,
as we have seen, are three stars or constellations known
as the thirty-six dek.ins. A curious point is that in Greek

WniTEEiALL FROM RicHMOXi') HouSE- Bv Canaletto

left foot of Hercules is called A 1 Henah, meaning hurt,

wounded, afflicted. Another in the knee of Apollo is

Alebsuta, with the meaning treading under foot. Three
others have in Arabic and in Hebrew a name which trans-

lated is the branch, spreading ; the palm branch, and the

seed or branch. And the three dekans, or parts, always

associated traditionally, carry on the idea of design. It

will suffice to name one only, known as Canis Major, the

Dog. It is also known as, or named by, the remarkable

star of the first magnitude in the head of the figure, called

Sirius, the Prince. In some planispheres the figure is

represented as a hawk or a wolf. But the Akkadian and

descriptions these dekanoi are also called episkopoi, tha

'

is bishops, overseers. Why bishops ? Apparently this

term is used in a Cireek version of the Babylonian Legend
of Creation by Berosus, a priest of Bel, at Babylon, about

250 B.c. The suggestion is interesting when we take other

traditional designs into consideration. In one well-known
Scriptural vision seven stars are referred to as symbols of

bishops, or angels, as overseers.

The dekans are, as we know, “ parts ” of the Signs.

The Signs themselves are “ steps.” The Signs are asso-

ciated with the twelve months of the year and with the

Twelve Tribes of Israel. They are also associated with
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the Twelve Apostles in the Carolingian design at Oxford,

to which I shall refer. The inference carries us some-
where near the region of modem questions concerning
episcopacy. For these astronomical bishops are asso-

ciated with the astronomical apostles as dekans or parts.

Evidently something of a permanent, a perpetual, rela-

tionship is indicated astronomically ! And these astro-

nomical dekans support the Signs to which they are

subordinated. The Signs are not complete without their

respective dekans, and the dekans depend for their full

use and meaning upon the Signs. The Signs are all

related to the Sun. In fact they are only to be understood

by their relation to the Sun as he runs his appointed

course in the heavens. And if we translate a reference to

Constantine as having been called Isapostolos, equal to

an Apostle, we have the suggestion that the head of the

civil power, in the person of the Emperor, was provided

as a substitute for one or all of the Signs
;
and the dekans,

or the episkopoi, the stars, approved the alteration in

design at Nicea. It looks like the beginning of a long

stor\" of resort to civil authority to make good an eccle-

siastical deficiency.

I have already mentioned Eudoxos and Aratus in these

notes. The former prepared his astronomical record

during the fourth century B.C., and Aratus put this into

verse about one hundred years later. These descriptions

have been examined by those competent to express

opinions on them. And it is found that they do not

represent any actual observation of the position of the

stars or Signs as they were to be seen by them in their

own day. They appear to have been written or compiled
from some older record of the Zodiac figures which was
available for their use. They relied, as I rely, on the work
of others for much which they relate. And the record

they give is one that shows the positions of the Signs and
Constellations as they were about four thousand years

B.c. For the pole was then the star Thuban, a Hebrew
name meaning subtle. It was in the constellation Draco,

the dragon or serpent. In the Egyptian Zodiac of Den-
derah the name is Her-fent, and means the serpent

accursed. Another star (in the head of the dragon) is

known by a Hebrew name Rastaban, meaning the head
of the subtle. The Arabic name is A1 Waid, and means
who is to be destroyed. But, by the slow recession of

the pole, the star A1 Ruccaba, in the constellation we call

the Little Bear, really the Lesser Sheepfold, is now the

pole. The old name of the star means the turned or the

ridden on. To the Greeks it was the cynosure. It maybe
added that it was this change in our relations with the

Pole Star by which the constellation Crux Australis, once

in the northern, is now in the southern hemisphere. I

make no foolish predictions. But I do suggest that some
facts to which attention has been drawn are at least

interesting as part of an inquiry that concerns design.

]\Ien write about the rise of Christianity. Some, thinking

of it in relation to other ideas of belief, speak of the older

religions of the world. There are no older religions. It is

the fount, the origin, of all. They and it, in course of

time, by many inventions, have been like some wandering
stars. Such a declaration may sound absurd. But there

seems to be evidence for its support.

Other stars which have kept their ordered course and

followed the astronomic law of their being have not
departed from that law. It has been a physical law. But
it has been used to exhibit another, a law of Mind. And
that law is written in the stars themselves. Mathematical
calculations will detect relative variations of position
among the stars ; anthropology will show differences of
interpretation

; mythology indicates changes in meaning
;

but nothing will alter the evidences of plan, of design, in

the exhibition to men of one great comprehensive purpose.
And if I may attempt to state a brief epitome of that
scheme, written in the Signs, and in their attendant con-
stellations, in the original meanings of their names, and
also supported by the further meanings in the names of the
multitude of their individual stars, it is this one story of
design. That design is directly concerned with the main
theme of the greater part of the work in the Italian collec-

tion we have seen. The first four of the Signs, Virgo to

Sagittarius, with the three dekans or parts, twelve in all,

always grouped with them, speak of a coming Redeemer.
The second four, Capricornus to Aries, and their dekans,
speak of the redeemed and the result of the work of a
Redeemer. The third four, Taurus to Leo, speak of the
return of a Redeemer, the destrutcion of his enemy, and
the consequent safety of the redeemed.
The whole easily reads as if it might be fiction, or a

forced interpretation made to fit preconceived ideas. But
this, on examination, seems certainly not to be so, because
the reading is the result of an almost literal translation of
names for the Signs, the constellations, and the individual
stars in them. And this not in one language only but in all

the different languages in which these traditional names
have been preserved.

I am quite aware that such an interpretation is opposed
by some biological or anthropological ideas. But if Darwin
admits, as he certainly does, the possibility of an original
creative act design is implied in one direction. And if in
one why not in another ? Why may we not think that the
Alind of a great Architect has also been revealed in these
Signs as a design ? They are certainly heraldic in their
form. No designs have ever been more so. And if they
are heraldry why not a Herald with something to pro-
claim

; a testimony ? The Lion of S. Mark is related to
the Lion Gate at Mycenae

; to Hercules and to the stan-
dard or ensign of Judah ; to the Lion of England and to
Leo the last of the cycle of the Signs. There are four
stars known as the Royal stars, which divide the Zodiac
at its four cardinal points. As such they are shown on an
Assyrian tablet in the British Museum. One of these is in
the Sign Leo, its old name is Regulus and it means
treading under foot. Other stars in this Sign have names
meaning the ruler who cometh, the exaltation, the shining
forth. The three other Royal stars at Antares, in Scorpio ;

Fomalhaut, in Aquarius
; and Aldebaran, in Taurus.

And the curious thing about these four stars is that they
recall the heraldic figures which in one form or another
have been used as part of a connected scheme in decora-
tive design since immemorial times. It matters nothing
whether we look for them in Chaldean, Egyptian, Greek,
Roman, or IMedi^val design. They were used throughout
all the Aliddle Ages. And no church building or decora-
tion appears to have been thought satisfactory without their
application in some way. But they take the form of the
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four beasts of the vision of Ezekiel, or of Patmos, and the

Eagle, the enemy of the Scorpion, replaces it. They are

usually spoken of as the figures of the four evangelists.

And in the glass at Chartres, as Professor Lethaby has

shown, the four prophets, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel and
Daniel carry the four evangelists on their shoulders.

But there seems to be a further element of design in these

figures when Paul of Tarsus refers to certain ministries as

gifts. Are they gifts of will exercised in just rule and
government, as in the Lion

;
of imagination and prophecy,

as in the Eagle ;
of reason or explanation, as in the Man

;

and of patient contemplation, preparing for and sowing
the corn of wheat or barley, like an Ox ? However they

may be applied in decoration it is surely clear they are

some evidence of a design retained by tradition for several

thousands of years.

It seems to me impossible to reach any other conclusion

from an examination of the ideas of design in decoration

if it is approached even with a limited vision of what they

show as part of the history of thought. There may be an

absence of written literature in a connected form relating

to such things. But hieroglyphic or cuneiform epics,

sculptural reliefs, decorated papyrus rolls and painted

ceilings and walls, as well as other craftsmanship in vessels

of daily use are literature for such a purpose as this. And
they all show related traditions

;
a narrative aspect in their

design. A gap, a hiatus, in literary records from, say,

the third to the eleventh century of our own era is largely

filled by a very full library in stones, that speak with no
uncertain voice. Aluch of it is what we might call pagan
or profane, and profane it is. But much is otherwise in

the definiteness of its relation to the main stream of the

earliest tradition in the stars. For instance, there is a set

of four casts in the Ashmolean ]Museum at Oxford. The
originals are Carolingian work of the tenth century a.d.

now in Alunich. They are very beautiful carved minia-

tures showing full-length figures of the twelve apostles

standing each of them in a small niche formed by delicately

cut piers and arches. Under the arch, above the head of

each figure, is one of the twelve signs of the Zodiac.

We may well ask what is the reason for their use. Why
particularly are they associated so directly with the

apostles in this way as emblems ? And why are they

also found used in other ways in Chaldean, in Egyptian,

decoration
; in the Babylonian legend of the Creation, in

the Epic of Gilgamish, and in the Book of Job, in Eudoxos,

in Aratus, in Ptolemy ? Surely, we may reply, because

they had one origin common to all these. A cult of

sun worship, myths of the dawn, scientific observation,

as well as the traditional mythology, apparently of every

race anywhere on earth, has preserv ed some record of the

Zodiac and its signs and constellations. And what is

more, there appears among all these some definite indica-

tion of a relationship in meaning, in design. And this

meaning relates Hebrew and Christian records to the

very primitive ideas still, or till recently, held among the

aboriginal tribes of Australia.

And if the evidence of design in this primitive scheme
of decoration is true, for so it seems, it may illuminate

some things still obscure in the history of design as it is

displayed on all the monuments of past ages. For they

are all of them graphic, plastic, decorative or architectural

A Warrior on Horseback. By Leonardo da Vinci

literature. And, also, it may show us more of the relation-

ship between this aspect of design and the evidences of

it in written literature, whether in an epic, a mythological

or a dramatic form.

All ideas of sacrifice, suffering, tragedy, as well as those

of joy and final triumph, seem to be linked by an under-

current of design in generations of thought. Further

enquiry in this direction might also add interest to the

meeting of Lorenzo and Jessica by moonlight. For it

is quite possible that Shylock’s venturesome daughter

knew, by family tradition, something of what the floor of

heaven and the young-eyed cherubim might say. No
doubt she would agree with Hallam that it was, perhaps,

the most sublime passage in Shakespeare.

Some apolog>^ may be due for exploring the idea of

design so far and, as some may think, so persistently.

But its value, its importance, in the directions to which
attention has been drawn, seems to me to affect so many
main avenues of pursuit involving lines of thought that

are of interest to all who are concerned with any matters

where design is involved. My own attention has been
drawn to these things because some part of my pro-

fessional experience has required a fairly close study of

church buildings, their arrangement or plan, and their

decoration. And any effort to try to discover the

practical or traditional reasons on which either their plan

or their decoration is based leads necessarily to many
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inquiries. These concern the relations that exist, or

did exist, between buildings and the beliefs of which they
are a historic expression, or between the ideas developed
by, or embedded in, decorative designs and some of the

most deeply-seated and age-long traditions or convictions

of the human mind. To lay bare some of the results of

the^e experiences and inquiries may be of interest to

some. To others they may make no appeal at all. But
they do appear to suggest that a few of the questions

raised might well be carried farther by those who are

more qualified and better able to follow up a quest that

might lead to a clearer understanding of the real meaning
hidden, but to be found, in historic evidences of design

;

and also to a truer, more intelligent, use of ideas for

design in modern decoration by giving it some deeper
appeal by what I have called a narrative value. To me
it seems to be a quest that involves a close re-examination

of many received notions respecting ideas which have

been, and still are, used as a basis for decorative design.

The province of art is to prove the value of design, not

only in the arts, but in all things else. And the merit of

design, the purpose of it, is seen in the beauty of its

truth and the truth of its beauty, in conception, in execu-

tion, and in result. It matters nothing whether we use

as our aid any one of the arts. For they all depend for

their ultimate value, their lasting merit, upon the skill

they may employ, and at the same time hide, by using

their powers of expression in design.

The question may arise why have I dwelt so long on
certain aspects of this exhibition. The reply must be

that there was no real alternative if anyone was to extract

from it the actual keynote of the whole. That keynote

is so clearly a deep and solemn one that its vibrations

could be heard
;
and they could not be silenced by any

chords, or single notes, set moving by what we heard,

or rather saw. For we did hear, not by sounds or by

words, but by the colours of the rainbow and by the

intricacies, the subtleties and the strong simplicities, of

design. And what is that note ? It is one we have

heard in Chaldea, in Egypt, in Palestine, in London. It

was debated on the Nile, argued on the Euphrates,

discussed by Job, declared by Paul.

It is forced upon our notice in every daily paper by
advertisements, and recently by several letters, articles

or addresses in the Press. One London weekly journal

is now publishing a series of special contributions on the

subject. It is a question of life or death, of death or life
;

it is a matter of immortality. And the question always is

which shall prevail. We met it during war. We have

had it always with us in the days of peace. And we have

it now while we live in a kind of warlike state of peace—

a subject we cannot avoid it we would. And it is not a

subject of gloom, as we have seen, but of delight in design,

m colour and in meaning.

I have attempted to emphasise in these notes the value

of some intelligent element of narration by decorative

design because for years, perhaps it would not be ex-

aggeration to say for a century or more, it has been largely

neglected, A phrase has become almost proverbial when
any idea of adding decoration to bald structure is proposed.

We are asked, what is the use of meaningless decoration ?

For myself, I agree it is of little use. And some decora-

tion is worse than useless
;

it has become mere banality.

But if we would revive a respect for decoration, create

a modern desire to have, and use, and enjoy it there is

little doubt that we must give it meaning again. England
to-day is possessed of a valuable school of able designers,

whether they be painter-decorators, sculptors, workers
in any of the other and allied crafts that necessarily

involve thought in design. And their abilities are not
encouraged by use as they should be. We value and enjoy

old masters when or wherever we find or see them. But
the young masters of to-day are the old masters of to-

morrow. And the English school of the present time is

second to none am^where. If one tithe of the money spent
on buying spurious antiquities alone during the past ten

years in England had been spent on good modern English
work we should be already witnessing a development that

before long might give us such a mastery in the arts that

none could question and few surpass. By all means let

us admire or possess any good foreign works we can
afford to acquire. But it is time we declined to support
those who trade in trash, ancient or modern, British or
foreign. And if exhibitions such as this we have been con-
sidering help more towards the cultivation of an educated,
a discriminating, taste in things of design they are of some
public national value, not otherwise. We spend millions
on education in the arts of design. But it is all useless waste
unless we are prepared also to spend some percentage
of these millions on work to be done by those who spend
their time and energy in training their native gifts and
capacities. Things that are for use should all be things
that have some beauty of thought expended on the making
of them. And I think it may be said with truth that there
is some real practical value in a thing because it is beauti-
ful, whether it is useful in the philistine sense or not at all.

This review of the various things in Nature, as we call

it, and in art may show that the aim of the Italian IMasters
and other designers has been a quest of beauty in all

its forms. It is a quest for perfection in purpose and in
result. And it is not a pursuit of any theoretical aestheti-

cism, but a practical endeavour seeking to satisfy a

practical need. This aim and need involves the prosaic
details of thought developed in work. But it also requires
not only the application of ideals and imaginative power
in that work, but also the pursuit of a definite purpose
well understood and to be embodied in clear results
by design.
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The Church of the Holy Sepulchre, Jerusalem
BY SIDNEY TOY [F.]

The Church of the Holy Sepulchre, Jerusalem, was
first built about a.d. 336 after the reputed finding of the

true cross, near the site of the sepulchre, by St. Helena,

mother of Constantine the Great. Constantine built

two churches: a large rotunda, over the Sepulchre
itself; and a basilican church, over the spot where
the cross was discovered. The latter stood to

the east of the rotunda and had its altar and apse on the

west side, facing towards the Sepulchre. Calvary was
on the south side of an open court between the two
churches. Before building the rotunda the soil around
the Sepulchre was removed and the shrine, encased in

masonry, stood exposed in the centre of the pavement
of the church. The rotunda was enclosed by an open
colonnade and ambulatory, and was probably covered

by a timber dome. Portions of the outer wall of this

building still remain.
Both churches were destroyed by the Persians in

614. But on the defeat of the Persian army shortly

afterwards they were rebuilt, much in the same manner
as before but that a choir with semicircular apse was
formed on the east side of the rotunda, and three

smaller apses were projected out from the wall of the

ambulatory. In 1009, by order of the Fatimite Caliph
Hakim, they were again destroyed, and the basilica was
never rebuilt. A restoration of the rotunda, however,
was undertaken in 1048, largely from funds supplied

by the Byzantine Emperor Constantine IMonomaque.
But following the conquest by the Crusaders and the

establishment of the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem, the

buildings became a priory of the order of Augustine
Canons, and extensive works were undertaken. A choir

with transepts and eastern apse was built immediately
to the east of the rotunda and a wide and lofty arch

was opened out between the two buildings so that the

rotunda became the nave of a cruciform church. One
dome stood over the rotunda and another over the

crossing of the choir and transepts. A square bell-

tower was built over a chapel on the west of the south

doorway. This church embraced all three sacred sites :

the Holy Sepulchre, in the nave
;
Calvary, to the south

of the choir
;
and the subterranean chapel of the In-

vention of the Cross, which was entered from the ambu-
latory of the choir. The church was dedicated in 1145
and remained substantially as then built until its de-

struction by fire in 1808. It is this church, and not the

existing building, which is represented by the model
photographed above and at present on view in the Insti-

tute Library by the kindness of Sir Charles Trevelvan
an<i through the good offices of Sir Banister Fletcher

(President), In 1 808 a great fire destroyed the rotunda
anddamaged veryconsiderably other parts ofthe church.
A crude restoration ,completed in 1 8 1 o, left the church in

its present sombre and repellent condition. Solid piers
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were used throughout and the interior otherwise of timber, but at what period this was built it is difficult

blocked by solid walls of masonry. The cupola over to determine. A drawing, dating about 1436, among
the rotunda lasted about 50 years, and was replaced by the Egerton MS. in the British Museum, shows a

the present iron structure in 1859. drum surmounted by a dome. Two other drawings,
The model is about i foot 5 inches long by i foot one by Bernard de Breitenbach, dating from the end

8 inches wide, and is richly inlaid. It is so con- of the fifteenth century, and another among the illus-

structed that the coverings of the rotunda, the crossing, trations to Viaggio, 1586, both indicate hemispherical

and the transepts can be removed so that the interior domes over the rotunda. It would appear that

may be inspected. Other parts are also movable. each covering in succession was left open at the

The truncated cone over the rotunda was constructed crown.

Allied Societies
ESSEX, CAMBRIDGE AND HERTS SOCIETY OF

ARCHITECTS.
At the third annual meeting of the West Essex Chapter

of the Essex, Cambs and Herts Society of Architects, held
at the Architectural Association’s Institute, Bedford Square,
on Thursday, 3 April, Mr. A. C. Russell in the chair, the
outgoing officers were thanked and the following elected for

the ensuing year :—Chairman, S. Phillips DaIes*[F’.]
;

vice-

chairman, R. L. Garbe, A.R.A.
;

treasurer, T. H. B. Scott*
[L.]

;
hon. secretarv', A. C. Russ ell* [L.] ;

executive, Messrs.
Shiner [.4 .], Crowe [yJ.], Fincham [A.], Lewis*[^.], J. E.
Hammond*[5 .], Foster [F.], Thomersonf [L., F.S.I.],

Smithers [F.]. The last two are co-opted members and
auditors.

Arising from the question of the new conditions obtaining
as from i April with respect to Public Work, Messrs. Dales,
Evans and Lewis were appointed a deputation to wait upon
the Essex County Council and report to the Executive for

further action.

As to the need for an Art and Crafts School W’ith

joinery and smiths’ shops at Romford, Messrs. Dales and
Russell were asked to interview^ the County Education Com-
mittee and to report to the Executive. Upon the imminence
of the municipal elections, it was resolved that, where coun-
cillors had taken a conspicuous lead in matters appertaining
to improved amenities in acquiring open spaces or improving
housing conditions, the member in any particular district be
empowered to write to his local Press tendering the thanks
of the Chapter for the councillor’s past work.
The forthcoming Headmasters Conference and the invita-

tion to provide a platform in the interests of Architectural

Education in higher grade schools was discussed, and the

Executive empowered to make all arrangements for this and
the summer programmes, Sir Charles Nicholson being
suggested as one speaker.

The co-operation of the Colchester Chapter was welcomed
for a summer event in London and arrangements are to be
made.
A request from the Counties Society for the election of a

member to serve on a Salaried jMembers’ Committee was
referred back for further particulars.

The suggestion that a propaganda Committee be formed for

each of the three counties in the Society* was recommended.
The offer of Mr. W. Evans [L.] to give the chairman’s

jewel, which has been designed by ]\Ir. R. L. Garbe, A.R.A.,

was received w'ith acclamation and accepted.

THE SOUTH WALES INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.
Under the auspices of the South Wales Institute of Archi-

tects (Central Branch) and the Institute of Builders (South
Wales Branch) a lecture was given on Thursday, 3 April 1930,

* Representatives to County Societv’.

f Representative to Allied Society’s Conference.

at the Engineers’ Institute, Cardiff, by C. Ernest Elcock, Esq.,
F.R.I.B.A., w'ho took as the subject of his lecture Some
Points About Modern Hospital Planning.”
The lecturer ga\ e an account of recent developments in the

planning and construction of a large variety of remedial institu-
tions, including mental hospitals, buildings for the treatment
of medical and surgical cases, cottage hospitals and the like.

IMany of these schemes were on a large scale, and, particularly
in the case of extensive out-patient departments, elaborate in
plan. ]Mr. Elcock showed how recent developments in medical
science have given the architect many new' problems to solve,
and he indicated the direction in which the old type of hospital
W'ard can be modified with advantage. As a result of treating
the forms w hich are arising out of the new requirements in a
simple rational manner, many of our new' hospitals are reaching
a higher standard aesthetically than did the earlier buildings of
this class.

A vote of thanks to the lecturer w'as proposed by Mr. Emil
Gough, president of the South Wales Branch of the Asso-
ciation of Building Trade Emplovees. seconded bv Mr W S.
Purchon, M.A., F.R.I.B.A., and carried with acclamation.

COUNCIL FOR THE PRESERVATION OF RURVL
ENGLAND.

The annual meeting of the Council for the Preservation of
Rural England was held at the Royal Institute of British
Architects. Lord Craw'ford and Balcarres, the president, was
in the chair.

The report stated that the outstanding feature of the third
year during which the C.P.R.E. had been in existence was the
increase ol public interest in rural amenities, culminating
in the presentation to Parliament of Sir Edw ard Hilton Young’s
Rural Amenities Bill and the passing of its second reading
Without a division. Fhe natural result of this widespread
public interest had been a desire to establish some sort of
representative organisation in every county in England. This
was a policy which the C.P.R.E. had encouraged from its
inception, for it was essential that the majority of local problems
should be solved on the spot, the council being ready to give its
full weight in support of major issues and to carry out the
msearch work and provide the machinery for local purposes.
The council looked forw'ard to the time when everv countrv
town and district would have its local preservation committee.
The other outstanding event of the year was the gift by Mr.

Boies Penrose of £10,000 jointly to the'C.P.R.E. and C.P.R.W.
This w as conditional on a similar sum being raised by subscrip-
tion, and there was no time limit. The subscription lists were
still open. The Carnegie Trustees had decided to provide a

councils of England, Scotland, and
Wales, in order to enable them to press forward w'ith certain
aspects of their w'ork. The sum covered a period of five years
from January i, 1930.
Lord Craw’ford said it was clear that the public w'ere awaken-

ing to the dangers by which they were confronted. It w’as
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equally clear that the instruments at their disposal for meeting
those dangers were seriously defective, and the future of a

beautiful and undefiled England must rest in the hands of
those who sympathised with them, and were prepared to give
support to their growing movement. They hoped that in the
course of time convenient sections of the whole countryside
would each contain an honorary advisory panel of trained men,
engaged in public life to whom people could turn for technical
advice on problems that were arising. That system of panels
was receiving the official support of the Ministry of Health, and
though at present the machine was quite inadequate for their

purposes, there were the elements of a valuable instrument.
If they could develop this educational respect of their work,
he was confident that the3" would be well remunerated.

Sir Henry Newbolt, in moving the adoption of the report,

said it was a record of very valuable work extremely well done.
He emphasised the importance of the aims of the Society being
wddely known. With a population of 40 millions or more, they
could not preserve rural England as it was with a population of
eight millions. It was not the England of the past that they were
going to hand down to posterity, but a new England that they
had to make. Future generations should be able to say that,

though after the Great War the people had to build millions of

houses, they built them in a charming and picturesque way.
Mr. Clough Williams-Ellis, in seconding the adoption of the

report, said that in the past year they had done something for

England, but they had not done enough. They wanted power
to do, as well as to undo. That necessary power could only
come to them through adequate recognition of their efforts by
the Government through a really comprehensive and far-reach-

ing General Amenities Bill. If the law would only endorse
ordinarily enlightened public opinion, the fight for rural England
would certainly be won. If it did not he foresaw defeat. The
^Minister of Health had promised a Government measure next
year. Let them make it clear to him that they looked for

something really effective, and do all in their power to arouse
such a demand for it throughout the country that the Govern-
ment would realise that the situation was indeed critical and
deserving its most earnest and immediate attention.

The report was adopted, and the follow ing w ere added to the

executive committee :—Sir Arnold Wilson, IMajor-General Sir

Fabian Ware, IMr. Boies Penrose, Mr. Frank Pick, Mr. H. H.
Peach, and Mr. Kenneth Spence.
On the motion of Mr. E. Guy Dawber, the following addi-

tions were made to the list of constituent bodies :—The Oxford
Preservation Trust, the Cambridge Preservation Society, the

Pure Rivers Society, and the Design and Industries Association.

TOWN PLANNING IN GERMANY.
A member of the Executive Committee of the Commons,

Open Spaces and Footpaths Preservation SocieK submits the

follow ing Itinerary in Germany for four w eeks from the 20 June
m the hope that some architect would care to accompany him.
The object of the trip is to study Town Planning.

Leave Southampton for Hamburg, arriving the second day ;

stop in Hamburg third, fourth and fifth days
;
sixth day leave

Hamburg for Hanover, stopping there only one day
;
then

to Berlin, arriving the eighth day and leaving the ninth
day)

;
ninth day arrive at Dresden ;

leave Dresden the

eleventh day
;

from Dresden to Prague, leaving Prague
the fourteenth day

;
arrive in Vienna same day and stop

there fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth days
;
leave Vienna

seventeenth day and arrive at Budapest the same day
;
lea\'e

Budapest the nineteenth day ;
thence to Salzburg, Alunich,

Nuremburg, Frankfort, IMainz, Coblenz, Cologne. From
Vienna to Budapest wJll be by steamer, and from Mainz to

Coblenz will also be by steamer on the Rhine. Thence from
Cologne to Ostend, Dover, and London, arriving the twenty-
sixth day.

For particulars write to the Secretary, Commons, Open
Spaces and Footpaths Preservation Society, 71 Eccleston
Square, Westminster, S.W.i.

SIR EDWIN COOPER, A.R.A.
Sir Edwin Cooper has been elected an Associate of the

Royal Academy. Chief among the important buildings
Sir Edwin has added to London is the new home of
Lloyd ^s in Leadenhall Street, the Royal Mail building,
also in Leadenhall Street, the offices of the Port of London
Authority, Tow er Hill, the Star and Garter War YIemorial
at Richmond, the extension of Gray’s Inn Library, and
the Bio-Chemical Schools at Cambridge.

A COMMENCEMENT OF MUSEUM HOURS
EXTENSION.

Members of the R.I.B.A. will be gratified by the
announcement that the “ Victoria and Albert Vluseum ”

is to be kept open until 10 p.m. on Thursdays, Saturdays
and Bank Holidays and the Bethnal Green Museum ”

until 10 p.m. on Alondays and Thursdays.
The efforts of our Council in the recent past to secure

such concessions in the interest of architects and the many
craftsmen of the building industries have, doubtless, had
their influence. The boon should be a material one,
especially during long wfinter evenings, to those resident

nearLondon, and a precursor offurther extensions. F. H.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF HYGIENE.
On the occasion of the International Exhibition of

Hygiene to be held this summer at Dresden, the German
Zentral Institut fiir Erziehung und Unterricht has
arranged a special course of instruction on “ Hygiene
and School, ” from 5 to 18 June, at Dresden.
The programme includes visits to some of the most

modern schools in Germany, paying special attention to

the question of architecture and hygiene.
Full information may be obtained from the Director,

Anglo-German Academic Bureau, 58 Gordon Square,
W.C.r.

NEW BUILDING MATERIALS AND
PREPARATIONS.

The Science Standing Committee w’ish to draw' atten-

tion to the fact that information in the records of the

Building Research Station, Garston, Watford, is freely

available to any member of the architectural profession,

and suggest that architects w^ould be well advised, when
considering the use of new' materials and preparations of

w'hich they have had no previous experience, to apply to

the Director for any information he can impart regarding

their properties and application.

R.I.B.A. INTERMEDIATE EXAAIINATION.
The forthcoming Intermediate Examination will be

held from 30 Alay to 5 June 1930.

The last day for receiving applications to sit for the
Examination is 30 April.

Notices
THE FOURTEENTH GENERAL AIEETING.
The Fourteenth General Meeting (Ordinary) of the

Session 1929-30 will be held on Alonday, 26 Alay 1930,
at 8 p.m., for the follow'ing purposes :

—

To read the Alinutes of the Annual General Aleeting
held on 12 Alay 1930; formally to admit members
attending for the first time since their election.

To read the following paper: ‘‘ Recent Excavations at

Ur,” by Air. C. Leonard Woolley, ALA., Hon. A.R.I.B.A.
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THE R.LBA. ANNUAL DINNER.
The R.I.B.A. Annual Dinner will take place on

Thursday, 15 May 1930, at 6.45 for 7.15 p.m., in the

Guildhall, E.C. (by kind permission of the City Cor-
poration).

The dinner will give those present a unique oppor-
tunity of seeing the Art Gallery, the Library and the

Council Chamber at the Guildhall, as these will all be
open to the guests. It is intended that the programme of

speeches is to end at an early hour so as to enable those

present to see these places and to have plenty of time to

meet those of their friends who may be present at the

dinner. Separate tables accommodating either six or

eight persons will be pro\ided so that members and their

guests may be grouped together.

All members of the R.I.B.A. and of the Allied Societies

are cordially invited to make early application to the

Secretary R.I.B.A. for tickets for themselves and their

guests. The price of tickets is 15s. each (inclusive

of wines, etc.).

For those members who are unable to attend the

dinner but who may wish to have an opportunity of

hearing the speeches, a limited number of seats will be
reserved in the gallery of the Guildhall. Each member
applying for seats in the gallery will receive not more than
two tickets, admitting either ladies or gentlemen, which
will be allotted in order of application. IVIembers who
take advantage of this facility will also be able to visit

the Art Gallery, Library and Council Chamber at the

conclusion of the dinner.

Full particulars can be obtained on application to the

Secretary R.I.B.A.

BRITISH ARCHITECTS’ CONFERENCE,
NORWICH.

18-21 June 1930.

All members and students of the R.I.B.A. and all

members and students of the Allied Societies and of the
Architectural Association are cordially invited to attend

the Conference (see full particulars enclosed with this

issue of the Journal). It will greatly facilitate the
arrangements if members who propose attending will

fill up the fly-sheet attached to the programme and return

it to the Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, W.i, not
later than 7 June.
Members of the R.I.B.A. and the Allied Societies

who are officials of local authorities are asked to notify

the Secretary R.I.B.A. if they would like formal invitations

to be sent to such authorities to appoint delegates to the

Conference.

PAMPHLET ON PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
AND PRACTICE.

At the suggestion of the Practice Standing Committee,
the Council of the R.I.B.A. have had reprinted and bound
together in pamphlet form the following papers on Pro-
fessional Conduct and Practice, by Mr. W. E. Watson,
F.R.I.B.A., Barrister-at-Law, that have appeared in recent

years in the R.I.B.A. Journal :

—

(i) Easements (reprinted from R.I.B.A. Journal of

17 September 1927).

(2) Handbook of Architectural Practice (reprinted from
R.I.B.A. Journal of 28 January 1928).

(3) Party Walls (reprinted from R.I.B.A. Journal of

24 November 1928).

(4) Contract (reprinted from R.I.B.A. Journal of

12 January 1929).

(5) Specification (reprinted from R.I.B.A. Journal of

9 February 1929).

While the papers are not exhaustive treatises on the
subjects, they are based on the standard works which are

recommended for student courses, amplified by incidents

arising in the Courts of Justice.

The Council consider that the papers will be found
helpful to the inexperienced architect and to others in

dealing with those questions which present difficulty in

everyday practice, and are specially recommended for

perusal by students.

A general index has been prepared by Mr. H. C.
Hughes, ALA. (Cantab) [F.], also an index of cases.

Copies of the pamphlet can be obtained on application
to the Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, W.i, price
2s. 6d.

AVORKERS IN THE BUILDING TRADES.
Arising out of the lectures on architecture to workers

in the building trades arranged by the Board of Archi-
tectural Education, the Council, on the recommendation
of the Board, wish to draw the attention of all practising
architects to the following points which were brought out
during the discussions which took place :

—

1. That more interest would be taken by the
craftsmen in the buildings upon which they were
engaged if models of the proposed buildings were
placed upon the works for their inspection while
the buildings were in progress, and that complete
plans and drawings might be available in order that
the men could see how the work thev were doing
fitted into the whole structure,

2. That craftsmen should be given more liberty
to use their discretion in the execution of their par-
ticular crafts.

3* That the architect and craftsman should get
into closer personal touch with each other.

4. That architects might take building apprentices
over their works while in progress and at completion.

PROPOSED GUILDFORD CATHEDRAL.
Air. Walter Tapper, A.R.A., F.S.A., Past-President

R.I.B.A., has been nominated by the President as Assessor
lor the proposed Guildford Cathedral Competition.

AIEAIBERS’ TOUR TO THE UNITED STATES
AND CANADA.

^
In view of the success which attended the visit to the

United States and Canada of a party of members of the
R.I.B.A. last year, and as many members who were unable
to avail themselves of that opportunity expressed a desire
to undertake such a trip on a future occasion, it has been
decided to organise a further party this year.
T he numerous advantages to be gained by undertaking

a visit to the United States and Canada from an archi-
tectural point of view will be obvious, particularly when
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the visit is made in company with fellow members of the
Institute.

The suggested tour will include New York, Philadel-

phia, Washington, Detroit, Niagara Falls, Toronto,
Ottawa and Montreal, and notes regarding the places of

interest from an architectural standpoint, compiled by
Mr. Percy E. Thomas, O.B.E., F.R.I.B.A., the leader of

last year's party, will be available for members.
The duration of the trip w'ill be approximately one

month, and the cost, including cabin class accommoda-
tion on the Atlantic steamers, hotel accommodation in the

United States and Canada, rail fares, etc., will be about

£80. This amount is exclusive of meals ashore, gratuities

,

transfer of passengers and baggage between stations,

steamers, hotels, etc., and sight-seeing trips.

The party will travel from Liverpool for New- York
by the Cunard Liner Samaria on 5 July, returning by
the Ascania from Alontreal to Plymouth and London on

25 July.

Relativ es and friends of members will be w elcomed.

Alembers interested are requested to apply to IMr.

H. T. Leese, The Cunard Steamship Company, Ltd.,

26-27, Cockspur Street, London, S.W.i, who will be
pleased to forw^ard a complete itinerary, etc, on request.

OVERSEAS APPOINTMENTS.
Members contemplating applying for appointments

overseas are recommended to communicate with, the

Secretary R.I.B.A., wLo will supply them with any avail-

able information respecting conditions of employment,
cost of living, climatic conditions, etc.

William H. Hamlvn,
Hon. Sec. R.I.B.A., Salaried Members' Committee.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS, i DECEMBER, 1930.

Associates w'ho are eligible and desirous of transferring

to the Fellowship are reminded that if they w’ish to

take advantage of the election to take place on i December
1930 they should send the necessary nomination forms
to the Secretary R.I.B.A. not later than Saturday,

27 September 1930.

LICENTIATES AND THE FELLOWSHIP.
The attention of Licentiates is called to the provisions

of Section IV, Clause 4 (b) and (ci) of the Supplemental
Charter of 1925. Licentiates who are eligible and
desirous of transferring to the Fellow'ship can obtain full

particulars on application to the Secretary R.I.B.A.,

stating the clause under which they propose to apply for

nomination.

Competitions
BANGOR (CO. DOWN) LAY-OUT OF SEA-FRONT.
The Bangor (Co. Down) Borough Council invite

Architects and Town Planners to submit, in open com-
petition, designs for the lay-out of the sea-front in the

Borough.
Assessor: Professor Patrick Abercrombie, M.A. [F.].

Premiums
: £150 and £s^-

Last day for receiving designs, i September 193®-
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on
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application to Mr. J. Milliken, Town Clerk, Borough
Council Offices, Bangor, Co. Down. Deposit is.

^Conditions have not yet been received.]

CHELMSFORD : PUBLIC LIBRARY AND
MUSEUM.

The Chelmsford Corporation invite architects to submit,
in open competition, designs for a New Public Library and
Museum at a cost of jf25,ooo.

Assessor : Mr. H. V. Manchester [F.].

Last day for receiving designs, 14 June 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Air. G. E. Barford, Towm Clerk, Town
Clerk's Office, Chelmsford. Deposit £1 is.

ENNISKILLEN : NEW MASONIC HALL.
The Masonic body of Enniskillen invite architects

practising in Ireland, to submit, in competition, designs
for a new Masonic Hall to be erected in Enniskillen.

Assessor : Mr. John Seeds [F.].

Premium ; £50.
Last day for receiving designs, 30 Alay 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Mr. R. W. Smith, Hon. Secretary, Building
Committee, Alasonic Hall, Enniskillen, Deposit £1 is.

KlNGSTOxN-ON-THAMES : PUBLIC BATHS,
The Kingston-on-Thames Corporation invite architects

to submit in open competition, designs for the erection of

public baths, with the use of one as a public hall.

Assessor : Air. J. Ernest Franck [F.].

Premiums : £300, £200, £100 and £50.
Last day for receiving designs, 14 June 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Air. A. W. Forsdike, Town Clerk, Town
Clerk’s Office, Kingston-on-Thames. Deposit £i is.

LIVERPOOL : PROPOSED PIER HEAD
lAIPROVEMENTS.

The Liverpool City Council propose to offer premiums
of 1,000 guineas and 500 guineas in connection w'ith a

competition for the improv ement of the amenities of the

Pier Head. [Conditions are not yet available.]

LUTON : TOWN HALL.
The Town Council of Luton invite architects to submit,

in open competition, designs for a new Town Hall and
Alunicipal Buildings, at a cost of £250,000.

Assessor: Sir A. Brumwell Thomas F. .

Premiums : £500, £300, £200, and £100.
Last day for receiving designs, 31 July 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on
application to Air. W. Smith, Town Clerk, 2 Upper
George Street, Luton. Deposit £2 2S.

WEST HUMBERSTONE : LIBRARY.
The Leicester Corporation propose to invite local

architects to submit, in competition, designs for a

Library, to be erected at West Humberstone.
Assessor : Air. Hugh Gold [F.].

Premiums: £75, £50 and £25.
[Conditions are not yet available.]
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WORTHING : MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS.
The Corporation of Worthing invite architects to

submit, in open competition, designs for new Municipal
Buildings, to be erected in Chapel Road, Worthing.

Assessor : ]Mr. Henry V, Ashley, V.-P.R.I.B.A.

Premiums : £350, £250, £150 and £50.
Last day for receiving designs, 5 July 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on
application to Air. J. Kennedy Allerton, Town Clerk,

Worthing. Deposit £i is.

Members’ Column
CHAXGE OF ADDRESS.

IVIessrs. Robert Atkixsox have removed from 36 Bedford
Square, W.C.i. Their new address is 126 Wigmore Street, W.i.
Telephone Xo. : Weibeck 41 16.

PRACTICE WAXTED.
Member wishes to purchase an old-established practice, West of

England or South Coast preferred, or would entertain a partnership

in a firm of standing.—Apply Box 2640, c,o The Secretary R.I.B.A.,

9 Conduit Street, W.i.

PARTXERSHIP OR PRACTICE WAXTED.
Yol'XG Architect, taking final A.R.I.B.A. next year, wishes to

enter office, preferably in London, with view to partnership or

purchase of practice. Capital available.—Apply Box 2540, c,o The
Secretary R.LB.A., 9 Conduit Street, W.i.

AMALGAMATiqX WAXTED.
F.R.I.B.A., with new but promising practice in Birmingham, is

desirous of amalgamating with established architect or firm in the

City as Junior Partner. Wide experience in domestic, public and
industrial wmrk, also surveying and civil engineering. Highest
credentials.—Apply Box 1740, c,oThe Secretary R.LB.A.

, 9 Conduit
Street, W.i.

APPOIXTMEXT VACAXT.
Applicatioxs are invited for the post of Deputy Architect and

Surveyor on a large London Estate. Salary £700 per annum.
Highest qualifications and professional and administrative abilities

essential. State age, details of training, experience to Box 6530,
c,'o The Secretary g Cond iit Street, W.i,

OFFICE TO LET.
Furnished offices to let in Portman Square diurict, London.

Lately occupied by an architect in continuous practice there for

35 vears. Offices consist of three rooms ground floor, two rooms in

exceptionally well-lighted 1 asernent, wnth lavatory, sink room and
twm w.c.’s. Completely fitted with all necessary desks and furniture

of every kind
;

suitable for large staff. Architect tenant preferred.

—

Applv Box 2340, c ‘o The Secretarv R.LB.A., 9 Conduit Street, W.i.

CLERK OF WORKS.
I SHOULD be grateful to any IMember of the Institute who w^ould

recommend a thoroughly reliable Clerk of Works for Institutional

work in the provinces likely to mature at the end of June and to last

about a year. Reply Box 4630, c o Secretary" R.LB.A., 9 Conduit
Street, \V

OFFICE ACCOMMODATIOX WAXTED.
Fellow of the Institute desires to meet another Member, pre-

ferablv young, with a view to sharing office accommodation and
running expenses —Apply Box 2520, c o The Secretary R. I B A.,

9 Conduit Street, London, W i.

Minutes XIV
Session 1929-1930,

At the nvelfth General Meeting (Ordinary') of the Session,

1929-1930, held on Monday, 28 April 1930, at 8 p.m.

Sir Banister Fletcher, F.S.A., President, in the Chair.

The attendance book was signed by 20 Fellow's (including

4 membeis of Council), 15 Associates, 2 Licentiates (including

I Member of Council), i Hon. Associate and a large number of

visitors.

The Minutes of the Ordinary and Business General Meet-
ings held on 7 April 1930, having been published in the

Journal, w’ere taken as read, confiimed, and signed as coirect.

The Hon. Secretary' announced the decease of :

—

Frederic Foster, transferred to the Licentiate Class in 1925 ;

Walter West Alabson, elected Licentiate 1911 ;

and it was Resolved that the regrets of the Institute for their

loss be entered on the Minutes, and that a message of sympathy
and condolence be conveyed to their relatives.

The follow'ing members attending for the first time since

their election w ere formally' admitted bv the President :—

•

Mr .Cecil G. Butler [F.].

Air. R. Wynn Owen [F.].

The President having referred to the recent election of Sir

Edw'in Cooper as an Associate of the Royal Academy, it w'as

Resolved by' acclamation that hearty congratulations be con-
veyed to Sir Edwin on the honour that had been conferred
upon him.

Professor A. E. Richardson, F.S.A. [F.], having read a

Paper on “ Architects’ Drawings of 1800-1850,” a discussion
ensued, and on the motion of Air. Charles Aitken, Director
of the National Gallery, Alillbank, seconded by' Professor
Beresford Pite, Hon. ALA. Cantab. [F.], a vote of thanks
w as passed to Professor Richardson by acclamation and w-as

briefly responded to.

The proceedings closed at 9.25 p.m.

ARCHITECTS’ BENEVOLENT SOCIETY
{Insurance Department).

HOUSE PURCHASE SCHEME
(for property' in Great Britain only).

The Society is able, through the services of a leading
Assurance Office, to assist an Architect (or his client) in
securing the capital for the purchase of a house for his

own occupation, on the following terms :

—

Amount of Loan.
Property' value exceeding £666, but not exceeding

£2,500, 75 per cent, of the value.

Property value exceeding £2,500, but not exceeding

£4,500, 66

1

per cent, of the value.

The value of the property' is that certified by the Sur-
veyor employed by the Office.

Rate of Interest
In respect of loans not exceeding£2,ooo 5 J per cent, gross.

„ „ in excess of „ 5I
Repayment.

By means of an Endowment Assurance which dis-

charges the loan at the end of 1 5 or 20 years, or at the
earlier death of the borrow'er.

Special Concession to Architects.
In the case of houses in course of erection, it has been

arranged that, provided the Plan and Specification have
been approved by the Surveyor acting for the Office,
and the amount of the loan agreed upon, and subject to
the house being completed in accordance therewith.
One Half of the loan will be advanced on a certificate

from the Office’s Surveyor that the walls of the house
are erected and the roof on and covered in.

Note.—In 1928, over £20,000 was loaned to archi-
tects under this scheme, and as a result over £100 was
handed to the Benev'olent Fund.

If a quotation is required, kindly send details of your
age next birthday, approximate value of house and its

exact situation, to the Secretary Architects’ Benevolent
Society, 9 Conduit Street, London, W.

R.LB.A. JOURNAL.
Dates of Publication.— 1930.—24 May'; 7, 21 June;

12 July; 9 August; 20 September; 18 October.
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London and Birmingham Railway
;
Entrance to Euston Station. By T. AUom. Philip Hardwick, Architect

R.I.B.A. Collection

Architects’ Drawings of 1800-1851
BY PROFESSOR A. E. RICHARDSON, F.S.A. [F.].

(A Paper read before the Royal Institute of British Architects on Monday^ 28 April 1930.)

I
WILL endeavour as far as possible to treat

this subject in a non-controversial spirit. The
drawings on exhibition represent, in the main,

part of the splendid collection of this Institute. In

addition there are the perspective reconstructions

of old Rome by Professor C. R. Cockerell, loaned

by the Council of the Royal Academy. It was the

desire of the Committee responsible for this

exhibition to have obtained the loan of some of the

drawings belonging to the Soane Museum, but un-

fortunately the request could not be granted. We
were more fortunate in obtaining the superb draw-
ings by John C. Bourne from the Directors of the

London Midland and Scottish Railway. Among
the many acknowledgments due for the loan of

perspective drawings I will include the names of

Professor Hughes and Mr. Oldrid Scott. The exhi-

bition can be summed up very briefly—strong on the

classic side, not fully representative on the Gothic,

supreme in pictorial representation.

Your first impression will be that these drawings

are chiefly distinguished by restraint. Next to that

you will agree as to their individual merit, and their

value as historical statements. To-night w^e are in

contact with evidences associated with the youth of

this Institute, and with a period when draughtsman-
ship and architecture were synonymous terms.

It has been said that art, to attain the zenith of

perfection, needs the collective support of the
nation. But there must be individual genius to

deserve encouragement. I do not claim superlative

qualities for all the drawings. There are some
placed in the outer corridor by the critical com-
mittee which are ordinar}\ But I can say with the
fullest confidence that the best will never be
equalled. Regarded broadly the period was not in

itself propitious for art, the artists themselves
complained of the chaos and Babylonian con-
fusion. Democracy was already powerful, the old
traditions formed so many obstacles, the forces

of industry aimed a deadly blow at cultural leisure.

We have to turn to the second half of the eighteenth
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century, the period so engaging and so diabolically

clever, in order to apprehend the meaning of

architectural draughtsmanship during the first

half of the nineteenth century. At this period the

population was comparatively small, industry just

balanced agriculture, the middle classes were
imitating their betters. It was a time receptive

of classicalities from France, Italy and Greece.
We view this period from a comfortable van-
tage point. The scenes pass before us as in a

timed gallantry show. In the cities, towns and
villages the mediaeval skeleton could be seen

beneath the diaphanous Latin cloak. We recall

old London, the tortuous streets, the curious

signs, the bow-fronted shops, the busy transport

centres of Southwark and Smithfield. There is the

theatre in Drury Lane, the new clubs of St.

James’s, the sedan chairs, postchaises and heavy
wagons. There are the watchmen with their rattles

and lanthorns, the red-waistcoated Bow Street

runners, the hangings at Newgate and Tyburn,
the flagellations in and out of Bridewell. Beyond
London stretched the roads, the age-old veins along

which circulated some small part of the life-blood

of the nation. Hogarth and Rowlandson have left

precise information on these matters. When we
delve into the most fascinating literature that has

ever been written we awaken to the posturing and
the brutality. But the art of architecture flourished.

The connoisseur criticised the growing streets, the

draughtsmen found scope to illustrate the scenery

of London and Westminster. George Morland
painted the unspoiled countryside and Joseph Far-

rington explored the scenery of mountains, towns
and rivers. Thanks to the presence of so many en-

gravers of French extraction, the art of the limner

was regarded as the province of the foreigner. It

was thought that style in art was best when im-
ported. The picture gallery for the man in the

street was the print shop. In the meantime a new
coterie of native artists was being recognised, and
it was not long before the print sellers, Sayer,

Bowles and Carrington, and Alderman Boydell,

added views of buildings to their ordinary stock.

Another factor was the growing custom of bringing

back perspective views of foreign buildings. Earlier

in the centur}^ the Society of Dilletanti had advo-

cated foreign travel. For a long time both patrons

and architects had been in touch with foreign

schools and artists. As a result architectural

draughtsmanship began to improve. The classical

bias was well catered for. On the Gothic side the

woodcuts in the Gentlemen^s Magazine led eventu-
ally to the revived taste for mediaeval work. When
George the Third came to the throne a very con-
siderable body of engravers and topographical

draughtsmen were in existence. Some of these men
had visited Italy, others France. They had seen the

perspective drawings of Bibiena and Pannini, some
were familiar with the illustrations of old Rome and
the outpourings of Piranesi. The principal inspira-

tion, however, came from France, particularly from
draughtsmen with the ability of Louis and Cleris-

seau. It is clear that events were shaping toward
definite leadership. The desire for analytical train-

ing eventually led to the document known as the
“ Instrument,” and the founding of the Royal
Academy. Henceforth the vitality of English
limning was to be strengthened. There was to be
more geometry and greater accuracy in presenta-
tion.

Among the architects Sir William Chambers
studied under Clerisseau and the Brothers Adam
had recourse to the drawings of Andreas Coner
and Antonio Zucchi. With the founding of the
Academy schools and the appointment of accredited
professors, students were in time sent to Rome.
Meanwhile Stuart and Revett astonished the archi-
tects by publishing their researches at Athens.
Some of the earliest essays in water colour were in
preparation at the hands of the skilful Paul Sandby,
and Canelleto found in the spires and the river of
London inspiration equal to Venice. Another
important factor which must not be overlooked is

the elder Malton’s treatise on perspective which
appeared in 1774. Draughtsmen were now drawing
with accuracy

;
they employed delicate lines and

heightened their work with bistre washes. The
majority of architects, it should be noticed were
content to draw in elevation. Thomas Sandby was
an exception

;
he it was who indulged his fancy

for perspective views of interiors. The chief
architectural draughtsman of the third quarter
of the eighteenth centuiy^ was Thomas Malton,
whose first employment was to illustrate the chief
buildings designed by Sir Robert Taylor. In my
own collection there is a small pencil study by this
draughtsman for the principal apartment at Heven-
ingham. This drawing is interesting as a basis for
the aquatint copies which ensued.
The next departure came when Thomas, son of

the elder ]Malton, published his pictorial views
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of London and Westminster, a work generously

subscribed by the public, and followed later by
views of Dublin. For these reasons the period,

1790-1800, can be regarded as the beginning of the

fashion for architectural perspectives which has

been continued to the present day. Among the

later architects of the eighteenth century Soane was
the first to realise the advantage of perspectives to

illustrate his own work. He it was who had been
advised by Sir William Chambers to study Piranesi,

and he never forgot the advice. The collection of

perspectives at his museum in Lincoln's Inn Fields

is instructive. Returning to the drawings by the

Maltons, we find them to be models of precision.

The view point is invariably reasonable, the main
building well placed and the surrounding scenery

clearly shown. There are two representative draw-

ings on view, the most striking being the west

front of St. Paul’s Cathedral (Fig. i).

Malton teaches us to view the buildings with

eighteenth century eyes. It would not be difficult to

make complete reconstructions to scale from such

evidences as he provides. These are architectural

drawings, somewhat cold, but convincing as state-

ments of concrete fact. The coloured aquatint of

the Post Office, Dublin, made from Johnston’s

working drawings, belongs to the same category

(Fig. 2). The drawing by Thomas Girtin of St.

Martins-le-Grand, with St. Paul’s in the distance,

provides a marked contrast. This is frankly a

pictorial view with the surging life of the streets

as a foil.

The eighteenth centur}" was about to end, but

it was to shed its lustre upon the first quarter of

the epoch to come. By the year 1800, London was

expanding with feverish haste in a westerly direc-

tion. Scaffolding enshrouded the Bank of Eng-

land, the speculative builders were carrying out

the designs of architects acting for noble land-

owners. Vast acreages of brickwork gave formal

value to fashionable streets of the first, second and

third degree. While Rowlandson worked under

the direction of Ackermann, Westall was preparing

his views of country seats and middle-class villas.

Brighton had become the chief watering place, and

travellers by mail and stage speculated on the

latest whims of roadside taste.

Two drawings in this exhibition are representa-

tive of the facility of architects of the time for

perspective. Both these drawings show West-

minster Abbey. They are the work of J. T.

Groves, architect and clerk of works to St. James’s,

Whitehall, and Westminster. The style of

draughtsmanship and colouring suggest acquaint-

ance with the work of Joseph Farington. It should

be noted that this artist worked delicately and with

care. Every detail was just pencilled in, and recourse

to the mahogany paint box, supplied by Reeves and
Inwood, was deferred to the last moment. These
two drawings by Groves are of exceptional in-

terest, not only as renderings of a group of Gothic

buildings, but by reason of the application of slight

colouring to a careful architectural perspective.

At this time the Continent of Europe was closed to

English travellers. The short lived Treaty of

Amiens, 1802-3, opened men’s eyes to the

scale of the buildings in Paris. Copies of Bal-

tard’s book were in demand and contemporary
French taste was in process of being translated.

When the struggle with Napoleon began again,

English architects, who had the opportunity, jour-

neyed by sea to Greece and further afield. Robert
Smirke, the eldest son of the painter, was among
the first. His perspective drawings of the Par-

thenon are now in the British Museum. There
was now a passion for Greek art. Fuseli, the

keeper of the Royal Academy Schools, never tired

of shouting to the students “ the Greeks vere Gods,
the Greeks vere Gods !

” In i8io, C. R. Cockerell,

then a mere youth, left England to begin the tour
which established his reputation. Previously in

1806 his father had sent him to study the chief

architectural objects of interest in the West of
England. From the first Cockerell displayed
talent. The sketches he made with a light, sure
touch include men, animals, and buildings. At
Carmarthen, he sketched the gaol which had just

been built by John Nash, and his critical eye
noticed defects in the design. A contemporary of
Cockerell’s, Charles Barry, did not leave England
until 1817, to proceed through France to Italy,

Greece and Eg\^pt. Barry was a fine pictorial

draughtsman and he sketched incessantly. The
beauty of his sketches was so apparent that many
noted publishers were eager to secure rights of
publication. So far I have indicated the classical

side of the development of architectural draughts-
manship. I have endeavoured to show the affilia-

tion that existed between architects and painters,
the value of perspective and water colour.
Although architects were studying Roman and

Italian buildings, the barometer of taste pointed
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towards Greece. It is clear therefore that the

draughtsmanship of the early nineteenth century^

assisted the Greek Revival in a way undreamt of

by the pioneers. Other influences, however, were

in action. The romantic movement was gaining

ground together with an eclecticism that envisioned

all antiquity from China to Peru. We have to

turn for a brief space to the painters. Two names
are prominent, Thomas Daniell, R.A., a painter of

landscapes, architecture and oriental scenery, and

the great Turner who gathered the whole force

of late eighteenth century technique into one

individualistic expression.

Daniell enjoyed a considerable reputation as a

painter of architectural scenery. The famous

drawing of the double bridge over the Pool, which

he made for the younger Dance, proves his skill in

this connection. But it was his drawings of palaces

made during his tour in India that brought him
recognition from the Prince of Wales. And these

were the drawings which resulted in the instruc-

tions to Nash for the Royal Pavilion at Brighton,

that strange Indo-Georgian pumpkin fantasy

which, gimcrack as it is, defies both time and public

opinion.

Turner, who was born in 1775, began his career

by copying the drawings of Paul Sandby and other

drawings of buildings which he borrowed. As a

boy he worked in the office of Thomas Hardwick,

where he made drawings of country houses and

tinted architectural elevations. From the outset

he was a great collector of drawings, and it was

due to his training in Hardwick’s office that he

produced such classical compositions as Carthage.

Turner’s early drawings of Gothic architecture

are crude enough. He is seen at his youthful best

as a limmer of buildings in the drawing he made
of Cassiobury for the “ New Vitruvius Brittanicus.”

From the foregoing will be deduced three im-

portant facts. The first concerns perspective

drawing, which owed its perfection to the elder

Malton. The second concerns the skill of the

architectural draughtsmen in understanding the

atmosphere of buildings, a peculiar quality of the

work of the Maltons, father and son. The third

point shows the sympathy that existed between

the architectural draughtsman and the painter,

particularly so in the matter of figures and

accessory groupings.

Moreover, these men inherited the classical

tradition in pictorial representation. The masses of

03

their drawings are always considered. There is

design in the light and shade, the foreground and
the figures. The tradition of the brown tree,

brought to perfection by Wilson, Girtin, Louther-
bourg and Turner, caused the painter architects to

follow suit. Such close affinity between architects

and painters could not have resulted save for the

founding of the Royal Academy. There was yet

another factor, namely, the growing interest of the

middle classes in matters of art. Ackermann, the

principal entrepreneur of the early years of the

nineteenth century, foresaw the change and the

eagerness of the public to participate in things of

artistic moment. He it was who directed the skill

of Rowlandson. The illustrations in Dr. Syntax

give accurate ideas of interior furnishing of the time.

Pyne’s Microcosms of London, illustrated by
drawings made conjointly by the elder Pugin
and Rowlandson, were also of moment. Pyne’s

Royal Residences was an Edition de Luxe. Such
works, together with drawings by Garrard, did

much to stimulate interest, while the famous
Repository of Art, published in parts by Acker-

mann, kept pace with the luxury of the age. The
public were now accustomed to reading illustra-

tions. The demand for perspective views in-

creased. Hosmer Shepherd was engaged to illus-

trate a pictorial guide to London. He was an

accomplished pencil draughtsman and almost in-

variably drew in line. Another draughtsman was
Buckler, to whom we are indebted for the magnifi-

cent drawings of almost every church and village

in Hertfordshire.*

There can be no doubt that the great advantage

of visualising buildings in perspective added to the

character of contemporary architecture. The
architects conceived their buildings much in the

same way as painters determine the treatment of

their canvas. In addition, despite the mediaeval

windings of the streets of the City of London, rarely

do we find a building of the period out of place.

The rigid formality of the western streets of London
no less than the picturesque grouping of the

classical frontages in Regent Street called for

pictorial skill of no mean order.

I have remarked on the influence of Piranesi

and the effect of the etchings on the mind of Soane
when he was a student at Rome. The full effect

can be seen in the drawings of Soane’s own build-

• These drawings are now in possession of the Abbey Church
at St. Albans.
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ings, and it used to be a feature of the internal

vistas at the Bank of England, It was Piranesi

who inspired Joseph Gandy, who, born in 1771,

became a pupil of James Wyatt. He made his

first design for a triumphal arch at the Royal

Academy School and afterwards studied at Rome.
Although not a success as an architect, he was highly

accomplished as a draughtsman. (Fig. 3.) The four

fantasies shown in the present exhibition are im-

possible as buildings, but they convey something of

of photography pictorial draughtsmanship was
supreme. In the lesser spheres, Scharf was making
studies of the London streets, drawing shops, in-

teriors, and street scenes with amazing skill.

Neither should the name of George Maddox be

forgotten, for it was this teacher who instructed

Smirke and Cockerell when they were young.
George Maddox was forty years of age in 1800.

He had seen the success of the Adams brothers,

he had worked on the remodelling of the Pantheon

Fig. 3.

—

Imaginative Composition. By Joseph Gandy
R.I.B.A. Collection

Piranesian rhetoric in Greek form. As drawings,

these fantasies are of somewhat even tone and are

lacking in definition, but they are symbols of the

fervour for Greek art which pertained at the close

of the Regencv. John Nash, the architect, was not

a great draughtsman, he must be considered as an

organiser and a selector.

While new guides were in preparation to show

current Metropolitan improvements, particularly

the volumes prepared by the elder Pugin, assisted

bv a group of architects, the painters were not in-

active in the sphere of topography. I have but to

mention the names of Cotman, Bonington, Shotter

Boys, Frederick and Joseph Nash, Clarkson Stans-

field and Prout to show that prior to the invention

in Oxford Street in 1790. In addition, he assisted

many famous architects, including Soane. As a

painter in oils he enjoyed a considerable reputa-
tion, exhibiting for many years at the Royal Society
of British Artists. In these works his style was
similar to that of Gandy. Contemporary archi-
tects valued these free compositions for the fanciful

ideas they showed. His chief contribution to the
cause of architecture was his private school for

drawing.* Maddox died at the age of eighty-three,
and almost to the last he was engaged making
drawings for his professional friends.

Draughtsmanship was progressing, the vogue

In i860, Det-imub Burion presented the Institute with an
album ot drawinus b\ hjs old m<..ster.
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of the architectural perspective had come into
being. William Wilkins was content to show his

largest building in lines measuring not more than
fifteen inches, but Vulliamy and others preferred
a framed picture at least three feet wide. The
traditional manner of detailed presentation per-
sisted, as did the system of keeping to three tints

at the most for the rendering. Fashion growing
tired of Greek, favoured Italian, Elizabethan and
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draughtsman. When the Gothic revival reached
>ts height, almost every country parson kept a

sketch book going.

So far, the general tendencies of the period have
been touched upon. It remains to introduce the
name of an artist whose work has long been for-

gotten, John C. Bourne. Thanks to the courtesy
of the London Midland and Scottish Railway, the
Royal Institute is enabled to exhibit the majority

ARCHITECTS’ DRAWINGS OF 1800-51

Fig. 5.—Great Ventilating Shaft, Kilsby Tlt^^nel. By J, C. Bourne

Lent by the London Midland and Scottish Railway

Gothic in turn, and the vogue in each case can be

gauged from the illustrated works of the late

’thirties and early ’forties.

I will not attempt an analysis of the qualities

inherent in the lithographs of Thomas William
Shotter Boys. The exhibition includes a number
of original lithographs. This brilliant draughts-

man studied in Paris, and exhibited at the Royal

Academy. He portrayed early Victorian London
and executed lithographed and engraved Ruskin’s

stones of Venice. Ruskin himself was no mean

of the drawings he made in 1837. The subject

of the drawings is the building of the London and
Birmingham Railway. Little is known of the

early learning of this brilliant draughtsman, who
equals if he does not outshine his contemporary^
Shotter Boys. His drawings prove him to have
been a master of the pictorial art. Whether he
engaged to draw buildings or scenery he never
failed to state sufficient to fire the imagination.

His drawings, moreover, are masterly in contrast

and design. I will mention the one which, in my
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opinion, is the best, the entrance to Euston. Not

only is this series of pencil and wash drawings

illustrated and sparkling but we apprehend how
the first great railway company regarded archi-

tecture, art, and engineering. In more senses

than one the London and Birmingham Railway is a

classic line. It begins with the Greek Doric

portal at Euston, ascends the labyrinthine corridor

of Regents Park (Fig. 4, frontispiece), becomes

Piranesian at Primrose Hill, crosses innumerable

Roman viaducts, based on aqueducts, enters a

24 May 1930

all works of art were to be presented under glass.

Glass shades were the order of the day for loco-

motive trains and wax fruit. But the exhibition

had the effect of concentrating opinion on the

value of the old handicrafts, and we owe the

founding of the Museum at Kensington, with its

manifold treasures, to the venture of 1851.

Draughtsmanship in the interim had by no

means languished. Architects took their tone

from Turner and their figures from Cattermole

and Gavarni. The most serious competition was

Fig. 6.—Birmingham Station. By J. C. Bourne

Lent by the London, Midland and Scottish Railway Co.

Cloaca Maxima at Kilsby (Fig. 5), crosses a

Gothic bridge at Rugby, the latter a concession to

Dr. Arnold at Pugin, and finally terminates at

the back of a Palladian Ionic office at Bir-

mingham (Fig. 6). It is, indeed, curious that the

termination of the eighteenth century spirit in

building should have found expression in the

construction of a railway.

The Great Exhibition of 1851 came fortuitously

to mark the end of an epoch. One of the drawings

on view shows how colours came to be regarded.

It was thought that the millenium was in sight.

to come from photography. Photography/'

exclaimed Frith, it is a foe-to-graphic art,’' and

to some extent it became inimical to architecture.

We have now to review some of the drawings

exhibited. I have referred to the four fantasies

by Gandy. These are freely composed, Greek in

spirit but not in conception. There is something

of the megolithic in their impossibility. The tone

of the drawings, bistre and blue, is not unattractive.

As pictorial designs they lack spontaneity. The
drawing showing the interior of St. George’s Hotel

by Goodchild, Cockerell’s assistant, is a sectional
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perspective. In this, perspective colour is intro-

duced with the object of showing the marbled
finishings. The figures are well grouped and
show acquaintance with the style of Gavarni.

The engineer’s drawings of the High Level Bridge

at Newcastle-on-Tyne are extremely explicit, and
true specimens of technical drafting skill. It is

evident that the designer understood proportion

and the use of material. Slender piers are shown
carrying the double-decked bridge across the

river in an uncompromising way. As a dramatic

tour de force, this bridge does not compare with the

modern one near by, but at the time of its erection

it was considered a wonder. It must be remem-
bered, to the credit of the early engineers that they

were eager not to offend. They were, moreover,

experimenting. Two drawings are exhibited, both

by John Dobson, of the Central Station, Newcastle.

Here the subject is frankly a mid-nineteenth

century version of a Palladian theme (Fig. 7).

John Dobson was born in the year 1787. At a

very early age, he showed a remarkable talent for

drawing. As a child, he drew upon the gates and
shutters of the cottages of his native village. The
village schoolmaster, it is said, gave him his first

set of drawing materials. At the age of eleven,

he made designs for a damask weaver and at fifteen

his father placed him under David Stephenson of

Newcastle. Although destined to be an architect,

nothing could keep him from painting. It is not

surprising that he studied enamel work under

Swiss and Italian refugees, and later water-colour

drawing under John Varley, As an architectural

draughtsman, Dobson is in the first rank. He
invariably designed in perspective. His first care

was to study the genius loci and to fit his buildings

to the surroundings. His skill as a painter is seen

in the handling of the pictorial groups in the

perspectives. There is evidence also in the

drawing of Jesmond Cemetery, that he was

influenced by Turner’s paintings. The Institute is

also fortunate in possessing some important draw-

ings by Harvey Lonsdale Elmes. These include

the first studies for St. George’s Hall (Fig. 8) and

the competition drawing for the Royal Exchange,

London. But attention must be given to the two

slight bistre drawings of St. George’s Hall. The
larger of these drawings proves that at the hands

of a master superfluous matter can be omitted.

As a young man, Elmes was influenced by the

etchings of Piranesi, which he studied when in the

office of the older Goodridge at Bath. On occasion

he could depart from the definitely classical as,

for example, when he competed for the Pauper
Schools at Liverpool.

As a draughtsman, Elmes was gifted, he had the

power of setting down his ideas to convince him-
self. It is clear from his perspective drawings
that they were made to satisfy his own regard for

an ensemble. Hence the directness and the

clarity of statement. He had no use for tricks,

and although his drawings lack design in the

pictorial sense, they stand as works of the mind.
The Roman reconstructions, loaned bv the

Council of the Royal Academy, include the Temple
of Jupiter Capitolinus, the Forum of Nerva, the

Temple of Julius C^sar, Interior of the Ulpian
Basilica (Fig. 9), and the Tepidarium of the Baths of

Caracalla (Fig. 10). These masterly drawings show
the skill of Professor Cockerell at his best. There
are no other architectural drawings to mv knowledge
showing such economy of effort combined with
force. With the exception of the drawing of the
Tepidarium, which is in bistre, the other drawings
are executed in tempera

;
the method is extremely

difficult to describe. The reconstructions were
based on the information of Canina, with whom
the professor was in close touch. They were
prepared by Professor Cockerell for the benefit

of the students at the Royal Academy and together
with his famous “ drop curtain ” view of famous
buildings (Fig. ii), and “ a tribute to the tenory of
Sir Christopher Wren,” were a source of inspiration
to very young architects. Cockerell was a draughts-
man of the first rank. His sketch books show
his versatility. Nothing came amiss to his pencil,

pen or brush. Greek detail, landscape, an
etching of the Acropolis, a delicate water colour,
intricate mosaic, or delineation of sculpture, he
could set anything down. He had trained himself
to think of the ultimate effect of his designs, not
their effect on paper. He possessed the skill of.

a painter combined with the eye of a sculptor.
When his drawings are studied, you will observe
the accent given to the structural qualities. This
is especially noticeable in his drawings of rocks
and landscapes. The lessons he had learnt from
George Maddox were not disregarded. The facility

of expression which Cockerell enjoyed was gained
slowly. His earliest drawings are laboured, not
so the later ones, and it is clear that bv industry
he trained himself to concentrate on essentials.
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It was my privilege to obtain the loan of his original

sketch books and free studies for some years,

therefore I speak with some feeling as to Cock-
erelhs methods. Gothic did not attract him. It

is true for a time he dallied with the idea of

testing the possibilities of the early Renaissance

survival of the late eighteenth century method of

illustrating buildings. The architects of the day
followed one another in the matter of coloured

perspective drawings very closely, as can be seen

from the drawing of the Arch at the Head of

Constitution Hill and the Screen at Hyde Park by

Fig. 10.—Restoration of the Thermae of Caracalla. By C. R. Cockerell, R.A.

Lent by the Royal Academy

in England
;
the design for the Houses of Parlia-

ment was conceived in this vein. At another time

he bowed to fashion and undertook to lecture on

Gothic architecture. His sympathies, however,

were frankly classic. In a different category are

the two aquatints by Garling, showing the Corn
Exchange at Guildford. Here is to be seen a

Decimus Burton. The drawing of the Royal
Arcade at Newcastle-on-Tyne by Dobson is

chiefly interesting, by reason of the waggons and
the people. This building is not one of Dobson’s
best, but I commend the figures to your notice.
The drawing, unfortunately, falls into two parts,
the picturesque groupings being the stronger.
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The lithographs by Shotter Boys are taken from
the published Continental series, a rare copy of

which is in the Institute librar}\ Another prolific

architectural draughtsman of the early nineteenth

century, Professor T. L. Donaldson, is represented

by a view of a Temple of Victory.” (Fig. 12).

This design is in the nature of a fantasy. The
details are minute and at the same time clever,

but, interesting as it is, the equality of the pictorial

massing is too even and the presentation loses in

dramatic force.

a gold medallion. The drawing was exhibited at

the Royal Academy in 1819 and is now in the Insti-

tute Collection (Fig. 13). Goldicutt’s drawings are

meticulous in execution
;
they have the quality of

rare illuminated manuscripts. I would recommend
all students competing for the Owen Jones and,

indeed, all interested in colour decoration and
presentation to study Goldicutt’s methods. The
aim of this architect was to state actual facts with

the greatest accuracy in elevation. From my know-
ledge of architectural drawings in the famous

Fig, 12.—Perspective View of a Temple of Victory, according to ANCiEN'r Usages. By Professor T. L. Donaldson
R.I*B.A. Collection

The superb drawing, by John Goldicutt, of the

interior of St. Peter’s at Rome demands more than

ordinary attention. It is not generally known that

Goldicutt, when a young man of twenty-three, made
a journey to Italy in 1816 to collect material for

books on antique architecture. The plates for

these works were etched by himself. He spent a

whole year measuring the interior of St. Peter’s,

including studies of the decoration and the paint-

ings. When the drawing was finished it was shown

to the Pope, who presented the young architect with

04

collections of Rome, Paris and Brussels, I have

never seen the equal of this interior of St. Peter’s.

Who among students to-day would be prepared to

devote a whole year to one drawing ? The original

drawings made by Quarenghi for Catherine of

Russia, some of which are in my private collection,

attempted something of this sort, but they fall

short of Goldicutt’s precision and charm of

presentation.

From this point I will mention the names of

architects whose power as contemporary draughts-
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men was admired. The best includes Edward
I’Anson, John Johnson, R. W. Heneker, E. Ash-
worth, Charles Fowler, John Davis, Benjamin
Ferrey, H. R. Ricardo, T. H. Lewis, James Lockyer

and D. Mocatta. The exhibition includes the

works of several of the former. The lithographs of

the Victualling Yard were made from Sir John
Rennie’s original drawings by Charles Purser, that

of London Bridge Station by C. Childs. We now
arrive at a point when two outstanding examples

of the artist architect’s skill must be considered.

The first in order of merit is the superb drawing

showing the galleries designed by Hamilton at the

base of Princes Street, Edinburgh. As a perspec-

tive drawing, this is a tour de force and an object

lesson to the draughtsmen of to-day. I recommend
all students to study this drawing. The second

drawing, also by Hamilton, shows the High School,

Edinburgh, with the Castle in the distance (Fig. 14).

From these magnificent perspective drawings you

will gather the impression that the architects of those

days were indeed giants. Apart from questions of

style, fashion, taste or anything else, the buildings

shown, appear to grow into position, as they do in

reality. I submit, therefore, that when perspective

drawing is properly employed it is an aid to archi-

tectural devisement. In the same category as the

two last I would place the delicately rendered

drawing of Donaldson’s Hospital at Edinburgh bv

W. H. Playfair.

It is unfortunate that the revived Gothic side of

the period should be so sparsely represented. True,

we have the elevations and sections of the Palace of

Westminster, which, all things considered ranks,

with St. George’s Hall as the finest contribution of

the early Victorian period. Dealing with the draw-

ings made under the direction of Sir Charles Barry,

we must look upon this set as having been prepared

after the completion of the works. These drawings

provide an index to architectural practice of the

day. They are so finely drawn that any detail can

be read without effort. We observe the building

to be structural in the true architectural sense. The
introduction of ironwork in the upper stages of the

Victoria Tower in the form of structural supports,

is alone a symptom of decline. There are others

who will say that the exploitation of the Gothic

style is the bigger sign of decline. Be this as it

may, there is no doubt of the fact that Barry

possessed a pictorial sense and the conventional

scenery of Westminster owes much to his skill.

Barry produced a classic plan
;
he wisely employed

St. AIary’s Chantry, Wakefield .

Sir George Gilbert Scott, Architect. Drawn by G. E. Street

Lent by Mr. C. M. Oldrivi Scott
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Pugin to assist him with the details, but Barry alone

conceived the silhouette, and he was enabled to do

this by reason of his early training in the fields of

topography. It is a pity that drawings by Pugin

were not forthcoming to increase the interest of this

remarkable exhibition. I for one should have wel-

comed the inclusion of some of the line drawings

which it is said were made with a carpenter’s pencil.

In their place we have drawings by Sir Gilbert

Scott and Edmund Street. The drawing of

Hillesden Church made by Scott when he was a

boy of sixteen is prophetic of the volume of work to

come. There is another drawing showing St.

Mary’s, Radford, his first church restoration and a

large detail of St. Nicholas, Hanbur}% made in 1842.

This latter is an ordinary office drawing. There is

the large coloured perspective of the office building

and Monument, Broad Sanctuary, Westminster,

and four charming water colour drawings of the

Abbey interiors made for the architect at the time

he was working on the fabric.

Ylore interesting are the free sketches made by

Street for Inkpen. We also view the initial work-

ings of an architect’s mind. Such drawings were

never intended to be exhibited, and for that reason

thev are self-possessed. Had there been space

more sketch books might have been shown. As it

happens, the Committee secured the loan of one of

Sir Gilbert Scott’s books, but it would have added

to the interest to have shown others. The draw-

ings by Phillip Hardwick afford evidence of

the ambidexterity of most architects in 'practice

between the years 1820-1850. Phillip Hardwick,

it will be remembered, designed the Great Hall at

Euston, and in fact influenced the architectural

policy of the Railway Company. On the Gothic

side he astonished his professional brethren by

designing the Hall and Library^ at Lincoln’s Inna

few years later, and after that appears in the capacity

of an exponent of both Gothic and Classic. Hard-

wick’s Gothic drawings include the interior of the

Town Hall, Durham, Lambeth Church restora-

tion, and the College of St. Columbus, Ireland, of

which part only was executed. It is perhaps to be

regretted that more suitable drawings illustrating

the Gothic revival have not been obtainable. There

is this to be said in extenuation. The earliest

works of the revival were, in the main, restorations

and reconstructions of ancient buildings. Such

drawings as exist of the lesser Gothic churches in

London, Brighton and other cities are too slight

and indefinite to do credit to the movement. The
period of large Academy perspectives illustrating

Gothic buildings did not begin until the next

decade. It should be remembered that we are

deprived of the later works of Sir Gilbert Scott,

Street, Burgess, Butterfield, Brooks and a legion of

others. The drawings on exhibition, however, do
afford fair evidence of the dominance of the classic

contribution.

Having seen the slides and the drawings on the

walls, you will agree that the most fruitful assistance

that can be given to the art of architecture is by the

encouragement of drawing. In the short space of

an hour you have viewed the labours of half a

century of the best architectural art. In the light

of present day experiences, these drawings and the

ideals they represent may appear dull. I will ask

you to judge them not impertinently as moderns,
but impartially as historians. Viewed thus with
dispassion the art of the first half of the nineteenth
century passes the test of the magnifying glass

tolerably well. The artists were not deficient in

the critical faculty. It is ridiculous to say that the
things these men contributed were futile. They
could not escape the trammels of their period.

Their best works were moulded by local and cir-

cumstantial factors. But they had the courage of
their convictions, they reverenced the tradition of
building and if they fell into the pitfalls of style that
was the fault of the economic conditions.

The period opened upon a struggle with France.
The drift of the rural population towards the
centres of industry was not acute. Agriculture
practically balanced industry. The landed classes

were in a position to control local affairs. Those
in a position to employ architects and encourage
artists were generally men of broad vision. The
Royal Academy was a potent force. The rules which
circumscribed the arts, militated against individu-
ality but prevented unbridled license. After the
Napoleonic wars all this was to change. Steam
power w as invented and art of the traditional type
made vainglorious efforts to keep pace. Hence
the use of the Greek Doric Order in cast iron and
Gothic panelling in the same material.
The newer forces of democracy came sweeping

on to further upset the equilibrium. Larger and
even larger public buildings were needed. The
iron order came to the assistance of the old order,
and made confusion worse confounded. The new
wine proved too strong for the old bottles. And
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yet with it all some sort of artistic equilibrium was

kept. The architects who had been trained as

draughtsmen thought in terms of perspective
;
their

struggle was to maintain discipline. Even the engi-

neers saw, or thought they saw, the force of the

argument. The pressure of democracy led to a

demand for bigger floor space, and this in turn led

to extravagant versions of the styles. It is, there-

fore, significant of the struggle for democratic

expression that the two greatest buildings of the

early Victorian period should have been the one

Classic and the other Gothic. In reality we have

the last symbols of the stand for stylistic tradition.

The Exhibition building of 1851 was frankly the

handing over of democracy to the Engineers. To-
day the Germans call it the beginning ofmodernism
Viewing these perspective evidences of the art of

a century ago, we cannot fail to be struck by the

consistency of the artists who laboured in very diffi-

cult times. The lesson to be learned is that true

building must never be bastard engineering and
that human ant heaps are intolerable. Another
lesson to be learned is that less than a century

ago both architects and the public appreciated

discipline in the design of buildings. On this

showing draughtsmanship was a contributory factor.

Discussion
THE PRESIDENT, SIR BANISTER FLETCHER, F.S.A., IN THE CHAIR.

Mr. CHARLES AITKEN (Director, National

Gallery, Millbank), in proposing the vote of

thanks, said : I do not think Professor Richardson

needs any bush after this fascinating lecture.

We all know his fine and splendid work in the

Duchy of Cornwall, the Bedfordshire churches, and

buildings in the City, and London University Hall.

The Slade School and the Royal College of Art

have been especially fortunate in having professors

like Richardson and Worthington, who have such a

vast knowledge of, and enthusiasm for, their subject

—

an almost explosive enthusiasm in the case of Professor

Richardson, which enables him to mesmerise his

students and causes his enthusiasm to pervade the

whole school. I think Professor Richardson has very

much at heart the desire that architects should meet

artists and the public half-way by the beauty and whole

aesthetic effect of their drawings, as we have seen in

the wonderful drawings which have been thrown on

the screen to-night. Artists have always paid a great

deference to architecture. We have, at the Tate, those

wonderful architectural drawings of Turner, and the

drawings of architectural subjects by artists, from

Sandley, Girtin, Cotman and Prout right down to the

times of Holland, Ruskin and Bone in our own time.

I think Professor Richardson is very anxious that

architects should meet artists in the same way.

Possibly that is easier now, because artists are so speci-

ally interested in rendering mass and three dimensional

volumes, so there is common ground for artists and

architects to meet on.

I believe that, on the Stock Exchange, certain com-

modities, such as rubber, are described as “ naughty,^*

and in the same way I think architecture is occasionally

liable to be naughty,'’ and I think that Professor

Richardson has a rather tender feeling for the

“ naughty " side of architecture. I always associate him

with Mansion-Houses. I was brought up in York,
where there is a fine old William IV Mansion House.
I remember him once mentioning Cheltenham and St.

Petersburg as two Meccas of architecture, and I made,
in consequence, a pilgrimage to Cheltenham, where I

found, amongst other treasures, a regular museum piece

of a pure William IV chemist’s shop, such as is dear

to Professor Richardson’s heart.

Professor BERESFORD PITE [F.], in seconding

the vote of thanks, said ;—It is to be regretted

that the school of artists who produced such interesting

examples of architectural draughtsmanship has ceased

to exist, but it should be remembered that this

is due, not so much to the spirit of the age and its

different outlook, as to the development of photographic

processes. Architectural drawing as an art suffered

from the introduction of lithography, zincography and
the toned block.

The school that has been illustrated to-night em-
braces a series of great artists, whose practice originated

in the topographical illustrations of seats, and whose
services were as necessary as those of the family limner.

The masters of water-colour, whose work made the

English school famous, owed their acquaintance with

detail and their interest in architecture to this training

and source of employment. It can be traced in the

work of Turner, while Coney, Prout, Mackenzie, than

whom no greater architectural draughtsman can be
cited, David Roberts, Harding, Callow and Cotman
are to be included in the review.

The draughtsmanship required by steel engraving is

of a high quality, and from the end of the sixteenth

century has been devoted to the art of architectural

illustration. The pioneers of these topographical

plates are the Du Cerceaux, who published the series
“ Les plus belles bastiments du france.” These were
imitated later in England by Vitruvius Brittanicus, and
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the art continued in the work of Le Keux, who engraved

the illustrations of Pugin’s examples. The invention of

lithography in the early nineteenth century had very

important results, and itself occasioned the work of the

best artists in a new and beautiful medium, which,

alas, has almost entirely passed out of use.

Professor Richardson has omitted to mention the

influence of composition upon the makers of architec-

tural scenes. The artistic spirit endeavours to compose
the elementals of the picture as a design having com-
position of line, of light and shade and colour. The
drawing exhibited by the accomplished architect, T. L.

Donaldson, shows this quality more markedly than the

work of Gandy—wEo, it may be added, w^as associated

as partner with Wilkins in his later work at the

National Gallery and in his masterpiece. University

College, Gower Street.

Air. J. L. HODGSON : In his lecture Professor

Richardson has exhibited an almost Piranesian facility

in contrasts, and in putting things in an interesting and
fascinating w^ay. And he himself is no mean draughts-

man. I do not know' how' many of you have seen the

thumb-nail pictures with which he has illustrated his

book on the small country house. They are amazing
presentations of each house, done in a few' lines, not a

line too much
;

and every line expressing, in a

Piranesian way, the things he wants to say. I am in

agreement with the last speaker in his condemnation
of what we have lost by the discovery and use of

photography. One has only to refer to the illustrated

papers and journals of 80 or 100 years ago to realise

how much more interesting and individual the

pictures made by artists instead of by photo-

graphers actually can be. I was looking, the other

day, at the book published by Dickinson, which
illustrates the Great Exhibition of 1851. There is no
record of any modern exhibition to compare with it.

In the illustrations by Nash, Hague and Roberts in that

book there is marvellous draw ing, w onderful colouring,

specific detail, and carefully selected and presented

fact. The book has a human interest which no group
of photographs, however good, can ever have.

It would be, to my mind, a most desirable result if

this fascinating lecture of Professor Richardson’s, to

wEich w e have listened, w'as to mark the commencement
of the re-presentation by means of individual and
skilful drawings by competent artists of the record of

contemporary buildings, places and events. Why
should we not have at least one journal illustrated by
drawings instead of photographs 1 It is all very well to

tell students they should acquire skill in draughtsman-

ship
;

but until there is again a demand for this, it is

useless to call for it.

We have the drawings of Piranesi and Bourne to

show' what can be done. Why should not some of our

young artists excel even them if given the necessary

encouragement }

Air. JASPER SALWEY [A.] : The matter which
has just been raised is a serious one in relation

to draughtsmanship—the question of photography.

Recently I have approached several journals in this

country and America with regard to the reproduction

of drawings of buildings and projects in Europe and
England particularly. I have been info imed that they

do not see their way to include such drawings because
the journals in almost every case are illustrated by
photographs.

You cannot, however, photograph buildings wEich
do not exist, and there the draughtsman’s opportunity
occurs. It is, however, strange, that such a compara-
tively limited use is made of perspective draw'ings.

Aluch is done—it is true—in the way of using small

perspective drawings for trying out ideas in offices and
for presenting schemes to clients also for exhibition

purposes. But it is a great pity that some movement
cannot be organised to exhort English journals to make
greater use of the existing latent pow ers of present-day
draughtsmen.

I am sure that some of the students and young
architects of to-day are capable of turning out wonder-
ful perspective drawings if they were encouraged to do
so. It is not often, how'ever, that draughtsmen are

—

nowadays—given the opportunity to work out any
really big drawings of this kind.

The technique and mechanical side of perspective
work has been developed, but there is comparatively
little opportunity for carrying out really important
draw'ings on a large scale.

Yet, just now', particularly when so many tremendous
ideas are being put forw ard for the rebuilding of dis-
tricts in London alone, what a marvellous opportunity
there might be for the draughtsman, for instance, with
regard to such schemes as the Charing Cross bridge.
Great illustrative drawings might be made of such
schemes if the opportunity w'ere offered.

I appreciated particularly Professor Richardson’s
remarks with regard to the relationship betw'een the
development of water-colour work and architectural
draughtsmen. There is no doubt that the actual
evolution of the medium of water-colour was
largely aided by the fact that it was enthusiastically
exploited by the architectural draughtsmen of the
time.

Air. \\
. J. LEA ERTON [F.] ; Professor Richardson

referred to Sir Charles Barry’s drawings of the Houses
of Parliament, but I do not think he showed any. The
w hole of the drawings of the Houses of Parliament are
in the Office of Works. Edward Barry, the son, was
made by the First Commissioner to hand them all over
to the Office of Works.
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Mr, J. S. CLELAXD [F.] (South Africa) also spoke.

Mr. LOUIS S. ROBERTSON (Australia) : Pro-

fessor Richardson made one little remark about per-

spective ;
I think he meant perspective in the composi-

tion of design. So many architects design their

buildings on paper without any consideration of the

perspective of the completed building. It was the

masterlv way in which the old artists put their designs

on paper that enabled the architect and builder to know
exactly what was required, and what the buildings

would look like.

The PRESIDENT : I am sure we have all been

very much interested in the paper to-night, and

I think most of us will look forward to the publica-

tion of the full paper in the R.I.B.A. Journal,

in which I hope Professor Richardson will be

able to give us some of the illustrations, although, of

course, they will be without colour. Professor Richard-

son is known to most of us as the Head of the very

important University School of Architecture, and I

always, myself, have great pleasure in looking forward

every Christmas to an Architectural Phantasy, which

he has produced during the preceding year—it takes

him nearly a year to produce it, I think. Some of these

Fantasies in the Christmas Number of The Builder are,

to my mind, the most pleasing and instructive pieces

of work that I have ever encountered. It shows that

Professor Richardson himself is a most accomplished

and most delicate draughtsman, and full of that

imagination which every architect should possess. It

gives me great pleasure to realise that we have a man
like him at the head of one of our great Schools of

Architecture, because I believe, with him, that an

architect should be able to draw, and to draw well
;
it

is a necessity if he is going to be successful in his

profession.

Now, ladies and gentlemen, the Royal Institute

Galleries contain a vast number of drawings, which

have been got together from our Library and other

sources, and I think you will find they will be of great

interest to you to study.

All I have to do now is to put to you the vote of

thanks, already proposed and seconded, to Professor

Richardson for his most admirable paper.

This was carried by acclamation.

Professor RICHARDSON replied.
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The Architect and the Engineer
BY SIDNEY TOY, F.S.A. [F.].

Bridges, railway stations, dams, and works of similar

character, though the special province of the civil

engineer, are often influenced by factors much beyond
his province. Their prominence and the relationship

they bear to their surroundings introduce questions of

plan and proportion, more proper to the architect than

to the engineer. It is clear that if the design is to be

a complete answer to all the questions involved it

should be under the direction of one supreme autho-

rity. This directing head must be capable of corre-

lating and satisfying all the conditions, not only of

skill and economy of construction, but of provision for

the future development of the neighbourhood in which
the new structure is to be placed. He must consider

also the relationship it will bear upon its surround-

ings and the aesthetic qualities of the structure itself.

In a small volume, recently published,* an American
engineer discusses the subject, and makes some deduc-

tions arising out of his own experience. Though one

may not approve of all the author’s deductions, or be

impressed A\ith his own essays at architectural embel-

lishment as illustrated in the volume, one cannot but

appreciate this attempt to approach the subject from
an engineer’s point of view. But the root of the

matter goes much deeper than is suggested in this

work.

In former days civic works were undertaken in the

same manner and spirit as all other works. It was
the normal experience of the Romans, the Byzantines,

and the builders of succeeding generations, to be faced

with entirely new* problems. The problems w*ere

assailed and solved precisely as w^as required by the

necessities of each case, and with due regard to all

the factors of construction, durability, and economy
with which w^e are faced to-day. But there was no

question of the relative province of the architect and

the engineer. An aqueduct had to be built in an

isolated and wild country in an awkw^ard position.

The w^ork was treated as a whole. Traditional prac-

tice and initiative combined to overcome the difficulties

presented and to produce a work which was usually

an object of beauty as well as a masterpiece of con-

struction. But it Avas beautiful because it satisfied all

the conditions postulated by the case—and it is to

be remembered that economy was normally one of the

most important—and because the difficulties it pre-

sented were solved in a most scientific manner. It

w'as beautiful for these reasons and for no other.

Fortifications, bridges, towers, and cisterns w*ere con-

structed on similar principles and owe their beauty

* The Ideals of Engineerwg Architecture. By Charles Evan
Fowler. Gillette Publishing Co. Chicago, 1929,

to the same cause. Such applied ornament as they

now^ possess, in many cases added at a later period,

seldom improves their effect, and by introducing

disturbing elements, often seriously compromises it.

In modern times so great is the demand for works
requiring especial engineering skill that expert know-
ledge is necessary both of the properties of steel, ferro-

concrete and other manufactured materials, and of the

manner of using the material, so that the thrusts of a

structure are neutralised and the w^eights properly

disposed. Specialised concentration on the subject is

therefore essential, and the severance of the architect

and the engineer is a natural consequence. The engi-

neer when unencumbered by external influence, and
when not himself under the impression that he must
embellish his work but allows it to express itself in its

owm forms, often produces results worthy in all re-

spects. The old timber viaducts of the Great Western
Railway in the West of England, for example, were
objects of beauty as well as examples of skilful con-
struction. But when the engineer endeavours to

embellish his work by applied ornament, or when, at

the last stage, an architect is employed to embellish it

for him the result is generally in the highest degree
unsatisfactory.

So the architect, untrammelled, has proved him-
self a master of construction as well as of form. And
this though his attention to-day is especially devoted
to the design of the great variety of buildings with
which he has to deal, and to the study of dignity of
proportion, the plastic treatment of building masses,
and the proper lay-out of streets. Given the oppor-
tunity he could doubtless still produce work not un-
worthy of Anthemius, Brunelleschi and Wren, w*ho are
among the first engineers as they are among the first

architects in history.

It is evident, howwer, that the problems of civic

building of the present day, intensified as they are
by the ever-growing increase of traffic, demand for
their solution the united effort of both the architect
and the engineer. But if the result is to be a success
the association must be fundamental. The difficulties

of the problem must be thrashed out and overcome
together. The architect is not a decorator to be called
in after the main principles of the scheme have been
settled.

In the course of years general knowledge of struc-
tural progress must have its effect on human appre-
ciation of aesthetic values, the requisite bulk of sup-
ports, and the breadth of spans. Traditional practice
has trained the eye to expect a certain bulk of support
for an obvious, or apparent, great weight. For the
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moment, therefore, the eye is offended, in this respect,

by such buildings as the church of Notre Dame du
Rainey, near Paris. But in the process of time as the

mind is able to grasp the fact that the support is

adequate to the weight placed upon it, the eye will

doubtless be offended when the supports are unneces-

sarily bulky.

The architect and the engineer must work together

in the closest concord. Architecture is of the very

essence of building, and in any civic scheme if the

architect is to be consulted at all he is the first person

from whom advice should be taken. If the engineer

has not made his work speak for itself then no architect

who has not waded through the problems of the case

step by step can make it speak for him. The archi-

tectural modelling, when it is done, must be done by

a mind w^hich appreciates thoroughly every funda-

mental principle of the construction. Nothing short

of this will stand the criticism of future generations

or the test of time.

Review
DECORATIVE ART. By ARNOLD SILCOCK.

THE STUDIO YEAR BOOK OF DECORATIVE
ART, 1930. Sm.fo, London, 1930.

The publication of the Year Book is an annual event

looked forw'ard to by all artists with keen expectation, and
this year the book is up to its usual high level in the

variety of the subjects illustrated and in their presentation.

In furniture and interior decoration the English de-

signers and manufacturers more than hold their own wath

their Continental rivals, although it is obvious that they

are inspired for the most part by the latter. In this br^ch
of applied art we owe a great debt to the “ Maison Dim,”
who, however, are represented this year by illustrations

which do not do their work justice. In this issue, too, the

Americans are very much to the fore, showing that they

have now assimilated the spirit of the present style and are

able to produce works similar in their general lines but

quite individual in design.

The glass is not so satisfactory and most of the really at-

tractive and rational pieces are of foreign manufacture.

This criticism fortunately does not apply to the ceramics.

The work of such English designers as Bernard Leach,

Winifred Gilbert, Raymond Parsons, D. K. N. Braden

and others is all of a very high standard and atones for our

deficiency in glass design.

Glass has now invaded the territory of timber, and in-

cluded in the furniture section can be found ingenious

photographs of tables constructed entirely with thick plate

glass and metal tubes. The clever photography lends them

a false appeal. The design, however, is also clever

much too clever—for can it be called rational evolution to

design furniture in these days which is readily damaged

and which shows every speck of dust and every finger mark.

The place for these pieces is surely the interior of one

of the highly sanitary, whitewashed groups of boxes illus-

trated under the title New Influences in Architecture.

The militant extremists amongst us are busier than ever

this year. When will they learn that to be shockingly
original should by nature be the aim of the very young,
who have neither found themselves nor found their level

amongst their fellows ? When will they discover that to

break with tradition, or—in other words—to show childish

intolerance for the beauty created by their forbears, is an
attribute of the young newly escaped from the parental

roof, and while this attitude has its value in loudly calling

attention to the faults of the old, it can never of itself

create anew ? It is the policy of negation and denial. What
is needed is the policy of acceptance and rational evolution.

Some of the houses illustrated have the appearance of a

species of box-like guinea-pig house which might have
been devised by a megalomaniac millionaire for the

housing in sunny, sanitary quarters of his pets. They have
not the qualities which endear a house to a man and his

wife, which they can live with, love, and gradually stamp
with their own character. Nor have they the aspect of

homes in which children might be brought up. Some-
thing more than the elimination, sanitation, sunbath craze

must be in the minds of the designers and their imitators

before their work will live.

Another aspect of this craze to be new is the apparent
desire to use well-known materials, but in the most un-
likely places. So we have concrete for the entire structure

of the house, steel and glass for furniture, and so on

—

neither an economic nor a pleasing exercise. The attempt

to make the more pretentious house fthat which is not a

mere cluster of boxes with lids off or on) looking like the

side of a liner or a battleship's conning-tower and bridge,

anything in fact on sea or land except a house, is another

unhealthy symptom. Although it is interesting to see a

few examples of these experimental types, yet surely there

are plenty of reasonably designed modern, labour-saving

and yet lovely houses which might have been illustrated ?

Few have found their way into this year’s “ Studio.”
Arnold Silcock

Correspondence
STANDARDS OF ADEQUACY OF DAYLIGHT
ILLUMINATION AND REASONABLE FENES-

TRATION.
39 Maddox Street,

Regent Street, W.i.

9 May 1930.

To the Editor, Journal R.I.B.A.

—

Dkar Sir,—I observed the article with the above

heading from the Science Standing Committee of the

Institute in the Journal of 12 April, and also the invi-

tation to communicate with you regarding this matter.

I believe that a considerable public service would be
rendered by the Committee if reasonable standards of

adequacy could be defined. I have observed in Easement
of Light cases how the fenestration of some old-fashioned

building has been regarded by the Court as a standard

of adequacy, and consequently, as a justification for

granting an injunction. Such injunctions have too

frequently been the means of restricting the development
of important building sites, in a manner that I believe
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most architects would regard as contrary to the interest

of the public as a whole. I take no exception to the

judgments, legally they may be perfectly sound. The
business of the Court is to administer the law, as it

stands, and not to consider the desirability of modifying
the law in the interests of the public as a whole. That
is a matter for Parliament to deal with and not the Courts.

Nevertheless, if liberal and reasonable standards of ade-

quacy had been available and generally accepted, it seems
to me that the Courts would have been obliged to give

them due consideration and to be influenced by them.
Such consideration would, I am inclined to think, have
tended to deter judges from granting injunccions to the

extent that they have done for the protection of dominant
tenements that can only be regarded as antiquated relics

of a past age, designed without regard to the demands
that architects are now obliged to recognise.

Regarding the matter from this aspect, I am inclined

to think that, in the best interests of the public as a whole,
and from the point of view of architects, who desire to

move with the times and to design their buildings in a

manner that will be in accord with modern thought, in

all respects, it is not politic to suggest that a criterion of

reasonable modern fenestration can be obtained by
averaging the designs of towm buildings in the manner
explained and illustrated in the Journal. It seems to

me that the object of preparing a standard of adequacy
should be to produce a criterion that will be of value

for use in the future, rather than something that will

merely serv’e as a record of what the public have endured
in the past. In order to be practical, I suggest that the

possibilities of obtaining improved lighting by means of

carefully designed bulk-heads and by windows rising at

least to ceiling level, if not above, should be indicated.

Bulk-heads might serve as useful tables by the windows
in the rooms over. By means of such bulk-heads, it is

obviously possible to enable the direct daylight to pene-
trate further back into the interiors.

Again, I would suggest that questions of adequacy of

internal illumination cannot be considered without re-

gard to the width of the street opposite. Conditions

that might be fa\ourable, fronting a wide, open thorough-

fare, might be quite the reverse, if not intolerable, fronting

a street of about a third the width. I, therefore, think

that the question of width of streets is inseparable from
and a part of the question to be considered, in attempting

to define any standards of adequacy of fenestration. For
my part, I should like to see streets or open spaces of

widths not less than the maximum heights of the main
parts of the loftiest buildings fronting them. Daylight

I regard as essential to both physical and mental well-

being, and as an amenity that should be preserved with

all possible care.—Yours faithfully,

John S\\arbrick [F.].

SALARIED MEMBERS’ COMMITTEE.
6 Pump Court,

Middle Temple, E.C.4.
10 May, 1930.

To the Editor, Journ.al R.I.B.A,

Sir,—May I call attention to the fact that the three

states of employment, a, h and c, which the Salaried

Members^ Committee has organised itself to safeguard

and regulate, leaves out that particular state which most
needs policing : namely, the employment of salaried

architects by drapers, upholsterers, land agents, auc-

tioneers and so forth, who offer the public architecture

on enticing terms.

It is not a great many years since an Oxford Street

emporium displayed a model of a house by a famous
architect, whom we will call “ Jordan ” (copied from
illustrations in The Studio), and offered to build

a

Jordan House ” for anyone who had a fancy for that line

of goods ; and at this day anyone may go into a certain

stores and in the basement department, where onion
seed and garden rollers are sold, see designs for stained

glass church windows and order those articles across the

counter from an ingratiating creature who may—or may
not—understand as much of stained glass as the time-

expired soldier who attends the lift.

If the marshalling of the profession, and registration

—

when we get it—is not going to safeguard architects

from being buttoned up in the pockets of commercial
exploiters, as handicraftsmen already have been, all will

be in vain
;

and if the Salaried jVIembers’ Committee
is not going to take cognisance of that matter, what
committee is ?—Yours faithfully,

H. B, Creswell [F.].

EASEMENTS OF LIGHT.

9 Gray's Inn Square,
London, W.C.i.

7 May 1930.
To the Editor, Journal R.I.B.A.,

—

Sir,—In the issue of the Journal for 26 April, p. 434,
the report of a paper read before the Sheffield and South
Yorkshire Society on the above subject concludes with
the citation of the dicta by Lord Thesiger in the case of

Stinges v, Bridgman to the effect that what might con-
stitute a nuisance in Belgrave Square need not necessarily

do so in Bermondsey.
The necessary data to enable this case to be referred to

is not given. Presumably it is a judgment by Lord
Chancellor Thesiger, Baron Chelmsford—who died in

1878. If so it would be very decidedly pre-Colls, and
would therefore be subject to correction by the decision
of the Colls case. In the reported and frequently cited

judgment of Air. Justice Russell (now a Lord of Appeal),
in Horton v. Beattie, 1926 /i/Ch., the decision as to the
effect of neighbourhood on rights of light is the precise
opposite of that given in the presumably pre-Colls case
of Stinges v. Bridgman. The test since Colls is of course
the sufficiency for ordinary purposes of the light left,

whereas pre-Colls the light taken was often considered.
On this basis the Horton judgment points out that the
human eye requires the same sufficiency in a side street

in Wolverhampton as it does in Park Lane, which is not
only good law but sound common sense.
Any dictum in a judgment prior to the House of Lords

decision of Colls does not necessarily carry any weight
to-day. This possibly explains the absence of any men-
tion of the case cited in Coombe’s Law of Light.—Yours
faithfully,

Percy J. Waldram [F.],
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THE ARCHITECTS JOURNAL AND ARCHI-
TECTURAL ASSISTANTS.

7 May 1930.

To the Editor

y

Journal R.I.B.A,

May I, through the medium of the R.I.B.A. Journal,
direct the attention of members to a new departure in
the policy of The Architects Journal

y
which proposes

to place its columns, free of charge, at the disposal of
architectural assistants requiring posts.

In the issue of 16 April an excellent leading article

appears under the title of “ The Architectural Assistants’
Problem,” and to anyone who has devoted a good deal of
time in attempting to improve the lot of assistants and
salaried men generally, a gesture of this nature by a

well-known journal is particularly welcome. Any
attempt, from whatever source, to solve this difficult

problem is a benefit conferred and doubly valuable when
the effort comes, unsought, from the technical press.

Whilst expressing my appreciation of the generous
offer of The ArchitectsJournal and wishing it every success
in this new venture, I should be lacking in my duty to

others were I to refrain from commenting upon certain

references made in the leading article as to the absence of
organisation among assistants and the lack of sick benefit

and unemplo>TTient pay. The Salaried Members’
Committee of the R.I.B.A. has done a great deal in its

brief career towards the organisation of the salaried man,
and will in time accomplish much more in its efforts

to benefit this class and also the profession generally.

The A.A.S.T.A. has likewise borne its share, and for over
ten years has worked towards better organisation among
assistants. It also offers its members the sick and un-
employment benefits which have been referred to by
The Architects Journal as not being available for assistants.

Moreover it has an excellent employment exchange to

which about 200 vacancies are notified during the course
of a year.

Many salaried men and assistants have not yet realised

the importance of organising and prefer to rely upon
individual action, although modern conditions indicate,

quite clearly, how necessarv" it is for those interested in

any subject to combine together in order to accomplish
anything.—Yours very truly,

William H. Hamlyn [^.]

Hon, Secretary
y
Salaried Members* Committee

RJ.B.A,
President

y
Association of Architects y

Surveyors

and Technical Assistants.

STONE BALLS ON GATEPOSTS.

87 Buckingham Palace Road,
S.W.i.

April 1930.

To the Editor
y
Journal R.I.B.A.,

—

Sir,—

I

should be glad of any information on the follow-

ing query :

—

I am informed that a stone ball surmounted on a gate-

post indicates a Manor House. Is there any foundation

for this statement. If this is the case is there a correspond-

ing symbol to mask the entrance to a “ Court,” etc. ?

—

I am. Sir, Yours truly, Percivat. M. Fr.^ser [F.].

BAD TASTE IN CHURCHES.
At a service in Southwark Cathedral on 20 ^lay,

observed as the “ day of art and music ” of the Southwark
Diocesan Festival, the Bishop (Dr. Garbett) gave an
address, in the course of which he referred to the influence
of Ruskin, William Morris, and others in creating a con-
science in matters of art. He said that, although the
movement which began with them still grew in strength,

the forces which made for ugliness were still powerful.
Commercialism was destroying the countryside with
jerry-built bungalows, with blatantly vulgar petrol
stations, wdth monstrous advertisements. The demand
for swift traffic had ruined hundreds of w^ooded lanes and
turned them into broad and featureless roadw^ays. Pylons
were in contemplation which would disfigure country
downs, electric powder stations were rising which threatened
to increase the pall of smoke over our great cities. Local
authorities still felt it quite natural that one of the fairest

strerches of the Thames bank should be suggested as a

suitable site for a sewage farm.

The Church had an unrivalled opportunity of taking the
lead in setting a high standard of artistic excellence.

Zealous, but ill-instructed restorers had sometimes
worked more fatal havoc than the deliberate iconoclast.

The interiors of some of the best of their churches
were damaged, sometimes half ruined, by tasteless colour
and inartistic ornaments and furniture. Clumsy and
heavy reredoses, garish tiles and carpets, pretentious
pulpits and ridiculous lecterns, hangings and curtains

drab in colour, stamped by machine-made ecclesiastical

designs, windows with insipid and unreal figures, colours
on the w^alls and floors which were in violent discord,
cheap and conventional vases and lamps were found in

many of our churches and made persistent progress against

the wmrship of God in beauty as wxll as in holiness. For
their sins against beauty they should sometimes have
litanies of penitence.

PRIMROSE COLOURED DISTEMPER.
In selecting a distemper recently for a special situation

for which I called in a consulting analyst I learnt that

primrose coloured distempers usually owe their tint to

chromate of lead, which in the case in question entirely

ruled out such material. Aly impression had been that

ochre, which is a particularly staple mineral, was the
colouring matter used for these light tints and I draw
attention to my discovery in case there are others equally
ignorant. Yellow^ chromate of lead turns orange when
mixed with strong sulphuric acid, and I attempted to

use this fact as a test on a sample of distemper. The
amount, however, w'as apparently too small to be parti-

cularly affected . There are, however, several simple tests

for the presence of lead. Alan G. AIunby [F.].

MR. H. C. BRADSHAW [F.].

The Council and Senate of the LTniv ersity of Liverpool
have agreed that the honorary degree of Master of Archi-
tecture be conferred on Mr. H. Chalton Bradshaw' [F.),

Secretary of the Royal Fine Art Commission.

THE R.I.B.A. ANNUAL DINNER.
A full report of the R.I.B.A. Annual Dinner will be pub-

lished in the next issue of the Journal on 7 June.
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William John Locke [Honorary Associate]

(SECRETARY R.I.B.A., 1898-1908).

BY SIR JOHN W. SIMPSON, K.B.E., P.P.R.I.B.A.

Locke’s literary success has made his work at the

Royal Institute, from the viewpoint of his vast number
of readers, but a secondary incident of his life. It was
nevertheless of considerable importance to the mem-
bers of the Institute, and especially to those of junior

rank. His predecessor had been a Fellow, a man of

much ability and the author of treatises on “ Archi-

tecture and Public Buildings, their relation to School,

Academy and State in Paris and London,” and on
“ The Architect and his Artists,” both of which con-

tain excellent matter of permanent value. But he put

forward therein views on controversial subjects wLich,

while entitled to urge them as a professional member,
he would have, perhaps, been better advised not to

express publicly in view of his position as the paid

official of both the contending parties. For this and

other reasons the Council decided, when appointing

his successor, that the secretary of the Royal Institute

should henceforward be a layman.

Their choice fell upon William John Locke, then a

young man of thirty-five, who had taken (curiously

enough, for he loathed the subject) mathematical

honours at St. John’s College, Cambridge
;

and

become mathematical master at Glenalmond.
Nothing could have been more happy than the result

of the Council’s decision. The new secretary con-

ceived a great liking for the architects, and a lively

admiration of their achievements. They returned his

affection, and found that the gay courtesy with which

they were now welcomed to Conduit Street covered a

wise and most helpful judgment in their difficulties.

During a period of ten years he held the office to

which he had been appointed, and filled his spare time

by writing novels, producing one every year. Reflecting

the charm of his own joyous outlook on life, they

proved very acceptable to those who loved a good story

and wanted it told in scholarly English. With his

ninth book. The Morals ofMarcus, came such sweeping

success as brought him to the parting of the ways. He
chose the path of letters, leaving the Royal Institute

with heart-felt regret both on his part and on that of

the Members, who made him an “ Honorary Associ-

ate ” in acknowledgment of his services.

Born on 20 March 1863, he died in Paris on Thurs-

day, 15 May, at the age of sixty-seven. Our com-

munity has to mourn the loss of a charming, widely

read, and kindly gentleman. His death, as Johnson

said of Garrick, has “ diminished the public stock of

harmless pleasure.”
“ Is not harmless pleasure very tame ?

” said Boswell.
“ Nay, Sir,” w'as the answ^er, “ harmless pleasure is

the highest praise.—To be able to furnish pleasure that

is harmless, pleasure pure and unalloyed, is as great a

power as man can possess.”

A Memorial Service for Mr. Locke took place at the

Church of St. Alartin-in-the-Fields, Trafalgar Square, on
Tuesday, 20 May. The officiating clergy were the Rev. A.

Alorrison (rector of Alarylebone), Bishop Russell Wake-
field, the Rev. W. H. Hornby Steer, and the Rev. Pat

McCormick. The 91st Psalm w^as sung as a solo by Mr.
John Brownlee, and at the close of the service Chopin’s

Funeral March w^as played. The family mourners were
Mrs. William J. Locke, Miss Sheila Locke, Miss Cordelia

Locke, and Airs. J, W, Locke. There w as a large con-

gregation w'hich included many Alembers.

The Library

LA CITE JARDIN. Edited by Jean Virette. 40. Paris.

[1929.] [Libraire Nouvelle de VArchitecture et des Beaux
Arts.] £1 2.S. 6d.

The five “ garden cities ” illustrated in this w'ork differ con-
siderably from each other, but have certain characteristics

in common. These relate principally to the French attitude

towards hygiene. Bathrooms are frequently entered from the

salle d manger, even when they could have been easily ap-
proached from a passage. Sanitary pipes are presumably
generally carried down within, for none are apparent in any
of the exterior views. Another instance of the greater free-

dom of the French architect is in relation to the staircases,

where the steps frequently dance most of the going, thus pro-
ducing greater equality of tread than our habit of straight

steps with triangular winders at the end of the flight. It is

to be assumed that stair carpets in these houses are the

exception.

The houses of the “ garden city ” of Plessis-Robinson,
Dept. Seine, are entirely flat-roofed. Those of Lngemach,
near Strasbourg, are based on an older tradition, the roofs

are steep and extremely effective. As the houses here include
a cellar-basement storey, they can be built up to the public
way without loss of privacy, for the wlndow’-sills are above
the heads of passers-by. The front doors are approached by
flights of steps, sometimes duplicated and with elegant iron

railings, so the whole effect is one of unusual dignity' compared
to an English house of the same class, F. H. AI.

SAIALL HOAIES OF ARCHITECTURAL DISTINC-
TION. Sni.fo. Nezv York and Lond. 1929. [Harper
and Brosi] 185.

This inexpensive but very comprehensive American publi-
cation contains 240 examples of very' unequal merit. Some,
however, and more especially the plans, are of value. The
architects’ names are not given, but, according to a preliminary
statement, “ the completed houses illustrated in this book
have all been built from the technical services supplied by the
Architects’ Small House Service Bureau. ...” Photographs
and perspective sketches supplement the dimensioned plans
and descriptive text. B. O.

INDISCHE GARTEN. By Marie Luise Gothein. (Die

Baukunst.) Sm. -\o. Berlin, etc. [ig^^]. [Drei Masken.]
12s. 6d.

This is a German work illustrating gardens in architectural
settings. There are photographs of palace courtyards and
parks but the bulk of the illustrations are taken from Indian
pictures w'hich are of exceptional interest.

A few' plans are added showing the general set out of the

gardens in relation to the buildings. A. E. H.
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Isometric Drawing of St. Paul’s Cathedral
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The illustration of St. Paul’s Cathedral appearing ^
this page is a miniature reproduction of Mr. R. B.

Greaves* isometric drawing which was recently published

by The Architectural Press. Some idea of the propor-

tions of the original drawing may be gathered from the

fact that this reproduction is barely a five-hundr^th of

its size, while the published collotype prints \\hich were

reduced in size as much as was possible without risk of

loss of detail are approximately fifty-four times the size

of this miniature. (See notice on p. xvii.)

The Council of the Royal Institute has arranged to celebrate

^
, . J

the reopening of St. Paul’s Cathedral on 25 June, after many
years’ reconstruction work, by a Special General Meeting on

iVIonday, 23 June next, at which a lecture dealing with the

Restoration of the Cathedral will be delivered by Captain C.

Stanley Peach [F.], and Mr. W. G. Allen [F.]. The lecture

will be illustrated by slides and by an exhibition of models,

masoniy^ specimens, drawings, and photographs, which will

remain open till 28 June.

The General Meeting will be preceded by a Council Dinner

at which it is hoped that the Archbishop of Canterbury, the

Bishop of London, the Dean of St. Paul’s and Canon S. A.

Alexander will be present, together with representatives of

the City of London and the architects who have been asso-

ciated with the w'ork in recent years.
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Discussion on Annual Report
A discussion on the Annual Report of the Council was held

on Mfnday, 12 IMay, 1030, the President, Sir Banister Fletcher,
F.S.A.. in the Chair.
The PRESIDENT : I have now to present to you the Re-

port ot the Council and Standing Committees for the official

year 1929-30, and to move its adoption by this Annual General
meeting. The Chairman or other representatives of all the
com.mittees whose reports are appended to the main Report
have been asked to attend this meeting, so as to be in a position
to answer any questions that they may be asked in connection
with their repot ts.

i\Ir. KITSON (Hon. Secretary) : I beg, formally, to second
the motion.
The PRESIDENT : This Report is now open for discussion,

and I hope that any of you who have anything to say w ill say
it nowu
Ml. GILBERT H. JENKINS [F.] : I would like to express

the appreciation of an ordinary member of the Institute of the
enormous amount of work which is here show'n to have been
done by the Council and its Standing Committees and the
other committees

; and if I have one or two questions to ask
WTth regard to the work of these Standing Committees, I would
like to make it quite clear that I do it in no sense of adverse
criticism, but merely because I think that the ordinary member
would like to be informed upon one or two points in connection
with the work of these Committees.
The other point I would like to bring to your notice is this :

that I am sure the General Body of the Institute would be
very interested to hear what is the position of the Contract
Form at the present time. We wxre not prepared to accept a

contract which we did not consider we should advise our
clients to sign. We are interested to know that, if possible,

an agreed contract will be arranged with the builders, a form
of contract which w^e can advise our clients to sign. There-
fore, I think the general body would like to hear, from the
Practice Committee, as to how far w'e are on with the negotia-
tions.

My next point has reference to the Report of the Competi-
tions Committee. It is a small point, but it might be useful.

It is on page 417 of the Journ.al, wffiere it says : “It would
be of great assistance to the Committee if members would
realise the importance of forwarding at once copies of all

conditions of competitions being promoted ”
;

but, surely,

that is not quite the attitude which the general body of the
members should take up. If a competition is being promoted
anywhere in the country, it would be to the advantage of this

Institute that the member hearing about it should immediately
report to the Institute that a competition is about to be pro-
moted

;
the Institute should then forward to the Committee

promoting that competition, before they issue any conditions,
the rules it is necessary to observe in order that a successful
competition can be conducted. That would save many of
these Ignorant promoters from getting off the rails and having
to be put back on them. And it seems to me that it would
be a great advantage if that were done, both to the Institute

and to the community generally.

IVIy third point is in regard to the Building Act Committee.
In the last clause reporting on that it says :

“ Considerable
interest in the reform of the London Building Acts is being
taken by other interested bodies, and this Committee has from
time to time been able to co-operate usefully with them.” In
practising in London we know that the Building Act is getting
out of date, in fact it is badl> out of date ; and one wonders
whether it is not time for the Institute to co-operate with other
professional societies in London to endeavour to get the
London County Council to bring this Act up to date.
And there is another point. Sir. One has heard that several

rather big shopkeepers, the people who run the great general
stores in London, have been putting their heads together to
know whether something cannot be done to prevent a repeti-
tion of the sort of thing which happened at Swan and Edgar’s.
One wonders whether it is not ffie time to get this Institute
to move in the matter of getting the London Building Act up
to date.

I hope you will consider that in regard to any of the remarks
I am making I am not in any degree cavilling at the work of
the Standing Committees. When I was at the Architectural
Association I had the honour to represent them on the Council,
and I do appreciate, and have from that year that I sat there,
the enormous amount of work that is done by the Council and
Cormnittees

; and I should be the last person to desire that
the impression should get abroad that the general body of the
Institute was not being well served by the Council and by its

Committees. And I shall have great pleasure, if such a thing
is possible this evening, to propose a vote of thanks to the
Council and its Committees for the work they have done and
for the Report which they have given us.
The PRESIDENT : I am sure we are very much obliged to

Mr. Jenkins for bringing these matters before us, and for the
kind and pleasant way in w'hich he has referred to them. The
first point was that of the Contract, and I think I will ask Mr.
Tatchell to deal wTth that.

Mr. S\ DNE\ TATCHELL [F,] : Speaking on behalf of
the Practice Committee, I am sure every member of it will
greatly appreciate Mr. Jenkins’ generous comments on their
work. Speaking as Chairman for the time being, I would
express my own deep appreciation of the work done by its

members, and particularly by the two Honorary Secretaries.
The position with regard to the form of Contract is that

negotiations are now' proceeding. These have been and still

are entirely unofficial, and w^ere initiated with the sole desire
to endeavour to come to a friendly arrangement with the con-
tractors. It seemed disastrous that there should be any
conflict between the two important partners in the building
industry upon a matter which would appear to be capable of
being settled by ordinary common sense, and some of us
initiated informal discussions and conferences. Arising
out of those, a draft Form has now' been prepared. That
draft was not prepared by a mere one or tw'o or three, but is

the result of co-operative work by every member of the
Practice Committee. It has now' received their unanimous
approval, and has gone to the National Federation with an
expression of hope that they may find it acceptable. We
expect that minor corrections w’ill be made, but we hope that
the broad lines of it will be accepted. We have urged the
builders to consider it w ith a view' to the very important issues
in\ ol\'ed in the document, and not to examine it through the
lens of a microscope. And I, personally, am verv hopeful that
the document may be returned by the Federation, possibly with
corrections which may be considered by the Practice Com-
mittee. When the Practice Committee have considered those
corrections we hope to pass it to the Council with a recom-
mendation for their approval. That information w'hich I have
iust gi\en you, gentlemen, I ask you to regard as confidential
for the time being, having regard to the present state of the
negotiations.

T. he PRFSIDENT : I am sure we are all delighted to think
that Mr. Tatchell and his hard working Practice Committee
have produced something w hich may be acceptable to our friends
the builders. I am sure that if ihis can be brought about while
I ha\e the honour to be in this Chair, I shall feel extremely
giatified that the Practice Committee have been able to pro-
duce a document which also is acceptable to the building
communit)

.
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Mr. C. E. ELCOCK [F.] : I think we agree that it is a very

good suggestion that Mr. Jenkins has made, that members of

the Institute should advise us, at the earliest possible date

before the Conditions have been published, and we are much
obliged for the suggestion.

The PRESIDENT : Yes. We can put something in the

Journal about it, perhaps. The other point was about the

Building Act, and Mr. Searles-Wood will perhaps answer

that.

Mr. H. D. SEARLES-WOOD [F.] : The position is this :

that the London County Council had to get the Consolidating

Bill made into an Act before they could attempt to deal with

the new Building Act. They have now got that Act through,

and I have seen Mr. Topham Forrest recently, and he assured

me it is going on, and will be brought out as soon as possible.

We have sent in our suggestions, and they have received very

favourable consideration, and I hope that before long we shall

see the result.

Mr. LOUIS BLANC [L.] : I have been able to get two

members of the London County Council to become members

of this Building Act Committee, and I think that should help

us. And we are also on excellent terms with the Chairman of

the Building Act Committee, who has corresponded with us in

a nice manner.
IMr. J. E. FRANCK [F.] : IVIr. Chairman, I should like to

speak on the Science Standing Committee, whose Report is

on page 414. The reference is to the representatives of the

R.I.B.A. and its various Committees, and the British Engineer-

ing Standards Association. There are a verv^ large number of

members of the Institute who are represented on the vaiious

committees. I happened to be the representative of the

Institute on the main body, under their new^ Charter, and I

should like to draw^ the attention of the members of the

Institute to the activities of the B.E.S.A. They are, through

their new powers, interesting themselves verv^ materially in

building work, but they are not allow'ed, by their Constitution,

to take up specifications on the recommendation of other pro-

fessional bodies, such as the Civil Engineers, the Mechanical

or the Electrical Engineers, or the Royal Institute of British

Architects. Those requests for a standard specification must

come from the bodv of manufacturers or trade body who are

interested in the particular article that they are producing.

But thev would be most pleased, and they would welcome any

action 'that the R.I.B.A. could take, to induce manu-

facturing associations to ask the B.E.S.A. to take up various

standard specifications of material which we use,

I want to make it clear at the outset that those specifications

will not interfere in any way w ith the taste or artistic peculiar-

ities of the profession
;
they are simply to enable them to know’

that if they specifv an article as B.E.S.A. standard, that article

will possess certain specific qualities w’hich will enable people

to know' that it represents the B.E.S.A. standard, and that the

article is one which they can safely use on a building. The
B.E.S.A. is working in conjunction w'ith the Building Board

of Research j
they are also w*orking in conjunction with man\

others. But they are also doing this : they are w'orking

in conjunction w’ith the Governments of the Colonies, because

the Colonies have set up these standards for building

material, apart from engineering material ; and it means if

they can get an agreed specification on any building material

thev w'ould assist most materially in the trade of the country.

Take just an item in illustration. If you can get an agreed

specification for a tap or a cock in a house which is passed b\

the authorities in England, and also agreed by the authorities

in Australia and Canada and in other countries which have

nothing whatever to do with the British Empire, it means

manufacturers can make to stock and produce for us. It is

very interesting because in this connection the Board of Trade

have given, and are guing, a large sum of money, w hich com-

menced at £3yO0o a year and w'ill probably go to £8,000 a

year : they are giving to the B.E.S.A. a grant of that amount
annually, so that these specifications of materials can be trans-

lated into languages all over the w’orld. That is to assist

British trade, and it would be of great assistance to the B.E.S.A.
if the Institute, as a body, were to ask bodies of manufacturers
or others who are interested w*ith us, like the London Master
Builders, to apply to the B.E.S.A. for the standard specifi-

cations. I mention that because it has been particularly drawn
to my notice over various matters which have come up for

consideration on the main committee.
Mr. W. GILLBEE SCOTT [F,] : I have very few’ remarks

to make, but one or two points in the Report have caught my
notice. On page 396 I notice that in 1929 3,219 probationers
were accepted, and that in 1930 3,787 probationers w’ere

accepted. No doubt, from one point of view, that is of
interest and value to the Institute

;
but w’hether it is of value

to the profession is, I think, quite another matter. That is

nearly 7,000 probationers admitted in two years.

The SECRETARY (Mr. MacAlister) : That does not mean
new' probationers, it is the total

;
it includes probationers

admitted many years past.

Mr. GILLBEE SCOTT : I am very glad to hear the
explanation : I w'as horrified.

The PRESIDENT : I am sure we are all very glad.

Mr. GILLBEE SCOTT : I wondered how* these poor
young men can expect to get a living in the profession. I

think our architectural schools, the A.A., and all the univer-

sities are anxious, and naturally anxious from their point of

view’, to get in a lot of students and to pass them creditably.

What happens to the young men in the future is not the

concern of those schools. I think we are getting far too

many men in the profession, and I do not think it

is good policy for the profession to encourage architectural

schools too much. I am not saying a word against the schools,

they do their w'ork well, but there is only a limited field for

employment, and the result is that by getting too many men
in, they drift off and become tame architects to the different

trading societies and stores, all anxious to get a living somehow'.
They go to the municipal authorities and become nominally
assistants, and they design their sw'imming baths and tow’n

halls, etc., at a small salary. It is because the profession is

so overcrow'ded, and that these young men must live somehow’,
that they accept these positions and so damage the profession

as a whole. Perhaps the Board of Education may have
something to say.

There is another point. I see that on page 397 it is stated

that we gave £750 to the British School at Rome. I have
no doubt it was ver\’ wisely and very well spent, but I have
no idea w'hat result the Institute gets from that expenditure.

WTiy is that money spent, and w'hat are the returns, in an
architectural sense, that the Institute gets from that outlay ?

As I say, I have no doubt it is very good indeed, but nothing

in the Report explains it.

The PRESIDENT : We are obliged to you, Mr. Gillbee

Scott,

Mr. L. SYLVESTER SULLIVAN [F.] : To deal, first

of all, with Mr. Scott’s point about the overcrowding of the

profession, I do not think he need be worried about that
;

I do not think there is any evidence that there are more people
coming into the profession than there were

;
the evidence

rather is that they are coming into the Institute. I think

more people are becoming members of the Institute than
formerly, and we are getting them younger

;
and I think they

are coming to us increasingly through the schools.

I do not know whether that answers his point sufficiently.

With regard to the school at Rome, the item is for the

maintenance and education of the scholars in Rome.
Mr. E. STANLEY HALL [F.] : As to the schools and the
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desire of the schools to capture as many scholars as possible,

I was President of the Architectural Association some years
ago. and there is one thing the schools do which I do not
think private architects ever do, and that is, they tell students
w’hen they consider they are not fit to be students of archi-

tecture.

Mr. H. V. LAXCHESTER [F.] • T disagree.

Mr. MAURICE E. WEBB [F.] also spoke.
Mr. HUGH DAVIES [Hon. A^: I should like to offer one or

two words on the Report of the Science Standing Committee.
It has already been referred to, but as one who has been
interested so much in this particular aspect of education, I

should hke to say with what pleasure I noted the wide range
of activities of the Committee. The importance of it we have
already understood from what ^Ir. Franck said to-night. The
specification of materials is a matter wUich is becoming in-

creasingly important. And from the theoretical side science
has become an important element in architectural training.

That, in itself, may be one reply to those who think that
the architectural profession is hardly big enough to contain
the increasing number of pupils—if it is an increasing num-
ber—w'ho come into it. The present Chairman of the Science
Standing Committee is largely responsible for the establish-

ment of the Building Research Board. It W'as he wUo, at a

time when the official attitude w'as not so sympathetic as at

present, came from the Local Government Board (as it w^as

at that time), and advocated the settingup of this organisation.

Air. H. D. SEARLES-WOOD : There is one aspect w'hich
I would call Mr. Gillbee Scott’s attention to, and that is,

that though we have a large number of students studying
architecture, and many of them do not become architects,

they are still members of an educated public, and the result

of such studies cannot but be good. In another institution

to which I belong we ahvays consider that although w'e only
pass about 50 per cent, of the candidates who sit for sanitary
qualifications, still, the fact that attention has been directed
to the principles of sanitation means an educating of the
public generally on those matters. It is much the same with
regard to the schools.

Mr. FRANCK : I omitted to mention one thing in my
remarks just now% Sir, and that is, that I see that the Science
Standing Committee are considering the question of a grant
to the B.E.S.A. and I hope they will continue that grant,
and that in the immediate future financial assistance will be
given to that Association, because the funds we give are small
in comparison with those given by the various manufacturing
associations. If I were to give the figures of some of them
you would see that. I appreciate that they receive more imme-
diate results from their money

;
it is granted to the Sectional

Committees which produce agreed specifications which are of
immediate interest to the manufacturers and in the obtaining
of overseas business. But still, I hope that this Institute will

see its way to continue the grant, wffiich is a small one, but
which w ill enable them to be recognised as an authority and
cs a voice which should be expressed in the determination of
aertain things wffiich are of very material interest to this

body.
Dr. RAYMOND UNWIN [F.] : The Science Committee

have been allotted an annual sum for the various grants which
they make under the new’ arrangements, and they have
allotted 60 per cent, of that grant this year to the B.E.S.A.,
and I think that is a very substantial proportion, and a fair

sum compared with that of other professional bodies like

ourselves, who have not a definite financial interest in the
w'ork.

Mr. GILLBEE SCOTT : One thing I omitted to mention.
Air. Jenkins made general remarks about his admiration for

the work done by the Council and all the Committees, and I

w'ould like to say how entirely we—and I know’^ I am now
expressing the feelings of all the members—endorse that.

Air. FRANCK : Following those remarks of Air. Gillbee
Scott, I would like to propose a most hearty vote of thanks to
our Staff, from Air. AlacAlister dow'mvards. I am sure that
the work they give us is really most self-sacrificing in every
possible w'ay, and no w’ords of mine could convey the thanks
the Institute feels to every’ one of them. I am quite certain
of this, that we are deeply indebted to them for all the work
they do for us, and w’hich we can never pay for. I am sure
every* member will join me in proposing a hearty vote of
thanks to them for their services during the past y*ear.

Air. TATCHELL : May I have the privilege of seconding
that resolution As Chairman of the Practice Committee,
I can speak w ith knowledge as to the amount of work which
has been done by the permanent Staff of the Royal Institute.
Air. AlaCxAlister is always a tower of strength, as is the Assistant
Secretary, Air, Spragg, with whom my Committee has much
to do

.

Air. E. C. BEWLAY [F.] : I would like to add my w’ord of
most heartv concurrence with those expressions
The PRESIDENT : I think we had better assume w^e are

all ready to join in these expressions, otherwise w’e shall carry
this on and make a very long meeting of it.

The resolution w’as carried unanimously.
Air. AIACALISTER (Secretary) : It is my dut>* to try

and answ’er for the Staff. Whatever may be true of myself,
I know* that what has been said of the rest of the Staff is no
more than the truth. It is a permanent w'onder to me how Air.
Spragg gets through the work he does, and still look w’ell and
placid and cheerful. The w*ork seems to increase month bv
month, yet he tackles it. The same is true of Air. Haynes

;

he has got an enormous machineiy* to control, yet it does not
weigh him down. And as regards Air, Baker, our one endea-
\our has to be to prevent him killing himself bv overw’ork.
Aly remarks also apply to the others. I thank vou most
sincerely on their behalf.

Air. F. R. JELLEA [-!.] : Before this meeting closes, may
I ask if it is necessary that examinations of this Institute should
be held on Armistice Day ? I do not think it is fair to the
canciidates, and it is not fair to the names on the notice-board
outside here.

Air. SA LVESTER SL^LLIVAN ; I think that w’as merely
an oversight

;
it w’ill be looked into.

The PRESIDENT : Is there any other business ? If not,
I ask you to vote on the resolution.

Carried unanimously,

...
JEAsKINS : Before the meeting teiminates I would

like to submit, formally, my resolution that the thanks of the
rnembers be tendered to the Council and its Committees for
the work they so brilliantly do for us. I think Mr. Gillbee
Scott has already seconded that motion, and therefore I will
put it to the meeting, as you, Sir, clearly, would not care to
do so.

Carried by acclamation.
The PRESIDENT ; I am sure the Committees thank you

\er} much for those kind words, and I am sure it w’ill giv^e

satisfaction to know that their activities
and labours are appreciated by the general bodv of the
members.

^Ist of attendances at the Council and Standing Com-
mittee meetings has been laid on the table and will be printed
in the next issue of the Joi^rnal, and also will be sent out to
members with the voting papers.
And now 1 come to a very pleasant dutv', and that is to move

a hearty vo^ of thanks to Mr. E. J. W. Hider, Fellow, and Mr.
Robert W. Pite, Fellow, for their services as Honorary Auditors
tor the past year. As you know*, looking through the Accounts
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IS not a ver\' pleasant occupation, and Mr. Hider and Mr.
Pite have carried out their work very carefully, and I think
we owe them a very hearty vote of thanks for* taking up this
w^ork.

This was carried

.

Mr. E. J. W. HIDER [E.] : Mr. President and gentlemen,
our little labour of love is of course a labour, but it is made
very pleasant and very happy for us by the remarkably lucid
way in wEich your Accounts are put before us by your Account-
ant and by your Staff

;
w'e have very little to do except tick

things. And if our effort to make the Report as interesting

Allied
(The attention of Members of the Allied

BERKS, BUCKS AND OXON ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

About seventy members and friends of the Berks, Bucks and
Oxon Architectural Association visited Abingdon on Saturday,
26 April, when the annual meeting was held in the Council
Chamber. The Hampshire and Isle of Wight Architectural
Association were the guests of the local Association and the
party left Reading by motor coaches in the morning, journeying
through Pangbourne, Streatley, Blewbury, Upton, Harwell and
Steventon. On arrival at Abingdon, the members of the
Berks, Bucks and Oxon Association proceeded to the Council
Chamber for the annual meeting, while the guests inspected the
Abingdon and Culham bridges, the Causeway and other scenes
of interest

.

At the annual meeting the report and balance sheet were
adopted, and the following officers were elected for the ensuing
twelve months :—President, Mr. H. Hutt (Berks)

;
Vice-

Presidents, Messrs. T. T. Cumming (Berks), E. A. L. Mart\'n
(Bucks), T. L. Dale (Oxon)

;
Hon. Secretary, IMr. E. Steward

Smith (Berks)
;
Hon. Auditor, Mr. C. B. Willcocks (Berks)

;

Hon. Treasurer, Mr. T. T. Cumming (Berks) ; IMembers of
the Council, Messrs. J. T. Saunders, J. R. Greenawav, A. Saxon
Snell, W. R. Morris, A. B. West, F. E. Wapshott, W. J.

Freeman, and S. E. Burrett (Berks), C. S. Kimpton, H. J.
Stribling and W. D. Hartley (Bucks), H. W. Smith, G. L.
Taylor and T. Rayson (Oxon).

Leaving Abingdon the party proceeded by coach to Dor-
chester, where by permission of the vicar, the Rev.H. G. Lan-
caster, the Abbey Church was visited, tea being taken at Benson
at the invitation of the Berks Society. After leaving Benson,
the members continued their journey through Nettlebed,
Peppard, Emmer Green and Caversham back to Reading.

HAMPSHIRE AND ISLE OF WIGHT
ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

A meeting of the Hampshire and Isle of Wight Architectural

Association was held at the Conservative Assembly Room,
Jewry Street, Winchester, on Friday 4 April, the President
(Mr. J. Arthur Smith) in the chair.

The Hon. Secretary (Mr. A. L. Roberts) presented a report
from the Council of the Association, which was unanimously
approved.
A demonstration and lecture on the properties of Vita glass

and the therapeutic value of certain of the ultra violet rays of
light was then given by Captain A. R. Wood, head of the

laboratories of IMessrs. Pilkington Bros., glass makers, of St.

Helens, Lancs, in place of Mr. McOnie, B.Sc., who was pre-

vented by illness from attending. Captain Wood first spoke
of the character of light, and showed how it could be split up
into colours by means of a prism. The colours represented
different wave lengths, which could be measured with complete
accuracy. For many years it was suspected that there were
other wave oscillations at each end of the visible spectrum.

as possible has pleased you, we are ver>" happy and satisfied.

Thank you.
The PRESIDENT : And, of course, we are very much

obliged to Mr. Saffery, the official Accountant. He has been
doing our work now for a good number of years, and we hope
he will go on for many years more.

]Mr. E. J. W. Hider and Air. G. Ronald Topham are both
eligible and willing to be nominated as Honorary Auditors
for the current year, and if it is your pleasure, I beg to move
that these gentlemen be so nominated.

Agreed.

Societies
Societies is particularly called to this page)

Herschel, many years ago, discovered by means of wet blotting

paper that there w^ere heat rays at the red end of the spectrum,
and these were now* called the infra-red rays. In recent years

the ultra-violet rays had been discovered at the other end of
the spectrum. Among these ultra violet rays w’ere some rays

which covered but a small range of oscillation, but which had
been proved by doctors to be of very great value to human and
other life. These rays w'ere, as it w'ere, the cream of sunlight,

that part of light w'hich w'as of greatest value to life, and which
provided or built up the necessary Vitamine D in li^'ing

organisms. These very essential rays W’ould not pass through
ordinary glass. Glass was, how'ever, now' being made which
permitted these rays to pass, and this glass w'as being used more
and more in dwelling houses, etc. Alany living organisms
exhibited very striking improvements in health W’hen this new-

glass w'as used. Captain Wood then gave demonstrations with
this glass, and showed definitely that it did permit the passage
of the ultra-violet rays w'hile ordinary'- glass stopped the rays

just as effectively as w-ould a slab of slate or iron.

The members of the Hampshire and Isle of Wight Architec-
tural Association paid a visit to the motor engineering works
of Alessrs. J. I. Thornycroft and Co., Ltd., at Basingstoke, on
Friday ii April. The party, numbering altogether between
forty and fifty, arrived at the w'orks about 11.30 a.m. Among
those present were Air. J. Arthur Smith, F.R.I.B.A. (president

of the Association), Air. A. L. Roberts, the honorary secretary,

and Air. Alban H. Scott, F.R.I.B.A., who designed the works.
The party assembled in the laboratory and, at the invitation of
Air. Roberts, Air. Scott gave a brief description of the works.
He said they w ere started at Basingstoke in 1898, and the first

two buildings put up were corrugated iron buildings w'hich were
taken dowm from the Chisw-ick shipbuilding yard and re-

erected there. Since that time the works had developed very
greatly indeed, and there were now' about 1,800 hands em-
ployed. Referring to the layout of the works. Air. Scott said

there was a very large open yard through the middle of the site.

It was 800 feet long by go feet wide. The machine shops were
on the north side of the yard, the offices on the right of the
entrance, and the erecting shops farther to the east. They w’ere

gradually getting rid of the corrugated iron buildings and
replacing them with permanent structures, but that was a thing
that could not be done all at once. A great point was the
getting of the buildings all on one level. One shop w'as 360 feet

long by 75 feet w'ide without any columns . The increased height
of motor coaches and ’buses was a thing to be borne in mind,
for they w'ere now making some ’buses 16 feet in height.
The company were then, under the direction of Air. Adam-

son, divided into parties of about eight and placed in the charge
of guides, who conducted them round the machine shops, test

house, power house, etc., and they finally witnessed a demon-
stration with tsvo rigid six-wheelers on the trial ground. One
of these vehicles w as fitted w'ith the Thornycroft patented non-
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skid bands suitable for single tyred vehicles. In the tests that

were then made both vehicles were driven through deep holes

set in such a position that both axles were articulated to their

maximum positions. A steep gradient of i in 2] was climbed
with ease by both vehicles and afterwards a loaded trailer was
drawn up the gradient by a special winch gear fitted to a hea\w
type chassis after the vehicle itself had climbed the bank.

Shortly after i o’clock the company adjourned to the canteen,

where tables had been laid for the luncheon. ]\Ir. N. Endacott
presided in the unavoidable absence of Mr. Tom Thornycroft.

]\lr. J. Arthur Smith thanked Messrs. Thornycroft for their

kindness in welcoming them there and for their hospitality.

LEICESTER AND LEICESTERSHIRE SOCIETY OF
ARCHITECTS.

The fifty-seventh annual general meeting of the Leicester

and Leicestershire Society was held on i May 1930,

forty-one members being present.

The Honorary Secretary' reported that the membership now
numbered 15 1, an increase of seven over last year’s total.

The following members were elected to serve as Officers

and Council :—President, Mr. Walter Brand, A.R.I.B.A.
Ex-President, ]Mr. Albert Herbert, F.R.I.B.A, Hon. Trea-
surer, IMr. A. F. Bry an, A.R.I.B.A. Hon. Secretary, Mr. C. F.

McL. Keav. Council :—E. T. Allcock, F.R.I.B.A., W. Keav,
F.R.I.B.A.', W. K. Bedingfield, F.R.I.B.A., T. T. Sawday,
A.R.I.B.A., Full Members. W. Cartwright, A.R.I.B.A.,

A. E. Smith, A.R.I.B.A., Associate Members.

SHEFFIELD, SOUTH YORKSHIRE AND DISTRICT
SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

The 42nd annual general meeting of the Sheffield, South
Yor.kshire and District Society of Architects and Surveyors

was held in the General Lecture Room at the University,

Sheffield, on 10 April 1930.

The Piesident (Mr. C. M. Hadfield, F.R.I.B.A.) was in the

chair.

The Annual Report was read by the Hon. Secretary IMr.

H. B. S. Gibbs, A.R.I.B.A.), and adopted.

The Statement of Accounts was presented by the Hon.
Treasurer (Mr. J. R. Wigfull, F.R.I B.A.), and approved.

The President brought the following resolution, which was
passed unanimously', before the meeting :

—

“ That a junior section of this Society be formed in

conjunction with a Students’ Society of the Department
of Architecture, University of Sheffield, for the purpose
of the study of Architectural Design and Construction.”

It was decided that a committee consisting of Mr. W. G.
Buck (President), Mr. H. B. S. Gibbs, Mr. S. Welsh, Mr. E. A.
Ashburner and one student from the Department of Archi-

tecture, with power to add, should act together and make the

necessary arrangements for starting such a junior society.

A vote of thanks to the retiring President (Mr. C. M.
Hadfield) was proposed by Mr. W. G. Buck and seconded by
Mr. J. AI. Jenkinson.

In the course of his reply Mr. Hadfield said :
“ Looking

back on the last two years, I see nothing of outstanding import-

ance to the accompIishrQent of which I can claim personal

credit. There is the improved position of the Department of

Architecture, and I think myself fortunate to have been in

office vhen this has been brought about. I commend it to

y'ou as one of the most important of the responsibilities

with which we ought to charge ourselves. Otherwise most

of the big professional questions which seemed—two years

ago—to be nearing a solution are still in the ” lap of the gods.”

The Registration Bill has still to receive the assent of Parlia-

ment, but w'e can at least claim that most of those who opposed

it on honourable and conscientious grounds have now' declared

themselves satisfied. The new' By'e-Law's of the R.I.B.A., which

will enable us to meet the difficulties of those w'ho, through no
fault of their ow'n, find themselves W'ithout formal qualifica-

tions, have still to receive the assent of the Priw Council. Last
of all there is our ow'n position as a professional body here in

Sheffield, which we can hardly' claim to have greatly improved
in the last two years. As y'our representative in London, I

have been brought into contact with representative architects

from most important provincial centres, and I have had it pain-

fully' brought home to me that there is no existing parallel

elsewhere to the conditions under which w'e architects have
practised here in Sheffield during the last twenty' years. In
these days no one doubts the importance to a community of
encouraging high standards of architecture, and I cannot
think that the 100 per cent, monopoly of public w'ork of
every description by a public authority, ever growing in extent
and power, and ever extending its sphere of activity', is any
more in the interests of a city and of the art of architecture
than in that of our ow'n purely personal interests. If this state

of things is to be altered you w'ill have to bestir yourselves, or
else, so far as architects are concerned, there w'ill have to be
written up over the approaches to Sheffield the w'ords of
Dante, ‘ All hope abandon, y'ou who enter here.’ There is

only one remedy', and you all know' what it is, and on every
hand you can see its effects, and what unlooked-for results are

accomplished by it, often against overpow'ering odds. That
remedy', I need not say', is ‘ co-operation,’ based on deter-
mination, faith, and mutual loy'alty,”

The election of officers for Session 1930—31 resulted as
follows :—President, W. G. Buck, F.R.I.B.A.

;
Vice-presi-

dent, J. E. L^ancashire, Lic.R.I.B.A.
; Hon. Treasurer, J. R.

Wigfull, F.R.I.B.A.
;

Hon. Secretarv, FI. B. S. Gibbs,
A.RI.B.A. Fellow's.~R. Cawkwell, 'A.R.I.B.A.

; J. M.
Jenkinson, A.R.I.B.A.

;
H. I. Potter, A.R.I.B.A.

; J. A.
Teather, Lic.R.I.B.A.

; J. C. P. Toothill, A.R.I.B.A. ; S.
Welsh, M.A., B.Arch., A.R.I.B.A. Associates.—H. W. Inott,

Lic.R.I.B.A.
;

A. M. Lusby, .A.R.I.B.A.
; F. H. Wrench,

Lic.R.I.B.A. Provincial Members.-—C. F. Moxon, Barnsley ;

F. H. Bromhead, A.R.I.B.A., Chesterfield; E. H. Walker,
F.R.I.B.A

,
Doncaster

; Lt.-Col. J. E. Knight, Rotherham.

WEST YORKSHIRE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
Mr. G. H. Foggitt, President, occupied the chair at a meeting

of the West Yorkshire Society' of Architects, held in Lee<fi
on 10 Apiil, when the Rev. Canon W. Thompson Elliott,

Vicar of Leeds, gave a lecture on “ Liverpool Cathedral.”
The lecturer first gave a brief history' of the enterprise.

This began w'ith the acceptance of a design by the late Sir
William Emerson. This, how'ever, was finally' abandoned,
and, after y'ears of delay', a second competition in the successful
design being the w'ork of Giles Gilbert Scott, which has
already been partially' executed

; a portion being completed
and consecrated in July 1924. The lecturer show'ed, by
means of lantern slides, the relationship of the already'-executed
portion to the contemplated w'hole, and dw'elt upon the many
characteristic features of the building.
The President, in moving a vote of thanks to the lecturer,

remarked that he remembered hearing that w'hen the architect
was asked by' the building committee what buildings he had
erected, he replied that up to that moment he had but executed
a fretwork pipe rack, he being then only' tw'enty y'ears of age.
It w'as remarkable to realise how' many alterations for the better
had been made upon the original scheme.
The lecturer, in reply', said that he sincerely' hoped that

Sir Giles might live to see the completion of his w'onderful
conception.

YORK AND EAST YORKSHIRE ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

The annual dinner of the York and East Yorkshire Archi-
tectural Society was held in the Royal Station Hotel, York,
on 3 April. Mr. G. Dudley Harbron presided, and the chief
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guest was Sir Banister Fletcher (President of the Royal
Institute of British Architects).

Mr. F. J. Florth (vice-piesident, York and East Yorkshire
Architectural Society), proposing the toast of the “ City of
York,” hoped the city would maintain its wonderful traditions.

They were looking forward to the development of York, and
thev wanted to see the city standing in its proper light.

The Lord Alayor (Alderman C. W. Shipley), in his reply,

spoke of the endeavours of the City Council were making to

preserve the antiquities of the city.

The “ Royal Institute of British Architects ” was submitted
by Air. Kenneth Waid, L.R.I.B.A, (vice-president of the
York and East Yorkshire Society).

Sir Banister Fletcher responded, and said York reminded him
of the olden times. He recalled the Emperor Hadrian, a

man who, 1,800 years ago, travelled a great deal in this country.
People came from all parts of the world to look round the
mediaeval walls of York, and it did not need an architect to

appreciate York Minster, which gripped them with its vastness

and admiration for its fine art. In York there was a beautiful

and unusual Guildhall, and whenever he came to York he
always went to see the timber construction in that remarkable
building. In the city were many beautiful churches, and there

were extraordinary mansions of the Alediaeval, Tudor and
Renaissance style within the borders of the society. It was
easy to destroy, but it was difficult to replace. If the city

belonged to an American, or a group of Americans, the first

thing they would do would be to preserve its ancient buildings

and keep up the tradition of its fine architectural remains.

Sir Banister Fletcher alluded to the Institute as a great

Imperial federation, and they tried to maintain the traditions

of art and architecture in all parts of the British Dominions.
The Institute were obtaining new Bye-Laws to enable them to

gather in their ranks all qualified architects, and it would be a

step to the registration of architects. He pointed out that

economic and artistic designs were wanted, and added that

he did not know why York had not a school of architecture.

On the elevation of buildings, he said it was of the greatest

importance that taste and design should be under control.

They would be controlled under the new Town Planning Acts

in the Rural Bill of Sir Hilton Young. Panels of architects

were being formed. It w^as a good thing that elevation of

buildings, particularly in places like York, should be controlled

and kept within the character of the places in which they are

erected. If York followed other cities, it would consult the

panel of architects.

Mr. G. H. Foggitt, president of the West Yorkshire Society

of Architects, proposed the toast of the York and E^st York-
shire Architectural Society, and said the society in various

W'ays stood for art, and was largely for affording educational

facilities. Other aims w'ere the cultivation and maintenance

of a high standard of professional conduct and the provision

of social intercourse.

The President (Air. G. Dudley Harbron, F.R.LB.A.),

replying, said :
“ That the past year had been an eventful

one in the history of the Society in that they had had a visit

from the British Architects’ Conference to Aork in June.

The Corporation and citizens of York had done ever\'thing

to make the event the success it was. The student members
of the Society had distinguished themselves in recent years

one being now' at the British School at Rome, another holffing

a Alaintenance Scholarship, and a thiid w'as among the prize-

winners at Liverpool University (this last had that day sailed

for the United States). He hoped that their absence would

only be temporary, and that the influential in the country

would appreciate that they had architectural talent in their

midst, and give such merit the employment it deserved.
“ The most disturbing feature, so far as he w'as able to judge,

W'as the great transfer of work from the hands of the private

practitioner into those of public officials. He regretted this

seemingly inevitable tendency. That tendency was the more

regrettable when it was considered they appeared to be on the
threshold of a period of considerable activity, when the face

of our cities w’ould change from the character they had had
stamped upon them by the nineteenth century, to something
healthier and more pleasing, w'hich they hoped w’ould mature
before the close of the tw'entieth century. Any improvement
in the architecture of the country' was traceable to the activities

of the single-minded independent private practitioners, and if

official architecture show'ed corresponding improvement, it

W'as because the officials themselves had been recruited from
private practice. As private practitioners, it was essential

that the public should take an intelligent interest in art, and it

was disappointing to find that singularly few' persons appeared
to realise that any other building other than the parish church
W'as worth a visit or capable of being made beautiful without
expense.”
Mr. J. S. Syme gave “ Our Guests,” and the Sheriff of York

(Councillor G. W. Halliday) replied.

In addition to those mentioned, there were also present the

Lady Alayoress, Airs. G. W. Halliday, Lady Banister Fletcher,

Air. Ian AlacAlister (secretary of the Royal Institute), Air.

E. A. Pollard (vice-president of the Society), Air, E. A. S.

Benny, Air. R. T. Cotterill and Air. R. Jackson (honorary
secretary of the Society).

Obituary
DR. ALBERT Von LE COQ [Hon. Corr. Member].

The death of Dr. Le Coq, the German explorer and
archieologist, is reported in Berlin at the age of 69. He
will be remembered chiefly for his researches in the little-

known territories of Turkestan during his expeditions of

1904 and 1906. He was aw^arded the gold medal of the

Order of the Hospital of St. John of Jerusalem in England
tor conspicuous bravery in saving the life of an English

officer on the Turkestan-India mountain road in 1906.

His only son died in action in France.

His greatest publication was Bnddistische Spdtantike in

Mittelasien, in four volumes
;

another work, Buried

Treasures of Chinese Turkestan, translated into English

by A. Barw'ell (1928), is in the Institute Library, and
throw s light upon the monuments of that remote country

of W'hich little has been written. A publication by his

companion in the second expedition, Professor Albert

Griimvedel, Altbuddhistische Kultstdtten in Chinesisch-

Turkisian (1912), is also in the Institute Library.

JOHN BRYAN NISBET [L.].

John Biy'an Nisbet, born in the parish of Kilmaurs, Ayr-
shire, in 1863 ; he w'as educated and trained in Edinburgh.
On the completion of his school course he was apprenticed

to Alessrs. Sutherland and Walker, a w'ell-known firm of

architects of that day in Edinburgh, On the termination of

his apprenticeship he served on the staffs of w'ell-knowm

architects in Edinburgh, Glasgow, and in the provinces,

notably Alessrs. Kinnear and Peddie, and Mr. J. G. AIcLachlan,
Edinburgh, besides being for a time on the staff of the Edin-
burgh City Architect. He began to build up a business of his

own, but the outbreak of the Great War for the time being

blotted out his prospects and he became a Supervisor under the

War Office. When peace came he undertook the supervision

of the erection of several of the housing schemes under the

East Lothian County Council. Resuming the threads of the

connection he had been building up before the War, he
acquired the business of an old, well-known Edinburgh firm,

Alessrs. Cousin, Ormiston and Taylor. Physical disability

finally necessitated the disposal of such business as he had
acquired. He died on 18 January, at the age of 67.
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Architects’ Benevolent Society
The eightieth Annual General IVIeeting of the Architects*

Benevolent Society was held in the rooms of the Royal Insti-

tute of British Architects on Wednesday, 14 May 1930, at

5 p.m. Sir Banister Fletcher (President) was in the chair.

Others present included : Mr. H. S. E. Vanderpant (Vice-

President), jMr. Charles Woodward, TVIr. H. Austen Hall, Mr.
Arthur Crow, Air. Osborn C. Hills, Air. A. Saxon Snell, Air.

A. J. Whitburn, Air. H. G. AIontgomer\% Air. E. Stanley Hall,

Air. T. C. Aates, Air. Rudolf Dircks, Air. C. H. Brodie, Air.

W. Henry White, Air. Alaurice E. Webb (Honorary Treasurer),

and Sir Charles Nicholson ^Honorary Secretar\')-

The Honorary' Secretary read the eightieth Annual Report
of the Council, from which we publish extracts

Subscriptions for 1929 show an increase over the year before,

and amount to £1,251 3s. £296 14s. 4d. has been received

in donations. Among the larger donations received during
the year may be mentioned £25 from Air. P. H. Adams, Air.

Graham C. Awdry and Air. Alaurice E. Webb (in connection
with the Allied Societies* Appeal)

; £21 17s. from Air. A.
Saxon Snell : £15 15s. from Air. Arthur Ashbridge

; £8 from
Air. A. AIcGibbon

; £7 17s. 6d. from the Northamptonshire,
Bedfordshire and Huntingdonshire Architectural Association

;

£5 5s. from each of the following : Airs. E. P. Howard, Air.

FI. S. Chorley, Air. A. C. Conrade (whose drawings and paint-

ings were exhibited in the R.I.B.A. Galleries in February),

Air. A. E. Kirk, the Tees-side branch of the Northern Archi-
tectural Association, Air. J. C. Procter, the Tylers’ and Brick-

layers’ Company, Air. W. F. Sargisson, Air. T. Spencer and
Afr. T. Butler Wilson

; £5 was received from the Liverpool
Architectural Society.

During the year an attempt has been made to enlist the co-

operation of the Allied Societies in obtaining new subscribers

and donors. A letter was sent to all presidents asking them
to appoint stewards who would canvas for contributions those

architects in their area who were not already members of the

Benevolent Society. In nearly everv' case a local honorary
secretary has been appointed. Canvassing is proceeding in

most districts, but from its personal house-to-house nature it

must necessarily be slow in showing results. We have, how'-

ever, gratefully to acknowledge £29 14s. 6d. from the Berks,

Bucks and Oxon Association, £12 15s. 6d. from the Essex,

Cambridge and Hertfordshire Societv', £20 3s. from the

Leicester Society (eight new subscribers and one donor, and
a donation through Air. P. H. Grundy, from the Leicester

Architects’ Guild), £7 17s, from Liverpool (five new^ sub-

scribers and two donors), £15 3s. from the Northamptonshire
Association (twelve new' subscribers and three donors), £6 6s.

from the Northern Architectural Association (six subscribers),

£ro IIS. 6d. from the Tees-side branch of the Northern Archi-

tectural Association (twenty-five donors), £46 4s. from the

West A^orkshire Society (twenty donors), los. 6d. from Bir-

mingham (one new' subscriber), and los. 6d. from the Wessex
Society (one new subscriber).

In addition to individual subscribers some of the Societies

have contributed through their Councils, and w'e have to

thank the Hampshire and Isle of Wight Society for a subscrip-

tion of £2 2s. made retrospective for two years, the Bucks
Society for a subscription of £i is., the Northamptonshire,

Bedfordshire and Huntingdonshire Society for a donation of

£7 17s. 6d. (mentioned above), in addition to the £15 3s.

from individual donors, the Tees-side branch of the Northern
Architectural Association for a donation of £5 5s. in addi-

tion to the £5 5s. acknowledged above and the £10 iis. 6d.

from individual donors, the Nottingham and Derby Archi-

tectural Society for a donation of £10 los., the South Wales
Institute of Architects for a subscription increased from five

to six guineas and the York and East Yorkshire Society for a

donation of £5. We record with gratitude the sum of £250
received from the Sheffield Society through their president,

Air. Charles Al. Hadfield, who is a trustee of the Edwin Ogden
Charitable Bequest, and recommended the Society for a grant.

A point to be noted, and to be gratefully recorded, about the

cheque for £10 iis. 6d. sent through Air. Arthur Harrison

from the Tees-side branch of the Northern Architectural

Association is that of the tw'enty-five new' donors four are

students.

In all the sum of £441 los. 6d. has been received as a result

of the appeal.

The Council have the pleasure to report that the Society's

Insurance Scheme continues to expand. £460 w'as received

in commission during the year, as compared W'ith £340 in

1928. The Council w'lsh to express their thanks to all members
who have patronised the scheme, and hope they will continue

to give it their support.
The President, in moving the adoption of the Annual Report

and Balance Sheet said :

—

“ It gives me very great pleasure to move the adoption of

the Society’s Annual Report. The purpose of the Society,

to help architects in distress and their w'idow's and orphans,

is one which must excite the sympathy of all of us and its

prosperity is an object which, I am sure, we all have at heart.
“ You w'ill see from the report that w e have made an appeal

during the year to the Allied Societies for closer co-operation

in the work of the Society, and the Allied Societies have
responded generously. Applicants have been called on and
reports submitted by their representatives, contributions have
been received from their Councils and many new donors and
subscribers have been enrolled from their list of members.
This has been largely due to the efforts of the local honorary
secretaries. The scheme has only started and the full effect

of the appeal has not yet been felt. We hope in time, as a

result of it, to have representatives of all the Allied Societies

on our Council, and have already nominated two members,
Air. Francis Jones from Alanchester, and Air. C. AI. Hadfield
from Sheffield. Canvassing is still going on, and no doubt
by next year we shall be able to w'elcome a very large number
of new' representatives from the Allied Societies on our Council.

“ We have lost by death many supporters during the year,

among w'hom I may mention Air. H. Percy Adams, a man
w'ho took a great interest in the Society and gave liberally to

its funds.
I have great faith in the future of the Benevolent Society.

It is founded on goodw'ill, for without the goodw'ill and gene-
rosity of the members of the architectural profession it would
not exist, and it does an excellent w'ork. Every year this work
increases and every year, we are pleased to be able to say,

the money at our disposal increases, too. This is largely due
to the energ\' and enterprise of our Honorary Treasurer, Air.

Alaurice E. Webb, to whom the Society owes much, and to
our Honorary Secretaiy', Sir Charles Nicholson. I w'ish the
Society prosperity in every w'ay. I hope it will make great
progress in the future. There is and, I am afraid, always will

be, a great deal of distress in the architectural profession. We
can help to lessen it by supporting our Benevolent Society
and giving what we can for the relief of those of us w'ho have
fallen by the wayside.”
The Council for the ensuing year was elected as follows :

—

President.—Sir Banister Fletcher, F.S.A., President of the
Royal Institute of British Architects.

Vice-Presidents.—Air. Walter Tapper, A.R.A., and Mr. H. S.
E. Vanderpant.

Council.—Alessrs. C. H. Brodie, Alaxwell Ayrton, H. D.
Searles-Wood, Sydney D. Kitson, Percy B. Tubbs, H. Austen
Hall, L, G. Pearson, W. Curtis Green, E. C. P. Monson, E. P.
Warren, F. R. Hiorns, R. Dircks, Francis Jones (representing
the Alanchester Society), C. Al. Hadfield (representing the
Sheffield, South Yorkshire and District Society^, E. Stanley
Hall (representing the Architectural Association), and Arthur
Crow (representing the London Societv').

Hon. Treasurer.—MeLUvicQ E. Webb, D.S.O., M.C., M.A.
Cantab.

Hon. Secretary .—Sir Charles Nicholson, Bart., M.A.
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Legal
WILLCOCKS AND BARNES i;. THE PAIGNTON

CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY, LIMITED.
(Before the Lord Chief Justice.)

His Lordship on 7 April gave a reserved judgment for the

defendants in this action tried before him at Exeter Assizes,

in which the plaintiffs, Messrs. Willcocks and Barnes, builders,

claimed damages for alleged breach of contract by the defend-

ants, the Paignton Co-operative Society, Limited. The nature

of the claim appears fully from the judgment.
Mr. H. du Parcq, K.C., and Mr. F. A. Wilshire appeared

for the plaintiffs
;
Mr. Croom-Johnson, K.C., and Mr. A.

Inman for the defendants

.

Judgment.
The Lord Chief Justice read the following judgment :

—

In this case the plaintiffs claimed damages for breach of

contract to employ them to carr>' out certain works in Paignton.

The material facts of the case may be briefly stated. The
plaintiffs are builders and contractors, and on 28 November
1928, the defendants, by advertisement, invited tenders for

the erection of certain premises, stating that applications for

bills of quantities should reach the defendants’ office not later

than 4 December 1928. On 29 November 1928, the plaintiffs

duly applied for bills of quantities, which were sent to them
by the defendants’ quantity surveyors on 6 December, accom-

panied by a letter saying that sealed and endorsed tenders

were to be delivered to the defendants not later than 5 p.m.

on 18 December, and that the priced bills of quantities, in a

separate sealed cover with the name of the contractor written

on the outside, were to be sent to the architects, Messrs.

Bridgman and Bridgman.
The letter also stated that the bills would be returned

unopened, in the case of unaccepted tenders, after the contract

had been signed, and that plans, specifications, and conditions

of contract could be seen at the offices of the architects during

usual hours. These statements were repeated in the bills of

quantities.

On 18 December the plaintiffs duly delivered a tender to

the defendants, and delivered to the architects priced bills of

quantities in a separate sealed cover with their name wTitten

on the outside as directed. On the sarne day, 18 December,

at a meeting of the defendants’ managing committee, it 'J'Vas

resolved that the architects be asked to verify the plaintiffs

bills of quantities and to report thereon. In pursuance of

this resolution the defendants’ quantity surveyors on the

following day (19 December) obtained the bills of quantities

from the architects, and checked them, and returned them to

the architects as correct. The quantity surveyors afterwards

explained to the architects that they considered the tender

was to be accepted, and for that reason obtained the bills of

quantities from the architects’ office and checked them.
^

On 22 December, at a special meeting of the defendants

managing committee, it was resolved that the arcWtects be

asked to include in their verification of bills of quantities those

relating to the tender of Alessrs. IMelhuish and Berry, and that

their reports be considered at a meeting to be held on 28 Decem-
ber. And at a special meeting held on 28 December it was

resolved that the tender of Messrs. IMelhuish and Berry be

accepted.

An Interview.

On 2 January 1929, Air. Barnes, a partner in the plaintiffs

firm, called at the office of the architects and saw’ Mr. Bridg-

man. Mr. Barnes's account of w’hat took place at the inter-

view, which I accept, is as follows :

Mr. Bridgman said that at a meeting of the co-operative

committee they had decided to accept our tender. They

collected the bill of quantities from the architect and had
it sent to the quantity surveyors to be checked. It was
checked and returned to the architect as correct. He
told me also that the co-operative committee met again
and decided to accept the contract of another builder.

He then handed back to me the opened bill of quantities.

I told him that I did not think this w’as playing the game
and that I should have to consult my partner.

Afterwards, on 4 January 1929, the architects informed the
plaintiffs that a contract had been entered into with Alessrs.

Meihuish and Berry.
It w’as contended on behalf of the plaintiffs that the opening

of their bills of quantities constituted an acceptance by the
defendants of their tender, and that the return to them by
the architects of the opened bills on 2 January 1929, after

the bills had been checked and ticked off by the defendants’
quantity surveyors, w’as a signification to the plaintiffs of that

acceptance, and that there w’as, therefore, a completed contract

betw’een the plaintiffs and the defendants. Counsel for the

defendants admitted that w’hat had been done was highly
undesirable, and that the bills of quantities ought to have
been returned unopened to the plaintiffs. But he contended
that the opening of the bills of quantities did not amount to

an acceptance of the plaintiffs’ tender.

I regret that I am unable to agree with the argument for

the plaintiffs, wFo seem to have been shabbily treated. Even
though it be assumed that, w’hen the resolution of the defend-
ants’ managing committee of 18 December w’as passed, it

w'as the intention of the defendants to accept the plaintiffs’

tender, that, I think, is not enough. In such a case an
intention to accept an offer is not an acceptance unless and
until the intention is communicated to the person by whom
the offer is made. And the returning of the plaintiffs’ opened
bills of quantities to them on 2 January cannot, in my opinion,

be regarded as the communication of an acceptance, because,

before they w’ere returned, Mr. Bridgman informed Air.

Barnes that the defendants had decided to accept the contract

of another builder.

I think, therefore, that there must be judgment for the

defendants.
Solicitors.—Alessrs. Eastley and Co., Paignton

;
Alessrs.

Stanley Richards and Norrington, Paignton.

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS FOR CONCRETE AND
REINFORCED CONCRETE.
Liege, i to 6 September, 1930.

There will be held at Liege, from i to 6 September the First

International Congress for Concrete and Reinforced Concrete,

This Congress, in w'hich the participation of members of the

Institution of Structural Engineers was invited by the Belgian

Organising Committee, is being held in connection wflth the

celebration of National Independence of Belgium, with an
International Exhibition at Liege, w’hich will open this month
and remain open for six months.
The British Organising Committee comprises representa-

tives of the Alinistry of Transport, the Department of Scientific

and Industrial Research, the Department of the Civil Engineer

in Chief of the Admiralty, the Institution of Royal Engineers,

the Royal Institute of British Architects, the Institution of

Alunicipal and County Engineers, and the Institution of

Chemical Engineers.

Travelling arrangements have been made for those who wish

to take part in the Congress. Full information will be supplied

on inquiry by the Secretary of the Institution of Structural

Engineers, 10 Upper Belgrave Street, S.W.i.
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THE RURAL AMENITIES BILL.

In view of Sir Hilton Young’s unexpected visit to

Iraq the Rural Amenities Bill, of which he has already

secured the second reading, has been withdrawn. It is

hoped, however, that the Government will be prepared to

introduce a comprehensive measure on this subject

next Session. A feature of the new Parliament has been
the increased interest taken by members in the necessity

for preserving the beauties of the countryside. Action

has been taken on a number of private Bills, and within the

last few days a second reading has been given to the

Alalvern Hills Bill after assurances had been given by
its promoters that the objections taken to it would be
fully met in Committee.

TOWN PLANNING INSTITUTE.
Scottish Branch.

At the first annual meeting of the Scottish Branch of

the Town Planning Institute the following Executive

Committee was appointed ; Chairman—Sir W. E. Whyte,
O.B.E. Vice-Chairman—W. H. AIcLean, A.R.T.C.,
ALInst.C.E., Ph.D. Honorary Vice-Chairmen—The
IMost Honourable the Marquis and Marchioness of

Aberdeen and Tern air. Honorary Secretary—Mr. James
Macaulay, F.S.L, F.F.S., F.S.A. (Scot), 37, St. Vincent
Crescent, Glasgow, C.3. Honorary Treasurer—Mr.
F. A. B. Preston, M.Inst.M. and Cy.E. Executive Com-
mittee—Messrs. T. F. Henderson, A.M.Inst.C.E.

;
F. C.

Mears, F.R.I.B.A.
;
G. B. Deas

; J. D. MacIntyre,

B.L., and R. S. Hay, M.Inst. M. and Cy.E.

MODEL OF THE HOLY SEPULCHRE,
JERUSALEM.

In consequence of the interest shown in the model
now on exhibition in the Library, kindly lent by Sir

Charles Trevelyan at the suggestion of the President, it

has been decided to continue its exhibition till 28 June
next. Readers may be referred to the illustration of the

model and article by Air. Sidney Toy in the last issue

of the Journal (10 May, p. 487).

CENTRAL SCHOOL OF ARTS AND CIUVFTS.

The annual exhibition of students’ work will open on
Alonday, 2 June, and continue until the last Saturday

of the month. Hours 12 till 8. Admission free, without

tickets.

A.A.S.T.A. TOUR TO SPAIN.

The party will leave London on the evening of Saturday,

30 August 1930, and travel via Newhaven, Dieppe and Paris

to Bordeaux, where the day will be spent. The party will

then proceed to Burgos, Segovia and Aladrid Seven days

will be spent in Madrid, which will permit several local ^'isIts,

including Toledo, On ii September the party will return to

Pans for London. Those who desire can return earlier and
those wishing to extend the trip may visit Granada, Cordova,

or Se\ die, etc.

The approximate cost will be £20, 2nd class rail and steamer.

Members travelling fnmi the provinces may obtain return

tickets to Londr)n at single fare and a hcilt.

The party will be in chaige of Mr. A. W. Reading, who
speaks Spanish and has considerable experience of Spam.
A post card to the Secretary, A.A.S T..\., 29 Buckingham

Gate, S.W.i, will ensure full particulars as soon as available.

WOOLWICH POLYTECHNIC.
Appointment of Head Teacher of the Building Section

(Evening Classes Only).

( 1 ) The Governors invite applications for the above additional

part-time teaching appointment, duties to commence in

September 1930.

(2) Attendance at the Polytechnic will be required at no
time except during the evening, i.e., for periods as arranged
after 6.30 p.m.

(3) The teacher appointed wdl be responsible to the Principal
for the arrangement of courses in the whole of the Building
Section, for advice in the selection of Visiting Teachers, and
for advice as to the supply and proper maintenance of the
teaching equipment.

(4) The Teacher will be expected himself to undertake
teaching on not more than four evenings per week during the
session, and to attend on a fifth evening as required to keep
in touch with the other teachers of the Section.

(5) The duration of the session in each year and the vacation
periods will be as set out in the Students’ Handbook for each
current session. As a general rule, the full session will extend
from the commencement of the last week in September to
the end of the first week in A lay, but it is hoped to develop
some continuance for special subjects into a “ Summer Term ”

(May to the end of June).

(6) Remuneration will be at the rate of £,z$o per annum, pay-
able in twelve equal monthly instalments.

(8) Application should be made as soon as possible to the
Principal upon a form wLich w ill be provided.

(9) Selected candidates will be invited for interview'.

R.LB.A. INTERMEDIATE EXAAIINATION.
TESTIAIONIES OF STUDY.

The Council of the R.LB.A., on the recommendation
of the Board of Architectural Education, have approved
the following revised regulations for the R.LB.A. Inter-
mediate Examination to come into operation on 30 April
1931. Candidates submitting Testimonies of Study
for consideration by the Examiners on or after this date
will be required to comply wfith the new regulations.

A. The Orders. A fa9ade or part of a fa9ade of a building
of recognised importance, showing the application of one or
more of the Greek, Roman or Renaissance Orders of Archi-
tecture. The Student must state his authority for the Order
and the building, which should not be of recent design.

Sheet I . A general drawing of the building, sufficient
to illustiate the application of the Order, or Orders, with sec-
tion of the fa9ade wall, and plans of the fa9ade wall in the
storeys where the Orders occur.

Sheet 2. Details of the Order or Orders.
B Freehand Drazvings. Sheet 3. Classic Ornament or

Medixwal Ornament. Freehand drawing from the round.
C. Heasured Drainings . Sheet 4* Aleasured drawings of

an existing building or portion of a building, not of recent
construction, to be selected by the candidate. His plottings
and sketches are also to be submitted. Care must be exercised
to select a building of aichitectural merit, and such essentials
as stone jointings, etc., should be clearly indicated. If the
candidate is in doubt as to a suitable subject he should com-
municate with the Secretary to the Board of Architectural
Education.

Sheet 5. A simple design based on the subject measured
for Sheet 4 ajter that sheet has been approved by the Examiners.
D. Construction applied to Elementary Design. Working

drawings of a domestic building of moderate dimensions,
designed by the candidate, showing clearly the construction of
fiooi's, roofs, joinery, etc.
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The quality of design will be considered and work not
reaching a reasonable standard of simple design will be dis-

qualified on that ground.
Sheet 6. General drawings to a scale of 8 ft. to i in.

Sheet 7. A comprehensive i-in. detail.

Sheet 8. Some full-size details.

R.I.B.A. FINAL EXAMINATIONAND ACOUSTICS.
The Council of the R.I.B.A. have decided, on the

recommendation of the Board of Architectural Educa-
tion, that all candidates taking the Final Examinaton
in 1932 and subsequent years shall be required to include

in the four Testimonies of Study for which they must
secure approval before being admitted to the Examina-
tion, one out of the two subjects set annually as R.I.B.A.
Problems in Design involving a simple acoustic treatment
with calculations to give the appropriate time of rever-

beration.

The following list of articles and books on the subject

will be issued with each list of R.I.B.A. Problems in

Design to guide candidates in obtaining the necessary
information :

—

Books.

Watson, F. R. : Acoustics of Buildings, 1923.

Davis, A. H., and Kaye, G. W. C. : The Acoustics of Buildings,

1927.

Articles.

Hope Bagenal
:
^Planning for Good Acoustics, R.I.B.A.

Journal, 22 November, 6 December
1924.

,, ,, Acoustics of Buildings, The Builder^ 23 April,

28 May 1920.

,, Concert Room Acoustics, Architects' Journal^

6 June 1928.

,, ,, The Leipzig Tradition in Concert Hall

Design, R.I.B.A. Journal, 21 September
1929.

,, ,, Cinema, The Architect, 1929.

,, ,, Acoustics as Applied to Buildings, The
Architect, 8 and 29 April 1921.

,, ,,
Architectural Acoustics, Specifications, 1921,

Volume 25.

„ ,, Designing for Musical Tone, R.I.B.A.

Journal, 17 October 1925.

,, ,, A Plea for Acoustic Reform in Law Courts,

Architects' Journal, 28 Alarch 1928.

,, ,, The Acoustics of the Council Chamber,
Architects' Journal, 7 March 1923.

W. H. Thorpe: The Acoustics of Buildings, Architects'

Journal, 17 January 1923.

A. H. Davis : Designing for Loud Speakers, The Architect,

I and 8 October 1926.

,, ,, The Acoustics of Large Halls, Architects'

Journal, 14 April 1926.

,, ,, Acoustics in Building, The Architect,

28 November 1924.

G.A.Sutherland : The Acoustics of the Auditorium, Architects'

Journal, 21 February 1923.

,, ,, The Acoustics of the Auditorium, R.I.B.A.

Journal, 22 September and 20 October

1923.
A. G. Huntley : Applied Acoustics, Architects' Journal,

25 July 1928.

Two subjects involving acoustic treatment will be

included for the first time in the list of R.I.B.A. Problems

in Design for 1931.

R.I.B.A. STATUTORY EXAMINATION FOR DIS-
TRICT SURVEYOR AND THE EXAMINATION

FOR BUILDING SURVEYOR.
The R.I.B.A. Statutor^^ Examination for the office of

District Surveyor under the London Building Acts, and
the Examination for Building Surveyor under Local
Authorities, will be held at the R.I.B.A., London, on
15, 16 and 17 October 1930.
The closing date for receiving applications for ad-

mission to the Examinations, accompanied by the fee of

£3 3s., is 24 September.
Full particulars of the Examinations and application

forms can be obtained from the Secretary R.I.B.A.

At the recent R.I.B.A. Statutory Examinauon for

candidates for the Office of District Surveyor, one can-
didate, Air. Gordon Welch, presented himself and was
successful in the Examination.

NOTES FROM THE MINUTES OF THE COUNCIL.
7 April, 1930.

British Architects’ Conference, 1931.
It was decided, on the recommendation of the Allied

Society’s Conference, to accept the invitation of the
Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland to hold the
British Architects’ Conference at Dublin in 1931.

Examinations.
The following results were reported to the Council :

—

The R.I.B.A. Winter Examinations : Intermediate
Examination.—Examined, 147 ;

passed, 45 ; relegated,

102 ;
percentage passed, 31 per cent.

Final Examination.—Examined, 76 ;
passed, 25 ;

relegated, 42 ;
percentage passed, 45 per cent.

;
(and

9 Part I only).

Special Examination.—Examined, 20 ;
passed, 5 ;

relegated, 14 ;
percentage passed, 30 per cent.

;
(and

I Part I only).

Examination in Professional Practice for Stiidetits of
Recognised Schools of Architecture Exempted from the

R.I.B.A. Final Examination.—Examined, 67 ;
passed, 44 ;

relegated, 23 ;
percentage passed, 66 per cent.

Special Examination in IDesign for Former Members of
the Society of Architects.—Examined, 3 ; passed, c

;

relegated, 3 ;
percentage passed, o.

R.I.B.A. Examinations Overseas.
(i) R.I.B.A. Intermediate and Final Examinations,

Montreal, Canada, November and December, 1929 ;

—

Intermediate Examination.—Examined, i
;

passed, i
;

relegated, o
;
percentage passed, 100 per cent.

Final Examination.—Examined, 2 ; passed, i
; rele-

gated, I
;
percentage passed, 50 per cent. ; (Part I only).

(ii) R.I.B.A. Final Examination, Toronto, Canada,
December, 1929.—Examined, i

;
passed, o; relegated, i

;

percentage passed, o.

(iii) R.I.B.A. Examination in Professional Practice,

Bombay, India, December, 1929.—Examined, i
; passed,

I
;
relegated, o

;
percentage passed, 100 per cent.

(iv) R.I.B.A. Special and Professional Practice Examina-
tions, Sydney, Nezv South Wales, June, 1929 ; Special
Examination.—Examined, i

;
passed, o

; relegated, i
;

percentage passed, o.

Professional Practice Examination.—Examined, 2 ;

passed, 2 ;
relegated, o

;
percentage passed, 100 per cent.
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(v) RJ.BA. Intermediate and Final Examinations,

Cape Town, South Africa, November, 1929 Intermediate

Examination.—Examined, 9 ;
passed, 4 ;

relegated, 5 ;

percentage passed, 44 per cent.

Final Examination.—Examined, 2 ;
passed, o

;
rele-

gated, 2 ;
percentage passed, o.

^

(vi) R.I.B.A. Final Examination, Auckland, New
Zealand, November, 1929.—Examined, i

;
passed, o

;

relegated, i
;
percentage passed, o.

(vii) R.I.B.A. Special Examination, Perth, Western

Australia, August, 1929.—Examined, i
;

passed, i
;

relegated, o ;
percentage passed, 100 per cent.

School of Architecture, Nottingham. •

It was decided, on the recommendation of the Board

of Architectural Education, to recognise the School of

Architecture, Nottingham, for exemption from the

R.I.B.A. Intermediate Examination for its three years’

full-time day course.
Prizes.

The Pimn Studentship, 1929.—The report and drawings

prepared on his tour by Mr. R. H. Matthew, Pugin

Student, I929 >
'vere approved.

The Tite Prize, 1928.—The sketches and drawings

prepared on his tour by Air. P. AIcNeil {A.), Tite Prize-

man, 1928, were approved.

The Tite Prize, 1929.—The sketches and drawings

prepared on his tour by Air. \V, Crabtree, Tite Prizeman,

192Q, were approved.

The Neale Bursary, 1930.—The programme submitted

for his tour by Air. W. A. S. Cormack (A.), Neale Bursar,

1930, was approved.

The Soane Medallion, 1930-—The programme sub-

mitted for his tour by Air. J. L. Alartin, Soane Medallist,

1930, was approved.

The Hunt Bursary, 1930.—The programme submitted

for his tour by Air. T. AI. Daniel {A.), Hunt Bursar,

1930, was approved.

The Grissell Gold AIed.\l.

It was decided, on the recommendation of the Board

of Architectural Education, to abolish the minimum age

limit of 21 and to make the competition open to those

who have not been in practice for a longer period than

ten years, and who have passed the R.I.B.A. Final or

equivalent Examination, or have produced certificates

from responsible Architects to the effect that they have

reached the required standard. This revision will not

take effect until next year.

The Officers of the Board of Architectural
Education.

The Officers of the Board of Architectural Education

were appointed as follows for the Session 1930-1931

Air. L. Sylvester Sullivan :
Chairman.

Air. AV. H. Ansell (Chairman of the

Examinations Committee)

Professor A. E. Richardson (Chair-

man of the Schools Committee) Vice-Chairmen.

Professor A. C. Dickie (Chairman

of the Prizes and Scholarships

Committee)
Air. A. H. Aloberly :

Hon. Secretary.

Membership of the Board of Architectural Education.

It was reported that the Institute of Builders had

appointed Alajor F. A. Wallis, M.C., to represent them

on the Board of Architectural Education.

Architectural Students and Experience on Buildings

in Course of Erection.

It was reported that the Council of the Institute of

Builders had cordially accepted the Council’s invitation

to draw up lists of builders willing to give facilities to

architectural students for studying building work.

The Restoration of St. Paul’s Cathedral.

It was decided to hold, on a suitable date in June, a

special Council Dinner, at which all the architects who
have been concerned with the restoration of St. Paul’s

Cathedral, should be invited as guests of honour, and to

have a Special General Aleeting on the same day at

which a lecture, illustrated by lantern slides,‘on the work
of restoration should be given.

The Ninth Report of the Works Sub-Committee of

the St. Paul’s Cathedral Preservation Committee was
submitted to the Council. It has now been placed in

the Library.
Higher Buildings in London.

The following members were appointed to represent

the R.I.B.A. at a conference which is being convened by
the London Society to consider the growing tendency

to relax the conditions governing the height of buildings

in London :
—
Professor S. D. Adshead.
Air. Charles Holden.
Air. Arthur Keen.
Air. W. Harding Thompson.

It was decided to ask the representatives to support the

preATous policy of the Council in this matter, viz,, that

the Council are not in favour of any general relaxation of

the present conditions as laid down in the L^ondon Building

Act.

The South Wales Architecture AIedal.
Air. G. C. Lawrence (F.) was appointed as the R.I.B.A.

representative on the Jury for the Award of the South
Wales Architecture AIedal.

The Singapore Architects’ Ordinance, 1926, and
THE Enforcement of the Code of Professional

Practice in Singapore.
At the request of the Singapore Society of Architects,

and on the recommendation of the Practice Standing
Committee, it was decided to make representations to

H.AI. Government concerning the regularisation of the

personnel of the Board of Architects set up under the

Singapore Architects’ Ordinance, 1926, and also as to

the enforcement of the Code of Professional Practice as

provided for in the Ordinance.

Sessional Papers.

The programme of papers for the Session 1930-1 931
prepared by the Sessional Papers Committee was ap-

proved.

The Salaried Members Committee : Memorandum
ON the State of the Profession.

A memorandum on the state of the profession prepared
by the Salaried Alembers Committee was approved for

circulation to members.
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R.I.B.A. Grants for Libraries of Schools of Archi-
tecture AND Allied Societies.

It was decided, on the recommendation of the Board
of Architectural Education, to make a grant of £100 for

the year 1930, viz,^ £50 to the Board, and £50 to the
Allied Societies’ Conference for the provision of additional

text-books for the use of students of Schools and Allied

Societies which have an inadequate supply of such books.

The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings
AND THE Survey of Bridges.

It was decided to make a further grant of £10 los. to

the S.P.A.B. Fund for the Survey of Bridges.

The Fellowship.
The Council, by a unanimous vote, elected Mr. Allan

George, of Toronto, to the Fellowship under the powers
defined in the Supplemental Charter of 1925,

Membership.
Election 16 June, 1930.—Applications for membership

were approved as follows :

—

As Fellows : 15 applications.

As Associates : 14 „

Reinstatement.
The following ex-member was re-instated :

—

As Licentiate : V. V. Vadnerkar.

Application for Election as Licentiate Under
Section III (f) of the Supplemental Charter of 1925.
One application was approved.

Resignations.
The following resignations were accepted with regret ;

—

Claude Paterson {A!)

F, Chapman Clemeshaw (L.).

PROBATIONERS.
During the month of April, 1930, the following were

registered as Probationers of the Royal Institute :

—

Bamford : Richard Samuel, 173 Alexandra Park Avenue,
Belfast.

Beecham : Thomas Welles, 19 Grosvenor Square, W.i.
Chamberlaine : Donald, Rosemar>% Down’s Avenue, Whit-

stable, Kent.
Copeland : Fred Copeland, Staindrop S.O., Co. Durham.
Cox : Geoffrey, 162 Beeches Road, West Bromwich, Staffs.

Cox : Walter Joseph, Imperial Hotel, Donaghadee, Ulster.

Davison : Thomas James Maurice, Belmont Lodge, Knock,
Belfast.

Goodden : Robert Yorke, 14 King Edward Mansions, 8

Grape Street, W.C.
Gratrix : Henry Holmwood, 92 Urmston Lane, Stretford,

Manchester.
Hains : Eric Price, “ Trewent,” 2 Roping Road, Yeovil.

Heywood : Leslie Albert John, Burrough, Northam, North
Devon.

Hunt : Robert Dennis, Fairwarp, Kingswnod, Tadworth,
Surrey.

Jeffery: Francis Charles, 59 Ferndale Road, Clapham, S.W.4.

MacMinn
: John, AlnwicWiill Road, Liberton, Edinburgh.

Marlow : Alan Fletcher, i St. John’s Road, S.E.18

McKibbin : Ernest Andrew John, c/o T. R. Eagar, Esq., 142

Royal Avenue, Belfast, N.I.

McLean : Colin Ross, c/o New Zealand House, 415 The
Strand, W.C.2.

Mitton : Alfred Pearson, i 54 Aldermans Green, Foleshill,

Coventry.
P.ARKINSON : Tom Noel, 51 Richmond Mount, Headingley,

Leeds

.

Parsons : Ivan Frederick Gilbert, 146 Brockley Grove,

Crofton Park, S.E.4.

Peake : William Edward, 29 Havelock Place, Shelton,
Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs.

Potts : Alexander Robert Balliol, 97B Whipcord Lane,
Chester.

Pye : Richard, “ Wawanesa,” Poulton Road West, Poulton-
le-Fylde.

Quinn : Charles Joseph, 37 Isis Street, Earlsfield, London,
S.W.18.

Rowe : O’Brian John Leatt, “ Daintree Cottage,” Marlow,
Bucks.

Sein : Maung Tun, 34 Bedford Square, W.C.i.
Simpson : Arthur, 18 St. Michael’s Road, Headingley,

Leeds.
Smith : Donald Charles Denton, 25 Belvoir Road, Cam-

bridge.
Thorpe : Raymond Banks, 53 Church Street, Caversham,

Reading, Berks.
Towler : Stanley Lovell, 41 The Crescent, New Malden,

Surrey.
Turner : Frank Albert, “ Wilmington,” 38 South Farm

Road, Worthing.
ViNEY : Thomas Leslie, 14 Pound Street, Warminster, Wilts.
Ward : John Frank, 21 Eglinton Road, Bow, E.3,
Wilson ; Edward Patrick, 34 Woodstock Road, Oxford.
Wilson : Leslie Hugh, 8 Manor Road, Brockley, S,E.4.

ELECTION OF STUDENTS R.I.B.A.
The following were elected as Students at the meeting

of the Council held on 12 May 1930 :—

-

Dillon : Carmen Joseph, 149 Walm Lane, London, N.W.2.
Good : Norman Dougl.^, 4 Appian Way, Dublin.
Goodden : Robert Yorke ; 14 King Edward ^Mansions,

8 Grape Street, London, W.C.
Haswell : George Joseph Watson, 67 Victoria Road, Alex-

andra Park, London, N.22.
Hunt : Robert Dennis, Fairwarp, Kingswood, Tadworth,

Surrey.
McLaughlan : Charles Philip, 98 Bethune Road, London,

N.16.
McLean : Colin Ross, c/o New Zealand House, 415 Strand,

London, W.C.2.
Marlow : Alan Fletcher, i St. John’s Road, London, S.E.18.
Maw : Geoffrey Morrison, 47 Palmerston Crescent, Palmers

Green, London, N.13.
Morrison : Alexander James Wilson, 4 Hampton Terrace,

Edinburgh.
Prior : James Frederick, 22 Culmington Road, London, W.13.
Richardson : Rachel Joan, Colvend, Boundary Road, Bid-

ston, Cheshire.
Robin : Alexander Arthur, 7 Melfort Avenue, Dumbreck,

Glasgow.
Robinson : George Duncan, 96 Selw^^^n Road, Edgbaston,

Birmingham.
Rosser : Clifford, 15B Clive Road, Canton, Cardiff.

Sein : Maung Tun, 34 Bedford Square, London, W.C.i.

ATTENDANCES AT COUNCIL AND STANDING
COMMITTEE MEETINGS, SESSION 1929-1930-

The Council (10 Meetings).

President : Sir Banister Fletcher, 9. Vice-Presidents :

Henry V. Ashley, 7 ;
E. Stanley Hall, 8

;
Henry M.

Fletcher, 8 ; John Keppie (Glasgow), 5. Honorary
Secretary : Sydney D. Kitson (Oxon.), 10.

Members of Council : Professor S. D. Adshead, 5 ;

Robert Atkinson, 3 ;
Sir Herbert Baker, o ; Major

Harry Bames, o
;

Herbert T. Buckland (Birmingham), 6 ;

H. S. Goodhart-Rendel, 6 ;
Francis Jones (Manchester),

4 ;
Arthur Keen, 10 ;

H. V. Lanchester, 9 ; G. C.
Lawrence (Bristol), 10 ;

Sir Edwin L. Lutyens, o ;

Thomas R. Milburn (Sunderland), 7 ;
Oswald P. Milne;
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5 ; E. C. P. Monson, 9 ; Professor C. H. Reilly (Liver-

pool), 10 ; H. D. Searles-Wood, lo ;
Percy E. Thomas

(Cardiff), 9 ;
Alaurice E. Webb, 8.

Associate Members of Council : Lieut.-Colonel H. P.

Cart de Lafontaine, 8 ;
G. Leonard Elkington, 3 ;

Major
T. C. Howitt (Nottingham), 6 ; R. Goulbum Lovell

(Eastbourne), 9 ;
Manning D. Robertson (Dublin), 2 ;

J. Douglas Scott, 10 ; E. A. D. Tanner, 7 ;
Michael

J. Tapper, g ;
E. Berry Webber, 10.

Licentiate Members of Council : A. B. Hayward, 8 ;

E. H. Heazell (Nottingham), o
;

Lieut.-Colonel P. A,
Hopkins, 9 ; J. Llewellin Smith (Aberdare), 7 ;

Percy J.

Waldram, 6 ;
Colonel N. H. Waller (Gloucester), 10.

Past Presidents : E. Guy Daw ber, o
;
Walter Tapper, 2.

Representatives of Allied Societies hi the United Kingdom
or the Irish Free State : (Northern Province of England)
Duncan A. Campbell (Liverpool), 7 ;

G. H. Foggitt

(Leeds), 10 ; C. M. E. Hadfield (Sheffield), 8 ; J. T.
Halliday (Alanchester), 6 ;

G. Dudley Harbron (Hull),

10 ; Lieut.-Colonel A. K. Tasker (Newcastle), 7.

(Alidland Province ofEngland) A.T. Butler (Birmingham),

7 ; G. M. Eaton (Derby), 6 ;
Albert Herbert (Leicester), 6 ;

StanleytWearing (Norwich),8 ; R. J.^^ illiams (Kettering), 8.

(Southern Province of England) Harry Hutt (Reading), 7 ;

Thomas Overbury (Cheltenham), 4 ;
B. Priestley Shires

(Plymouth), 5 ; J. Arthur Smith (Basingstoke), 8. Allied

Societies in Scotland) Andrew Balfour (Glasgow), 5 ;

Donald Alatheson (Inverness), o
;

Patrick H. Thoms
(Dundee), 3. (Allied Societies in Wales) T. Alwyn
Lloyd (Cardiff), 9. (Allied Societies in Ireland) F. G.
Hicks (Dublin), 3 ;

E. R. Kennedy (Ulster), 3.

Representatives of Allied Societies in the British Domin-
ions Overseas : Professor A. S. Hook (Australia), o

;

Robert Howden (South Africa), o ;
Percy E. Nobbs

(Canada), o.

Representative of the Architectural Association {London) :

F. Winton Newman, 6.

Representative of the Association of Architects, Surveyors

and Technical Assistants : W. H. Hamlyn, 8.

Chairman of the Board of Architectural Education :

L. Sylvester Sullivan, 9.

Chairman of the Four Standing Committees : E. C.

Bewlay* (Birmingham) (Art), 9 ;
AI. S. Briggsf (Litera-

ture), 8 ;
Sydney Tatchellf (Practice), 8 ;

Dr. Raymond
Unwint (Science), 8.

The Art Standing Committee (9 meetings) : Professor

S. D. Adshead, 2 ; E. C. Bewlay* (Birmingham),

Chairman, 8 ; H. Chalton Bradshaw', 6 ; C. F. W.
Dening (Bristol), 6 ; H. S. Goodhart-Rendel, 4 ;

Charles

H. Holden, 7 ;
C. H. James*, 6 ;

Arthur Keen, Vice-

Chairman, 6 ;
Edward B. Alaufe*, 6 ;

Osw'ald P. Alilne,

2 ; AI. H. Baillie Scott, 6 ;
Louis de Soissons, 5 ;

G. G. Wornum, Joint Hon. Secretary, 6 ;
R. A. Duncan,

Joint Hon. Secretary, 8 ;
Cyril A. Farey, 2 ;

E. Maxwell
Fry, 7 ;

Hon. H. A. Parkington, 7 ;
S. Rowland Pierce,

6 ;
F. E. Towndrow*, 6 ;

Alichael Waterhouse, 3 ;

E. Berry Webber*, 8 ; A. S. Soutar, 6 ;
Francis R.

Taylor, 9 ;
R. Alinton Taylor, 5.

The Literature Standing Committee (7 meetings) ;

Louis Ambler, Vice-Chairman, 6 ;
W. H. Ansell*, o

;

Aiartin S. Briggs, Chairman, 6 ;
A. S. G. Butler, 4 ;

Alajor H. C. Corlette*, 6 ; C. CowJes-Voysey, o
; J.

Murray Easton, 5 ; D, Theodore Fyfe (Cambridge), 4 ;

G. D. Gordon Hake* (Bristol), 2 ; Arthur E. Henderson, 5 ;

F. Winton Newman*, o
;

Basil Oliver, Joint Hon.
Secretary, 6 ;

C. S. Spooner, 5 ;
Arthur Stratton, 3 ;

H. W. Chester, 6 ;
Professor F. S. Granger (Notting-

ham), 3 ;
Aliss E. K, D. Hughes*, 5 ; H. C. Hughes

(Cambridge), 4 ; E. R. Jarrett, 5 ; J. Maclaren Ross, 4 ;

Grahame B. Tubbs, Joint Hon. Secretary, 7 ;
A. B.

Hayw'ard, 4 ;
E. AI. Hick, 7 ; F. H. Mansford, 7.

The Practice Standing Committee (ii meetings):
Henry N

.

Ashley, 9 ;
A. Burnett Brown*, 4 ; Frederick

Chatterton*, 8 ;
H. S. Fairhurst (Alanchester), 10

;

W. H, Gunton*, Hon. Secretary,^', E, Bertram
Kirby (Liverpool), 9 ;

G. C. Lawrence (Bristol), 9 ;

G. H. Lovegrove*, 8 ;
E. C. P. Monson*, 8 ; J. Alan

Slater, 8; Sydney Tatchell, Chairman, ii; Percy
Thomas (Cardiff), Vice-Chairman, 7 ;

Francis T. Verity,

9 ; W. E. VI^Xson, Joint Hon. Secretary, ii ; Herbert A.
Welch, 3 ;

John Batty, 9 ; H. V. Milnes Emerson, 10 ;

W. H. Elamlyn, 5 ; R. Norman Alackellar (Newcastle), 9 ;

J. Douglas Scott, II ; Edward Unwin, 10; F. R.
Betenson, 10 ; J. W. Denington, 5 ; Capt. A. Seymour
Reeves, 9.

The Science Standing Committee {lo meetings) :

Robert J. Angel, 8 ; W. E. Vernon Crompton, 2

;

G. R. Farrow, 8 ; W. A. Harvey (Birmingham), 5 ;

Arthur J. Hope (Bolton), 7 ; Harry Hutt* (Reading), 6 ;

Alan E. Alunby, 6 ; E. J. Partridge*, 7 ; H. D. Searles-
Wood, 7 ; Charles F. Skipper (Cambridge), Joint Hon.
Secretary, lo

;
S. Pointon ’Taylor*

, Joint Hon. Secretary,

8 ;
Dr. Raymond Unwdn, Chairman, 9 ; T. Butler

Wilson (Leeds), 4 ; P. W. Barnett*, 7 ; W. T. Benslyn, 5 ;

Eric Bird, 9 ; Edwin Gunn, 2 ; A. F. Hooper, 5 ;

A. E. Alayhew, i ; C. S. White, 4 ;
Alfred H. Barnes, 10 ;

Lieut.-Colonel P. A. Hopkins, Vice-Chairman, 8 ; G. N.
Kent*, 7 ;

Percy J. Waldram, 6.

* Alarked thus were appointed after the first meeting of the
Committee.

t Alarked thus were appointed after the second meeting of the
Council. Possible attendances, 8.

THE ANNUAL ELECTIONS.
New Nominations to Council and Standing

Committees.

The following nominations have been made by mem-
bers in accordance with Bye-law 36 :

—

As a Vice-President .

—

Scott : William Gillbee [FJ,
nominated by W. E. Vernon Crompton, Gilbert H.
Lovegrove, David Barclay Niven, Sydney Tatchell,
Geoffrey C. Wilson, John E. Yerbury, Fellows ; H. V.
Alilnes Emerson, Associate.

As Members of Council .

—

Curtis : William Thomas
[F.], nominated by H. V. Lanchester, Fellow ; W. E.
Brooks, J. Grieve, Chas. McLachlan, Charles Woodward,
Associates

;

L. A. F. Ireland, A. Seymour Reeves,
Licentiates. Downing : Henry Philip Burke [F.],
nominated by Arthur E. Bartlett, T. Frank Green,
A. Blomfield Jackson, John E. Newberry, Fellows /
C. W. Fow'ler, J. O. B. Hitch, John Rawlinson, Associates.
Humphreys : George Alfred [F.J, nominated by E.
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Whitfield Burnett, Richard Hall, Fellows ; S. Colwyn
Foulkes, Douglas Hall, H. Harold Hughes, R. Parker,

Associates

;

Ellis F. White, Licentiate. Poulter :

Briant Alfred [F.], nominated by Chas. E. Hanscomb,
Hugh Macintosh, H. Reginald Poulter, J. Edward Still,

Fellows ; W. B. Mowbray, Associate ; Christopher Chart,

T. Graham Crump, F. W. Rees, Licentiates. Strange :

Charles Hilbert [F.], nominated by Henry Elwig, John W.
Little, H. V. Manchester, W. H. Robinson, Fellows

;

L. IMason Apps, H. J. Benians, G. Gregor-Grant, R.

Goulburn Lovell, C. J. F. TVIartindale, Geoffrey Ridley,

Associates ; Edwin A. Jackson, Licentiate.

As Associate Members of Council.—Emerson : Harry

Valentine Milnes [^.], nominated by G. Reginald Farrow,

W. H. Gunton, E. B. Kirby, Thos. E. Scott, W. Gillbee

Scott, J. Alan Slater, Frank T. Verity, Fellozvs.

As Licentiate Member of Council.—Rees : Alajor

Frederick William [L.], nominated by Henry Elwig,

Chas. E. Hanscomb, H. V. Lanchester, Hugh Macintosh,

Briant Poulter, J. Edward Still, Fellozvs ; W. B. Mowbray,
Associate ; Christopher Chart, T. Graham Crump, F.

Sutton Smith, Licentiates.

As Member of the Literature Standing Committee .

—

Chatterton : Frederick [F.], nominated by Harry S.

Fairhurst, E. Bertram Kirby, Gilbert H. Lovegrove,

E. C. P. Monson, Sydney Tatchell, Frank T. Verity,

W. E. Watson.
As Members of the Practice Standing Committee. Caple :

Major William Henry Dashwood (F.), nominated by C. E.

Bateman, Ernest C. Bewlay, Herbert Buckland, F. Barry

Peacock, Fellozvs ; William H. Ashford, Alfred Hale, A.

JMalcolm McKewan, Arthur McKewan, Associates.

Nicholas : Charles [F.], nominated by Robert Atkinson,

E. Guy Dawber, J. E. Dixon-Spain, Thos. S. Tait,

Henry Tanner, ^laurice E. Webb, Fellows; H. J.

Venning, Associate. Niven : David Barclay [F.], nom-
inated by W. E. Vernon Crompton, W. R. Davidge,

Arthur Keen, Bernard W. H. Scott, W. Gillbee Scott,

Sydney Tatchell, Fellows ; Charles Woodward, Associate.

Solomon : Digby Lewis [F.], nominated by R. J. Angel,

Percy V. Burnett, M. N. Castello, Ernest B. Glanfield,

E. Bertram Kirby, W. E. Riley, H. D. Searles-Wood,

Fellows.

As Associate Member of the Practice Standing Committee.

—Martindale : Christopher James Fawcett [A.]y

nominated by Wilfred J. Hardcastle, H. V. Lanchester,

John W. Little, Hugh Macintosh, J. H. Martindale,

T. Taylor Scott, C. H. Strange, A. K. Tasker, Fellows ;

Percy Dalton, R. Goulburn Lovell, R. Norman IVIackellar,

Associates
;

Ernest Barber, Edwin Jackson, E. Wallis

Long, Licentiates.

Notices
BRITISH ARCHITECTS^ CONFERENCE,

NORWICH, 18-21 JUNE 1930.

Final arrangements for all the events of the Conference

are now being made. It is hoped that all members who
have not already done so will at once refer to the pro-

gramme sent to them with the last issue of the Journal,

and send in their names for such of the events as they

desire to take part in without delay.

Members of the R.I.B.A. and the Allied Societies who
are officials of local authorities are asked to notify the
Secretary R.I.B.A. if they would like formal invitations

to be sent to such authorities to appoint delegates to the
Conference.

MEMBERS’ TOUR TO THE UNITED STATES
AND CANADA.

In view of the success which attended the visit to the
United States and Canada of a party of members of the
R.I.B.A. last year, and as many members who were unable
to avail themselves of that opportunity expressed a desire

to undertake such a trip on a future occasion, it has been
decided to organise a further party this year.

The numerous advantages to be gained by undertaking
a visit to the United States and Canada from an archi-

tectural point of view will be obvious, particularly when
the visit is made in company with fellow members of the
Institute.

The suggested tour will include New York, Philadel-

phia, Washington, Detroit, Niagara Falls, Toronto,
Ottawa and Montreal, and notes regarding the places of
interest from an architectural standpoint, compiled by
Mr. Percy E. Tliomas, O.B.E., F.R.I.BA., the leader of

last year's party, will be available for members.
The duration of the trip will be approximately one

month, and the cost, including cabin class accommoda-
tion on the Atlantic steamers, hotel accommodation in the
United States and Canada, rail fares, etc., will be about
£80. This amount is exclusive of meals ashore, gratuities,

transfer of passengers and baggage between stations,

steamers, hotels, etc., and sight-seeing trips.

The party will travel from Liverpool for New York
by the Cunard liner Samaria on 5 July, returning by
the Ascania from Montreal to Plymouth and London on

35 July.

Relatives and friends of members will be welcomed.
Members interested are requested to apply to Mr.

H. T. Leese, The Cunard Steamship Company, Ltd.,

26-27, Cockspur Street, London, S.W.i, who will be
pleased to forward a complete itinerary, etc,, on request.

OVERSEAS APPOINTIVIENTS.
Members contemplating applying for appointments

overseas are recommended to communicate with the

Secretary R.I.B.A., who will supply them with any avail-

able information respecting conditions of employment,
cost of living, climatic conditions, etc.

William H. Hamlyn,
Hon. Sec. R.I.B.A., Salaried Members’ Committee.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS, i DECEMBER, 1930.

Associates who are eligible and desirous of transferring

to the Fellowship are reminded that if they wish to

take advantage of the election to take place on i December
1930, they should send the necessary nomination forms
to the Secretary R.I.B.A, not later than Saturday,

27 September 1930.

LICENTIATES AND THE FELLOWSHIP.
The attention of Licentiates is called to the provisions

of Section IV, Clause 4 (b) and (ci) of the Supplemental
Charter of 1925. Licentiates who are eligible and
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desirous of transferring to the Fellowship can obtain full

particulars on application to the Secretary R.LB.A.,
stating the clause under which they propose to apply for

nomination.

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WATER USERS.
Members are reminded that the National Association of

Water Users, on which the R.I.B.A. is represented, exists for

the purpose of protecting the interests of consumers. Members
who experience difficulties with water companies, etc., in con-
nection with fittings are recommended to seek the advice of the

Association. The address of the Association is 46 Cannon
Street, London, E.C.4.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS.
16 June 1930.

An election of members will take place at the Business

General Aleeting to be held on Monday, 16 June.

The names and addresses of the candidates (with the

names of their proposers) found by the Council to be

eligible and qualified for membership according to the

Charter and Bye-laws, and recommended by them for

election, are as follows :
—

>

AS FELLOWS (15).

Benj.\min : Ashley Florian [.d. 1906], 98 George Street,

Portman Square, W.i
; 5 Southwick Street, Hyde Park,

W.2. Proposed by M. E, Collins, Owen H. Collins and

J. Ernest Franck.

Bucknell : Leonard Holcombe [H. 1913], 104 Great Russell

Street, W.C.i
; 70 Castellain Mansions, Maida Vale,

W.Q. Proposed by F. Winton Newman, A. B. Knapp
Fisher, C. Lovett Gill and C. H. James.

Challfn : Harold Bertram [A. 1921], c/o Messrs. H. O.

Ellis and Clarke, 5 Old Queen Street, S.W.i
; i Chase-

ville Park Road, Winchmore Hill, N.21. Proposed by
W. Lee Clarke and Herbert O. Ellis under Clause c (i),

Section IV, Charter 1925, and Bye-law 3 (d).

Clark : Charles Walter, P.A.S.I. [A. 1908], Architect,

jVIetropohtan Railway, Baker Street, N.W.i.; The Cottage,

Meath Green, Horley, Surrey. Proposed by Charles E.

Varndell, Fredk. R. Hiorns and Edward Bomer.
Clarke: James Andre\v, PA..S.I. [A , 1919], Rutherford

College, New^castle
; 50 Studley Gardens, Whitley Bay,

Northumberland. Proposed by Francis Jones, Dr. Percy

S. Worthington and J. Theo Halliday.

Clifton : Edward Noel, B.A.Cantab., P.A.S.I. [A . 1921],

Empire House, St. Martin ’s-le-Grand, E.C. ; 21 Ovington
Square, S.W. Proposed by Josiah Gunton, Thos. A.

Moodie and Sir Edwin Cooper.

Jackson : Gordon Wallet [A. 1925], 5 and 7 Yelverton

Road, Bournemouth ;
“ Bydand,'’ Penrith Road, Bourne-

mouth. Proposed by T. Stevens, A. Edward Shervey

and C. F. W. Dening.
Sutherland : Thomas Scott [A . 1924], 10 Albyn Place,

Aberdeen. Proposed by J. A. O. Allan, James B. Nicol

and Robt. G. Wilson, Jun.

And the following Licentiates who have passed the qualifying

Examination :

—

Dowton : William Leonard, 125 Pall Mall, S.W.i
;

166

Rye Lane, Peckham, S.E. ;
The Nook, West Wickham,

Kent. Proposed by Osborn C. Hills, Stanley Hamp and

Lawton R. Ford.

Greenen : Wallace Austin, 5 and 7 Yelverton Road,

Bournemouth ;
“ Beaulieu,” De Lisle Road, Bourne-

mouth. Proposed by C. F. W. Dening, B. F. G. Wake-
field and Herbert Kendall.

Lawrence : Hentiy Matthew, Victoria Law Courts, Bir-

mingham
;

“ Millmead,” Middleton Hall Road, King’s

Norton, Birmingham. Proposed by C. E. Bateman,
Thomas R. Milbum and A. T. Butler.

Walkley : Albion Henry, 476 Collins Road, Melbourne,
Victoria, Australia ; Elinga,” Kooyong Road, Toorak.
Proposed by W. A. Henderson, Rodney H. Alsop and
Kingsley A. Henderson.

And the following Licentiates who are qualified under Section

IV, Clause 4 c (ii) of the Supplemental Charter of 1925 :

—

Bragg : Henry, 2 Avenue Road, South Norwood
;
Borough

Engineer’s Office, Wandsworth Council, Proposed by
G, Topham Forrest, William Grellier, and under Bye-law

3 (a).

Cantell : IVIark Taylor, 616 North Flores Street, Holly-

w^ood, Los Angeles, California, U.S.A. Proposed by
Andrew Sharp, Charles Cressey and under Bye-law 3 (d)

.

Robertson : Robert, Architect’s Department, London
County Council, County* Hall, S.E.i

; 45 St. JMary’s

Alansions, Paddington, W.2. Proposed by G. Topham
Forrest, E. P. Wheeler and Fredk. R. Hiorns.

AS ASSOCIATES (14).

Bennett : William Garnsw^orthy [Special], c/o Messrs.
Eales, Cohen and Bennett, Architects, National Chambers,
William Street, Perth, W. Australia. Proposed by Sir J.

Talbot Hobbs, Rodney H. Alsop and under Bye-law

3 (c).

Beveridge : Gilbert Robert [Passed five years’ course at

the Architectural Association. Exempted from Final
Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice], 2, Southfields, Leek, Staffs. Proposed by
Howard Robertson, J. IMurray Easton and R. T. Longden.

Cowin : John Norris, B,Arch.Liverpool [Passed five years’
course at the Liverpool School of Architecture, University
of Liverpool. Exempted from Final Examination after

passing Examination in Professional Practice], 24 Carlton
Vale, N.W.6. Proposed by Professor C. H. Reilly, Sir
Herbert Baker, and Professor Lionel B. Budden.

Duncan : David Ronald [Final], 67 Green Dragon Lane,
Winchmore Hill, N.21. Proposed by Sir Banister
Fletcher, George A. Mitchell and W. Scotter Owen.

Hillier : Norman Basil [Passed five years’ joint course at

the Architectural Association and the Liverpool School
of Architecture, University of Liverpool. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in
Professional Practice], Pinaster, West Hill, Winchester.
Proposed by Professor C. H. Reilly, Howard Robertson
and A. Leonard Roberts.

Kelham : Harry Wilkinson [Passed five years’ course at the
Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Exam-
ination after passing Examination in Professional Practice],

29 Empingham Hill, Stamford, Lines. Proposed by
How’ard Robertson, Henrv’^ F. Traylen and F. J. Lenton.

IVIcIntosh : William Gordon [Passed five years’ course at

the University of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in
Professional Practice], 672 Schoeman Street, Arcadia,
Pretoria, Transvaal. Proposed by D. M. Burton, D. M.
Sinclair and Allen Wilson.

AIacleod : Alexander Norman [Passed five years’ course at

AIcGill University, IVIontreal. Exempted from Final
Examination after passing Examination in Professional
Practice], 1529 IVIountain Street, Montreal, Canada.
Proposed by Professor Ramsay Traquair, Philip J.
Turner and Hugh G. Jones.

Orfelr ; Ronald Francis [Final], 30 Guessens Road,
Welwyn Garden City, Herts. Proposed by Howard
Robertson, Robert Atkinson and Thos. S. Tait.

Ritchie : John Archib.^ld [Passed fiv'e years’ course at the
Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Exam-
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ination after passing Examination in Professional Practice],

c/o Messrs, Palmer and Turner, i Canton Road, Shanghai.
Proposed by George L. Wilson, Louis de Soissons and
Howard Robertson.

Robinson : AubIi^n Peart [Final], 71 Victoria Road, Kensing-
ton, W.8. Proposed by Theodore Fyfe, Beresford Pite

and C. E. Varndell.

Tough : Alexander [Passed five years’ course at Robert
Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted from Final
Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice], 9 Endsleigh Gardens, W.C.i. Proposed
by A. G. R. Mackenzie, Herbert Wigglesworth and
Percy B. Tubbs.

W.\KELiN : Richard Newton [Special], i Parton Street,

Red Lion Square, W.C.i. Proposed by W. Campbell
Jones, Professor A. E. Richardson and Edward A. Hunt.

Wall : Mary Lillian Joy (Miss) [Passed five years’ course
at the Architectural Association. Exempted from Final
Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice], 33a Crystal Palace Park Road, S.E.26.
Proposed by Robert Atkinson, Howard Robertson and

J. Vlurray Easton.

Competitions
BANGOR (CO. DOWN) LAY-OUT OF SEA-FRONT.
The Bangor (Co. Down) Borough Council invite

architects and town planners to submit, in open com-
petition, designs for the lay-out of the sea-front in the

Borough.
Assessor : Professor Patrick Abercrombie, M.A. [F.].

Premiums : £150 and £50.
Last day for receiving designs, i September 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on
application to Mr. J. Alilliken, Town Clerk, Borough
Council Offices, Bangor, Co. Down. Deposit £1 is.

[Conditions are under consideration by the Competi-
tions Committee.]

CARLISLE : ENGLISH STREET IMPROVEMENT.
The Corporation of the City of Carlisle invite archi-

tects to submit, in open competition, designs for the

facade to English Street and the Victoria Viaduct, suit-

able for Shops and Business Premises.

Assessor : Mr. Francis Jones [F.].

Premiums : £300, £200 and £100.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Mr. Percy Dalton, A.M.Inst.C.E. [A.], City

Engineer, 18 Fisher Street, Carlisle. Deposit £1 is.

[Conditions have not yet been considered by the Com-
petitions Committee.]

CHELMSFORD : PUBLIC LIBRARY AND
MUSEUM.

The Chelmsford Corporation invite architects to submit,

in open competition, designs for a New Public Library and
Museum, at a cost of £25,000.

Assessor : Mr. H. V. Lanchester [F.].

Last day for receiving designs, 14 June 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on
application to Mr. G. E. Barford, Tow^n Clerk, Town
Clerk’s Office, Chelmsford. Deposit £i is.

ENNISKILLEN : NEW MASONIC HALL.
The Masonic body of Enniskillen invite architects

practising in Ireland, to submit, in competition, designs

for a new Masonic Hall to be erected in Enniskillen,

Assessor : IVIr. John Seeds [F.].

Premium : £50.
Last day for receiving designs, 30 May 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Air. R. W. Smith, Hon. Secretary, Building
Committee, Alasonic Hall, Enniskillen. Deposit £i is.

KINGSTON-ON-THAMES : PUBLIC BATHS.
The Kingston-on-Thames Corporation invite architects

to submit in open competition, designs for the erection of

public baths, with the use of one as a public hall.

Assessor : Mr. J, Ernest Franck [F.].

Premiums : £300, £200, £100 and £50.
Last day for receiving designs, 14 June 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Air. A. W. Forsdike, Town Clerk, Town
Clerk’s Office, Kingston-on-Thames. Deposit £i is.

LIVERPOOL : DEVELOPAIENT OF SITE.
The General Building Syndicate, Ltd., invite architects

to submit, in open competition, schemes for the develop-

ment of a site at Liverpool fronting St. Johns Lane,
Queen Square and Roe Street.

Premiums : £250, £100 and £50.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to The Secretary, General Building Syndicate,

Ltd., 36 St. Alartin’s Lane, London, W.C.2. Deposit

£2 2S.

[Conditions have not yet been received.]

LIVERPOOL : PROPOSED PIER HEAD
lAIPROVEAIENTS.

The Liverpool City Council propose to offer premiums
of 1,000 guineas and 500 guineas in connection with a

competition for the improvement of the amenities of the

Pier Head. [Conditions are not yet available.]

LUTON : TOWN HALL.
The Town Council of Luton invite architects to submit,

in open competition, designs for a new Town Hall and
Alunicipal Buildings, at a cost of £250,000.

Assessor ; Sir A. Brumwell Thomas [F.].

Premiums : £500, £300, £200, and £100.
Last day for receiving designs, 31 July 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Mr. W. Smith, Towm Clerk, 2 Upper
George Street, Luton. Deposit £2 2s.

WEST HUAIBERSTONE : LIBRARY.
The Leicester Corporation propose to invite local

architects t© submit, in competition, designs for a

Library, to be erected at West Humberstone.
Assessor : Air. Hugh Gold [F.].

Premii^s : £75, £50 and £25.
[Conditions are not yet available.]

WORTHING : MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS.
The Corporation of Worthing invite architects to

submit, in open competition, designs for new Alunicipal

Buildings, to be erected in Chapel Road, Worthing.
Assessor : Mr. Henry V. Ashley, V.-P.R.I.B.A.

Premiums : £350, £250, £150 and £50.
Last day for receiving designs, 5 July 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on
application to Air. J. Kennedy Allerton, Town Clerk,

Worthing. Deposit £1 is.
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Members’ Column
PARTNERSHIPS WANTED

A..R.I.B.A,, about S years’ prnate practice, NMshcs to enter

into partnership, pireferably in London, West of England or South
Coajt. Some capital available.—Apply Box Xo 1953. e o The
Secretary K I.B.A,, 9 Conduit Street, London, W i

Associate, 30 years of aee, and \Mth 5 years’ London experience
in the office of a {trominent architect, desires Partnership in good
to\\n or city in South- \\ est of England.—Applv Box Xo. 8109. e o

The Secretary R.I B .A
, 19 Conduit Street, W.i.

.A.R.I.B.A., 42 years of agt
,
with tbc'rough, practical experience,

desires Assistantship with a view to Partnership m the South ot

Pmgland.—-AppK Box X'o. ;i655, c o Secretary R.LB.A., 9 Conduit
Street, I.ondon. W.i,

CHANGE OF ADDRESS.
Mr. A. Douclas Roiiin''ON [H.] has mo^ ed his London ofiict

fr(>m Cannon Street to 104 Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4. Tel.

X’o : Central 6929.
Mr. William Sr.ANLEV Gricf [F ] has changed his address to

30 Lpper Berkeley Street, Portman Sejuare, W.i.

Mel R. C. WHITE-COOPER.
Mr. R. C, W’hi li -Cooper, M C., B.A,, A. R.LB.A., has started

practice at X'o. 9 W’f*od.stock Street, W.i, (Telephone; ?vla\fair

1861).
PRACTICE WANTED.

Alember wishes to purchase an old established practice. We^t of

England or South Coa-^t preferred, or would entertain a Partnership

in a firm of standing,—Apple Box X'o. 2640, c,o The Secretary

R.I B A., 9 Conduit Street, l.ondon, Wki.

OFFICE ACCOMMOD VTION
Office to Let on the 2nd fioor ot 21 Suffolk Street. Pall Mall,

The room is 16 feet by 12 feet 6 inche-s, and is ver\ c}Uiet. On the

same lloor and occupying the remainder of the rooms is a firm of
architects, anei there is a possibility that they would let a half share in

their drawing office. The rent is £ lOo a \ear or an offer.

F.R I B A. offers office accomrntidation ("West End) with view to

mutual assistance, and possible Partnership.—-Apply Box No. 1353,
c 'o The Secretary R.I.B A,, 9 Coneluit Street, London, W.i.

Minutes XV
Session 1929—30.

At the Ninety-sixth Annual General meeting of the Session,

1929-30, held on Monday, 12 May 1930, at 8 p m
Sir Banister F'lctcher, F.S.A., President, in the Chair.

The attendance hook was signed by 29 F'ellows (including

18 members of Council), 8 Associates (including 3 members
of Council), 2 Licentiates (including i member of Council),

and I Plon. Associate.

The Alinutes of the (Ordinary General Aleeting held on
28 April 1930, having been published in the Journal, were
taken as read, confirmed, and signed as correct.

The Hon. Secretary announced the decease of :

—

Professor Dr ^Albert von Le Coq, of Berlin, elected

Honorary Corresponding NIember 1896 ;

William Alan Norbury, elected Associate 1925 ;

John Thomas Coulson, elected Licentiate iqio
;

Charles Plenry Lawton, transferred to Licentiate Class

1925.
Richard Arthur Mill, elected Licentiate 1911 ;

and It was Resolved that the regrets of the Institute for their

loss be entered on the Minutes and that a message of s\mpathy
and condolence be conveyed to their relatives.

The Secretary announced that the Council had nominated
for election to the various classes ofmembership the candidates

whose names are published in this issue of the Journal.
The President formally presented the report of the Council

and Standing Committees for the official year 1929-30, and
stated that the Chairmen or other representatives of all the

Committees whose reports were appended to the Council’s

report had been asked to attend the meeting so as to be in a

position to answer any questions that might be asked in con-

nection With their reports.

The President having mo\ ed the adoption of the report and
invited discussion upon it, the Hon. Secretary seconded the

motion, and a discussion ensued.

The motion having been put from the Chair, it was Resolved

that the Report of the Council and Standing Committees
for the official year 1929-30 be approved and adopted.

A vote of thanks was passed by acclamation to the Council,

Boards and various Committees for their work on behalf of

the Royal Institute during the past year as recorded in the
various reports presented to the Annual General Aleeting.

Reference having been made to the work of the staff, a vote
of thanks was passed by acclamation.

The President stated that the list of attendances at the
Council and Standing Committee meetings had been laid on
the table and would be printed in the next issue of the Journal,
and also sent out to members with the voting papers.

L'pon the motion of the President a vote of thanks was
passed by acclamation to Air. E. J. W. Hider [E.] and Air.
R. W. Pite [E] for their services as Hon. Auditors for the past

> ear.

Mr. E. J. \V. Hider [E.] and Air. G. Ronald Topham [/I.]

were nominated for election as Hon. Auditors during the
ensuing year of office.

The proceedings closed at 9.10 p m.

ARCHITECTS^ BENEVOLENT SOCIETY
{Insurance Department)

.

HOUSE PURCHASE SCHEME
(for property in Great Britain only).

The SocieW is able, through the services of a leading
Assurance Office, to assist an Architect (or his client) in
securing the capital for the purchase of a house for his
own occupation, on the following terms :

—

Amount of Loan.
Property value exceeding ;t'666, but not exceeding

£ZyS00y 75 per cent, of the value.

Property value exceeding ;f2,5oo, but not exceeding
;f4,5oO, 66

1

per cent, of the value.

The value of the property^ is that certified by the Sur-
veyor employed by the Office,

Rate of Interest
In respect of loans not exceeding ;f2,000 5 i per cent, gross.

„ „ in excess of „ 5J , ,,

Repayment.
By means of an Endowmient Assurance which dis-

charges the loan at the end of 15 or 20 years, or at the
earlier death of the borrower.

Special Concession to Architects.
In the case of houses in course of erection, it has been

arranged that, provided the Plan and Specification have
been approved by the Surveyor acting for the Office,
and the amount of the loan agreed upon, and subject to
the house being completed in accordance therewith,
One Half of the loan will be advanced on a certificate
from the Office’s Surveyor that the walls of the house
are erected and the roof on and covered in.

Note. In 1928, over £20^000 was loaned to archi-
tects under this scheme, and as a result over ;^ioo was
handed to the Benevolent Fund.

If a quotation is required, kindly send details of your
age next birthday, approximate value of house and its
exact situation, to the Secretary^ Architects’ Benevolent
Society*, 9 Conduit Street, London, W.

R.LB.A. JOURNAL.
Dates of Publication.—1930.—7, June; 12 July;

9 August
;
20 September; 1 8 October.
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The R.I.B.A. Annual Dinner
{Held at the Guildhall on Thursday 15 May 1930)

The Annual Dinner of the Royal Institute took
place, through the kindness of the Lord Mayor
and Corporation, at the Guildhall, City, on

Thursday, 15 May 1930, when the chair was occupied
by the President, Sir Banister Fletcher, F.S.A.

Following the toasts of “ His IMajesty the King,”
“ Her Majesty the Queen, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,
and the other Members of the Royal Family,” pro-

posed bv the President,

SIR ERNEST WILD, K.C. (Recorder of London),
proposing the toast of the “ Royal Institute of British

Architects,” said : Technically, I am entirely unfitted

to propose the toast of the Royal Institute of British

Architects, as I know nothing technically about architec-

ture. But technical knowledge may not be necessary

rightly to appreciate a great subject. One may be
fond of poetry without being able to compose an ode

;

one may delight in music without being able to play

a note
;

one may enjoy a beautiful picture without
being able to handle a paint brush

;
and one may

listen with rapt attention to oratory without being

able to make an after-dinner speech. I have gone
to the Principia of your Institute, and I have studied

the words of your Charter of Incorporation, which
was granted to you by King William IV in the year

1S37, these are some of the words that I cull

from that document. You received your first Charter
“ for the general advancement of Civil Architecture

... It being an Art esteemed and encouraged in

all enlightened nations as tending greatly to promote
the domestic convenience of Citizens, and the Public

improvement and embellishment of Towns and Cities.”

That is the reason why you are the Royal Institute of

British Architects. Right faithfully ha\'e you deserved

the Royal contideiice. For you have advanced the

art of architecture, and you have controlled and
organised architectural education

;
so that you have

become a great Imperial organisation comprising,

wherever the British Flag flies, Allied Societies of

more than ninety architectural bodies, and a member-
ship of 15,000 architects and students. One may say

that your grain of mustard seed has become a tree.

Unfortunately, you are doomed to avoid the limelight

—or, rather, it avoids you—for when there is a public

function to open some important building, the Press

will tell you all about the contractors, possibly also

about the sub-contractors, certainly about the ^Member
of Parliament who lays the foundation stone, but not

a w’ord about the architect. But then we are told that

Solomon’s Temple w'as built wdthout sound of axes

and hammers. Anyhow you have, materially, spiritu-

ally and psychologically, helped to mould the charac-

ter of the citizens of this Empire. For does not a

man’s house become part of the man ? Does it not

help to make the man’s character ? Do not public

buildings help to make or mar cities, just as thatched

roofs may help to make, and petrol may help to

mar, the countryside ? We pray you to continue

to create things of beauty. Ye are as gods know-
ing good and evil, and we believe that we Philistines

mav confidently rely upon you technical experts to

create masterpieces and not monstrosities, to make
our cities not only habitable but places of which

their denizens may be proud.

So much for the character of the building. What
of the character of the builder ? I am privileged to

couple with this toast the name of your President,

Sir Banister Fletcher. I do know^ something about

him— I here deal with a subject on which I am qualified

to speak. I should say of him that he is the son of a
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distinguished architect, and that is a good start. He
is a much-travelled man, and thereby he has acquired

the necessary culture for his art. He is a designer

of buildings of distinction. He is an erudite writer

and lecturer upon his great subject, and—what is

more important than that—he is a many-sided man.
He is not limited to his one subject, important though
that is. In the first place, he is a barrister-at-law.

He is a member of a profession which is Jack of all

trades and master of none, but to which all trades

confidently resort when they want their diflPerences

satisfactorily and comparatively cheaply settled.

He was, over a decade ago, one of the most popular

of the Sheriffs of the City of London. And, lastly,

as a member of the Court of Common Council, he

has done much to preserve nineteen City churches

from—in the pagan name of utility—being destroyed,

and thereby, to that extent, destroying the spirituality

of the City. Also he has helped to prevent a scheme
w^hich, in his judgment, would have imperilled the

not-too-secure foundations of St. PauFs Cathedral.

The reason the St. PauPs Cathedral foundations are

insecure is because, unhappily. Sir Christopher Wren
commenced life as an astronomer. He never studied

the elementary rudiments of his profession, and there-

fore, though he was a great architect, he was never

a member of the Royal Institute of British Architects,

which was then unborn. I do not want to enter into

controversial subjects, such as “The Battle of the

Bridges.” Far be it from me, particularly in this

atmosphere, to touch upon that subject
;
where should

their site be 1 Should it be St. Paul’s ? Should it be

Charing Cross t That is a quarrel that remains to be

composed
;
probably Father Thames will never again

be spanned in our lifetime. But w^hen we come to

the site of this Banquet, when we come to the place

where, above all places. Sir Banister Fletcher should

be honoured, there will be no quarrel as to the site of

his triumphal arch.

The PRESIDENT, in replying to the toast, said ;

My Lord Mayor, Sheriffs, Sir Ernest Wild, My Lords,

Ladies and Gentlemen.
It is w'ith pride and satisfaction that I rise as Presi-

dent to reply to the toast of the Royal Institute of

British Architects in this ancient Guildhall of our old

City of London, w'here I have for 20 years taken part

in many historic functions.

It is also a great pleasure to me that this toast has

been proposed by my friend, the learned Recorder
of London, and though he has been much too eulogistic

of myself, we are grateful for the appreciative manner
in which he has dealt with the Royal Institute of

British Architects.

There is a certain liveliness in the architectural

atmosphere at the present time, which I trust is not

due to my accession to the Presidential Chair, though
I must admit that I have been involved in many

recent architectural storm-centres, and so I must be
somewhat circumspect in the way I reply to this

toast.

In any case, I should find myself at a loss for suitable

words to set out the activities and importance of the

Royal Institute w’^hich “ was founded to uphold the

character and improve the attainments of the architect,”

and now, within 4 years of its centenary, has become
recognised as the Arbiter of Architecture throughout
the British Empire. It is, I think, not generally

realised that the Royal Institute is a genuine Empire
product, rooted in the old country, and with living

branches in the Dominions across the Seas, so that at

Christmas I was able to exchange Presidential greetings

with our colleagues in Canada, South Africa, Australia,

New Zealand, and the Crown Colonies. This made
me realise that upon the Royal Institute of British

Architects the sun never sets ! Thus does British

architecture, with its great traditions, encircle the
world, and is far more widespread than was that of

the Roman Empire.
The first meeting of the founders of the Institute

was held in the Thatched House Tavern, and now
,

wdth nearly 100 architectural societies in alliance with
us, we have over 15,000 architects and students within
our fold, and consequently the Royal Institute has a

wide and established authority and demands a high
standard of professional practice and etiquette.

We continue to be consulted by His Majesty’s
Government, by ecclesiastical, municipal and other
authorities all over the Empire, on architectural
matters generally, including competitions, assessor-

ships and arbitrations—all of which indicates universal
confidence in our advice.

The architect of to-day has to be ready for all

emergencies and invulnerable at all points. He must
not only be an expert planner but is expected to know
about the w^ayw^ard w^ays of water, the caprices of
electricity, the intricacies of plumbing, and the possi-
bilities of gas—besides the proper and economical use
of every kind of material. He should be something
of a lawyer, and, as trustee for his client, should make
his plans suit his client’s purse.

The Royal Institute realises the increasing import-
ance to architects of a sound and sufficient education
and training to meet the requirements of their exacting
art, and therefore guides and largely supports archi-
tectural education throughout the Empire at a cost to
us of some 12,000 a year, so that architects w'ere
never better equipped than at the present time.
Our institute possesses the finest architectural

library in the world, and with its Journal, Kalendar,
Lectures, Exhibitions, Committees, Congresses, Prizes'
Studentships and Examinations, it carries on w'ork of a
truly Imperial nature.

We now hope to secure an Act of Parliament wEich
will provide for the registration of every qualified
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architect—an arrangement for protecting the public

which exists in many countries.

We have a fine site in Portland Place for our new
Headquarters, for the design of which we are inaugur-
ating a Competition, in accordance with our views

for dealing with important buildings. It is a far cry

from the Institute’s first hired rooms over Thackeray’s
noisy “ Cave of Harmony ” in Evans’ Coffee House,
Covent Garden, to the stately respectability of

Portland Place.

It is noticeable that in recent years there has been
an increased public interest in architecture which has

doubtless been promoted by facilities for travel, by
the general practice of photography and by the illus-

trated Press, so that many people now have a useful

knowledge of its historical development. In order

to mould public taste and create a love of beautiful

buildings, the Royal Institute provides lectures on
architecture to children, who are our future citizens, and
many of the Public Schools have taken up the subject,

while the University of London gives a Diploma in Fine
Art in which the History of Architecture is included.

Outside our professional work, architects now can

and do give their time and ability in voluntary service

to the public, on local authorities, advisory committees,

and Panels of Architects, not only to provide good
buildings, but to preserve them.

We can never sufficiently appreciate our heritage of

noble buildings. What would England be without her
architecture, the stage and setting of our island story ?

Just as the theatre is the glass of fashion, so is archi-

tecture a lithic history of each period. Cathedrals,

castles, palaces, manor houses, parish churches, town
mansions, colleges, cottages and market crosses—all

these make England a treasure house of beauty in

buildings, and of interest to those who have the know-
ledge to appreciate architecture and to capture its

romance.
There are marked new developments in present-day

architecture, but its ultimate tendencies are not easy to

foresee, for, although founded on tradition, it must
adapt itself afresh to modern needs and respond to the

requirements of the social forces which are unfolding

in our midst. Moreover it has often to be carried

out in new materials, under changed conditions of

labour, and with a stricter eye to economy. Thus, in

its responsiveness to human requirements, architecture

is the most democratic of the Arts, it walks hand in

hand with us in our daily life and supplies the buildings

for a greater variety of civil, social and public under-

takings than in any previous age.

There is a great wave of building activity and a

great revival of the civic spirit both in town and
country to-day. Here around us, the City of London
is being rebuilt and its scale is being changed by the

erection of huge storied blocks which vie with each

other in height, much as did the family Towers in

Mediaeval Italy. Amid these modern monsters our
mediaeval Guildhall looks shy and modest.

If we turn to the country, we find that Regional
Planning committees are promoting much architectural
development, and we may well be proud of many
housing schemes, which show a distinct advance on any
previous planning of family homes. I am^convinced
that the whole of England—including built-up areas

—

should be placed under all-embracing Regional Plan-
ning Schemes, which should include power to act

under architectural advice in regard to the external
design of buildings if we would safeguard the charm
of the countryside.

It must, indeed, be obvious that while we are
erecting fine Cathedrals, Town Halls and University
buildings in our Cities, it is unseemly that obtrusive
Petrol Stations, ugly Garages, and unsightly Bungalows
should mar the beauty of quiet country places, and
public authorities should have power to control
“Ribbon” development and to prevent the erection
of roadside abominations, for the countryside lies open
and helpless ready to be exploited for utility divorced
from beauty. JMeanwhile the voluntarv work of the
“ Council for the Preservation of Rural England ” is

actively carried on by some of our members, including
Lord Crawford and Balcarres, Mr. Guy Dawber,
Professor Abercrombie and others.

It is matter for regret that the destruction of fine old
buildings—large and small—goes on apace, and we are

informed that a Cotswold Cottage has just now been
carted away to America. Old buildings of character
are national assets and should, where possible, be pre-
served, though it may be to serve another purpose, as

with the mansions of Stowe, Bryanston, and Weston
Birt, which have been adapted for schools. We have
had much too lively a time of late in the architectural
world as to these matters of destruction, preservation,
and construction.

We must heartily congratulatethe St. Paul’s Cathedral
Authorities and the limes on the completion of the
work of preservation of the Dome, while not forgetting
the necessity which still exists for protecting the
foundations.

Among other matters to which we can refer with
satisfaction are («) the defeat of the proposed St. Paul’s
Bridge, {b) the saving from destruction of 19 con-
demned City Churches by the Corporation of London,
and (r) our apparently successful protest against the
official plans for buildings on the Calton Gaol site in
Edinburgh.
The rejection of the official Charing Cross Bridge

scheme by a Committee of the House of Commons has
come with a sense of relief to those who desire a

dignified Town Planning scheme for the centre of
London. Public attention is now focused on this

problem, the bridge is urgently needed, and the Royal
Institute is ready, as it has always been, to co-operate
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in securing a scheme worthy of this important
site.

Thus you will realise that in matters of architecture

we have had our own “ safeguarding duties to attend
to, and I fear that they have often been of as contentious
a nature as the “ safeguarding ” duties in industry.

In conclusion, let me say that in all our activities and
undertakings the Royal Institute of British Architects
stands for the advancement of architecture and for the
cultivation of the spirit of civic pride which now, as

ever, produces noble buildings.

In short, according to our original Charter, archi-

tecture is an “ art esteemed and encouraged in all

enlightened nations as tending greatlv to promote the
domestic convenience of citizens, and the public
improvement and embellishment of towns and cities.’'

I again thank the learned Recorder for his eloquent
words of appreciation and you, mv Lord IVIayor,

Sheriffs, My Lords, Ladies and Gentlemen, for the
manner in which you have received the Toast of the
Royal Institute of British Architects,

Sir HERBERT BAKER [-F.], in proposing the toast

of the Lord Mayor, the Sheriffs and the Corporation
of the City of London, said : I can assure you, my
Lord Mayor, and I know I can speak on behalf of my
fellow architects, that we thank you for allowing this

dinner to take place in your magnificent and historic

Hall. Speaking as one who has spent most of

his life in distant parts of the Empire, where
everything is new and in the making, I would say

what a privilege I have felt it to be to work in

this historic City, wdth its great associations. It

has been a great wonder to me, as I worked, to realise

the richness of those associations. In one small

site in Lombard Street, where I am privileged to work,
there existed the inns where the great companies
met, the East Indian, the West Indian, the Merchant
Adventurers, the African, the Virginian, and the

Muscovy Company, England’s attempt to outdo
Columbus. You may say that in that small spot of

the City you have all the Arthurian romance of the

British Empire, and we are trying to preserve these

historical associations built into the fabric of that

building. At the Bank of England \\t are preserving

all that we possibly can of the old buildings, and what
we cannot preserve in actuality wx are preserving in

the spirit. Therefore I feel that these ancient archi-

tects, were they to see the completed building, would
not feel that we have treated their building disrespect-

fully. We are there, under the inspiration of the

Governor, painting on the wall, what the Governor
has called “ The Bank in being.” We are portraying,

with the aid of some of the great painters, not only

the portraits of the Go\ernor and directors, but

officials, from the top to the bottom, those who load,

carr\ and weigh the shining gold and the porters and
guards in their beautiful unitorms. And, in order to

give the painters the opportunity of design and
decoration, w'e are painting as a background the archi-

tecture w'hich has existed and has to be pulled down.
I feel that that kind of expression of the ancient history

is a great opportunity for architects. My Lord IMayor,

there should be a Society for the Preservation of the

History of Ancient Buildings in the City, That is our
architects’ great opportunity, to preserve, through the
aid of the sister arts, the historical associations of

the buildings and sites with which we are concerned.
It has been w'ell said that to know^ the truth you must
have a long memory as well as insight in the present
and foresight for the future. That truth, I think,

applies to architecture
; it exemplifies Sir Christopher

Wren’s great saying, that “ Architecture must have
the attributes of the Eternal.” It is a great truth.

Modernists belie this truth in the name of wKich
they boast, or so it seems to me. Here in this

historic hall associations of the City of London are
centred, all the great men, the merchant adventurers
of the City of London have been here, three hundred
years before and three hundred years afterw^ards

;
so

this is the great centre, the Oficj^aXo^ of the
Empire.
The Rt. Hon. The LORD MAYOR OF LON-

DON, in responding, said : I wish to refer to one
point to wKich architects might well devote some of
their attention and their great ability, and that is the
subject of acoustics in public buildings. I believe
there are methods to-day by w^hich the acoustics can
be made absolutely perfect, but it w^as not the case in
the old days.

Sir Banister Fletcher, I think, is responsible for a
statement referring to this ancient Guildhall appear-
ing in the fore part of your menu, “ the surrounding
buildings have been of gradual growth.” Does not
that express w'hat has happened in many places ?

Things have been of gradual growth, without any
system at all, and without any consideration for beauty
of architecture. Sir Herbert Baker is a very dis-
tinguished architect who is, at the present time, I

suppose, gradually shutting out some of the light from
my present abode, the Mansion House. And he is

not the only one. He may be responsible, too, for
some of the other buildings w hich are going up in the
neighbourhood of the iMansion House.

I only w ant to say one thing about the bridges and
please understand it is only my personal opinion from
observation—go on to the bridges which serve the City,
and see if they are full. No. It is not necessarv to
have additional bridges in the City. What is neces-
sary is to get rid of the traffic which comes off' those
bridges

; have proper communication to those bridges,
and then, as lar as the City is concerned, you will get
rid of the difficulties of the traffic surro\inding the
bridges. Whatever bridge may he necessarv for
London outside the City, I fervently hope that the
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Corporation, or the Bridge House and Estates Com-
mittee, will always take a long and broad view, and that

they will devote their resources, when the time comes,
not necessarily to providing bridges in the City, but
will help to provide bridges where they are most needed
for London as a whole.

The Corporation have always been public spirited
;

the good work they have done has been for the benefit

of London as a whole, and I hope that will always be
the case, and that in this way they will maintain the

reputation which the Corporation has always held.

Mr. SYDNEY KITSON (Hon. Secretary, R.I.B.A.),

in proposing the toast of “ Our Guests,” said : I once
read, somewhere—it may have been in the columns of

an evening new'spaper—the words of a philosopher who
said that Hospitality and Architecture were the two
finest products of civilisation. If, as I believe to be the

case, the author of these words is present as one of our
guests to-night, I wish to thank him publicly for the

statement of what I believe to be a profound truth.

If he will allow me I will use his saying as a text for the

few words I have to say in proposing the toast of “ Our
Guests.”

You will observe then, if we analyse this text in the

orthodox way, firstly that the philosopher places

Hospitality before Architecture in his order of prece-

dence. If you compare in your mind^s eye the size of

this great hall where, by the courtesy of the Lord Mayor
and the good offices of our President, we are privileged

to offer hospitality to our guests to-night, with that

small room at the Royal Academy where the represen-

tative output of some ten thousand British architects is

annually shown—then I think you will agree that the

philosopher had reason for the order in which he placed
the two words.

Secondly, although he puts Hospitality before Archi-
tecture, yet you will notice—and this is the crux of the

whole matter—that the philosopher couples them
together by the use of the simple word “ and ” In the

same way we architects are trying to couple together

to-night “ the two finest products of civilisation ” by
offering hospitality in so large a room to those whom we
delight to honour.

Thirdly—although I admit that this point is rather

more obscure—the philosopher seems to hint that a

peculiar civilising glow may result from the mingling of

Hospitality and Architecture. We hope that you have
felt this inward glow to-night, and that this glow—if

glow there be—may be permanent and that it may
favourably influence your outlook on contemporary
Architecture.

If I may draw a moral from the text—and morals are

said to be admirable digestives—it is this : Never judge
of contemporary Architecture on an empty stomach.
Some architect friend of yours may tell you, modestly
enough, that he thinks—although of course he hopes

to do better next time—that his latest building may,
perhaps, contain some message for Humanity. If vou
examine your friend’s building in the cold light of the

morning and fail to capture that message—then go and
have a hearty lunch and return to your friend’s building
in the afternoon, when it may be that its walls will

reverberate with messages for Humanity.
I wish I could mention all our guests by name

to-night. To do so is impossible, since our President
has—very properly—restricted me to five minutes. I

must content myself by saying that they represent what
is best in English life and thought and action. One
exception I must make and mention the name of one
of our guests—AI. Pontremoli, the President of the

French Society of Architects—who so well represents

the life and thought and architectural culture of our
neighbours and allies. Alany of the lady guests are the

wives and relatives of architects, and therefore know
to the full the disappointments and triumphs of the

most precarious and the most fascinating of all human
callings. To them I offer my sympathy and my
congratulations

.

When I have finished speaking one of His Alajesty’s

Judges will sum up . It depends partly on his summing
up and partly on the warmth or otherwise of your own
inward glow whether you, our guests—the jury—will

or will not return a favourable verdict upon our efforts

to-night to justify the words of the philosopher, when
he said that Hospitality and Architecture were the two
finest products of civilisation.

The Hon, Air. JUSTICE SWIFT, replying for the

guests, said : There are two simple English words
which, if properly arranged and spoken with intention

and sincerity, convey a host of meanings and are preg-

nant with sentiment. And, Air. President, it is my
privilege to-night to pronounce to you and those

who are associated with you in offering us such
kindly hospitality those two simple words : Thank
you. To those of us, Air. President, who have
had the pleasure of knowing you and our charming
hostess of to-night for many years, those w’ords speak
of the real affection which we feel for you individually.

Those words also voice the great gratification wffiich

we, your guests, feel at being invited here to-night to

share, for a few^ moments, some of the leisure of the

members of the Royal Institute of British Architects.

They also voice our feeling of admiration for the great

w^ork which has been done by you and your prede-
cessors in office since that date w hich my learned friend

the Recorder mentioned, but wffiich I have now for-

gotten, though it was some time in the reign of

William IV. We look, if not wdth awe, at any rate

wdth admiration and gratification, at the great w^ork

which your Institute has done from that day until

now’, and is still doing. Air. President, you in our owm
times—and wffien I say ” you ” I do not mean you in-

dividually, though I know you have done your part in
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what has been accomplished—you and your colleagues

have done marvellous things for the improvement of the

environment in which we live. You have cleared away
our slums—there are still some for those who come
after you to clear—you have widened our streets, you
have built us new towns. You have embellished our

countryside. But, beyond these things, you have in-

stilled into our minds the fact that besides the necessity

of healthy surroundings for suitable life, hygiene is

not incompatible with beauty, and comfort is not

necessarily inartistic.

I speak to-night, by your command and to my great

honour, on behalfof a great number ofvery distinguished

guests. They represent every phase of literary, artistic,

scientific, political, municipal, legal and everyday

working life, I cannot pretend to imagine what each

one of them would like to say to you in response to this

toast. But I am convinced that I can express the grati-

tude of every one of them to this great Institute for the

work its members have done in the past, which they will

do in the future, and for the hospitality which you have
offered to-night, if I say to you, Thank you.”

The following is a list of the company present :—

•

Sir Banister Fletcher, F.S.A., President in the

Chair, and Lady Fletcher.

The Rt. Flon. the Lord Mayor of London
;
The Lady

Mavoress of I>ondon
;
The Rt. Hon. the Earl of Haddo,

C.B.E., D.L., J.P., and The Countess of Haddo
;
The Rt.

Hon. the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres, K.T., P.C., LL.D.,
F.S.A. (Hon. Fellow R.LB.A.) ; The Rt. Hon. Viscount Lee
of Fareham, P.C., G.C B., G.C.S.I., G.B.E. (Hon. Fellow
R.I.B A.) ;

The Rt. Hon. Viscount Sumner, G.C.B. (Treasurer

of the Inner Temple) ; The Rt. Hon. I>ord Danesfort, K.C.
The Rt. Hon. Lord Carson, P.C., and Lady Carson ; The Rt.

Hon. Lord Riddell (Hon. Associate R.LB.A.)
;
The Hon. Mr.

Justice Swift
;
Sir Frederic Kenyon, G.B.E., K.C.B , D.Litt

(Hon. Associate R.I.B A.)
;

Sir Malcolm IVIcIlwraith,

K.C.M.G., K.C. ; Sir William Llewellyn, K.C.V.O. (The
President, The Royal Academy) (Hon. Fellow R.LB.A.);
The Very Rev. W. R, Inge, C.V.O., D.D. (The Dean of St.

Paul’s)
;

Sir John Rose Bradford, K.C.Al.G., IM.D. (The
President, The Roval College of Physicians)

;
Major-General

Sir Fabian Ware, ‘ K.C.V.O., K B.E., C.B., C.M.G. (Hon.
Associate R.LB.A.)

;
Lieut.-General Sir J. Talbot Hobbs,

K.C.B.
,
K.C.M.G., V.D., Hon.LL.D.

;
Sir Gregory Foster,

B.A., Ph.D. (The Vice-Chancellor, the University of London)
;

Sir Hugh Allen, K.C.V.O.
;

Sir Henry Wood, F.R.A.M.,
F.R.C.M.

;
Sir Ernest Wild, K.C. (the Recorder of the Ciw of

London)
;
Sir George Fowler, J.P., and Lady Fowler

;
Air.

Alderman and SheriffW. Phene Neal, J.P., and Mrs, W. Phene
Neal

;
Major and Sheriff F. H. Bowater, C.C., and Airs. F. H.

Bowater
;
Sir George Washington Browne, LL.D., Hon.R.A.

(The President, the Royal Scottish Academy), and Lady
Washington Browne ; Sir John Stavridi and Lady Stavridi ;

Sir Adrian Pollock (Chamberlain of the Cin^ of London) and

the Hon. Lady Pollock ;
Air. Walter Tapper, A.R.A.,

F.S.A. (Past President R.LB.A.), and Airs. Walter Tapper;
Alonsieur E. Pontremoh (The President, The Societe

Centrale des Architectes Fran^ais)
;
The Rev. Canon F. H.

Dudden, D.D. (The Vice-Chancellor, The University of

Oxford)
; Air. R. 1. Tasker, J.P. (The Chairman, The London

County Council)
;
Air. W. W. Grierson, C.B.E. (The President,

The Institution of Civil Engineers) ;
Air. C. Herbert Bedells

(The President, The Surveyors’ Institution) ;
Air. R. Arthur

Costain (The President, The Institute of Builders) ;
Mr. W.

Reynolds-Stephens (The President, The Royal Society of

British Sculptors) (Hon. Associate R.I B.A.) ;
Air. F. Winton

Newman (The President, The Architectural Association) ;

Air. T. Barron (The President, The National Federation of

Building Trades Operatives)
;
Air. Gayford D. Alinn (The
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Science and the Art of Architecture

An Introduction to the Study of the Causes of the Disturbance of Traditions

[AWARDED THE R.I.B.A. SILVER VIEDAL, 1930.]

BY RONALD AYER DUNCAN [A].

CHAPTER I.

Concerning Tradition.

“ All that \ve are is the result of what we have thought ;
it

is founded on our thoughts, it is made up of our thoughts.”
CTautama Buddha.
The Dhammapada.

A RCHiTOLOGY has proved that architecture

and the decorative and plastic arts provide a

sure indication of the qualitative as well as the

quantitative values of a civilisation. Even in the

absence of any other evidences, the history of the rise

and decline of a culture may be clearly traced in the

remaining fragments of buildings. The trained ob-

server is able not merely to reconstruct the social

organization and economic system, but to deduce
beliefs and compute moral worth from architecture and
its attendant arts. As an activity of prime import,

architecture responds with great sensitiveness to all

those deep-rooted social impulses which are but half

consciously appreciated at the time by the individual.

This significant aspect of the art has not failed to im-

press itself upon the philosopher, and no philosophy is

complete that leaves out of account this vital activity,

seeking not only to comprehend the material needs that

call for constructive effort, but the mental processes

that determine its character. It is, however, a common
failing of historical studies to be concerned with effects

to the exclusion of causes. Effects are as the display of

symptoms to the physician—phenomena from which to

deduce a law of causes.

We are confronted to-day with the spectacle of

changes in architectural expression which are of such

a nature as to command more than passing attention.

We may be sure that they do not represent the normal
fluctuations of fashion and fancy, for they are too com-
prehensive and of at least a century’s duration. They
bear all the character of responses to fundamental

changes in impulse. That these changes are not more
generally appreciated is due to that attitude of mind
which considers as inevitable the continuity of any given

social organization. The evolution of a tradition is so

slow a process that it assumes for those immersed in

immediate activities an appearance of permanency
which is belied by history.

The study of the origins of civilisations shows that

* Concept.—A general notion
;
the image or idea formed in

the mind ;
a mere fancy (Shakespeare). Schopenhauer in his

philosophy uses the term concept in reference to reasoned

ideas only.

out of intuitive impulses and half-formed ideas is

evolved the germ of a social system
;

slowly it finds

expression in activities. It grows from simplicity to

complexity. Any defects inherent in its early concepts*

are carried forward and inevitably magnified as the

more complex structure is built up. So long, however,
as the concepts are capable of controlling and vitalising

activities they are not readily revised or abandoned, but
when a social structure shows signs of losing its unity

it is a sure indication that the concepts upon which it

was founded are no longer sufficiently widely held as

to dictate the character of development. Hesitancy and
the tendency to call in question the virtue of funda-
mental principles are symptoms of the decline of a

tradition. In the full flow^er of a culture the desire to

analyse and cast about for fresh principles is rarely

found. The automatic and natural response of the

activities neither calls for nor encourages deviations.

Under such conditions knowledge is sought not for the

purpose of evolving new concepts, but rather to extend
or establish more firmly those that exist.

The search for knowledge is entered upon for two
widely differing reasons

;
the one has as its objective

the establishment of less erroneous concepts, the other

is sought in order to form a store of one kind only,

thereby striving to render effective some particular

activity which is to be progressive only within the

limits of an accepted principle. The former type of

knowledge may prove destructive of the entire fabric

of the second, attacking as it does the principles upon
which the latter w^as founded. Knowledge is always
purely relative and there cannot be an absolute fixation

of principles
;
there is a periodic process of establishing,

destroying and rebuilding which entails the recasting

of the activities in a new mould. It is for this reason
that human progress is relatively slow. Prime concepts
are not changed with frequency, for the quality of mind
capable of perceiving defects and attempting the estab-
lishment of alternatives is an extremely rare possession.
The majority of the members of a community act
intuitively, accepting concepts from the traditions of
their race, and are content to acquire a workaday
knowledge to serve the activities in wEich they are im-
mersed. Thus it is that know'ledge which compels the
changing of concepts is often definitely opposed, for
its intrusion may necessitate the laborious process of
rebuilding the entire structure of knowledge acquired
by practical experience.

In the field of artistic creation there is a dual reason
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for opposition to any disturbance of accepted principles,

for not only may changes prove to be destructive of the
craft tradition and working knowledge, but are apt by
mental confusion to paralyse temporarily the intuitive

faculty.

During any period when concepts are in a state of
revision, strong individualism is apparent. This is

inevitable and due to the absence of any general accept-
ance of principles. There can be no fixed symbolism
or often not even a common ground for emotional
expression, for the unifying power of a common objec-
tive is lost. In these periods the attitude of the artist

of the highest type is to let intuition alone direct him
and thus to avoid the reasoning out of new issues. The
generality of artists who belong to the category of

craftsmen continue to work in the traditional manner
with increasing loss of significance and power until

their work reaches a stage of complete devitalisation.

The first establishment of new concepts has always
been by the minds of the few and by the few compre-
hended, but, with the lapse of time, if the natural

instincts of the many are not violated by such concepts,

they become embodied in the culture of a people
through a process of apprehension rather than compre-
hension.

We cannot, therefore, expect to find any immediate
reflection of such changes of concepts in the arts any
more than they can be reflected in the social organisa-

tion. Literature and poetry may give expression to the

new ideas in isolated instances without necessarily

showing any novelty of form
;

painting and sculpture

can, by reason of their possible detachment from any
material considerations, make individual experiments,

but in truth all the arts must await the extensive pene-
tration and a fairly general acceptance before they can
give coherent expression to new ideas. Architecture

is the least amenable of the arts to individualist experi-

ments
;

the complexity of its execution, the intimate

relationship it bears to all the factors of communal
existence render it ill adapted as an art to express

personal emotions. Moreover, to excite an interest

real and general it must have a symbolism immediately

comprehensible by the great majority of spectators.

It is essentially a communal art and is, therefore, sub-
jected by necessity to a continuity of tradition from
which it is slow to deviate. The appearance of radical

changes is a sure indicator of fundamental shiftings of

basic concepts, as no single factor in social life or

economy is of itself sufficiently powerful to alter the

line of development of an architecture.

The history of European architecture gives us the

picture of two fundamental changes in building tradi-

tion, both intimately connected with changes in concepts

of which they are in truth the expression—the collapse

of classical culture and the transition to the mediaeval,

and the shifting of the mediaeval to the Renaissance.

P3

Among ancient peoples drastic changes in architec-
tural style usually originated from conquest and inva-
sion. They indicate the imposition of new concepts
with their counterparts in expression in religion, sym-
bolism and ritual, as well as social organisation, as mere
differences in craftsmanship alone can have no far-
reaching effect. In cases where the conquerors have
themselves been lacking in that culture which is the
product of settled conditions, the result has been a
period of pause or even chaos, but ultimately the im-
ported concepts bring about a difference in expression,
whatever borrowings the invaders make from the supe-
rior technical skill of the invaded.
The study of the arts and more especially of archi-

tecture has been too obsessed by the obvious mecha-
nism of craft development to seek out the determining
principles which underlie “ style,” that “ will to form ”

which predestines the nature of form itself. For exam-
ple, to imagine that the happy chance in the possession
of such a building material as marble contributed any-
thing but a facility to the Greeks, and that logic, order
and subtlety, qualities of their mind, could only find
expression under favourable geographical and geologi-
cal conditions is to misinterpret the significance of
aesthetic effort. A logical use of material is the out-
come of a logical mind. The Greek spirit is discernible
whatever material they employed. The domination of
their culture in the Mediterranean was a domination of
superior quality of outlook, not only of craft skill.

To-day history and such sciences as archaeology
and psychology render it possible to guess at root
causes and to achieve a measure of comprehension of
a culture becoming as well as become.

Gibbon, in his history of The Decline and Fall of the
Roman Empire, rightly appreciated the disrupting power
of new concepts and apportioned much blame to the
penetration of Christianity. He does not, however, give
credit to the superior vitalising capacity of Christian
beliefs, not as expressed in a fully developed and work-
ing social system, but in the realm of ideas. Reviewing
the destruction of a complex social organisation and
all its material prosperity, he merely deplores the inevit-

able, for had the principles which served to build up
and control Roman social organisation been capable of
indefinite expansion so as to direct all future develop-
ments, his account would never have been written.

It is clearly evident that so long as concepts main-
tain sufficient vital force to enable them to energise and
qualify activities, there is a general development on
established or traditional lines. If, however, concepts
are revised the activities will ultimately answer to the
change as a needle to a magnet.
We can observe in Roman Architecture the drift to

a gross materialism from the puritan spirit of the early
days of the Republic. The revivifying concepts came
too late to be grafted on to the existing organism to
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which they were opposed in principle, but they sur-

vived the destruction of the Western Empire to serve

as a basis for the social structure of the Middle Ages.

The Eastern Empire, wLich comprised a population

long imbued with beliefs analogous to Christianity and
not subjected to invasion by successive waves of mi-
grating peoples, w^as more easily welded together cul-

turally to form the Byzantine Empire. Here the mate-

rial experience of the classical w orld was not lost but

transformed in its expression. The Greek not wLolly

submerged by the Roman conquest arises to direct re-

vitalised aesthetic activities.

The second disruption of cultural tradition in Europe
at the Renaissance presents factors which do not enter

into the first. The question of nationality is not so inti-

mately interwoven with arts and culture, for although

the Western Church had failed of its purpose to estab-

lish the Holy Roman Empire out of diverse races and
nations in a practical sense, it was singularly success-

ful in the cultural. For if local idiosyncrasies and de-

tails are overlooked, it is possible to perceive Western
Europe as one in aesthetic expression. Uniformity of

concept, the result of the teaching of the Church, was
mainly responsible.

The gradual loss of vitality, and consequently of

growth, w ithin the Church itself resulted in a rational-

ism of belief which was lacking in elasticity. Under
such conditions, the only possible means of maintain-

ing an undeviating continuity in the face of new con-

cepts of vital import w as to attempt exclusion and se-

clusion. This state cannot be maintained indefinitely

whatever the circumstances, but it certainly cannot be

achieved by an ecclesiastical body lacking absolute

power. Although the unity of the Church was de-

stroyed, the cultural unity of Europe remained, with

the racial and national characteristics entirely subor-

dinated to the main characteristic of European. The
reason that national characteristics did not become un-

duly dominant at the Renaissance was in part due to the

exploitation of the invention of printing, wLich, in spite

of the difficulties presented by differences of language,

enabled know ledge to be disseminated rapidly and pro-

vided the cultural bond.

The most vital factor of the Renaissance was the

assertion of the right of the individual to acquire know -

ledge for himself and freedom to choose the source.

That classical learning should have obsessed the

schools is due to the natural tendency to ransack exist-

ing sources before beginning original experiments from

which to draw entirely new' conclusions. The turning

away from the blind alley in which mediaeval philoso-

phv and the arts and sciences had lost themselves, re-

sulted automatically in renewed contact with the for-

gotten culture of the classical world. There was stock

enough here on which to draw' for centuries. The Re-

naissance, having no basis for scientific analysis except

inexact historical knowdedge, re-explored much ground
unnecessarily and accepted as valid much that had
already once proved defective.

Although the classical source of knowledge coloured

all the activities of life from the fifteenth to the eighteenth

centuries it was but a colouring. It is a curious fact

that as more and more exact information was available

about the classical world, and it became increasingly

possible to apply this knowdedge to a re-expression of a

past manner of living, so the knowdedge declined as a

source of inspiration. This is clearly mirrored in archi-

tecture wffiere, for a time, the free use of classical motifs,

merely as so much design material, resulted in great
vitality

; but ingenuity in the use of a given series of
forms cannot indefinitely support development, and the
art fell back upon a scholastic formalism lacking in

inspiration and significance.

The grow th of autocracy as a substitute for the feudal
system is significant as it provided a form of centrali-

sation which acted as a unifying factor in national cul-

ture. Such forms of government have always been pro-
vocative of display, which is in some degree essential to

their maintenance. Autocracy, therefore, proved not
only a lavish patron of the arts in itself, but the system
set up a rivalry in display amongst the members of the
court and imitation ad absurdmn among the lesser

gentry. This rivalry was not contained within the boun-
daries of each individual nation, but w^as the direct

cause of borrowing ideas from extra national sources.
The democracies of the period are represented by the

Free Towns of the Low^ Countries and Germany and,
in a measure, England. Their contribution in the field

of architecture was primarily the dissemination of
ideas of comfort and convenience as opposed to pomp
and display, which were widely disseminated by trade
contacts. These are in part responsible for the main-
tenance of an international culture in Europe, in spite
of divisions of race and language which was the legacy
of the Middle Ages.

The Renaissance, obsessed as it w^as with the explora-
tion of the treasure trove of Classical knowledge and the
adaptation of a ready-made culture, w'as slow^ to make
use of its freedom to seek knowdedge outside this field.

Classical learning provided no precedent for the re-
search method, wdiich is the examination of phenome-
non by experiment and the correlation of facts from
which to deduce natural laws. Nevertheless the method
originated in the early days of the Renaissance when it

aroused strenuous opposition, but an opposition which
W'as not directed against all those changes of philosophy
and form imposed by the adoption of classical ideas.
The true reason is not far to seek, for the research
method which w'e now call the scientific, resulted in an
attack on concepts necessitating a fundamental revision
of beliefs and so it w'as strenuously opposed alike from
ignorance, prejudice and vested interest. Although the
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seventeenth century witnessed great advances in scien-

tific thought, little or no practical application was pos-

sible, for the data was too scattered and many vital

factors remained unexplored or unsuspected. Material

existence was little affected, but a far-reaching disturb-

ance of philosophy and religious dogmas resulted from
the gradual penetration of the new concepts.

CHAPTER II.

Pure Science and Philosophy.
“ We are in the process of discovering a whole new world,

nothing less.’^

Sir Oliver Lodge.

Science and Human Progress,

In Revolutions of Civilisation Sir Flinders Petrie says :

“ The meaning of life has in all ages been the goal of

human thought. The search for the cause and effect

of the changes that man has undergone has laid the

foundations of his religion and philosophy.” He uses

his wealth of archaeological knowledge to prove the

truth of this axiom by presenting its operation over a

period of ten thousand years and confronts us with its

expression in the arts. But in the whole history of

mankind there has been no greater quickening of

thought than that which has resulted from the applica-

tion of the scientific method of enquiry established at

the Renaissance. It is therefore legitimate now to con-

cern ourselves simply with the formation of this attitude

of mind, leaving the study of effects for later considera-

tion.

The term“ science ” is now very loosely applied, but

it is generally used to denote the physical and natural

sciences. It is also, with the addition of a qualifying

word, used in connection with studies of a different

nature ; thus we speak of political, moral or economic
science and we further refer to many subjects as being

examined in a scientific spirit. In its broad sense the

term “ science ” may be used to denote systematised

knowledge of any kind and the science will be inter-

mediate between the vague and loose knowledge of the

“ plain ” man on the one hand and philosophy as the

scientia scientiarum or comprehensive system of know-
ledge which seeks to embrace the results of the special

sciences in a single world view on the other. The
meaning of “ science ” has become the application of

a particular method which is the product of an attitude

of mind.
That science should spill over into philosophy is

inevitable, for the establishment and co-ordination of

facts by the individual will always tempt him to place

his whole concept in line with them. Thus it is

common to find physicists and mathematicians especi-

ally engaged in philosophic speculation, from w'hich

science cannot be entirely divorced.

The first society for experimental research—The
x^ccademia dei Lincei—w’as founded in Rome in 1608.

Here were made the first of those co-operative efforts

which have led to our modern scientific method. The
seventeenth century contributed some of the greatest

original thinkers and experimentalists in the whole
history of human thought and effort. These men
meant comparatively little to the world at large in their

own time, but the nature and quality of their specula-

tions as well as their method was provocative of conse-
quences, ever widening in influence. A short list of

names will conjure up to the mind what The century
of Genius ” has given to the world in the matter of

science. Bacon, Galileo, Harvey, Kepler, New’ton,
Descartes, Pascal, Huygens, Spinoza and Leibnitz,

are among the first prophets of a new era which is still

in the process of fulfilment. All branches of mathe-
matics and physics were the best served by the period,

and the Newtonian theories, for example, remained
largely undisturbed until well on in the eighteenth

century. The period led up to the establishment of

the general belief “ That the world is a succession of

instantaneous configurations of matter,” and scientific

thought began to be satisfied by a theory of completely
materialistic mechanism.
The eighteenth century carried forw ard on the basis

of the scientific ideas established in the seventeenth
;

and little that was fundamentally new was propounded,
although much development of detail took place, but

we get the introduction to modern chemistry in

Lavoisier, and to electricity in Galvani and Volta. The
nineteenth century witnessed the continued and in-

creasingly rapid advance in all branches of science due
to co-ordination, but the characteristic and most
marked element of progress is in the field of technology,

w'hich was entirely without precedent. Chemistry as

a practical science is implemented by the atomic theory

of Dalton, and the study of electro-magnetic phenomena
by Ampere and Faraday, culminated in the theories of

Clerk Maxw^ell.

Apart from the more obvious practical results of

scientific researches of the century there is nothing that

has attracted the attention of “ the man in the street
”

so much as the theories of evolution mainly associated

with Darwin. Towards the close of the eighteenth

century the fixity of species began to be questioned.

Transformism w'as an early attempt to explain the

effort of the living organism to adapt itself to the con-
ditions in which it lives. The naturalist Lamarck pro-

pounded the theory that the individual w’as responsive

to its circumstances and consequently developed this

or that characteristic of structure, and that individual

adaptations w’ere transmitted to the offspring. Pro-
ceeding with the same subject of enquiry Darwin pub-
lished in 1859 The Origin of Species by Means of Natural
Selection, followed up by his book 21ie Descent of Man,
which brought the study into the field of interest of a

wide public. The whole subject became entangled
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with religious and moral ideas, producing the most
heated controversy that science had experienced since

the earliest days of its conflicts with ecclesiastical

dogma.
Closely associated with these studies is the general

advance of physiology. Medicine is finally released

from the bonds of superstition, making great progress

through the work of such men as Pasteur, Lister and
Koch.
The close of the century was unproductive, but the

twentieth century has been ushered in with a display of

great activity in the field of mathematics and physics.

Physics, “ shortly before the Relativist Landslide had
begun to make itself felt, had been subjected to two
shocks of the greatest magnitude. The disturbance

has not yet settled down.^^ Matter which has stood for

centuries as the most fundamental thing in the universe,

as viewed by science was swept aside, leaving the

electron as the basis of the objective world
;
then came

the establishment of the quantum theory which also

originated from researches into the structure of the

atom and electro-magnetic phenomena. These theories

necessitate a complete revision of the materialistic

concepts of the preceding scientific thought. It is

clear that the relatively simple faith that science dis-

played in the ultimate possibility of the complete ex-

planation of phenomena has had to be abandoned for a

complexity in which the fundamental limitations of the

human make-up must be counted as factors, since these

form an integral part of many problems. The inevi-

table result will be to increase the importance of

psychology and philosophy.

In the narrow sense the term “ Philosophy is

identical with metaphysics, but in its wider sense it

embraces metaphysics, logic, ethics and psychology.

These last three may perhaps reasonably claim to be

special sciences amenable to the research method but

they cannot rest upon that basis solely, dealing as they

must with the meaning of meanings.

It was Aristotle himself who first called metaphysics

philosophy to which all the special sciences must bow,

but though it is still the highest of all sciences, it cannot

now sw allow' up or supersede them but rather takes its

place beside them in the general classification of know-
ledge. It may be defined as concerned not with any

particular aspect of what exists taken in abstraction

from other aspects, but with the ultimate nature and

principles of the real to the limit of contemporary

understanding.

The conception of philosophy has undergone many
modifications since Aristotle’s day, although the aim has

been the same at all times—namely the attainment of

the most fundamental knowledge, but naturally the

conception of that knowledge, the way in which, and

the extent to which it can be attained, has varied alike

with internal conditions and cultural bias. In mediaeval

times philosophy was entirely subordinated to theology,

and the schoolmen, in spite of their deference to Aris-

totle’s doctrines, were separated from him by the im-
passable barrier of ecclesiastical dogma. The release

from this restriction of thought enabled philosophy
rapidly to regain the position occupied by the Greek
philosophers

;
but this position w'as not long tenable, for

the relative simplicity of Greek conditions had given
place to a complexity w'hich w^as largely brought about
by studies in the special sciences and their contribution

to the know'ledge of natural law\ The enormous mass
of facts to be digested by one individual w^as a very
different task from that w hich confronted Aristotle, w^ho
summed up in himself the w'hole scientific knowledge of

his age. The continued and rapid growth of this com-
plexity is the chief obstacle in the way of presenting a

complete and homogeneous philosophy to-day. More-
over, the intervening period of mediaeval mysticism can-
not be dismissed out of hand, reinforced as it is by
mysticism drawn from other sources.

The scientists of the JMiddle Renaissance were also

the principal philosophers of this age, for instance,

Descartes, Leibnitz, Kant and Hegel, to mention only
a few. The last named, although hardly a specialist in

science, derived his facts from a wdde range of positive

know'ledge and his works exercised a considerable
influence on historical and humanist studies. Never-
theless, with Hegel, or rather with the subsequent
reaction against the type of philosophy which he repre-
sents, there begins a profound change in the relation-

ship betw'een philosophy and science. Hegel’s w'as the
last great system w'hich pretended to an absolutism of
philosophy. Lotze, in his preface to Logic, says “ it is

obvious that I can propose nothing more than to set

forth my personal convictions in such a form as will

enable the reader to judge not only to w'hat degree
they are consistent wdth themselves* but also how far

they are capable of serving to unite the isolated pro-
vinces of our certain know'ledge, in spite of the great
gaps that lie betw een them, into a coherent view' of the
w'orld bearing the character of completeness.” This
change of front was the inevitable result of the enor-
mous extension and continually increasing specialisa-
tion ot science, which have made it quite impossible for
one man to think of comprehending in Hegelian fashion
in one complete framework, the masses of material that
are now* available.

The difficulties presented hav'e caused philosophy to
take a less dominant position in the realm of knowledge.
T. here are some to-day w ho w'ould fain see metaphysics
dri\ en out once and for all and supplanted bv the
special sciences. It is clear that this cannot take place,
as the impulse, deeply rooted as it is in the human mind,
would reveal itself sooner or later in other directions.
On the other hand, the doctrines of religions make a
claim to dispense with metaphysical speculation since
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they see in the practical certainties of religious faith the

only true resting-place of man’s belief. But even so, a

difficulty is presented by the fact that the acceptance of

this claim does not secure permanency of principles for

religious belief is subject to revision by the process of

revelation.

The modern position is obscured and lacking in any

bond of unity between the special sciences, philosophy

and religion, the situation being dominated largely by
the purely material repercussions of scientific research.

Aesthetics as a study follow much the same course as

theology, which is also that in some degree pursued by
philosophy. There is a gradual tendency to separatism.

All three fail to adjust themselves or to be adjusted by
scientific thought in such a manner as to establish firmly

a unity of concepts. The widening of the gulfs has

been continuous although it has been gradual. Francis

Bacon in the early part of the seventeenth century had

comparatively little difficulty in reconciling his scientific

views with religion and aesthetics, incorporating them
in a philosophy which displays a unity of concepts.*

By the close of the century the possibility of such a

unity had completely vanished. This position has re-

mained more or less unaltered except to increase the

difficulties. The uncompromising character of com-
pleteness of scientific thought of the later half of the

seventeenth century was as much responsible as the

inelasticity of philosophy and theology. Scientific

materialism had comparatively little difficulty in sub-

stituting ethics for religious belief and replacing meta-

physics by a clear statement of natural law, but it was

confronted with a more difficult problem when called

upon to account for aesthetic impulses. As a whole the

subject was ignored or dealt with in such a manner that

it obscured rather than elucidated causes. Classicism

which lent itself to analysis and the establishment of a

fixed code was readily embraced, but Gothic, non-

European and primitive arts were brushed aside or

totally ignored. The philosophy of Kant foreshadows

the trend of aesthetic thought of the nineteenth century,

which witnessed the revolt from classicism culminating

in the Romantic movement. This revolt was due not

only to the failure of the scientific method to incorporate

a logical and complete aesthetic theory which could

direct the arts, but was also the expression of a disbelief

in the possibility of so doing upon the existing lines of

“ scientific concreteness.” Schopenhauer, who was no

little influenced by Goethe, maintained “ that the ‘ con-

cept ’ is of itself unfruitful in art which is a matter of

feeling rather than intellection attaining its highest and

happiest effects intuitively.” Herein is expressed the

flight from that scientific materialism which affirmed

that instinct and intellect are the originators and con-

* The general attitude to art during the seventeenth century

is reflected by the terms used in the Authorised Version of the

Scriptures. Art—artful—cunning as “ cunning workmen.”

(A.S. cunan= knowledge).

trollers of all activities. Schopenhauer made extensive
researches into Eastern art and mysticism and his logic

compelled him to discard a classicism which failed to

include them in its scheme of aesthetics. Working upon
similar data and premises Croce affirms that “ know-
ledge is of two forms

;
it is either intuitive knowledge or

logical knowledge
;
knowledge obtained through the

imagination or knowledge obtained through the intel-

lect
;
knowledge of the individual or knowledge of the

universal.” This involves a separation of the controlling
influences of activities and even of the activities them-
selves, leaving to the individual his predilection or
choice as to whether to be guided by intuition or intel-

lect. Were it otherwise he would be forced to admit the
ultimate superior directing power of the one or the
other. The confusion in the arts set up by the Roman-
tic movement appears likely to continue in the absence
of any philosophic liaison between the special sciences
on the one hand and the arts on the other, for the

philosophic basis of the classical tradition of the

Renaissance has been destroyed. There is neverthe-
less some seeking after a union of “ creative faith and
critical intelligence,” some acknowledgment of the need
to establish a relationship of faculties such as Professor
Babbitt attempts in his critical philosophy.

CHAPTER HI.

Applied Science and Invention.

“ If the end be well all is well.”

Gesta Romanorum.

The spectacular character of the achievements in the

sphere of applied science during the last hundred years

has obscured, by a direct appeal to the imagination,

the proper relationship to the scientific thought of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. This period,

by directing attention to the possibility of employing
natural forces, not only founded the basis of modern
applied science but also, indirectly, of mechanical in-

vention. The chief objective of this activity has been

economic, but it has also acted as an outlet for creative

impulse and has consequently tapped off much energy

which otherwise would have displayed itself in the

minor arts, for these in the past have been its natural

vehicle. Although many modern inventions of prime

importance owe their origin to scientific research, many
more are merely examples of ingenuity and belong

rather to the realm of an experimental craftsmanship

than to science.

This restless experimental impulse is peculiarly

strong in the Nordic peoples and is found expressed

in their earliest arts and crafts. It has paved the way
for the mechanical developments of to-day and has also

rendered the assimilation of novelties comparatively

easy for the masses.

The progress in tool and machine making witnessed
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in Europe during the last hundred years is un-

paralleled in the history of mankind, and, even if it were
unaccompanied by any revolution in thought, would
deserve the most careful consideration. In the course

of time this progress cannot fail to result in funda-

mental changes in the manner of living and the expres-

sive arts. We are apt to accept our mechanical inno-

vations so much as a matter of course that we fail to

appreciate their effect upon us and the growing momen-
tum of the changes they bring. Some of them date

back to the early Renaissance
;

of these, first in time

and certainly in importance is the invention of print-

ing. The Chinese long before had used wood blocks,

but it is the movable type first employed in Europe
in the autumn of 1454 that has provided us with un-
precedented means of disseminating and storing know-
ledge. From its conception the invention was rapidly

developed and exploited, and before the close of the

fifteenth century fifty German towns had established

presses. Introduced into Italy in 1465, over one
hundred and fifty firms of printers were at work in

Venice alone by 1520. The process of printing since

then has continuously developed with increasing

facility and speed. The chief landmarks of its progress

are the substitution of metal type for w^ood, machine
movements, and steam power for clumsy hand presses.

Stereotyping and electrotyping, the application of

photography and process work are the more recent

additions to its accomplishments. A world without

printing would be now^ indeed strange to us, but we
scarcely stop to think of the potency of this invention.

The efect upon the arts has been vital, but to trace

all the ramifications of its influence, both from the

point of view of theory and practice, is subject matter

for a volume. Printing played an important part in

establishing the art of the Renaissance, and books pro-

vided in part a substitute for the mediaeval guild

system of training. The illustrated book was at once

a source of inspiration to the craftsman and a disturber

of his traditions
;
to-day economic photographic illus-

tration is largely responsible for our eclecticism.

Printing has made possible the wide dissemination of

individual or clique ideas which in the absence of

definite principles is unfavourable to any sort of steady

development in architecture as w^ell as in the plastic

and decorative arts. On the other hand the invention

has been wholly beneficial to the advance of scientific

knowledge and without its aid no comparable progress

could have taken place. It is a recording medium,
an extension into time of the faculties of individuals

giving permanence to thought.

Printing is in a broad sense the first of the series of

inventions of communication, but no great step forward

in this direction is to be observed until the application

of steam power to machines. Within the last century

were invented in rapid sequence the steamship, and

the locomotive, and the internal combustion engine

applied to road transport. Once agreed that trade

expansion is desirable, no effort that contributes to

facility in transport can be considered as wasted
;

equal in importance are developments in communica-
tion, the penny post, telegraph, telephone and wireless.

The progressive expansion of transport and communi-
cations, apart from its partly anticipated economic

consequences, has had unexpected results upon tra-

ditional arts and crafts. This tradition is often based

on, and certainly supported by the extreme conser-

vativism of what are termed the peasant arts and
crafts in w hich it has freedom only within the circum-

scribed limits of its formulas ; but this very concentra-

tion for long periods render it capable of achievements

denied to a more liberal, but indeterminate attitude.

Lack of communications act as a sheltering wall to

native arts and crafts, but once wider contacts are

established they rapidly decline. Any artificial stimu-

lation by romantically-minded folk, or even the earnest

endeavour of those who desire to preserve much that

appears good and valid, is doomed to failure, for not

only are economic conditions changed, but the very

effort involves the substitution of conscious endeavour
for spontaneous action. Nothing provides such a

conclusive proof of the effects upon tradition of a wider
intercourse as the rapid disappearance of peasant

costume in Europe. Most people will agree that lack

of communications fosters and encourages the growth
of local differences by leaving small communities at

the mercy of purely local conditions of labour and
materials and to the limitation of a circumscribed
range of thought. But the converse is equally true,

and easy communications have a tendency to unifica-

tion not only nationally but internationally. The
standard set up by the larger centres of population
filter through the country and economic considerations

enforce conformity.

One of the chief effects upon architecture is that

the controlling influence of local geological formations
has largely disappeared, for the economic position is

such that the mere proximity of a natural building
material will by no means compensate for easy quan-
titive production of some other material even if it be
at a distance.

The raihvay w^as limited in its sphere of influence,
but the motor-car has accomplished almost complete
penetration, and what the railway achieved slowiy the
motor-car will complete rapidly and doubtless the
aeroplane in due course will bring about similar
results in non-European countries. The prospect
distresses many, but it is a fact that has to be faced.
Any survey of applied science which was strictly

confined to the period of the last hundred years would
reasonably commence with the application of ‘‘ power
to machinery. First steam, then gas, oil and electricity
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provided substitutes for hand labour. The revo-

lutionary change is hardly yet appreciated. Early

in the century the correlation of scientific research

and its many and various applications began to take

effect upon commercial and industrial life
;

this

delayed reaction was due in the main to the necessity

to await the discovery of missing elements in metal-

lurgical knowledge which alone could provide the

means to improve the manufacture and manipulation

of metals. It was primarily the requirements of

machines that has led to the metal age. For example,

the application of steel as a structural material for

building was a bye-product of other demands and was

scarcely thought of fifty years ago.

The factory method of production, which has always

existed in some form in a developed civilisation, has

been so greatly extended by power-driven machinery

that it now presents novel social features. The
economic effect upon the humbler handicrafts has

been to drive them almost out of existence. The
character as well as the misapplication of this new
means to increased production aroused the con-

demnation of such men as Ruskin and Morris, leaders

of a school of thought which was opposed to the whole

line of development. Both process and products were

the subject of their scorn. They perceived the funda-

mental significance of the changes and sought to

stem the tide by a revival of handicraft
;
this met with

some measure of success, but the wider social applica-

tion of their ideals has been entirely submerged by the

economic conditions set up by the power-driven

machine tool. It is logical to anticipate a great

extension in the use of machines, for every effort

will be made to increase production by this means

and to remove the necessity for human intervention

other than starting and stopping. Machine pro-

duction has to-day almost entirely superseded hand

workmanship,' except for luxuries or works of art, and

it is now rapidly extending to such complex operations

as building in which machines are already employed in

digging, mixing, hoisting and the like. This element

of factory production, and the consequent changes in

design, are of increasing importance to architecture, as

building tends more and more to become a matter of

the assembly of completely manufactured parts over

which the building designer has no control other than

selection and arrangement. In view of the changes

in method it is remarkable that the effect on appear-

ance has not been much greater than it is, and that

design for machine production has been content to be

merely imitative of hand workmanship. One fact

emerges clearly—that machine-made articles require

some measure of standardisation and mass production,

and designs must be modified to meet these require-

ments.
The absence of deliberate design for the new pro-

cesses is remarkable, but such a condition of affairs

will not exist indefinitely
;

it is no argument that the

skill of the engineer makes it possible to adapt machines
to accomplish almost any desired operation, however
illogical or uneconomic. Historically, the influence

of tools upon the crafts has always been of the greatest

importance, and changes in the type of tools employed
has always produced far-reaching changes in design

;

it is therefore not unreasonable to anticipate the same
results in the future. Such changes as are now
occurring are too ephemeral and conditions too unstable

to admit of crystallisation into any definite character.

In spite of the complex state of our civilisation, we
are, as it were, dealing with the crude beginnings of a

new era in craftsmanship, and there is as yet little sign

of unity between design, method and material.

Whatever may be the new social problems created

by an extension of the factory system, standardisation

and mass production, it is safe to predict that there

can be no reversion to handicraft methods, for the

demands of an increasing population and the even
more rapidly increasing demand for a higher standard

of life can be met only by a continual augmentation of

means and the elimination of hand labour. One of

the chief objections raised against machine production

is that it tends to destroy interest in work by removing
from the individual workman any power to shape the

final form of the product, and that to design has already

become the sole prerogative of the highly-trained

specialists who take no other part in production. It

is possible to overstress the social importance of this,

for at^no time in history has more than a very small

percentage of any community been engaged in

activities entailing the employment of any creative

faculty. It is, however, fairly obvious that more
highly educated individuals cannot be wholly satisfied

by mechanical repetitive employment, without com-
pensation in some form such as increased leisure, with

the means and method of employing that leisure.

The prevailing faith in mechanical appliances has

led to an invasion of the house by the machine, and
this is reflected in the demand for so-called labour-

saving devices, but as these are confined to fitments

they do not greatly affect appearance. There is,

however, a growing desire to avoid drudgery which
extends beyond the employment of machines and
enters the province of form and decoration, or seeks

to eliminate such essentially traditional features as

the fireplace and moulded woodwork. It is by no
means solely in the matter of machines that applied

science is revolutionising the manner of living
; in

the guise of sanitation and preventative medicine it

is determining values little considered in the past,

such as light, air, cleanliness and drainage. The
belief in the essential importance of these things is

powerful enough to modify traditional building
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requirements, and to create a demand for a form of

town planning which will permit the whole community
to enjoy the amenities they afford quite apart from

their application to the internal economy of buildings.

The discoveries resulting from the researches

chiefly concerned with medicine, such as bacteriology

and physiology, are now being applied to agriculture.

These bid fair, when coupled with the innovation of

power-driven machines and transport, completely to

revolutionise the conserv'ative traditional character of

this basic industry. The importance of these facts

cannot be over-rated, for agriculture with a few ex-

ceptions is the most vital industry to a nation, employ-

ing and determining the character of the lives of a

large proportion of its population. Changes of urban

life are often of a transitory nature, but that which

has power to alter also the tenor of rural life will

achieve a lasting effect.

The main issues of applied science have no national

boundaries. They tend by their economic significance

to compel conformity and to be superimposed upon

national character throughout the world. In so far

as they are mainly European in origin, they appear to

be spreading European culture, but there are now
signs of a return flow from non-European countries*

The imposition of this super-national character can

be judged by the fact that all means of transport are

taking on an international appearance : factories

must be arranged and equipped in accordance with

the latest industrial practice without regard to local

tradition : specialised structures, such as hospitals,

tend to a worid-wide uniformity. With the gradual

establishment of economic equality in production it

would appear that ultimately, apart from considera-

tions which must be paid to the individuality of a site,

the sole factor which will always compel a definite

variation in architectural form is that of climate,

apart of course from fancy or desire.

CHAPTER IV.

Architecture the Social Art.

“ The Fine Arts are always an expression of the historical

antecedents, the intellectual, moral and material conditions,

and religious beliefs of the peoples and epochs to which they

belong.’*
Charles H. Moore.

Architecture in its peculiar aspect of “ the social

art is subjected not only to the full force of the

changes wrought by the developments of Philosophy,

Science and Technology, but also indirectly through

the repercussion of their effects upon the life and

habits of communities generally. It is in a very special

sense a reliable indicator of conditions, being itself

determined by them to a much greater degree than

either the arts of sculpture or painting ; these may
reflect current thought and reproduce its effects, but

architecture is of the very substance of its age and
forms one of the major components of its expression.

There have been many attempts to define and limit

the art, but, in the final analysis of a civilisation, all

structures which indicate that purpose has been
qualified by a regard for effect must be included in

the category of architecture. It is certain that in the

future the assessment of the quality of our civilisation,

as measured by its architectural accomplishments, will

be based not upon the merits of a few isolated works
shorn away from their context, but upon all that mass
of work which was not necessarily directed by pro-

fessional designers. The architect is no longer the

arbiter of elegance and fashion in the Mistress Art

to the same extent that he was in the eighteenth century,

and certainly does not control more than a fraction

of the present total expenditure upon building enter-

prise. He may create temporarily a milieu of his

own in which to work, but only in so far as he com-
prehends and uses the forces and means of his own
time can he leave any lasting impress upon his age.

Therefore what we must be concerned with is not the

effects upon the special art of the architect only,

but upon building as a whole. The preceding
chapters have been devoted to the causes of the dis-

turbance of social tradition generally and by implication

to architecture, leaving to be dealt with here those

special conditions which are the immediate concern
of building.

In addition to the increased variety of natural

building materials made available by modern trans-

port, designers are faced with the problem of the

proper employment of a large number of novel
synthetic materials. The majority of these have been
introduced for economic reasons, such as rapidity in

construction and standardisation, as well as the cheap-
ness of the material itself. No exception can be taken
to a material on the grounds of its artificiality, for

brick, that most ancient and universal of building
materials, is artificial, but imitations and shams are

objectionable in their intention, but failure, to deceive.
The solution of the aesthetic problem is one that

rests entirely upon the skill of the designer in rightness
of choice and arrangement of the material. No
aesthetic progress can be made in the use of new
materials if they are capriciously compelled to take
on ancient forms.

The commercial tendency is to eliminate natural
products if they are not suited to factory processes,
and the search is for materials readily adaptable to
machine production, machine handling and rapid
assembly. It is clear, and has already been noted,
that an attempt will be made to bring building into
line with industrial processes generally, by converting
the old laborious craft methods into a business of
assembly. The present system of cementing together
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friable and absorbent materials which render the use
of large quantities of water essential for building

processes is unsuited to rapid construction, and
attempts have already been made to find substitutes,

more particularly so as to dispense with such internal

finishings as plasters and cements.

Of modern materials, none has had a more potent

influence upon building than steel. Wood, brick or

stone have been the structural materials in the past,

each one a dictator of architectural form. What
forms will be the natural expression of steel and its

offspring, reinforced concrete ? The development of

characteristic form has gone little further at present

than to reduce stone and brick walls to mere skins,

preserving the cast as it were of their old shapes.

But the use of steel has increased the span of openings,

augmented scale, reduced supports to isolated points

small in area, and created sense-alarming cantilevers.

In the plan it has brought about the substitution of

rectangular units for the elaborate shapings of the

Roman form re-introduced at the Renaissance.

It is becoming apparent also that both steel and
reinforced concrete permit of a certain flexibility in

the internal arrangement of buildings, for screens may
be employed as a substitute for structural walling.

Inevitably changes in process and material have

affected adversely the traditional type of building

craftsmen, but the beginning of this degeneration

dates back to the days of the coming of the architect

in his capacity of super-designer. The handicrafts-

man’s skill bears a definite relationship to his freedom

to design
;

the gradual assumption by the architect

of the sole right to perform this function has been

one of the chief causes of the withdrawal of the more
highly skilled craftsmen from the building trades

to become themselves individualist sculptors, painters,

carvers and modellers. The process began with the

Renaissance and has now reached a stage in which few

building craftsmen produce unaided any design which

displays artistic merit.

Many of the striking changes in recent building

design are due to special factors taken in combina-

tion : thus the “ Skyscraper” owes its existence not

only to the use of steel as a structural material, but

also to the invention of the electric lift, and again

the continually increasing proportion of void to solid

in wall surfaces is due not only to improvements in

glass making, but the use of steel for window frames

and the introduction of central heating. The interplay

of similar factors is bringing into being the multiple

building which houses within itself a number of

buildings
;

thus a “ Skyscraper ” may be composed

of a hotel, a theatre and a church, as well as shops and

offices. Such a complex structure cannot disclose

by its appearance the special nature of its component

parts
;

traditional reference and the association of

ideas must be abandoned for some expression which
enhances its structural form alone.

A new dictation of form arises from the purely
scientific analysis of requirements.

For example, it is now possible to determine
acoustically satisfactory internal shapes for all build-

ings used as auditoria. Similarly a series of “ reason-
able shapes ” is likely to be established for many
structures requiring special qualities.

Associated with the economic necessity for increased

speed of construction comes a factor comparatively
new to the Western world—namely, the fact that

permanency of construction, in many types of building,

is no virtue, but may actually prove an obstruction

to progress. A building, like its contents, frequently
exceeds its life of usefulness, and the same economic
laws which enforce the reconstruction of plant and
machinery dictate the reconstruction of buildings.

Thus the period of time that elapses between building

and rebuilding grows ever shorter. Permanence as a

desideratum in building, apart from certain kinds of

monumental work, is largely rooted in the idea of

establishing a fixed abode, the seat of the family, by
which certain people are to be associated for all time
with some definite locality

; but this virtue appears
to us to be waning in the same proportion as its econ-
omic significance. Western art has accepted this idea

of permanence and generally has demanded materials

to express this quality. The art of China and Japan,
while making a less insistent demand for permanent
materials, has suffered no loss of virtue in consequence.*

If the augmentation of knowledge by science has

as yet done the arts no service, it has, through its

application and technology, provided the source from
which commerce and industry have drawn all the

power to achieve the remarkable advance of the last

hundred years. This advance has been of necessity

accompanied by important changes in the ownership

and the nature of the direction of business enterprises.

For example, in this country the need for capital to

develop new processes in commerce and industry

led up through many legal enactments to the formation

of limited liability companies and their final sanction

by the Company Law of 1863. In the past each

shareholder of a company had been considered an

owner, and, as such, responsible for the conduct and
management of the business in which he was financially

interested. This Act finally absolved him from all

responsibility, leaving him only his capital liability.

The effect has been to supply business enterprise

with an abundance of money wherever it could be

* By comparison with European building methods and
materials those of China and Japan are, for the most part,

of a much more temporary nature. Particularly is this the
case in house construction, but, even in temple building, wood
and lacquer predominate as miterials for the superstructures.
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made to turn to profit. Judged upon a purely quantity

basis the results have entirely justified the system, but

the “ balance sheet ” tends to become the sole test

of virtue. This cannot very well be otherwise for the

owners of the business have no interest in it other than

to ask that it shall show profits .f The consumer,

not the producer, becomes the individual who deter-

mines the virtue of the goods produced, and all he

can do is to buy or refuse to buy. So the present

day commercial method is the opposite of the process

which directs the artist in his activities, as he is

immediately concerned with his production and its

virtue. Commerce and industry work for a demand
even if it be artificially stimulated or created by
advertisement. Thus the aesthetic quality of trade

goods rests not upon the producer, but finally upon the

culture and education of the great mass of consumers,

to a much greater degree to-day than ever in the past.

The great material success of the modern industrial

system has led to its application to almost every

amenable activity and also by an economic reflex

action it has compelled the system to be adopted

for production even if contrary to precedent. It has

become necessary to apply the process to building,

as the old craft system tends to relegate it more or less

to the realm of a luxury, like most products of hand

labour. If a product is a necessity, failure to maintain

an economic level having a proper ratio to all other

productions and to wages and the standard of living

may seriously endanger the internal peace of the

State. Housing, for example, must be placed in such

a category, and progress in the economy of production

has become an urgent need, whatever break with

traditional methods and expression it entails.

The complexity of modern civilisation has extended

the field of architecture beyond the consideration of

isolated buildings and related it to the organisation

of towns : this restricts individualism as it calls for

increased regulation and control in the endeavour to

avoid chaotic conditions. It is reasonable to expect

in the future the enforcement of regulations dictated

by the especial needs of the age, without regard to

architectural traditions.

Over and above the major factors discussed, in the

matters of detail there are a thousand and one elements

which introduce novel features into architectural

composition, disturbing the association of ideas and

causing incongruities to appear by the juxtaposition of

the ancient and the modern. Long revered and ac-

cepted symbols are losing their significance, to remain

with us only as meaningless decoration. Modern
fixings and fittings, sanitation, lighting, heating and

ventilating are contorted to pose as legacies from the

t This is the tendency, but of course there are many success-

ful “ one man ” businesses, with the outstanding example of

Ford, who until recently had no shareholders in his business.

past, and the special novel requirements of the present

day are fitted in as best they can to the ancient formulae

of building. An architectural tradition is no longer

a living thing if it cannot find a place for, and inspira-

tion from, such a wealth of material advantages, for

architecture as the social art must take cognisance

of them.
In the welter of the elements of the old and new

there works that aesthetic impulse which seeks for

harmony and unity, an impulse which cannot tolerate

for long the discord of expressing conflicting ideas,

but searches out that which is the dominant, and, dis-

carding all that it cannot adjust or modify, strives to

present in art a true reflection of the age.

The first concern of the subject has been to diagnose

the symptoms and disclose the causes of the disturbance

of architectural traditions, for only proof and clear

recognition of the fact can explain or justify much
modern architecture and art and remove from it the

accusation of eccentricity or unwarranted individualism.

Moreover, the understanding of causes is the only

foundation upon which to establish a logical system

wherewith to direct future activities. No more can

be done here than to suggest three possible lines of

action which are open to the architect, they are

—

To continue to accept traditional formulas.

To adopt an attitude of mere opportunism.
To seek to evolve and establish fundamental

principles.

Of the first it must be said that such an attitude

obviously cannot be maintained indefinitely, for it

tends to cause art to lose touch with life. It reflects

a fear of the disruptive forces underlying the creative

impulse and seeks to harness these forces within a

limiting technique. The danger is that a complete
severance with past tradition is liable to occur as the

result of the revolution which must ultimately take

place.

The second is that which recommends itself not
only to the commercially-minded, but also to those
who accept the doctrine that the artist is controlled

by the emotions of the moment, and is at his best if

he leaves out reason and argument.
But the third line of action should commend itself

to the architect, for, even if he can hardly hope to

evolve a complete system at the present stage of ac-
celerated evolution and unstable conditions, he may,
perchance, make some contribution to a solution of the
problem of the relationship of aesthetics to science,
economics and industry, and act as a check upon a
purely quantitative development of our civilisation.

The peculiar position of architecture in relation to
art on the one hand, and to almost evxry social need
on the other, gives the architect an exceptional oppor-
tunity to correlate activities, and point out the path
to designed beauty.
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Upon what lines may he attempt to establish funda-
mental principles ? not upon the selection of abstract
and purely psychological methods of analysis, for they
afford insufficient liaison with the scientific method
employed for all other forms of research

;
but upon

an analytical method tending to a completeness which
shall not only include the examination of fundamental
aesthetic impulses and reactions, but also the relation-

ships of art to the life of the time. Thus out of a

fuller consciousness and understanding, taking cog-
nizance of all human faculties, the architect may
contribute to aphilosophywhich shall be comprehensive
of both science and art.
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The Stockholm Exhibition 1930
BY LL. E. WILLIAMS [H.].

Main Restaurant, showing Construction

The motto of the promoters of the Swedish Arts,
Crafts, and Industries Exhibition, which opens this

month at Stockholm is “ An Ideal Home for Every body,”
and large sections will be devoted to architecture and
interior decoration. In many of these exhibits Herr
E. G. Asplund, the chief architect of the exhibition, has
exploited to the full the modern “ functional ” architecture

which seems to have been adopted in Sweden as a revul-
sion from the nationalist style which found its most
complete expression in the Stockholm Stadhus.
The great restaurant is typical of this ^reaction, and

being situated on a magnificent site in the centre of the
grounds gives the keynote of the exhibition. This
restaurant is about 150 feet long and 30 feet high. In
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CoFNER OF Restaurant and Dancing-hall

designing it Herr Asplund has endeavoured to divest

himself of all tradition and to follow whither his materials

and immediate needs might lead. The facade is almost
entirely composed of glass, divided horizontally by the

narrow thickness of the several floors so that the 2,000
guests that can be accommodated have uninterrupted
views over the city and the islands. At night the dancing
rotunda is a glimmering lantern of glass walls surrounded
by galleries.

The interior decorations are carried out in a daring

scheme of colour. The ceiling of the restaurant is bright

red, the walls blue, while the pillars and beams are of

silver. The schemes of lighting are of the most advanced

types, one special feature at night being the transparent
and illuminated railings to the balconies.

Many of the exhibition buildings seem to have been
designed on the doctrines laid down by Le Corbusier
They are startling to those who have not been aware of the
lengths to which this teaching has inspired the younger
school of Swedish architects. Beside the stark entrance
to this exhibition the most daring designs of the Gothen-
burg Exhibition are already old-fashioned. But it is a
vigorous manifestation, if a trifle self-conscious, and a real

attempt to take modern materials, steel, glass and concrete,
and to fashion from them forms distinctive of their
character. The influence of this exhibition in a country
like Sweden where the crafts are already highly developed
and take an important place in everyday life, will be
interesting to follow.

Interior or one of the Exhibition Halls
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Reviews

GREENWICH HOSPITAL.
BY T. C. AGUTTER [R.F].

Royal Hospital, Greenwich. Sixth volume of the

Wren Society. Original dratuings by Sir Christopher

Wren 40. Oxford. 1929.

The sixth volume of the Wren Society’s publications

is a complete and delightful addition to its work. It is

devoted to the problem of elucidating by reprints from

drawings and documents the relative shares that Wren,
Vanburgh and Hawksmoor had in the design of the

magnificent group of buildings known as Greenwich
Hospital.

The introduction is an able resume of the subject by

Air. A. T. Bolton, who is to be congratulated on the

results of his labours on this fine volume. Hawksmoor’s
report of 1728 on the founding of the Hospital follows.

This was an appeal for funds to continue the work at a

time when all was stopped for want of money, and re-

sulted in a grant of £10,000 from Parliament. Then
follow over 300 extracts from the minute books in the

Record Office from the years 1694 to 1725 ;
from these

the initiation and progress of the work can be followed,

the financial position, the piecework contracts, cost of

materials and methods of procedure can be realised.

The claim of Sir John Thornhill for painting the Great

Hall, resulting in an agreement of ^3 per yard for the

ceiling and £1 per yard for the sides, is also included.

These and the fifty or more beautiful reproductions

of the plans, elevations and sketches collected from six

various and scattered sources bring all the interesting

facts together for the library table in a handsome book

from which the architectural historian can attempt to

conjecture and disentangle which parts of the design

can be attributed to their respective architects. The
salient fact remains that Wren was responsible for the

splendid lay-out of the main court and colonnades and

that the royal donor’s instructions led to this. At the

first, Wren wanted to build the Hospital on another

site on higher ground so that the scheme should not

be complicated by the two existing buildings, viz., the

King Charles II Pavilion and that known as the Queen’s

House. Queen Alary, however, ordered that the first

should remain and that another block “ answerable to

it ” should be built on the other side of a great court to

he built with “ great magnificence and order ” and

that the Queen’s House ot Inigo Jones was not to be

demolished but that a central approach to it from the

river was to be maintained. This occasioned the grand

lay-out and cid^onnades as we see them today, and it is

remarkable, in view of the difficulties of obtaining

money for the work during the period in question,

that the architects were able to proceed with the work
in the grand manner, for monumental facades then

appeared to be all-important as compared with the

internal accommodation within the buildings.

THE CITY OF TO-AIORROW.
BY H. W. CHESTER [H...

The City of To-morrow and Its Planning. By Le
Corbusier. Translated from the ^th French Edition of
Urbanisme by Frederick Etchells 40. London. 1929.

John Rodker.'

Readers of AI. Le Corbusier’s first book, “ Towards a

New Architecture,” wall of course be familiar with his

theories on Alodern Architecture. This book deals in

particular with the modern city
;

its defects under modern
conditions and a remedy for the evils of overcrowding,

lack of light and air, traffic chaos and slum property. The
book is admirably translated by Frederick Etchells, who
has succeeded in retaining the spirit as well as the text of

Le Corbusier’s inimitable style. The translator is

fortunate in his choice of title, for its romantic-sounding
“ City of To-morrow^ ” is more likely to appeal to the

reading public than the prosaic ” towm-planning ” of the

French text. But the author appears to regard his vision

as the ” City of To-day ” rather than of to-morrow, which,

as he states, never comes.
Le Corbusier commences by tracing the origin of the

city, and compares the w^ell-planned cities of Pekin,

Babylon and those of the Romans with the mediseval

cities, derived from the ” nomads camp ” and with the

main streets, irregular and winding, following the ” Pack-

donkey’s way.” From such irregular beginnings most
of our capitals have sprung, with the result that they are

not efficient to cope with modern conditions.

His remedy is a drastic one. He would be a surgeon

and use the knife unsparingly. He would destroy (in

stages) and rebuild our modern capitals

Commercial buildings would be immense ” sky-

scrapers ” at long distances from one another and sur-

rounded by large open spaces with trees and vegetation

in profusion. The resident population w'ould be housed
in relatively low tenement buildings also surrounded by
parks. Streets would be arranged on the grid-iron plan,

with crossings greatly reduced in number (at intervals of

400 yards), and w'ould be in several tiers to take different

classes of traffic. Gas, electricity and water services

would be readily accessible in the lowest tier.

The scheme is thoroughly explained by the author and
is w'ell illustrated by numerous diagrams and plans. From
the strict efficiency point of view there is much to be said

for it, but he is perhaps unduly optimistic with regard to

the economic aspect of the matter. Alany people will

scarcely see eye to eye with the author in the aesthetic

aspect of matter. But this raises the controversial subject

of modernism versus traditionalism.

The book is w'ell produced and should prove of great

interest both to the architect and general reader.
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GREATER LONDON REGIONAL PLANNING.
BY W. HARDING THOMPSON [F.].

First Report of the Greater London Regional Plan-

ning Committee [with Memoranda by Dr, Raymond
Unwin), 40. London, 1929.

An event occurred in November 1927 which was

of vital importance to the survival and future

prosperity of London as a great metropolis. In

that month, the Greater London Regional Committee

was constituted under the auspices of the Rt. Hon.

Neville Chamberlain, M.P., the then Minister of Health.

This Committee consists of representatives of all the

Advisory Bodies and Town Planning Authorities at work

in the area which falls roughly within a radius of 25 miles

from Charing Cross, and covers 1,846 square miles.

The work of preparing a comprehensive plan for this

great region then began, under the technical guidance

of Dr. Raymond Unwin, who has co-operated with

experts engaged on regional schemes within the area

Professor Adshead, Mr. W. R. Davidge and Mr. Long-

streth Thompson, in addition to Mr. Frank Hunt, C.V.O.,

the Valuer to the London County Council. Our Presi-

dent, Sir Banister Fletcher, has acted as Chairman of the

General Committee since its inception.

Such a vast and densely populated region offers almost

insuperable problems in re-organisation and the last two

years have been fully occupied in investigation and research

connected with the proper utilisation of land and future

control of development. Until the various ways and

means of effecting this have been examined, it is obviously

impossible to grapple with the unwieldy octopus which

during the last 100 years has been devouring the farm

lands of six counties and absorbing towns and villages.

The first Report of the Committee has now' been pub-

lished ;
its excellent concise recommendations give little

indication of the immense amount of investigation which

has been carried out effectively during the past two years.

These recommendations are based on memoranda

submitted by Dr. Unw'in on four fundamental matters,

viz :

—

(1) Open spaces and a green belt or belts round London.

(2) Ribbon Development and Sporadic Building,

(3) Additional Towm Planning Powxrs required.

(4) A Regional Planning Authority for Greater London.

The Committee has also investigated the problem of

the decentralisation of industries, but is not yet in a

position to publish its conclusions. Much information

has, how'ever, been collected as regards :

(a) the existing industrial conditions in the Region,

{b) the probable developments in the near future,

(r) advantages and disadvantages of decentralisation,

W'hether by the svstem of satellite towms or otherwise,

(d) means of counteracting any of the disadvantages of

decentralisation,
r • 1

•

{e) the possibility of effecting the removal of industries

from the central districts.

In this connection there are some illuminating diagrams in

the Report to illustrate the movement of population during

the last seven years. Proper appreciation of this migration

is essential before planning. It may be useful, therefore,

to remind the reader that the estimated population of the

Region in 1927 was over 8J millions, increasing annually

(in spite of the decrease of birth-rate) by 66,000. More-
over, the general tendency is for this population to

move outw'ards. Ever since 1911 there has been a per-

sistent emigration from the County of London area

which rather suggests that commerce and industry are

rapidly displacing the resident population, which, as-

sisted by transport facilities and driven by economic

pressure is migrating to the middle and outer rings of

the Region.

A study of the present population figures has led Dr.

Unwin to believe that we require provision for 279 square

miles of open spaces in the Greater London Region, of

w'hich approximately 95 square miles wuuld be utilised for

Private and Public Playing fields, and in order to reach

this minimum standard w^e must obtain by some means a

further 63 square miles of playing fields and 143 square

miles of other open spaces. It may be said that these

requirements are based on the figure of 7 acres per i ,000

persons for playing fields, plus 10 per cent, of the total

area of the Region as open space. The annual increase of

population also demands an additional 460 acres of

playing fields per year to keep pace with requirements.

In iVIemorandum No. i there is a very lucid exposition of

the financial difficulties inherent in the wholesale reserva-

tion of land for open spaces
;

Section X illuminates the

debatable subject of “ prospective building value ” which
is followed by notes on the practical application of the

author’s theory, w'ith estimate of the expenditure involved

in acquiring the necessary open spaces.

The problem of providing adequate open spaces is

really interlocked w'ith several other matters—with com-
munications, industrial centres and density of population.

It is all a question of distribution
; and as the Report

says :
—

“ to secure a better distribution of population and
industry throughout the Region is seen to constitute the

basic problem of the plan. This underlies the solution

of nearly all the other problems.”

Dr. Umvin’s Memorandum on “ Ribbon Develop-
ment ” has been prepared in that convincing manner
familiar to those w ho have read his thesis (published some
years ago) on “ Nothing gained by overcrowding ” in

regard to residential development. His argument against

Ribbon Development is devoid of sentiment, although the

disfigurement of the country side is acknow'ledged
; but it

points out that firstly it is not economical, and secondly
it is thoroughly dangerous to life and limb. The new’

arterial roads cost roughly £60,000 per mile and therefore

the cost of a lo-foot width of roadw'ay, sufficient for one
track of vehicles is probably about £5 per lineal yard.

When houses are established along an arterial road,

vehicles w'hich serve the frontagers take up one traffic unit

in w'idth and thereby diminish the efficiency of the artery

for “ through ” traffic by so much that it w'ould be
infinitely cheaper to construct separate service roads to

give access to new^ developments. Tentacular growth is

also w'asteful in public services. Again, by allowing
building along main traffic routes, it entails innumerable
side roads and garage drives, which cut into the stream of
fast traffic at trequcnt^intcrvals and so cause potential
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collision points as well as reducing the speed of the high-

way users. All this appears such elementary common
sense that it is incredible that the Ministry of Transport

has not yet taken action to prevent sterilisation of the true

function of these new arteries.

The remedy lies, so Dr. Unwin suggests, in one or all

of the following three methods of control :

—

(i) By the purchase of the frontage land on each side of

every new artery.

l^ii) By imposing restrictions as to the development of

the frontages when purchasing the site of the road.

(iii) By regulating the development through Town
Planning Schemes by the various Local Authorities

concerned.
These methods are discussed in detail, and suggestions

for avoiding other bad forms of sporadic development are

also put forward.

In regard to the additional planning powers required,

the Committee considers that the following are necessary :

(1) Joint Regional planning powers to be increased so

that schemes dealing with larger matters of regional

concern may be made and provisionally approved, without

depriving Local Authorities or groups within the Region

of the power singly or jointly to make schemes dealing in

greater detail with their area, but conforming generally to

the Regional Scheme.

(2) Power to be given for Joint Regional or Town
Planning Schemes to include provision for the making of

development or redevelopment schemes including, where

desirable, schemes for redistribution of ownerships after

deduction of a suitable proportion ot the area for streets

and open spaces.

(3) Town Planning powers to be extended so that

schemes may include any land whether built upon or not.

(4) The powers of zoning, by means of Town Planning

Schemes, to be extended so that areas may be allocated :

—

(i) For building development in accordance with the

Scheme.
(ii) For reservation from building development.

This last recommendation if adopted is pregnant with

possibilities for sound planning, for at present the powers

to keep land open are totally inadequate.

The final section of this valuable Report concerns the

formation of a Planning Authority for the whole of the

Greater London Region with powers for carrying their

“ master plan into effect, but on condition that this

Regional Committee should be required to consult the

sub-regional Authorities and the IVletropolitan Boroughs

as well as any Town Planning Authority concerned before

coming to a final decision on any proposal.

These safeguards may be wise, although one fears that

the procedure of planning may be unduly long, and it

would have been interesting to compare the probable

results with the more autocratic procedure now in force

in the Ruhr district of Germany.

The Report in its general form and arrangement is

admirable and of immense interest to architects, town-

planners and other technicians : it should appeal also to

all intelligent laymen interested in the future growth of

our great city, IMoreover, the general principles ex-

pounded are applicable to the whole science of Regional

Development elsewhere. It is very fully illustrated with

photographs and diagrams which serve their purpose and

one folding map showing all the existing and proposed
open spaces in the region. Two informative appendices
are included relating to the “ Re-distribution of land in

Germany and to Special Assessment as applied in

Kansas City, U.S.A.*’ The book is published at a price

within the means of all.

An effort has this begun to reduce the chaos of London
to something approaching an ordered organic unity. The
existing confusion has been brought about largely by our
inability to deal vith strong vested interests, by the net-

work of competitive railway systems, by the rapid grow'th

of transport facilities and lastly by a lack of vision in the
location of the post-war housing schemes.
We may hope that when the ‘‘ master plan ** for the

region is eventually completed, and further powers ac-

quired for carrying this plan into execution, there will be
no excuse for more blunders on a grand scale. The
official scheme for the Charing Cross Reconstruction
would surely never have been submitted to Parliament if

the authors had visualised its effects on the planning of

south London. If the new Town Planning powers enable

us to plan and zone the areas already built on it may be
possible so to relate our industrial and housing areas that

it will no longer be necessary for the workman who lives

at Becontree for example, to travel expensively and un-
comfortably toHammersmith to his job or for the mechanic
who works at Slough to make a daily journey from
his home in London. The straphanger may become
an extinct species, and by intelligent utilisation of land

it should be possible to establish some reasonable relation

between home, workshop and playing field.

The next Report will be awaited with interest, for the

first one, by its grasp of fundamentals, augurs well for

the future. The Committee and its technical advisor are

to be congratulated on the first results of their labours.

STOCKHOLM TOWN HALL.
BY H. C. HUGHES [A,].

The Stockholm Town Hall. By Ragnar Osiherg.

Sm. J^o, Stockholm^ 1929. [P. A. Xorstedt

S>>ner.]

Few buildings in the history of the world have received

upon their completion praise so immediate and so whole-
hearted as this, or praise in Europe so unheralded by
anticipation. The agonies of the war, the turmoil of the

peace, left little time to listen to rumours of a Renaissance

of art shaping itself in the northern mists
; so it, and its

queenly building on the Melar Lake, rose new-born and
yet full-grown like Venus. Now, there is no one who does
not know of this building, but it is good to know it better

and to have this book, the gift of its author, as a record

of it and the company of artists who worked together on
it. But it is more than a description of the building

;

it is the history of the slow maturing of an idea. “ God
did not create hurry ” is a Swedish saying that Professor

Ostberg quotes in his preface as a solemn warning to our
hurrying age. Fifty years of deliberation in the Town
Council preceded the decision to build, and in the mind
of the young architect this became the one dominant idea.

As early as 1893 he devised and exhibited a scheme for a

municipal building, and it was then that was formed the

friendship with Mr. Ohnell which was destined to be of
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such importance. Then he travelled—to Chicago first,

and later to most European countries—and it was the

Towm Halls that he studied, and how they expressed the

character of their peoples.

It has lately been stated that the City Hall of Stockholm
is one of many fine buildings which we owe to public

competition. There is a little truth in this
;
but only a

little. “ Perhaps no such masterly scheme as it shows
could have the remotest chance of being executed in

England. For its method of plan and manner of design

could not be considered by any public or private pro-

moters of a building enterprise, and certainly not by any
assessor under our competition system. It is neither

sufficiently commonplace nor enough of a modernist

freak to win general approval. And as a proper design

to a scale of ^ it would be practically impossible to

develop its real, its emphatic, first-rate qualities.”

In 1901 Mr. Ohnell came to Ostberg's little studio and

told how for years the Committees had sat and discussed :

how he was now determined to cut the Gordian knot of

the uniting of a Law Court and a Municipal building by
making them separate buildings, and asked the architect

if he was still interested. Was he not !—and the two

of them went at it, hammer and tongs, examining and

sifting sites and problems, so that the Council bought

then the site where the Hall now stands
;
and it was

determined to build the Law Court there. Then followed

competitions—first a general prize competition, in which

six architects were selected—then for these six the special

competition with a modified programme. One of the

assessors was Martin Nyrop, who built the Copenhagen

Town Hall. This competition was won by Ostberg, and

in 1906 it was decided to build the Law Court in accord-

ance with his modified plans. Then, just when the

foundations of this building were to be laid, it was

suddenly decided that the site ought to be resented for

a City Hall in the future, and the Law Court built on

another site. The architect, in bitter disappointment,

threw up the job, and it was carried out by the man who
had been placed second in the competition, Carl

Westman.
Subsequently, Ostberg was appointed, though by only

a sfender majority in the Council, to make plans for a

City Hall on the site
;
but the Council lost interest in the

project, and it was shelved again. “ I was once more,”

he says, “ to pass through several years of tormenting

suspense.” In 1911, however, the proposition was

renewed, new plans were made, and at the last minute

two great donations changed the scale, and it was decided

to build ;
and the councillor who had most persistently

advocated the hall was made chairman of the Building

Committee, which throughout the time of building

supported the architect with exemplary patience, even

through such revolutionary changes as making the summit

of the great tower in wood and copper instead of granite.

So this building seems a life’s work, written in life’s

blood. Professor Cjstberg tells how his office was

established in an old house on the site
;
and when that

was pulled down, it was moved to a room in the new
building. Eveiy'thing was done on the site—large

models prepared for every detail and judged in place

—

sweeping changes like the substitution of cut brick for

blue marble in the Blue Hall decided—the many artists

who co-operated were consulted on the spot.

For every detail of this building is finely wrought :

if a prince painted on the walls, his choosing was as

painter, not as prince. Fcirniture, glass in the exquisite

candelabra, marbles, as well as painting and sculpture,

were all by keen artists, and yet do really take their place
most harmoniously in the whole. It is often felt that it

is impossible in a modern building to secure this unanimity
and so the architect controls all : but this building is a
proof that given a great inspiring idea, such harmony
can very well be maintained.

It is the lesson of this building that still to-day a great
idea full of romance and association can inspire a band of
artists to fulfil the dream dreamt by one, given time,
support and freedom, and a real personality in the
dreamer. Such a building springs very seldom in the
great enterprises of to-day. All praise and honour to its

author, Ragnar Ostberg, and may much more work fall

to his lot : still more praise to the City Council who
allowed him to carry it through.

NOTES ON SOME RECENT FOREIGN
PERIODICALS

By Graham B. Tubbs [A.],

The career of M. Jacques Doucet, of whom a memoir
appears in the Gazette des Beaux-Arts for February, might
be used as an analogy to the trend of architectural thought
throughout the whole world. He was one of the foremost
connoisseurs of French eighteenth-century pictures and
furniture, and formed the most important collection since
Sir Richard Wallace. Eventually he became dissatisfied
with his fine Louis XVI house and its contents and put
them up for auction, realising over half a million pounds
sterling. This was in 1912, from which time M. Doucet
devoted himself to forming another collection. At first he
encouraged Degas and the Impressionists and later the
more advanced of the modern schools. He, like many
designers, felt that the work of the past was not entirely
satisfying to-day and that this age should be encouraged
to “ be itself ” and not to continue to copy the old motifs.
Evidence that such thought is spreading is seen in the
special number of the Revista di Arquiteciura of Buenos
Aires which is given up to modernistic work. The letter-

press of this number is largely taken up by a translation

of the discussion at the Architectural Association, London,
which was initiated by Mr. R. A. Duncan’s paper on
” Modern Tendencies in Architecture.” The illustrations

are taken from recent work carried out, mostly in Buenos
Aires, by Senor Virasoro, some of which is interesting and
more restrained than is usual in South American work.
In the February number of Innen Dekoration, the German
magazine, Herr Fahrenkamp’s Park Hotel is illustrated by
a large number of photographs. The exterior is simple to
the point of baldness and the interiors are almost equally
severe, but are relieved by mural paintings and the effect
in some cases is good. The same magazine has a delightful
Viennese ” wintergarten ” which seems to be a kind of
fiowershop,byProfessorLitchblau. The Swedish magazine
Arkitcktcn Maanedshaefte for November has illustrations
of work by Mr. Asplund, including his circular library at
Stockholm, and a new theatre, Skandiateateren, in which
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the seats are on one floor, with a series of boxes all round,

forming a balcony . This month the German town planning
magazine Stddtebau has been amalgamated with Wasmuths
Monatshefte fiir Baukiin^t, and in the January number of

the combined magazine there are reproduced photographs

of an extremely interesting motor showroom in Paris by
MIVI. Leprade and Bazin. The facade consists of a vast

expanse of glass, exposing to view a large hall, surrounded

on the three inner sides by five galleries upon which the

cars are displayed. The February number gives examples

of the smallest type of house from various countries and
prints an article on le Corbusier. This issue also has

photographs of a series of houses at Hollywood by Frank
Lloyd Wright. They are constructed on the system that

this architect has evolved which makes use of square rein-

forced concrete blocks
;
the general effect is very unusual

and rather reminiscent of Maya work in Central America.

Frank Lloyd Wright is also represented in the American
Architectural Record for January by a number of coloured

drawings for a glass skyscraper that he has designed for a

site in the Bowery, New York. The apartments in this

astonishing building are all to have living rooms running

through two storeys and each is to have a completely

secluded balcony. Its construction consists of concrete

towers in the centre, from which the floors are suspended,

the w^alls being almost entirely of glass. In the same maga-
zine Louis Mumford writes on

‘
‘ A!ass Production and the

Modern House.” He points out that it is inevitable that

attempts will be made to produce houses in the same way
that motor cars are made, i.e. in factories, but he shows

that the analogy does not hold and that no really drastic

reduction in cost is possible unless a large number of

houses are erected at the same time and in the same place.

This number has some interesting data on Prison Archi-

tecture and, as usual, with these reference numbers, the

problem is most carefully analysed. The extraordinary

precautions taken to prevent mutinies and prison-breaking

are described w^ith other details and the conclusion come

to is that the skyscraper prison is probably the most satis-

factory type for America. The shortcomings of the

American penal system in the past is recognised and the

author points out that England, with shorter sentences

and better prisons, has less crime. In the February number
of this paper there is much information on the subject of

remodelling existing buildings and there are photographs

of a number of new American shop-fronts in which the

influence of modern Continental w^ork is very apparent.

The January number of the American Architect has eight

pages of details of architectural leadwork and the February

number gives a most interesting series of photographs of

decorative glass-work including treatment of moulded,

cut, and a combination of cut and leaded, glass
;
photo-

graphs are given ot the original treatment ot the ballroom

of the St. George’s Hotel, Brooklyn, which is completely

decorated by light from glass-covered troughs in the ceil-

ing and vertical flutes forming a design on the walls. In

the New York Architecture for January most of the space

is given up to the work of Alessrs. Holabird and Root, of

Chicago, and the really extraordinarily fine commercial

buildings erected by the firm are brought together. This

is a most interesting firm, as although it is a new partner-

ship, the principals are both sons of celebrated architects,

Mr. Holabird’s father being a partner of Holabird and
Roche w’ho designed the first metal-framed building (the

Tacoma Building in Chicago) in the ’eighties, w^hile Mr.
Root is a son of the late D. H. Burnham's partner. The
present office has a membership of 200 and includes
departments for mechanical and structural engineering
and interior decoration and sculptural work. I'he office

procedure is described, showing how^ the job goes through
the hands of the experts and the principals before the final

scheme is settled. Certainly the results are satisfactory and
the firm is well on the w ay to getting w'hat the author of

the article calls “ the elusive aesthetic answ^er to American
steel building construction.” The principal buildings

illustrated are the Chicago Daily Nezv^ building, wLich is

largely built over a railway track and includes on the site

a large public “ concourse ” wdth fountains and band-
stand

;
the Palmolive Building, the Rand Towxr, Minne-

apolis, and many interesting pencil studies for office build-

ings, as well as some delightfully freshly treated interiors.

In the February number Gerald K. Geerlings WTites on
“ Suggestions for External Plasterwork,” illustrated by
photographs of East Anglian buildings mostly from
Ipswdch, Lavenham and Hadleigh, while five houses by
Dwight Baum of good, sound work in the Georgian
manner, are given. The January number of the Architec-

tural Forum is largely devoted to Airport design. Harvey
Corbett puts forw'ard an original scheme for an aerodrome
in the form of a cone, having a 2 per cent, slope up to the

centre ;
all the hangars and administration buildings are

put underground and trap doors are provided at intervals

through which the machines emerge. The drawings sub-
mitted in the Lehigh Airports Competition are also given

including the winning design submitted by Alessrs.

Zimmerman and Harrison. This plan show's a quadrant-

shaped aerodrome on a rectangular site, wfith the adminis-

trative buildings and hangars grouped in one comer. The
passengers reach the machines by w’ay of an underground
tunnel from the station-building to a star-shaped tower,

from w’hich telescopic metal tubes extend to the aeroplanes

so that passengers can reach them entirely under cover.

In Part 2 the construction of aeroplane hangars is con-

sidered, including an ingenious hexagonal building to take

six ’planes, which is claimed to be very economical, and
photographs of w'hich are reproduced. In the January
number of Pencil Points the old rule for rise and tread

”

of staircases are submitted to ruthless analysis and a

number of actual examples have been measured and re-

ported upon. In many cases the most satisfactory ones are

found not to conform to the rules. A fomi is reproduced
which architects are asked to fill in giving measurements
of examples Imown to them, so that a fair generalisation

can be arrived at. In the Canadian paper Construction

Messrs. Mathers and Holdenbury’s University Club,

Toronto, w'hich w as the result of a competition among its

architect members, is illustrated. The wanning design is a

handsome building in the Adam manner. In the Jourjial

of the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada for January
Messrs. Nobbs and Hyde’s Pulp and Paper Research

Institute at Montreal is given and there is an article on
hospital planning and equipment by Evan Parry and repro-

ductions are given of paintings exhibited at the 51st

exhibition of the Royal Canadian Academy.
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The Library
THE OXFORD DICTIONARY,

It is interesting to record that, the last section of the

dictionary (Wise-Wyzen) having been published, the last

volume of this monumental work has now been bound by
the Institute Library, and the completed work is now on
the shelves available for members. The successive

sections of the work, officially known as “ A new English

dictionary on historical principles,*’ and originally edited

by Dr. James Murray, have reached the Library as pub-
lished, the earlier sections having been presented by the

late Air. Benjamin Ingelow [F.].

This work, a miracle of care, thoroughness and accuracy,

both literar>" and typographical, is of great use to research

workers, in that, although not a technical dictionary, its

historical treatment enables the reader to trace early uses,

early spellings, and sometimes earlier meanings. It is inter-

esting to see that the name of the Institute is mentioned as

one of the earliest uses of that word to denote a society

devoted to a literary or other interest, and references to

Institute papers also occur. Alany of the references are

to early works preserved in the R.I.B.A. Library, such as

Aloxon’s Mechanick Exercises

^

and Leoni’s edition of

Alberti’s Architecture

y

while Gwilt’s Encyclopcedia has been
taken as a standard work for more modern terms. The
dictionary can thus be studied in conjunction with Prof.

R. Willis’s Architectural Nomenclature (1844) and the

more recent articles, Some Ancient Building Terms by
Aliss Beatrice Saxon Snell (R.I.B.A. Journal, 18 Dec-
ember 1926, 22 December 1928).

Since the commencement of publication of the dic-

tionary in 1884, many words have been added to the

language and further researches have been made into

ancient sources, and it is intimated that a supplement will

be published. This may probably contain further refer-

ences to technical terms, and thus add to our knowledge

of the minutia? of our profession. H. V. AI. R.

Notes by Members of the Literature Committee on
Recent Purchases

[These Notes are published zvithout prejudice to a further and
more detailed criticism,]

GLAS IM BAU. By Arthur Korn. 40, Berlin. [1929]*

[Poliak:] £i 12.S.

It has been commonly said that the architecture of the

Middle Ages was a constant progression from darkness to light,

from massive masomy' to a mere framework of iron and stone.

It might be said with far greater truth of a large amount of

recent architecture. “ Light, light, more light,’’ till there is too

much of it, and we must modify our transports. This book has

an unusually good collection of pictures of buildings in which

translucent glass is the most important feature
;

it has a few

beautiful photographs of glass vessels
;

it almost ignores the

use of glass for reflection purposes, w'hich is nevertheless a most

fruitful course for experiment, as may be seen in Air. Forbes’

house in Cambridge. Condensation and glare are the two great

enemies : for some of the Dutch buildings illustrated glass for

light is reduced to the texture of bricks. This is the sort of book

that should be produced in England by the Plate Glass Associa-

tion, for it shows the great possibilities of the use of that

material

ALT SLAVISCHE KUNST. By Jos^ Strzygowski.

^o.Augsburgy 1929 [Benno Fiber :\ £3.

Any new' book of Strzygowski is an event in the history of

architecture. The centre of his stage is always some land little

enough known to most of the w’orld ', but in the w'ings we are

at home. Here is traced the influence of the old Slav art on

building and carving show'n in small-domed churches of wood
and stone, and decorative forms in stone, paint and embroi-

der\L The illustrations range over many countries : they in-

clude familiar things like the churches at Grunford or Barton-

on-Humber, and the gorgeous decorations of Viking art in the

Oslo Aluseum. Archaeologists may quarrel fiercely on the

accuraev of some of the deductions
;
the man of no architectural

know'ledge will enjoy the painted w'ooden churches and the

embroideries of which this book has lavish illustrations.

H.C. H.

LE MLTAL, ed. by Jean Prouve ;
LE VERRE, ed. by

L. Barillet (L’Art international d’aujourd’hui) ; LA
LUMINAIRE ed. by G. Tanneau. Portfos, 40. Paris

[1929] [Editions Charles Moreau.] iSs. each.

These three portfolios of plates give a very adequate idea of

the trend of modern design. They belong to a series of publica-

tions on international art of to-day, but characteristically they

deal almost entirely with French work.

Le Metal illustrates entrance doors, balustrades, lift enclo-

sures, shop fronts, electric light fittings and door furniture, and
show's very clearly the trend of design towards the use of con-

trasted planes and surfaces. The character of nearly all the

designs is strictly geometrical and the flowing lines and rich

decoration which was so prominent a feature five years ago has

almost disappeared.

Le Verre shows similar tendencies but less successfully, for

glass does not lend itself to reproduction in black and white.

A good deal of the window treatments shown is restless in

pattern, but there are many which make very effective use of

different varieties of obscured glass. The volume is confined to

window' glazing, and does not include table or decorative glass

in the round.
La Luminaire is very rich in suggestion. Here, too, the ad-

vance of a strictly geometrical basis of design is evident. This,
how'ever, does not monopolise the field, and there are very
delicate and beautiful examples of cast glass fittings by Lalique
and Sabino w'hich are richly ornamented. The interpenetration

of planes of metal and glass have provided many designers with
inspiration, but it is obvious that this is a mode which W'ill

rapidly exhaust itself on account of its liabiliU' to facile imita-

tion. We particularly note the design of the glass and metal
work in a fitting which consists chiefly of a plain white sphere
of glass. Every architect must have been baffled by the diffi-

culties of securing a satisfactory fitting of this kind, and our
manufacturers might w’ell adopt something of the kind.

J. M. E.

SKYSCRAPERS AND THE MEN WHO BUILD THEM.
By W. A. Starrett. 80. Nezo York and Lond. 1928.
[Scribners :\ 12s. 6^/.

This is an American book, written for architects by a civil

engineer of wide experience in his subject.

Our ow'n interest in skyscrapers is apt to be confined to their

aesthetic and civic aspects ; but readers of Colonel Starrett’s

book will obtain a vivid glimpse of the process by w’hich the
building of a skyscraper is initiated and carried to completion.
They w'ill find, too, much detailed and interesting information
about methods and materials and about the whole organisation
of the work

;
and Colonel Starrett’s survey is w'ide enough in

its range to include a historical account of how skyscraping
began in America and some conjectures as to its development in
the immediate future.

H. C. H. A. L. N. R.
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Correspondence
EASEMENTS OF LIGHT.

39 Maddox Street

^

London, W.i.
31 May, 1930.

To the Editor, Journal R.I.B.A.
Sir,—I have observed in the Journal of 24th instant, a

letter by Air. Percy J. Waldram, commenting upon the
report of a paper I read at a recent meeting of the Sheffield

and South Yorkshire Society, held at the Sheffield

University.

Mr. Waldram calls attention to an allusion in the report
to the case of Sturges v. Bridgman, which came before
the Court of Appeal. First, he observed that the report
did not give the citation and then expressed the view that,

as it is a pre-Colls case, the judgment “ would therefore
be subject to correction by the decision in the Colls
case.'^ He finally directed attention to the judgment in
the case of Horton v. Beattie, the decision in which he
regarded as “ the precise opposite.” His letter concludes
with the comment “ any dictum in a judgment prior
to the House of Lords decision of Colls does not neces-
sarily carry any weight to-day. This possibly explains
the absence of any mention of the case cited in Combe’s
Law of Light.

It is to be regretted that Air. Waldram wrote this

letter, without first observing my own comments on the
cases of Sturges v. Bridgman and Horton’s Estate, Ltd.
V. James Beattie, Ltd., which appear on pp. 141 and 142
of my recent book, entitled

—
“ Easements of Light :

Alodern Alethods of computing Compensation.” Reports
in professional journals of lectures have necessarily to
be condensed to the uttermost, and it is not fair to com-
ment upon part of the opinions expressed, when the
opinions are accessible in print, in a fuller and more
comprehensive form. If he had looked at the pages I

have mentioned, he would have found that I do give
the citation of the case of Sturges v. Bridgman and that

the report appears in 2 Ch. D. 852, at page 865. He
would also have read that this was only a casual expression
of opinion by Lord Thesiger, and that the case related to

an entirely different matter. Owing to this circum-
stance, I suggested that the judgment should be read in

conjunction with that given in Polsue and Alfieri, Ltd.
V. Rushmer, reported in 1907 Appeal Cases, at page 12.

Air. Waldram is not correct in stating that the case of
Sttirges T. Bridgman is not mentioned in Combe’s
Lazv of Light. It is mentioned in no less than three
places in my own copy, which is dated 1911. I refer

to pages 3, 153 and 158.

On page 142 of my book, I quoted a portion of the
judgment in the case of Horton v. Beattie, which was
dealt with in a Court of First instance only, and concluded
by making the deduction that the action of Air. Justice

Russell (as he then was), in granting an Injunction for

the purpose of protecting the easements of light of

property in Darlington Street, Wolverhampton, despite

the lack of amenities enjoyed, is not inconsistent with the

view that the special value of property in the more

favoured parts of a town is due in part to and dependent
upon a better standard of daylight illumination.

No one is likely to disagree with Lord Russell’s view
that “ the human eye requires as much light for comfort-
able reading or sewing in Darlington Street, Wolverhamp-
ton, as in AIayfair,” but we have yet to learn whether
the Court of Appeal will uphold the view that the standard
of lighting required to survive in order to eliminate the
existence of a nuisance is of necessity an absolute standard.
Although the minimum of adequacy for vision may be
the same in Wolverhampton as in Mayfair, it has yet to
be proved that the loss of a higher standard of illumina-
tion than the minimum of adequacy would not constitute
a nuisance in the best and most valuable parts of (say)
Mayfair, which are in the enjoyment of most amenities,
even if it should be found that the loss of exactly the same
standard might not necessarily constitute a nuisance in
the least favoured parts of Wolverhampton, where work-
people are no doubt accustomed to submit to a greater
amount of inconvenience. Higher prices are only paid
for land on account of the various amenities and other
advantages enjoyed. Surely it is not unreasonable to
assume that one of the advantages for which additional
money is paid is a better standard of daylight illumina-
tion. If that be so, the loss of that standard might be
held to constitute an actionable nuisance, especially if

it could be shown that the loss of that higher standard
would cause appreciable loss of rental or capital value.
Whatever view the Court of Appeal and House of Lords
may eventually take regarding this very interesting point,
there can at least be no doubt that a given infringement
of direct daylight could not be compensated by payment
of the same monetary amount, in respect of property in

Belgrave Square and property in the least favoured
parts of Bermondsey. Whether the measure of nuisance
be the same or not, the rate of compensation for a given
infringement is certainly not a flat rate in all districts,

but varies, on the other hand, with the rental or capital

values of the buildings affected. In fact, as we all

know, it has sometimes to be calculated on the basis of
damage done to the goodwill of the business conducted
on the premises in question.

I should like to conclude by quoting a passage from the
judgment of Lord Loreburn, L.C., in a post-Colls case.

Jolly V. Kine, 1907, A.C. i, at p. 2. “ The right of the
owner or occupier of a dominant tenement to light is

based upon the principle stated by Lord Hardwick in

1752 in Fishmongers’ Co. v. East India Co., that he is

not to be molested by what would be equivalent to a

nuisance. He does not obtain by his easement a right

to all the light he enjoyed. He obtains a right to so much
of it as will suffice for the ordinary purposes of inhabitancy
or business according to the locality or surroundings.'^

It is difficult to imagine that Lord Loreburn would have
added the words—” according to the locality or sur-
roundings,” unless his Lordship had considered that
the extent to which an infringement of light could con-
stitute a nuisance would vary according to the locality

or surroundings. The case of Jolly r. Kine was heard in

the Court of Appeal, whereas the Judgment in Horton
V. Beattie was given, as already stated, in a Court of First

instance,—Yours faithfully, John Swarbrick [F.]
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PAINTING ON PLASTER AND CEMENT
II April 1930.

To the Editor, Journal
Dear Sir,— It is a matter of common experience that

when iinseed oil paint is applied to cement rendered sur-

faces which have not been given sufficient time to dry out,

failure of the paint film often takes place. The degree of

failure may vary from a few unsightly patches to a general

softening and tackiness of the paint, sometimes accom-

panied by the formation of wrinkles and blisters contain-

ing a yellow liquid. Such a type of failure is also liable to

occur on plastered surfaces.

It is commonly supposed that these failures are directly

due to the presence of lime which on account of its caustic

nature may destroy the oil film and also attack many
classes of pigments causing bleaching of the paint. On
this account the pigments which resist attack have been

termed “ Lime fast.”

This type of failure has been the subject of recent inves-

tigation at the Building Research Station and the results

obtained have thrown rather a new light on the problem.

After a series of tests it has been demonstrated that such

failures are not caused by lime alone, and that it is pos-

sible to paint on a freshly prepared lime plaster surface

without any softening or bleaching of the paint film taking

place, even when the pigment used is not “ lime fast.”

If, however, soluble salts of soda or potash are also pre-

sent, the paint film is quickly attacked unless the material

is quite dry. The reason for the destruction of the paint

is that in the presence of moisture the alkali salts are

causticised by the lime, forming caustic soda and potash

which decompose the oil film. The tackiness which is

experienced in such cases is due to the soluble soaps which

are formed as a result of the reaction.

Portland cement nearly always contains both free lime

and soluble salts of soda and potash. Hence painting

upon Portland cement rendering before it is thoroughly

dry and well matured (that is to say before the free lime

contained in it has been carbonated by a long period of

exposure to the atmosphere) usually results in failure.

Some classes of lime are liable to contain alkali salts,

whilst clay, introduced in dirty sand, is also a source of

these salts.

Besides elucidating the cause of a number of failures

experienced by painters, it will probably prove possible

to utilise the reaction to demonstrate the presence in a

given material of amounts of calcium hydroxide or soluble

alkalis which are likely to cause trouble. It is hoped to

publish shortly a full account of the experiments which

have led to these conclusions.—Yours truly.

R. E. Stradling [Hon, ^.],

Director of Building Research.

THE ENGLISH COUNTRYSIDE.

The following letter from Sir Hilton Young was

published in The Times of 3 June :

To the Editor of '^The Times ”

Sir,—The recently announced dropping of the Rural

Amenities Bill was not in fact due to my being called away.

It was because the state of business made it hopeless that

it should become law, and so it was unfair to ask members

and officials to waste their time on it in committee. On the

occasion I have received a courteous and encouraging letter

from the Minister of Health, containing the following pas-

sage, that will be welcome to all those who gave so freely of

their time and knowledge to make the first Bill a success.

Its introduction has been of real value. The second reading

debate not only showed how great is the support among all

parties for the principles of such a measure, but also enabled

many of the problems inherent in legislation of this nature to

be ventilated. You ask me about the intentions of the Govern-
ment. The Government have undertaken to introduce, al-

though not, of course, in this Session, a Town-Planning Bill.

Obviously I cannot anticipate the Bill, but I can assure you
that it will be a comprehensive measure, including express

powers for the preservation of rural amenities, and in its pre-

paration the experience we have gained from the introduction

of vour Bill will certainly be of great assistance. ... By
devoting so much time and trouble to the rural amenity prob-

lem you have made a substantial contribution to its solution.

I quote Mr, Greenwood’s concluding words in order

that I may pass ttie palm on to those to whom it is due

—

the experts, the members, the Press, and the public, who
took such a helpful interest in the Bill, and thereby so

notably advanced the cause that we all have at heart.

—

Yours faithfully, E. Hilton Young.
Baghdad, Iraq.

KING’S BIRTHDAY HONOURS.
The following names appeared in the official list of

honours conferred by the King on his sixty-fifth birthday.

Knight.
Professor Leonard Erskine Hill, M.B., IM.R.C.S.,

L.R.C.P., F.R.S., Hon. A.R.I.B.A., Director, Depart-
ment of Applied Physiology, National Institute of IMedical

Research.
K.C.I.E.

Sir Herbert Baker, lately Architect, New Delhi and
Architect of India House, London.

C.I.E.

Robert Tor Russell, Esq., D.S.O., lately Architect,

New’ Delhi.

C.V.O.
Evelyn Campbell Shaw’, Esq., M.V.O., Hon. A.R.I.B.A.

O.B.E.
Charles Albert Battie, Esq., L.R.I.B.A., Assistant

Architect, iVIetropolitan Police Office.

WINDMILLS OF GREAT BRITAIN.
The S.P.A.B. intends to make a record with photo-

graphs of all the w indmills still standing in Great Britain

and publish it in book form. The Society also wishes
to raise a fund so that a few’ carefully selected mills in

different parts of the country may be bought, repaired,

and maintained as interesting monuments. The record
of w’indmills in Warwickshire and Cambridgeshire has
already been completed, and several other counties are
almost finished. Any information or photographs will

help the Society considerably in its w’ork.

Subscriptions and information should be sent to the
Windmill Secretary, The Society for the Protection of
Ancient Buildings, 20, Buckingham Street, London,
W.C.2.
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Allied Societies
{The attention of Members of the Allied Societies is particularly called to this page)

ULSTER SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
The annual general meeting of the Ulster Society of Archi-

tects was held in the Socierv^’s Rooms, 7 College Square North,
on Monday, 12 IVlay 1930 at 8 p,m., when there was a large
attendance of members present, ^Ir. E. R. Kennedy (President)
being in the chair. The Honorary Secretary read the annual
report which contained full details of the work of the Council
for the past year. The report was unanimously adopted.

The Honorary Treasurer then read the statement of accounts
for the year 1929, w hich show^ the funds of the societ\^ to be in a

sound position. The statement w^as also unanimously adopted.

The following members were elected by ballot as Council
for the year 1930-1931 : J. A. Davidson [.4 .], President;
R. H. Gibson [F.], Vice-President

; R. S. Wilshere [A.]y Hon.
Treasurer

; J. MacGeagh [-d.], Hon. Secretarw Members of
Council— R. Eagar, E. R. Kennedy [F.], G. O’Neill, J.

Seeds [F.], K. Edwards [F.]. Associate Members—B. Cowser
[A.], C. T. McLynn. Hon. Auditors—T. Callender, J. Scott.

YORK AND EAST YORKSHIRE ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

The annual general meeting of the York and East York-
shire Architectural Society was held at the Adelphi Hotel, York,
on 24 April 1930.

The President w^as in the chair. The Annual Report and
Statement of Accounts w'ere presented and approved.

The President (Mr. Dudley Harbron, F.R.I.B.A.), in a review
of the activity of the Society during the past session, said that

the membership of the Society had been maintained. There
were still some architects in their area who should join the
Society, and he urged that the members should get in

touch wdth those of their acquaintance and persuade them
to join. It w'as encouraging to find that most of the
students in the area w'ere members, and that they took an
active interest in its proceedings, as witnessed by the presence
of several of them at this meeting. If the younger men con-
tinued to support them, they as a society had nothing to fear.

The competition for prizes awarded to the students was the

field of friendly rivalry, and the standard of the work submitted
was pleasingly high.

They had had the Conference in their area, and thanks to the
weather, the support of the civic authorities, and the architec-

tural interest of the district it had been a success. They them-
selves had enjoyed the company of their appreciative visitors

In York the Society had been consulted by the Corporation
with reference to the proposed restrictions on building opera-
tions in the built-up histone area, and the Council had approved
the suggestion of the committee set up by the Society to report

on the matter. In Hull the Education Authorities had formed
an advisory committee upon which the Society was strongly

represented, and their deliberations had improved the educa-
tional facilities, and in course of time these improvements
would bear fruit.

They were endeavouring to secure some of the design of

public w'orks in the area tor the private practitioner, the en-

croachment upon w hose former actnities by public bodies w as

most noticeable. So far, save in the case of the new street in

Hull, they had not met with the success desired. They were
anxious to see the Registration Bill upon the Statute Book, and
the Society was in touch with the Parliamentary representa-

tives throughout the Riding.

Something more might be done to stimulate the interest of

the membership and the public by lectures, and he wished that

in the next session they would make the attempt by presenting
one of those lectures of which they had had the offer.
He thanked the members for their renewed confidence, and

hoped that the Society would continue to increase its usefulness
to the profession.

The election of officers and Council for Session 1930-31
resulted as follows :

—

President: Mr. G. D. Harbron [F.]. Vice-Presidents: Mr. K.
Ward [L.], Mr. H. Andrew* [F.], Mr. F. J. Horth [F.]. Hon.
Secretary : Mr. R. Jackson Hon. Treasurer : Mr. E. A.
Pollard [L.]. Council : Mr. C. D. Allderidge [H.], Mr. W. E.
Biscomb, Mr. C. H. E Bridgen [F.], Mr. C. Leckenby [H.], Mr.
C. W. C. Needham [H.], IVIr. J. E. Reid, IVIr. T. Snowden [F.l,
Mr. A. N. Thorpe, Mr. A. Hick.

Obituary
JOHN HENRY WOODHOUSE F.].

When John Henry Woodhouse died on December 21st
1929, at the age of 82, Manchester lost a good architect
and a man of wdnsome personality, who loved his pro-
fession and all his fellow^-workers.

At a very early age he sho\ved artistic promise, and w’as
accordingly sent to the Manchester School of Art,
w'here he quickly made his mark. It is worthy of note
that wffien Mr. Philip Nunn, a Manchester architect,
saw the boy’s beautiful handwriting, he ofTered to take
him into his office as a pupil without the usual fee. And
before he had been long with him, while still a pupil,
j\Ir. Nynn actually made him a present of £100, in recog-
nition of his beautiful draughtsmanship and excellent
work.
He began his independent career in King Street,

Manchester. In partnership with Mr. S. Smith and Mr.
George Willoughby, and later W'ith Messrs. Corbett and
Dean, he designed many important buildings in the
North and Midlands of England, including the Man-
chester Fire Station, Bury Free Library and Art Gallery,
the Y.M.C.A, Buildings in Peter Street, Manchester,
the School Board Offices of Salford, a very great number
of grammar schools, council schools and technical
schools in various parts of the country, a number of
private houses, a beautiful rood-screen in St. James’s
Church, Brighouse, the Church Hall, Brighouse, and
several war memorials.

For some years he was Consultant Architect to the
Diocesan Board of Finance, and made a great number of
plans for modernising and improving out-of-date Church
of England schools.

From 1905 to 1907 he w*as President of the Manchester
Society of Architects.

To make a list of the buildings designed by J. H.
W^oodhouse is not, however, sufficient to give a just idea
of his rare quality. He had a joy in his w'ork W'hich
enriched the whole of his long life, and which remained
w*ith him to the very end. “ Work is the blessing of the
Curse ” w*as one of his favourite sayings. Certainly it was
a delight to him. And because he had an inborn love of
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his profession and also of his fellow-creatures, he rejoiced

in holding out a helping hand to the young and untried

members of the profession. More than one prosperous

architect remembers his ready kindness with affectionate

gratitude. “ He always showed a sympathetic interest

in all of us, and therefore held a special place in our

affections. His cheery presence will be sadly missed at

our meetings,” writes a Manchester architect.

One word more. It is not fitting that even a brief notice

of J. H. Woodhouse’s life should omit all mention of him

as a good and zealous Churchman. For 72 years he

was a member of the choir of St. Andrew's Church,

Manchester, and his place was rarely empty. His was a

wonderful record of service and devotion to duty.

The good architect built his own life on a sure founda-

tion. E B.

JOSIAH GUNTON [F.].

Josiah Gunton was born at Manea in the Isle of Ely in 1861.

He came to London at the age of 15 and was articled to the

firm of Gordon and Lowther in Finsbury Circus. Ten years

later he became a partner and when Mr. Lowther died, the

firm became known as Gordon and Gunton, under which title

it carried on until shortly before Mr. Gordon's death in 1916.

In 1916 Mr. Gunton took into partnership his son, William

Henry Gunton, and the firm became known as Gunton and

Gunton.
, 1 t

Mr. Gunton became a Fellow of the Royal Institute ot

British Architects in 1899, u 1

During his long business career in the City he was responsible

for many important buildings both of a civic and religious

character. The latter were almost entirely on behalf of the

Wesleyan Methodist Church. He was one of the first archi-

tects doing Church work to devise the type of building now so

much in evidence, generally known as Central Halls, and

exercised a very considerable influence in the development of

Nonconformist Church buildings.

Among the most notable examples of this kind of work may

be mentioned the Central Hall at East Ham, built more than

25 years ago. Other examples are to be found at Chatham,

Bromley, Hackney and better known to the general public,

Kingsway Hall.

He was responsible for over 100 Wesleyan churches and

schools, the most notable of these probably being at Sutton,

Cambridge and Penzance.
. 1 v u u

On the civic side, his long connection wTth the City brought

him a large share of important work, which can be divided into

pre-war and post-war. The former which was the longer

period was mostly in conjunction with the late Henry Gordon

and other partners.
. . , , j .u

Amongst a large number of city banks and ofhees the most

notable was probably the de\^eIopment around London Wall and

Finsbury Circus, which is now known as London Wall Build-

ings • and the further development on the east side of Finsbury

Circus which is distinguished only as No. 16 Finsbury Circus.

This building covers the transitional period, as it w^as started

in 1913 and completed in 1920.
. , , - ,

Subsequent to the War in conjunction wTth his later part^rs

he w'as responsible for a further number of bank and office

buildings, the most prominent probably being AMwyxh House

and the development of most of the Old Post Office site in the

City.

JOSEPH OSWALD [F.].

Mr Joseph Osw'ald, of 97 Osborne Road, Newcastle died

on I Januarv in his 79th year. He was born on 19 March 1851

and served his time with his father, Septimus Oswald, being

admitted into partnership in 1876.

Mr. Oswald enjoyed a large general practice in and about the

North of England and held a deserved reputation in his

profession.

When Newcastle Races were removed from the Town Moor
to High Gosforth Park in 1881, under the auspices of a limited

company, with the late Mr. Charles Perkins at its head, Mr.

Oswald was employed to lay out the various enclosures and to

design the stands, etc., being also contmissioned in a like

capacity by the late Mr. C. W. C. Henderson, w'hen the

Hexham Steeplechases were resuscitated about 1890. Since

then, the firm have been associated with similar works at nearly

all the racecourses in Scotland and the North of England.

Mr. Oswald designed the mansion built by Mr. Charles

Perkins at Gallowhill in the year 1888, and was employed on

several other works of a similar nature in the country. He
designed the offices of the Newcastle Breweries, Ltd. (a perspec-

tive of this building was exhibited at the Royal Academy, 1902),

in the Haymarket, and remodelled or rebuilt a very large

number (well over a hundred) of inns throughout Northumber-
land, Durham and Yorkshire, as well as chapels at Morpeth,

Heaton and Gosforth, etc. Along with his son, he w'as

responsible for the rehabilitation of the Central Exchange

Buildings after the destructive fire in 1901.

Mr. Oswald was elected President of the Northern Archi-

tectural Association in 1893 and again in 1894 and, in the same

years, was a member of the Council of the Royal Institute of

British Architects.

W. J. MORLEY [F.].

The death occurred on 16 March, after a short illness, at his

residence, 14 Park Drive, Heaton, Bradford, of Mr. William

James Morley, a wxll-known architect, of the firm of W. J.

Morley and Son, Sw an Arcade, Bradford. He w^as 83 years old.

Mr, Morley had planned several large buildings, including

the mills at Paisley, owned by Messrs. J. and P. Coats, the

Central Hall, Manchester, the Albert Hall, Manchester, and
the Eastbrook Hall, Bradford. He had designed a large number
of Nonconformist churches all over England and Wales.

XIIth INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF
ARCHITECTS.

Budapest, September 8th to 14TH 1930.
At the last meeting of the Permanent International Com-

mittee of Architects, held in Paris on the 25th May 1929, it

was decided to accept the invitation of the Alunicipal Council
of the City of Budapest and the Hungarian Section C.P.I.A.

to hold the next international congre.ss in that city.

The arrangements for the Congress are now’ w’ell advanced,
and an excellent programme of papers for discussion and
visits to buildings and places of interest has been drawm up b^"

the Organising Committee, of wfiich M. Robert Kerterz,

Architect and Secretary of State to the Hungarian Government,
is the President.

The opening session of the Congress will take place on
Alonday, September 8th, and the proceedings w'ill last until

Sunday, September 14th. The agenda will include papers
and discussions on the following subjects :

—

(1) Architectural Education with special reference to

organisation and modern practice.

(2) Registration and rules of professional practice.

(3) Artistic Copyright as applied to architecture.

(4) The role of the Architect in modern commercial
buildings.

(5) A comparison of the acoustic properties of large
halls.

The debates will be conducted in one of the four language.s
officially lecognised—English, French, German or Italian, and
any points of interest will be translated, on the request of
any member present, by the oflicial interpreter.
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During the period of the Congress there will also be an
international exhibition of modern architecture in the Art
Gallery of Budapest, where a selection from the w^ork of archi-

tects of the tw'enty-eight countries represented on the Per-

manent Committee will be shown by plans, drawings, models
and photographs, among which will be a collection of photo-
graphs of modern British work which is being arranged by the

Art Committee of the R.LB.A.
For the convenience of those who w ish to attend the Congress

the following particulars with regard to travelling and hotel

accommodation has been prepared by Messrs. Thos. Cook and
Son, Ltd.

Outward Journey.

Friday, Sept. 5th. Depart Victoria

(via Folkestone, Boulogne, Bale)

Sunday, Sept. 7th arrive Vienna
depart Vienna
arrive Budapest

2.0 p.m.

6.50 a.m.
7.20 a.m.
1. 10 p.m.

Return Journey.

Monday, Sept. 15th depart Budapest
arrive Vienna
depart Vienna

Wednesday, Sept. 17th arrive London (Victoria)

4.30 p.m.
9.58 p.m.
I i.o p.m.

3.30 p.m.

Inclusive fare, £24 15s. each passenger (for a party of not less

than tw’enty’^-five persons).

This fare includes second class return rail and first saloon
on steamer, reserved seats, and all meals and gratuities to

restaurant car attendants on outw^ard and retur n train journeys.
Accommodation at the Hotel Saint Gellert, Budapest, con-
sisting of cafe complet, table d’hote lunch and dinner, bed-
room and tips to hotel staff, etc., commencing with luncheon
on September 7th and terminating with luncheon on September
1 5th and also conveyance of members and their baggage from
the station to hotel and vice versa on arrival and departure.

It should be noted that the inclusive rate given above only
applies to a party of not less than 25 travelling (on the outward
journey) together. The rate given is for 2nd class on raihvays,

but any member who wishes to do so can travel first class or by
sleeping car by paying a supplement.
The supplement for ist class return is £6 19s. 6d.

For sleeping car berths (Boulogne-Bale),
I St class only, £9 2s.

Sleeping car berths, first class (Vienna-Bale) .
, £8 19s.

Sleeping car berths, second class (Vienna-Bale). . £i 13s.

As accommodation on trains and, more especially in the

hotels at Budapest is limited, any members w’ho intend to join

the party are requested to send their names and application

for tickets and hotel accommodation as soon as possible to

Lt.-Col. H. P. Cart de Lafontaine, O.B.E., the Hon. Secretary,

British Section C.P.I.A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i,in
order to avoid possible disappointment.

THAMES BRIDGES CONFERENCE.
The following resolution was passed at the last meeting

of the Thames Bridges Conference, held on 20 May
1930
The Thames Bridges Conference places on record its satis-

faction that the Private Bill Committee of the House of
Commons, by rejecting the official Charing Cross Bridge
scheme, has saved an important part of central London from
permanent injury by radically defective planning.

The Conference at the same time reiterates its conviction

that a road bridge at Charing Cross is urgently required, and
that immediate steps should be taken by H.M. Government

:

(i) To inquire into the railway position in regard to the

development of London, including the relationship betw^een

the tubes and the suburban raihvays.

(ii) To secure by competition (open to architects, engineers.

and town planners) a plan, in accordance with the data
obtained, for the future development of Central London (on
both sides of the river), including Charing Cross Bridge and
its approaches.
The conference is further of opinion that in view of the

evidence given before the committee on the subject of Waterloo
Bridge the underpinning and reinstatement of that bridge
should now be proceeded with.

INCOME TAX ALLOWANCES.
Arising out of an inquiry from a member with regard

to relief in respect of expenditure for entertainment of
clients, recently published in The Journal, the follow-
ing information is reprinted by permission from the
Architects' Journal :

—

Although entertaining expenses appear to be a troublesome
item when computing profits for the purposes of income tax,
they should be easily dealt wdth if only proper records were
kept of them and put through the books in the same manner
as any other expenses are recorded.

In large companies where entertaining expenses are incurred
the managers and other heads of departments are obviously
reimbursed for such expenditure, and it therefore must be
put on record in the books, but in the case of one man busi-
nesses and professions such as an architect’s, the matter is

different.

For instance, many professional men in the course of their
daily routine have, for business or professional purposes to
entertain customers or clients and they usually pay for such
expenses out of their personal cash and forget to make any
record of them.
When the accounts are reviewed for income tax purposes,

inspectors are always wary of expenses claimed beyond account-
ing records, that is to say, the taxpayer says :

“ But I have
never charged anything for entertaining expenses, and I ought
at least to have an allow^ance, say, of £50.” It is therefore
absolutely necessary to treat this item on exactly the same terms
as any other expense, and make out a proper voucher for the
amount incurred w'ith reasonable details thereof, which should
be signed and dated and filed with the usual receipts.
The general practice is that all reasonable expenses of enter-

taining are allow'ed for income tax purposes, and if they are
surcharged by the Inland Revenue Authorities an appeal
should be entered forthwith and fought out—but provided
records and proper explanations are forthcoming (if required)
there should be no trouble in having this item treated as a
charge.

Alany companies and firms do not even show this item
separately, but include it under headings such as “ General
Expenses,” “ Business Expenses,” “ Trade Expenses,” etc.,

but to my mind this is apparently not necessary
; why not

make a clear item of this expense and stick to your figure ?

R.LB.A. AIAINTENANCE SCHOLARSHIP IN
.ARCHITECTURE.

The Royal Institute of British Architects offer for aw^ard
in July 1930 one R.LB.A. Maintenance Scholarship in
Architecture of a maximum value of £100 per annum
tenable from October 1930.
The Scholarship will be tenable in the first instance for

one year, and will be renewable for tw'o further periods of
one year each. It is intended to enable a student, who has
not the necessary means, to attend an approved course at
one of the Schools of Architecture recognised for exemp-
tion from the R.LB.A, examinations. Students who are
already taking such a course are also eligible to apply for
a Scholarship.
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The value of the Scholarship, up to the limit of

will depend upon the financial circumstances of the

parents or guardians of the candidates. The parents or

guardians will be required to furnish particulars on the

proper form, of their financial position.

Particulars and forms of application may be obtained

free on application to the Secretary to the Board of Archi-

tectural Education, R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, London,

W.i.
The closing date for the receipt of applications, duly

completed, is 30 June 1930.

R.I.B.A. PRIZES AND STUDENTSHIPS.
Attention is called to the fact that the Council of the

R.I.B.A. have decided that after 31 January 1931, in

addition to the existing qualifications, competitors for the

Tite Prize must at least be registered Probationers

R.I.B.A., while competitors for the following prizes must

at least be elected Students R.I.B.A. :
—

•

The Soane IMedallion.

The Victory Scholarship.

The Owen Jones Studentship.

The Silver Medal for Essays.

The Henry Saxon Snell Prize.

The Alfred Bossom Travelling Studentship.

The Grissell Prize.

The Neale BursajyL

The Hunt Bursaiyu

The Godwin and Wimperis Bursary.

Notices
THE FIFTEENTH GENERAL MEETING.

The fifteenth General Meeting (Business) of the Session

1929-30 will be held on Monday, 16 June I93Q>

8 p.m., for the following purposes :

—

To read the Minutes of the Ordinary' General Meeting

held on JMonday, 26 May 1930 ;
formally to admit

members attending for the first time since their election.

To proceed with the Election of Candidates for mem-
bership whose names were published in the Journal for

24 May (see pp. 534-535)-
,

To read the report of the Scrutineers appointed to

examine the voting papers for the election of the Council

and Standing Committees for the Session 1930-31.

Informal Discussion of Matters of Professional

Interest.

At the conclusion of the above General Meeting, there

will be an informal and private discussion of matters of

current professional interest or concern. Alembem are

invited to bring up for discussion, with or without

notice, subjects of professional interest or difficulty.

THE RESTORA.TION OF ST. PAULAS
CATHEDRAL. SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING

AND EXHIBITION.

Monday, 23 Jun.^ 1930, at 8.30 p.m.

A Special General Meeting will be held on Monday,

23 June 1930, at 8.30 p.rn., when a lecture on “ The

Restoration of St. Paul’s Cathedral ” will be delivered

bv Captain C. Stanley Peach [F.], and Mr. W. Godfrey
Allen [F.].

The lecture will be illustrated by lantern slides and
by an exhibition of models, masonry specimens, drawings

and photographs.
The exhibition will be open daily in the R.I.B.A.

Galleries from Monday, 23 June to Saturday, 28 June
inclusive, betsveen the hours of 10 a.m. and 8 p.m.
(Saturday, 5 p.m.).

BRITISH ARCHITECTS’ CONFERENCE,
NORWICH, 18-21 JUNE 1930-

Final arrangements for all the events of the Conference
are now being made. It is hoped that all members who
have not already done so will at once refer to the pro-
gramme sent to them with the Journal on 10 Alay,

and send in their names for such of the events as they
desire to take part in without delay.

Members of the R.I.B.A. and the Allied Societies who
are officials of local authorities are asked to notify the

Secretary R.I.B.A. if they would like formal invitations

to be sent to such authorities to appoint delegates to the

Conference.

MEMBERS’ TOUR TO THE UNITED STATES
AND CANADA.

In view of the success which attended the visit to the

United States and Canada of a party of members of the
R.I.B.A. last year, and as many members who were unable
to avail themselves of that opportunity expressed a desire

to undertake such a trip on a future occasion, it has been
decided to organise a further party this year.

The numerous advantages to be gained by undertaking
a visit to the United States and Canada from an archi-

tectural point of view will be obvious, particularly when
the visit is made in company with fellow-members of the

Institute.

The suggested tour w411 include New York, Philadel-

phia, Washington, Detroit, Niagara Falls, Toronto,

Ottawa and IMontreal, and notes regarding the places of

interest from an architectural standpoint, compiled by
Mr. Percy E. Thomas, O.B.E., F. R.I.B.A., the leader of

last year’s party, will be available for members.
The duration of the trip will be approximately one

month, and the cost, including cabin class accommodation
on the Atlantic steamers, hotel accommodation in the

United States and Canada, rail fares, etc., will be about

£80. This amount is exclusive of meals ashore, gratuities,

transfer of passengers and baggage between stations,

steamers, hotels, etc., and sight-seeing trips.

The party will travel from Liverpool for New York
by the Cunard Liner Samaria on 5 July, returning by
the Ascania from jMontreal to Pl>Tnouth and London on
25 July.

Relatives and friends of members will be welcomed.
Members interested are requested to apply to Mr.

H. T. Leese, The Cunard Steamship Company, Ltd.,

26-27, Cockspur Street, London, S.W.i, who will be
pleased to forsvard a complete itinerary, etc., on request.
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OVERSEAS APPOINTMENTS.
Members contemplating applying for appointments

overseas are recommended to communicate with the
Secretary R.I.B.A,, who will supply them with any avail-

able information respecting conditions of employment,
cost of living, climatic conditions, etc.

William H. Haailyn,
Hoti. Sec., R LB.A. Salaried Members' Committee*

ELECTION OF MEMBERS, i DECEMBER 1930.

Associates who are eligible and desirous of transferring

to the Fellowship are reminded that if they wish to

take advantage of the election to take place on i December
1930, they should send the necessary nomination forms
to the Secretary R.I.B.A. not later than Saturday,

27 September 1930.

LICENTIATES AND THE FELLOWSHIP.
The attention of Licentiates is called to the provisions

of Section IV, Clause 4 (b) and (a) of the Supplemental
Charter of 1925. Licentiates who are eligible and
desirous of transferring to the Fellowship can obtain
full particulars on application to the Secretary R.I.B.A.,

stating the clause under which they propose to apply
for nomination.

Competitions
BANGOR (CO. DOWN) LAY-OUT OF SEA-FRONT.
The Bangor (Co. Down) Borough Council invite

architects and town planners to submit, in open com-
petition, designs for the lay-out of the sea-front in the

Borough.
Assessor : Professor Patrick Abercrombie, M.A. [-F.].

Premiums : £150 and 7^50.

Last day for receiving designs, i September 1930-

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on
application to Mr. J. Milliken, Town Clerk, Borough
Council Offices, Bangor, Co. Down. Deposit £i is.

[Conditions are under consideration by the Competi-
tions Committee.]

CARLISLE : ENGLISH STREET IMPROVEMENT.
I'he Corporation of the City of Carlisle invite archi-

tects to submit, in open competition, designs for the

facade to English Street and the \’ictoria Viaduct, suit-

able for Shops and Business Premises.

Assessor : Air. Francis Jones [F.].

Premiums : £300, £.2.00 and £100.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Mr. Percy Dalton, A.M.Inst.C.E. [.d.], City

Engineer, 18 Fisher Street, Carlisle. Deposit £i is.

CHELMSFORD : PUBLIC LIBR.\RY AND
MUSEUM.

The Chelmsford Corporation invite architects to submit,

in open competition, designs for a New Public Library and

Aluseum, at a cost of £25,000.

Assessor : Mr. H. V. Lanchester [F.].

Last day for receiving designs, 14 June 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Mr. G. E. Barford, Town Clerk, Town
Clerk’s Office, Chelmsford. Deposit £i is.

CHULMLEIGH, DEVON ; PROPOSED
MINISTER’S HOUSE.

The Competitions Committee desire to call the attention

of members to the fact that the conditions of the above
competition are not in accordance with the regulations of

the R.I.B.A. The Competitions Committee are in negotia-

tion with the promoters in the hope of securing an amend-
ment. In the meantime members should not take part in

the competition.

KINGSTON-ON-THAMES : PUBLIC BATHS.
The Kingston-on-Thamcb Corporation invite architects

to submit in open competition, designs for the erection of

public baths, with the u^e of one as a public hall.

Assessor : Air. J. Ernest Franck [F. ].

Premiums
: £300, ^ 200, £100 and £50.

Last day for receiving designs, 14 June 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on
application to Air. A. W. Forsdike, Town Clerk, Town
Clerk’s Office, Kingston-on-Thames. Deposit £i is.

LIVERPOOL: DEVELOPMENT OF SITE
The General Building Syndicate, Ltd., invite architects

to submit, in open competition, schemes for the de\elop-

ment of a site at Liverpool fronting St. Johiib Lane,
Queen Square and Roe Street.

Premiums : £250, £100 and £50.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to I’he Secretary, General Building Syndicate,

Ltd,, 36 St. Alartin’s Lane, London, W C 2. Deposit

£2 2S.

[Conditions hav e not yet been receiv ed ]

LIVERPOOL: PROPOSED PIER HEAD
IMPROVEAIENTS.

The Liverpool City Council propose to offer premiums
of 1,000 guineas and 500 guineas in connection with a

competition for the improv ement of the amenities of the

Pier Head. [Conditions are not yet av ailable J

LUd’ON : TOWN HALL.
The Town Council of Luton invite architects to submit,

in open competition, designs for a new Town Hall and
Alunicipal Buildings, at a cost of £250,000.

Assessor : Sir A. Brumwe 11 Thomas [F ]

Premiums : £500, £300, £200, and £100.
Last day for receiving designs, 31 July 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Mr. W. Smith, I’ovvn Clerk, 2 Lpper
George Street, Luton. Deposit £2 2s,

WEST HUAIBERSTONE : LIBRARY.
The Leicester Corporation propose to invite local

architects to submit, in competition, designs for a

Library, to be erected at West Humberstone.
Assessor : Air. Hugh Gold [F.],

Premiums : £75, £50 and £25.
[Conditions are not yet available.]
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WORTHING : MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS.
The Corporation of Worthing invite architects to

submit, in open competition, designs for new Municipal
Buildings, to be erected in Chapel Road, Worthing.

Assessor : Mr. Henry V. Ashley, V.-P.R.I.B.A.
Premiums : ^'350, ^250, £150 and ^:5o.

Last day for receiving designs, 5 July 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Mr. J. Kennedy Allerton, Town Clerk,
Worthing. Deposit £1 is.

Members’ Column
CHANGE OF ADDRESS.

James Ransome, t.R.I.B.A., has moved his Eondon office from
21 Suffolk Street, Pall ^Mall, to 14 Great James Street, Bedtord Row,
W.C.i, where he practises in partnership with Lionel F. R. Coote,
A.R.I.B.A.jUndtr the name of James Ransome and Coote. Telephone
Holborn ^024.

MR. ALFRED H DURXEORD,
^Ir. Alfred H. Dlrniohd, L R.I B.A., ha\ingse\ere(j his partner-

ship with y^e^s^s. Bethell Swannell and Durnford, will in future
practise at Walter House, 418 422, Strand, W.C.2

PRACTICE WANTED.
Mlmulr wishes to purchac^e an olJ-established practice, West

ot England or Sour^'. Coast preferred, or w'ould entertain a partner-
ship in a hrm or •'tanJing. Apply Box 2640, c o The Secretary,
R.I B.A,, 9 Conduit >>treet, W.

PARTNER W\NTED
A R.LB A., with good office in Bloomsbury district, wishes to

meet an^tther with \ lew to sharing running expenses, and affording

mutual assistance —Apply Box 2S53, c o "Fbe Secretary, R I. B.A.,

9 Conduit .'^Jtreet, W.i.

PARTNERSHIP REQUIRED.
Member desires partner:>hip in established praJtice in or near

London. E vperienced m aLcratio.i^ and additions, factory and
domestic work, et-.—-Apply Box 1181, c o The Seeretary, R.I.B.A.,

9 Conduit Street, W.i.

OFFICE ACCOMMODATiON REQLTRED.
MrMEEK requires two rooms as ohitcs near ."strand, must be well

lit and suitahh State rent and all particulars.—Apply Box 6248,
c o The Secretary. R.LB A., 9 Conduit Street, W.i.

OFFICE ACCOMM(fDATION V.\C:ANT.
Associatf of the Institute wishes to meet another member who

will take a part share of his office which is situated near Piccadilly

Circus.—Apph Box 2jst, t o SecreTar\ R.FB A , q, Conduit Street,

W r.

WAN FED.
Chest of drawers for architectural drawings.—Write IManning,

9 Srt-,!th Street S W 3

Minutes XVI
Se'-sion 1929-1930.

At the Fourteenth Cieneral Meeting (Ordinary) of the

Se''Si(>n, 1929-1930, held on Monday, 26 May 1930, at 8 p.m.

Sir Banister Fletcher, F S.A
,
President, in the Chair

Tfie attendanc'e book was signed by’ 27 Fellows (including

9 Members of C'ouncil), 33 Associates (including 2 Members
of kouncil), b Licentiates (including i Member of Council),

5 Hon. Associates and a large number of visitors.

The Minutes of the Annu.d (ienera! Meeting held on

12 May 1930, having been published in the Jouhn.^i , were

taken as read, confirmed, and signed as correct.

The President announced the decease of William John Locke,

Secretar> of the R LB A. from 1897 to 1907, elected Hon,
Associate, 1908 ; and it was Resolved that the regrets of the

Institute tor his loss be entered on the Minutes and that a

message of sympathy and cond<jlence be conveyed to his

relatives

Mr. C. Leonard Woolley, M.A. (Hon. A.), having read a
paper on “ Recent Excavations at Ur,"* a discussion ensued,
and on the motion of Dr. J. W. MacKail, M.xA., F.B.A. (Hon.
A.)f seconded by Dr. Raymond L'nw in (F.), a vote of thanks
was passed to Mr. Woolley by acclamation and was briefly

responded to.

The proceedings closed at 9 40 p.m.

*This Paper will be published in the next issue of the
Journal on 21 June.

ARCHITECTS’ BENEVOLENT SOCIETY
(Insurance Department)

.

HOUSE PURCHASE SCHEME
(for property in Great Britain only).

The Society is able, through the services of a leading
Assurance Office, to assist an Architect (or his client) in
securing the capital for the purchase of a house for his
own occupation, on the following terms :

—

Amount of Loan.
Property value exceeding but not exceeding

;f2,500, 75 per cent, of the value.

Property value exceeding ^^2,500, but not exceeding

^£4,500, 66

1

per cent, of the value.

The value of the property is that certified by the Sur-
veyor employed by’ the Office

Rate of Interest
In respect of loans not exceeding ;f'2,ooo 5^ per cent, gross

,, ,, in excess of „ 5J ,

Repayment.
By means of an Endowment Assurance which dis-

charges the loan at the end of 15 or 20 years, or at the
earlier death of the borrower.

Special Concession to Architects.
In the case of houses in course of erection, it has been

arranged that, provided the Plan and Specification have
been approved by the Surveyor acting for the Office,
and the amount of the loan agreed upon, and subject to
the house being completed in accordance therewith,
One Half of the loan will be advanced on a certificate
from the Office’s Surveyor that the walls of the house
are erected and the roof on and covered in.

Note.—In 1928, over £zo,ooo w^as loaned to archi-
tects under this scheme, and as a result over £100 was
handed to the Benevolent Fund.

If a quotation is required, kindly send details of your
age next birthday, approximate value of house and its

exact situation, to the Secretary Architects’ Benevolent
Society, 9 Conduit Street, London, W.

Members sending remittances by postal order for subscrip-
tions or Institute publications are w’arned of the necessity of
complying with Post Office Regulations with regard to this
method of payment. Postal orders should be made payable
to the Secretary R.LB.A., and crossed

It IS desired to point out that the opinions of writers of
articles and letters which appear in the R I.B.A. Journal
must be taken as the indiMdual opinions of their authors and
not as representative expression of the Institute.

R.LB A. JOURNAL.
Dates of Publication.— 1930.—

2

i June; 12 July;
9 August

;
20 September; 18 October.
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Recent Excavations at Ur
[A Paper read before the Royal Institute of British Architects on Monday^ 26 May 1930.]

BY C. LEONARD WOOLLEY, M.A., Hon. Associate R.LB.A.

I
T would be very easy for me to give a lecture

dealing entirely with the contributions to art

and to history which have resulted from our work
at Ur, but before this audience, and in my official

capacity, as I may say, as an Honorary Associate,

I have felt it to be rather my duty to dwell at

greater length on the architectural discoveries

which have been made in the course not only of

the last winter, but during the last eight years.

I certainly propose to deal more with recent

discoveries, as announced, but I shall have recourse

to earlier finds in order to make good certain

arguments by which I hope to convince you that,

from an architectural point of view as well as from

many others, the excavations at Ur have been of

prime importance.

I shall begin with something which does not look

architectural or interesting. The main object of

all our work is, of course, history, history in all its

phases and branches, and that is not easy to secure.

In recent seasons we have been amazingly lucky in

finding in the Royal Tombs of the prehistoric

kings treasures of gold and silver and stone

unequalled for their age and artistic merit in any

other country. I do not say that at a later period

YOU do not get finer things, as in Egypt
;

but

taking into consideration date and quality, Ur is

given extraordinary pre-eminence by its finds. But

all these things are comparatively valueless unless

we take them in their true perspective and his-

torical sequence where dates are lacking. Last

winter we were most fortunate in gaining evidence
which puts into proper perspective all the dis-

coveries of recent years.

So I shall begin by showing you what may look

queer but what I hope you will eventually find to be
absorbingly important.

Here is a section of the pit which was dug by us
last winter (Fig. i). Our object was to go back to

the beginnings at Ur of the Chaldees. We selected

a part of the city site where denudation bv the

weather had had great effect. All the later build-

ings in this area had been swept away by wind and
rain, and the ground level was that of 3200 b.c.

From that level we dug down to a depth of 61 feet.

This is not an imaginary section, it is not schematic,
it shows what was found to exist, and most of the

evidence can still be seen in situ. Working from
the bottom upwards, you see here the sea level.

You do not get below that level any trace of human
occupation, but you get hard green clay with the
brown stains which represent the roots of marshy
plants. Above is the soil formed partly bv mud
collected round the stems of reeds, partly bv the
decay of the reeds themselves. In this deposit
there is broken pottery. There was, rising out of
the primitive marshes which were Mesopotamia, a

small island where there was already a settlement.

We have dug on the outskirts of that island, and
the pottery represents the household debris which
was flung into the marshes round about the
dwellings. The formation of the organic soil by
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decayed reeds gradually raised the level until it stems—that is to say, it was the clay plastering of a

rose above the level of the sea, and land was reed hut which had been accidentally burned,

formed, and immediately afterwards men moved Even from the fragments we could see the form of

their settlements down on to the new ground. The construction, and it was that in use at the present

next deposit is composed of household refuse, day by which reed stems are bound into fascines,

ashes, broken pottery, etc. At this end we could and these are planted upright into the soil, and

Fig. I.—Section of Pit Cut Down to Virgin Soil through Sand Deposit

distinguish in that deposit, which attains a thick- betw^een them are stretched mats. Usually,

ness of 6 feet, three floor levels of beaten clay. nowadays, they are plain w^oven mats, but here
Here a more interesting discovery w^as made. We they were palisades of vertical reed stems, which
found across our pit a mass of fragments of clay, must have been tied together by string. That
burnt accidentally, so that the lumps w^ere black mat is found among present-day Arabs. Over
and red and hard. Each piece was smooth on one that reed structure w'as plastered mud, as at the
side, flat, convex or concave

;
on the other side it present time. But the primitive builder of Ur

bore deeply impressed the marks of parallel reed was careful to preserve the constructional features
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of his house, and, as we see from the clay lumps,

fascines in relief formed half-columns against the

hut surface and the wall. And we see here some
feeling for architecture at a date which is literally

antediluvian. And I use the phrase advisedly.

Above the collection of household debris there is a

heavy stratum, ii feet thick, of clean sand, water-

borne and deposited from the actual Flood of

Sumerian legend, which legend, of course, is at

the bottom of the story of Noah. Therefore, we
are dealing with antediluvian remains

;
and

here we have the hut dwelling which we should

expect, because in the Sumerian story of the

Flood, the god who warns Uta-Napishlim of its

coming, hesitating to betray the secret to a mere

man, prefers to tell it to the house, and whispers

to the house wall “ Reed hut, reed hut, hear me !

”

Elsewhere in the stratum we have evidence of a

higher civilisation in the shape of a fallen piece of

wall built of good moulded mud bricks
;

they

were accidentally burned in part and kept their

shape and form, but originally they were unbaked

bricks. They showed that civilisation had reached

a point where, side by side with daub and wattle

work, you get definite building with moulded

bricks. Over the whole of this occupation level

lies the great Flood deposit, rising ii feet. Dug
down into that was a certain number of graves

of people who lived immediately after the Flood.

They were culturallv of the same kind as the

people who lived before it
;

they were clearly

survivors of the disaster. And in those graves

we have many objects which throw light on the

lives of the pre-Flood people.

Here is a photograph of the moulded bricks :

they are flat-topped bricks, measuring ii inches

by 5 inches by zh inches
;

I think you can dis-

tinguish in the photograph the difference in the

colour of the soil : below is the black house refuse

of the habitation level, and above the bricks is the

clean sand brought down by the deluge.

Here is one of the graves of the people who lived

immediately after the Flood, dug down into the

clean sand. The body w as laid out at full length
;

but in the whole of the rest of the history of

Ur, or of Mesopotamia, from nearly 4000 b.c.

on to 600 B.C., we have no single instance of a body

laid out at full length
;

the dead are always laid

on their side in the attitude of someone falling

asleep. But here is a different ritual of burial :

the man is extended rigidly, and his hands are

across his pelvis. At his feet are put pots wdth
the offerings for the soul of the dead, showing that

there was, even then, a belief in the future life.

And these pots are not like anything which we find

at a higher level. Pottery is very important,

there is so much of it, and it is very significant.

It may be crushed and broken, but it seldom
decays. Here w^e are dealing with what w^e call

ahUbaid pottery, vessels made not on a wheel
but by hand, of white or green clay, decorated

with black paint. In the earliest period, before

the Flood, the ornamentation of the pottery is

very elaborate, and extends over the whole surface

of the vessel : after the Flood, however, people*

seem to have lost heart, and so the decoration!

becomes much simpler
;

finally it dies out alto-|

gether. In the next age the w^heel is introduced,

and w ith the introduction of machinery the man’s
delight in his owm handicraft seems to have gone,

and the pottery degenerates.

This is post-diluvian w^are. Here is a vessel w'ith

spout and handle, like a teapot, and here a bowl
whose inner face is corrugated before baking, so

that you can grind in it the boiled barley, which
w^as then, as it is now, one of the staple foods of the

people. Here are tw^o figures w hich were found in

these graves (Fig 2). Similar figures were found in

the house level of the Flood deposit. They are

unlike anything else, in Alesopotamia or elsew here.

They are ahvays female, alw ays nude, and there are

tw o types : one with the hands on the hips or the

sides, and the other nursing an infant. The bodies

are reasonably well modelled, rather graceful than

otherwise, showing in the artists a distinct observa-

tion of nature, in contradistinction to the heads,

which are bestial. You would hardly imagine that

the man who did so well with the body could

not have done better with the heads. They are

more like the faces of tortoises, with grotesque

domed heads wearing head-dresses made of bitu-

men. Surely these figures are intended to repre-

sent not w^omen, but goddesses or demons, and

afford definite evidence of the existence of a reli-

gious feeling in the antediluvian people. And in

that case, if I am right, they have extraordinary

interest, because in the royal cemetery of a thou-

sand vears later religious emblems arc very rare,

and it is only when we get back to this earliest

period of occupation that w'e find that the first set-

tlers w ho came from the prehistoric uplands of Asia

into the newly formed river bank brought with
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them something in the nature of a religion, with a

definite conception of what Deities might be. Here
is an example of a female figure holding a child, and
I think you will agree, especially if you see w^hat

21 June 1930

heavy deposit almost entirely composed of pot-

sherds and grey ashes
;

it was refuse thrown out
from a potter's factory, and in it wx found kilns at

different levels. Above that there w^ere eight definite

Fig. 2.—Clay Figures from

the head of the child is like and the w^ay it grasps

the mother, that it represents a veiy^ modern ten-

dency in sculpture.

Above the sand of the Deluge there is a very

Grwes of the Sand Period

building levels, all with good mud floors and heavy
walls, sometimes as much as 14 feet thick, of mud
brick. Here was a new point in Mesopotamian
archaeology. It had been supposed until recently
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that the earliest bricks in Mesopotamia, and some of

the earliest in the world, were plano-convex. We
have found that they were not the earliest, but men
invented flat, square bricks before they started

making these awkward shapes. The bricks of the

pre-Flood level were square, and the bricks of

which the kilns are made are also flat-topped. A
certain number of bricks in the last stratum are

made of cement. At the seventh level from the top

the bricks were square and small and neatly made,

and the pottery had changed, the black-and-white

types giving place to a brilliant ware, painted in

red, black and cream colour. Further changes came

in the upper levels ;
bricks were plano-convex, and

and in the top two strata we were dealing with

pottery which might have been found in our royal

graves.

Here is one of the kilns, and you can distinguish

the circle of brickw’ork, and in it a large batch of

pots in situ as they were left by the potter for bak-

ing. And here, found at almost the same level, is the

earliest piece of stone sculpture we have found.

This wild boar shows that art is no new thing for

these people
;
note even the wrinkling of the upper

lip over the tusk, which is most effective. The
figure is only small, 5 inches in length, and, as the

grooves in its sides show, was a decorative utensil

rather than a work of art pure and simple
;
but all

the more does it show that a very high level of cul-

ture existed at that time.

Here is one of the floors on our fifth out of the

eight levels found
;

it illustrates how clear the

archaeological evidence is. It is a floor of trodden

clay 6 inches thick. All the pottery on it is neces-

sarily dated later, and everything under the floor is

necessarily earlier. With such well-defined divisions

there can be no mistake about the date : it is true

you cannot fix things by years, but you can get a

definite and positive scheme or sequence of chrono-

logy.

Here is a characteristic piece of walling, also in

the fourth period : the bricks were of mud, un-

baked and round topped, and laid in the wall, not

flat but herring-bone fashion
;
such herring-bone

walling becomes almost a criterion of date, because

by 2300 B.c. that custom had died out.

And here, coming from the second level and

pointing to a certain degree of culture, is one of the

drains, of which we found many, with the drain-

pipes sloping through the soil and coming through

the house wall, and the horizontal drain giving into

a vertical pipe which goes down 25 feet into the

ground. That drain pipe and system must have
dated from, at the latest, 3400 b.c.

I have dealt with only one pit, dug in the habita-

tion area—that is to say, the town. Now I showyou
a section of the soil outside the early settlement, a

section cut through the tomb area. The graves in

the early period were made in the waste ground
outside the city, and here is a section, measured in

every detail. There is the soil still visible, forming
a vertical wall at the end of the great excavation

in which we have found our main cemetery. It is

of great value because of its dating evidence. At the

bottom we have one such grave as was found in the

Flood deposit, and here and there we found in the

soil graves which are, roughly, contemporary with

the kiln stratum in the section shown last, and with

that immediately above it
;

practically the period

of the sculpture of the wild boar. It is all made of

rubbish flung out from the ancient city, and there-

fore there is a definite talus running down the

hill. Halfway up is a stratum containing a mass of

clay-written documents and ofjar-stoppers with seal

impressions
;
such correspond roughly to the seal-

ing wax impression on the tops of our wine bottles,

but in this case they are made of mud. These things

could be dated approximately on the ground of their

writing, etc., at about 3750 b.c., in round figures.

Above this stratum we have a broad belt of refuse

within which lie all the graves of our great Royal

cemeter}\

After the stratum of 3750 B.c. rubbish was

flung out one had to wait until the soil, by further

rubbish-throwing, had reached this much higher

level, which would take some time. Then the

graves began to be made, and we are not far wrong
in saying that the earliest graves of our Royal

cemetery go back to 3500 b.c. Higher up still is

a stratum containing further dating evidence in

the shape of inscriptions and seal impressions. The
Roval cemetery lies between these two strata.

Here arc examples of written documents found a

in the big stratum 3750 b.c. They are not the!

earliest documents known in IMesopotamia, but f

they are verv early. And the writing is semi-

pictorial. Here are remarkable designs of the

linear type, v^ery elaborate and unlike anything

else we know in the later art of Mesopotamia, but

closelv connected with the early seals and seal

impressions from the Persian uplands at Suza,

showing that we have Persian connections in-

fluencing the civilisation of this valley.

Here is another characteristic example from this
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level, where the linear designs are complicated by
the introduction of actual syllabic signs, some of

which can be identified as the later signs of the

Babylonian language, but others are obviously

foreign.

From above our cemetery^ we got some seal im-

pressions such as this. It gives the name of

Mes-anni-padda, King of the First Dynasty, the

first Ur ruler, and others give the name of his

wife. We can date these to 3100, and so confirm

the theory I put forward three years ago, which
has not been invariably accepted by my associates,

that the Royal cemetery dated between 3500 and

3200 B.C.

I might be asked, What has this to do with

the subject of architecture ” I want to put

things in perspective
;
and here you have evidence

for dating the cemeteiyy in which architectural

discoveries of great importance have been made.

I shall not describe the art objects, but I show you
here a photograph of one of the Royal tombs.

It is an early example
;

it is dangerous to speak

in terms of years, but one might say 3400 B.C.

or thereabouts. It is built entirely of stone, rough
quarry rubble, but it was originally coated over

with a fine cement, which hid the roughness of

the work. It was underground, where one would
not expect careful workmanship. But the floor

was practically polished when it was first made,

and the walls were equally smooth. The roof is

pure corbel vaulting in rubble. One might

expect that in many countries and at many periods.

In another grave, probably of rather later date,

there is a change. There are three chambers, all

built of stone
;

the roof is half-way between the

corbel and the vault, and the stones overlap, but

as thev rise towards the top they are tilted forward,

and there is in the centre a keystone rather than

a cap, so, clearly, progress is being made.

Another Roval tomb close by has a roof of

burnt brick, and it is a true arch. The bricks are

not moulded, the effect is given by radial mortar

lines
;
but the top of the tomb was roofed in with

a series of ring arches. And that is not all. The
chamber as built in stone was square, a rough

pendentive turned that into a curve, and the end

of the roof had a half-dome. This may date to

3300 B.C., or thereabouts. And while the evidence

given by that was, I think, absolutely convincing

for the dome as well as for the standing arch, yet

if further proof were needed we had it in the

tomb here, where a stone dome, built with pen-
dentives, was found absolutely intact. An in-

teresting feature was that there were holes in the

masonry for timber. The builders, as they
brought their roof in towards the centre, got

frightened^—-the building of a dome must have
been new to them—and they laid stout timbers
across the opening, then planks, and put over the
planks a mixture of mud and light straw, and got
in that way the centring for the stone work, which
stands well at the present day. We found the
woodwork fallen under the dome decayed to dust.

Here is a plan of the centring itself.

As to the walls of these tombs, a pit was dug to

take the building, and the stones being entirely

rough, they were built in a manner familiar to

most of you, in a caisson. They put planks
parallel to and at a certain distance from the earth
sides of the pit, arranged the layer stones, and
poured in mud and small rubble, then took the
planks away. So a concrete building was familiar

to the builders of Ur in the Third Millennium
before Christ.

It is surprising that these methods of roofing
were known so early. That they were not for-

gotten is shown by this photograph, which gives
a doorway dated 1900 to 2000 b.c. A long time
has passed since the tombs, but it is clear that the
brickwork in the doorway is a fallen arch. It was
made more certain because the walls were burnt
brick at a height of 4 feet, and above that they
were of mud brick and were still standing 10 feet
high

;
and yet in the doorway there were these

burnt bricks. The only explanation was that they
had come from the arch over the door. But they
preserve their shape, and the radial mortar
between the bricks could be measured, and gave
the right curve for the aperture of the door.

Taking it a stage farther, here we get a building
of 1400 B.c.

,
with the arch still standing above the

ground. You will be more interested to see the
drawing of it. Arches occur regularly in buildings
of this late Babylonian age, showing that never
throughout all Alesopotamian history, from the
Fourth Millennium to the time of the Greeks and
the Romans, was the use of the arch forgotten

;

and as we have the dome as well as the arch, we
could argue that the dome was not forgotten either.
So in this ancient Euphrates civilisation we see the
origin of these architectural features which were
strange to the Greeks and the western world until
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Alexander invaded the country and discovered the

ancient practice of its inhabitants, a practice which
was eagerly taken up by the artists and architects

in Alexander’s train, and carried over by them
into Europe. Nobody imagined that the arch and
the dome had been employed so early. It has

enabled us to reconstruct various buildings on lines

which we should not have adopted a few years ago.

Here is a reconstruction of a small Temple of

1400 B.C., and it shows the free use of the arch and
dome. Looking at the ground plan, any architect

would be convinced that the reconstruction is

correct. Take the central chamber, with the in-

ordinate thickness of its walls, which makes one

think the builders were not happy about their

domes
;

I think no other interpretation is possible.

It was not used invariably
;

the flat roof was

common. Here is a reconstruction of a private

house at the time of Abraham, 2000 or 1900 B.c.,

with central court and staircase going up to the

upper chambers, which could be entered from a

wooden gallery running round the courtyard.

The roof drained inward, with gargoyles or gutters

from which the rain drained away into the court-

yard. The idea of there being a second floor to

a private house in 1900 b.c. was heterodox, but

every evidence confirmed it. Thus the court-

yard was paved with brick and had a drain in the

centre. The lips of that drain had broken away,

and a new owner had laid another lot round the

drain opening, but not over the whole of the

court-yard. Water falling round the sides could

not get into the drain to run away, so water did

not fall there
;

the drain served water coming

from above into the middle of the court.

Towards one corner of the court we find a

burnt brick bedded on to the pavement with good

clay, and round it fragments of burnt wood. I

concluded we had there the support for a wooden
upright holding the gallery. The argument for

that is—as anvbody who knows the Near East will

agree—that if a Near East carpenter had to cut

four uprights, one of them would be shorter than

the other three and would need to be jacked up.

Putting other posts in corresponding positions, we
found that they agreed and they gave us a gallery

three feet wide, and this supplied the reason for

the staircase, which was found standing up to

six feet. When the reconstruction had been

worked out, on most unorthodox lines, we dis-

covered a written tablet of the same period. Some

581

of the references were to buildings, and one said

that rooms opening out from each other were
unlucky, and rooms, to be fortunate, must open
on to the courtyard. And here the only way you
could avoid their opening out was to have a

gallery running out of the courtyard itself
; and I

think we were fully justified by the evidence of the

contemporary author.

The question of roofing is always with us. In one
of the houses contemporary with that I showed you
a reconstruction of just now we found two square
brick pillars in the back court, which certainly

held up either a balcony or an upper storey which
had an open space below it.

To take this point a step farther I show you here

a plan of a temple which we found last winter
;

it is

Neo-Babylonian, 600 b.c.
;

it is simple and
orthodox. In the forecourt we found a few courses
of masonry, which I supposed to be the low'er part

of a table of offerings, a narrow bench, on which
the people coming to the Temple would dedicate

the offerings they made to the god. I was content
with that explanation until we came to another
building of the same date in which we had a similar

burnt brick structure. This is a Temple built

by Nebuchadnezzar. The entrance to the Temple
itself is from the side corridor, there is an outer
court, an antechamber, a Holy of Holies, and
behind that the chamber where the priests went
to work the oracle. If you look at it by this plan
you will agree it harmonises with the ground plans

of other temples. But it is astonishingly well
preserved, and the walls stood 20 feet high

; and
what on the plan looks like an altar is seen to be a

lofty pillar of brickwork intended to support the
roof, and what I should have supposed to be a

table of offerings was a high screened wall in

front of the door of the antechamber
;
which also

may have supported the roof, because I can think
of no other purpose for it. And that is of further
interest as throwing light on the use of the pillar

in Alesopotamian buildings. This Temple was
discovered in the last week of our season

;
it was

a big job to dig out the 20 feet in a week, and it was
clear that if we did so it would be reburied by
drifting sand before we returned in the autumn,
because it lay in the full track of the winds.
Therefore, as we dug it out we roofed it in. So we
had a fine building roofed and extraordinarily well
preserved

;
the mud plaster remains and even

the whitewash on the walls
; one can go down there
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and almost imagine that the temple had never been

destroyed.

Another discovery made this year was of great

importance because it touched on another disputed

point in Mesopotamian archaeology, especially on

its architectural side. There has been a curious

“ bee in the bonnet ’’ of architectural writers and

archaeologists about the use of the column in

Mesopotamia, and every authority I know has

strongly denied that the column was ever used by

Mesopotamian builders until the Greek period.

At Nippur the American Expedition forty years

ago found a columnar building which was claimed

to be of the date of about 1400 b.c.
;
but the head

of the Expedition, a German, ruled it out—without

having seen it—and said the column dated from

the Greek period. The French, not far from

Ur, found a column of moulded bricks which

certainly dated to 2400 b.c., and then the archae-

ologists and architects said it looked like a column

and was an imitation of one, but was not a column,

because the column was not known ! Dr. Hall,

digging in 1919 akUbaid, and later I myself,

found there columns of wood overlaid with mosaic

in mother-of-pearl, black stone and red, and there

could not be any doubt, except in the mind of one

German, who said they were not columns, but

door-jambs. But that is not in itself enough,

because the building dated from 3100 B.c. and

the use of columns might conceivably have been

dropped later. This year we found a building of

about 2300 B.c.—that is to say, of the best building

period of Ur, in which was a column, the lower

part of the column made of bricks, segmental and

moulded, resting on a burnt-brick base. I got

some of the German excavators over, and they

looked at it, and they said, “ Though it looks like

a column it might be the base of a statue or any-

thing else.” Mr. Whitburn pointed out to them

that the column was equidistant between two

mud-brick walls, on which were projections

in the form of pilasters, and therefore we had

to deal with something like a temple in antis.

That is a new discovery, and shows that in

2300 B.c. the column was employed as a feature

of architecture.

As I have touched on the architectural merits of

the 23 rd centurv, I show you a reconstruction

of a familiar Ur building, namely, the great Ziggurat,

and will tell you something about it which is not

so familiar. Here is a photograph of the back

wall
;

there is not a single straight line m it

;

the face is battered from base to summit, and the

battered line is a slight curve
;
and if you take the

line from corner to corner it too is not straight

but is curved outwards, on the same principle as

the Parthenon. So that those theories of per-

spective or optics which have been worked out by

the Greeks in the fifth century B.C. had equally

well been worked out by the builders in brick in

IMesopotamia 23 centuries before Christ.

At the end of the eight years of work we have

been able to elaborate plans of at any rate the

sacred area of the city, where the Temples lay, at

different periods. Here are the buildings of

2300 B.C., showing the Ziggurat, the great Mannar
Temple, the temple E-Mun-Makh, the temple of

Nin-gal, the palace of the King (Fig. 3), and another

building yet to be excavated. It is very interesting

to take these plans and see how every important

religious structure was preserved through the ages,

but modified more or less by successive builders.

They seldom deserted a site altogether, but

generally left their hall-mark on its structure.

From 2300 B.c. we pass to 1400 b.c. The
great courtyard has been enlarged in front, and the

large Temple of Nin-gal has been in part replaced

by a new building.

And, finally, we come to the late Babylonian

period, when Nebuchadnezzar built his great

wall round the sacred area. And though many of

the buildings have disappeared owing to denuda-
tion by wind and rain, we have the Ziggurat there

and other buildings, showing modifications which
have been wrought in place in 1700 years.

At the end of this season at Ur, visitors to the

site had their most dramatic experience. From
that roofed-in Temple of w^hich I showed you the

photographs, where they could imagine themselves

living again in the age of Nebuchadnezzar, they

walked across part of the sacred area and into the

great pit and dowm a flight of 100 stairs, where they

left dated history behind them, and, passing through

the deposit left by Deluge, could take their stand

on mud floors made by men who lived before the

flood. It w^as a dramatic thing to do, to pass

through so many centuries in a few moments and
in a few footsteps

;
that w'as the privilege of people

who visited Ur, but it is not everybody who can
go there. For those who remain at home and are

interested in our work in its historical, architectural

and artistic sides I think it is no less dramatic to
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Temple of Kurigalzu
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be able to follow out, in plans and drawings and
photographs and descriptions, the cultural vicis-

situdes of a people who lived so long, who invented

so much, who preserved civilisation and handed it

on to their followers, and have profoundly influ-

enced our modern life. We can, more in detail

than the visitor to the spot, observe the changes

that they introduced, the inventions that they

made, and the debt which they laid upon the

shoulders of us, their remote descendants.

Discussion

Dr. J. W. MACKAIL [Hon, Associate]^ in proposing

the vote of thanks to IMr. Woolley, said ;—Owing
to his extreme lucidity Air. Woolley has made it

possible even for the ignorant, the non-expert, to get

some real grasp of what has been discovered at Ur,

what it means, and the bearing of it upon history and

upon a civilisation which has been continuous from

4000 B.c. or earlier until now. Perhaps most of us

who are not engaged directly in archaeological studies

have been so fascinated, so dazzled, by the amazing

discoveries made in the Royal Cemetery, that mar-

vellous mass of beauty and design and cruelty, that

we are apt a little to forget to enquire what the civilisa-

tion was upon which that splendour rested, and what

those people were like. We are getting now, thanks

to Air. Woolley and his staff of collaborators, to know
something about that. And the more we know, as

usual, the greater is the limit of the unknown, which

stretches onward and onward in front of us. It

would have seemed incredible, only a few years ago,

that we should have been able to reconstruct a civilisa-

tion to such an extent as we have been able to do, a

civilisation anterior to all previous knowledge. It is

possible that in a future generation even these dis-

coveries may become antiquated, and that we may
find that the history of the human race has been con-

tinuous not for six thousand but for twenty thousand

years. Who shall say ?

Among the slides which Air. Woolley showed us, and

which specially interested me, were the linear seals

with the marked Persian character of the ornamentation

upon them. That is most interesting on this ground,

that it shows the direct continuity of the whole motive

and colour of Persian art from that time until now.

And the other was, of course, the fresh light thrown

upon the discovery and early development of the

arch and its progeny, the vault. I suppose that the

discovery of the arch was the greatest single discovery

ever made in the art
;

that it was made so long ago,

and that it did not spread uniformly is surprising
;

this last is a matter which calls for further investiga-

tion. There is no doubt the Greeks had every means

of knowing all about the arch, and the vault also
;
they

had only to go an easy journey, as easy as it is now,

and it was there before them. But there are strange

“ blind spots ” in the human mind, strange periods

of blindness or absence of the creative faculty in

certain directions in human history and in the develop-
ment of any nation or period of mankind. And the

Greeks, more and more in the light of discovery, which
makes their world so small a fraction of the greater

world, are a puzzle in that they \vere so immensely
clever and yet they stopped so short at certain points.

The fact, as Air. Woolley well showed, that the arch
and the vault and columnar structure existed in Ur
at that early date is in itself evidence that all these,

and not the column alone, were within the Greek
reach, and that there was no need for Alexander to

conquer the Persian Empire in order that they should
be introduced into the West.
We have not to-night been shown definite works of

art to any extent, unless we include the little figure

which shows the artistic conception of that time. I

wonder what it was, and whether it had any religious

significances
;

or whether it was such a thing as
would be in a jeweller^s window in our time in Bond
Street—simply an ornament. There is a tendency to

make the influence of primitive religion spread much
more widely over the whole structure of human life

than it does now, and probably than it ever did, and
to seek in all habits and customs certain religious or
superstitious significances, and in all works of human
artistry some connection with the religion of which
we know nothing, except that we suppose they are
instances of its action.

Dr. RAYAIOND UNWIN [F.], in seconding the
vote of thanks, said :—Air. Woolley has brought before
us, this evening, some very interesting features of our
human intellect and of our human history. One of
the things he referred to reminds me very much of a
story which Edward Carpenter brought back when he
had been visiting Ceylon. He had been to some very
sacred pagoda, a pagoda which was supposed to be so
sacred that it never cast a shadow. He was talking
to the priest, and they were standing in what Edward
Carpenter thought was the shadow of the pagoda,
and he said to the priest “ Surely, how can vou say
that the pagoda does not cast a shadow ? What is

this ?
’’ The priest replied, " Oh, that cannot be the

shadow of the pagoda for the sacred pagoda casts no
shadow . It seems to me that some ot the German
excavators w'ere nearly as blind in their refusal to see
evidence as was that priest. And I think that, too,
illustrates what Dr. Alackail has just said, how curiously
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we do develop along limited lines, and how blind we
may be in other directions,

I can voice my thanks and your thanks to Mr.
Woolley all the better in that I do not happen to be

one of those unfortunate people who try to teach the

history of architecture to students at a time when all

the theories on which we have been brought up seem
to be torn out by the roots by Mr. Woolley, and instead

of the arch coming after the lintel, and matters of that

kind, we now learn that the arch preceded the lintel

by very many thousands of years. I really must
commiserate with the poor people who have to teach

the history of architecture on the confusion into which

Mr. Woolley must be throwing them at the present

time. I am glad I am free from that confusion and

for that reason I am the more heartily able to thank

him for his work.
It is very marvellous to be carried back through

thousands of years : to see how the persistence of a

tradition, which many have doubted, turns out to

be based on fact, the tradition of the Flood. We
realise how very careful we must be not only in what

we accept, but in what we venture to doubt. A
marvellous permanence and persistency attaches to

the tradition of certain great events which have been

handed down from generation to generation to an

almost unbelievable extent, long before the time when
these traditions were helped by any written history

such as we have to-dav.

Mr. A. S. WHITBURN [A.] : It has been my
great privilege to work with ]\Ir. Woolley as his

architect at Ur. I have now' been out with him for

three seasons, and strangely enough, when Mr. Hall

first kindly introduced me to IMr. Woolley, I had just

returned from America, where I had been studying

modern architecture in New' \ork, so that my going

to Ur meant a sudden change from the most modern

to the most ancient city in the world. Of course,

I expected to find things very different, but in several

respects found them very similar.

This, I know', sounds rather far-fetched ;
but the

tendency in New' York to-day is to use stock bricks

for the modern sky-scrapers, with a very plain recessed

ornament running from top to bottom ;
and at the

first Temple I surveyed at Ur of the Chaldees I found

the same idea carried out.

I think that what impressed me most as an architect

working wdth Mr. Woolley was his keenness and

enthusiasm throughout. 1 feel I cannot speak w ithout

referring to this. His keenness as an excavator wdll

carry those with him through anything, and his

enthusiasm will overcome any of the discomforts and

inconveniences which may arise in IMesopotamia.

It is this recollection which gives me so much
pleasure to be here to-night ;

to view the excellent

work which IMr. Woolley has accomplished during

the last ten years, and to see it so well appreciated.

Having been w'ith him for three seasons I can say
I have never been associated with anyone who has
w orked so hard to make a success of the undertaking
w'hich he has in hand.

IMr. E. STANLEY HALL [F.] : We have had the

pleasure of listening to one of the best lectures w'e

have ever had in this hall. With our architectural

minds orientated modernwards at the present moment
some of us might have felt W'e w'ere very much dipping
into the past, and that the lessons of the past w'ere

very much dead and buried and w'ould not help us
at the present day. When one reconstruction drawing
appeared on the screen I heard someone mention :

Hallo, is that the latest thing by How'ard Robertson?*'
—a flippant remark, perhaps, but it is true, as Mr.
Whitburn said, that what we think is modern has been
going on through the ages until we get, as one may say,

almost “ foxed ” by the extraordinary feeling that

civilisation seems to be a dreadful circle which com-
pletes itself and then begins again. I remember, in

this Hall, at the time of the last Paris Exhibition,

people were told they were only to have modern
exhibits, and the English representative, who was
lecturing here, said “ I said to my immediate Chief,
* What do you mean by “ modern ”

? ’ His Chief
replied “ Well, if it is more than a thousand years old

you need not refer to me
;

if it is less than a thousand
years old you had better not have it." And that is

what we have learned, the extraordinary age of the

most modern things of to-day.

Mr. HENRY M. FLETCHER [F.] spoke of the

enthusiasm w ith w hich he had listened to Air. Woolley’s
lecture, and commented on the continuity of traditional

methods shown in the modern reed huts, which are

identical in construction with those of 6,000 years

ago.

He mentioned that in the prehistoric pottery of
j

Alalta, as in that of L"r, the shapes were finer and the
|

technique more accomplished in the Palaeolithic Age
than in the Neolithic, and the prehistoric Alaltese ideal

of feminine beauty, in w'hich the width is greater than

the height, persists to the present day.

He agreed about the importance of Air. Woolley’s
discoveries concerning the antiquity of arch, vault

and column.

The PRESIDENT : We have a very old member
of the Institute here, Sir John Sulman, who left this

country to go and practise in Australia about forty

vears ago
;
and I think we should like to hear him say

something, as he is back in England, and frequently

comes to see us here.

Sir JOHN SULAIAN [F.] : Australia has prac-

tically no history, but geologists tell us it is one of the

oldest portions of the earth’s surface. We have there

a primitive race, so primitive that it probably ante-

dates almost any other living race in the world. It is
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dying out, but its beliefs and its civilisation, such as

it was—they had not arrived at the pottery stage, they

were hunters and fishers, nomads of the soil—have

been recorded by the eminent scientist, the late

Professor Sir Baldwin Spencer of IVIelbourne Univer-

sity. If you are interested in the origins and early

developments of the human race, I can commend his

work to you with every confidence. Do not confound
our dark native race with blacks or negroes, they are

not even negroid
;

they came from Asia. Australia

is a continent shut off from the rest of the x\siatic

world by tempestuous seas, and it would, no doubt,

have been settled in the north by other and later races

had it not been for the poor soil there. The East

Indies are volcanic, and Java has a population of

40 millions, while we have only 6J millions. There
would have been a surge of other races into Australia

if there had been a better soil. That was the reason

it \vas unknown until the Dutch or the Spaniards

discovered it. Our present civilisation and history

extends to less than 150 years, and I venture, as a

naturalised Australian, to say that I think we have

done fairly well in carrying on the civilisation of

Europe into this new yet old Continent.

I think I must have a tilt at my friend Raymond
Unwin. He intimated to-night that the teachers of

architecture did not know that the dome preceded

the use of the lintel by the Greeks. For 25 years I

was lecturer in our University in Sydney on Architec-

ture and Building Construction, and, thanks to the

excellent volumes of Perrot and Chipiez, I was fully

aware of the development of the arch and the dome
long before the Greek era, and I did not fail to tell

my students that is where they had to look for the

origin of them, and that their development and use in

the modern world was owing to the Romans. I men-
tion this because I would not like you to think I had
not been telling them the truth.

The PRESIDENT : I am sure we are all agreed,

ladies and gentlemen, that we have had a most in-

structive evening, and that we owe Air. Woolley a

very great debt of gratitude. I confess that while

Mr. Woollev was reading his paper I was getting into

rather a woolly state of mind, and when he began to

tell us about the columns, and so on, it made me think

a great deal about these early origins. Mr. Woolley
will probably agree that the principal thing he has

put before us to-night is that Assyria—which is

practically Iraq—is as ancient as, or more so than
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Egypt, whereas until recently we have considered that

Egypt had the oldest of all civilisations.

Air. Woolley has made some interesting and in-

structive remarks about the use of corbelled arches,

and the early date he assigns to them shows that what
we have been accustomed to regard as the beginnings
of these arches, as you see them at Alycenae, can be
traced to a much earlier period. He will probably
agree with me that the ancient Egyptians knew' all

about the arch and used it frequently, as we can see in

their buildings to this day. The Egyptians, however,
considered that it was an unwmrthy architectural

feature and that it should be only used in inferior

buildings
;

so you practically never find it in their

Temples.
I think the most interesting part of Air. Woolley’s

paper w'as that in which he touched on the dome.
We know^ it is an Eastern feature, and came through
Constantinople (Byzantium), and later influenced the
architecture of Europe, I must say that W'hen he
showed us domes on pendentives, which, I think, he
said dated back to 2500 B.c. or even earlier, I thought
that was a most arresting statement to anyone w^ho has
studied architecture, and I shall look forward with
much pleasure to the published lecture, which will

appear in the Institute Journal. We know that the
Romans themselves did not use the pendentive, but
placed the dome over a circular plan

;
Mr. W^oolley,

ilowever, has shown us that 2,500 years before Christ
a dome waS used over a square apartment, thereby
necessitating the use of the pendentive, which was
not used in Europe until the time of the Byzantines.
The use of columns in Alesopotamia is a big subject,

but it may interest Air. Woolley to recall that the late

James Fergusson, who W'as the author of a great
history of architecture, was of opinion that the
Assyrians used columns to a large extent, but what he
could not explain was how they made those columns
when stone was so scarce, whereas Air. Woolley has
showm us most of the columns built of brick courses.
The curved walls on the pyramid he showed are
remarkable, and it strikes one as extraordinary that
people building a massive wall should have used a

curve on plan for apparently no reason.
Ladies and gentlemen, I should like to thank Mr.

Woolley on your behalf for one of the most interesting
addresses I have ever listened to, and I now^ put for
your acceptance the vote of thanks.
The vote was carried by acclamation.
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The Architectural Room at The Royal Academy Exhibition, 1930
This year there is a reversion to the more severe

methods of displaying architecture at the Royal
Academy. There are none of the large dashing per-

spectives we were accustomed to enjoy in previous

exhibitions. On the contrary, there are a number of

elevations and some quite large plans. This is an
improvement, I suppose, in theory : but actually I

was unable to think that the general level of the

designs shown and of the drawing of the elevations

was high. No. 1322 dominates the room. This
superb pencil drawing of Sir Giles Scott's central

tower at Liverpool depends entirely on a thin clear

line to show the design. There are no washes or

shadows or tricks of effect. One hopes that these

working drawings of that great building will be pre-

served for the nation. Sir Banister Fletcher gives

us a photograph as well as the elevation and
plan of a bank in No. 1274. Mr. Walter Tapper,

with three large “ Designs for a Town Church ”

(1300, 1314 and 1327), gives us the whole thing
—'plans, sections and elevations. If there could be

four or five large photographs of the completed

building as well we should have a real exhibition

of an interesting ecclesiastical work. But we
have not yet achieved the right relation between

photography and drawing. We all know that very

fine photographs of buildings can be made—often

of great artistic value. The public would enjoy those,

and architects would enjoy seeing in the same frame

sufficient drawing—but no more—to show how the

effect was created. Apparently this has been dis-

couraged as well as perspectives. The result is that

most of the exhibits are elevations executed in

the mode of perspectives. No. 1369 is Mr. Berry

Webber's accepted design for a new store in Ken-
sington

;
it appeared to be a distant cousin of the

Albert Hall. That, I think, is commendable. There
is no nonsense about the delineation of No. 1367—

a

design by Sir Reginald Blomiield. The plan and two

sections of India House, Aldwych, by Sir Herbert Baker

(No. 1 347) are pleasantly presented. The same architect

exhibits in the same way his Christian Science Church in

Westminster (No. 1356). Perhaps No. 1370—Mr.M.
Maufe's Junior Combination room at Trinity College,

Cambridge, with its photograph and good detail

drawing, is the nearest to the ideal exhibit. Air. T. O.

Foster's house at Rangoon with its pretty green sky

(No. 1376) would have been so much more interesting

with a plan attached. One hoped for something

exciting from Sir Edwin Lutyens, and he appears in

No. 1281. This shows—to some extent—the new
Gamage building in Oxford Street. Some other

drawings might be mentioned— if that is not invidious

—as No. 1311, Air. James M. Wilson’s Post Office

entrance in Iraq : Air, Austin’s house at Sw’anage
(No. 1345) : Air. Oliver Hill’s delightful rough sketch
for houses in North Street, Westminster (No. 1371):
Air. HepAvorth’s two houses (No. 1454) : and it is

interesting to see the old school of the picturesque
outline so well represented by Air. Guy Dawber’s
House in Hertfordshire (No. 1414). F.R.I.B.A.

EXHIBITION OF STUDENTS' WORK AT THE
CENTRAL SCHOOL OF ARTS AND CRAFTS

.

By Professor A. E. Richardsox [F .]

The Exhibition now open at the Central School is not
only representative of the teaching of craftsmanship but
all the sections maintain a high standard. The specimens
of work range from pottery and furniture to textiles and
costumes. Other sections deal with woodcuts, engrav-
ings, etchings and water-colour, bookbinding and silver

work. The bulk of the work is produced by young
students, and for this reason praise is due to the organisa-

tion of the technical training. All interested in the

maintenance of craftsmanship and honest adventure in

art should visit the exhibition and encourage the young
artists by purchasing some of the exhibits.

Not the least among the activities of the School is the

study of architecture and construction. The Central

School attracts the majority of its students from among
those who work in offices during the day. These young
people have perforce to study in the evenings, and they are

indeed fortunate in being able to obtain the advice of

practising architects whose skill is well known.
The architectural work this year is chiefly remarkable

for thoroughness. In other words, the drawings illustrate

a special programme which formed the chief of the year’s

work. Incidently, the nature of the programme recalls

the interesting experiment made by Professor Hubert
Worthington, of the Royal College of Art, some years ago,

when the subject of a complete village worked out in

sections by individual students was tackled. It is evident

that the present idea is to devise a unifled assemblage of

buildings and at the same time to allow freedom. In the

present instance Air. Caulfield decided that the village

of Castle Combe in Wiltshire should provide the model.
The selection was made not from the types of old build-

ings, but to provide data for situation and land contours.

This interesting point of view gave the students the

necessary resistance without which architectural designs

are apt to be in the air.

A plan was prepared by the staff showing the existing

sites, and the students were instructed to select certain

buildings to develop. A number of the students visited

Castle Combe in order to study the local conditions and
to gain personal knowledge of the locale. As events

worked out three students prepared designs for the

village church, and produed very creditable studies.

Aliss Alajorie Duffel! designed the Roman Catholic

Chapel and the Priests’ House. This student’s drawings
can be said to be up to professional standard. Air. D. G.
Alartin and Air A. Wilkinson each designed a war
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memorial, their work being reminiscent of the covered
market crosses of the west country'. Among the other
designs to be commended are the following :

—

An institute, by Air. C. K. Slade
;

school, by IVIr. A.
Wilkinson

;
manor house, by Air. J. Harman and Air.

D. W. Harrington ; dower house, by Air. J. W. G. Smith
;

rectory, by Air. H. W. Hawkes, and Air. G. C. Fardell
;

Castle Inn, by Air J. W. G. Smith, Air. J. F. Learner, and
Air. D. E. Xye

;
and The White Hart Inn, by Air. C.

Tarling.

Another interesting design is that for the Tea Room,
Garage and Petrol Station by Air. Wilkinson. There are

numerous other drawings for lesser buildings, such as

cottages, the smithy and village shops.

Air. Caulfield and his colleagues, Air. E. FrazerTomlins,
Air. F. H. Alansford and Air. Ewart, have adopted the

right methods, and by encouraging respect for con-
structional architecture they are keeping their students
within the range of sanity. The present exhibition

proves that a knowledge of building technique can be
acquired without forcing the students to imitate German
factories. The drawings are beautifully presented and
nearly all the buildings would look well if carried into

being. The exhibition in itself is a tribute to the ideals

of the Central School, and the principles pursued might be
followed with advantage in larger schools where teaching
is unlimited, in time, scope and blind imitation of novelty.

The liberal educational policy of the Royal Institute does
not discourage the open door in teaching circles where
students are not fully endowed with means to study.
Air. Caulfield aims at a high standard, and the work of

his school is gaining recognition.

Reviews
NOTES ON SOAIE RECENT FOREIGN

PERIODICALS.
By Grahame B. Tubbs [^.].

The design for the Temple Emanu-El on Fifth Avenue,
which has the place of honour in the February Architec-

tural Forum
J
raised an interesting point of style. This

building is a large synagogue and its appurtenances, and
the architects, Alessrs. Kohn, Butler and Stein, with
Goodhue Associates as consultants, were faced with the

fact that there is no national Jewish manner of building,

as in the past their synagogues have been made in the

style of the period and country in which they were built.

The designers, therefore, felt free to choose the style

they thought most appropriate, and eventually decided
upon the very early Romanesque of Syria and the East.

The Temple, which is of basilican type, seats 2,500 ;

adjoining is a chapel and beneath them or adjoining are a

banquetting hall for 1,000, an assembly hall, Sunday-
school rooms and rooms for the Rabbis, a library for

25,000 volumes and offices for the Hebrew Union College.

The exterior is carefully studied and has some good
detail. Inside the ornament is concentrated on the

sanctuary
;
the main walls are plain, the decorative scheme

having been determined by the acoustic tile with which
the walls are faced. These are of brown shaded from
light at the bottom to dark at the top. Narrow gold tiles

are used between to emphasise the vertical effect. From
the photographs the interior does not seem to be as
successful as the outside. Other buildings represented
in the magazine include the Governor Clinton Hotel,
which is on 3 1 floors, and a Woman's Residential Club at

18, Gramercy Park. The graph of new building con-
struction shows that there has been a marked falling off
in new work in November and December, and it is thought
that more time will be required than was at first expected
before the building industry recovers from the financial
crash of the autumn. This number has an article on
the grisaille glass windows of the American firm of Paris
and Wiley.
“Tempera Painting of To-day” is the title of an

article in The Architect (New York) (February) by Frank
Schwarz, illustrated by examples of church painting that
he has done in this medium after studying old technical
treatises and the actual work of the old masters in Italy.
The largest building in the magazine is the Baltimore
Trust Building, which is a skyscraper of rather mediaeval
flavour externally whose vertical piers are terminated by
boldly sculptured birds. The Banking Hall is a huge
room with an elaborate mosaic floor.

In Pencil Points the seventh article on the Geometry
of Drafting shows, by means of enlarged drawings, how
errors accumulate owing to inaccurate drawing. It gives
reproductions of Eric Gugler and Roger Bailey’s winning
design for the Chicago War Alemorial. This is to be
placed on the lake side and is a fine imaginative scheme.
It has a long, rough-hewn, sarcophagus-like stone sur-
rounded by huge square piers forming colonnades.

In California Arts and Architecture for February the
architectural feature is the Richfield Building, which was
built to conform to the Los Angelos regulations which
restrict the height of buildings to 150 feet. This is built
of black terra-cotta and has a central tower to take the
water-tanks and lift-mechanism, surmounted by a horrid
Eiffel Tower-like structure on which are advertising
lights. This spoils what would be rather a fine building.

In the Adarch number of the American Architect
reproductions are given of the awards to competitors in
the Architectural League Exhibition, for various classes
of architecture

;
landscape gardening, sculpture, decora-

tive painting and architectural rendering. Beside these
there is a description of the new Beaux-Arts Building,
New York, which is remarkable both on its own account
and because it was not only designed and promoted by
architects, but financed on a novel plan. It arose from
the necessity of finding better accommodation for the
Beaux-Arts Institute of Design. Several prominent
architects were asked to look for a suitable site upon
which to rebuild, and after much searching they recom-
mended that a large site at Forty-fifth Street, in what
had been a slum area, be bought and that a group of
studio-flats be erected around the Institute to form a new
artistic colony. Their idea was adopted and carried
through at the cost of five million dollars by Raymond
Hood and Kenneth Alurrison. The residential parts
consist of Uvo blocks of one-roomed flats, some of which
were arranged, by ingenious planning, to extend in height
through a story-and-a-half

; thev measure 36 feet by
15 feet by 13 feet 6 inches high. The smaller rooms ww
22 feet by 13 feet and all have a bathroom and a pantry
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fitted with refrigerator, kitchen-cabinet and sink. Venti-
lated bed-cupboards are provided into which the beds
can be folded in the daytime. A proposal to incorporate
definite regulations in the Pennsylvania building code aS
to the relationship between the rise and tread of stairs
has caused this paper, with others, to publish definite
information about actual examples. From those they
give the following generalisations for comfortable 'Agoing”

:

risers 6-6f inches, “run” 11-13 inches, nosing not
above ij inches, product of rise and “run” 69-876,
angle 23°-3ii^.

The Journal of the Royal Architectural Institute of
Canada for February tells us about the interesting new
Medical Arts Building at Toronto by Marani and Lawson,
which is intended for the use of doctors. There are

204 suites, and common X-ray and dark-rooms and so on
are provided. On the ground floor are a Bank and some
shops. The plan is L shaped and the detailing is strongly
Georgian in flavour. The Autumn number of VArchitec-
ture Vivante is given up entirely to one house, designed
by Eillen Gray and Jean Badovice (the editor) and built
on the slopes overlooking the sea at Cap Martin. It

seems to fit into the landscape remarkably well in spite of
its ultra-mechanical form. The photographs of the
interior, the specially made metal furniture and the
elaborate fittings, show it to be a house of exceptional
interest. The working drawings, given in the text, are
however very difficult to follow.

In the Gazette des Beaux Arts for IMarch Salomon
Reinach reports upon the discoveries of the year relating
to ancient art. The most important pieces are a colossal

Zeus found in the water at the Artemision
; an Athlete

by Myron, a statue of a crouching woman and the very
beautiful Dea di Butrinto which was given by the King
of Albania to Signor ^Mussolini, Alexandre Anissimov
contributes a fully illustrated paper on Russian painting
in the fourteenth century, with special reference to one
Theophanes the Greek, who exercised profound influence
on Russian art, which had by that time completely
assimilated the Byzantine tradition into its national
style.

L*Architecture for 15 February gives three war
memorials by Paul Cret put up in France to commemorate
the fallen of the 28th, 79th and 80th Divisions of the
U,S. Army. These divisions were either partly or wholly
recruited in Pennsylvania, and the monuments have been
erected by that State. The most important and im-
pressive is at Varennes-en-Argonne, and stands on a tree-

covered hill overlooking the plain where the fighting took
place. It consists of two colonnades enclosing a square,

at one end of which is a long, low altar supporting a stone
tripod. The second is at Fismes and takes the form of a

bridge with tw^o circular fluted pylons supporting figures.

The third is at Nantillois and is a flat wall with sculpture

reliefs and inscription.

In the March 2nd number of La Construction Moderne
there is a large villa and garden at St. Cloud by Ai. L.

Sue, A.D.P.L.G. The house is curiously planned with
a few magnificent rooms en suite

;
but the access to

smaller rooms and the lighting of service arrangements
seem to have received less attention than might have
been expected from a house of this character. This
number gives particulars of a good ferro-concrete garage

in Rue Rennequin, Paris. This takes 300 cars and the
upper floors are reached by a straight ramp of 13° pitch
and 3 metres wide. The number for 23 February
is given to Herr Hoger’s work and the reproductions
include flats for the Hamburg aerodrome

;
offices for the

Hanover Monitor

^

which has strongly marked vertical

piers and is roofed by a huge dome ; and a fine school at

Hamburg Eppendorf.
Coming to the German magazines, Wasmiiths Monat-

shefte for Alarch has a very good article on the new
Market Halls at Leipsig and Reims. The former is

roofed by t\vo immense ferro-concrete domes 70*4
metres in diameter. The original model, which is

shown, is for a larger scheme having three domes, which
one hopes may be carried out eventually. The pictures

taken of the interior of the hall while the scaffolding was
still in place are very impressive and give an idea of the

huge size of the building. The market hall at Reims is

smaller and is also made of ferro-concrete. In this case

the hall is spanned by parabolic arches 38’ 26 metres wide.
The light is obtained by inserting glazing between the
arches at intervals instead of filling them in solid, and
these windows extend the whole width of the span.
This number, among many buildings of interest, gives

drawings and photographs of a new Sound Film studio

at Berlin designed by Otto Kohtz for the Universum
Company of Berlin, There are four studios radiating

from a central court and surrounded by one storey of
dressing-rooms and with sound-locks at each entrance to

prevent outside noises from entering the studios. Ex-
ternally the effect of the perfectly plain unrelieved brick

walls is impressive. In the same number is a translation

of an article on Glass by Frank Lloyd Wright.
The whole of the Alarch number of Innen Dekoration

is given to illustrations of interior decoration, houses
decorated and furnished from the designs of Fritz Gross
of Vienna. His work is characterised by the use of plain

surfaces of plaster or of phwood with very few mouldings,
but he makes decorative use of built-in bookcases, writing

desks and bedroom furniture. Die Baugilde for January,
gives a good collection of engineering structures including

the new long span suspension bridge at Cologne-A lulhein,

and ferro-concrete bridges of various types and a good
electricity mast. The Bygge Kunst for February gives

the designs submitted in a competition for a Boat Club
House and in the Spanish Arquitectura the competition
designs for an Airport outside Aladrid are illustrated.

NOTES BY AIEMBERS OF THE SCIENCE
STANDING COAIAIITTEE.

A Study in Heating and Ventilation in Schools.

By H. M. Vernon and T, Bedford {assisted by C. G.
Warner). Industrial Health Research Board. Report
Xo. 58, (62 pp. H.M. Stationery Office, zs. (yd. net.)

This work constitutes an extension of a previous one
on A Physiological Study of Ventilation and Heating in

Certain Factories, by the same authors. (Report No. 35.)
Whereas the earlier work deals with the more general
forms of heating, however, the present pamphlet gives
the results of investigations of two particular methods of
heating

—
“ Under-floor Heating ” and “ Panel Heating.”

For the sake of convenience, the investigations of the two
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systems named were carried out in their application to the

heating of schools, though, as the authors remark,
“ much of the evidence obtained can readily be applied

to industry.”

With reference to under-floor heating, the example

instanced is the method employed by Air. G. H. Widdows,
architect to the Derbyshire County Council. A hollow

floor is formed by supporting J-inch concrete slabs some
seven inches above the surface concrete, the space be-

tween providing accommodation for a system of a-inch

diameter low-pressure hot water pipes.

The form of panel heating described consists of radia-

tion from cast iron panels fixed in the ceiling and heated

by means of hot water pipes.

It is found that, while the more common systems of

heating and ventilation result in a temperature distribu-

tion having a higher temperature at the head-level than

at the floor (sometimes by as much as 8 deg. Fahr.), the

low temperature radiation from the panels results in a

more even distribution, and the under-floor heating has

the^ effect of a distribution with highest temperature at

the floor.

The results of tests go to prove that both physical

comfort and personal efficiency are increased by the

distribution of temperature attendant upon the two

methodsjdescribed

.

Incidentally, the course of their experiments has led

the authors to offer some important criticisms on some of

the commonly accepted ideas regarding open-air schools

with little or no artificial heating. It has been found that

the efficiency of the children in such schools is reduced,

in some cases by as much as 50 per cent., and it is sug-

gested that the open-air system should be adopted in a

less drastic form. It is found that, in order to secure full

efficiency, the temperature should nor fall much below

60 deg. Fahr., and never below 55 deg. It is pointed out

that the requisite temperature could be maintained with-

out reduction of air current by the use of the under-floor

or the panel system of heating. Alfd. H. Barnes [Z/J.

Correspondence
EASEMENTS OF LIGHT,

9 Gray's Inn Square,
London, IV.C.i,

i4jfune 1930.

To the Editor, Journal R.I.B.A.,

—

Dear Sir,—As the case quoted in the report in your

issue of 26 April and mentioned in my letter was given as

Stinges Bridgman ;
and as the book which Mr,

Swarbrick states that I ought to have consulted before

commenting on your report is not even mentioned in it,

perhaps I may be forgiven for not having guessed that the

reference really was the case of Sturges r. Bridgman.

At the time of writing, the law libraries are closed for

the Whitsun recess
;

but I believe that both Sturges v.

Bridgman and Rushmcr v, Polsue and Alfieri were not

light cases at all, but actions for nuisance due to noise and

vibration. In noise cases it is of course essential to take

into account the locality and the other noises prevalent in

it. That which might be intolerable in a quiet residential

suburb might well pass almost unnoticed in a busy manu-
facturing town.
There is little need to wait higher authority for the

ad hoc decision in Horton v. Beattie to the effect that

locality cannot affect the measure of legal nuisance due
merely to insufficiency of light for ordinary purposes.

That judgment has already been so frequently con-

sidered, approved and applied in the Courts (with presum-
ably full knowledge of the earlier cases of Sturges v.

Bridgman, Rushmer v. Polsue and Alfieri, Kine v. Jolly

and many others) that the prospect of it ever being reversed
in the Court of Appeal or the House of Lords appears to

be too remote for serious consideration.

I am no lawyer, but I believe that any ad hoc decision

takes precedence of mere obiter dicta in earlier cases.

It is therefore dangerous for architects to neglect this

clear decision, reported for their guidance, merely because
there are two higher Courts which might conceivably

reverse it.

The suggestion that the Courts will not protect the

rights of these who, being poor, are compelled to work or

to live in overbuilt localities, where adequate light is

scarce, because “ work people are no doubt accustomed to

sumit to a greater amount of nuisance ” is certainly novel.

It would be interesting to hear the comments of lawyers

upon it
;

but it is to be hoped that no architect will, with
this object, adduce it in the Courts.—Yours faithfully.

Percy J. Waldram [L,].

LONDON BUILDING ACTS COMMITTEE.
The following Building Acts Regulations of the London

County Council have been brought to the notice of the
London Building Acts Committee of the Royal Institute

and are now published for the information of members.

Regulation 119.

Shelters over public zcay.—Applications for consent under the
London Building Act, 1894, to the erection of shelters over the
public way shall be considered only in the case of a theatre,

music hall, cinematograph hall, or public hall with seating

accommodation for at least 500 persons, or a restaurant or hotel

with seating or sleeping accommodation for at least 200 persons,

or a railway station, and provided that the width of the street

in which the shelter is to be erected and the construction and
position of the shelter are such as may be prescribed, and that

the design of the shelter is to the satisfaction of the Council ;

and any consent which may be granted shall be subject to such
other conditions as may be imposed.

Regulations 120 and 12 i.

Xeze streets for foot traffic otily. Formation of streets-—

•

movable posts.—Whenever plans of new streets to be laid out
for foot traffic only are sanctioned, a condition shall be attached
binding the applicant to pav'e the street over the entire surface,
and by posts, bars, or otherwise, to prevent such street from
being used for carriage traffic.

In all cases in which posts, etc,, are required to be placed
at the ends of streets, such posts, etc., shall be made movable
so as to admit of the passage of fire escapes.

Regulation 126.

Appointment of distiict surveyors—conditions governing
candidature.~(a) No person shall be accepted as a candidate
for the appointment of district surveyor unless he shall have
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attained 28 years of age and be under 50 years of age, and
every such candidate shall deliver with his application satis-

factory evidence of his age.

Conditions of appointment

.

—(&) Every candidate shall be
required to sign a declaration and deliver it with his application,

that he becomes a candidate, and will accept the appointment,
if he should be appointed, on the following understanding :

—

(i) That he will personally discharge the duties of his office

subject to section 142 of the London Building Act, 1894.

(ii) That he will give his whole time to the duties of his

office.

(iii) That he will not during his continuance in office (except

in the discharge of the duties thereof) carry on business as an
architect, surveyor or builder, or directly or indirectly, as a

partner or otherwise, be interested in such business.

(iv) That he will make no claim for compensation in case a

diminution of his income shall at any time hereafter arise, and
that the Council shall not be liable to compensate him for any
diminution of income which may be caused by any statutory

alteration of the fees payable to district surveyors in respect of

alterations and additions to buildings.

(v) That he will keep his district office open from Monday
to Friday (both inclusive) between the hours of 9.30 a.m. and

5 p.m., and on Saturday from 9.30 a.m. until i p.m., and give

his personal attendance there daily from g.30 a.m. to 10.30 a.m.

(vi) That he will retire on attaining the age of 65 years.

Declaration.—(c) The decaration of the appointed candidate

shall, on his appointment, be entered on the minutes of the

Building Acts Committee.

Medical examination.—{d) Every appointment of district

surveyor shall be subject to the person appointed passing

satisfactorily a medical examination by the Council’s medical
examiner.

Regulation 127.

District Surveyors—rearrangement of districts.—The districts

allotted to district surv'eyors shall be rearranged as opportunity

may occur, so that the average of the fees received may in no
case amount to less than £500 a year.

STANDARDS OF ADEQUACY OF DAYLIGHT
ILLUMINATION AND REASONABLE FENES-

TRATION.
Members are referred to the memorandum and diagram

which were published in the Journal of 12 April 1930
(page 382), as to which criticisms were invited. As it is

desirable that a report should be made to the Daylight

Committee of the International Commission on Illu-

mination at an early date, it is proposed, unless any com-
ments are forthcoming within a week of the publication

of this Journal, to report to the Daylight Committee that

no adverse criticisms of the diagram as a reasonable

criterion of modern fenestration in town buildings have

been received.

PROFESSOR RAGNAR OSTBERG.
Professor Ragnar Ostberg H.C.Mf has been elected an

Honorary Foreign Academician.

COLONEL JOHN BROWN.
Colonel John Brown ^F.] has been elected Chairman

of the British Legion.

ST. PAUL’S CATHEDRAL.
In connection with the reopening of St. Paul’s Cathedral

on 25 June, after 17 years of restoration work, the Council
of the R.LB.A. have, with the kind assistance of the

Cathedral authorities, arranged in their galleries at 9
Conduit Street an exhibition of models, masonry speci-

mens, drawings and photographs, to illustrate the work of

restoration. This exhibition will be open (free) to the

general public between the hours of 10 a.m. and 8 p.m.
(Saturday, 5 p.m.), from Monday, 23 June, to Saturday,

28 June (inclusive).

The exhibition will also be open at a general meeting on
Alonday, 23 June, at 8.30 p.m., when an illustrated lecture

on the subject will be delivered bv Captain C. Stanlev

Peach, F.R.I.B.A., and Mr. W. Godfrey Allen, F.R.I.B.A.

ROME SCHOLARSHIP IN ARCHITECTURE.
The Faculty of Architecture of the British School at

Rome have awarded the Rome Scholarship in Architecture
for 1930 to Mr. William Graham Holford, of South
Africa, at present a fifth-year student of the Liverpool
School of Architecture, L^niversity of Liverpool.

The Rome Scholarship in Architecture is now provided
for by an annual grant made to the British School at

Rome by the Council of the Royal Institute of British

Architects. It is of the value of £250 per annum, and is

ordinarily tenable for two years at the British School at

Rome.
An exhibition of the competition designs will be held

in the Galleries of the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects, 9 Conduit Street, W.i, from 30 June to 5 July in-

clusive, between the hours of 10 a.m. and 7 p.m.
(Saturday, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.).

Mr. A. J. Davis, F.R.I.B.A., a member of the Faculty
of Architecture, will deliver a criticism on the Rome
designs to members of architectural Schools on Alonday,

30 June, at 2.30 p.m.

EXHIBITION OF “ PUNCH ” DRAWINGS.
The proprietors of Punch propose holding an exhibition

of original drawings by John Leeds, Charles Keene,
Sir John Tenniel and George du Alaurier at the Punch
Office, Bouverie Street, E.C.4, on NIonday, 16 June,
from II to 5, to 25 July (excepting Thursday, 3 July), but
not Saturdays. The proprietors will be happy to send
invitation cards for distribution to those who may desire

them As the time is so short, any members of the Institute

who come on Alonday will be gladly admitted on presenta-

tion of their personal cards.

AIEMORIAL TO THE LATE SIR EBENEZER
HOWARD.

The memorial to Sir Ebenezer Howard will be unveiled

in the Howardsgate Gardens, Welwyn Garden City, on
Sunday, 22 June 1930, at 3 p.m., by the Rt. Hon. the Earl

of Lytton, P.C., G.C.S.L, G.C.I.E., when the A lost Hon.
the Alarquess of Salisbury, K.G., P.C., G.C.V.O., C.B.,

T.D., will preside. It will be recalled that the R.LB.A.
made a donation towards the funds of this memorial in

Alarch of last year.
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Schools of Architecture
SIXTH SERIES

I.—The School of Architecture at the Government School of Art, Bombay
BY PROFESSOR CLAUDE BATLEY [A.].

This school constitutes the only serious effort made in

India to train the architects who are to practise over an
area about fifteen times as extensive, and with a population

at least seven times as large, as that of the British Isles,

and having an architectural tradition not only far older

than that of Europe, but pre-eminently fitted to her par-

ticular needs. It may therefore not be without interest

to deal with our particular problems, and the history of

our efforts to meet them, somewhat more fully than would
be justified were they identical w ith those which the other

recognised Schools of Architecture have to face.

Evidence of the highest architectural aptitude exists in

the Buddhist work from Asoka’s reign in the third

century b.c. The tradition handed down from that

time persisted through the great periods of Indians later

Hindu kingdoms and endowed the architecture of the

subsequent Mohammedan conquerors from the thirteenth

century onw^ards with a character that made it entirely

distinct from that of the architecture of their homelands in

Afghanistan and Persia.

It w^as not until the break up of the Moghul empire
under Aurangzeeb^s fanatic despotism that, in conse-

quence of his prejudice against the Hindu craftsmen, the

great building tradition of India began to fall to pieces,

although it has by no means entirely disappeared even
to-day, except in the larger cities. The mediaevalism

of the individual craftsman has been swamped by the

Indian Government's particular brand of organisation

and efficiency which has imposed upon India not only

its orders " and “ styles ” but, worse, its standard

specifications imposing” stop chamfers,” “ rustications,”
” Marseilles tiles,” “ leaded lights,” and a thousand and
one other foibles as incongruous in India as the ” sock

suspenders ” that the young Indian of fashion displays

so ostentatiously below' his traditional nether garments.

To-day, the practitioners of architecture in India may
be roughly divided into three classes :

—

(a) The European-trained architects, both Indian and
European, mostly members of the R.I.B.A., practising

in the larger cities privately, or as official architects. This
class numbers, perhaps, a hundred individuals.

(b) Practitioners, also mostly confined to the larger

towns, who call themselves architects, and imagine they

are working on lines similar to those prevailing in

Europe. With the exception of some fifty who have

passed successfully through the Bombay School and hold

the Government Diploma in Architecture, the bulk of

them have received no architectural training in the true

sense of the term, and depend on the knowledge gained

in the engineering colleges, whose primary function is to

supply men for the Indian public w'orks department in

its multifarious branches such as irrigation, roads,

sanitation, hydraulics, electricity, and civil engineering.

Of this class those practising privately as architects may
number some 250, while probably at least an equal
number are engaged in the Government departments
most intimately concerned with the erection and main-
tenance of buildings.

(c) The vast army of Indian master-builder-craftsmen,
or mistris, who are responsible for the bulk of modern
building work throughout India, except in the largest

cities (where Europeanised qualifications in civil en-
gineering are insisted upon by the municipal authorities).

These men work on the old traditional lines, practically

living on their works, and generally carrying them out in
the closest co-operation with the building ow'ner, who
generally purchases his own materials and employs his
labour direct.

The w ork produced naturally varies in merit, but it is,

generally speaking, far more interesting than any of the
other work carried out in India, not only because those
employed thereon are in more intimate touch with their
clients’ requirements and with the traditionally trained
craftsmen, but also because they are free from the con-
tract system which is still foreign to their somewhat
medieeval outlook, and which, as it prevails in India to-day,
is generally productive of scamping, both in workmanship
and material, as w'ell as of much corruption in the way of
secret commissions and illicit gratifications at the expense
of the employer.
The serious w^eakness of practitioners of this class is the

lack of any knowledge that w'ould enable them to deal
with the larger problems of modem planning, while their
acquaintance with the world progress in the production
and marketing of building materials, and of up-to-date
hygiene and equipment relating to buildings is so slight

as to be only dangerous.
Those men are therefore never likely to be entmsted

with important public works such as the hospitals,
libraries, municipal and Government buildings of the
India of the immediate future

; they will, however, be
employed for generations to come on the smaller domestic
buildings, and the Hindu temples and Mohammedan
mosques, which are being built to-day in almost, if not
quite, the same spirit as of old.

The object, therefore, of the School is to provide such
a training as will equip, at least some of those who in the
ordinary course of their training w'ould be entering the
latter two groups, w'ith that particular training which
neither the engineering colleges nor the craftsman-
apprenticeship system can supply, and so fit them to
practise on an equality w'ith those of our first group.
Many w'ill no doubt be unable to rise to such a standard
as W'ill fit them to practise on their ow'n account, but
these will find a useful sphere aw'aiting them as assistants
to their more successful confreres.
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Measured Drawing. By V. N. Chemburkar

Bombay School of Art : h irst \ ear

With this somewhat lengthy introduction to our

problem I may perhaps be permitted to sketch the history

of the School in Bombay, first in its gradual realisation of

the problem, and then in its progress towards a solution.

In 1853 a wealthy Parsee, Sir Jamsetji Jejeebhoy, Bart.,

offered to contribute a lac of rupees towards the endow-

ment of a School of Art, on condition that the East

India Company agreed to erect a suitable building for the

purpose.
As an outcome of that offer the first drawing classes

were started in 1857.
The directors of the East India Company had engaged

the services of a iMr. Terry, a draughtsman and engraver

from England, and, on his arrival towards the end of that

year he at once organised additional classes in design and

engraving, while the Baronet himself lent a vacant house

in Abdul Rehman Street in which to accommodate the

School.
, T 1 t

In 1866 Messrs. Griffiths, Higgins and Lockwood

Kipling (the father of Mr. Rudyard Kipling, who was

born in Bombay) were brought out to conduct ateliers in

decorative painting, ironw'ork, and modelling respec-

tively. Under Mr. Lockwood Kipling’s direction the

students prepared models for the carving on the University

buildings, the somewhat famous terminus of the Great

Indian Peninsular Railway, and several other important

public buildings in the Gothic Revival manner which were

erected in Bombay about this time under the influence

of such men as Scott, Stevens, and Burges.

About the year 1880 the Government of Bombay
decided to take over entire control of the School and

erected the main block of the existing buildings at the

cost of some two lacs of rupees, and Mr^Griffiths was

appointed as Principal, Mr. Lockwood Kipling having

gone to Lahore.
Classes in architecture w^ere then for the first time

included in the curriculum : they w^ere, however, only

an attempt to provide the students of the School with

such a general knowledge of the art as should aid them

in their more advanced studies in drawling, painting,

and modelling.

Mr. Griffiths retired in 1895, and w'as succeeded by

Mr. Greenwood, who had come out to India in i8gi to

organise the Government Drawdng Examinations for

pupils in the High Schools of the Bombay Presidency,

and to carry on the regular inspection of the work done

in these schools. Mr. Greemvood retired in 1896 on

account of ill-health, and his place as Principal w^as taken

Indian Composition. By B. D. Mhatre

Bombay School of Art : Third Year
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by Mr. Cecil Burns, to whom the present School of

Architecture owes its inception.

Mr. Cecil Burns retired in 1918, and was succeeded by
the present Principal, Mr. W. E. Gladstone Solomon.

Dealing now with the architectural school only, we find

that it was about 1900 that the classes in architecture,

under the advice of the first Consulting Architect, for the

in order, as he expressed it, “ to afford instruction to those

students intending to enter architects’ and engineers’

offices as assistants,” the classes being held from seven

to nine in the mornings. The fees were then only about

half-a-crown a month, and Mr. Wittet w^as assisted by

only one whole-time teacher.

In 1911 the architectural section of the school was

Time Study: A Maharajah’s Music Garden in the Hills. By E. V. Vidw^ans

Bombay School of Art : Fifth Year

first time professed to concern themselves with the train-

ing of the students as office draughtsmen.

In 1907, the Government recognised this training by

granting to candidates who passed the preliminary and

elementarv examinations in architecture at the School

w hat w’as called a “ draughtman’s certificate, the possessor

of which became eligible for employment in the lower

grade posts in the drawing offices of the public works

department.
In 1908, the late Mr. George Wittet, F.R.I.B.A., took

charge of these classes and instituted a four yxars course

further developed by the appointment of three visiting

lecturers, and the fees were raised to their present level,

which for the first four years’ course average a little over
two guineas for the session of two terms. The fee for
the fifth year, instituted later on, is about seven guineas.
The Architectural School became so popular that Mr.

Wittet found its organisation more than he could manage
in addition to his official duties as consulting architect,
and in 1913 Mr. Robert W. Cable w'as appointed from
the staff of the Architectural Association School in
London to take charge. He at once urged the Govern-
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ment to bring the course of training more into line with
that afforded by the best schools of architecture in Europe,
and as an initial step to revise the morning school course
and extend it to five years. At the same time a compre-
hensive scheme was drawn up in connection with the
School of Art for a series of public examinations in all

branches of art to be conducted by Government in

place of the examinations hitherto conducted by the
school, and the new course in the School of Architecture
was designed so that the first and second years prepared
students for the Government elementarv^ examination,
the third year for the intermediate, the fourth year for

the advanced, and the fifth year for the Government
Diploma in Architecture.

The War intervened before these innovations could
be carried through fully, but on Professor Cable’s return
from war service the fifth year was added, and the school
became a recognised school for exemption from the
R.I.B.A. intermediate examination. A further scheme
was drawn up for the development of architectural educa-
tion in India, aiming at bringing the school up to such
a standard as could be accepted by the Board of Archi-
tectural Education in London for the exemption of

students from the R.I .B.A. Final Examination, so as to save
them the formidable adventure and onerous expense of a

long visit to England across the “ Black water ” in order
to obtain the coveted qualification for Associateship of

the Institute, but, although Government have given
approval in principle, no further development has at

present been possible owing to the general policy of
retrenchment rather than of extension which circum-
stances have forced Government to follow.

The municipal authorities, however, accepted the

Government diploma in architecture as a qualification

entitling holders with three years’ practical experience in

an architect’s or engineer’s office to be granted the

licence necessary to practise as architects or civil engineers

in Bombay, a privilege that students trained as architects

then for the first time shared with Licentiates and
Bachelors of Engineering from the Government engi-
neering colleges.

The first qualifying examination for the diploma w^as

held in 1923, and since then some forty students have
gained the diploma

;
most of these men have taken

advantage of the privilege of enrolling themselves as
students R.I.B.A., and several have gone to England and
successfully passed the R.I.B.A. Final Examination there,
after a creditably short period in one or other of the
London schools.

In 1923 Professor Cable took up the post of architect
to the Bombay Improvement Trust, and Air. Woods Hill,

the then consulting architect, took over, but resigned after

less than a year. Since that time I have been responsible
for the school, at the same time taking my share with, my
partners in the demands of a somewhat extensive practice.

Our time table, which is given below
,
hardly indicates

how" different the curriculum is from that of most of the
other recognised schools ; actually, the Indian traditional

work takes up a great deal of our attention, colouring
all our teaching, while almost all our design w ork is based
on it.

The teaching is given by myself and eleven visiting

lecturers, assisted by twelve assistant teachers. The
visiting lecturers are all practising in the subjects they
teach, and the assistant teachers are all either diploma
holders or specialists in their own subjects.

The vacation work includes model making, measured
drawings, working drawings, and essay w^ork.

The school now numbers about 130 students. Not the
least of our difficulties is the fact that English, in which
the teaching is given, is the native tongue of ver>" few of
the students, and a language that only a small minority
use in their homes. The languages and dialects repre-
sented in our school must number well over a score.

1

First Year.
j

Second Year. Third Year. Fourth Year. Fifth Year.

Sunday and Study Classes superv ised by a \ isiting Lee
Public Holidays

turer with two Assistants.

1

Monday . . Lettering and Sciography. Theoretical

Ornament. Construction.
History

1

Working Details.
(Renaissance and
Aloghul).

1

Tuesday . . Alaterials. !

Practical
1 Specifications.

Construction.
Analytical Design,

;

Principles of

!

Architecture.

Wednesday . . Elements of Perspective. i Practical

Architecture. Construction.
Stresses and

,

Design.
Strains.

Thursday . . Geometry. Practical History
Construction. (Mediceval Indian

* and European).

1 Analytical Design. ! Hygiene and
1 ;

Sanitation.

Friday . . Applied Alechanics. ' History (Cheek and Practical

Roman periods). Construction.
!
Quantities.

,

Design.

1

j

Saturday . . Freehand and 1
Surveying and

Modelling. Levelling.

Application of the

1

Carders and In-
1

Analytical Design.
1 Heating, Lighting

1

and Ventilation.
dian Architecture

to Desicn.
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By J. K. Metha. Bombay School of Art : Fifth Year
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Among our students are Brahmin and non-Brahmin
Hindus, Jains, Zoroastrians, Mohamedans, Buddhists, and
Jews, as well as Indian, Anglo-Indian and European
Christians.

The students joining our school come mostly from our
Bombay Presidency, which alone contains some 27,000,000
inhabitants, but as the school is the only one in India, we
get students from places as far away as Delhi, Calcutta,

Madras, and also from Burmah and Ceylon. This alone
precludes the use of any one Indian language. English
is the official language of Government and of the High
Courts, and is, therefore, essential for a man practising

architecture in any modern sense if he is to take his place
on an equality with the medical, legal, and other learned
professions, while the fact that at present there are

practically no text-books on architectural or allied subjects

in any Indian vernacular, is an additional reason for its

adoption.

Perhaps, later on, in particular districts, schools of
architecture may spring up where conditions would make
it possible to teach at least the elementary principles of
architecture and design in the vernaculars, and from such
schools the most promising of the students might then be
drafted to our central school, which is the most likely to

advance its standard ; indeed, such a school already exists

at Baroda.
The almost universal poverty and low standard of

general education is another real difficulty
;
some of our

most promising students in the past have been drawn
from the craftsman castes, whose traditional instincts have
allowed them to rise despite their financial and educational

handicaps. This traditional aptitude is an invaluable

foundation on which to build the superstructure of such
principles of modern planning and professional organisa-

tion as is necessary in this workaday world, even in India,

if the son of the old craftsman is to take his proper place

in the Indian national life of the near future, and our
problem is so to equip him that we do not destroy his

inborn perception of the indigenous forms out of which
arose the various local architectures suitable to the

different climatic conditions of the country and the lives

of its inhabitants.

The chief danger of schools, curricula, text books, and
examinations, is the introduction of a stereoUped course

leading to mechanical reproduction rather than inspiration

based on original research and understanding.

The Indian student is probably particularly prone to

this danger, and it is necessary continually to modify the

course first in one subject and then in another to avoid
that result.

The introduction of an Indian revival on the lines of the

Gothic revival would be a dangerously easy and temptingly

spectacular course to pursue, but the object kept in view
both by my predecessors in office and by myself has been
rather to bring out the reasoning powers of the individual

students, so that they may understand the inner meaning
of the old forms and their original functions and may
develop and modernise them, and thus gradually produce
an architecture, Indian in character, but at the same time
as suited to present day India as the old styles wxre to

their own times and environment.

One further matter peculiar to this school which at

times tends to make difficult the path of progress may

perhaps be mentioned in conclusion. In the present very
delicate stage of Indian Nationalist awakening any control
front overseas is naturally looked upon wdth some jealousy
lest it may mean a new form of domination and a curtail-
ment of Indian aspiration towards independence.
We Britishers, who are working out here for our art,

know that, at any rate as far as architecture is concerned,
India’s fears in this regard are groundless. We know
that the Royal Institute of British Architects, being as
wide as the Empire, has always been very anxious to
encourage any signs of the renaissance of the wonderful
architectural inheritance wffiich India possesses.
Our confidence, how^ever, is not ahvays shared by our

Indian confreres
;
therefore, in cherishing an association

which can be of such inestimable advantage to the archi-
tectural profession in India in general and to our School
in particular, w'e w'ould emphasise the need for the con-
tinuation of that sympathetic consideration, on the part
of both the Council and the Board of Architectural
Education, for conditions and aspirations peculiar to
India.

The Library
Notes by Members of the Literature Committee on

Recent Purchases
[These Notes are published zvithout prejudice to a further and

more detailed criticism ]

FIC\GMEXS E ORXEMEXS D’ARCPIITECTURE,
DESSIXE'S A ROME D'APRES L’AXTIQITE.
Par M. Charles Moreau, fo. Paris [1800].

This folio book of details from antique sources in and near
Rome was very beautifully engraved about the \ear 1800.
The author intended it to be a supplement to the work by
Disgodetz. They comprise altars, \ases, capitols, entablatures
and architectural furniture of ornate character, and must have
influenced the Imperial style of the period, so those of us
interested in that style would o well to examine these plates
for further information.

Plate Xo. 2 is unfortunately missing, but is given in the
photographic reproduction, also acquired by the Library,
and called “ Architectural and Ornamental Details of Ancient
Rome,” measured and drawn by Charles Moreau, by the
Architectural Book Publishing Company of Xew York.
The original work will be kept for reference, and the copy

accessible for the loan collection. A. F. H.

GOTISCHE GLASMALEREI IX OSTERREICH BIS
4150. By Franz Kieslingei (Denkmaler Deutscher Kunst.)
40. Zurich, Leipzig, Vienna [192-]. [Amalthea].

This beautifully illustrated volume is a revelation of the
fine stained glass possessed by Austria. There are close upon
a hundred plates, beside illustrations in the text, and although
they purport to be merely examples of Austrian work and in
no sense a representative record, they are all remarkable for
their high quality. The medallion work of the early thirteenth
century at Ardagger is particularly noteworthy. The book
contains a very full topographical catalogue of the glass of
Austria, and an unusually full list of glass painteis from the
twelfth to the sixteenth century.

ERIG\TA.
In the Journal ot 24 May, on page 510, in Professor Rich-

ardson s paper on ” A^rchitects' Drawings of 1800-1851,” we
have to apologise for a printer’s error in the names of two of
Sir Gilbert Scott’s churches, St. Mary’s Stafford and St.
Nicholas, Hamburg.
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Allied Societies

(TAe attention of Members of the Allied Societies is particularly called to this page)

Notice

THE ESSEX, CAMBRIDGE AND HERTFORDSHIRE
SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.

West Essex Chapter.

Will members please note forthcoming events, due notice

of which will be sent :

—

10 July .—West Essex and Colchester, combined visit to St.

Paul’s Cathedral, by special invitation, to view the reconstruc-

tion work, drawings, models and the museum. Supper after-

wards at the Old Chapter House.
i^July .—Proposed visit to Hatfield and Hatfield House.
18 September .—Visit to the Building Trades Exhibition by

kind invitation of H. Greville Montgomery, Esq., J.P.

Arthur C. Russell, L.R.I.B.A.,

Hon. Secretary.

Report

ROYAL INCORPORATION OF ARCHITECTS IN
SCOTLAND.

Annual Convention.

The Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland, at their

annual convention in Aberdeen on Friday, 6 June, expressed

the hope that the Government would authorise a public

competition for plans for the public buildings to be erected

on the Calton Hill site, Edinburgh.
Mr. T. F. Maclennan, Edinburgh, in moving the resolution,

which was unanimously adopted, said the Edinburgh Associa-

tion and Council had done a great deal of work in the matter,

and had interviewed the Prime IVIinister regarding the site,

which was one of the most prominent in the capital. The
architects of Scotland were now' meeting as an incorporation,

and he did not think they should allow the opportunity* to pass

without taking some action. The Commission appointed had
turned down the plans for the buildings to be erected on the

site of the old Calton Jail made by the Office of Works as

unsatisfactory*. The architects should take advantage of the

opportunity to rub in the necessity* for an open competition

for plans.

]VIr. P. R. McLaren, Edinburgh, who seconded the resolu-

tion, said a protest from the Incorporation regarding the treat-

ment of Scottish architects by* the Government in respect of

the plans would further their object in getting an open

competition.
On the motion of Mr. D. A. Stewart, Perth, the retiring

president, IVIr. John Watson, Glasgow', was elected president,

and installed in office.

^Ir. P. H. Thom, Dundee, Air. Wm. Williamson, Kirk-

caldy, and Air. James Lochhead, Hamilton, w’ere elected

representatives to the R.I.B.A. for the next session.

It was decided that the next conference should be held

within the area of the Dundee Chapter.

The report of the Council showed that during the y*ear

seven Fellows, eighteen Associates, and twenty’-two Students

had been elected, and the total membership, including affiliates,

w'as now 833.
Air. W. L. Duncan, Turriff; Air. D. A, Stewart, Perth;

Air. John Begg, Edinburgh ;
and Mr. Andrew* Balfour,

Glasgow—four members of Allied Societies in Scotland—have

been elected to the R.I.B.A. Council.

The Rowand Anderson medal and scholarship of £100
was awarded to Mr. Hugh S. Macdonald, College of Art,

Edinburgh ; Air. G. A. Cassells, i, Park Gardens, Corstor-

phine, being aw'arded a certificate and £20. The Rutland

prize (certificate and £30) w'as won by Mr. D. G. Hardie,

The Alanse, Cockpen, and the Incorporation prize for third

year students was awarded to Air, J. W. Laing, 30 Rutland
Square, Edinburgh.

In his presidential address, Mr. Stew'art paid a high tribute

to the late Sir Robert L»orimer, and expressed gratification at

the increase in membership.

Convention Dinner.

Those attending the convention and their friends w'ere enter-

tained to dinner by the Aberdeen members of the Corporation

in the Palace Hotel, the company numbering over a hundred.
Mr. John Begg, Edinburgh, proposed the “ Town and Trade

of Aberdeen,” and Lord Provost Rust replied.

Mr. John Watson, Glasgow, the new president, said they

should do what they could, when new* and important buildings

were in prospect, to see that an architect of outstanding merit

was entrusted with the work.
“ The Royal Institute of British Architects ” was proposed

by Air. James B. Nicol, Air. Ian AlacAlister, secretary of the

Institute, replying. Mr. R. G. Wilson, Aberdeen, gave
“ The Guests,” to w'hich Air. George G, Nicol replied.

“ The Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland
”

was given by Air. Harry Townsend, director of the Aberdeen
Art Gallery, who said that Aberdeen, having a beautiful and
durable building material in granite, might be reluctant to

accept modern synthetic materials.

Obituary
SIR EDWARD BRABROOK, C.B., F.S.A. [Hon.Assoc:\.

We regret to record the recent death of Sir Edward Brabrook
at the age of 91. He was perhaps chiefly known as the
former Chief Registrar of Friendly Societies, and as an anthro-
pologist and archaeologist, but his interest in architecture w'as

considerable and he was made an Hon. Associate R.I,B.A.,
having been transferred from the Honorary* Alembership class

of the Society of Architects. He was mentally alert to the last,

and his long memory* and friendly nature were a delight to his
many friends.

JAMES H. CRAIGIE [F.].

James Hoey* Craigie, whose death occurred on 30 Alarch,
1930, was at the date of his death senior partner m the firm of
Clarke and Bell and James H. Craigie, Glasgow, with whom
he commenced as chief draughtsman. In his student days
he won, in 1893, the Alexander Thomson Alemorial Student-
ship and visited Italy*. 7’he principal works with which he
was connected (the earliest as chief draughtsman) w'ere the
reconstruction of the Sheriff Courthouses, -Glasgow, the New
Justiaary Buildings, Glasgow', the Grosvenor Restaurant,
Kirkintilloch Parish Church, and Alessrs. John Anderson’s
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Royal Polytechnic, Ltd. He served as Captain in the Royal
Engineers during the war, holding a commission in the 7th
Battalion of the Highland Light Infantry before the commence-
ment, and being transferred to the R.E. shortly after the out-

break of war. He served as a D.O.R.E. in the Stirlingshire

District for the first few years and in France during the last

year of the war.
G B

W. FINNEGAN [A.].

We regret to report the death of Mr. W. Finnegan, on
18 March, 1930. Mr. Finnegan served three years’ articles

with Mr. P. J. Newby Vincent, of Southampton, afterwards

being employed by him as an assistant, was appointed chief

assistant to Messrs. Gordon and Gordon, Finsbur>' House,
Blomfield Street, for one year, which enabled him to gain

London experience. He joined the staff of the London County
Council in June, 1925, and was allocated to the Mental
Hospital branch of the General Section, where he was until

ten days before his death which resulted from heart failure

following double pneumonia. Mr. Finnegan was elected an
Associate in December, 1929.

NOTES FROM THE MINUTES OF THE COUNCIL,
12 May 1930.

Sir Edwin Cooper’s Election to the Royal Academy.

The cordial congratulations of the Council were
conveyed to Sir Edwin Cooper on the well-merited honour
conferred on him in his election as an Associate of the

Royal Academy.

Admission to the Competitions for the R.LB.A.
Prizes and Studentships.

On the recommendation of the Board of Architectural

Education, it was decided :

(1) to add a clause to the regulations governing

admission to the competition for the Tite Prize to

the effect that competitors must at least be registered

Probationers R.I.B.A., and,

(2) to add a clause to the regulations governing entry

to the competitions for :

—

The Soane Medallion,
The Victory Scholarship,

The Ow'en Jones Studentship,

The Silver Medal for Essays,

The Henry Saxon Snell Prize,

The Alfred Bossom Travelling Studentship,

The Grissell Prize,

The Neale Bursary,
The Hunt Bursary,
The Godwin and Wimperis Bursary,

to the effect that competitors must at least be elected

Students R.LB.A.

R.LB.A. Statutory Examination for District

Surveyors.
The Board reported that Air. Gordon Welch had passed

the Statutory Examination for District Surveyors, Alay

1930-

The Fees for the R.LB.A. Statutory Examination and
the R.LB.A. Examination for Building Surveyors.

Under the existing regulations each candidate for

admission to the Examinations must pay a fee of £3 3s.

Afterw'ards on receiving his Certificate of Competency,

should it be granted to him, he must pay a further sum
of £3 3 s.

On the recommendation of the Board it was decided
to abolish the fee of £3 3s. in connection with the issue

of the Certificate of Competency, and that the Examina-
tion fee of £3 3s. should in future include the Examina-
tion and the issue of the Certificate of Competency,

Deputy Hon. Secretary R.LB.A. for Western
Australia.

Mr. A. R. L. Wright [L.] was appointed as Deputy
Hon. Secretary R.LB.A. for Western Australia.

The Court of Governors of University College, Hull,
Air. F. J. Horth [F.] was appointed to represent the

R.LB.A. on the Court of Governors of the University

College of Hull in place of Mr. John Bilson, who has
retired owing to ill-health.

The National Association for the Prevention of
Tuberculosis.

Air. H. AI. Fairweather [F.] w'as appointed to represent

the R.LB.A. at the Sixteenth Annual Conference of the

National Association for the Prevention of Tuberculosis,

which will be held in London from 3 to 5 July.

The Thames Bridges Conference.

Professor A. E. Richardson [F.] and Air. W. Harding
Thompson [F.] were appointed as members of the

Thames Bridges Conference.

Revision of Ordnance AIaps.

Air. W. Harding Thompson [F.], w^as appointed to

represent the R.LB.A. at a Conference called by the

Tow^n Planning Institute to urge the bringing up to date

of ordnance maps.
British Engineering Standards Association : Con-
ference on the St.^ndardisation of Gypsum Plaster.

Air. W. E. Vernon Crompton [F.] and Air. Alan E.

Alunby [F.], w'ere appointed to represent the R.LB.A.
at a Conference called by the B.E.S.A. to consider the

standardisation of g>psum plaster.

The Daylight Illumination Sub-Committee of the
National Illumination Committee of Great Britain.

Air. P. J. Waldram [L.] w^as appointed as the R.LB.A.
representative on the Daylight Illumination Sub-
Committee of the National Illumination Committee of

Great Britain.

The Fellowship.

The Council by a unanimous vote elected Air. W. G.
Allen and Air. W. L. Duncan to the Fellowship.

AIembership.
Election 16 June 1930.—Nominations for membership

W'ere approved as follows :

—

As Fellows : 15 applications.

As Associates : 14 applications.

Reinstatement .

—

The following ex-members were re-

instated :

—

As Fellow's : John Coulson Nicol.

John Robert Sutton.

As Associate : Cyril John Crossman.

Applic.^tion for Election as Licentiate Under
Section HI (f) of the Supplemental Charter of 1925.
One application w'as approved.
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ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITIONS.
The Competitions Committee desire to point out that

it would be of great assistance to them in their work if

members would notify them immediately they hear of

proposed competitions in any part of the country so

that the Committee could at once get into touch with the

promoters and guide them as to the correct procedure.

When conditions which are not in accordance with the

R.I.B.A. Regulations have already been formulated by
promoters it often necessitates lengthy and difficult

negotiations before they can be amended to enable

members to com.pete, and this would possibly be avoided

if promoters w ere approached by the Competitions Com-
mittee at an early stage.

NEW BUILDING MATERIALS AND
PREPARATIONS.

The Science Standing Committee wish to draw' atten-

tion to the fact that information in the records of the

Building Research Station, Garston, Watford, is freely

available to any member of the architectural profession,

and suggest that architects w ould be w ell advised, when
considering the use of new' materials and preparations of

w'hich they have had no previous experience, to apply to

the Director for any information he can impart regarding

their properties and application.

AUSTRALIAN ARCHITECTUIL\L STUDENTS’
CLUB IN LONDON.

Australian students are advised that a Club has been
formed for the purpose of facilitating study both in Eng-
land and on the Continent. The Club meets at interv als

w'hen matters of interest are discussed for the mutual
benefit of the members. All Australians are inv'ited to

join, and further particulars can be obtained from the

Hon. Secretary of the Club, Air. Eric Garthside, 6 Alberos
Gardens, Golders Green, London, N.W.ii.

CRICKET AIATCH.
The Architectural Association Cricket Club have

challenged the R.I.B.A. to a cricket match, to be played
at Elstree on Wednesday, 2 July. The Hon. H. A.
Pakington [A.] has kindly consented to raise the team to

represent the R.I.B.A. and would be glad to hear from
any playing members w ho w ould be willing to take part.

Mr. Pakington ’s address is : 2 Bedford Square, W.C.

ARCHITECTS’ GOLFING SOCIETY.
A proposal is on foot to form a golfing society in

connection with the R.I.B.A. In the past members
have from time to time arranged matches with the A.A.,
the Arts Club, the Master Builders’ Federation, and other

teams. It is now thought that these activities should be co-

ordinated by the formation of an Architects’ Golfing

Society. The intention is to hold three or four meetings

a year and to play matches against similar societies. The
subscription to be 5s. per annum, students 2s. 6d.

The President, Sir Banister Fletcher, is personally

interested in the proposal, and has most generously

offered to give the Society, w'hen formed, its first meeting
at the Northvvood Golf Course.

Will all architects wishing to join send their names,
their lowest handicap at any club, and their subscription

for the forthcoming year, to Mr. W. H. Ansell, at the

R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, W., he hav'ing consented to act

as Honorary Secretary of the Society for the time being.

The Annual Elections
The results of the Annual Elections are recorded in the

subjoined report of the Scrutineers, which was read at the

General Meeting on Alonday, i6th June :

—

The Scrutineers appointed to count the votes for the election

of the Council and Standing Committees for the Session

1 930-1 93 1 beg to report as follows :

—

1,272 envelopes were received—482 from Fellows, 522 from
Associates and 268 from Licentiates.

The result of the election is as follows :

—

COUNCIL 1930-1931.

President.—Sir Banister Fletcher (unopposed).

Past Presidents.—John Alfred Gotch (Kettering) (un-

opposed)
;
Walter Tapper (unopposed).

Vice-Presidents.—Elected: Henry V, Ashley, 994 v'otes

;

Dr. Raymond Unwin, 920 ; Henry Alartineau Fletcher,

870 ;
Francis Jones, 869. Not elected : William Gillbee

Scott, 734.
1,231 Voting Papers were received, of which 19 were invalid.

Hon. Secretary. — Sydney Decimus Kitson (unop-
posed).

AIembers of Council.—Fellows.—Elected : Professor

Charles Herbert Reilly, 700 votes
;
Edwin Stanley Hall, 691 ;

Sir Edwin Cooper, 673 ;
Whlliam Curtis Green, 628 ; Herbert

Tudor Buckland, 621 ;
Herbert Duncan Searles-Wood, 524 ;

Howard Morley Robertson, 412. Not Elected: Duncan
Alexander Campbell, 390 ;

Harold Chalton Bradshaw, 350 ;

Francis Thomas Verity, 349 ;
Sir Alfred Brumwell Thomas,

326 ;
John Alan Slater, 323 ;

William Henry Ansell, 308 ;

Henry Philip Burke Downing, 303 ;
Charles Hilbert Strange,

220 ;
William Thomas Curtis, 207 ;

Louis Ambler, 198 ;

Briant Alfred Poulter, 172 ;
George Alfred Humphreys, 163 ;

James Ernest Franck, 137. 1,231 voting papers were receiv'ed,

of which 55 were invalid.

Associate AIembers of Council.—Elected : Lieut.-Col.

H. P. L. Cart de Lafontaine, 533 votes
;

Alichael Theodore
Waterhouse, 470 ;

Alajor Thomas Cecil Howitt, 386.

Not Elected : Robert Norman Alackellar, 372 ; The Hon,
Humphrey Arthur Pakington, 298 ;

Charles Woodward, 291 ;

Reginald Arthur Rix, 242 ;
Austin Blomfield, 218 ; Alister

Gladstone Alacdonald, 190 ;
Harry Valentine Alilnes Emerson,

181
;
Eric Rowlstone Jarrett, 170. 1,231 v'oting papers were

received, of which 42 were invalid.

Licentiate AIembers of Council.—Elected : Lieut.-Col.

Percy Alfred Hopkins, 737 votes
;

Alajor Frederick William
Rees, 500. Not Elected : Captain Augustus Seymour
Reeves, 471 ;

Alajor Albert Leigh Abbott, 402. 1,231 voting
papers were received, of which 18 were invalid.

Representatives of Allied Societies in the United King-
dom or the Irl^h Free State.—Six Representatives from the

Nijrthern Province ofEngland.— IAeut.'Co).Andrew Kerr Tasker
(Northern Architectural Association ) ;

James Theodore Halhday
(Alanchester Society of Aichitects)

;
Professor Leslie Patrick

Abercrombie (Liverpool Architectural Societv)
;
George Dud-

ley Ilarbron (York and East A'orkshire Architectural Society) ;

George Herbert Foggitt (West Yorkshire Architectural Society):
Walter Gerard Buck (Sheffield, South Abrkshire and District
Society of Architects and Surveyors). Five Representatives
from the Midland Pi oz hue of England.—Albert Thomas Butler
(Birmingham Architectural Association)

;
Albert Herbert

(Leicester and Leicestershire Society of Architects)
;

Basil
Charlton Deacon (Northamptonshire, Bedfordshire and Hunt-
ingdonshire Association of Architects)

;
George Alorley Eaton

(Nottingham and Derby Architectural Society)
;
Ernest Hugh

Buckingham (Norfolk and Norwich Association of Architects) ;

Four Representatives from the Southern Province of England .

—

Benjamin Priestley Shires (Devon and Cornwall Architectural
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Society)
;
Harold Brakspear (Wessex Society of Architects)

;

Harry Hutt (Berks, Bucks and Oxon Architectural Association);

John Arthur Smith (Hampshire and Isle of Wight Architec-

tural Association). Four Representatives from Allied Societies

in Scotland, nominated by the Council of the Royal Incorpora-
tion of Architects in Scotland.—Andrew Balfour (Glasgow) ;

John Begg (Edinburgh)
;
William Liddle Duncan (Aberdeen)

;

Donald Alexander Stewart (Dundee). One Representative of

the South Wales Institute of Architects.—Thomas Alwyn Lloyd,

(Cardiff). Tzvo Representatives of Allied Societies in Ireland.—
Frederick George Hicks (Royal Institute of the Architects of

Ireland)
;

Robert Hanna Gibson (Ulster Society of Archi-

tects).

Representatives of Allied Societies in the British
Dominions Overseas.—To be nominated by the Council of

each of the following The Royal Architectural Institute of

Canada
;
The Australian Institute of Architects

;
The Xew

Zealand Institute of Architects
;

The Institute of South
African Architects.

Representative of the Architectural Association
(London).—George Grey Wornum (unopposed).

Representative of the Association of Architects,
Surveyors and Technic.al Assistants.

—

-William Henry
Hamlyn (unopposed).

Chairman of the Board of Architectural Education.

—

Leo S\lvester Sullivan (unopposed).

Chairmen of the Art, Liter.\ture, Practice .\nd Science
Standing Committees.

Honorary Auditors.—Ernest James Wedlock Hider (un-

opposed)
;
Geoffrey Ronald Gilbertson Topham (unopposed).

Art Standing Committee.—Pellows —Elected: Arthur
Keen, 894 votes ; AI. H. Baillie Scott, 8S7 ;

Charles Henry
Holden, 874 ; Edward Maufe, 857 ;

Francis Winton Newman
850 ; Harry Stuart Goodhart-Rendel, 788 ; Ernest Chawner
Bewlay, 781 ;

Harold Chalton Bradshaw, 751 ;
Charles

Frederick William Dening, 732 ;
Louis Emanuel J. G. de

Soissons, 706. Not Elected : Professor Stanley Davenport
Adshead, 701 ;

Oswald Partridge Alilne, 670 ; Charles

Holloway James, 655 ;
Arthur Bedford Knapp-Fisher, 483 ;

Robert Lowry, 462. 1,196 voting papers weie received, of

which 10 were invalid.

Associates.—Elected : Ernest Berry Webber, 825 votes
;

Leonard Holcombe Bucknell, 752 ;
The Hon. Humphrey

Arthur Pakington, 675 ;
Michael John Tapper, 672 ;

Edwin
Alaxwell Fry, 646 ;

Ronald Aver Duncan, 616. Psot

Elected : Michael Theodore Waterhouse, 579 ;
Frederic

Edward Towndrow, 564 ; John Clifford Procter, 494 ;

Stephen Rowland Pierce, 475 ;
Charles Douglas St. Leger, 253

.

1,196 voting papers were received, of which 13 were invalid.

Licentiates.—Elected : Archibald Stuart Soutar, 927
votes

;
Francis Robert Taylor, 861 ;

Samuel George Short,

701.——Not Elected : Reginald Minton Taylor, 577. 1,196

voting papers were receiv'ed, of which 35 were invalid.

Literature Standing Committee.—Fellow’s.

—

Elected :

Alartin Shaw Briggs, 999 votes ;
Basil Oliver, 982 ;

John
Alurray Easton, 899 ;

Charles Sydney Spooner, 889 ;
David

Theodore Fyfe, 867 ;
Frederick Chatterton, 858 ;

Henry
Castree Hughes, 829 ;

Arthur Edw’ard Henderson, 817 ;

Lionel Godfrev Pearson, 795 ;
Arthur Stanley George Butler,

761. Not Elected : Thomas Falconer, 707 ;
Guy Donne

Gordon Hake, 703 ;
Andrew* Laurence Noel Russell, 664.

1,187 voting papers were received, of which 9 were invalid.

Associates.—Elected : Grahame Burnell Tubbs, 865 votes ;

Arthur Trystan Edw’ards, 836; Professor frank Stephen

Granger, 813 ; Harold William Chester, 765 ;
Lieut.-Col.

H. P. L. Cart de Lafontaine, 715 ;
Eric Rowlstone Jarrett, 709.

Not Elected : Geoffrey Alan Jellicoe, 619 ;
Aliss Eleanor

Katherine Dorothy Hughes, 579 ; James Maclaren Ross, 543.
1,187 voting papers w’ere received, of wLich 14 were invalid.

Licentlates.—Elected : Frederick Herbert Mansford, 845
votes

;
Arthur Joseph Penty, 795 ;

Arthur Baldwin Hayw'ard,
751.—

—

-Not Elected.—Edwin Alorcombe Hick, 723. 1,187
voting papers were received, of which 27 w'ere invalid.

Pr.\ctice St.anding (Committee.—Fellows.

—

Elected :

Henry V. Ashley, 745 votes
;
Harry Smith Fairhurst, 639 ;

Percy Edw'ard Thomas, 627 ; George Churchus Law'rence,
608; Edmund Bertram Kirby, 595 ;

Sydney Joseph Tatchell,

583 ;
Francis Thomas Verity, 556 ;

Herbert Duncan Searles-
Wood, 540 ;

William Ernest Watson, 513 ;
John Alan Slater,

512.—

—

-Not Elected : William Henry Gunton, 425 ;
David

Barclay Niven, 412 ;
John Swarbrick, 366 ;

William Henry
Dashw'ood Caple, 3 1 1 ; Herbert Arthur Welch, 282 ; Augustine
Alban Hamilton Scott, 263 ;

Digby Lewis Solomon, 241 ;

Charles Nicholas, 241 ; James Ernest Franck, 236 ; George
Arthur Lansdow'n, 209 ;

Alexander Burnett Brown, 202.
1,180 voting papers were received, of which 41 were invalid.

A^souimies.

—

Elected: John Douglas Scott, 919 votes;
Edward Unwin, 827 ; Robert Norman Mackellar, 806 ;

Charles Woodward, 795 ;
John Batty, 773 ; Christopher

James Fawcett Martindale, 702. Not Elected : William
Henry Hamlyn, 700 ;

Frederick Richard Jelley, 594. i,i8o
voting papers were received, of w’hich 20 were invalid.

Licentiates.

—

Elected : Frederick Roger Betenson, 892
votes

;
Captain Augustus Seymour Reeves, 775 ;

Joseph
William Dennmgton, 773. Not Elected : Malcolm Waver-
ley Matts, 619. i,i8o voting papers were received, of which
29 W’ere invalid;

Science St.anding Committee.—Fellows.—Elected : Dr.
Raymond Unwin, 1,005 votes

; IMajor Charles Frederick
Skipper, 898 ;

Robert John Angel, 889 ; Alan Edw’ard
Munby, 871 ;

Arthur John Hope, 846 ;
William Alexander

Harvey, 845 ;
Samuel Pomton Ta\lor, 841 ;

Edward John
Partridge, 792 ;

George Reginald Farrow, 787 ; Thomas
Edward Scott, 700. Not Elected : Leonard Rome Guthrie,

681 ;
Harry Hutt, 675 ;

William Thomas Benslyn, 607 ;

William Edward Vernon Crompton, 539. 1,194 voting papers
W’ere received, of which 10 were invalid.

Associates.—-Elected : Flope Bagenal, 1,046 votes ; Arnold
Fielder Hooper, 922 ;

Eric Leslie Bird, 858 ; Charles Stanley
White, 825 ;

Edwin Gunn, 822 ; John Archibald Bessant,
786.—

—

-Not Elected : Alfred Ernest Mayhew, 557 ; William
Kaula, 555. 1,194 voting papers were received, of which
15 were invalid.

Licentiatfs.

—

Elected : Alfred Henry Barnes, 950 votes ;

Lieut-Col. Percy Alfred Hopkins, 807 ; Percy John Waldram,
801.- - -Not Elected: George Nathaniel Kent, 677. 1,194
voting papers were received, of which 17 were in\alid.

/ E. J. W\ Hider [F.], Chairman.
I Ernest CL Allen [F.J

Scrutineers- CjEOFfrey C. Wilson [F.]

j

Ronald Topham [A.]

13 June 1930. ''Charles H. Freem.\n [L.]

Notices
THE RESTORATION OF ST. PAUL’S

CATHEDRAL. SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING
AND EXHIBITION.

Monday, 23 June 1930, at 8.30 p.m.

A Special General Aleeting will be held on Alonday,

23 June 1930, at 8.30 p.m., when a lecture ,on “ The
Restoration of St. Paul’s Cathedral ” will be delivered
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by Captain C. Stanley Peach [F.], and Mr. W. Godfrey
Allen [F.].

The lecture will be illustrated by lantern slides and
by an exhibition of models, masonry specimens, drawings

and photographs.
The exhibition will be open daily in the R.I.B.A.

Galleries from Monday, 23 June to Saturday, 38 June
inclusive, between the hours of 10 a.m. and 8 p.m.

(Saturday, 5 p.m.).

MEMBERS’ TOUR TO THE UNITED STATES
AND CANADA,

In view of the success which attended the visit to the

United States and Canada of a party of members of the

R.I.B.A. last year, and as many members who were unable

to avail themselves of that opportunity expressed a desire

to undertake such a trip on a future occasion, it has been

decided to organise a further party this year.

The numerous advantages to be gained by undertaking

a visit to the United States and Canada from an archi-

tectural point of view will be obvious, particularly when
the visit is made in company with fellow-members of the

Institute.

The suggested tour will include New York, Philadel-

phia, Washington, Detroit, Niagara Falls, Toronto,

Ottawa and Montreal, and notes regarding the places of

interest from an architectural standpoint, compiled by

Mr. Percy E. Thomas, O.B.E., F.R.I.B.A., the leader of

last year’s party, will be available for members.
The duration of the trip will be approximately one

month, and the cost, including cabin class accommodation

on the Atlantic steamers, hotel accommodation in the

United States and Canada, rail fares, etc., will be about

£80. This amount is exclusive of meals ashore, gratuities,

transfer of passengers and baggage between stations,

steamers, hotels, etc., and sight-seeing trips.

The party will travel from Liverpool for New York
by the Cunard Liner Samaria on 5 July, returning by

the Ascania from Montreal to Plymouth and London on

25 July-

Relatives and friends of members will be welcomed.

Members interested are requested to apply to Mr.

H. T. Leese, The Cunard Steamship Company, Ltd.,

26-27, Cockspur Street, London, S.W.i, who will be

pleased to forward a complete itinerary, etc., on request.

OVERSEAS APPOINTMENTS.
Members contemplating applying for appointments

overseas are recommended to communicate with the

Secretary R.I.B.A., who will supply them with any avail-

able information respecting conditions of employment,

cost of living, climatic conditions, etc.

William H. Hamlyn,
Hon. Sec. R.I.B.A., Salaried Members’ Committee.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS, i DECEMBER, 1930.

Associates who are eligible and desirous of transferring

to the Fellowship are reminded that if they wish to

take advantage of the election to take place on i December

1930, they should send the necessary nomination forms

to the Secretary R.I.B.A. not later than Saturday,

27 September 1930 -

LICENTIATES AND THE FELLOWSHIP.
The attention of Licentiates is called to the provisions

of Section IV, Clause 4 (6) and {cii) of the Supplemental
Charter of 1925. Licentiates who are eligible and
desirous of transferring to the Fellowship can obtain full

particulars on application to the Secretary R.I.B.A.,

stating the clause under which they propose to apply for

nomination.

R.I.B.A. STATUTORY EXAMINATION FOR THE
OFFICE OF DISTRICT SURVEYOR AND THE
EXAMINATION FOR THE OFFICE OF BUILDING

SURVEYOR,
The R.I.B.A. Statutory Examination for the office of

District Surveyor under the London Building Acts, and
the examination for the office of Building Surveyor under
Local Authorities, will be held at the R.I.B.A., London, on
15, 16 and 17 October 1930.
The closing date for receiving applications for admission

to the examinations, accompanied by the fee of £3 3s., is

24 September.

Full particulars of the examinations and application
forms can be obtained from the Secretary R.I.B.A.

Competitions
BANGOR (CO. DOWN) LAY-OUT OF SEA-FRONT.
The Bangor (Co. Down) Borough Council invite

architects and town planners to submit, in open com-
petition, designs for the lay-out of the sea-front in the
Borough.

Assessor : Professor Patrick Abercrombie, M.A. [F.].

Premiums : £150 and £50.
Last day for receiving designs, i September 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Mr. J. Milliken, Town Clerk, Borough
Council Offices, Bangor, Co. Down. Deposit £i is.

BARNSTAPLE : OPEN AIR SWIMMING BATH.
The Competitions Committee desire to call the attention

of members to the fact that the conditions of the above
competition are not in accordance with the regulations of
the R.I.B.A. The Competitions Committee are in
negotiation with the promoters in the hope of securing
an amendment. In the meantime members should not
take part in the competition.

CARLISLE : ENGLISH STREET IMPROVEMENT.
The Corporation of the City of Carlisle invite archi-

tects to submit, in open competition, designs for the
fa9ade to English Street and the Victoria Viaduct, suit-

able for Shops and Business Premises.

Assessor : Mr. Francis Jones [F.].

Premiums
: £300, £200 and £100.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on
application to Mr. Percy Dalton, A.M. Inst.C.E. [A.], City
Engineer, 18 Fisher Street, Carlisle. Deposit £i is.
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CHULMLEIGH, DEVON : PROPOSED
MINISTER’S HOUSE.

The Competitions Committee desire to call the attention

of members to the fact that the conditions of the above
competition are not in accordance with the regulations of

the R.I.B.A. The Competitions Committee are in negotia-

tion with the promoters in the hope of securing an amend-
ment. In the meantime members should not take part in

the competition.

LIVERPOOL : DEVELOPMENT OF SITE.

The General Building Syndicate, Ltd., invite architects

to submit, in open competition, schemes for the develop-

ment of a site at Liverpool fronting St. Johns Lane,

Queen Square and Roe Street.

Premiums : £250, £100 and £50.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to The Secretary, General Building Syndicate,

Ltd., 36 St. Martin’s Lane, London, W.C.2. Deposit

£3 2s. [Conditions have not yet been received.]

LIVERPOOL : PROPOSED PIER HEAD
IMPROVEMENTS.

The Liverpool City Council propose to offer premiums
of 1,000 guineas and 500 guineas in connection with a

competition for the improvement of the amenities of the

Pier Head. [Conditions are not yet available.]

LUTON : TOWN HALL.
The Town Council of Luton invite architects to submit,

in open competition, designs for a new Town Hall and
Municipal Buildings, at a cost of £250,000.

Assessor : Sir A. Brumwell Thomas [F.].

Premiums : £500, £300, £200, and £100.
Last day for receiving designs, 31 July 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on
application to Mr. W. Smith, Town Clerk, 2 Upper
George Street, Luton. Deposit £2 2s.

RAMSEY, ISLE OF MAN : GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
The Education Authority of the Isle of Man invite

architects to submit, in open competition, designs for a

new Grammar School to be erected at Ramsey.

Assessor : Mr. T. Taliesin Rees [F.].

Last day for receiving designs : 30 September 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application (before i July 1930) Mr. T. R. Lewin,

Clerk to the Authority, Education Office, Strand Street,

Douglas, LO.M. Deposit £i is.

[Conditions have not yet been received^

.

WEST HUMBERSTONE : LIBRARY.
The Leicester Corporation propose to invite local

architects to submit, in competition, designs for a

Library, to be erected at West Humberstone.

Assessor : IMr. Hugh Gold [F.].

Premiums : £75, £50 and £25.
[Conditions are not yet available.]

WORTHING : MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS.
The Corporation of Worthing invite architects to

submit, in open competition, designs for riew Municipal

Buildings, to be erected in Chapel Road, Worthing.

Assessor : Mr. Henry V. Ashley, V.-P.R.I.B.A.

Premiums : £350, £250, £150 and £50.
Last day for receiving designs, 5 July 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Mr. J. Kennedy Allerton, Town Clerk,
Worthing. Deposit £i is.

Members’ Column
CHANGE OF ADDRESS.

Mr. Hastwell Grayson, M.A,, F.R.I.B.A., and Mr. Leonard
Barnish, F.R.I.B.A., have removed their office from 606 Ro>al
Liver Building, Liverpool, to 58 Rodney Street, Liverpool.
Telephone—Royal 1976.

PARTNERSHIP WANTED.
A.R.I.B.A., qualified at recognised University^ School, 28 years

old, seeks partnership. Good designer and draughtsman, and
competent at detailing. Holds City' and Guilds Diploma in Quan-
tity Surveying. Six y'ears ist class office experience

, at present with
very well-knowm London architect. Extensively travelled, and has
studied on the Continent. Public School. Capital available.

—

Apply Box 1360, c/o The Secretary' R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, W.i.

PRACTICE WANTED,
IVIember w'ishes to purchase an old established practice. West

of England or South Coast preferred, or would entertain a partner-
ship in a firm of standing.—Apply’ Box 2640, c,o The Secretary
R.I.B.A,, 9 Conduit Street, W.i.

PARTNERSHIP OR PRACTICE WANTED,
Young Associate, with small practice in London, chiefly domestic,

is desirous of obtaining a partnership or purchasing an established
practice in London or South-Eastern district. Capital available.

—Apply Box 1160, CjO The Secretarv R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street,

W.I.
OFFICE ACCOMMODATION WANTED.

Fellow, practising in London, desires offices either in the West
End or St. James’s. Would consider sharing draw ing office if private
office available for ow'n use.—Apply Box 7746, c b The Secretary
R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, W.i.

Minutes XVII
Session 1929-1930.

At the Fifteenth General IMeeting (Business) of the Session,

1929-1930, held on Monday, 16 June 1930, at 8.0 p.m.,
Sir Banister Fletcher, F.S.A., President, in the Chair.
The attendance book was signed b\’ 16 Fellows (including 9

members of Council), g Associates (including 3 members of
Council), and 4 Licentiates (including i member of Council).
The Minutes of the Ordinary' General [Meeting held on

26 May 1930, having been published in the Journal, were
taken as read, confirmed, and signed as correct.

The Hon. Secretary' announced the decease of :

—

The Rt. Rev. G. F. Browne, transferred to the Honorary'
Associateship 1926,

William Thomas Alynors Walker, elected Fellow 1906,
Reginald Bruce, elected Associate 1915,

John Robert Earnshaw’, elected Associate 1894,
Ernest James Hammond, transferred to Licentiate Class

1925,
Brian Edward FitzGerald Sheehy', transferred to Licen-

tiate Class 1935,
William Youlten, transferred to Licentiate Class 1925,

and it was Resolved that the regrets of the Institute for their

loss be entered on the Minutes and that a message of sympathy
and condolence be conveyed to their relatives.

The follow'ing members attending for the first time since

their election w ere formally admitted by the President :

—

Mr. T. B. i\I. Wightman [F.],

Mr. J. W. S. [Monson [H.[.
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The following candidates for membership were elected by

show of hands :

—

AS FELLOWS (15).

Benjamin: Ashley’ Florian [A. 1906].

Bucknell : Leonard Holcombe [.4 . 1913]-

Challen : Harold Bertram [.4 . 1921].

Clark : Charles Walter, P .A .S . I
.
[H . i 908]

.

Clarke : James Andrew, P.A.S.I. [.4 . 1919], Newcastle.

Clifton : Edward Noel, B.A.Cantab., P.A.S.I. [A. 1921].

Jackson : Gordon W.allet [.4 . 1925]^ Bournemouth.
Sutherland : Thomas Scott [-4 . 1924], Aberdeen.

And the following Licentiates who have passed the qualifying

Examination :

—

Dowton : William Leonard.
Grefnen : Wallace Austin, Bournemouth.
Lawrence : Henry Matthew, Birmingham.
Walkley" : Albion Henry', Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.

And the following Licentiates \\ ho are qualified under Section

IV, Clause 4 c (ii) of the Supplemental Charter of 1925 :

—

Bragg : FIenry'.

Cantell : MarkTay'lor, Hollywood, Los Angeles, California.

Robertson : Robert.
AS ASSOCIATES (14).

Bennett : William G.yrnsworthy' [Special], Perth, W.
Australia.

Beveridge : Gilbert Robert [Passed five years’ course at

the Architectural Association. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice], Leek, Staffs.

Cowin : John Norris, B.Arch .Liverpool [Passed five years’

course at the Liverpool School of Architecture, University

of Liverpool. Exempted from Final Examination after

passing Examination in Professional Practice].

Duncan : David Ronald [Final].

Hillier : Norm.yn B.ysil [Passed five years’ joint course at

the Architectural Association and the Liverpool School

of Architecture, University of Liverpool. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in

Professional Practice], Winchester.

Kelham : Harry Wilkinson [Passed five years’ course at the

Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Exam-
ination after passing Examination in Professional Practice],

Stamford, Lines.

McIntosh : William Gordon [Passed five years’ course at

the University of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg. Exempted

from Final lExamination after passing Examination in

Professional Practice], Pretoria, Transvaal.

M.ycleod : Alexander Norm.an [Passed five years’ course at

McGill University, Montreal. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice], Montreal, Canada.

Orfeur : Ronald Francis [Final], Welwyn Garden City.

Ritchie : John Archibald [Passed five years’ course at the

Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Exam-
ination after passing Examination in Professional Practice],

Shanghai.
Robinson : Auby’n Pfart [Final].

Tough : Alexander [Passed five years’ course at Robert

Gordon's Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice]

.

Wakelin : Richard Newton [Special].

Wall : IMary Lillian Joy (Miss) [Passed five years’ course

at the Architectural Association. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice].

The Scrutineers’ Report, giving the results of the Annual

Election of the Council, the Standing Committees and the

Hon. Auditors, was read.

The President declared the Officers, the Members of the
Council, the Standing Committees and the Hon. Auditors duly
elected in accordance therewith.

On the motion of the President a vote of thanks was passed
by acclamation to the Scrutineers for their labours in con-
nection with the elections.

The formal business of the meeting having concluded, the
President invited members to join in a private and informal
discussion on subjects of professional interest or difficulty.

The proceedings closed at 9.0 p.m.

ARCFIITECTS’ BENEVOLENT SOCIETY
{Insurance Department).

HOUSE PURCHASE SCHEME
(for property in Great Britain only).

The SocietY^ is able, through the services of a leading

Assurance Office, to assist an Architect (or his client) in

securing the capital for the purchase of a house for his

own occupation, on the following terms :

—

Amount of Loan.
Property value exceeding ;f666, but not exceeding

;f2,50O, 75 per cent, of the value.

Property value exceeding ;f2,5oo, but not exceeding

;f4,5oo, 66f per cent, of the value.

The value of the property is that certified by the Sur-
veyor employed by the Office,

Rate of Interest

In respect of loans not exceeding ;f'2,000 5 J per cent, gross.

„ „ in excess of „ 5I „ „
Repayment.

By means of an Endowment Assurance which dis-

charges the loan at the end of 1 5 or 20 years, or at the

earlier death of the borrower.

Special Concession to Architects.
In the case of houses in course of erection, it has been

arranged that, provided the Plan and Specification have
been approved by the Surveyor acting for the Office,

and the amount of the loan agreed upon, and subject to
the house being completed in accordance therewith,

One Half of the loan will be advanced on a certificate

from the Office’s Surveyor that the walls of the house
are erected and the roof on and covered in.

Note.—In 1928, over £20,000 was loaned to archi-

tects under this scheme, and as a result over ;fioo was
handed to the Benevolent Fund.

If a quotation is required, kindly send details of your
age next birthday, approximate value of house and its

exact situation, to the Secretary Architects’ Benevolent
Society, 9 Conduit Street, London, W.

Members sending remittances by postal order for subscrip-
tions or Institute publications are warned of the necessity of
complying with Post Office Regulations with regard to this
method of payment. Postal orders should be made payable
to the Secretary R.I.B.A., and crossed.

It is desired to point out that the opinions of writers of
articles and letters which appear in the R.I.B.A. Journal
must be taken as the individual opinions of their authors and
not as representative expression of the Institute.

R.I.B.A. JOURNAL.
Dates of Publication.— 1930.

—

12 July ; 9 August ;

20 September; 18 October.
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Blickling Hall

BRITISH ARCHITECTS’ CONFERENCE
AT NORWICH

18-21 JUNE 1930

Inaugural Meeting, 19 June 1930

The Conference assembled on Thursday morn-
ing, 19th June 1930, at the Stuart Hall,
Norwich, under the presidency of Sir Banister

Fletcher, F.S.A., P.R.LB.A. The President was
supported by the Lord iMayor and Lady Mayoress of
Norwich (Mr. and Mrs. H. Harper Smith), the
Sheriff of Norwich (Air. C. Wading), the President
of the Norfolk and Norwich Association (Mr. Stanley
J. Wearing, F.R.LB.A.), and Mr. E. T. Boardman,
F.R.I.B.A. (Past President of the Norfolk and Norwich
Association).

Alembers were officially welcomed by the Lord
Alayor, who said :

—

It is with the greatest possible pleasure that I haye
to offer our city’s welcome to the Royal Institute of
British Architects. It caused me no little surprise to
learn that since the foundation of your Institute,
well-nigh a century ago, you haye neVer as a body
officially yisited this city.

Norwich is so rich in architectural treasures,
pro\idirg such a diyersity of buildings characteristic
of many centuries’ workmanship, that one wonders
how you could for so long haye forsworn the attrac-
tions which we confidently belieye await you in our
ancient city !

I welcome you with a sincerity rendered ail the
stronger by my firm conyiction of the yital importance
in the life of our country to-day of the work upon
which you are engaged, and to which you bring such a
u ealth of talent and such whole-hearted interest.
Probably there neyer was a time when the work of
the architect assumed such importance in the public
c\ e as ]t does to-da\ . I read almost daily in our
papers and elsewhere of the growing menace to our
countryside of the constantly extending bungalow
towns, housing estates and the like. The cry of

y
Saye the countryside ” is a now familiar slogan,' and

it is to be hoped that the dangers inherent in the
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present haphazard method of building have been

realised in time. The part which you and your Institute

have to play in the work of beautifying our towns and

preventing the spoliation of our countryside is in-

dispensable. You are the experts to whom we look for

advice in all our efforts to preserve the treasures of the

past, and to ensure that the buildings of this present

age become a worthier heritage for generations yet to

be. During the twelve years which have succeeded

the Great War the developments which have taken

place up and down the country are almost beyond our

power to grasp, nor are they likely to cease or slacken

in the years which lie before us. The problems con-

fronting t'Our profession to-day must be fascinating

in their varietv. Here in Norwich we are now con-

fronted with the practical difficulty of adaptine an

ancient city to the requirements of modern times.

We want to preserve the picturesque and characteristic

flavour of antiquity, but at the same time we have to

meet the needs of the present day, with the constantly

increasing road traffic, the demand for speed, and all

the bustling activity of our modern civilisation. The
solutions which have been brought forward are many

and infinitely varied. It may with truth be said :

So many men, so many opinions.” Be that as it may,

the problem should be of sufficient interest to provide

vou with much food for imagination during your

sojourn here, and it is only typical of many such as

vou must be called upon to solve to-day. Not least

important among your responsibilities is that of edu-

cating opinion in what is readly valid and satistying in

architecture. The influence which environment plays

in the life of mankind is not easy to estimate, but

certainly few would hesitate to affirm the importance

which buildings consciously or unconsciously assunae

in our lives. By educating the layman to an apprecia-

tion of, and a demand for, the best in architecture

vou can make no small contribution to the progress of

the amenities of life. Your Institution, with its

enormous membership and its far-reaching organisa-

tion, extending through all parts of the British Empire,

is one of the most influential professional associations

in existence. I have read with interest the account of

The President’s

The PRESIDENT (Sir Banister Fletcher, PhS.A.)

then gave his inaugural address. He said : I am
verv pleased to have the opportunity in my inaugural

address for this Norv. ich Conference to thank the

Lord Mayor and the civic authorities and others

for their kind hospitality and assi'^tance in
^

arrang-

ing the Conference, and' for providing us ’SNilh such

a fine room in v.hich to hold our meetings. And I

should like now, my Lord iMayor, to thank you on

behalf of the Royal Institute for the very excellent

address which you have just given us. It seems to

its foundation in 1834, of its ever-increasing sphere ol

Usefulness, and particularly of the important part

which it has played in developing the educational side

of your work. The presence here of delegates from
not only all parts of the British Isles, but from Australia,

Canada, India and South Africa, is sufficient testimony

in itself of its far-reaching influence.

I understand there are present representatives of

surrounding district councils and the City Council,

who are invited to hear the paper to be read this

morning. You are most fortunate in meeting under
the presidency of one Avho is world-famous in his

profession. His unique gifts have been recognised

not only in all parts of Europe, but so far afield as

China and Japan, whilst academic honours have been
showered upon him. In this country he is widely

kno\\n by reason of his years of devoted service in

high capacities in the City of London, whilst his

monumental history of architecture—an enduring

classic if ever there was one—has made his name known
far bevond architectural circles. In electing him vour

President vou conferred on him another signal honour,

and in so doing also did honour to yourselves. From
bis inaugural address I anticipate that vou will receive

inspiration and practical help. I am looking forward,

too, to the publication of Mr. W. Harding Thompson’s
paper on ” Regional Planning, with Special Reference

to Norwich and Norfolk.” We are deeply concerned
with the beautifying of the “ Eleart of East Anglia

”

and The King’s Homeland,” and any authoritative

suggestions would be most welcome.
In assuring you of our very real pleasure in welcom-

ing you to our city, I will conclude by wishing you in

all sincerity a most auspicious, fruitful and successful

Conference. Yon have a crowded programme before

you, and I have observed from your excellent hand-
book that the wealth of interesting places in which our
city and county abound has rendered it necessary to

organise alternative programmes. This being so, it

is very evident that you must come again and vet

again, until you ha\e thoroughly exhausted—if that

indeed be possible—the multitude of good things

w hich here aw ait you

Inaugural Address
me that wx are meeting in very sympathetic surround-
ings in this old city of Norwich, and it is pleasant U*

think that we have the civic authorities with us in

dealing with the subjects which W’e are here meeting
to discuss.

.\s President I give a very hearty welcome to the
members of the Institute from all parts of the British

Dominions, and their wives and daughters, and hope
they will have a pleasant and instructive time. We
realise, of course, that the work of organising a con-
ference oi this kind is very heavy, and this has been
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•carried out by an Executive Committee, with the assis-

tance of several sub-committees, and to every member
of these we owe a debt of gratitude for the excellent

arrangements which have been made. I should like to

add a special tribute of thanks to Air. Eric W. B. Scott,

the honorary secretary of the East Anglian Society of

Architects, for the remarkable thoroughness and

give our members from all parts of the British Empire
three days of social intercourse and informal exchange
of ideas in congenial surroundings. This is the
ninth of the annual conferences of the Royal Institute
and Allied Societies since the series was started in the
year 1921, when we met at Liverpool. Since then we
have been to Cardiff, Edinburgh, Oxford, Newcastle,

5

XoRwicH Cathedral from South-east

devotion which he has displayed in connection with

the preparatory work which has been necessary.

It is needless for me to give more than a general

explanation as to the objects of these annual con-

ferences. They enable architects from all over the

Empire to join in a discussion on some topic of pro-

fessional and public interest. They provide the

pleasantest conditions for architects to see the most

interesting buildings, new and old, in the city where

they meet, and the surrounding countryside. They

Bath, London and York, all of them places with their

own treasures of hue architecture, ancient and modern.
Now' w'e come happilv to Norwich, w'hich has been

selected this year, and if I were to paraphrase the old

phrase and say : Let us now sin^^ famous cities,” your
city of Norw'ich, my Lord Mayor, wmuld easily take

its place in that ereat company. I personally derive a

peculiar interest in referrine for a moment to the beautv,
which I absorbed in my early youth, of Norwich and
the surrounding country, because, many years ago, when
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I was about six and a half years old, I was sent to a small

place not far from here, called Acle, with its well-known
bridge, on the supposition that I should probably die.

I think you will agree with me, those of you who
live in Norfolk, that if you are strong enough as

an imported stranger from London to live through
a winter in wind-swept Acle, you have established

your footing firmly on this earth, and have a good
sporting chance of living to a hale and hearty old age.

The East Anglian Society of Architects, of whom Mr.
Stanley Wearing, a Fellow, is President, includes

within its orbit both the Norfolk and Norwich Associa-

tion of Architects, founded in 1921, as well as the

Suffolk Association of Architects, founded in 1929,
and it is to the energy and public-spirited co-operation

of these Allied Societies that v/e shall owe our success-

ful meetings in this ancient and historic city, which
has so many and various associations with celebrities

in the world of literature, of banking, of art, of painting,

of crafts, and of commerce, as well as architecture

and religion. Besides all this, has not the Norwich
L^nion, with its posters, made your Cathedral spire

known the world over ? Indeed, 1 believe that the

insurance enterprise expressed in that daring advertise-

ment was largely responsible for the money which
rebuilt Chicago after her disastrous fire. Thus is the

world linked together^a cathedral spire in Norwich
and a destructive fire in Chicago. I need not dilate

upon the past and present glories of Norwich, but

I should like to express our warm congratulations

for the excellent handbook, which has been prepared

by the Chairman of the Handbook Committee, Air.

E. J. Tench, one of our Fellows, and the Secretary,

Air. Theodore Scott, AI.C. It represents a great deal

of hard work during the past year, and I am informed

by Air. Tench that Air. Scott has done the greater part

of the preparation of this handbook, which certainly

redounds greatly to his credit and will help to give us

much more interest in our visit.

In addition to the opportunity they afford for the

exchange of ideas between ourselves, these conferences

enable us working architects to bring the claims and

aims of good architecture more prominently to the

minds of the citizens of each place in which the Con-
ference is held, and direct their attention to the neces-

sity of developing their city on right and proper lines.

The citizens of Norwich should keep well in view the

desirability of protecting their heritage of ancient
buildings—and ensure that new buildings should be
designed with beauty and built in truth, worthv of the

city’s great past and its promising future. There is a
verse in a well-known hymn which puts it into the

mouth of a Christian to say “ A charge to keep I have,

a God to glorify.” Equally should a citizen worthv
of a famous city say :

“ A charge to keep I have, a citv

to glorify.” We should do well in this respect to

remember the citizens of the little rival cities of
media^^al Italy, who expressed their civic pride and
religious piety in the erection of noble buildings. Let
us to-day emulate those brave little mediceval cities

of Italy in our building enterprises for our modern
cities in England. I think we shall all agree as to the
beauty and attraction of this ancient city of Norwich,
ith its interesting buildings which appeal to all lovers

of our art, and I should like here to put forward a

plea to the people of Norwich to lend their aid, as I

know they will from what the Lord Alavor savs, and
do their utmost to preserve the wonderful old churches,
country houses and villages of East Anglia, which
once Avere situated at centres of prosperous industries,

but which have sometimes suffered from the inevitable

migration of mechanical industries to districts of

coal and iron. Let us have a care for these buildings

which have served well in the past, and, if possible,

utilise them for the present. I again thank you, my
Lord Alayor, for the very excellent address and advice
that you have given, and I Avill now call upon Air.

Harding Thompson, F.R.I.B.A., to read his paper on
‘‘ Regional Planning, with special reference to Norwich
and >iorfo]k,” and I feel sure he will emphasise the
urgent and the instant necessity which the Lord Alavor
and Corporation of Norwich already feel of ensuring
the wise and skilful planning of the future development
of the city and surrounding countryside, so that later

on there may be no lamentations over vandalism which
might have been prevented.

Regional Planning : with Special Reference to Norwich

and Norfolk
BY W. HARDING THOMPSON ff:,.

[H Paper read at the Inaugural Meetin^^ of the British Arcnitects' (iovference at XoiV'V'h on
Thursdaw 10 lune 10^0.'

1. IxTRonrc’Tiox.

The urgent need for planning on a regional

or national basis has been manifest to many
men of vision for at least twenty years, but

serious study has only been given to the technique ol

the subject, in its various aspects, since the last Euro-
pean war. During the war, the co-ordination of
effort was proved to be of vital importance. It was
found impossible to mobilise all the resources of th’S
country in materials and labour unless it were done on
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a comprehensive plan under the control of a central

government. After the Armistice, ambitious schemes
for reconstruction were begun, and, although only

partially realised, a policy was adopted for planning

before construction, instead of leaving things to chance

and individual enterprise. \o army in time of var
could survive if each individual soldier had his own
plan of campaign, and no nation in time of peace can

hope to prosper unless developments proceed under

control and in accordance with a well considered plan.

The principle of Regional Planning is not new to

this country, for some sixteen centuries have passed

since the Romans established new towns at selected

points on virgin soil and laid out and constructed

a complete system of new regional comm_umcations.

The Roman arterial roads still form a very important

part of the framework of our national road system.

When future generations come to assess the value

of our own times in the miatter of town and regional

planning, their verdict may possibly be that we lacked

imagination, because our statutory powers were first

acquired merely for the detailed planning of com-
paratively small areas on the outskirts cf towns instead

of beginning with the outline planning of the larger

regions of \\hich the towns form only a part.

I do not in any way wish to minimise the very far-

reaching and pioneer work of men like Air. John
Burns, who framed the first English Town Plan-

ning Act of 1909, nor the work of all those responsible

for the various amending Acts that give increased

facilities for planning. It is due to their efforts and

to the wise guidance and enthusiasm of Air. Cl. L.

Pepler and his staff at the AJinistry of Health that

so much has been already accomplished.

It is, however, increasingly obvious to many engaged

in practice that increased powers are necessary for

the regional authorities, that will enable them to

make effective their outline proposals under a scheme

for much larger areas, leaving the more detailed work to

he carried out later by the local authorities concerned

in their individual or joint town planning schemes.

TI. Existing Powers Under the Town Planning
Act, 1925.

The \ct of 1925 empovrers local authorities to pre-

pare a scheme for “ any land which is in course of

development, or appears likely to be used for building

purposes ”
; also, in approved cases, land may be

included which is
‘‘ already built upon,” and “ land

not likely to be used for building purposes ”
if “ the

general object of the scheme would be better secured
”

by so doing. Aloreover, any area of “ special archi-

tectural, historic or artistic interest ” may be included

in the scheme “ with a view to preserving the character

and features of the locality.”

The Act under which we are now working, therefore,

does not apply strictly to built-on areas nor to the large

rural districts which are considered as unlikely to

develop for building. As will be described later,

several authorities may combine to form a joint town
planning committee, and many have done so, in

order to deal with a larger area of land, but the scope

of a scheme as defined by the A..ct still holds good.

Under the Local Government Act of 1920, county

councils now have pow'er to act jointly w'ith local

authorities in the prenaration or adoption of a towm
planning scheme, or the county council may itself

be responsible for the scheme. Nevertheless, it is

obvious that large areas of rural England cannot be

adequately dealt with and safeguarded by means of

urban schemes under the Act. Owing to the increased

facilities for public transport services which open up
the countryside to tow nsmen and new settlers, building

developments are taking tdace suddenly and quite

unexpectedly along arterial roads where bus ser\ices

pass through rural areas, and in a great many cases

unfortunate development has started in advance o.

any planning control.

This emphasises the importance of planning on

regional lines which may now' he discussed.

III. The Object and Progress or Regional
Planning.

English tow ns are no longer self-contained economic

units as thev have been in previous ages. And this

is largely due to a process of specialisatii'm that came
into being during the industrial development of the

last century. Alost tow ns now' have a particularised

function, c.g., as industrial or commercial centres, a'

residential communities, or merely serving the pur-

poses of recreation and retired leisure. Some com-
munities, it is true, succeed in keening a prope"

balance between men’s various activiiies, and in this

respect Norwich may provide an example
;

but

there is an increasing tendency for manv ol tlie older

towns to develop a specialised function and so become
more dependent on their neiglibour^.

This condition of urban interdependance makes

it almost impossible to obtain satisractorv results

hv considering the problems of a single town
regardless of the adjoining region. Aloreover, the

facilities for rapid travel have not only complicated

our economic organisation, but they have also produced

almost a revolution in the social structure. The
sociologist now' finds a set of complex conditions that

entail research over a large region in order to analyse

the structure of society and socird conditic ns in any

particular town. To-day men work in the city of

Alanchester, for example—have their homes in an out-

Iving suburb in Cheshire, and take their recreation

at one of the seaside resorts. The ” seven towns
”

in the Alidlands are not onlv interdependent, but their

tentacles are spread into the surrounding counties,

even to the Cotswolds. Liverpool has its residential
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suburbs as far afield as Southport, the Wirral

peninsular and North Wales, while London workers
have their homes and places of recreation scattered

throughout eight counties.

These new conditions in the social and economic
life of our cities have created the modern problem
concerned with the relation between work, home and
places for recreation, together with the transport

system necessary to cope with the movement of

population.

The object of regional planning is the solution of this

problem, and the w^ork is at present being undertaken

by means of either :

—

(rt) Regional plans and reports, which are of a purely

advisory nature, and which are intended as a guide to

the constituent bodies who are at work on individual

schemes under the Act of 1925, or

(b) Joint town planning schemes, which are statutorv

and executive : these are carried out by joint committee
comprising representatives of all the local authorities

and interested bodies within the area.

It is encouraging to report that more than one-

quarter of England and Wales is now' covered by
regional schemes, either advisory or executive

;
many

of the largest regional committees include representa-

tives of thirty or more constituent authorities, and in

the case of the ^Manchester district 96 authorities.

The Greater London region, at present only advisory

and having no executive powers, comprises 126 local

authorities. This large and most important joint com-
mittee, covering a total area of 1,846 square miles, has

as its chairman our President, Sir Banister Pdetcher,

with Dr. Raymond Unwin as the chief technical

adviser.

IV. Different Types of Region.

The questions may arise as to what constitutes a

region suitable for a comprehensive scheme, and how'

should its boundaries be determined in order to give

the maximum efficiency of execution and administra-

tion. As a broad classification there are two types :

—

(a) Geographical and

(b) Economic.
As three examples of the first category may be

given :

—

(i) The I^ake District, which includes the mountains

and fells of Westmorland, Cumberland and North

Lancashire
;

the boundaries here are determined

broadly by physical features, but for planning it is

divided into two sub- regions.

(ii) The West Sussex coast and Downs region, com-

prising the southern slope of the Dowms and plain at

their feet with its many coastal communities.

(iii) The Thames Valley in its middle and upper

reaches, including the higher ground up to the water-

shed. This area is now divided into smaller regions

for^the purpose of planning.

The second category, of an economic nature, is the

more usual, as examples :

—

(i) The Lancashire industrial conurbation centred

round Manchester.
(ii) Doncaster and district.

(iii) The South Wales coalfield
; and

(iv) The East Kent region, w’hich is of extraordinary

interest as it presents the problem of how to exploit

coal measures W'hile still retaining the predominant use
of the land for agriculture.

In the case of the new^ and existing mining areas

the boundaries of the region to be planned depend very
largely on the extent of the coal measures, but in other
cases, in view of the decentralisation of industries
now going on, there is a tendency to increase the area
of regional schemes wEerever the local authorities agree
to join for combined action.

There are now' in existence approximately 75 regional
planning committees in England, of which about 20
have executive powers ; also five regional committees
in Wales of an advisory nature.

In addition to the type of region with boundaries
defined by reason of physical features or industrial

economy, there are several cases w'here a joint com-
mittee has been formed for the purpose of including
an administrative county area, such as Gloucestershire,
Berkshire, Oxfordshire and Hertfordshire, but up to the
present no county committee has taken up executive
powers, and it is probable that in many counties it will

devolve on the County Council to take the initiative

in cases where rural and urban districts have not
taken action to prepare schemes for their respective
areas.

V. The Regional Survey and Development Plan.
No medical specialist would attempt to advise or

treat his patient before a careful diagnosis of the
patient’s condition. It is equally important that no
scheme for remedial measures or development of a
region should be embarked on without exhaustive
study of existing conditions. A preliminary survey is,

therefore, a necessity, and although a considerable
time must elapse before all the data is compiled and
presented in graphic form, it is time w'ell spent.
A great many admirable surveys have been prepared

and published
,

they are on sale and in the libraries
of the Royal Institute of British Architects and the
Town Planning Institute : most of them have been
prepared by members of one or both of these institutes.
As examples of surveys and matter that should be

included, I cannot refrain from mentioning tw'o i

viz., the excellent survey for the East Kent region, pre-
pared by Professor Patrick Abercrombie in collabora-
tion with Air. John Archibald

; and another just
published for the Bristol Region, by Professor
Abercrombie in collaboration with ATr. B F Brueton
both members of the R.I.B.A. These survey reports'
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are models of their kind, both in their profound
analysis of existing conditions and in the form in which
their recommendations are presented.

Before focusing our attention on a county so largely

agricultural as Norfolk, one may be permitted to outline

the typical subjects usually investigated in a regional

survey. They are as follows :

—

(1) Physical features, such as rivers, floodlands, up-

lands, woodlands and coastline,

(2) The geological formation and surface value.

(3) Distribution and movement of population.

(4) Housing conditions together with vital statistics.

(5) Occupations and industries.

(6) Communications by road, rail and waterway, and
traffic conditions by road and rail.

(7) Open spaces, public and private, and facilities for

recreation.

(8) Water supply and public utility services.

(9) Agriculture and allotments.

(10) Features of special architectural and historic

interest,

(11) Natural amenities to be preserved.

In the case of regions containing mineral deposits, a

special survey is required by an expert on these matters.

Coastal defence w^orks also require investigation where

tidal action is changing the foreshores.

VI. Norfolk : Its Regional Characteristics.

We can now^ turn to Norfolk, and consider its main
characteristics. Here is a county, the fourth largest

in England, which has so far remained practically

untouched by the industrial upheaval of the nineteenth

century. Invasions, war and disease have modified

but never radically changed the social and economic life

of its people, for their stability and independence are

founded upon that primary source of wealth—the culti-

vation of the soil. Norfolk’s adherence to the agricul-

tural tradition has saved it from many of the calamities

that now threaten the industrial regions, even although

the state of arable farming may be at the present time

abnormally depressed. Unlike all the home counties,

which are becoming increasingly exploited by London’s

suburbia, Norfolk has retained its independence and

individuality and one can still travel across its greatest

breadth for 67 miles and from north to south for 43
miles without passing through anything larger than

agricultural villages or small market towns, of which

there are such charming examples. Nowhere does the

land rise to 350 feet above sea level, and hence the

county is devoid of “ striking ” and “ dramatic
”

features that delight the writers of popular guide books.

Instead w^e can enjoy in the flesh the scenes so w'ell pre-

sented to us by Crome, Colman, Stark and others of

their school. The landscapes of these artists epitomise,

where words fail, the restful charm and beauty of those

immense prospects over fen and broadland which are

characteristic of this region ; the delightful draw^ings
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by Rowlandson of Norwich and Yarmouth faithfully

represent them as they appeared at the close of the

eighteenth century.

The scope of this paper does not permit any detailed

information that might result from a survey in all its

aspects. It will be sufficient to confine my remarks,
firstly, to certain physical features which account for

the distribution and occupation of the people, and
which also determined the position of the chief towns
and highways

;
and, secondly, to geological factors

which account for the local building materials, and
hence affect the character of the architecture.

(i) Physical Features.

Roughly oval in shape, the land rises gradually from
the Channel coast to a low escarpment in the w^est

and north-west corner. To the west of this higher
ground lie the levels of Fenland reclaimed from the

Wash, and now^ providing the richest pastures, yet

below^ sea level for the most part. Part of the north

coast is fringed by marshlands, which at Hunstanton
give place to low cliffs of red and white chalk and the

so-called “ mud-cliffs ” of Cromer. Bold hillocks

50 or 60 feet high of blowm sand like miniature moun-
tains fringe and protect the shores in the north about
Blakeney and Cley which, with the marshes, form a

natural reservation for bird life.

North-east of Norwich lies that delightful region

known as Broadland, containing the well know n fresh-

water lakes, at one time tidal estuaries. How they
came into being is significant of the continuous changes
in our eastern coastline. There the shingle and sand
travel southwards by tidal action and the mouth of the

river Yare has been repeatedly forced in that direction

by the accumulated deposits of shingle : so w as formed
the great natural barrier between the sea and the

marshlands, extending from East Caister to the south

for five miles. This large area of i ,600 acres has thus

been formed across what was once a large estuary

during the Roman occupation. After the last Danish
invasion had devastated Norwich at the beginning of

the eleventh century, the bank became sufficiently

consolidated for a settlement to be made on it and
so the towm of Yarmouth came into being. It was
then separated from East Caister by channels which
gradually became choked. As the tidal inlets became
more and more restricted, the rivers were embanked
during the dry seasons and the surrounding marshes
converted into farmlands. The irregular hollows
that remained of the old estuary held great sheets of

w^ater now^ well known as the Broads. Although still

extensive, such as Hickling (578 acres) and Wroxham
(92 acres) they are slowly being silted up by the rivers

and reed growth.

Norwich itself undoubtedly owes its origin to its

strategic position, at the head of this one-time estuary,

for it was defensible by reason of its encircling water
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except on the west side, where the rivers Wensum and
Yare are separated by a ridge of high ground little

more than a mile wide. There is good evidence

that the site was occupied in Roman times, and quite

probably much earlier. The rivers Bure, Yare and
Waveney are still tidal for over 25 miles, which has

naturally influenced the concentration of population

in the Norwich district, especially before the advent

of railways and motor transport. Including the Broads
there are still some 200 miles of navigable waterways
in this district.

Springs and water-bearing strata occur throughout
the county and therefore the old village communities
are fairly evenly spread over the whole region, but

it should be noted that former generations wisely

avoided the building of villages on the peat of Fenland,

except where patches of silt and gravel occur. The
fenland villages that now exist are not very ancient

compared with those on the uplands.

The variety of the soils in Norfolk and the absence

of any minerals as far as can be ascertained has caused

agriculture to be the main industry, providing for

roughly half the total population, and until quite

recently two-thirds of the county consisted of arable

land.

On the southern boundary around Thetford, one
is in a district of primitive heathland which probably

caused Horace Walpole to write of the “ Wilds of

Norfolk.”

Out of the total population of some half a million,

more than half is still fortunately distributed over the

rural districts. And it is satisfactory to note that,

according to the census returns and estimates of the

last twenty-nine years, the total population of the

rural districts shows a slight increase. Whether the

present depression in arable farming will affect the

movement of farm labourers to the towns is still a

matter of speculation. The general distribution of

population is accounted for not only by reason of the

productive arable lands, but also because formerly

several of the small market towns and villages between

Norwich, Aylsham and Cromer had small industries

of varn spinning and weaving. In a few villages

can be seen large windows, partly bricked up, which

were for the purpose of giving light to a cottage loom.

The Flemish merchants came over from Bruges and

the Low Countries and many of them built houses in

Norwich
;

so we find throughout the eastern districts

surviving gable ends reminiscent of Flemish and

Dutch architecture, and excellent examples of brick-

work. The village of Worstead gave its name to

Worstead thread, known all over the Empire
;

but

gradually the village industries were concentrated in

Norwich and organized on a more commercial basis.

The inland towns (apart from Norwich) mostly

came into existence as convenient market towns

serving the surrounding farmlands. Such are Down-
ham Market, East Dereham, North Walsham, Swafl-

ham, Thetford, Attleborough and Aylesham. The
provincial markets have declined since the improve-
ment of communications, and Norwich has taken

over their function to a great extent.

Some villages arose under the protection of ecclesi-

astical foundations or feudal strongholds, and of these,

Castle Acre, built on a strategic site, by the little river

Nar, is one of the outstanding examples. It has a

threefold interest for the architect ; first the castle

site, and a few remains such as the mediaeval double
gateway which forms the focal point in the delightful

approach to the village from the south
; second, the

village itself with its eighteenth century cottages

built round an elongated green, and thirdly the ruins,

remarkably well preserved, of the Cluniac priory.

The late Norman west front is almost intact and the
whole group of buildings is in a charming setting.

Of the tow ns along the coastline extending 100 miles,

King’s Lynn holds a w ealth of interest for the architect,

and is probably well known to most of those present.

In my opinion it is by far the most fascinating town
of any in the county outside Norwich. Its former
importance in the economic life of the region mav be
realized from the account of Daniel Defoe, in 1722,
who wrote that it had “ a vast advantage in trade

”

with “ the greatest extent of inland navigation of any
port in England, London excepted Bv these
navigable rivers the merchants of Lynn supply about
six counties wholly, and three counties in part, with
their goods, especially wine and coals, ?7c., bv the
little Ouse, they send their goods to Brandon and
Thetford, by the Lake to Mildenhall, Barton Mills and
St. Edmundsbury

;
by the river Grant to Cambridge,

by the great Ouse itself to Ely, to St. Ives, to St. Neots,
to Barford Bridge and to Bedford

; by the river Nvne
to Peterborough

;
by the drains and washes to Wis-

beach to Spalding, Market Deeping and Stamford ”

and so on.

Railways and modern transport have caused Lvnn
to decline, but the splendid houses of the merchants,
and the churches are monuments to former prosperity,
w’hich was so dependent on the network of navigable
waterw^ays in the region. Fortunatelv, I^ynn still

benefits by trade wdth home and continental ports,
and it provides the chief shopping centre for the
north-west district.

Of the other coastal towns, Wells, Blakeney and
Cley are ancient ports that have lost their trade' since
the reclamation of the marshlands, but for all that
they have retained much of their original character bv
the use of local materials in contrast with the modern
seaside resorts at New’ Hunstanton, Sheringham, and
Cromer. To get the real atmosphere of Great Yar-
mouth, it should be approached from Breydon Water,
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for then you may recall your Italian impressions and
agree with Ruskin, who, writing of old Venice, said
“ you may be sure of this much—that for seven
hundred years Venice had more likeness in her to old

Yarmouth than to new Pail Mall : and that you might
come to a shrewder guess of what she and her people
were like by living for a year or two lovingly among
the herring-catchers of Yarmouth Roads. . . .than by
reading any lengths of eloquent history.’’*

As for the new Yarmouth, facing the sea, which
caters for summer visitors, I will leave my architect

friends to be the critics
;

I need only say it is by the

old quays along the riverside, with their narrow “ rows”
containing the fishermen’s homes that you find the

real Norfolk character, for from these come the sturdy

crews of the net-drifters and the mainstay of the

Norfolk herring fishery.

(2) Geology.

It is unnecessary to go into details of the geological

formation, although it might be mentioned that the

Cromer forest bed series with its rich and varied

remains of fauna and plant life have called for inves-

tigation by distinguished geologists from all parts of

England and the Continent. It will be sufficient to

say that the “ white chalk ” forms the foundation of the

main part of the county. Its base, exposed on the

cliff at Hunstanton, extends southwards along the

borders of the Gault in the west of Norfolk, while

the whole formation is inclined gently towards Norwich
and Yarmouth, where on the coast its upper limit

occurs about 500 feet below sea level.

“ At Norwich the chalk foundations have been
proved to a depth of 1,152 feet, and some further

thickness is exposed in the adjacent hills.”t
“ On the Norfolk coast the chalk which appears at

Hunstanton does not again form cliffs until we reach

Weybourne. It disappears below the sea level east of

Cromer to reappear for a short distance in the cliffs

of Trimingham.”
The chalk has been largely worked for lime burning,

for whiting and for its flints for the last 300 years :

also mixed with “ river-mud ” it has been manufac-
tured into Portland cement. Black flints have been

used extensivelv for building and so give a charming

regional character to Norfolk architecture. The old

Bridewell by St. Andrew’s Church in Norwich is a

fine example of inlaid flint work dating back to the early

fifteenth century. In the town hall at Lynn and in many
church towers it may also be seen. At one time the

British Army was supplied with Norfolk gun-flints

from the Brandon pits.

The Glacial Drift, a paleolithic formation, overlies

the chalk, and in east Norfolk the calcareous loam yields

* St. Clark's Rest, by John Ruskin.

t Victoria Countv Historv of Norfolk, Geological Sect, bv
H. B. Woodward, F.R.S.
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a rich soil, and hence some of the best agricultural land
in the county. Near Norwich this bed is known as

Norwich brickearth.

In the Thetford district, the Glacial Drift is covered
by strata of sand and gravel, so rendering this area of

heathland unsuitable for profitable cultivation.

Lender the chalk is the sandstone formation, and
under that again is the Kimeridge Clay, a blue-black

material mixed with shale, which accounts for the

bricks and tiles to be seen at Downham ^Market,

Watlington and West Winch.
Brick, stone, flint and tiles are therefore the traditional

building materials of the region, nor must we forget

the annual crop of excellent reeds, so skilfully and
charmingly worked by Norfolk thatchers that their fame
has spread into almost every county of England, for

these thatchers have passed on the secrets of their

craftsmanship from father to son since the sixteenth

century, wLich may be proved by parish and other

records.

VII. Norwich ; Its Sphere of Influence and Town
Planning Scheme,

Norwich dominates its county to a degree seldom
found in the capitals of other English counties. This
dominance is due to its many attractions—economic,
social and ecclesiastical. Aloreover, its quite remark-
able number of radial arteries link up the citv with the

wLole region, and these radials are connected bv an
admirable number of circumferential roads within

and without the city boundaries. This ” spider’s w eb
”

road system, together with a clearlv defined central

open space (the Market Place) provides a sound
nucleus for all future developments. Also the dual

interest aflForded by the castle on its artificially created

mound, together with the cathedral, enhances the

silhouette of the city from distant view' points.

The intimate connection between Norwich and its

satellite towns and villages suggests that no plan for

future development, however efficient, should be
confined to the existing borough boundaries. Traflic,

ribbon development and sporadic building bv the
speculative builder, do not recognise anv such limits

except as a boundary line on paper. One has onlv to study
for a moment the mdp showing the excellent svstem of
bus services that ply on every radial road from Norwich
to realise that all land wfith road frontage on these

routes has a potential building value. Time and cost

factors are more important to-day than mileage in

determining the areas where development mav take

place if land comes into the market.

It is essential, therefore, that some control over the

region immediately surrounding the city should be
obtained as soon as possible by a joint towm planning
scheme. Such a joint scheme might comprise the

county boroughs of Norwich and Great Yarmouth and
the rural districts of East and West Flegg, Blofield,
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Hemstead, Forehoe and St. Faiths. This might be

an executive committee under the Act, each local

authority having representatives on the committee.

The scheme would naturally incorporate the proposals

already approved in the preliminary statement for the

borough of Norwich, but it is also desirable that the

Ministry of Health model clauses on the control of

elevations should be included in the scheme. Much of

the land in the above-mentioned area is purely agri-

cultural, and it could be “ zoned on the plan as

the benefits derived from increased rateable values. It

mav therefore be more economical to encourage the

growth of the adjacent towns and villages rather than

add unduly to the size of Norwich itself, which already

exceeds 120,000.

YIII. Summary of Suggestions.

For the purpose of defining the points for discussion,

I venture to put forward certain suggestions relevant to

the subject of this paper. These are :

—

That the preservation of the countryside and towns

Tombland, Norwich

“ undetermined ” and building only allowed by consent

of the authorities, or it may be possible to reach agree-

ment with owners that the land may voluntarily be

reserved for agricultural purposes so that any building

development may take place round well defined centres

of population instead of straggling out along the existing

roads, which is not only wasteful and destructive of

amenities but also reduces the efficiency of the highways

for “ through ” traffic.

The present town planning scheme for Norwich

appears to be admirable as far as it goes, but if any

further encroachment is contemplated on its agricul-

tural belt it should be borne in mind that extensions of

the built-on area beyond that shown on the plan may
possibly increase the cost per head of population for

administrative and other services out of all proportion to

of Norfolk and their economic development mav best

be ensured by the following means :

—

(1) The formation of a regional committee for the

whole county, for the purpose of preparing a prelimin-

ary survey and outline plan of the county which would
be a guide to local authorities in preparing their

individual schemes of development. Such a committee
would be of an advisory nature at first and would
he representative of all the different interests and
authorities.

(2) By the formation of statutory joint town planning
committees to prepare schemes under the Act for

:

{a) The Norwich region,including GreatYarmouth.
{h) Kings Lynn and neighbourhood.
(e) The Sheringham-Cromer area.

(3) ^he inclusion in all schemes of the existing
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powers for the control of elevations, thus preventing

undesirable building and encouraging the use of local

and harmonious building materials.

(4) By county and borough councils making full use

of their powers under Section ii of the Petroleum
(Consolidation) Act, in controlling the position, design

and colour of petrol filling stations
; also their powers

under the Advertisement Regulation Acts.

(5) By the formation of a county branch of the Council

for the Preservation of Rural England, whose particu-

lar function would be to report to those in authority all

cases of threatened disfigurement. This branch should

be cf great assistance to the planning authorities in

recording areas of special landscape beauty and all

buildings of historic and architectural interest.

f6) By the local authorities making use of the

R.I.B.A. advisory panels of Norfolk Architects to assist

them in adjudicating on elevations of buildings sub-

mitted for approval under a town planning scheme.
IX. Conclusion.

In conclusion, I would call the attention of all those

who will be responsible for planning this region, to an

extract from the memorandum issued by the Board of

Agriculture in 1926, which reads : “A national agri-

cultural policy should aim at securing the two following

objects
:

(i) that the land should yield the highest

economic possibilities in the way of food for the

nation. (2) That it should furnish a basis of life and
a reasonable livelihood to the greatest number of

people.”

It must be emphasised that the term “ Town
Planning ” does not mean the urbanisation of rural

districts, but utilisation for the purpose to which
they are best suited. In this Region it is a vital

matter that fertile farm lands should not be cut up
for haphazard building schemes.

During the next few days we shall see how the past

life and history of Norfolk is visibly expressed in the

architecture of Norwich and the surrounding region
;

spacious country mansions, whose owners for genera-

tions have been engaged in agriculture ; delightful

farms and cottages that came into being by unconscious

artifice in the logical use of local materials
;

dignified

town houses which suggest the growing wealth and
the urbane fashions of the eighteenth century, and par-

ticularly the excellent examples of church buildings that

record the continuity of effort and zeal of Norfolk men.
Set against a background of agricultural England they

constitute a precious heritage that is well worthy of

study and nreservation.

Discussion
THE PRESIDENT, SIR BANISTER FLETCHER, F.S.A., IN THE CHAIR

The PRESIDENT : I am sure we are all delighted

with the admirable address which Mr. Harding Thomp-
son has given us to-day, and it will add greatly to our

enjoyment of this Conference during the next few

days. As regards the discussion I should like to refer

to the fact that we have a number of official delegates

from overseas here to-day. We have Mr. Rodney
Alsop, the Vice-President of the Royal Victorian Insti-

tute of Architects and a delegate of the Australian

Institute and also of the Royal Victorian Institute of

Architects. We have Mr. D. W. Ditchburn, President

and the delegate of the Indian Institute of Architects ;

Mr. E. G. Cohen, Past President and delegate of the

Royal Institute of Architects of Western Australia
;

and Mr. Gordon West, honorary treasurer of the

Royal Architect’s Institute of Canada and Vice Presi-

dent of the Ontario Association of Architects. I should

like, and I think it would be your wish, that we should

hear from these delegates if they will kindly take part

in the discussion, and at the same time give us the

messages which I am sure they will wish to deliver

on behalf of the important bodies they represent. We
have also with us two members from overseas whom
we are delighted to welcome. One of them is Sir

John Sulman, who is, I think, our senior member in

Australia and famous as a pioneer of town planning in

the Dominion. And we have wdth us Lieutenant-

General Sir Talbot Hobbs, equally welcome to us as a

past President of the Architects of Western Australia

and one of the Commanders during the war of the

Australian Army Corps in France. He is, I think we
must all admit, the most distinguished soldier-architect

in the world. Then, in addition to the members of

our own conference, w^e are fortunate in having wdth

us this morning a number of representatives of ]\Iuni-

cipal and County Authorities of Norfolk and Norwich.
They are keenly interested, of course, in Mr. Harding
Thompson’s paper and in problems of Town and
Regional Planning, and I hope they will take part in

the discussion. The only thing I think I should

mention is that w^e have to bring this meeting to a

close at 12.45, everybody is going to speak

w’e shall have to be very much to the point. I should lik •

to call upon any of these gentlemen—in order, perhaps.

Mr. Rodnev Alsop.

Mr. RODNEY H. ALSOP [F.] : I wish, first of all,

to convey to you, the R.I.B.A., the good wishes of the

Institutes I represent—the Australian Institute of

Architects and the Royal Victorian Institute. We feel

that these meetings do more for us than almost any
other thing the R.I.B.A. does. We appreciate the

lectures such as w^e have heard this morning, the good
feelings meetings like this promote, and the experience

of centuries of tradition that the Old Country is able to

put before us.

Mr. E. G. COHEN : I need not say wffiat a pleasure
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it is to be able to attend a Conference of this sort,

and to meet fellow architects not only from England,
but from all other parts of the world. We in Western
Australia consider ourselves extraordinarily loyal to this

country. I don’t think you will find any State in the

^\orld more loyal than Western /\ustralia
;
and I assure

you that the loyalty of our Institute, as a daughter
Institute to the Alother Institute, is exactly the same
as our loyalty to the ^Mother Country. I have found
it very interesting to listen to the paper this morning.
In Western Australia we have our Town Planning

Act
;

it was only passed two or three years ago, and
we are getting to work. Our conditions are very

different from those existing here. It is interesting

to learn that amendments have taken place to your
Act of 1909, which appear to give you greater power
over places which have already been built. We have

full provision made in our Act to deal with those

matters.

Mr. GORDON WEST : When I announced at

home that I was coming across the water again this

year, our bodies there were, of course, quite insistent

that I should make contact with the R.I.B.A., and I can

readily see that this Conference is one of the best

places for getting in touch with people. Canadians, I

think, are supposed to make contact easily, but I know’

I w^ould much sooner meet my professional brethren

at such a Conference as this than talk wdth them at

official meetings. Sometimes you are able to get much
farther. As Imperial matters w’ere very much to the

fore in Canada w hen I left, that may have influenced the

fact that they were anxious to be represented here.

I feel very much at home, for I have just left Toronto
in the throes of a controversy on Towm Planning, and a

big municipal election has just been fought on Town
Planning. It has been interesting to hear the subject

brought up here, and I hope to get some side-lights

on it.

Sir JOHN SULMAN [F.] : Mr. President, you

have mentioned that I am perhaps the oldest architect

in Australia interested in town planning. I think I

may claim that. It is just 40 years since I really

started an active movement in Australia for towm
planning. It was at a meeting of the Australian

Association for the Advancement of Science in Mel-

bourne—I w’as one of the founders of that Association

—that I broached the question of the laying out of

towms. I had become interested, before I left England

45 years ago, in town development. There were two

features which interested me and they w’ere these :

firstly, the excellent planning for traffic as seen in

Paris ; and secondly, that as a young man—you have

all been young men, and you know that when you

start practice you are glad enough to get any kind of a

job to bring a little money in— I had to go dow n to the

slums of London and value dilapidations after very

long leases. It is not a very pleasant job, as those of you
who have done it know. The conditions of life among
the poor there simply hammered themselves into my
mind. I thought it was an absolute disgrace to civilisa-

tion. Even the horses and pigs of w’ealthy people in

the country were better housed. I w’as not able to do
anything in England in the matter before I W'ent to

Australia. I then found, in that land of big spaces

and unlimited areas, that some of the conditions I had
noticed in England, and which you are now grappling
with, were beginning to show’ themselves there. That
started me on my campaign. The pressure on us is

not so great as it is on you, but I am glad to say that

w’e do realise now’ that, throughout the continent of

Australia, towm planning is a necessity for the proper
development of our towms and our regions. Mr.
Cohen, of Perth, Western Australia, has mentioned the
Town Planning Act they have. I had something to

do with getting it, in this way : I had been in touch
with all the cities and had been urging them to get an
Act before they got a Towm Planning Commission,
and Perth adopted my advice

;
whereas Melbourne

has spent thousands and thousands of money on a

Commission but they have not yet got an Act. When
I was there six months ago I said “ Go for it for all you
are worth or your plan will be absolutely useless in the
course of a few^ years and you will have to do the w^ork
all over again.'’ I congratulate you here in England.
You have got, not only the Town Planning Act of
John Burns, but you have revised it to meet difficulties

as they arose. In my own State of New South Wales
we have not got an Act yet. The Acting-Premier
promised me tw’o years ago to have an Act put through
in the next session, the Premier being ill and away.
When he came back there w^as an accumulation of
arrears. We gave him a public luncheon and he said
he w’as very sorry but there was such an awful lot of
w^ork he could not do it for us. I said, “ Look here,
put it through the Upper House first. This Act
will hit vested interests and if you can get round those
representing vested interests you can easily get the
Act through in the Low’er House.” He said, “ I am
going to give the Upper House all they can deal with.
I am going to reform it.” He brought in a Bill to
abolish it and put it on a new basis. Now I have the
promise that if they are returned to Parliament at the
next election, which is coming on in a w’eek or two,
w’e are to have an Act for New’ South Wales. I did
get an Act through in 1919 as far as second reading,
in the Lower House, but that was as far as we could
get. In conclusion, I do w’ant to say one or two
words in regard to the very able, lucid and most in-
teresting address by jVIr. Harding Thompson, which
has not yet been mentioned. He has given me as a
stranger a general idea of the country which one could
not have got otherwise

;
its physical as w'eli as its
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Cley Church

artificial conditions, the buildings and roads that will

guide you in forming the Regional Plan that you are

contemplating. There is one point in Regional

Planning which has struck me as a difficulty that

has got to be met. Touring round London I found
the by-pass roads excellent in every way, but by-pass

roads being such fine avenues for traffic the frontage

is jumped by commercial firms who put up factories

and are spoiling the country districts. We tried out

the same thing in New South Wales, but we had the

same difficulty there. How are you going to deal

with it ? I should like to know from your experience

if you have any suggestions by which the country

aspect of the new roads can be preserved as one of the

amenities of the district through which they pass. It

seems to me you can have no reform without its

attendant evils, and that appears to be one of the

defects to be met. The way in which agricultural

land is preserved as belts around Letchworth and

Welwyn is a most excellent arrangement, but is not

possible everywhere, and if anyone can give me
information on the difficulty of preserving the amenities

of new main roads I should be glad to know, because

I want to take it back and make use of it in Australia. *

* Ed.—Mr. Harding Thompson referred Sir John Sulman to the

first report of the Greater London Regional Planning Committee in

reply to his question, but this can only apply where a comprehensive
Towm Planning Act is in force. Sir John, therefore, wrote the

President suggesting differential rating, which would be applicable

to New South Wales but not to this country, as agricultural land is

already derated.

The PRESIDENT : Are there anv gentlemen,
municipal or county representa^^ives, here who would
like to say something on Mr. Harding Thompson’s
paper ? While they are thinking about it I would
like to say we have a long list of possible speakers,
amongst whom are Mr. Stanley J, Wearing, President
of the East Anglian x\ssociation of Architects, to whom
we owe very much for our meeting here

;
Mr. C. H.

Strange, Mr. Stanley C. Ramsey, Professor Aber-
crombie, Mr. H. C. Hughes, Mr. R. J. Lovell, Mr.
E. R. Jarrett, who, I believe, has recently travelled

in Germany, Mr. Thomas Rayson, of Oxford, who
has done so much for the preservation of that old city,

and ]\Ir. G. Hastwell Grayson, of Liverpool, whom
we all know to be keenly interested in the preservation
of rural beauty. If they will give us the benefit of
their opinions shortly I shall be glad if they will

get up on their own account. I hope bashfulness
will not prevent us having the benefit of their

opinions.

Mr. C. H. STRANGE [F.] : I should like to express
in a word my appreciation of the very able paper we
have listened to this morning, and say, for the benefit
of those who are not aware of what we are doing in the
South-Eastern part of England, that in connection
with our local Allied Society we are forming Advisorv
Panels of Architects for local Town Planning Com-
mittees. I have the honour of serving in that capacity
with another architect a Rural District Council, and
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we have, month by month, the plans submitted to us.

We attend at the District Council’s offices and we see

the plans which are to be submitted to the Council at

their meeting a day or two following. We can’t do

very much, but we are able to make suggestions which
we find are actually adopted, and readily adopted, by
the builders or owners, and in that way we are able

to exercise a certain amount of improvement in the

buildings that are put up. It is just a beginning and

we don’t know how far the idea will develop. But

in this part of the world you don’t know anything of

the problems we have. Driving down to Norwich,

as I did yesterday, and seeing all the beautiful un-
spoiled country—why it makes one’s mouth water. Go
through Kent, Sussex and Surrey and see the rapid

rate at which the countryside there is being spoiled

by indiscriminate building. We are endeavouring to

do something to stem the tide.

Mr. STANLEY C. RAMSEY [F.]
;
We shall not

realise how good Mr. Harding Thompson’s paper is

until we see it in print. It is too full of interest to

take in at one sitting. There is just one point attach-

ing to it which I would like to stress, aud that is the

example which I feel Norwich affords us, in a very

strong degree, of the effect of a district on a town.

The regional architecture that you see in the sur-

rounding towns and country villages is exemplified in

Norwich itself. The beautiful apricot-coloured cottages

with pantile roofs, together with buildings of Georgian

brickwork and mediaeval flint and stone peculiar to

these Norfolk villages, are all to be found in a glorified

form in the city itself. Norwich is the city of the region

and in it the regional architecture is strikingly exem-
plified. This is one of the lessons, we, as architects

visiting here, can appreciate and benefit from. One of

the things that has spoiled, and is spoiling, England, is

the thoughtless work of the speculative builder. He is

not so unregenerate a person as some would have us

believe—I have great hopes of him in the future—but

the point about even the best of his work is the deadly

dullness of it, chiefly I think because his buildings

have no regional significance. Everywhere you see

the same type of Golders Green villa, in the London
suburb, the country town and around our coast—from
Land’s End to John o’ Groats.

Mr. E. G. BIDEWELL (a member of St. Faith’s

Rural District Council) : As a member of a District

Council, and also of the County Council and a member
of the Regional Town Planning Committee, I feel I

would like to say how I appreciate your welcome to the

Conference. The words of Mr. Thompson will be

helpful to me especially on the Committee when we
meet in future. Just round Norfolk we have been

really spoiling the beauty spots of the good old country

by different builders and owners erecting all sorts and

conditions of bungalows, houses, etc. St. Faith’s

District Council have their eye upon these things.

We made up our minds to try to alter them and we
have formed a committee in conjunction with the

County Council to preserve the beauty of our country-

side.

Mr. H. C. HUGHES [F.] : With reference to the

speaker’s and Mr. Ramsey’s words about regional

architecture, there are some parts among our coast

towns where you can get building done in a pleasant,

primitive way. In one village I know of there is a

fisherman who takes a motor-boat down to the beach,

brings up shingle, gets concrete blocks, gets tiles from
the old Holkham brick and tile works, and builds

in a most extraordinarily traditional way without any
trace of the modern speculative builder’s methods.
It is very pleasant to see that sort of thing. I do think

Norfolk is fortunate in having a well-established panel

of architects, and I don’t think many people through-
out the counties do know about these panels. Norfolk

has one, and I believe it has done very good work.
Panels are rather peculiar in this way—they have all

sorts of people in them, not only architects, so you get

the special predilections of architects tempered by the

common sense of a good many other people. That
point is worth mentioning because a lot of people
think architects have odd views. I think that a

definite danger of panels is that too much attention

may be given to regional architecture and admirable
sympathetic modern work is sometimes discouraged
and turned down.

Mr. FRANCIS HOOPER [F.] : Am I not right in

saying that on looking at the map of old villages at

home and on the Continent we find that many, if not
most, must have started by ribbon development ?

The back land is in some cases surprisingly beautiful,

but little of this is to be seen. To-day we complain
that this is recurring upon our new, and often really

fine, arterial roads.

The economic explanation is that we have created
temptations without affording facility for escape.
Would it not mitigate and help to relieve matters were
the engineers, at suitable intervals, to construct byways ?

People who travel by train or tram may only get
on and off at definite points. Why not have by-ways
at definite points and watch the results ? In many
districts zoning powers are already existing to control
development.

All here are interested in child-life and are con-
cerned for the welfare of those who are to follow
us. We desire their safety, and too many are com-
pelled to walk along highways increasingly dangerous.

Should not they have little colonies set back two or
three hundred yards from the busy highways, forming
village centres, with shops, places of worship, schools
and play spaces ?

Is it not possible to induce the authorities and their
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able engineers, already doing so much to open up
country, to do something more to reduce the tempta-

tion to build on the front land, and so preserve its

natural beauties.

Mr. T. RAYSON [F.] : I should like to add my
thanks to Mr. Harding Thompson for his paper. I

should like to say, too, that it is a long time since I

heard words on this subject which did not include some
request for compulsory power. There is no doubt, I

think, that the results of persuasive efforts on people

who wish to build are proving highly satisfactory, at

least in certain districts. It is quite certain, too, that

unless the desire for beautiful buildings comes from
the people who want to build, no amount of compulsion

will obtain the desired result. In advising a certain

council, from experience I am giving this advice :

I would recommend one thing on the part of the

advisers—that they should never turn down a scheme
proposed unless they do two things : one is to give

perfectly adequate reasons for turning it down, and the

other is to suggest a desirable substitute. In Oxford-

shire we are completing under a very capable surveyor

(Mr. T. Thompson) a series of drawings showing

proposals and buildings substituted. The result is

astonishing. Furthermore, the Regional Planning

Committee is proposing to issue a pamphlet not only

to speculative builders, but to everybody likely to

deal with building, guiding them on points which

they should bear in mind. The trouble with this

matter is mainly neglect. It is not a matter of differ-

ence of opinion. In Oxford, for instance, a well-known

modern building has been erected, and has been

recommended by influential members of the Oxford

Preservation Trust as being a fitting model to be

followed in all future buildings in that particular

neighbourhood. The architects have considered the

statements made and have, very mildly, and very

sympathetically, without the slightest malicious feeling

or intent, lodged a protest with the Preservation Trust

against the recommendations made. I mention that

because it just brings out a very interesting aspect of a

difference of opinion about what is desirable and what

is not. That is not the trouble with this countryside.

The trouble is neglect. That is the point I wish to

emphasise.

Professor PATRICK ABERCROMBIE [F,] : Mr.

Ramsey has said that Norwich is the capital of this

region. It is the capital of the connected system of

the county as well. I don’t know any county where

you have such a radiation of roads leading up to a

place as you have to the capital of East Anglia. That

is a great advantage, artistically and physically, when
you are dealing with a region that has a focal point.

It is much more satisfactory to deal with practically

one definite centre rather than a vague area. There

is another point I would mention which I think will

be of considerable value in considering the future of a

large area of country—the question which has been
discussed in the press lately of national parks. It

appears that East Anglia is deficient in wide natural

wild stretches of unsophisticated country. There
are certain heathlands, but there does not seem to be
anything on a large scale. In the north we have more
than we know what to do with. You have the Broads
here, but those are of rather a special character, and
it is not everyone who wants to spend their time on
water entirely. There is an interesting suggestion
put forward which I think might be considered.

There are large areas afforestated in the neighbourhood
of Thetford. I rather gather that the land is not of a

very high value from the agricultural point of view.

The suggestion was that something might be agreed

in conjunction with the Forestry Commission in

aft'orestating open spaces, such as you have in the great

State forests abroad. You might approach the

Forestry people and ask them to leave avenues or

footpaths and make the areas accessible to the public.

We all realise that artificially created forests are not so

attractive as natural woodland, but I think it is possible

for something to be done in regard to the open spaces

in this region with the gigantic schemes for afforesta-

tion in some parts of the less valuable agricultural

country. It is very interesting to see the panel move-
ment—the voluntary advice progressing. We hear

these panels spoken of on every occasion in places

that are finding them helpful from the point of view
of the local authority. It is quite right that local

authorities should be afraid of rustic compulsory
powers, but this guidance which is offered before the

actual drawings are submitted to the Council for their

approval, in conference with the people who are pro-

posing to build, does seem to be the best way of start-

ing a movement throughout the country for dealing

with architectural control. It is not too bureaucratic

or drastic if approached in that manner, and I hope
we shall hear that something is about to be done in this

region.

Mr. J. A. KIDD : As a member of the Norfolk
County Council I would like to thank Mr. Harding
Thompson very much and say how interesting his

paper has been. One point strikes me particularly.

He advocates that regional planning systems should
be large. When we formed the planning scheme we
have here the general op>inion was that it should be
kept as small as possible. We have so much agricultural

land between Norwich and Yarmouth, and on the

other side of Norwich as well. I should like to

see this regional planning extended as far as Yar-
mouth, for in these days of quick and rapid

communication you will soon have people living on
the banks of the Broads, as they are doing now to a
small extent.
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Mr. A YOUNG [^4 .] : It would be very interesting

to hear something about footpaths and our villages

being placed away from the main roads.

Mr. R. B. WALKER [^.] : For several reasons,

Mr. President, I feel the greatest pleasure in having had
the opportunity this morning of hearing Mr. Harding
Thompson s excellent paper— one, the purely personal

reason of once again, in jVIr. Thompson, meeting an
old friend after an interval of years, and another in

revisiting Norwich within a few days of my return on
leave from town planning work in West Africa. I am
having the experience of seeing scenes, familiar to me
through the years which I spent in Norwich as the

Technical Adviser on town planning matters to the

Norwich Corporation, afresh through the eyes of an
overseas person. In common with most people who
return from the tropics, I so appreciate what a wonder-
ful green and pleasant land this England of ours is,

that it is, as it were, a canvas upon which a beautiful

picture has already been painted, and that any form of

development are spots of colour, maybethegreys and reds

of Norfolk flints, bricks or tiles, placed upon the back-
ground of green spots, to be handled with the greatest

care, as any addition to an existing picture must be. One
ought to avoid looking in a general way upon all land

as potential building land. I mention this particular

point because I do not think I am divulging anv
secret when T recall that the attitude of the adjoining

local authorities a few years back, at the time I was
Town Planning Officer here, was “ Norwich has some
6,000 acres of unbuilt upon lands within its boundaries,

wait until that is built up before talking of Regional
Planning.” I am glad to realise I was able at that

time to sow the seeds of regional work and that to-dav

those authorities realise now fully that the subject

covers a far wider field than providing for the mere
building of areas, but all the many important points

so well outlined in Mr. Harding Thompson’s paper
this morning.

The PRESIDENT : The last speaker, jMr. Walker,

it may interest you to know, is now from West Africa,

but he was for a time in the Town Planning Depart-
ment of the Norwich Corporation. I have also

omitted another Dominion ^Member, Air. T. B.

Wightman. of Queensland
AI r .T . B .WIGHTA IAN [F.] : As a Past Presidentof the

Queensland Institute I convey greetings to Norwich.
I congratulate Air. Thompson on his very excellent

paper. Being an overseas member, I am not in a

position to criticise, but I can tell you something of

what we are doing in Queensland. We ha^e

registration for architects there now. We also have a

Greater Brisbane scheme in which we have amalga-

mated with four towns and a do?^en shires, so that

Brisbane is probably one of the biggest towns in the

world. It is 30 miles in diameter
;

it is not actually a

circle
;

it has its regular town planning
; but it

covers a very considerable area. The City Council is

administered by one town clerk, one city engineer, one
city architect, and one city planning officer. It is

four years since the scheme was consummated and it is

the officer’s job to prepare a comprehensive plan of
the city and plan the whole area in such a way that
we cut it into business, residential and trade sections,
with special provisions made for noxious areas. Ulti-
mately the idea was to get into these noxious areas
trades which are a nuisance in residential districts.

vve gei mem into one area or several
about the town. We are rather suspicious in Queens-
land of voluntary committees that adjudicate on plans.
We have to submit them all to a professional man
appointed by the City Council, and architects in sub-
mitting plans to the City Council have not only to
get them approved by the city architect but also by
the city engineer and the town planner. So you see we
have quite a number of officials to run through, but we
find through doing it we cannot get awav with any-
thing, so to speak. I thank you very much for the
opportunity you have given me of making a few
remarks.

The PRESIDENT : Perhaps one or two of the
local architects of Norfolk would like to speak.

Air. STANLEY J. WEARING [F.] ; In case it

might be misconstrued if a local architect did not rise,
I do so, but am afraid I have no constructive criticism'
to offer. One member of our City Council, Mr. J.
Owen Bond, is an architect, and a member of our
Association. He is chairman of the Town Planning
Committee, and we feel that so far as the City of
Norwich is concerned we have someone who is doing
his utmost to give to Norwich all that town planning
can gi\e. The only other item I should like to mention
—one that has arisen from the discussion—follows
on Mr. Strange’s remarks, and that is, how architects
can help to attain what we are so anxious to, viz. :

the control of ele\ations which are appearing, and are
about to appear, on our roadsides and lanes. It is
a most desirable object, but it is one that appears most
extraordinarily difficult to bring about. Mr. Strange
has told us that he and other architects attend at
Council offices to inspect and advise on plans which
are deposited. One can foresee very nearly havim^ to
close one’s office doors to attend 'to this voluntary
labour. This does not mean that we shall not struggle

many extraordinary
difficulties involved are obvious. Some such control
will have to be adopted in one wav or another if we are
to he p in beautifying buildings which are cropping up
on all hands. The local Association has been ap-
proached about It and we have expressed our willing-
ness to do what we can. W^e have not been put to the
test yet, but are waiting for the opportunity, and I am
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sure that I can say on their behalf that when it comes
along we will do our best to meet it.

The PRESIDENT : It is my very pleasant duty
now formally to move from the chair a vote of thanks

to Mr. Harding Thompson for his remarkable paper.

I think we may call it remarkable because he has

condensed such valuable information and such
valuable suggestions into a short space of three-

quarters of an hour. We owe him a great debt of

gratitude for the trouble he has taken in compiling

this paper and giving us this interesting informa-

tion. I propose a vote of thanks by acclamation for

his paper.

Mr. HARDING THOMPSON : I feel very grate-

ful for the various expressions of thanks accorded

to me this morning. I need only say I enjoyed

writing this short paper, which is nothing more than a

mere outline survey, and I have also enjoyed going

about Norfolk and noting with my own eyes the pres-

ent conditions. The difficulty in condensing a great

deal of matter into a short space is that so many of you
know everything there is to be known about Norfolk

and Norwich, and there are a great many people from
overseas who know nothing about it. The difficulty

was to strike the happy medium between those two
sections. Replying briefly to one or two points raised

by members : the member from Western Australia—

it is quite true that the Town Planning Act of 1925
does not give us power to plan built-on areas, with very

ffiw exceptions where it is necessary to do so to make
the scheme more efficient, and also if the buildings are

of historic interest. Sir John Sulman asked how we
could avoid ribbon development. I think he will find

the best answer to that in the First Annual Report of

the Greater London Regional Committee, of which

our President is chairman. It is mainly to be avoided

by means of town planning measures as suggested by

Dr. Unwin in his Memorandum. Mr. Hughes re-

ferred to the admirable use of local materials in a village

in North Norfolk. I can understand his reasons for

not mentioning the name of the village. It is a

delectable village and he has built a delightful place

there for himself, in the local manner. The
builders there are doing very good work in using local

and inexpensive materials—concrete blocks and bricks

and other materials of that sort. It is on the north

-coast and I was there on Sunday, hut I will not disclose

the name of the village. Mr. Hooper’s remark that

ribbon development is not a modern tendency is true.

We have always had it, but the communities were so
small that, as it took place, it was in accordance with
local traditions

; the tremendous problems which
face a modern community, ten or fifteen miles across,

did not arise then. I thoroughly agree with IMr.

Rayson in his experience in the Oxford Region that

advice and suggestion in the control of elevations are

better than compulsion. Nothing can be done by
compelling people to build in a certain style, or to use
certain materials, but a great deal can be done by a

little preliminary sugeestion. It has been found with
some of the Allied Societies’ regions that local

builders got to know the sort of materials that are

favoured and the task for the Advisory Panel became
easier in consequence. They do want to build in the
right way and probably the task of the advisers on
elevational design will be easier as time goes on.

Professor Abercrombie suggests that Government
afforestation areas have possibilities as public reserva-

tions or parks, although I should hardly think that

the area covered would be sufficiently big or sufficiently

attractive to be chosen by the Committee on National
Parks. It is, however, always encouraging to see trees

planted and not trees cut down. I was very pleased

to see a member of the County Council here who agrees

that the area cannot be too big for which Regional
Planning should be made, as long as it is dealt with in

outline. Mr. Young mentioned the question of foot-

paths. I don’t know whether you have compared the

i inch Ordnance Map of Norfolk with those of other
counties, but Norfolk is extraordinarily lacking in a

system of old paths compared with some of the Alid-

land and Southern counties. I don’t know why it

should be so, but probably it is because of the topo-
graphy of the country and the great number of small
by-roads which avoid the necessity for footpaths.

Many of the county roads could be vastly improved
by having public footpaths on the far side of the hedge
to keep people off the traffic road. And undoubtedly
a survey of all the existing footpaths where there is a

public right of way would be most valuable and of great

assistance to the County Surveyor. The paths on the

maps don’t necessarily indicate a public right of
way, and therefore that should be inquired into

wherever possible.

The Conference Banquet

The Conference Banquet was held in St.

Andrew’s Hall, Norwich, on Friday, 20 June.

The President, Sir Banister Fletcher, F.S.A.,

was in the Chair.

After the loyal toasts, Air. SA^DNEY KITSON
/Honorary Secretary R.I.B.A.), in proposing the

toast of the City of Norwich, said : Nearly a

hundred years ago a dinner was held in this hall

in honour of St. Blaize, the patron saint of the
woolcombers. Speaking at this dinner, the Norwich
artist, John Sell Cotman, described his native place
as : this fine old city, venerable in its various remains
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of antiquity, and beautiful in its surrounding scenery
;

scarcely to be equalled in its quiet way by any city

in the British Empire.’^ To an appreciative stranger,

speaking in this same hall nearly a hundred years later,

it seems that Cotman’s claim holds good to-day, and
that the intervening years have but added to the interest

and charm of Norwich.
Your cathedral equals in architectural interest any

cathedral in England
;

although some of those who
have come from blameless drawing boards are sur-

prised to read that the original architect of your

cathedral was—untrue to type—a reformed rake.

In the hands of your present Dean, however, its

fabric is assured, for he is acknowledged to be an

expert in ecclesiastical architecture. Your great

castle seems to have been planned with a prevision

which is rare—even among architects—eight hundred

years ahead, as a perfect setting for the Lord Mayor’s

Reception which we were privileged to attend last

night. Your mediaeval guild-hall and the old churches,

with their exquisite flint work, which meet one at

every turn, are a delight to the eye. Your sober and

sensible eighteenth-century brick buildings have been

described by Mr. Stanley Wearing in his book on

Georgian Architecture in Norwich. The great Roman
Catholic church of Gilbert Scott the second—the

gifted father of a still more gifted son—is one of the

outstanding buildings of the nineteenth century.

Your various housing schemes, which have been

planned in recent years around this city of gardens,

are among the best in the country. Small wonder,

then, that in such a city something happened which

happened nowhere else in the history of English art,

and that a school of local painters arose to record the

picturesqueness of the streets of Norwich, and the

charm of the surrounding landscape. To many who
visit the National Gallery, the Mousehold Heath of

John Crome is one of the most sincere and most

beautiful landscapes ever painted by an Englishman.

Unfortunately, these Norwich artists did not meet

with the recognition which their merits deserved,

because, during their lifetime, the staple trade of the

city, the wood industry, was transferred by the aid

of Old King Coal to the West Riding of Yorkshire.

No school of artists corresponding to the Norwich

school has as yet arisen in the heavy woollen district

of Yorkshire, although Old King Coal and not Old

Crome has painted its buildings and landscape with

a uniform coating of soot.

Owing to the enterprise and resourcefulness of its

citizens, the trade of Norwich soon revived, and now

your industries are as various as they are flourishing.

They range from portable buildings to ladies’ stockings.

Nor must it ever be forgotten that Norwich is the

headquarters of a club which has more lunching and

dining members than any club in the world. Its

president is your titled fellow-citizen, the Baron de

BcEuf. It seems almost incomprehensible that his

portrait has not yet been added to the gallery of por-

traits of Norfolk worthies on these walls. Another
portrait is missing—that of Mr. Dormer, the type of

those shrewd men of business who have made the name
of Norwich famous in banking and insurance circles

throughout the world. His portrait has already been
drawn, to the delight of thousands of readers, by Mr.
R. H. IMottram, the secretary of the Norwich Society.

My Lord Mayor, and—after witnessing that scene
of superb animation at the regatta on the Norfolk
Broads this morning—I would sav, my Lord IMayor
and Commodore, and you, Mr. Sheriff, may I, in

coupling your names with the toast of “ The City of

Norwich,” end as I began, by quoting words which
have been spoken in the past in this historic hall ?

When, some 350 years ago. Queen Elizabeth visited

Norwich, she was, we are told, sumptuously enter-

tained—though she could not have been more sump-
tuously entertained than we architects have been
entertained here this week. During her visit she
called to the mayor in this hall and said to him :

“ Master Mayor, I have laid up in my breast such good
will towards your city, as that I shall never forget

Norwich.” My Lord Mayor and Mr. SherilT, I

wish to associate my colleagues and myself, whole-
heartedly, with these w^ords of the Virgin Queen.
The LORD MAYOR OF NORWICH (Mr. H.

Harper Smith) responded. He said :

The warmth with wLich you have acclaimed the
toast of the City of Norwich is evidence, I hope, of
the fact that you feel you have been amply justified

in the choice of our ancient city as the venue of your
Conference. You are now drawing to the end of
whatwe hope has proved to be a memorable Conference,
and you must be in possession of almost innumerable
impressions gained throughout your crowded pro-
gramme. As you depart to your many different
destinations, and these impressions begin to sort
themselves out, may your recollections of Norwich be
very pleasant ones.

You have been shown as much as possible in the
time at your disposal, but it w'ould be idle to suppose
that you have even begun to appreciate fully the many
treasures which are to be seen in our city and county.
Mr. Kitson has been most complimentary, and I

thank him for his remarks on our housing schemes,
and the compliment paid to our local novelist, Mr!
R. H. Mottram.
We in Norw ich are proud of our city, and, we believe,

justl} proud, for men of widely different interests
have united in singing its praises throughout its long
history. Sir John Harington, WTiting of the city in
Elizabethan times, said :

“ I should judge this city
to be another Utopia, the people live so orderly, the
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streets kept so cleanly/’ and his verdict has been
confirmed by such writers as John Evelyn, the diarist,

Lord Macaulay and George Borrow, whose eulogv
of “ the fine old city ” is familiar to all readers of
Lavenero.”
And it is not only of our city’s antiquities that we

are proud. These have been described to you in

your handbook and by your guides. I would remind
you of some of the present-day factors which con-

625

reference yesterday, is equally well known. Situated
in the heart of the great agricultural county of Norfolk,
the city is one of the largest centres of the agricultural

industries in the country.

As a holiday centre Norwich has many facilities to

offer the tourist. In addition to the many treasures

to be found within the city itself, it forms a most
convenient starting-point for the many healthy and
bracing resorts of the east coast, and it is also within

Elm Hill, Norwich

tribute to the amenities of Norwich. For many
centuries the weaving industry made our city pros-

perous and busy, and when that industry declined,

fresh ones were introduced, and to-day Norwich-

made products are known and used throughout the

world. Who has not heard of Colman’s mustard,

and of the other products of the famous Carrow Works?

Norwich shoes are worn in many different parts of the

earth, and Norwich engineering products are in

increasing demand. In a different sphere the name
of the Norwich Union to which your President made

easy reach of that unique stretch of Norfolk Broadland,

some of which some of you have seen to-day, which
provides an ever-increasing number of visitors with

their ideal holiday.

Many visitors are attracted to Norwich by the per-

formances of the Norwich Players at their Elizabethan

playhouse, the ^laddermarket Theatre. Under the

leadership of Mr. Nugent iMonck, whose genius as a

producer is known far beyond the confines of this

city, these players produce each year a splendid reper-

tory of plays, and their productions have been so
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successful that on a number of occasions they have
been copied elsewhere.

Our Triennial Musical Festival, of which the 33rd
will be held this year, to be held in this Hall next

October, is another attraction which draws many people

to our city. Inaugurated in 1824, it has had a most
successful history, many of the most famous musical

artists having been heard in the city at various times

and many famous works having been tried out for

the first time at our festivals.

I would now draw your ' attention to some of the

pictures around these walls. There is a Gainsborough
which the Americans very highly appreciate and want
\ery badly, and a little to the right of that is one of

Nelson, said to be the only full-length portrait of

Nelson extant. On our right here we have portraits

added within the last hundred years. The middle
one is the father of our Lord-Lieutenant, who enter-

tained you yesterday, Mr. Jeremiah Colman
; there

is Sir Harry Bullard, and, farther along, Mr. J. H.
Tillett—three Members of Parliament during the last

forty or fifty years. There is also one of the first

Lord Mayor of Norwich.
As further evidence of the fart that we are keenly

alive to present-day needs, I would remind you that we
have in Norwich a very flourishing Aero Club, which
has trained a number of pilots, and is widely known up
and down the country. No opportunity will be lost

by this very alive Club of making Norwich increasingly

important as an air station,

I cannot conclude this brief summary of some of the

amenities of our city without referring to the excellent

work which is being done by the members of your

Branch Association in Norwich. We have in this city

some twelve Fellows of your Institute, in addition

to numerous Associates and Licentiates, and the work
which they have accomplished in this city and also

in other places represents a very fine achievement. As
a practical expression of their interest in, and enthu-

siasm for, the preservation of historic Norwich, they

took an active part in preventing the demolition of

some houses in that most picturesque corner of

Norwich—Elm Hill. In 1926, Mr. A. R. Powys, the

Secretary to the Society for the Protection of Ancient

Buildings, and an Associate of your Institute, lec-

tured in Norwich on “ The Harmonious Development

of Ancient Buildings,’’ during the course of which he

urged the citizens to press for the restoration of the

Elm Hill houses. Being a practical man he was armed
with particulars regarding cost, and showed that it

would be considerably cheaper to repair the old houses

than to demolish them and build new houses on the

site. Fortunately, by the co-operative efforts of the

Norfolk and Norwich Association of Architects, the

Norfolk and Norwich Archaeological Society, the

Norwich Society, and other interested people, the Elm

Hill property was saved, and a considerable sum of
money was expended in restoring the houses. So it is

that Elm Hill remains for you to-day as one of the best
specimens still existing of a mediaeval street.

Your President has handed to me a piece of paper
just given to him. It reads as follows :

—

“ On the occasion of the Conference of the Royal
Institute of British Architects at Norwich, the following
resolution was proposed by Mr. T. R. Milburn and
seconded by Lt.-Col. H. P. Cart de Lafontaine
(Members of the R.I.B.A. Council) in the Strangers
Club, Elm Hill

‘ That a cordial vote of thanks be accorded to

the City Authorities, the Architectural and
Archaeological Associations of Norfolk and Nor-
wich and their supporters, for the foresight and
ability with which these mediaeval buildings have
been preserved from destruction and worthily
reconstituted so as to form one of the main
attractions of the city.’

This resolution w^as carried by a large company by
acclamation and with instructions that a copy should be
forw'arded to those interested.”

We are glad to have had the opportunity of wel-
coming the members of your Institute to our city, we
trust that your Conference has been both pleasant and
profitable, and we hope that our city has maintained
that reputation for hospitality to the strangers within
her gates which throughout her long history she has
constantly upheld. Her people, sturdy and inde-
pendent, have ever been ready to welcome refugees
from religious or political persecution, and in offering

a refuge to such she has reaped considerable benefits.

For close on two centuries, Blackfriars Hall, adjoining
this Hall in which w'e are assembled, was leased to the
Dutch residents in Norwich as their church. The
French and the Flemish also settled here in great
numbers at different periods of the city’s history,
bringing with them new^ arts and new’ ideas with which
to enrich the city of their adoption.

Norwich has learnt that she has nothing to lose and
much to gain from visitors representing interests of all

kinds, and it is with very real sincerity that we assure
you of our interest in the activities of your Institute,
and of our hope that you may not long delay your
return to this ancient city.

The SHERIFF OF NORWICH (Mr. C. Wading)
also replied to the toast. He said : When I was told
that it w’as to be my privilege and duty to respond
to your toast of the ancient City of Norwich, it

occurred to me how delightful it would be if speeches,
like the charming buildings you design, could be con-
structed, as it were, according to plan. The architect
of verbosity would be free from so many of those
cramping restrictions with which you are all too
familiar. The choice of any style would be open to
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him. Considerations of expense would not fetter

him and he would provide his own sunny aspect and
breezy outlook. The one drawback I foresee is that

the carefully prepared plan would have to be entrusted
to some public person possibly as inexpert as myself.

Still, I commend the suggestion to you and if in what
else I have to say you detect an absence of method,
consider how much more symmetrical my observations
might have been had they been delivered in accordance
with the plans and specifications you are so well

qualified to prepare. Left as I am without any guide
to what the occasion or your kind wishes may demand,
I am thrown back on my own poor conception of a

suitable edifice. I had thought of a careful enumera-
tion of the architectural beauties and treasures of

Norwich, but I rejected that for three reasons. First,

there are too many choice examples to be dealt with
in one speech. Next, I am without the technical

knowledge which all of you possess. And thirdly, this

is your night off and you don’t want me to talk shop.

Will you, nevertheless, allow me to remind you of the

mediaeval glories of the Norman Keep, wherein last

night you shared the generous hospitality of my Lord
Mayor. And may I venture the opinion that the

R.I.B.A. will never entertain its guests in a more
magnificent banqueting hall than that in which your
lavish table has been spread to-night. We who
dwell in the capital of East Anglia love to speak of the

ancient city of Norwich. But do not, I beg of you,

regard Norwich as an architectural museum wherein
the citizens slumber till awakened by a chorus of

admiration from American tourists. We have modern
factories, housing schemes equal to anything of their

kind elsewhere, spacious ornamental parks and garden
grounds, and some day, it is said, we shall have some
new streets. We are sorry you are a little too early to

see the finest block of Municipal Buildings and Town
Hall in England. In looking round this important

gathering I have been trying to guess which head
contains the plan which will ultimately be accepted

for the erection of that notable structure. I am not a

phrenologist, so I cannot locate the “ Town Hall

bump,” but to this gathering of the Royal Institute

of British Architects I would say may the day come
when one of you may bless the ancient city of Norwich
for the chance of designing and erecting her new
Town Hall, and when you have done it may the city

find it still possible to bless you. We in Norwich are

a live community, taking our full share in the activities

and the progress of the twentieth century. Our
contributions towards the building of aircraft, both

during and since the war, have been substantial. The
main structure of the R loi was built in Norwich by

an engineering firm whose name is known the wide

world over. Can you look at the dazzling whiteness

of the sea of shirt-fronts, which happily are still

turned in my direction, without thinking of Colman’s
starch and blue ? In all the insurance world no
name stands higher than that of the Norwich Union
Fire and Life Insurance Societies, whose trade-mark
embodies the spire of our venerable Cathedral. Just
for a moment I lifted your eyes of the spirit to that
lofty spire

;
now let them return to earth, and as you

gaze at twinkling feet you will be looking at the shoes,
the product of the skill of Norwich workmen. Air.

President, against the architectural profession I have
only one complaint—you are very expensive gentle-
men. Yet for your comfort let me utter words of
wisdom. The opinions of experts are not more
costly than the mistakes of amateurs. Aloreover you
may really be worth the expense, at least sometimes
and to some people. Aly acknowledgment of your
kind words, and kinder reception, has cost me some-
thing in anxious thought and nervous tissue, but to

me, at least, if not to you, it has been worth it. I thank
you for the honour you have done me in associating mv
name with this Toast.

The YERY REV. TPIE DEAN OF NORWICH
(Dr. D. H. S. Cranage) proposed the toast “ The Royal
Institute of British Architects, and the Allied Societies.

He said : I feel I must begin with a verv sincere and
very humble apology. I was due, as many of you
know, to meet you in the Cathedral Church yesterday
afternoon, but I was prevented from being present
by business connected with the Church Assembly
which has been going on the whole of this week.
T am sure you will not think I lightly gave up my
engagement. I need not say much, I think, about the
Cathedral. The old saying about good wine needing
no bush is very true about our great Church. Every-
one must be deeply interested in this great Hall where
we are assembled. The Lord Alayor has told you
something of it, but do let us remember its origin.

It was the church of the Dominican friars, the preach-
ing friars. The eastern part wdiere we assembled to

begin w'ith is the place where they used to hold their

daily services and this great nave was their preaching
place. As you know' they were called FYiars
Preachers and were the most eloquent orators of the
Aliddle Ages, I have no doubt that in the fifteenth

century, and right on until the Dissolution under
Henry VIII, this great nave was often crowded with
the citizens of Norwich to hear the eloquence of these
friars. Air. Kitson has told you a later example of
Queen Elizabeth’s presence here. Wherever vou
go you hear of her presence and sometimes you are
showm the bedroom w'here she slept, even if it w'as

built in the time of George II ! Fifty years ago there
was a false opinion with regard to the proper w^av to

conserve old buildings. I am delighted to bear
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testimony to the number of cases all over the country

—

it is becoming now almost universal—where the

architect is the best possible preserver—not a restorer

so much as a preserver of old buildings. I have been

brought over and over again, officially and privately,

in contact with members of your profession. I would
like to put two serious points to you. The first is

an archaeological one and the second is purely an

architectural one. The archaeological one is this—what
are we to do with the fine old churches in cities which
are not required ? You can’t turn all of them into

suitable halls, into Chapter Houses like an old Church
near London Bridge which has been so converted for

the Chapter of Southwark. Is it possible, is it wrong
architecturally or arch<eologically, for it to be removed ?

Some of you may know that a few miles from here, the

Church of Sidestrand was on the edge of the cliff.

A few years ago it was removed by Sir Samuel Hoare’s

father. I put that question to a distinguished man
whose name has been mentioned to-night already,

Sir Giles Scott, with regard to one of our beautiful,

interesting but unrequired old churches. I said :

“ Is it possible to move this church ? We badly want
churches in the suburbs of Norwich ?

” His reply

was discouraging. He said :
“ If it was made of good

blocks, the thing would be perfectly simple. The
blocks could be numbered and the whole thing taken

down and rebuilt, but as most of your churches are

made of flint, and very small flint, it is not an economic
proposition to remove them.” That is his considered

opinion. I am not dealing with the archaeological

difficulty but merely with a practical economic difficulty.

The second one—you will not think it too serious

for this occasion, I hope—is with regard to the Royal

Institute and their rules of competitions. I had the

great honour a few years ago at the University of

Cambridge of serving on a Syndicate which w*as

commissioned to get plans for the new University

librarv. The question came up of a competition. We
naturally felt that here was the greatest chance of the

whole century and we must take the greatest possible

pains to get the right man. Is it right to put the whole
responsibility on one person ? We thought of the

possibility of competition, but we found—you are all

familiar with the position—that we should have to have

a professional assessor or assessors and would have

to go by his or their opinion and either have to employ

the one chosen or scrap the whole thing and have

another. With a previous President, a much-revered

man you all know in the Institute, I had a long con-

versation on the point. I said :
“ Surely there would

be nothing against architectural etiquette if the

assessors were to choose three out of the designs and

say to the University
—

‘ With our permission you

can employ any one of these three.’ ” I am not going

to argue the point at length, but it is an important

point and I venture to put it forward for your con-
sideration. IMy toast is really The Royal Institute

of British Architects and Allied Societies.” I feel

almost as if I was proposing my own health, for I have
the great honour of being an honorary member of the
Royal Institute and of two of the Allied Societies,

the Leicester and Leicestershire Society of Architects,

of which I have been an honorary member for far

more years than I have of the central society, and
the Norfolk and Norwich Association. I am going to
couple with the toast the names of the President of
the Royal Institute and of the President of the Norfolk
and Norwich Association. I need not say much about
your President

;
his name, it is hardly too much to

say, is a household word. You all know, far better
than I, with what distinction he has presided for one
year at the meetings of the Institute, but to me and to

countless others he is known, not by the brief term of
President, but by the book without which none of us
could get on, if we want rapid and accurate informa-
tion of a building in any part of the world. The
original book was his father’s but it has been edited
and edited again and again and brought up to date by
himself, and I would not be without that book for a
great deal. With regard to the President of your
local Association, Mr. Kitson has already referred to
the charming handbook Mr. Wearing has prepared.
There was a time, some of you people present will
remember, when it was thought to be the right thing
to admire Gothic and hate everything else. We have
long learnt better of English architecture than to think
that idea to be true, and we have long found out that
Georgian, early Georgian especially, is one of the most
charming styles that exist. Mr. Wearing has brought
home to us in this delightful manner the charms of
Georgian Norwich. I have great pleasure in giving
you the toast of the ‘‘ Royal Institute of British
Architects and the Allied Societies.”

The PRESIDENT, responding, said : It gives
me a very great pleasure to rise as President of the
Royal Institute and to reply to this toast, which has
been so eloquently proposed by my friend Dr. Cranage.
We have been fortunate in meeting in this ancient and
historic city, and events have so crowded themselves
upon one another during the last two days that I
really hardly know exactly where we are at the present
time. But I will remind you that we were in prison
last night and we are in church to-night. And I think
it is very delightful to meet in this the nave of the
Church of the old Dominican friars and to have our
celebration here to-night. What the old friars of
the fourteenth century would have thought if they
could ha\e imagined that their fine old nave would
be treated in this way, I do not know. I am sure they
would have been surprised and probably annoyed,
but such is the march of events that many of these old
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buildings have become useless for the purpose for

which they were designed. Norwich is a most
delightful centre for a meeting of architects, an ideal

meeting place, and I feel sure that we consider that our
meetings here have been a great success. At this

stage of the proceedings I am not going to deal at any
great length with many of the matters which have
been mentioned, but I do think that we can hardly

meet here without thinking of our great profession

and its influence upon art and life through the ages,

and feeling that we do belong to a profession that

requires all our best efforts in the w'ay of designing

new buildings appropriate to the times in which we
live.* Norwich is rich in buildings of all periods of

English architecture—Norman, Gothic and Renaiss-

ance—forming in my opinion a veritable history of

the noble art which you and I are practising, and it

is, in that respect, a perfect mirror of history through-

out the ages. When w^e come to the present and deal

with the new' buildings that must of necessity be

erected—public buildings, cinemas, aerodromes and
buildings of all types—the Dean will realise that

w'e have much more difficult a problem to solve

than our ancestors in the art of architecture.

Architecture is a necessity and must express the needs

and the wants of the community, and in that respect

w^e are bound to give of our best from the smallest

building to the largest and most important building.

I was much impressed by what the Dean said about

preserving ancient buildings, and I do think Norwich
may say it has set an example to the w hole of England

in preserving the buildings which have come down
from the past. When we realise how' the little cities

of Europe preserve even small remnants of their old

buildings, w'e better understand that they know that

their preservation has a substantial commercial value

to the community. It attracts people from all parts

of the w^orld to these old historic cities. Your historic

architecture has an absolute commercial value and it

is most wTong in my opinion that any old building

which can be put to useful purpose should be des-

troyed. You see here to-night this building in which

w^e are met ; although it no longer serves the purpose

for which it was erected, yet it answers the purpose

very well for which w^e are met here to-night. It is

interesting to look at the old walls and windows and

this beautiful roof and realise, as I like to do, that

architecture has a very human interest to all of us as

we go through the road of life. Norwich has a great

future in front of it. You have the regional planning

of Norwich and district well in hand, and I hope that

that aspect of architecture wffiich is a most important

one nowadays will be dealt with by you, my Lord

Mayor, and your City Council in the w^ay that you have

dealt with the buildings which you have retained.

There is an enormous amount of work to be done in

the prevention of the erection of ugly and unsuitable
buildings, and w'e of the R.I.B.A. have in hand a very
large matter at the present time—the control of eleva-

tions. It is a large matter because the freedom of the

subject is one w-hich in England must not be lightly

interfered with. But I think, and I believe the con-
sidered opinion of the great mass of the English nation

is with me wffien I say, that the time has come w'hen
some sort of control must be exerted in order that

buildings ugly and ill-designed should be prevented
from being erected in any part of this country. In
order to effect that a Rural Amenities Bill, as it is

called, was introduced by Sir Hilton Young, once a

very popular Norfolk member.
It was drafted with the assistance of the Royal

Institute and of the Council for the Preservation of

Rural England. It was not successful in passing this

year, but I am told that Air. Greenwood, the Alinister

of Health, has in preparation a Bill of that kind which
it is hoped to bring forw'ard in Parliament next year,

and wffiich w'ill, I hope, receive the assent of the Legis-

lature. In order to further that assent I would remind
you that you have a Alember of Parliament, Air.

Walter Smith, who is with us at the present time, and
if he can help us in seeing that the Bill is brought
forward and can be put into an Act of Parliament I

am quite sure he will deserve the best wishes of all

Norwich citizens. There are matters which, if I had
further time, I might deal with We ourselves. Air.

Dean, are in the throes of a competition, as we are

going to have a competition for the headquarters of

the Royal Institute, and it is not going to be a very

easy matter, as the Dean wall probably be aware.

But W'e are at the present moment selecting assessors,

and in the course of time the competition wall be
properly launched. There are other matters w'hich

I need not deal wath of which the Dean know's and to

wffiich he has referred most sympathetically, especially

the educating of architects. I should like, on behalf of

my colleagues present, to tender our thanks to all those

responsible for the preliminary arrangements in con-

nection wath this Conference. Alention has been
made of the admirably written brochure which has

been produced, w'hich should be adopted by the City

of Norwich. This little brochure—every member has

had one—gives a very delightful outline of wffiat

Norw'ich means to the visitor, and in that respect it

has served a very useful purpose to us and will also

be of use to those who come after us. Then there

are the thanks w'e owe to the owners of houses w'e

have visited. There are thanks we owe to you, my
Lord Alayor, and the Corporation of the City of

Norw'ich for providing us wath our meeting room
and for that splendid reception you have given to us.

I would like specially to stress our thanks for your
kind assistance, your welcome and, above all, for the
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delightful personal hospitality of last night. To you,

to the Lady Mayoress and to the Sheriff we owe a

very great debt of gratitude for that function. Coming
as I do from the City of London, where we carry out

entertainments of this kind in what we believe to be
the true traditions of English life, that meeting will

ever remain in my memory as one of the most oui~

standing events. I would again put on record our
indebtedness to the City Authority for the use of

St. Andrew’s Hall in which the meeting to-night is

held and for much other assistance
;

to the Lord-
Lieutenant and Mrs. Russell Colman for showing us

over their house and their famous collection of pic-

tures ; to the Misses Colman, to Mr. and Mrs.
Cozens-Hardy, and to ]\Ir. and ]\Irs. Boardman for

much assistance and for hospitality, and to the Con-
ference Committee one and all for the thorough work
of organisation. I should also like to thank Mr.
G. A. Stephen for the valuable help of the handbook,
and also all the guides, lecturers and others who
have helped us successfully with the visits. I should
mention particularly the President of the Norfolk and
Norwich Society of Architects and the Honorary
Secretary of the Conference, Mr. Eric Scott. Now,
my Lord Mayor, I have only to add that we architects

are interested in the advancement of architecture.

Here in Norwich you have a civic spirit which helps

in that advancement. You have the spirit of the

English people expressed in the centuries that have
gone by which made Norwich, as regards its archi-

tecture, one of the most interesting cities in the whole
of England. In saying farewell to you, my Lord
Mayor, and to the citizens of Norwich, we shall carry

away very many pleasant recollections of the last two
days and hope for the future artistic development of

your city. In saying that I should like to add that

we feel you can have every confidence in the architects

of Norwich, for whatever new buildings you may re-

quire, whatever town planning schemes you may take

in hand, I feel sure that if you consult the architects

of Norwich you will find you will have the best pro-

fessional advice it is possible to obtain.

Mr. STANLEY J. WEARING [E.], President of

the Norfolk and Norwich Association of Architects,

also responded. He said ;

—

It is my privilege to reply for the Allied Societies,

and for the benefit of those of you who are not

members of our profession, I should like to say that

the Allied Societies are spread over the whole of the

British Empire. They are 49 in number, 30 being

located in Great Britain and Ireland, five in South
Africa, one in East Africa, one in Rhodesia, seven in

Australia, and one each in New Zealand, Canada,
Burma, India, and Singapore. The principles on
which the parent Institute is founded govern those

allied to it. They are kept in touch with the working

of the Royal Institute by accredited representatives

who meet in Conference four times during each year.

By this means members practising in the provinces,

as well as those farther afield, are enabled to take a

very definite part in all that concerns the regulation

of their business. As a member for the past two
years of this Allied Conference, I can speak of the

great value such gatherings are. Whilst the toast I

have to reply to embraces the whole field of Allied

Societies, I shall be forgiven, I know, if I address

myself now particularly to the local one, the Norfolk
and Norwich Association of Architects, which with
the Suffolk Association forms the East Anglian Society.

Our Association was formed in 1920, and our first

annual report showed a membership of 19 and a total

expenditure for the year of ^£3 17s. 9|d. Our numbers
have grown to 79, and we have now opened a deposit

account. We were fortunate in our start to have a

man like Mr. Edward T. Boardman to take the helm,
and Mr. E. W. B. Scott to act as Honorary Secretary,

and too much praise cannot be given to these two
gentlemen in guiding our destinies.

Any business or profession nowadays is becoming
increasingly difficult, and the practice of architecture

and the business of an architect is no exception.

Writing on the qualifications of an architect, a great

architect in the fifteenth century stated :

—

An architect should be ingenious and apt in the

acquisition of knowledge . . , He should be a good
writer, a skilful draughtsman, versed in geometrv
and optics, expert at figures, acquainted with history,

informed on the principles of natural and moral
philosophy, somewhat of a musician, not ignorant
of the sciences both of law and physics, nor of the
motions, laws and relations to each other of the
heavenly bodies.”

—

Vitru^cius,

From quite a different standpoint the following
definition appeared in a leading architectural paper
shortly after the war : During the war certain trench
works were considered desirable on the outskirts of
London, and the work of making these trenches was
entrusted to the various battalions of London volun-
teers under the direction of officers of the Regular
Army, who, for reasons of ill-health, age, or disable-
ment in war, were not permitted to do service overseas.
One of these military overseers came one day upon a
voluntary sergeant who was busy with the making of
a plan. “ What is that ? ” said the officer. A plan
of the trench, sir, said the sergeant. What is the
good of that t ” asked his superior, with military em-
bellishments. Why don’t you set the men to work
with their spades instead of messing about with
drawings. ’ “ I do this,” said the amateur sergeant,
“ because professionally I am an architect.” There
followed a conversation about the silly nonsense of
letting professional cranks play at soldiering and the
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desirability of going straight to work without any pre-

liminary fads, winding up with “ What has archi-

tecture to do with it, and what is an architect ?
” The

answer came. “ An architect, sir, is a man who is

engaged at a very moderate cost to make small mis-

takes with a twopenny pencil on a threepenny piece

of paper and to rub them out with a penny lump of

rubber, solely in order to prevent his clients from
making costly errors on valuable land with expensive

materials.”

Besides papers to our own members and offering

annual prizes to our students, we have endeavoured to

interest the local public by organising lectures from
leading London architects, as well as from our own
members. We have endeavoured to take our part in

this city. One of our members, Air. Bond, is a valued

member of the Town Council, and our Association is

represented on the Committee of the Norfolk and
Norwich Archaeological Society and the Norwich
Society. Through these we have been able to take a

definite share in saving Elm Hill, the treatment of the

Castle Aleadow widening scheme and the proposed

street schemes for Norwich. That we have not been

able to give a united opinion on this last difficult matter

is because we find it impossible to formulate this, but

we have worked and will continue to work for a right

and proper solution. This is no new problem and it

will interest you, I think, to hear some opinions of

what happened about 100 years ago under similar

circumstances. The Editor of the Xorjolk Chronicle

says, regarding Exchange Street :

—

“ The new avenue to the Market Place, in which
is erected the new Corn Exchange and the Rooms
for the Norwich artists, is worthy, from the style

of the buildings, of a greater width of street, but
so manifold are the impediments opposed to most
attempts at public improvement, by the state,

position, and value of private property, especially

in a commercial city like this, that plans and
speculations generally in the end yield rather to

necessity than choice, such we believe to be the

cause in the present instance, and therefore it

gives the greater credit to a design whose com-
pletion must add materially to the convenience

and ornament of Norwich.”
Another writer said :

—
“ The New Corn Exchange

is at the end of the newly formed street running

from the Market, which street forms the greatest

improvement in this citv that has ever been executed.

It is ornamented with Ionic pilasters and a continued

architrave, frieze and moulding, through the front of

each side of the street.” Then, when London Street

was widened in 1^55 at a cost of ^20,000, one writer

said “ the whole street is a bungle after all.” We

East Barsham Manor
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must endeavour to keep the character of our city in

trying to adapt it to modern transport, and save

wherever possible the glorious heritages which have
come down to us from the past.

In closing, sir, I am confident I am speaking for

our Allied Societies in general, and certainly for the

Norfolk and Norwich one in particular, in stating that

they are endeavouring to carry out in their different

spheres the great traditions associated with the art of

architecture.

Mr. EDWARD T. BOARDMAN [F.] proposed
“ Our Guests,” He said :—I am sure we all wish,

whether we are from Australia or Canada, or Ireland,

to give a hearty welcome to our guests. We have here

the Lord Mayor to whom we owe so much, we have

the Town Clerk, and many of the principal officials

of the district who have all lent a hand in making
this Conference the enjoyment it has been to us all,

and we feel very grateful and honoured that they

should accept an invitation to join us to-night. With-
out more words I just move the toast—the toast of

the evening—and I couple with it the name of Sir

Bartle Frere, the High Sheriff of Norfolk, who is also

Deputy-Chairman of the Norfolk County Council and
can instruct us as to what is wanted in the way of

buildings, and we hope we can be of help to him.

Architecture is now drifting into the hands very much of

public authorities, and the more we can come together

the better it will be for all of us. I have much pleasure

in presentine to vou the toast of “ Our Guests.”

Sir BARTLE H. T. FRERE responded. He said :

—We are here as your special guests this evening, but

we are always your guests. We are born, we live,

and, unfortunately, we die in the houses you provide
for us—most of us. I say “ most of us ” because I

am, perhaps, an exception. I live in a house, of which
I am told, the plan of the main portion was drawn by
the former owner with a walking stick on a gravel
path. And I am quite prepared to believe it. The
house I possessed before that was a stone bungalow
on which I had a standing contract for rectangular
rooms, with roofs, windows, doors and ceilings 12
feet high, at 2s. 6d. a square foot. That did not re-

quire anything more than even the Sheriff’s ignorant
amateur could do in the way of making out the quan-
tities. The ignorant amateur must be one of your
misfortunes, second only to that dreadful substance,
Portland cement, the colour of which is as reminiscent
of prison as its name. The ignorant amateur must be
a hopeless encumbrance to your profession. I have
only known one perfect client, and that, of course,
was a lady. She was asked by the architect what
sort of a house she wanted, and she said ‘‘ A nice
irregular house.” The architect was youthful and
ardent and he gave her a nice irregular house. Every
period from Stonehenge to the spacious days of Queen
Victoria was represented. That is the sort of spirit

which I trust may actuate all your clients. It was
the spirit which actuated the clients which enabled
your previous professors of your art to build up the
imperishable memorials which we have now. On
behalf of your guests in the past and in the future,
and still more in the present, I thank you for your
invitation here this evening.

The following is a list of the company present at the

Banquet :

—

The President, Sir Banister Fletcher, F.S.A., in the chair.

The Rt. Worshipful the Lord Mayor of Norwich
;

the

Lady ^layoress of Norwich
; Lady Fletcher

;
the IVIost

Hon. the INIarchioness Townshend
; Sir Bartle H. T. Frere,

K C., J.P.. the High Sheriff of Norfolk
;
Lady Frere

;
The

V^ery Rev. D. H. S. Cranage, Litt.D., F.S.A., Hon. A.R.I.B.A.,

the Dean of Norwich
;

Airs. Cranage
;

Air. C. Watling, the

Worshipful the Sheriff of Norwich
;

Airs. C. Watling
;

the

Worshipful the Alayor of Thetford
;

the Alayoress of Thet-
ford

;
Alderman H. E. Witard, J.P., the Deputy Alayor of

Norwich
;

Airs, Witard
;

Air. J. A. Christie, j.P., ALP.
;

Air. W. R. Smith, ALP.
;

Airs. W. R. Smith
;

Air. Wm. B.

Taylor, J.P., ALP.
;

Sir Hamilton Ballance, K.B.E,, C.B.
;

Ladv Ballance
;

Air. Christian Barman
;

Air. R. F. Betts,

B.Sc.
;

Airs. R. F. Betts ;
Air. J. S. BulJough, the City

Engineer of Norwich
;

Airs. J. S. Bullough
;

Air. J, Walter
Bunting, President of the Norwich Incorporated Chamber of

Commerce ; Airs. J. Walter Bunting
;

Air. R. G. Carter,

President of the Norwich and Norfolk Alaster Builders’

Association
;

Air. John Cator, J.P. ;
Airs. John Cator

;
Air.

W. L. Clabburn
;

Airs. W. L. Clabburn ;
Alderman H. J.

Copeman, J.P. ;
Air. Howard A. Costigan, Ph.D., B.Sc.

;

Airs. Howard Costigan
;

Air. A. Cozens-Hardy
;

Aliss

Cozens-Hardy
;

Air. J. H. Dain, Chief Constable of Nor\^ich
;

Air. Hugh Christopher Da\ies, Clerk to the Norfolk County
Council

;
Air. H. E. Dyball, President of the Norwich and

iNorroiK iraaers Association ’ ‘ ireasurer or
the Norwich and Norfolk Alaster Builders’ Association

;

Air. Herbert P. Gowen, Chairman Norwich Publicity Associa-
tion

;
Airs. Herbert P. Gowen

;
Air. G. PercivalGriffiths

His Honour Judge C. Herbert-Smith, LL.D.
; Airs c’

Herbert-Smith ; Air. C. W. Hobbis, A.R.C.A.
; Mrs C W

Hobbis
; Air. Henry N. Holmes, J.P. ; AIrL Henrv n!

Holmes
;

Air. W. T. F. Jarrold, J.P. ; Airs. W. T F Jarrdd
'

Air. Ian AlacAlister, ALA., Secretary RIBA- Airs Tan
MacAhster Mr. H. Mottram

; Mrs. R. H.’ Mottram
;

ID ; Dr. G. Stevens Pope,
J.P. ; Airs. G. Stevens Pope

; Rev. C. T Rae AI A B D •

Airs. C. T. Rae
;

Air. A. C. Rose
; Mrs. A C. Rose * Air!

Noel B. Rudd, ALA., Town Clerk of Norwich
; Airs. Noel b!Rudd

; Captain A. E. Sandvs-Winsch • Air W Smith
Vice-President of the Norwich and Norfolk Alaster Builders’
Association

; Mr. Bertram Steward
; Mr. Geoffrey Thorp

;

r v Warren, County' Surveyor
of Norfolk; Airs. S. H. Warren

;
Air. Wb L W^ood’

Mr X. G Abercrombie
; Professor Patrick Abercrombie,

President of the Lnerpool Architectural Societv • Air T C
Agutter , Mr. Rodney H. Alsop

;
Mrs. Rodney H. Alsop i

i J O. Ambrose ; Architect and
Building Actvs

; Air. Geo. W. Atkinson : Mrs Geo W
Atkinson.

Mr^A ^ Baker;Mr. A E B^zer
; Airs. A. E. Batzer

;
Air. A. G. Berry ;

Airs. A. G. Berry
;

Air. Eric L. Bird
; Dr. Ribton Blair

;
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Dr. A. J. Blaxland
;
Mr. H. C W. Blyth

;
Mr. Ed%%ard T.

Boardman ;
Air. J. Owen Bond

;
Mr. Walter Brand, President

of the Leicester and Leicestershire Society of Architects
;

Mr, C. J. Brown
;

Airs. C. J. Brown
;
Air. G P. Brown ;

Airs. G. P. Brown
;

Air. C. S. Buckingham
; Airs. C. S.

Buckingham ; Air. E. H. Buckingham, President-Elect

Norfolk and Norwich Association of Architects
;

Airs. E. H.
Buckingham ;

Air. G. S. Buckingham
;
Aliss Al. Buckingham ;

Air. Edward Bullard
;

Airs. Edward Bullard
; Air. Ernest

Bullard ;
Airs. Ernest Bullard

;
Aliss Bullard

;
Air. Wil-

loughby Bullock ;
Airs. Willoughby Bullock

;
Air. Chas.

Bunting
;

Airs. Chas. Bunting.

Air. A. Lome Campbell
;

Air. William Carless ; Alis.

William Carless ;
Air. John D. Clarke

;
Air. R. AI, Close

;

Air. Eustace G. Cohen ; Airs. Eustace G. Cohen
;

Air. R. A.
Cooksey

;
Airs. R. A. Cooksey

;
Air. H. A. Cooper ; Air.

Grahame Cotman
;

Air. Herbert A. Cox
;

Air. Philip H.
Cundall.

Air. J. Gordon Davies ; Air. T. Raffles Davison, Hon.
A.R.I.B.A. ;

Air. John L. Denman
;

Airs. John L. Denman
;

Air. F. AI. Dewing
;
Air. B. H. Durrant.

East Anglian Daily Times
;

Eastern Daily Press
;

Air. J. H
Elder-Duncan

.

Air. Frank Garland
;

Airs. Frank Garland
;

Air, A. AI.

Giles
;

Air. H. J. T. Gowen
;

Airs. H. J. T. Gowen
;

Aliss

Gowen ;
Air. G. Hastwell Grayson,

Captain Heibeit Haines ; Aliss Virginia Hamil
;

Air. F. C.
Hargrave ; Air. F. G. Hicks, President of the Royal Institute

of the Architects of Ireland ;
Aliss Violet Hicks

;
Aliss Hodge;

Air. Francis Hooper
;

Air. George Hubbard, F.S.A.
;

Air.

V. C. Hunt.
Aliss Dorothy Ingmere

;
Air. A. Linton Iredale.

Air. E. R. Jarrett
;

Air. T. Foster Johnson
;

Airs. T.
Foster Johnson

;
Aliss Anne Farewell Jones.

Air. Arthur Keen
;

Airs. Arthur Keen
;

Air. E, Bertram
Kirby, O.B.E.

;
Airs. Robert Kirk

;
Air. Sydney D. Kitson,

ALA., F.S.A.
,
Hon. Secretary R I.B.A.

;
Airs. Sydney D.

Kitson.

Mr. Henry J. Leaning ; Airs. Henry J Leaning
;

Air.

P’rank Lishman
;

Air. R. Goulburn Lovell.
Air. C. Stanbury Aladeley

;
Miss Hilda Alason ; Aliss

Elfrida Mason
;

Capt. J. A. Alair
;

Airs. J. A. Alair
;

Airs.
Alaxwell

;
Air, P. R. AIcLaren

;
Mrs. Alarion AIcLaren

;

Mr. C. J. Alessent
;

Air. Thomas R. Alilburn
;

Airs. Thomas
R, Alilburn

;
Aliss Alilburn

;
Air. H. Greville Alontgomery,

J.P., Hon. A.R.I.B.A.
;
Airs. H. Greville Alontgomery

;
Aliss

Alontgomery
;

Aliss Alontgomery
;

Air. B, B. Alorgan
;

Airs. B. B. Alorgan.
iVorzvich Mercury .

Air. John Page
;

Airs. John Page ; Press Association.

Air. Stanley C. Ramsey
;

Air. Thomas Rayson
;

Professor
A. E. Richardson

;
Air. H. Whiteman Rising

;
Air. Roadley-

Simkin
; Airs. Roadley-Simkm

;

Air. Eric W. B. Scott, Hon. Secretary of the Norfolk and
Norwich Association of Architects

; Airs. Eric W. B. Scott
;

Air. Theodore G. Scott, AI.C.
;

Airs, Theodore G. Scott
;

Air. T. E. Scott ; Air. Joseph Seddon
;

Airs. Joseph Seddon ;

Air. Eric H. Skipper
;

Airs. Eric H. Skipper
;

Air. F. W.
Skipper

;
Air. Geo. J. Skipper

;
Airs. Geo. J. Skipper

;

Air. Lamport Smith ; Air. H. T. B. Spencer
;

Sir John
Sulman

;
Air. H. R. Surridge

;
Air. W. Lincolne Sutton ;

Air. F. H. Swindells
; Airs. F. H. Swindells.

Air. E.J. Tench; The Times
\

Air. W. Harding Thomp-
son, AI.C.

;
Air. C. H. Thurston

;
Air. W. H. Town

;

Aliss Tracey ; Air. Laurence A. Turner, F.S.A
,
Hon

A.R.I.B.A. ; Airs. Laurence A. Turner.
Air. Cecil Upcher

;
Airs. Cecil Upcher.

Air. H. J. Venning,
Air. R. B. Walker

;
Airs. R. B. Walker

;
Aliss AI. E.

Watson
;

Air. Stanley J. Wearing, President of the Norfolk
and NorwTch Association of Architects

;
Airs. Stanley J

Wearing
;

Air. Gordon AI. West
;

Air. G. H. Widdows ;

Airs. G. H. Widdows
;

Air. T. B. AI. Wightman
;

Air, Victor
Wilkins

;
Airs. Victor Wilkins

;
Aliss E. C. Wilkinson ;

Air. P H.Winter; Air. Raymond C.Wrinch; Aliss BensWrinch.
Air Thomas C. Abates

;
Air. C. W. Yelf

;
Air. F, R

Yerbur>
,

Hon. A R. I.B.A.
;

Air. E. Alexander A oung ,

Airs. E, Alexander A'oung.

Notes on the Visits

THURSDAY, 19 JUNE 1930.

ELM HILL, GRAMMAR SCHOOL CHAPEL, THE
DEANERY, THE CATHEDRAL.

Visit A.

The members who paid this visit, met at St. Andrews’s

Hall at 2.30 and at once proceeded to Elm Hill which is

near at hand. This is a survival of a mediaeval street,

almost entirely unspoiled by work of other dates. At the

top of the Hill is the church of St. Peter Hungate, with
its wonderful intersecting roofs at the crossing. Only a

few of the party entered the church as time would not

permit it to form part of the programme. The north side

of Elm Hill has been almost entirely purchased by the

Norwich Corporation, who, aided by the Norfolk and
Norwich Society of Architects, have opened out the old

work and revealed many hidden beauties. The chief

houses of interest are No. 20, now a picture gallery and
probably once the house of the Paston family, and the

next house (now the Strangers Club) once the house of

Augustine Steward (1570) whose merchant's mark appears

on a carved beam over the entrance of Crown Court

adjoining. On the opposite side of the way is the house

of Thomas Pettus (1590) where, by removing stucco, some
beautiful tracery in oak has been brought to light. The
wonderful overhanging gable of the Briton’s Armes is well

worth sketching. The Hill takes its name from an old

Elm tree that stood here for more chan a century. It had
a successor, but that has now gone the way of all

elm trees. The whole street has been very sympathetically
treated and as it was bought up for demolition, it is greatly

to the credit of the local architects’ society that it was
sav'ed for the future enjoyment of those interested in such
matters.

Leaving Elm Hill the party proceeded to Tombland,
once a market, passing on the way Sampson and Hercules
House, specially noted for its carved figures carrying the

porch
;
and the adjoining Steward’s House, a fine half

timber example, spending a few moments to glance at

Tombland Alley which runs through the churchyard of

St. George’s Tombland church. Round Tombland are

very fine examples of Georgian work, while the two out-

standing features are the gateways to the Close, the

Ethelbert Gateway with its decorated stone and flint

tracery and the later date Erpingham Gateway, built by
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Sir Thomas Erpingham of Agincourt fame. Both the

gates were built as penances, the Ethelbert Gateway by
the citizens after a riot and the other by Sir Thomas, who
is represented kneeling in the niche over the top ot the

archway. The great height of the arch of the gateway
should be noted, undoubtedly it was to show forth the

west front of the Cathedral.

So much has been published about the subject of the

next visit, the Cathedral, that not much is needed for

these notes. The party visited the outside first, passing

through the Ethelbert Gateway and moving wesUAards
through the close, noting the good examples of Georgian
work immediately inside the gateway and also the fine

houses at the east end of the lower close Time did not

permit a visit to the Watergate or Pull’s Ferry at which
the sea borne stone was landed for the building of the

earlier part of the Cathedral. The feature of more recent

interest was the grave of Nurse Cavell, whose heroic end
IS in the minds of all. She was a native of the city and
her body lies near the east end of the Cathedral in an
enclosure known as “ Life’s Green.”
The interior of the Cathedral looks almost new at a

first glance owing to the unflaking of the stonework in

1899 ;
the stone now shows up the original mason^s tool

marks almost as sharply as when first executed. The
history of the Gothic tracery exemplified in the cloisters

is worth much study, as the work covered a period of

about 300 years. Other special points to be noted in this

exceptional building are the bosses in the vaulted roofs,

the great height of the spire of which a fine view can be

obtained from the south-west angle of the cloister garth,

the original episcopal throne situated in the centre of the

apse, and said to be the oldest one north of the Alps, and
the large view of Norman work alone, to be obtained from
one point of view in the St. Luke’s Chapel looking out-

wards towards the apse. On Iea\ing the Cathedral the

party was to have visited the Cirammar School Chapel

A\ hich was built in 1316 by John Salmon, Lord Chan-
cellor, Bishop of Norwich, as the Chapel of St. John the

Evangelist, while the crypt was the charnel house, but

time did not permit of this visit being paid as the cars

were waiting outside the Erpingham Gateway to take the

partv to enjov the hospital 1tv of Carrow Abbev.
E. J. T.

STIL\NGERS’ HALL, THE GUILDHALL, ST.
PETER MANCROFT, BRIDEWELL, ST. PETER

PIUNGATE, PRINCES STREET.

Visit B.

A number of members took part in this visit. The
guides were Mr. F. H. Swindells [A.] and Air. Bash

Cozens-Hardy, who acted as guide to St. Peter Hun gate

Church.

ST. GEORGE’S COLEGATE CHURCH, OCTAGON
CHAPEL, OLD MEETING HOUSE, ST. HELEN’S,

BISHOP BRIDGE.
Visit C.

St. George’s Colegate was the first place visited
;

this

is a typical flint-built church of the fifteenth century.

Amongst other points of interest inside are some good

wall monuments, one of which records the burial place ot

John Crome, the founder of the Norwich School of

Painting. Within a stone’s throw is the Octagon Chapel,

and here Mr. Wearing stated that an account of this

building was given in detail in his book Georgian Norzvich :

Its Builders. He gave a brief resume of what was a mid-
eighteenth century competition, in which an architect,

two carpenters and a stonemason were the competitors.

The old Alinute books, which were carefully kept by
the committee, were still available and revealed fresh light

on building customs of the time. Each of the tradesmen
competitors was given work to do in the building.

Thomas Rawlins, the stonemason, wrote a book entitled,

Familiar Architecture, a copy of which is in the Institute

Library, and amongst other subjects represented is his

design for an octagonal church.

Within a stone’s throw of this building, the Old
Aleeting House was next \isited, where Air. H. J. T.
Gowen said : Our object in asking your attention to

this building is, that it is a very early and important
example of Free Church architecture, probably the first.

“ In East Anglia the Old Aleeting House is regarded
as the cradle of Puritanism, being founded during the

reign of Charles I, in 1642, by the Rev. William Bridge,

ALA., of Emmanuel College, Cambridge. He was rector

of St. George’s Tombland and was suspended with
forty-nine others from the Church of England by Bishop
Wren, for refusing to read the Book oj Sports. In order
to enjoy greater religious freedom, he fled to Holland,
and was pastor of the Rotterdam Church in 1638. Two
years later conditions here permitted his return, when he
formed nvo churches, this one, and a sister church at

Yarmouth. He was minister to both
;
one Sunday the

members at Norwich would walk to the services at

Yarmouth (a distance of 23 miles), and the following
Sunday, the Yarmouth members walked to Norwich.
E\en the Puritanical fervour of those days could not
sustain these lengthy journeys on the Sabbath for long,
and after a most friendly conference the one company
decided to become two. The Norwich section still met
m private houses, and later on in a brew house in St.

Edmunds
;

it was not until 1693 that they were able to
complete this building. The architect now suffers the
fate that probably a few of us will share in future days—
he is unknown.

” Alay I draw your attention to a few of its features,
some of which you may have already observed for your-
selves. The main south elevation, of course, demands
most notice, with its thin bricks and still thinner rubbed
and gauged pilasters surmounted by Corinthian caps,
above which are the heavy wide eaves with enriched
consul blocks under the soffit. All the windows have
moulded brick dressings to the jambs and head, rising
on massive cills of timber. The entrance doorways are
protected by large projecting flat canopies.

Note also the simple sundial in the centre with the
date

;
this is a little feature not usually associated with

Free Church buildings. 1 he paving in front is genuine
Dutch clinker pa\ing. I he building stands four square
to the points of the compass, and its walls are of more
than ordinary thickness for this class of building

;
its

roof is a framed one over a flat ceiling, with the trusses
running north to south, and is covered with dark glazed
pantiles.
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“ I ought not to conclude without mentioning that

John Cromwell, kinsman of the great Protector, was one
of the early ministers of this church, and his pulpit chair

is now’ preserved in the glass case in the window em-
brasure of the east lobby, together with the pitch pipe

and singing master's stick that was used to lead the

singing of the hymns before the introduction of the

present organ."
Passing by w’ay of Fishergate, which is said to take its

name from the old fish wharv’es which once skirted the

riverside here, many quaint old facades w ere passed and
admired ;

thence we came to Palace Plain where good
Georgian houses abound, the principal one being once
the home of John Sell Cotman. A short stay was made
outside the old tabernacle, the scene of somewhat bitter

religious controversy, w^hich Air. Wearing briefly touched
on, reading some abstracts from the local paper of the

late eighteenth century.

Passing along Bishopgate, the next visit w^as to

St. Helen’s Church and the Great Hospital, w'here

the Rev. F. W. Bennett Symons discoursed on the build-

ings and afterwards conducted those present round
the charming old cloisters and rooms w^here the old

people live. He recounted that “In the reign of

Henr\' III (1249), Bishop Walter de Suffield founded and
endowed the Hospital of St. Giles, for a Alaster, four

chaplains, a deacon and four sisters to take care of the

sick, as a ‘ Domus Dei ’ and ‘ blouse of the Poor and
Decrepit Chaplains of the Diocese ’ of Norwich, thirteen

poor citizens to have one meal a day, and seven poor
scholars to reside there. At the Dissolution, it was
opened for citizens of 65 years of age, w’ho had resided

three years in Norwich. The residents who are single

live in wards, each has his or her own cubicle, and the

married couples live in cottages. The chancel has now^ a

ward upstairs and dowm, a floor being erected on ‘ Dor-
mans ' (beams) brought from the Bishop’s Palace in 1570.

This part of the church w^as built by Bishop Spencer

(1383) and has a very beautiful ‘ Waggon ’ roof with

bosses and panels. Each panel contains a figure of the

Austrian Eagle, in honour of Ann of Bohemia, who
visited Norwich with her husband, Richard II, when the

chancel was opened in 1385.
“ The great east window^ has very fine flamboyant

tracery. Its stained glass w^as destroyed in the Kett

Rebellion, when the south aisle of the Infirmary Ward
was burned down. The centre part of the church, now'

the chapel of the hospital, ‘ the Parish Church of St.

Helen's,' is in daily use and this portion of the original

church of the Hospital of St. Giles is open for divine

worship to the residents, parishioners and citizens of the

city of Norwich. At the present time, some 170 people

enjoy the privileges of this fine mediaeval foundation.”
S. J. W.

AIARKET PLACE, ST. PETER AIANCROFT,
BETHEL STREET, LADY LANE, HIGH SCHOOL,
ST. STEPPIEN'S, SURREY STREET, ALL SAINTS’

GREEN.
Visit D.

This visit w'ent right through the heart of the city and
a great many interesting buildings were seen, as well as

those especially referred to in the programme. Indeed,
it may be claimed that it was scarcely possible at any
point on the route to look in any direction without seeing
something good, either of early or late work.

St. Andrew's Church was first passed, with very noble
tower and pleasing grouping on the south. Opposite is

the Bridewell, w’hich the party examined wfith great
interest, as it is such a fine specimen of squared black
flints. Bridew’ell Alley, although messed up with bad
shops, has still an old atmosphere and lots of old gables.
Bedford Street has particularly a notable Georgian build-
ing, simple outside but within fine joinery, almost too
good for an engineer's showTOoms.
Exchange Street w^as chosen as the approach to the

market-place, owing to the distant vista of St, Peter
Aiancroft with the Sir Garnet Wolsey, and the sudden
view of the Guild Hall, which greatly fascinated the party.
Inside St. Peter the priceless plate w^as seen, as w'ell as

the building itself, which is the largest and most notable
of the many churches in Norwich.
From the market-place, w'hich is still full of interest,

the Girl’s High School w^as soon reached. Much time
w^as spent in going over this building, designed by
Thomas Ivory. It was originally built as an Assembly
Hall of entertainment and the fine rooms are still there,

w'here, a century and a half ago, youth and beauty met to
talk, drink coffee and dance. A few of the party went
dowm into the cool, vaulted mediieval basement.

St. Stephen’s Church w'as then visited, where much
discussion took place on the date and the interesting

manner of the arcading. Via Rampant Horse Street,

St. Stephen’s Street, and Surrey Street, the visit ended
at All Saints’ Green, passing en route the old thatched
inn knowm as the Boar's Head, and many late eighteenth
centurv buildings.

T. G. S.

ST. JOHN MADDERMARKET "CHURCH, ST.
GREGORY’S CHURCH, ST. LAURENCE CHURCH,
STILANGERS’ HALL, BRIDEWELL, PRINCES

STREET.
Visit E.

This visit w'as to three of the less w idely known of the
many ancient churches of Nonvich, and to the Strangers’
Hall.

Starting from St. Andrew’s Hall, the party w'alked to
the Maddermarket and visited first the church of St. John
Baptist. This is one of the many churches in Norw'ich
having a single unbroken roof covering nave and choir.

It stands on the site of a church founded before the
Confessor’s Survey. The present building is of the
fifteenth century, and w*as the parish church of the Dukes
of Norfolk. It was here, on 18 .February 1563, that
Margaret (Audley), Duchess of Norfolk, was buried w'ith

magnificent funeral ceremonies. Later, in June 1579, the
churchyard w'all w'as pulled dowm and rebuilt to w'iden the
street for the passage of Queen Elizabeth to the Duke’s
Palace.

From St. John’s the party w'ent to the church of St.

Gregory, rebuilt at the end of the fourteenth century to
replace a church of about 1200. This church has a small
vaulted “ Galilee," and the tow'er-porch and ringing
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gallery are brick vaulted. It is here also that there is a

good specimen of the sanctuary knocker, of which there

are now but few in existence. This church, unfor-

tunately, lost its chapel of the Assumption in the
“ improvement ” of 1788, and its lofty spire in 1840.

Thence the party walked to the church of St. Laurence,

a building of singular grace and stateliness, built 1460-

1472 on the site of a church of about a.d. 1050 on the

herring wharf of West Wick. This church contains an
interesting pre-Reformation bell, cast in London about

1350, and still in use as one of a peal of six.

The next building visited \vas the Strangers’ Hall,

where the building and its exhibits were explained by
Mr. Bolingbroke, son of the former owner, who pre-

sented the building to the city. The original “ hall ” has

been preserved with its bay window, stairs, and roof, in

its original state
,
and other rooms are furnished in various

periods, the whole being now in use as a museum of

furniture and household articles of past ages.

J-E.B.

THE COLLECTION OF WORKS BY THE
NORWICH SCHOOL AT CROWN POINT.

After the visits, members had the opportunity of taking

tea wTth the Misses Colman at Carrow Abbey and of

seeing the remains of the Benedictine Nunnery which

are incorporated in the house and gardens, or of par-

taking of the hospitality of the Lord Lieutenant of Nor-

folk, Mr. Russell J. Colman, at Crown Point. There
Mr. Sydney Kitson (Honorary Secretary, R.I.B.A.)

gave a short account of the Norwich School of Painters,

with special reference to the examples in the Crown Point

Collection. Mr. Kitson said :

—

The Norwich School, which arose at the beginning

of the nineteenth century, is the only instance in England

since the Reformation of a band of local painters w'orking

together in their native city and depending upon a local

market for the sale of their work. The existence of this

School may be attributed in part to economic causes.

From 1750 and for 30 years onw^ards Norwich was the

wealthy centre of the wool trade. A new^ middle class

was evolved which demanded small pictures for its homes,

as distinct from the large canvases which the London
artists w'ere producing for the country houses of the

landed class. In response to this demand a school of

local painters arose—descendants, perhaps, of the men
who painted the Norfolk screens in the fifteenth centuiyu

Of the score or more artists of the Norwich School, tw^o

were men of genius—John Crome and John Sell Cotman.

But they were born a generation too late. The discovery

of steam as a motive power for the looms drove the w ool

trade elsewhere. So wLen the Norwich artists reached

the producing stage they were largely without patrons,

and they w'ere obliged to become drawing-masters in

order to live. Yet they held exhibitions in Norwich from

1805 omvards, and continued to produce w^ork, much of

w'hich remained unsold.

“ Mr. Russell Colman has gathered at Crowm Point a

comprehensive collection of the w’orks of the Norwich
School. Not only are the tw^o great giants fully repre-

sented, but also the lesser men—Ladbrooke, Thirtle,

Stark, Vincent, Stannard, and the rest. Crome, the

founder and rugged natural genius of the School,

occupies a prominent place here with his oil paint-

ings
,
wLich range from his ‘ Carrow Abbey ’ to his

‘ Postwick Grove.’ There is also a collection of his

rare w^ater colours, w^hich are unequal, but full of
interest.

The wide field of Cotman ’s genius can be seen at

Crown Point as it can be seen nowhere else. His w'ork

has qualities of design, pattern and balance which make an
especial appeal to architects. Going to London as a boy
of 16, at the end of the eighteenth century, Cotman
quickly assimilated the developments in the art of w'ater

colour painting which Girtin and Turner—his seniors by
seven years—were then making. From this groundw^ork
he soon evolved a style of his own, in which flat washes
were used in a mosaic of pattern, in a method comparable
wdth the technique of the old Chinese and Japanese
drawings. This admirable phase of Cotman ’s work is

wdl represented here—especially by ‘ The ^larl Pit ’ and
the “ Hell Caldron on the Greta.’

“ He returned to Norwich. But such drawings as his

were too new and original to be appreciated at that time.

He therefore became a drawing master and turned out
endless draw ing copies for the use of his students. There-
by his style became to some extent hardened—from w ant
of a constantly renewed reference to nature. Ten years
of bondage at Yarmouth followed, when Cotman w^as

mainly occupied in drawing churches in Norfolk and
Normandy for a local banker—one of the amateurs wLo
were responsible for the Gothic Revival. Yet these
architectural drawings have an emotional quality such as

only a great imaginative landscape artist could impart.
Cotman came back to Norwich for another ten years of
drift and disappointment. During these years, however,
he produced many lovely seascapes—such as ‘ After the
Storm ’ and ‘ The Needles.’ His last eight years w'ere
spent in London.
“All his life this great master of w^atercolour w'as also

painting intermittently in oil. The National Collections
do not show this important phase of his life’s work in any
adequate way. But here it is possible to appreciate the
originality and greatness of Cotman ’s oil paintings. ‘ The
Waterfall ’ is one of the most haunting and beautiful
pictures in the w'orld.

Although endow'ed with a fineness and austerity of
vision such as has been granted to few' other artists,
Cotman did not possess a corresponding robustness of
fibre. Hence his production sometimes falls below his
gift. This superb gift of his, however, can be appreci-
ated without any qualifications w'hen looking at such
masterpieces as ‘ The Waterfall ’ and ‘ The IMarl Pit

’

at Crowm Point.”
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Notes on the Motor Coach Tours
FRIDAY, 20 JUNE.

CAWSTON CHURCH, SALLE CHURCH,
BLICKLING HALL.

Tour No. i.

As we turned northward over the Wensum, the quaint
narrow streets soon gave place to delightful field and
woodland scenery.

After passing under the overhanging sign of Cawston
Woodrow Inn, we left the main road and the tower of
the church was soon visible amid a picturesque setting.

A brief description of the church by Mr, G. Anderson
helped visitors to appreciate the interesting features of
the building : the magnificent hammerbeam roof with its

tall angels carved in wood, the screen with painted panels,
the fifteenth century pulpit, seats in the nave, and backless
seats in the aisles, the altar rails and the ringers’ loft.

In a county where flint is largely used for facing the
walls of the churches, the tower here gives additional
interest. Simple in detail, yet delightful and stately in
proportion, it rises above the charming old-world village

clustered round its base. This is the last impression of a

pleasing group seen from the road that leads to Salle.

The church at Salle is without the compact village as

at Cawston, nevertheless it has a delightful setting.

Passing into the church through the large west door its

proportion and scale are impressing. After a brief
account of its history and the mention of the chief points of
interest by the rector, the Rev. W. L. E. Parsons, consider-
able time was occupied in the interior. Although largely
restored, the roof retains many of the carved bosses and
figures. Fragments of old glass remain in some of the
windows and the chancel contains a series of fine oak
choir stalls with carved miserere seats. Noticeable among
other features were the fifteenth century pulpit, converted
later into a three decker with desks for priest and clerk,

the seven sacrament font and the wooden skeleton of what
was evidently once a fine carved cover. This is still

raised by means of a crane operated from the ringer’s

gallery. Climbing the narrow staircase in the north-west
corner of the church one entered a beautiful little chapel
over the north porch. The doors of the church are all

original with good iron work.
The tour was continued to Aylsham via Blickling woods,

with a passing glimpse of the Hall
;

a halt was made for

lunch in this market town, rich in smaller domestic work.
Returning in the afternoon to Blickling Hall, the company
collected on the bridge over the moat, where Air. J. A.
Gotch, P.P.R.I.B.A., instroduced one of the finest

examples of a large mansion of the Jacobean period, briefly

surveying its history and emphasising the features which
were characteristic of those times. The magnificent
staircase and the Long Gallery with rich plaster ceiling

were especially noted. The first and last views of the

Hall were particularly impressive. The long stretches of

lawns bordered with tall yew hedges, the line continued
by the stable wings, and culminating in the fine front of

the Hall, do credit to its designer. It was delightful to

find there was sufficient time to wander or rest in the

beautiful grounds before returning to Norwich, via

Aylsham and St. Faith’s. C. H. D.

MELTON CONSTABLE HALL, BINHAAI
PRIORY, BLAKENEY CHURCH, CLEY CHURCH,

SALT HOUSE.
Tour No. 2.

The party assembled on St. Andrews Hail Plain,
opposite the Conference headquarters, and started at

9.30 a.m. Bearing north through the narrow and busy
streets of industrial Norwich, in dull but promisingweather,
an hour’s run took us to Melton Constable, where the seat
of Lord Hastings was our first stop, built in 1670, a fully
fledged example of the English renaissance, showing the
influence of Inigo Jones. The main block is almost square
on plan, built in red brick and stone dressings and hipped
roof with a bold enriched cornice. We were welcomed by
Air. R. Owen Goddard, in Lord Hastings’ absence, and
separated to view the house and grounds at leisure. On
re-assembling we were entertained to the light refreshment
known locally as “ elevenses.”

We resumed our journey through open rolling country,
the best partridge country in England. Alore than once
the procession of cars had to ease up to allow the mother
with her covey of chicks to gain the safety of the hedge-
sides. Our way lay through Briningham and Gunthorpe,
with their cottages built of kidney pebbles and brick in the
manner peculiar to this district, showing marked Dutch
influence.

Binham Priory was our next halt. Here Air. Basil

Cozens-Hardy pointed out its many points of interest.

The western half serves as the parish church and alone
survives

;
the present nave, plain massive Norman, the

beautiful transitional early English to decorated west front

and the seven sacrament font were duly noted.

Continuing our way to the coast, the sea and the salt

marshes and dunes of the north Norfolk coast came into

view. Scolt Head, the national bird sanctuary and
breeding place of innumerable sea birds, was noted with
interest. An excellent lunch was provided at Blakeney,
forty-one sitting down. Alany of the party

,
with commend-

able energy, got busy with their sketch books to record its

many fascinations. After lunch a visit was paid to Blakeney
church, where Dr. Reid and Bishop O’Rorke described
its interesting features, comprising its fine west doorway,
unique lantern turret and seven lancet east window.
The fine church of Cley was visited next. Air. Basil

Cozens-Hardy again acting as guide, and it is perhaps the
finest example of the decorated style in the county. The
fine south transept, with its horseshoe south window, is

now undergoing restoration under the supervision of Air.

William Weir.

Skirting Salthouse, sufficient time to stop not being
available, the opportunity was taken of making a detour
through the beautifully wooded and undulating country^
adjacent, known as the garden of Norfolk, and thence to
“ Glavenside ” for tea, at the invitation of Air. Sidney
Cozens-Hardy, who with his nieces, the Alisses Colman,
welcomed us. When Air. Milburn and Air. Arthur Keen
had tendered our thanks we viewed the grounds with their
interesting water gardens.
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At 5.15 we started on our return journey to Norwich,
which was reached shortly after 6 o’clock, having visited

under the most pleasant conditions a part of Norfolk rich

in varied interests to all lovers of art and nature.

G. C.

THE NORFOLK BROADS, REGATTA ON WROX-
HAM BROAD, RANWORTH CHURCH.

Tour No. 3.

A party of 70 left Norwich by motor bus on what was
looked upon as a holiday trip, but which proved to be a

tour full of interest to architects and which gave a wonder-
ful insight into the spirit of Norfolk and the life of the

Broadland folk.

The buses crossed the beautiful Mousehold Heath,
from which a fine view of Norwich was obtained, and
traversed the rolling park of Rackheath Hall, with its drive

of rhododendrons and Scotch firs and its Italian renais-

sance front. An item of interest was the Manor Farm,
Wroxham, almost unique in being a complete small six-

roomed house of the seventeenth century, with stone

pedimented and mullioned windows.
Leaving the buses at Wroxham, the party crossed Mr.

H. L. Clark’s lawns and embarked on a large motor-
launch which, with an almost noiseless engine, glided past

bungalows, wooded shores, and grass hills sloping down
to the river on the way to Wroxham Broad. As the whole
stretch of the Broad opened into view, a cluster of white

yachts and motor cruisers half-a-mile ahead, with the

sails of racing yachts hoisted, made a delightful picture

against the dark green background of trees, with the

red and white flags of buoys marking the course in

the foreground.
The launch brought up alongside the houseboat of the

Yare and Bure Sailing Club, a floating club-house which
attends all the regattas, and the Conference members were
welcomed on board by the Commodore, who also holds

the position of Lord Mayor of Norwich. A regatta

followed, specially arranged for the occasion by the party’s

guide, and it says a great deal for the sportsmanship of

racing men that as many as thirteen boats started in one

race, and that, in order to be present, some of these boats

had to make an 80 mile passage, out and home, in two
days.

Several members had a sail on a Norfolk wherry, obtain-

ing an excellent view of the races, and others went as

crews in the racing boats, to receive a thrill, as each boat

took in water over the side, there being a fresh sailing

breeze. Boarding the launch again, the tour continued

along the river Bure and through Salhouse Broad to

Horning, where lunch was serv^ed at the Swan Hotel.

In the afternoon, the river journey was resumed past

Homing village, being held up for several minutes whilst

the ancient chain ferry crossed the river to bring two

motor cars over, and downstream to Ranworth Broad.

Landing at the Staithe, where the granaries form a Con-
stable picture, a visit was paid to Ranworth church, where

the vicar, the Rev. L. Everard, described the famous rood

screen and unexpectedly produced a wonderful fourteenth

century AI.S. for which Pierpoint Morgan once offered

£10,000. The vicar was then impounded for the remain-
der of the trip and the passage to the ruins of St. Benet’s
Abbey and up the river Ant was made, through a beautiful

marshland country absolutely unspoilt, with windmills
making pictures that John Sell Cotman might have
painted, but never improved upon.
The skill of the launch skipper caused some amusement

when he turned the 65 foot launch in a 75 foot river with-
out touching either bank, and the party finally said good-
bye to the river at How^ Hill, the residence of Mr. E. T.
Boardman. Air. Boardman entertained the members
to a delightful tea and a still more delightful w^alk through
his country home. After tea the members left for Norwich
by a road which gave a view of many of the portions of
river visited earlier in the day and finally show^ed, from
the heights of Alousehold, the old city with its cathedral,

castle and many churches standing out against the sunset.

Each member of the party was presented with a book
containing 100 pictures of the Broads.

A. G. B.

EAST BARSHAAI HALL, RAYNHAM HALL,
CASTLE ACRE PRIORY.

Tour No. 4.

This tour had a long distance to cover, but a prompt
start w'as made and the first stopping place. East Barsham
Alanor, was reached in advance of scheduled time. Air.

John Page, under w hose supervision the house has recently
been rendered habitable, gave a description of the building
with the help of a large scale diagram. The house is

chiefly of the sixteenth century, with courtyard and gate-
house. The great hall is in ruins but its oriel window still

remains. The chief interest centres in the very rich terra
cotta chimneys, ornamental medallions and moulded
brickwork. The tow er, or at any rate the lower portions of
it, is of earlier date, as evidenced by the different type of
brickwork. The brick jambs and mullions to the window s

and doors w'ere originally plastered in imitation of stone-
w'ork, a practice not unusual in Norfolk.

Leaving Barsham we retraced our steps to Fakenham
and thence we made for Raynham, where we were hospi-
tably received by the Marchioness Towmshend. A very
able description of the building of this mansion was given
by Air. Bradfer Law'rence. We were showm the original
building accounts, and it appears fairly certain that Sir
Roger Townshend, having been on the Grand Tour, de-
signed the building himself with the aid of two local
masons, the brothers Edge. The building was commenced
in 1619 and Sir Roger was then only in his twenties. He
was friendly with Inigo Jones, and from a book still pre-
served at Raynham it is gathered that he made frequent
journeys to London and submitted various questions to
Inigo Jones for advice. The central feature of the east
front may be a result of one of these visits. It can scarcely
have been detailed by Inigo Jones nor does it look like the
w ork of Kent, w ho w as employed at Raynham round about
^73^7 but it might very possibly hav'e been carried out by
the brothers Edge from a sketch by Jones. After inspecting
the house we took lunch on the law'n, had another walk
round the outside, and then departed for Castle Acre
Priory.
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This Priory was founded by William de Warrenne, the
remains of whose castle stand nearby, and was an offspring
of the Cluniac house at Lewes, also founded by the same
de Warrenne. The approach to the Priory is through a

Tudor brick gatehouse only built a short time before the
Dissolution. The chief glory to-day is the very complete
remains of the Norman west front and the Prior’s lodging
at right angles to it. This latter building has two large

and interesting oriel windows. It is still roofed and two
rooms on the first floor reached by a picturesque but
modern (more or less) external stair are well worth close
inspection. One was the Prior's Chapel and contains a

richly ornamented piscina, the other his parlour with
Tudor fireplace and the remains of colouring on the
rafters and the above mentioned oriels. Castle Acre

—

Church, Priory and Castle—is a village worthy of a much
longer visit than we could afford to give it. H.AI. Office

of Works are carrying out protective works ^t the Priory,

and the place is consequently a great deal easier to under-
stand than it was nine months ago.

Swaffham was merely a place for tea—no time for

sightseeing—and thence back to Norwich and so to the

Banquet.
F. H. S

An Impression of the Conference
BY JOHN D. CLARKE [F’.]

The Conference at Norwich was a complete success.

There were three thoroughly enjoyable days leaving

behind them lasting impressions of trivial and amusing
things, brilliant functions, witty conversations spiced

with architectural scandal, beautiful buildings, charm-
ing hosts, and the spectacle of architects in holiday

mood from all parts of Britain, the colonies and
dominions, meeting together in one of England’s

oldest cities for sociability and refreshment, and to rub

shoulders with other members of their profession.

To those whose onerous task it was to make the

arrangements for the Conference, to those at the

R.I.B.A. headquarters, to those at Norwich, we offer

grateful thanks for all their efforts. Their work was
well done and truly appreciated. They even chose

days on which the weather was perfect, for Norwich
was fortunate enough to miss the storms that visited

other parts of England during that time.

It is not my job, fortunately, to describe the

proceedings of the Conference. All I am con-

cerned with is to record a few of the impressions

carried away by a practising architect whose work is

principally in the broad acres of the home counties,

and who too seldom comes into contact with his

brother architects.

On the way to Norwich there was a night in town
heralded by a terrific thunderstorm, which made but

little disturbance in an architect’s home north of

London. Curiously interesting are architects’ homes.

In them are odd familiar things
;

an etching of a

modern building, a delicate gilded Regency overmantel

with ionic pilasters, an old black framed print of a

distinguished looking gentleman with tousled hair,

dressed in the style of a hundred years ago and signed

“ John Soane, author of Designs of Buildings,” a

technical journal, books, and an air of spiritual rather

than material comfort. The effect is rare and exciting.

A similar effect is produced by Hardy when he

mentions in his novels professional things and phrases,

such as “Dumpy Levels” and “ Running Dimensions,”

The main road to Norwich is not a very interesting

one, but the Building Xezvs very thoughtfully pub-
lished a map giving an alternative or Architects’

”

route, and this proved to be a very good one, passing

through characteristic villages, brick in Essex, flint

further on, coloured plaster and thatch near Norwich,
and on the outskirts of Newmarket, a memorial
designed by Rickards in 1910 to the memory of a local

celebrity
;

a jewel of a memorial, elliptical on plan and
a perfect example of Rickards’ genius for design in the

round. Like all his work, it exhibits no trace of the

drawing board, but has the modelled look of sculpture.

In that respect it has the same qualities as St. Paul’s,

and this was doubtless due to Rickards’ natural gift

for draughtsmanship and to his ability in drawing
curves.

Being elliptical, each view^ changes smoothly and
imperceptibly as you walk round it. The abruptness
of a rectangular monument is avoided and also the

monotony of a circular one. It is impossible not to

compare this wdth some of the great War memorials
designed in planes and expressing immobility and
death, whereas the curves of Rickards’ w^ork express

movement and life and so achieve the real object of any
memorial, which is to keep alive a memory.

After entering the city of Norwich and negotiating

the awkward entrance to the courtyard of an old
coaching inn, impressions of the Conference began to

register, but not too rapidly. That was one of the
successes of the organisers. They did not provide
more than the ordinary mortal could digest, except
possibly, at the banquet. An informal reception gave
the opportunity of members meeting. 7'he next
morning, the Lord Mayor of Norwich officially opened
the proceedings at which a paper was given on regional

planning, specially referring to Norfolk, with following
speeches by members from Australia, Canada and
West Africa. In the evening another reception by
the Lord Mayor, and this time—formal, brilliant and
dazzling—all Norwich was there to meet and welcome
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the curious architect people. The guests were received

by the Lord iVIayor and Lady Mayoress and Sir

Banister and Lady Fletcher. One pleasant memory
of the reception was the R.I.B.A, President’s welcom-
ing smile. ,It w'as so full of kindness and geniality

that it must have left a delightful impression on the

Norwich people. The background of the reception

W'as the architecturally interesting castle, used as a

museum, and those not interested in dancing could

amuse themselves amongst the stuffed birds. After

the reception—a little architectural gossip and scandal

in the smoking room of an old inn and the hospitality

of the editor of a technical journal w ho astonished the

bar by ordering for his guests a gallon of Norfolk ale.

The sightseeing was diversified and admirably

arranged so that it pleased everybody. Some spent a

day on the Broads and enjoyed it, and others went to

look at buildings. The tour that took in Cawston
and Salle churches and Blickling Hall w as one of the

pleasantest. It was leisurelv, and the mixture of

ecclesiastical and domestic architecture was just right.

Mr. Gotch very kindly came a long, tiring journey

to talk to the visitors about Blickling. His notes were

full of information and he has the rare and happy gift

of making historical and archaeological facts interest-

ing. He “ gets it over,” as they say. But even his

enthusiasm could not make me see Blickling as great

architecture. In common with many other big

Jacobean houses, it impressed me as having been

designed bv second-rate men who had at their elbow'

books of examples of first-rate architecture from w hich

they liberally helped themselves. In many ways, the

Jacobean period is not unlike our ow n, and the modern
Inigo Jones may at this moment be studying not

Italian work, but Scandinavian or German.
Norfolk is famed for its churches and its old w ayside

inns, but is it a sign of the times that the fabric of

both seems rather neglected ? Cawston and Salle

churches are beautiful and those who have the care of

them obviously love them, but funds are not available

for proper repairs. The beetle is active in the fine old

painted screens which w'ill be lost in a few' years unless

something is done about them. A famous old late

Jacobean inn near Norw'ich is tumbling to pieces at

the back. In the front it was cheery enough with

charabancs and paper streamers, and a man in a

bowler hat playing a tin w'histle.

After the dav’s sightseeing, the climax of the Con-
ference—the banquet. The setting of the banquet

was magnificently architectural in the nave of the

church of the “ Preaching Friars.” Round the walls

were fine paintings of famous men of Norwich,
the surroundings were satisfying and the speeches

were excellent, Mr. Kitson’s speech, especially,

was full of wit and scholarly wisdom. The
Dean of Norwich proposed “ The R.I.B.A. and its

Allied Societies ” and gave out a suggestion for the

assessing of architectural competitions. It was that

the assessor should choose the three best designs and
that the promoters of the competition should be at

liberty to select from any one of those three the one

they preferred, their decision being final, A number of

corporations would welcome this method and if it

w ere adopted, there w'ould be many more competitions

than there are now', but the Dean’s suggestion is open
to grave objections and might be liable to defeat the

object for which the competition is held and that is to

carry out the best design.

After the banquet the Conference began to break
up. Everyone seems to have enjoyed it, but where
were the great ones of the profession, the R.A.’s,

and the Gold IMedallists ? They ought to have been
there to take part in a refreshing and stimulating
experience.

Impressions of the Conference by Overseas Visitors

(i) SIR JOHN SULMAN [F].

As an overseas member of the Institute, permit me
to offer my congratulations to the Council, and to the

Norfolk and Norwich Association of Architects, on

the success of the recent Congress
;
and to express

the hope that it will continue to be repeated annually.

Such meetings are of the greatest value in bringing

together members of the profession w'ho w'ould not

otherwise be likely to meet, and thus help to stimulate

the esprit de corps so necessary in the life of the present

day.

To those of us who spend our lives in industrial

tow ns, or in the modern surroundings of the Colonies,

a visit to a city of historic interest like Norwich is most
stimulating and refreshing, especially w'hen one is

received with such w'holehearted kindness and hospi-
tality as we have recently experienced. On the other
hand, an occasional visit might be made with advantage
to an industrial centre, where the architectural prob-
lems of to-day are in course of solution, or even to one
of the Dominions. The latter w'ould be of special
value at the present time, when it is very desirable to

strengthen the links of mutual helpfulness and goodwill
which are still characteristic of nearly all parts of the
British Empire.
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(2) RODNEY H. ALSOP [F.],

I
T is rather difficult to concentrate and write a

clear description of the impressions produced by
the Norwich Conference immediately after it

is over, as the time was so full there that further

time is needed to allow the mind to sort out the

various events that crowded the days and nights.

This is particularly so when one has just disembarked

from a long sea voyage, at a port such as Naples,

spent a few very busy days in Rome and Paris, and
arrived in London just in time to drive straight to the

Norfolk capital. It was Ascot day, and it rained.

Such rain, accompanied by thunder and lightning,

might be seen in Malaya or Queensland or Western
Australia, but is hardly to be expected in

England. Driving out of London, the roads were
literally rivers, with stranded trams and buses

and cars forming islands. As the country was

approached the rain ceased, and instead of the flat

marshy country one expected, there passed by the

beautiful green, undulating pastures, charmingly

unspoilt villages, and excellent roads.

Norwich, a cathedral city. One pictured a delightful

sleepy town set in a quiet countryside dotted with

slumbering hamlets. Not at all. Norwich is busy,

it is very much awake
;
the country is busy, it is also

awake—the very churches have towers that sit up
on end and look at you, as I once read “ like rabbits

with their ears cocked.” Healthy and wholesome
and full of life is the impression Norwich creates,

and it appears to be no false impression. If one can

judge by the energy and thoroughness of the

Conference Committee, then it certainly is none.

If ever a Conference was kept busy it was this one,

and the excellence of the organisation was

outstanding.

The informal Reception by the Norfolk and Norw ich

Association provided a very enjoyable opportunity of

renewing old and beginning new' friendships for

it is meeting firsthand the members of his own
profession in the Mother Country that provides one

of the greatest pleasures to a person living in a far

distant dominion. Mr. Harding Thompson’s paper

on Regional Planning emphasised the difference in

the problems that confront those living in a densely

populated island and those in a country almost the

size of Europe, containing a population about half that

of London.
I have never been in a city that appears to have more

churches for its size than Norwich apart from the

Cathedral. Everywhere one turns there is a church,

and I understand that at one time there were more
inns even than churches. Of the latter, one of the

finest is St. Peter Mancroft, which has a fine

spaciousness, a very interesting and satisfying wooden
roof, and charming detail.

The first day in Norwich was very full indeed, and
the organisers of the Conference were determined
that nothing should be missed. I can only

speak of the particular visit that I went to

on the Thursday afternoon during which we
w'ere shown over Strangers’ Hall, the Guildhall,

St. Peter Alancroft, Bridewell, St. Peter Hungate
and Princes Street, under the able direction of Mr
Cotman and Mr. Basil Cozens-Hardy. Those who
chose any one of the alternative visit seemed to find

equal enjoyment, and returned full of enthusiasm for

the delightful city. The fact that there w'ere five

alternative programmes and about half an hour only

w'as allow ed for any one item, where days full of interest

could be spent, only shows how’ full of good things

Norwich is. The Lord Mayor’s reception in the

Castle stands out in the memory, the old masonry
w'alls forming a fine background to the bright dresses

and uniforms. The Castle Yard, w hich was opened to

the visitors, was very beautiful in the evening light.

Norwich stands out also as being one of the most
difficult cities in which to find your way that can be

imagined. Genoa is difficult, the Palace of Minos
had a basement storey that is even more so, but

those appear simple compared with Norwich. After

the direct lay-out of most colonial towns, it is a

veritable maze of winding streets and lanes.

On the Friday, w'e w'ere taken into the country, and
it W'as a most delightful day. Again there were
several alternative trips, each full of interest. Alelton

Constable, Binham Priory, The Broads, Castle Acre
and other famous places, and the charming house and
garden of the Cozens-Hardys w'here wt wxre enter-

tained to tea.

Judging by the w'ay members of the various parties

produced sketch books and sat down to work in

concealed corners, their confidence in those responsible

for their safe return w^as very great.

The Banquet gave us the chance of seeing the

members of the Conference together again and hear

their varying experiences, and it fittingly closed the

official entertainments, leaving the remainder of the

time for further study of the Cathedral, the city and
the district surrounding it. When ultimately one tore

oneself away from these delightful places, one felt that

the thoughts of them in the future would always recall

those colleagues from all parts of the British Empire
with w’hom one w'as associated during the Con-
ference. Those of us from afar felt very privileged

to have with us men wFose names are household
words in every architect’s office.
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LIST OF ATTENDANCES AT THE CONFERENCE

Among the members and their guests attending the

Conference events were the following :

—

Professor Patrick Abercrombie, M.A. [F.] ;
Mr. N. G.

Abercrombie ;
Air. T. C. Agutter ; Air. A. R. Alien-

Lodge [A.]
;
Mrs. A. R. Alien-Lodge ;

Mr. Rodney H. Alsop

[F.] (Vice-President, Royal Victorian Institute of Architects ;

representing the Australian Institute of Architects and the

Royal Victorian Institute of Architects)
;

Airs. Rodney H.

Alsop ;
Air. J. G. Ambrose

;
Airs. J. G. Ambrose

;
Mr. G. H.

.\nderson
;
Air. George W. Atkinson [F.]

;
Mrs. George W.

Atkinson ;
Mr. H. E. Ayris [L.] (Hon. Secretary, Cumberland

Branch, Northern Architectural Association).

Air. Phil Back
;

Airs. Phil Back
;
Airs. Bainbridge

;
Air.

F. G. Baker (Chief Clerk, R.I.B.A.)
;
Air. Christian Barman

;

Mr. A. E. Batzer [H.]
;
Airs. A. E. Batzer

;
Air. Ralph W.

Bedingfield [H.]
;
Air. A. G. Berrv [H.]

;
Airs. A. G. Berry ;

Air. Eric L. Bird [H.]
;
Dr. R. Blair

;
Mrs. R. Blair

;
Dr.

Blaxland
;
Air. H. C. W. Blvth [JL.] ;

Air. E. T. Boardman [F.] ;

Alrs.E.T.Boardman ;
Mr. j. Owen Bond [F.]

;
Air. R. O. Bond ;

Aliss AI, Bond
;
Air. Cyril Edward Bradbury ;

Mr. Walter

Brand [A.] (President, Leicester and Leicestershire Society

of Architects)
;
Air. PA A. Broadhead [A.]

;
Airs. P\ A. Broad-

head
;
Air. Charles John Brown

;
Airs. Charles John Brown ;

Air. G. P. Brown ;
Airs. G. P. Brown

;
Air. W. G. Buck [F.]

(President, Sheffield, South Yorkshire and District Society of

Architects and Surveyors)
;
Airs, W. G. Buck

;
Air. Claude S.

Buckingham
;

Airs. Claude S. Buckingham
;

Air. E. H.

Buckingham [F.] (President-elect, Norfolk and Norwich

Association of Architects); Airs. E. H. Buckingham; Air.

G. S. Buckingham; Miss M. Buckingham; Mr. Edward

Bullard
;
Airs. Edward Bullard

;
Air. Ernest Bullard

;
Airs.

Ernest Bullard
;

Aliss Bullard
;

Air, Irwin Bullock
;
Mr.

Willoughby Bullock, Airs. Willoughby Bullock; Air. Charles

Bunting; Airs. Charles Bunting; Air. J. E. Burton [L.] ;

Airs. J. E. Burton.
Air. A. Lome Campbell [F.]

;
Air. William Carless [F.J ;

Airs. William Carless; Air. J. L. Carnell [F.] ;
Airs. J. L.

Carnell ;
Lieut.-Col. H. P. Cart de Lafontaine, O.B.E., T.D.

[A.] ;
Air. J. A. Charles [F.] (representative of the Barrow-

in-Fumess Corporation) ;
Airs. J. A. Charles

;
Air. James F. H.

Checklev ;
Airs, King Churchouse

;
Air. John D. Clarke [F.] ;

Air. R. M. Close (Ulster Society of Architects)
;
Air. Eustace

Cohen (Past President of the Royal Institute of Architects

of Western Australia
;
representing the Royal Institute of the

Architects of Western Australia) ;
Airs. Eustace G. Cohen ;

Air. R. A. Cooksey [A.]
;
Airs. R. A. Cooksey ;

Air. H. A.

Cooper [F.J ;
Air. A. AI. Cotman ; Air. Grahame Cotman [F.J ,

Aliss G. Cotman
;
Aliss Doris Coward

;
Air. Herbert A. Cox ;

Air. S. Cozens-Hardy
;

Aliss Cozens-Hardy ;
Air. Philip

H. Cundall [H.]
;
Air. H, C. E. Curtis.

Air. C. H. Dann [A.]
;
Air. G. Davey

;
Air. J. Gordon

Davies ;
Airs. Gordon Davies

;
Air. T. Raffles Davison

A~] ;
Air. John L. Denman [F.J ;

Airs. John L.

Denman; Air. F.AI. Dewing ;
Alr.B.H. Durrant

;
Airs. B.H.

Durrant.
Mr. A. W. Ecclestone [L.J ;

Airs. A. W. Ecclestone
;
Air.

J. H. Elder-Duncan. .

Air. W. H. ffiske
;
Sir Banister Fletcher, F.S.A. (President,

R.I.B.A.) ;
Ladv Fletcher.

Air. C. H. Gale [A.]
;
Airs. C. H. Gale ;

Aliss Gale ;
Air.

Frank Garland ;
Airs. Frank Garland ; Air. A, AI. Giles

,

Air. H. J. T. Gowen
;
Mrs. H. J. T. Gowen ;

Aliss Al. A.

Gowen
;
Air. Andrew L, Gray

;
Air. Hastuell Grayson, ALA.

Captain Herbert Haines
;
Aliss A irginia Hamil ;

Air. H. C.

Hare ; Air. F. C. Hargrave ;
Air. V. Harston ;

Airs. V. Harston
;

Mr. F. R. B. Haward [F.J ;
Air. F. G. Hicks [F.] (President,

Roval Institute of the Architects ot Ireland) ;
Aliss \ lolet

Hicks
;

Air, E. Percy Hinde [F.J ;
Airs. E. Percy Hmde ;

Aliss Hodge ; Air. E. G. Holtom [F.J ; Air. Francis Hooper
[F.]

;
Air. George Hubbard, F.S.A. [F.F.J ;

Aliss E. K. D.
Hughes [H.J ;

Air. H. C. Hughes [F.J ;
Air. V. C. Hunt [H.J.

Miss Dorothy Ingmere
;
Air. A. Linton Iredale [L.J.

Aliss D. G. Jacobs
;
Air. E. R. Jarrett [H.J ;

Air. T. Poster
Johnson [L.J ;

Airs. Foster Johnson
;
Aliss A. F. Jones, ALA.

[A.].

Air. Arthur Keen [F.J ;
Airs. Arthur Keen ;

Air. H. G.
Kemp ; Mrs. H, G. Kemp

;
Air. E. Bertram Kirbv, O.B.E.

[F.J ;
Airs. Robert Kirk

;
Air. Sydney D. Kitson, ALA.,

F.S.A. [F.J (Hon. Secretary R.I.B.A.)
;

Airs. Sydney D.
Kitson

.

Air. Henry J. Leaning
;
Airs. Henry J. Leaning

;
Air. V G.

Lilley
;
Air. F. Lishman [F.J ;

Air. C. L. Lister ; Air. S. G.
Livock [F.J ;

Airs. S. G. Livock
;
Air. R. Goulburn Lovell

[H.] Hon. General Secretary, South Eastern Society of
Architects)

;
Air, J. Archibald Lucas [F.J ;

Airs. J. Archibald
Lucas ; Aliss Lucas.

Air. Ian AlacAlister, ALA. (Secretary, R.I.B.A.) ; Airs. Ian

AlacAlister ;
Air. P. R. AIcLaren [L.J ; Airs. Alarion AIcLaren ;

Air. C. Stanbury Aladeley [H.J (Joint Hon. Secretary, Bir-

mingham Architectural Association) ; Captain J. A. Alair ;

Airs. J. A. Alair
;
Airs. C. R. T. Alarrin

;
Aliss Elfrida Alason ;

Aliss Hilda Alason [H.J ;
Airs. Maxwell; Air. Claude J. W.

Alessent [H.J ;
Air. T. R. Alilburn [F.J ;

Airs. T. R.
Alilburn

;
Aliss Alilburn

;
Air. A. H. Aloberly, ALA. [F.J ;

Airs. A. H. Aloberly
;

Air. H. Greville Alontgomery, J.P.

[Hon. A.] ;
Alrs.H. Greville Alontgomery

;
Aliss Alontgomery :

Aliss Alontgomery
;
Air. B. B. Alorgan

;
AIrs.B.B. Alorgan ;

Air. Aloyle
;
Airs. Alovle.

Mr. H. Neale.
Air. Arthur S. Oswald.
Mr. John Page, B.A. [H J ;

Airs. John Page
; Air. VV'. T.

Plume [Hon.A.].

Air. Stanley C. Ramsey [F.J ;
Air. Thomas Rayson [F.J

(Hon. Secretary, Oxford Society of Architects)
; Air. E. P.

Rennie
;
Air. H. Whiteman Rising [F.J ;

Air. Roadley-Simkin ;

Airs. Roadley-Simkin.
Aliss E. Sadler ;

Air. Augustus F. Scott
;
Mrs. Augustus

F. Scott
;
Aliss Elisabeth Scott [H.J ; Air. Erie W. B. Scott

[F.J (Hon. Secretary, Norfolk and Norwich Association of
Architects) ; Airs. Eric Scott

;
Air. T. E. Scott [F.J ;

Air.

Theodore Gilbert Scott, AI.C. [F.J ;
Airs. Theodore Gilbert

Scott
;
Air. J. Seddon [H.J ; Airs. J. Seddon

;
Aliss J. Sewell ;

Air. C. J. Shred
;
Air. Erie H. Skipper [A.]

;
Airs. Eric H.

Skipper
;
Air. F. \V. Skipper

;
Airs. F. W. Skipper

;
Air. G. J.

Skipper [F.J ;
Airs. G. J. Skipper

; Air. J. Alan Slater, ALA.
[F.J ;

Airs. J. Alan Slater
;
Air. Lamport Smith

;
Air. H. T. B.

Spencer [A.]
;
Air. C. PL Strange [F.J ;

Airs. C. H, Strange ;

Sir John Sulman [F.J ;
Lady Sulman

;
Aliss Sulman ; Air. H.

Ralph Surridge
;

Air. W. Lincolne Sutton
;

Air. F. H.
Swindells [H.] ; Airs. F, H. Swindells.

Airs. Tarbet
;
Air. Ernest Ta\Ior

;
Air. Edwin J. Tench [F.J ;

Air. W. Harding Thompson, ALC. [F.J ;
Air. L. AL Thorn ;

Air. C'. H. Thurston
; Air. William Henry Town [H.J ;

Aliss
Tracey

;
Air. Laurence A. Turner, P'.S.A. [Hon A.] ;

Airs.
Laurence A. Turner.

Air. C ecil Upcher [F.]
; Airs, Cecil Upcher.

Mr. H.J. Venning [H.J.

Air. R, B. Walker [H.J ;
Airs. R. B. W^alker

;
Aliss AL E.

Watson
;
Air. Stanley J. Wearing [F.J (President, Norfolk and

Norwich Association of Architects)
; Airs. Stanley Wearing ;

Air. Gordon AL West (Hon. Treasurer of the Royal Architec-
tural Institute of Canada, Vice-President of "the Ontario
Association of Architects

; representing the Royal Architectural
Institute of Canada, and the Ontario Association of Architects) ;

Air. P. R. White [L.J ;
Mr. George H. Widdows [F.J ;

Airs.
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George H. Widdows ;
Mr. T. B. M. Wightman [F.] (Australia);

Mr, Victor Wilkins [F.] ; Mrs, Victor Wilkins
;
Mr. C. J.

Wilkinson
;
Miss E, C. Wilkinson ; Mr. H. E. Williams

;

Mr. P, H. Winter [.d.]
;
Mrs. Wiseman

;
Mr. W. L. Wood

;

Miss M, A. Wright
;
Mr. Raymond C. Wrinch [A,]

;
Miss

Beris Wrinch.

Mr. J. Victor Yates [L.]
;
Mrs. J Victor Yates

;
Mr. Thomas

C. Yates [A.]
;
Mr. C. W. Yelf

;
Mrs. Yelf

;
Mr. F. R. Yer-

bury \^Ron.A^ (Secretary, The Architectural Association);

Mr. E, Alex. Young ; Mrs. E. Alex Young.

During the Conference the following message was
received from Mr. C. Rand Overy, the President of the
East Africa Institute of Architects :

—

“ Convey to President Annu.al Conference Best

Wishes Every Success Regret Unavoidabue Ab-
sence President East Africa Institute.”

THE CONFERENCE HANDBOOK.
An excellent handbook for delegates to the Conference

was issued by the Norfolk ana Norwich Association ot

Architects under the editorship of Air, Theodore G.
Scott, M.C. [F.]. The handbook contained among
other things articles on “ Georgian Norwich, by Stanley

J. Wearing [F.], the President of the Norfolk and Norwich
Association of Architects

;

“ The Cathedral,’^ by the
Dean, the Very Rev. Dr. D. H. S. Cranage [Hon. A.]

;

” Norwich Past and Present,” bv George A. Stephen,
F.L.A.

;

“ Elm Hill,” by E. W. B. Scott [F.]
;

and
“The City Walls,” by Percy A. Nash. It was illustrated

by a number of delightful photographs of Norwich and
the neighbourhood, of which we reproduce several in this

issue by the courtesy of the publishers.

Conference Photograph
Copies of the Conference Group photograph taken at St.

Andrew’s Hall, Norwich, on Thursday, 19 June, can be
obtained from Messrs. Panora, Ltd., 56-58, Eagle Street,

Southampton Row, London, W.C.i, price 4s. each.

WVMONDHAM M.\RKET CROSS
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English Church Art
BY C. F. ANNESLEY VOYSEY [F.],

A comparison between the English Alediceval Art Exhi-
bition now on view at the Victoria and Albert Museum and
the recent Modern Church Art Exhibition in CaxtonHall
should be most interesting and instructive, if not saddening.

Taking a general view of each, we are induced to feel

that the mediaeval men did their work as if it were a form
of worship, whereas the modern workers as if it were a

competing form of play, hoping it may please and pay.

This feeling is intensified when we observ’e that the

ancients,when representing angels in illuminations, stained

glass, embroidery, wall decoration and other crafts, always
showed them without any definite indication of sex;

while the modern designer invariably makes his angels

feminine, of the barmaid type, forgetting that man in

his most exalted moods is divorced from the lusts of the

flesh for the time being. He does not associate a buxom
female of a beefsteak complexion with the angelic state.

The ethereal quality is pitifully wanting at Caxton Hall.

iMr. J. N. Comper has an embroidered banner the

angels of which are of the true spiritual breed. And his

cope hood shows very delicate and beautiful religious

feeling. No exhibitor shows this feeling more often or

more sincerely than Mr. W. Bainbridge Reynolds.
There is one great sin that is found among the embroid-

eries in both exhibitions. That is, embroidery is worked
over brocade. Pattern on pattern must be wrong, for if

the pattern is a good one it is marred by mutilation. If it

is not a good one, why have it at all ? In the Alediaeval

Exhibition there are thirty-two copes, and only eight have
embroidery on brocade. William Morris was an arch-

sinner in this matter and has led many thoughtless

workers to imitate him out of veneration for his taste

generally—showing how dangerous hero worship is.

The desire for richness of eifect is made the excuse

for putting pattern on pattern. But when analysed we
find it is purely a sensuous wish : and a certain destroyer

of dignified simplicity. Like over-elaboration, it hides

many defects in a debauch of feeling.

Stained glass design is copiously represented at Caxton
Hall by many charming cartoons, mostly by Mr. R.

Anning Bell. In the Mediaeval Exhibition there is only a

small quantity of actual glass, fragments that will not

illustrate the points raised by the examples in the Modern
collection. The point is that the modern glass designer

does not show sufficient sympathy for the structure of

which his glass is to be a part. He forgets that the first

object of a window is to shut out the weather, and the

second is to let in the light. The lead and the saddle

bars are the ramparts against wind and rain. He regards

the tracery of the window as an obstructing nuisance,

often committing the heinous offence of carrying the

subject matter in one light behind the tracery into the

neighbouring lights. He fails to realise that by bringing

his coloured glass tight up to the masonry he makes the

mullions and tracery look much thinner than it is, thus

destroying the protective character of his window.
The mediaeval glass painters invariably put a narrow

line of more or less clear glass between the mullions and

their window. Happily, Mr. R. Anning Bell has observed

this excellent rule very frequently.

Another very common fault found in modern work, but
not in mediaeval, is the shading and so making to look
solid the heads, limbs, and drapery. By this practice
windows lose their character of translucent planes,
wedded to main walls, and become, instead, competitors
with painters’ pictures.

Thus we have brought out into prominence by these
two exhibitions three fundamental factors in the formation
of all the Arts : sexless angels, mediaeval restraint,

especially in embroidery, and structural quality in glass

work.
Now' to turn from the general to the more particular

and personal. We find it difficult and invidious
to pick and chose whom to name, so many are on the
border-line of excellence. And in an exhibition w'here
all the crafts are represented, it is hard to say which
of the crafts should be mentioned first. Much dispute
w^ould arise if anyone ventured to tabulate tne crafts in
the order of their importance. So it shall not be attempted
here.

Mr. Graily Hewitt and his coadjutors deserve great
praise for their illuminated manuscripts, and must we not
add the name of IVIiss Jessie Bayes, whose work is

exquisitely tender and full of poetic imagination, but
wanting in technical accuracy and tidiness. But the very
best illuminations of to-day are not as full of noble feeling
and intense expression as those which we find in the
mediaeval collection.

For the drawing of heraldry, of which there is a very
great deal at Caxton Hall, IMr. G. E. Kruger Gray still

heads the little list in quite a remarkable manner. The
many banners scattered about the place are a pleasant
and dominating decoration, but hardly repay careful
inspection, and as a striking decorative feature of the
exhibition they fall miserably below the standard set by
the frieze of bronze memorial slabs of the mediaeval men.

In the first room at Caxton Hall, the waiter w'as
forcibly struck by the simplicity, grace and dignity of the
tw'o wrought-iron gilt sacristy candlesticks by Mr. W.
Bainbridge Reynolds. Dignity, beauty and simplicity are
also shown by the processional cross of jVIr. Laurence
A. Turner and the altar cross by Mr. Cecil Thom.as.
Mr. Turner also shows two carved and coloured memorial
tablets w hich are most excellent and in w hich the heraldry
is most pleasantly rendered.
Some altar frontals there are made of woven material,

with patterns entirely suitable for dining room curtains,
generously rich in effect but utterly devoid of ecclesiastical
character. Nevertheless, to be commended because not
cut up and mutilated by the conventional vertical strips
so frequently applied in contrasting colour.

Finally, w'e must tender our thanks to Mr G. E.
Kruger Gray for the cover of The Festival Handbook,”
the substitute for the catalogue of the Church Art
Exhibition, which is brilliant and charming in every
w ay and makes us w'onder why the cover of the catalogue
of the IVIediaeval Exhibition is just the reverse and is
quite hideous in colour and form

;
and yet the arrange-

ment of the exhibits in the North Court of the Museum
shows the best possible taste and skill.
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Correspondence
EASEMENTS OF LIGHT.

39, Maddox Street,

London, W.i.
z6 June 1930.

To the Editor, Journal —
Sir,—At the conclusion of his letter of the 14th instant,

Mr. Waldram refers to an alleged suggestion by me that

the Courts will not protect the rights of those who, being

poor, are compelled to work or live in overbuilt localities.

I should like to point out that I did not suggest this and
that I would not contend anything so contrary to the

principles of common justice. My view is that the

Courts will most certainly protect easements of light in

property, in which poor people are obliged to work or

live, to the extent of securing for the occupiers the

enjoyment of the minimum of adequacy for the purposes

of vision, provided that so much light entered the premises

under the original conditions. The only question under
consideration is not whether the Courts would protect

the rights of the poor, but whether they would decide

that one of the advantages for which additional money
is paid in the case of the most valuable and most favoured

property is a better standard of daylight illumination

than the minimum of adequacy, as well as a better

standard in respect of other amenities. The opinion of

Lord Loreborn in the well known Court of Appeal case.

Jolly r. Kine, 1907, viz., that the right of the owner or

occupier of a dominant tenement to an easement of light

is only in respect of so much of the light as will suffice for

the ordinary purposes of inhabitancy or business according

to the locality or surroundings, naturally leads ordinary

practitioners to infer that the situation and the value of

the site are not immaterial factors.

In one respect at least I may claim to stand on the same
ground as ^Ir. Waldram, inasmuch as I too make no
pretence to be a lawyer. As a layman, therefore, I think

that, beyond making passing reference to such interesting

points as these, it is best for both architects and surveyors

to refrain from trespassing too far into the domain of

those who are accustomed to lead at the Bar and advise

clients regarding matters of this kind. It always seems

to me that our duty is to deal with questions of fact

rather than matters of law and to concentrate our attention

on the best methods of presenting data in a clear and

indisputable manner, that will eliminate all possibility

of misconception as to the actual circumstances, \ours

faithfullv, John Sw'\RBRirK L. .

THE EDUCATION OF AN ARCHITECT.
The following letter from Mr.

.

S.Purchon, ]M.A. A. ,

Head of the Welsh School of Architecture, was published

in “ The Times ” of 7 July :

—

To the Editor of “ The Tinu'S

Siu,— In vour recent account ot the International Build-

ing Conference, Lord Eustace Percy is reported as having

stated that “ in this country there was one great weakness in

our technical education, and that was the severance, sometimes

almost hostility, between the art college and the technical

college, and that conflict was fought out over the body ot

industry. The architect was torn between the conflicting

claims of the art college and the technical college. They could
not provide the training necessary unless they brought the

art and technological sides together and eliminated all conflicts

and suspicions.”

This does not seem to me to put fairly the present position

of architectural education in Great Britain, and while it would
not be fitting for me to speak of the w'ork in that direction

which has been carried out in Wales, I may perhaps be per-

mitted to say a word with reference to the development ot

architectural education in England and Scotland during the

last 20 years or so.

I feel very strongly that an investigation of the facilities for

higher professional education for architects in England and
Scotland would bring to the investigator’s mind not a picture

of conflict and suspicion, nor, in fact, of any rending process

w'hatever, but one of a far more harmonious and prosperous
state of things. It is a remarkable fact that during a very

short period a considerable number of schools of architecture

have reached a high state of attainment in institutions of ver>

different types. One, for instance, is in one of the older

universities, a number are in the newer universities, another

forms a monotechnic, wTile others are established in poly-

technics, technical colleges and schools of arts.

In each of these schools of architecture, while improvements
may be necessary and will no doubt be achieved m due course

in v'anous cases, striking features are the successful co-ordina-

tion of the various necessary courses and the gener.rl high
standard of attainment reached by the students in work which
shows distinction on the “ artistic ” side and notable efficiency

in matters normally called ” technical.”

For this undoubted success in the recent striking develop-

ments of architectural education in England and Scotland we
hav e mainly to thank the Royal Institute of British Architects,

which through its Boaid of Architectural Education administers

a great scheme of scholarships and other awards culminating

in the Rom*^ Prize in architecture, and a system of ” recogni-

tion ” of the work of the leading schools, safeguarding its high

standards, and yet encouraging these institutions to develop
with that freedom which is so necessary in true education.

MR. H. CHALTON BRADSHAW [F.].

The Senate and the Council of the L'niversity of

Liverpool conferred the honorary degree of Master of

Architecture on Mr. H. Chalton Bradshaw' [F.], Secretary

of the Royal Fine Art Commission, in St. George’s Hall,

Liverpool, on Saturday, 5 July 1930.

In presenting Mr. Bradshaw for his degree the Public

Orator (of the University, Professor Campagnac) said -

“Mr. Vice Chancellor, Ilarold Chalton Bradshaw is a son

of Liverpool, a pupil of a Liverpool school, a student of our
Univ'ersity. The architect of his own fortunes, he has helped

to build the fame of his University, his school and his native

place. His long and brilliant list of academic honours was
crowned by the Rome Scholarship, in winning which he set an

example and established a tradition happily followed by his

successors in the School of Architecture.

The bright auguries w hich were prompted by the w ork which
he did as a student have been justified by his achiev'ements as

a practitioner. He has been placed first m many competitions,

and already he has completed buildings variously designed for

their several purposes but all alike bearing the character of

ingenuity, refinenrent and vigour.

He is an artist, a critic and a teacher. In the war he played

his part m France and Belgium and Italy ; in the amiable
nv'alries of peace he will bear our standard far and hold it high.

In the name of the Senate and of the Council I present to you
Harold Chalton Br\dshaw for the degree of Master of
Architecture, honoris causa, in this EnirersityA
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NOTES BY MEMBERS OF THE SCIENCE
STANDING COMMITTEE.

Baric-M Plaster for X-ray room>.

The following information is extracted from the Inter-

national Recommendations for X-Ray and Radium
Protection (Stockholm, 1928), the British Journal of
Radiology (September, 1928), the Physics Department
Test Pamphlet (May, 1927), of the National Physical

Laboratory, and a Note (May, 1930) of the Building
Research Station, Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research.

Barium plasters are made up of barium sulphate (the

mineral barytes) and Portland cement. The greatest

proportion of barytes practicable is 75 per cent, by volume
or 85 per cent, by weight. The barytes should be
graded, about two-thirds should be coarse and one-third
finely ground. Instances of use are given at ^lanchester
Infirmary, 1922, where the plaster contains 33 per cent.,

and Edinburgh Infirmary, 1925, containing 40 per cent,

of barytes. The writer understands that the Cambridge
School of Pathology, 1929, is a further instance, and that

sand was here mixed with the barytes and cement.

The plaster, like other protective materials, is usually

referred to lead as a standard of comparison, but the

relation between the thickness of lead and the thickness

of plaster which has equal protective value varies with the

voltage employed
;
from 50,000 to 120,000 volts this

relation remains fairly ciinstant, but as the voltage increases

to 200,000 volts the relative value of the plaster falls.

For rough purposes, it may be said that the plaster should
be about ten times as thick as lead for an equivalent

effect. Precautions necessary vary with the continuous
or intermittent use of an X-ray room, and with the use and
nature of its surroundings. There appear to be too many
technical factors to admit of a single specification for

X-ray rooms generally, though a specification might be
drawn up for the composition of the best plaster. The
protective value which is required in a piaster surface is

a matter to be decided by the medical staff and not by
the architect. Where the thickness of barium plaster

called for is considerable—much more than an inch

—

pre-cast slabs may be fixed to the wall, jointed with

barium mortar. They may be then rendered with barium
plaster as an additional precaution against leakage

through the joints.

Some general information on X-ray rooms includes the

suggestions that they should be above ground, well-

windowed and ventilated, not less than 250 square feet

in area, at least 1 1 feet high, have floors of insulating

material such as linoleum, rubber or w^ood blocks, should

be free from damp and decorated in light colours.

Ai AX E. MrxB\ [F.].

safe:ty belts in w indcwv cleaning.

The London Building Acts Committee desire to draw
the attention of members to the desirability of providing

in high buildings a means of fastening the safety belts

used by wdndow cleaners, painters and workmen engaged
in similar trades.

It has been represented to the Committee that such
facilities are very necessary and are not often provided.

Louis Blanc,
Hon. Secretary^ London Building Acts Committee

.

REOPENING OF ST. PAUL’S CATHEDRAL.
The King has been pleased to approve that the honour

of Knighthood be conferred upon Air. Alervyn Edmund
Macartney, F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A., architect to the Dean
and Chapter of St. Paul’s Cathedral, on the occasion of
the reopening of the Cathedral,

The King has also been pleased to make the following
promotion in and appointment to the Royal AActorian
Order :—

-

To BE Knight Commander
The Very Reverend William Ralph Inge, C.V.O., D.D.,

Dean of St. Paul’s.

To BE Commander
The Reverend Canon Sidney Arthur Alexander.

THE FINE ART COAIMISSION.
The King has by Royal W^arrant dated Alay 29 re-

appointed Lord Crawford and Balcarres, who has retired

on completion of his term of office on the Royal Fine Art
Commission, as Chairman of the Commission ; and has
appointed similarly Sir Walter Peacock to be a Alember
of the Commission to fill the vacancy caused by the
resignation of Air. Dugald Sutherland AlacCoIl.

CHARING CROSS BRIDGE SCHEAIE.
The Council of the Royal Institute of British Architects

have nominated Dr. Raymond Unwin (Vice-President)
to represent the R.LB.A. on the Advisory Committee
appointed by the London County Council to prepare a
scheme for a road bridge and approaches at Charing Cross.

ARCHITECT’S GOLFING SOCIETY.
As announced in our last issue a proposal is on foot

to form a golfing society in connection with the R.LB.A.
In the past members ha\ c from time to time arranged
matches with the A.A., the Arts Club, the Alaster Build-
ers’ Federation, and other teams. It is now thought that
these activities should be coordinated by the formation
of an Architects’ Golfing Society. The intention is to
hold three or four meetings a year and to plav matches
against similar societies. The subscription to be 5s.
per annum, students 2s. 6d.

The President, Sir Banister Fletcher, is personally
interested in the proposal, and has most generously
offered to give the Society, w hen formed, its first meeting
at the Northw'ood Golf Course.

Will ail architects wishing to join send their names,
their lowest handicap at any club, and their subscription
for the forthcoming year, to Air. Wk H. Ansell, at the
R.LB.A., 9 Conduit Street, W ., he having consented
to act as Honorary Secretary of the Society for the time
b.ing.
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Allied Societies
{The attention of Members of the Allied Societies is particularly called to this page)

ESSEX, CAMBRIDGE AXD HERTFORDSHIRE
SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.

Hertfordshire Chapter.

The Chapter had a very interesting^ outinGc to Letchworth
Ciarden City on the 14th June, when they were entertained
to lunch by the directors of the First Garden City, Ltd., and
afterwards were taken round the citv' by Mr. Barrv Parker.

West Essex Chapter.

A joint conference between the Association of Head Masters
of Secondary Schools in Essex and the West Essex Chapter
of the Essex, Cambridge and Herts Society of Architects was
held on Saturday, 14 June, at the Royal Liberty School,
Gidea Park, to discuss the question of teaching architecture
in our schools, this being the third of a series of conferences
organised by the West Essex Chapter.
The chair was taken by Mr. S. B, Hartley, M.A., Head-

master of The Royal Liberty School and President of the
Association of Headmasteis of .Secondary Schools in Essex.

Air. Hartley, in welcoming the architects present, stated that
they, the headmasters, had every sympathy with the question
under discussion. Already, in the general training of the
pupils under their charge they endeavoured to so mould
character as to inculcate a love of the beautiful in all things,
and they would listen with pleasure to any suggestions of the
architects.

The discussion was opened on behalf of the West Essex
Chapter by an address from Sir Charles Xicholson, Bart.,

ALA., F.R.I.B A. He stated that the whole idea of treating
the art of architecture as a school subject is comparat^^ ely a

new' one. Education may be defined as the art of learning,
and should inculcate a sense of discipline and citizenship. A
lack of discipline in education is likely to encourage selfish-

ness, restlessness and half-heartedness in futuie life. He
described the \alue of such discipline upon the work of the
pupils in an Art School with which he is associated

Architecture is of value as a general subject as well as a

technical one. It is an integral part of hntory and can be
-studied at first hand, and an appreciation of line or proportion
and colour seem to be an essential part of the knowledge of

art. An intelligent appreciation of architecture by the general
public, acquired m youth, would be all to the good and should
prevent, in the future, ugly streets and buildings.

It is not anticipated that the school could or would be able to

teach architecture, but b\ training, teach such appreciation of
art and beauty that w(>uld conduce to a higher standard. An
architectural genius may possibly arise out of such teaching.
Giotto and William of Wvkeham were peasant boys, ls<iac

Ware began life as a chimnev sweep, Wren v'. as an Oxford
scholar. Genius will out, but \> hat 4he schoolmaster has to

do is to mould “ ordinary clav."
Sir Charles then briefly detailed what work could be done

by the pupils in the ordinary school work.
In conclusion he said, “ T would concentrate first upon

discipline, and then upon those subjects which your pupils

Will not have the opportunity of learning alter they have left

school.”
Air. Duncan W. Clark, A.R.LB.A., President of the Essex,

Cambridge and Herts Soci qy of Architects, followed.

In opening his address, he assured the headmasters present

that he did not presume to dictate to them the conduct of their

own affairs. No idea was put forward for the teaching of

architecture as a profession, but only for the appreciation of

the art m its widest sense, and from his association with the
members of the teaching profession, especially m travels
together in (ireece and the East, he realised that they them-
selves were fully interested and competent to teach the rising
generation an appreciation of architecture.

Without Art there would be no civilisation, and in the stress
ot those material davs one felt that the refining influence of
the beautiful was more than ever necessary.

.Architecture was the mother of all the arts ; and its study
must include sculpture, painting and the allied decorative
crafts. “ Architecture is history written in stone ’’—this

gave a historical value to the study of buildings and cities, as

exemplified in Edinburgh and other old towns, the study of
which show the turbulent times they had passed through,
d’he history of Edinburgh can be read to-day in its buildinc^
and the lay-out of the city. In these davs, facilities for travel

were so great and opportunities of studv rif the monuments
of the past so many that the study of aia hitecture became
more than ev er necessarv .

Thev were all aware of the desecration of the countryside
under the guise ot progress, ribbon development, bungaloid
growth. The remedy could only be found in public opinion,
and the younger generation could be trained to discriminate
what was good building, and so to detest what was bad
A discussion followed in which the following gentlemen

took pait For the Headmasters-—Air. S. B Hartley, AL.A ,

Air. .A. E. Diggens, Ilford County High School, Air. E. .A.

Loftus, Barking Abbey School, Air. Alidglev', Alonoux Gram-
mar School, Air. A. F. Joseph, Wanstead High School, and
Dr. C Couch, Leytonstone County High School. F<ir the
.Architects —^Alr S. Phillip Dales, F.R.I B.A , Chairman of
the West Essex C'hapter, Air. Arthur C' Russell, ly R I B .\ ,

Hon. Secrelarv of the C'hapter.

XIlTH LXTERXATIOXAL COXCfRESS OF
ARCHITECTS IX BUDAPEST.

6-13 September 1930.

The Xllth International Congress of Architects will

be held in Budapest front 6 to 13 September 1Q30.
We print below the chief items of interest in the pro-
gramme.

Fnday, 5 September —^6 p m. F'lrst meeting of Permanent
International Committee of Architects.

Satin Jay, fi September.— 10 a.m. Forntal opening meeting
in the great hall of the Hungarian Scientific .Academv

.

12 a.m.—Opening of the International Exhibition of
Architectural Designs in the Picture (Liileiy. 3 p.m —
Opening of the Hungarian Sectifin of the International
Exhibition of Architectural Designs at the Xational Salon.

0 p.m.—Conversazione, with dinner, of the members of the
Congress, at the St, Gelfi rt Plotel,

Sufhlay, 7 Septembc)

.

— ii a.m.—At the Royal Hungarian
Toseph Technical University, greeting of the members of the
Congress by the Rector. 4-b.30 p.m.—Alotor car excursion
to the hilly surroundings of Budapest ; tea on the Svabhegy.

Monday, 8 September.—-lo a.m.—Aleeting of the respective
groups at the headquarters of the Society of Hungarian
Engineers and Architects to discuss : (i ) Reform of the special
training of architects in accordance with practical retpurements,
and with special regard to the skill expected from modern
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architects in the domain of finances, economics and organisa-
tion. (2) Chambers of Architects and representative corpora-
tions of architects. 3 p.m.—Visit of the town in motor cars.

10 p.m.—Reception or evening party.
Tuesday y 9 September a.m.—Motor car tiips to

museums. 4.30 p.m.—Excursion to Margaret Island. 8 p.m.—Hungarian dinner (informal).
Wednesday, 10 September.— 10 a.m —Meeting of the respec-

tive committees, at the headquarters of the Society of Hun-
garian Engineers and Architects, to discuss : Protection of
the artistic ownership of architects in international relations.

(4) The role of the architects at industrial constructions.
4.30 p.m.—Lecture of architect Fritz Roger, Hamburg, in the
great hall of the Hungarian Scientific Academy :

“ Present
day German architectural style, \^ith special regard to Brick
Architecture.” 6 p m.—Lecture of Air. X. M. Balanos,
“ directeur ” of the G;eek Ministry of Education in the great
hall of the Hungarian Scientific Academy :

” Xew findings
and observations at the Akropolis at Athens ” 9 p.m.

—

Evening party at the Artists’ Club, Ftuszek.”
Thursday, ii September.—At the special invitation of the

Royal Hungarian Ministry of Education excursion to Aquincum
(ancient Roman town) and to Esztergom (seat of the Primate
of Hungary).

Friday, 12 Septembe) .— 10 a.m.—Meeting at the great hall
of the Music Academy, to discuss : Architectural Acoustics.
12 a.m.—Lecture of Air. Paul Ligeti in the little hall of the
AIusic Academy :

” Through history of art—to the new
architecture.” 4 p.m.—Lecture of Air. George Oakley
Totten at the headquarters of the Society of Hungarian
Engineers and Architects about “ The future development of
Washington.” 7.30 p.m.—Performance at the Royal Hun-
garian Opera. Hungarian Opera : Carnival Wedding-feast.

Saturday, 13 September.—g.30 a.m.—Second meeting of the
Permanent International Committee of Architects. 12 a.m.—Closing meeting of the Congress at the City Redoute.
8 p.m.-—^Farewell banquet.
Copies of the detailed programme containing particulars

as to hotel accommodation, fees, costs of excursions, and
membership application form, etc., can be obtained from
Alessrs 'Fhos. Cook and Son, Berkelev Street, London,
W.i, who have been appointed Hotel and Travel Agents, or
from Lt.-Col. H. P. Cart de Lafontame, O.B.E. [A.], ii

Suffolk Street, Pall Alall, S.W.i.

ASSOCIATION' OF SPECIAL LIBRARIES AND
IN'FORAIATIOX BUREAUX.

Those who require the services of a tran.dator often ex-
perience difficulty m finding one who has both a knowledge
of the language and also of the special subject concerned.
With the object of overcoming this difficulty the Council of

the Association ot Special Libraric'. and Information Bureaux
recently appointed a committee consisting of Dr. S. C Brad-
ford, Librarian, The Science Library

;
Allan Gomme,

Librarian, The Patent Office
: Dr. R. N. Hutton, Director,

British Xon-Ferrous Aletals Research Association
;
AIiss A. L.

Lawrence, A I BE , M.A., LL.B
,
Intelligence Officer, Biitish

Aledical Association ; Brigadier-General Alagnus A low at,

C.B.E., AI.Inst.C.E
,
AI.L.Mech E., Secretary, Institution of

Alechanical Engineers: cind E. I. Robson, ALA., Librarian,

Institute of Agricultural Engineering, to prepare a scheme for

establishing a P.inel of translatois having both linguistic and
technical cpialifications, the part taken by the Association
being to act as a connecting link between the translator and
the user. Xames of approv'ed ciualificd persons are now being
registered under the scheme adopted and those who are

interested, in either capacitv
,
are invited to w rite for particulars

to the Secretary, Association of Special Libraries and Informa-
tion Bureaux, 26 Bedford S luare, London, W.C i

Obituary
THE LATE WILLIAAI JOHX LOCKE,
At the Sessional meeting on Alonday, 26 Vlay, the

President, Sir Banister Fletcher, referred to the death of
AAfilliam J. Locke in the following terms : I deeply regret
to have to announce the death of William John Locke,
who was the Secretary of the R.I.B.A. from 1897 to 1907,
when he was elected an Honorary' Associate. Air. Locke,
who w'as a very old friend of mine, served the R.I.B.A.
well, and he gained the affection and the esteem of all

the members of the Institute. His books, as you know,
make very pleasant reading and show' a w'ide knowledge
of life, particularly, I think, The Morals of Marcus
Ordeyne, which w'as one of his best sellers,” I believe ;

and also, in my opinion, The Beloved Vagabond, because
It was in that book he introduced that lovable personality—who w as also an architect—Paragot, who at one time,
as you will remember, was a Prix de Rome Student in
Architecture, Buc he introduced architects, in one w^ay
or another, into many of his books. A^ou will find a verv
appreciative notice, from an old friend of Locke,
namely. Sir John Simpson, in the R.I.B.A. Journal, so
I need not enlarge upon his characteristics now'.
He W'as a friend of many of you, and he was a very old

and sincere friend of mine, and I w'as frequently a guest
at that very beautitul house of his at Cannes, where
almost the last time I saw' him w'as the Christmas Day I

spent w'ith him 18 months ago. He was a delightful
host, a sympathetic companion and listener, and one w'ho,
as everybody knows, leaves a fragrant memory behind
him.

I therefore beg to move that the regrets of the
Institute for his loss be entered on the minutes, and that
a message of sympathy and condolence be conveyed to
his relativ'es.

T. his W'as carried by members and the company up-
standing

THE R.I.B.A. LOXDOX ARCHITECTURE AIEDAL
1929.

The Jury entrusted by the Royal Institute of British
Architects with the award of the London Architecture
Alcdal have announced their award for the year 1929.

Alter careful examination of drawings and photographs
of all the buildings which were nominated for the honour,
the Jury has given its Award in favour of the Under-
ground Llectnc Railway Company’s premises, Broadway,
Westminster, designed by Alessrs. Adams, Holden and
Pearson, FF.R.l.B.A., ot 9, Knightsbridge, Hvde Park
Corner, S.W.i.

ELECTION OF' STUDKXTS, R.I.B.A.
I ne tollowing wore elected as Students at the meeting

ot the Council held on 16 June, 1930 :

—

Kirxard John, Hurstlea, St. Albans
(.Rowuiiac JMU-., Lkonakd, O2 Wenslev Drive, Chapel

Allcrton, Leeds.
'

* On page 51.S, Journal, Xo. 14.
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Egan : AIichel Henri, 45, Primrose Mansions, Battersea

Park, London, SAV.ii.
Galletly : James, c/o Xotman, 43, Jordan Lane, Morning-

side, Edinburgh.
H.areland ; Pfter John Beundele, 129 Crawford Street,

London, W.i.
Ironside : William D.alion, 30 Gladstone Place, Aberdeen.

Lorimlr : Hew, 54 Mehille Street, Edinburgh.

Maton : WlLLi.AM Hugh, Sherieh, Heoldon, Whitchurch,

Glam.
Paterson : David Siuart, 91 Loanfoot Avenue, Glasgow,

W.3-
Philip : Eliz.abeth Cecily Cl^rf, 62 Alexandra Road,

Upper N^orwood, London, SK.io
Hossell : Reginald Ernest, 45 OverhiU Road, Dulwich,

London, S.E.22.

S.ANDA' : Basil CRtnan, 55 Albany Road, Chorlton-cum-

Hardy, Manchester.
Slade : Charles John, 70 Algernon Road, Norwood, Johan-

nesburg, South Atrica.

SoDFN : Armand WiLMsiiURST, 93 City Road, Edgbaston,

Binningham,
Winston : Dents, 13 Menlovc Avenue, Liverpool.

R.I.B.A. PROBATIONERS.
During the month of May 1930 the following were

registered as Probationers of the Royal Institute :
—

Bowman : Sidney Dent, 14 Wheelgate, Malton, Aorks.

BpvIDgland : Reginald Jamks, 39 Kensington Gardens

Scjuare, W 2,

Cottrell ; John Nanean, go Envs Road, Eastbourne.

Cowan : Ronald, Karridale, llarlsey Road, Hartburn,

Stockton-on-Tees.
Dev : Willi.am Goriion “ Rothiemay,” St. John s Road,

Corstorphine, Midlothian.

Dillon : Carmen Joseph, 140 Walrn Lane, London, N.W 2.

Dugdale : Michael Ari HI u S'lUAii'OHD, 1 R<»land (kadcTT,

London, S.W.7.
Di'nham : Peter Browning, Sticatley House, Sticatle},

Luton, Beds.
Edw.ards : Percy Walter, 16 Ripon Street, Akwhclds,

Leicester.

(iiBBS : Stephen Joseph, 14 Crom\\ell Road, Stanmore,

Winchester, Hants.
Harding: Valen riNE, j Gouer Street, W.C.i.

Harl.\nd : Pefer John ' Bli nuell, 129 Cravford Street,

London, W.i.
Hartley: Richard. “ Glen.oyd, ’ E-ndslcigh Road, Old

Cohvyn.
Heymann : Henry BihnaRD, Architectural Association, 34-3^

Bedford Square, W C'.i

Houfe : Eric Alfred SciKurnriD, Pulioxhill \icarage,

Bedford, Beds
Lawrence: CiEORGE Haslfhi rm\ Mansion House Roat .

Edinburgh. at ui
McKinl.ay : George, S7 Cro\sn Ricid, T\Mcxenham, Alidaie-

sex.

Parsons: Roland William Bhui.an, 2-1 St. Peter Stretr,

Tiveiton, De^on,
Philip: Ehzabith Cithv Ci.\re, 62 .-Alexandra Roac,

Upper Norwood, S.H.ig.

Pitt : Hal Lungley, 21 S>dnc> Street, Bnghtbngsea,

Redihkn : Bernard Edg.\r, 57 Prenton Park Road, Prenton,

Birkenhead, Cheshire. .

Ronaldson : Patrick Henry Dudgeon, Glythna, Cairn-

muir Road, Corstorphine, Edinbuigh.

Slade : Charles John, 70 Algernon Road, Norwood,

Johannesburg, S. Africa.
r» j si 1 .

Stewart: Reginald Arihur, 7b Osborne Hoad, Manh

,

K.S.W., Australia.

Tew : Ernest Fredrick, Ardenholm. Helensburgh, Dum-
bartonshire.

Wilson : David AUrsh\ll Millwood, 5 Linnell Drive,
Golders Green, NW.ii.

Woodward : Lionel Oriord, Cranbrook, Embercourt Road,
Thames Ditton, Surrey.

NOTES FROM THE MINUTES OF THE COUNCIL
16 June 1930.

The Late Mr. W. J. I>oc'Ke [Hon. H.].

The Council passed a resolution expressing their

sincere sympathy with Mrs. Locke in the great loss she
had sustained through the death of Mr. \V. J. Locke.

The Ancient Monuments Board for Engiaxd.
The President was nominated to represent the R.I.B.A,

on the Ancient Monuments Board for England.

The Court of Governors of the LNiversitv of
Sheffield,

Air. C. M. E. Hadfteld [F.] was appointed to represent

the R.I.B.A. on the Court of Governors of the Lniversity

of Sheffield.

Joint Committee on School Lightintl
Air. John Swarbrick [F.] was appointed to represent

the R.I.B.A. on the Joint Committee on School Lighting
which has been set up by the Illuminating Engineering
Society.

Reitirt of the Conference on Plumbing.
The report of the Conference set up to consider and

report on the question of damage to plunrbmg W'ork

caused by frost was approved. The report will be
published in the Journal and also in pamphlei form.

Retiring Members of Council.
A hearty vote ot thanks was passed in favour of the

retiring ^lembers of Council.

Exhibition of ARcTinECTs’ Drawings of i 800-1 S50.
A hearty vote of thanks w'as passed in favour of all the

bodies and individuals who lent drawings for this exhi-

bition. The thanks of the Council were also conveyed to

the members of the Exhibition Committee.

The Fellowship.
The Council, hy a unanimous vote, elected Mr. E. H.

Henderson, of Canberra, Australia, to the Fellowship.

Me.mbersuip.
The following cx-mcmbers were reinstated :

—

As Associate : Lieut.-Colonel Reymond Synnot.
As Licentiates : William Pearson Holgreaves, Walter

Potts.

Application.s eor Elfcm'ion as Licentiates lnder
Section HI (/) or the Supplemental Charter of 1925.
Two applications were approved.

R.I.B.A. STAdT ^iX)RY ENAMINMEIDN FOR DIS-
l^RICT SURVEYORS AND THE R.I.B.A. ENAMI-

NATIOX FOR BUILDING SURVEYORS.
ExAM lNATTON FEFS

.

Council have decided to abolish the fee of ^('3 3s.

required of a siucessful candidate in connection with the

issue of a Certiticate of Competency. The Examination
fee of 3s. w ill remain as heretotore and will include the

issue of the Certificate of Competency, if such be granted.
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R.LB.A. INTERMEDIATE EXAMIXATIOX.
XOVEMBER 1930.

Xewcastle-upon-Tyne will be one of the centres for

the R.I.B.A. Intermediate Examination to be held in

X'ovember 1930 provided sufficient candidates wish to

take the Examination at that centre.

THE R.LB.A. IXTERMEDIATE EXAMIXATIOX
May and Juxe 1930.

The R.I.B.A. Intermediate Examination qualifying

for election as Student R.I.B.A. was held in London
from 30 ]May to 5 June, and in Manchester from 30 May
to 4 June 1930.
Of the 187 candidates examined 80 passed and 107

were relegated. The successful candidates are as

follows :

—

Ewart Trist Ashley-Smith, Albert John Guy Beisey,

Percy Billington, William Xorris Bradford, Alan Brown,
Colin Brown, Lawrence Arthur Brown, Vincent Brown,
Frederick Harold Carter, George Herbert Barton
Chantrey, Edwin Breckon Chapman, Alfred George
Church, Thomas Hilton Clayton, Walter Edward
George Coker, James Henry Cook, Herbert William
Cortis, Christopher Henry Ross Davis, John Edward
Deleuse, George Dyson Denbigh, Charles Elgey, James
AIcDonald Fairweather, John Edward Farnsworth,
Douglas Edgar Fleming, Cyril Frederick PYx, Albert

Edward Goffey, Arthur Francis Evelyn Gott, Henry
Holmwood Gratrix, John Hardwick, John Ayrton Hey,
Geroge Vernon Huddy, William Joseph Hunt, Leslie

Cecil Ind, Lawrence Israel, Reginald Cecil Kemp,
Lawrence Kilner, Stanley F'rederick Kirk, Reginald
Bernard Lang, Charles Law, Eric Arthur Lawton,
Edward Joseph George Light, Kenneth John Lindy,
Richard Little, George Charles Lowe, William Vlarsden,

Sidney James Maskell, Harry Moncrieff, Charles Munro,
Xorman Charles X^icklin, Herbert Avery X^ormington,

Reginald John Page, Arthur Pearce, John Trevor Williams

Peat, P'rederick William Peers, Thomas Pilkington,

Philip John Price, Harold Dent Priestman, Rex Thorpe
Read, Xoel Lees Reece, Frederick Barnard Reyner,

Roy Lewis Reynish, Henry Joseph Risbridger, George
Robb, Kenneth Rose, Cyril George Runnicles, Denis
Senior, Alexander Sherwin, Alfred Ernest Hatten
Simms, Joseph Edwin Smith, Cedric Arthur Spivey,

Sven Michael Benvenuto Sternfeldt, James Peter Stott,

Robert George Tee, Jack Lester Thorpe, Frederick John
William Turner, John Drew Vardy, Edward Hugh
Vaux, Philip George Watkinson, Xorman Wheatley,

Austin Wilkinson, lorwerth Maldwyn Williams.

Notices
THE R.LB.A. KALEXDAR 1930-31.

The attention of members is drawn to the leaflet

enclosed with this issue of the Jol'HNAL. Chamres of

address, etc., for inclusion in the forthcoming issue of

the Kalendar should be notified to the Secretary R.LB.A.
before Saturday, 6 September.

MEMBERS AXD PROFESSIOXAL AFFIXES.
The Council’s attention has been called more than once

to the practice, among some members, of adding a string

of letters of doubtful value to the affix indicating member-
ship of the Royal Institute on their letter paper.

This is a matter in which the Council obviously cannot
dictate to members and must trust to their good sense.
It should be obvious, however, that the affix of a chartered
body of high standing is weakened in effect by the addition
to it of a string of other mysterious designations, some of
which probably indicate no more than the payment of an
annual subscription.

OVERSEAS APPOIXTMEXTS.
Members contemplating applying for appointments

overseas are recommended to communicate with the
Secretary R.LB.A., who will supply them with any avail-

able information respecting conditions of employment,
cost of living, climatic conditions, etc.

William H. Hamlyx%
Hon. Sec. R.I.B.A., Salaried IMembers’ Committee.

IHE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WATER
USERS.

Members are reminded that the X^ational Association
of Water LXers, on which the R.LB.A. is represented,
exists for the purpose of protecting the interests of con-
sumers.
Members who experience difficulties with water com-

panies, etc., in connection with fittings are recommended
to seek the advice of the Association. The address of the
Association is 46 Cannon Street, London, E.C.4.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS, i DECEMBER 1930.
Associates who are eligible and desirous of transferring

to the Fellowship are reminded that if they wish to
take advantage of the election to take place on i December
1930, they should send the necessary nomination forms
to the Secretary R.LB.A. not later than Saturday
27 September 1930.

LICENTIATES AXD THE FELLOWSHIP.
The attention of Licentiates is called to the provisions

of Section IV, Clause 4 (h) and {cii) of the Supplemental
Charter of 1925. Licentiates who are eligible and
desirous of transferring to the Fellowship can obtain full

particulars on application to the Secretary R.LB.A.,
stating the clause under which they propose to apply for
nominaticn.

R.LB.A. STATLTORY EXAMIXATIOX FOR THE
OFFICE OF DISTRICT SURVEYOR AND THE
EXAMIXATIOX FOR THE ( 3FFICE OF BUILDING

SURVEYOR.
I he R.LB.A. Statutory Lxaniination lor the office of

District Surveyor under the London Building Acts, and
the examination for the office of Building Surveyor under
Local Authorities, will be held at the R.LB.A., London, on
15,16 and 17 October 1930.

1 he closing date for receiving applications for admission
to the examinations, accompanied by the fee of £2 3^-
24 September.

full particulars ot the examinations and application
forms can be obtained from the Secretary R.LB.A.
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COMPOSITION OF MEMBERS’ SUBSCRIPTIONS
FOR LIFE MEMBERSHIP.

The attention of IVIembers is drawn to the scheme for

compounding subscriptions for Life Membership which
was approved by the General Body at the Business Meet-
ing held on Monday, 5 December 1927.

Fellows, Associates and Licentiates of the Royal

Institute may become Life Members by compounding
their respective annual subscriptions on the following

basis

For a Fellow by a payment of £73 los. (70 guineas).

For an Associate or Licentiate by a payment of £44 2s.

(42 guineas), with a further payment of £29 8s. on being

admitted as a Fellow.

Provided always that in the case of a Fellow or Asso-

ciate the above compositions are to be reduced by is.

per annum for every completed year of membership of

the Royal Institute after the first five years, and in the

case of a Licentiate by £i is. per annum for every com-
pleted year of membership of the Royal Institute.

THE ROYAL AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTS-

Information has just been received that His Majesty the

King has granted permission to the Australian Institute

of Architects to use the prefix “ Royal.”

Competitions
BANGOR (CO. DOWN) LAY-OUT OF SEA-FRONT.

The Bangor (Co. Down) Borough Council invite

architects and town planners to submit, in open com-
petition, designs for the lay-out of the sea-front in the

Borough.
Assessor : Professor Patrick Abercrombie, M.A. [F.].

Premiums : ;£i50 and £50.
Last day for receiving designs, i September 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Mr. J. IMilliken, Town Clerk, Borough

Council Offices, Bangor, Co. Down. Deposit ^i is.

BARNSTAPLE : OPEN AIR SWIMMING BATH.

The Barnstaple Town Council have now decided

not to hold the comnetition in connection with the above.

CARLISLE : ENGLISH STREET IMPROVEMENT.
The Corporation of the City of Carlisle invite archi-

tects to submit, in open competition, designs tor the

facade to English Street and the Victoria \ iaduct, suit-

able for Shops and Business Premises.

Assessor : Mr. Francis Jones [F.].

Premiums
: 3(,30o, £zoo and £100.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Mr. Percy Dalton, A.M.Inst.C.E. [..d.], City

Engineer, 18 Fisher Street, Carlisle. Deposit is,

CHULMLEIGH, DEVON : PROPOSED
MINISTER'S HOUSE.

The Competitions Committee desire to call the attention

of members to the fact that the conditions of the above

competition are not in accordance with the regulations of
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the R.I.B.A. The Competitions Committee are in negoti-

tion with the promoters in the hope of securing an amend-
ment. In the meantime members should not take part in

the competition.

LIVERPOOL : DEVELOPMENT OF SITE.

The General Building Syndicate, Ltd., invite architects

to submit, in open competition, schemes for the develop-

ment of a site at Liverpool fronting St. JohnN Lane,
Queen Square and Roe Street.

Premiums : £250, £ioq and £50.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to The Secretary, General Building Syndicate,

Ltd., 36, St. Martin’s Lane, London, W.C.2. Deposit

£z 2S. [Conditions have not yet been received.]

LUTON : TOWN HALL.
The Town Council of Luton invite architects to submit,

in open competition, designs for a new Town Hall and
Municipal Buildings, at a cost of /,'250,ooo.

Assessor : Sir A. Brumwell Thomas [F.J.

Premiums : £s^o, £300, £zoo and £100.
Last day for receiving designs, 31 July 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on
application to Mr. W. Smith, Town Clerk, 2 L^pper

George Street, Luton. Deposit £z 2S.

MENAI BRIDGE : PROPOSED PAVILION.
The Competitions Committee desire to call the atten-

tion of members to the fact that the conditions of the above

competition are not in accordance with the regulations of

the R.I.B.A. The Competitions Committee are in negotia-

tion with the promoters in the hope of securing an amend-
ment. In the meantime members should not take part in

the competition.

RA:\ISEY, ISLE OF MAN: GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
The Education Authority of the Isle of Man invite

architects to submit, in open competition, designs for a

new Grammar School to be erected at Ramsey.
Assessor : Mr. T. Taliesin Rees [F.].

Last day for receiving designs : 30 September 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on
application (before i July 1930) to Mr. T. R. Lewin,

Clerk to the Authority, Education Office, Strand Street,

Douglas, I.O.M. Deposit £i is.

SOUTHPORT : MARKET HALL.
The Southport County Borough invite architects

practising in the Borough of Southport to submit, in com-
petition. designs for a new Market Hall to be erected at a

cost of £13,500.
Assessor : Dr. Percy S. Worthington, F.S.A. [F.].

Premiums : £100, £50, £35 and £20.

Last day for receiving designs : 31 July 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on
application to the Town Clerk, Municipal Buildings,

Southport.

WEST HUMBERSTONE : LIBRARY.
The Leicester Corporation propose to invite local

architects to submit, in competition, designs for a

Library, to be erected at West Humberstone.
Assessor ; Mr. Hugh Gold [F.J.

Premiums : £75» £*50 and £25.
[Conditions are not yet available.]
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Members’ Column
MR. H. ALEXR. PELLV.

Mr. H. .\lexr. Pelly [F], haMng carried on his practice in the

City for many years, lately at Xo 3 Bucklersbury, E.C., is contmumt^
to carr> on his practice at Xo. 23 Chisholm Road, Richmond Hill,

Surre>. His telephone number will be Richmond 2953.

PARTXERSIHP.
Member, age 45, with established practice in S. Wales, GIos, and

Wilts, would entertain meeting another having established practice

in West of England whereby a partnership might prove of mutual
benefit. Fullest investigation gi\en and expected. Apply Box 1663,

L o The Secretary R I.B A,, 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.

PARTXERSHIPS WAXTED.
A'^'^ociate R.I.B..A.., age 34, having extensive London general

experience, partly in pruate practice, desires position of responsi-
bility as Senior assistant with view to partnership London or Home
Counties. Capital available-—Apph Box 2897, c o The Secretary
R I B A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W i

.\'>'>ociATL, age 30, desires partnership in South or West of England
Five vears’ experience m leading London offices.—Apply Box 1463,
t o 'The Secretary R 1 B.A , 9 Conduit Street, I.ondon, W.i
AR.IB.A. ha\ing small practice wishes to meet architect with

established practice with iiew to working partnership. Apply Box
5334, c o "Idle Secretary R.I B.A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.

PARTXER WAXd'EO.
?vIe\iber is de‘'irous of disposing of share in West End branch of

large pro\ incial practice Cxood opportumtv for young quahtied man
to work up a sound connection. Fuller details of Box X<i. 1763,
c o The Secrttar\ RIB 9 Conduit Street, London, W i

TEMPORARY ASSIST.AXCE
Member (age 41), with small London practice in W C. District

is able at any time to help architects reL|uiring assistance.—.\ppK
BoxS584,c o d"he Secre’tar} R ,9, Conduit Street, London, \\'

.IS S ISdWXC E ( ) FF ERED

.

P'eixow ha\ing recentlv retired from large practice seeks associa-

tion with busy Londoner provincial architect, with a view to assist-

ing, even in a temporar'v tapKitw PreferabK one with practice

including works abroad —A tipi \ Box 9730, c n The Sec retar

\

R LB A., 9 Conduit Street, W.i.

OFFICE \CCOMMOD.\TIOX REQUIRED.
Member recjuires one v acant room or share of offices in Grays Inn,

dV-mpIc, or Lincolns Inn.—Apply Bo.x 3947, e o The Secretary
R.I B. \ , 9 Conduit Street, T>oncIon, W.i.

Minutes XVIII
Ses'^ion 1929-1930.

.At a Special General Meeting held on Mondav, 23 June,

1930, at 8,30 p.m.

Sir Banister F'letcher, PLS.A , President, in the Chair.

'Fhe attendance book was signed by 45 I'ellows (including

I 1 members of C'ouncil), 40 .Associates (including 3 Members
nf C'ouncil), 7 T^icentiates, 4 Hon. Associates and a very large

number of visitors.

T’he following member attending for the first time since his

election was fi^rmally admitted b\ the President :
—

Mr. \V. Godfrey Allen [F],

The President announced that the meeting was to do honour
to the architects who had been concerned in the great task (d'

the Resto'-atKjn of St. Paul's Cathedral during the past 17 years

and stated that a lecture prepared bv Captain Stanle> Peach [F.]

and Mr. (h)dfre> Allen [F.] giMng a full account of the matter
would, bv deliNCM'tl h\ Mr. AlUn. The President also an-

•^ounced th.it an ExhibTion (>r Models, Masonry specimens,

drawing, and photog.-aphs, which had been kindly arranged

by the Cathedral authorities, was on view in the adjoining
gallery.

Mr. Godfrey Allen then read the Paper on “ The Restoration
of St. Paul’s Cathedral.” On the motion of Canon S. A.
Alexander, M.A., seconded by Sir Basil Mott, Bart., C.B., a

vote of thanks was passed to Captain Peach and Mr, Godfrey
Allen by acclamation and was briefly responded to.

The proceedings closed at 9.50 p.m.

ARCHITECTS’ BENEVOLENT SOCIETY
{Insurance Department).

HOUSE PURCHASE SCHEME
(for property in Great Britain only).

The Society is able, through the services of a leading
Assurance Office, to assist an Architect (or his client) in

securing the capital for the purchase of a house for his
own occupation, on the following terms :

—

Amount of Loan.
Property value exceeding ^^666, but not exceeding

;f2,500, 75 per cent, of the value.

Property value exceeding ^2,500, but not exceeding
;f4,5oo, 66

1

per cent, of the value.

The value of the property is that certified by the Sur-
veyor employed by the Office,

Rate of Interest
In respect of loans not exceeding 2 ,000 5^ per cent, gross.

„ „ in excess of „ 5J

Rep.ayment.
By means of an EndowTuent Assurance which dis-

charges the loan at the end of 15 or 20 years, or at the
earlier death of the borrower.

Special Concession to Architects.
In the case of houses in course of erection, it has been

arranged that, provided the Plan and Specification have
been approved by the Surveyor acting for the Office,

and the amount of the loan agreed upon, and subject to
the house being completed in accordance therewith.
One Half of the loan will be advanced on a certificate

from the Office’s Surveyor that the w’alls of the house
are erected and the roof on and covered in.

Note.— In 1928, over ;f2o,ooo was loaned to archi-
tects under this scheme, and as a result over j^'ioo was
handed to the Benevolent Fund.

If a quotation is required, kindly send details of your
age next birthday, approximate value of house and its

exaCt situation, to the Secretary Architects’ Benevolent
Society, 9 Conduit Street, London, W.

Members sending remittances by postal order for subscrip-
tions or Institute publications are warned of the necessity of
complying with Post Office Regulations with regard to this
metiiod of payment. Postal orders shtiuld be made payable
to the Secretary R LB.A., and croised.

It IS desired to point out tliat the oj^inions of writers of
articles and letters which appear in the R.I.B.A. Journal
must be taken as the individual opinions of their authors and
not as representatne expression ot the Institute.

R.I.B.A. JOURNAL.
Dates of Publication.— 1930.—9 August ;

20 September;
18 October.
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Fig, 9 —Architectural Survey of St. Paul’s Cathedral: Longitudinal Section, showing Architectural,
Decoratde and Constructional Details

Drawn by Cecil Brown

The Preservation of St. Paul’s Cathedral
SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING ON MONDAY, 23 JUNE 1930,

SIR BANISTER FLETCHER, F.S.A., PRESIDENT, IN THE CHAIR.

The PRESIDENT : The object of our meeting to- has been dealing with the matter since the year 1925,
night is to celebrate the triumphant completion of the and, lastly, Mr, Godfrey Allen, the Assistant Surveyor,

great undertaking to secure the safety of the fabric of who has been in the closest contact with the work for

St. Paul’s Cathedral, which has occupied over seven- many years past, and whose work has been recognised

teen years, and to do honour to the architects and en- bv the Council by his election this evening as a Fellow
gineers who have been responsible for the great task. of the Royal Institute.

The men whom we are honouring include Sir Aston We have also the pleasure of having with us to-

Webb, R.A., one of our most revered Past-Presidents, night the follow ing representatives of the engineers W’ho

who, to his owm regret and our loss, is unable to be have assisted in the task ; Sir Basil Mott, C.B,, Lt.-Col.

present here this evening, Mr. Mervyn Macartney,* the C. E. P. Sankey, D.S.O., Lt.-Col. Sir Charles L. Mor-
veteran Surveyor to the Cathedral, who is also unable gan, C.B.E., Sir George Humphreys, K.B.E., and Mr.
to be present, which we regret very much

;
Mr. W. D. E. F. C. Trench, C.B.E.

Caroe, who did valuable work in the early days of the An address prepared by Captain Stanley Peach and
problem, Captain Stanley Peach, who has been the Mr. Godfrey Allen, giving a full account of the matter,

representative of the R.I.B.A. on the Committee that will be delivered by Mr. Allen, and afterwards those
— present at the meeting will have an opportunity of

* Now Sir Mervyn Macartnev.—To. seeing, in the adjoining gallery, an exhibition of models,
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masonry specimens, drawings, and photographs, which
has been kindly arranged by the Cathedral authorities.

On Wednesday next, by the reopening of the Metro-
politan Cathedral, at which their Majesties the King
and Queen will be present, there will be celebrated

a national event—indeed an Empire event—for every

section of our nation and every part of our Empire has

been aroused to interest to the point of contributing

financially to make the work possible. The Trustees

of the Cathedral, under the lead of the devoted Trea-
surer, Canon Alexander, the architects, successively

and together, the engineers, and, above all, the nation

and the Empire, all have worked in their several ways,

and many have contributed, through the opportunity

so patriotically supplied by The Times

^

to provide the

means for the safeguarding and preservation of the

Cathedral. From all these various sources the w'orld

over, there has been supplied in sums, large and small,

no less than ;r45o,ooo, and this has been accomplished

in times of increasingly heavy national taxation, thus

affording material evidence of the place our great Cathe-
dral holds in the heart of the British Empire. In this

work of securing the stability of St. Paul’s and its mighty
dome, we can also claim that honour has been fitly paid

to the genius of Sir Christopher Wren. When he drove
up from his house in Hampton Court and sat to meditate
under the dome which he had raised to the glory of

God over the Cathedral for a people’s worship, could

he ever in his wildest dreams have imagined the gigantic

changes in locomotion and traffic which, with its in-

creasing vibrations, w^ould be a threat to the stability of

his fabric ? We must still have a care that no further

developments for traffic convenience shall be allowed to

threaten the future stability of his masterpiece.

I now have pleasure in calling upon Mr. Godfrey
Allen to read his paper, which has been prepared by
Captain Stanley Peach and himself, on the subject on
which we are met to-night.

THE PRESERVATION OF ST. PAUL’S CATHEDRAL.
BY CAPTAIN C. STANLEY PEACH [F.], AND W. GODFREY ALLEN [F.].

Paper read before the Royal Institute of British Architects at a Special General Meeting on Monday^ 23 June 1930].

I
N response to the general wish that the

R.I.B.A, should commemorate the completion

of the restoration of the dome structures of St.

Paul’s Cathedral, the President and Council

arranged, with the help of the Dean and Chapter

of St. Paul’s, an exhibition of specimens, models,

illustrations and other objects of interest connected

with the preservation work, and invited us to give

a brief account of this work at the special meeting

to-night.

So much has been written and said about St.

Paul’s, elaborating first one detail, then another, as

events happened from time to time to arouse

public interest in the condition of the building,

that it is difficult to-day to see the subject in its

true perspective. Many of these articles and

opinions have been misleading, because, as a rule,

they were unavoidably based on incomplete and

often inaccurate information, and the tendency has

been to obscure and confuse even the simple

facts. We propose, therefore, to try and clear

the matter up and, first of all, to put before you

broadly the facts connected with the condition

and restoration of the building as far as they are

known to us.

Most of the defects which have been met with

arose from two principal causes :

—

I. The settlements due to the foundations.

2. The unsatisfactory materials and methods

employed in construction, both of which led to

consolidation of the building.

Had Wren carried his foundations through to

the London clay, much trouble would have been
saved. There would have been little or no subsi-
dence due to compression of soil, and the stability

of the building would not have been a prey to
the numerous underground operations which
have taken place in its vicinity. Fig. i shows
the general nature of the settlements wffiich

occurred. First, the heavy masses wffiich comprise
the main piers, bastions and west towers shown
coloured on the upper plan, settled in relation to
the lighter walls surrounding them. Later, as the
weight of the dome piled up, further settlement
took place between the piers and bastions, and this
is shown on the low^er plan, the piers being shaded
much darker than the rest. These settlements
W'Cre, however, irregular, and comparative levels
show them to have been greatest at the south-west
quarter of the dome. The isometric plans,
tig. 2, illustrate the approximate relative settle-
ments of the central structure at four levels,
namely, first in the crypt at the impost where the
maxiinuni sinkage is 2’ 80 inches at pier B

;
secondly

above the Church floor at the plinth where it is r 80
inches at pier B ; thirdly, above the main cornice
at the plinth, where it is 2*04 inches at pier A, and
finallv

, at the attic cornice, where it is 1*77 inches
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Fig. I.—Showing General Nature of Settlements
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at pier A. Thus it will be seen that although the

settlements are irregular there is no substantial

difference in the levels of the eight piers. The

51' I’.Wl'.S CATI IHDR.\L
r oA/pAA* \n\ a: !j:\ ?:/,x

* /. / A/( <j/i' * { frjfrtf/ ‘/rtr/i'

COHNlf K

%

MAIN rokNrcK

Fig. 2.—Illustrating Approximate Relative Settle-

ments OF Central Structure at Four Levels

inclination of the piers from the vertical, which

arose from causes which will be referred to later,

is also very small and fairly uniform.

These slight irregularities of settlement were

probably due to the uneven temper of the soil and

the partial compression of it by the old Cathedral.

There is some obscurity respecting the relation of

the axes of the two buildings. But whether they

be as Mr. Penrose supposed, shown on plan,

Fig. 3, or as indicated on a plan attributed to

Wren in the Library of All Souls,” Oxford, there

are verv few places in which the new" foundations

can have been entirely clear of the old, and ap-

parently there is only one of the eight piers w"hich

stands on the virgin ground.

Another factor leading to consolidation is the

use of uncoursed rubble as an infilling to the walls,

and especially to the piers. In the cr}"pt, where
the piers are widened and project on each side

beyond the faces of the piers above, the weight is

entirely carried by the rubble. There is evidence

in the building that compression occurred and that

the casing fractured in many cases from this cause.

The results of consolidation were to produce dis-

location in many of the vaults, arches and walls,

but this does not appear to have surprised or

alarmed either Sir Christopher Wren or the

builders, who no doubt anticipated some such

movement.
The damage was, how^ever, very extensive, and

the repairs undertaken to remedy it w^ere com-
menced about 1703, and continued spasmodically

under the Cathedral surveyors, James, Flitcroft

and Leadbetter, and a fairly comprehensive scheme
of restoration was carried out by Robert Mylne,
which w-as completed at the end of the eighteenth

century".

It is still an open question how far these early

defects, and also some of the later ones, were
natural and normal to building work, and there-

fore to be expected, or how far they w^ere acci-

dental and unexpected. It may, we think, be
assumed that all defects caused by the building
finding its natural bearing, and from normal con-
solidation, had been repaired by this time. There
is no evidence of serious movements from these
causes since, and no record of exceptional repairs

having been required again until 1897, when
Mr. Somers Clarke became Cathedral surveyor.

Just before this, however, while Mr. Penrose
was surveyor, trouble arose from the corrosion of
iron cramps extensively used as a metal bond,
according to the common practice in the Middle
Ages, both in the original construction and in
subsequent repairs. In the use of iron. Wren
did not practise what he preached, if the Parentalia



Fig. 4.—Architectural Survey: Plan above Vaulting Level

Drawn by Cecil Brown
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represents his views in stating “ in cramping of

stones no iron should lye within nine inches of

the air.” Here it is found ever\-where, often within

a few inches of the surface, and when sufficient time

had elapsed for corrosion to take place, the stones

spawled and fractured in all parts of the building.

Even in Cockerell’s time, who preceded Penrose,

fractures had taken place in the masonry from this

cause. Penrose appreciated its gravity, carried

throughout the whole circumference. The com-

posite structure partly rests on a platform con-

sisting of several courses of large well-bonded

masonrv spread over the front ends of the piers and

the haunches of the adjacent arches (Fig. 4). This

platform is supported by the piers independently

of the arches, which seem to function mainly as

struts between the piers, precautions being taken

bv inverted arches placed over the extrados of the

Fk;. 7.—Isometric Drawing Showing Cons friction of Peristile

Drawn by R. B. Brot>k-Ci reaves

out extensive repairs and gave warning (’f the far-

reaching nature of the trouble ahead. The work

he did in removing a number of these cramps was

a valuable contribution to the preservation of the

Cathedral.

Mr. Somers Clarke had to face a more serious

situation. The superstructure is carried by the

inner and outer drums, the great and original box

girder which Sir Christopher Wren designed and

intended to act as a single unit. He connected

these drums at intervals by radial and cross walls

great arches, to prevent them rising while acting in

this way. The isometric drawing (Fig. 5) illustrates

the construction and the concealed ribs which were

put in to relieve the thinner part of the coffered

arches. It also shows the inverted arches already

mentioned.

The load on the inner drum is several thousand

tons more than on the outer drum. This inequal-

ity of weight on the green structure, which had

been built verv quickly, made itself felt and caused

considerable disturbance in the radial walls, w’hich
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was followed by some independence of action of

the drums and consequent incidence of the loads

on the piers. This slightly affected the poise of

the building above the eight piers and great arches,

so that the equilibrium is not quite so perfect as

might be expected from the design. The crip-

pling which followed reacted on the colonnade of

the peristyle, in spite of an elaborate system of iron

the numerous iron tie rods and cramps mentioned.

Fig. 7 also shows the construction. There is a con-

tinuous chain of ties round the entablature, the

corrosion of which seriously displaced and fractured

the stonework, chiefly in the frieze and cornice.

Air. Somers Clarke repaired the stone gallery and
made it waterproof, and very largely reconstructed

the upper part of the colonnade. His work,

Fi(. S —Plan of Dome Area Showing Levfllino and Plumping Points

ties by which the colonnade was tied back to the

inner drum. 7Te arches between the columns and
the drum were dislocated and in many cases the

voussoirs and the roundels were fractured, and their

condition before restoration is shown (Fig. 6) . The
movements of the colonnade disturbed the worn
and defective paving of the stone gallery above it,

which allowed water to percolate through the joints

to the masonry below, and this set up corrosion in

completed some twenty years ago, is standing per-
fectly to-day, and has shown no movement in spite of
a great deal of work invoh^ing structural disturbance
which has been carried out since in its vicinity, and
below it. This marks the beginning of the later

restoration of the dome structures.

Meanwhile, however, other causes of trouble
had not been entirely at rest. Several building
operations carried out in the vicinity of the
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Cathedral and requiring deep excavations and
pumping with consequent disturbance of subsoil

had caused slight movements in the structure to

which changes of temperature no doubt contri-

buted. As an instance of deep excavation, may be

mentioned a proposal, brought forward in 1831, to

construct a sewer in close proximity to the walls of

the south transept. Mr. C. R. Cockerell, who was

surveyor at the time, succeeded with the aid of

Rennie, Smirke and Brunei in stopping the work,

but not, unfortunately, before many thousands of

examination of the building made, when further

excavations were proposed in the vicinity of the

Cathedral, which caused some apprehension, he
was impressed by the extent of the superficial

damage, and, feeling dissatisfied with the condition

of the dome structures, he advised a consultation

with Sir Francis Fox, who took an even more grave

view of things, and a further conference with Mr.
W. D. Caroe followed. A scheme of work was
prepared in consultation with Mr. Caroe, and in

so far as it concerned the dome structure it in-

Fio. 10 .—Architectural Survey: Elevation of Pier Shonmng Condition of Masonry Before Rfsjohaiton

gallons of water had been pumped away. The
corrosion of the iron cramps was also extending

and causing, first of all, superficial disfigurement,

and then deeper damage, and as stone after stone

fractured, the ashlar casing of the piers became

weaker and less etfective in withstanding the pres-

sure from the rubble core.

Between all these causes there was continuous

action and reaction which gave rise to defects in

the building, which Sir Mervyn Macartney, who
succeeded Mr. Somers Clarke in 1906, had to con-

tend with. From the experience he gained in the

early years of his surveyorship and from a thorough

eluded some grouting by gravity, as experiments
with grouting by pressure carried out by Sir

Francis Fox by somewhat similar methods to those

used bv him at Winchester, had not proved very

suitable to St. Paul's. Under this scheme of re-

pair, among other things, Sir Mervyn Macartney
restored the two piers in the south transept, which
work, as far as it went, proved satisfactory. The
defective condition of the masoniy’ which it dis-

closed increased his anxiet}% and this was further

emphasised by the grave views held by Sir PTancis

Fox which became common knowledge in 1921.

Sir Basil Mott was then consulted, and advised a
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joint committee of architects and engineers to

examine and report on the condition of the dome
structures. Sir Aston Webb and Sir VIervyn
Macartney served as architects, and Sir Basil IVIott,

Sir George Humphreys and Mr. E. C. Trench as

engineers. Sir Aston Webb was elected chairman.

This committee (or as it has been called The
Commission ”) inaugurated the long and thorough
examination of the dome structures and recom-
mended the preservation work, the completion of

which has recently been celebrated. A thorough

665

work recommended by the Commission, and ap-

pointed its technical members as a works com-
mittee to carr}’ it out. Like its predecessor, this

was also a joint committee of architects and engi-

neers. Sir Basil Mott became chairman, and it

included the engineering members of the previous

Commission, namely, Sir George Humphreys and
Mr. Trench, and also Sir Charles Morgan as re-

presentative of the Institution of Civil Engineers,

with Sir Aston Webb and Sir Mervs n Macartney
as architects, and Capt. C. Stanley Peach as repre-

ft i

Fig. 1 3.—Original Study by Wren for Dome of Cathedral

survey of the building was commenced and a great

deal of useful research and many important experi-

ments were carried out, which proved of great

value to the subsequent work. The second report

of the Commission, towards the end of 1924, was

followed bv the famous “ dangerous structures

notice " which fired popular imagination and gave

rise to some panic over the safety of St. PauPs.

Funds were collected in response to appeals

made early in 1925 by Canon Alexander, the

Cathedral Treasurer, to which The Times gave

most valuable assistance, and a representative com-

mittee was appointed to administer these funds.

The committee advised the closing of the dome

area to facilitate and expedite the preservation

sentative of the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects. The work for which this body has been
responsible during the last five years was limited

to the dome structures, except for the survey, which
on the advice of the Committee has been extended

to the whole building. Lieut.-Colonel Sankev was
appointed resident engineer and W. Godfrey Allen

resident architect, each responsible for the work in

their respective departments. The cementation

and reinforcement was carried out under contract

by the Francois Cementation Co., but practically

the rest of the work was executed by the Cathedral

staff supplemented by direct employment of addi-

tional labour, under the management of Mr.
Bolwell, the Cathedral clerk of works. This some-
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what uncommon arrangement has proved well

suited to the special requirements of St. PauFs. It

has worked smoothly and harmoniously, and it has

accomplished in a short space of time an amount
of work beyond the powers of one individual,

however varied his experience or however great

his capacity to undertake responsibility and inspire

public confidence. The work throughout has had
the benefit of consideration and criticism from
many standpoints and the varied experience of

many minds, and a unanimous agreement was
reached on all measures put into effect.

The restoration work carried out by the Works
Committee may be roughly classified as follows ;

—

1. Engineering and architectural surveys and
research.

2. Work to the structure, including grouting

and reinforced metal work, the repairs of masonry
and structural work incidental thereto.

Hard and fast lines cannot be drawn between

these sections of the work, nor can they be con-

sidered in watertight compartments. In practice,

each benefited by the results and experiences of

the other.

The engineering survey and the observations

connected with it, which were inaugurated by the

Commission of 1921, were reorganised and ex-

tended under the works committee. Its record

consists of volumes of figures, levels and diagrams

of measurements, taken with the most perfect and

accurate instruments obtainable, and includes the

selection of suitable points in the building for

measuring movements, thus keeping it under

complete and continuous observation. Measure-

ments as fine as one-thousandth of a foot can be

observed and have actually been taken and recorded.

The plan of the dome area (Fig. 8) shows the

numerous levelling, plumbing and measuring

points installed. The system of levelling has now
been extended to the whole building.

Thermometers have also been placed in different

parts of the structure and in some cases actually

in the thickness of the walls. The maximum and

minimum variations in temperature have been

recorded at regular intervals over a long period.

At any future time the smallest movement

of the building can be detected and its direction

and extent ascertained and compared with the

established records, and this has already furnished

reliable and valuable data on which to base opinion.

The absence of any such data in the past proved

a serious difficulty to the Commission in their

task of estimating the condition of the building,

and of devising the best treatment for the defects

which thev found.
Fig. 14. Photograph Top Model of one of

- Showinc; Hidden Oonsiruciion
THE Piers
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The architectural survey consists of a series ofcom-
plete and accurate plans and sections (Figs. 9 [head-

piece] and 4) and numerous isometric studies and
photographs to illustrate the local and general

research into the structure, and includes the con-

struction of many scale models both of the building

and various works proposed from time to time.

Much useful information was obtained from these

models, and they greatly facilitated the consideration

and the principles which may have guided Wren
to some extent in his design of the building. In

the early part of the seventeenth century^, Galileo’s

theory that a catenary curve was the proper

figure for an arch of equilibrium, was announced,
and it is probable that Wren was cognisant of

this (Fig. ii) and possibly considered its bearing

on the design of a circular structure, as about this

time Galileo’s theory had aroused considerable

Fk;. 16,— One of Wren’s Broken Tie Bar^

of the works carried out. These surveys are com-

plementarv to one another, and together constitute

the complete survey.

As part of the architectural survey, a complete

examination was made of the whole of the ashlar

casing of the eight piers and the condition of each

stone was recorded on a series of drawings, one

of which is shown here (Fig. 10). These have been

supplemented by photographs and further draw-

ings made during the progress of the work, which

indicate the position and size of every new stone

and cramp inserted, and the conditions of the piers

as completed.

The models include a somewhat unusual one

which throws some light on natural arch action

interest and was being elaborated bv mathemati-
cians, among whom Leibnitz, Huygens, and the
two Bernoullis, published opinions on various
forms of arches and their thrust. To test this
theory, in its relation to St. Paul’s, we suspended
chains over a section of the building, which traced
in a remarkable way the natural arching of the
structure, and also marked the position of some of
the principal settlements. On adding a weight,
proportional to the lantern and suitable to the
chain, the latter corresponding to the weight of the
cone, the chain traced the unusual shape of the
cone almost exactly, as shown on this model
(big. 12). Applying a chain in the same way to
an original study by Wren, in the British Museum,
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for the dome of St. Paul’s (Fig. 13), it coincides

with the curve drawn by him on both the sections,

which he seems to have used as the guiding line

of the design. The position also corresponds to

one of the chains on the model shown.

An articulated model was found very helpful

cords which enabled the drums to be raised or

lowered as necessary. The parts of this model

corresponding to the building were made of very

thin plaster, and layers of indiarubber of different

degrees of stiffness were inserted under the piers

and at other positions to allow consolidation to

Fig, 17.—Plan OK Norkh-west quarter of South-ea,t Bastion- showing .^nthorage of Iron Ties

in studying the effect of compression m the

structure from the various causes enumerated,

A testing frame was devised whereby the super-

structure could be placed where desired on the

supporting piers and arches, the position of the

piers being established- on a plan and transferred

by plumb lines to the overhead frame where a

fine adjustment could be made by suspending

take place in the model as it had in the actual

building. Frames were devised whereby test

loads corresponding to the loads in the building

could be brought to bear either on the

inner or outer drums, separately or together.

When the load was applied by the combined

drums, as Wren intended it to be, little effect

was produced beyond causing some inward inclina-
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tion of the piers at the top and a slight sinkage (in

relation to the bastions) and at the inner faces.

When the drums were disconnected and were left

free to move independently of each other, the sink-

age and inclination increased, and caused the piers

on the model to crack in a similar manner to the

piers in the building. Heavy loading in proportion

to the strength of the model was applied, and a

series of experiments, continued over a period of

time, brought out to a remarkable degree the

strength and balance of Wren's design, and the

dislocation from the independent action and
unequal loading of the drums. A model of a

portion of the actual building itself (Fig. 14)

shows the hidden construction in one of the piers

from the foundation to the top of the buttesses.

This model was used and frequently referred to

when considering work proposed to strengthen

the building, and it formed a reliable basis for the

construction of other models.

The iron ties inserted by Wren between the

piers and bastions were explored. Their position

was located at the four corners of the crossing,

as shown on the plan (Fig. 15). One set is placed

at gallery level, and one in the walls some feet

higher, all being below the springing of the great

arches. The lower set consists of two flat iron

bars 4 inches by \ inch as shown, and the upper
of two square bars 2 inches by 2 inches. The
arrangement is the same in all cases, except in the

north-west quarter where only the upper ties exist.

Investigations and electrical tests revealed that

most of these ties were broken, and had separated,

as shown in Fig. 16, owing to the inward inclination

of the piers. The ends of these ties were turned

down and anchored into large stones in the bastion.

Fig. 17 shows the anchorages of the four lower ties

in the south-east bastion, and the extent of the

excavation required to locate them can be seen.

The main part of the work comprised the strength-

ening of the piers and the superstructure above
the platform level. A general programme was
first prepared, which was, however, subject to

variation to suit it to the special requirements of each

pier. ITe general scheme is shown on Fig. 18.

It is an elevation of one of the piers on which the

positions of the injection holes are marked.
The system was varied where necessary to fit in

with the architectural embellishments of the piers.

The holes were spaced about 4 feet apart hori-

zontally and 5 feet vertically. A plan of these

holes at one level in a pier in the crypt is shown

on Fig. 19. The length and direction of the holes

were determined with the object of knitting together,

with the reinforcement, all parts of the masonry,
Rods were of considerable length, in many cases

being as much as 18 feet. A series of these

F iw. iS. Ele\ation of Oxe of Piers Showing Position of
Injection Holes

holes, each 2 inches in diameter, was drilled to
the required length from either side of the pier^d the dust was driven out by compressed air.
1 he grout, consisting of equal p'arts by volume of
loose cement and water, was in/ected at a
pressure of 50 lbs. per square inch, at the hole.



P(Er ('/-I\an -Holes I to2I

triCH TO A Foot-

Fig. 19.—Plan of Injection Holes at One Le\el in a Pier in the Crypt

Fig. 20
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allowance being made for any great loss of pressure

due to head. After an agreed time (generally a

day) the cement was drilled out of the holes, which
were then injected again, the operation being

repeated at least twice, and in some cases as many
as six times, before refusal point was reached.

obtaining a satisfactory adhesion between it and
the cement. As a result of lengthy experiments, an
oval indented bar of a constant cross-sectional area

of I sq. in. and with an ultimate strength of 4s
tons per sq. inch was eventually selected. This
type of bar obtained a satisfactory grip of the

Fig. 21 —Lovver Be.vring Plates Below WiiiisPERixo Gallery Level

Finally reinforcing rods were inserted in each hole

and grouted up. The material for reinforcement

received long and careful consideration. After

tests by the engineers and the National Physical

Laboratory, it was decided to use Firth “ Stay-

brite ” steel, which showed a remarkable resistance

to corrosion, even when tested with the rough
surface left by the rolling of the bars.

In consequence, however, of the non-corrosive

nature of this material, difficulty was found in

cement without losing any of its strength through
reduction of section.

I he total quantity of cement injected into the
eight piers, from the foundations to the underside
of the platform, which is about 80 feet above
the church floor, was approximate!v 90 tons, and
37 tons of reinforcement were required. In the
course of the work, especially when replacing
W ren s broken ties to which reference has been
made, cores were recovered showing that the
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grout had successfully bound together the internal

aggregate. A specimen of one of the cores

was exhibited. As soon as the grouting and
reinforcement were sufficiently advanced, the

work of restoring the ashlaring and removing the

iron cramps of the piers was put in hand. The
veneer or splintered parts of the stones were cut

away until the depth of the fracture was reached.

New stones were then inserted and cramped to the

old with Delta metal cramps. Where, however,
the damage extended to the full depth of the

original stones, they were generally taken out

entirely and replaced with bond stones carried

back to the core. Over one thousand iron cramps
varying in size from 2 inches to 4 feet have been
removed. An example of these and the damage
done by them is shown (Fig. 20). The capitals

generally were in a very bad condition. Many of

the volutes and acanthus leaves had broken away
and had been temporarily and badly repaired.

The members of the main cornice, particularly the

egg and tongue enrichments, were riddled with

iron, and large pieces were loose and might have

fallen. Wren’s system of cramping the stones

together resembled a series of chains in each
course of the ashlaring, and the same system was
followed as far as possible when inserting the new
“ Delta ” cramps replacing the iron. A system
of sixteen stainless steel tie-rods were inserted at

Gallery level to replace Wren’s broken iron ties

and connect the ends of the piers with the inner

walls of the bastions. Eight were 4 inches in

diameter, and eight were 3 inches. The 4-inch

tie-rods have an ultimate strength of 600 tons,

while the 3 inch have 300 tons. The ends were
anchored at either end by plates concealed in the

masonry. To prevent further independent action

between the two drums a system of bracing was
adopted of diagonal tie-rods on either side of the

radial walls, combined with horizontal members,
to restore the bond which was an essential

feature of Wren’s design. The 48 diagonal

stainless steel tie-rods are each 38 feet 6 inches

long and 4 inches in diameter, with bearing plates

at either end, the lower being buried in the

masonry of the Whispering Gallery and the upper
resting on the outer drum at the level of the

peristyle. The 96 horizontal rods are each about

or te a\RS
Tut X*. Wi *«l»UTtC> DVWC Tve Sti1C»WTClN '• IQ30

«a«r c.>W
nyr wom;

Fig. 22.—Pin Joints on the New Belt. Shown in bottom right-hand corner
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i6'feet in length and zl inches in diameter, 48 timber roof of the peristyle, which will materially

being'near the upper and 48 at the lower level. The assist as an additional hoop round the drum. The
lower bearing plates at Whispering Gallery level radial walls between the drums and the projecting

Fk;, 23.—View of Dome Arf.^ Showing Steel Framiwork Strlctires .^nd Timber Strutting

are illustrated (Fig. 21). A reinforced concrete ^>uttresses were grouted and reinforced in a similar
raft was constructed to replace the old lead and ^namer to the piers, the reinforcement being carried
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through to the inner drum. Two chain belts

have been constructed to encircle the drums. The
upper is erected immediately over the buttresses,

and the lower just above the extrados of the great

arches, which is the lowest level at which it could

be fixed as a continuous level band without cutting

into the arches. The upper belt consists of

30 sets of links, 15 of four members and 15 of

three, bent to the curve of the drum, which at this

level is 438 feet io| inches in circumference.

The links are connected by vertical pins 3^ inches

in diameter. The chain was a close fit but was

further tightened by wedging from the drum before

being finally encased in concrete, the wedges

being removed during the latter operation. The
lower belt is similar in design and strength, but

as it is farther away from the drums it is 497 feet

long. The two chains together weigh approxi-

mately 57 tons.

A model of the bracing and reinforcement will,

it is hoped, eventually be on exhibition in St.

Paul’s Cathedral.

Each link of the great chain used by Wren
consists of eight bars welded together and turned
down at the ends into a circular ring, a common
type of metallic bond, extensivelv used in the

Middle Ages. It is a great contrast to the pin

joints of the new belt (Fig. 22;. This drawing
also shows a pin and cotter joint used by Wren
to connect the bars of the iron ties between the

piers and bastions, and, in addition, the screwed
coupling of the new circular ties which replace

them.

The scaffolding and shoring used was an
extensive undertaking. In the Crypt this was car-

ried out entirely in timber, but above the Church
floor permanent steel structures were erected under
each arch carrying mobile timber strutting to the

faces of the piers. These structures also afforded

a satisfactory means of supporting the scaffolding

required throughout the work (Fig. 23).

It is hoped that the permanent exhibition

in the Cathedral, which the Dean and Chapter
contemplate, may prove of general interest and

View of Dome from North-West
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educational value, and prove a great attraction

to visitors, especially architects and architectural

students.

The underlying principals of the preservation

work have been to fortify the building where weak

without marring its beauty or interfering with the

historical value of Wren’s craftsmanship, and to

pass it on intact to future generations leaving no
scars or disfigurements of the labours of the last

few vears.

VOTES OF THANKS.
Canon ALEXANDER[[Ffo/;..-l.^ : The President, I sup-

pose, has conferred upon me the quite unexpected honour
of moving a vote of thanks to-night partly because I

have been associated to some extent with this work
from the very beginnings in 1911, 1912, 1913, and
partlv because I can regard from a somewhat philo-

sophic and detached attitude the two great professions,

architects and engineers, who have co-operated. I

believe they have regarded me, through all these years,

rather as a kind of comfortable cushion or buffer. As
you know, they do not always agree upon every

subject, and they look at things from rather a different

point of view. Sometimes I have found it to be my
function to try to persuade the lions to lie down with

the lambs—nothing will induce me to explain to this

audience which I regard as the lions and which the

jambs-—^but I can truthfully say that, whatever slight

differences of opinion there may have been in the

early stages, it is a great testimony to the value of the

work we have done that this great committee of

engineers and architects of the first eminence in the

country are entirely unanimous as to the processes

that have been adopted for the safety of the Cathedral,

and they tell us, with perfect unanimity, that as long

as the Cathedral is not interfered with by excavations

in the neighbourhood, it will be, and is at this moment,
stronger than it was when it was originally built.

That is a very satisfactory result of a great many years

of work. I am not, myself, either an architect or an

engineer, but, though the engineers have often said

to me very nice and kind things, the architects have

gone farther and have conferred upon me the honour

of making me an Honorary Associate of this Institute.

I onlv hope that that honour does not mean an examin-

ation in the principles of architecture. But, at any

rate, at the moment I regard myself as somewhat

inclined, in balance, to the side of the architects.

This lecture is the work of two architects. One of

them. Captain Peach, I have heard of for the last five

years and known very well, and have heard a great

deal about his inventive mind and the very great

attention he has given to this difficult work. And the

other lecturer, Mr. Allen, I feel a certain responsibility

for. I have known him very intimately for some-

thing like twenty years, and I can only tell you that

he has developed a most extraordinary knowledge of

the Cathedral, and that it will always owe him a very

great debt for the work he has done for it. I cannot,

myself, understand how two people can combine in

producing one lecture, but I know it has been done.

and I have reason to know what a very great amount
of thought, labour and experience of the Cathedral

have gone to the making of this lecture. I am sure

you will wish me to express, on your behalf, the verv

hearty thanks of us all both to Captain Peach and Air.

Allen, for their work and for their lecture, and for

the very remarkable pictures with which they have
illustrated what they have had to tell us.

Sir BASIL MOTT, Bart., C.B. : I have been
asked—and it is with very great pleasure I rise to do so

—to second the vote of thanks to the two gentlemen
who have prepared this paper, supporting what Canon
Alexander has already said. It is getting late, and I

will not detain you, though I should like to have had
the opportunity of saying a few things, in reference

more particularly to the work that has been done from
an engineering point of view, but it would mean
another lecture, and I am sure you would not care to

listen to me. I should like to say this : it has always
been the feeling of myself and my colleagues that in

big works of this kind architects and engineers should
be associated together. There have been difficulties,

and various points have been raised, but may I take

this opportunity of saying that, during the time I have
had the privilege of being associated with the archi-

tects who have been our colleagues on this Committee,
we have had nothing but the very greatest courtesy,
and consideration, as well as the very greatest help
from the gentlemen who have been nominated to be
associated with us. I should like to express mv very
deep appreciation of all that Captain Peach has done,
for what Sir Aston Webb, Mr. Macartnev and others
have done. And as for Air. Allen, I am an old man,
and he will not mind my saying that I have formed
the very highest appreciation of his great ability, and
I have for him a deep aflfection.

The PRESIDENT : I should like now to put to
the meeting the resolution which has been proposed
by Canon Alexander, and seconded by Sir Basil Mott,
and I have no doubt you will carry it by acclamation.

Carried by acclamation.

Air. GODFREY ALLEN and Air. STANLEY
PEACH [F.] replied.

The PRESIDENT : One of the great features of
this interesting meeting is the fact that there is a
collection of models and photographs in the next
room, and I have no doubt that, if we ask Colonel
Sankev, he will be able to give explanations there on
any points which we may like to raise.
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Reviews
VITRUVIUS RE-TRANSLATED.

BY PROFESSOR FRANK GRANGER [^4 .].

Vitruvius ox Architecture : Manuscrif^t Translation

and Illustrative Drateings by Frank T. Baggallay.

Mrs. Baggallay has placed the Institute under an

obligation by the gift of the late Mr. Baggallay ’s work
upon what is still the most important treatise dealing

with the architect’s calling. It is desirable that the results

of so much skilled labour should not be wasted. Perhaps

it might be possible to arrange and bind in convenient

form the parts of the manuscript, and even to reproduce

some of the careful drawings which are a valuable con-

tribution to the interpretation of the text. There will

always be people to whom Vitruvius is important as the

exponent of building operations under the early Roman
Empire. To them the opportunity should be given of

convenient access to what is in effect a commentary upon
Vitruvius.

Since the edition of Castellus, 1730. reported by

Schneider, no English translation of Vitruvius has been

published along with the Latin text to which it corre-

sponds. The translation of Newton, 1771 and 1791^

was so badly done that it was entirely superseded by

Gwilt in 1826. Gwilt, however, depended upon the

Latin text of Schneider, which gave place in 1867 to that

of Rose, who based his text upon the famous Harleian

Vitruvius of the British Museum, along with a later

manuscript now at Wolfenbuttel. ^I his is the Latin text

used by Mr. Baggallay. Mr. Baggallay saw, however,

that the Harleian Vitruvius alone need be regarded, but

he was content to take the readings of Rose. I am glad

to find that Air. Baggallay came independently to the

opinion which I formed in 1911 when I began the

systematic collation of the Harleian Vitruvius. The
Latin text of Vitruvius which I have the honour of being

engaged on for the Loeb series is avowedly based upon

this, the oldest manuscript.

Further examination of the Harleian Vitruvius seems

to justify a change in its ascription. Rose, in the preface

to the Latin text used by Air. Baggallay, roundly states

that it was written in Germany in the ninth century. I

will briefly summarise the evidence which, in my opinion,

proves that it was written in Saxon England in the eighth

century at the scriptorium of the joint monastery ot

Jarrow and Wearmouth. The famous Codex Amiatinus

of the Latin Vulgate was written there about a.d. 700,

When the Vitruvius is compared with this, it appears that

the scribes have inserted similar phrases in several places.

Further, there is a close resemblance of the rubrication

and the uncial letters. And lastly, the Latinity of the

Vitruv'ius presents striking coincidences with the Old

Latin which can be traced in the Vulgate, urning to

the ornamentation, on the last of the blank pages left in

the body of the Vitruvius, there is the sketch of a cross

in the same Celtic stvle as those which precede each of

the Lindisfarne Gospels, a style characteristic of Northum-

bria. It thus appears that Charlemagne owed his

Ahtruvius to an English origin.
t 1

•

In England itself the tradition of the Harleian \\ as

taken up in the scriptorium of St. Augustine’s Abbey,
Canterbury. The Cotton Vitruvius, even if not written
there, was in the possession of the library. The Laudian
AIS., now at St. John’s College, Oxford, was actually

written at Canterbury in 1316. It is well known that

Charlemagne had copies of Vitruvius made for the use
of his architects. I'here is no doubt that in England
the early Romanesque builders regarded themselves as

following the Roman tradition, and therefore obeyed the
rules of Vitruvius so far as they could be carried out zvith

the small stones at their disposal.

The background, therefore, of English mediaeval art

is to be traced back in some degree to Vitruvius himself.

Hence in the line exhibition at South Kensington it would
have been appropriate to include the Laudian AIS., if

not the Harleian itself. We end, then, as we began by
recognising the aptness of Air. Baggallay ’s judgment that

the text of Vitruvius may be based on the manuscript
known to the catalogue as B.ALHarl.2767.

FRENCH WROUGHT IRON.

BY EDWARD WARREN [F.J.

Le Fer Forge ex France. By Louis Blanc. Sm.fo.
Paris. 1930. Oest.] 200 fr. (£2 zs.).

The French architectural genius has alwavs mani-
fested itself in minutiae, as in the more salient facts, of

architecture, and especially in the elaboration and
adornment of wrought ironwork, used so freely in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries for protective

purposes and adjuncts of buildings.

The volume under review is admirably illustrated

with designs by various talented metal workers, actually

applied to, or intended for the adornment of buildings,

many of them of a very high order of elegance, and all

showing the freedom of design and accomplishment of

workmanship that are so characteristic of our talented

neighbours.

The studv of the volume in question, and of its

generous provision of excellent illustrations, will natur-

ally lead British architects to institute comparisons

between the French and British methods of use, and
treatment of detail, of forged ironwork, as applied to

buildings and their enclosures, fences, gates, “ grilles,”

staircase ramps, and the like.

The French have always shown conspicuous ability

in the use of forged iron, and their blacksmiths, even in

this mechanical age, are frequently very capable in

their craft. In the periods under review, the late

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the increased

safety of life, outside of stone walls, and the increasing

desire, while preserving some protective demarcation

of private or public property, to leave its beauties visible

to the outside world, led to the use of iron fences and
gates, which, while affording adequate protection from
intrusion, exhibited buildings, parks and gardens in a

handsome manner to the public gaze.

The creation of wrought iron screens for the seclu-
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sion and protection of church altars, quite naturally

superseded the older fashion of stone and wooden
screens, and the innumerable churches of France
afforded ever-increasing opportunities for the grilles/’

gates and railings, which are part of the typical furni-

ture of these buildings.

In comparison with English wrought ironwork of

contemporary periods, the French smiths of the late

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries showed, as a

rule, a greater exuberance of fancy, a more pronounced
instinct for prettiness of effect than their English con-

temporaries in the same craft. In comparison with

British wrought ironwork of the same period, the

French work, in spite of its technical excellence, fre-

quently strikes the insular observer as being, as we say,
“ too clever by half.”

The direct adornments of wTought iron flowers and
fruits, of bouquets and baskets, in spite of the extreme

skill showm in their creation, seem over exuberant and
often inappropriate as architectural adjuncts. The
sense of architecture, indeed, is often lost in the delight

in craftsmanship. This appears strongly in the stair-

case ramps, which, with all the pronounced ability

exhibited in their design and w'orkmanship, strike one
as less appropriate to their purpose, and less expressive

of the ascending intention of a stair, than do any
British wrought iron examples of the corresponding

periods.

The British instinct for wTought iron staircase ramps
has generally been to express rather definitely the sense

of ascent, in the abeyance of the ramps to the individual

steps, or, at any rate, to successive groups of steps.

Wren’s spiral staircase at St. Paul’s Cathedral shows
the insular instinct in this regard. But Sir Christopher,

when he w as embellishing his work at Hampton Court

for his screens, and his admirable ” King’s Staircase,”

called in the highly skilled Tijou.

In regard to ‘‘ grilles,” and especially gates, our

native smiths, of the period under review, showed a

very fine sense of appropriate design, and achieved the

fine instances of rich sobriety to be seen in the wrought
iron gates of Cray’s Inn Gardens, and the gates of

Chelsea Hospital, of Trinity College and Magdalen at

Oxford, and of numberless mansions and Manor House?

in Great Britain, and indeed, in the many handsome old

gates and railings, lamp-irons and the like, in London
and its suburbs, and notably in Westminster and
Chelsea, Hampstead and Bloomsbury. They could

never, however, approach the extreme skill, delicacy,

and fine craftsmanship of their contemporary French

brethren, whose admirable artistry is so well showm in

Le Fer Forge.

It is a great list, that of Messieurs E'ordrier, I^ontaine,

Mariette, Crepy, Oppenord, Briseux, Huquier, De
Cuvilles, and Lamour

;
and most admirably illustrated

Le Fer Forge.

AIRPORTS. BY JOHN DOWER ~A.

IXTERXATIONAL AIRPORTS. By Stedman S. Hanks. 8w.
NewYork. 1929. {Ronald Press Co.) S5.00,

The author, w^ho obviously has an extensive knowledge
of aerodromes and air-transport in the United States,

made a detailed examination of the principal civil aero-
dromes of Europe during a summer tour in 1928. The
chief characteristics of these stations as they exist and
their variation in the different countries are brietly out-
lined in the first 140 pages of the book, with a considerable
number of good photographs, but, for an architectural
reader, with far too slender an accompaniment of plans
and diagrams. There is a considerable padding through-
out the book of statistics, reprints of traffic forms, weather-
reports and the like, of comparatively little value

;
and

the remaining 50 pages consist entirely of reprints of
international and Pan-American conventions and traffic-

regulations.

The details given of aerodrome buildings and layouts
are already rapidly becoming out-of-date—inevitable
when the subject is a development so new', so rapid and
so experimental. Architecturally, the author concludes,
the best European practice is superior to American,
though to a rapidly diminishing extent. The aerodrome
administration buildings, in particular, comprising the
passenger and goods “ stations, ’’ offices, restaurants, etc.,

are on the whole better thought out here than there, and
more permanently built in brick, stone or concrete.
Tempelhof, the airport of Berlin, is perhaps the best
arranged European example, and enjoys the special
advantage of being placed on the fine, level turf of an
old parade ground of ample size not more than 15 minutes
aw'ay from the centre of the city, Le Bourget (Paris),
Croydon (London), Schiphol (Amsterdam), Waalhaven
(Rotterdam), Kastrup (Copenhagen) and Littorio (Rome)
are other European landing-grounds described in detail,
along with representative American airports at Buffalo,
Chicago and Oakland. Italy at present takes the lead in
soundly planned seaplane stations

; Germany in the
number of aerodromes and routes equipped for com-
mercial flying

; while England has at Croydon probably
the best technically equipped aerodrome of the world,
though few w ould claim any charm or architectural merit
in its sombre aspect. Brief but useful chapters on the
handling of passengers and freight, on construction
especially of hangers, and on airport lighting follow' the
descriptions of individual stations.

Of the book as a whole it may be said that those who
have followed the subject in the architectural and tech-
nical journals of the various countries w'ill find little that
IS new'

;
but much may be forgiven to a book which, as

far as we know', is the first on its subject in English. The
aerodrome designer or student will find here at least a
c ear statement of the chief technical requirements that
niust limit his schemes. Safety considerations are
obviously paramount and have, by now, been worked out
in considerable detail, while the comings and goings of
si^h a veo' \ aried traffic and personnel—pilots, mechanics,
oftce staff, radio and meteorological staff, passengers and
their luggage, niails, freight, sightseers and many others

Jjfed exhaustive enquiry and ingenious treatment.
1 here is obvious scope for a more extensive treatment
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of a new problem comparable in magnitude and difficulty

to that raised by the development of railway transport

in the last century. It is to be hoped that such a book
may before too many years elapse be published in England,

where we are just beginning to awake to the fact that

other countries are ahead of us in aerodrome development.

Meantime, it is for architects and town-planners to see

that the dismal tragedy of our railway-stations is not

repeated, and that the aerodromes—the stations of this

century—are well-placed ornaments to the cities they

serve.

RECENT FOREIGN’ PERIODICALS.

By Grahame B. Tubbs [.d.].

Impressive evidence of the recent extraordinary

prosperity of the United States is to be seen in the June
number of the Architectural Forum, which is a special

number given to office buildings. Practically all those

illustrated are skyscrapers, most of which have been built

since 1924, but there are drawings of many that are due
for completion this year. They range in size from those

costing fromS500,ooo up toS6,500,000, and are an empha-
tic answer to those who believed that the day of the

skyscraper was over. They are still being built in large

numbers, although, financially speaking, most of them
are not very successful, many are bad, and a few only

may be regarded as a good investment. From seven

examples whose cost is given, it appears that the average

price of these high buildings is 2s. lod. a cubic foot,

which seems remarkably low when high labour costs

are considered.

The June number of The Architectural Record contains a

special reference section dealing with petrol filling stations

either alone or in conjunction with service stations for

cleaning and greasing, and analyses the problem with

the aid of diagrams and many actual examples. The
filling stations in the States are all either owned and run

or leased by the oil companies and are well designed on

standardised lines.

Our newspaper proprietors arrange things so that

we get practically no reliable news from Russia, so most
Englishmen will read with surprised interest the article

in Pencil Points (June) about the Soviet “ Five Year

Plan ” of 1928, by which all industries are, within five

years, to be systematically developed with the help of

foreign experts. An American architectural firm, Albert

Kahn, Inc., was appointed consulting architects and

engineers by the Soviet Government, and A. L. Drabkin,

who was in charge of their Moscow office, writes about

the erection of the Tractor Plant at Stalingrad which

cost £800,000. The digging and concreting was finished

during the mild weather, but the steel,which was imported

ready fabricated from the United States and Germany,
was erected and the building finished during the winter

—

an innovation in Russia. Such was the keenness of the

workers (who included many women), and the efficiency

of the architects and the Russian officials concerned,

that the building was completed in nine months—three
months earlier than expected. This was a truly remarkable

achievement considering the unskilled labour available

and the unusual conditions that had to be faced. Cali-
fornia Arts and Architecture for June is a good example
of a magazine of general interest, but with the emphasis
on architecture.

Among the Continental magazines, Baukunst und
Stadtebau (for June) takes a prominent place both for its

excellent format and for the interest of the buildings
it deals with. These include a factory at Grotzauheim
by Karl Ochs for Brown Boveri & Co., and Thomsen &
Schlegel’s fine crematorium at Frederiksberg, Denmark.
This is of brick, but has a large angel carved in high relief,

in stone, built-in over the main door ; the lower part
of the external wall is covered with four tiers of arched
niches, presumably for urns. Deutsche Kunst und
Dekoration (July) has details to large scale and general
views of Josef Eberz’s good mosaics in St. George’s
Church, Stuttgart. In the other German publication,

Innen Dekoration, for June, the first article is on the
decoration and furnishing of a large living room by Le
Corbusier. The furniture is of tubular metal frames,
either upholstered with padding or with canvas seats

and backs. The ensemble looks very well, if rather
strange

The French weekly. La Construction Moderne, for

June 15, gives reconstructions of classical buildings,

taken from the Salon, including the Arch of Titus worked
out on a geometrical basis. The following week’s issue

is given up to a church at Boussois. It is possible that the
interior looks better actually than it does in the photo-
graph

;
it is of brick, and has a most complicated-looking

roof and mural paintings set in panels in the brickwork.
There is a luminous glass cross on the altar. The next
number is interesting and all the illustrations are views of
Stockholm. The issue of UArchitecture, for June 15,
deals fully with the new Parisian Theatre Pigalle, which
was built for M. Henri de Rothschild by Siclis, Just &
Blum. This is the last word in advanced design, as far

as the ample vestibules are concerned. These are kept
as light, cold and metallic as possible. The walls are
metalled and there is a screen ot horizontal nickel-
plated steel bars separating the two foyers, which are
flood-lighted with changing, coloured lights. The
auditorium itself is a complete contrast, being very
sombre in colouring. The walls are mahogany, the seats

red, and the carpet brown. The lighting comes from the
ceiling, which is designed as a huge flower, along whose
petals light is thrown from troughs in the outer edges.
The equipment of the stage is up to date and most com-
plete. The May number of the Buenos Aires Revista
di Arquitectura reproduces a prize-winning house in the
English manner which has caught the spirit of the stvle

rather better than usual. The June number is given
exclusively to the Tornquist Building, which has an
elaborate banking hall on the ground floor with offices,

restaurants and club rooms above. This is in the French
eighteenth-century style. The Spanish Arquitectura,
No. 5, gives a large number of competition designs for an
Institute at Saragossa containing a big auditorium and
many smaller ones.
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NOTES BY MEMBERS OF THE SCIENCE
STANDING COMMITTEE

Water Softening. The Base Exchange or Zeolite

Process. Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research. Price 6d. net. H.M. Stationery Office.

This twenty-page pamphlet, by A. R. Martin, Ph.D.,
is written to summarise existing knowledge on this

subject, which is of importance to architects who are often

called upon to advise on the provision of water-softening
plants.

The author, after a short historical introduction,

compares the base-exchange method with the older
lime-soda process, proceeds to deal with the preparation
of the necessary materials, and finally with the theory of
the process in the light of existing knowledge.
The base-exchange material—a hydrated aluminium

silicate—is subjected to the water to be softened in a

suitable cylinder, when, due to a chemical reaction, the

hardness ” (lime and magnesia) in the water is re-

moved, being replaced by soda from the base-exchange
material. The softened water thus contains sulphate,

or carbonate, of soda
;
the former is known medicinally

as Glauber’s salts. The reviewer has never seen this

aspect of water-softening alluded to, though in the case of

a very hard water the medicinal effect of this change might
prove to be preciable. After use the base-exchange
material is regenerated by the use of ordinary salt

(sodium chloride), which decomposes the aluminium
silicates of lime and magnesia, re-forming sodium
aluminium silicate and soluble lime and magnesium
chlorides, which are carried off in solution. The author
discusses, shortly, the softening of water for various

purposes, the preparation of base-exchange material

and natural zeolites, and, finally, the theories of the above
changes with the aid of chemical formulae, and the

pamphlet concludes with a useful list of references to the

subject. Alan E. Mltnby [F.].

Correspondence
ENGLISH CHURCH ART

5/18, St. Stephens House,
{Victoria Embankment),

Westminster, 5 .ir. i.

l(>July 1930.

To the Editor, Journal R.I.B.A.,

—

Dear Sir,—The comments by Mr. Voysey in the

Journal for July 12, on the exhibition (now over) held

under the auspices of the Church Crafts League, and
for which I was in some measure responsible as its new
chairman, are remarkable as being written from the craft

point of view entirely, consequently, in a show containing

over 500 exhibits, and embracing architecture, sculpture,

painting and music, the lacunce must, obviously, be

considerable. He mentions none of the fine arts (except

Mr. Stephen’s work) and endeavours to draw comparisons
between living and dead art by contrasting the median al

work at S.K.M. (now showing) and picking out corres-

ponding crafts as exemplified at Caxton Hall last month.
First, a little thought will show this to be unfair,

because : (i) In the living-art show it was largely a

matter of luck what exhibits were available
; (2) the

examples at S.K.M. have been collected over many
years and may be presumed to be the finest of their

several kinds
; (3) time and money, in the dead examples,

were not matters of moment, as they are to-day
; and,

lastly, the spirit which informs the artists of the League
is based definitely on worship and not on mere efforts to

please, as IMr. Voysey infers.

Second, the artists of the League can, and often do,

produce works as fine as mediaeval work. Take, for

instance, the finest piece of embroidery shown (which he
does not even mention). No. 452, the dorsal from Wantage
Chapel; this equals anything shown at S.K.AL, and
surpasses many another.

I am surprised, however, that he does not comment
upon the most outstanding sculpture displayed at Caxton
Hall, which was a revelation to those who pride them-
selves on their extensive knowledge of current fine art.

I will not expand by mentioning names, but would just

add that a few copies of The Handbook, with 50 plates,

are still available at the de la More Press, 2a, Cork
Street, Bond Street, W.i, at 5^. (id. with The Catalogue,
post free, and this should be in the hands of all architects

interested in modern church art. It is a worthy souvenir
by a famous press and of a great exhibition, called by one
discerning critic “ The Royal Academy of Ecclesiastical

Art.”— I am, dear Sir, yours faithfully,

P. A. Robson [F.\

TWELFTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF
ARCHITECTS, BUDAPEST, 6 TO 13 SEPTEMBER,

1930

II, Suffolk Street,

Pall Mall East, *S.ir.i.

23 July 1930.

To the Editor, Journal R.I.B.A.,

—

Dear Sir,—I am requested by the Organising Com-
mittee at Budapest to inform those who are proposing to
take part in the International Congress of Architects
that the date up to which applications can be received
at the Congress Bureau (IV Realanoda-utca 13-15
Budapest) has been extended to 25 August 1930.

In view of the varied travel requirements of those
members who have already notified me of their intention
to attend, it has been decided that the proposed arrange-
ments for a combined party, trav'^elling from London to
Budapest, will be cancelled and that members shall make
their own arrangements for trav el and hotel reserv^ations.

It is advisable that these should be made as soon as
possible, and any information on this subject can be
obtained from Alessrs. Thos. Cook and Sons (Mr. Allard),
Berkeley Street, London, W.i, or through the branch
ofhees of Thos. Cook and Sons.

I shall be glad to answer any questions with regard
to the Congress arrangements generally on hearing from
any members who intend to take part in the proceedings.

—

Yours faithfully,

H. P. Cart de Lafontaine [A.'\,

Hon. Secretary, British Section, Per-
manent International Committee of

Architects.
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SCIENCE STANDING COMMITTEE.
REPORT OF THE CONFERENCE ON DAMAGE TO PLUMBING WORK CAUSED BY FROST.

[The following report, uhich has been approved by the Council, has been printed in pamphlet form and
copies can be obtained on application to the Secretary, R.I.B.A., price three-pence each.]

In consequence of the abnormal weather conditions of

January and February, 1929, when a severe frost occurred,

registering in London as much as 20 degrees Fahrenheit

below freezing point, and in some parts of the country

even lower, much damage was done to plumbing work,

and consequently to buildings and the stock they con-

tained, as well as inconvenience to the public generally.

The work subsequently undertaken by the Science

Committee was set in motion by letters received from
Mr. Digby L. Solomon, F.R.I.B.A., and Mr. E. Godfrey

Page, A.R.I.B.A.
The Science Standing Committee appointed a Sub-

Committee to enquire into the whole matter, with instruc-

tions to report on any recommendations they might

arrive at which might be helpful to architects, builders,

and the public generally.

The Sub-Committee consisted of :

—

Mr, R. J. Angel,

Air. G. R. Farrow,
Mr. W. A. Harvey,
Air. H. D. Searles-Wood,

Air. P. J. Waldram.

The Sub-Committee appointed Air. H. D. Searles-

Wood as their Chairman.
The Sub-Committee invited the co-operation of the

following to assist in their deliberations :

—

The Alinistry of Health (Air. A. N. C. Shelley and Aliss

E. A. Sharp),

The London Countv Council (Mr. T. Aloodie, AI.I.M.E.,

AI.I.H.V.E.),

The Survevors’ Institution (Air. R. C. Jull, AI.C., F.S.I.,

M.R.San.L, A.I.Struct.E.),

The Institution of Alunicipal and County Engineers

(Air. C. W. Gladwell),

The Property Owners^ Protection Association, Ltd.

(Councillor A. G. Shearing),

The City of London Real Property Company (Air. L.

Sylvester Sullivan),

The Institute of Plumbers (Air. W . H. Fairclough),

The Societv of Aledical Officers of Health (Air. D.

Alaitland Radford, Medical Officer of Health for the

Aletropolitan Borough of Shoreditch),

The Institute of Builders (Air. T. A. Coffin),

The London House Builders’ Association (Air. Frank

Williams),
The L^nited Operative Plumbers’ Association,

Air. Edward Willis, F.R.San.L, AI.Inst.C.E., F.S.L,

Chief Engineer of the L rban District Council of

Brentford and Chiswick.

A Questionnaire was sent to the City Architect of Alont-

real, Canada, and information was obtained from Chicago

and Brooklyn on the methods adopted there to prevent

damage to pipes during frost.

The Sub-Committee are of opinion that much of the

damage to pipes during frost is due to :

(i) Faulty lay-out of the pipes and lack of means of

protection against freezing.

(2) Inadequate precautions being taken on the approach
of frost.

The Sub-Committee find that whilst legislation gives

Local Authorities and Water Companies power to control

water mains and supply^ pipes in the road way, there is at

present inadequate control exercised as regards pipes

within the premises.

In those parts of the U.S.A, and Canada which are

subject to severe frosts, hot and cold water pipes are

subject to the control and approval of the Local Authori-
ties. The Sub-Committee are of opinion that Local
Authorities or Water Companies should make bye-laws
putting the lay-out of water pipes generally on a more
scientific footing.

With that end in view, the Sub-Committee have formu-
lated suggestions which might form a basis of such bye-
laws, or failing that, the proposals would be helpful as a

guidance to architects and builders in their work.
On this matter all the representatives called into con-

sultation with the Sub-Committee are in agreement.

The Sub-Committee^s recommendations in addition to

the question of bye-laws are as follows :

Constructional D.\ta.

Depth of Supply Pipe Underground ,—The water pipe

from the company’s main should be at least two feet

under the ground to the inside of the building. Care
should be taken that the two feet depth is maintained until

the pipe is within the building, and consideration should
be given to the avoidance of air lock.

Stop-Tap .—A stop-tap should be fixed immediately
the supply pipe enters the owner’s land. Another should

be placed as near as convenient to the floor, at the point

where it emerges within the building.

Draxe-off Tap .—As near as convenient to the latter

stop-tap, a draw-off tap should be fixed so that all pipes,

which are branches from the main, may be emptied by
closing the stop-tap and opening this draw-off tap.

A combined stop and draw-off tap may be used where
convenient, and such is recommended.

Reference.—The sketch illustrates the usual

arrangement of stop-tap “ A ” and draw-off tap “ B ”

on the rising main inside the building, with the
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addition of an extra stop-tap “ C which is suggested

to enable water to be obtained from the draw-off
tap “ B ” vYithout refilling the rising main and
branches, when the continuance of frost during the

day would render them liable to damage.

Supply Pipes zvithin the Building and all Branches .

—

Supply pipes within the building and all branches to

fittings from the supply pipe should, as far as possible, be

fixed on internal walls and should be fixed to wood grounds
or not directly in contact with the wall, and should be
fixed so that they have a fall to the draw-off tap. On no
account should water pipes enter the roof space near the

eaves, for such a practice not only exposes pipes to risk of

freezing, but renders them less accessible. All pipes

should be laid so that they have a fall and can be emptied
by the drain cock.

Hot and Cold Pipes to Bath and other Fittings.—The
rules applicable to “ Supply Pipes within the Building

”

should be followed for hot and cold pipes.

Storage Cisterns.—When storage cisterns are fixed

in the roof space they should be carefully, insulated by
such devices as a wood-casing made to allow approxi-

mately a space of not less than 3 inches all round the

sides of the cistern, which space to be packed with non-
conducting material. A cover of wood should be fitted

on the top of the cistern. All pipes in roof space should

be laid on grounds and carefully insulated with either

boiler lagging, thick felt, or other suitable material, and

if from some unavoidable reason the water pipe should

enter the roof at the space near the eaves, particular

attention should be given to insulating the pipe at this

point-

The overflow-pipe should be insulated from the cistern

to the outside wall.

The expansion pipe of a hot water system should be

made to discharge o\er the tank, so as to avoid such pipe

being exposed to the open air, as serious accidents fre-

quently occur by exposure.

Secondary Circulation.—Where the cost of so doing is

permitted a secondary circulation pipe should be taken

from the domestic hot water system (or the central heat-

ing system) to a point near the bottom of the cold storage

cistern or cisterns and there formed in a simple coil and

the return taken as far as practicable to follow the course

of the rising main and/or the mam supply pipe from the

storage cistern or cisterns. A stop-tap should be placed

on this return, in an accessible position so that this

secondary circulation may be thrown out of action when
weather conditions do not justify its use.

Stop-tap on Storage Cistivn .—A stop-tap should be

fixed for each supply pipe as near the cistern as possible

in an accessible position.

Instructions to Holseholders to Prevent Damac-e
BY BuR-T PiF^E-.

Precautions to take before the frost arrives.— i. Make
certain there is a stop-tap and drain-tap on the main

supply pipe after it enters the house, so that you can

control the water supply.

2.

Make yourself familiar with what taps and cisterns

this pipe supplies, and the method of emptying.

3. The other cold taps (if any) will be supplied from
the storage cistern.

4. Pipes and cisterns which are exposed to the frost,

that is to a temperature below freezing point, should be
wrapped with hair felt or other non-conducting material.

5. See that all taps shut off the water properly, and do
not keep taps dripping.

Precautions to take during frosty zveather.— i . Shut off
the water at night by closing the stop-tap on the supply
pipe entering the house, and empty the pipes by opening
the scullery cold tap or the tap at the lowest level on the
main supply pipe and the drain cock and flush the w.c.
cisterns.

2. If any of the taps on this supply pipe should cease to
run water at any time, close this stop-tap.

3. If a hot water tap should cease to run w^ater, but
other hot w^ater taps are functioning, it means that only
the branch to that tap is frozen.

4. If all hot w’ater taps cease to function, it means that
the cold supply to the boiler is frozen, or the supply pipe
to the storage cistern is frozen. Draw the fire, shut off
the stop-tap in the supply pipe and only then open all hot
water taps.

5. See that all plugs to lavatory basins, baths and sinks
are put in the wastes each night.

6. The foregoing are general instructions to prevent
freezing or render first aid yourself to avoid unnecessary
damage by burst pipes. Send for the services of a
plumber immediately a pipe freezes.

Management of Heating Apparatus.

In order to avoid danger to heating apparatus and water
fittings, caretakers must see that the following instruc-
tions are carefully complied with during frosty W'eather :

—

1. Fires in heating apparatus must be kept alight all

night. Sufficient fire should be maintained to keep the
pipes and radiators w arm and circulation should be main-
tained throughout the building.

2. The feed cistern and the distributing pipe to the
boiler must be covered and protected from frost by sacks,
boards or other covering material. This cistern must
be examined daily, and if it is found that the supply pipe
is frozen, and that the cistern is short of w^ater, it must be
filled by hand.

3. If, ow'ing to unforeseen circumstances, the fire has
been allow’ed to die out, great care must be taken before
the fire is re-lighted to see that the water throughout the
pipes or radiators is not frozen.

4. All windows and doors should be closed at night,
especially those in corridors and lavatories where there are
pipes or radiators.

5. All fresh air inlets, including those behind radiators,
must be carefully closed at night, and at all times if the
apparatus is not working. Extract ventilators should
similarly be closed, where practicable. (This clause
refers specially to cases in which the premises are not
occupied at night.)

6. In the case of tubular boilers, precautions should be
taken as under (i).

H. D. Searles-Wood F. .

On behalf of the Conference.
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Revision of Building Regulations

DEPUTATION TO MINISTER OF HEALTH

On the recommendation of the London Building Acts

Committee, the Council in\ited representatives of the

following bodies to attend a conference at the R.LB.A.
with a view to co-ordinating the efforts which were being

made by each body to hasten the revision of the London
Building Acts :

—

The Building Industry Council of Review.

The British Steelwork Association.

The London Employers’ Association.

The Incorporated Association of Retail Distributors.

As a result of the Conference, which was held on

16 July, it was decided to co-ordinate the reports which

had been prepared and were in course of preparation,

and to enlist the support of all technical and other

associations interested in the building industry, with a

view to making joint representations to the ^Minister of

Health and the London County Council on the urgent

need for bringing the present building regulations up

to date and into conformity with modern practice.

The Minister of Health kindly consented to receive

a deputation from the group of ]\Iembers of Parliament

interested in the movement and, at the invitation of the

Members of Parliament and with the approval of the

Minister, the personnel of the deputation was extended

bv the inclusion of representatives of the R.LB.A. and

the other bodies concerned.

The deputation waited upon the Minister on 30 July,

and its influential and representative character is indicated

in the report taken from The Tinier of 31 July, \\hich is

appended.
In the unavoidable absence of the President, ^Ir.

Maurice Webb represented and spoke on behalf of the

Roval Institute.

THE REPORT
The Minister of Health yesterday received a deputa-

tion from members of Parliament and representatn es of

the associations mentioned below on the subject of the

restrictions imposed under existing building legislation.

The deputation was introduced by ]Mr. J. \^ alker,

M.P., and included :

—

Mr. Louis Smith, M.P., Mr. J. Baker, M.P., Mr. Clement

Davies, M.P., Major Beaumont Thomas, M P., Mr. Maurice

Webb '(Roval Institute of British Architects), Mr. C'. J.

Kavanagh ‘(British Steeh^ork Association), Mr. Bossoin

(Building Industry Council of Review), Mr. Sear)es-\\ ood

(Institution of Structural Engineers), Mr. Holloway {London

Master Builders’ Association), Lord Ebur\ {London Em-

ployers’ Association), Mr. Coppock (National Federation ot

Building Trades Operatives), Sir Woodman Burbidge (Incor-

porated Association of Retail Distributors), and Sir Francis

Towle (Hotel and Restaurants Association).

Mr. Louis Smith made the following statement, and

his views were supported by Mr. Maurice Webb, Sir

Woodman Burbidge, Mr. (Toppock, Lord Ebury, Mr.

Kavanagh, and Sir Francis Towle.
,

• 1 , 1

We wish to call attention to the extent to which the contiol

of building, especially in London, has become a serious menace

to enterprise and employment not only in the hinldmLi trades

but in the vast number of ancillary trades whose welfare is

vitally dependent upon the building industry , I here is no

doubt that the cumbrous and bureaucratic control so often

exercised far exceeds the limits necessary to safeguard public
health and safety which we, no less than the authorities

concerned, consider it our business to secure. This control,

especially in the sphere of commercial and industrial build-

ings, IS exercised under Acts which in many cases date back
to the last century, imposes very serious restrictions upon the

use of modern materials and methods of construction, and
has given place to the giowth of administiative machinery
which needs drastic simplification.

If the revolution m building construction which has occurred
during the last 30 years due to the introduction of steel and
reinforced concrete, to the vastly improved methods of sanitary

services, and to the invention of new and improved building

methods and materials, continues at the same rate in the

future—and who shall say that it will not ?——no Act of Parlia-

ment can be kept up to date unless wide discretionary powers
are given to those who administer it. In the use of these

discretionary powers, complex and inelastic methods are

almost bound to creep in, and while a relaxation of provisions

in the Act suitable for the time it was passed may be granted,

this is apt to lead to further restrictive regulations which not

only were nor contemplated in the Act but are in many cases

unnecessary.
This deputation suggests, therefore, that as a first essential

the law in London ought to be as susceptible to constant

revision as in the provinces, otherwise it will become out ot

date almost as soon as drafted.

We are conscious that a great deal has been done towards

simplification and uniformity of control in the limited field

open to the Ministry through the model by-laws and otherwise

and we see no reason why statutory revision should not now*

be considered by Parliament to bring such control as is

deemed necessary in the public interest into tune with the

times, afford all local authorities a guide to securing public

safety and health and simultaneously give the industry a

chance to develop as other industries by uniformity of practice

and standardisation.

The Building Industr\ Council of Review was recently

formed to m\estigate and report on the lines upon which a

rationalisation of the building industry may be achieved, but

we feel it necessary to emphasise that the reorganisation and
readjustment of the industr\ is rendered difficult if not im-

possible so long as the law is not co-ordinated for the whole
countrv. The building industry represents not only a vast

field for employment, but building costs are a first charge

upon e\ery form of commercial and industrial activity, and in

assisting the industry to operate upon buisness lines rather

than upon too rigid a regulation basis the Cjo\ernment can

make a \aluable contribution to the reduction ot unemploy-
ment and clear the way for the industry to deal with the other

vital aspects of building such as reorganisation, standardisa-

tion and finance w’lth which it is faced.

Those bodies which now urge a reform and which are

repiesented to-da> have set up a Central Committee to co-

(,'idmate the reports and recommendations at their disposal,

and are prepared in conference with your Ministry to suggest

lines upon which a solution of many of the existing difficulties

and anomalies may be found Their investigations have to

a great extent been directed to close scrutiny of the conditions

obtaining m the London area, where all building is controlled

bv Act of Parliament, administered by different authorities, is

subiect to varying interpretations and results in a degree of

confusion and lack of uniform.ity which it is necessary to

dispel.
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Miss Susan Lawrence has stated in a letter addressed to

Mr. A. M. Samuel, M.P., that representations from pro-

fessional societies in regard to the London building regulations

have been lacking. The R.I.B.A. have been urging the

amendment of the London Building Acts on the London
Countv Council for lO years, and representations were made
iointlv by the R.I.B.A., the Institution of Civil Engineers,

the Institution of Structural Engineers, and the Surveyors’

Institution.

This deputation is of the opinion that building legislation

should now be considered on a national basis, and should be

confined so far as possible to broad questions of principle.

If the Government is in agreement with our views, the

building industry would be prepared to set up a technical

and economic advisory council which would review and report

upon all aspects of building construction and control which
are from time to time deemed necessary to meet the constantly

changing conditions. Such a council would make the fullest

use of our research and technical and standardisation insti-

tutes, and would maintain a constant touch with the Ministry

with a \iew to giving every assistance in maintaining a flexible

and up-to-date code. At a time of such serious unemploy-
ment and industrial distress w'e urge that this vital question

is ripe for review' by the Go\ernment.
The Minister said in reply that he gathered that the diffi-

culties of which the deputation complained were experienced

chiefly in London, and that comparatively little difficulU'

had been encountered in the provinces. But in so far as

.Scotland was concerned, he would see that a report of the

proceedings was sent to the Secretary of State.

As regards London, the matter was, of course, one for the

London Countv' Council to consider. Obviously he could

not express any definite opinion until he had heard the views

of the Council, but he could certainly assure the deputation

that he so far sympathised w'lth their representations that he

would himself undertake to discuss the position with the

London County Council. He was aware that, as Mr.
Kavanagh had stated, a technical committee of the Depart-

ment of Scientific and Industrial Research were about to

issue an interim report on the technique of steel construction,

and he hoped that this would facilitate the standardisation of

building practice throughout the country.

BUILDING REGULATIONS.
The foilow'ing letter from the President, Sir Banister

Fletcher, w as printed in The Times of 1 8 July :

To the Editor of "'The Times.'"

Sir,—We have been much interested in the recent

correspondence in your columns * on the necessity of

recasting our building regulations on a national scale

and in conformity with modern building methods and

requirements.
For ten years the R.I.B.A. has been urging the neces-

sity of bringing the Acts and regulations relating to London
building up to date. There is no doubt that they are now'

hopelessly out of date, and are definitely retarding building

enterprise and adding to its cost. With so serious an issue

as the present state of unemployment in the country, it

IS surely necessary that this aspect of the problem should

be dealt wfith, and at once. In reply recently in the House

to a question by Air. Arthur Alichael Samuel as to w'hat

* Letters on this subject have appeared in The Times, among
others, from the London Employers’ Association, the British

Steelwork Association, the Institutions of Civil and Structural

Engineers, the Surveyors’ Institution, the National Federation

of Building Trades Employers and Building Trades Operatives.

steps w'ere being taken to bring the London Building Acts

up to date, it w^as said :

—

“ The London Building Acts are private Acts of Par-

liament and it rests with the London County Council to

propose to Parliament any measures to bring them up to

date.’’

Alay w^e, therefore, plead through your columns to the

authorities to take immediate steps to deal with this

matter ?

Yours faithfully,

B.anister Fletcher,
President, Royal Institute of British Architects.

CHARING CROSS BRIDGE SCHEME.
It was announced in The Times of 3 1 July that definite and

practical proposals bearing upon the terms of reference

to the Ad\ isory Committee appointed by the London
County Council in connection with the Charing Cross
Bridge scheme would be considered by the Committee.
It was stated that such proposals should be accompanied
by sufficient explanations and plans, and should be
addressed to the Clerk of the Council at the County
Hall, Westminster Bridge, S.E.i, to be there received

if possible by 30 August 1930, but in any event not

later than 10 September 1930.
The terms of reference to the Advisory Committee

were '' That an Advisory Committee be appointed by
the Council for the purpose of preparing and submitting
to the Council an agreed scheme for a road bridge and
approaches at Charing Cross within a net cost of

£12,500,000.”

THE COUNCIL FOR THE PRESERVATION OF
RURAL ENGLAND.

(C.P.R.E.)

The Council for the Preservation of Rural England
will hold their Third National Conference for the Pre-
servation of the Countryside at Welwyn Garden Citv',

Herts, on 9, 10 and ii October 1930.
The following will provide the subjects for discussion

at the various sessions, and at each session a fully qualified

expert will outline a suggested policy in relation to the
specific subject selected, and this policy will provide the
basis for subsequent discussion.

1. The Preservation of Commons, Parks, Open Spaces
and Nature Reserves, and the Provision of Plaving
Fields.

Opening Paper by Sir LawTence Chubb, Secretary
of the National Playing Fields Association, the
Commons, Open Spaces and Footpaths Preseiw^ation
Society, and the Scapa Society.

2. Tow n and Regional Planning in their Relation to the
Objects of the C.P.R.E.
Open paper by Sir Theodore Chambers, K.B.E.,

F.S.L
3. Education and Citizenship in their Relation to the

Safeguarding of the Countryside, w ith special reference
to schools, rambling, scouting, guiding, etc., and the
use and enjoyment of the countryside.

4. Flora and Fauna, including the Preservation of Trees,
W ild F lowers, Roadside Plants and the Protection of
Birds.
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The British Correlating Society for the Protection
of Nature will provide the opening speaker.

It is hoped that the following, amongst others, will be
present to preside at the various sessions : The Viscount
Hampden (Lord Lieutenant of Hertfordshire), The
Marquess of Salisbury, The Earl of Lytton, The Earl

of Crawford and Balcarres (President).

The sessions will be held in the Welwyn Theatre,
which holds 800 people.

All societies and organisations desiring to send dele-

gates or individuals attending the conference are requested

to apply to the Secretary, The C.P.R.E., Mr. H. G.
Griffin, 17, Great Marlborough Street, Regent Street,

London, W.i.

FOURTH PAN-AMERICAN CONGRESS OF
ARCHITECTS.

Rio de Janeiro, June 1930.
A brief report of this Congress of representatives and

students from the various countries of South America
has been received from ]\Ir. R. R. Prentice [F.], of Rio
de Janeiro, who attended as the official representative

of the R.I.B.A. The Linited States and several European
countries also sent delegates.

Subjects of current professional interest were discussed

at the sessions, and the exhibition of architectural designs

was well representative of the current practice of South
America, and reflected the influence of European training

in many instances. The students’ work was especially

fine. It is hoped that the Congress may have a beneficial

effect on local affairs.

Illustrations of the Congress meetings, from the local

press, have been sent by Air. Prentice, and a full report

will be issued later. The next Pan-American Congress

will be held in 1933, at Havana, Cuba, when it is hoped
that Britain and the United States will be more
fully represented.

THE MOUNT PLEASANT ARTISTS’ REST HOME.
The Mount Pleasant Artists’ Rest Home has been built

by Mr. F. W. Reckitt as a convalescent rest home for the

temporary" residence and recuperation of male painters,

sculptors, engravers and architects who require a change

after illness or a rest. It is within three minutes’ walk of

Rickmansworth Station, and is surrounded by a large

and charming old garden with a delightful view across

the valley. The rooms are very comfortably furnished,

and in wdnter the whole house is warmed by central

heating with a radiator in every room and fires in the

reception rooms. There is accommodation for nine

guests.

The length of a stay is usually limited to three w’eeks,

but the period may be extended at the discretion of the

Trustees. The charge is a week. Particulars of how
to apply for admission will be supplied to anyone in-

terested on application to the Secretary, Architects’

Benevolent Society, 9 Conduit Street, London, \\ .

SIR FREDERIC KENYON.
Retirement from British Museum this A ear.

Sir Frederic Kenyon w ill retire at the end of the present

year from the position of Director and Principal Librarian

of the British Museum, which he has held since August,

1909.

Allied Societies
ESSEX SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.

About eighty of the members and friends of the West
Essex and Colchester Chapters visited St. Paul’s Cathedral
on 10 July 1 030 for a privately conducted inspection of the
restoration w*ork, models and drawings. The visitors were
impressed with the works recently carried out and greatly
interested in parts of the cathedral not usually show^n.
The party afterwards visited the new premises of Messrs.

Maple, Ltd., Tottenham Court Road, where by the kindness
of the directors they were entertained to tea. The new build-
ings, design and construction difficulties, were explained bv
Mr. Evan C. Macpherson, the company’s architect. The
visitors were conducted by Mr. Frank Wray, one of the
directors, over some of the showrooms, wffiich cover many acres
of floor space, comprising a very fine and extensive collection
of antique and modern furniture, fitted “ Period ” rooms and
decorative schemes, an interesting and instructive exhibition
of art and craft work of the highest class.

The President of the Society, Mr. Duncan W. Clark,
A. R.I.B.A

,
proposed a vote of thanks to the directors of Maples,

Ltd., and their architect, wEich was seconded by Mr, Percival
Blow, A. R.I.B.A. (Hertford Chapter). This was responded to

on behalf of the directors by Mr. Frank Wray.
During the tea interval the new badge of otfice was presented

to the Chairman of the West Essex Chapter, Mr. S. Phillips

Dales, F.R I.B.A. The badge was designed by Professor
Richard Cxarbe, A.R.A

,
executed by Mr. H. Murphy, and

presented to the Chapter by Mr. William Evans, an inscription
to this effect being placed on the obverse of the jewel. The
badge is executed in “silver wath niello and cloisonnt^ enamel,
having silver bars on the neck ribbon to take the name of the
Chairmen of the Chapter, past and future, the names of

J. J. Crowe, J.P,, O.B.E., and Christopher M. Shiner,
A.R.I.B.A. being already inscribed on the bars.

Mr. William Evans presented the badge to the chairman, Air.
S. Phillips Dales, who thanked the donor on behalf of the
Chapter.

OBITUARY
W. T. M. WALKER [F.].

Born in l^ttoxeter, Staffs., the late W. T. AI. Walker was 74
years of age at the time of his death.
He was articled m Reading and afterwards came to London

to join the staff of George Sherrin. When he left Air. Sherrin
he opened an office m Finsbury Circus, F,C.2. His most impor-
tant work consisted of factories, the largest and most complete
being that for the Lamson Paragon Supply Co , Canning
Town. This factory finally included a social centre with a

large hall for concerts and dancing, and with dining halls for

the workpeople and staff, a feature in factory life which was,
at the time, little known in the London area. Other factories

include that for Alessrs. Clement Talbot, Ltd., a one-storev
building wath fire -resisting north light roofs without columns
and an administration block having a good street elevation :

factories for Alessrs. Spillers, Ltd., Bermondsey, where
reinforced concrete was used as far as the London Countv
Council would allow at the time

; a factory for Alessrs. Henry
Grant and Co., in the same district, where reinforced concrete
rafts were used in the early experimental stages of this material

;

Ilford, Ltd
,
Trafalgar Works, Merton Abbey

;
Flusun Works,

Hainault ;
and many smaller factories in and round London.

AIR. GEORGE P. ALLEN.
Mr. George P. Allen, F.R. I.B.A., has been elected by

his fellow Rotarians, President of the Bedford Rotary
Club for the year 1930.
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THE INTERNATIONAL BUILDING TRADES
EXHIBITION, 1930.

It has been customary for many years past for the

Secretary of the Institute to send an invitation to mem-
bers to attend the biennial Building Exhibitions at

Olympia, Through the kindness of the director, Mr.
H. Greville Alontgomery, Hon.A.R.I.B.A,, each of these

invitations carries the sum of 2s. as a contribution to

the Architects’ Benevolent Society. The Exhibition is

open from 17 September to i October inclusive, and it

is hoped that members of the Institute will use the ticket

that wall be found enclosed with this issue of the Journal.

R.LB.A. MAINTENANCE SCHOLARSHIPS IN
ARCHITECTURE.

The Royal Institute of British Architects announce
that the R.LB.A. Maintenance Scholarship (1930) of

^'loo has been aw^arded to Ralph Dickinson of the Bir-

mingham School of Architecture. The Scholarship is

tenable in the first instance for one year and renewable

for two further periods of one year each.

In addition the following Scholarships, each of £100
a year (except w here otherwise stated) have been renewed

for a further period of one year each -

G. G. Laidler (Architectural Association School of

Architecture).

Hubert Bennett (School of Architecture, University

of iVlanchester).

F. W. Wright (School of Architecture, University o

Sheffield).

A. K. Brown (£50) (School of Architecture, Armstrong

College, Newxastle-on-Tyne).

The Artists’ General Benevolent Institution Scholar-

-ship (£100), which is administered by the R.LB.A., has

been aw’^arded for a further year to J. F. D. Wylson
(Architectural Association School of Architecture).

BRITISH INSTITUTE IN PARIS.

Lord Crewx and the committee of the British Institute

in Paris have approved the appointment of Mr. Gordon
Stephenson as the Chadwick Scholar at the Institute for

the year 1930-31. This scholarship, which has been

awarded by the Chadwick Trustees, has been founded

under the Chadwick Trust for the encouragement of

the study of Sanitary Science and Municipal Engineering

in Paris. Air. Stephenson is a fifth-year student of the

Liverpool School of Architecture, and is entered as a

Student of the R.LB.A. He won the Holt Travelling

Scholarship, and studied for six months at the office of

ATessrs. Corbett, Harrison, and AlacAIurrey in New
York. He was a finalist for the Prix de Rome this year.

NOTES FROAI THE AIINUTES OF THE COUNCIL.
7 yuly 1930-

AIembership of Council.

7'he President, Sir Banister Fletcher, addressed a few'

words of welcome to the new members of Council.

Sir AIervyn AIacartney.

The hearty congratulations of the Council were con-

veyed to Sir AIervyn AIacartney on the honour ot

knighthood which has been conferred upon him.

British Architects’ Conference, Norwich.
The Council passed a cordial vote of thanks to the

Alembers of the Norfolk and Norwich Association of
Architects and all those who contributed to the success

of the recent Conference at Norwich.

R.LB.A. Examination Overseas.

The following result was reported to the Council :

—

Final Examination^ Part I {Design)
^
Singapore^ December

1929 : Examined, i
;
Passed, i ; Relegated, —

.

Tow n Planning as an Alternative to Iron and Steel
Construction and Reinforced Concrete or Hygiene

in the R.LB.A. Final and Special Examination.

On the recommendation of the Board of Architectural

Education it w'as decided that the acceptance of a paper
on the Outline of the History and Practice of Town
Planning in the R.LB.A. Final and Special Examinations
as an alternative to either Iron and Steel Construction
and Reinforced Concrete or Hygiene be discontinued
as from 31 December 1930, having regard to the arrange-

ments for the Examination for the R.LB.A. Diploma in

Town Planning.

Exemption from the R.LB.A. Final Examination,
except that Portion Relating to Professional

Practice.

On the recommendation of the Board, it was decided,
subject to proper safeguards, that in future Schools recog-
nised for exemption from the R.LB.A. Final Examina-
tion be allowed to hold the Examination in Professional
Practice with the other Examinations in the final School
year instead of at the R.LB.A.

The School of Architecture of the University of
Cape Town.

A report on the School of Architecture of the Univer-
sity of Cape Town was considered, and on the recom-
mendation of the Board it was decided, subject to
reconsideration in five years’ time, that :

—

(1) The three years’ full-time day course be recog-
nised for exemption from the R.LB.A. Intermediate
Examination.

(2) The five years’ Degree Course and Diploma
Course be recognised for exemption from the R.I.B.A.
Final Examination, except that portion relating to Profes-
sional Practice.

(3) The Examination in Professional Practice at the
end of the fifth year of the School course be accepted as
the R.I.B.A. Examination in Professional Practice,
provided that the nvo R.LB.A. External Examiners shall
act as Examiners in this subject.

(4) Non-L^niversity Students who pass the University
Examinations be accepted for candidature as Associates
of the R.LB.A. on the recommendation of the R.I.B.A.
Local Board of Examiners, after reviewing their work.

(5) External students w'ho possess certificates in respect
of the Diploma Examinations in Architecture of either
the University of the Witwatersrand or of the University
of Cape Town be granted exemption from the R.LB.A.
Intermediate Examination.

(6) \\ ith a view to ensuring some relaxation of the
condition in fav our ot students W'ho suddenly find them-
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selves confronted with a new set of circumstances, the

Senate of the University of Cape Town should allow

students accepted as Probationers R.I.B.A. to sit for the

external examination for which the two Universities

jointly are the examining body for the Union, even if the

necessary entrance qualification is lacking, provided the

Central Council of the Institute of South African
Architects agree.

The School of Architecture, Birmingham.

On the recommendation of the Board, it was decided
that the recognition of the three years’ full-time day
course for exemption from the R.I.B.A. Intermediate

Examination be continued, and that the five years’

course be recognised for exemption from the R.I.B.A.

Final Examination, except that portion relating to Pro-

fessional Practice.

The School of Architecture, The Polytechnic,
Regent Street, London.

On the recommendation of the Board, it was decided

that the three years’ full-time day course be recognised

for exemption from the R.I.B.A. Intermediate Examina-
tion.

Libraries of Schools of Architecture.
The Board reported that the grant of £50 provided

for the Libraries of Schools of Architecture had been
allocated as follows :

—

The School of Architecture, Municipal School

of Arts and Crafts, Southend-on-Sea . . £zo
The School of Architecture, Robert Gordon’s

Colleges, i\berdeen . . . . . - £20
The School of Architecture, Armstrong Col-

lege, Newcastle-on-Tyne . . . . . . £10

The R.I.B.A. and Technical Colleges and Art
Schools with Arrangements for the Instruction

OF Intending Architects.

On the recommendation of the Board, it w^as decided,

with a view to improving the standard of Architectural

Education throughout the country, that :

—

(i) A list be published in the R.I.B.A. Kalendar of

Technical Colleges and Art Schools with arrangements

for the instruction of intending architects.

{2) The Colleges and Schools included in the list be

sent from time to time all R.I.B.A. educational publica-

tions, notices, etc., and copies of each issue of the R.I.B.A.

Journal.
Prizes.

The Alfred Bossorn Travelling Studentship
y
1929:

—

The Board reported that they had approved the report

on “ Country Clubs ” prepared on his tour by Mr.
Frank Scarlett [.4 .], Alfred Bossom Travelling Student

1929. ^
The Godwin and Wirnperis Bursary, 1925.—The Board

reported that they had approved the report on “ The
Layout of Some Rhine Towns,” prepared on his tour

by Mr. L, H. Bucknell [.4 .], Godwin and Wimperis
Bursar, 1925.

The Athens Bursary, 1930.—It was reported that the

President, in consultation with the Officers of the Board,

had approved the report on his tour submitted by Air.

G. D. Gordon Hake [F.], Athens Bursar, 1930.

Architecture in Secondary Schools.
On the recommendation of the Board, it was decided

that further steps be taken with a view' to papers on the

methods of interesting boys and girls m schools in

Architecture and kindred subjects being read at meetings
of the Head Alasters’ Conference, the Incorporated
Association of Head Masters and the Association of

Head Alistresses, and at meetings of the branches of these

bodies.

The Architectur-^l Association.
It was decided to renew' the annual grant of £100

to the Architectural Association for the year 1930.

Royal West of Engl-\nd Academy School of Archi-
tecture.

It was decided to make a grant of £50 to the Royal West
of England Academy School of Architecture for the

current year.

Completion of the Mosaics on the Staircase of the
N.\tional Gallery.

It w'as decided to make a donation of £5 5s. tow'ards the

fund for the completion of the mosaics on the staircase

of the National Gallery.

The British School of Archaeology in Iraq.

It was decided to make a donation of £5 5s. to the

British School of Archaeology in Iraq.

The Building Industry Council of Review*.

It was decided to make adonation of £25 towards the

cost of the work of the Building Industry Council of

Review.

The Council of the British School at Rome.

Mr. Henry M. Fletcher (Vice-President) was re-

appointed for one year as one of the two representatives

of the Council of the R.I.B.A. on the Council of the British

School at Rome.

British Waterworks Association : Standing Com-
mittee ON Water Regul.^tions.

VIr. H. D. Searles-Wood [F.] and Lt.-Col. P. A
Hopkins [L,] were reappointed to represent the R.I.B.A.

on the Standing Committee on Water Regulations of the

British Waterworks Association.

The British Engineering Standards Association
AND Proposed Stand.\rd Specification for Gypsum

Plaster.

Mr. W. E. Vernon Crompton [F.], Mr. Alan E.

Munby [F.], and Mr. A, H. Barnes [L.] were appointed

to represent the R.I.B.A. on the Technical Committee
which has been set up by the B.E.S.A. to prepare a

standard specification for Gypsum Plaster.

Revision of the London Building Acts.

On the recommendation of the R.I.B.A. London
Building Acts Committee, it was decided to call a Con-
ference of representatives of the following bodies w*ith

a view* to co-ordinating the efforts now* being made to

hasten the revision of the London Building Acts :

—

The Building Industry Council of Review*,

The London Enployers’ Association,

The British Stechvork Association,

The Incorporated Association of Retail Distri-

butors.
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Resignations.
The following resignations were accepted with

regret :

—

Raymond Bush [F.].

Charles Albert Battie [L.].

Applications for Transfer to Retired Fellowship.
The following members were transferred to the Retired

Fellowship :

—

Osborn Cluse Hills [A. 1896, F. 1905].
Frank Peck [A. 1898, F. 1915].

ELECTION OF STUDENTS R.I.B.A.

The following w^ere elected as Students at the meeting
of the Council held on 7 July 1930.

Abbott: Derek Newlands, “ Milverton,” Meads, Eastbourne.
Ashley-Smith : Ewart Trist, 5 Baxter Avenue, Southend-

on-Sea.
Belsev : Albert John Gi'y, 91 Balham Park Road, London,

S.W.12.
Billington : Percy, 126 Trentham Road, PenkhuII, Stoke-

on-Trent.
Bowden : Gordon Everard, 45 Comeragh Road, West

Kensington, London, W.14.
Bradford : William Norris, 2 Ashton Road, Lancaster
Brown : Alan, Cumdivock House, Dalston, Carlisle.

Brown : Colin, 37 Fountain Street, Nelson, Lancs.
Brown : L.\wrence Arthur, 51 Sydney Street, Chelsea,

London, S.W.3-
Brown ' Vincent, 46 Cheltenham Road, North Shore,

Blackpool.
Blrles : David Rodney, 44 Ramuz Drive. Westcliff-on-Sea.
Carter : Frederick Harold, 12 Bordesley Green Road,

Small Heath, Birmingham.
Chantrey : George Herbert Barton, “ Naini,” Longfield

Road, Harpfield, Stoke-on-Trent.
Chapman : Edwin Breckon, 2 L\ tham Road, Clarendon Park,

Leicester.

Chi rch : Alfred George, 4 Chatham Road, Kingston-on-
Thames, Surrey.

Clayton : Thomas Hilton, 10 Sandiway Place, Altrincham.
Coker : Walter Edw ard George, 53 Masterman Road,

East Ham, London, E.6.

Cook : James Henry, 61 Brackenbury Road, Preston,

CoRTis : Herbert William, “ Inglenook,” Uplands Road,
Drayton, Cosham, Hants.

Davies ; Elidir Leslie Wish, 471 Finchlev Road, London,
N.W.

Davis : Christopher Henry Rosb, 50 Airedale Road,
London, S.W.12.

Delelse : John Edward, 60 Millbrook Road, London, S.W.9,
Denbigh : George Dyson, 5 Telford Road, New Southgate,

London, N.i i

.

Elgey : Charles, Springfield Crescent, Seaham Harbour.
pairweather : James McDonald, 20 Bristol Avenue, Discard,

Wallasey, Cheshire.
P'arnsw'orth : John Edw^ard, “ Holmhurst,” Gateford Road,

Worksop, Notts
P'leming : Douglas Edgar, 23 Cranbourne Gardens,

London, N.W 1 1

.

P"ox : Cyril Frederick, ” Charnwood,” Kingsbury Avenue,

St. Albans.
CioFFEY : Albert Edward, 436 East Park Road, Leicester.

Goodworth : Clifford Edward, ” Beifairs,” Boleyn Gar-
dens, W. Wickham, Kent.

(io'iT : Arthur P'rancis Evelyn, 43 Mecklenburgh Square,

London
,
W C . i .

Grant : P'ergus Colksworthey Gregor, i Woodbury Park

Mansions, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

Gratrix : Henry Holmwood, 92 Urmston Lane, Stretford,
Manchester.

Hardwick : John, Belmont Grove, Rawdon, Leeds, Yorks.
Hey : John Ayrton, 54 Barrowford Road, Colne, Lancs.
Huddy : George Vernon, 20 White’s Avenue, Newbury

Park, Ilford, Essex.
Hunt : William Joseph, 322 Cowley Mansions, Mortlake,

London, S.W.14.
Ind : Leslie Cecil, “ Kedra,” Bull Lane, Gerrards Cross,

Bucks.
Israel : Lawrence, 4 Carlisle Road, Brondesburv Park,

London, N.W.6.

Kemp : Reginald Cecil, 22 Queen’s Road, Alton, Hants.
Kilner : Lawrence, 74 Birkhouse Lane, Moldgreen, Hud-

dersfield.

Kirk : Stanley Frederick, 9 Crystal Street, Hull.
L.\ng : Reginald Bernard, 321 Dickenson Road, Longsight,

Manchester.
Law; Charles, 1135 Middleton Road, Chadderton, near

Oldham, Lancs.
Lawton : Eric Arthur, 90 Laburnum Avenue, Garden

Village, Hull.
Light ; Edw^ard Joseph George, 169 Green Lane, Norburv

S.W.
Lind : Harry, 64 Station Road, Lochgelly, Fife.

Lindy ; Kenneth John, “ Carlee,” Selborne Road, Sidcup,
Kent.

Little ; Richard, Station House, South Gosforth, New-
castle-upon-Tyne.

Lowe ; George Charles, 35 Dalberg Road, Bnxton, London
S.W.2.

Marsden : William, ” Lynwood,” Woodland Avenue,
Thornton, Blackpool.

Maskell : Sidney James, “ Lynwood,” Crosby Road North,
Waterloo, Liverpool

Meldon : Austin Pugin, 26 The Promenade, Egremont.
Wallasey.

Moncrieff : Harry, 23 Guildhall Street, P'Dlkestone.
Munro : Charles, P. W. M. Hostel, Howard Street, Belfast,

Ireland.

Nicklin : Norman Charles, “Lalique,” Princes Avenue, Wal-
sall.

Normington : Herbert Avery, 60 Parkwmod Street, Keighley,
Yorks.

Page ; Reginald John, ” Liscanor,” St. Mary’s Road,
Frinton-on-Sea.

Pearce : Arthur, 35 Vicarage Street, Nottingham.
Pfat John Trevor Willlams, 47 St. John’s Road, Seven

Kings, Essex.

Peers . Prederick William, 12 Avenue Road, Southall,
Middlesex.

PiLKiN-GTON ; Thomas, 196 St. Anne’s Road, Blackpool.
Price : Philip John, 193 Station Road, Stechford, Birming-

ham.
Priestm.an : H.arold Dent, 54 Fountain Street, Hull.
Read; Beryl ]oy, 36 Bedford Square, London, W.C.i.
Read . Rex T. horpe, 26 Oakdale Road, Streatham, London,

S.W 16.

Reece. Noel Lees, ii W^est Street, Stalvbndge, Cheshire.
Reyxer : P^REDERICK Barnard, 74 Rutland Road, W^ Bridg-

ford, Nottingiiam.
Reynish: Roy Lewis, 51 College Road, Maidstone, Kent.
Riddell

. James Rattray, 4 W’atson Street, Aberdeen.
Risbridger : Henry Joseph, “ Ivydene,” The Bars, Guildford.
Robb : George, 25 Grange Hill Road, Heaton Park, near

Manchester.
Rose . Ch.arles Alexander, Smithton, Culloden, near Inver-

ness.

Ro.iE . Kennetfi, Aingarth,” Wood’s Moor Lane, Daven-
port, Stockport.
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Rlnnicles : Cyril George, 21 Ashling Road, Croydon.

Samuel : Godfrey Herbert, 35 Porchester Terrace, London,
\V.2.

Senior : Dents, 50 Smawthome Lane, Castleford, Yorks.

Sherwin : Alexander, 27 Tradescant Road, London, S.W.8.

Simms ; Alfred Ernest Hatten, “ Hargate House,’’ West
Bromwich.

Smith : Joseph Edwin, “ Wynroyd,” Rossett Drive, Harro-

gate.

Spivey : Cedric Arthur, “ Dale Edge,” Deiamere Avenue,
Whitefield, near ^Manchester.

Sternfeldt : Sven Michael Benvenuto, “ Svenstorp,”

Chorle>Tvood, W., Herts.

Stott : James Peter, Stansfield Hall, Todmorden.
Tee : Robert George, 52 Muswell Avenue, Muswell Hill,

London, X.io.

Thorpe : Jack Lester, 66 Bankfield Road, Moldgreen,

Huddersfield.
Turner : Frederick John William, 34 Stambridge Road,

Putney, London, S.W.15.
Vardy : John Drew, 40 Cambridge Avenue, Leith, Edin-

burgh.
Vaux : Edward Hugh, 18 Manson Place, London, S.W ,7.

Watkinson : Philip George, 16 The Ridgeway, Finchley,

London, N.3.
Wheatley: Norman, 18 Hillside Road, Hillside, Southport.

Wilkinson : Austin, 2 Peart Street, Burnley.

Williams : Iorwerth AIaldwyn, 87 Russell Street, Moss-

side, Manchester.

The following were elected as Students at the meeting

of the Council held on 21 July 1930 :

Briggs : Olwe Gertrude Vernon, 29 Antrim Road, Hamp-
stead, London, N.W.3.

Burton : John Walcot, 8a Fordwych Road, London, N.W.2.

Comber : Eileen Eleanor, 43 Frances Road, Windsor.

Dallas : Hormazdiar Nanshirwan, Kathoke Lodge, 116

Main Road, Dadar, Bombay.
d'Avoine : Pierre Avicenna, 3 \Iorland Road, Byculla,

Bombay, India.

Reith : William James, 6 Rosebery Street, Aberdeen.

Taylor : William Robert Hector, Station Cottage, Glassel,

Aberdeenshire.
Uren : Reginald Harold, c o The Architectural Association,

34 Bedford Square, London, W.C.i.
j

Walker: William C.aie, “Elsinore,” 261 Victoria Road,

Aberdeen.
WoRSNip : John Victor, 55, Idscard Road, Wallasey.

R.I.B.A. PROBATIONERS,

During the month of June, following were

registered as Probationers of the Royal Institute :

Abel : Frank, The Promenade, Rhos-on-Sea, N, Wales.

Abrey : Reginald John, 90, Firs Lane, Winchmore Hill,

N.21.
Atkinson : Alfred John, 8, Avenue ^Mansions, Elms Avenue,

Eastbourne, Sussex.

Bell : Brian McEweN, “ Corcerine,” Radlett, Herts.

Botterell : Guy Percy Dlmville, Combe Edge, Oakhillway,

Hampstead, N.W.3.
Branson : Norman Richard, 270, Londonderry Road.

Smethwick, near Birmingham.
Brereton : Courtney, The Milestone, 263, Hills Road,

Cambridge.
Brown : Alan George, “ Rose Hill,” Wellingborough,

Northants.
Burles : David Rodney, 44, Ramuz Drive, \\ estclirt-on-

Sea.

Caldwell ; J.'Imes Edwin Lees, 777i Lisburn Road, Balmoral,
Belfast, Ireland.

Chaffe : John Lionel, 3, Lenden Road, Westbury Park,
Bristol.

Chall IS, Henry E.manuel, 26, Ormonde Gate, Chelsea,
S.W.3.

Chance, Thom.as Alec, High Street, Stanton Hill, near
Mansfield, Notts.

Cummings : Kenneth, 6, Furness Park Road, Barrow-in-
Furness.

Denison : Herbert George, 26, Weight Road, Chelmsford,
Essex.

Ezra : Richard Sion, Tar Alohomed Building, Alatlibai
Street, Jacob Circle, Bombay, India.

George : Leslie Tho.mas, 123, Albanv Street, Regent s Park,
N.W.i.

Goodsham : Sydney Charles, 27, Queen Anne’s Gardens,
Bush Hill Park, Enfield, N.

Gravell : Arthur Clare, “ Bramblehurst,” Hare Lane,
Esher, Surrey.

Hattersley : Roy William, 55, Bedford Road, Harrow,
Middlesex.

Hawkjes : Horace Stanley, 57A, South Lambeth Road,
Vauxhall, S.W. 8.

Hepple : Edmund Storey, ii, Avondale Terrace, Chester-
le -Street.

Houston : Robert, 149, Morningside Road, Edinburgh,
Ironside : William Dalton, 30, Gladstone Place, Aberdeen.
Jerram : Charles James, 63, Boundarv Road, East Ham,

E.6.

Leary : Arthur Douglas, g, Carrington Avenue, Strathfield,

Sydney, N.S.W., Australia.

Loyd : John Clulow, “ Mill Hilf” Otham Lane, Bearsted,
near ^Maidstone, Kent.

MARYAN : Francis H.\rold, Beechcroft,” Harborne Road,
Warley, Worcestershire.

Mayer : William Edgar, “ Gwynfryn,” Llanehan, Colwyn
Bay.

Moir : Berkeley Lowndes, Overton House, Congleton,
Negus : Percy George, 19, Hemingford Road, Barnsbury,

N.i.
Nicholls : Alfred, 41, Market Street, Heckmondwike.
Orr William Stobart, Iva-Craig, Craigavad, Co, Down.
Owen : Walter Glyn, “ Glyngarth,” Stockton Brook,

Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs.

Peters : Bernard, 61, Lome Street, Fairfield, Liveipool.

Reid : Alexander Budge, c/o Manson, 12, Broomhill Avenue,
Partick, Glasgow, W.i,

Risdon : Frank Heriot, 133, Shepherdess Walk, City Road,
London, N.

Sandy : B.\sil Guin.^n, 55, Albany Road, Chorlton-cum-
Hardy, Lancs.

ScHOLEY : Edward (Junior), 162, Victoria Avenue, Hull.

Shannon : J.ames Johnstone, 19, Galabank Avenue, Annan,
Dumfries.

Shrimplin : Walter Clifford, 82, North Road, Southend-
on-Sea.

Skingsley ; Eric Stanley, 162, Blagdon Road, New IMalden.

Soden ; Armand Wilmshurst, 93, City Road, Edgbaston.

Stienlet : Vincente Gustave, 5, Hawthorn Road West,
Gosforth, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

SwAiNE : Anthony Wells, 6, Grosvenor Road, Broadstairs.

Tipper: Kenneth Bayi iffe, Beechwood, Llannerch Road
West, Rhos-on-Sea, N. Wales.

Tripe : Anthony Charles, Architectural Association,

34-35, Bedford Square, W.C.i.
Vowels : Cyril Edgar, Sutherland House, Westbourne

Grove, Westcliff-on-Sea.

Whitaker • Robert. 27, Hmd Street, Burnley.
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R.LB.A. INTERMEDIATE EXAMINATION,
NOVEMBER 1930.

ALTERATION IN DATE.
The R.LB.A. Intermediate Examination to be held in

November 1930 will take place on the folllowing dates :

21, 22, 24, 25 and 27 November, instead of from 7 to 13

November as previously announced.
The closing date for the receipt of applications for

admission to the Examination is 7 October.

R.I.B.A. FINAL AND SPECIAL EXAMINATIONS.
Town Planning as an Alternative to Iron and Steel

Construction and Reinforced Concrete or
Hygiene.

The Council R.LB.A., on the recommendation of the

Board of Architectural Education, have decided to dis-

continue from 31 December 1930 the acceptance of a

paper on the Outline of the History and Practice of Town
Planning in the R.LB.A. Final and Special Examinations
as an alternative to either Iron and Steel Construction and
Reinforced Concrete or Hygiene.

R.LB.A. STATUTORY EXAMINATION FOR THE
OFFICE OF DISTRICT SURVEYOR AND THE
EXAMINATION FOR THE OFFICE OF BUILDING

SURVEYOR.
The R.LB.A. Statutory Examination for the office of

District Surveyor under the London Building Acts,

and the Examination for the office of Building Surveyor

under Local Authorities, will be held at the R.LB.A.,
London, on 15, 16 and 17 October 1930.

The closing date for receiving applications for admission

to the examinations, accompanied by the fee of £3 3s., is

24 September.
Full particulars of the examinations and application

forms can be obtained from the Secretary R.LB.A.

BYE-LAWS OF THE R.LB.A.

We print below a copy of a notification that has just been

received from the Privy Council approving the amend-
ments to the Bye-laws of the R.I.B.A. that were passed

by the General Body last year.

at the Council Chamber, Whitehall,

The 2nd day of July 1930.

BY the Lords of His Majesty’s Most
Honourable Privy Council.

Present :

Earl of Onslow.
Lord Southborough.
Lord Warrington of Clyffe.

Whereas the Royal Institute of British Architects

has, in exercise of the powers in that behalf conferred on

it by the Supplemental Charter dated the 28th day of

March, 1887, of the said Institute, by Resolution made
and adopted certain amendments of the existing bye-

laws of the said Institute :

And whereas by Article 33 of the said Supplemental

Charter it is provided that no Bye-laws shall be of any

force or validity whatever unless and until they have been

approved by the Lords of the Council :

And whereas the said amendments of Bye-laws have
been submitted to the Lords of the Council for allowance :

Now, therefore, Their Lordships, having taken

the said amendments of Bye-laws as well as the Counter-
Petitions of the Incorporated Association of Architects

and Surveyors and the Institute of Builders into con-

sideration and having heard counsel thereon are pleased

to allow the said amendments of Bye-law^s as set forth in

the Schedule to this Order. AI. P. A. Hankev.

THE NEW HEADQUARTERS OF THE
R.LB.A.

A Jury of five Assessors has been appointed to judge
the designs which will be submitted in the Competition
for the new Headquarters of the R.I.B.A. in Portland
Place. The appointment was made by the Council of
the R.I.B.A., who accepted, by a unanimous vote, the

list prepared and recommended by the President, Sir

Banister Fletcher. The Assessors, who have all accepted
the invitation to serve, are : Sir G. Gilbert Scott, R.A.

;

Dr. Percy S. Worthington ; Mr. H. V. Lanchester ;

Air. Charles Holden ; Air. Robert Atkinson.

PRESIDENTIAL PORTRAIT.
Sir John Laver\\ R.A., has kindly consented to paint

the presidential portrait of Sir Banister Fletcher, which
will be presented to the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects in 1931.

Notices
THE R.I.B.A. KALENDAR 1930-31.

The attention of members is drawn to the leaflet

enclosed with the last issue of the Journal. Changes of
address, etc., for inclusion in the forthcoming issue of
the Kalendar should be notified to the Secretary R.I.B.A.
before Saturday, 6 September.

AIEMBERSHIP OF THE R.I.B.A.

The Licentlate Class.

The revised Bye-laws of the Royal Institute of British
Architects have received the approval of His Alajesty’s
Privy Council, and applications may now be sent in for
membership of the R.I.B.A. in the Licentiate Class. Full
information and the necessary forms will be sent on appli-
cation being made to the Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit
Street, London, W.r

ASSOCIATES AND THE FELLOWSHIP.
Associates who are eligible and desirous of transferring

to the Fellowship are reminded that if they wish to
take advantage of the election to take place on i December
1930, they should send the necessary nomination forms
to the Secretary R.I.B.A. not later than Saturday
27 September 1930.

LICENTIATES AND THE FELLOWSHIP.
The attention of Licentiates is called to the provisions

of Section IV, Clause 4 (b) and {cii) of the Supplemental
Charter of 1925. Licentiates who are eligible and
desirous of transferring to the Fellowship can obtain full
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particulars on application to the Secretary R.I.B.A.,

stating the clause under which they propose to apply for

nomination.

OVERSEAS APPOINTMENTS.
Members contemplating applying for appointments

overseas are recommended to communicate with the

Secretary R.I.B.A., who will supply them with any avail-

able information respecting conditions of employment,
cost of living, climatic conditions, etc.

William H. Hamlyn,
Hon. Sec. R.I.B.A., Salaried Members’ Committee.

NEW BUILDING IMATERIALS AND
PREPARATIONS.

The Science Standing Committee w^ish to draw atten-

tion to the fact that information in the records of the

Building Research Station, Garston, Watford, is freely

available to any member of the architectural profession,

and suggest that architects would be well advised, wEen
considering the use of new" materials and preparations of

which they have had no previous experience, to apply to

the Director for any information he can impart regarding

their properties and application.

Competitions
BANGOR (CO. DOWN) LAY-OUT OF SEA-FRONT.

The Bangor (Co. Dowm) Borough Council invite

architects and town planners to submit, in open com-
petition, designs for the lay-out of the sea-front in the

Borough.
Assessor : Professor Patrick Abercrombie, AI.A. [F.].

Premiums : £150 and £50.
Last day for receiving designs, i September 1930-

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Mr. J. Milliken, Town Clerk, Borough
Council Offices, Bangor, Co. Down. Deposit £i is.

CARLISLE : ENGLISH STREET IMPROVEMENT.
The Corporation of the City of Carlisle invite archi-

tects to submit, in open competition, designs for the

facade to English Street and the Victoria Viaduct, suit-

able for Shops and Business Premises.

Assessor : Mr. Francis Jones [F.].

Premiums : £300, £200 and £100.

Last day for receiving designs : 30 August 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Mr. Percy Dalton, A.M.Inst.C.E. [^.], City

Engineer, 18 Fisher Street, Carlisle. Deposit £i is.

CHULMLEIGH, DEVON : PROPOSED
MINISTER’S HOUSE.

The Competitions Committee desire to call the attention

of members to the fact that the conditions of the above

competition are not in accordance w ith the regulations of

the R.I.B.x^. The Competitions Committee are in negoti-

tion with the promoters in the hope of securing an amend-
ment. In the meantime members should not take part in

the competition.

GUILDFORD : PROPOSED CATHEDRAL.
The Guildford Cathedral Committee invite architects

who have been engaged in the building of cathedrals or
churches to submit drawings and illustrations of their

W"orks
;

or a design for a cathedral. Not more than three

sets of drawings may be sent, all to be contained in one
large portfolio. Architects who have not been engaged
in the actual execution of such works, but have studied

and designed ecclesiastical buildings, may submit similar

portfolios of drawings or designs.

The Committee, w"ith the assistance of Mr. Walter
Tapper, A.R.A., F.S.A. [F.], will select a limited number
of architects for the Final Competition, w"ho wall each
receive Five Hundred guineas, whether the design is

accepted or not, but the Committee will be free to accept

or reject any or all of such designs.

Portfolios must be sent in on or before 30 November
1930, addressed to The Venerable the Archdeacon of

Surrey, The Diocesan Office, Lloyds Bank Chambers,
Guildford.

LIVERPOOL : DEVELOPMENT OF SITE.

The General Building Syndicate, Ltd., invite architects

to submit, in open competition, schemes for the develop-

ment of a site at Liverpool fronting St. John’s Lane,

Queen Square and Roe Street.

Assessor: Mr. Duncan A. Campbell [F.].

Premiums : £250, £100 and £50.
Last day for receiving designs : 30 October 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on
application to The Secretary, General Building Syndicate,

Ltd., 36, St. Alartin’s Lane, London, W.C.2. Deposit

£2 2S.

MENAI BRIDGE : PROPOSED PAVILION.
The Competitions Committee desire to call the atten-

tion of members to the fact that the conditions of the above

competition are not in accordance wdth the regulations of

the R.I.B.A. The Competitions Committee are in negotia-

tion w ith the promoters in the hope of securing an amend-
ment. In the meantime members should not take part in

the competition.

RAMSEY, ISLE OF MAN : GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
The Education Authority of the Isle of Man invite

architects to submit, in open competition, designs for a

new- Grammar School to be erected at Ramsey.

Assessor : Mr. T. Taliesin Rees [F.].

Premiums : £250, £150 and £75.
Last day for receiving designs : 30 September 1930.

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on
application (before i July 1930) T. R. Lewin,

Clerk to the Authority, Education Office, Strand Street,

Douglas, I.O.M. Deposit £i is.

WEST HUMBERSTONE : LIBRARY.
The Leicester Corporation propose to invite local

architects to submit, in competition, designs for a

Library, to be erected at West Humberstone.

Assessor : Mr. Hugh Gold [F.].

Premiums : £75, £5° and £25.

[Conditions are not yet available.]
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Members’ Column
PARTNERSHIP.

A HALF share partnership is offered to a young Associate capable
of seeing work through in a growing practice in Devonshire. Premium.—Box 1,000, c oThe Secretaiy' R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, London,
W.i.

PARTNERSHIPS WANTED.
Associate R.I.B.A., age 34, having extensive London general

experience, partly in private practice, desires position of responsibility
as Senior Assistant, with view to partnership. London or Home
Counties. Capital available.—Reply Box 2897, c, o The Secretarv*
R. I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.

A.R.I.B.A. desires to purchase a partnership in a well-established
pro^incial practice, preferably in the south of England.-—Box 2270,
c o The Secretarv R.LB A., q Conduit Street, London, W.i.

APPOINTMENT VACANT.
FELLY qualified assistant aged 30-35, unmarried, wanted for

an architect’s office in India, 3 years’ engagement with prospect of
Partnership ultimately, if satisfactory. Salar>' Rs. 800 —

,
900 — and

1,000 - per mensem. First class passage paid with half pay on
voyage. Principal may be interviewed in London.—Apply with
copies of recent testimonials to Box 2370, c,o The Secretary R.I.B..^,,

9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.
PARTNERSHIP REQUIRED.

A.RI.B.A, having small practice wishes to meet architect with
established practice with view to working partnership.—Reply
Box 5334, c,o The Secretary' R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, London,W.i.

TEMPORARY ASSISTANCE.
Member (age 41) with small London practice in W. C. District

is able at any time to help Architects requiring assistance.

—

Reply Box 8584, c o The Secretary R.I.B..A.
, 9 Conduit Street,

London, W.i.
Mr. ALEXANDER N. PATERSON, A.R.S.A, (F.).

The firm of A. N. Paterson and Stoddart, lately of 21Q St. Vincent
Street, Glasgow, having been dissolved through the death of Mr.
Stoddart, VIr. Paterson has resumed his personal practice at Rossdhu
Drive, Helensburgh, while continuing his city connection, in associa-
tion with Alessrs. Watson, Salmond and Gray, (F.F.) at their office,

242 West George Street, Glasgow, C.2. Telephone numbers :

Helensburgh, 187, Glasgow, Douglas, 2546.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS.

.•\lister G. M.^cDon^LD, A.R.I.B A , has moved his offices from
6, Old Queen Street, to No. 13 Queen Anne’s Gate, Westminster,
S.W.i. The Telephone numbers are Victoria 2392, Victoria 8812
and Welbeck 2392.
Mr. S. H. Loweth, A.R.I.B.A , (Deputy County Architect,

Kent), has changed his address to The New Bothy, Mote Park,
Maidstone, Kent. (Telephone : 3515, ^Maidstone).
Mr. Stanley Hunt, A.R.I B..A., has removed his offices from 70,

Finsbuiw' Pavement, E.C.2, to Evelyn House, loi Finsbur>' Pave-
ment, E.C.2 Telephone . Metropolitan 5364.
Mr. G. E. McLeavy, A.R.I B.A., has changed his address to

10 Chinbrook Road, Grove Park, S.E.12. ’Phone : Lee Green
2691, and would be pleased to receive trade catalogues for index
and other purposes.

OFFICES TC; LET.
.\rchitects’ offices adjoining Institute. No. 8 Conduit Street,

two very well lit front rooms, one large. Long lease. Rent mod-
erate.—Appl> Box 1870, c o The Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit
Street, London, W.i., or telephone : Central 2304 or 2305,
Architects’ offices, Essex Street, 4th floor, lift. Two, ver\ light

large rooms overlooking Fountain Court, Temple. Central heating.

Moderate rent.—Apply Box 1970, c o The Secretary R.I.B A.

9 Conduit Street, W.i., or telephone : Central 2304 or 230s.
OFFICE ACCOMMODATION.

Member of the Institute wishes to meet another member who
will take part share of his office at Lincoln’s Inn Fields, W.C. Good
light, mutual assistance might be arranged —Apply Box 2570,
c,o The Secretary R.I.B A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.
Accommodation offered in members’ office, including small

room. Charing Cross, ’Phone, messages, etc —Apply Box 3070,
c o The Secretarv R.I.B A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W i,

Mr. NORMAN KEEP.
Mr. Norman Keep, A.R LB A,, has been appointed Head ol the

Buildmg Department at Woolwich Polytechnic (Evening), and
would be pleased to recene from manufacturers, samples, modtls,
data, etc., relating to modern builduiL' materials and specialist

methods of construction.

TRADE CATALOGUES.
L. M. Chitale, A.R.I.B.A., A.M.T.P.L, Assistant Consulting

.\rchitect to Madras Government, P. W. D. Chepauk, Madras, would
be pleased to receive trade catalogues.

FOR SALE.
Bound volumes of R.I.B A. Journal, 1894 to 1905- Offers

should be addressed to Box 2170, c o The Secretary RIBA., 9
Conduit Street, London, W.i
An architect’s widow desires to dispose of surveying instruments,

dumpy level, tripod, staff, etc.—89 Templars Avenue, Golders
Green, X.W.ii.

ARCHITECTS’ BENEVOLENT SOCIETY
{Insurance Department).

HOUSE PURCHASE SCHEME
(for property in Great Britain only ).

The Society is able, through the services of a leading

Assurance Office, to assist an Architect (or his client) in

securing the capital for the purchase of a house for his

own occupation, on the following terms

Amount of Loan.
Property value exceeding £666 ^

but not exceeding

£2,SoOj 75 per cent, of the value.

jproperty value exceeding ^^2,500, but not exceeding

,£4,500, 66

1

per cent, of the value.

The value of the property is that certified by the Sur-
veyor employed by the Office.

Rate of Interest
In respect of loans not exceeding 000 5 J per cent, gross.

,, „ in excess of ,, 5J ,, ,,

Repayment.
By means of an Endowment Assurance wffiich dis-

charges the loan at the end of 15 or 20 years, or at the
earlier death of the borrower.

Special Concession to Architects.
In the case of houses in course of erection, it has been

arranged that, provided the Plan and Specification have
been approved by the Surveyor acting for the Office,
and the amount of the loan agreed upon, and subject to
the house being completed in accordance therewith,
One Half of the loan will be advanced on a certificate

from the Office’s Surveyor that the walls of the house
are erected and the roof on and covered in.

Note. ^In 1928, over ,£20,000 was loaned to archi-
tects under this scheme, and as a result over £100 was
handed to the Benevolent Fund.

If a quotation is required, kindly send details of your
age next birthday, approximate value of house and its

exact situation, to the Secretary Architects’ Benevolent
Society, 9 Conduit Street, London, W.

Members sending remittances by postal order for subscrip-
tions or Institute publications are warned of the necessity of
comphing with Post Office Regulations with regard to this
method of payment. Postal orders should be made payable
to the Secretary R I.B.A,, and crossed

It IS desired to point out that the opinions of writers of
articles and letters w'hich appear in the R.I.B.A, Journal
must be taken as the individual opinions of their authors and
not as representative expression of the Institute.

R.I.B.A. journal.
Dates of Publication.— 1930.—20 September; 18 October.
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Sainte-James. Le Grajtd Rocher

Fran^ois-Joseph Belanger fa rombre de Sophie Ar?iould)

BY SIR JOHN W. SIMPSON, K.B.E., PAST-PRESIDENT

O F architecture there has been, and is, writing

enough and more than enough
;
of the archi-

tects to whom it is due there is surprisingly

little. Their biographies are rare, and those for the

most part confined to dull recitals of the works they

carried out, with half hints only at the passions

which stirred them, the happenings and the con-

sequences which ordered the fortune of their life’s

adventure. Yet, the lives of men who have made
great buildings do not want for interest. With
the exception perhaps of the portrait-painter, no

artist is brought into so close a contact with the

men and women of his day, or sees so much of

intimate history, as the designer of buildings.

M. Jean Stern has, in his study of Belanger, left

a model for future biographers of architects. His

two volumes are packed, not only with excellent

technical descriptions and records of the archi-

tect’s many buildings, but with documentary

details about the lives of him and those he knew

* FrariQois-Joseph Belanger. Architecte des Menus^Plaisirs,

Premier Architecte du Comte d'Artois. Par Jean Stern. 2 vols.

Large 8vo. Pans. Librairie-Plon, 1930* (With 61 photo-

gravure plates.) Vomhre de Sophie Arnould)

U 2

which are a serious contribution to the history of

the time he lived in.

And what a time that was !

Belanger began his career in the brilliant,

extravagant, early years of Louis XVI. He saw
that monarch and his queen crowned

;
and saw

them beheaded. He was told off, as “ com-
missaire civil,” to visit their unhappy little son
in the tower of the Temple

;
made a drawing of

the child’s head (from which Beaumont modelled
a bust)

;
saw there also the girl princess, Madame

Royale.J Though he was always “ suspect,” on
account of his former connections with royalty

and the “ aristocrats,” he had the courage to

remain in Paris and to do what he conceived to

be his duty during the Revolution. Imprisoned
and sick, his life was only saved by the fall of

Robespierre on the loth Thermidor. Having
lived through the epic periods of Napoleon’s rise,

his apogee, his fall, and the Hundred days, he sur-

vived, though with much suffering and the loss of

his fortune, to see the Restoration of the Monarchy
and be reinstated in his Court appointments,

t Who lived to become Duchesse d’Angouleme,
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After leaving the school of the Academie Royale

d’Architecture, where he had studied under the

Academicians David-Leroy and Contant dTvry,

he came to the notice of Lord Shelburne and went

with him to Bowood, where he worked with
“ Capability Brown ” on laying out and orna-

menting the gardens. Making good use of his

time, he brought back with him, in 1767, a well

filled sketch-book (still preserved at the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts), together with copious notes on the

English use of deal framings, and on iron con-

struction. Lord Shelburne was well pleased with

the young Frenchman and commissioned him,

some twelve years later, to prepare designs for

completing the great gallery of Lansdowne House,

which the Adam brothers 'had left in carcase.

Three of the studies for this work may be seen

in the Soane Museum, but the finely rendered
“ longitudinal section ” was secured by M. Stern

himself at the Gardner sale in 1923, and is now
reproduced in his book.*

On his return from England he was appointed

to the “ Menus-Plaisirs ’’ (the King’s Office of

Works), where almost his first duty was to design

a cabinet for the jewels which Marie-Antoinette

would receive on her marriage. Presently, being

promoted, he was appointed to assist Gabriel in

completing his beautiful operatic theatre at Ver-

sailles. Singers and actors were then servants

of the King, controlled by the four “ First Gentle-

men of the Chamber ” and the “ Menus ” depart-

ment had charge of the opera and comedy build-

ings in which they played. It was thus, in the

course of his duties, that Belanger met with Mile

Arnould of the opera, as celebrated for her wit

as for her lovely voice, whom Garrick declared to

be the greatest of all the French artists.

They became devoted lovers.
‘‘ It would seem,” says Edmond de Goncourt,

“ that the Creator can fashion a hero with less

trouble than a courtesan. The Muse of History,

during six thousand years, has marked for fame

whole armies of high captains, kings, and sages.

Yet, of the sisterhood vowed to Venus and Fortuna

she scarce can count ten famous names. So few

they are—spoiled princesses of the world’s love-

story—so rare, their infinite, immortal, charm.”

Among these lovely phantoms—the scandal of

their age while living, a smiling memory when they

* The greater part of Belanger’s drawings and designs are

preserved in Paris at the Bibliotheque Nationj^le and the

Archives Nationales.

had passed away—is Sophie Arnould, whose name
will always be entwined with that of Belanger

the architect, as his with hers. Neither was
faithful to the other

; a narrow constancy was not

exacted in their day. But, from their passion

sprang the sincere and tender friendship which
ended only with her death.

His first important work came to Belanger

through her influence with M. de Lauraguais-

Brancas, who employed him to design a “ folie
”

in the grounds of the hotel de Brancas. These
“ folies,” of which so many were built before the

Revolution, were the “ petites maisons ” of the

Regency period under a new name
;
small houses

where the owner could entertain, in freedom,

guests who were not always within the circle of

those admitted to his own residence. They were
often gems of design, on whose architecture,

decorations, and setting, were spent fabulous

sums.

Belanger took up the ideas of de Lauraguais

with enthusiasm, while curbing his client’s inclina-

tion to eccentricity. His studies of Hellenic art

under Leroy had turned his mind towards the

classic sources of the Renaissance, and he now
sent to Rome for Lhuillier, a sculptor who had
been working there under Clerisseau. Lhuillier

brought with him a precious collection of models
and studies, together with a book of seventy-one
folio plates newly published at Rome by signor

Giovanni Battista Piranesi ! This book came as

a revelation to Belanger. In collaboration with
Lhuillier, who had studied the decorations of

Pompeii and Herculaneum, he produced work
which anticipated that of the Directory and First

Empire periods. Reverting to antique forms, but
with a quite individual reading of them, he
revived those principles of symmetry and sim-
plicity which were to form a new national ideal in

architecture.

De Lauraguais was delighted, and said so.

Belanger soon became, by reason of his own
ability—he was an indefatigable worker, a beau-
tiful and rapid draughtsman—and his dear Sophie’s
backing, the favourite architect of the aristocracy.

This, too, at a time when building was a modish
form of rivalry among them. The prodigal
prince de Ligne employed him to remodel his

chateau and gardens at Beloeil,t where the wood-
work for the salon alone cost 40,000 francs.

t About 50 km. south of Brussels.
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Money, like silver in the days of Solomon, was
then nothing accounted of, though not always

forthcoming to pay the artists and the wonderful
craftsmen they inspired, Clodion, Gouthiere,

Lhuillier, and their fellows. Some, indeed,

after spending their life and their substance in

producing lovely works, died at last in poverty.

In 1775 Belanger became chief of the Menus-
Plaisirs, and in this capacity designed the coach
of State for the King's coronation. He prepared

and fitted up the cathedral at Reims, attended the

ceremony, and made three fine drawings in black

and white during its progress. Two years later,

he succeeded Galland as chief architect to the

King’s brother, M. le Comte d’Artois (afterwards

Charles X). This appointment was no sinecure,

for d’Artois was an indefatigable builder,

Belanger prepared plans for rebuilding the

Chateau-neuf at Saint-Germain, which had fallen

into ruin during the two previous reigns. Unfor-
tunately, this vast project was stayed for want of

funds, and went no further than the preparatory

demolition of the chateau built by Henri IV.

He added three new rooms to Maisons, and
carried out works at the Palais du Temple, the

Faubourg Saint-Honore, Vincennes, Versailles,

and many other of the d’Artois properties. Most
of these have now disappeared.

One, however, which still exists, is memorable
as an example, not only of Belanger’s delicate yet

sober fancy, but also of the state of public affairs

at the time it was built. D’Artois, who had
acquired a small estate in the Bois de Boulogne
known as ‘‘ Bagatelle,” on which stood a small

tumble-down house, suddenly decided to remodel

it as a folie.” Having wagered his sister-in-law,

queen Marie-Antoinette, that he would have a

fairy palace ready to receive her on her return

from a visit to Fontainebleau, he called Belanger

to his aid. Within forty-eight hours the architect

had made his drawings, and sixty-four days later

(29 November 1777) the building was finished.

This part of the story has been held, by im-

patient clients, to reflect on the more deliberate

procedure of modern architects. They, it is

fair to remember, seldom have such clients as

d’Artois, who, as colonel of the “ marechaussee ”

—the mounted police of the time—ordered his

men to patrol the main roads and divert all stone,

timber, and other building material coming into

Paris, to the works at Bagatelle. The lawful

owmers were to be paid ‘‘ on a valuation.” Whether
they ever received anything is not very clear, but
the prince, though prodigal, was not wont to

waste his money in paying debts.

Belanger had estimated the cost of Bagatelle

at 600,000 francs. Architects have a poor repu-
tation for accuracy in such calculations, and the

contractors’ accounts in this case, which came to

1,200,000 francs, do nothing to mend it. More-
over, we find work to the buildings and gardens
still in hand for another nine years !* D’Artois
does not seem to have complained of the dis-

crepancy, possibly for the reason above hinted at.

But Belanger had given him a building perfect of
its kind, which was, and still is, admired by all

who appreciate harmonious proportion and dain-
tily ornate decoration.

On the eighth of June 1781 the Opera, which
Moreau-Desproux had built only eleven years before,
on the site w'here now stands the Comedie Fran^aise,
w^as burned down

;
and much discussion ensued

as to how, and where, it should be rebuilt. Within
a fortnight from the catastrophe the incredibly
energetic Belanger had produced a fine and original
design, in which the new Opera was made the
centre of a scheme for connecting the Louvre and
the Tuileries

;
the building being placed at the

intersection of the axes of the two palaces. This
plan was engraved by Berthault and bears the date

24 Juin, 1781.” A beautiful plate by the same
artist was issued shortly after, showing the great
Place I.(Ouis XVI ” which was intended by Belan-

ger, with the sculptured groups by Coysevox f
adorning a new, eastern, entrance to the Tuileries.
This engraving is of great interest as showing how
Belanger modified his plan when wwking out the
elevations

; the great portico has become semi-
circular, reflecting the form of the auditorium,
with sweeping lateral flights of steps. In the
oriental figures which decorate the fountain pylons
we see already a forecast of the Directory period,
and the pedimented masses of the guards’ quarters
might well be the work of a designer under the
Empire.

After Bagatelle, Belanger found full scope for his
active brain. He was given a free hand by the
baron ^de Sainte-James to build him another

folie at Neuilly
; too close to Bagatelle to please

The total cost is estimated to have been three millions,
t Brought from Marly, and now at the entrance to the

tuileries gardens in the Place de la Concorde.
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Bagatelle. The Garden Front

I'rom Vacquier, " Les Anciens Chan a ix dc France
''

d’Artois. This building, too, is still standing, and

has fallen into good hands after many vicissitudes.

The grounds have unfortunately been much cur-

tailed and are now shut in by neighbouring build-

ings, but the immense mountain of rockwork

—

brought from Fontainebleau at prodigious cost—

at the foot of which a peristyle of Greek Doric

columns gives entrance to a vaulted cavern, can

still be seen ; though its cascades and water effects

have disappeared.* It was the eccentricity of a

rich “ profiteer,'’ and only the delicate good taste

of Belanger saved it from vulgarity. Sainte-James

might indeed have sat to Mr. Punch. “ Do what

vou like so long as it is expensive,” said he to his

architect, and Sir Gorgias Alidas would not have

spoken otherwise.

It is not surprising to learn that Sainte-James

* A good photograph of this ^extraordinary conception is

given in the Pans of Andre Ilallays. (Pans : Perrin, 1013.)

The house is illustrated in Les Amiens Chdteaux de France, by

J. Vacquier. (36 seric).

presently found himself in the “ situation difficile
”

of owing 25 millions, and possessing only 20 mil-
lions. He went to the Bastille, and his properties
were sold in 1787 ’^vhat they would fetch at

auction, which was very little. The celebrated
“ Folie ” was bought for 200,000 francs !

For all his ability and all his successes, Belanger
was unfortunate in his money matters. His clients

spent their fortunes recklessly; but debt was to

them a condition normal to their rank, and troubled
them not at all. Some, like the prince de Ligne,
expected their works to go on whether thev paid or
not. The architect must find the workmen’s wages
and supply^ them with material as best he could, out
of his own pocket if need were, in the hope of
liberal repayment later. Madame de Coislin, for
whom he had rebuilt Brimborion, became involved,
with other patrons of Belanger, in the classic bank-
ruptcy of de Rohan-Guemenee. The duchesse de
Alazarin, wffio had incurred enormous expenditure
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Bagatelle. Plans a fid Elevations

on her hotel at the Quai IXIalaquais,* died before it

was finished, leaving her finances in hopeless dis-

order. D’Artois, who had always been niggardly in

his dealings with the officers of his building depart-

ment, fled across the frontier when the Revolution

broke out, without troubling as to whether his

architect and other creditors were paid. He owed
nearly forty million francs !

“ Heureux en amour, malheureux au jeu.” Be-

langer’s happy fortune in love did not follow his

building ventures. Not that his judgment was in

fault ; but he had hardly finished some houses in

the newly formed “ Porcherons ” quarter,! which

he built for himself and Mile Dervieux, before the

Revolution flared up. No man's property was

thenceforth safe, and values melted away. Both he

and she lost near!}' all they owned.

Anne-Victoire Dervieux was a new flame ! An

^ Where is now the “ cour des Etudes ” of the Ecole des

JBeaux-Arts.

f Immediately north-east of the present Opera.

From Krafft, “AnhiUctuft. CiiiW'

operatic star of great charm, and regrettable morals,
she came to him as a client, became his mistress,

and afterwards married him. Despite her tumul-
tuous past she made him a good wife, shared his

imprisonment and, after the storm which stripped
them both had passed, showed herself a gracious
hostess to the artists and scientists who—last sur-

vivors of the little Court where Sophie Arnould
was queen—gathered at their friend’s modest, but
alwa\s open, house. Sophie herself—retired from
the stage after twenty glorious years, only to face

debt and mortal illness—preserved with sensitive

tact the friendship both of Belanger and his wife.

Witty and well read, the delightful letters she wrote
during her later life place her among the memorable
French women correspondents. We are beholden
to M. Stern for printing many of those she ad-

dressed to her dear ‘‘ bel ange,” her “ bien-aime
Vitruve,” several of which are taken from his private

collections. Gifted, free-handed, kindly souls, we
may be a little blind to the faults of Belanger, his
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Sophie, and his wife : very kind to their many
virtues.

Belanger was a prodigious worker, and found his

happiness in the incessant practice of his art. He
was, nevertheless, a man of widely varied interests

and attainments. Nothing seems to have come
amiss to his versatile ability. We find him, in 1788,

presenting to the Academic des Sciences a project

for preventing the Seine floods, which had occurred

in 1787 and the preceding years. This was ap-

proved and recommended to the Minister, by whose
direction Belanger carried it out with, as it appears,

at least temporary success. About the same time

he was collaborating with the brothers Perier in

improving the Paris water supply, and erecting

pumping stations at Chaillot and Gros-Caillou.

Deprived of his practice by the Commune, sorel\

ill, and locked in a cell at the bitter prison of

Sainte-Pelagie, he fills his time by writing a com-
mentary upon Howard's work on the Prisons of

Europe. It was he who invented and built (no

mean engineering feat at that time) the immense
cupola of the Halle-aux-Bles, now the Bourse du
Commerce

;
the first great roof of iron and glass.

Of nearly the same diameter as the dome of Saint

Peter’s at Rome, the circular court had been
covered, in 1782, by a wooden roof, framed in ac-

cordance with the principles laid down two hun-
dred years before by Philibert de POrme. This
was destroyed by fire twenty years later, and the

design of Belanger, previously rejected as too

costly, was then carried out. Architect of the Bib-

liotheque Nationale under the Directory, he pre-

pared plans for the alterations needed to make the

buildings reasonably safe from fire. Impressed
with their dangerous condition he pressed on with

this work as soon as the scheme was approved, and,

was severely reprimanded for acting too hastily !

To Napoleon he presented a scheme for building

six great abattoirs outside Paris, which was adopted,

and Belanger was entrusted with the erection of one

at Rochechouart. The work was inspected by the

Emperor himself in 1810. L^nfortunately, Belan-

ger, who had the dangerous gift of writing clever

letters, fell out with the Minister of Public Works,
and was replaced by Poidevin. It was not the first

time that Napoleon had approved the architect's

proposals. During his First Consulate Belanger

had made for him, in 1804, a new town plan for

Brussels, which satisfied even his grandiose views.

It might have been carried out, had not ill chance

(for Belanger) wrought the sudden elevation of

Napoleon from Consul to Emperor. With this

change came such pressure of State aflFairs as com-
pelled him to set aside the question of improving
Brussels.

IM. Stern, with a Frenchman's happy gift of

phrase, heads the first part of his work “ La douceur
de vivre "

;
which calls to mind how it was said, by

those who remembered, that no one who had not

lived during the reign of Louis XVI could ever

realise how pleasant life could be. The contrasting

misery that followed may, perhaps, have added to

the sweetness of such memories. In the second
part, Le mirage du passe,” we see the thin wraith

of monarchy conjured from its dead past by the re-

stored Bourbons. The forms are there, but without
substance. Belanger is decorated, recovers his

appointment as ‘‘ Architect of the J^Ienus-PIaisirs

and designer to the King's cabinet,” only to find

there is no work of importance for him. He designs
decorations for the coronation of Louis XVIII—as

he had done, forty years ago, for that of his un-
happy brother—arranges “ fetes et ceremonies,”
and eats his heart out in quarrels with officials.

He could never work happily with such folk.

By the members of his own profession it is clear

that he was respected, and his talent appreciated.
The “ proces-verbaux ” of the Academie Royale
d’Architecture contain many mentions of his de-
signs for the Opera at the Carrousel, the Comedie
Italienne, and other works which were submitted
to that august company

;
who place on record that

they “ have inspected them with pleasure and ex-
pressed their approval.” They receive, too, and
approve, his translation of the treatise De antiquis

niannoyihus Blast? Carophyh

,

Among other gifts

Belanger seems to have had some measure of
oratory, and was chosen to pronounce the funeral
eulogies of Brogniart (architect of the “ Bourse ”)

and Cellerier.

He trained many pupils, among them the cele-

brated HittorfF, who produced with Zanth a memor-
able work on Selinos and Greek polvchrome archi-
tecture, and built the finely composed Gare du
Xord. \\ ith Lecointe, a fellow pupil, he succeeded
Belanger in his Court appointments, and designed
his tomb at Pere-Lachaise. As for Allle Loiseau,
the pupil who wrote a touching memoir of her dead
master, she must surely be honoured as the grand-
dam of all lady architects.

Belanger died in 1818, leaving to his wife little
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but debt, some valuable works of art, and a con-

siderable library. His books were catalogued for

auction in two divisions which typify the variety of

the man’s studies
;

first, those on architecture and
the fine arts,” second, works on “ literature, agri-

culture, botany and other subjects.” The sale

occupied two days.

That M. Stern has had a very fascinating subject

for his biography, does not lessen the compliment
due to him for his work. Collation of the mass of

notes and drawings scattered among the libraries,

archives, and collections, whose names occupy two

705

pages of his Preface, must have needed long and
patient research. As all historical work should be,

his treatise is fully referenced and indexed. Most
English architects read French nowadays, and will

be glad to have the book brought to their notice.

When will our British publishers give us such
books, well printed on light paper, easy to handle,
and costing little more than a sovereign for the
two volumes. Books that, even in these hard times
we can buy and keep, instead of having to borrow
them from libraries, and, pay reluctant tribute to

conscience by returning them !

FRANCOIS-JOSEPH BELANGER

Reviews
TOWN PLANNING IN THE U.S.A.

By Dr. Raymond Unwin [F.].

Our Cities, To-day and To-morrow. A survey of

planning and zoning progress in the United States. By
Theodora Kimball Hubbard {Honorary Librarian, City

Planning Institute) and Henry Vincent Hubbard
(Norton Professor of Regional Planning

y
Harvard

University). Sm. 40. Camb., Mass. 1929. [Har-

vard University Prm.l £i li'.

Until Mr. Hoover, as Minister for Commerce, took up
the task, town planners in this country were for years

accustomed to look to Miss Theodora Kimball for current

information as to the progress of planning and zoning in

the United States. They will welcome as the result of

her collaboration with Professor Henry Vincent Hubbard
of Harvard University, the present volume which gives in

more comprehensive form a survey of planning and zoning

progress in the States.

This volume is one of the first fruits of the Milton fund

for research in city planning, with which Harvard Univer-

sity has been equipped. This fund enabled the authors

to arrange for a skilled representative to visit about 120

cities and 15 counties or regions scattered over 42 different

states, so that the collection of information as to progress,

which has been regularly issued in the past, is here supple-

mented by skilled observation on various methods of

planning and zoning, and an indication of the lines on

which further research is desirable.

The authors point out that the planning of cities and

regions has become in the States, in a comparatively brief

period, a recognised community activity. It is the kind of

activity that continues. The comparison of results and

research into the best methods and principles cannot be

completed before the activity takes place, but must be

carried on concurrently. In regard to the problems of

town planning, the old theological dictum solvitur ambit-

lando must largely apply. It is only after much practice

has taken place that it is possible to compare and scrutinise

different methods and the results secured by them, A
beginning is made in this volume, which is mainly devoted

to a survey of activities and methods to be found in the

different States of America. The volume is a mine of

information in regard to the legal conditions under which
city planning is carried out

;
the different agencies and

methods employed
;
and the steps taken to secure public

support for city planning. The alternative methods
available for meeting the cost of improvements, including
long term programmes financed by means of bond issues

or loans, special assessment, and excess condemnation, or
the purchase of land for the purpose of recoupment of an
outlay through improved velucs resulting from it, are all

discussed. The various methods of sub-division of land,
“ platting ” and control of platting, as it is called, zoning
for use, density, height or volume of building, and the
limitations imposed by constitutions or custom are also

dealt vv'ith, and the results in different states compared.
The growing adoption of major street plans as a means

of securing traffic relief, and the relation of rapid transit

and mass transportation systems to other means of trans-
port, are well brought out

; while architectural control,

the provision of parks and park-w ays, and many other such
subjects are included in the general surv ey of activities and
methods connected with city planning. Many interesting
differences between the legal conditions under which citv'

planning is carried out in the States, as compared vv'ith this

country, and differences in practice may be noticed, and
they contain valuable suggestions for progress here. For
example, the custom prev alent in many cities of carrying
out new streets and street vvidenings within the city areas

and paying for them by frontage charges, similar to those
levied in this country only on the making up of a new
street, is interesting. Out of 47 cities investigated in

regard to this matter, it appears that only in the case of

15 vv'ere no such assessments made ; vvLereas in the re-

maining 32 a considerable proportion of the cost w'as

assessed on the frontages, in 14 cases the amount assessed
being from 75 to 100 per cent, of the cost. The figures

of increased v^alues in regard to sites abutting upon the
widened streets, seem to justify this method of payment,
showing as they do in many cases that after paying the
assessment the owners still enjoy a substantial further

increment of value due to the street vvidenings. A number
of interesting examples of special assessment are given.

In regard to traffic and transportation, it is stated that

the motor cars on the roads now average one for every five
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of the population, which is three or four times the pro-

portion at present in use in this country. As the numbers

here are rapidly increasing, and may ultimately approach

the proportions found in the States, it is of special value

to study conditions existing there to-day, as they afford

both a warning and a guide to town planners in this

country as to what pitfalls to avoid, and what conditions

it is reasonable and wise to provide for in the future.

As the purpose of the book is to give a survey naturally

there is comparatively little discussion or expression of

personal opinion on the various subjects by the authors
;

but the advantages and disadvantages of methods which

were found in operation in different places are clearly

stated, and wherever practicable are traced to their causes.

Both of the authors are to be congratulated upon produc-

ing a valuable and very readable survey.

FLORENTINE FRESCOES.

BY H. C. HUGHES [^.].

Florentine Frescoes. By Professor Tancred Borenhis.

40. London [1930]. [T. C. and E. C. Jack.] £7 5.

At a time when the Royal Institute of British Architects

is enjoining on all its committees the strictest econom
so that all possible moneys may go into the building of

its projected headquarters, it needs a very fine book to

justify the expenditure of seven guineas. This book does

justify the expenditure—and it would have been a thou-

sand pities if the new Library had not got it on its

shelves

.

Moreover, an Institute of Architects is naturally chary

of books on painting. But the fresco painting treated

here is so intimately bound up with architecture that,

again, the book justifies its selection. The reproducing of

fresco paintings in black and white is difficult enough : for

they must be photographed in the actual light (or often

darkness) that surrounds them
;
you cannot move them,

as you can an easel picture, into more favourable sur-

roundings. But reproduction in colour which so faithfully

catches the special glow and depth of the fresco painting

—

this is indeed a triumph. And Professor Borenius will

forgive us for saying that the superb collection of coloured

reproductions, and no less than 30 out of 73 are in colour,

are to us the first and greatest joy of the book. Turning
over these pages enables us to conjure up visions of the

walls of chapels and churches, cloisters and palaces, and

to set them about with the easel pictures we saw at

Burlington House this winter ;
and enables us to compare

and contrast the vast with the small, the subjects of altar

piece and marriage chest with the serene spaciousness of

the wall picture
;
though we are able to avoid the slightly

monotonous arrangement of some Gothic churches, such

as the arena chapel at Padua, where the paintings are all

laid out on the wall like cut-out pages of a book. And it

is very hard to appreciate them separately.*

* In one picture indeed, by Cimabue, at Assisi, the lights

have turned so dark with time that the original looks like a

photographic negative. The balance is restored by printing

the reproduction from the negative, and so giving the look of

the undamaged picture.

And here we may note that Florentine frescoes does not
mean frescoes at Florence

;
about a third of those shown

are not at Florence at all, though they are by Florentine

painters
;
though in the case of those two great painters

who left Florence young, Leonardo and Michelangelo,
Professor Borenius gives only the story of the cartoons

they made for the great Council Chamber which had been
added to the PalazzoVecchio. Cellini says of these cartoons

in his autobiography that “ As long as they remained
visible they were the school of the world.” And travellers

must not follow too closely the titles of the pictures when
looking for frescoes in Florence

;
for instance, is not

Fra Angelico’s Annunciation (PI. 34) on the wall facing

the stairs in the corridor on the ist floor of San
Alarco, and not in Cell 3 ? and St. Francis renouncing
his heritage at Assisi should be at Sta. Croce, and
vice versa.

Delightful to architects also are the buildings that figure

in the paintings. Graceful Gothic or early classic cloisters

and porticoes, outside stairways, city streets, and the
coloured margins of rib, vault and margin, and the
painted sculpture with which Paolo Uccello commemorates
the English soldier adventurer, Sir John Hawkw’ood.
Moreover, the fact is fresh and comprehensible to the
ordinary man. Professor Borenius shows quite unobtru-
sively that he knows the byways of research, and not the
least notable part of the book is the way in which he
illustrates the descent of Giotto from the tradition of the
Roman painters. His commentary on the pictures is

always illuminating and he ensures that the eye shall not
stray recklessly from print to plate by arranging always
just a few pages between. Altogether this is a book for
which architects may well be grateful, both to Professor
Tancred Borenius, his publishers, and to the R.I.B.A. for
getting the book.

CHINESE ARCHITECTURE.
BY ARNOLD SILCOCK ]F.j.

Bulletin of the Society for the Research in Chinese
Architecture. No. i, July, 1930. Vol. i.

This is the title of a new art journal, printed and
published in Peking, of which a copy of the first issue has
just arrived in England.

This journal is sent “ with the compliments of the
Metropolitan Library, Peking,” and the address of the
society which publishes the bulletin is 7, Pao Chu Tse
Hutung, East of W ai Chiao Pu Street, Peiping, China. It
is printed on thin Chinese paper in approximately crown
4to. The list of contents given on the front cover is as
follows :

—

Frontispiece :

A Portrait of Li Chieh—Author of **Yin Tsao Fah
Shih.”

Articles :

1. The Founding of the Society.

2. Opening Speech by Chu Chi Chien, President of
the Society.
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3. The 280th Anniversary^ of Li Chieh.

4. Writings on Chinese Architecture by W. Perceval

Yetts (with translation in Chinese).

5. A Chinese Treatise on Architecture by W. Perceval

Yetts (with translation in Chinese).

6. A Record of the Errata Found in the 1925 Edition of
“ Yin Tsao Fah Shih.”

7. A Request for the Finding of Valuable Writings

and other Records on Chinese Architecture.

8. A Revised Publication of the 1925 Edition of Yin

Tsao Fah Shih ” by the Commercial Press, Shanghai.

News Column.

The frontispiece must be looked for on the last page.

With one exception, the other items are not of very great

interest to western readers, although the notice of the

revised publication by the far-seeing commercial Press,

Shanghai, of the most celebrated book written by a

Chinese on Chinese Architecture, the Yin Tsao Fah Shih,

will be of great interest to those students who have not

already heard about it.

The feature which arrests attention is No. 4, which

consists of a reproduction by photography of a complete

article with half-tone illustrations from the issue of

March, 1927, of the Burlington Magazine

.

This absorbingly interesting and scholarly article, which

is by W. PercevaEYetts, is entitled ‘‘ Writings on Chinese

Architecture,’^ and it should greatly please Air. Aetts to

find that his patient research work on this subject is so

fully appreciated in China itself, even though piratical

methods have been employed in order to reproduce it

!

The article is followed by a translation, English done into

Chinese, which adds still further point to the compliment.

It is just this type of society and publication which

China needs and it is to be hoped that western scholars

will be only too pleased to help such young organisations

by allowing their work to be reprinted in this way in

China.

THE LIBRARY.

NEUZEITLICHE HOTELS UND KRANKENHAUSER.
arrow 40. Berlin

^ 1929. [Ernst Pollak\. ^3 3s.

Books on hotel design are few, and as far as I knoy none

has been produced since before the war. Anv publication

dealing with the subject is therefore sure to excite interest.

The present work consists of nearly 500 plates—plans and

elevations with explanatory notes. By tar the greater number

of subjects illustrated are German, but some American, Svvis^

and Austrian hotels are included. There are no English

examples. The small size of the plan reproductions, and in

most cases the absence of scale, detracts from their practical

value, but the illustrations are m nearly all cases of very great

interest both from the point of view of layout and of their

treatment. The restraint and delicacy of such hotels as those

of Professor Fahrenkamp at Dusseldorf <md Cologne are

admirable and the spaciousness and efncienc\ of the planning

remarkable. A defect (common to many architectural bool«)

is the absence of an index, so that plans and must be

looked for under the names of their architects. The produc-

tion of the volume is particularly good,
r t-
J. M. E.

NOTES BY MEMBERS OF
THE SCIENCE STANDING COMMITTEE
The Investigatiox of Atmospheric Pollution. Four-

teenth Report. Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research, H.M. Stationery Office. 35. 6d.

It is not often that one finds arresting eloquence in

tables of dry statistics, but the happy inspiration which
induced the Research Committee to substitute, at least in

their summarised results, the striking figure of tons of
deposit per square mile instead of the unconvincing figure

of grammes per square dekametre of the earlier reports,

will do more than anything else to awaken the interest of
architects and of the general public in the subject of

atmospheric pollution. When one reads in the first

pages of this report of 36 tons of tar being deposited per
square mile per annum at Salford as against 20 tons at

Newcastle, and that Burnley still continues to hold the

unenviable record of depositing annually no less than

140 tons of sulphates per square mile, even the most blase

and casual reader is forced to think
;
and public interest

is precisely what is needed, no less than accurate know-
ledge.

Atmospheric pollution can be reduced and largely

prevented. There is no need whatever for the greed or

criminal carelessness of manufacturers and householders

to continue to ruin our buildings and to rob our people of

fresh air and sunlight by excessive smoke. The public

have ample powers to protect themselves against atmos-
pheric pollution if they will only make use of them. But
though scientists may devise preventive measures and
engineers produce them in forms which secure valuable

economy at slight cost—although public spirited enthus-

iasts may organise lectures and press campaigns

—

although Parliament may impose statutory obligations

upon local authorities—although Government Depart-
ments may publish the most perfect statistical information

in the form best calculated to induce the more backward
authorities, for very shame, to put their house in order—

>

the real remedy lies in the hands of the man in the street,

the local ratepayer, whose leader in this matter should be
the local architect no less than the local doctor.

Ample machinery" for enforcing clean air is in the hands
of the local authority who may or may not employ a

smoke inspector. But human nature being what it is

what prospect is there of a local authority or of their

smoke inspector proceeding against an influential local

manufacturer who has taken the precaution to secure a

seat on the borough or the local council ? Alunicipal

authorities there are in plenty who indicate their interest

in clean air by active cooperation on the Standing Con-
ference organised by the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research, by subscriptions, and by the con-

tribution of records which indicate their desire to see their

own figures of pollution reduced year by year. But the

number, large as it is, of such bodies given in the Report
is but a small proportion of the total of those who are

entrusted with statutory" obligations.

It is the clear duty of ever>^ architect who is not content

with helplessly deploring the evil effects ofsmoke pollution,

whether in his armchair or in the Press, to study and digest

this report—the analysis by Dr. Owens of shade scales in
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Appendix i alone is well worth the cost. It should
inspire him to enquire what his local authority has done,
is doing, or is going to do

;
to observ’-e cases of black

smoke in his own neighbourhood
;

and, if his local

Council will not prosecute, to bombard the Ministry of
Health, to worry his local Member of Parliament, to

make himself a nuisance in the local Press, and as a last

resort, to lay information himself for a Police Court
prosecution of the offender.

There are, of course, many less drastic ways in which
he can promote the cause of clean air. But first he must
get his facts right, and a careful perusal of this Report
should at least enable him to do that.

Percy J. Waldr^am, F.S.I.

Correspondence
ENGLISH CHURCH ART.

73 St. James's Street, .Sjr.i,

10 August 1930.
To the Editor, Journal R.I.B.A.,

—

Dear Sir,— I must beg you to excuse my troubling
you with this letter, which I am driven to write by
i\Ir. P. A. Robson, who, in his letter to you (published in

your Journal on August the qth) makes the following
misstatement concerning my article on English Church
Art. His words are :

“ He mentions none of the fine

arts (except Mr. Stephen’s work), and endeavours to

draw comparisons between living and dead art by con-
trasting the mediaevi?! work at S.K.M. (now showing)
and picking out corresponding crafts as exemplified at

Caxton Hall last month,” If Mr. Robson would refer

to my article aeain he will see that I nowhere in it

mention “ Mr. Stephen’s.” He will also find that my
article does not set out to be a comparison of the
exhibitions as such, but only a comparison of the
treatment of three or four fundamental principles,

such as sex in angels, opacity, and constructional

qualities in stained glass windows, and pattern on
pattern. He calls attention to my not having mentioned
the Wantage “ dorsal ” {dossal) which is a flagrant

example of pattern on pattern. And he seems to have
overlooked the fact that I have given the highest praise

to the designer of it, Mr. J. X. Comper, for the other

examples of his work. I find not a word Mr. Robson
has written upsets what I wrote on the principles

above referred to.

Faithfully yours,

C. F. Annesley Voysey [F.].

THE PUBLIC CONTROL OF BUILDING.
August 1930.

To the Editor, Journal R.I.B.A.,

—

Dear Sir,—Readers of the Journal may remember
that in 1922 I was privileged to read a paper at the Royal
Institute of British Architects upon the law of building
outside London. It is fully reported in numbers 4 and 5
of volume XXX of the Journal. The Institute have

now again been so good as to invite me to read a paper, and
the jMinister has authorised my doing so. It will be on
17 November, and will be called “ Public Control of
Building : the position in 1930.” There are some points
where I shall have to go back to my paper of 1922, if onlv
to set out alterations in the law, but it will avoid repetition
and give more time for dealing with subsequent develop-
ments if my listeners will look up their copies of the
Journal for 1922, and also for January- 1930, when you
inserted a memorandum (cited in my remarks upon ^Ir.
Baillie Scott’s paper of 16 December 1929) giving a tabular
historv" of the reform of byelaws to the end of 1929.
Without at the moment tying my own hands, I can sav
that I mean to start from these published documents of
1922 and 1930 ;

then make some reference to London
(v'hich was left out in 1922), although the ^linister of
Health has not much jurisdiction as to building in London,
and I shall not use up my time by dealing with it in full

detail. I hope also to run through the model byelaws
with respect to new streets and buildings, and perhaps
those with respect to water fittings, calling attention to
some interesting points, and to end with some remarks of
wider scope. Necessarily I am myself unable vet to
forecast these last, since the Alinister has lately received
an important deputation from various bodies interested in
building, and by the middle of November there may be
more to say. This last part of my paper mav turn out
interesting or it may not ! ^Meanwhile, in asking vou
for space for this letter, I feel it will be helpful to me and
to your readers if I can hear in advance of any points^
which otherwise might not have occurred to me, witli
which they would like me to deal. I shall take my annual
lea\e in the latter part of September and at the beginning
pf October, but any letters sent to me here will be opened
in my absence and the collecting of information needed
for m\ paper will proceed. I wdll try to include anything
suggested within, at any rate, a month of y^our publishing
this letter, if you can see your wav to do so.—Yours
faithfully, A. X^. C, Shelley, Ministry of Health.

DAMAGE TO PLUMBING WORK
BY FROST.

To the Editor, Journal R.I.B.A.,—
Dear Sir,—The recommendations in your issue of

9 August, page 681, are all common sense and reasonable
adopted for years by many architects.

There is one point, however, which seems to have been
o\erlooked, that is that the stop taps should not be of the
ordinan screw' down washer type because the w'asher
soon perishes, and w'hen the stop tap is urgently required

and useless
; a w'asherless stop tap of some sort

should be insisted on. Even an old-fashioned plug stop
tap would be better than a tap w'ith a w'asher.

-
' Yours

J. W. B. PlARDING [U.J.

S.P.A.B. SCHOLARSHIP.
The S.P.A.B. newly instituted Scholarship for research

work on ancient buildings, and open to senior students of
London Schools of Architecture, has been won bv Mr.
Da\id Nve, Central School of Arts and Crafts.
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STONE DECAY IN SANDSTONE BUILDINGS.

While there are many causes of stone decay, it is gener-

ally accepted that the most active and serious cause in this

country is the attack on lime compounds of the sulphur
acids of the air, with the formation of sulphate of lime,

which moves in solution within the stone, and when it is

deposited and crystallises breaks up the stone surface.

In the case of limestones and calcareous sandstones, the

stone itself supplies at any rate some of the material for

attack, but we ha\ e another source of supply of sulphate of

lime in solution, namely, the mortar or cement.

The importance of this as a source of trouble has only

been thoroughly realised in recent years. In many cases

buildings of siliceous sandstone free of calcareous com-
pounds, and brick buildings, have been found to be decay-

ing rapidly because of the crystallisation of sulphate of

lime within the stone or brick which has been drawn by
capillary attraction from the lime or cement.

The repointing of old sandstone buildings does in some
instances result in rapid decay of the stone.

It is evident, then, that in order to remove the source

of the trouble the mortar requires first consideration.

If the surface of the stone is hardened with a stone pre-

serv'ative, this can only produce a temporary improvement,

as the sulphate of lime formed in the mortar is still passing

to the stone and crystallising beneath the surface, so that

it may well be that ultimately the last state of that stone

may be worse than the first.

What then is required is to replace the mortar or cement

containing calcareous compounds by a mortar which con-

tains no such materials, and therefore cannot infect the

stone.

Some years ago I directed the attention of architects to

the silicon esters as stone preservatives. Applied in a

liquid form, they cement the particles of the stone together

with a layer of silica, similar in composition to flint, and

practically indestructible. Since then a large amount of

research has been done on these esters, and their tough-

ness and cementing properties improved, but the most

important discovery is the production of a silicon ester

mortar for pointing old buildings. As the binding material

in this mortar is silica, it is free from lime compounds,

and will not be attacked by sulphur acids.

The preparation of this mortar enables us to deal with

the problem of successfully preserving old sandstone and

brick buildings.

The first step should be to rake out the joints and point

to a depth of two or three inches w*ith the silicon ester

mortar. In this way the source of infection with sulphate

of lime has been removed. If the surface of the stone is

very tender, immediate treatment with silicon ester may

be necessary but it is better if possible to postpone treat-

ment and spray w'ith water in the summer to remove sul-

phate of lime. When a chemical examination shows the

amount of sulphate of lime to be no longer serious, then

the surface may be hardened and bound w ith silicon ester

—best applied as a poultice—to ensure penetration.

Limestone and calcareous sandstone buildings present

a more difficult problem. In the case of such materials,

the silicon ester mortar should be so composed as to draw

the sulphate of lime from the stone. In this w'ay an im-

prov'ement and diminution of the rate of decay will doubt-
less be attained. A. P. L.^urie [Hon. A.].

THE SUNLIGHT LEAGUE.

Having been nominated by our Council to act as

the Institute’s representative on “ the Sunlight League,’’

the following notes may be of some interest to our
Members.
The aims of this League are :

—

(1) To propagate a know^ledge of the importance of

sunlight for the prevention of disease generally.

(2) To educate the public to the appreciation of sun-

light as a means of health.

(3) To advocate the establishment and maintenance
of natural sun-bathing centres.

(4) To co-operate with other agencies engaged in

allied w^ork, such as Smoke Abatement Societies, Child

Welfare Institutions, Housing and Towm Planning

Societies, Hospitals, Artificial-Light Treatment Centres,

etc.

The Annual Meeting w'as held in July at the towm
residence of the Duke of Sutherland, w'ho presided.

Among those taking part in speeches w'ere Sir Richard

Paget, Dr. Saleeby, Dr. Robert Forgan, M.P., Sir William
Arbuthnot Lane, Dr. Kathleen Vaughan, Dr. Hector

Munro and Aliss Baden Powell.

Appeal was made for the support of architects in the

construction of flat roofs, wffiere suitable, as open-air

shelters, Dr. Leonard Hill’s investigations testifying

to the remarkable and unexpected figures of “ ultra-

violet ” light-rays recorded in many parts of England
and Scotland, in many cases equal to those of Leysin

in Switzerland, wffiich has gained notoriety on account

of the propaganda of Dr. Rollier and others. Bathrooms
should be capable of use for light-bathing more than is the

present custom, thus taking advantage of Nature’s

gifts, which have in the past been too little appreciated,

the beneficial effect of moving air upon the human body
also being little realised. Generous appreciation for

the recent ventures of some public authorities in the

construction of “ open-air ” bathing facilities w’as ex-

pressed as a relief to the restricted conditions of a vast

proportion of our people.
Francis Hooper [F. .

THE ROYAL SANITARY INSTITUTE.

The 42nd Congress and Health Exhibition of the Royal

Sanitary Institute will, at the invitation of the Corpora-

tion, be held at Glasgow from 4 to 1 1 July 1931, under

the Presidency of Sir Henry ^Meehan, LL.D.

ROYAL SOCIETY OF ARTS.

The Royal Society of Arts announces a Special Com-
petition for Designs in Beatl, under the Architectural

Decoration Section, to be held in November 1930.

Particulars may be obtained on application to the

Secretary' of the Royal Society of Arts, John Street,

Adelphi, W.C,2.
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Sir Aston Webb
BY E. GUY DAWBER, A.R.A., P.P.R.I.B.A.

The death of Aston Webb calls up memories of old

days and breaks a link with the past that is difficult to

realise.

I first met him when he was President of the Architec-

tural Association in i88i, on the summer excursion at

Worcester, and though I was quite a youth at the time

—

indeed the youngest member of the party—I well

remember his kindness to me, his friendly advice and
the keen interest he took in my sketches. He was
then rapidly rising in the profession and becoming a

well-known architect, and when I came to London
some few years later he still continued to take the same
kindly interest in my work. Later, when it was my
turn to occupy the chair of the Architectural Associa-

tion, although a very busy and much occupied man,
he made a special point of coming to the meeting and
proposing the vote on that occasion—an act of courtesy

which I greatly valued. Again, in later years on
his election as President of the Royal Academy and
his vacating the post of Treasurer to the Artists’ General

Benevolent Institution, it was through his expressed

wish that I was elected to fill his place, and in many
other ways, too numerous to mention, he ahvays

treated me as one of his friends, and I am quite sure

that my experience is only that of many others.

But, beyond anything else, the thing that endeared

him to everyone was his courtesy, his dignity and
personal charm of manner. Nothing seemed to

ruffle him or upset his calm—he always seemed to

have time to listen sympathetically to the troubles of

others and to help them with his friendly advice. In

the stormy days at the R.I.B.A. some twenty or more
years ago, wffien acrimonious discussion and argument

took place over Registration Bills and so on, Sir Aston

Webb would sit quietly and then at the close, with a

few well-chosen words, Avould pour oil on the troubled

waters and leave everyone in good humour—a gift

indeed to be envied.

He was a speaker of easy grace and fluent tongue

—

never at a loss—on any and every occasion he said just

the right thing and what one would wish him to say,

and always kept up the dignity of his position and
placed the calling of architecture on a high level.

With all the talk of raising the status of the profession

he had but little sympathy and contended that it was
the work, the actions and behaviour of its members
that raised or lowered that status.

He was a man of wide interests and broad views,

cultured, well read, and a most interesting talker, and
his position as head of the architectural profession and
President of the Royal Academy brought him into

contact with every person of note in all walks of life.

Of his work as an architect it is unnecessary to

speak. His must have been a happy life, with an
office full of jobs—on a scale that few could hope for.

Success and honours came to him, but above all he
has left a memory behind him as one of the most
honoured members of our profession.

The accident that struck him down so tragically

some few years ago prevented his taking an active part
in public affairs to a great extent and cast a shadow
over his declining days, but his name for so long had
been a household word that it is difficult to realise

for the moment that Aston Webb is dead.

Avignon.

10 September 1930.

FUNERAL OF SIR ASTON WEBB, G.C.V.O., C.B., P.P.R.A., IN ST. PAUL’S CATHEDRAL,
25 AUGUST 1930.

Representing H.M. The King : Adm. Sir Henry Camp-
bell, K.C.V.O., C.B.

Representing H.R.H. Princess Louise : Brig.-Gen.
Alfred E. J. Cavendish, C M.G.

Pall-bearfrs :

Sir William Llewellyn, P.R.A., Mr. Walter Tapper, A.R.A.,

PP.R.I.B.A., representinpf Sir Banister Fletcher, President

R.I.B.A. in the President’s unavoidable absence on the Con-
tinent, The Rt. Hon. John Burns, Sir Arthur S. Cope, R.A.,

Sir C. Harcourt Smith, The iVIayor of Kensington, Sir Frederic

G. Kenyon, Sir Basil Alott.

Sir Edwin L. Lutyens, R.A., and Sir W. Goscombe John,

R.A., carried the Orders of the Past President. Sir Frank
Short, R.A., Treasurer, and Mr. Walter W. Russell, R.A.,

Keeper, carried the WTeath from the Royal Academy.

AIembers of the Royal Academy.
Sir Geoige Clausen, R.A

. Mr. Adrian Stokes, R.A., Mr. R.
Anning Bell, R.A., Sir John J. Burnet, R.A., Mr. W. Reid Dick,
R.A., Mr. Alfred Drury, R A., Mr. Melton Fisher, R.A., Mr.
George Harcourt, R.A., Sir G. Gilbert Scott, R.A., Mr. M.
Greiffenhagen, RA., Mr. Sydney Lee, R.A., Mrs. A. L.
Swynneiton, A.R.A., Sir Herbert Baker, A.R.A., Sir Edwin
Cooper, A.R.A., Mr. W. Curtis Green, A.R.A., Mr. L. Camp-

Taylor, A.R.A., Mr. G. Spencer Watson, A.R.A., Dr.
J. W. Mackail.

Representing the Prime Minister : Mr. Alister MacDonald,
Representing the First Commissioner of Works and Sir Lionel

AW Barker. Representing The Admiralty : Mr.
A. W. J. Davies. Representing the Imperial Society of I^ights
Bachelor : Sir Trevor Dawson and Sir Harry Courthope-
Munroe. Representing The Order of St. John of Jerusalem :

Col. Francis W. Pixley. Representing The Imperial Society
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of Science and Technology : Prof, Sir Harold Carpenter.
Representing The Commissioners of 1851 Exhibition : Mr.
Evelyn Shaw. Representing The British School at Rome :

Mr. Stanley Quick
;
Representing The Conservative Club ;

Mr. Bruce Ottley
;

Representing The Institution of
Mechanical Engineers : Mr. R. H. Harry Stranger.

Sir Andrew T, Taylor
;

Sir Charles Holmes
;

Air. Henry
Ainley; Mi* Philip Norman, Sir Mervyn Macartney; Sir Arthur
Pinero ;

Viscount Cowdray
;
Sir George Humphreys

;
Town

Clerk of Kensington
;

Sir Edgar Bonham Cartel
;

Belgian

Charge d ’Affaires ; German Charge d 'Affaires
;
Sir Herbert and

Lady Jackson ;
Sir JohnW. Simpson, Past-President R.I.B.A.

,

Mr. J. Alfred Gotch, Past-President R.I.B.A
;
Mr. Henry M.

Fletcher, Vice-President R.I B.A
;
Mr. E Stanley Hall, Past

Vice-President R.I.B.A. ;
Air. G. G Wornum, President of the

Architectural Association ; Air. F. Winton Ne\sman, Past-

President of the Architectuial Association
;
Air. Stanley Hamp,

Past-President of the Architectural Association
;
Col. Wilfred J

.

Hardcastle, President of the South-Eastern Society of Archi-

tects ;
Air. J. Arthur Smith, President of the Hampshire and

Isle of Wight Architectural Association
;

Air. R. S. Reid,

representing the Edinburgh Architectural Association ; Air.

C. D. Spragg, Assistant Secretary R.I B.A
,
also representing

the President and Council of the Royal Institute of the Archi-

tects of Iieland ;
Air. J. Goddard Wilson

;
Air. W. Scott

Deakin
;
Air. E. W. Alarshall ;

Air. W. Henry White
;
Air.

Charles Woodward
;
Air. E. C P. Alonson ; Air. Edward

Warren
;
Air. Percy H. Adams ;

Air. A. D. Reid ; Air. A. B,

HayAvard
;
Air, \\ . H. Hobday ; Air. W . Campbell Jones

;

Air. E. Vincent Harris
;
Air, Percy J. Waldram ; Air. P. E.

Palmer
;
Air. Arthur E. Henderson ; Air. J Hatchard Smith

;

Col. W. H. Hatchard Smith ;
Air. T. James, representing

Air. Eric Alaclagan (Hon. Associate R.I.B.A.) ;
Air, Sydney

Tatchell ;
Air. Geoffrey C. Wilson

;
Air. Fredk. Chatterton

;

Mr. C. H. Biddulph-Pinchard ;
Air. D. Barclay Niven

;
Air. W.

A. Pite
;
Air. Louis Ambler; Air. H. GrcMlle Alontgomery

(Hon. Associate R I.B.A.) ;
Air. Clyde \oung

;
Alr.^ 1 . Raffles

Oavison (Hon, Associate R.I.B.A.) ;
Air. John E. Sears

;
Air.

Alfred Cox; Sir Henry Tanner; Air. Noel Heaton (Hon.

Associate R.I.B A.) ; Air. Edward Alaute
;
All. E. C. hrere

;

Mr. Edward Unwin ;
Air. E. J. W. Hider ; AIi . A. R. Conder

;

Mr. George A. Hall ;
Air. How ai d Robertson

;
Air. H. Douglas

Kidd
;
Air. Arthur Ashbndge ;

Air Lawience A. D. Shiner ;

Sir A. Brumvvell Thomas ;
Air. H Edmund Alathews ; Air. C

Einest Elcock
;
Air. S. Pointon Taylor

;
Air. Charles Holden ;

Air Francis Hooper ;
Air. Geoff ry Luexs

;
Air. J. Harold

Gibbons ; Air, R. Goulburn Lovcdl ;
Air. G. A T Aliddleton

(Hon. Associate R.I.B A.) ;
Air, E J. Sadgrove ; Air. E. A. D.

Tanner - Air F E. Towndrow
;

Air. Herbert Shepheid ;

Air. C. E. Bateman
;
Air. W E. Riley ; Air Claude Ferrier ,

Mr. A. R. Alyers
;
Air. F. R. Gould Wills ;

Air. Oswald P.

AliJne ;
Air. L. Rome Guthrie ;

Air. R WC Cable ; Air R G.

Bare ; Air. C. F, A Voysey ;
Air H F Burke Downing ;

Air.

WC H. Ansell ;
Air. H. D. Searlcs-W'ood ;

Air. J. Alan Slater ;

Alderman Lansdowne ;
Air. W J. H. LeN'erton ;

Air. C .

ley Peach : Air. Edwaid W^irren ;
Air. and Airs. A. C . Pick-

ford • Mr W' R. Davidge ;
Air. and Airs Dawson ;

Air C om-

poite ; Aliss lUuis ; Lad> Kenyon : Air. Gordon Elswoithy ;

Councillor Albert Smith : Alai or Shmgleton ;
Lt.-C ol. Cran-

field ; Airs, and Miss Betel! ;
Councillor W . J. Saunders

;
Air.

and Airs. Weaker (iilbert ;
Air. Howard Castle; AJr. 1

Tvrwhitt ; Air. T. E. Smith; Air. R. i Colley
;

^
Travers ‘ Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Warren ;

Airs, Cjrove John-

son ;
Ladv Hughes ;

Councillor Abbe>
;

Airs. Edwin A.

Abbev; Airs. Charles Simms ;
Air Alex. Mar tin

;
Air. V\ .

H Hill
;
Rev. C. Block ;

Rev. Dean ;
Air. W H. Pariy ;

Capt. Nichol ;
Air. and Airs. Hall Neale ;

Air. and Airs. W . A.

Cater ;
Air. R. A. Fowler

;
Air. P. A. Hayward

;
Mr. S L.

Amor ;
Lady Cooper ;

Air. Pf. B. Lemere, P.R.P.S
;

Airs.

Curtis Green
;
Aliss Snell ;

Air. Robert Emmet
,

. Ir. E. j.
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Hill (Higgs and Hill)
;
Mr. C. A, Hindley (President of the

Institute of British Decorators)
;
Dr. and Airs. R. Aluzio

Williams
;
Air. and Airs. Clifford Smith (Victoria and Albert

Aluseum)
;
Air. G. Wk Alarshall.

A list of Sir Aston W'ebb’s work includes the new facade
to Buckingham Palace, and architectural surroundings of the
National Alemorial to Queen Victoria ;

the Admiralty Arch,
Charing Cross

;
the completion of the Victoria and Albert

Aluseum, South Kensington
;

Britannia Royal Naval College,
Dartmouth ; the Royal C’ollege of Science, Dublin (w’ith

Sir T. AI. Deane) ; the Royal College of Science and the
Imperial College of Science and Technology, South Kensing-
ton

;
the new- building for the Grand Trunk Railway of

Canada, Cockspur Street ; the Leys School, Cambridge ;

restoration of St. Bartholomew's, Smithfield
; the P'rench

Protestant C hurch, Soho
;
numerous private houses, includ-

ing Yeaton-Peverey, Shrewsbury; C'hrist’s Hospital (Blue
Coat School), Horsham, and the Law Courts, Birmingham
(with the late E. Ingress Bell)

;
reconstruction of the Army

and Navy Co-operati\e Society’s Stores; Law C'ourts,

Plong Kong ; Wesleyan Centenary Hall, Bishopsgate
;

PAelyn Nursing Home, Cambridge ; Home of Rest, WLiteley
Village ; and retroriting the Royal Society of Arts.

Also in partnership with his son, Air. Alaurice E. Webb :

Royal Air PYree Club, Piccadilh
;

Birmingham University
extension

;
Kensington, P’ulham and Chelsea Hospital

;

Wesley Hostel, Cambridge ; Alalvern College reading room ;

Nos. 36-44 A 100 rgate
;
Ocean Accident and Guarantee

Corporation, Aloorgate ; Artillery House, Westminster
(with Air, H. A. Dawson [A .] ) ; Russell School, Ballards,

Addington ; Howell’s School, Denbigh : war memorials for

the Do\er Patrol. Kent
;

the London Troops, Royal Ex-
change

;
the Stock Exchange

;
Alalvern College, and Plert-

ford town.

JAAIES BO\V DUNN, R.S.A. [F. ,

By Sir George Washington Browne, P.R.S.A,,
LL.D. [F.].

Bv the sudden and premature death of Air. J. B, Dunn,
Scotland has lost one of her most capable and successful

architects. Born at Pollockshiels, Glasgow, in 1861, he
was educated at George Ilenot’s School, Edinburgh, and
apprenticed to the late Air. J. C. Walker of that city, a

tine type of the older school of architect, who instilled into

him the virtue of thoroughness in everything he under-

took, a virtue that never waned. Starting practice for

himself in 1887 he early came into public notice by
obtaining second place in the Assessor’s award in the

competition for Edinburgh Public Library, and by having

his design for the Library for the Society of Solicitors

before the Supreme Courts adopted by that body—

a

work which gave him a valuable introduction to the legal

fraternity.

While still a comparatively young man he was entrusted

along with Air., now Colonel J. Leslie Findlay, who was
for a short period in partnership, with the designs for

The Scotsman office and printing rooms. The site chosen

w as a commanding one at the open end of the recon-

structed North Bridge Street, with its principal frontage

in full view not only from the bridge but from the eastern

half of Princes Street. The opportunity was a great

one, and Mr. Dunn did ample justice to it. With the

northern facade rising from the low level of the valley
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and the principal entrances to the office at the level of the

bridge that spans it some 50 feet higher, and a public

staircase giving communication between the two levels,

the problem was a complex one alike on the practical and
the artistic sides, and the resultant building is a lasting

tribute to the marked skill with which both aspects of
the problem were solved.

The extensive and varied nature of Mr. Dunnes
practice may be judged by the following list of some of his

more important works in addition to those already

mentioned. The Adam Smith and Beveridge JMemorial
Halls, Kirkcaldy

;
Queen’s Club, Victoria Buildings,

Dean Parish Church, Charteris Memorial Church,
Beecholm ” and lodges, all at Edinburgh

;
Burntisland

Church and Hall, IMenstrie Church and Hall, Glenfarg
House ” and “ Balnacraig,” Perthshire

;

“ Xether Caber-
stone ” and “ Bellenden,” Peebles-shire

;
the recon-

struction after fire of “ Haggerston Castle,” Northumber-
land, and of ” Blair Drummond,” Perthshire ;

” Gar-
grave,” Yorkshire

;
additions to ” Carham Hall,” North-

umberland
;

business premises for IMessrs. Jenner and
others in Edinburgh, and War Alemorials at Jedburgh,
Hawick, Lockerbie, Newburgh, and Kiliin.

Though his work may not have attained to the higher

flights of artistry" it was always thoroughly capable, well

informed, and eminently sensible. He kept himself fully

abreast of the most recent developments in design and
construction, and that he retained his virility to the end is

evidenced by the prominent place he obtained in the

important competitions for which he entered within the

past few years, being premiated in those for the Legal

and General Insurance Company’s Offices, Glasgow, and
the Town Hall and Library, Leith

;
honourably men-

tioned in that for the extensive Masonic School at Rick-

mansworth, and successful in that for the new George
Watson’s Secondary School, Edinburgh, the building

of which is still in progress.

The appreciation of and the high esteem in which he
was held by his professional and artistic brethren is

shown by his election as president of the Edinburgh
Architectural Association in the two sessions of 1910 and

1 91 1, and his election as an Associate of the Royal Scottish

Academy in 1918, and an Academician in 1930. For a

number of years he was one of the Academy’s repre-

sentatives on the governing board of the Edinburgh
College of Art, where his sound knowledge of the practical

requirements of an architect’s training and his deep
personal interest in seeing these carried out in the school

curriculum were specially helpful. He had a keen

appreciation of the best qualities in pictorial art, and was a

discriminating buyer as well as adviser to other purchasers.

In thi*^, and in other ways as well, he was a good friend to

his fellow artists, many of whom will miss his timely aid.

His principal recreations were hshing and gardening, and

of the latter—especially of rock gardens—he had expert

knowledge and was justly proud of his achievements in

that pursuit. Of a generous and happy temperament,

his cheerful presence and genial companionship were

highly prized by a wide circle of friends who deeply

mourn his loss.

Air. Dunn is survived by a widow, two daughters, and

a son, Herbert G. Dunn, who in partnership with Mr. G. L
Martin, principal assistant for some years, will carry on
the business.

WILLIAAI GILLBEE SCOTT IF.],

William Gillbee Scott, born 1857, died on 31 August
after a short illness. After serving his articles with
Messrs. Habershon and Brock, he entered the office of
Air. Ewan Christian, where he remained until he started
practice.

He won the Institute silver medal for measured draw-
ings in 1877, was elected Associate in 1881, and Fellow
in 1891, and carried on an extensive general practice,
latterly in partnership with his son, B. W'. H. Scott [F.j.

His executed works comprise numerous churches,
schools, private houses, business premises and large
factories, and he was also successful in several competi-
tions for schools, churches, and swdmming baths. On
account of his sound, practical experience he was often
retained to give expert evidence in the Courts, as well as
being frequently appointed arbitrator in building disputes.
He was a past president of the Institute of Arbitrators.
Mr. Gillbee Scott was perhaps better known for his

numerous activities at the R.I.B.A., of which the writer of
these inadequate lines can bear testimony. It was a
point of honour with him to attend regularlv on the
numerous committees to which he was appointed, where
he expressed his views ver\’ forcibly, and whilst a hard and
enthusiastic fighter for his ideals and for what he con-
ceived to be in the best interests of the profession, he
always extended a kindly consideration to his opponents.
From the first he identified himself strenuously with

the Registration movement and serv'^ed continuously on
the committees furthering this object. Competition
reform also engaged his attention in his earlier career
until the object was achie\ed, resulting in the present
conditions. Our present Scale of Charges w^as largely his
work in committee, which he afterwards piloted through
the general meetings in face of much opposition, and he
was a member of the present committee whe^ have recentlv
conipleted a revision of our Scale of Charges that w'ill

shortly, it is hoped, he put in operation.
1 he recently proposed new' Form of Contract w'as

strongly criticised and strenuously opposed by Air. Gillbee
Scott at every opportunity.

Air, Gillbee Scott was a member of the Council and
se\eral of its committees for five years and serv'ed for
12 vears on the Practice Standing Committee.
A rather brusque and reserved manner tended to con-

ceal his ardent love for his profession, for its advancement
and for its public recognition in matters of professional

"^vill join with me in paying tribute to
the ad\ice and experience gi\’en to those who sought his
counsel.

J. Douf;Lw Scott

ATELIER.

Air. Arthur Davis, F.R.I.B.A., has again kindlv
consented to help in the formation of an atelier for the
study of architecture, and to be the patron and critic,
provided there proves to be enough support. Would all
those who are interested in this, inform Air. G. G, Clark,
c o Alew es and Davis, 22 Conduit Street, W.i, from wffiom
any further information can be had.
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THE LONDON BUILDING ACT, 1930.

The Royal Assent was given to the new London Build-
ing Act on I August, and it comes into effect on i October.
It applies to London only, and is largely a consolidating
measure clearing up many points that have been under
discussion for some time. Among the subjects dealt
with are the formation and widening of streets

; the lines

of building frontage
;
open spaces about buildings and

the height of buildings (which is still limited to 8o feet)
;

construction of buildings
;
means of escape in case of

fire
; rights of building and adjoining owners

;
dangerous

and neglected structures
;
dangerous and noxious busi-

nesses
; by-laws

;
and legal proceedings. Six schedules

are appended dealing with fire-resisting materials, con-
struction and thickness of wails, rolled steel and generally
skeleton framework, fees payable to council, fees payable
to district surveyors, and enactments repealed.

HEIGHT OF LONDON BUILDINGS
Report of Conference

The height of buildings in London is the subject of an
interim report issued as a result of a conference between
representatives of the London Society, the Royal Institute

of British Architects, and the Town Planning Institute.

The report has been accepted by the council of the London
Societx, and is now under consideration by the R.LB.A.
and the Town Planning Institute.

The report states that the conference entirely agrees with a

resolution by the council of the R.I B.A. to the effect that no
general relaxation should be permitted in the conditions

governing the height of buildings in London, and is further of

opinion that it is of the utmost importance that steps should be
taken immediately to regulate the increase of height and volume
of neu building that is possible under existing conditions.

The reasons given by the conference for arri\ing at this con-

clusion are as follows :

—

(rt) The present regulations limiting the height of buildings

in narrow streets, e\en when reinforced by the common law

rights of light, are not'effecti\e in securing reasonable con-

ditions because building owners, by agreement with the owners
of property opposite or by the purchase of their property, are

able to build up to the maximum height permitted under the

London Building Act on each side of these narrow' streets.

{b) Over wide areas surrounding the district known as the

City under existing regulations new buildings can be erected

which would increase the mass, density, and floor area to three

or four times those of the buildings at present there, and without

provision for anv increase in the width of the existing streets.

(c) There is a distinct ratio between street capacity to accom-
modate vehicular and pedestrian traffic and the floor area ot

the buildings which those streets ser\e.

The conference urges that the height ot buildings should

be regulated by the actual adequacy of light and air to the

buildings instead of merely by private rights without regard

to such adequacy
;
and by the relation between the extent and

character of buildings and the adequacy of the streets to carry

the resulting traffic.

Not only should the London Building Act be amended, but

it is essential that a comprehensne zoning scheme and plan

should also be prepared and adopted to regulate mass, density,

and user in connection with the rebuilding of London. This

zoning ordinance should make it clear that building up to the

present accepted limit of 8o feet and two storeys in the roof

will be limited to certain central districts, subject to non-inter-

ference with reasonable light and air. Outside these districts
zones of diminishing heights and density should be prescribed,
and the scheme and plan should include definite provision
for ;

—

(u) The regulation of heights and floor space of buddings in
relation to the width of streets and the amount of light and air
required for the class of user

;

{b) Historic areas
;

(c) The neighbourhood of important buildings (whether
ancient or modern), such as St. Paul’s Cathedral, Westminster
Abbey, the Law Courts, the Houses of Parliament, the London
County Hall, etc., because without such precautions there is

grave danger that the scale of public buildings may be rendered
insignificant by the erection of high buildings in close proximitv
to them, while there is also the possible danger to their founda-
tions owing to excavations for deeper basements.

In a city such as London only wide streets and big lots can
carry buildings from 8o feet to lOo feet high, but if a compre-
hensive zoning scheme were prepared the conference would see
no serious objection to permission being granted, under certain
well-defined conditions, for part of the occupied portion of a
new building to exceed the statutory limit of height zoned for
any particular district, provided always that :

—

{a) No increase in total volume and floor space over and
above that zoned for the area is thereby obtained.

(6) Effective protection from fire is assured.
(r) Adequate protection is given to the rights of surrounding

owners to their fair share of light and air.

{d) A reasonable uniform cornice le\el is maintained in

certain classes of streets.

The conference believes that by the adoption of such a

policy more latitude could be gn en to designers within ultimate
limits, with a resultant gam in the quality of the buildings
erected in the various districts. The conference draws special
attention to the fact that in these latitudes the maximum
angle of the sun in Winter is only 15 degrees. An angle of 45
degrees thus cuts off the light of the sun for a period of six

months.
The suggestion is made that the volume and floor space of

new buildings would probably be best regulated in proportii:>n

to the length of frontage enjoyed rather than by the depth of
the site

;
and also that the erection of high buildings on small

lots in narrow streets should be forbidden pending the prepara-
tion of a development plan for the whole area.

While the conference does not criticise detail variations of

the height regulations which are intended to meet difficulties

due to special circumstances (provided that they do not
invoke any increase in the total volume or general bulk ot

the buildings concerned), it is definitely of opinion that the

mere fact that a new building faces a large existing open
space, such as a park, square, or river in no way justibes any
special increase m height. Such increase gives to the owners
adjacent to the open space an additional value to which they
have no special claim, and enables them to deprive owners
behind of their fair share of benefit. On the contrary, the

existence of an open space, the benefit of which over low

frontage buddings has long been enjoyed by neighbouring
owners, lying behind or adjacent, would seem to constitute a

v'ahd reason for specially limiting the increase of height which
may be permitted on the sites fronting the said open space.

The conference is further of opinion that a definite scale

should be laid down to govern the vvidth of streets, having
regard to the use of the neighbourhoods they serv'e. If any
material enlargement of floor space over and above that

existing or planned for a district is proposed, then the proposer
should be required to provide or contribute to the provision

of equivalent space to cope with the additional traffic which is

likely to be engendered and to prevent any diminution in the

amount of natural light and air available.*
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STEEL STRUCTURES RESEARCH COAIMITTEE.
The following letter has been received from the

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research :

—

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research.
Building Research Station,

Bucknalls Lane,
Garston,

Watford, Herts.

Steel Structures Research Committee.
Sir,— I am directed to inform you that the Department of

Scientific and Industrial Research has appointed a Steel

Structures Research Committee with the following terms of
reference :

—

(1) To review present methods and regulations for the
design of steel structures, including bridges.

(2) To investigate the application of modern theor>' of
structures to the design of steel structures, including
bridges, and to make recommendations for the trans-

lation to practice of such of the results as would
appear to lead to more efficient and economical
design.

The Chairman of the Committee is Sir Clement Hindley,
IM.Inst.C.E., M.Inst.T., and the membership comprises Mr.
D. Anderson, AI.Inst.C.E., Air. R, Freeman, M.Inst.C.E.,
and Mr. B. L. Hurst, Al.Inst.C E., AI.I.Mech.E. (nominated
by the Institution of Civil Engineers)

;
Commander W. R.

Gilbert, Air. J. H. Humphryes, Air. J. E. James, Air. C. J.

Kavanagh, O.B E., Air. J. D. Stitt (nominated by the British

Steelwork Association)
;
Professor C. Batho, D.Sc., A.AI.Inst.

C.E., Professor Sir Harold Carpenter, F.R.S., Dr. O. Faber,
O.B E., D.Sc., AI.Inst.C.E., Air. G. Topham Forrest,

F.R.I.B.A., Air. Conrad Gribble, AI.Inst.C.E., Professor

C. E. Inglis, O.B E,, AI.Inst.C.E., F.R.S., Lt.-Col. J. Alitchell

Aloncrieff, C.B.E., Professor A. J. S. Pippard, AI.B.E., D.Sc.,
AI.Inst.C.E., AI.I.AIech.E., Professor A. Robertson, D.Sc.,
M.Inst.C.E., AI.I.AIech.E., Professor R. V. Southwell,
F.R.S. The Executi\e Officer to the Committee is Dr. R. E.

Stradhng, AI.C., D.Sc., Ph.D., AI.Inst.C.E., Director,

Building Research Station, Garston, Herts.

The Committee hope to be able to prepare an interim

report setting out some rules of practice which might be
generally adopted in the light of existing technical knowledge.
The Committee’s report would merely be a preliminary

—

since there are many directions in which research work must
be undertaken—but it is hoped that it would serve m the mean-
time as a guide on certain points and provide a basis for a

uniform code throughout the countiy. The drafting of this

report will shortly be begun.
The Committee are taking steps to secure the assistance

of the Local Authorities likely to be concerned. They already

possess the support of the Institution of Civil Engineers, of

the Institution of Structural Engineers, and the Institution

of Alunicipal and County Engineers, and it would be a great

help if they could similarly have the co-operation of other

professional and technical organisations. I am accordingly

to inquire whether you would be good enough to arrange for

the Committee to receive any suggestions members of >our
Institute may wish to offer for consideration in connection

with the Committee’s interim report. Such data as they

possess, for example, in relation to actual floor and walling

loads, w'hich might serve as a basis for revised practice would
be very welcome.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Signed) A. Zaiman,
The Secretary, Secretary to the Committee.

Royal Institute of British Architects,

9, Conduit Street, W.i.

The Science Standing Committee will be glad to receive

any suggestions and data which members may wish to
submit for transmission to the Steel Structures Research
Committee.

INDEX OF ARCHITECTURAL RECORDS.
A Committee representing the Royal Archaeological

Society, the Royal Institute of British Architects, the
London Survey Committee, and the Society for the
Protection of Ancient Buildings has been formed to
explore the possibility of compiling a central card index
of prints, drawings, and other architectural records. It is

felt that this should be of great assistance to those engaged
upon the repair of old buildings, to writers of architectural,
archaeological or topographical works, and to students
generally.

If it should meet with success it is not unlikely that
it would be developed to include some means of storing
such records in a central and safe place, should they be
loaned, offered, or bequeathed.

It is proposed to limit the scope of the Com.mittee’s
work to buildings at least a century^ old, and to those of
England only, but it is hoped that parallel action will be
undertaken in Scotland and Wales.

It is realised that an immense amount of such records
are m private hands, and it would be useful to the Com-
mittee if owners would give particulars of their collections
now, for with this knowledge the Committee will be better
able to form an idea of the extent and scope of the enter-
prise. A. R. Powys (S.P.A.B.), 20 Buckingham Street,
W.C.2.

TOWN PLANNING INSTITUTE.
he Twelfth Annual Country Aleeting of the ^ own

Planning Institute will be held at Leicester, from Thurs-
day the 2nd, till Sunday the 5th October 1930, under
the Presidency of Air. F. W. Platt, F.S.I.

*1 he inaugural meeting will be held in the Council
Chamber at the T own Hall by kind invitation of the
Lord Alayor (Councillor W. E. Hincks, O.B.E., J.P.)
and Corporation of Leicester. An address will be given
by Air. H. A. Pritchard, 1 own Clerk, on the “ Develop-
ment of the City Historicallv and otherwise,” which
Will be followed by a paper by Air. A. T. Gooseman,
^I.InstU.E., ALl.P.l., City Engineer and Surveyor,
entitled Town Planning of Leicester and Its Surround-
ings.

A programme of motor coach visits has been arranged
and the Institute Dinner will be held at the Bell Hotel,
on Saturday the 4th.
Alembcrs who wish to attend the meeting should write

to the Secretary, Town Planning Institute, ii Arundel
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

THE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION.

u represent the Institute at
t e P ifD -third Annual Conference of the Library Associ-
ation which is to be held at Cambridge from 22 to 27
September.
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Allied Societies
{The attention of Members of the Allied Societies is particularly called to this page)

EAST AFRICA INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.
Members of the East Africa Institute of Architects enter-

tained a large number of guests at the annual dinner of the

Institute in the Nairobi Club on Friday, 25 July.

The President, Mr. C. Rand Overy. was in the chair, this

being the third time in succession he has presided over this

function. At the annual meeting of the Institute earlier in

the day, Mr. Harold E. Henderson was appointed President

of the Institute.

The toast of the “ Royal Institute of British Architects
”

was proposed by Mr. H. E. Henderson who spoke of the

influence and ideals of the R.I.B.A. \\hich the members of

the local Society were trying to perpetuate m East Africa.

He coupled the toast with the name of Mr. William Dunn,
recalling that the latter was selected as one cf the experts in

the work of the restoration of St. Paul’s Cathedral.

jMr Dunn replied on behalf of the R.I B A. He said the

R.I.B.A. set a high standard of service and conduct. Looking

about him in Nairobi after seventeen > ears’ experience of the

Colony he could say to-day that local architects were eyohing

order out cf chaos and making the Capital a place of which

citizens might be proud.

The Hon. H. E. Goodship, Acting General Manager of the

Railways, proposed the toast of the East Africa Institute of

Architects and recalled the “ architects ’ of Nairboi in 1908

when Messrs. Rand Overy and Geater were the only architects

in the country. He said he had served under tw^elve General

Managers of the Raihvay in that time and in a reference to

public buildings generally reminded his hearers ot the tact

that the Supreme Court of the Colony w as held at one time in

a skating rink where the Chief Justice had to sit with a helmet

on top of his wig to protect himself trom the rays of the sun

which came in through a hole directly over his head.

Mr. C. Rand Overy replied. He said that many notew'orthy

buildings had been erected since the last annual dinner,

although unfortunately they were not indicative of a general

prosperity. He mentioned that Mr. Henderson, the new'

President, was largely responsible for the formation of the local

Societv in 1913 and that IMr. Oeater had been its first head.

He referred to the attempt made by the Institute to secure

legislation providing for the registration of qualifled architects

and he expressed his thanks to the Attorney-General (who

regrettably was unable to attend that evening) for the interest

he had taken in the matter. He also mentioned that the

architects in the country were entering largely into the public

service on town planning boards and other organisations and

regretted that the Government had not adopted the practice of

instituting open competitions for designs lor the public build-

ings of the Colony.
, , AT T-

The toast of “ The Guests was proposed by Mr. t . C.

Bridle and Dr. J. L. Gilkes, the Director of Medical Services,

replied. Other speakers were Mr. Lewis, on behalf of

builders and contractors, His Honour the Acting Chiet Justice,

Judge Stephens, His Worship the Mayor, CounciUor Udall,

and the Dean of Nairobi, the Very Rev. W. J. Wright.

The cover of the menu represented an attractively drawn

view of the Fort at Alombasa by Air. C. A. Jackson.

MANCHESTER SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.

Members of the society paid an evening summer visit, on

Wednesday, 27 August, to the Belmont Homes at Cheadle,

near Manchester, where several blocks of building'- ha\e been

designed by Messrs. Taylor and Young, architects, members

of the society.

The buildings consist of the homes in which the children

live, each home providing accommodation for twenty children,

and a sanatorium and a pla>room.
A very interesting evening was occupied in looking o\er a

delightful group of buildings.

SINGAPORE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.

The First Annual Dinner of the Singapore Society of

Architects (Incorporated) took place at Raffles Hotel, on
Saturday, 2 August, 1930, when the chair was occupied by the

President, Mr. A. Gordon, F. R.I.B.A,

Following the toast of “ His Majesty the King.”
The President (Mr. (Jordon), proposing the toast of Our

Guests ” said ;
—

'' The Singapore Society of Architects was founded in

1922, and it was the means of obtaining Registration tor

Architects m the Straits Settlements, which has had much to

do with the improvement that is evident to-day in the majority

of our new buildings.
” The Society as you all probably know is affiliated to the

Royal Institute of British Architects, and during the last four

years examinations have been held here tor the Associateship ;

but the Society would like to see in the near future a School

of Architecture attached to Raffles Ctillege where local archi-

tects could obtain the necessary training to qualify them to sit

for the Institute’s examinations.
” One of our main objects is to obtain uniformity of the

Building Bye-laws in the three Settlements. At present a

Singapore architect may have the local Bye-laws h\ heart,

hut if he gets a job in Penang or Malacca he has to learn a new-

set of Bye-Iaw’s all over again.

“ I w'ant to say that Singapore architects of to-day have been
gi\en great opportunities of improving the architecture t)f

the town. The Improvement Trust with the Government
and Municipality behind it are planning a new Singapore,

and new' roads are being built to provide for expansion, and
the old shophouses are being demolished in the congested

areas. Now' we architects must not be found wanting.

The replacement buildings especially must be worthy of the

new Singapore, and our architects must build up a town that

future generations will be proud of, not only for its civic

planning but also for the architecture of its buildings. It is

very encouraging to see that the new’ expansion areas are

being developed on new’ lines, and that the old shophouse
tradition is dying out.”

Mr. John Scott (the Colonial Secretary) in the course of

his reply, said

“If I may sound a personal note for a moment or two 1

would like to say that I have alwavs taken a very great inteiest

in architecture and I feel very proud to belong to a family

which pioduced such well-known architects as Air. Gilbert

Scott, now many years dead ; his more tamous and brilliant

grandson. Sir (iiles Scott, the architect of T>iverpool Cathedral :

and also I think I may claim relationship with the talented

ladv who designed the Shakespeare Memorial Theatre at

Stratford-on-Avon. As a corollary I accepted the invitation

of the Singapore Society of Architects to be present at their

dinner to-night.

Your Society, as your President has said, has been in being

for about eight years. I have come to the conclusion that

it is in a flourishing condition because you are holding an

Annual Dinner. I think that is one of the signs of prosperity,

and a v'ery good sign too.
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“ I am privileged to receive every month a copy of the admir-
able Journal which your Society publishes, and for which,
I believe, IVIr. Wilson is responsible as editor. I read it with
considerable interest, even though I may not be able to

understand all the technicalities of hip roofs, for instance.

At the same time the Journal is another indication of the
flourishing condition of the Society. If any further indication

is required your President has mentioned to-night the fact

that branches are springing up all over the country. They
have been started at Kuala Lumpur and also at Ipoh and
Penang, and I hope you will see, before very long, the forma-
tion of a Malayan Society of Architects.”

INSTITUTE OF SOUTHERN RHODESIAN
ARCHITECTS.

A number of Bulawayo architects travelled to Salisbury,

where they met the local architects in a general meeting at the
Grand Flotel, Salisbury, and elected the first council of the
Institute of Southern Rhodesian Architects, a body corporate
established under the Architects (Private) Act of 1929, thus
beginning a new page in the architectural history of Rhodesia.
Never before have so many architects met together in Southern
Rhodesia to discuss matters appertaining to their profession.

The ballot resulted in the election of Mr. D. IVIacGillivray,

M.LA., of Bulawayo, as President, and Mr. F. A. Jaffray,

L.R.I.B.A., AI.I.A., of Salisbury, as Vice-president of the

Institute, with Messrs. W. D’Arcv Cathcart, F.R.I.B.A.,
S. A. Cowper, M.C., F.I.A.A., J. R. Hobson, M.C., F.R.I.B.A.,

J. D. Robertson, L.R.I.B.A., and W. J. Whitesides, A.R.I.B.A
,

as members of the Council. Air. E. Pallett, F.I.A.A. was
elected as the honorary secretary and registrar of the Institute.

The new council will shortly take over from the Inaugural
Board appointed by the Government, and the Institute will

then manage its affairs under the Architects Act and the

regulations drawn up by the Inaugural Board. The Board is

to be highly commended upon the results of their labours. Its

regulations, which ha\'e now become law, have been described by
competent authorities as being most comprehensive and efficient.

On 14 July the architects entertained the Colonial Secretary
and members of the Inaugural Board to dinner at the Grand
Hotel.
The toast of “ The King,” proposed by the Institute’s new'

President and heartily responded to, was followed by “The
Gov'ernment, ” proposed by Air. Whitesides, who explained
how' the Government had sympathetically taken up the archi-

tects’ request for the registration of architects and had passed
the Architects (Private) Act, 1929. He coupled with the toast

the name of the Colonial Secretary, w’ho w as closely associated

with the administration of the Act.

In reply, Mr. W. AI. Leggate (Colonial Secretary) pointed
out that had the Government not considered the Act good and
very necessary in the interests of the country, the measure
would not have been made law . He showed how' the develop-

ment of civilisation was closely interwoven with ffie devel-

opment of architecture, as portrayed by the gigantic and mag-
nificent buildings which remain as relics of the ancient nations

of the v\orld at the zenith of their civilised development.
Rhodesian architects to-day were erecting many fine build-

ings compared with the buildings erected in the early days of

the country. This was all to the credit of Rhodesian architects,

and was significant of the progress Rhodesia w'as making at

the present day.
Air. J. A. Cope Christie, F.R.I.B.A., proposed the toast of

“ The Inaugural Board.” Alajor R. H. Everett, C.B.E.,

chairman of the Board, replied and commended the rather

unusual action of the architectural profession of Rhodesia who,

when drafting their Bill, made the provision that the regula-

tions which would govern them under their Act should be

drawn up by a board selected by the Government, the majority

of whom need not be members of the architectural profession.

Thus public interests were safeguarded as well as the interests

of the profession.

Captain W. E. Thomas, AI.C., B.A., LL.B., also responded
to the toast.

Air. J. R. Hobson, AI.C., F.R.I.B.A., proposed “ Our
Guests,” to which Air. Leggate and Alajor R. H. Everett,

C.B.E., replied, while Captain Thomas proposed “ The New
Institute.”

The newly-appointed President of the Institute, Air.

AlacGillivray, replied, calling attention to the splendid spirit

of unity and good fellowship existing between all members of
the profession throughout Rhodesia, which had enabled
Rhodesian architects to forge ahead and establish themselves
comparatively early in the country’s career of national responsi-
bility, thereby avoiding the unfortunate jealousy and ^ndi-
capping prejudices which had grown up between the archi-

tectural profession and many of its associated professions in

the older countries of the Empire.
Having obtained the recognition sought for, it w'as incumbent

upon the architects of Rhodesia to see that the true spirit of
honour and integrity which inspired the founding of the new'
Institute was strictly maintained and further developed in all

future activities of the profession.
The new Vice-president, Air. Jaffray, also briefly responded.

He proposed “ The Retiring President of the late Institute,”
Mr. Cathcart, F.R.I.B.A., who replied.

NOTES FROMTHE MINUTES OF THE COUNCIL.
21 July 1930.

R.I.B.A. Premises Competition : Appointment of
Jury of Assessors.

The Council unanimously approved the list of the Jur>^
of Assessors prepared and recommended by the President.
The names of the Assessors are :

—

Sir Giles Gilbert Scott, R.A, [F.]

Dr. Percy Worthington, F.S.A. [F.]
Air. H. V. Lanchester [F.]

Mr. Robert Atkinson [F.]

Air. Charles H. Holden [F.]

The R.I.B.A. (Henry Jarvis) Studentship at the
Architectural Association School of Architecture,

1930.
The Board of Architectural Education reported that

in the competition for this Studentship, conducted at
the Architectural Association School of Architecture,
two students, Air. D. C. McDonald and Mr. A. V. Nunn,
were placed first, and that, as a matter of urgency, they
had approved the division of this Studenship of £50
between the two students, £25 being awarded to Mr. D. C.
AIcDonald and £25 to Mr. A. V. Nunn.
The R.I.B.A. AIaintenance Scholarships Committee.

ft was decided, on the recommendation of the Board of
Architectural Education, to appoint the Chairman of the
Allied Societies Conference as an ex-officio member of
the AIaintenance Scholarships Committee.

The New R.I.B.A. Bye-Laws.
It was formally reported to the Council that the Privy

Council had approved the new R.I.B.A. Bye-laws.

Revision of Building Regulations.
T he London Building Acts Committee reported that

a Conference had been held with representatives of the
other bodies interested in the revision of building regula-
tions, and that it was hoped to arrange a deputation to the
Minister of Health at an early date.
The London Building Acts Committee were empowered

to act on behalf of the Council in this matter during the
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recess and to take such action as might be necessary in

making any representations or submitting any joint

report as might be agreed upon by the bodies concerned
to the Ministry of Health and the L.C.C.

The Code of Professional Practice.

It was decided, on the recommendation of the Practice

Standing Committee, to amend the first paragraph of

Clause 3 of the Code of Professional Practice to read as

follows :

—

An Architect must not advertise nor offer his serv ices

by means of circulars or otherwise.”

Revision of R.I.B.A. Scale of Charges.

The revised Scale of Charges, as recommended by the

Special Committee on the Scale of Charges and tbe

Practice Standing Committee, was provisionally approved,

and will, subject to the terms of Bye-law^ 38, be submitted

for ratification at the Council Meeting on 20 October.

R.I.B.A, PROBATIONERS.
During the month of July, 1930, the following w ere

registered as Probationers of the Royal Institute :
—

-

Abbey : Geoffrey, 4 Victoria Square, Jesmond, Newcastle-

upon-Tyne.
Allan : Alfred Easton, 39 Queen’s Road, Aberdeen.

Alleyn : Justice Henry, Highland‘s, Shiplake, Oxon.

Atkinson : Walter Warne, 71 Corinne Road, Tufnell Park,

N.19.
Bailey: Thomas Aubrey, “ Elberfield,” 24 Belmont Road,

West Green, N.15.

Ball : Basil Cureton, 53 Hunton Road, Erdington, Bir-

mingham.
Bannister : Edward James Thomas, 21 Castle Road, Grays,

Essex.
Booth : Frederick Harry, Sunnyside,” Sawmills, nr.

Ambergate, Derby.
Bott : Doris May, 35 St. Aldates, Oxford.

Brett : Reynolds Keen, .\nglebay, Colehill, Wimborne,

Dorset.
Briggs : Olive Gertrude Vernon, 29 Antrim Road, Hamp-

stead, N.W.3.
Campbell : Hugh John, 49 Mill Street, Montrose, Angus.

Carter : Richard, Thistles, Tilmore, Petersfield, Hants.

Colt : Charles Francis, Bethersden, nr. Ashtoid, Kent.

Dallas: Hormazdiar Nanshirwan, Kathoke Lodge, 116

Main Road, Dadar, Bombay, India.

D’Avoine : Pierre Avicenna, 3 Moi^and Road, Byculla,

Bombay, India.

Dodd : Duncan Middleton, i Saint Domingo Grove, Liver-

pool.

Dufty : Arthur Richard, 32, Lancaster Road, Birkdale,

Southport.

Eardley : Ivan, Broadways, Sneyd Avenue, Newcastle-under-

Lvme,
Ellis : Gordon, 26 Ruabon Road, Didsbury, JManchester.

Elvins : Charles Francis, “ Shirley,” Cross Deep, Twicken-

ham, Middlesex.

Fernandes : John Bbrchmans, 58 Khotra’s Oart, Girgaum,

Bombay, India.

Fish : Henry, 55 High Street, Aldgate, E.C.3.

Fox : John Michael, Burnham House, Newport, Barnstaple.

Fox : Richard Henry, Hill Farm, Aldclitfe, Lancaster.

FuRNtss : Martin Dumville, 12a, The Villas, Palmers Green,

N.
Fyfe : Clarke, Traquair Place^ Wishaw, Scotland.

Gaunt : Albert William, 54 South Panacle, Pudsey, Leeds.

Gear : Arthur Henry, 12 St. David s Place, Park Road,

Hendon, Middlesex, N.W.4.

Hamp : Esther Marv, iq Russell Road, Kensington, W.14.
Hill : Donald Robert, “ Lorraine,” Lutterworth Road,

Nuneaton.
lIiLioN : John Robert, 10 Eastbur\ Road, Xorthwood, Mid-

dlesex.

Hodgson : Jchn Ernest, 15 Meredyth Road, Barnes, S.W.13.
Holgate John Whliam Hilton, 53 Redgra\e Street, Old-

ham, Lancs.
Hughes : Xorman Cedric, Chmth,” Enbrook, Wokingham,

Berkshire.

Hunt : William Thomas, 89, All Souls Avenue, Harlesden,
X.W.io.

Hc'RST : Jamfs, 25 Woodland Ravine, Scarborough, Yorks.
Jensen : Rolf Arthur, 20 Gordon Road, Wallasey, Cheshire.
Kahawita ; Don Wilfred Richard, c/o B. Pacchicrotti, Via

Adige 39, Roma 3b, Italy.

Keeble : Herbert Victor, 36 Alilton Road, Stowmarket, Suf-
folk.

Laidler ; G.-\\tn Graham, 6 Osborne Avenue, Xewcastlc-on-
Tyne.

Lle : Frederick Cecil Briggs H.ards, “ Ormsby,” Raleigh
Drive, Esher, Surrey.

Lomax : Richard P’ranklin, 30 Til lotson Road, X.y.
Minshali. : Merlin Theodore, 9 Melbury Road, Kensing-

ton, W.14.
Mitchell : Allan Hawthorn, 32 Kensington (iardens

Square, London, W.2.
iMoRENA : Xgshir Burjorji, 16 Bhivandiva la Teirace, Dhobi

Lalao, Bombay, India.

XiSBET : Arthur George, 3 Meldrum Road, Goodmayes,
Essex.

Ow'Vman : Roscoe Herbert, 18 Grove Park (iardens, London,
\V.4.

Palmer : Xorm.an, 103 Holmhirst Road, Woodseats, Sheffield.

Palmer: Ralph C’olchester, “ Leydendene,” \hcarage (har-

dens, Clacton-on-Sea.
Prior : Alfred Jefferies, 1 1 Kenilworth Court, Putnev,

S.W.r5.
Ross : Iain Park, School of Architecture, L’^ni\'ersity of Liver-

pool, Liverpool.

Sanders : Gforge Thomas Bale, ” Rosaleigh,” Kings
Avenue, Greenford, Middlesex.

Schoheld : James, 8 Emerald Cottages, Holcombe Brook, nr.

Bury, Lancs,
TarR-Ant : George Victor, Eastfield, Wentworth, Virginia

Water, Surrey.

Uren : RegiN.ald Harold, c o Architectural Association,

34-30, Bedford Square, W.C.i,
Walker : Vioi.et Gertrude, 46 Hill Top Road, Oxford.
Walker : William C.aie, Elsinore, 261 Victoria Road, Aber-

deen.
Wallace: Aiastair Frew. Solsgirth, Kirkintilloch.

Weekes : Margaret, ” Fernleigh,” PYrnleigh Road, Ply-

mouth.
West : Ronald Edw'ard, 66 Lock Road, Ham, Surrey.

Williams ; Arthur Llew elyn. 3 Baladenlyn Terrace, Nantlle,

Pen-y-groes, Caernarvonshire, X. Wales.

Young: Rich.ard Arthur, 81 London Road, Chelmsford,
Essex.

THE EXAMINATIONS.
July 1930.

The Final Examination.
The Final Examination qualifying for candidature as

Associate R.I.B.A. was held in London and Edinburgh
from the 9th to 17th July, 1930

Of the 99 candidates examined 46 passed (8 in Part i

only) and 53 were relegated.

The successful candidates are as follows :

—
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Harold Billiards, Lionel Bintley, Frank Ivor Bowden,
Thomas Barrington, Reginald William Gase Cooper,
Wilfred Shimmin Corlett, Horace Charles Couldrick,
Ernest Edwin Davis, Bhicaji Edulji Doctor {Part i only)^

Harold Harper Ellis, Henry Collingwood Farmer,
George Ford, Hugh Hubbard Ford, Kenneth William
Furneaux Harris, James Stanley Hartley (Distinction in

Thesis), Percy Pithie Henderson, Robert Charles Hamil-
ton Hinton, Stanley Allen Hurden, Alan Connor Johnston,
Vincent Alphonsus Jolley, William Charles Kemp,
Albert William Royal Kendrick {Part i only), Geoffrey
Alontague Kingsford, Gerald Auguste Charles Lacoste,

Alexander Hodge Livingstone {Part i only), David
Francis Lumley, Hedley Bernard IMarshall, Matthew
Maybury, Frank Melior, Harold Alileson {Part i only),

Amnon Vivien Pilichowski {Part i on/j), Franklin Murray
Poison, Arthur John Rea, Israel Schultz, Robert White
Sherwin {Part i only), Alfred Smith, John James Smith,
Stephen Frederic Edmund Soper, Eric Thompson, Jack
Ransom Tolson, William Leslie Twigg, Alfred Underhill
{Part I only), Olwen Vaughan, Lesslie Kenyon Watson,
Siriol Williams, Aaron Writer {Part i only).

The Special Examination.

The Special Examination qualifying for candidature as

Associate R.LB.A. was held in London from the 9th to

15th July.

Of the 22 candidates examined, ii passed (i in Part i

only) and ii were relegated.

The successful candidates are as follows :

—

Frederick Reginald Elleray, Robert Oliver Harris,

William Thomas Lloyd, Arthur Peel, Walter Clarence
Pertee, George Frederick Rowe, Cyril James Tomkins,
Hubert Locksley Waugh, Francis Howard Hippisley

Webb, Wilfrid Hurford Wingate, William Worrall
{Part i only).

The Examination in Professional Practice for
STUDENTS OF SCHOOLS OF ARCHITECTURE RECOGNISED FOR
EXEMPTION FROM THE R.LB.A. FiNAL EXAMINATION.

The Examination was held in London and Edinburgh
on the 15th and 17th July, 1930. Of the 63 candidates

examined 50 passed and 13 were relegated.

The successful candidates are as follows :

—

Francis Keith Aitken, William George Deane Anderson,
Syed Ali Asghar, Charles Sherlock Bevan, John William
Bishop, Stephen Ernest Dykes Bower, Margaret Brash
Brodie, Percy Graham Budgen, David Rodney Buries,

Leslie Arthur Chackett, Margaret C. Challen, Herbert
George Coulter, Morton John Heddell Cowie, George
Leslie Cruickshank, Daniel Michael Duggan, John
Homery Folkes, Eric Godfrey Gardner, Robert Claude
Gifford, Norman Douglas Good, Fergus Colesworthey

Gregor Grant, Annie Elizabeth Hall, Peter John Blundell

Harland, Richard Frederick Henniker, Douglas William

Innes, William Dalton Ironside, Geoffrey Hart Jackson,

Herbert Jackson, Lawrence Edward King, Him Sau Luke,
Geoffrey James Monro, Douglas Eric Nightingale, John
Verney Nisbet, Richard iVIeroyn Noad, William John
Arthur Osburn, John William Parr, Hamish Noble
Paterson, Edward Playne, William James Reith, Leonard
Francis Richards, James Rattray Riddell, Charles

Alexander Rose, IMaung Tun Sein, Robert Barney Jack
Selby, Marion Mitchell Shaw, Norman Stephen, James
Alan Stewart, Carl August Emil Thatcher, William Caie
Walker, John Craven Wilson, Francis Reginald Stevens
Yorke.

R.LB.A. Examinations, May, June and July, 1930.

The questions set at the Intermediate, Final and Special
Examinations held in May, June and July, 1930, have
been published, and are on sale at the Royal Institute,
price IS. (exclusive of postage).

R.LB.A. FINAL EXAMINATION : INDIA
The R.LB.A. Examination Board in India have

arranged to hold the R.LB.A. Final Examination in
Bombay from 29 October to 6 November 1930. The
last day for receiving applications, which should be sent
to the Hon. Secretary of the R.LB.A. Examination Board
in India, 43, Apollo Street, Fort, Bombav, is the 3rd
October.

R.LB.A. STATUTORY EXAAIINATION FOR THE
OFFICE OF DISTRICT SURVEYOR AND THE
EXAMINATION FOR THE OFFICE OF BUILDING

SURVEYOR
The R.LB.A. Statutory Examination for the office of

District Surveyor under the London Building Acts,
and the Examination for the office of Building Survevor
under Local Authorities will be held at the R.LB.A.,
London, on 15, 16 and 17 October 1930.
The closing date for receiving applications for admission

to the Examinations, accompanied by the fee of £3 3s.
is 24 September.**

Full particulars of the Examinations and application
forms can be obtained from the Secretary R.LB.A.

R.LB.A. (ARCHIBALD DAWNAY) SCHOLARSHIPS
The works submitted by candidates for the R.LB.A.

(Archibald Dawnay) Scholarships will be on exhibition
in the R.LB.A. Galleries, 9 C’onduit Street, London,
\\.i, from Friday, 19 September, to Tuesday, 30
..’eptember 1930, inclusive. The exhibition will be
open between the hours of to a.m. and 7P*m. (Saturdavs
10 a.m. and 2 p.m.)
The Scholarships are intended to foster the advanced

study of all forms of construction and are tenable at
the Schools of Architecture recognised for exemption
from the Examinations of the Royal Institute of British
Architects.

Notices
REVISION OF THE R.LB.A. SCALE OF

PROFESSIONAL CHARGES.
I he attention of members is called to the draft revised

Scale of Professional Charges which is enclosed with this
number of the Journ\l.

1 his draft has been prepared by the Special Committee
on the Scale of Charges which was appointed for the pur-
pose in April 1927. It has been the subject of considera-
tion at two General ]\leetings of the Institute, and has
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been considerably amended as the result of the criticisms

and suggestions put forward at those meetings and subse-
quently. The draft has now received the approval of the

Practice Standing Committee and the Council.

In accordance with Bye-law 38, the Council give notice

that the revised Scale will be formally appro\ ed by them
at their meeting on 20 October 1930, subject to con-

sideration of any further comments or criticisms which
may be received from members. Such comments or

criticisms should, in accordance with the above-mentioned
Bye-law, be submitted within fourteen days of the date of

issue of this Journal.

LONDON BUILDING ACTS COMMITTEE.
Sanitary By-laws.

Notice has been published by the London County
Council that certain revised by-laws were allowed by the

Minister of Health on 21 August 1930.

These revised by-laws will have an important bearing

on the planning and cost of hotels and large commercial

buildings, as they permit tlie construction of internal

water closets, artihcial lighting and ventilation being sub-

stituted for the external window required by the previous

regulations.

Copies of the by-laws can be purchased from Messrs.

P. S. King and Son, Ltd., 14, Great Smith Street, S.W.i,

or through any bookseller, price 4d.

MEMBERSHIP OF THE R.I.B.A.

The Licentiate Class.

The revised Bye-laws of the Royal Institute of British

Architects have received the approval of His Majesty’s

Privy Council, and applications may now be sent in for

membership of the R.I.B.A. in the Licentiate Class. Full

information and the necessary forms will be sent on appli-

cation being made to the Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit

Street, London, W.i

ASSOCIATES AND THE FELLOWSHIP.

Associates who are eligible and desirous of transferring

to the Fellowship are reminded that if they wish to

take advantage of the election to take place on i December

1930, they should send the necessary nomination forms

to the Secretary R.I.B.A. not later than Saturday

27 September 1930.

LICENTIATES AND THE FELLOWSHIP.
The attention of Licentiates is called to the provisions

of Section IV, Clause 4 (b) and (aV) of the Supplemental

Charter of 1925. Licentiates who are eligible and

desirous of transferring to the Fellowship can obtain full

particulars on application to the Secretary R.I.B.A.,

stating the clause under which they propose to apply for

nomination.

OVERSEAS APPOINTMENTS.
Members contemplating applying for appointments

overseas are recommended to communicate with the

Secretary R.I.B.A., who will supply them with any avail-

able information respecting conditions of emplo>Tnent,

cost of living, climatic conditions, etc.

William H. Hamlyn,

Hon. Sec. R.I.B.A., Salaried Members’ Committee.
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THE [NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WATER
USERS.

Members are reminded that the National Association
of W’ater Users, on which the R.I.B.A. is represented,
exists for the purpose of protecting the interests of con-
sumers.
A Iembers who experience difficulties with water com-

panies, etc., in connection with fittings are recommended
to seek the advice of the Association. The address of the
Association is 46 Cannon Street, London, E.C.4.

Competitions
BANGOR (CO. DOWN) LAY-OUT OF SEA-FRONT.
The Bangor (Co. Down) Borough Council invite

architects and town planners to submit, in open com-
petition, designs for the lay-out of the sea-front in the
Borough.

Assessor : Professor Patrick Abercrombie, ALA. [F".].

Premiums : £^50 and £50

,

Last day for receiving designs extended to i October
1930 -

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on
application to Mr. J. Alilliken, Town Clerk, Borough
Council Offices, Bangor, Co. Down. Deposit is.

BURTON-ON-TRENT : PROPOSED COUNCIL
SCHOOL,

The Burton-on-Trent Local Education Authority
invite architects to submit, in open competition, designs

for a new Council School for approximately 800 children,

to be erected on a site in Clarence Street,

Assessor : Air. H. T. Buckland [F.].

Premiums : £150, £100 and £50.
Last day for receiving designs

: 31 October 1930,

Conditions of the competition may be obtained on
application to Air. L. E. Burgess, Secretary and Director

of Education, Education Offices, Guild Street, Burton-
on-Trent. Deposit £1.

CAERNARVON : INNER HALL AT THE
PAVILION.

The Competitions Committee desire to call the atten-

tion of members to the fact that the conditions of the

above competition are not in accordance with the Regula-

tions of the R.I.B.A. The Competitions Committee are

in negotiation with the promoters in the hope of securing

an amendment. In the meantime members should not

take part in the competition.

GUILDFORD : PROPOSED CATHEDILAL.
The Guildford Cathedral Committee invite architects

who have been engaged in the building of cathedrals or

churches to submit drawings and illustrations of their

works
;

or a design for a cathedral. Not more than three

sets of drawings may be sent, all to be contained in one

large portfolio. Architects who have not been engaged

in the actual execution of such works, but have studied
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and designed ecclesiastical buildings, may submit similar

portfolios of drawings or designs.

The Committee, with the assistance of Mr. Walter
Tapper, A.R.A., F.S.A. [F.], will select a limited number
of architects for the Final Competition, who will each
receive Five Hundred guineas, whether the design is

accepted or not, but the Committee will be free to accept

or reject any or all of such designs.

Portfolios must be sent in on or before 30 November
1930, addressed to The Venerable the Archdeacon of

Surrey, The Diocesan Office, Lloyds Bank Chambers,
Guildford.

LIVERPOOL : DEVELOPMENT OF SITE.
The General Building Syndicate, Ltd., invite architects

to submit, in open competition, schemes for the develop-

ment of a site at Liverpool fronting St. John’s Lane,
Queen Square and Roe Street.

Assessor : Mr. Duncan A. Campbell [F.].

Premiums : £250, ^'loo and £50.
Last day for receiving designs : 30 October 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to The Secretary, General Building Syndicate,

Ltd., 36, St. Martin’s Lane, London, W.C.2. Deposit

£2 2S.

Members’ Column
APPOINTMENTS VACANT

A FULLY qualified assistant aged 30-35, unmarried, wanted for
an architect’s office in India, 3 years* engagement with prospect of
Partnership ultimately, if satisfactory'. Salary Rs.800 900 - and
1,000 - per mensem. First class passage paid with half pay on
voyage. Principal may be interviewed in London.—Apply with
copies of recent testimonials to Box 2370, c o The Secretary R.I.B.A.,

9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.
Experienced Assista.nt Architect capable of taking charge of

Drawing Office required by a firm of European Architects with an
extensive practice in India. A bachelor, age not more than 35,
physically fit, good draughtsman, and with practical knov^ ledge of
construction is required. Public School man and A.R.I.B.A. pre-
ferred. First-class passage out and return on completion of agree-
ment. Five years’ agreement in first place, salary Rs.700, Rs.700,
Rs.800, Rs.Sso, Rs.900 per mensem, plus motor-cycle allowance of
Rs.50,'- per mensem. (Present v'alue of Rupee about is. 6d.) Appli-
cants should supply full particulars of training and experience to

Box 9,830, c o Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS.
Messrs. Grayson and Barnish, FF.R.LB..A., have changed their

address to 58 Rodney Street, Liverpool. Telephone No. Royal
1976.

PARTNERSHIPS WANTED.
Associate R.LB.A., age 34, having extensive London general

experience, partly in private practice, desires position of respon-
sibility as senior assistant with view to partnership. I..ondon or
Home Counties. Capital available. Reply Box 2897, c d Secretary
R.LB.A., 9 Conduit Street, W.
Rome Scholar with considerable experience and imagination

seeks responsible appointment or partnership at home or abroad.

—

Apply Box No. 1690, c o The Secretary R.LB.A., 9 Conduit Street,

W.I.'

.\.R.LB..\. desires to purchase a partnership in a well-established
provincial practice, preferably in the south of England.—Box 2270,
c/o The Secretary R.LB.A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.

Fellow, recently retired from large practice, disliking inactivity',

is desirous of meeting busy architect to discuss possible working
arrangement with benefit to both parties. Capital available. Would
welcome even a temporary’ arrangement—preferably in the country
or abroad,—Apply Box No. 1790, c/o The Secretary’ R.LB.A.',

9 Conduit Street, W.i.

PARTNERSHIP OR PRACTICE WANTED.
Young Associate, WTth small practice in London, chiefly domestic,

is desirous of obtaining a partnership or purchasing an established
practice in London or South-Eastern district. Capital available.
Apply Box No. n6o,c o The Secretary' R.LB.A., 9 Conduit Street,
W.I.'

PARTNERSHIP DISSOLVED.
The firm of Prentice and Floderer, 9 Avenida Rio Branco, Rio

de Janeiro, Brazil, being dissolved as from i August 1930, Mr. R. R.
Prentice, F.R.LB..\., continues practice at the same address, com-
nleting the w’orks of the above-mentioned firm.

PROFESSIONAL ANNOUNCEMENT.
The partnership between William Davidson, F.R.LB.A., and

M. M. Ochterlony, of 2 Coates Crescent, Edinburgh, has been
dissolv'ed. Meanwhile each will carry’ on business at the same
address.

ACCOMMODATION OFFERED.
Sh.xre of two large, light, furnished rooms in modern office

building, Piccadilly. Heat, light, cleaning, share of clerk. Inclusive
£5 per month. Reply Box 1690, c o Secretary R.LB.A., 9 Conduit
Street, W.i.
Accommodation offered in members’ office, including small

room, Charing Cross. Phone, messages, etc.—Apply Box 3070,
c o The Secretary R.LB.A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.

ARCFilTECTS’ BENEVOLENT SOCIETY
{^Insurance Department).

HOUSE PURCHASE SCHEME
(for property in Great Britain only).

The Society is able, through the services of a leading
Assurance Office, to assist an Architect (or his client) in
securing the capital for the purchase of a house for his
own occupation, on the following terms :

—

Amount of Loan.
Property value exceeding £666, but not exceeding

£2,500, 75 per cent, of the value.
Property value exceeding £2,500, but not exceeding

)f4>5oo» 66

1

per cent, of the value.
The value of the property is that certified by the Sur-

veyor employed by the Office.

Rate of Interest
In respect of loans not exceeding£2 ,000 5 J per cent, gross

» „ in excess of „ 5! „
Repayment.

By means of an Endowment Assurance which dis-
charges the loan at the end of 15 or 20 years, or at the
earlier death of the borrower.

Special Concession to Architects.
In the case of houses in course of erection, it has been

arranged that, provided the Plan and Specification have
been approved by the Surveyor acting for the Office,
and the amount of the loan agreed upon, and subject to
the house being completed in accordance therewith,
One Half of the loan will be advanced on a certificate
from the Office’s Surveyor that the walls of the house
are erected and the roof on and covered in.
Note. In 1928, over £20,000 was loaned to archi-

tects under this scheme, and as a result over £100 was
handed to the Benevolent Fund.

If a quotation is required, kindly send details of your
age next birthday, approximate value of house and its

exact situation, to the Secretary Architects’ Benevolent
Society, 9 Conduit Street, London, W.

R.I.B.A. JOURNAL.
Date of Publication.—1930.— 18 October.
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Original Pencil Sketch ey C. R. Cockerell

Mcde in i8ii, probably when taking passage on the “ Black Joke ” for Greece {see pages 725-727)
R.I.B.A, Colhction
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London Pride*
BY SIR BANISTER FLETCHER, P.R.I.B.A., F.S.A.

P
RIDE of family, pride of place, pride of race—
these three, but the greatest of these is pride of

race. Perhaps, however, even this last, when it

is too much insisted on, becomes a super-patriotism

which may be productive of danger to the peace of the

world. True patriotism is a virtue of value, but in

these world-widening days we must needs remember,

with Nurse Cavell, that “ patriotism is not enough.”

Then there is the narrower and more intensive

pride of place which has perhaps never attained to such

an exuberant growth as it did in those far-off days of

the little independent cities of Italy. They gloried in

their independence, they flaunted their self-govern-

ment, they threw down challenges to one another ,

sometimes architectural, sometimes military and some-

times naval, according to their situation on land or sea
;

but in peace times they chiefly vied with one another

in the erection of grand buildings, both ecclesiastical

and civic—their civic pride was expressed in archi-

tecture.

Thus did pride of place develop that rivalry in com-

petition which resulted in the beautifying and enrichine:

by the citizens of the place of their birth. Perhaps the

most conspicuous example of their overweening civic

ambition is to be found at Siena, where may still be

seen marked out in enduring stone upon the ground

the site of the proposed extension to the already great

Cathedral, a vast plan which owed its conception to

that Sienese civic pride which prompted the building of

a Cathedral greater than that of Pisa—a scheme too

great for little Siena to carry to completion. Thus

did pride of place overleap itself
;

but here is traced

for all to see the spirit of citizenship, a living spirit

inspired then by Religion, which begat these material

* This article originally appeared in “ John o’ London’s

Weekly ” and is reproduced by permission of the publishers.

manifestations. In our own country, too, and in our
own day, we can see material manifestation of this same
civic spirit, this city rivalry, this pride of place. Man-
chester secured a Cathedral of her own, so Liverpool,

the city of an older growth, was not to be outdone.
She, too, must have her Cathedral

;
and bravelv does

this great modern Cathedral now being built stand
side by side in equal glorv with those of the mediaeval

age. Then, again, Manchester had a Town Hall and
also a University, and lately Nottingham must needs
follow suit with her central Town Hall impressively

planned on her old and famous Market Place, which
had been the scene of the no less famous ” Goose Fair.”

Nottingham is also the proud possessor of a hnc
University building owing to the munificence of Lord
Trent, one of her sons.

A similar sort of rivalry is continually going on
among many of our principal towns.

That pride of place which distinguished the old

Italian cities becomes to-day in our language a proper
communal spirit. In our London of a larger growth
this living spirit became a wanderer, seeking a home
and a resting-place during that time of transition w hen,

with a rapidly increasing population over a largelv

increased area, London was trying to realise herself.

But now' London is beginning to assimilate the great

amorphous mass of unrelated parts, and is feeling the
movement of this living spirit of place. She has ahvays
sufiFered from the handicap that so many of her people
were not born within her confines

;
for in proportion

to her huge population the number of those who are

London-born is few, so they lack the tie of pride which
binds them to the place of their birth

;
they have drifted

from the quiet country to the bustling capital, and the

place of their youth still holds their heart, if not their

material interest
;
and thus they remain half-hearted

Londoners and help to produce and maintain an
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indifference to London as a living entity. She is not

their Mother City but the place of their adoption.

This, however, is a condition which has been changing

of late years, and London is making her appeal and is

producing genuine, whole-hearted citizens.

A second handicap for Greater London is that the

little City has always had the sole right to bestow the

title of citizen—only freemen of the ancient city are

citizens of London, and this limits the number of

London’s elect.

The lure of London is probably chiefly for those who
pursue the fickle goddess of Fortune, and they have

been too apt to take too much and give back too little.

Then the love of London is rather eclectic and is

confined rather to the select few who realise it as a

wonderful and unique treasure-house of art, learning,

and culture of every sort, and as the centre of many-
sided and manifold interests. In fact, for all of us

London is not one London but many Londons, and
this again accounts for that lack of local feeling, of local

indebtedness, of local service which has often been the

reproach of those who merely work in London and do

not serve her.

Civic sense is now, however, growing steadily, and

the signs are visible in the increased general interest

displaved in new proposals and undertakings. The old

city sowed the seed for generations, and this seed has

now been carried out over London generally
;

all is

now changing rapidly, and individuals, such as Lord
Rothermere, are setting fine examples of devotion to

London and its people. The London County Council

has greatly helped to foster a sense of responsibility and

lovalty to London outside the central zone of the City,

and Londoners are beginning to believe in themselves

in the larger sense. London has found her soul, public

feeling is alive with interest in her new development,

and people are being aroused to appreciate the treasures

London already possesses.

Again, the City has recently led the way by its

determined stand to protect its old churches from

demolition, and also it realised the urgent need of safe-

guarding the stability of the metropolitan Cathedral

against the insidious attacks of modern traffic to which

it would have been exposed by the building of the

proposed St. Paul’s Bridge, and that project was finally

vetoed by Parliament.

Then came the proposal to demolish our fine Water-

loo Bridge, which is really worthy of Father Thames.

This contemplated vandalism raised great and general

opposition, and so the London County Council has

beneficently settled on widening and not destroying

our bridge.

Now follows the momentous decision to remove the

monstrosity of Charing Cross Railway Bridge, which

disfigures the very centre of London. We are to

have a road bridge in its place, and it lies with Lon-
doners first, and also with the whole British public, to

see that this new space which is to be opened up is

used to the best advantage, and that a well-considered

and complete plan shall supply a really fine new feature

which shall add to the beauty of Central London and
the Thames. The whole undertaking is difficult even
for an expert to visualise, and the decision we make now
is a momentous one

;
its importance cannot be exag-

gerated, and it will make or mar the development of

London south of the Thames round the County Hall

for all time.

Over all these matters Londoners have shown that

they are awake, and now that the awakening of London
is an accomplished fact we must make sure that the
vital spark is kept alive and active. It is not so easy to

focus our latent London pride on the important objects

on account of the varieties of interests over such a wide-
spreading area, which is hardly one town but many
towns.

How, then, shall we consciously keep alive this

newly-born spirit of London ?

There are many methods of which not enough use
is made. All our present buildings of beauty, our open
spaces, should be brought to the intelligent attention
of the people by lectures and visits, which indeed now
exist but are not sufficiently known. Then, too, the
civic spirit and all that it implies should be inculcated
in all grades of schools in town and country. This can
be done by photographs of objects of local interest, by
lantern lectures, and by visits to neighbouring objects
of interest. Even cinema shows might be pressed into
the service of leading people, young and old, to realise
how great is the influence of beauty and how important
a part is played in our lives by environment. The
Press, too, can help, and indeed has helped, by voicing
the need for securing beauty in our surroundings.
Every new thing, whether a bridge, an open space, a
church, or business premises should be so designed as
to satisfy the demand for beauty.
Those of us who are interested in preserving beauty

and providing beauty should shoulder our share of
responsibility by becoming members of local authorities
and so help to guide decisions in the right direction.
There is a great chance for Londoners which has been
further opened up by the voluntary work of such
disinterested organisations as the London Society,
vvhich welcomes new members and reveals to them by
visits on the spot the often hidden treasures of London.
There is also the London Museum, which links up
London’s past with London’s present

; and there in a
quiet retreat even a casual inspection cannot fail to
evoke pride in our great and unique Metropolis.
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Some Early Drawings By Professor C. R. Cockerell, R.A.

BY PROFESSOR A. E. RICHARDSON, F.S.A. [F.J.

The Thames at Geiavesend

The Library of the Royal Institute of British

Architects has recently become the richer by a valuable

fi;ift of drawings and manuscripts forming part of Pro-

fessor Cockerell’s collection. It had long been the

intention of the donor, Mrs. Frederick Pepys Cockerell,

to place these documents where they would be valued,

and it is indeed gratifying that they have now become

part of a collection which is unique in the history of

architecture. As time offers it is proposed to republish

extracts from the original lectures and to give illustra-

tions from among the numerous slight drawings in pen

and pencil. Cockerell’s power as an architectural

draughtsman is well known, but the slow method by

which he built up his style of drawing is not so familiar.

As early as 1806, when he was sent on a sketching tour

to the West of England, be began to interest himself in

what might be termed scenic drawing. There were

at that time numerous influences in the sphere of sketch-

in*^ which neither Cockerell, nor any amateur for that

matter, could escape. The publication of Farington s

drawings of scenery, Ireland’s drawings of the Thames,

and the continualflowofdrawingsby Rowlandson, issued

byAckerman, evidently fired the young man’s imagina-

tion. Be this as it may, it is known that Cockerell

possessed one or two of Farington’s water colour

sketches ;
the external evidences point to the influence

of contemporary artists. From the first Cockerell

possessed a painter’s eye for composition in everything

he attempted to set down on paper. Here is the ex-

planation of the humanist character of his buildings.

They inherit something of the spirit of the Renais-

sance, and are eloquent of the fact that an artist

designed them. The youthful architect at the begin-

ning of his career was content to draw things which

must have seemed commonplace enough to his friends.

But it must be remembered that at that date there

was very little to offend the eye and that the conven-

tions of painting and drawing then in vogue called for

respect. Among the works bequeathed are ten slight

drawings, mainly of shipping subjects, which in majter

of line and figure composition combine the studious

care Farington with the easy facility of Rowlandson.

These studies are obviously the work of a young man

—

the line is nervous, but the composition in each case is

economical. There is no attempt to heighten the effect

by washes in bistre or colour
;

they are obviously

careful sketch-book studies. But there is every reason

to think that it was the artist’s intention to render

them pictorially at some future date. One drawing,

showing a man-o’-war’s boat with a brig in the offing

(see frontispiece), may well be a study of Cockerell’s

own departure for Greece in the “ Black Joke.” There
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side^ whl
® ^

j
dry.Thames-

bide wherries undergoing scraping and caulking alobster fishermen on the south coast, and picturesque

apart from their terseness of line, is the deliberate and
economical drawing. Cockerell makes a statement with
a few deft touches, but those touches prove that a w ealth

Thames Boats

Original Pencil Sketch by C. R. Cockerell

groups of figures on a quayside. A further series includes
a small vessel, cutter rigged, with old Rochester Bridge
and Castle in the background. Another important
drawing is i view' of the Thames, perhaps at Gravesend,
with a hoy figuring large in the pictorial arrangement.
I he most astonishing quality about these drawings,

of observation has gone before. Such drawings as
these should act as a stimulus to young architects to-dav.
The craze for contortion and cryptic shorthanding in
drawing has now' passed to its proper sphere, the
catchy poster. It is also of account that English
topographical artists lead the modern world.
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Paul Waterhouse, Past- President R.I.B.A.

BY PROFESSOR WILLIAM G. NEWTON, M.C., M.A.Oxon. [F.]

The late Paul Waterhouse was a man who combined

in an unusual degree the qualities of scholar and man
of business. And by man of business I do not mean
one whose methods and ideals were commercial, but

one who felt very sincerely (as indeed he felt every-

thing) that it was an essential part of the calling of the

architect to serve very faithfully the material interests

of his employer. I should surmise that the office

routine of his father's practice, which he inherited,

was very efficient, the specifications very thorough,

the letters and accounts kept in admirable order. And
all this, to the son, would have been, not an accidental

but one essential of his conduct of affairs. In one of

the earlv papers of this collection* he elaborates the

idea of the employer, with all his difficult wants and

all his restrictions of cost, as part of the somewhat
intractable material with which the architect has to

deal, and through which alone he can ultimately arrive

at a genuinely satisfactory solution of his artistic

problem. And with the same idea in mind he writes

in a later paper, “ The best architecture is wrought

as a rule from the conflict with limitations."

It is, I think, well to stress at the outset this aspect

of Paul Waterhouse's thought. He had no sympathy

for the artistic impatience which would sweep aside

the obstacles of cost and client's pocket, and impose

a solution in spite of them. To do this was like

removing fences in the hunting field. In his view

the profession of architecture was a harder and a

nobler affair, where difficulties may not be ignored,

and the opinions of those who are to pay for the work

must be given their due weight. For he had a high

sense of duty and of the many-sided responsibilities

of his calling.

And when I write of him as a scholar, I mean to

imply one who had at all times the most lively interest

and curiosity in all matters concerning the theory of

architecture, and in all writings of the past upon it.

I well remember his accosting me on the Holborn

pavement a short while before his untimely death, with

his solution of the obscure “ scamilli impares" phrase

of Vitruvius. For a discussion upon any nice point

of theory his mind was always fresh, alert, laughing.

And he combined with this eager love of inquiry, and

a strongly developed critical judgment, an unusual

reverence for the wisdom of the old masters, a reverence

which is clearly enough evident not only in his papers

which deal with the orders of Architecture (for which

see especially “ A Goodly Heritage," read before the

Edinburgh Architectural Association, 1909) and in

Paul Waterhouse : A Collection of Certain of his Papers

and Addresses. Oxford University Press. 1930. Price

los. 6d. net.

such phrases as ‘‘ the past is the mother's milk of our
growth," but also in the tribute which it was the good
fortune of the Institute to be able to ask him to pay to

Christopher Wren. No one who was present at the

Commemoration Banquet on the 26 February 1923,
and was privileged to hear his speech on that occasion,

can have forgotten how he left his manuscript behind
him in passages of genuine fervour, shot through with
gleams of a humour all his own, as when he told us of

his unnamed friend, a man who combined a first-rate

critical faculty with a facility for second-rate verse ;

who, wandering in the Strand for an hour of architec-

tural meditation, was delivered of the following lines :

“ Would God that Wren's immortal hand
And more than mortal brains

Had built St. Mary's-in-the-Strand
And not St. Clement Danes."

What endeared Paul Waterhouse to those who knew
him (and as Mr. Fletcher well puts it in his Introduc-
tion, his “ friends were all those who knew him "

;

and those who knew him were a far greater company
than those whom he knew) was not primarily his
integrity of character and purpose, nor the undimmed
freshness of his enquiring mind, nor his long and
loyal service to the profession, nor that sense of his
personality which could guide the disputes of a difficult

meeting. All these would be felt as the background,
as the solid substance of his character, but each in
personal intercourse with him would be conscious of a
whimsical, hurnorous, a very personal outlook on life

which made him different from the ordinary run.
The quality of sympathy, of breaking down the
little crust which forms between man and man, he
had in full measure, and with it all a something salt
which gave a savour to all his views. Here and there
in these collected papers is a hint to remind us of this,
a faint flavour of paradox, of something simply put
but carrying with it further thoughts ; as when, for
example, he writes, “ It sometimes seems to me that
the sculptor, the moral philosopher, and perhaps the
ploughman, are the only persons who can claim to share
with the architect the common ground on which he
meets the ancients." Or again, “ Of architecture
no less than of prose, the recognition may be tardy.
It comes, as a rule, to students only. . . , To
members of Parliament, boards of directors, crowned
heads, clergymen ... it scarcely comes at all."

Paul Waterhouse was an original thinker, in the
sense that he thought for himself. The achievements
of the men of old awoke his fervent admiration

; but
he was no less alive to the joys of work today (" let the
draughtsman reap his happiness as it comes "), and
the romance and eternal interest of the craftsman’s
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doing, as his paper on “ The Lead Casters witnesses.

But at best the written words can only half reveal
;

and he would (as Air. Fletcher says) in giving addresses

leave his manuscript on one side, treat his listeners

to gay extempore variations upon the script, identical

in arrangement and upshot, but richer and more
spontaneous in phrasing, and of these we have no

record.

To those who never knew Paul Waterhouse these

writings will speak of one who had a great love for

architecture and a high sense of the architect’s responsi-

bilities : those who knew him they will remind again

of the loss of a friend.

Reviews
GREEK AND ROMAN ARCHITECTURE

BY RONALD P. JONES [F.].

A Handbook of Greek and Roman Architecture.

By D. S. Robertson, M.A, 40. London, 1929.

[Cambridge University Press.) 25s.

The function of the handbook of classical archi-

tecture, as contrasted with the history, is to serve

as a work of reference in general reading where archi-

tectural points require explanation, rather than to

provide a narrative account of the period which would

be read as a whole and independently. For that

function, perhaps, the most important part of this work

is the admirable final section, occupying one-fifth of

the space, and containing exhaustive appendices, \yith

a chronological list of buildings, general and detailed

bibliography, glossary, and index.

The rest of the book is intended to give briefly the

main facts in the architectural history, and to illustrate

them by an account of a limited number of important

buildings.

As Regius Professor of Greek at Cambridge, the

author naturally writes from the point of view of the

classical scholar and not from that of the architect, and

the whole effect of the book and its particular merits

and defects can be inferred from his remark in the

preface, “ I have seen many of the chief buildings and

ruins in Greece, Italy, and Southern France, but my
knowledge of ancient architecture is mainly derived

from long studv of English and foreign periodicals and

monographs and of the special publications of im-

portant sites and monuments.” This literary bias

leads to an excessive interest in archaic or obscure

buildings which have been the subject of elaborate

publication, and a rather cursory treatment of the

normal examples which show the perfected t}pes of

design. There are, for instance, profuse drawings of

primitive and experimental Doric orders, but not a

single fullv developed and representative one from the

Acropolis, and the same tendency is evident in the

choice of illustrations.
r i.- 1 • ^

It is a difficult task to illustrate a book of this kind

satisfactorily. No doubt the ideal system would pro-

vide plates with a single photograph to each page, and
line drawings in the text, all by the same hand, so that

uniformity of effect could be secured. Considerations

of time and cost alone rule this out, and the author here

follows custom in reproducing drawings from other

sources and in grouping, as a rule, two photographs on
a plate. The drawings are taken from innumerable
books, requiring no less than four pages of the preface

for their “ acknowledgment,” and they range from the

charming line sketches of Koldewey and Puchstein

to hard and uninspired outline diagrams. In some
well-known cases a photograph might well have re-

placed a drawing—there is an engraving of the temple

of Nike Apteros from a German handbook which very

incorrectly represents its proportion of height to length

as seen from the landing of the Propylaea. The placing

of two photographs on one plate, again, is not easy to

manage so that the scale is always kept even, and the

subjects group well
;
on Plate II a general view of an

excavated temple site is placed above a large scale

detail photograph of an archaic capital, and exterior

views of the Colosseum and the Pantheon portico do

not pair well together in scale.

And, among all this profusion, there is no plan or

illustration of the Acropolis as a whole, showing the

relation of its three great buildings to one another.

In the chapter on Alinoan Crete, three magnificent

plans are given from Evans’s book on Knossos, and a

“ reconstructed elevation ” of the Grand Staircase.

Whatever view may be taken of the validity of the

restorations carried out in the palace, we have to admit

that its architecture, apart from mere archaeological

interest, must have been repellently ugly
;

in fact,

the whole civilisation, with its intricate domestic

planning, advanced sanitation and barbaric splendour

of decoration, combined with primitive architectural

forms, provides a complete contrast to the simplicity

and dignity of the Hellenic period, in which architec-

ture was the “ mistress art ” and superb public buildings

rise in the midst of primitive domestic surroundings.

In the early classical centuries it is interesting to

note the exaggerated and bulging forms in the archaic

temples, which were afterwards refined down to the

almost invisible curvatures of line in the Parthenon,

and the surprising freedom of design which was
claimed in the treatment of the order before it became
stereotyped into perfection. It is also remarkable

that the Doric forms demand a very finely-grained

material like Pentclic marble for their proper expres-

sion, though the older temples were nearly all built of

coarse stone which had to be coated with a marble
cement

;
in Sicily and South Italy, indeed, this ideal

material was never available at any period, but no
attempt was made to adapt the elements of design in

order to suit the quality of the local stone.

W’^e are accustomed to think of the Greek temple as

a complete work of one period, but in tw’o famous
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examples this continuity of design is broken—in the

Heraeum at Olympia by the gradual replacement of

wooden by stone columns, each in the accepted fashion

of its time ;
and in the colossal temple “ G ’’ at

Selinus, which, like a mediaeval cathedral, took so long

to],build that its columns vary in design roughly, but

not quite regularly, as between the two ends of the

building.

There seems to be no clear reason for the existence

of the extraordinary series of colossal temples, spread

all over the Greek world, and over the whole period of

its activity. There was a recognised average size for

normal temples, probably based on practical methods
of construction and handling of materials, but far above

these, and across an immense gap in scale, we find the
“ half-dozen giants,’^ as the author calls them, all very

much alike in size (round about 170 feet by 360 feet).

No doubt there was a good deal of inter-state com-
petition in these buildings, like the modern rivalry

in Atlantic liners, but they were all far too large to be

amenable to the ordinary scheme of interior design and
roofing—sometimes even to the use of a free-standing

order in the peristyle. Greek carpentry remained so

rudimentary and unscientific that it never reached the

simplest form of roof truss, and even the limited spans

of the Parthenon and the temple of Poseidon at

Paestum made it necessary to introduce the inner rows
of supporting columns, with their absurd double

ranges of shafts separated by a detached architrave.

But the cella of the “ giant in most cases could not be
roofed at all, and had to be treated as an open court-

yard, which in the Didymaeum at ^Miletus actually

contained a small Ionic temple which constituted the

shrine itself. Conjectural restorations of the Temple of

Zeus at Agrigentum, where the peristyle had to be
walled up in order to carry the architrave, suggest

nothing so much as an early nineteenth century town
hall or concert hall, designed on the accepted prin-

ciples of the Greek Revival.

The author's discussion of the fifth century Doric

opens with a long exposition of “ an insoluble mathe-
matical problem—the curse of Doric," to which he
devotes five profound pages sprinkled with algebraic

formulae, surely a needlessly alarming treatment of the

obvious problem of design caused by the triglyph over

the angle columns of the normal peripteral temple,

where aesthetic considerations required the triglyph to

be placed at the end of the frieze, and therefore oif the

centre line of its column. The architect admits this

dilemma, and solves it by reducing the distance

between the angle column and its neighbour in each

direction, thus bringing the third triglyph into its

right position over the centre of its column without

altering the dimensions of the square metopes. This

device also fulfilled another sound aesthetic function

of giving an effect of additional strength at the angles

by the closer grouping of the columns. With the

delicate adjustments found in the Parthenon, the

whole result looks quite right and natural, and there is

no reason to attribute to it the ultimate disuse of the

Doric order. In point of fact, the Ionic order in-

volved a much more troublesome snag—the problem
of the angle volutes, which had to be turned out
awkwardly on the exterior, while in the re-entrant

interior angle they could not be managed at all, and
the volutes simply cut into each other just as they met,
fortunately in more or less deep shadow, where they
escaped notice.

In describing the temple at Segesta, which is our
“ locus classicus " for methods of construction owing
to the lucky chance that it was suddenly arrested in a
half-finished state, and remains to this day exactly as

it was left, the author disagrees with the general
theory, recently supported by Dinsmoor, that the cella

was never built, thus proving that the peristyle was the
first part of a temple to be erected. This theory he
describes as “ almost certainly false," and “ improbable
on commonsense grounds.” Why should it be ? It is

not at* all likely that the Greeks would have agreed
with our idea of what is or is not commonsense in
building. The most profound difference between
their point of view and our own in architecture lies in
the fact that to them architecture was essentially an
external affair—temples were conceived, and meant to
be seen, from the outside in the open air, where the
Greeks spent the whole of their public life. Conse-
quently the peristyle is all-important—so much so that
there is nothing in its form to explain what happens
inside the cella, or even at which end the main en-
trance is to be found. With this idea predominant in
their minds, it would be quite logical to construct the
peristyle first, and might even be convenient for deli-
cate cross-measurements between the colonnades.
Apart from theory, it seems incredible at Segesta that
the whole of the cella and the pavement of its area
should have vanished without leaving a trace, while the
peristyle itself has survived intact as it was erected,
without the loss of a single block of stone.
The chapter which deals with various covered build-

ings, such as Assembly Halls, and the Hall of Mys-
teries at Eleusis, where the function was mainly
internal^ shows how difficult the Greeks found it to
adapt themselves to this point of view, and how their
primitive carpentry defeated the attempt to obtain
large interiors unobstructed by columns.
This external bias in their attitude is realised the

more vividly when we turn to Roman architecture, for,
except that the phrase “ classical period ” includes
both, there is a complete contrast in the whole con-
ception of design, construction, and decoration. The
Roman ternples on the Greek model are uninspired and
unconvincing, and it is not until the Empire is well
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advanced that we reach the inspired Roman architec-

ture of the Pantheon, the great Thermae, and the
Basilica of Maxentius. These are all essentially

internal architecture, the problem being the enclosure
and roofing of vast spaces for general public use,

where the Roman genius for mass construction reduces
the imitation of Greek columnar design to little more
than surface decoration, often misapplied.

In the exterior treatment of these buildings, even
that tribute to Greece must have been given up as

hopeless, and the great wall-spaces left to make their

own effect like that colossal blank wall of the theatre at

Orange which Louis XIV described as the finest wall

in his kingdom. The late Roman work in the East

may be described as the Baroque of the classical

world—it has all the freedom of design and over-

loading of decoration which characterises so much of

the seventeenth century work in Italy, though lacking

its picturesque and romantic elements. The illus-

tration of the interior of the temple of Bacchus at

Baalbek, as restored, would serve perfectly as a superb

stage setting for a masque or ballet, not less effective

though less exuberant than the scene painting of

Bibiena ; while in West itself parts of Hadrian’s Villa at

Tivoli foreshadow all the playful planning of the domes-
tic work of the Adams, apart from the direct inspiration

which they derived from their studies at Spalato.

By the irony of fate and geography, it is far easier

for us to visit Rome than Athens, in spite of the

Hellenic Travellers’ Club. But anyone who has seen

both knows well that while we may form an adequate

idea of the great Roman buildings from books and

illustrations, Greek architecture must be seen face to

face in its magic atmosphere and sunlight, and that an

hour’s contemplation on the Acropolis will reveal

more of the suprem.e genius of the Periclean age than

the reading of all the volumes that were ever written to

explain it.

MODERN SCULPTURE.
By ROBERT ATKINSON [E].

Modern Architectural Sculpture. Edited by W,
Aitmonier. 40. Loud. 1930 [Architectural Prm].

£2 15^.

So much interesting material upon modern con-

tinental architecture, touching also incidentally upon

sculpture, has appeared in various fleeting press notices of

recent years, that a substantial and well-illustrated

volume forming a collection of the more typical recent

Architectural Sculpture is most welcome. It enables

the imperfect impression already gathered to be consoli-

dated into a more complete valuation of the undoubted

merits of this new movement.

The present volume, edited by no less an authority than

Mr. Aumonier, is comprehensive in its scope, well-pro-

duced, catholic in its selection, and altogether a most

valuable record.

This volume proves, if such were necessaiy’’, that the
epoch of sculpture in painfully white plaster of Paris is

passed—thank God. I could never understand why all

sculpture was first born in plaster of Paris to become stone
or marble or bronze indiscriminately at a second meta-
morphosis—if any. Sculptors always seemed to sit on
so many nests, to lay eggs in so many baskets. The plaster

embiy onic became any size, according to the offer avail-

able for the Dining Room, the Gallery or the Public
Memorial, in order that, at any rate, one of the eggs might
be fertile.

To approach sculpture from an architectural point of
view one must bear in mind modern architectural ten-

deaces. Is modern architecture bad—are its forms
good or merely affected ? Is its result logical and developed
from essentials ? One may say yes, in most cases. Its

starkness is irritating to minds which dw^ell in Italian

Halls, its worst eccentricities recall the Art Nouveau
of precious memory, the same cleverness turned to
different issues—no new architecture is complete without
a colossal staircase inside a glass case to light the footfalls

of failing age, and school rooms and living rooms must
have solid walls, that proper contrast may be maintained.
Similarly, rounded angles to concrete buildings (so-

called plastic modelling) and projecting eyebrows to

each floor and in between if possible, are other original

individualisms common to all European countries. Its

good points are its simplicity, its directness and absence
of decoration where not needed, and a proper development
of modern building methods.

In the main, glass and concrete are fighting it out.

Concrete forms the pillars and floors and the glass

covers all like the dome over a collection of wax fruit,

which serves to show how strong is tradition. iVIotor

showrooms on the sixth floor can thus be normally
inspected from the street, although no new hotel has yet
been built on this principle.

Sculpture also is up and doing. As with architecture,

so with sculpture : directness and simplicity are the key-
notes. Pale plaster is discarded and real metal and stone

are being used—-like architecture, sculpture is beginning
again at the Crystal Palace period, or whatever is the
sculptural equivalent.

1 speak feelingly—as an architect I have suffered the

atrocities of Grinling Gibbons on everv' bank for many
years—the impossible milk-white ladies of the annual
Academy—the continual resurrection of Donatello^s

tender children—those terrible French exhibitions of

casts from wateiy^ clay. A sculptor will no doubt recall

architectural verisimilitudes which he equally admires.

Egvptian repose, Greek refinement, Roman vigour, we
have had for a great many years before us—all wonderful

—

but we want something for ourselves out of ourselves, and
we may now be on the right way towards it.

Most of the works illustrated tend towards what is

called modern art and presumably designedly so. The full

blast of criticism is thus let loose, and I must confess

that, speaking as an architect, my general impression is

favourable—the evident sinceriu^ of the work, the often

masterly handling of composition, and, above all, the

obvious striving after a unity between the object and its.

material—and not least, its architectural setting.
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Materials, as such, are part of the sculptor's palette.

Just as an architect varies his treatment for bricks and
stone and flints, so the new sculpture agrees with its

material, and texture, relief and modelling are one whole.

Bricks are carved with a strong surface, and hard stones

with a roundness sleek and svelte as an Egyptian idol.

The book opens with a telling frontispiece—a beautiful

lunette of the \Iadonna. full of simple piety, delightful

in its arrangement, modelling and texture.

German work since before the War has been progressing

towards the new ideals. I remember seeing at Nauheim
and Wiesbaden various fountain figures in rough lime-

stone which were admirably modelled and suited to their

functions. And, while some of the figures in this work
are reminiscent of classical prototypes, others are more
plastic and proportioned as decoration rather than
laboured anatomy, which as decoration is all to the good.

I personally find such figures as the carved wooden
“ Diana ” and staircase balustrade on page 4 delightful,

and the terra-cotta figures on page 5 equally good design

and part of the background as well—^which unity is

seldom achieved.

Such handling of pure decoration as Professor

Hitzberger’s panels are masterpieces, as is also the fitting

on page 18 by W. Sutkowsky, illustrating a definite trend

in metal work, which seems to have permeated all the

northern European countries.

Altogether I have nothing but praise for the German
work illustrated.

The Swiss and Czechoslovakian work does not appear
to be so well handled. Of Jugoslavia and Alcstrovic one
has already heard much—his work here illustrated is

strong and yet a little, one might say, Americanised, His
Alortuary Chapel at Ragusa is sculpturesque and not
architectural.

Italy impresses more than I had expected, perhaps by
reason of recent poor architecture w^hich lingers in my
mind. Of a technique quite different to the many others,

and presumably for bronze, the groups by Eugenio
Baroni are powerful, compelling, and a little like a

film. Other works by Alartinez and Cataldi have great

traditional feeling, force and grace of character.

France leaves me rather cold—perhaps because I have
seen it all before—or the spiritual meaning escapes me.
I can’t say. The animals in hard stone on page 53 are

fine and bring sculpture again into the class of house
decoration.

I confess to no admiration for the Pendule by Alaillot

and similar works, but I do like “ A Young Girl ” by

J. Bernard and that wonderful group not here illustrated

of the Pans Exhibition of 1925, and the Alemorial at

Algiers by Landowski—-although the latter is too much in

the Victor Emanuele manner.

America gi\es me a curious feeling of efficiency and
lack of real sympathy with sculpture. All this stuff by
Lee Lawrie is so easy to do, so forced in design and so

mannered in execution that after a first good impression it

falls flat— a general defect w hich Paul Alanship also shares

in a lesser degree.

By far the best piece of w'ork under this heading is the

Tympanum for Princeton University—a beautiful com-

position obviously founded on the great French works of

the early thirteenth centur^L Another Tympanum on
the same page is streets behind it, although more obviously

striven after as a design.

Austrian w orks in architecture, sculpture and decoration

are alw'ays fresh, and this section well holds its own. I

am not altogether all out for everything shown, but the
w'orkmen’s dwellings on page 83 are to my mind an
example of the thorough blending of material and archi-

tecture, and ornament and sculpture. And as to texture,

relief and freshness, the figures on page 85 are archi-

tectural ornament at its best.

The Northern countries, Denmark and Sweden, are old
friends. Denmark, perhaps, is not so virile as Sw eden, but
Thomsen's Crematorium is strong and good. The w’ork
of Carl Alilles alone raises Sweden head and shoulders
above the rest of Europe. Alilles’s masteiyYs w^onderful,
his composition telling and his technique superb.

Holland is more sophisticated, more “ arty ” in its

methods, and perhaps more revolutionaiy and more ugly,
without being less interesting.

Great Britain comes last in the book and perhaps last

in development. The great figures of pre-w'ar days in
the realm of sculpture are no more, their works probably
not very lasting, and one feels a curious hiatus these last
few' years w ith nothing to bridge the gap between the old
gang and the newu The w'orks illustrated oscillate between
the violently modern and the violently orthodox. Dobson
irritates by his malformations, Tyson Smith irritates
equally by his smug classicality. Gilbert Ledward, Eric
Kennington and Richard Garbe hit a medium course,
and to my unlettered mind often quite beautifully.

A building wRich I never cease to admire, and that of
many years' standing—wEich is unusual when most ofmy
sweethearts have been changed—is the British Aledical
Council building, wrongly here ascribed to Lutyens
instead of to Frere.

I am ashamed to say I fail to see any quality in the tw'O
atrocious V ar Alemorials on pages 132 153, w'hilst certain
other works appear to me to resemble partiallv inflated
inner tubes.

REGIONAL PLANNING REPORTS.
By W. HARDING THOAIPSON [F.].

The recent publication of the first report of the Greater
London Regional Committee^ will arouse renewed inte-
rest in the various reports by the constituent bodies and
particularly for those areas, still largely agricultural, that
surround London. The Home Counties are being con-
tinuously pierced by the outposts of bricks and mortar
flung out trorn London's suburbia, and unless planning
authorities quickly reserve their open spaces and agricul-
tural areas it will be too late.

In Mr. W. R. Davidge’s Report prepared for the Hert-
tordshire Regional Planning Committee f he strongly
emphasised the necessity for the development of the new
and existing centres of population, leaving the intervening

. w.w icaymona Unwm. 4to i
[Knapp, Drewett and Sons.] :;s.

t 4to. 1927, [Vacher and Sons, Ltd., Westminster.]
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countryside as agricultural belts. This method of cen-
tralisation in new towns and satellites of limited size is the
only scientific alternative to the unorganised decentralisa-
tion of London now in process along the radial roads.
The County of Hertford is so far remarkably free from ex-
ploitation by the land speculator on a large scale, and
agriculture and market gardening is still the predominat-
ing industry : the chalk land of the northern areas being
mainly arable, while the clay lands nearer London are for
the most part more suitable for pasture and hay crops.
The county has already provided an object lesson in the
successful establishment of two Garden Cities in com-
munal ownership, also two satisfactory examples of
private estate development on a definite plan. It remains
for the County Council and the planning authorities to

decide on the location of further sites where the develop-
ment of new towns and grouped settlements could be
encouraged. IVIr. Davidge has made suggestions in regard
to these areas, and this constitutes his chief recommenda-
tion. The most important new road proposals include

the Hertfordshire section (30 miles) of the North Orbital

Road ; a new east and west mid-county road, required to

link up the numerous existing arteries going north
; by-

passes for Hoddesdon, Ware and St. Albans, and a new
approach road to the county town from the south, avoid-

ing Cheshunt and Hoddesdon. In regard to regional open
spaces, the author suggests that many of the large country

estates in which the county is so rich, such as the Park-

lands of Hatfield and Panslianger, might well be scheduled

as “ Private Open Spaces in the statutory Scheme
; also

that green strips of varying width should be permanently

reserved from building along the valleys of the Colne, Lea,

IMimram and other rivers.

All these and many other recommendations are clearly

shown on a comprehensi\'e map of the whole county,

which also indicates certain areas to be scheduled for

industry and as agricultural reservations. But unless the

local authorities in their detailed schemes reserve more
extensive areas for agriculture, sporadic development

wi 1 not be efiPjctively checked and the county will not

preserve its present rural character. It is essential that

regional planning powers should be given in order to

prevent building over wider areas.

This report is admirably illustrated with numerous

diagrams that show existing conditions in a much more

digestible form than pages of statistics that have appeared

in several similar reports, and the published price should

ensure a wide circulation. It is noteworthy that Hertford-

shire was the first county to undertake a survey and plan

for the whole of its administrative area, and it is hoped

that Mr. Davidge s valuable suggestions will be incor-

porated in the individual schemes now being prepared.

A most attractive report was published last year on the

West Sussex Coast and Downs. This was prepared by

Mr. Arthur H. Schofield for the Arundel, Littlehampton,

East Preston and District Advisory Committee.* Unlike

the usual royal quarto volume, the author has presented

his report in a smaller and more convenient-sized book

with sectional maps, photographs and admirable line dia-

grams easily readable by the layman. The report is di-

vided into three parts : (i) a survey of the region, (2)

* Sm. 4to. 1929. [Arundel : Mitchell and Co.] 5s.

present tendencies and powers of control and (3) the plan.
At the end of each chapter in Part III the author gives a
concise summary of his recommendations, a system which
is in many ways preferable to giving a more lengthy sum-
mary of the whole report as a conclusion. Here, as in
Hertfordshire, the reader is impressed with the urgent
need for intelligent zoning, and for the redistribution of
population by the development of towns and villages
around nuclei rather than the more usual haphazard
growth without a plan. Communications and the need for
extended engineering services are also dealt with most
efficiently.

In regard to the general character of the future build-
ings, Air. Schofield points out the very great advantages
—social, economic and aesthetic, of compact communities
in contrast with the kind of loosely planned open develop-
ment which is so prevalent and which is so liable to absorb
large areas of the countryside that could more wisely be
reserved for agriculture and recreation.
This report, in its suggestions, literary style and format,

expresses the individuality of one who obviously has not
only a thorough grasp of the fundamentals and technique
of regional planning, but is also a keen student of human
affairs and tendencies. The book will appeal to all who
love the Sussex Downlands as well as to the architect and
town planner, who will find the theory applicable to other
Regions. I would recommend every student of the subject
to add it to his library.

HOTEL DESIGN
BY C. F. A. VOYSEY [F.J

Hotfl Pl.^nxixg axd OuTriTTiXG. C. S. Taylor
and V. R. Bliss, editors. {Albert Pick-Bath Com-
panies.) 40. Chicago. 1928-30. ^’2 2.S.

The book entitled Haiti Planning and Outfitting,
issued by the Albert Pick-Bath Company, of New York,
is a cleverly compiled and exhaustive treatment of
every question connected with hotel and restaurant
matters. It is peculiarly valuable as coming from a large
number of experts.

The compilers record their thanks to more than 100
architects and specialists. So the book is singularly
free from personal bias or prejudice. It deals with the
subject under three heads, namely, commercial, resi-

dential and recreational.

English architects and all those officials that help to
make building by-laws ought to take to heart the superior
wisdom of the Americans in allowing lavatory accommoda-
tion inside buildings with no direct daylight.

The most striking features of American hotels, as

shown by this book, are the designers’ reliance on
artificial light and the almost total absence of urinals.

It is to be hoped that before long Englishmen will recognise

the primitive and unpleasant arrangement we invariably

provide.

No friendly greeting and companionship which open
fires provide are indulged in by Americans. Like
modern cookery, instead of toasting with direct fire rays,

steaming seems the order and principle of general

warming.
However critical we may be, we must admit that this
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book is crammed full of very useful information, given

in a very comprehensive manner. There are sectio

devoted to the proportioning of bath and lavatory

accommodation. How the efficiency of planning may
increase rents for the same area, economic kitchen

planning, and many other specialities are well treated.

NOTES BY ME^IBERS OF THE SCIENCE
STANDING COMIMITTEE

The Effect of Distribution and Colour on the
Suitability of Lighting for Clerical Work.
Technical Paper No. lo. Illumination Research

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research.

Stationeiy Office. 6d.

It is the ambition of every true craftsman that his work

should endure, and few craftsmen are so fortunately

placed in this respect as the architect. He can con-

fidently expect that, in the nature of things, any building

which he designs, at least for habitation or for sedentar>^

occupations, is not likely to be removed or even to be

materially altered for some 50 to 100 years, and probably

much longer.

But this enduring permanence, gratifying as it is, also

carries with it grave responsibilities. In a block of city

offices, for example, everv^ working space will probably be

occupied for about 40 hours a week for 50 weeks in every

year of its existence. It is a rather sobering reflection

that in designing the ventilation, the warming, and, what

is probably equally permanent, the natural and artificial

lighting of even a small block of offices, housing, say,

200 persons, one is of necessity making decisions vital

to the daily and hourly comfort, and more especially to

the health, of future generations over at least some 20

million w^orking hours.

How often do we reflect on this as w^e gladly overcome

our light and air difficulties by negotiating reciprocal

agreements ? Under these our client's ambitious and

profitably lofty building scheme is permitted to go up

and to darken neighbouring premises
;
but only by employ-

ing the easy expedient of giving them the legal right to

darken it in turn at some future time when it is all let off

to tenants who must take w hat they can find.

Still, the architect must, perhaps, take this selfish old

world as he finds it. If he did not carry out his client’s

wishes, then doubtless someone else, less scrupulous,

would.' If we cannot provide natural light, then we must

seek to give the workers whom we are housing at least

an ample sufficiency of artificial light, and the best of its

kind. But what is an ample sufficiency of artificial

light ? W'e cannot judge by daylight, because we know

that our eyes cannot endure from artificial sources any-

thing like the huge intensities of daylight. From the

latter, under which they have developed for millions of

years, they take only that which they need, and protect

themselves against the surplus. Whether they will ever

learn to do so, or to do so sufficiently, wflth regard to

artificial light we do not know. Certainly after a paltry

generadon or tw^o of artificial light they are still easily

dazzled by excess
;
and excess is expensive.

Are we then to provide the 5, 10, or 15 foot candles

recommended in text-books, copied originally from
authorities not uninterested in the sale of electric power ?

We know that even though lighting bills may represent

but a small fraction of total expenditure, the cost of
providing the difference between even 2 and 3 foot candles

to a large staff can be quite substantial, especially to a

client who studies his outgoings closely.

What also is the best kind of artificial light ? Is it top
lighting, side lighting, direct, indirect, or semi-indirect ?

Is it really the colour of the light from the unscreened
incandescent filament, as compared with that of daylight,

which causes eyestrain to those who have to use it all day
and every day ? If so, ought w e to install the large mains
required for daylight lamps which wastefully cut off the
excess of yellow and give the w orkers light which more
closely approaches the spectrum of daylight, at sub-
stantially increased capital and running costs ?

These are questions wffiich the architect may shirk, but
for w hich he cannot escape responsibility.

The report under review, modest as it is in size and in
price, is a really valuable contribution to our existing
knowledge.

It records, in the terse, clear phraseology—exhaustive
without being exhausting—characteristic of N.P.L.
Reports, the results of lengthy practical tests of typical
systems of natural and artificial lighting for clerical work,
well thought out, carefully conducted, and intelligently
analysed. Selected w^orkers, subject to medical super-
vision, carried out clerical w^ork of a somewhat trying
nature over long periods under var\flng conditions. The
results are judged not merely by measuring the compara-
tive volume of work executed under each system of
lighting, but rather by noting the medical experiences,
complaints of eye-strain, headache, etc., and the general
opinions and the preferences of the w^orkers.

The results are published by an Advisory Committee
comprising ophthalmic surgeons, scientists, engineers and
architects. The definite conclusions arrived at appear at
first sight to be somewhat meagre

;
but further considera-

tion show s that the tests which gave inconclusive results
were generally confined to a somewhat limited number
of “ subjects " over short periods, whereas those with
regard to which the Advisory^ Committee feel justified
in drawing fairly definite conclusions indicating the
marked advantage of daylight, natural or artificial, w^ere
of wflder scope. This in itself is useful as tending to
disprove the helpless idea that it is difficult or impossible
to measure scientifically average human opinions. The
maxim Quot homines (and more particularly quot femince)
tot sententicBj does not of necessity prevent the depth of
average opinion to be charted, provided that soundings
are averaged over a sufficiently large area. It is only
when attempts are made to average a few crests and
hollows of human idiosyncrasy that the results appear to be
hopelessly at variance.

The report is one which should be carefully and
thoughtfully studied by architects. Its value is in no way
reflected in its nominal cost.

Pfrcy J. Waldram, F.S.L
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Correspondence
HEIGHT OF LONDON BUILDINGS.

(Interim Report of the Conference between the London
Society, the R.LB.A. and the Town Planning Institute.)

9 Gray's Inn Square,
London, IV.C.i.

24 September 1930.
To the Editor

f

Journal R.LB.A.,

—

Dear Sir,—Although the above Report, which appears
in the Journal of 20 September still awaits consideration by
the Council, few architects will fail to appreciate, and many
will welcome with enthusiasm, the wise and courageous
manner in which the Conference has dealt with a subject

bristling with difficulties.

It is for this reason that one is of necessity just a little

apprehensive as to what may happen if and when attempt
is made to translate into definite regulations certain terms
wffiich appear, somewhat lightheartedly, throughout the

Report. To such expressions as “ adequacy of light and
air,” “ the amount of light and air required for the class

of user,” “ fair share of light and air,” and the like, no
objection can be taken. They are excellent. But what
precisely do they mean ? Lentil this question can be
answered, and with authority, it is impossible to frame
regulations to bring them into effect. It is therefore

encouraging to note that our ideas on the subject, which a

few' years ago w'ere hopelessly and helplessly vague, are

by w'ay of becoming far more usefully definite. We may
still have some distance yet to climb towards agreement

upon general definitions
;
but the going is easier than it

w'as.

Some twenty years of research and controversy were

involved before general agreement was reached here and

abroad as to a quantitative definition of adequacy of day-

light at any single w'orking position. But immediately

that was reached, the Courts—wffiose difficult duty it is to

settle disputes between neighbours—found it far easier to

determine w'hat was a fair disposition of adequate and

inadequate daylight over any given room ; and for years

their decisions w'ith regard to rooms have showm remark-

able unanimity.

The difficult of defining reasonably adequate light and

air to houses w'ith due regard to all conflicting interests

should not now' be so insuperable as it has appeared to be

for many years. Given this, plus some reasonable

standard of fenestration, definition of permissible obstruc-

tion would present little difficulty.

The British Daylight Committee of the International

Commission on Illumination, upon which the R.LB.A. is

represented, is studying the subject in active collaboration

with similar Committees abroad, in the hope of securing

agreement upon definite standards to be recommended to

the Plenary meeting of the Commission in London in

1931. The problem of tow n building density is not con-

fined to London nor to this countrv'. All nations have to

face, and are facing, the question as to how' far the physique

of w'orkers in towms shall be sacrificed to the inimediate

needs of business and commercial activity, which calls

insistently for more and more concentration of buildings

and therefore less and less light and air for the poorer

W'orkers, condemned to reside in overcrowded suburbs
and slums. Fortunately international exchange of views
is facilitated by international agreement upon a standard
definition of moderately dull weather. This being deter-
mined by cloud thickness only is independent of solar
altitude and therefore of latitude

;
a w'et day in Rome

being no brighter than a w'et day in London.
The R.LB.A. by actively and consistently denouncing

any increase in the permissible height and density of
buildings in towns, has done incalculable good in the past.

Acceptance of this report will, it is to be hoped, follow as

the logical sequence of that policy. But policy alone is

not sufficient. Data is required and data will be found
sooner or later. If the opinion of the R.LB.A. as to what
obstruction in tow'ns should be permissible in the interests

of the community at large (a totally different question to
individual rights of light) it must make up its mind as to

what is adequate light and air to buildings, as distinct from
adequacy to individual rooms or w'orking places, and it

must place its decision on record.

The representative of the R.LB.A. on the British Com-
mittee can ensure that all expressed view's are duly con-
sidered both here and abroad. But he cannot speak for

those wffio are silent.—Yours faithfully,

Percy J. Waldr\m, F.S.I.

NEW BUILDING GRANT REGULATIONS.
58 Rodney Street, Liverpool.

25 September 1930.

To the Editor, Journal R.LB.A.,

—

Dear Sir,—Education, the official organ of the Associa-

tion of Education Committees, published on 12 September
in the minutes of the Executive of the Association of
Education Committees the follow'ing letter from the

Blackburn Education Committee :

—

“ My Authority understands that it is the intention of

the Board of Education to require the terms at the end of

the financial year from each Authority show'ing the total

cost of the professional staff and the proportion attribu-

table to school works.
“ My Authority are of opinion that the question of the

allocation of such items as office expenses will be extremely

difficult, and they would prefer the Board approving a

percentage basis, say five per cent, of the cost of the

school works in respect of the ser\'ices of the Authority’s

architectural staff.

“ Will you please raise this matter w'ith the Board as

one arising out of the answer to the question mentioned
above. Resolved—That no action be taken on this point

of detail at the present time.”

Let us hope that the Board of Education w'ill not be put

off. A return showing the exact annual cost of architec-

tural staff attributable to school w'ork, if the cost of archi-

tectural w'ork is given for the same year, wfill prove very

interesting to architects in private practice.

Hastwell Grayson [F.].

INSTITUTE OF ARBITRATORS.
5, Paper BuiJduvqs,

Temple, London, E.C.
22 September, 1930.

To the Editor, Journal, R.LB.A.,—
De.^r Sir,—May I ask for the indulgence of your
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columns whereby to address the younger members of

the Royal Institute.

The above Institute was formed some fifteen years ago
for the assistance and benefit of those who are called

upon to act as arbitrators and this policy has recently

been extended so as to provide educational facilities for

the younger men who will in proper season be called

upon to arbitrate upon technical matters.

The Institute does not instruct in technical details,

but it does seek to ensure that its members in addition to

the technical experience gained in a profession may also

have some knowledge of the legal pitfalls which normally
arise in arbitration and so prepai^e them better to fulfill

the duties of an arbitrator.

Full particulars of membership and examination
syllabus, etc., may be obtained from the Secretar\%

Mr. R. \V. L. Clench, lo, Norfolk Street, Strand, \V.C.2.
•—I am, dear Sir, yours faithfully,

W. E. Watson [F.],

President
y
Institute of Arbitrators.

ENGLISH CHURCH ART,

St. Stephens House,

26 September, 1930 .

To the Editor, Journal R.I.B.A.

—

Dear Sir,—A brief note, closing this correspondence,
is necessary to enable me to apologise for an error. “Air.
Stephen’s ” was incorrect, I was referring to the charming
reredos by Air. Reynolds Stephens, whereas it was the

work of Air. Bainbridge Reynolds to which Air. Voysey
referred. But, in his \ery first sentence, he does compare
the S.K.AI. exhibition and that organised by me as

Chairman of the Church-Crafts’ League, and my main
point in writing at all was that his criticism viewed the
latter as a mere arts-and-crafts show* whereas it contained
examples of all the Fine Arts.

Now Mr. Voysey emphasises my point still further by
pointing out that the one example of the Fine Arts w hich
I thought he had praised w as incorrect. The outstanding
feature at the Caxton Hall was the \ery remarkable
sculpture—not to mention architecture and painting

—

and, in his desire to correct some technical points in

craftsmanship (points on which artists are not agreed),

he ignored the major arts.

Finally, if he will look up the et\molog\' of dorsal he
will find that my spelling is correct, hie may write

dosel, dossell or doser but not dossal which is a modern
corruption and is found in the art-catalogues of clerical

tailors.—Yours faithfully,

Philip A. Robson [F.].

THE NATIONAL PLAYING FIELDS
ASSOCIATION.

The result of three years’ w^ork no fewer than 550 new'
playing fields and recreation grounds have been provided
by or through or wdth the active co-operation and financial

assistance of the National Playing Fields Association and
its branches. The playing fields are distributed over
Greater London and the whole of England and the north
and south of Wales.

THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF
PERSIAN ART

By Arnold Silcock [F.]

The International Exhibition of Persian Art, w'hich is

to be held at the Royal Academy in January^ and Februar>>'

1931, is intended to assemble and co-ordinate treasures

which are dispersed all over the world in various public

and private collections, and its interest and importance
promise to equal if not to surpass that of the historic

exhibitions of Flemish, Dutch and Italian Art,

The art of Persia has recently been pro\‘ed to extend
from prehistoric times to the present day, and it comprises
a variety of styles and materials which have never hitherto

been fully apprehended. Persia has produced the most
startling achievements in the realm of architectural

design, and the most brilliant architectural ornament in
stucco and faience, but in addition to this are to be found
magnificent examples of sculpture in stone and metals

;

ceramics that are rivalled only by those of Greece and
China ; silver, gold, glass and enamel that have set

a world standard
;

exquisite miniatures and other
paintings

;
rich brocades, velvets, tapestry and carpets

;

beautiful book-bindings, w'oodwork, arms and armour.
All these w'ill be represented by the finest examples,

selected from the libraries and royal and private collec-
tions of tw'enty countries.

It is hoped that His Alajesty the King, who has
graciously consented to be a patron of the Exhibition,
will lend some pieces of historic interest, and His AJajesty
the Shah, who is also a patron, is sending many treasures
from the palace collection, the National Aluseum, and
the jealously guarded mosques. By the desire of His
Alajesty King Fuad, the Egyptian Government is lending
works from the Cairo Aluseum and Khedivial Library.
From Russia wdll come a valuable contribution including
famous silver, gold and bronze Sasanian vessels

; France,
Italy, Germany, Austria, Poland, Scandinavia, Spain,
America and other countries are sending examples of
Persiari art of various descriptions. Alany of the exhibits,
including some recently discovered, will be shown publicly
for the first time. Assistance and support are being
given by the American Institute for Persian Art and
Archaeology, the Association Fran^aise des Amis de
rOrient, and the Deutsch-Persische Gesellschaft, while
for the particular information of scholars the announce-
ment is made that the second International Congress
on Persian Art, which will be attended by authorities
from many different parts of the world, will be held
during the first week of the Exhibition.
The above is a brief resume of the prospectus, but

architects will be especially interested in the fact that
the exhibits and photographs of early Persian Art tend
to prove that Persia w as the source of many architectural
leatures which we have been accustonied to regard as
\\estern in origin. For example, the pointed arch,
the '^ault and the dome, all occur in Persian architecture
long before they appear in the West. Some of the
photographs representing the interiors of mosques,
whi(m up to the present time have been accessible only
to the Faithful, now shov/ that not only the elements
themselves but their grouping and disposal also bear
a remarkable resemblance to Romanesque and early
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Gothic building. Some of the finest vaults and a few
of the largest domes in existence were built by Persian
hands many years before the Western builder tried his

prentice hand on the same kind of thing.

In later years the art of the potter reached such an
extraordinarily high standard that architects were able

to enrich the whole brick fagade of their buildings with
magnificent designs in brilliantly coloured glazed tiles.

Large numbers of these tiles will be shown in the Exhibi-

tion, and it is hoped that models of one or two of the

buildings, showing the methods employed and their

general effect, will also be included. The very rich

appearance thus achieved in interior decoration will be

illustrated by at least one complete room in mosaic-

fa'ience. The interest of some types of these ceramics

is increased by the fact that we have now lost the secret

of firing together these brilliant colours.

Architects will also be attracted by numerous examples

of Persian sculpture and metal work, for until quite

recently it was thought that there was practically no

Persian sculpture, while a whole series of magnificent

designs in carved and moulded metal has been discovered

during the last twelve months.

C.P.R.E. CONFERENCE AT WEIA\WN.
Town and Regional Planning was discussed at the

National Conference of the Council for the Preservation

of Rural England, which began in the theatre at Welwyn
Garden Citv, under the presidency of Lord Crawford.

Mr. E. Guv'Dawber presided at the opening session.

Sir Theodore Chambers, vice-president of the Town
Planning Institute, introduced the subject of Town
and Regional Planning in its Relation to the Objects

of the C.P.R.E.” He said the C.P.R.E. was not foolish

enough to suppose that it could stand in the way of

inevitable economic changes or stem the tide of progress.

The improvement in the standard of life of the mass of

the people, which received an immense impetus during

the war, and the general desire that this standard should

be maintained, would lead to the clearance of the slums

and the abolition of overcrowding.

Town planning, so far as it had reached to-day, did no

more than touch the fringe of the subject. It did not

initiate development or carry out development. It

was not reallv executive except in the sense that the

authorities had certain policing powers. Town planning

was not town building. The range of the control of

town planning was still very limited. It was possible

that in future they would get some advantage by the

extension of the principle of zoning and by the more

universal introduction of the policy of submitting c eva-

tions and specifications for the approval of local authori-

ties. What was lacking was the executive authority to

carry out development with all that was entailed in

engineering, architecture, and the other essential sciences.

In his opinion the two most vital problems awaiting

solution and upon the satisfactory solution of which the

country depended, were those of the pooling of ownership

and the pooling of compensation for the compulsory

restriction of the rights to build. These two problems

were closely allied. The idea of the pooling of owner-

ship depended on the theory that the accidental unit ot

ownership was not necessarily the unit of maximum

economic or social advantage or utility. The idea of
the pooling of compensation was based on the theory
that if building was prevented on one area the building
value was automatically transferred elsewhere. It was
of the utmost importance that they should, by consent,

arrive at a sane and equitable system by which the com-
pensation paid to those owners of land who were deprived
of prospective building value should be met out of a

charge upon the lands of those owners to whom such
building value passed.

Mr. G. L. Pepler (Chief Town Planning Inspector,

Ministry of Health), referring to regional planning, said

there were now some 100 joint committees of various

kinds, covering more than a quarter of the country, and
of these 100 about 40 were clothed with executive powers
to prepare statutorv* schemes. There were also 573
local authorities that had embarked on 906 town planning
schemes covering more than 5,500,000 acres. Of these

573 only 205 were urban districts with populations of

20,000 or more, and therefore compelled by law to

prepare town planning schemes. Members of C.P.R.E.
might make the point that in view of all this planning

activity why did so many things which they objected to

still continue to be done ? In answer to this two facts

might be quoted: (i) The application of the present

Town Planning Act was in the main limited to land
“ which is in course of development or appears likely to

be used for building purposes.” (2) C.P.R.E. was a

young body and had not yet had opportunity to inspire

the mass of the people of this country with its own ideals

and enthusiasm.

Following the discussion Lord Crawford moved :

—

That this conference is of opinion that the deterioration of

the amenities of the countryside is progressing with such

rapidity that unless the Government takes immediate steps to

extend the Town Planning Acts to all land, whether built

upon or not, irremediable damage to the cjuntiy is inevitable

within a few' years. This conference asks the C.P.R E. to

take immediate steps to investigate through its representative

bodies and otherwise the following particular problems and
to make recommendations thereon, (i) The best means of

ensuring that the elevation and character as w'ell as the plans

of new buildings (including their site planning and the

material used) shall be in harmony with their surroundings,

and that alterations to existing buildings of interest shall be

subject to efficient control. (2) To examine proposals arising

as a result of restrictions under Towm Planning schemes,

including suggestions for the pooling of compensation and

betterment, and the equitable distribution of the financial

burden. (3) To examine possible methods by which new’

towns on virgin areas might be promoted and the executive

machinery provided for their building and control, w’hether

bv the State, hv the county councils, or by authorised voluntary

associations

Mr. E. Guy Daw’bcr seconded the motion, which was

carried.

THE BUILDING INDUSTRY COUNCIL
OF REVIEW.

The interim report of the Building Industry Council

of Review has now’ been published. The enquiry by
this Council is an effort from w’ithin the industr\’ itself

to organise and keep abreast of economic developments

under modern trading and industrial conditions.

The industry realises that its activities have a direct
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bearing on the problems of unemployment, the econornic

effect of the social sersnces, the working conditions of its

operatives and on the standard of rent and housing

conditions of the country generally.

The efforts of the Council are directed towards

obtaining the greatest degree of efficiency within the

industry whereby the advantages of economic building

are disseminated over the widest possible field.

Lord Amulree, K.C., is President, and the Rt. Hon.
Sir J. Tudor Walters, P.C., M.P., F.S.I., and Sir

Banister Fletcher, P.R.I.B.A., F.S.I., are Vice-Presi-

dents. The Council include members nominated by the

Royal Institute of British Architects, the National

Federation of Building Trades Employers, the Sur-

veyors’ Institution, the National Federation of Building

Trades Operatives, the Committee of Building Alaterials

Alanufacturers and Suppliers, and the British Steelworks

Association. Copies of the report may be obtained

from the Secretar>% the Building Industry Council of

Review, 5 Duke Street, Adelphi, W.C.2.

FIFTY-THIRD ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE
LIBRARY ASSOCIATION.

The Annual Conference of the Library Association

was held in Cambridge from 22 till 27 September.

Air. Theodore Fyfe represented the Institute, and

reports that the Architectural papers given on 23

September were very good. The assistant University

librarian’s exposition of the new' University Libraiv"

was specially interesting to Cambridge people. Being

on a site practically unrestricted, it had an openness of

treatment which was delightful. As the librarian was
careful to point out, the library had been specially

planned to meet the special requirements of a University

library.

Air. Vincent Harris’s paper described an entirely

different building—that of the circular planned library,

which seemed to be his solution of a complex problem,

dealing with the grouping of several important buildings,

on a comparatively restricted city area. If the building

carried with it the inevitable defect of the monotony
of continuous circular form, it was at any rate planned

with masterly simplicity. Air. Harris gave a full descrip-

tion of such important details as heating, ventilation and
elevator services.

Sir Richard Allison’s paper on the British Aluseum
librar\' was interesting historically, as the modem
replacement of the time-honoured “ iron library ” which
had served for so many years. Necessarily, it recorded

a restricted problem, but one which is interesting to

every Britisher.

The subsequent discussion centred principally on a

criticism of the circular planned librar^^ as this form did

not seem to meet with acceptance in some quarters.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVEN-
TION OF TUBERCULOSIS.

Air. Hubert Al. Fairweather [F.] represented the Royal
Institute of British Architects at the sixteenth Annual Con-
ference of the National Association for the Prevention of

Tuberculosis held at the headquarters of the British

Aledical Association, Tavistock vSquare, on 4 and 5 July.

Air. Fairweather gave a short paper on tuberculosis in

relation to education, dealing with the construction of

open-air and nursery schools. In the course of his paper

Air. Fairweather said that a marked improvement in the

standard of plan and design of such buildings had taken

place during recent years. They were simple, more suit-

able to their purpose, of good proportion, and built with

well-chosen materials. In this country and abroad we now
had some splendid efficient schools of the open-air type :

the Alargaret AIcAIillan School at Bradford, for ex-

ample, and schools at Liverpool and Welwyn Garden City.

In general outline buildings should be planned to secure

the complete free movement and access of air throughout.

Aspect, sunlight, protection from north-east w'inds and
driving rain, together with the general amenities of sur-

roundings, the drainage, and all other services, were
matters for consideration.

LONDON HOUSE.
Proposed Hall of Residence for British and

Dominion Students in London.

A fund is being raised to provide a University Hall
of Residence in London, to be called “ London House,”
which w'ill be chiefly for the benefit of male students

from the Dominions and the Colonies, but which will be
available also for use by British students studying in

London and having hemes in the countr>\

London House will be an independent institution, but
w'ill be in close association w'ith the University of London,
who have expressed their sympathy with the scheme and
will recognise the hall when it is established. Other
institutions w'ho have also expressed approval include
the Royal Institute of British Architects and repre-
sentative bodies of the law, medicine, engineering
and accountancy.

Already over 130,000 has been subscribed and an
excellent freehold island property acquired on the south
side of Alecklenburgh Square. The centre of the
property will be cleared and a new' dining-hall, common
rooms, library and the main entrance to the College
property w'ill be built. The surrounding houses w'ill be
adapted for students’ residences until a sufficient sum is

collected to make possible the rebuilding of the houses
according to an architectural scheme for the w'hole site.

Another / 120,000 w'ill be required to complete the
scheme.
Members who are interested in the scheme should

write to F. C. Goodenough, Esq., treasurer, Dominion
Students’ Hall Trust, Barclavs Bank, Ltd., Lombard
Street, E.C.3.

TRIBUTE TO SIR ALFRED GELDER.
The Freedom of the City of Hull was conferred on

Sir Alfred Odder, F.S.I. [F.], at the Hull Guildhall on
2 October. A former Alayor of Hull, Sir Alfred Gelder
has served on the Hull City Council for 35 years. He
has played a prominent part in street improvement
and the abolition of slums.

SIR JOHN SOANE’S AiUSEUAI.

13 Lincoln’s Inn Fields, W.C.2.
Interesting House and art collection. Open free. ThursdaNS

and r rida\s in October, 10.30 a.m. to 5 p.m., and in November,
10.30 a m. to 4 p.m.
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Legal
GOLDBERG AND ANOTHER I". WAITE AND WAITE.

(Before Mr. Ji

His Lordship gave judgment on 29 May for th^ defendants
in the above case, which was heard by him at the Law Courts
at London. This case is of exceptional interest, in view of

the fact that it is the only one in which a definite judgment
has been given concerning the possibility of enjoying an
easement of reflected light by prescription. It has long been
pointed out that in the Prescription Act light was referred to

generally and not specifically, as either direct light from the

sky or as direct light from the sky, supplemented by light

reflected from external obstructions. There is apparently
only one other case in which reflected light, as opposed to

direct light, has received special consideration, namely, the

case of Price v. Hilditch, which was recently heard by Mr.
Justice JMaugham. The judgment in this case was, however,
by no means conclusive in this respect. Although the present

judgment is one of a Court of first instance only, the case

will doubtless be regarded as the leading one on reflected

light, until such time as the question may be dealt with in

either the Court of Appeal or the House of Lords.
Air. W, F. Swords, K.C., was the leading counsel for the

plaintiffs. The Hon. R. Stafford Cripps, K.C., and Air. A. C.
Nesbitt appeared for the defendants.

Judgment.
Air. Justice Bennett gave the following judgment :

—

The plaintiffs in this action are Airs. Goldberg and a limited

company, the Sidney Bacon’s Pictures, Ltd. Mrs. Goldberg
is the owner in fee simple of a house, No. 108, Great Russell

Street, in the county of London, and the plaintiffs. The Sydney
Bacon’s Pictures, Ltd., are lessees of the house for a term
of years, of which some seventeen are unexpired. The action

is brought against the defendants, who are the owners of

No. 15 Caroline Street, and is one in which now the plaintiff’s

claim is to recover damages against the defendants for illegally

obstructing the access of light to No. 108 Great Russell Street.

Great Russell Street runs approximately east and west, and
Caroline Street runs north and south. The plaintiff’s property.

No. 108, is three doors east of the point at which Caroline Street

joins Great Russell Street, and the defendants’ property^,

No. 15 Caroline Street, is three doors north from Great Russell

Street, and on the east side of Caroline Street. Before the

matters complained of, at the rear of No. 15 Caroline Street

there was a garden which was unbuilt upon. The plaintiffs

make their claim in respect of the obstruction to two windows,
one of which lights the back room on the ground floor of

No. 108 Great Russell Street, and the other of which lights the

back room on the first floor of that property. Both rooms are

used by the plaintiff company for clerical purposes. The
two windows look north and look over what in 1927 was the

unbuilt upon garden of No. 15 Caroline Street. The two
windows are the only means by which daylight is admitted
to the rooms in question. Each window is about 3 feet 5 inches

in width and about 6 feet 2 inches from the sill to the head.

Until the month of Alay, 1927, light was admitted to these

two windows over an oldish building known as Bedford Court
Alansions, which was distant from the face of the window
some 37 f^eet 6 inches away. The height of Bedford Court

Mansions from the ground level to the roof was, I think, 87 feet

4 inches. The whole of the premises in question as they

existed before Alay of 1927 are shown upon the plan and sec-

tions which have been proved in evidence, and marked “ B and
E.i.” In Alay of 1927, or shortly after, the defendants began

to build upon the site of No, 15 Caroline Street, including the

site of w’hat was the garden, and immediately questions arose

between the plaintiffs and the defendants with regard to the

interference which it was alleged the defendants’ building would
have upon the access of light to the two rooms in question.

JSTICE Bennett.)

There was a considerable degree of obstruction to the light

coming from the sky to the two windows in question by
Bedford Court Alansions. The extent to which the old build-

Reproduced by permission of Mr, Swarbrick—one of a series

prepared by him and used in court on behalf of the defendants.
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ing, Bedford Court Mansions, obstructed the access of light

to the two windows is shown diagrammatically upon what is

described as a Calculating Sheet “ J.S.2/’ prepared by Mr.
Swarbrick, which shows the extent to which the old building of
Bedford Court Mansions obstructed the direct light to the
window of the back room on the ground floor of No. 108
Great Russell Street, and on “ J.S.5 ” the extent to which
it obstructed the access of light to the window of the back
room on the first floor of No. 108 Great Russell Street.

There is no question at all but that a considerable amount of
light coming through the windows of the two rooms in ques-
tion was light which was reflected from the walls of Bedford
Court Mansions, walls which were built of gault bricks and
afforded a very good reflecting surface. There w'as at one
time standing in the garden of No. 15 Caroline Street a plane
tree w'hich was in front of the two windows with w'hich w^e

are concerned, and which it has been said interfered WTth the
access of light to the two windows m question, but, on the
evidence, I am not satisfied that the plane tree, which in the
course of the defendants’ building operations has been cut
dow'n, interfered to any substantial extent with the access of
light to the windows in question. Photographs which show*
the plane tree have been put in, in the course of the case, and,
except in the Summer months, Ido not think it afforded any
great obstruction to the access of direct light, and, of course,
any interference in the Summer months, when the tree was in

leaf, would not be of such great importance, and even then I

feel satisfied that a considerable amount passed through the
tree, when in leaf, to the windows in question. Since May
1927 the defendants have erected, as I have said, upon the site

of Caroline Street, the building of w'hich the plaintiffs com-
plain. It IS, of course, considerably nearer to the plaintiffs’

window's than Bedford Court ^Mansions
;
the side w'all of the

defendants’ building is now some 17 feet 6 inches away from
the w'indow's in question. The height is, except at one point,

below the height of Bedford Court Mansions, and there is only
one part of the defendants’ new' building which interferes with
and obstructs the access of light to the plaintiffs’ w'indow's

from the sky. That part which obstructs is not at right angles
to the plane of the windows (the window's face approximately
north), but is to the north-west, and interferes with the light

which comes to the windows from the north-w’est. It is

a comparatively small obstruction of the sky, and the extent
of it, so far as the ground floor w'indow' of No. ro8 Great
Russell Street is concerned, is show n upon the diagram which
I have already referred to, “ J.S.2,” and also upon the plan
“ H.D.H.i.”

'

Now' the result of a building being erected upon the garden
of No. 15 Caroline Street, between the plaintiffs’ window's
and the old wall of Bedford Court Mansions, has been to put
an obstruction betw'een the plaintiffs’ building and the w’all,

from which by reflection the two rooms in question derive a

substantial quantity of their light
;
and, of course, the new'

building, being sheltered from the light coming from the site

by the plaintiffs’ own building, is nothing like as good a

reflector as the wall of Bedford Court iVIansions was before
the defendants began their operations, w'hich were completed
in the month of June of 1928.

I am satisfied by the evidence of Mr. Burnett, w'ho saw
the rooms both before and after the defendants’ building w’as

erected, and by the evidence of the plaintiff company’s clerks,

who worked in the rooms both before and after the defendants’
building was erected, that the rooms before the defendants’
building was erected w’ere reasonably w’ell lighted. They w'ere

rooms in which it w’as not normally necessary during working
hours to use artificial light, except, of course, in the Winter
months, when, about half-past three in the afternoon, it

became necessary to use electric light. I am satisfied that the

result of the defendants’ building has been to deprive the tw'o

rooms in question of a substantial quantity of light. The
Witnesses to whom I have referred and whose evidence I rely

upon, satisfy me that, since the defendants’ building has been

put up, it has been necessary, even in the Summer, in the
morning, to use electric light in order that they may carry on
their ordinary clerical work, and in my judgment the amount
of light, of W'hich, as a result of the defendants’ acts, the plain-

tiffs have been deprived, is an amount of which the plaintiffs

are entitled to complain on the ground that a nuisance has been
caused to them. I am also satisfied on this, that the letting

value of the plaintiffs’ rooms has been diminished, and substan-
tially diminished, as a result of the quantity of light of which
they have been deprived, and I think it w'ould be fair to say,

taking the tw'o rooms, that they are of something like an
annual value of ^£15 per annum less than they w'ere before the
defendants’ building w’as put up. If you capitalise that at

fifteen years’ purchase, you get at a loss, W'hich I think the
plaintiffs have proved that they have sustained, of £225.

Now' the question is W'hether the defendants are liable in

damages to the plaintiffs for that sum. I am satisfied by the
evidence that the nuisance which the plaintiffs have sustained
has not been caused by any obstruction to that light coming
from the sky, and it seems to me that, if there had been no
interference with the access of light, except the interference
arising from the obstruction show'n by the increase in the
height of the building on “ J.S.2,” no action w'ould have been
brought, and the plaintiffs have failed to satisfy me that any
nuisance has been caused by the obstruction of the light
coming from the sky. That which, in my judgment, has
brought about the diminution of light of Avhich the plaintiffs
complain, the real cause of their complaint, is the interference
w’lth the light w hich, until the defendants’ building w'as up, thev
enjoyed by reflection from the wall of Bedford Court Mansions.

Now' it seems to me that that matter is made more or less
plain by the correspondence w'hich passed between the solici-
tors whilst the proceedings were pending, and by the answers
which Mr. Waldram gave in cross-examination to Mr. Cripps,
when the letters in question w'ere put to him.*****
The question is a question of law', whether a right by pre-

scription can be acquired to reflected light. I gather that there
is not authority for the proposition that a right by prescription
can be acquired to reflected light. Of course, it is a question of
very considerable importance. If you have a right, or can
acquire a right by prescription to light reflected from a w'all, it

W'ould seem to me that the ow'ner of the dominant tenement
w'ould be entitled to obtain an injunction against the owner
of the wall, being the servient tenement, from growing creepers
upon the w'all, w'hich would diminish the reflective capacity
of the W’all, or from painting the W'all w'ith a colour which made
it less valuable as a reflecting medium or from pulling dow'n a
W’all, supposing it to be made of gault bricks w'hich are a
good reflecting material, and substituting for those bricks some
bricks which were less valuable as a reflecting medium. In the
absence of any authority, I do not propose to decide for the
first time that an easement for light by reflection can be
acquired under the Prescription Act. It seems to me to be
entirely contrary to the view entertained by Mr. Justice
^laugham in the case of Price v. Hilditch, reported in 1930,
I Chancery, at page 500, the passage which I have in mind
being at the bottom of page 505. It is not directly in point,
but It seems to me that it never occurred to the learned Judge
that there could possibly be a right by prescription acquired to
^ reflection from the building of another person.

1 hat being so, as the plaintiffs have failed in my judgment
to prove interference with light to w’hich they have a right by
prescription to such an extent as to amount to a nuisance,
nothing remains except for me to make an Order, as I do,
that the action be dismissed, and it must be dismissed with
the usual consequences, namely, that the plaintiffs must pay
the costs of it.

Solicitors : Alessrs. Herbert Oppenheimer, Nathan and
\ andyk, for the plaintiffs

; Messrs. Hancock and Willis, for
the deiendants.
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Allied Societies
(The attention of Members of the Allied Societies is particularly called to this page)

THE ROYAL IXCORPORATION OF ARCHITECTS
IX SCOTLAXD.

The first meeting of the current session of the Council of

the Royal Incorporation of Architects m Scotland was held at

15 Rutland Square, Edinburgh, on 7 October, I\Ir. John
Watson, A.R.S.A., F.R.LB.A., Glasgow, President, in the

chair. Prior to the meeting, the ^Members of Council were
entertained to luncheon by the President; the pnze\^inners

for past session, and ]Mr. J. X, Summerson, B.A., editor of

The Quarterly

j

being the guests of the Incorporation. At
this function, Air. J. B. Aloffat, College ot Art, Edinburgh,

who gained the Rowand Anderson Scholarship, received the

silver medal which is awarded with the prize. The Secretary

reported the donations received to date tor the Lorimer

Memorial Fund, and intimated that representatives of the

Architects, Surveyors and Contractors would at an early

date resume consideration of the revision ot the General

Conditions of Contract affecting building works in Scotland.

The President stressed the importance of all accredited

architects in Scotland being members of the Incorporation

through one or other of its five Chapters, and of the R.I.B.A.

conjointly.

All. J. T. Thomson, Glasgow, was elected a Fellow of the

Incorporation, while Alessrs. Andrew Douglas, and H. S.

AIcNair, both of Ayr, were elected Associates.

THE ROYAL VICTORIAX IXSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTS.

The Royal Victorian Institute of Architects held an exhi-

bition of current architectural works in Melbourne To^^n

Hall from i to 9 August, the exhibition being opened by the

Lord Mayor of Alelbourne. A brochure has been issued in

connection with the exhibition conta.ning photographs of

some of the exhibits, including houses at Toorak and at Kew,

by Alessrs. Butler and Martin, Mr. F. Keith Cheetham and

A'iessrs. C. H. Ballantrvne and Associates, the Xational

Gallery, Alelbourne, by Alessrs. Irwin and Stevenson, and a

kitchen interior by Alessrs. Oakley and Parkes.

SOUTH WALES IXSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.

On Thursday, 25 September, some 50 members and their

ladies took part in the summer meeting and ladies day of the

South Wales Institute of Architects.

Visits were paid to three old buildings in the neighbourhood

of Chepstow, Alonmouthshire, ail these being at present in

occupation, and the owners very courteously received the

visitors. The Swansea contingent proceeded by tram to

Cardiff, where they entered the motor coaches, and the Xewport

contingent joined the party en route.
^

The first inspection was made at St. Pierre, where Mis.

Lvsaght received the visitors, and after the features of the old

building had been explained, refreshments were kindly

provided. The partv were fortunate in having with them

Dr. Cvrii Fox. Director of the Welsh Xational Aluseum, who

is an honorary member of the Institute, and he acteu as guide

during the afternoon.
, , ^

The next visit was to Aloynes Court, situated about a few

minutes’ walk across the fields from St. Pierre. Here (general

Herbert received the party, who spent some time in exploring

his beautiful old house and gardens.
a t ^

Another walk across the fields took the visitors to Mathern

Palace and Church, where Colonel AlacXab receive em.

His house, which possesses a very charming garden, was
formerly the residence of the Bishops of Liandaff, and has a

considerable architectural inteiest, as has also the adjoining
old church.

Later in the afternoon the members and their fiiends

took tea at the Beaufort Arms Hotel, Chepstow, when the

President of the Institute, Air. T. Alwyn Lloyd, F.R.I.B..A.,

presided. He expressed the thanks of those piesent to the

owners of the three delightful old housc^> for their kindness
thar afternoon, to Dr. Fox for his valuable services as guide, and
to Air. ivor Jones, the honorary secretary, for the adniirable

arrangements for the meeting. Fortunately the weather
was very fine, and when the party returned to Cardiff }>y eight

o’clock they felt that this had been a thoroughly enioyable
outing.

CEXTRAL SCHOOL OF ARTS AXD CRAFTS.
Session 1930-31.

A scries of lectures and visits dealing with the most

recent developments in the manufacture and uses ot

various building materials has been arranged by the

Central School of Arts and Crafts and ought to prov e of

interest to architects and others, who are cordially invited

to attend. We print the syllabus below.

CEXTRAL SCHOOL OF ARTS AXD CRAFTS.

Cement.— Thursday, 16 October, at 7 p.m.—Visit to the

Cement Alarketing Company’s Laboratory, Portland House,

Tothill Street, Westminster. Party limited to 30. Thursday,

23 October, at 7.30 pjn.—Lecture by Air. T. J. Clark,

A. I.Struct. E., of the British Portland Cement Association.

Saturday, 25 October, at 2 p.m.—Visit to Alessrs. Johnson’s

Works, Dartford.

Bricks .a.nd Tii.es.—Thirsday, 27 Kovember, ot 7 p.rn.—

-

Lecture by Air. E. Valsler at Alessrs. W, T. Lamb and Sons’

Showroom, 43, Shoe Lane, E.C.4. Saturday, 29 P\ovemher,

at 2 p.m.—Visit to Alessrs. W. T. Lamb and Sons’ Works,

Worcester Park.

—Thursday, 15 January, at 7.30 p. 7n.—Lecture by

Mr, J. Stuart Lewis, Al.I.Struct.E., Al.I.E.I., of Alessrs.

Dorman, Long and Co., T-td. Saturday, 1^ January, all day—
Visit to Alessrs. Dorman, Long and Co.’s Works, Aliddles-

borough. Party limited /o 40.

Pii ! '.

—

Thursday, 19 February, at 7.30 p.fti.—Lecture by

Air. C. L Cope, B.A.I., A AI.I.C E., of the London Pressure

Piling Co ,
Ltd. Saturday, 21 Fehruarv, at 2 p.m.—Visit to a

London Factory.

Re-Intorced Concrete — Thursday, 19 March, at 7.30

p.m.—Lecture by Air. A. van Osenbruggen of the Trussed

Concrete Steel Company, Ltd. Saha day, 21 March, at

2 p.7n.—Visit to a London Factory.

Steel Framing.-— Thursday, 7 Aim', at 7.30 Lecture

by Mr. J. Stuart Lewis, Al.I.Struct.E., Al.I.E.I., of Alessrs.

Dorman, Long and Co., Ltd. Saturday, 9 A/m', at 2 pjn.—
Visit to Messrs. Dorman, Long and Co.'s Works, Xine Elms.

A lost of the lectures will be illustrated by lantern

slides and unless otherwise stated will be given at the

Central School of Arts and Crafts.
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Obituary
AIR VICE-MARSHAL SIR SEFTON BRAXCKER,

K.C.B.

The achievement of Sir Sefton Brancker's life, tragi-

cally cut short in the disaster to the airship Rioi, lay

mainly in directions not closely connected with archi-

tecture. His brilliant and forceful career in the Army
and Air Force, and finally as Director of Civil Aviation,
has been fittingly recorded elsewhere. His wide interest

and activity ranged, however, o\^er the wLole body of
transport problems—he was President of the Institute

of Transport in 1928-1 929—and inevitably embraced
the vital architectural elements in his subject. Thus it

w^as not formally, but as a keen participant, that he took
his place as a member of the jury which assessed the
R.I.B.A. Competition for the design of an aerodrome in

the spring of 1929. The connection once established,

Branckerwas not the man to let it go, and he accepted
enthusiastically the chairmanship of the Aerodromes
Committee of the Institute which was formed later in

the year to continue the examination of the vast and
pressing architectural problems of aviation which the
Competition had helped to reveal. His optimistic

forward view" and inspiring leadership at once gave positive

direction and the widest possible scope to the Com-
mittee’s work. Now", in mid-course, that leadership is

lost to them, to civil aviation, and to the Empire’s ser\"ice.

J. G. D.

THE REV. P. H. DITCHFIELD [_Hon. H.].

We regret to report the death of the Rev. Peter Hampson
Ditchfield, author and archaeologist, at Barkham Rectory,
Wokingham, at the age of 76.

Educated at Clitheroe Grammar School, and Oriel College,
Oxford, he was ordained m 1878. He was Grand Chaplain of
Freemasons in England in 1917, and of Alark Masons in the
lollowing year. He was at one time editor of the Journal of
the British Archieological Association and of the Berks^ Bucks
and Oxnn Archceoloqical Journal. His Handbook on Gothic
Architeiture went through many editions, and the many other
volurres from his pen covered a wide range, including the
Cathedrals of Great Britain, the national churches of several

countries, the story of English counties, towns, and villages, old
English customs, the manor houses of England, the old City
Companies, and old-time parsons and parish clerks. He was
editor of 7'he County History of Berkshu . He was
F.S.A., F.R.S.L., F.R.H.S.,'and Hon. A.R.I.B.A. He had
been rector of Barkham since iSSh.

COLONEL WILFRED JOHN HARDCASTLE, V.D. [F.].

The late Colonel Wilfred John Hardcastle was born in

1854 ^^d educated at Lausanne and Stuttgart University. He
returned to England at the age of 18 and was articled to Mr.
Alfred Waterhouse, R.A., on whose staff he remained for

some years. He subsequently practised on his own account,
first in Surrey and later at Conduit Street. In 1909 he was
appointed District Surveyor at Finsbury and three years’

later at St. George’s, Hanover Square with his office at 9,

Conduit Street. He retired from professional practice in

1925.
He had been actively associated w’ith the Volunteer Move-

ment from 1880, when he joined the 19th Middlesex Battalion

(Bloomsbury Rifles) and retired in 1904 with the rank of

Lieut.-Colonel and was awarded Long Service Medal and
Volunteer Decoration. The War Office called on him at the

outbreak of the War to serve as Divisional IVIusketry Instructor

and he w"as stationed at Curragh, Cork, Salisbury Plain and
Pembroke Dock.
He was a keen Freemason, a ^Member of Grand Lodge and

also of No. 4 Lodge.
He was a great supporter of all the activities associated with

the Royal Institute and w"as elected to follow Henry Vaughan
LanChester as the President of the South-Eastern Society of
Architects. His loss w"ill be greatly felt by his colleagues. He
W'as much interested in education in the profession, and he
may be said to have died in harness—on the Friday afternoon
he was rendering honorary services at the Royal Institute in

Conduit Street and suffering greatly from the heat. He
returned to his home at Woking and died early the next
morning, Saturday, August 30. He w’ill long be remembered
as a man of fine character, the truest gentleman and the firmest
friend to all those w'ho knew him.

R. Goulburn Lo\'ell b*!.].

FREDERICK GEORGE KNIGHT [F’. 1896-1914].
By this time, scarcely all the fingers of one hand can be

needed for telling off the survivors of the lively band of w"ould-
be architects composing Street’s office, in Cavendish Square,
as I knew it more than fifty years ago. And now, the fast

dw'indling number is reduced by the loss of F. G. Knight, who
was our leading hand for the greater part of my five years there
on the staff of assistants. But, even before that term began,
Knight and I had met, one Saturday afternoon in the spring of
1874, Westminster Abbev ; he from Street’s, and I from
Burges’s, office. He w"as then just completing his fine line-
drawings, to scale, of the great portal from the east Cloister-
w"aik to the Chapter House* Vestibule, w'hilst I was attempting
a humbler subject, needing no ladder. Not long afterwards
Knight brought to Burges’s office in Buckingham Street a pen-
and-ink peppective-draw'ing that he had been commissioned to
make

;
an interior view showing the chancel, with its proposed

decoration, of the church at Studley Royal, Yorks, which
Burges had just built. This beautiful drawling was published
in The Architect, of 20 June 1874. Already Knight had been
discovered as a consummate draughtsman, and in spite of
office hours from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. there was much good work
that might be got through outside those hours. It w'as only
after getting back to rooms, w"hen the day’s duties had been
performed, that one’s own w ork began, w ork to be pursued till

late at night or in early morning, at choice. Those who have
e^er enjoyed the experience of draw"ing for one’s livelihood
w ill understand. We might say, indeed, that our own master,
at Cavendish Square, himself set us an example of sticking to
our drawing-board.

I have known the art of architectural draughtsmanship to be
defined as a labour, performed largely by driving a point of
lead, or steel, in certain directions over a paper-surface, with

^11 help of some pieces cf wood or other material,
called squares.” After all, it’s a case of “ the man behind
the gun. In such sense, Knight was a master-gunner. Quite
a number of the architects of the day had their designs repre-
sented in perspective by him

; and towards the Academy
sending-in day, or a delivery-date for some competition, his
pen was in his hand far into the night, night after night.
Laughinglv he would say that, his hand was nev"er so steady as
it became after midnight had struck. He was gifted w"ith a
touch such as might serve, one w'ould think, for a surgeon, a
music-executant, a fencer or a fly-fisherman. Street had

The inner doorway, to the Chapter House itself, became the

M some years later, of another notable draw'ing by our member,
:

hr nest C. Shtarman. Both these drawings figure as illustrations
to Frolessor Letherby’s writings on the Abbey.
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engaged him on looking into a single sketch book he had in his

pocket, to show.
After leaving Cavendish Square, Knight settled into an office

of his own, in Great College Street, Westminster. Here he
kept on doing perspectives, and doubtless other helpful work,
for fellow-practitioners ; an honourable occupation known, I

understand, in one profession as “ devilling,’' in ours as
“ washing.’' All in good time he got drawn into the swirling

flood of general practice. He even became one of those gallant

adventurers in our profession who have offered convincing

proof of self-reliance, by designing a house for their own occu-

pation. “ Dariey," Cottenham Park, down below Wimbledon
Common, an abode which I saw Knight build and then enlarge,

as his family grew, remained a happy home to him for many a

year.
Walter AIillard

A. A. HUDSON, K.C.

The loss of a strong character leaves a blank in the lives of

those who have been in constant contact with it.

For nearly forty years 1 shared the chambers of Alfred

Arthur Hudson, and during that time there was little of wUat
he did in professional or private affairs which was not discussed

between us.

An indefatigable activity of mind and body assisted him to

maintain the standard of untiring thoroughness which was the

keynote of his life, and it enabled him to be one of the happy

few’ who work to within a few days of their death.

At school in Switzerland he became a first-class draughtsman.

He went to Ew'an Christian (a past-President of the R.I.B.A.),

then a leading ecclesiastical architect, and announced that he

desired to be articled without premium. Ewan Christian was

naturally surprised, and w'as quite frank about his feelings,

but on seeing some of the applicant s drawings said, “ You can

come when VOu like.”

Later he went to Southsea and w'as successful in acquiring

an excellent practice. But the Bar attracted him, and when

over thirty years of age, without any private fortune and

without influence to get him work, he abandoned his practice

as an architect and became a member of the Inner Temple,

being “ called ” in 1885. This was only one epmple of the

courageous way in which he always acted on his con\ictions.

He “ took silk ” in 1910.

For many years he occupied a unique position at the Bar as an

authority on building matters, and his book on Building and

Engin€€yini^ Contfiicts is, and has long been, an indispensable

textbook for all engaged in this work.

He was not, in the ordinary sense of the word, a great advo-

cate but the care with which his cases were got up, and his

absolute honestv in the presentation of them, made him a very

formidable opponent. No trouble was too great in the in\esti-

gation of facts, nor in the consideration of the best course to be

adopted, whether it was one of his own cases, or the work of

someone (myself, for instance) who had come to him for help.

The same qualities made him an excellent negotiator, and he

liked to get the parties together at a round table conference,

w’here this w’as in any way possible, and such conferences

usually resulted in a friendly settlement.
,

. -

He was the regular adviser of many public authonties and

big contractors, and in one instance I know’ that millions were

expended under contracts settled by him, without litigation or

arbitration throughout many years. The letters received from

clients, lay and professional, show that he was rnost warmh

regarded as a friend, as well as regretted as an adviser.

He W’as the legal member of the Tribunal ot Appeal under

the London Building Act from 1895 till his death, being Presi-

dent from 1906 onwards ;
and he held many other appoint-

ments
As a Bencher of the Inner Temple he rendered Kreat sep-ices

to that Inn : the business of the various committees of which he
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was a member recei\ed the same careful and laborious study
as his own cases, and he has left behind him, in the Bench
Smoking Room and other improvements, a beautiful memorial
of his taste.

Flis principal hobby was the development of property. He
owned land at Felixstow'e, and the shops and houses on it

erected in accordance with his ow'n plans, or plans carefully

revised by him, proved an excellent investment. Later, he
bought a property of quite a different class, in the Chiltern
Hills near Wendover. It would be no exaggeration to say that
he used this property to paint pictures, or perhaps rather
decorative colour schemes, with trees as his pigments, which
were modified and developed as the yeais went on. He
planted over a million trees there, arranged in patterns on
what had been mostly bare downs, fir, maple, wild cherry,

beech, copper beech and yew’, all WTth proper consideration
for the soil they preferred and the soil available. The effect,

especially in spring or autumn is a blaze of colour which must
be seen to be believed. Xot long ago, at the request of the
Editor, he wrote an interesting article on his methods, which
appeared m Country Life with photographs taken by himself.

An illustration of the feelings he inspired in those with whom
he came in contact can be found in Mr. Sydney Tatchell’s

note in The Tihies of 26 August last.

A. I.

A. H. RYAX TEXISOX [F.].

There passed aw’ay on Monday, 23 September, a well-known
and much respected member of the architectural profession.

Air. A. H. Ryan Tenison, F.R.I.B.A. He had been ailing

for some time, but a holiday at Torquay had so improved his

appearance of health that his family and friends were hopeful
of a complete recovery. He had been on the previous Wednes-
day to the opening of the Building Exhibition and came home
rejoicing in the meeting of many old friends. In the evening,

as he sat reading, a stroke fell upon him and unconsciousness

from which he never recovered. Air. Tenison who was an
F.S.A., Ireland, w’as the son of Dr. Tenison of Uxbridge
Road, W., a letired naval surgeon, the son of an Irish Arch-
deacon, and grandson of an Irish Bishop. His Irish clerical

connections probably accounted for the large number of his

clerical friends, some of them fast friends. He began his

professional life as a student at Guy’s Hospital, to follow in his

father’s footsteps, but afterw’ards gave up the idea of medicine

for architecture. Though later he often expressed regret at

the change, he developed a fine facility with the pencil.

Lffider Somers Clarke and Alicklethwaite he soon showed the

artistic temperament which later on characterised his every

design whether of church, school, or dwelling-house. Alany
pictures of his buildings found a place on the walls of the

Roval Academy. Some of his forbears were c!erg\', some
doctors

;
he was the first architect in the family. Archbishop

Tenison, who built the school which went by his name in

Leicester Square and now overlooks the Oval at Kennington,

was brother of one of Air. Arthur Tenison ’s ancestors, and
Air. Arthur was invited by the Governors to design the new
school both on the score cf his ancestry and because of his

owm eminence as a school architect. Some of the buildings

of Radley College are his. St. John’s College, Battersea, Sir

Walter St. John’s School, Battersea Grammar School, the

Goldsmiths’ College at Xew’ Cross, the Hall at St. Gabriel’s

College, Camberwell, all bear trace of his hand. He designed

new churches at Beckton, Willian (Herts), Arlesey (Beds),

and a fine one. which was never built, for Shenley (Herts).

He was responsible for alterations to other churches, and for

the remodelling of some 300 church schools as well as for

building 20 new’ ones . He had alw ays an eye for the capabilities

of an old building, w hether church or school. The old church

schools afforded him great opportunities. It was said of an

old church in Surrey, to which he added a vestry, that after a
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few years it was difficult to distinguish the new work from the

old. At the time of his recent retirement he had just built a

new senior church school at Norwich, and made plans for

senior and junior church schools at Bury St. Edmunds. He
also designed the Royal Na\’\' Submarine Memorials at Shotley

and on the Victoria Embankment. His bright and cheery

personalitv will be greatlv missed bv h.is friends.

R.I.P.

WILLIAM ALAN NORBURY [A,].

Died 26 April, 1930. Age 29 years.

W. Alan Norbury was elected Associate in 1925, after

graduating at JManchester University, and his untimely death

has deprived architecture of a remarkable young man who
gave promise of going far in the profession.

A short and joyous tour in Italy obviously coloured his

attitude towards architecture, strengthening and deepening
the earlier training and tendencies.

In 1926 he spent sb; months in the office of York and Sawyer
of New York, where his acquaintance with American methods,
although valuable, confirmed his regard for the English practice

and tradition.

During four years in the office of Mr. Harry S. Fairhurst, of

Manchester, he dealt with a variety of buildings, commercial
and domestic, with a special leaning to the latter, in which he

was very interested and always well informea.

His work showed him to be an original and independent
thinker, a student of tradition, and the best modern work, to

which he was critically alive with a growing enthusiasm.

Of culture and rare charm and with a keen sense of humour,
his relations with his fellows w'ere always happy and his office

associates feel the losb of a personality of kindliness and
distinction.

FUNER.A.L OF SIR ASTON WEBB,
At the funeral service for Sir Aston Webb which took place

in St. Paul’s Cathedral on 25 August, Cano.a S. A Alexander
officiating, the following names were unfortunately omitted
from the list of those present w hich we publ.sheJ in the last

issue of the Journ.al : Lady Webb, Miss Webb, Mr and Mrs.
iMaur.ce Webb, Mr. Harold Webb, Air. Geoffiey Webb, Airs.

Buchanan, ALss Isc.,bcl Evans, Air Ch’',st(-pher Webb, Air.

and Airs, J. Fergusson, Air. and Alts. Humphrey King, Air.

Herbert Evans, Air Douglas Alarshall Webb, Airs. Ruble,
Alru Barlow' Webb, AIiss Barlow WYbh, Airs. Djw'-.ett, Airs.

W^'ilson, Alts. W^jolridge, Airs. K me, Air. Edward Applevard,
Air. and Airs. Rdio Appley.ird, Air. Donald Fergusson, Air.

and Airs. Percy Webb, Air. Reginald Besant, vSir John and
Lady Lithiby, Air. Richard Kane, Dr. Geoffrey Evans, Airs,

Barker, and Air. Alaunce B. Adams.

R.I.B.A. PROBATIONERS.
During the month of September 1930 the follow ing w ere

registered as Probationers of the Royal Institute :

—

Ahel : Cyril AI\N.'>r:LL, “ fheystones,” Hunts Cross, Liver-

pool.

Ar'iiur: W'lLLnM, 71 C’astle Dene, Prudhoe-on-T> ne.

Barnes : Philip AIayi ield, Auld Alallov^', Quecnrgvite, Bnd-
lington.

Bion : Jfan AIoi.'^e, “ Kingsbridge,” Durham Road, Southend-
on-Sea

Boston : Thomas Lindsay, Glenlee, Clarkston, Glasgow.
Boxall : (jORdon Charlis, 46 Bournville Avenue, Chatham
Brit'ien : James Hughes, vSt. Paul's C ollege, Sydney L'niver-

sify, S\ dney, N.S.W., Australia.

Bullen : Alfred, The Glade, Aughton, near Ormskirk.
Bunnfy : AIichxel John Hewetson, 13 Aleadway, Hamp-

stead Garden Surburb, N.W.i i

.

Causon ; Albert Henry, 316, Bordesley Green East, South
Yardley, Birmingham.

Clink : Stuart, “ Eimbank,” Newburgh Road, Wormit,
Fife.

CR.ALLAN : Hugh Parnell, Carldane Court, Much Hadham,
Herts.

David : Ivor Arthur, 18, Conway Road, Cardiff.

Devfrel.x : Alan Henry, Gunton Chlf, Lowestoft.
D’Lima : WbuLiAM John, 90 St. Andrew’s Road, Bandra,

Bombay 20, India.

Duke ; George Clifford, 15 Upper Avenue, Eastbourne.
Elsfy : Arthur Valentine, 57 Rosebery Road, Aluswell Hill,

N.io.
Erande : Rajaram Keshare, c/o C. G. Blomfield, F.R.I.B.A.,

F.S.I., Architect, Prem House, New' Delhi, India.
Fountain : Edgar Walter, 92 W^estcotes Drive, Leicester.
Fraser : Alexander, 87 Osborne Place, Aberdeen.
Garwood : Ronald Robert Arthlr, 17 St. Peter’s Street,

Lowestoft.
Good : Arthur Bernard Vaughan, The Manor House,

Broughton, Bletchley, Bucks.
Graves : Leila Juliet, 5 London Road, Sheet, Petersfield,

Plants.

Gray : Rich.yrd \\yndh.\m, Galhampton House, near Yeovil,
Green : D.yvid John, “ North End,” Yarmouth Road,

Lowestoft,
CJrefn : James Gladstone, P.O. Box 112, Broken Hill,

Northern Rhodesia.
H.arrison : Richard Arthur, Harthover, Blackw'ater, Hants.
FIead : Katerina Eileen Marie Gambon, 8 Ihvmgston Drive,

Sefton Park, Liverpool.
FIe.vhi: Wb^LiER Fr.yncts Gerard, 35 Chudleigh Road,

Brockley, S.E 4.

Hippisley-Coxl : Antony Dacres, Dalzell, Worthy Road,
Winchester, Hants.

Hi ^SEY : PIenrv John, “ Remnants,” Effingham Road, Down-
side, Cobham, Surrey.

Jennens : Stanley Walter, 12 Edgbr.ston Road, Balsall Fleath,
Birming'nam.

JoHNbON : Norman William, 13 Balmoral Road, Doncastei.
Johnston : Ninian Rutherford Jamieson, 17O, Kent Road,

Kelvingrove, Glasgow, C.3..

Jordan : Ernest Dennis, 61 Chapel Street, Barw'ell, Lei-
cester.

JuDOE : Raymond Frank Aspinall, 9 Kmald Park Avenue,
Westcliff-on-Sea, Southend-on-Sea, Es'^ev.

Kin ion : Robert Kenneth, S Forest Ciate, Anstey, near
Leitester.

Kirki p : John Luke, 35 Linden Road, Go^forth, Newcastle-
on-h'> ne,

L^NUHrsFLR : IIfnry Robert, id Bedford Sriunie, W.C.i

.

Lewis: Edward Regin.ald Cil^.rle'^, ii Upper Phillimore
Ciardens, Kensington, \V.8.

Macarfnev: Robin Halliday, Les \ aux, St, Saviours
jersev

, CM.
Mack: Algustis Henry, ” Kin/an,” 8 Warnngale Road,

Mosman, Sydne'
, N.S.W., Australia

Membery : I'iRNEsF George, 310 Goldhawk Road, Flammer-
-mith, W (y.

Mitchfli : D0UGL.AS WhLLiAM, The Lodge, Leek Wootton,
near Whrw ick.

Molteno : Malcolm Curlstian, 46 Burnham Court, W.2.
Mlri-hv : Chxri.f.s Giuson, 5 Linden Tt-ir-ice, Newcastle

Road, Sunderland.
Owen: P.virk ia Joan, 37 Redcliffe Square, London, S W 10.
Page : Terence Culmer, 8 Cedars Road, Whq.
Payne : Thom\s,48S Norwich Road, Ipswich.
Pe.arce . Phil lh' 1’Ostfr, c o Australia House, Stiand, \V.C.2.
PtriiuvRi,): Cv.vj'iiiA, Finborough Hall, Stowniarkct,

Suffolk.

Pym • John, F'*xw<)]d, Brasted, Kent.
Reith : WiLLi.AM Jame.s, 6 Rosebery Street, Aberdeen.
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Richardson : John Charles, “ Brohemie,” Richmond Road,
Huntly, N.B.

Saunders
: John Gower, Field End Lodge, Eastcote, Middle-

sex.

Saunders : Robert William, 6 Orpington Street Ashfield
New South Welles, Australia.

’ ’

Sawday: John Trevor, “ \We,” Meadowcourt Road,
Leicester.

SorviERviLLE
. James Lees, 22 iVIansfield A\'enue, iVIusselburgh

Midlothian.
’

Si^REULL : D.wtd Wilson, i i Tav Square, Dundee
Tayler : Herbert, “ Braeside,” xMaccIesfield Road, Buxton,

Derbyshire.
THOMFR^oN : Douglas Albert, “ Anhog," The Uplands,

Loughton, Essex.
’

Tiior.nely : Michael Eric, i Darmond s Green, West
Kirby, Cheshire.

Thori^ : Charles Richard, 20 St. John Street, Lord Mavor’s
Walk, York.

‘ '

Trude John Gerard, St. Paul’s College, Newtown, Sydnev,
N.S.W., Australia.

\icKERS : Anthony Ian Archibald, Lucas’s, Haywards
Heath, Sussex.

W\RD : Elizabeth Murray, Willow Lodge, Hempsted, GIos.
Warren : Edw.ard Peter, Furzefield, Chislehurst, Kent.
Wonn\cott

: John Alered, “ Kia-Ora," Palmeira Avenue,
Westell ff.

ZrzARTE : John I.ouis Corntt.h s, 805 Fulham Road, S.W.6.

R.I.B.A. (ARCHIBALD DAWNAY) SCHOLARSHIPS,
1930-1931.

In accordance with the terms of the Will of the late
Sir Archibald Dawnay, the Royal Institute of British
Architects have awarded one Scholarship of ^^75 for the
academical year 1930-1931 to Mr. J. A. Pinckheard of
the Department of Architecture, Surveying and Building
of the Northern Polytechnic, London, N., and one
Scholarship of £50 for the academical year 1930-1931
to Mr. Arthur Roberts of the Liverpool School of Archi-
tecture, University of Liverpool.

Air. F. J. r\I. Omirod of the Liverpool School of
Architecture, University of Liverpool, who was awarded
a Scholarship of L'75 for the academical year 1929-1930,
and Mr J. P. Ward of the Welsh School of Architecture,

the Technical College, Cardiff, Mho was awarded a

Scholarship of /'50 for the academical year 1929-1930,
have been granted rencMals of their Scholarships for the
year 1930-1931.
The Scholarships are intended to foster the advanced

study of construction and the improvement generally of

constructional methods and materials and their influence

on design,

R.I.B.A. PRIZES FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS.
The Council of the Royal Institute of British Architects

have decided to increase the annual value of the R.I.B.A.
Prizes for Secondary Schools from L’5 to £10 los.

The Prizes are offered annually by the R.I.B.A. for

competition between boys and girls in Secondary Schools,

and are intended to encourage interest in Architecture.

Examinations
R.I.B.A. FINAL EXAMINATION: INDIA.

The R.I.B.A. Examination Board in India have
arranged to hold the R.I.B.A. Final Examination in

Bombay from 29 October to 6 November, 1930.
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R.I.B.A. STATUTORY EXAMINATION FOR THE
OFFICE OF DISTRICT SURVEYOR A\D THEexamination for the office of BLTID-

ING SURVEYOR.
The R.I.B.A. Statutory Examination for the office of

District Sur\-eyor under the London Building Acts, and
the Examination for the office of Building Surveyor under
Local Authorities, will be held at the R.I.B.A., London
on 6, 7 and 8 May 193 1.

'

The closing date for receiving application for admission
to the Examinations, accompanied bv the fee of /a is
is 15 April.

' ' *’

Full particulars of the Examinations and application
forms can be obtained from the Secretary R.I.B.A.

EXHIBITIONS OF DESIGNS OF STUDENTS
EXEMPTED FROM THE R.I.B.A. IXTERMFDI ATE

AND FINAL EXAYIINATIONS.
The designs of students of Schools of Architecture

recognised for exemption from the R.I.B.A. Final
Examination are on exhibition in the R.I.B.A. Galleries,
9 Conduit Street, I^ondon, W.i, till 20 October,’
between the hours of 10 a.m. and 8 p.m., Saturday
10 a.m. and 5 p.m.
The R.I.B.A. Silver YIedal for Recognised Schools,

^.5 i^^ books, is awarded for the best set of drawings
submitted.

The designs of students of Schools of Architecture
recognised for exemption from the R.I.B.A. Intermediate
Examination will be exhibited in the R.I.B.A. Galleries
from 24 to 31 October 1930, inclusive, between the
hours of 10 a.m. and S p.m., Saturday 10 a.m. and > p.m.
The R.I.B.A. Bronze Medal for Recognised SchoMls,

and in books, is aM'arded for the best set of draM mgs
submitted at this exhibition.

R.I.B.A. EXAMINATIONS.
Intermedlate Exaaunatiox

—

Xmemher 21, 22, 24, 25 and
^93®- (Last day for receuing applications, (October 7,

193® ) 5’ 9 and ii, 1931. (Last dav for receiving
applications, May 5, 1931.) 20, 21, 23, 24 and
2^. 1931- (Last day for receiving applications, October 20,
1931 )

Final Ex.AMiXAnON .—Dicemher 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 0, 10 and ii,
1 93^- (I^iUst day tor receding applications, November 3,
I93<^ ) y^ih\ 9, 10, II, 13, 14 and 16, 1931. (Last dav for
receivmg applications, June 8, 1931 ) Dtlcmhcr 2, 3, 4,

7^ 8 and ro, IQ31. (Last day for receiving applications,
November 2, 1931.)

Special Examination.— 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and r).

1930. (Last day for receiving applications, November 3,
1930) J'dy 8, 9, 10, II, 13 and 14, 1931. (Last dav for
receiving applications, June 8, 1931 ) Detemhtr 2, 3, '4, 3,

7 and 8, 1931. (Last day for receiving applications, November
2, 1931-)

Special Examin.ation In Design for former Members
OF the Society of ARcnincis .—Dectmber 3, 4. 5, 6, and 8,
1930. (Last day for receiving applications, November 3^
1930-) 'July 8, 9 lo, 1 1 and 13, 193 1

.
(Last day for receiving

applications, June 8, 193 u) Decefuher 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7, 1931.
(Last day for receiving applications, November 2, 1931.)

Special Examination or Lu^enti.ates to Qi.altty .as

Fellows.—November 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21, 1930. (Last day
for receiving applications, October 17, 1930.) April 20,
21, 22, 23 and 24, 1931. (Last day for receiving applications
March 20, 1931.) Novemher 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20, 1931.
(Last day for receiving applications, October 16, 1931.)
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Statutory Examination for District Surveyor and the
Examination for Building Surveyor.—October 15, 16 and
i7> 1930* (Last day for receiving applications, September
24, 1930.) May 6, 7 and 8, 1931. (Last day for receiving
applications, April 15, 1931.) October 14, 15 and 16, 1931.
(Last day for receiving applications, September 23, 1931.)

Town Planning Examination.— 24, 25, 26 and 29,
1931. (Last day for receiving applications, March 2, 1931.)

FINAL EXAMINATION.
ALTERNATIVE PROBLEMS IN DESIGN FOR THE

YEAR ENDING 31 DECEMBER 1931.

Instructions to Candidates.

1. The drawings, which should preferably be on uniform
sheets of paper of not less than Imperial size, must be sent to
the Secretary of the Board of Architectural Education, Royal
Institute of British Architects, 9, Conduit Street, W.i, on or
before the dates specified below.

2. Each set of drawings must be signed by the author,
AND his full name AND ADDRESS, and the name of the school,
if any, in which the drawings have been prepared, must be
attacified thereto.

3. All designs, whether done in a school or not, must be
accompanied by a declaratioti from the student that the design
is his own work, and that the drawings have been wholly
executed by him. In the preparation of the design the student
may profit by advice.

4. Drawings for subjects {a) are to have the shadows
projected at an angle of 45° in line, monochrome, or colour.
Drawings in subjects {h) are to be finished as working drawings.
Lettering on all drawings must be of a clear, scholarly, and
unaffected character.

5. After a design has been approved it may be re-submitted
together with the specified working drawings on any of the
dates for submission of draw ings given below.

6. All candidates taking the Final Examination in 1932
and subsequent years will be required to include in the four
Testimonies of Study for which they must secure approval
before being admitted to the Examination, one out of the tw o

subjects set annually as R.I.B.A. Problems m Design involving
a simple acoustic treatment w ith calculations to give the appro-
priate time of reverberation. The two subjects set for 1931
which may be treated acoustically are Problems Nos. CXVIII
and CXXI. A list of articles and books on the subject to guide
candidates in obtaining the necessary information may be
obtained free on application to the Secretary R.I.B.A.

cxv.
(6) Working drawings for Subject No. CXI 1

1

(«). A Housing
Scheme in the Sorth-West London Area.

The design for a first pair or group of cottages along the

Estate Road on the South-East side of that road may, after it

has been appro\ed, be re-submitted with complete working
drawings to the scale of 8 feet to i inch, with detail elevations

facing the two roads to the scale of half-inch to i foot.

CXVI.
(6) Working drawings for Subject No. CXIV {a). A

Secondary School for about 200 Boys.

The design for a Secondary School for about 200 boys may,
after it has been approved, be re-submitted with half-inch

details of a portion of the front including the main entrance,

and full-size details.

cxvn.
(a) A design for a Shopping Arcade. An island site, measur-

ing 250 feet by 150 feet, with streets on ail sides, in the shopping
district of a large town, is to be developed as a shopping arcade.

A pavement will surround the entire site, towards which shops
may face, as well as on to an arcade or arcades, which latter

may suitably be top-lighted. It may be assumed that the

demand will be mainly for small shops, although it should be

possible for one shop to occupy several bays or sections if
desired. Ample show' space should be provided, with storage
either in basements or on first floors or galleries. Small office
accommodation for use with the shops should be provided, but
independent office accommodation over the shops is not
required. The arcades W'ill be open at night and artificially
lighted. Facility of police supervision should, therefore, be
considered. The scheme should also provide the following :

—

Lavatories and rest room for both sexes for shop assistants.
Small office for superintendent and letting agent.
Heating chamber.
Provision for collection and disposal of refuse.

Draii'ings required :

—

Plan of all floors to one-sixteenth-inch scale.

Tw'o street elevations to one-sixteenth-inch scale.
Sufficient sections to show the design generally, and par-

ticularly the arcades, to one-sixteenth-inch scale.
Detail of one bay of street elevation, and one bay of aicade

to half-inch scale.

(6) Working drazvingsfor a Shopping Arcade. The design for
a Shopping Arcade may, after it has been approved, be re-sub-
mitted W'ith the addition of working drawings showing the
Ground Floor plan and longitudinal and cross sections through
arcade to one-eighth-inch scale.

CXVIII.
In accordance with Instruction to Candidates number 6

(above). Section {a) of Problem in Design number CXVIII
may be treated acoustically.

(n) A design for a Pump Room. At a Spa such as Bath or
Learnington it is proposed to erect a Pump Room in which the
medicinal waters can be taken.

Site. The road frontage is 200 feet
; the site is of con-

siderable depth and gives access to Public Gardens. The
buildings are to be placed in close proximitv to the road, with
a lay-out of terraces, etc., towards the Pubiic Gardens. The
ground has a slope of i foot in 5 feet down from the roadw'ay.
Accommodation. A large hall must be provided, about

4,000 square feet, this to include space for the medicinal spring
or fountain, a band platform, recesses, colonnades, or other
architectural features. Particular attention should be paid to
the provision of good natural lighting and a view over the
terraces and gardens, to which latter there should be easv access.

1 he tollowTng additional accommodation will be required :

—

Reading Room.
Writing Room.

Small Service Room.
Staff Rooms and Bandroom.
Cloakrooms and Lavatories.

Drazcings required :

—

One-bixteenth-inch scale lay- out plan showing buildings and
immediate surroundings.

Plan, cross section and elevations of entrance and garden
frontages, all to one-eighth-inch scale.

Half-inch detail of the fountain
rr u/r

T> ^ ^ ^ i lie uesign lor a
approved, be re-submitted

\\ith the addition ot a half-mch cross section through the
building showing the roof ronstiuction, together with one-
eignth-inch scale working drnv%ings.

(«) A design for a Branch Bank on a corner site. A BranchBank is to be built on a level corner site at a junction of a main
t n a SI e 10a The site has a 50 feet frontage to the main
loan, and a 90 feet frontage to the side road, part of which mav
be left open as a garden.
Accommodation required .

—

Banking Hall (approximately fifteen clerks).

inrn
Main Road, and so arranged that it can be taken

into Banking Hall at a later date.
Manager’s Room and Waiting Room.
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Stairs and lift to Stiong Room in basement.
Male and female Lavatories.
Two or three average size Flats above Bank with entrance

from side street.

Drawings required :

—

Plans, sections and elevations to scale of one-eighth-inch to

a foot.

Section through the Banking Hall, showing fittings, to scale

of half-inch to a foot.

(h) Working drazvings for a Branch Bank on a corner site

The design for a Branch Bank on a corner site may, after it has

been approved, be re-submitted with the addition of :

—

Working drawings of the main front with plans and
sections of fiont to a scale of half-inch to a foot, with a sheet

of full-size details.

cxx.
(a) A design for a Housing Sche?ne. On the north bank of a

tidal river in Essex lies a level site having a river frontage of

100 yards ; depth from the river, 242 yards. The western
boundary is formed by an existing road at right angles to the

ri^'e^, with a few shops on its west side. The eastern boundary
is the dock wall, which is diagonal to the river. The length of

the north boundary of the site is 300 yards. There is an

embankment road on the south side of the site, terminating in

the dock gates at the south-east corner of the site. It is

desired to build on this piece of land 20 two-bedroom flats,

with a floor area of about 600 feet super each
;

10 three-

bedroom parlour type houses, with a floor area of 920 feet

super each : 20 three-bedroom non-parlour houses, flooi area

820 super feet each.

Drawings required :

—

Complete lay-out with roads, paths, gardens, etc., showing
all buildings to a scale of one upon five hundred

;
elevation of

south and west sides of complete scheme to a scale of 16 feet

to the inch.
Plan of one floor of the flats

.

Plans and two elevations of one cottage to a scale of 8 feet to

the inch.

(h) Working drazchigs for a Housing Scheme, The design

for a Housing Scheme on the north bank of a tidal river in

Essex may, after it has been approved, be re-submitted with

the addition of a working drawing to halt -inch scale, showing

one complete section and two elevations of a block of the flats.

CXXI.
In accordance with Instruction to Candidates number 6

(above). Section {a) of Problem in Design number CXXI may

be treated acoustically.

(a) A design for Offices for a?i Association of Manufacture) s.

A group of important foreign industiial concerns have secured

a corner site in London for their use as a cominon meeting

place, and also to provide accommodation for their Chairman

when in town. The site is level and rectangular, having a

frontage of 60 feet to a main street and 80 feet to a side street

Accommodation required :

—

Top-lighted Conference Room, to accommodate 50, with

raised Dais at one end
;
area about 800 square feet.

Retiling Room to accommodate six, with private external

entrance
Committee Room.
Waiting Room.
Entrance Hall, Staircase and Lilts.

Lavatories and Cloakrooms.
Chairman’s Sitting Room, with Ser\ery adjoining, Bed-

room, etc.

Bathroom.
General and two Private Offices.

Caretaker’s Living Room, two Bedrooms, and Bathroom,

with Kitchen in touch with the Servery, but not necessarily on

the same floor.

Draicmgs required :

—

Plans of each floor, two elevations and one section, to
eighth-inch scale, and a detail of a small portion of the building
to half-inch scale.

{h) Working drazvings for Offices for an Association of Manu-
facturers, The design for Offices for an Association of Manu-
facturers may, after it has been approved, be re-submitted
with the addition of working drawings of the front and of the
roof over the Conference Room to half-inch scale, with a sheet
of full-size details.

CXXII.
(rt) A design for an Entrance to a Botanical Gardens, A new

main Entrance to a Botanical Gardens is to be formed on a

bye-pass road.

The gates should be well set back from the roadway.
Turnstile entrances for pedestrians, and also entrance and exits

for carriages must be provided
;
due regard must be paid to

persons and carriages entering and leaving the grounds.
An office for attendants, small shop for the sale of postcards

and guides, and cloakrooms are to be incorporated in the
entrance design.

Drawings required :

—

Plans, elevations and sections, scale eighth-inch to i foot.

A portion of this scheme to be detailed to half-inch.

ib) Workinq drazvings for an Entrance to a Botanical Gardens,
The design for the Entrance to a Botanical Ciardens may, after

it has been approved, be re-submitted with the addition of

complete eighth-inch scale w’orking drawings and such half-

inch deatils as would be lequired by the builder.

Dates for the Submission tf Designs in 1931.
Subject CXVII 27 Feb. Subject CXX 31 Aug.
Subject CXVIII 30 April Subject CXXI 30 Oct.

Subject CXIX 30 June Subject CXXII 31 Dec.

Notices
SPECIAL MEETING, MONDAY, 2oth October

1930, at 8 p.m.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CITY OF
WASHINGTON.

An interesting collection of Lantern Slides illustrating

the Development of the City of Washington will be shewn
by Mr. Frank C. Baldwin, Secretarv^ of the American
Institute of Architects, at a Special Meeting of the R.I.B.A.

to be held on Monday, 20th October, at 8 p.m. Xlembers
and their friends are cordially invited to attend.

THE INAUGURAL GENERAL MEETING:
MONDAY, 3RD NOVEMBER 1930, at 8.30 p.m.

The Inaugural General Meeting of the Session 1930-31
will be held on Monday, 3rd XDvember 1930, at 8.30

p.m., for the following purposes :

—

To read the Alinutes of the Fifteenth General Aleeting

(Business) of the Session 1929-30, held on i6th June

1930 ;
formally to admit members attending for the first

time since their election.

Sir Banister Fletcher, F.S.A., President, to deliver the

Inaugural Address of the Session.

To announce the CounciFs nomination for the Royal

Gold Medal, 1931.

ORDINARY GENERAL MEETINGS.
Session 1930-31.

Alondays—at 8 p.m., except where otherwise stated.

1930.

Nov. 3.

—

Inaugural Meeting, 8.30 : President’s Ad-
dress.
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1930.
Nov. 17.—General Meeting :

“ Public Control of

Building : The Position in 1930,” by A. N.
C. Shelley.

Dec. I.—General AIeeting :
“ Modern Cinema De-

sign,” by J. R. Leathart [F.].

1931-

Jan. 5.—General AIeeting : Award of Prizes and
Studentships. Criticism by T. A. Darcy
Braddell [F.] on work submitted for

Prizes and Studentships.

,, 19.

—

General AIeeting, 8.30 : Presentation of

London Architecture Aledal 1929, and
Aledals and Prizes, 1931.

Feb. 2.

—

General AIeeting :
“ The Decoration of

Buildings,” by Professor \V. Rothenstein,
M.A.

,, 16.—General AIeeting :
“ The Work of Sir

Robert Lorimer,” by F. W. Deas, m.a. [F.].

Alar. 2.

—

General AIeeting, 8.30 : Presentation of the

Royal Gold Aledal.

,, 16.—General AIeeting :
“ The Treatment of Old

Buildings,” bv C. R. Peers, c.b.e., p.s.a.

[F.].

Apr. 13.—General AIeeting :
“ Alodern Flats,” by

G. Grey Wornum [F.].

,, 27.—General AIeeting :
“ Alodern Bridges,” by

Maxwell Ayrton [F.].

June I.—General AIeeting :
“ Museum Planning,’’ by

Eric Maclagan, c.b.e. [
Hon . A .'\.

MEMBERSHIP OF THE R.I.B.A.

The Licentiate Class.

The revised Bye-laws of the Royal Institute of British

Architects have received the approval of His Majesty’s

Privy Council, and applications may now be sent in for

membership of the R.I.B.A. in the Licentiate Class. Full

information and the necessary forms will be sent on appli-

cation being made to the Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit

Street, London, W.i

ASSOCIATES AND THE FELLOWSHIP.
Associates who are eligible and desirous of transferring

to the Fellowship are reminded that if they wish to

take advantage of the election to take place on 5 January

1931, they should send the necessary nomination forms

to the Secretary R.I.B.A. not later than Saturday,

8 November 1930.

LICENTIATES AND THE FELLOWSHIP.
The attention of Licentiates is called to the provisions

of Section IV, Clause 4 (h) and (aV), of the Supplemental

Charter of 1925. Licentiates who are eligible and

desirous of transferring to the Fellowship can obtain full

particulars on application to the Secretary R.I.B.A.,

stating the clause under which they propose to apply for

nomination.

OVERSEAS APPOINTMENTS.
Members contemplating applying for appointments

overseas are recommended to communicate with the

Secretary R.I.B.A., who will supply them with any avail-

able information respecting conditions of employment,

cost of living, climatic conditions, etc.

William H. Hamlyn,
Hon. Sec. R.I.B.A., Salaried Members’ Committee.

COAIPOSITION OF AIEAIBERS’ SUBSCRIPTIONS
FOR LIFE AlEAIBERSHIP.

The attention of Alembers is drawm to the scheme for

compounding subscriptions for Life Alembership which
was approved by the General Body at the Business Aleet-

ing held on Alonday, 5 December 1927.

Feliow^s, Associates and Licentiates of the Royal
Institute may become Life Alembers by compounding
their respective annual subscriptions on the following

basis :

—

For a Fellow" by a payment of £73 los. (70 guineas).

For an Associate or Licentiate by a payment of £44 2S.

(42 guineas), wdth a further pa>Tnent of £29 8s. on being
admitted as a Fellow".

Provided alw^ays that in the case of a Fellow" or Asso-
ciate the above compositions are to be reduced by £i is.

per annum for every completed year of membership of

the Royal Institute after the first five years, and in the

case of a Licentiate by £i is. per annum for every com-
pleted year of membership of the Royal Institute.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP.
ELECTION, 3 NOVEMBER 1930.

In accordance w"ith the terms of Bye-law"s 10 and ii an
election of candidates for membership will take place at

the Council Meeting to be held on Monday, 3 November
1930. The names and addresses of the candidates, w"ith

the names of their proposers found by the Council to be
eligible and qualified in accordance with the Charter and
Bye-laws are herew"ith published for the information of

members. Notice of any objection or other communica-
tion respecting them must be sent to the Secretary R.I.B.A
not later than Tuesday 28 October 1930 :

—

AS HON. FELLOWS (2).

Derby : The Rt. Hon. The Earl of, K.G., G.C.B., G.C.V.O.
Knows ley, Prescot, Lancashire. Proposed by the Council.

MacDonald : The Rt. Hon. James Ramsay, M.P.
;
10 Dow n

ing Street, S W.i. Proposed by the Council.

AS HON. ASSOCIATES (2).

Orpen : Major Sir William, R.A., R.I., R.O.I., LL.D.,
“ Oriel,” South Bolton Gardens, S.W.5. Proposed by
the Council.

Partridge : Sir Bernard, 10 Holland Park Road, W.14
Proposed by the Council.

AS HON. CORRESPONDING MEMBER (i).
Kohn : Robert D., President, The American Institute of

Architects, 56 West 45th Street, New" York City, U.S.A.
Proposed by the Council.

AS FELLOWS (45).

Archer : Herbert Humbley, P.A.S.I. [A. 1912], 8 Tulketh
Street, Southport

;
Clifton Hotel. Promenade, South-

port. Proposed by Norman Jones, Albert Schofield and
Herbert Langman.

Ballantv-ne : Cedric Heise [A. 1903], 416 Collins Street,
Melbourne, Victoria. Proposed by Rodney H. AIsop
and the Council under the provisions of Bye-law 3 {d)

Banks: Percy Harold, P.A S.I. [A. 1929], Surveyors’
Department, Messrs. Whitbread and Co., Ltd., Chiswell
Street, E.C.

; 44 Sussex Square, Brighton. Proposed
by Wm. Fetch, E. A. Fermaud and P. Ion Elton.

Berry : Arthur Gilbert [A. 1920], 43A Prince of Wales
Road, Norwich

;

“ Luhvorth,” Branksome Road, Nor-
wich. Proposed by Stanley J. Wearing, Edw. T.
Boardman and George J. Skipper.
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Brand : Walter 1896], 33 Bowling Green Street, Leices-
ter ; 170 L'pper New Walk, Leicester. Proposed by
Albert Herbert, Edward T. Allcock and Arthur H. Hind.

BI'RGOINE : Stephen [A . 1908], 4A Bloomsbury Square,
W.C.i ; 258 Bromley Road, Shortlands, Kent. Pro-
posed by R. G. Hammond, R. A. Hinds and Paul Phipps.

Charlewood : George Edward 1920], 4 Aloslev Street,
Xewcastle-on-Tyne

; 31, Beverley Terrace, Cullercoats.
Proposed by W. Milburn, Junr., Lieut.-Col. A. K.
Tasker and R. Burns Dicks.

Coates : Harold Fenwick [A . 1918], 395 Collins Street,
Melbourne, Victoria

; 17 Evans Road, Kew, Victoria.
Proposed by William A. Henderson, Kingsley A. Hender-
son and T. B. AI. Wightman.

Dicksee : Harold John Hugh 1918], 22 Poitman Street,
Portman Square, W.i

; 33 Templars Avenue, Golders
Green, X’.W.ii. Proposed by AI. Wheeler, E. Guy
Dawber and Robert Aktinson.

Dyke : David Nicholas, O.B.E. [A. 1908], H.AI. Office of
Works, Westminster, S.W.i

;
Red Gables, Alanor Way,

South Croydon. Proposed by Sir Richard Allison,

A. Bullock and Chas. J. Alole.

Fowell : Joseph Charles [A. 1914], 70 King Street, Sydney,
N.S.W.

;
“ Rose Bank,” Charlton Kings, Cheltenham,

Gloucestershire. Proposed by James S. Gibson, Walter
S. A. Gordon and Robert Atkinson.

F'raser : Bright [A. 1922], Architect to the Shanghai Land
Investment Co., Ltd., 28 Jinkee Road, Shanghai, China

;

14 Fo Shu Gardens, Tunsin Road, Shanghai, China.
Proposed by George L. Wilson, H.AI. Spence and Geo. A.
Johnson.

Hicks : Henry Leicester [A, 1908], 4 Alosley Street, New-
castle-on-Tyne ;

“ Greenside,” Alanor Road, Long-
benton, Northumberland. Proposed by R. Burns Dick,

Lieut.-Col. A. K. Tasker and W. Alilburn, Junr.

Hubbard : George Edward [.tl. 1922], Forman Christian

College, Lahore, Punjab, India. Proposed by George
Hubbard and the Council under the provisions of

B^'e-law 3 (d).

Leith : George Esslemont Gordon [A, 1907], Transvaal

Buildings, Fox Street. Johannesburg ;
Gresham Build-

ings, St. Andries Street, Pretoria ;

“ Esslemont,” St.

Paul’s Road, Houghton, Johannesburg. Proposed by
Sir Herbert Baker and the Council under the provisions of

Bye-law 3 (d).

Lorne : Francis [A. 1913], i Alontague Place, W.C.i.
Proposed by Sir John J. Burnet, Thos. S. Tait and Robert

Atkinson.
Love : Robert AIaclaren [A. 1920], Public Works Depart-

ment, New Delhi, India. Proposed by S. J. Edwards,

George H. Widdows, and Alajor P. Hubert Keys.

AIiller : Stanley Russell [A. 1914], 36 Great Ormond
Street, Queen Square, W.C.i ;

” Alorden,” Ducks Hill,

Northwood, Aliddlesex. Proposed by J. Al. Sheppard,

Walter M. Epps, and J. N. Randall Vining.

AIitchell : George Angus, P.A.S.I. [.*!. 1921], i West
Craibstone Street, Aberdeen

;
31 Albert Terrace, Aber-

deen. Proposed by Clement George, James B. Nicol and

George Watt.
Mortimer : Alan Lee [A . 1919], Public Works Department

Secretariat, Lucknow, India ;
United Service Club,

Lucknow, India. Proposed by John Bradshaw Gass,

Arthur J. Hope and James R. Adamson.
Moss : Harold Edward [A, 1912], 6 John Street, Bedford

Row, W.C.I ;
“ Elm Tree Cottage,” Victoria Road,

Wimbledon Park, S.W.19. Proposed by W. E. Vernon

Crompton, Henry V. Ashley and William G. Newton.

Robinson : John Charles [A. 1912], Town Hall Buildings,

Blackpool
;

28 Beaufort Avenue, Blackpool. Proposed

by Wilfred Travers, Sir Banister Fletcher and H. Duncan

Hendry.
Sayner : John Harold [.*1 . 1908], The Folly, Little Kingshill,
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Great Alissenden, Bucks. Proposed by L. K. Hall,
C. Cowles-Voysey and Ernest G. Theakston.

Scott : Alex.^nd£r Thomson [A. 1928], 55 Alarsham Street,
Westminster, S.W’^.i

; 36 Sheldon Avenue, Highgate,
N.6. Proposed by Sir Herbert Baker, F. W. Troup and
Thos. S. Tait.

Smith : William J.ames, AI.C., F.S.A. [Scot], [A. 1920], 227
Bath Street, Glasgow, C.2

; 3 Ferngrove Avenue, Kelvin-
dale, Glasgow, W.2. Proposed by John W^atson, T.
Harold Hughes and Geo. And. Paterson.

W’ade ; Frederick William [A. 1907], Public Works Depart-
ment, Architects’ Branch, Kuala Lumpur, Selangor,
Federated Alalay States. Proposed by C. G. Boutcher,
W . F. Hedges and E. Vincent Harris.

WTbster : Frank Coutts, O.B.E.
,

F.S.I. [A. 1910], 114
Grosvenor Road, Aluswell Hill, N.io

;
Caxton House

(West), Tothill Street, S.W\r. Proposed by John Kirk-
land, Fredk. R. Hiorns and J. A. Gotch.

W iLLiAMSON : John Wallace [A, 1920]. IVIunicipal Architect,
British Municipal Council, Tientsin

;
Taluti House,

Tientsin, N. China. Proposed by W. Gordon Parkin,
H. McClure Anderson and Edwin Cook.

And the follow'ing Licentiates who have passed the qualifying
Examination :

—

Allison : W^'ilson Burdett, Town Hall, Wallasey, Cheshire
;

6 The Laund, Wallasey. Cheshire. Proposed by Richard
Holt, Stewart McLauchlan and T. Taliesin Rees.

Evans : W illiam, Western Chambers, Romford, Essex
;

The Old Cottage, Corbets Tey, near L’pminster, Pro-
posed by Brook Kitchin, John Stuart and W. Everard
Healey.

Kerr ; Hume Victor, 22 Old Buildings, Lincoln’s Inn, W^,C.2;
Parsons Cottage, Chipstead, Surrey. Proposed by
Henry N. Kerr, W’illiam Stew'art and Digby L. Solomon.

Kislingbury : Arthur Vernon, F.S.I., 30 Bedford Square,
W.C.I

;
Lee Cottage, Cookham, Berks. Proposed by

Sir Henry Tanner, H. A. Gold and A. Saxon Snell.
jMountain : W’illi.am John, St. Peter’s Chambers, Bourne-

mouth
; 4 Bethia Road, Bournemouth. Proposed by

A. Edward Shervey, J. Arthur Smith and A. Leonard
Roberts.

Perren : C.\PTAIN Frank Arnold, 183 Northdown Road,
Cliftonville, Margate

;

” Copsholme,” Arlington Gar-
dens, Chftonville, Margate, Kent. Proposed by A.
Foster, H. V. Lanchester and John L. Seaton Dahl.

Prince : William John, i W^est Street, Museum Square,
Leicester

;

” Graymills,” Syston, nr. Leicester. Pro-
posed bv H. L. Goddard, E. J. Williams and Arthur H.
Hind.

Smith : Charles Bouton, Buildings Branch Secretary’s
Office, G.P.O., E.C.i

; 43 Warwick Road, Ealing, W\5.
Proposed by Briant Poulter, WC Ravenscroft and H. F.
Murrell.

Tansley : Harry, 84 Lower Road, S.E.16 ; Down Hall
Road, Rayleigh, Essex. Proposed by W’llliam Allison,

Alfred Cox and Albert J. Thomas.
Thomas : Ernest James, F.S.I., 30 Landport Terrace,

Portsmouth ; 50 Granada Road, Southsea. Proposed
by J. W. Walmisley, J. Arthur Smith and A. Leonard
Roberts.

Trew : Harold Fletcher, Burleigh House, Nettleton
Road, Gloucester. Proposed by Thos. Falconer, H. V.
Lanchester and Thomas Overbury.

W’ynne-Thom.vs : Captain Daniel, 25 Wood Street, Bolton,
Lancs. ;

Bodnant, Lostock Park, Bolton, Lancs. Pro-
posed by R. Hermon Crook, E. C. Alorgan Willmott
and George H. Wdddow*s.

and the following Licentiates who are qualified under Section

IV, Clause 4 cfii) of the Supplemental Charter of 1925 :

—

Aherne ; DE Lacy, 55 Newhall Street, Birmingham
; Norbrook
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Park Hill, Moseley, Birmingham. Proposed by C. E.
Bateman, James A. Swan and John Goodman.

Gamble : James Gardner, City Hall, Belfast
; 153 University

Street, Belfast. Proposed by Robert Hanna Gibson
and Edwin R. Kennedy and the Council under the

provisions of Bye-law 3(d).

May’ELL : Alfred Young, St. James’ House, 73 Holland
Park Avenue, W.ii. Proposed by Herbert Shepherd,
Arthur Keen and George A. Lansdown.

Tiffin : Hugh Stammers, H.M. Office of Works, Storey’s

Gate, S.W.i ;
18 Ossian Road, N.4. Proposed by

Bruce Dawson, Sir R, J. Allison and John H. Alarkham.
Webber: Huart, 3 Mission Row, Calcutta; ii Camack

Street, Calcutta, India. Proposed by E. Stanley Hall,

Harold Sudlow^ and Fred Kempster.

AS ASSOCIATES (102).

Anderson : William George Deane [Passed five years

course at the School of Architecture University of London.
Exempted from Final Examination after passing Examina-
tion in Professional Practice]. 2 Glendower Place, S.

Kensington, S.W.7. Proposed by Professor A. E,

Richardson, Sir Herbert Baker and C. Lovett Gill.

Ashworth : Albert Thompson [Passed five years’ course

at the Liverpool School of Architecture, University of

Liverpool. Exempted from Final Examination after

passing Examination in Professional Practice], Glen-
holme, Highcroft Avenue, Bebington, Cheshire. Proposed
by Professor C. H. Reilly, Gilbert Fraser and Duncan
A. Campbell.

Baillie : Ian [Passed five years’ course at the Glasgow
School of Architecture. Exempted from Final Examin-
tion after passing Examination in Professional Practice].

Fallside House, Uddingston, Glasgow. Proposed by
T. Harold Hughes, John Watson and Wm. B. Whitie.

BanA : Russi Bejonji [Passed five years’ course at the Archi-

tectural Association. Exempted fiom Final Examination
after passing Examination in Professional Practice].

Bana Building, Khetwadi iith Street, Girgaum, Bombay,
India. Proposed by Howard Robertson, J. Murray
Easton and Louis de Soissons.

Billiards : Harold (Final), 48 Milton Road, Heaton Park,

Manchester. Proposed by Percy Robinson, G. H.
Foggitt and Captain Victor Bain.

Bintley : Lionel (Final) c;o The Architectural Association,

36 Bedford Square, W.C.i. Proposed by P. E. Culver-

house, Howard Robertson and J. IVIurray Easton.

Bishop : John William [Passed five years’ course at the Welsh
School of Architecture, Cardiff. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice]. 42 Sandringham Road, Cardiff. Proposed
by Percy Thomas, E. C. Morgan Wfillmott, and Henry
Budgen

.

Bolton : James Hugh [Passed five years’ course at the

Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Ex-
amination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice]. 10 Lincoln’s Inn Fields, W.C.2. Proposed
by Arthur T. Bolton, Sir Reginald Blomfield and Sir

Giles Gilbert Scott.

Brodie : Margaret Brash (Miss) B.Sc. [Passed five years’

course at the Glasgow School of Architecture. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in

Professional Practice]. 70 Oakfield Avenue, Hillhead,

Glasgow. Proposed by T. Harold Hughes, John Watson
and Geo. And. Paterson.

Bruce: Robert Alexander (Final), 215 North End Road,

West Kensington, W\i4. Proposed by the Council

under the provisions of Bye-law 3 (d).

Budgen : Percy Graham [Passed five years’ course at the

Welsh School of Architecture, Cardiff. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Profes-

sional Practice]. White Lodge, Rumney, Cardiff. Pro-

posed by T. Alwyn Lloyd, Percy Thomas and Harry
Teather.

Burles : David Rodney [Passed five years’ course at the
Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Exam-
ination after passing Examination in Professional Practice]

.

44 Ramuz Drive, Westcliff-on-Sea. Proposed by Sir

Charles A. Nicholson, T. J. Rushton and Fredk. R.
Hiorns.

Burrington : Thomas (Final), 15 Highfield Avenue, Green-
ford, IMiddlesex. Proposed by A. E. Beswick, Charles
Nicholas and J. E. Dixon-Spam.

Carr : David [Passed five years’ course at the School of
Architecture, Edinburgh College of Art. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in

Professional Practice]. 46 Prince of Wales Road, Batter-
sea, S.W.I I. Proposed by Jno. Begg, Charles D. Carus-
Wilson and F. C. Mears.

Carter : Frank Randle [Passed five years’ course at the
Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Examin-
tion after passing Examination in Professional Practice],
“ Penrose,” Rhodes Avenue, Mowbray, Cape Towm,
S. Africa. Proposed by Howard Robertson, Lawrence
M. Gotch and Robert R. Prentice.

Chackett : Leslie Arthur [Passed five years’ course at the
Birmingham School of Architecture. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Profes-
sional Practice]. The Bungalow, Waxland Road, Hales-
owen, Birmingham. Proposed by George Drysdale,
Sam. N. Cooke and John B. Surman.

Coghlan : Brian [Passed five years’ course at the Archi-
tectural Association. Exempted from Final Examination
after passing Examination in Professional Practice].
Tiree, Hatch End, Aliddlesex. Proposed by Howard
Robertson, Harold I. Merriman, and T. M. Wilson.

Cooke : Anne Joyce (Miss), (Final), i South Square, Gray’s
Inn, W.C.I. Proposed by Henry M. Fletcher, Thos. S.
Tait and W, Harding Thompson,

Cooper : Reginald William Gaze, (Final), 17 Rushcliffe Rise,
Sherwood, Nottingham. Proposed by Alfred J. Thraves,
Cyril F. W. Haseldine and H. Alderman Dickman.

Corlett : Wilfred Shimmin (Final), 60 Leonard Street, Hull.
Proposed by Henry Budgen, Frederick J. Horth and
H. Andrew.

CouLDRiCK : Horace Charles Carrington (Final), 3 San-
dringham Avenue, IVIerton Park, S.W. Proposed by
Arthur Geo. Porri, Thos. Wallis and R. J. Thomson.

Coulter : Herbert George [Passed five years’ course at the
University of London School of Architecture. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in
Professional Practice]. “ Aberdeen,” Singlewell Road,
Gravesend. Proposed by Professor A. E. Richardson,
C. Lovett Gill and W. J. Price

Cruicksh.ank : George Leslie [Passed five years’ course at
Robert Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Profes-
sional Practice]. The Neuk, Fyvie, Aberdeenshire.
Proposed by R. Leslie Rollo, Robt. G. Wilson lunr
and Geo. M. Hay.

’ ^

CusDiN . Sidney Edward Thomas [Passed five vears’ joint
course at the Southend School of Arts and Crafts and the
Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Ex-
amination after passing Examination in Professional
Practice]. 5 Ethelden Road, W.12. Proposed by E.
Stanley Hall, Fred Kempster and Howard Robertson

Davis: Ernest Edwin [Final], 33 North End Road, Golders
Green, N W. Proposed by H. V. Lanchester, T. A.
Lodge and Robert W. Pite.

East(W . Ruth IVIeryon [AIrs.] [Passed five years’ course at
the Architectural Association. Exempted from Final
Examination after passing Examination in Professional
Practice], 22 Montpelier Street, S.W.7. Proposed by
Howard Robertson, J. Murrav Easton and C. H. James.
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Elleray : Frederick Reginald [Special], 13 Cromwell Road,
Northwich, Cheshire. Proposed by L. H. Bucknell,
Professor A. E. Richardson and Herbert J. Rowse.

Ellis : Harold Harper [Passed course at the Architectural
Association. Exempted from Final Examination after

passing Examinations in Design and Professional Practice]

.

I Beauchamp Road, East IVIolesey, Surrey. Proposed by
Howard Robertson, Sydney H. Meyers and L. H.
Bucknell.

Farmer : Henry Collingwood [Final], 34 Temple Fortune
Lane, N.W.ii. Proposed by Fredk. Chatterton, Sir

Frank Baines and Alfred Cox.
Fell : Ian Buchan, B.Arch. [Sydney] [Passed five years"

course at the School of Architecture, University of

Sydney. Exempted from Final Examination after passing

Examination in Professional Practice]. Northwood,
Sydney, Australia. Proposed by Major Hubert C.
Corlette, and the Council under the provisions of Bye-
law 3(d).

Folkes : John Homery [Passed five years" course at the

Birmingham School of Architecture. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Pro-

fessional Practice]. Hagley Grange, near Stourbridge.

Proposed by George Drysdale, John B. Surman and
Edwin F. Reynolds.

Forbes : Howard Tvldesley [Passed five years’ couise at the

School of Architecture, Universit>' of Sydney. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in

Professional Practice], 152 Forrest Street, Cottesloe,

Western Australia. Proposed by Professor Leslie Wilkin-

son, Alfred S. Hook and the Council under the pro-

visions of Bye-law 3(d).

Ford : George [Final], 29 Leigh Park Road, Leigh-on-Sea,

Essex. Proposed by T. P. Bennett, Thos. E. Scott and

Herbert J. Axten.
Ford : Hugh Hubbard [Final], 5 Ivy Terrace, Eastbourne.

Proposed by Professor A. E. Richardson, T. O. Foster

and Maurice E. Webb.
Freeman: Philip Garforth, B.Arch.(Liverpool) [Passed

five years’ course at the Liverpool School of Architecture,

University of Liverpool. Exempted from Final Examina-

tion after passing Examination in Professional Practice].

2 1 Porchester Square,W .2 . Proposed by Professor C . H

.

Reilly, Professor Lionel B. Budden and the Council under

the provisions of Bye-law 3(d).

Gardner : Eric Godfrey [Passed five years’ course at the

Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Exam-

ination after passing Examination in Professional Practice],

9 1 Gower Street, W.C.i. Proposed by Howard Robert-

son, C. H. James and Thos. S. Tait.

Hargrave : Frank Clift, B.Arch (Sydney) [Passed five years’

course at the School of Architecture, University of

Sydney. Exempted from Final Examination after pass-

ing Examination in Professional Practice], c/o Australian

B^nk of Commerce, 62 Bishopsgate, E.C.2. Proposed

by Major Hubert C. Corlette and the Council under the

provisions of Bye-law 3(d).

Harland : Peter John Blundell [Passed five years’ course

at the Architectural Association. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice], 129 Cra^^fo^d Street, W.i . Proposed by W. H.

Ansell, G. Grey Wornum and J. Murray Easton.

Harris: Kenneth William Firneaux [Final], 45 Denning

Road, Hampstead, N,W.3. Proposed by A. Dunbar

Smith, Sidney K. Greenslade and H. H. Jewell.

Harris: Robert Oliver [Special Examination], 54 Tudor

Avenue, Chelmsford. Proposed by John Stuart, Wyke-

ham Chancellor and Hugo R. Bird.

Hartley: James Stanley [Final], m Lichfield Grove,

Church End, Finchley, N.3. Proposed by Henr>- V.

Ashley, Thos, Wallis and Thos. E. Scott.

Henderson : Percy Pithie [Final], 16 Thirlestane Lane,
Edinburgh. Proposed by John Begg, Geo. D. Macniven
and John W’ilson.

Hinton : Robert Charles Hamilton [Final], 16 Lakeside
Road, Palmers Green, N.13. Proposed by Thos. E.
Scott, Howard Robertson and Thos. S. Tait.

Hurden : Stanley Allen [Final], 23 Rectory Grove, S.W.4.
Proposed by H. Austen Hall, F. Sutcliffe and C. Ernest
Elcock.

Innes : Douglas William [Passed five years’ course at
Robert Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Pro-
fessional Practice], 17 Caledonian Place, Aberdeen.
Proposed by R. Leslie Rollo, James B. Nicol and Robt.
G. Wilson, jun.

Ironside : William Dalton [Passed five years’ course at
Robert Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Pro-
fessional Practice], 30 Gladstone Place, Aberdeen. Pro-
posed by James B. Nicol, J. A. O. Allan and William E.
Gauld.

Jackson : Herbert [Passed five years’ course at the Birming-
ham School of Architecture. Exempted from Final
Examination after passing Examination in Professional
Practice]. 221 Holyhead Road, Handsworth, Birmingham.
Proposed by George Drysdale, William T. Benslyn and
John Goodman.

Jewell : Arthur Edward [Passed five \ ears’ course at the
Welsh School of Architecture, Cardiff. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Pro-
fessional Practice], 26 Syr David’s Avenue, Canton,
Cardiff. Proposed by T. Alwyn Lloyd, Percy Thomas
and W. Goodchild.

Jolley : Vincent Alphonsus Peter [Final], 5 Spnngbank
Avenue, Thornton, Blackpool. Proposed by Fred. T.
Waddington, Sir Banister Fletcher and Alexr. G. Bond.

Kemp : William Charles [Final], 2a Portnall Road, Harrow
Road, W.9. Proposed by H. Duncan Hendry, Stanley P.

Schooling and Ernest B. Glanfield.

King : Laurence Edward [Passed five years’ course at the
School of Architecture, University of London. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in

Professional Practice], The Wayside, Shenfield Common,
Brentwood, Essex. Proposed by Professor A. E. Richard-
son, Howard Robertson and J. IMurray Easton.

Kingsford : Geoffrey Montague, M.A. Cantab. [Final],

Cavendish Club, Piccadilly, W.i . Proposed by A. Edward
Hughes, Howard Robertson and John Kirkland.

L.\coste : Gerald Auguste Charles [Final], 19 Upperton
Gardens, Eastbourne. Proposed by Peter D. Stonham,
John D. Clarke and Oswald P. Tvlilne.

Lavers : Ralph Stephenson [Passed five years’ course at the
Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Exam-
ination after passing Examination in Professional Prac-
tice]. “ Glanusk,” Buckhurst Hill, Essex. Proposed b\
Laurence M. Gotch, Walter Henry Woodroffe and
E. Stanley Hall.

Lee : Richard Edmund [Passed five years’ couise at the

Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Exam-
ination after passing Examination in Professional Prac-

tice], 7 Netheravon Road, Chiswick, W. Proposed by
Howard Robertson, J. ^Murray Easton and Thos. S.

Tait.

Lewis : Gilbert Norman, A.A. Diploma [Passed five yeais’

course at the Architectural Association. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Pro-

fessional Practice], 41 Orchard Road, Bromley, Kent.
Proposed by Howard Robertson, J. Murrav Easton and
Thos. S. Tait.

Llewellyn : Glyn Price [Passed five years’ course at the

Welsh School of Architecture, Cardiff. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Pro-
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fessional Practice], 59 College Road, Norwich, Proposed
by T. Alw'>’n Lloyd, Percy Thomas and Harry Teather.

Lloyd : William Thomas [Special Examination], 1192
Neath Road, Landore, Swansea. Proposed by Henry C.
Portsmouth, J. Herbert Jones and Percy Thomas.

Luke : Him Sau, A.A. Diploma [Passed five years’ course at

the Architectural Association. Exempted from Final
Examination after passing Examination in Professional
Practice], “ Tree-Lan>Tong,” 4 Han Fung Lane, Hong
Kong. Proposed by Howard Robertson, J. IVIurray
Easton and E. H. Evans.

Lumley : David Francis [Final], “ Ivernia,” 122 Clodien
Avenue, The Heath, Cardiff. Proposed by Herbert R.
Cowley, Percy Thomas and Captain D. H. Buries.

AIacdonald : Alfred Ian Duncan (Passed five years’ course
at the Glasgow School of Architecture. Exempted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Profes-
sional Practice). 15 Grosvenor Terrace, Glasgow', W.2.
Proposed by T. Harold Hughes, David Salmond and John
Watson.

Marrett : Eric Moore (Final), 5 Wentw'orth Road, Golders
Green, N.W.ii. Proposed by Thos. E. Scott, Frank T.
Verity and T, P. Bennett,

Marshall : Hadley Bernard (Final), 18 Adamson Road,
Hampstead, N.W.3. Proposed by F. W. C. Gregory,
Robert Atkinson and Stanley Hamp.

Martienssen : Rex Distin (Passed five years’ course at the
University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg. Ex-
empted from Final Examination after passing Examination
in Professional Practice), Wychwood Road, Forest Town,
Johannesburg, South Africa. Proposed by Allen Wilson,
S. C. Dow'sett, D. M. Sinclair and D. M. Burton.

Maybury : Matthews [Final], 64 Albion Road, Dalston,
E.8. Proposed by Horace Field, M. N. Castello and
Digby L. Solomon.

AIellor ; Frank [Final], Bankfield Road, Armitage Bridge,
Huddersfield. Proposed by Norman Culley, B, R.
Gribbon and G. H. Foggitt.

Nightingale : Douglas Eric [Passed five years’ course at the

School of Architecture, University of London. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in

Professional Practice], 283 Trinity Road, Wandsworth
Common, S.W.18. Proposed by Alatthew’ J. Dawson,
Bernard J. Belsher and George Coles.

Noad : Richard Mervyn [Passed five years’ course at Glasgow’
School of Architecture. Exempted from Final Exami-
nation afrer passing Examination in Professional Practice].

The Den, Perth, Scotland. Proposed by John Keppie,
John Watson and T, Harold Hughes.

Parr : John William [Passed five years’ course at the Archi-
tectural Association. Exempted from Final Examination
after passing Examination in Professional Practice],

107 Jermyn Street, S .W. i . Proposed by Howard
Robertson, John H. Markham and J. Alurray Easton.

Peel : Arthur [Special Examination], 4 Kenmuir Avenue,
Kettering Road, Northampton. Proposed by Percy
Thomas, Walter Rosser and Chas. F. Ward.

Pertee : Walter Clarence [Special], 7 George A. Green
Road, Wakefield, Yorks. Proposed by Norman Culley,

G. H. Foggitt and B. R. Gribbon.
Playne : Edward [Passed five years’ course at the Architec-

tural Association. Exempted from Final Examination
after passing Examination in Professional Practice],

Bancrofts, Woodford Green, Essex. Proposed by-

Howard Robertson, E . Stanley Hall and George O

.

Scorer.
PoLSON : Franklin Murray [Final], 29 St. George’s Road,

S.W.i. Proposed by J. J. Joass, Geo. W. Grey and
Septimus Warwick.

Porter : Herbert Gould [Passed five years’ joint course at

the School of Architecture, University of Witwatersrand,

and the Architectural Association. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice], 8 Torrington Square, W.C.i. Proposed by
Howard Robertson, William A. Pite and Robert W^. Pite.

Powell ; Harold Hamilton [Passed five years’ course at the
Liverpool School of Architecture, University of Liverpool.
Exempted from Final Examination after passing Examina-
tion in Professional Practice], 5 1 Vaughan Road, Wallasey,
Cheshire. Proposed by Professor C. H. Reilly, Professor
Lionel B. Budden and the Council under the provisions
of Bye-Law 3 (d).

Rea : Arthur John [Final], High Street, Solihull, Warwick-
shire. Proposed by Sam N. Cooke, Herbert Buckland,
and L. L. Dussault.

Reith : William James [Dip. Arch. Abdn] [Passed five years’
course at Robert Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted
from Final Examination after passing Examination in Pro-
fessional Practice], 6 Rosebery Street, Aberdeen. Proposed
by George Watt, Geo. M. Hay and Clement George.

Riddell : James Rattray [Passed five year’s course at Robert
Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted from Final
Examination after passing Examination in Professional
Practice], 4 Watson Street, Aberdeen. Proposed by
R. Leslie Rollo, J. A. O. Allan and Clement George.

Rose : Charles Alexander [Passed five years’ course at
Robert Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen. Exampted from
Final Examination after passing Examination in Profes-
sional Practice], Smithton, Culloden, near Inverness.
Proposed by R. Leslie Rollo, Robt. G. Wilson, jun., and
James B. Nicol.

Rose : John Cruikshank [Passed five years’ course at the
Architectural Association. Exempted from Final Exami-
nation after passing Examination in Professional Practice],
103 Rosebery Road, Muswell Hill, N.io. Proposed by
E. Stanley Hall, J. Murray Easton and Howard Robertson.

Roth : Stanley Henry James [Passed five years’ course at
the iychitectural Association. Exempted from Final
Examination after passing Examination in Professional
Practice], c,o Messrs. Sproatt and Rolph, 1162 Bay
Street, Toronto, Canada. Proposed by Howard Robert-
son, Henry Sproatt and Ernest R. Rolph.

Rowe : George Frederick, M.C. [Special Examination], 36
Temple Fortune Lane, N.W.ii. Proposed by C.
Geoffrey Blomfield, J. Murray Easton and Howard
Robertson.

Schlltz : Israel Samuel [Final], 40 Beresford Road, Ching-
ford, Essex. Proposed by T. P. Bennett, Arthur J.
Davis and Thos. S. Tait.

Shavv : Marion Mitchell (Miss), B.Sc. (Arch.), Glasgow
[Passed fi\e \ears course at Glasgow School of Architec-

Exempted from Final Examination after passing
Examination in Professional Practice], “ Lynwood,” St.
Meddans Street, Troon, Ayrshire. Proposed by T.
Harold Hughes, John Watson and James Lochhead

Smith : Alfred [Final], n Victor Street. Heywood, Lancs.
1 roposed by J. Theo. Halliday, John Swarbrick and Isaac
1 aylor.

Smith
; John James [Final], 45 Balmoral Terrace, Atherton

Road, Hindley Lancs. Proposed by J. Theo. Halliday,
John bwarbnck and Isaac Taylor.

Stephen : Norman [Passed five years’ course at Robert
Gordons Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted from Final
examination after passing Examination in Professional
Practice], 42 Lnion Grove, Aberdeen. Proposed by R.
Leslie Rollo, James B. Nicol and Robt. G. Wilson, jun.Tanton : H«ert John [Passed five vears’ course at the Archi-
tectural Assoaation. Exempted from Final Examination
^ter passing Exarnination in Professional Practice], Botha

ouse, 8 Granville Place, W.i. Proposed by Howard
and Maxwell Ayrton.

. psoN . Eric [Final], 38 Beckingham Road, Leicester.
Proposed by George Nott, William Keay and Arthur H.
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Tolson : Jack Ransom, Dip.Arch. [Leeds] [Final], 66 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, Roundhay, Leeds. Proposed by Colonel
Albert E. Kirk, James Parrish and Captain Victor Bain.

Tomkins : Cyril James [Special], 86 Park Grove, Derby.
Proposed by George M. Eaton, Herbert Norman and
George H. Widdows.

Tw'igg ; William Leslie [Final], lo Strathyre Avenue,
Norbury, S.W,i6. Proposed by A. Alban H. Scott,

Sydney Tatchell and T. J. Rushton.
Vaughan : Olwen (Miss) [Final], I2e Upper Montagu

Street, W.i. Proposed by H. Courtenay Constantine,

Percy C. Boddy and Austin Vernon.

Veitch : Kathleen Anne (Miss) [Passed five years’ course at

the Architectural Association. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice], 79 Wimpole Street, W.i. Proposed by
Gilbert H. Jenkins, J. Alan Slater and A. H. Moberly.

Walker : William Caie [Passed five years’ course at Robert
Gordon’s Colleges, Aberdeen. Exempted from Final

Examination after passing Examination in Professional

Practice], “ Elsinore,” 261 Victoria Road, Aberdeen.

Proposed by R. Leslie Rollo, Robt. G. Wilson, jun., and

Geo. M. Hay.
Watson : Captain Lesslie Kenyon, R.A.^ (T.) [Final], 6

Gray’s Inn Place, W.C.i. Proposed by Sir Giles Gilbert

Scott, Arthur Wm. Kenyon and Gilbert Scott.

Webb : Francis Howard Hippisley [Special Examination],

202 Redland Road, Bristol. Proposed by W. S. Skinner,

Sir George H. Oatley and G. C. Lawrence.

Wilkinson : Harold Herbert [Passed five years’ course at

the Liverpool School of Architecture, University of

Liverpool. Exempted from Final Examination after

passing Examination in Professional Practice], 46 Grove

Street, Bootle, Liverpool- Proposed by Professor C. H.

Reilly, Professor Lionel B. Budden and Philip Barker.

Williams : Siriol [Final], 92 Mountvievv Road, Stroud Green,

N.4. Proposed by Horace Farquharson, John Coleridge

and the Council under the provisions of Bye-lavv 3(d).

Wingate : Wilfrid Hurford [Special Examination], The
Lawns, Cheddon Road, Taunton. Proposed by H. S. W.
Stone, Eric C. Francis and F. W. Roberts.

Wright : Lawrence, B.Arch. (Liverpool) [Passed five years’

course at the Liverpool School of Architecture, University

of Liverpool. Exempted from Final Examination after

passing Examination in Professional Practice], 24 Carlton

Vale, N.W.6. Proposed by Professor C. H. Reilly,

Frank T. Verity and Arthur J. Davis.

Yorke : Francis Reginald Stevtns [Passed five years’ course

at the Birmingham School of Architecture. Exempted

from Final Examination after passing Examination in

Professional Practice], 12 Church Street, Chelsea, S.W.3.

Proposed by George Drvsdale, Francis W. B. \orke and

O. Campbell-Jones.

ELECTION OF LICENTIATES.
In accordance with the terms of Bye-laws 10 and ii an

Election of Licentiates will take place at the Council

Meeting to be held on Monday, 3 Noverriber 1930. The

names and addresses of the candidates, with the names of

their proposers, found by the Council to be eligible and

qualified in accordance with the Charter and Bye-laws,

are herewith published for the information of members.

Notice of anv objection or other communication respect-

ing them must be sent to the Secretary”, R.I.B.A. not later

than Tuesday, 28 October i 930 -

Ar.nold : William John, 6 Old Steine, Brighton; 103,

Hartington Road, Brighton. Proposed by A. J. McLean

and the President and Honorary Secretary of the South-

Eastern Society under the provisions of Bye-lavv 3(a),

Bailey : Gervase, King’s Buildings, Smith Squaie, West-
minster, S.W.r. ; 8 Addison Bridge Place, Kensington,
W.14. Proposed by A, H. Kersey, L. Rome Guthne and
W. B. Simpson.

Baker : Albert Henry Isaac, do Messrs. Young and Macken-
zie, 143 Scottish Provident Buildings^, Belfast

; 45 Bloom-
field Road, Belfast. Proposed by James R. Young, Edwin
R. Kennedy and T. W. Henry.

Ball : James Harrison, The London County Council, County
Hall, S.E.r

; 50 Glenloch Road, Belsize Park, N.W.3.
Proposed by R. Leslie Rollo, Robert G. Wilson, junr., and
Geo. M. Hay.

Baker: Thomas James, 6 Edith Terrace, Chelsea, S.W.io.
Proposed by Arthur Wm. Kenyon, Stanley G, Livock
and Louis de Soissons,

Ball : Richard Coysgarne, M.C., Broadway Chambers,
Crovvborough

;
The Country House Hotel, Crowboiough,

Sussex. Proposed by C. H. Strange, John W. Little and
W. H. Robinson.

Barman : Christian, 9 Queen Anne’s Gate, Westminster,
S.W.i

; 53 Woodland Gardens, Musvvell Hill, N.io.
Proposed by Professor A. E. Richardson, L. Sylvester

Sullivan and Major Harry Barnes,

Bernard • Olivier Percy, O.B.E., M.C., Cadby Hall, W.14
; 7

Shepherds Hill, N.6. Proposed by George Grey Wor-
num, Maxwell Ayrton and Robert Atkinson.

BoAG : Robert Steven, Kingsley Green, Haslemere
;

” Len-
noxvale,” Kingsley Green, Haslemere. Proposed by
Edwin R. Kennedy and the President and Honorary
Secretary of the South-Eastern Society of Architects

under the provusions of Bye-lavv 3(a).

Bowers : Robert Steuart, 3 Portsmouth Street, Lincoln’s

Inn, W.C.2 ; 24 Dulwich Village, S.E.zr. Proposed by
W. Courtenay Le Alaitre, W. R. Davidge, and applying

for nomination by the Council under the provisions of

Bye-lavv 3(d).

Bow'MAN : Douglas, 18 Park Row, Leeds ;
“ Birkdale Lodge,”

48 The Drive, Roundhay, Leeds. Proposed by B. R.

Gnbbon, Norman Culley and G. H. Foggitt.

Bright : Thomas Leslie, c/o E. Stanley Hall, Esq., 54 Bed-
ford Square, W.C.i ;

“ Hillcote,” 102 College Road,

S.E.21. Proposed by E. Stanley Hall, J. iVIurray Easton,

and Fred Kempster.
Brodie : Ale.xander Shepherd, 13 Young Street, Edinburgh ;

4 Marchmont Crescent, Edinburgh. Proposed by E. A.

Jamieson, James A. Arnott, and T. F. Maclennan.

Burrows : Reginald Willij\m, 17 Victoria Street, West-
minster, S.W.I

; 72 Upper Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.2.

Proposed by C. H. B. Quennell, A Heron Ryan Tenison,

and Alax Clarke.

Castley : Jesse, c o R. S. Ayling, Esq., 53 Victoria Street

S.W.I ; 23 Shoebury Road, East Ham, E.6. Proposed
by R. Stephen Ayhng, Albert Herbert, and Frederick

Chatterton.

Chrisfield : Douglas Frederick, F.S.L 109 High Street,

Broadstairs ; “St, Martins,” Walmsiey Road, Broad-
stairs. Proposed by Ernest E. Moodey and the President

and Honorary Secretary of the South-Eastern Society of

Architects under the provisions of Bye-law 3(a).

Cross: Kenneth Mervyn Baskerville, M.A. (Cantab.), 45
and 46 New Bond Street, W.i. Proposed by Lt.-Col.

J. E. Dixon-Spain, Charles Holden and P. W. Hubbard.

Cruickshank : James Crane, Dept, of Agriculture for Scot-

land, York Buildings, Queen Street, Edinburgh
; 94

Craiglea Driv^e, Edinburgh, Proposed by James B. Nicol,

William E. Gauld, and A. Alarshall Mackenzie.

Daniels : John Henry, 28 High Street, Newport, Mon. ; 17
Hawthorn Avenue, Newport, Mon. Proposed by Chas.

F. Ward, Lieut.-Col. E. H. Fawckner, and John F. Groves.
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Davies]: George, i Addiscombe Road, Croydon, Surrey
;

Spring Grove Vicarage, Osterley, Middlesex. Proposed
by Hugh Macintosh, Briant Poulter, and J. Ed’svard

Still.

Dickins : Eric Francis, 6 Warwick Court, Gray’s Inn, W.C.i

;

7 Blenheim Road, St. John’s Wood, N.W,8. Proposed by
Ernest H. Abbott, Henry N. Kerr, and F. G. M. Chan-
cellor.

Fisher : Ewart William, io Old Burlington Street, W.i ;

“ Southover,” Sheridan Road, Merton Park, S.W.19.
Proposed by Herbert A. Welch, H. Lidbetter, and Ernest
G. W. Souster.

French : John William, Town Hall, Eastbourne
;
“ Lindis-

fame,” Brodrick Road, Hampden Park, Eastbourne.
Proposed by Arthur R. G. Penning, John D. Clarke,

Colin H. Murray, and the Honorar>' Secretary of the
South-Eastern Society of Architects.

Gelder ; Harold Edw ard, 120 Alfred Gelder Street, Hull ;

Briar Croft, Ferriby, E. Yorks. Proposed by L. Kitchen,
Joseph H. Hirst, and J. Malcolm Dossor.

Greaves : John, 17 Bolton Street, Piccadilly, W.i ; 105 Cor-
lingham Road, N.W.ii. Proposed by Sir Herbert
Baker, F. W. Troup, and Henry V. Ashley.

Grubb ; Thomas Jenkins, 9 St. Mildreds Court, Poultry,

E.C.2 ; 30 Finborough Road, S. Kensington, S.W.io.
Proposed by Laurence M. Gotch, J. A. Gotch, and Thos.
E. Scott.

Hall : Richard Leslie, P.A.S.L, c/o IMessis. Carby Hall
and Son, Prudential Buildings, Park Row, Leeds ;

“ The
Nook,” Primley Park Avenue, Moortown, Leeds. Pro-
posed by W. Carby Hall, Percy Robinson, and Colonel
Albert E. Kirk.

Harvey^ : Marshall, 36 Station Street, Sittingbourne. Pro-
posed by Charles W. W. Thompson and The President
and Honorary Secretar>' of the South-Eastern Society of

Architects under the provisions of Bye-law 3(a).

Haughton : Harold Samuel, 34-35 Bedford Street, Ply-

mouth
;
Grey Cottage, Plympton, Devon. Proposed by

J. Leighton Fouracre, B. Priestley Shires, and A. South-
combe Parker.

Haworth : Walter Raymond, io Hyde Park, Halifax. Pro-

posed by John B. Gass, Jonathan Simpson, and Joseph
Frederick Walsh.

Heathcote ; Arthur Edward, “ Grays,” Crawiey, Sussex.

Proposed by Chas. Henr>' Heathcote, Ernest J. Heathcote,

and applying for nomination by the Council under the

provisions of Bye-law 3(d).

Horne : Albert, Borough Surveyor’s Department, Dews-
bury ; 22 Ashton Road, Harehills, Leeds. Proposed by
W. Carby Hall, Norman Culley, and G. H. Foggitt.

Jack : Donald Denoon, Miners’ Welfare Committee, Dean
Stanley Street, S.W.i

;
12 West Avenue, Wallington,

Surrey. Proposed by Chas. J. Mole, Cedric Ripley and
applying for nomination by the Council under the pro-

visions of Bye-law 3(d).

Jackson : William Hara, c'o F. Tranmer, Esq., Westminster
Chambers, Harrogate

;
Westminster Drive, Pannal,

Harrogate. Proposed by H. S. Chorley, T. Edward
Marshall, and Geo. Bland.

Jacob : John Henry, 12 Stratford Place, W.i ; 550 Greencoat
Place, Ashley Gardens, S.W.i. Proposed by H. P. G.
Maule, Robert Atkinson, and Oswald P. Milne.

Jones : Cyril Lloy^d, c/o A. S. Parker, Esq., i St. Andrew ’s

Street, Plymouth ;
” Walston,” Lucas Lane, Plympton.

Proposed by A. S. Paiker, B. Priestley Shires, and A, C. A.

Norman.
Jones : Richard William Herbert, Messrs. F. Tapereil &

Haase, 5 Stratford Place, W.i
; 3 Highfield Avenue,

Golders Green, N.W.ii. Proposed by Professor A. E.

Richardson, George A. Mitchell and Alexr. G. Bond.

Kay : Henry Gordon, c^o Bertie Crewe, Esq., 75 Shaftes*
buiy Avenue, W.i

;
i Green Lane, Hendon, N.W.4.

Proposed by Cecil Masey and applying for nomination
by the Council under the provisions of Bye-law 3(d).

Kelsall : John Scott, Gralem Chambers, Chapel Road,
Worthing

; White House, Woodmancote, nr. Henfield,
Sussex. Proposed by Sir Charles A. Nicholson, T. J.
Rushton and Captain D. H. Buries.

Kennard : Cecil, 143 Bow Road, E.3 ; Gara, Downside
Road, Sutton, Surrey. Proposed by F. E. Mennie,
H. D. Searles-Wood, and Percy B. Dannatt.

Kent : Arthur George Percy, Trumans Brewery, Spital-
fields, E.i

; 14 Broxholm Road, S.E.27. Proposed by
Briant Poulter, H. Reginald Poulter, and Hugh Macin-
tosh.

Lovell : William Goulburn, St. Moritz, Upper Avenue,
Eastbourne

; 3 Devonshire Place, Eastbourne. Pro-
posed by H. V. Lanchester, John L. Denman, and
John D. Clarke.

Mant : Frederick George, 2 New' Square, Lincoln’s Inn,
W,C.2

; 37 Disraeli Road, Ealing, W.5. Proposed by
Sir Charles A. Nicholson, T. J. Rushton, and A. Alban H.
Scott.

Marsh : Dudley Graham, Jessel Chambers, 88-90, Chancery
Lane, W.C.2 ;

“ Delville,” Oxenden Square, Herne
Bay, Kent. Proposed by E. J. W. Hider, Ernest G.
Cole, and Douglas Wood.

Miller : Lockhart Fraser, 54 Duff Street, Edinburgh
;

32 Comely Bank A\enue, Edinburgh. Proposed by
T. F. Maclennan and The President and Secretary of the
Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland under the
provisions of Bye-law 3(a).

Nuttall : Orrell Hyde Herbert, Architects’ Department
C.W.S., Ltd., 99 Leman Street, E.i

; 46 Strathbrook
Road, Streatham Common, S.W.i 6. Proposed bv
T. E. Eccles, D. G. McIntosh, and L. G. Ekins.

Packham : Arthur Benjamin, i Phoenix Place, Brighton
;

I2A North Place, Brighton. Proposed by John L.
Denman and The President and Honorary Secretary
of the South-Eastern Society of Architects under the
provisions of Bye-law 3(a).

Parr : Lionel Marsden, 55 Broadway, Westminster, S.W.i
;

2 Bow'ood Road, Clapham Common, S.W.i i. Proposed
by F. S. Haynes, B. H. Parkin Haigh, and Allan D. Reid.

Price; W^illiam Harry Ly’NE, F.S.L, Trading Estate,
Slough

;
‘ Carlton,” Bath Road, Slough. Proposed bv

Herbert Spink and The President and Honorarv Secre-
tary of the Berks, Bucks and Oxon Architectural Associa-
tion under the proYisions of Bye-law 3(a).

Prior-Hale ; Leslie, 3 John Street, Bedford Row, W.C.i
;

Elmington,” Sutherland Grove, S.W.20. Proposed
by Edwin J. Sadgrove, Leonard A. Culliford, and A.
Foster.

ScoLEs : Henry Joseph, Electric Chambers, Union Street,
Torquay

; Shirburn, St. Marychurch Road, Torquay,
Devon. Proposed by H. V. Lanchester, Geoffry Lucas,
and Norman G. Bridgman.

Scrase ; Henry' Ackhurst, i6 St. Helen’s Place, Bishopsgate,
E,C.3

; 19 Fox Lane, Palmer’s Green, N.13. Proposed
by Gilbert H. Lovegrove, R. H. J. Mavhew, and Osborn C.
Hills.

.

Seai^es : Percy' George, ^ledway Brew'ery, Maidstone ;

Highfield,” Loose Road, Maidstone. Proposed by
Wm. H. Poole, W. H. Robinson, and The President and
Honorary Secretary of the South-Eastern Society of
Architects under the provisions of Bye-law 3(a).

Simons : George Percy', Estate Office, Stanmore
;
“ Windy

Ridge,” Old Church Lane, Stanmore, Middlesex. Pro-
posed by George E. Clare, Clement Stretton, and
Arthur J. Wood.
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Slater : Reginald John Langham, 199 Plashet Grove, East
Ham, E.6 ;

“ Ashdene,” 12 Sandford Road, East Ham,
E.6. Applying for nomination by the Council under
the provisions of Bye-law 3(d).

Smart: Lawrence HARRO\^ER, P.O. Box 374, Hamilton,
Bermuda ; The Old House, Point Shares, Pembroke,
Bermuda. Proposed by H. O. Tarbolton and The
President and Secretary of the Royal Incorporation of

Aichitects in Scotland under the pro\'isions of Bve-law 3

(a).

Smith : Thomas Harold, City Architect’s Dept., Guildhall,

Hull ; 14 Loatleys Lane, Derringhain Bank, Hull.

Proposed by F. E. Pearce Edwards, Frederick J. Horth,
and H. Andrew.

SPACKMAN : Cyril Saunders, R.B A., F.S.A.Scot., 29 Blake

Road, East Croydon, Surrey. Proposed by W. E. Riley,

Briant Poulter, and Hugh jMacintosh.

SuTTEL : Arnold, 2 Victoria Avenue, Harrogate ;
“ Linton

Close,” Wetherby, Yorks. Proposed by Archibald Neill

and The President and Honorary Secretary of the West
Yorkshire Society of Architects under the provisions of

Bye-law 3(a).

Taylor : Charles Donald, 25 Ropergate, Pontefract
;

“ Charenton,” Mayors Walk, Pontefract, Yorks. Pro-

posed by Colonel Albert E. Kirk, G. H. Foggitt, and
Captain Victor Bain.

Taylor : George Langley, F.S.I., Wilton Park Estate

Office, Beaconsfield ;
Ledborough, Beaconsfield, Bucks.

Proposed by J. T. Saunders and The President and

Honorary Secretary of the Berks, Bucks and Oxon
Architectural Association under the proHsions of Bye-

law 3(a).

Thomas : Albert Edwin. 25 Montholme Road, Wandsworth
Common, S.W. Applying for nomination by the

Council under the provisions of Bye-law 3(d).

Thomas : Frederick Gilbert Stanley, c o Sir Giles Gilbert

Scott, R.A., 7 Grays Inn Square, W.C.i
;

18 Castleford

Avenue, Cambridge Green, New Eltham, S.E.9. Pro-

posed bv Sir Giles Gilbert Scott, Gilbert Scott, and

W. E. Watson.
Tout : Sidney Charles, 91 Brick Lane, E.i ; 43 Broad-

fields Avenue, Edgware, Middlesex. Proposed by S. B.

Caulfield, E. J. W. Hider, and William G. Ingram.

Tt lley : Ernest Fr.ank, 123 Regent Street, W.i
;

Ha^^lc-

mere, Argvle Road, North Harrow, Middlesex, Pio-

posed by William T. Benshn, T. Jay Evans, and W. H.

Watkins
. > r 1

Underdown : Alwyn, Lloyds Bank Chambers, Seaford
;

“ Winton,” Victoria Drive, Eastbourne. Proposed by

W. T. B. Foster, John L. Denman, and Colonel Wilfred

J. Hardcastle.

W.ATKINS : Archibald Horace, 3 St. James’s Stieet, S.W.r i

2 Crescent Gardens, Wimbledon Park, S.W.19. Pro-

posed by Ernest G. W. Souster, R. Mountford Pigott,

and A. S. R. Ley.

Watson : Charles Herbert, F.S.L, Lloyds Bank Chambers

>

Beaconsfield
;

Candlemas Corner, Beaconsfield, Bucks.

Proposed by Julian G. Burgess, W. F. C. Holden, and

W. H. Raffles.

Webber : Frank, “ Allington Mead,” Dover House Road,

Roehampton, S.W. 15 ;
2 Sloane Gardens, S.W. Pro-

posed by H, P. Burke Downing, Gilbert Scott, and J. E.

Mundeli.

White : Arthur Wellington, 98 Ossulton Way, N.2. Pro-

posed bv Allen Foxley, Sydney D. Kitson, and Maurice

E. Webb.
White : Richard Wakeham, 10 Great George Street, West-

minster, S.W. I : 10 Hadley Gardens, W.4. Proposed

by W. T. Curtis, C. Stanley Peach, and T. Frank Hawkes.

Competitions
BURTON-ON-TRENT : PROPOSED COUNCIL

SCHOOL.
The Burton-on-Trent Local Education Authority

invite architects to submit, in open competition, designs

for a new Council School for approximately 800 children,

to be erected on a site in Clarence Street.

Assessor : Mr. H. T. Buckland [F.].

Premiums : £150, £100 and £50.
Last day for receiving designs : 30 November 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Mr. I>. E. Burgess, Secretary and Director

of Education, Education Offices, Guild Street, Burton-
on-Trent. Deposit £1.

GUILDFORD : PROPOSED CATHEDRAL.
The Guildford Cathedral Committee invite architects

who have been engaged in the building of cathedrals or

churches to submit drawings and illustrations of their

works ; or a design for a cathedral. Not more than three

sets of drawings may be sent, all to be contained in one
large portfolio. Architects who have not been engaged
in the actual execution of such works, but have studied

and designed ecclesiastical buildings, may submit similar

portfolios of drawings or designs.

The Committee, with the assistance of Air. Walter
Tapper, A.R.A., F.S.A. [F’.], will select a limited number
of architects for the Final Competition, who will each

receive Five Hundred guineas, whether the design is

accepted or not, but the Committee will be free to accept

or reject any or all of such designs.

Portfolios must be sent in on or before 30 November
1930, addressed to The Venerable the Archdeacon of

Surrey, The Diocesan Office, Lloyds Bank Chambers,
Guildford.

LIVERPOOL : DEVELOPMENT OF SITE.
The General Building Syndicate, Ltd., invite architects

to submit, in open competition, schemes for the develop-

ment of a site at Liverpool fronting St. John’s Lane,
Queen Square and Roe Street.

Assessor: Air. Duncan A. Campbell [E.].

Premiums : £250, £100 and £50.
Last day for receiving designs : 30 October 1930.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to The Secretary, General Building Syndicate,

Ltd., 36, St. Alartin’s Lane, London, W.C.2. Deposit

£2 2S.

NORWICH : PROPOSED NEW FIRE STATION.
The Norw ich Corporation invite architects practising in

Norwich or the County of Norfolk to submit, in competi-
tion, designs for a new Fire Station, to be erected on a site

in Bethel Street.

Assessor : Air. Robert Atkinson ^F.].

Premiums : £100, £75, £50 and £25.
Last day for receiving designs : i February' 1931.
Conditions of the competition may be obtained on

application to Air. Noel B. Rudd, Town Clerk, Guildhall,

Norwich. Deposit £i is.
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Members’ Column EASTBOURNE EDUCATION COMMITTEE.
Higher Education.

STANLEY HALL AND EASTON AND ROBERTSON.
The firms of Edwin T. and E. Stanley Hall, of 54 Bedford Square,

and Easton and Robertson, of 36 Bedford Square, have entered into
partnership under the name of Stanley Hall and Easton and Robertson,
and will practise at 54 Bedford Square, London, \V.C.i. Museum
8121 (3dines).

ANDREWS AND DUKE.
Mr. W. F. Andrews, L.R.LB.A., P.A.S.I., of Ocean Chambers,

Brighton, and 14 Hanover Square, London, has taken into partnership
Mr. R. J. Duke, late of Underdown and Duke, of Sealord. Mr. Duke
is taking over the London practice and w'lll be pleased to receive the
latest catalogues at that address. The sule of the firm will be
Andrews and Duke.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS.
Mr. F. E. Mennte fF.] has changed his address from 31 1 Cam-

bridge Road, Bethnal Green, E.a, to i Montfort House, Victoria Park
Square, E 2.

APPOINTMENT VACANT.
Experien'ced Assistant Architect capable of taking charge of

Draw'ing f)ffice required by a firm of European Architects with an
extensive practice in India. A bachelor, age not more than 35,
physically fit, good draughtsman, and with practical knowledge of
construction is required. Public School man and A.R.I.B.A. pre-
ferred. First-class passage out and return on completion of agree-
ment. Fi\e years’ agreement in first place, salary Rs. 700, Rs. 700,
Rs.800, RS.S50, Rs.900 per mensem, plus motor-cycle allowance of
Rs.50,'- per mensem. Tresent value of Rupee about is. 6d.) Appli-
cants should supply full particulars of training and e.'cperience to

Box 9,830, c'o Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.

PARTNERSHIPS WANTED.
A.R.I.B.A. Medallist, age 33, desires position as Senior with a

view' to eventual Partnership. Small capital. South or South-West
of England, Native of Somerset.—Box 2,190, c o Secretar\ R.I.B.A.,

9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.

A.R.I.B.A. with special knowledge of schools of all types
;
London

and Country Domestic, Housing
;
and ecclesiastical fitting ;

desires

to purchase, 3(^800 p.a. share in established practice, preferablv as

Junior Partner. Has had complete charge of over 1(^100,000 w ork.

—

Box 1,310, c o The Secretarv R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, London,
W.I.

An A.R.I.B.A., a University Lecturer, desires to enter into a

partnership with another architect m or near London.—Apply Box
8,100, CjO The Secretar>' R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.

Partnership or Appointment with view to partnership required
by an Associate Member. Age 33. A.A. School training. 10
years’ office experience, London and the Provinces. Present appoint-
ment, Chief Assistant in busy Nlidland office.—Apply Box 7,100,
c,o Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.

DISPOSAL OF PRACTICE.
Member desires to sell general practice for health reasons.—Box

1,000, c 'o The Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.

OFFICE ACCOMMOD.VTION.
Senior Member offers furnished Office Accommodation in “ The

Temple ” on moderate terms. Suit Junior commencing practice.

Or London address for provincial firm.—Write Box 2,090, c o
The Secretarv- R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.

NIember of the Institute wishes to meet another member who will

take part share of his office at Lincoln’s Inn Fields, W.C. Good
light, mutual assistance might be arranged.—Apply Box 2,290, c o

The Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.

Well-lighted room 12 ft. 6 in. by 13 ft. Tw'o window's ;
central

heating, at £60 per annum including heating, lighting and cleaning.

—

Apply Box 9,100, c,o The Secretary R.I.B.A., 9 Conduit Street,

London, W.i.

Me.meer having three light and furnished offices m Bloomsbury
Square, wishes to share same with another architect, in order to

reduce working expenses. Rent, including heating, light and
cleaning, £1 weekly.—Apply Box 3,100, c,o The Secretar>' R.I.B..A.,

9 Conduit Street, London, W.i.

OFFICE ACCOMMODATmN WANTED.
Member practising in London requires office accommodation

which includes own private office, with use of clerk to take ’phone
messages, etc.—Apply Box 2,100, c'o The Secretary R.I.B.A., 9
Conduit Street, London, W.i.

School of Art and Crafts.

Principal : H. B. Faulkner, A.R.C.A., (Lond.)

Wanted : to commence duty at the earliest possible moment,
a qualified Architect (A.R.I.B.A.), to oiganise a Course and
give Instruction in all branches of Architecture. The appoint-
ment is subject to the final consent of the Council. The Course
is intended primarily for young Architects prepaiing for their
R.I.B.A. Examinations.

The Course will be held in the ev^enings, at the above
Institution, and the Architect appointed will be expected to
give instruction on at least three evenings pei week throughout
the Session (38 weeks) part of the time being given to instruc-
tion in the History of Architecture. Salary £zoo per annum.
No Forms. Applicants must apply by letter, giving full

details of their training and experience together with the names
of Referees, and be prepared to submit drawings if requested
to do so.

Letters should be sent to H. W. Fovargue, Esq., Town
Clerk and Secretary, Town Hall, Eastbourne.

ARCIilTECTS* BENEVOLENT SOCIETY
(Insurance Department).

HOUSE PURCHASE SCHEME
(for property in Great Britain only).

The Society is able, through the services of a leading
Assurance Office, to assist an Architect (or his client) in
securing the capital for the purchase of a house for his
own occupation

,
on the following terms :

—

Amount of Loan.
Property value exceeding >^'666, but not exceeding

jC'2,500, 75 per cent, of the value.
Property value exceeding ;f2,50o, but not exceeding

£'4,500, 66

1

per cent, of the value.
The value of the property is that certified by the Sur

veyor employed by the Office.

Rate of Interest
In respect of loans not exceeding ;f2,ooo si per cent, gross,

,, in excess of 5i ,

Repayment.
By means of an Endowment Assurance which dis-

charges the loan at the end of 1 5 or 20 years, or at the
earl er death of the borrower.

In the case of houses in course of erection, it has been
arranged that provided the Plan and Specification have
been approved by the Surveyor acting for the Office
and the amount of the loan agreed upon, and subject to
Uie house being completed in accordance therewithOne Half the loan will be advanced on a certificatefrom the Office s Surveyor that the walls of the house
are erected and the roof on and cov'ered in.
Note.—In 1928, over £2.0,000 was loaned to archi-

tects under th^ scheme, and as a result over i^ioo washanded to the Benevolent Fund.
*,

If a quotation is required, kindly send details of yourage next birthday, approximate value of house and its
Secretary Architects’ Benevolent

Society, 9 Conduit Street, London, W.
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Iraq, British School of Archaeology in,

687.
Italian Art, Concerts at the Exhibition of,

[Arnold Silcock], 26 S.

Italian Masters and C)ther Designers,

[Major H. C. Corlette], 369, 475

Jamaica, Old King’s House, 175.

Jelley, F. R. : Annual Report, 522.

Jenkins, Gilbert H. : Regional Planning,
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;
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Design of Modern Railway Stations,

334 ;
Annual Report, 520, 522.

Jones, Francis : Presentation of the

Royal Gold Medal to Dr. Worthington,
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Jones, Ronald P. : The Architect [re-

view], 202 j
A Handbook of Greek and

Roman Architecture [review], 729.

Jones, W. Campbell : Appointed mem-
ber of the London Building Acts

Committee, 277.

Keen, Arthur : Vote of Thanks to the

President, 13 ;
Waterloo and Charing

Cross Bridges, 23 ;
Are Building

Bye-laws Destructive of Rural Beauty ?

15 1 ;
Charing Cross Bridge, 20S.

'

Kent, G. N. : R.LB.A. Representative

on the Technical Committee ol

B.E.S.A., 69 ;
Facing Bricks, 246 ;

Whitewash for External L'se, 3^5-
^

Kenyon, Sir Frederick, Retirement trom

British Museum, 685.

Kepple, A.R.SA., Four Sketches by

Air. John [Arthur Bartlett], 264 ;

[J. W. MackailJ, 307.

Kidd, J. A, : Regional Planning, with

special reference to Norwich and

Norfolk, 621.

Kitson, Sydney D. : Vote of Thanks to

the President, 223 ;
the late Sir

Lawrence Weaver, 241 ;
Annual Re-

port, 520 ;
R.LB.A. Annual Dinner,

543 ; Speech at the Conference Ban-

quet, 623.

Lanchester, H. V. : The Proposed Char-

ing Cross Bridge, 13 1 ; The Design

of Modern Railway Stations, 334 ;

Annual Report, 522,

Landscape Architects, The Institute of,

270.
Lansburv, Rt. Hon. George : \ ote of

Thanks to the President, 224.

Laiuie, Piofessor A. P. : Washing Build-

ings in Lond<m, 59 ;
Stone Decay in

Sandstone Buildings, 709.

Lavery, Sir John : To paint Presidential

Portrait of Sir Banister Fletcher, 690.
Lawrence, Sir William : Presentation of

the R.LB.A. London Architecture
Medal and Diploma, 165.

Lectures for Boys and Girls, Christmas
Holiday, 107, 277.

Legal
:
Jauffred and Gariel and Anor z\

Joseph Sunlight [Percy J. Waldram],
62, 130 ;

[Wilfred Travers], 97 ;
Will-

cocks and Barnes r. the Paignton Co-
operative Society, Limited, 527 ;

Gold-
berg and Another z\ Waite and Waite,

739-
Lethaby, Professor W. R. . the late

Charles H. iMoore, 337.
Leverton, W. J. H. : Are Building Bye-

laws Destructive of Rural Beauty, 151 ;

Architects’ Drawings of 1S00-1851,

Libraries and Information Bureaux,
Association of Special, 648.

Library, The : Notes by Members of

the Literature Committee, 58, 126, 205,

518, 564, 597, 707. Presentations :

A Building Account of Inu^o Jonc^, by
Mr. Sigismund Goetze, 22, 69 ;

Wrot.
Iron, by Maxwell Ayrton, 1C7

;
Plates

of Dr. Kingo Tatsuno’s Work, 277 ;

The Oxford Dictionary, 564.
Library Association, 53rd Annual Cen-

ference, 714 ;
[W. Theodore Fyfe],

738.
Llewellyn, Sir William : Vote of Thanks

to the President, 12, 223.
Lloyd, T. Alwwn : Regional Planning

with Special Reference to the Greater
London Regional Plan, 196.

Local Authorities, The Mis-use of Power
by, 437.

Locke, Illness of Air. W. J., 307 ;
[Sir

John W. Simpson], 518 ;
the late

William John [Sir Banister Fletcher],

648, 649.
London Building Acts Committee, 134,

i75» 277, 590, 713, 716 ;
Revision, 687 ;

Sanitary Bye-laws, 719 ;
Deputation to

Minister of Health, 683 ;
[Sir Banister

Fletcher], 684.
London House, 738.
London Pride [Sir Banister Fletcher],

723-
I.xinghurst, A. H. : Himalayan Architec-

ture, 251, 3C0.

Lutyens, Sir Edwin Landseer, K C.I.E.,

170.

MacAlistcr, Ian : Annual Report, 521,

522.
Macartney, Alervyn Edmund ; Receives

Knighthood, 646, 686.

Mackail, Dr. J. \V. : P'our Sketches by
Mr. John Keppie, A.R S A., 307 ;

Recent Excavations at LT, 584.

MacLennan, T. F. : the late James Alac-

Intyre Henry, 67.

Mariette’s Engravings, Jean [Martin S.

Briggs], 124.

Alartin-Kaye, N. ; Schools of Architec-
ture, Municipal School of Arts and
Crafts, Southend-on-Sea, 271.

Mayo, The Earl of : The Thames Valley
Preservation Scheme, 295.

Members: Nominations, 34, 107, 177, 277,
313, 437) 534. 599, 753 ;

Election, 69,

107, no, 248, 391, 437, 531, 599, 604,

649 ;
Applications, 69, 108, 176, 244,

277, 353, 388^ 531, 599, 649, 748 ;
Rein-

statement, 6y, 176, 277, 353, 437, 531,

599, 649 ;
Retirements, 69, 277, 354,

437, 688 ;
Resignations, 176, 277, 354,

437, 531, 688 ;
Suggested New Class

of Retired, 277.
Members’ Column, 39, 71, no, 140, 179,

215, 247, 280, 316, 356, 391, 440, 492,
546, 572, 603, 652, 6'’92, 720, 756.

Aliers, Sir Henry
;
Presentation of the

Royal Gold Aledal to Dr. Worthington,

363-
Alilburn, T. R. : Report on the Annual

Conference of the National Associa-

tion for the Prevention of Tubeicu-
losis, 69, 133.

Millard, Walter : The late Fiank Thomas
Baggallay, 379 ;

The late Frederick

George Knight, 742.
Aliller, James : Appointed member of

the Royal Fine Art Ctmamission for

Scotland, 133.

Minutes : [Opening Aleeting] 4 Novem-
ber, 40 ; 18 November, 71 ;

2 Decem-
ber, no; 16 December, 140 : 6 January,

170 ; 20 January, 215 ;
[Special Meet-

ing], 3 February, 248 ; 3 February,

248 ; 17 February, 280 ; 3 Alarch, 316 ;

17 March, 356 ; 7 April, 391 : [Business

General Meeting], 7 April, 391 ;
28

April, 492 ;
[Annual General Aleeting],

12 Alay, 536 ;
26 Alay, 572 ;

16 June,

603 ;
[Special Aleeting], 23 June, 652.

Alonk Bretton, Lord : Vote of Thanks to

the President, 12.

Aloore, the late Charles H. [Professor

W, R. Lethaby], 337.
Alorrison, H. : Charing Cross Bridge,

209.
Alott, Sir Basil : The Preservation of

St. Pauls Cathedral, 676.

Alount Pleasant Artists’ Rest Home, 685.

Alunby, Alan E. : The Design of
Science Buildings, 75, 88 ;

Sessional

Papers and the Closure, 96 ;
Facing

Bricks, 246 ;
Discoloration of Dis-

temper, 308 ;
Primrose Coloured Dis-

temper, 517 ;
Appointed R.LB.A.

Representative at the B.E.S.A. Con-
ference, 599 ;

Barium Plaster for X-Ray
Rooms (review ), 646 ; Water Soften-

ing (review), 680 ; Appointed R.LB.A.
Representative on the Technical Com-
mittee of the B E.S.A., 6S7.

Aluseum Hours Extension, A Com-
mencement of, 489.

National Gallery, Alosaics on the Stair^

case of the, 687.
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